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TRIPLE VALUE OFFER
BABY'S FIRST SHOES
IN LUSTROUS BRONZE
BABY PHOTOGRAPH
5''x7" ENLARGEMENT

®
®
3

HANDSOME SOLID WALNUT
MOUNTING & PICTURE FRAME

ALL

FOR

1298

A

Precious Gift that
will never be forgotten

PRorAPT

Years of research have gone into the devel-

WORK DONE

ALL

IN

OUR

OWN

FACTORY

of the Memory-Shoe process. Each
preserved with all those wrinkles just as
you remembered them. We have thousands of satisfied customers throughout the entire country. You must be 100%
pleased on money-back guarantee. Don't wait this special
price of only $2.98 for the Triple value may be withdrawn
at any time. We will also imprint your baby's first name
on picture frame base in beautiful gold or silver letters
for 50c additional.

opment

little

Highly trained and skilled craftsmen under the
personal supervision of the president and owner
of Memory-Shoe Corporation make this amazing
value possible. Every pair of Baby Shoes is personally supervised from the time they reach us
until they are completed. You are assured of
service that could not be better even if you paid
$25.00 a pair. Remember, you order direct from
the factory and are guaranteed to receive factory
quality made possible only by the Memory-Shoe
process.

Factory Price of $2.98
This

is

an advertising

May Never Be Repeated

offer to

acquaint more people with

Memory-Shoe process. You must act now. Simply
mail baby shoes and photo to us with coupon. SEND
NO MOSEY. We will do the complete job and ship to
the

you promptly. Upon arrival simply pay postman S2.98
plus C.O.D. postage. That's all. No more to pay. You
must be pleased or your money will be refunded.

MEMORY-SHOE CORPORATION
5501

S.

36lh

St.,

Omaha

7,

Neb.

shoe

is

—

—

JUST MAIL BABY

SEND NO MONEY

SHOES

AND PHOTO

Memory-Shoe Corporation, Dept. A
5501 S. 36th St., Omaha 7, Nebraska
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find one pair of baby shoes, to be preserved
by the Memory-Shoe method of Bronzing. These shoes are to be mounted
on genuine walnut base and picture frame.
am also enclosing negative
(no photographs accepted) to be enlarged to 5" x 7" to fit picture frame
at no additional charge. Upon receipt of baby shoes on stand and photo
frame and enlargement
will pay postman only $2.98 plus C.O.D. postage.
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won't be back. The romance
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was over scarcely before it had begun.
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Tampax

reduces the mental strain during "that time of month" because you
are secure in the knowledge that it can
cause no bulge or wrinkle to show
through your dress. You can tub or
shower without removing the Tampax!
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easy to
sleep

with
WHEN

Hollywood turns all-out to
entertain Florida that's party
news!

My

friend, the Governor of Florida,
Fuller Warren, paid a flying visit to California to marry the attractive young

Jimmy Stewart and

Barbara Manning,
wake the wealthy and allpowerful Louis Wolfson and his charmSouthland

and

beauty,

left in his

ing wife from Tallahassee. Since they
had expressed a desire to meet their favorite stars I decided to give them an

his

bride, the former Gloria

McLean, pose with

attendants,
Grady,
casting director,

Best

their

Man

Bill

Matron

MGM
and

of Honor, Mrs.

Ruth

Draddy, immedi-

ately

after

ceremony

in

wedding
Brentwood.

party in my home and fortunateeverything turned out beautifully.

all-star

ly

*

*

*

Joan Crawford showed up wearing a
printed organdy tier gown
and Cesar Romero on her arm. Together

fascinating

they staged one of their fascinating Latin
I must say Joan is
one of the smoothest dancers in this
town. In fact, she had such a good time,
she didn't seem at all to regret that she
had finally called it a day with her steady
escort, Greg Bautzer, who has recently
been everywhere with Paulette Goddard
and with Arlene Dahl.
(Please turn to next page)
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Gloria,

lovely

and a

gray

in

headpiece, is kissed by her
brand new husband.
After taking in the air

satin

floral

the newlyweds
sailed for Honolulu
and a long honeymoon.
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hascinating occupation and nuh
by learned by averag^e man o

woman who

artistically

is

in-

in spare time at home.
Easy-to-understand oil colorins

clined,

makes

method

possible
bring out life-like colo
f^arn while learning.

Easy to Learn

it

Clark Gable and

new

practical

(>ui

Hollywood

Maxwell,

N/larilyn

twosome,

at

a

Giro's.

in

shows
St ruction
to do beautiful work. No previous training
needed, nor is it necessary to do any drawing or
sketching. Find out how those with natural talent
can be trained to color their own photographs and
those of their friends and. when experienced, seek
'

Bruce Cabot and Ann Sheridan enjoythe entertainment at Mocambo.

is

work

for

studios,

ing

stores and others.

National Method Means Beautiful

Work

.

some

Learn the "National Method" of coloring photographs and miniatures in oil. It brings out beautiful
effects. Originated in a well-known Studio that for
many years catered to the Gold Coast residents of
Chicago. This type of instruction trains you In thp
late, modern method of coloring in vntrne today

FREE Booklet
greater
by,

flagstone "rugs." It wasn't until
Joan confided to me that she
was leaving for Europe without Bill Dozier and that their marriage, which had
been such fun, had reached an unhappy
ending.
*
*
*
later that

you seek increased independence.
happiness, and a worth-while hob-

if

and you

feel you have artistic talent,
this FREE booklet.
Find out
this fascinating work and
the opportunities in a comparatively
uncrowded field. Send today for free
booklet, "A Fascinating Hobby" and
full particulars.
Sent postage prepaid,

te

for

more about

without obligation.

NATIONAL. PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
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Wed

Paulette, of course, has found her true
love at last, or so she claims, in Clark
Gable and this romance, which started
with a gag blind date, has flourished so
that Paulette didn't even want to leave for
Mexico for a picture commitment. However, when Clark escorted her to the plane
in that maroon Rolls-Royce, she was loath
to kiss him in front of the photographers.
All she did when she got to the top of
the ramp, was turn to Clark and shout,
"Be seeing you, Sugar!" and then disappeared into the plane.
*

*

*

—

But back to the party .Johnnie JohnKathryn Grayson did one of
their famous duets, while out in the garden dance floor, Constance Moore and
Reggie Gardiner vied with Joan Fontaine and Zachary Scott in cutting up
ston and

Judy Garland and Vincente Minnelil,
although

Bever]y Simon.sen, lovely Chicago bride,
uses famous Italian Balm daily to keep her
hands honeymoon-soft and chap-free.

hands need Italian Balm's sure
protection against winter weather. This rich,
concentrated lotion protects where thin,
Soft, lovely

watery lotions

Prevents chapping

fail.

softens roughest, driest skin overnight.

So

economical, because only one drop serves
both hands! Try it
see the amazing difference 25c, 50c, $1 per bottle.

—

!

Italian
for

Balm

CHAP -FREE HANDS

separated,

out

on

a

date.

/ chatted a long time with Lana Turner and Bob Topping, who made their
first formal Hollywood appearance at my
party and I was delighted to learn how
happy these newlyweds are. Lana told
me that Bob had taught her how to ride,
shoot and fish, things she had never
dreamed she could do before, and that
she was willing to trade the outdoor life
any day for the nights in smoky clubs
and late parties. Lana looks wonderful
and I'm convinced from the way she
talks that she's finally found the real
thing. At least, she couldn't find a more

devoted husband than Bob.
*

*

*

Sonja Henie joined us for coffee and a
brief chat, but she wouldn't tell either
Lana or me about whether she intends to
marry her Eastern admirer, Winthrop
Gardiner, or not.

"You don't have a chance to make up
your mind," the lovely Sonja said. "The
Mel Ferrer takes Joan Crawford for
a whirl on the Mocambo dance floor.

NOW THE CURTAIN||J|S SWEPT

ASIDE!

THE IHGRID BERGMAN PICTURE YOUMTE BEEN READING ABOUT!

rprn

AAUriACL' U\Trurr\rU
nilVyrlVyU^lA
A|

Screen Play by James Bridie
Hume Cronyn . Bas
Based on

Adaptation

the Play by John Cotton and l^argarel Linden

•

Ftom the Novel

by Helen

Simpson

)

.

shops every week and change either the
color or the length of our hair. I just
won't do it. My hair looks best when I

wear

long."

it

«

leasant

*

*

Later on in the evening I was amused
by a story which Producer Preston Sturges
told to Lana Turner, pretty Frances Rams-

TO TAKE

Bob Topping and particularly, famous Wall Street financier, Ruley Cutten.
Preston's story is that when he was fifteen
den,

years old he was a lowly "runner" for a
Wall Street brokerage firm, that paid him
"I persuaded
telephone me
an order for $50,000 worth of bonds. The
firm thought it was a joke until I took the
call and proved the order was a genuine
one. They were so surprised they raised

of seven dollars a week.

all

a

leasant
Ava Gardner stepping out at Giro's
witli liandsome young Peter Lawford.

IH ACTION

friend of

my

my

father's to

salary to ten dollars a week!"
*
*
»

It was a wonderful evening and I'm so
grateful to all my Hollywood friends for
helping to make it such a success. But
the topper came when, just as I was bidding the last of my guests goodbye and
waiting to turn out the lights, whc should

leasant
FOR CHILDRiN

reporters and the columnists always

i GROWN UPS

made up for you. I
throp very much and he is due
to

have

it

like

seem
Win-

for a visit
here next month, but that doesn't neces-

sarily

mean wedding
*

#

bells."

*

At that point Joan Crawforfi danced
by and we ail liad to remark on how
stunning she looked. Of course, I think
one of the reasons that Joan will always
look outstanding is because she doesn't
succumb to every tad and fashion fancy
that comes along
For example, she refuses flatly to go for the short hair-do.

rREE PHOTO
LARGE SIZE

of your favorite

from

Hollywood

FREE

decorated with all the
and poses. Send name of
YOUR FAVORITE and enclose 10c
to cover handling and mailing.
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title oj '"I he Most Heantijvl Girt In
The World" by the American Beauti-

cians Congress

—

Said Snsan "Fashion designers drive
us crazy by changing the styles every
year so that we will dash out and buy
completely new wardrobes. Now the hair
stylists want us to go to the beauty
Temple dancing with Robert
Lowrey during a party at Mocambo

Shirley
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to

TRAINED ARTISTS
earning $65,

WEEK.

$80

BE AN ARTIST!
are capable of

AND MORE A

COMMERCIAL ART, DESIGNING, CARTOON-

ING —all In one complete home study course.
You can become your own boss. Many
students earn extra money while
learning by desiKDing posters, rendering signs, lettering, etc. W.S.A.
Is now in its 35th successful year.
No previous art experience nccesBary.
we teach you step-ijy-sten.
TWO ART OUTFITS included with

training.
FREE BOOK, "Art for
pleasure & F'rofit"— tells about our
course, Instruction, and opportunities
in

Art.

VETERANS! Course

FREE

BOOK

G.I.

Approved.
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WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
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The Keenan Wynns are another couple

enioying

a

gay

Alan

Ladd, currently in "Ghicago
with his wife at Giro's.
Deadline.
'

»

the

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Also

*

The only other one I can think oj is
Susan Hayward. who was recently given

MOVIE STAR
Direct

She knows that her long litian tres.ses are
much more becoming to her that the clip
bob that has become the craze with almost every actress in Hollywood

evening

at

Giro's

arrive

Roll"

l)ut

Kay. "The Oceana

Beatrice

who had

gotten lost after her
late show at C'iro's and couldn't find my
lioiise.
So the gang all trekked back in
and we finished the night with coffee,
scrambled eggs and (lay Ninety ballads!
girl,

*

*

*

Smash hit oj the many tennis parties
was the Beverly Wilshire one whim cli'

{'lease

turn Ui pagt Ti
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WARNER BROS.
JANE WYATT- WAYNE MORRIS
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY

•

WALTER BRENNAN

PRODUCED BV

DELMER DAVES- JERRY WALD WaJ^'

By
Helen Hendricks

"Under Capricorn," a sombre drama, coBergman and Michael Wilding.

stars Ingrid

It

with this

is

trial

that the picture be-

Through the eyes and mind of
Flaubert, played by James Mason, you
come to understand that Madame Bovgins.

ary

is

not

the fictitious story

of

one

woman, but the history of thousands of
women who never outgrow adolescent
daydreams. All the performances are superb and Jennifer Jones was never better.

Thieves' Highway
20th Century-Fox
from a buyer's interest, it's
very probable nobody gives much

ASIDE

thought to the bins of apples, tomatoes

and other perishable produce stacked up
at the corner grocer's. After seeing the
action-packed story about a truck owner,
Richard Conte, and the difficulties he has
breaking into the produce trucking business, you'll develop a new respect for all
the effort that goes into keeping the refrigerator stocked.
Even though food might be perishable,
the characters involved most certainly
aren't. They and the situations they get
into are so rough that sandpaper feels
like velvet in comparison. Hauling produce to the San Francisco market cost
Conte's father both his legs when the
truck he was driving went out of control.
Conte almost dies when the jack gives
way while he's changing the tire on his
second-hand truck. Millard Mitchell,

Larry Parks, in "Jolson Sings Again,"
entertains American troops overseas.

Madame Bovary

MGM

FOR
the power

centuries,

women have

realized

charms and
also the fact that luxury and romance nourish these possessions. Having
of feminine

once arrived at that conclusion, there's
doubt that their lives will be interesting if not completely self-satisfying.
The woman concerned in this instance is
Jennifer Jones, who never really steps
out of her dream world which has become highly developed through reading
romantic novels. A farmer's daughter
with ambitions, Jennifer marries Van
Heflin, an unassuming but sincere country doctor, and leaves farm life behind,
but all her adolescent notions and aspirations follow her. Eventually, every one
of her dreams is brutally shattered.
little

Overpowering

boredom

follows,

and

instead of resigning herself to fate, or

accepting realism, Madame Bovary counters life's di.sappointments by having two
love affairs; one with a law clerk, and the
other with Louis Jourdan, the 19th Century ver.sion of the modern playboy. Her
complete ruin and tragic end is inevitable
as is the effect her brief life had on those
who loved her.

In novel form, the story of

Madame

Bovary .shocked the citizenry of France,
and author Gustave Flaubert was put
on trial and charged with corruption of
morals and defamation of womanhood
12

Richard Conte and Valentina Cortesa
in "Thieves' Highway," a real thriller.

Jennifer
lin

is

Jones'

ill-fated

marriage
in

to

"Madame

Van HefBovary."

mmiirfmms&\
/O^ TIMES../ 1

OF IHE WORLD'S

GREATEST ENTERTAINER!

—
Virginia-Kentucky

border.
Before the
declared, however, the romance
between Hatfield Farley Granger and
newcomer Joan Evans, a McCoy, is also
responsible for violence erupting again.
For years, though hating each other vehemently, the McCoys, headed by Raymond Massey, and the Hatfields, headed
by Charles Bickford, remained in their

truce
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Rainey are

Margaret
killers

in

Wycherly and
"White Heat."

Conte's partner, is burned to death in a
crash. Lee J. Cobb, a produce dealer who

$1.25 plus tax. At drug, cosmetic and department stores. If
unable to buy locally.
"

Hatfield.

a

twinkling, see a new, lovelier

young

fair.

spell

Farley finally abducts her and takes her
over to his side of the river. Backs start
bristling, and all hell breaks loose when
Richard Basehart, a sadistic Hatfield
with a warped mind, opens fire on the
youngest McCoy lad. Luckily for both
families the romance keeps right on going. Tensely passionate, the love scenes

true

full

Then, at a county
falls under the

of the wild unrestrained

so sim-

It's

territories.

Roseanna meets and

new glamour

Instant

^^jjlm

^
J
JV

own

Fi'^nch Mascara

is

is more of a racketeer than a marketeer,
eventually finds out that life ain't no bed
of broccoli when Conte learns the reason
for his father's accident. Beside a full
quota of thrills and toughness, this introduces a new personality Valentina Cortesa, an Italian importation who can

—

really act, too!

BLEU

McCoy
RKO

Roseanna

"Black" "Brown" "Blue"

Nome
Address-

CENTERED

around the celebrated
feud between the Hatfields and the

.Slate_

City

FAST RELIEF

McCoys,

this

tells

how

young

Granger, Joan

Bickford

in

Evans, Charles
Coldwyn's "Roseanna McCoy."

love

brought about an end to the fightin' and
fussin' around that section of the West

CORNS, CALLOUSES, BUNIONS!

Farley

overshadow the feudin' that, coupled with
an outstanding cast, makes this much
more than a scenic mountain yarn.

The

instant you apply Dr. SchoU's Zino-pads, painshoe friction stops, pressure on the sensitive spot
You'll marvel, too, how quickly these thin,
soothing, cushioning, protective pads remove corns
or callouses when used with the separate Medications included. Get this instant-acting relief today!
ful

Ckristopher Columbus

is lifted.

(Technicolor)
Universal

Mr. Columbus and

Gertrude
AS Stein pointed out, the later
world
round
is

liJIil

round, etc. Though
the story of Christopher Columbus, his
theories and his discovery of America in
1492 is perhaps the most familiar in history, you'll find much of interest in the

D-^5cholls Zino-pads
SONGS WANTED
A

80

.

JJEIODV JJART
ST., Dept. H.

BOSTON, MASS.

MUm

Yvonne
exactly

man

LUCK?-? $

IN

Carry

a

pair

GENUINE

of

like

De Carlo knows
how to handle a
Robin Short

in

the

Western farce, "The
Gal Who Took The West."
lusty

LIVE HIGHLY
BKAHMA REDLODESTONEfel

MAGNETIC

i

*

Legend reimtes. Occult, Onental

Sried

ancients .supCT.stitiously cartwo Live Lodestones as

TMOST
"

NETIC

MAGFOWEKFUL
CHAItM.S,
"LUCKY"

one to "attract" Good Luck in
.Money, Games, Love, Business.
Work, etc, the other to "prevent" Bad Luck, Losses, Evil,
Cam' a Pair
Bcli.ve in Luck?
e'c.
iiani.
1-rouDic
Bed Live Lodestonesl
of these curiou-s Genuine Braluna
Postjia.d for
$1.97
claims.
We make no supernatural
27c extra U
toe two with all information. $1.97 and
Keturned.
Satl.sfaclion GDAItANTEED or Money

c!o.D

Order yours

NOWl

ASTROL CO

,

Dept. 4-£,

main f

.

O.

Box 72, BROOKLYN, N. Y.
NOTICE! Beware of imilations! We absolutely GUARANTEE
these Genuine Brahma Lodcstones are ALIVE! We believe they
arc juBt what you want, the Real Thing— Powerful Drawing, Extra Highly Magnetic! Fully Guaranteed, Copyright 37— A. Co.
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.

role.

BOYLSTON

is

round

is

movie version of the Genoan and his
dream of a western route to the Indies

known composer wilt write the music
your words on a professional basis. His
songs have sold millions of copies.
Recordings made.
Send for FREE Booklet.
wdll

for

^

round

is

Hurricane hunters John
Russell, Richard Widmark,
find Linda Darnell more
exciting than the weather
in "Slattery's Hurricane."

especially Fredric March in the title
Ridiculed for his ideas in both Por( Please turn to page 16)

GREATNESS

in aMotionKcture!
Trii

irffi1BITMiifiWilliiltllliialMW>>>l1linrm^^

MOM FREEMAN
fr

-JiM

eJ and Directed by

•

i-irmr-

iri-'riiif

VANESSA BROWN

WILLIAM WYLER
Basel! iit>nn

th'-'

•

•

SELENA ROYLE

Screenplay by Ruth and Augustus Goet;;
'ilay

.5

—

J

and Spain, he

tugal

Queen

convinces

finally

by Florence Eldridge, that sponsoring his wild scheme
might be profitable for Spain. Bucking
court politics and intrigue and later mutiny in his little flotilla were just some
of the difficulties which beset him before
he landed on San Salvador in the Bahamas. After discovering the Western Hemisphere, Columbus spent several triumphant years as high admiral and viceroy
over

all

Isabella, played

the lands he discovered. In 1498,

politics again intervened

was returned to Spain

and Columbus

in chains.

.

.

.

Faithfully following facts, this is still
a super production in every possible way
which shows that history and entertain-

This pretty pink plastic holder
shows how easy it is to apply
the very new Lorr Cream Makeup Stick. Designed for carrying,
that lovely look is yours any
time, anywhere.
You merely
touch to skin, smooth it on.

ment can mix.

Under Capricorn
(Technicolor)

Warner Brothers
the Holiday
WITHtime
to think
it's

grooming

parties coming on apace,
of a truly lovely skin and
aids that make for personal perfection.

The new Lorr Cream Make-up
means "portable prettiness," for the
so easy to carry.

A

anywhere.

$.49*,

Stick,

form

stick

is

Easy, too, to apply any time,

a new peek-a-boo box
flower-toned Facial Tisnice
thought to lend a
sues. A
style to your dressing-table as
well as to your beauty ritual.
Here is an excellent quality of
tissue with a big beauty plus.

Venida has
for

its

fine texture lends a velvet quality

minor flaws. Four skin tones.
Those wonderfully strong, soft, absorbent Venida Rainbow Facial Tissues now come in a new
window box to look so pretty on dressing-table or
bath shelf. In soft peach, green, maize and blue,
to skin, conceals

402 single sheets cost $.31.
For more thorough removal of heavy make-up,
especially tinted bases,

Woodbury

presents

its

new

Liquefying Cleansing Cream with Penaten. Penaten is for deeper pore cleansing. From $.20* to
$.69*.

DuBarry Special Cleansing Preparation is a
powdery meal to be used as a wash for
scrupulously clean skin and is a great aid for

Laboratories, Chelsea, Mass.
*P/us

20%

C.

M.

Federal Tax.

names

like Ingrid Bergman and Joseph
Cotten, this costume picture set in Australia will easily prove to be the type
film moviegoers will enjoy. Ingrid plays
a member of the Irish gentry who marries the stable groom, Joseph Cotten, and
follows him to Australia where he is imprisoned after the murder of her brother.
Ingrid can't take the change nor can she
forget all the unhappiness she's been
through and escapes via the brandy
route. Even though Cotten has served
his term and has become one of the
wealthiest landowners in Australia, Ingrid can't stop wandering around the
house like Ophelia.
It isn't until a family friend in the
person of Michael Wilding sure and a
foine broth of a lad he is- enters the
unhappy menage that Ingrid is transformed back into a gentlewoman. Unfortunately, he falls in love with her,
and as there will be in times of crisis,
strange and hidden facts are dusted off
and put on display. One of the reasons
for Ingrid's tippling is revealed in such
a way that you'll be hanging from the
theatre chandelier it's heady stuff, be-

—

blackheads and related surface blemishes. $1*.
Very new is Heed, a gentle, effective deodorant
which also stops perspiration. A single squeeze of
the plastic bottle and you, your sweaters, your
woolens are perspiration proof. Six months' supplv
If Summer left you with a bathing pool hangover of athlete's foot, Edal ointment for this nuisance has hearty endorsement. $1, from The Edal

of

in

—

fragrant,

costs $.49*.

emotion,
a constant barrage
WITH
drama and suspense,
addition to

Woodbury saw

a

need

for

an ex-

cream for
heavy make-up and deep tinted
bases. So you now have Wood-

tra effective cleansing

bury Liquefying Cleansing Cream
with Penaten, an ingredient to
assure thorough pore cleansing.

—

lieve

me.
i

Was A Male War

Bride

20th Century-Fox
DuBarry Special CleansPreparation is one
way to combat embarrasing blackheads and similar
troubles.
It's
a
rousing good wash for
dull skin, too.
Here it
is in a nice, new packing

age, so very easy to use.

Heed

is
a new answer
perspiration problems. A squeeze of the

to

green

plastic bottle
places the liquid exact-

where you need it.
Here is an ideal form
ly

for

the travel bag,

too.

FIFTY

million Frenchmen can't be
wrong, but according to French Major
Gary Grant, assigned to clearing up certain matters in Germany, it looks as

though those fifty million Frenchmen
might be slightly off the beam. The girl
responsible for the reversal in statistics
is

WAC

Lieutenant

Ann

knows a wolf when she

Sheridan

who

and
having seen one in the form of Cary
called him. Because of orders, Ann is
forced to accompany the major on a
second trip, and the only means of transsees

one,

a side-car motorcycle. Since
Cary is at her mercy
throughout the assignment. Eventually,
she has him screaming UNCLE, then
darling and then for the preacher. Far
from ending there, Gary's troubles just
portation

is

Ann can

drive,

begin. On their wedding night, Ann gets
orders to return with her company to
(Please turn to page 74!

•

That "Kiss and Tell"
Corliss Archer
in trouble

.

. .

is

••

girl,

up to her neck

head over heels

in love.

JAMES NASSER

From the fun-tipped pen of
F.

presenn

HUGH HERBERT,

who gave

to the screen

"Kiss and Tell," "Margie,"

and "Sitting Pretty"

comes

EMPLE WiVEN

his greatest

rock-and-roar

story!

with

TOM lULLY •VIRGINIA
HOWARD DIMSDALE

WELLES- DARRYL HICKMAN
Produced by

Directed by

Screenplay by
•

RICHARD WALLACE

•

COLIN MILLER
Released thru United Artists

NEWSREEL

bride,
him and
Director Delmer Daves
on Arizona location of
20th's "Broken Arrow."
Jim

Stewart's

Gloria,

visits

Nancy Gates and Gregory Peck at a "Holly-

wood

Star

rehearsal.
in

Theatre"
now

Greg's

"12 O'clock High."

James G. Wilson gives Montgomery Clift the key to Berlin.
He's there to make "Two Corridors East," story of the air lift.

Lt.

Veronica Lake and her husband, Director Andre De Toth, dining
at Giro's on one of their infrequent trips in from their ranch.

19

Chaos begins when Ann and Cary discard
mutual "sex antagonism" in favor of marriage.

Ann Sheridan and Cary Grant
four times in "I

Ann
in

hauls Cary around

"I

are

Was A Male War

married
Bride."

Germany

Was A Male War

Bride."

mutual dislike
THE
shared by Cary Grant,
a

French officer, and Ann

Sheridan,
"I

Was

a

A

WAC

Lt..

Mate

in

War

Bride," vanishes after they
land in a hayloft.
Cary

proposes

(marriage,

that

which starts a nightmare of red tape and
is)

misunderstanding.
Before
he finally gets to the U.
S.

as

shaken

a
to

bride,

Gary's

discover, "they

I'm the wife and
the husband," and
Ann finds the trouble
with the Army is there's
no place to be alone.

think

she's

2i

WAC

disguise
Gary's
fails as his garter slips.

it

Hollywood

stars

rave about Deltah's PARIS-INSPIRED

Three-i n-One
Styled by
The magic word
this

in fashion is elegance, so

Majeska

Majeska designed

glamorous, high styled simulated pearl necklace with an

elaborate centerpiece set with sparkling diamond-like
rhinestones.

Wear

it

as an ensemble, or

wear the centerpiece

separately as a pin. Exclusive Deltah Couturier Necklaces,

Mwii Smith weort the
'k«

*
fnui

Couturiar

in luxurious presentation cases, $5.00 to
rich

rhinestona

$27.00, Fed. tax

diamond-

centerpiac*
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The

stars themselves are just- os interested os you ore in
what's going on in the most discussed place in the world

By Lynn

MOVIETOWN

is

definitely

on the

ipbeat again. Studios are busier
than they have been for months,
which means more pictures being made,
more jobs for players and workers
people look happier and there's an optimistic scent to the air, a kind of hustle

and bustle that was lacking in the thin
times when box-office was off and production chiefs didn't know where their
next million dollar budget was coming
from. This here new upswing has touched
off a lot of activity among the stars—
off the lot as well as on, some of it good,
some bad.
«
«
*

Judy Garland's back

—her

in

town and

all

be one
"Summer Stock.'* Bette Davit
and Warner Brothers have pffft after
an 18-year association. Bette wants more
say about her -pictures than Warners are
prepared to give her. Guy Madison and
better
called

first

picture

utHI

Gail Russell finally made-up their minds
at the Santa
to get married and did so
Barbara Biltmore. Theirs is one of the
longest
courtships
on record here.
They tie been goin steady^ more or less,
for three years.

—

Ann
ling,"

"Once More, My Darclimbed the ladder to stardom quickly.

BIyth, currently in

Desi Arnaz, with the Bob Muttons, at Judy
Canova's Mocambo party for her new boy friend.

Time out for refreshments for Dorothy Lamour and Jimmy Stewart at radio rehearsal.

her back. He was just
up the John Ford comedy,

trying to get
finishing

"Front And Center." Evidently, Dan
finds hard work a good remedy for his
troubles

—— got two
"Storks Don't
he's

more

pictures

up

Bring Babies"
with Betty Grable. "Ticket To Tomahawk" with Anne Baxter. The work
seems to agree with him he looks wonderful, especially with his red hair in
a crew cut.
(Please turn to page 62)
lined

—

Ginger Rogers and Jack Briggs called
marriage after trying to save it
for a year and a half. We hope they're
back together two really nice guys who
were victims of career trouble. Betty Hutton and Ted Briskin had a near-miss when
they separated briefly, but got back together, which is good news. Wanda Henoff their

—

Ann Sheridan samples
ova's

party

as

the snacks at Judy CanBob Hutton does the serving.

The new, brunette Bette Davis as she appears in "Beyond The Forest" for Warners.

\

Mickey Rooney, Steve Brodie on "Hollywood

Roy Rogers welcomes competition

Star Theatre."

of Rex Allen,

Mickey's to be father again.

Monte

Hale,

in

persons

new cowboy

stars.

and Audie Murphy admitted they
having a hassle, too neither one
has been in very good health since they
got married, but were in there pitching,
drix

—

were

trying hard to save their romance. The
battling Cugats, Xavier and Lorraine, were
at least
at it again, but got together again
temporarily. Nora Flynn and Dick Haymes
finally achieved the happy ending to their

—

stormy romance. David Selznick and Jennifer Jones made it, too, and were married
twice for good luck in Italy.
*

-V

Dan

*

Dailey lunched with his wife, Liz,
and their son at the 20th Century-Fox
commissary, turning all the charm on.

Below: Judy Canova with Felipe Rivero at
her party

in

Mocambo's Champagne Room.

obma o ntertams
Right:

Ann

Miller with her

favorite escort, William O'-

Connor, at Hollywood home
of Cobina Wright for another of the gay and colorful
parties Cobina loves to give.

Below: Elizabeth Taylor with Johnnie
Johnston and his wife, Kathryn Grayson,
at Cobina's festive gathering. Kathryn's
got her best role in "That Midnight Kiss."

Above: Joan Fontaine and her partner. Zachary Scott, amusing
Cobina's guests with their lany antics as ballroom dancers.
Right: Joan was in a delightfully frivolous mood
and had Lana Turner and Bob Topping in stitches.

24

Hostess Cobina, Sonja Henie, Lana Turner and her
husband, Bob Toppings Lana is returning to screen soon.
Left:

Above: Joan Crawford enjoying her dance with Cesar Romero,
who has few equals in all of Hollywood as a dancing partner.

Left: Sonja Henie with Lana and her husband, Bob Topping.

Sonja

may soon marry Winnie Gardiner, wealthy

socialite.

25

—

Tyrone Power and his wife, Linda, look over hand-woven caps
made by extras on the "Black Rose" location in French Morocco.

Linda's great pride
her,

is

when people soy

to

"Tyrone has never looked better"

1CALL

Tyrone my "pigeon." But let me hasten to
add that this is not used as one would say "dear"
or "darling." It is only because I can and almost
always do beat him at cards. Otherwise, Tyrone definitely is not the "pigeon" type. We usually play Canasta
or Canfield and I usually win. He keeps on trying, but
I am luckier. I tell him that I am also better, but that
It is just that the cards are better
than they are to him.
As I look back over the two years I have known
Tyrone, little bright scenes march across the screen of
my memory. For example, a day we spent together in
isn't strictly true.

to

me

visiting my family and
before we were married.
all were spending a
holiday at Acapulco and on this day, Tyrone and I
flew to a little place not far away called Zihuatenejo.
I think if you could go there you would say, as we
did, that there cannot be another place like it on the
face of the world. It is a story-book village even though
it is sufficiently modern to boast of an air strip.
But
cows graze on this air strip, and landing a pjane is a
business of waiting until they have been driven off.
There are no paved streets, no carriages, no automoScores of little boys meet you at the airfield,
biles.
brown, smiling, eager. They carry into the village for
you everything you will allow them to carry. I think
if you had a trunk weighing 200 pounds, they would
and could carry that, t<».
Vou walk into the village {Please turn to paye 60)

Mexico when Tyrone was there

We

me

—

Ty introduces Linda to a few of the camels that appear with
him in "The Black Rose," his latest 20th Century- Fox film.
-

Jane

Russell

sensation,

at

Frank Sinatra and Jane in the rollicking film, "it's Only Money.'
She's also to be seen currently in Howard Hughes' "The Outlaw.'

and her husband, Bob Waterfield, pro football
Hollywood premiere. They're direct opposites.

(lane lakes

fl

was a can of tomatoes and
a label had to be put on thot
can/' reminisces Jane Russell
"i

By Jon Bruce
"TF

ever anybody learned

I by

trial

It

and

error,

how

to act

I'm the gal!"

was the very vibrant and

per-

Jane Russell, star of RKO's
"The Outlaw." "It's Only Money" and
"Montana Belle," talking. It had been
some time since I had seen Jane and
I couldn't get over the change that had
taken place. Where once she had been
sonable

and a little shy, she now was
completely self-assured and taking everything smoothly in stride.
"I*m very pleased with my career the
way it's going now," Jane remarked,
"but, at the same time, I'm not in the
least sorry for the way it began. Cerconfu.sed

tainly the publicity campaign marking
screen debut lasted too long and
stayed too long in one vein, but I guess
had its purpose. It was at least a
it
smart campaign in the beginning. I

my

—

was a can

of

tomatoes and a label had

on that can.
"Don't get the idea that

to be put

I regret the
experiences of those earlier days. Not in
the least. Nor have they left any deep
and I'm certainly not
scars on me
bleeding to death. I do admit, though,
that I'm glad there's been a change of

—

late.

back on

that happened

"As

I look

'As

look back, I think I was like an osabout the whole thing," admits Jane.

trich

I

all

Looli

Bach

to me, I think I was like an ostrich about
the whole thing. It was as though it was
all happening to someone else. It wasn't
a matter of my having to live up to anything when I started out in the business.
I didn't have a thing to live up to. I
didn't even have any acting experience.
But that didn't bother me because I

had never thought of having any kind
of a career to begin with anyway.
"It might have been a different story
But I didn't.
if I'd had to work.
career wasn't the big thing in my life. It

A

isn't, for that matter.
I have no
great urge to {Please turn to page (56)
still

"Don't get the idea that I regret the experiences of those earlier days," declares Jane.

By Coleen Cray
fun just to think about the
IT'S
derful eight weeks I spent

won-

playing

opposite Birig Crosby in "Riding
High!" And to tell about those happy
days is, in a way, to re-live them.
I never had an experience like that
the high spot, so far, in my
of that magic
combination of Bing Crosby and Director Frank Capra doesn't happen every
day, you know.
Between shots on other pictures I've
gone to my dressing-room to study my
script, to write letters or to read. I'd
come to work in the morning with the
thought that here was a job to be done.
But not on "Riding High!" There I'd
be ^perhaps the first to arrive every
before;
career.

it's

The good luck

—

Left:

the

Coleen
filming

Gray and Bing Crosby
Paramount's "Riding

of

during
High."

Playing opposite Bing Crosby in his forthcoming "Riding
High" gave Coleen the chance to see what makes him tick
Says Coleen, "All in all I found Bing to be a happy, well adjusted man.
He's completely relaxed; simply will not worry."

Director Frank Capra, Bing and Coleen on "Riding High" set. Bing
put himself completely in Capra's hands during production of picture.

—

—

—perched

morning
if

the scene

I weren't in

I

set.

my

Coleen

states

Even

Horses,

but

on the edge of

chair waiting for things to start.
I

never

hung on every word

left

the

for fear I'd

miss something!

And when

I

that Sing may love golf and
underneath it all, is a scholar.

remember how nervous

I

was on the first day, how frightened of
the two Big Names, I could pinch myself
for being so silly. Why, those Big Names
were the kindest, the most considerate,
the gentlest men I've ever known.
getting the part in the first place
was completely unexpected. After finish-

My

ing "Sand" for 20th Century-Fox. where
I've been under contract for five years.
I went to New York to appear on the
stage in "Leaf And Bough." Unfortunately, the play bowed and left after one
of the shortest runs on record.
After the strain of rehearsals and production, I was in the midst of a wonderful whirl doing the town with a lot of
friends when my agent phoned long-

distance at three o'clock one Wednesday
morning. He told me to take the plane
that night for the Coast.
I really didn't want to. I was having
so much fun! But obediently I packed
and caught not only the plane but a
terrible cold. Didn't get a wink of sleep

going to see them play that verj' night
at the Pan-Pacific Auditorium. Imagine
that! Bing knowing all about
basket-

my

team!
.A.fter that he talked about my singing
with the college A Capella Choir. One
subject lead to another and before I
knew it, I was chattering along to an old
ball

—

friend.

That's the secret of Crosby and Capthey're so easy, so calm. They get

ra:

an enormous amount of work done
"Riding High" was brought in two weeks
under schedule yet they never seem to

—

hurrj' or to force anything.

As an example, even in this test we
finished in a little over an hour scenes
which ordinarily would have taken half
a day.

Right:

"Riding

They

started out

by saying,

"If

Appearing opposite Bing Crosby in
High" is Coleen's biggest break.
.

and arrived more dead than alive. They
told me I was to make the test that
afternoon, but I begged them to wait
until I felt a little better.
So they thrust six pages of script in

my hand and

home and

I tottered

to bed,

where I slept for forty-eight hours. Now
and then I'd open an eye and try to
memorize my lines. By Saturday afternoon 1 was ready.
I knew I was keeping Bing from his

—

game and that didn't help. I wasn't
too sure of the lines and that didn't
help either. I knew, too. that many
other girls had been tested before me.
But the minute I came on the set, the
tension eased. Bing, who knew I'd gone
to Hamline University in St. Paul, began by telling me what a great basketgolf

bail

team Hamline had and said he was

"t'mt's
scripr

Bing

—

ad

libs

and ke

are

en'toys

takes his

often

tkem

at

work very

cleverer

mudi

riun

the

as amytutt."

seriously,

declares

something goes wrong, don't worry. It
doesn't matter. Well do it again." So
how could a person fail to do well with
that attitude.5'
The end of the test was a dramatic

and tearful scene; when we'd finished
Bing turned and looked at me in the
strangest way. He said slowly, "You've
worked before, haven't you?" and that
comfJiment made me glow all over.
After that there was a five days' wait.
The choice had (Please turn to page 61)

Another scene
not only

sings,

from "Riding High." Coleen
but dances with Bing, too.

Virginia

Mayo, currently

appeoring

a United

in

"Red Light/'

Artists release

your telephone rings some Sunday night
6:30 and 7:30 EST, and a man
sounds just like George Murphy an-

IF between
who

nounces "Hollywood Calling," don't hang up.
Not only will you talk to two of Hollywood's
biggest stars, you'll also get the chance to
win a giant jackpot of prizes. "Hollywood

George Mitrpliy rehearses <|iiestiofls for the
program with June Allyson and Walter Pidgeon.

Calling" presents a series of clues describing
a star or a picture in which that star appeared. George Murphy, the m.c. of the show,
telephones the radio listeners, then introduces
them to the stars present' each week. If the
listeners' wits aren't scattered and they track
down the answer via the clues, they win
a crack at the jackpot question with its wonderful prizes. So stick around home Sunday
nights. It might be "Hollywood Calling" you.

^

Julie

London and Gordon MocRae,

starring

in

"Return Of The

Frontiersman," a Warner film

TtfieSS /$ BACK/

Even in rehearsal James Cagney, with Director Raoul Wabh
and Fred Coby, does his scenes like an aggressive hornet.

Virginia Mayo, his wife in "White Heat," double-crosses Jimmy, but charms him into sparing her when he kills her k>ver.

king
THE
with the

of the tough boys

is

back, the killer

and the itchiest trigger
finger in the Hollywood homicide racket, James Cagney. In Warners' "White Heat," Jimmy's a ruthless
coldest eye

gang leader with
slaps Virginia

a

progressive

Mayo around with

member of his gang to
man discards his day's

brain

disorder,

relish,

who

and leaves

a

die as casually as a rubbish

Jimmy's warped, but
haul.
and has a plan for evading arrest for murders
committed during a train robbery, which goes awry
when an equally slick T-man manages to join the
gang. He's the same taut, cocky Cagney, piling up
and
thrill on top of thrill in his return to infamy
slick,

leaving fans in the

Jimmy's kids,
as

a

tolerant,

same "White Heat"

as the film.

Katherine and James, Jr., know their father
easy-going guy who's a farmer boy at heart.

Left: In her beautiful Hollywood home,
Joan seemed a perfectly contented wife.
She and Bill had so much in common.
Despite which, intimates claim, a divorce
was inevitable. Both had been married
before. Their wedding was the most unHoliywood in history. There wasn't a
soul from the movie industry at the ceremony. Even the best man was a lawyer,
not a producer. They got off to a great
Their marriage seemed so solid.
start.

Right: Joan Fontaine and Bill
Dozier, in their happier days,
attending a formal Hollywood

Both had a grand
premiere.
sense of humor, but it wasn't
enough to laugh off their unexpected marital difficulties.

neKpected ^oepamtm
Joan and
she made

Mark Stevens in an RKO
when Bill was just her

film
boss.

most
THE
Fontaine and

surprising Hollywood separation in years is that of Joan

her husband, William Dozier, film executive. They
had been married for three years and were generally considered to be
one of the happiest couples, successfully combining their careers
and marriage. Precisely what happened to this once ideal union is
still a matter of speculation, although Dozier insists that love flew
out the window and marriage can't exist without it. Joan waited until
she had finished "Bed Of Roses," for RKO, before making the announcement. Shortly after that she sailed for Italy to make scenes for
"September," a Hal Wallis production. They have a daughter, Deborah,
who'll be a year old on November 1st. Joan and Bill were married in
Me)(ico City, May 2, 1946. He proposed to her while she was in St.
John's Hospital suffering from overwork and fatigue. They had seen
each other but six times when he popped the important question.
''You know, you're not really sick at all," he had said. "You just
need someone to take care of you."
"Who?" Joan asked. "Me," Bill said.
ever heard," Joan answered, "but
"That's the strangest proposal
I'm going to snap you up so fast you'll be dizzy."
I

Joan Fontaine and Gary Cooper have a rehearsal snack during preparation of "Farewell To Arms" for a CBS Screen Guild presentation.

Stars like

Humphrey

Bogart, with Director

ex Leftwich, are naturals for television.

"T WAS ten in the morning in New
York and the city was beginning to
move. The low hum which started
at eight as the commuters proceeded
sleepily to their jobs now had reached a
crescendo. Taxis honked and screamed
People bumped
(or the right of way.
irtto each other witliout even a tightlipped "Excuse me." Everybody was
starting his run for the day and they
were all running fast!
Park Avenue, noted for its perennial
Sunday calm, was crowded. I pushed
across 59th Street, catching my
the tracks foi- trolley cars long
since gone to their noble graves. Panting
(or breath I tore into the Delmonico
Hot^ and gasped, "Would you announce
me to Mr. Ed Sullivan?"
The desk clerk looked down his long
ray

way

heel in

nose in

amazement and answered

in

an

adenoid tone, "But. madame. no one ever
disturbs Mr. Sullivan until eleven. Don't
you realize that he is one of New York's
most famous columnists.'"

^^^garles
irles Laughton is one of the most openHinded Hollywood stars regarding television.

"TV

will

Kitty

soon drop sports," predicts Ed, with
"Toast Of The Town" vocalist.

Kallen,

By Florence
"But.
cuss

I

Prif chett

have an appointment to diswith Mr. Sullivan," I

television

murmured meekly.
.\
smile broke through the clerk's
austere features. "Oh!" he said. "Televisioh!
For that we can disturb Mr.
Sullivan. He'll talk about that at any
hour."
Rising in the elevator to the eleventh
floor I wondered that this genial Irishman could have the pep to talk at ten.
I knew he wrote six weekly columns about
"Little Old New Y'ork." had hours of
preparation and rehearsal for his Sunday
night show on CBS. "Toast Of The
Town," and had just begun a TV dramatization of his weekly column.
When the lights start popping out all
over our big town. Ed begins his merry
meanderings from Lindy's to the Pavilion, picking up items for his column and

Ed

Sullivan,

likens

admiring his guest Lena Home,
to the crystal set era in radio.

TV now

program. Somehow, in
he manages to run the
Moon Ball, put on All-Star
charity shows, and play golf at Wingioot.
What a capacity for work.
Needless to say. after I rang the bell
outside a dangerously silent apartment,
the door opened and there was Ed Sullivan with a tiny, grey poodle prancing
around his feet.
"Come in, Florence." he said with a
smile. "W'ould you like a cup of coffee.*
If you'll give me a minute to collect
myself. Ill be right with you."
As he was talking I was ushered
through a large living room into the
cosy office where Ed Sullivan has his
brain waves. He disappeared for a minute, so I began to examine his office. In
one corner books ro.se in colorful, uneven
rows to the ceiling. A large desk was
covered with portfolios, papers and letters. .\bove the desk marched pictures
of the people Ed writes about in his
(Plense turn to page 64)
column and
talent

for

between
Harvest

his

all this,

.Rudy Vallee surrounded by the girls in the permanent chorus of Ed Sullivan's CBS-TV
show, "Toast Of The Town." Rudy's just as ardent a television rooter as Ed himself

REPUBLIC
a

new

Pictures introduces
singing Western star

movie audiences in "The Arizona Cowboy." He's Rex Allen and
a real honest-to-goodness cowboy
from the Arizona rangelands. Alto

though this is his first film, Rex
is
well-known to radio listeners
and record fans. He's a tall (6'1")
lad with blond hair and blue eyes.

Having been born to the saddle, Rex
executes a running dismount.

Rex with his wife, Bonnie, a former radio
and their two-year-old son. Rex, Jr.

skillfully

actress,

Rex Allen with Laramie Carson in a scene
"The Arizona Cowboy," Republic film.

in

When

his high school days were
Rex joined the rodeo. But
singing meant more to him, so he
went into radio. He composes, too.

over.

Roy Barcroft and Rex Allen in a rough
and tumble scene in "The Arizona Cowboy," Rex's early life reads just like
the script of many a Western movie.

I

ATIENCE PAYS

LUNDIGAN and his wife think
BILL
they have the secret formula of
H(^ywood

marital

happiness.

It

nothing to do with twin beds and
.double beds. It is really quite simile:
me couple plus one car equals a happy
narriage.
One couple fAus two cars
equals divorce. Rena (Mrg. Lundigan)
Sgured it out last year,
^
"Everybody we Imew who got a divorce
liad two cars.
Usually they got the divorce soon after they bou^t the second
has

j
'

j

'far."

smiles indulgently and says that
woman is just being superstitious. But I notice he doesn't do a thing
bout a second car, and right now, with
brand new 20th Century-Fox contract,
Bill

'

he

little

I

bank account.
almost as famous for its
wo-car garages as it is for its swimming
|>o<)ls.
(The Luiidiyans havcn'l a pool
nther. They are definiUly rebel.<<J One
here's a robust

Hdlywood

c&r for a movie family is as unt^
a children's party without ice cream.
Inasmuch as everything in the Hollywood-Los Angeles-Beverly Hills circuit
is to hell and gone from everything else,
that second car is almost a necessity.
But not with Bill and his wife, it isn't.
When Rena has to shop she takes the
car for the day, drives Bill to the studio
if he's working, and to the golf club if
he isn't. Then at an agreed-upon time
she drives by and picks him up. You
can readily see how it keeps the family
intact. I highly recommend it to other
Hollywood couples. Also, when they are
in the car together. Bill does the driving.
"Too many women drive too many men
in Hollywood." says Rena sagely.
Pretty, bru- (Please turn to page 68)
'

is

Bill is so good in "Pinky," with Jeanne
Grain, he was given a long-term contract.
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stronger Tlian Ever
Alter t5 Years
N

October

14,

1934, the Radio Theatre presented

broadcast, "Seventh Heaven," starring Miriam

its

first

Hopkins and

Young, a Radio Theatre
has made- over 20 guest
appearances on the program and
is
Qne of its best performers.
Loretta

John Boles. An unprecedented step in radio, the hour- long program was greeted with dark predictions of a short life by the skeptics. This month, however, the Radio Theatre, now 650 shows old,
starring nearly 500 stars, celebrates its 15th anniversary and proves
the skeptics wrong. Under the direction of first, Cecil B. DeMille
and then. William Keighley, the Radio Theatre has become the finest
^"iprjtiin on radio today.

veteran,

Since Loretta
on the Radio
both she and

did "Tire

Patsy,"

Theatre in Wi5,
the program have
won awards for dramatic quality.

Fred MacMurray and Clauhave been co-stars
';3tte
ve times on the program.

Cecil B. DeMille first directed Claudette Colbert
on Radio Theatre in 1936.

Producer- Director William Keighley discusses a play with James Cagney, who's been an infrequent but favorite star the past few years.

1935 when Cary Grant
Radio Theatre producof "Adam And Eve," he was the
graphic actor in the whole cast,

Even back
played
tion

r

in

in

Hie

the

first

Radio

Theatre

starred

nage actors with movie experience;
now most performers, like Gary and

Shirley

Temple, are stars

in

pictures.

co-starring with Errol Flynn
1937, (Mivia de Havilland has been
eleven other Radio Theatre plays

de Havilland, like all guests, rehearses for four days before a
Radio Theatre show. Each broadcast requires a month of preparation.

Olivia

in

the
I

third

Signe Hasso and Dick Powell

starred in

Of The

"To The Ends

Earth," this Spring.

Blondelt meant more to Dick Powell than just a
1936. Today he's a craftsman who rehearses right up till

Joan

co-star in
time.

show

"The
Ra-

Ik presentation.
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realize whot
Have confidence in hal-s
they can do toward enhancing your beauty
.

hats

are

the thing. Anne
Baxter wears a
Rex turban made
of
pink
velvet

leaves

studded
pink pearls
topped with

with

and

brown

.

By Mr. Rex

For cocktail and
dinner dates jewelled

.

veiling.

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Rex and

his

Mr. Wally, have placed hats
upon all the famous heads of Hollywood. Their establishment of Rex, inc.
partner,

is the favorite hat center for the fashion
conscious women of Southern California, and their designs are also found in
forty-five stores across the country.)

WHEN You Buy A Hat

go with confidence to a good shop. Tell the
desigTier,
the .sales per.son,
oi"
whether you want the hat for a wedding;

One of
Hight:
the most popular
hats in the Rex,
collection
brown

Inc.
is

this

with

beaver

band

over

fur

green

Jeanne
is

a

leopard

of

Kelly

ribbon.

Grain

wearing

it.

Especially

Left:

designed to complement the offshoulder gown is
this "table hat"
velvet
black
Anne
by
currentBaxter,

of

worn
ly

starring

20th's

To

in

"Ticket

Tomahawk."

A

hat

Anne

with

a

definite

femme

fatale

look

is

dance cap of black velvet,
feathers and black
polka dot veil.

Baxter's

black

you're certain to turn away from hats
that might be excellent for you. I have
.seen women look younger today than
they did ten years ago. They don't become de[)ressed over a gray hair, they
wear clothes and hats that make them
feel gay. .\s a result, they look younger.

Don't Take Hats Too Seriously. It is a
known fact that hats are J)ecoming to
women and they should wear them to be
feminine. But
ful hat because

don't refu.se a beautidoes this or that to
your hair. Don't have a preconceived
idea that you simply cannot wear a high
crown ... or an off-fa<;c hat
.or a wide
brimmed hat. I can give you a fairly
safe rule for the size of your hat. If it
doesn't extend beyond your shoulder
seams, it won't [PU'ose tuni to page fiO]
.

.

.

it

.

Jeanne

.

Crain dresses up this gray sailor
white automobile veil. Any girl
can wear a wide-brimmed hat, provided it
doesn't go beyond her shoulders.
with

an of>en car, a flight to New
or a cocktail party given by a
d hostess. Wear the costume for
5ich you need the hat, or at le^j.st
describe it carefully. I would also want
you to tell me if hats bore you, or if

the admiration of the

irip in

Bring

*

.

.

first culti-

*

Don't Bring Your Girl Friends. It's too
When one friend thinks a
confusing.
hat

.

pretty, the other will say it's terliecause she's envious.
You'd
surprised how many times the "friend"
is

rible

merely .sensational.
*

*

*

hat-mad. The first tyiie neecis to
be intrigued with an idea. The .second
ueeds to be held down
guided towani
hats that are becoming rather than
.

in her life

vate his interest in her clothes and hats,
^'ou can nearly always depend on a man's
natural .sen.se of good taste.

you're

.

man

ami smartest when she must

rk,

lie

>

.

comes

Your Husband with you. or a

.

.

in the next

day and buys that hat

herself.

gentleman friend ... if he enjoys it. Men
have excellent taste in hat.s. They may
net select the latest fashion, but invariably they'll pick the hat that makes you
look pretty.
You may hate it, but T
Uiink it's the smart woman who seeks

Don't Find So
self.

Women

their

neck,

or

Much Fault With Yourworry about their skin,
their

hair,

when many

times the fault is barely noticeable. If
you're too concerned about those things.

of a hat in the same way that
to make you alyou think of jewelry

Think

—

Left: Jeanne Grain, now starlooking exin 20th's "Pinky,"

luring.

ring

tremely chic in a head hugging white
ermine beret with fuschia velvet ribbon 'and a crystal tear drop buckle.

Anne Baxter knows what a hat should
do for her and for her costume. Her
whole aim is toward the effect of
beauty. Here she's wearing a charming
breton which Rex calls "Square Dance."
It's a
patchwork of velvet in blue,
red, green, yellow, brown and black.

I

a

big

Screen
Salute

unusual when you
can exclaim, "He's

IT'S
done

again!"

it'

How /ex-

when you can

traordinary

"He's even better
than before!" You can do
it
about Larry Parks in
"Jolson Sings Again." He
tops his outstanding pershout,

formance

in

"The Jolson

Story." Naturally, Larry

more

is

at ease this time in

his role of Al.

simpler

and

The

story is

more enter-

taining. In fact, you'll find

yourself wanting

more of

"Jolson Sings Again," always a sign of perfect enjoyment at the movies.

Larry Parks with Barbara Hale
wife most effectively in

his

who

plays

the

film.

Ludwig Donath as Larry's dad in
Columbia's "Jolson Sings Again."

She'd Love

To Say "Y^S"
To a Man With a

It's

lighthearted, carefree,

gay ... in a riotous sort of
when a lovely husband
way
hunter, with matrimoney
.

.

.

on her mind, discovers that
her heart's not an adding
machine!

CREST PRODUCTIONS, INC. pretend

ROBERT

CVACADETtf

coLBfRr ra(/NG
•

With
R K

O

RADIO

•

GEOR6£
SREJirr

MAX

Produced by

BAER • GUS SCHILLING • CHARLES ARNT
JACK H. SKIRBALL • DIrecfed by WILLIAM D. RUSSELL
Screen P/o/ by

BRUCE MANNING ond
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I

Howlon^?...Howlon^?
New York and
question,

Hollywood speak on the current
shall I go with my hair?"

"To what lengths

By Courtenay Marvin

THE

biggest beauty problem confronting feminine America today
The question is not color or hairdo, but to cut or not to
cut. And if the answer is to cut, then how short, how long. Those
who have held onto their moderate length in locks cling to it lovingly. Those who havp taken the short cut deplore their longer haired
sisters. It is interesting to note that the difference of a few inches in
hair has caused and is still causing as much discussion as did the now
is

old

hair.

New

To
from

Look.

try to get a clear picture of the cutting trend, here is a viewpoint
our two fashion centers, New York and Hollywood.

Long the arbiter of all that makes for beauty and good taste, Miss
Elizabeth Arden expresses herself as follows:
"Short hair, the actual length depending upon the shape of the face,
will continue, but the shingle or boyish cut is definitely out because it
is unfeminine."
Michel, of the Helena Rubinstein salon, and instigator of new trends
in

hair styling, says:

"Short hair will stay. I am taking my inspiration from the '20's,
keeping hair sleek, smooth and in proportion to the body to make the
Ruth Roman, soon to be seen in
"Beyond The Forest," has fairly
short hair. She runs the gamut
in arrangement from the softly
flattering
version shown to a
sleek, smooth, almost

fect

There
off

casual

for

be no cutting up or
Mayo's golden
Here, you see why. Up or
will

Virginia

of

halo.

boyish efwear.

daytime

down,

or

close

full,

in

fact,

any old way can she wear her
blonde crown. Virginia remains

on

herself

long-short

question.

RKO's "Terror,"
Grey wears short curls.

head look small."
Victor Vito put himself out front in
hair styling several years ago by going on
record for bangs. He is still the last word
with the younger set. Mr. Vito says with
assurance:

"Short hair will continue. It will be
cut to suit the individual face with controlled fullness and diagonal parts to accent good points or minimize poor ones.
The shingle is out."
That's the Eastern picture, so let's
turn Westward.
Hollywood somewhat goes its own
way, regardless of what the rest of the
world does. And a Lily Dache hat off to
Hollywood, because there is such a very
good reason for its being the rugged individual that it is. Milo Anderson, maestro designer with Warner Bros, studios,

For her role in

recently

Virginia

garding Hollywood

dress-up occasions she likes the softness of
But

for

personal,

hair

A

figure

eight,

back

neck

switch,

coiled

into

a

fastened low at
confining short hair
is

made some meaty comments

re-

the fashion field,
.so far as motion pictures are concerned,
which I think also applies to fashions in
beauty. Said Mr. Anderson:
"We dress our stars in the best style
to suit the individual. If an actress looks
better in a short skirt than she does in a
long one, well, we put her in a short skirt
or vice versa. If we try to be very This
Minute today, a few months later there
will be a This Minute in Advance look
and players will be noticeably out of
in

style."

The

fact that

motion pictures are not

shown nationally

until

several

months

made means that most of
top designers and makeup artists

after they are

the

strive for a timeless

kind of smartness

and glamour with emphasis on personality or the player's role.

Therefore, Hollywood holds onto
(Please turn to page 70)
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its

• "You

bet the Ayds Way figures for
me," says Maureen O'SuIHvan, motion
picture star and wife of famous director
John Farrow. "Every woman wants to
keep her figure loolcing lovely. I know
that Ayds will help me lose weight the
way Nature intended me to. I look better and feel better while I'm taking Ayds."

says

Maureen O'SuUivan
How

to

Lose Weight and Look Lovelier

Now! Reduce — and

look lovelier while you are doing

it!

Lose weight the way Nature intended you to A quick, natural
way with no risk to health. If you foUow the Ayds Plan you
should feel healthier, look better while reducing— and have a
!

loveher figure!

because the Ayds way to reduce is a natural way.
take Ayds before meals, as directed, you can eat
what you want ... all you want. Ayds contains no harmful drugs.
It calls for no strenuous diet ... no massage ... no exercise.

This

is

When you

Ayds is

a specially

mins and minerals.

made candy containing health
It acts

extra fattening calories

.

.

.

by reducing your

giving vita-

desire for those

works almost Uke magic. Easily and
more beautiful day

natiiraUy you should begin to look slimmer,
by day, when you follow the Ayds Plan.

Women all over America now have lovelier figures with the
help of Ayds. Clinical tests conducted by eminent physicians
on over 100 persons proved quick, safe weight losses averaging
14 to 15 pounds.
Users report losses up to 10 pounds with the very first box.
In fact, you lose weight with the first box or your money back.
Get Ayds from your druggist or department store, today!

Nmh^w^ The

Loveliest

Women

in the

World take

AYDS
53
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HE

jumper dress

a must

is

young wardrobe.

in

Your

every

searched the town and came up with
the Pen Jumper model shown on tlollyvvood starlet Ede Durston. The scoop is
its unbelievable price
$4! I don't think
you can beat this, for the tabric is a
quality rayon faille, known for its enduring wear and fashion-right at any season,
anywhere. Your skeptical editor examined seams, examined all details, such as
the gold-tone buttons (it's a button year,
you know), the intricately cut-out, simulated leather belt with its bright nailhead
trim, another new fashion note. So far
you have a wonderful dress but there's
a great big plus that gold-plated, guaranteed ball point pen! The pen holder is
permanently attached to the belt, so
there is little chance of loss or of finding
yourself without means when you want
to write down that address or make a
note in a hurry.
This jumper dress has many uses. For
classroom, for office, for home, it's very
right. With changes of blouse, you can
extend the appearance of your wardrobe
indefinitely. It can even be worn without blouse for sunning in warm parts of
the country. This Pen Jumper dress
comes in two ranges of sizes, juniors
from 9 to 15, and misses from 10 to 18.

—

15 Minutes a Day Brings

Amazing New Loveliness
to Throat and Chin!
Today, thousands of happy women are giving
thanks because they discovered this amaz-

—

ing,

new way

to loveliness of the throat

and

chin line.

Sagging throats, double chins caused by
unexercised muscles and neglect are toned up
by the gentle action of this marvelous Model
Chin Strap. Fat and flabbiness are gently

smoothed by

its

gentle action.

The Model way

a proved way to beauty.
Just use this wonderful Model Chin Strap
method regularly 15 minutes a day, exercising
according to directions, and massaging with
any throat cream. The natural movements of
your chin and neck do their part. Muscles
obtain the exercise they need; circulation is
stimulated. Soon you should notice a vast
improvement. In a matter of weieks you can
expect new loveliness. And you can keep that
is

new loveliness by the
Model Chin Strap.
A

—

—

ANGOll.V

in your sweater means indisputable quality, as you may know.
to find one, such as this prize in

editor

And

from Messing Knitwear

classics

for $5,

something. For these sweaters are as
soft as a baby's touch with fine zephyr
yarn blending with the misty white Angora hairs to give that pure luxury feel
and expensive muted tone in colors.
Here is a rare chance for a whole wardrobe of fine sweaters. The color range is
wide, including white, pink, light sky
blue, maize, cherry and mint green. Here
is a chance, too, to give that most cheris

ished of Christmas gifts, an Angora
sweater.
Directions for washing and keeping
your sweater forever good looking come
with each garment. In good shops, or
write to Messing Knitwear, Inc., 1450

New York

Broadway,

18,

N. Y.

for

shop

near you.

•

OUTSTANDING

values in watches
featured by Mardo. The women's
model in heavy gold plate with its black
silk wrist cord is as pretty in design as
you could wish, and just as dependable
as a timekeeper (it's guaranteed for one
year). $15.35 is the price with Federal
tax. If you've asked Santa for a watch,
consider this "find."

regular daily use of the

Lovelier Profile or Your

Money

Ladles' 7 Jewel Swiss

Back!

the coupon below now. Take this definite step toward new beauty today. The
Model Chin Strap wiU come to you in a plain
wrapper. On arrival pay postman $1.50 plus
postage. If cash accompanies order, we pay
postage. Your money back if not satisfied
after 7 days' trial. Rush coupon today.
Please print name.
Fill in

WRIST WATCH
Guaranteed Time Keeper
• 10K Rolled Gold Case
• Heavy Dome Crystal

•
•

At

pay postman $1.50 plus postage.

If I

am

—A

really fine
to own or
for gift-giving

MODEL COMPANY, Dept.'i-15
3, llUnoia
Please send me a MODEL CHIN STRAP.

last

Watch

36 South State Street. Chicago
I'll

Raised Gilt Figures
Black Silk Cord Band

not

One of the greatest values In
the history of watch- making
Exquisite style, 7 jewel precision time keeper, richly gold
plated in
lOK rolled gold,
unmatched for value. Shipped
C.O.D. or enclose full payment of 15.35 which includes
Federal Tax, and saves post

satisfied after 7 days, I'll return it for refund of
purchase price. (If you send cash we pay

my

postage.)

Name
Address
City

age.
1

THE MODERN

MARDO

WAY

TO SHOP

for the luxuries of which you

dream
IS

BY MAIL ORDER

becoming the new-fashioned shopping trend. It's easy. It
saves time; saves you transportation. Above all, it's thrifty. Whether directly from the manufacturer

—
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17,

lOOi-L
N. Y.

Nationally AdverHsed 17 Jewel Swiss
The dainty Alencon lace sleeves and yoke work wonders on
this blouse of fine washable rayon crepe.
The ruffled lace edging and brilliant
ieweled collar studs odd to its loveliness. In white or black. Sizes 32 to 38.

$595

—

NO MONEY WE SHIP C.O.D. Or send cash
check or money order and save postage and C.O.D
charges. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
SEND

It's fast

or through a store, the fashions
and related accessories in these
pages are all specials specials in
value. We bring them to you with
confidence in your satisfaction.

New York

Chronograph Wrist Watch

/or unusual value
for unusual style

YEAR WRITTEN GUARANTEE
Dept.
SALES CO.,

480 Lexington Ave.

WONDER SHOPS
523 Pine Ave.
Long Beach 12,

Dept. SU-11

Calif.

Please send me
Blouses
$5.9j

-White Magic

@

32

34

36

38

•
•
•
•

Wrist Watch
Stop

Watch

Telemeter
Tachometer
2 Push-Button
Shock-Resistant

IDEAL FOR: Physicia
• Dentists • Enginec
• Flyers •Radio Men
Photographers • SportS'

men • Service Men 4
Racers • Horse Racino
Speed, Distance
many other

Plus 10%
Fed. Tox
(Formerly $39.95)

•

events, and

White

Black

(Checic one)

(Circle size)

uses.

Note these features: Perfect Time Keeper • Sweep Second
Hand « Anti-Magnetic Radium Hands and Numerals
• Chrome Case • Stainless Back • Unbreakable Crystal
• Pigskin Strap • This CHRONOGRAPH is NOT A CHEAP

IMITATION, BUT A LIFETIME PRECISION INSTRUMENT.

AddressCity

Calif ornians add

-Zone

3%

State-

State Sales Tax.

1
YEAR GUARANTEE.
Mail
Orders promptly filled.
Shipped C.O.D., or enclose full payment of $21.95, which
includes Federal tax, and save postage.

WONDERFUL XMAS GIFT
MAROO SALES

CO.,

480 Lexington

Dept.

looi-n.

Ave., N. Y.

17

Aporoved

style, quali

Screenland's Foshi

oy
The Mardo model

for

for

men

is

my

best

thought, too, if you're considering gi^'ing
Your Hero a watch for Christmas.

•

CALIFOEXU

comes up \Tith a big
buy in a blouse from Wonder Shops,
at §5.95. It's made of rayon crepe with
unusual use of dainty Alencon-type lace.
The distinctive yoke meets at neckline
with brilliant stud fastening. The romantic sleeves are elasticized at cuff to
push up or down according to whim or
tjracelets. There is a frothy beauty about
this blouse in white; a dramatic quality
in black. Just right for your dressy suits.
Coupled with a satin or velvet skirt, it
gives you a charming after-dark date
dress. This blouse comes in sizes 3-2 to
38, and is t\"pical of the good value and
original designing you will so often find
in mail order fashions. With Christmas

not too many shopping days away, this
blouse is a gift inspiration!

A

•

SMOOTH

and a firm, slim
chinline are always marks of youth
and beauty. The finest salons use a beautifjdng treatment combining throat preparations with the use of a chin strap or
similar device. The Model Chin Strap
shown can be used with your favorite
throat cream, oil or mascjue at home to
throat

help restore these lines of loveliness. In
only fifteen minutes a day, you can work
new wonders in a short time. Excess
weight or extreme thinness, faulty posture and time can work such havoc at
the throat-chin area, causing a yearsolder appearance. The Model Chin Strap
with the exercises that come with it and
a good preparation can give you the
luxury of a costly beauty treatment at
your convenience and at a fraction of the
usual treatment price, because the cost
of the Strap is only 81.50 p.p. In this
day when there is a strong accent on

youth and good looks,

woman

pay any

\^ill

it

many ways

to keep herself at
the peak of physical well-being.
in

•
Christmas
WITH
ahead, with the

a few leaps

just

budget being

strained at every seam, look twice at the
splendid values in a Holiday wardrobe
from Frederick's of Hollywood.
For dinners and parties and dates, you
might give thought to ''Gala Evening"
and "Night Club." The former uses a

gleaming rayon satin for flattering neckdrapery and overskirt. Without a
single adornment, it depends upon fabric
and line alone, always a sign of high

line

fashion, to achieve a beautifully sculp-

"Night Club"

tured effect.

Designed for
leisure hours

all
.

.

.

.

.

developed

is

Worn

at all

Composition sole

.

affords exceptionally long wear . . .
Provides smartness plus comfort . . .
Complete in genuine leather with
authentic Texan Buckle
Sizes
.

4-9

.

.

.

.

(As worn by
Ede Durston—

.

Medium Widths.

Hollywood

Brown

starlet)

Beach Modes' dynamic school or career
jumper

square

hit in rich Faille with

necl(, trio of

gold color buttons on each

shoulder, gently flared skirt. Colors: black,

hunter green, elephant grey with red belt
plus pen

.

.

.

brown with green belt plus

pen... Sizes: 10

to 18.

Fashion Craft's

simulated leather belt with the clip-on

guaranteed gold-plated ball-point

it's

a

ORDER

NOW

DIRECT TO YOU BY MAIL

pen and chain

... all for

$4.00.

Blouse MATE...Silduka Blouse

in

white, pink, and grey.

Send check or money order and
we pay postage
When sent C.O.D. Customer to
pay all charges

sweater
Deliciously soft, delightfully versatile

1
I

1
sweater classic by Mademoiselle
Fifth Ave. Fine Zephyr combined with
real Angora in the season's most
luscious colors. Sizes 10-16, 34-40
about $5.00 at your favorite store or write
MESSING KNITWEAR,
1410 Broadway, New York 18,

INC.
N.Y.

11,

Write to:

Mass.

@

me

size

BEACH MODES,

Color

.

.

PEN JUMPER

plus

in

Quantity
white, pink and grey

Color

Quantity

Name

ADDRESS

Address

STATE

CITY

FRIEND SHOES

INC.

Second Color

Siiduka Blouse at S3.00
Size

NAME

CHECK

to 38, at only $3.00.

1441 Broadway, New York 18

Size

Please send

32

Please send me POSTPAID.
pen at $4.00.

FRIEND SHOES
207 Essex Street. Boston

Sizes

To order

POSTAGE FREE

M.O.
Paris Fashions Via

City

C.O.D

Money Order_
Check—
Money back in five days

C.O.D..
If

not satisfied.

Mail Order
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SPECIAL

'98

in rayon crepe with a plunging neckline,
a sequined midriff and a back dipping

EACH

PRICE!

peplum to show your best figure points.
These dresses are wonderful buys and
give just the glamourous effect you want
at this time.

•

ACCURATE

Dreamy draped lines
smooth, shimmering rayon SATIN!
in

line,

for value!

fitted

wins

peplum,"choker"neck.

skirt.

Flatters figures,
. .

on

priced

low neck-

graceful

compliments

SEQUINS

sparkle

For evening
glamour! Gorgeous
date dress of silkysmooth rayon crepe
with perky fishtail

Brand new sculptured
bustline,

GAY

time on your hands,
dainty, jeweled time, to give an
illusion of opulence!
The Yorkshire
Watch Co. does a gem, with imported
Swiss movement, unbreakable cry.stal
circled with sparkling imitation
dia-

midriff.

monds, the same stones richly encrusting the watch bracelet. I put this watch
on my wrist and it gave me the impression of diamonds and platinum, though
the back is actually stainless steel. This
is because of fine and intricate workmanship, its dainty proportions. Also, you
get one year's written guarantee!

New! Romance Red, Black,

It's

Glamour Grey,

Mist Blue, Black,
Sun Bronze.
Sizes: 10 to 18.

Peacock Blue.
Sizes:

10 to 20.

•

FREDERICK'S of Hollywood
4742 W.Washinslon

there's any place where the best putIFtogether
girls miss up,
at the

Blvd. Los Angeles 16, Cat.

it's

hang
welcome the Schrell Blouse Tender, which keeps blouse and skirt, or
slacks, in happy unity, trims and slims
your waistline and keeps skirt in place.
At $1.50, it literally gives you dollars'
worth of good grooming, and is a grand
waistline. Skirts turn awry, blouses

Send "Gala Evening". Size
1st

Color Choice

.;

2nd

;

2nd

out. So

Send "Night Club". Size
1st

Color Choice

My
I

bust measures

enclose

payment

send a FREE

gift.

inches; waist
,

,

,

Send C. O.

,

D.

gift idea for the girls. School girls, business girls, all who wear blouses, here's a
treasure tn last extra long, one which is
quickly adjusted to waist measurement.

Nome
Address.
City

&

Zone

.State

.

.

•

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

LITERALLY a mammoth

watch fash-

accessory is that two-inch in
diameter timepiece from Belle Gurian,
Done in high fashion tones of enamel
with matching clasp for your belt, or
with heavy gilt chain for use on jacket or
blouse breast pocket. Grandpa's Turnip
fine, high style, as
is revived in style
a timepiece, and as a conversation piece.
All this watch
and style with clip, for
$8.50! Watch, clip and chain, $9.75!
ion

.America i

javorile Loudoir

w

iii^

—

—

Made
In

fluff

to be worn

—

and worn.

plush with soft

of bunny fur. Black,

Royal, Light Blue, Pink.

White. Red.
Sizes 4 to 9
Little

Miss

$2. 99

Honeybugs

sizes 8 to 3.

$2^9

YORKSHIRE WATCH CO.
103 S. WELLS STREET
CHICAGO

At your
56

favorite store, or write to

Honeybugs.

Inc.

— 47 W. 34th

St.,

New

York

I.

N.Y.

6, ILL.

Dept. 367

Hollywood Loves
Glamorous SATIN!
PRECIOUS,

luxurious ermine tails

Rich shimmering rayon satin
is so dressy
does things
for you, too! Both
styles copied from

and a whole cluster for $3.95, including Federal tax and postage are a tempting offer from Harold J Rubin
A per

.

Sum

feet blend of natural coft'ee-toned

You'll find

dollars more.

many

uses for
the clusters. On hat, on lapel as a fur
"corsage," on velvet choker and on and
on, your imagination can achieve gay,
sophisticated ideas. You can also use the
tails over and over again for all kinds of

"STEPPING OUT"
New!

Exotic satin 2-piece
uit-dress! Flattering tuniclength jacket has choker
neckline, flanged yoke,
swallow-tail back, slim

trimming.

•

skirt flatters figures.

need
YOU
casual

For day or dates-

at least one pair of good
shoes. And best in fashion,

SIZES 10 TO 20

and youthful good looks is the
moccasin type. So I hurried about for
you to find a good shoe plus a welcome
price. That style by Friends, in genuine,
best in

.

originals that cost

mer ermine tails, topped by velvet leaves
Or you may have them in a richly dyed
deep brown.

.

^IktN BLA(.K

fit

COPPtR CLOW
DAWN CRtY

.

.

.

SIZES 10 TO 18
MIDNIGHT BLACK

CLAMOUR CREY
COPPER CLOW

FREDERICK'S of Hollywood

lasting leather with a comfortable, durable rnmnosition sole, gets a high rating
at a price of only $.S.95
The color is a
good, rich brown and the addition of
that authentic Texan buckle marks it as

very 1949-50
This type of shoe will go well with
your new soft tweeds, with velveteen,
even, with corduroy. You will like it.
too, with slacks or for really roughing it,
1
wonder how many girls are smart
enough to keep this type of shoe on hand
for rainy, stormy weather?
You can get a wide range of .sizes, 4 to
9, also half sizes, in medium width only.
These moccasins are a very special
value and it will pay you to get yourself
well shod with them now.
R. S. V. P.

"BRIGHT LIGHTS"
Hollywood's new date dress
of gleaming rayon satin
Stunning bare midriff
style with smart drapedskirt
"peek-a-boo"
neckline. Gives you a
dreamy figure he'll love.

4742 W.Washinrton Blvd. Los Aneeles
Send "Stepping Out" $17.98; Size

16. Calif.l
{

Isf

Color Choice

Send "Bright
Isf

I

measure

in;

gift.

—
I—

[

2nd

;

enclose payment,

Send FREE

2nd..

Lights" $14.98; Size

Color Choice

Bust
I

;

waist

i

r

Send

C.

Address
City

& Zone

.

-State

.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Grampo's watch
'49-'50

in

fashions

.

.

is

practical,

gay, and
sporty.

Any

additional information

may want about
tate to write to

you

2^

items, don't hesi-

Mt<"'f''<:

your fashion editor.

New

Sensafional
Guaranteed

TIMEKEEPER

Youll Love This!

to wear with gilt
chain or clip on everything casual.
In red, green, blue, yellow, black,
white, or cordovan enamel finish, gilt trim.
Watch and matching clip. .8.50
Fed. tax and
postage included.
Watch. clio. and chain
9.75
.

BELLE GURPAN

BlousC'Skirt

80 Sylvan Lane
Dept. S. Westport, Conn.

—

and more

A

—

Does not

— slenderizes you.

Make» an appreciated,
Christmas
S.

Dearborn

St.,

Dept.

.

velvet bow.

A

practical,

address.

When package arrives pay postman $2.98 plus C.O.D. postage
on guarantee you may return bra
money back if not lOQo/o delighted
POSTAGE.

gay

MAIL ON MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

^3

gift,

Z-1,

Chicago 5,

ready for gay

MARK COLOR SELECTION:

places.

different

J

Postage and fed. tax incl,
Catalog on request

HAROLD
III.

52

sizes

SEND NO MONEY

spot on any outfit
.

and

colo

tails
a pert

.

in

Black

Try 10 Days At Our Risk
iply draw circle arou
and
desired and

cluster of white

topped with

.

SHRELL PRODUCTS
608

.

wai.stline.

size
you cut it to fit
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Your money back if not fully satisfied.
Only $1.50 postpaid— no C. O. D.'s.

Don't worry about

fit.
Adjuststraps.
Lustrous
28 to 44, Nude,
White, colors.
All
this, only $2.98! Order MAID'N
BLOOM Bra today and enjoy the
glamor-secret of famous models
and movie stars!

shoulder

fabric,

lasting.

ermine

PLUS FEATURES

posture

^

More luxurious
than an orcdid

Washable as comfortable to wear
as any unrierKarment.
Off and on
in a jiffy so you can wear with all
your outfits. InvNilile when btine worn.
create

low necklines.
Has the
front clasp plus elastic front

able

—

—
—
heat —improves

you have always dreamed of.
The secret is in the new
snap-in washable foam rub-

new

Construction is such that it does
all these things perfectly.
You can
reach dance hany by your hands
bowl play cnlf, etc., and youiblouse stays put.

—

.

and back for better

—

—

.

daring

—

as anything can be Keeps
your hlouse inside vour skirt.
It
won't let the skirt turn or "walk
around"
and for sport wear
(blouses and slacks) it's worth its
weiL'ht in cold.

—

.

—

ber pads that are built u(
both top and bottom for r
thrilling curves. Pads can't si
slide or expose themselves. B<
of all, this exciting new bra
designed to wear with the mi

and Slack Tender
As new

Gives EXCITING CURVES
Nature's Own
Like
Now you can wear the most
the
fashionabfe dresses
snuggest-fitting sweaters
with the complete assurance that a perfect bustline isyours! NewMAID'N
BLOOM Bra gives you the
full, natural -lookingcurves

J.

RUBIN

EAST 56 ST., NEW YORK 22

Black

n

Nude

White

Circle Size: 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42,

44

MAID'N SLOOn BRASSIERE CO., Dept. 62-P
803 N. Milwaukee Ave., Chicago 22, III.

57

ew

Janet Leigh

is

the

tragic

little

ballerina

MGM's

drama; "The Red Danube."
Janet thinks sewing a modern fine art.
in

4627 — Off

Hying start

to a

in

fashion!

A

beautiful background dress Removable newest panels, or collar cuff, and pocket belt.
Sizes 12-20. Size 16 takes 4'/4 yards 39inch
Accessory set
yards contrast.
'A
I

4904 — Pretty

enough

tor a party and pracwork.
A heartwarming
apron from just 1 yard plus a little contrast.
One piece, this apron has no seams. Quick
and easy to make. In one size, small, 14-16.
tical

Send
224.
for

enough

TWENTY-FIVE CENTS

for

(in

Pattern Dept., 243 W. 17th
the Fall and Winter Pattern

coins)
St.,

foi

New

Book.

9499

—

self.

Crisp

This princess housecoat makes a
wonderful gift for a special friend or your-

pattern

is

printed

cotton, elegant

in

silk.

The

—

4588 A mother and daughter dream. Only
two pattern parts to each gown. Both medium
8.

in

size.

Misses

use 2Vi

in

book.

miss 14 to 18; child, 4 to
yards 39-inch; for a child's,
Both gowns are in pattern.

Fits a

3%

yards.

each pattern to: SCREENLAND,
York 11, N. Y. FIFTEEN CENTS
Free

in

back has very dramatic lines. Sizes 12 20.
Size 16 takes 6 yards of 39-inch material.

Robb'ns gets a big kick out of Bob Crosby's "Be My Little
Baby Bu.-nble Bee, which he cut for Columbia with Marion Morgan.

Frank Sinatra, whose latest Columbia platters are "It All Depends
"I Only Have Eyes For You," lunching with Freddie.

Fred

On You" and

FRED ROBBiNS

"

—one of the most beauteous of songs,
cidentally — and the flip—"I'm Yours"

in

a great standard by Yip Harb irg ^nd
Johnny {"Body And Soul") Green. Mrs.

Montgomery
ing you.

feels like

warm water

cires.s-

(Columbia)

ready to eat?

is elite

So

let's

have

at tho*

on —we
M.\IS
domestic fowl

meat!

mean

of .\mericaii orisrin

everyone's all
wrapped
around these crisp, disc days. But there's
a big helping of new yelping, too as
well as the drumsticks, cranberry sauce
and .stuffing in the shape of t^ose 'ir^'tv
black ten inch cookies. They're flowing
with butter and lotsa jam! So deliver
me that white meat and we'll discourse
further and cover you with lotsa gravy,

which

—

—

HEAVENLY!
Vic

—Quick— drop
—

Damone

this

one by

—

Vittorio Farinola on your Victrola
the
golden tone Vic Damonel .\nd a couple
of real workouts, real singers' songs, in
which Vickie's ndenoids get no respite

—

at all
and is that bad! "My Bolero" is
a soaring, thrilling thins a kind of Rave!
"Bolero" deal with words so you can
imagine what Vic does with it. as well
the flip the beauty from "Come To The
Stable" "Through A Long And Sleepless Night." Yep, since he was an usher
at N. Y.'s Paramount, Vic has sure moved
from the top of the balcony to the front
row! And it couldn't happen to a nicer
guy or better usher! (Mercury)

—

—

——

— When

Dinah Shore

there's nothing finah
she's

ON

"Through

on

her

this chick is on,
than Dinah! And

freshest

A Long And

Jo Stafford And Gordon MacRae If you
like ess in your beer and don't mind
lotsa tears thrown in for good measure,
this is a slab for you just dripp''^" with
sentiment from every niche "A Thought
In My Heart" and "Whispering Hope'
oodles of two part harm'^ny. lush Paul
Weston accompaniment and bunches of

—

tallowing

Sleepless Night"

hearts and flowers. Perfect for Mom
and Dad and maybe the youth, iorsoothl Depends on your taste and past
memories and again whether you hke
lachrymose beer, dearl (Capitol

—

—

—

Johnny Desmond Of
figures World War II
Jimmy

And who

the legendary
created, the kid

Dorsey, swapping turntable
Dee Dee" and "And It Still Goes,'

should introduce

it

—

but

the

guy with the dulcet decibels now star
who himself
of the "Breakfast Club"
was as popular with the GIs overseas as
a three day pass. Backside has Johnny
in a "wine and candlelight" atmosphere
on "Let Me Grow Old With You."
Desmo's voice is just like a kitten's ear!
And he sure is breaking it up on that
"Breakfast Club" and his own "Ronson
Show." (MGM)

—

Arthur Godfrey

With

talk with

— Pumpkins

of fun

on a

Godfrey on "The
The Weird Beard" eerie
(Please turn to page 71/

Man

brace by
all

But the story has a happy

'cause there's a new song about
"The Wedding Of Lili Marlene."

Lili,

—
that big fat

—

lotsa guys.
finis

—

Pete! Are you
HyaWell,
the stuff

"underneath the lamppost by the barricade" was one of the most famous
"I iii !Marlene." She was kinda the memory gal of the War and lotsa things to

Fred

my man

—

Robbins, combines "Fiddle
the Columbia label.

for his first record on

stuff

Ty And

I

Continued from page 26
surrounded by these laughing, chattering youngsters. It hugs the shimmering white beach and beyond is the sea,
cobalt and satin.
Tyrone and I lunched there on fish,
perhaps fifteen minutes off the fishing
boats, fresh as anything, done in lemon
juice and oil. We had turtle soup, too,
( the best turtle soup we had ever tasted

anywhere) and fried bananas. With it
all we drank beer because that is what
you should drink with fresh fish done in
lemon juice and oil in Zihuatenejo. We
swam and sunned ourselves on the sand
and swam again. I shall never forget
this day at Zihuatenejo. I don't believe
Tyrone will, either.
There is another thing 1 remember
about Tyrone's visit to Mexico. Water
skiing is one of the favorite sports there
at the sea resorts. I love it. But Tyrone
had never tried and he laughed when I
asked him to go water skiing with me.
"I'm not going to make a fool of myI'd spill all over the bay."

self.

down.

That was like Tyrone. If he cannot
do a thing well, he doesn't like to do it
at all. Later, when we were in the south
of France, he did try it and learned to
do wonderfully in about half a day. His
what do you call them "reflexes" are

—

—

remarkable. I suppose that is why he
is such a good pilot.
They say reflexes
have a lot to do with flying a plane

Anyway,

well.

water-ski

all

of

I

have known how to
life, practically, but

my

Tyrone is much better at
am, now.
Another memory, and a

it

than

I

delightful

one ... we dined with the Duke and
Duchess of Windsor at Elsa Maxwell's
villa one night when we were on the

remember we arrived very
because we had become lost en route,

Riviera.
late
in

We

the

I

above the Mediterranean.
very embarrassed, but it
be helped and Elsa and the

hills

were

couldn't

Duke and Duchess were charming about
Guests included many fascinating

it.

people and we both enjoyed them. It
was a lovely, glamourous evening.
We had a lot of laughs while 20th

Rose" company
in Africa. No, the locations where "The Black Rose" was filmed
weren't the most comfortable and elegant places in the world. There were
three Meknes, Ouarzazate ( very near
the Sahara) and Marrakech, all in French
Morocco. At Ouarzazate, for instance,
the company's quarters were an abandoned French Foreign Legion barracks
Our shower was in our living room, believe it or not, and we were glad to have
it anywhere.
Of course, there was no
diversion except what we made for ourselves. But it wasn't so bad and, as I
at least I did.
.say, we had some laughs
There was, for instance, the day I
(That is
fixed Ty an "apple pie" bed.
v;hat we used to call them when I was in
Century-Fox's
was shooting

"Black

—

—

Now I know there is
boarding school)
nothing very original about folding the
sheets on a bed so that, when you get
into it, your feet will only go half way
.

60

was a

little bit original about
however, since I folded them
back about three-quarters of the way
down. The funny thing about it was
that, that night, when Tyrone got ready
to turn in, I had forgotten about having
fixed the sheets and, still in the livingroom, reading, was a little startled to
hear him muttering to himself in the next
room about what was the matter with
that blankety- blank bed! Of course,
when I went in and inquired, very innocently, could I help him, he knew right
away what had happened.
"What do you expect at Ouarzazate.''"
I told him. "Hick town; hick jokes."
Of course, as I say, Ouarzazate isn't a
I

this one,

town at

all, just a ghost military outpost,
rehabilitated long enough for the battle
scenes of "The Black Rose" to be filmed
there.
I remember another time, a wonderful
time, too. It was when Tyrone and I
.

.

were on our honeymoon in Florence and
several of the teachers from Poggio Imperiali, the school I had attended just before the War began, visited us at our
hotel,

bringing us some

—handmade

ents
tooled

wedding pres-

luncheon

sets,

hand-

leather book-covers, some perfectly beautiful things. I hadn't known
what had happened to the school during
the War, or to these, my favorite teachers, and it was so good to see them and
to learn they were all right.
Tyrone
was lovely to them. I shall never forget
it.
Many a man would have been bored,
listening to reminiscences of his wife's
school days ten years in the past, but he
wasn't. Or if he was, none of us ever
knew it. Besides, Tyrone is interested in
everything. I am sure he was as genuinely happy to see my old teachers at Poggio
Imperial] as I was and was just as grateful as I for their kindness. Yes, I think
if I hadn't cared a very great deal for
him before that day, I should have from
then on.
He is quite a person, Tyrone.
I remember, too, a very different kind
of a time, also on our honeymoon.

We

had been in Innsbruck, Austria, and were
crossing the Brenner Pass to Italy. Petrol
is rationed, as you know, and the climb
into the mountains toward the Pass had
used up a great deal of our meager supply. And then, when we arrived at the
border, although we hadn't been told of
it
beforehand, the Italian authorities
wouldn't allow me to enter the country
without a visa, since I was traveling on

my

Mexican and not an American passIt was late on a Saturday night
and the man who dealt with us had a
toothache. I guess he was in a mean
mood, because he simply would NOT
help us in any way. So we had to drive
clear back to Innsbruck for a visa. And
then, of course, we didn't have enough
port.

make

the return trip to Italy
It turned out to be simple, because of the kindness of the owner
of a little Austrian gas station.
"No petrol.''" he said. "And no coupons.'' It will be my pleasure to give you
enough of my coupons to allow you to
make the drive. No, please do not thank
me. I should like to tell you something.
The best years of my life were spent in
"
America. I do this to say 'thank you.'
You don't forget things like that, do
petrol to

What

to do?

you?
I believe this is about all 1 can sav
about Tyrone and myself, just now. We
haven't been married so very long. In
the years that follow I hope there will be
many, many memories to treasure. But
now, for Tyrone and me, there are many
pages of the future yet to be written upon; not so many completed. Of course, [
could mention some other little things.
For example, my great pride when people
say to me, "Tyrone has never looked
better in his life." Because I do think

that I am a little responsible for this. At
the risk of his saying to this, "Rubbish!"
I do think a woman has to take care of
a man. The only thing she mustn't do
is allow him to know she is doing it.
I mean take care of him in little ways.
For instance, most men don't eat properly.

Any woman knows

that.

So

I

have

been saymg for a long time, but not too
often, I hope, "Eat a little of this. It is
good for you." Or, "Go a little bit easy

PONT LET YOUR PAMGHTER POWN WHEN

on that." Just casually, you know. But
I've noticed that while he may not appear to pay much attention at the time,
advice.
Tyrone has followed

SHE ASKS ABOUT THESE

my

I think, too, it is a good thing for Tj'rone for both of us, for that matter
that I have decided definitely and finally
to forego whatever screen career I might
have had. I admit that, recently, there

—

have been some very tempting offers. At
one time, before I met Tyrone, perhaps
I should have been overjoyed to accept
some of them. But when they finally
came I was just as glad to say no. You
see, I really think the happiest marriages in Hollywood are those in which the
wife has no career. I believe it is fortunate that I have been in the motion
picture business long enough to understand its demands and its obligations.
I think I shall be a better wife for this.
But how can you build a marriage together when two careers are almost certain to pull you apart? I had an offer to
do a picture in Mexico during the time
that Tyrone was making "The Black
Rose." What kind of a marriage would
that have meant?

No, it is better this way and we both
want it this way all the more with our
first baby coming early next year. I hope
I shall never become the sort of wife who

—

even interested in her husband's
work. I love the movies. I like the
people I've met in Hollywood. I think
my life our life as a part of the motion
picture industry is going to be wonderisn't

ful.

But Linda Christian Power

a screen

No, thank you.
Mrs. Tyrone Power, wife and mother,

actress?
is

much

A

Here's Up-To-Date Scientific Information

You and She CAN TRUST

better.

Most Surprising Man
Continued from page SI

narrowed down to another girl and me.
I didn't worry about it because worry
doesn't get you anything. I didn't even
think about it except to feel the trip out
here would have been wasted if I didn't
get the part. There'd been two or three
offers of plays in

New York

wanted to turn down

that I hadn't
and I regretted

those.

But meantime the test was printed
and the film flown to Pebble Beach
where Bing was vacationing. He ran it
over and over there, then it had to be
flown back and run over and over for
the studio executives. And, too, in those
five days I was turned over to a vocalcoach (and I'll tell you later about that),
but long before official word came
through, two or three sources on the
studio grapevine told me I was in!
I was very nervous when I walked on
the set the first day and when I saw
the five huge bouquets of flowers wait-

What a comfort that the age of hypocrisy

and prudery has passed and that

helpful

scientific

facts

can

now

be

to women today.
Vaginal douching 2 or 3 times weekly
for intimate feminine cleanliness is so

made

available

widely recommended and taken for
granted that the real question is what
to use in your douche.
So make sure your daughter knows

No other type liquid antisepticgermicide of all those tested for the
douche is so powerful yet so safe to
tissues as zonite. (If you have the
this!

slightest doubt about this scientific
send for proof in free booklet
fact
offered below.)

—

Wnrns Against Weak or Dangerous Products
If you are following old-fashioned
advice passed on and are using kitchen
makeshifts such as salt, soda or vinegar in your douche let us warn you
now that these do NOT exert germicidal action in the douche.

—

for

tears.

New

me
It

there

was

like

almost burst into
an opening night in

—

ZONITE'S Miracle-Action

ZONITE eliminates odor, removes waste
substances and discharge. You feel so
dainty and refreshed. Helps guard
against infection. It kills every germ
it touches. You know it's not always
possible to contact all the germs in the

But you can be sure zonite
DOES KILL every reachable germ and
keeps them from multiplying. Buy
zonite at any drug counter.
tract.
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York!

But before long the atmosphere of the
Crosby-Capra set began to get to me. I
realized I was in a very special place.
For one thing, there was no noise. I
never heard Mr. Capra give a command

.

.

On the other hand, you certainly
don't want to resort to dangerous
products overstrong solutions of
which may burn, harden tissues and
in time even impair functional activity
of the mucous glands.
That's why you should be so grateful for ZONITE. It has such a powerful
germ-killing action yet is absolutely
safe to tissues, zonite is non-poisonous, non-irritating. Use it as directed
as often as you wish.

—

ing

.
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^

J products.
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—
or order about

but there just wasn't

it,

any hammering

shouting. And for
Bing put himself comor

another thing,
pletely in Capra's hands; they worked
together in complete accord.
I'd heard that Bing appeared on the
set when he felt like it and left when he
wanted to but he didn't on this picture.
He was on time every morning, knew his
lines perfectly and was among the last

—

to leave at night. I'd heard, too, that
there were lots of gags and jokes on a
Crosby picture but there weren't too

—

many on "Riding

High." Everything
was strictly business, with a good picture the main goal.
Somebody told me that Ann Blyth
had brought Bing a pie she'd baked and
that he'd been very pleased. I wanted to
do something, too, so twice a week I
brought a big jar shaped like a cat
full of my mother's marvelous Danish
cookies. Bing was a little doubtful about
the first one I offered him, took one tentative nibble
then ate six in rapid succession! After that it was, "Where are
the cookies.''" and we soon started having
four o'clock tea just so he could eat some
more of them!
Bing is a most surprising man. You
think of him as a sportsman, interested
only in golf, baseball, race-horses but
there's another side you'd never suspect One day I saw him reading T. S.

—

—

—

Eliot's

"Notes Toward The Definition

been simple

as everyone else.

lot of his business

phone

He

on the

answering

and dictating letters to a
secretary in his trailer between takes. He
is always surrounded by his radio-writers, gag-men and
business associates.
Often he would go off to the side of the
deals with men
to the studio to see him.
All in all, I found Bing to be a happy,
well-adjusted man. He's completely relaxed and simply will not be worried by

set to discuss business

who came

For instance, in the musical number
we had to do together there was some
confusion because the dance director
gave us too many instructions at once.
These instructions would probably have

HOILYWOOD BEAUTY SECRET!
Remove hairs with the new

mez/g
"It holds the hair for you!"
With Tweezie, you simply press

to

open, release to close, and pull out hair.
Tweezie holds
hair by tension in the steel, instead of
pressure in your fingers! It's easier—
"Pulls out hair by the root . . . painless because no jerking is necessary
.
.
. hairs never break off'
writes Hollywood Fashion Editor.
Never pinches skin, never leaves unsightly redness. Tapered, rounded tips
grip each hair individually. Tweezie is

New scientific principle:

a precision instrument, with life-time

handy sanitary
your- purse. Order your

service guarantee, in a

T^.ie

today.

Unpaid
62

IQART,

ln«.

4206.KSanta Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 27. Calif.

Song Of Bernadette,"

for instance) and
Paramount tested me in the very same
little room where I later sang for "Riding

High!"
Perhaps we had so much fun because
we worked so hard. In one scene, Bing
is supposed to return to me after having
been away for two years. "You're glad
to see him," Mr. Capra said. "Leap at
him!" So I leaped. I not only knocked
off Bing's hat
but I split every hook

—

off

my own

skirt!

But with Bing there it was different.
He'd watch me and then, putting his
hand on the back of my neck, he'd say,
"Wait a minute. You're all tightened

me the Durable
dodge and defend
himself whenever I came around. "Don't
ever make that girl mad!" he'd warn
everybody. "She'll tear you to pieces!"
There was a wonderful big party in
the Paramount commissary for everybody and their best girl and beau when
the picture finished, but it was a sad,
sad day for me. Even though I got up
and sang our favorite song, "Ghost
Riders In The Sky," into the microphone,
with Frank Capra strumming the accompaniment on his guitar, there was
an undertone of parting in my heart
that made the tears come very close to

up. Relax, relax!"

spilling over.

happy experience. He knows so surely
what he's doing that it gives you confidence you never knew you had. I always

my

could sing

heart out with

little

my

group because I was just

college choral

one among sixty and I felt safe. I'd
never dreamed of daring to sing all by
myself.

Oh,

I

promised to

tell

you about the

episode of the voice coach. Well, several
years ago before I signed my 20th
Century-Fox contract I sent applications to all the studios for choral work
(such as the background singing in "The

—

—

What

Hollywood

After that he called

Dane and pretended

to

Bing left the party early so there
weren't any goodbyes. We waved once
across the commissary, but I've never
had a chance to tell him in person how

am.
can you thank a guy

grateful I

How

like that?

Talking About

Itself Is

Continued from page 23

June Allyson and Dick Powell -putting
a further scotch on those rumors by doing
a picture together at MGM. It's one
that was announced, then cancelled, for
Lana Turner. The Powells have always
had ambitions to team on the screen and
studio bosses suddenly changed their
minds, lifted the taboo on married
couples starring in pictures together.
*

*

Clift,

*

heart-throb

of

the

and despair of producers who've been
offering him scripts right and left, finally
gave in 20th got him for their story of
the airlift, "Two Corridors East." There
are some wot say he's got him a gal over
there, which might have had a great deal
to do with his choosing this particular
gals

—

picture.

*

King

of the

Roy Rogers

INSTEAD OF A TWEEZER

dancers,

was getting

and unhappy and could see that
Bing was bothered, too. But did he allow
it to upset him? Certainly not. He just
said, "Hold on a minute. I can learn
just one thing at a time!" and we proceeded on that basis.
Incidentally, this dance sequence was
the only uncomfortable episode of the
picture for me. When you combine singing, remembering dance steps, ringing a
cow-bell and giving with the big smile
and relaxing all at the same time, you
really have something!
But singing with Bing was a really

Montgomery

anything.

/VkPost-

I

transacts a

set,

calls

case to carry in

aren't.

rattled

Of Culture," a deep, non-fiction book.
Another time it would be a biography,
another a work on world affairs.
Bing's ad fibs are often cleverer than
the script and he seems to enjoy them as

much

professional

for

which Bing and I

*

*

Cowboys

— has

—and

I

*

*

Mature put

*

big pitch for
that pooch of his, to get a
part in "Night Without Sleep." Vic says
Genius is a great dramatic actor sort
of a cross between Bill Bendix and Lassie
and that Hollywood is a fool to pass up

Genius

in

a

II,

—

a chance like

this.

*

*

for a piano

and Jeanne's

just got around
After she practices a
spell on her latest lesson she teaches her

to learning to play.

man, Paul Brinkman, what
*

*

she's learned.

*

It was a tight squeeze, but Betty
Grable and Harry James made it down
to Del Mar for opening day at the races.
Betty finished her picture, "Wabash
Avenue," on a Saturday, took her daughter Vicki to see "Beautiful Blonde From
Bashful Bend" on account of it had
Western stuff and shootin', as well as
mama in it, and left for her annual vacation pronto. We hear that in "Wabash"
Betty wears eighteen costumes, seventeen of which are veddy, veddy sexy.

do mean

decided definitely to
He was ridin' a
stick to the saddle.
bicycle, no hands, around the Republic
lot when the ornery critter bucked him
off.
Roy got a good conk on the head
and Trigger denies that he snuck up on
Roy, stuck out a hoof and tripped him.
Vic

Her mother gave her the "box" for Christmas on account of no room in the house

«

Jeanne Grain's a-takin' geetar

lessons.

Is

Ray Milland

getting in a rut? Pro-

In his last picture,
"It Happens Every Spring," he was a
professor of chemistry. In "Woman Of
Distinction," he's a professor of astronomy. Matter of fact, he delves if that's
what you do in astronomy as a hobby.
Has a telescope on the terrace at home
which he peers through nightly. He says
he points it at the heavens and not at
his neighbors' windows.
*
*
*
fessionally, that

—

is.

—

Barbara Lawrence had no trouble remembering her new boy friend's name
when she was in New York. He's Bill
Lawrence, the cute young singer on Arthur
Godfrey's show.

Diana Lj-nn caused Columbia no end
of complications when she went to work
with the handsome John Derek in
"Swords Of Sherwood Forest." Di and
John Lindsay had just moved into their
new house and hadn't been able to get a
Messages were
telephone connected.
sent by modern pony express or in

—

simple words, motorcycle messenger.

John and
also just

his

moved

icije,

Pati Behrs, had

into their

new home

in

the Valley. They loved the beach place
where they've lived since their marriage
but A7inie, the German shepherd, wa-f
about to have pups and the Dereks decided she needed a yard to raise the
young 'uns. John's had a rugged routine,

He
prepping for this swashbuckler.
fenced for two hours daily, took drama
lessons two hours, then worked out at
the Friars Club gym for another two.
The big health program practically
wrecked him he got a cold, never had
time for lunch and lost beaucoup pounds

—

Small Br!§!T
You

NO

*

*

Renault. Seems the guy never could get
the dam car started, but thanks to Pati's
translations, he found out he should have
kept his foot off the accelerator until the
motor turned over. Pati's had a little
trouble herself trying to turn some of the
technical French words into unfamiliar
English ones.
*
*

A
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Elizabeth Taylor had all the boys
gaping at
when she visited her
chum, Janet Leigh, borrowed by Howard
Hughes for "Christmas Gift." Mr. H.
not only gave Janet two real hot leading
men, Bob Mitchum and Wendell Corey,
but he also lured Designer Howard Greer
from his very profitable commercial
dress designing establishment to whip
up Janet's gowns. Cost Tycoon Hughes
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chester. Va. h&s written:
46 !bs. in 35 days I can now wear a size
20 dress instead of size 44." Many other
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praise Dr. Parrisb's "easy-to-follow"
.

a pretty penny to get Mr. Greer, who
doesn't especially fancy dressing the star?
for movies.
*
*
*
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way to lose fat.
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Cornel Wilde, back from Switzerland
where he did "Winter Comedy" (strictly
a tentative title) showed some of his
pals a flock of film which he proudly
announced he took himself. When his

New York

Corp..
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'
,
1

I
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called

PRUNKENNESS

to the fact that
cut off heads and
shot out of focus he explained it was a

DO YOU WANT RELIEF?
Drunkenness ruins Health. Happiness. Break the (Jrink.ng Cyele

gag he dreamed up to show how a movie
star operates a strictly amateur camera.
Opinion is that the gag was a success.

—

manent.
*

*

— Mel

and Jose
but their careers in
Hollywood are running an amazing parallel.
Mel, who would much rather direct
pictures than act in them, is a very hot
guy these days. After his great success in
"Lost Boundaries," he was immediately
ticketed for an
contract and put
related,

RKO

..
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—

—

makes her debut in "The Cage." Gertrude was swamped with congratulations
on her performance of "Annie," which
was really great, to put it mildly. Paul
Douglas brought Jerry Jordan, and Jay
Flippen brought his cute wife and a

—

five-day growth of beard the latter for
a picture role. Few days later we spent
a quiet afternoon with Gertie and Al.
The manhole cover was still there
nobody could lift the darn thing!

The Eyes Have

It!

Continued from page 43

what an array of stars it was!
Jimmy Durante and Ed Sullivan were
nose to nose. (Ed was nearly nosed out
of this picture.) Clark Gable, striding
along a golf course flexing his romantic
age muscles, signed his photo, "with

and kisses." Van Johnson and Ed
were riding bicycles on the
lot.
The picture to end all pictures was of
Ed, Bing Crosby and Bob Hope on the
golf course at Lakeside in California.
The inscription, done with a Hope flair,
read: "To the hacker from the Lakeside
love

Breakfast

in

Stratocruiser.

bed for Bob (The Great Lover) Hope aboard Northwest Airlines
Bob passed his 2,000,000th air mile on this particular flight.

into

"Bed Of Roses." His next

will

probably be "Carriage Entrance."

after that

Jose (remember him as the Dauphin in

"Joan Of Arc?") was asked how come
he broke down and did another movie
love is the stage. He
claims he didn't that Hollywood broke
down, offered to let him make his own
terms. He'll be the best "heel" since

when

his

real

—

Dick Widmark hit Hollywood, in "Whirlpool," in which he plays a hypnotist with
murder on his mind.
*

*

*

Annie Baxter went to Gallup, New
Mexico, to visit John Hodiak, on location for MGM's "Ambush," because she

wanted

to celebrate their third anniver-

sary together. John and Anne gave each
other l.O.U.'s for presents, but when
they got home found each had bought
the other identical presents Alexander
Calder mobiles which, to you art lovers,
are very beautiful pieces of sculpture.

—

*

*

*

Gloria McLean flew to the "Broken Arrow" location in Arizona to see Jimmy
Stewart a few weeks before they were
married. As she was leaving, the crew
asked her didn't she want to stay and
watch the honeymoon scene between Jim
and Debra Paget. Gloria got a big yuk
out of the fellas by saying no thanks at
a time like that she felt two people should
be left alone. This gal Debra Paget, I
hear, is terrific. Plays an Indian gal in the
pic (which has been called "Arrow" and
"War Paint" up to now). Seems Indians
absolutely never have blue eyes, which
Debra has, so she was fitted with brown

—

contact lenses.
*

*

*

—

New combination around town Ann
Sheridan and Bruce Cabot, took in the
Tommy Farrell-Gene McCarthy opening
at Ciro's, which was boffola. These are
awfully clever kids.
*

*

*

—

Your footloose reporter meaning me
has really been on a merry-go-round
lately. We had a beautiful time at John
van Druten's ranch, our favorite desert
spot.
Little Mary Hatcher was down

—
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raving

there,

about how nice Mickey

Rooney had been

to her while she

was

working in his independent picture, "The
Big Wheel." Next weekend we went to
La Jolla to see "Blithe Spirit" at Greg
Peck's Playhouse. Stayed at the lovely
Summer House, just outside La Jolla.

—

Eve Arden was

staying there she was
rehearsing the next week's show, "Here
Today." After the Saturday night performance of "Blithe Spirit" we joined
the cast
Millie Natwick, John Emery
and Tamara Geva, Ellen Corby and some
of the guys and gals who'd come to
La Jolla to see the performance, Zack
and Elaine Scott, Harriet Parsons and
the Douglas Morrows. We had lots of
laffs and stayed up much too late.
*
*
*

—

On

the

way

La

to

Jolla

we saw

the loca-

"Sands Of Iwo
Jima." Except for Adele Mara, this picture has an all-male cast John Wayne,
John Agar, Dick Jaeckel, Jim Holden,
Jim Brown, Richard Webb. They aren't
playing with water pistols on this one
yipe! The locaexplosives, bombs, guns
tion is so terrific the Marine officers from
nearby Camp Pendleton asked Republic
tion

site

of

Republic's

—

—

to leave everything just as

move

out.

is

when they

Quite a deal.
*

*

*

—

town went to the opening of
"Annie Get Your Gun," starring Gertrude Niesen and afterward to her house
to help her and hubby A! Greenfield celebrate their sixth wedding anniversary.
Much excitement when press agent
Henry Rogers, all slicked up in a new
suit, reached out to shake hands with
Wendell Corey and fell smack in the
swimming pool. He mussed himself up

Back

in

considerably, not to mention several
hundred red dahlias which were floating
on the surface of the pool. Bob and
Dorothy Mitchum created another senon
sation with their anniversary gift
account of you're supposed to give iron

—

sixth anniversary presents, they
bought Gertie and Al a real manhole
cover. Gordon MacRae was there with
his purty wife. Sheila Stephens, who

for

MGM

terror,

Bob Hope."

Every place you

looked a famous person stared back.
Greta Gar"bo, Dietrich, Loretta Young,
James Farley, Gene Tunney and Cardinal Spellman, to name only a few.
Just as I had examined all the pictures and noticed the large Stork Club
ash trays, Ed returned and settled himself and his cup of coffee near the telephone. "Well, Florence, what do you
want to know about television?" he
asked.
'
Do you believe that television is
going to put radio and the movie industry out of business, Ed?" was my

first

question.
I don't,"

Ed stated emphatically.
think anyone who makes such a
statement is stupid. All you have to do
is to examine the records.
Way back in
1920 when radio came in, I used to hear
the grey beards and the big shots of the
Evening Mail screaming and yelling that
radio would ruin the newspaper business.
Half the writers on the Evening Mail
were ready to jump out the window,
"So what happened? In 1920 the largest newspaper circulation on an evening
"No,

"I

paper was about 178,000. Radio came
in with a bang and despite the screams
and howls, the circulation today of the
Daily News (for example) is about two
and a half million a day! Radio is at
its height and the newspapers gained by
the influx of radio."

That emphatic statement made me
Ed's ardent defense of television
one of his Daily News columns last
Summer when Fred Allen and Al Jolson,
among other top radio comedians, were
recall

in

deriding the future of video.

He

said

then that Allen and Jolson heaved bricks
at television "partly because of their
puzzlement, partly because of their fear
and largely because they are getting

Fred Allen, especially, Ed wrote,
so blinded by his unreasoning hatred
for television that he completely overlooks its most potent recommendation.
older."
is

the fact that the public is crazy about it;
that they enjoy watching and hearing
a show far more than just hearing it
alone.

The

best

refutation

of

Allen's

"How

can the
sneer against television.
camera show the glint in a comic's eyes?"
was the Life magazine article on Fred
with accompanying photographs. Each
picture, "clearly trapped the glint in
his eyes, the spirit of buffoonery, the
exaggerated facial expression," said Ed,
and went on to state that the television
camera, too, would have no problem
jiresenting Fred at his best.
Ed also took Jolson over the coals in
that column for his statement about
television's

"making

it

impossible

for

which are televi.sion minded and ready
to spend money. If the cable is stalled or
withheld, it will be a matter of three
or four years before
"We all hear so
.«cope."

I

said.

"Exactly what

is

kine-

scope?"

"A

film substitute for the cable,"

Ed

"Kinescope is not the perfect substitute, however, for shows seen by this
method lose from 1.5 to 35 per cent. In

consequence,

kinescope is holding
the places where a
live television show cannot be seen, and
in the sections of the country where the
the

back television

cable

is still

a

in

dream.

"A

friend of mine telephoned me the
other night in great glee and said, 'Oh,
Ed, I finally saw your television show
on kinescope. It was terrific but what

afford them."

vision can

Ed

said.

"Sports," I gasped "Why? Sports have
kept television going and were almost
solely responsible for putting television
on its feet."
"Very true, Florence, but the networks
cannot afford to turn over so much time
to long sports events. Jnst yesterday T
was talking with Charles Underbill, who
is the program director in charge of TV
at CBS, and he verified what I have
just told you.

"You
moment

this is the story.
At the
the networks are loaded with
programs. As it develops, they will not
be able to cancel highly priced programs
to put on night ba.seball, football or
basketball. In the first place, the sponsors wouldn't stand for it. In the second
place, the loss of revenue wouldn't make
it a practical move," Ed added.
"Independent and local stations will have to
carry sports just as the local stations
do in radio."

see

"Well, that's very interesting," I remarked, "and logical, too, the way you
explain it.
What about the coaxial
cable? When will it reach California?"

Ed threw his head back and roared.
"That's only the largest size guess of
the year! It could be in California by
19.50 if the revenue derived from it warrants the expense of putting it in. The
American Telephone Company is paying the cost of the cable and they have
already spent a fortune. The direct line
is not the shortest route for the coaxial
cable. It must wind by way of cities

Including such favorites as
June Allyson, Glenn Ford,
Alan Ladd, Rita Hayworth,
Cornel Wilde, Lana Turner,

5

Ingrid Bergman, Gregory
Peck, and many others.

:

•
i
:

~

said.

that kinescope often cuts the actor's
head off from right above the eyebrows
For this reason he believes that distributing shows by kinescope is unfortunate.
People all over the country who have
heard about the wonderful, and marvelous new medium see a program on
kinescope and they are really horrified.
A stop-gap device is mistaken for the
real thing and as a result, people and
prospective buyers are cool about television. In the East, on the other hand,
the on-the-spot television coverage of
the political conventions and all historic
events has shown us just how good tele-

"Are the networks planning to drop
anything else?" I asked.
"Sports will be dropped very soon,"

I

|

completion."
much about a kine-

its

people to relax
a bunch of amateurs
themselves out " Ed recalls
that when radio wanted no part of Jolson
Al held the same low opinion of that
medium, only changing it when he became
a hot radio attraction himself.
"At some point there will be a blend
of the various entertainment media," Ed
continued.
example,
"Television,
for
cannot handle news because it is static
and does not lend itself to the camera
Also, while a repeated news broadcast
is not boring, to repeat a TV news program becomes objectionable to the
viewer. It won't be long now before the
networks drop all news programs with
the possible exception of sponsored new.sreels.
Newsreels, incidentally, are so
expensive to make, that independent
stations like WPIX will not be able to

knocking

ACTUAL PHOTOS OF THE
FAVORITE MOVIE STARS

happened to your head?'
With a big grin on his face Ed

Complete set of 64.

will

be.

"In the beginning," Ed added, "the
movies could have tied up television and
gotten a strangle hold on it. For monopoly
reasons the government wouldn't permit
it,

and the public would have greatly

resented

it."

"Do you

that movie stars will
adapt themselves to the new medium
with ease?" I inquired.
feel

"With the greatest
with

a

smile.

"On

of ease,"

Ed
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Sure,

told

the Hollywood outlook
towards television?" I asked. "Are they
scared or interested?"
"Oh, they're scared all right," Ed
promptly said. "Their security is being
threatened. However, at no point do I
see the movies being wiped off the map
by television. You must remember that
television is a novelty and after five years
when its newness has worn off, people
will begin to get choosy.
Only special
events will keep them at home.
"At the moment." he went on, "television is hurting the movies. Remember,
though, that Hollywood has the technical
set-up, the know-how, the knovvledge of
film, and the personalities to make television really big. Until the major studios
come into the picture, television won't
be at its best. It is also unfortunate
that the motion picture people working
in television on the Coast are not the
best motion picture people. They are
merely the independent hangers on.
When the industry gets behind television, it will become an elaboration of
their field. They are in a perfect spot
to do it. too, because they have not lost
any money in pioneering television. They
will ride in on the upsurge.

I
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—
studio tie-up, the audience crane their
necks and applaud like mad. Hollywood
names are bound to be a huge success
for the studios have spent millions making them world known."
Ed Sullivan walked over to the window
looking down on Park Avenue. He was
wearing a red silk dressing gown, a
navy scarf at the neck and deeper red
slippers. "Color in television," he said
in answer to my question about it. "Color
in television was seen for the first time
twenty years ago today in the laboratories of the Bell Telephone Co. Seems
impossible to imagine, doesn't it? Well,
you can be sure, we won't see it on our
sets until the FCC is ready to let all the
networks come forth with it. Each network has its own individual process, but
the FCC is trying to protect all the pioneers in the field and not let any one
network get ahead of the other."

opinions you'd like to pass on to all
television readers, Ed.?" I inquired.

"Not

really,"

"We

thought.

TV

as

crystal

he said after a moment's
are at the same stage in

when

was

radio

Now

sets.

my

it's

people had
nothing,
In the mean-

really

but it will be very soon.
time we are all the victims of TV fanship.
From the people buying sets, to the people putting on the shows, they all feel
that they are being pioneers. They are
all fans and they love it."
You can be certain of one thing, however. Ed Sullivan, who passed up radio,
even though he held a front row seat at
its birth, is right in there punching for
TV. He obviously loves it and is unique
in his attitude that there

is

still

room

for all the other media, such as movies,

radio, theatre

mind

it is

and newspapers.

To my

will

die

if

TV

Ed

survives.

ideas on the subject

A

Van

make

Sullivan's

sense.

Look Back

—

to do.

"I don't think I'll ever forget my first
personal appearance stint," Jane laughed.
"What a fright that was! I spent nine
weeks playing straight man to a comedian, without having the faintest idea
what I was doing up on that stage. The
opening night of the 'act' was really
.something. I was supposed to go to a
press party afterwards, but when the
show was over and it was obvious I had
laid an egg, I was quietly told to go to
my hotel room and stay there. I must
have looked really forlorn getting on
that trolley to go to my room.
"When this personal appearance tour
wound up I decided to get married. I
went to Georgia and Robert and took
the Big Step. That put my feet firmly
on the ground and I forgot about a
career for fifteen months while I stayed
with my husband at an Army camp."
Jane's marriage to Bob Waterfield
whom she refers to as Robert has been
a highly successful one. It's been one
marriage that has definitely confounded
the seers. And it's worked because Jane
has placed her role as wife ahead of her
screen roles and because Bob makes no

—
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will

I'd

attempt to enter into her career at all.
"All of the time I was getting my initiation by trial and error," Jane went
on, "Robert said nothing. He hasn't a
hammy bone in his body anyway. In his
indifferent approach he's like an agent.
While he has no objection to my career,
he stays out of the business because he
says he knows nothing about it. After

him how to
and he feels the same

I wouldn't try to tell

play

football,

my

job as an actress. He never
advice either. If I'm
unhappy about a picture, for instance,
his only solution is to say quietly, 'Okay,
let's go to a movie tonight.'
It is fortunate for Jane that she has
never been overly-ambitious. Her life
with Bob is so complete that she doesn't
have to concern herself with the camera

about

has given

me any

unnecessarily.
"Robert is a very good husband," Jane
said with real pride. "He's very patient

and

tolerant.

When

I'm working and he's

not on tour with his team, he usually
goes hunting or fishing or else he's out
on the golf course. He's a great sports-

man, as you know.
"Robert and I are,

way, a funny

We're opposites in everything. Everything I can't do, he can
and vice versa. For instance, Robert
all

the cooking.

I detest cooking,

but since he gets a big bang out of tossing off a meal he makes no complaints.
He's very expert on meats, sauces and

—

all typical he-man meals.
the other hand, I like to make
artistic things, such as pottery and the
like. I recently made the moulds for a

salads

"Madame

on

trip

to

Bovary," at

Manhattan.

*

"We
all

itself,

had

in

it's

mind

the kind of a

for five years. It

it

— the

furnished.

don't give any fancy parties at

tations,"

kind where you send out inviJane continued. "We have a

few friends in for spaghetti dinners most
of the time or for a trout or venison
steak feast when Robert and his friends
come back from a hunting or fishing trip.

The men do

the cooking then and
dishes
which is as

wives do the
should be."

—

we
it

It's been the impression in town that
Jane and Bob don't have much of a
chance to be together, what with his
playing so many out of town games. But
actually, his tours only last two or three
weeks and then just during the football
season. The Waterfields have had only
one long separation and that was for
eights weeks once when Jane was in Chicago on a personal appearance tour.
And even then. Bob flew to Chicago to
join her after about four of the eight
weeks had passed. They called each
other almost every day, too, so the

—

separation wasn't so bad. Many times,
Jane has accompanied Bob on his

too,

tours.
in a

combination.

does

in

probably take us another five years

to get

all,

place

for the

Continued from page 29

now

any big disagreements when we built
our very modern house. He offered no
suggestions at all, but I knew he wanted
a den so the architect and I had a goodsized one built in the house for him. As

home
be a star. I do enjoy my work more and 1
might be disappointed now if someone
told me I could never be in pictures
again, but I'd pull through it. It's just
that after making 'The Paleface' and
'It's Only Money' I began to see that
the work could be fun."
It was mainly Bob Hope and, to an
extent, Groucho Marx, who helped to
show Jane that being a movie actress
had its compensations. They brought
humor into a job that had been erratic.
"Those two helped give me a perspective about my work. I know now that
my career has been like coming in the
back door all of the time. Everything
was done backwards from the beginning. I had to do a job
and then prepare for it afterwards. And it seems
that whatever I did was the wrong thing

Heflin,

Waldorf-Astoria

a most logical opinion and one

that will soon prove itself to be correct.
Let the extroverts scream that all others

"Are there any more predictions or

Jane Takes

—

"

program when I introduce anyone from
Hollywood, even unknown people with a

"On

pottery dinnerware set in a Chinese motif. The set, service for nine, turned out
beautifully. Robert hates anything in
the artistic line. However, he's good at
finances—and I'm lousy at figures. He
handles all of the business details and is
extremely meticulous on such matters.
"Considering such contrasts, it's surprising that Robert and I didn't have

Right now, the two are involved in a
church they and their friends are planning to build.
"It all began when I was living at
home with my mother and father," Jane
said. "Mother was a Bible student and
since we could find no church or denomination that interested us, we relied
solely on the Bible for our religious
training. We used to have family worship on Saturday mornings. Soon our
friends began to join us at these sessions. Before long, there were twentyfive people at our house on Saturdays.

"We

only recently decided to build a
chapel of our own where we could
Mother had
hold our own services.
some property in back of her house and
when we told her of our plans, she gave
us the land. She was only too glad we
had made this decision because we had
little

in her little living room
and the furniture was beginning to show
the wear and tear. Now, all of us are

been meeting

But

personality

facets.

makes her

interesting.

that's

what

She's heading for
a stable career now, but she's not holding on to any high hopes. Her philosophy
I'm
is, "Let things come as they come.
in no hurry to be a big star."
It may be that very quality which at
last will put her on a solid footing.

chipping in to build the chapel. We'll
not have pews in the building, though,
just davenports and chairs."
This Jane Russell, as you can see, is
indeed an unusual combination of many

Make

Let-

Me

Tell

You

About- Gloria

!

Continued from page 40

"Remember when Dick Thorpe was di-"
'Two Girls And A Sailor?'

recting us in
Gloria asked

me

one day between scenes
in our last picture. "He told me something which I couldn't quite understand
at the time but now I realize it's the
best advice anyone ever gave me. I had
been fussing with my hair when he was
ready to do a scene and finally with more
patience than I probably deserved he
told me, 'Gloria, it doesn't matter what
you look like on the screen, it's what
comes through of the inner you that is
important!'

She now

"

happy marriage and reconciled. "We've
effort and are completely siiicere in trying to work this out. The

made every

who laugh
make much of an

people
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are the ones

who

don't

effort."

According to June Allyson and Gwen,
both of whom certainly know more about
such things than I a mere father
Gloria is a marvelous mother. I can say
that she certainly seems to be a devoted

Be Beaulijul

was born with the instinct
and has a lot of
ti-aining them," June told me
"John's daughter by his pre-

sense in

•
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completely serious about
her acting, not merely her appearance.
more about that
She's a natural worrier
later
but now she worries about her
work. Result? She works much harder
than she used to and has become a much

recently.

more

years.

Means freedom from outrageous

"Gloria has a wonderful quality of
never 'talking down' to a child," June
went on. "She's also very wise in not
breaking promises, which is so important
to youngsters. Even before she had her
own babies and wasn't feeling well she
never broke her word if she had said
she would take Julie to a party or the
park. On the other hand she has definite firmness, demands good behavior
and respect and gets them from all the
without ever raising her voice.
children
In other words, she tempers loving understanding with discipline."
Gloria always loved a home, but had
lived in apartments most of her life.
When she acquired her own home with
John, she deliberately set to work to
become thoroughly efficient not only as
a homemaker but as a hostess.
Her first big party was a surprise for
John's birthday after they had been
married only a short time. It was a
formal dinner, not just a drop-by, casual
affair, and not exactly simple for an
inexperienced hostess. I wasn't there but
Mickey Rooney, who has been a friend
of Gloria's since they were kids together, told me the next day:
"In such a short time Gloria has become a really gracious hostess! She's
sure of herself, at ease, not nervous or
flighty like many hostesses with years

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

is

—

—

versatile actress.

Six years ago she certainly could not
have portrayed the little tart who turned
stool-pigeon in "Scene Of The Crime."
She also has much greater maturity and

authority in her singing. She's so talented; I wish she'd do a New York show.
I know she could have great success on
Broadway. But meantime, watch for her

"The Doctor And The Girl," in
which she has a death scene which proves
absolutely that Gloria is an actress.
in

Gloria hasn't made many pictures
since she married John Payne in 1944.
She's been rather busy having her two
children, Kathy, who's nearly 4, and
Tommy, who will be 2 in February. Our
recent picture was the first she did on our
home lot since "Summer Holiday" with Mickey Rooney in 1946.
Meantime she made "Yes Sir, That's
Baby" with Donald O'Connor at U-I,
but she really went to work at the home
grounds to prove she was a better actress than she had been before.
"Gloria wanted a chance to show
herself what she's capable of doing," is
the way Donald O'Connor's wife, Gwen.
who is Gloria's best friend, explains it.
"She doesn't try to impress people, but
she has to prove things to herself. She
has terrific will power and when she
really puts her mind to something, she

MGM

My

accomplishes it."
Her marriage and subsequent separations have had a sobering, settling influence on Gloria. The Paynes' last separation occurred while we were making
"Scene Of The Crime" and I saw first
hand how upset Gloria was by it. Fortunately she and John have since reconciled and I truly hope this time it will be
permanent. Certainly they've tried.
"I don't care whether we are a laughing stock," Gloria told me after she and
John decided to try once again for a

vious marriage, 8-year-old Julie, adores
her and it was not precisely an easy
assignment for Gloria, only 19 when she
married John, to step into the mother
role with a child of Julie's formative

—

more experience."
There was some

—
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to size

surprise

siderable admiration in his voice. Not
long after that I went to a party at
Gloria's and I got the same impression;
I made a point later of telling Mickey
how thoroughly I agreed with him.
With that same will power and determination which Gwen mentioned, Gloria
has tried to adapt herself to the things
that her husband likes. If ever there was

a
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who, before her marriage, was
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"

unathletic. that was Gloria
Not that I
think it matters whether a girl is or isn't,
but I do think it's wise for her to try if
her husband is. Dancing was the only
thing remotely resembling exercise that
Gloria used to like, but John likes all
sorts of sports so Gloria decided to bestir
herself.

She had never learned to swim; now
learning and likes it.
She took

she's

golf lessons for a while;

now

she's trying

and is terrifically enthusiastic
about it She used to loathe fishing, but
John likes to fish. So Gloria, who six
years ago wouldn't get any closer to a
fishing boat than one she .saw in a newstennis

now

finds fun

in getting into old
loud cotton shirt and
beat-up sneakers and going deep sea
fishing with John.
Gwen O'Connor, who has known Gloria
for seven years, agrees with me that
Gloria has changed, matured, settled
down, but adds, "She's still a little gir?
at heart, though.
"We love to do silly things like
going on rides at the beach amusement
park and playing bingo Going shopping
with her is a mad experience." Gwen
.says. "She'll say she's going 'just over to
that counter to buy a pair of nylons.' and
an hour later, after searching frantically
through four floors of a store you'll find
her loaded down with bundles Then all
the way home she'll fret and worry about
whether she bought the right sizes in the
things she has purchased for the children. They always turn out to be correct, but she fusses every time until
they are tried on.
reel,

blue

jeans,

a

—

a

"Gloria seems to me to be the perfect
example of a real vaudeville trouper
There's something about people with a
background of the old five-a-day; they
seem to live in a world of their own.
They're gayer, more adaptable, than people who didn't have the experience of
constantly moving from town to town,

maybe because they learned to make
the best of everything. They stick together and won't let go of friendships.
"Gloria
worries
about everybody's
problems. Sometimes I tell her she's
foolish to get herself so upset for others
arid besides it's none of her business. 'I
know, but it's such a shame and I feel
so sorry for them,' she'll answer, and go
right on worrying," Gwen reports.
As long as I've known Gloria she has
always seemed to be worrying about her
family. She has a great family loyalty
and makes the problems of any of them
her responsibility.
She's also always worrying about her
weight, always determining to go on a
diet. She surprised us though. She did
go on one recently and lost six pounds.
She wouldn't have stuck to it six years
ago!

When I first knew Gloria, one of our
mutual friends described her as "giddy."
wouldn't go that far, but I would say
I
she was frivolous then and sometimes inconsiderate: 1 don't have much patience
with a girl who's an hour late for a date
without a good excuse and Gloria
sometimes was guilty of that, back then.
But how that De Haven has changed!
the changes are all
All I can add is

—

—

for the good!

Rhonda Fleming with her boy friend,
John Hilton, on "Great Lover" set.
roles in kid shows. At sixteen, he was
producing three shows of his own
minstrel, a dramatic and a musical broadcast.
One of his emcees was Gordon
MacRae, then all of eleven years old

—

When Bill finished his university
studies he decided that the law could
wait while he served a stretch in radio
He signed up as an announcer, and
within two years was production manager of the station.
On a hunch one day he took a train
to New York, wangled a screen test
from Universal, and a short time later
was sent to the Coast under contract to

That was in 1937.
spent two years at Universal, then
went to Warners, where he was for two
more years until he hied himself to
them.

Bill

MGM

another two-year stretch. Because
of his good nature, his kindness and
consideration, not to mention his good
looks ( there were quite a jew secret
crushes), he was always the favorite of
the publicity departments. But the role
never came his way.
Somehow the
Gables, the Flynns, and the Tracys
always snagged it.
In 1943. he enlisted in the Marmes,
took his training at Quantico, Virginia,
and served with the First Marine Divifor

Patience Pays Off
Continued from page 45
nette, smallish (5 jeet 2) Rena is the perfect wife for tall (6 jeet 2) good-looking,

said, 'Really,

easy-going, time-is-of-no-iraportance Bill
Lundigan. Rena was never one to sit in
the background smiling sweetly, indeed
no; she never fails to speak her piece, and
it's a sensible piece.
But the master of
the house is Bill Lundigan. and she wants
it
known. He can have center stage
whenever he de.sires. Of course, she isn't
going to let him get away with murder,
however, like the time when Bill was
telling me about the first time he met
Rena, twelve years ago when he first
came to Hollywood on a Universal contract. She was a kid then, loaded down
with schoolbooks. and she u.sed to stop
by Schwab's drugstore with other kids
for ice cream sodas after school.
Bill
used to drop in to strut a bit, Schwab's
bemg sort of a village drugstore for the

film

movie people.
"Rena." said
did

"I

thought

Bill,

not,"

you

"had a crush on me."

Rena

were

a

interrupted.
"I
conceited char-

acter."

"Well,

this

comes as news

to

me,"

pretending to be deeply hurt.
"Here I've been telling everyone for
the last four years that you had a crush
said

Bill,

on me."

"On

the contrary," continued Rena,
"I hated actors. I didn't drool over them
like the other girls in my class. I just

68

how

dull.'

As soon as Darryl Zanuck's powerful
on
which

racial discrimination,

"Pinky," in

co-starred with Jeanne
Grain, is released this Fall, the studio
scuttlebutt is that Bill Lundigan is going
to be a top-flight boxoffice personality.
John Ford, Elia Kazan and Darryl
Zanuck may not see eye to eye on
everything, but on that they see eye to
eye. Zanuck, who isn't caught off base
often, has already signed Bill on a long
term contract. It's a cinch that from
now on most of that studio's juicy roles
will be tossed in his direction.
It took
him twelve years to arrive in this enviable spot. But he isn't bitter, not Bill
He just says, "Think of all the capable
actors who don't make it even after
twelve years."
Here's a refresher course on Bill: He
was born in Syracuse, New York, of
parents who had Ireland in their blood
and Killarney in their souls. Bill is a
chip right off of that old Blarney Stone.
He attended high school in Syracuse,
and majored in law at Syracuse University. But radio was law's undoing.
His father, who was in the shoe business, had a store in the building that
housed WFBL, a CBS affiliate, and from
the time Bill was big enough to pedal
a bike, he had been hanging around the
radio station. At ten, he was playing
Bill

is

sion in the Pacific, taking part in operations at Peleliu and Okinawa. He was

honorably discharged

November, 1945.

in

was while he was

in Washington,
taking his training at Quantico, Virginia,
nearby, that he was oflicially introduced
to Rena Morgan, the little girl with
the schoolbooks who sipped sodas at
Schwab's.
He says Rena wasn't impressed and she says Bill wasn't im-

It

pressed.

El

But

Morocco

mighty

into

him at

York.

He

looked

the

Marine

later she ran
in

New

hand.some

in

uni-

Rena said to herself: now this is
all right. They romanced for two weeks.
Bill was shipped out, and two weeks
form.

he returned from
were married. That was
Bill

took

his

bride

wars they
August, 1945.

the

after

in

to

a

Hollywood

apartment.
"It's only temporary." he assured her.
"In a couple of months we'll get a house."

"Lundigan has no sense of time," Rena
"That apartment was temporary for three and a half years."
"It was a nice apartment," Bill said
told me.

"The only trouble with it was
that it had only one door, the front
door, and always as the garbage went out
the guests came in. That made Rena

casually.

sore."

Since May, the Lundigans have a
house, rented, right off Coldwater Canyon, and glory be, it has three doors, a
back, a front, and a side. No more
colliding with orange peels.

Bills big break came about this way:
He was freelancing here and there and

doing so-so. Then last January
Hollywood's top director. John Ford, organized a company to play "What Price
Glory" under the auspices of the ^lilitarj'
Order of the Purple Heart the proceeds to go to veteran relief. They played
Los Angeles and several other cities.
Bill had had a deep devotion for John
Ford for years. He calls him "Pappy."
Ford's daughter, Barbara, and Rena are
best friends. His great ambition is to
just

—

have Ford

direct

him

a picture

in

He

volunteered for a small part in "What
Price Glory" and got it.
A fast wipe, as they say in the cinema,

and we have

Bill at

MGM.

One

of his

best pals there is Billy Gordon in the
casting department. Billy thinks Lundigan is the best actor on the Coast. Billy
switches to the casting department at

20th Century-Fox, and when Ben Lyon
resigns and goes to England, Billy be-

comes casting

director.

Now a fast wipe to 20th Century-Fox
John Ford and Darryl Zanuck decide
make

a picture about racial discrimination called "Pinky." They've got to
have a guy who's a combination of Tyto

Gregory Peck and Dana
Andrews. Billv Gordon savs, "Bill Lunrone Power,

digan."
And John Ford says, "Bill
Lundigan."
From "Pinky," which is highly dramatic, they rushed him into a Claude
Binyon written and directed comedy.
"Oh Doctor," in which he is co-starred
vrith Dorothy McGuire.
He's hoping
that he will get a Western next.
The Lundigans' first house is a cottage, and it is in the process of being
furnished. Rena herself has made the
curtains and valances on her sewing
machine. The walls in the living room
and den are lined with books. The
fiuniture is the kind that you can put
your feet on if you are so inclined. Bill
wouldn't have any other kind.
"This house is a most unusual California house," Bill explained to me as
he doubled up his long legs in an oversize chair. "It has a cellar. Not that
it does us any good. Rena won't go near
it because of the black widow spiders.
Some day I am going to whitewash it.
Rena turned to me.
"Ten years from now Lundigan will
still be on the verge of whitewashing that
cellar. He has no talent for doing anything in a house." And then she quickly
added, for fear I might think her beloved spouse lazy, and, confidentially, T
do think her beloved spouse lazy, "Lun-

digan, called Bill.
"And what are your dislikes?" I began
conservatively.
"Lundigan hkes everything," his wife
answered. That, I think, verj' compactly, describes Lundigan.

Think Of A Hat in the same way that
you think of perfume or jewelry ... to
make you alluring. A dress without a
its whole effect. It's an unfinished symphony ... a costly picture \^"ithout a frame. Your hat is the thing that
will make you beautiful
just as a
bouquet of flowers enhances a table.
*
*
*

hat loses

.

.

first

she

place,

is

Hat.
conscious of

them
she enjoys them. She buys
hat when she has an immediate need
.

one.

.

.

And

that

is

right.

a
of

may be for a
it
may be to

It

personal appearance, or

complement a new costume. If her dress
is simple she wants an elaborate hat. If
her dress is elaborate, she asks for a
simple hat. She has no limiting, definite
ideas about her hats, and she accepts
a new trend with enthusiasm if she can

Miss Baxter knows what a hat
should do for her and for her costume.
wear

it.

«

*

.

*

Not All Players Are So Hat-Wise. When
a young girl begins her picture career,
she knows she needs the help of the
dress designer, the hat designer, the hair-
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Like To

Wear Hats

—

UNCOLN SCHOOL
Dept.
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and Diana Lynn's
*

for

*

"My

.

1511

Winter Hats will have their usual variety. I would never say any one thing
It would be
best for any season.
is
wrong to insist that you must wear a
small hat or a large hat at any time
because you must always consider the
silhouette of your costume. There is a
trend, however, toward the small hat.
.

.

.

of

I

III.

offered. Prints,
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The biggest bargains we have ever

are

usually the best dressed stars in Hollyand
wood. Rosalind Russell is one
you 11 see her wearing our hats in "Tell
It To The Judge," one of the biggest
fashion pictures that has come out in
many years. Loretta Young is another
well dressed star who enjoys hats and
always finds time for fittings. We designed her hats for "Key To The City."
We did Betty Hutton's for "Let's Dance,"

NURSING.

Highschoolnotneeded. Agel6to60. Doctor's
endorsement of this complete low-fee
coarse. Prepare in 12 weeks for big pay and
steady work, fine snrronndings. Averag^e lesson only SI. 48. Easiest terms. FREE BOOKLET send name now on penny postcard.
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Stars

Variety and 10 Cent

FITS IN

.

Anne Baxter Knows How To Buy A
In the

TINY RADIO

Earn while learning Practical

dresser and the makeup man. So she
follows their suggestions. Then, comes a
second phase when she begins to believe
her publicity and she grows very opinionated. The smartest players move quickly
on to the third stage and, as stars, they
concentrate on their acting, and realize
the value of help from experts in other
fields
the designers and all. That is
when she begins to dress well.
*
*
*
.

All

Store Cosmetic Counters

Nuisesireeded

Continued from page 49
cut your height. If the hat goes beyond
it will make you look shorter and
should be worn only by a tall girl.

At

digan means well. But he's all thumbs."
Well, I thought to myself, I better get
down to this interview and see what delayed success has done to William Lun-

How To Buy A Hat

that,
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Inc.,

Dtpt.
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HORMONE
Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb Estrogenic Hormones
and while we make no claims or
representations whatever for the
new Francis James Bust Creme, we
do promise you
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with package.
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But don't wear it unless it is best for
you. There will also be hats with large
velvet brims. Perhaps they will be much

You might be able to wear a green dress,
but not a green hat. That is because the
hat is more strictly governed by skin
and hair tones. Don't wear hats that

more

alluring for you. You'll see many
feathers or with veils that
sparkle.
We are trimming hats with

hats

with

match too closely the coloring of your
and hair. Don't wear a beige hat if

skin

diamonds and pearls and we're making
many turbans. White will be very good,
and the pale pink, pearl-trimmed turban

your skin

hat pictured on Miss Baxter will be an
outstanding number this Winter
Rose
quartz, sapphire blue, jewel-tone red,
and navy blue will be the most popular
*

*

sf

The

Perfect Hat is one that completes
the silhouette. Judge it by line, in relation to your size and the dress you're
wearing. Don't try to wear the same
hat with a slim and a full silhouette.
Too many women forget that relationship between dress and hat. There
should be nothing more outstanding than
the entire outfit. Then you are charmingly dressed.
*

club women friends may comment all
they want on your new hat, but that
isn't enough for us.
It's the masculine
appreciation that counts. Women may
be intrigued by an eccentric hat, but
men like only the hat that is feminine

Beyond Competition. The perfect
hat must be selected for you and your
clothes
not to compete with other
.

Do

you

want

lovelier,

firmer

Science believes skin of breasts

breasts?!

we perfected a truly amazing bust cream'
containing 30,000 units of precious estrogenic hormones. While we make no claims,

we want you

to try it for ID days and convince yourself as thousands have done.

your 30 days supply (in plain wrapper),
deposit only S2.98 plus postage. Or send
S2.98 now and we'll pay postage. Money
back if not thrilled.

lOl

^

York 11, N.

y.

SONC-WRITERS ATTENTION

flattering.

*

*

-»

Have Confidence

in hats. Realize what
they can do for you. There's a lot of
truth to that old line about the woman
who felt so depressed she went right out
and bought a new hat. A good hat is the
final touch of perfection. When a woman
knows she looks well, she feels well. I've
heard countless stories of what a hat
from giving her the asdid for a girl
surance that landed her a job ... to
giving her the beauty that landed her a
man. And it's true, the right hat can
make even an unattractive woman look
smart. I've seen it happen.

be
beautiful

star

to

in

*

l-Uh St^

WV.

simply

it's

lives

delivers

S-3.

hats

becoming of course. The girl who
casual clothes from one sea.son
to another, should wear hats that conform to tho.se classic lines.

if

W„<e today
NO MONEY
When postman

FASHION-GLO. De pt.

wear

should wear
hats in keeping with her costumes when
she's making a personal appearance. Her
whole aim is toward the effect of beauty.
A girl who is going out to get a job can
wear a hat that spells the latest fashion,

may absorb

for !0 days trial.

A

noticed.

estrogenic hormones. After years of trying,]

SEND

and

.

Don't

hats.

HORMONES

.

*

tonight," you have the right hat. Wo
want that reaction even more than the
girl who wears the hat, for then she's
certain to like it. And, naturally, we
want people to enjoy our hats. Your

#

»

will

The Test Of A Hat is a man's compliment. If he says. "You look beautiful

It's

Hew BUST CREAM

Strong colors

*

colors.

III.

CONTAINS ESTROGENIC

sallow.

is

give better definition to your whole appearance.
Black, with an accent of
color, is charming with red hair. Mauve
is a very flattering color for most women,
but they're afraid of it. They think it's
for older women.

.

*

*

Be Careful About Color

or you'll lose
the effect of a hat that's perfect in line

.

.

The amazing demand for phonograph records, accelerated by countless Juke-Boxes, warrants your
immediate investigation. We are offering NewWriters the rare opportunity of having a celebrated "Hit" composer furnish music on reduced
percentage basis for any likely poems received
this month. Phono-records are outselling piano
copies 5 to

1.
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.
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Oept

10 e. Eric
Chicago III

S-3.

St.

look?

Easy

Now,

for Science has discovered the
means to imitate the substance to give you that
well rounded bust line. It is available now in
which can be absorbed by the skin.
full jar containing 30.000 Int. units of Estrogenic
Hormone can be ordered at only t2,00, tax included.
can unconditionally guarantee that if you are dissatisfied with results obtained, we will immediately
refund your purchase price. You be the sole judge.
Complete instructions come with your jar of
Rush your order and J 2 00 now to
It's

NEW,

NEW

GLAMOUR-X

A

We

GLAMOUR-X.

.

GLAMOUR PRODUCTS
321

70

Broadway, Dept. 501

New

York

1,

N.

».

How Long?

type."

not short. The
reason for keeping a few extra inches
of hair is versatility of arrangement more
for professional purposes than personal.
The girls in pictures know that hair is as
important to their careers as face or figure, and, as you know, that business of
a complete change about in color is usually for a picture, not for personal vanEven the male players grow long
ity
unmanly locks, according to today's
standards, have them dyed, bleached or
permanently waved, and think nothing
of a Smith Brothers beard in public when
Anything for
it's for picture purposes.

to short hair

erally call short hair,

it is

art's sake.
Are you consuntly embarrassed by a flat, undeveloped
figure. Do you long for an appealing Bust Line to give
you more poise and glamour to give you that smart

.

more of it, than the East. Though
most of the players have what we'd gen-

hair, or

RE COLA RECORDIHG C O.,

.

Continued from page 52

For a direct quote on the situation at
I asked the opinion of Perc Westmore, whose views are always timely and
to the point and who has enough beauty
head,

lore in

brain

his agile

Says Perc:
"Short hair

is

to

fill

a library.

here to stay. It's comand easy to take care

fortable, youthful
of.

That's

why many women

will stick

to short hair for the next two or three
years. Some women should never wear
short hair It's up to the individual, or
some good adviser, to decide. Most smart
women know whether or not they're thp

An

interesting exception, thinks Perc,

to cut

her

is

Bette Davis. She wanted

hair

for

her stellar role in

"Beyond The Forest." But she was

per-

suaded to keep it shoulder length.
In the last few months, thou.sands of
wives have been torn between allegiance
to

fashion

and

to

marital

They ask Mr. Westmore

happiness.

they should
cut their hair in spite of husbandly objection. He comments that he is not a
family counselor and can advise only on
whether or not the cut is becoming.
"After all," says Perc, "it's natural for
men to prefer women with long hair because most men prefer feminine women.
Too, there is a feeling that women are
becoming too domineering and the hair
cutting business is just another evidence
if

of it."

Perc says that his father was the instigator of the shingle cut, famous in the
da.ys of Barbara Lamarr and Theda
Bara, while Perc takes credit for the

page boy vogue. Our editorial comment
is that the shingle had little in its favor.
One girl in a hundred can wear this cut
without looking hard and devoid of
charm. The page boy, however, was and
still is on certain t.ypes a flattering and
natural arrangement. For with the latter

hair adapts itself in the way in which
grows.
Personally, finishes up Perc, he doesn't
giye a hoot what women do with their
hair as long as it is becoming to their
particular features and their personalities, and as long as they care for it well
it

and as long as Bette Davis does not
cut hers.

This ties in with our editorial stand,
namely, that hair is truly as individual
as personality and that the first requisites for beauty are cleanliness, lustre
and color. There are dozens of shampoos
that do far more than merely cleanse

they have the added virtues of
softening, brightening, easy rinsing, effectiveness in any temperature of water
as well as hard or soft. Lustre can be had
by thorough cleansing, the conscientious
hair, for

wielding of the hair brush, massage and
the use of a brightening, high-lighting
rinse. You can also achieve a lovely but
mild degree of more or less color, as your

may

hair

graying

You can

call for.

fading

or

wonder workers

For several years a number of doctors have
reported amazing success in treating Psoriasis
with LIPAN a new medical wonder taken
internally. LIPAN is a combination of glandular
substances that treat certain internal disorders
which many medical men now agree to be the
cause of Psoriasis. Clinical results show lipan
successful in over 90% of cases treated. Even
stubborn lesions are alleviated to a degree
almost beyond belief. Absolutely harmless! Ask
your druggist for lipan or write direct for free
booklet. Or, send for month's supply (180 tablets)
enclosing check or money order for $8.50.

also blend in

—

with these
every-day sham-

strands

of the

poo, the beauty rinses.
So, readers, this is the long and short
of it at the moment.

Right Off The Record

SPIRT

Continued from page 59
with the Too Fat Trio along for laughs
on this opus about a peculiar shaggy
individual. (Columbia)

—

you slow

out of Donald Duck, But if
the record down, you'll hear it makes
.sense and is a complete sentence made
up of Nat's hits. Back cheek is one of
Nathaniel's own "I Get Sentimental
Over Nothing" with voices behind him.
Soft sustenance for your ample aural

—

head

( Ca-pitol)

—

Gordon MacRae Come and be driven
"Macazy" by Gordie boy on a brace of
standards that are brimming with virility
and vigor. The kid we used to work with
on the "Teen timer" show bangs these
"A Kiss In The
right down the fairway
Dark" which he does in "Look For The
and "Body And Soul."
Silver Lining"

—

—

(

—

Capitol)

Vaughn Monroe

— The

guy who's the
greatest thing that ever happened to
the

industry will probably
enuf to buy himself another plane

clothespin

make

with this fresh muscling of "Someday"
(which Dean Martin made popular in his
routine with Jerry Lewis) and "It Still
Goes." (Victor)

—

Betty Garrett Mrs. Larry Parks, in all
her tidy zaniness that makes her the top
comedienne she is, bakes a brace of
rompin' novelties that usurp all those
wide talents— "Why Won't Ya"- sharp
satire on vocal duets that'll rock ya
and "Hand Holdin' Music" pseudo
mountain music that'll squeeze gallons
And her mating
of mitt juice from you
with Larry, star of "Jolson Sings Again,"
on "Side By Side" and "Reckon I'm In
Love" are like that turkey leg! Yummy!

—

—

(MGM)

—

Como The barber from Manhasand our good neighbor drives one
right up on the long green with "Give
Me Your Hand" and "I Wish I Had A
Record" which is a pretty complaining
title for a guy who's had more hit records
than almost anyone whom you can shake
a clean ear at. These'li buy a few golf
Perry
set

—

C.

and

regular

(Victor

—The
town —
—infuses a

in

composers

Broadway

fresh

album with

and

artist

—

I

all

from

top

for

that
843)

A

musicals.

MM

ALSO EARWORTHY

.

.

.

GAT'S

"Minsan" and
nougats by Cugie

provide

that'll

( Columbia)

"I Never

—her

second solo disc and as
good as the first, "You're Mine." (CoNELLIE LUTCHER'S
lumbia)
"Fine And Mellow" quite different
from the gem by Billie Holiday but very
.

—

BILL
FARRELL'S "Through A Long And
.

.

.

!

(Capitol)

.

.

.

—

Night" much promise by the
guy who purred on the Bob Hope show,
but the voice is wild and untamed as
yet. His "Circus" is just a sideshow comSleepless

Full

U~

"
I

— ————

\

' REVEALS

YOUR INNERMOST SECRETS

^

Yes, your desires, longings and outstanding characterisHcs of your
personality are revealed in the way you write. Write as much as you
like using pen and ink on unlined paper. Write naturally, do not try

UAD^A DAY O
IVIAI\MV/~DVA

San Bernardino Mountains

PHOTO

FREE

DIHEa

FMM

HOUYWOOD

LARGE SIZE OF YOUR FAVORITE

MOVIE
STAR
TYPE —
Suitable

Framing)

for

OFFER— FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY
[ SPECIAL
Witii Photo, you will also receive FREECATA-

LOG listing ALL stars plus 14 ADDITIONAL
I PICTURESof
ponularst:>rson^n--or. 4l<!Otell>;
how

H

to get ADDRESSES, BIRTHDAYS, and
photos of STARS' HOMES. Send name of
your favorite star and only 1 5c for handling.

HnLIY>"'OnD FILM STAR CENTER
8ax2309, Dept. K-119, Hollywood 28. Calif.

"YOUR HOLLYWOOD SCREEN GUIDE"
Want a Career in the Movies,
Radio, Theatre, Television?
Here are the answers to

all your questions. Complete auinstructions by PLAYERS COUNSELLOR of
Home study procedure. Self-analysis for suitable types and parts. Step-by-step progress in acting profession. Knowledge gained at small cost may lead to success, even stardom! Complete $2.00: Money-back guarantee. Order direct or get free details.

thoritative

Hollywood.

6711-D Sunset

PLAYERS COUNSELLOR
Hollywood 28, Califorma

BUY FROM THE OLDEST ESTABLISHED
FIRM IN THE UNITED STATES SELLING

.

"Twilight" and his cute duets with TON!
HARPER, than whom there's no one
sharper "You're So Tall" and "Peppermint Stick." Smo-o-oth sherbert by
Herbert as always.
( Columbia)
PEARL BAILEY'S "Ma He's Makin'
Eyes At Me" in which she breaks up
with laughter all thru the grooves, is a

Cedarpines Park. California

^

Tony Martin's. (MGM)
JEFFRIES' "Pagan Love Song,"

pared to

HERB

I

I

——————
Address

(DELUXE

Knew"

and m.

NAME

I

|
I

"

"Rumbasia"

MARJORIE HUGHES'

fine

j

?
I

ARP

XAVIER_ CU-

exercise for that sicroiliac.

.

I

—

the year. (Capitol)

.

I

_

to write 'nice" or "fancy.
Do it TODAY! Enclose $1 and selfaddressed stamped envelope for prompt, personal answer, not a
standard printed form.

BETTY HUTTON'S "That's Loyalty"
and "Hamlet" two superb novelties
from "Red, Hot And Blue" which shows
why Frank Loesser's the songwriter of

—

Help fill the orient need for Trained Practical
Nurses. If you are between 18 and 55, it's easy to
train at home in your spare time to take yonr place in this respected calling. Many earn while leamine. High school is not needed,
Nnrse'a equipment included. Mail this ad today for FREE Facta.
Wayne School Of Practical Nursing, Inc.
2525 Sheffield Ave., Desk AD-31, Chicago 14, Ml.
Please rush FREE FACTS and Samole Lesson Paces.
'

I

—

all

boon
turntable, Mabel. (Columbia

.

For This

^

gal with the cleanest
brilliant star of "South

her charm and way with a lyric in turning it into an aural joyride. Just dig the
titles in this wonderful new sheaf called
"Mary Martin Sings For You" songs,

.

Home

PRACTICAL NURSING

Terrific"

nice

At

WELL PAID PROFESSION-

rpm)

—

cavity!

P.

for

COMPANY.Dpt.su-ii.Waterbory.Coiuiecticiit

...Train

Mary Martin

Cole Talking about yah-tah-tah,
the head of the warsome foursome has a
squidgy novelty, "Your Voice," with a
character coming in on the first and last
grooves with what sounds like someone
/Vol

balls
J^5

&

EYE GLASSES BY MAIL

—

.

.

.

—

sheer

classic.

( Columbia)

.

.

.

RUSS

CASE'S melodious "You're Breaking

My

Write Today For Free Catalog
Send No Money

ADVANCE SPECTACLE COMPANY
537

S.

Dearborn

St..

Dept.

MOVIE STARS PHOTOS
Glamour,

Heart," a nice complement to Vic and
Buddy's fine etching of the tune. (MGM)

erns
Each.

SPIKE JONES' "Dance Of The

plus
ones.

.

.

.

Hours"

—more

AH

Cents

old favorites
of the new
tell
us
the finest in the

many

Customers

business.

BUDDY

—

West-

25

the

of

we have

Feitelbaum, this
time in the Indianapolis Speedway. (VicCLARK'S schmaltzy
tor) ..
.

Pinups,

X 10,

Over 1000 to choose from.

about

new album of gold oldies, "Songs Of
Romance" including "I Wonder What's
Become Of Sally?" "Just One More
Chance," "It You Were Only Mine."

8

6

for $1.00

96 Pictures
16 Pictures on 8 x 10
$1.0O

Veregraphs
Virginia

Mayo

lUustrafrrJ

Catalogue with order

MORTENSEN STUDIOS

IS^bank. cal.
71

—

—
UNWANTBPi

HAIR

era" flavor

(MGM)

SEPTET

imbedded

.

KOSTALANETZ'

0/VIY3Y IfllllWO THE HAIg gOOT f^lA' W£/
&E SUe£ UMWAMTeP HAIR fS G0M£ FggEVEC j

BRINCS R£U£F AMP SOC/AL ^APP/MeSS.
po NOT use cue m£thop a/vr/L Ya{/
HAVE
Cl/ff fMSTffUCTW/^ SOOAf
L£ARM£P TO l/S£
k

^

I

CAil£Pi/llY AMP

'

BOOKLET

f

MAHLER'S, INC., Dept. 29-P, Providence

fleflUTY
FOR VOU"J

15, R.I.

Scratching
Relieve itching caused by eczema, athscabies, pimples and other

lete's foot,

itching conditions. Use cooling, medicated D. D. D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes, comforts and checks
itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves it

or money back. Don't suffer. Ask your
druggist today for D. D. D. Prescription.

MM

.

.

ML

RPM

.

—

Symphony With

—(WDM
—

EUGENE GOOSSENS

Rimsky-Korsakov's
"Dance Of The Buffoons" and Abeniz'
"Triana"—ARTIE FIEDLER and the
Boston Tops—(i9-0i37)
1309)

.

.

Honey & Tar
Cough Compound

BUSTIjOTIOH
Contains Estrogenic

HORMONES
BUST

(MGM

Lotion con-

—

palatable, commercial

listenable.

That

fat,

—

Fact is there's a bobblin's mess of
Capitol jazz cookies: MILES DAVIS'
"Boplicity " and "Israel;" LENNIE TRISTANO'S "Marionette," and "Sax Of A
King;"
GOODMAN'S "There's
A Small Hotel" and "Blue Lu"—first
with quartet, flip with full band both
.

.

.

BENNY

—

glisnin'

DAVE LAMBERT'S

lis'nin';

"When The Red, Red Robin Comes Bob,
Bob Bobbin' Along;" BABS GONZALES'
"Prelude To A Nightmare" and CHAR-

LEY BARNETT'S great two faced "Portrait

Of Edward Kennedy Ellington."

BEST IN THE NEST
In The Rain" and "Bop, Look And Listen"
VIC
"My Bolero" and

(MGM)

DAMONE—

"Through A Long And Sleepless Night"
(Mercury)
DINAH SHORE—"I'm Yours" and
"Through A Long And Sleepless Night"
(Columbia)
JOHNNY DESMOND—"Wedding Of
Lili Marlene" (MGM)
NAT COLE—"Your Voice" and "I
Get Sentimental Over Nothing" ( Capitol)

HERB JEFFRIES

PER—"You're
Sings For

and

So

TONI HAR-

Tall"

(Columbia)

ELM AN

ZIGGY

on "Carolina In The Morning"
and "Boppin' With Zig" not too frenetic and with that great "swing band

—

Martin

You" (Columbia)

BETTY HUTTON— "That's

leaping open horn of

NOSES RESHAPED

HARRY JAMES

on

MARY MARTIN— "Mary

ALSO GROOVY

tains 30,000 Int. Units of Estrogenic

Hormones and vegetable oils that
wonderfully aid the application of hormones. While we
whatever, we do promise
representations
or
make no claims
you a 10 day trial offer! Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb Hormones. Try it! Easy to use!
SEND NO MONEY Write Now for your 30-day supply
bottle of Laurent de Kolin's Hormone Bust Lotion. When
lotion arrives pay postman only $2.98 plus tax and C. O. D.
postage. Test 10 days and see for yourself! Full directions.
If not satisfied return for money back. PLAIN WRAPPER.
LAURENT de KOLIN Dept. 62-P
Chicago 22, 111.
803 N. Milwaukee Ave.

Bop

He's a blind English boy
who's never seen the instrument and
since coming to the States just a year
or so ago, has caused more noise than
Big Ben itself. Grab "September In The
Rain," "Bop, Look And Listen," "You
Are Too Beautiful" and "Good To The
and Discovery)
Last Bop."

and

.

GEORGE SHEARING— "September

George Shearing We call this young
rascal "King George The Flatted Fifth"
—'cause this kid is doing more than
anyone we can think of to make this
thing called

.

two sides of
"Tuxedo Junction" with gobs of James
horn and Willie Smith alto (Columbia)

.

—

From Your Cough
Due to a Cold

This sensational

of

HOT!

QUICKER

TEST 10 DAYS
AT OUR. RISK

—

8

.

Freddie Chopin's works ranging from
moonlight enchantment to pop and
and commemorating the
pageantry
100th anniversary of Chopin's death.
There's the "Polonaise," Op. 53; "Nocturne," Op. 9; "Valse," Op. 64; "Prelude,"
Op. 28; "Polonaise Militaire," and "Fantasie Impromptu." Dig it on regular
2056 (Columbia)
840 and LP
is ResNice stuff on Victor ^5
piehl's
"Pines Of Rome" Cincinnati

Get Well

FOLEY'S

of

collection

.

—

MflHLCg METHtfP SA££lYAMperf/Cl£MTlYm
VS£P St/CC£SSPl/UY OVER SOY£AffSy^-<^\^^

SeNO 6« STAMPS

Sentiment, sincerity, lush singing galore.

(Columbia C 187 and LP CL 605 i)
In The Longhair Department: ANDRE

Loyalty"

and "Hamlet" (Capitol)

VAUGHN MONROE— "Someday"
(Victor)

PEARL BAILEY— "Ma"

(Columbia)

Cobina Wright's Parfy Gossip

FACE LIFTING
Continued from page 10

Loose skin, wrinkles, outstanding ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, sears, tatoos corrected by plastic

maxed

surgery. Consultation and
Booklet 8 Free.

where your favorite screen players turned

—

C.

LE.

tennis players for sweet charity.
There was stiff competition among Wal(whose
ter Pidgeon, Mickey Rooney,

into

LINCOLN HOUSE PUBLISHERS
542 5th Ave., Suite 63, N. Y.

those exciting all-star matches,

2-1596

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Home Method heala
naany old leg sores caused by leg conges^
Varicose veins, swollen legs and inno cost lor trial il it fails to show
results in 10 days. Describe the cause
of your trouble and get a FREE BOOK.

tion,

juries or

H. T. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2,

Martha

bride,

from the sidelines)
Roland, George Murphy and Lee Bowman, just to mention a few of them. Afterward Jimmy Ritz played a gag game
with his brother, Harry, who was dressed

and made up to look
a caricature of "Gorgeous Gussie"
Moran, whose frilly tennis shorts shocked

up

111.

Wimbledon.

WANTED

*

Then
for fr«« •xamlnBtlon.

Any

sublflct.

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS MADE.

it FIVE

STAR MUSIC MASTERS buo

SeaconBldt., Boston, Majj.

stars

WITH LYRIC WRITERS IN SONG PRODUCTION
FINE PUBLICATION PROPOSITION.
COMMERCIAL RECORDINGS MADE,
UNDER ROCKET RECORDS LABEL.
National Dis(ribulion of Publication
Mayer, Box 3896, Porlland 8, Ore.

C. Isabel

72

*

*

and spectators

to the supper

room

in the

all

adjourned

hotel for re-

freshments and post-mortems. In fact, it
was one of these post-mortems which gave

about Phil Harris getting
Betty Grable and his wife, Alice Faye,
mixed up. It seems Jack Benny was kidding Producer William Perlberg about being off his game following the match.
"But I'm worried," Bill alibied. "Here
I've got a movie starting with Betty Grable, Victor Mature and Paul Douglas. But

rise to that story

REAL COMPOSER OF MUSIC WILL CO-OPERATE

"I've just the man for you," replied
Jack. "What about Phil Harris?"

Reluctantly the next day, Perlberg tested the orchestra leader and to his surprise
Harris proved a sensation. So now Phil
is making love to Betty Grable, but only
on the screen. His real love is and will
always be Alice Faye.
*

*

*

in lace panties

like

staid

Send your po«mt

was

cheering
Bill Powell, Gilbert

Vickers,

Douglas is tied up for another picture, so
where can I find another Douglas?"

One

leading star tennis enthusiast was
Katharine
missing from the throng
Hepburn^ but that was because she had
left for the East.
At the close of her latest picture,
"Adam's Rib," Katie, Spencer Tracy and
George Cukor joined forces to give a
lively party at Katie's hilltop home.
Cocktails and a smorgasbord on the outdoor patio preceded the dinner with
dancing and swimming for a follow-up.
The guests were Cole Porter, Irene Selznick, Judy Holliday and the entire cast
and crew of the picture they had just
finished and which again co-stars Hep-

—

burn with Tracy.

—

HAVEASLIMMERJOUTHFUIFEMININE
APPEARANCE INSTANTLY!

No other
porter

hold

girdle or sup-

belt has
in power I

Up-Lift
is
the

REDUCE

more
The

LIKE
YOUR APPEARANCE! LOOK AND FEEL
Do

Adjust-O-Belt
newest, most

comfortable
ever bad.

girdle

as thousands
Don't look old before your time.
of others do, wear a comfortable, new and improved

^lYTEEKI
A^i^ll^l
I EiEl^ AWJ^\H^!

I

with the amazing new adjustable
with added support where you need it most. Simply adjust the

UP LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT! The UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT
front panel controls yonr figure the way you want
laces

and

PRESTO

your mid section

MORE

it,

reshaped, your back

is

AND

UP-LIFT

is

braced and vou look and feel younger!

HOLD-IN POWER!

The UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT takes weight off tired feel and gives you a more alluring,
more daringly feminine, curvaceous figure the instant you put it on. It gives you lovely curves
just in the right places, with

no unwanted bulges

nothingness no matter what shape you

may now

wrong ones.

the

in

have,

/f's

TEST THE ADJUST-O-BELT UP

YOUR
Qasp yonr hands
ter don't you!

OWN

LIFT

JUST-O-BELT does

it

better.

whittles your waist line

—

t«>

alicays comfortable!

WITH

PRINCIPLE

HANDS!

over your abdomen, press upwards and

That's just what the

It

easily adjusted

but firmly. You fee] betdoes for you only the ADfor 10 days FREE at our expense!

!n gently,

UP LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT

Mail Coupon and

test

it

at

home

APPEAR SLIMMER, AND

FEEL BETTER!

The UP LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT

lifts and flattens unsightly bulges, comfortable, quickly, firmly.
readjusts easily to changes in your figure, yet no laces touch your body. It gives instant
slenderizing figure control. It fashionably shapes your figure to it's slimmest lines. Like

It

magic the VP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT obeys your every wish. Pounds and inches seem to disappear instantly from waist, hips and thighs. You can adjust it lo vour slimmed down figure
as your figure changes. It gives the same fit and comfort you get from a made to order
girdle costing 2 to 3 times the price. It washes like a dream. Style: Panty and regular. Colors
nude and white. It's made of the finest stretch material used in any girdle with a pure satin
front panel and made by the most skilled craftsmen. It's light in weight but powerfully strong.
won't roll up, bulge or curl at the top. It gives extra-double support where you need it
most. ISo other girdle at any price can give you better support, can make you look better, feel
ONLY
$3.98
better or appear slimmer. Sizes 24 to 44 waist.
It

Money
With A
If the

Yon
like
this

will
and

feel

look
like

beanlifal

model in year
new and improved
Up-Lift

Adjast-O.
Belt.

UP LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT

delighted with

FREE:
laces,

return the girdle.

isn't bet-

ter than any supporter you ever had. if
You don't feel more comfortable, if you
don't look and feel vounger, if your shape
isn't 100% IMPROVED, if yon are not

will

your regular

Back Guarantee
10-Day FREE TRIAL
-

it,

be refunded

return

it

and your money

in full.

New amazing NYLON

NO MONEY

ADJUST-O-BELT CO.,
1025 Broad

St.,

Dept.

Newark,

New

135
Jersey

Rush your new and improved HP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT for
S3. 98 in size and style ehei-ked.
l?»'isular. lH Panty.
Send C.O.D. I will pay postape plus handling.
I enelose S3. 98.
Yon pav postage plus handling.
CHFXK SIZE:
Med.
427-28):
Sm.
<2S-26):
I.g.
(.'51-32);
XXL (34-36):
(29-30) ;
XL
XXXL (38-40);
XXXXL (42-44).
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I
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laces

free with vour order. Try

SEND

will
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It

was

a beautiful night jor a party,

oj the evening came
when Katie, who was wearing a stunning white gown of Grecian cut, with a

but the highlight

crimson overdrape, disappeared
Presently, the star who upset a whole
studio by flatly refusing to pose for any
bathing suit "art" ever and denouncing
ei^ery actress who did, reappeared in a
very scanty swim suit and then stole the
spotlight with her very fancy high dives
right in her

own

pool!

Your Guide To
Current Films
[Continued from page 16]

America and because it's the only soluGary gets himself classified as a war
bride so he can get to the U.S.A., too.

tion,

His struggle with questionnaires intended
for females, his struggles with subduing
his male instincts and. his struggle with
impersonating an Army nurse are Grant
at his best and shouldn't be missed.
.

.

.

White Heat
Warner Brothers

BRUTAL

melodrama starring James
Gagney as a homicidal psychopath
with a mother fixation. A gang leader
and murderer of long standing, Gagney's
only decent feelings are for his mother,
Margaret Wycherly, who has aided and
abetted his crime career. After Gagney
and his gang hold up a train and make
off with $300,000 in currency, their perfect crime starts falling apart when the
Treasury men find a dead man and tie
him to the robbery and Gagney's mob. If
caught, Gagney faces a murder charge,
so he confesses to a small crime committed hundreds of miles away and at the
same time the train hold-up was pulled.
Wise to his game, the T-Men plant agent
Edmond O'Brien in Gagney's cell as a
brother convict. The death of his mother
causes Gagney to go berserk. He escapes
and takes O'Brien with him. O'Brien
amasses all the necessary evidence but
when Gagney learns that he's a T-Man,

you start wondering how nerve-wracking

Gagney is terrifically
Mayo, as his mercenary

can situations be.
chilling, Virginia

spouse is perfect, and Margaret Wycherly as the mother is great.

Jolson Sings Again
(Technicolor)

Columbia

Robert Mitchum cruising with his two sons, Christopher and James. Mrs.
Mitchum was below preparing lunch. Bob's starring in "Christmas Gift."

armed

forces overseas,

74

lery fire. Yet nowhere in the entire picture can you find the hero. Every man
is a
plain ordinary G.I. who devotes
most of his time to gripes, self-preservation, and his own particular problems.

Song Of Surrender

—

how to act and sing
make myself clear?

like Jolson.

Who

The West

JoLson

do

I

The Gal

Tooic

.

.

(Technicolor)

V niver sal-International

AN

amusing variation on the theme
Western pictures strictly tonguein-cheek from the opening scene. Two
cousins, Scott Brady and John Russell,

—

of

are

the

fightingest

grandsons

ever

a

Western tycoon had, and Gharles Goburn
is no match for them. They, like all the
other male O'Haras, starting from greatgreat-great-great grandpaw, fought each
other before they could walk. Reaching

manhood, their intense dislike for each
other increases ten-fold when opera sing-

Paramount

HAS

to do with New England bleakness which is suddenly shattered by

a phonograph machine. Wanda Hendrix,
a sweet young thing, is dominated by her
elderly husband, Claude Rains, curator
of a small museum devoted to the preservation of New England history. Wanda buys the phonograph at an auction.
Then, later, listening to the new invention, she becomes enchanted by the
beauty of music. Rains, Uke everyone
else in the town, thinks this sort of thing

downright immoral, and forbids Wanda to keep the phonograph. Rather than
give it away, she hides it in a cave and
whenever Rains is away plays her record.
The music attracts wealthy Macdonald
Carey who is also attracted by Wanda.
is

From then on, events progress to such
an extent that Wanda has to leave town
although the romance with Carey is onesided. Very emotional.

Yvonne DeGarlo,

arrives in town. Beone can win her hand, it
seems as though a joint call for a minister and undertaker will issue in the
same day. Happily, Yvonne not only has
beauty but her brain is well-stacked, too.

er,

Slattery's Hurricane

cause only

20th Century-Fox

you didn't know it, there are
INa CASE
group of Navy pilots whose job it
is

SPARKLING

with songs that Al Jolson made famous and sung as only
Jolson can sing them, the sequel to "The
Jolson Story" picks up where the other
left off. Jolson, played by Larry Parks
again, goes through a series of ups and
downs .starting with his divorce. Not
very happy and dissatisfied with his life,
Jol.son retires as a singer and goes gallivanting around the world looking for the
elusive bluebird. After the death of his
mother, during the early part of the War,
Jolson signs up with the USO Gamp
Shows and while performing for the

becomes stricken

with a tropical fever. Recovering in a
hospital, he meets nurse Barbara Hale.
In time, they marry and settle down in
Galifornia. In the theatre where Jolson
makes a benefit appearance is a movie
producer who admired him very much
from way back result, "The Jolson
Story," and the rocket climb back to the
top. Good entertainment and some very
funny business when Larry Parks as Jolson teaches Larry Parks as Parks playing

Battleground

MCM

DEALS

with the 101st Airborne Division, which, as the picture's preface
says, was fondly known as "The Battered
Bastards of Bastogne." Starring Van
Johnson, John Hodiak, George Murphy,

Ricardo Montalban and Marshall
Thompson,

this is a fine convincing tribute to the men who gallantly fought back
with everything they had even though
the Germans had them hopelessly surlonnded and under constant heavy artil-

to

fly

smack-dab into the heart

—of

—tech-

a hurricane and
plot the course of the big wind so that
warnings may be sent out by the U.S.
Naval Aerological Service. Excellent documentary films released by the Navy for
the first time are devoted to this form
of hair-raising reconnaissance. In order
to hang these films together, there's also
a story running along about a pilot, Richard Widmark, who has a strong yen for
Linda Darnell, the wife of his best friend.
Veronica Lake plays a dope addict taking the cure and wondering will she ever
get Widmark for her very own.
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Compare these two natural color photographs of the same girl. Everything alike,
except the eyes. It's easy to see what Maybelline eye make-up means
plain
faces become pretty, and pretty faces beautiful.

—

A

few simple brush-strokes of Maybelline Mascara gives lashes that long,
curling, velvety-dark appearance. The depth and color of eyes are subtly accented
and lovely, expressive eyebrows are easily formed
by Maybelline Eye Shadow
with the soft, smooth Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil.

—

MAYBELLINE EYE
SHADOW, smooth,
creamy, in shades: Blue,
Brown, Blue-Gray, Green.
Violet and Gray.

Try these exquisite beauty aids and see the wonderful transformation in
your charm and expression. For the finest in eye make-up
the favorite of
millions of smart women every'Vrhere
insist on MAYBELLINE.

—

—

AMERICAN FAMILIES

SAY:

Everyone admires
America's Most Popular Wallet

INNER SANCTUM
Zhe Wallet for Successful
Who wouldn't be?

Delighted?
of a wallet

grownups alike Take a look
!

causing so

much

for yourself

Inner Sanctum's whiz

wonderful for everyone

is

.

.

.

excitement!

People

in the

— youngsters

family

and

at the top-notch features that are

Then go out and buy one:

^

for gift-giving ... for everyone

who's in the market for a wonderful wallet!
*

Fine genuine leathers

•

Famous Inner Sanctum

secret

com-

partment that hides your larger
bills,

and personal papers

Secure zipper closings
Clear acetate

windows

for cards

and photos.

FREE!
with each wallet

Beautifully

a copy of the

famous

Gift

booklet

Packaged

'Secrets of Successful

At your favorite

People"
FIFTH

ARISTOCRAT LEATHER PRODUCTS, INC.
»R«9.U.S.Pol.Off.

variety,

drug or department

store.

AVENUE

•

292 FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK

1,
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ragranoe'
that Beckons

Make

!

ihls outsTandlnPly

different face

powdir

your choice/

So

there's nothing

pretty

much Hke

new

Cashmere Bouquet with

A

texture

Puff

how

it

it

on

lasts! It feels

One

in face-powder?

the other? Wait!
.

You

is

haven't tried

.

and cling Hke pure, pure velvet!
oh, so gently
and see
and looks a part of your
.

.

.

.

.

.

complexion! Artfully hides tiny blemishes, too!

An

exciting "fragrance

men

love" that

comes only from a secret wedding of the
world's rare perfumes!

"

LIPSTICK

Creamy, clinging in
8 fashionable shadesi
ALL-PURPOSE CREAM
For radiant, "date-time"
loveline8B_a bedtime
beauty mustl

A

TALCUM POWDER
shower of spring flowers
HAND LOTION
Caressahle hands in

1

just secondil

Then

last, but not least, 6 wondrous
"Flower-Fresh" shades to choose from!

Lj

Be you blonde, brunette or titian .
Cashmere Bouquet color to complement
and flatter your own natural skin tones!
there's a

,

,

MAN TROUBLE?
A

darling goes to her doom.
the stairs she

Coming down

looks and feels like a femme
fatale. Ha-ha-ha! Before the
party's half begun her new
boy friend will have her back

on her own doorstep, and
she'll spend many a day wondering why*.

haven't got?Janie just
What's she got that
couldn't get it through her pretty little head why
Bob preferred to let her sit by herself while he
danced half the night away with that little snip of
but,
a Gray girl. Bob had plent)' of reason
obviously, he couldn't mention it* to Janie.
I

.

.

.

up hei phone
One date was
enough to convince
George that Gracie
wasn't the flawless
pearl he thought she
was. Yep, you can

He

tore

number.

Tonight her charm isn't
working. The wonderful
new boy she hoped to

hypnotize
tized at

isn't

In

all.

lose a

man

that easy!*

hypnofact,

he

and out tor
keeps! Too bad for Harriet that she had to be

wants out

careless*

.

.

.

on this night-of-

nights.

girl may have any number of little faults
which others gladly overlook, but there's one

Lucy wondered and wondered why, with superior
qualifications, she lost the

job to the other girl. That
kind of thing happens
day after day in business
if

a girl isn't careful*.

that's hard to forgive

halitosis (unpleasant
risk offending this way when
Listerine Antiseptic is an extra-careful precaution against simple bad breath? When you want
to be at your best, don't trust to makeshifts,
trust to Listerine Antiseptic. It freshens and
sweetens the breath
not for seconds
not
for minutes
but for hours usually!

breath).

.

.

While some
cases, say

.

.

.

Why

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

cases of halitosis are of systemic origin, most
authorities, are due to the bacterial fermen-

some

tation of tiny food patticles chnging to mouth surfaces.
Listerine Anriseptic quickly halts such fermentation, then
overcomes the odors fermentation causes.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
fhe Extra - careful Precaution Against Offending

!
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Talking About!

stars themselves like to hear the gossip

about

their

What's Ahead For Ingiid?
Someday

In^rid

Bergman has

to return to the

I'm

A

We

Wives Have Our Troubles

22

24

world and the problems awaiting her

Humphrey Bogart

Christmas Kid
"Personally, I think

The

rule

my

birth date

is

a good thing.

book says a wiie should

let

an honor

29

"

30

her husband run things, but look what happens

Reba and Bonnie Churchill

"I wasn't anti-Romeo," says Bob,

What

I think it's

Betty Hutton

Ryan Goes Romantic
"it's just

Like Dafns; Ann
One of Ann Sheridan's beaux admits
Looks Deceive

vi/frfiainUEmore/

Lynn Bowers
town as much as you do
Elizabeth MacDonald

36

that every film has to have a villain"

Jacque Mapes

It's

that he never

38

knows what'll happen next

Linda Carter

!

Behind Arlene Dahl's dreamy eyes and lush beauty

lies

Happiest Girl In Hollywood

Dorothy O'Leary

Colleen Townsend has a mature, kindly, truly happy
Greatest Thing Since 7 Up!
Mel Ferrer, to his pal, is a pair of big eyes, matching

attitude toward

42

life

Gregory Peck
appetite

Right Off The Record

40

a driving ambition

45

and superb actor

Fred Bobbins

60

VOUa HAIR.
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What a

thrilling difference just a touch
of rich Marchand color makes! Your
hair has bewitching new radiance, your
personality sparkles with new glamour!

Use Marchand's "Make-Up" Rinse
shampoo for color that glows

in "Oh, You Beautiful Doll"
in "Chicago Deadline"
Janis Carter, starring in "I Married A Communist"

28
32
34

June Haver, starring
Alan Ladd, starring

after every

...highlights that glisten! Flattering
shades for every hair color. Safe, easy
to use, this beauty rinse removes dulling
blends in tell-tale gray hairs,
soap film
.

.

.

leaves hair easier to arrange.
color is not a permanent dye

Marchand

washes
out after each shampoo.
.

.

.

r

Party Gossip

Cobina Wright
Helen Hendricks

Your Guide To Current Films
Newsreel

The Roy Rogers Safety Trophy
The Stars Step Out

26
33
35
44
46
50

Chicago Deadline

iviarchand*$

Lana Gives A Party
Playing Hookey!
Rory The Rancher
SCREEINLAND Salutes Kathryn Grayson

"MAKE-UP"

6
12
19
20

HAIR RINSE
2 Rinses ^0^

6 Rinses

•

25?!

plus tax

irBy the Makers of Marchand's Go/den Hair

TINY

Wash
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use

— Plays
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years.
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Plastic Case.
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CrRCUIjATIONS.

I

JUDY HOLLIDAY
lOill

DAVID WAYNE
scteen Play by RUTH

GORDON and GARSON KANiN

•

Directed by

GEORGE CUKOR

•

Produced by

LAWRENCE WEINGARTEN

.

a

EWELL
•

JEAN HAGEN

metro-goldwyn-mayer picture
5

—
bles had been cleared away were David
Niven and his beautiful Norwegian wife,

Hjordis, whose name everyone has trouble with, and popular Johnny Meyer
with his lovely Patsy Lydon.
*

*

*

Lady Sylvia Stanley, the former Lady
Ashley, who was Douglas Fairbanks stepmother, got lost trying to find Sonja's hilltop home and arrived without her escort,
Count Dorelis, but made up for lost party
time later in the evening.
Nadia Gardiner, just out of the hospital
following the birth of her baby, was asking
husband Reggie, if he didn't think it would
be nice to name their infant son after the
guest of honor
"Winnie," while Paul
Brinkman was pointing proudly to the
stunning blue dress which his wife was
wearing. It seems Jeanne Grain made it

—

herself.

Highlight
Healthy, happy Judy Garland Stork Clubbing
with her estranged husband, Vincente Minnelli.

HOLLYWOOD

certainly

has

of

the

evening

took

place

when Joan Crawford, who came with her
Virginia

some

Welles,

of

"A

Kiss

For Corliss," shares her crackerjack with her Cocker, Baby.

enchanted evenings even if they
are not as far in the "South Pacific" as those in the Broadway show, but
few can measure up to the gay nights
which Sonja Henie provides when she de-

k

cides to give a party.

—and her before her
— took place the evening she
a few of her Hollywood
to
on her secret— that she was go-

Sonja's latest

last

honeymoon
decided

let

friends in

ing to marry wealthy Eastern socialite
Winthrop Gardiner.
The "few friends" turned out to be almost a hundred, and the small barbecue
she planned took on all the proportions
of a Roman feast, because Sonja can't
turn down a friend and when you have
as many friends as Sonja, you just have
to play host to them.
Because both Sonja and her fiance
have had their romances figure so prominently in the headlines heretofore, they
this engagement as
quiet as possible. However, the news did
leak out and before the first guests had
arrived, Sonja had to take out two glass
partitions in her Bel-Air home and extend the tables under a Cellophane canopy to accommodate a Hawaiian orchestra and forty extra guests.
*
*
*

both wanted to keep

Sonja's "Winnie"

—

(he's

now

her hus-

band)
is
one of the most charming
yentlemen Hollywood has met in some
Besides beiyig handsome and rich,
he has great charm and all of Sonja's
star guests agreed that they would surely
make a happy as well as a delightful
time.

lookiiig couple.
Fir.it to greet Winthrop were another
pair of newlyweds, Lana Turner and Bob
Topping. Lana looked radiant and had
just come from the set of the first film
she has made in almost two years. Then
Ann Sothern showed up on the arm of
Cesar "Butch" Romero .starting those
rumors all or'er again. Evie and Van

—

Johnson made their first social appearance in some time, since they had both
been

home

taking care of a .lick child,
Irene Wright.iman McEvoy tvas
clinging adoringly to the arm of Bobbie
Stack. These two still won't tell when
those wedding bells are going to ring.'
Most enthusiastic dancers after the tawhile

6

most frequent

escort,

screen writer

Mel

asked Tony Martin if he wouldn't
sing "Some Enchanted Evening." Tony
replied that he would sing "Some Enchanted Hawaiian Evening," because of
the tropical set-up our hostess had provided. And the girls swooned as Tony's rich
voice rang out over that gardenia bedecked
lagoon with indirectly-lit palm trees in the
background! Even Ezio Pinza couldn't
have asked for a more lush background.
Dinelli,

Soon Sonja's secret was out and by this
and Winthrop have had their

time, she

honeymoon in that little two-seater plane
the groom ordered out here just to in-

—

sure the fact that this wedding trip would
be a strictly private affair. He piloted it
and Sonja was his only passenger!
*
*
*

STILL in

the Hawaiian mood, Dorothy
Lamour gave an afternoon "luau"
in the gardens of her Beverly Hills home
on Palm Drive. Dottie wouldn't tell us
what it was for until we got there and
then she explained that this was to inaugurate her going into the dress-designing business. It seems that in a final gesture of escape from the sarong which has
haunted her since the days of "Hurricane," she has had a yen for clothes that
fully clothe a girl. Also she realized the
need of smart clothes that would fit the
figure and the budget of the working girl.
For, since the time when Dottie was having her ups and downs as an elevator girl
in a Chicago department store she has
considered herself a working girl and

never a movie queen, even when her name
was in twelve foot lighted letters.
So she asked Lucille Ball, Betty Hutton, Ava Gardner, Lana Turner, Joan
Crawford and a few of her glamour pals
over to see her first designs. I must say
thev are beautiful; stunning colors and
clever

designs

—BUT—as

Dottie's

best

Betty Hutton, brought to our attention, ironically, every costume has a
version of a sarong drape!
friend,

*

We

were

all

*

*

talking about a

new game

that had just been introduced by two

Washington visitors at Joan Crawford's
party two nights before. While the country has become Canasta crazy, HollyGloria

Swanson,

"Sunset

Boulevard"

star,

at Romanoff's with her daughter, Michelle.

INACTION

i

i
Phyllis Calvert, Alan Ladd at Pump Room on
Chicago location of "United States Mail."

the stars sleep until ten in the morning
start shooting on the set at noon.
It's really great fun and as the Senator
himself told Joan, "In Washington for
years we've been playing 'politics,' but this
is the first time we've ever been able to
do it in the open and laugh about it!"
all

After a three-week vacation, Roy Rogers
has almost as many whiskers as Cabby Hayes.

a little tired of it and
looking for more "party games" in
which a number of guests can participate
and which will prove ice-breakers in case
there is someone new in the crowd.
So it was a welcome relief when Senator MacDonald and his wife introduced
a new after-dinner divertisement called
"Lobby." It's literally a "Capitol" game
and is played like Backgammon on a

wood has become
is

What fun Ava Gardner and
Howard Duff, Ronnie Reagan and Arlene
Dahl, Ann Sothern and Cesar Romero
larger scale.

had passing "bills" through Congress, the
Senate and even over the President's

and

ALTHOUGH night

life

has been fairly

many of the film
abroad, Herman Hover

quiet, because of so

favorites being

hosted a wonderful opening night party
for Mindy Carson, the Cinderella girl
who left a candy factory two years ago
to sing with Paul Whiteman's band and
wound up with a nice movie contract.
(Please turn to next page)

with the shake of the dice.
very simple, you simply divide
your teams into members of the House
of Representatives and the Upper House,
each member taking turns with a roll of
the dice to put your team's "bill" across.
You can do your "lobbying" on side wagers and, in case of a "filibuster" or deadlock, leave it up to the President's throw.
"veto"

all

It's all

*

NU-NAILS
ARTIFICIAL FINGERNAILS and

QUICK-DRYING GLUE
Cover short, broken, thin nails
with NU-NAILS. Applied in a
j ff y with our amazing new guickdrying glue. Can be worn any
i

length

.

.

.

At

Set of ten

all

*

of the amusing bills introduced that night was one for putting blinders on sparrows that wake you up in the

morning; another for letting Eskimos make
their own pies, and still another, for which
Georgie Jessel seconded the motion, to let

polished any shade.

Help overcome nail-biting
habit.

*

Among some

dime

.

.

.

only 25c.

stores.

NU - NAILS CO., Dept. 30-S
S2S1 W. Harrison, Chicago 44.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED

Between scenes of "Fugitive From Terror," Ida
Lupino tidies up Howard
Duff,
highly

her

co-star

in

melodramatic

versal-International

the
Unifilm.
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negative
matter v/hat size and enWe
close 69c per picture.
Pictures repay postage
3 days. Take adturned
Give

m

Pump Room
,

vantage of this lowest bargain on the market today.

MAIL YOUR PHOTO AT ONCE
ALBERTS PHOTO STUDIO CO., Dept. 42
Bush Building, Suite

8

1901

New York

18.

N. Y.

diners in the

Ambassador East Hotel in
Chicago are Virginia Mayo
and Michael O'Shea, heading for Hollywood. Virginia
is

now

in

"White Heat."

Are you

What Has A

At a large party,

Free Country Got To

With

A New

Do

I

1

"Everybody

Would you

Dress?

away.

How

you've

to

onlv a few weeks

is

wangle that dream dress

your heart on? Dad wouldn't

set

understand that a

decide to earn

it.

ihis is

Jim Brown"

how

should you introduce a late guest?

Q Give him the gaonf/ef routine Q Lead him

like

faces?

— ever

think

how

to the nearest

considerate Kotex

group
of

is,

you? Yes, because with those flat pressed
ends, Kotex prevents revealing outlines.

And because
you

that special safety center gives

extra protection, all the evening s

an

"easy stage" for you!

got to blossom

girl's

out in something

—

know ?

being tossed to a sea of
Or run the gauntlet,
mumbling "how-d'you-do's" ? Be a considerate hostess. Guide newcomers
to
the
nearest group. Let them get to know your
guests by easy stages. And at calendar time
unfamiliar

THE BIG DANCE

in -the

'"special."

So? ^ou

In an after-school or

Saturday job.

And

right here's

something that

may

never have occurred to you: Except for
getting

the

permission,

family's

you

don't have to ask anyone else. Certainly

not Uncle Sam. (That's one big "plus"
in our Free Choice System!)

Now

.

.

.

which job? Baby sitting?

Clerking at the corner drug, or at your

town's department store?

And you make your

choice.

You

figure.

Whichever

job you choose, you find you can snag

It

Only Happens Here

Expensive

cause in one countrv across the Atlantic,
it

would take tuice

price of that dress

countries abroad

it

as long to earn the
.

.

.

while in other

w^ould take up to 10

Personalized

Only one example of how much it
can mean to you to live in this free
country. Whether it's a matter of earning some little special luxury— or your
daily bread— you know you have a free

A

A

chance to "take

chance to earn more in

it

or leave it."

less

Wear

I

Q

Strictly for

I

laughs

I

him" occasion —
vour beau'U welcome some little remembrance that says you. Maybe a wallet equipped
with your picture. Or mittens you've knitted
to match your own, in your school colors.

Come any "what

to give

Or a box of your chocolate chip cookies.
the personal angle, not price, that counts.
You know ... at certain times, with Kotex
you can have really "personalized" sanitary
protection. For one of the 3 absorbencies is
sure to meet your own personal needs. Try
Regular, Junior, Super Kotex!^*
It's

times as long.

choice.

I

a

wilfless petticoat

I

But — if youlivedoverseas, you'd learn
things just don't happen that way. Be-

To keep your formal frock
outstanding —

Should a present for her
Sigh Man be —

your heart's desire in time for the shindig.

/^<7/i?

I

Donee more waltzes
Avoid sitting down

Dig up an old bed sheet you can prestochange to a petticoat. Make it in three tiers,
ruffle edged. Starched to a stand-alone stiffness

— voila! — this

petticoat holds

its

shape.

For comfort (on "those" days) you'll want
softness that holds its shape. Choose the new
Kotex made to stay soft while you wear it.

—

And

don't forget the
form Belt made with

new Kotex WonderDuPont nylon elastic.

Won't twist, won't curl, won't cut! Light
weight; dries in a flash. Keeps your confidence wilt-proof!

ivo^e/? c/?oose /(OTEX*

time than

any other people on earth. And that's
how it can always be, as long as you do
your part to keep our American way of
living the very best way.

3 ABSORBENCIES: RE&UCAR. UUWOR, SUPER

The

bride and groom, Angela Lansbury and
Peter Shaw, stepping out at the Stork Club.

Mel Torme, Cathy Downs and Fernando
Lasmas enjoying the floor show at Ciro's.

Mindy

up to her billing
"looks like Ingrid Bergman

certainly lives

who

as a

girl

and

sings

Lena Home."

like

Among

those applauding her in the star-filled
cafe were Danny Kaye, the Frank Sinatras
Mindy was Frank's guest the night
before Ann Miller with Jack Briggs,
Ginger Roger's "ex," and Ann Rutherford
with Bill Dozier, Joan Fontaine's es-

—
—

tranged husband.
*

(

(/m#'

^

.T M.Ree

T

Incidentally

,

I

*

had

*

tea with

U- S Pat Off.

Joan

in

Paris last month, during a quick flying
trip abroad, and she said that while she
and Bill had definitely come to the parting of the ways, no divorce action had
been taken and that she had no new ro-

mance

in mind.

I also happened
worth and her Aly

to

run into Rita Hay-

Khan

lunching quietly
alone in a little cafe in the Bois de Boulogne and they both were apparently
enjoying the fact that they were attracting no attention at all.

The Paris honeymoon of Angela Lansbury and Peter Shaw will live forever in
their hearts. Confided the radiant and
lovely Angela: "We are the most excited

Winner

tourists this beautiful city has ever seen.

Today we went to the Eiffel Tower. Tomorrow we start on the galleries and the
museums. Those Parisian gowns I was
going to buy have now turned into anThere's only one flaw in our
tiques.
husband is a little anhappiness.
noyed because he can't buy me Buckingham Palace!"

My

But back
month

next
ties,

Hollywood. I'll be telling
about the late Fall activithe opera opening, the movie stars
to

all

Palm Springs and
Goodbye till then.
in

Marilyn Hampton, beauty queen crowned
"Miss College All-Star of 1949" says, "For
soft lovely hands, use Italian Balm daily."
In winter especially, your hands need the
ex/ra-protection of Italian Balm.
effective lotions

fail,

this

Where

Bob Young takes his lovely
wife for a whirl around the
His latest
floor at Ciro's.

MGM's
Woman"

"That ForGreer
Carson and Errol Flynn.
film

syte

is

with

less

famous Canadian

lotion provides sure protection against winter weather.

Italian

— softens roughest

Balm prevents chap-

driest skin overnight.
Rich, widespreading; one drop serves both
hands! 25c, 50c, $1 per bottle.

ping

,

Italiaa
for

Balm

CHAP-FREE HANDS

John Ireland, now starring
"Cargo To Capetown,"
in
and his wife, Joanne Dru,
who's currently in "She
Wore A Yellow Ribbon," are

Mocambo-bound
10

for dinner.

—

all

the latest gossip.

Paul

Orson Welles and Felix Aylmer are watchful bystanders at Tyrone Power's first
meeting with Wanda Hendrix in "Prince Of Foxes," saga of the treacherous Borgias.

nell

Douglas, Jane Hamilton, Linda Darthe comedy, "Everybody Does It."

in

room. Obviously dead of natural causes,
Ladd nevertheless becomes interested in
what caused her to die alone and friendless. With the help of her address book,
which he secretly takes from the room,

Ladd

starts

his

search

into

the

past.

Through flashback, the girl. Donna Reed,
is brought back to life along with the
incidents which ultimately lead to the
present. The address book, three quarters of which lists masculine names, also
becomes the answer to the murder of
Donna's true love. Ladd was never better in his characterization of a reporter
in love with a human interest story, and
the supporting cast, including June Havoc, matches his pace. Filmed in Chicago, you also get a nice amount of local
color.

Borgia (Orson Welles) was striving to
conquer all of Italy, this shows the extents to which Borgia will go to accomplish his ends. Through one of his aides,
Tyrone Power, he hopes to capture a
peaceful, yet almost impregnable key
stronghold ruled by a seventy-year-old

duke and

his beautiful

young

wife,

Wan-

da Hendrix. The strategy Cesare employs
is not statesmanship but seduction, not
warfare but cut-throat murder. An opportunist, who was a peasant until assuming a phoney title. Power changes
his plans after .serving as Borgia's

bassador

Alan Ladd meets June Havoc in "Chicago
Deadline" and she falls in love pronto.

Prince

Of Foxes

team of Lucretia and Ccsare
Borgia have almost become as wellknown to movie audiences as Smith
and Dale were to vaudeville addicts. The
difference being that one team dispensed
with laughs while the other dispensed
with death and intrigue. The picture
deals with the latter. Lavi.shly set in the
Italian Renaissance period when Cesare
.

12

Chicago Deadline
Paramount
everything
HASmystery

fans.

to

A

recommend
taut drama

MGM

TO

ERR

is human, to forgive divine
a lesson which Doctor Charles Coburn learns the hard way. An eminent
surgeon, Coburn not only wields the
scalpel at the operating table but also
cuts family ties when two of his children,
Glenn Ford and Gloria Dellaven, decide
to lead their own lives for a change.
For Glenn, the switch from Park Avenue
is

am-

the aged duke's court. In
realizing the evil in Borgia, Ty decides
to go all out in helping the duke and his
subjects stave off Borgia's subsequent
attack on the small city. Beautifully
photographed in Italy, nothing is spared
in making this an authentic period production based on the Samuel Shellabarger novel.
For excitement and thrills
galore, it's one of the year's best!
in

20th Century-Fox

THE

The Doctor And The Girl

it

to

deal-

ing with the personality study of a dead
woman, the action begins when reporter
Alan Ladd is at hand when the body of
a girl is found in a shoddy Chicago hotel

Sweethearts of "That Midnight Kiss"
are Kathryn Grayson and Mario Lanza.

Hit

THE nation's

NO.I

FUNNY-MAN!

Warner Bros,
fill the screen
with all the roars

and guffaws
he's FAMOUS FOR!

MILTON

BERLE
GETS VERY

FUNNY WITH

VIRGINIA

MAYO
O-^ urKcuO

(x/xijyu^i

everyone falls for

his

gags- he falls for everyone's gal/

WITH

Stop laughin<j

-and listen f

RUTH ROMAN BERT LAHR
Dl RECTED

BY

pQY DEL RUTH

PRODUCED BY

JERRY

WALD

SCREEN PLAY BY MELVILLE SHAVELSON AND JACK ROSE
FROM A STORY BY MAX SHULMAN AND RICHARD MEALAND
MUSICAL DIRECTION BY RAY HEINDORF
13

and a lucrative neuro-surgical practice to
being just a general practitioner on Third
Avenue has a few difficulties but being
married to ex-patient Janet Leigh helps
matters a great deal. However, Glenn's
kid sister, Gloria, finds her affair with a
married man has its consequences. Frightened and afraid to tell her father, Gloria
takes matters into her own hands.
Suspenseful melodrama, this seldom gives
a breather from emotional strain al.

.

.

though there are several flashes of bright
humor. The acting is excellent, and every
now and then, you'll find yourself reaching for a hanky.

The Fighting Kentuckian
Republic

DOESN'T take long to establish the
ITfact
one of those robust
that this
is

John Wayne

Returning from
doing battle for General Andrew Jackson, in the

thrillers.

war

Clifton Young, Dennis O'Keefe, Gale
Storm blast baby rackets

Wayne and his
the rotund mem-

of 1812,

buddy, Oliver Hardy

—

Merrill

ber of the Laurel and. Hardy team— get
demobilized from their Kentucky rifle
company so that Wayne can pursue a
chic French lass. Vera Ralston. Vera's
father, along with a large group of French
settlers, don't know it, but they are about
to be hoodwinked out of their homes and
land grants by the local politicos. John
knows about as much of the plan as the
settlers do, but he winds up smack-dab
in the middle of one tough situation after
the other. Most of the time he's bewildered by events, but when his mind
doesn't come up with an answer, his fists
do.

A

lot of

comedy

relief,

Was A

Fullback

20th Century-Fox

PAPAS

come and papas

college

MacMurray

football

coach,

but as a
papa Fred

go,

a father who just stands
still.
In fact, he's been standing still so
long, he's up to his neck in a losing team.
is

Laraine Day stands by Robert Ryan thru
the gruelling "I Married A Communist."

"Abandoned."

McCormick, Del Cambre with cub
of

Alaskan

aged admirer

story,

"Arctic

Fury."

just a gigolo, she throws
writing career. Happily
for Fred, Betty, and dear old Siwash, the
story is published, and what looks like
a catastrophe at first, changes into a
neon-lighted signpost indicating a happy
future for all. Rudy Vallee, as the worrywart business manager of the team, and
Natalie Wood, as Fred's youngest daughter, also lend a hand in the whoopla.
herself

many roman-

and, of course, loads of lusty
fights are just what Wayne fans ordered
from Santa.
tic episodes,

Father

stars

in

I

Naturally, Fred's losing streak doesn't
help his teen-aged daughter, Betty Lynn,
over her adolescent emotions either.
Betty has as much trouble getting a
"dreamboat" as Fred has getting a winning score. Both are so wrapped up in
their own problems, they haven't time to

worry about each other's difficulties.
However, Mrs. Football Coach, Maureen
O'Hara, convinces Fred their daughter
needs help, and because Fred now sees

young man

hired to woo
beauless Betty. After she learns her teenhis duty, a

is

is

into a

A Communist

Married

RKO

SUSPENSEFUL

story of an

ex-Com-

munist, Robert Ryan, who since leaving the party has 1) become vice-president of a shipping concern and 2) married Laraine Day. Though he has shut
the door on past connection with the
Communist Party, one reminder slinks
back into his life and what a reminder
she is! Janis Carter plays Ryan's examour who refuses to forget the old days

—

Bing Crosby, pert Virginia Dale and Fred Astaire go into their dance in "Holiday
Inn," re-release of the Paramount musical which features Irving Berlin's music.

blossoms into young love, then a lovers'
quarrel, separation, and between Jose and
Miss Barrymore, a reconciliation is fixed
up so that everyone, including Keenan

Wynn, who's Mario's manager, can wind
up in the civic auditorium warbling gleefully. (Lanza's voice is so terrific sometimes you wonder if some recording engineer didn't lean an elbow on the "louder" switch.) Two performances which
will have you cheering are those of
Thomas Gomez, the temperamental opera

tenor,

and Jules Munshin as Jules Mun-

shin.

Abandoned
Universal-International

IT'S

TOUGH

ter only

Hugh French,
Toren

in

"Strange

Bargain" stars

The Desert."

Martha Scott,

Jeffrey Lynn, Arlene Cray, Michael Chapin.

when she and Ryan

stirred

handed out subversive
mantic

kicks.

So,

up

riots

and

literature for ro-

when Ryan

weds

Laraine, Janis, still a Communist, goes
all out to ruin him. To start with, she
sics the Commies back on his trail, then
starts operating on John Agar, Laraine 's
young brother. One horrible mess of lives
is the result
with Janis becoming #1
victim since she actually does fall for
Agar. The methods of the Communists,
you'll learn from this, can be awfully
gruelling, and so is the way Ryan metes
out justice to Party Leader Thomas Gomez, who's a fiend for odd methods of

of illegitimate babies. Furthermore, he suspects a society dowager,
Marjorie Rambeau, of being the head of
the ring. Getting proof so that District
Attorney Jeff Chandler can prosecute is
when Dennis and Gale really run into
more than they anticipated. Centered
around a different type of racket, this
has plenty of fast-moving moments for

a

handsome unknown boy

(Technicolor)

MGM
recipe
THE
take a

is

a well-known favorite:

girl singer,

Dr.

Kathryn Grayson,

singer,

them that

—

Iturbi.

The

plot,

too,

is

Kathryn discovers him, she decides he'd
be the ideal leading man for an opera
series her grandmother is sponsoring.
Eventually

their

business

likes action.

Everybody Does

it

20th Century-Fox

pretty

much like a gelatine whip: Mario Lanza,
the new singing sensation, is a truck
driver with musical tendencies. When

relationship

Glenn Ford's favorite patient in "The Doctor And The Girl" is Janet Leigh,
only becomes his favorite wife but his comforter when trouble threatens.

who not

Mario

Lanza, a blueblooded grandmother, Ethel
Barrymore then sprinkle liberally with
mucho music of the popular and operatic
varieties and finally garnish heavily with
Jose

That Midnight Kiss

in

selling

—

liquidation, himself.

sis-

end

the morgue. When Gale Storm decides to
inquire into her sister's mysterious death
more thoroughly, reporter Dennis
O'Keefe not only assists but almost gets
himself beaten to death for his efforts.
From what Gale tells him about her sister, in addition to going through newspaper files, Dennis gets the hunch that
the dead girl was victimized by a blackmarket which dealt in the buying and

Marta

Friend,

Phillip

U-i's "Sword In

looking for a missing

to have the search

SPARKLING

humor and slapstick
comedy prevail in this tidy bit about
a young matron. Celeste Holm, who finds
it difficult to stifle the yen to become a
concert singer. Husband Paul Douglas,
a wrecking contractor, would like noth( Please turn to page 7-i)
Fred MacMurray, Maureen O'Hara in the
story, "Father Was A Fullback."

football

Saif

Ji

Wiin Penjumel

Few presents express

Chrisf-

mas so eloquently as perfume.
It's

the stars' favorite gift

By Courtenay Marvin

Warner
fume a

SOME
the

star Patricia

definite

TIME

Neal, finds perto femininity.

Alexis Smith, an ardent perfume devotee,
finds it also makes the perfect gift.

boon

ago

I

began checking

One wonderful

preferences of Hollywood
from both the angles of giving and
receiving. Barring ranch houses, mink
coats, jewels and luxury cars, perfume
was tops on the preferred list.
gift

If this fact makes you tliink only of
Lalique flacons containing precious drops
costing more than your week's salary,
come down off your stepladder and listen.
Never have I witnessed a Christmas more
budget-conscience in fine fragrance than
the one we are about to know. The answer is that the perfume creators have
retained their masterpieces that sell for
$2.5, $35 and up, but they have also added junior sizes. Indeed, there are few
fine houses who have not put their imagination to work in conceiving charming
smaller sizes both for dressing-table and
for carrying purposes. This year, you will
find perfume presented in utterly new
ways. The heavy gold-like link bracelets
recently captured my eye. From one is
suspended a miniature compact studded
with simulated pearls. Inside is dry {>erfume in cake form, with a tiny puff for
brushing onto skin whenever you like.
The other bracelet dangles a miniature
metal jug of liquid perfume. Each is well

under $4.

Then you

will find beautiful

lapel flacons to be pinned or clipped onto
jacket, blouse or dress. In fact, perfume
persua.sively entered the costume
lias

jewelry

field.

A movie producer once told me he
could read the character of any girl by
looking in her hand bag, and he didn't
mean her address book, either. Since
most of the boys pride themselves on this
clairvoyant sense, you will do well both
for exterior charm and for peeking-purse
purposes to give to your.self as well as
your gift list the purse perfume carrier
or dispenser. For there is a whole new
16

original

feature of

packaging

some

of the

Christmas

is the
re-use value of the container.
frank
advice on the perfume gift situation is to
begin to look early, because I do not believe there is a feminine gift problem
from the age of six to sixty that cannot

this

My

—

—

be happily and economically solved
with fragrance. Perfume for the little girl
of six, you may ask. Yes, little girl bottles of toilet water or eau de Cologne,
sweet and fresh, and packaged in a
youthful style. An idea for her favorite
doll, a little bottle of fragrance, too. Now
that our leading home permanent boys
have contrived a small home curling set
for dolls' hair, why not her own perfume,
too?
For some straight Hollywood personal

—

Beautiful

oped

in

Ava Gardner is always envelan aura of enchanting perfume.

world of beauty

in these personal

appeal

and you can still remain very
budget-minded and find both fine perfume and attractive containers. Even in
your five-and-tens you will find reputable
brands, while your drug and department
accents,

stores will be lavish with them. It is surprising what beauty you can find along
this line from $1 up or down.

Perfume alone is a complete and perno matter how small the size.
It is also the utterly charming extra to
add with your present of lingerie, hosiery,
gloves and other feminine frills.
fect gift,

In giving perfume, my thought is that
the lovely little combinations are more
gifty than the single larger bottle. For
the limited editions offer a choice of a
number of scents, giving the receiver a
perfume wardrobe. This is a famous little hatbox package with a choice in miniature bottles plus a pair of good-looking
hat pins adorning the box. There is a
Cinderella clear plastic slipper holding
a world-wide favorite. You will love the
little slipper when the bottle is removed.

perfume ideas, I called in my West Coast
scouts, and here is what I learned.
At MGM, Kathryn Grayson is an ardent devotee of muguet or lily-of-thevalley and the brand she uses is remarkably true to the flower. Light, lilting,
wholly lovely, many of us .forget that this
is a delight the year-around and is almost
mandatory for the first whisper of Spring.
Irene, the renowned designer, uses an
old favorite named after this Winter's
most fashionable wool fabric. Three
guesses!
Fabric names now designate

some wonderful perfumes.
Janet Leigh expresses a preference for
and follows through for evening dress by using the perfume to match
floral scents,

the fresh flowers she

From RKO,

is

wearing.

quote perfume slants
from a rather wide age group, because,
as I said, fragrance is not for the grownups, alone. It actually belongs to any age
that wears a skirt.
Exciting Jane Russell likes extremes in
fragrance, because she suits it to the setting. With a (Please turn to page 74^
I

Sonja Henie says

^^^^

n V^^^^^

most u^ ,._^er, more

e^ous

t

u«=

" ^"M^^S

diet

ftcrures

„o« to«

rted W

STARS

recommend Ayds

to any
has a problem
with her figure," says Sonja
Henie, Star of the Sonja Henie
Hollywood Ice Review. "I

"I do

woman who

keep myself in trim all the
time with the help of Ayds.
I can't

think of a better

way

to reduce."

The Loveliest Women

in the

World take

AYDS
17

A SAGA OF \ SCOUNDRELS IN
A CENTURY fl OF INFAMY!

Produced by

miLLESIIEilllK
Marina Berti

•

Everett Sloane

Screen Play by Milton Krims

•

•

Katina Paxinou

•

Felix

Aylmer

From the Novel by Samuel Shellabarger

SOLC.SIEGEL

2a.

CENTURY-FOX
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NEWSREEL
Bill

Tom

Bendix, feeling pleasantly ill at ease, poses with one of the models at Illustrator
Kelly's festive party which was attended by a host of movie personalities.

"Jolson Sings Again" stars, Barbara Hale
and Al, at supper party at Stork Club.

A Bob

':

Stet""*:

pai»Y-

Morton Downey with Hedy Lamarr

.'ork

following her return from Europe.

Roy Rogers at meeting in Beverly Hills Hotel at which he put up
Roy Rogers Trophy for safety in elementary schools in United S'

ROYbe

ROGERS, next
seen

in

to
Republic's

"The Golden

Stallion," has
long been an advocate of
safety for school children. So
much so that he has embodied his feelings in the form
of a trophy which he will
award each year to the school
in the nation which has had
fewer accidents within its
confines than any other. Roy
hopes, that with the cooperation of the National Safety Council, his trophy will
be the means of further
safe-guarding the lives of
the millions of children now
attending elementary school.

Right:

Dr.

Wayne Hughes.

Jeanette MacDonald, Cabby
Hayes, Margaret O'Brien,
Lloyd Nolan, Maureen O'Suilivan and Roy with the Roy
Rogers Trophy for safety.

The Hoy
Safety

Ti

e
'

National Safety Council,
school children of America.

By Lynn Bowers
The

Zach Scotts' teenage daughter,
is making her debut in a Broad-

Waverly,

musical. And her old man will be in
the chorus-boy lineup for opening night,
just for laughs. Waverly's mom, Elaine,
will be able to give her cheeild some pointshe used to be one of Broadway's
ers
most competent stage managers before
Zach batted his long lashes at her and took
her out of circulation. The Scott kid is
pullenty stage struck, as we well know
fiom watching her wide-eyed fascination
backstage at the La JoUa Playhouse last

way

—

Though estranged
Bob Young,

in

Barbara

"Baby Makes Three,"
Hale agree off

set.

Summer.

Berle convulsing Desi Arnaz and
Director Lucky Humberstone at Mocambo.

Milton

Lana Turner and Bob Topping are all
down in their tres expensive new
home in Holmby Hills they must have
settled

—

looked at every large house for sale in
the fashionable districts of town before
finally picking this one.
boyfriend, ,Ty Power, and
Linda Christian, also went home
shopping on their return from Europe.
Ty's two-bedroom job was a little on the
small side for the new babe and for Linda's fabulous wardrobe which Queen

Her former

his unfe,

may be sad news to Bing CrosTHIS
by, but Robin Hope has a new pal
for the tag scene of his

new

picture,

"Fancy Pants." Y'know how Cros usually manages to walk in on the end of a
Hope opus.'' Seems like now it will be
Gene Autry instead of Bing who will ride
in on Champion and rescue Hope from a
fate worse than death. The cowboy star
offered his services to his long time friend

when Hope was kicking around the problem of how he was going to get out of
the situation his script writers got

him

into.

—

And speaking of Gene he plunked
dozen ten thotusand bucks for the rights
to the song "Riders In The Sky"
it'll be
the title of his new picture and Autry
will sing "Yippie-i-a" all through the picture. So get ready to be haunted by the
haunting tune all over again.

—

Elizabeth's
nell.

dressmaker,

Norman

Ilart-

whipped up.

Ty's new leading lady, the chic French
Cecile Aubrey, will be welcomed with open
arms by the boys in the publicity depart-

ment at 20th Century-Fox. When photographs of her in "The Black Rose" started
coming through, the guys were gasping and
drooling by turns. She has blonde hair
(natural) and brown eyes, and from their
animated descriptions of her we'd say she's
quite a dish, quite a dish.

June Allyson had to dye that purty
blonde hair of hers red
her

in

career

—when

—

for the first time

she

stepped

into

"The Reformer And The Redhead," one
of

.

the

nounced

many
for

pictures

originally

Lana Turner.

If

an-

Lana'd

Author James Hilton, host of CBS' "Hallmark Playhouse," rehearses Linda Darnell in
"Mother." Linda's now in 20th Century- Fox's "Everybody Does It" with Paul Douglas.

Janet Leigh, of "The Red Danube," and
steadiest date, Arthur Loew, at Ciro's.

done all the ones earmarked for her, she'd
have had to be at least triplets.

When Paul Douglas
be in the

left for

airlift picture,

(Plea.ie turn to

"Two

Europe

to

Corridors

page 64)

Gertrude Niesen and Gordon MacRae enjoy
Bob Mitchum's birthday greetings to her.

What's Ahead
For Ingrid ?

Someday

ingrid Bergman has
to return to the world and the

three problems awaiting her

Probably no one was more amazed than Ingrid Bergman herself when she fell so helpbve with Rossellini that she was incapable of counting anything but that love

lessly in

'

with the

men

'

husband

whom

<

'

in

her life, Roberto Rossellini,
she doesn't want to hurt.

a short time ago Ingrid BergSUCH
man was looked upon as probably
the most predictable star in Holly-

wood. Writers assigned to interview her
found her notoriously poor copy. For
what was there to say about a wcnnan
whose private life was centered completely on her home and husbdnd and
child, an actress whose flair for the dramatic was confined entirely to her acting,
a w(Hnan so deeply Reserved that off the
screen she appeared almost colorless?
The only thing to say, and everyone said
it, was that Bergman was the one Hollywood personality who could be depended
on never to commit even the sUghtest
indiscretion.

Then overnight, everything changed.
In pfJictically every newspaper in the
country appeared the Sti-oraboli pictures
and Hollywood was as amazed as everyone else. No one had to read the captions
to realize what had happened. The story
was there

in

the radiant

man and woman

faces of the

walking hand in hand,
it was there in that electric awareness
of each other as they sat on the rocks
jutting into the (Please turn to -page 54)

5^
Maureen O'Hara and her husband, Director
Will Price, at the "Ice Follies" opening.

The David Nivens entering the Pan
Auditorium to see the musical "Ice

Pacific
Follies."

Mr. and Mrs. Van Johnson receive a personal greeting from an "Ice Follies" skater at the
Pan Pacific Auditorium. Van's now winning plaudits for his performance in "Battleground."

The Stars
Step Out
John

Garfield

tests

Keyes. Dane Clark

is

the

ice

for

sitting beside

Evelyn

them.

Ginger Rogers enjoys her conversation with one of the stars in the "Ice Follies" show for
1950, but Greg Bautzer and Elizabeth Taylor are both too busy looking around to talk.

Cesar Romero, Dick Powell and June Allyson chaHing with an "Ice Follies"
star during intermission. This debut began the troupe's 1950 tour of U. S.

Jeanne Criin, who's starred now in "Pinky," with her husband, Paul Brinkman
at the fan Pacific Auditorium for the opening. Celeste Holm's behind them

The acrobatic numbers in the show made John Agar and
Temple gasp. Joe Kirkwood, Jr., is behind John.

Shirley

Margaret O'Brien takes

a

bow with

Follies" twin skating stars to escort her

Ann
lies,"

BIytb was kept so busy signing autographs at the "Ice Folthat she almost missed seeing part of the performance.

a

pair

of

around the

"Ice
rink.

in

A

Cliristinas Kid
"Personally, I think my birth date is
a good thing. I think it's an- honor"

By Humphrey Bogart

MY BIRTHDAY
will be.

I hit

star of "Tokyo Joe" with his wife,
Lauren Bacall, and their son, Stephen.

December 25th.
right on the nose.

is

it

The

Always has been. Always

And

A

lot of

what's bad about that, sez I?
people have brought me sympathy on this "unfortunate

occurrence."

"Gee, Bogey," these characters say, "you don't really have a birthIt's a shame!"

day, do you?

Shame,

my

foot!

Personally, I think my birth date is a good thing. I think actually
that it's an honor. Someone Else was born on that day, too, you know.
And there is a certain distinction in having arrived the same day

He did.
And there's

the business of birthdays in general. I think that
they're pretty ego-making. Why go out of your way to celebrate
the day you were born? To me, it is just as if you were telling the
people, "Isn't it wonderful that I appeared on the earth? Aren't you
the lucky ones, though!"
bride of several Summers, Betty, doesn't fed this way, I
hasten to add. Betty is the biggest holiday-hustler in town. She has
three hundred and sixty-five of 'em a year Mother's Day, Valentine's

My

—

We Got Married,
The Day We Started Our First Picture Together, The Day We
Bought The House, and so on and on and on.
Day, Washington's Birthday, Hallowe'en, The Day

A

Christinas
taining troops

"We
of

Humphrey spent
was one

of his

in

Italy

enter-

most memorable.

With this attitude, Betty naturally beats her lovely brains out on
the occasion of my natal anniversary. To her, (Please turn to page 65)

have forgotten the humbleness and sweetness of the first Christmas
all," says Humphrey Bogart, with James Cardwell in "Tokyo Joe."

them

"At two minutes past twelve on Christmas Eve, Lauren
me a birthday present, followed by 6 or 7 more."

gives

Cyd Charisse wi^b handsome Tony Marwho's

tin,

just

like

every other husband.

By Betty Hutton
(Also Mpeaking for

MGM

in her latest
film, "Tension." One of Cyd's real life problems is what to
do with the double portions of food hubby Tony Martin orders for her when they dine out.

Cyd Charisse

Cameraman George Barnes, Wally Westmore and Betty on
of Ted Briskin, Betty knows that when he sprawls on

"Let's Dance" set. As the spouse
the floor, television is her rival.

Cyd Charisse)

may have
YOU
Hollywood

heard a rumor that
wives, especially if they

are in pictures, rule their roosts. Cyd
Charisse and 1 would like you to know
that this is a little off the beam.
We both have most attractive husbands. Mine is Ted Briskin, a tall, dark

and handsome character. Cyd's is Tony
Martin, also a t., d., and h. character.
Cyd and I are extremely fond of said
males. But there are also times when we
consider a' bit of mayhem on their persons.

Ted and Tony have been friends
They first knew each other

years.

for
in

Chicago over a decade ago. A few years
back, they renewed their friendship on
the links of Hillcrest Country Club. If
Cyd and I had only known it, we should
have been there with shillalahs to keep
them from saying a word to each other.
You see, they are very much alike,
these two. They enjoy the same things.
And the things they enjoy are absolute-

—

ly the opposite of

what Cyd and

I enjoy.

Thus: a big evening when the Martins

and the Briskins get together consists of
Father Martin and Father Briskin slapping each other on the back, pouring
each other a drink, and settling down to

The

book says o wife
her husband
run things, but if she
does, look what happens
rule

should

let

Betty chatting with Asst. Director Eddie
Solven between scenes of "Let's Dance."

Betty and Ted.
for an

When

evening the

they join the Martins
take a back seat.

girls

a two-hour session of who is doing what
in the National League, how So-and-So
is hitting, how many bases Joe Schmo
stole yesterday, and so on and on.
This is, unfortunately, merely a |>eriod
of prelude. It proceeds the two gentlemen lowering their torsos, chest down, on
the rug, and spending three hours in rapt
attention, eyes focussed on a television

What

set.

is

showing on television? Are
The Hollywood

you, friends, kidding?
Stars, of course.
else

Angels. Anybody
to be swinging a bat

The

who happens

this sea«)n.

going on, Mama
Briskin sit. Period.
We are not, need I add, fiends for the
diamond. We- can take it or leave it. So,
for politeness' sake, we listen to the
preliminaries and then, when the dialing
and torso-lowering commences, we retreat to the peace and quiet of a bedroom, there to chat about babies, clothes,
and so forth.

While all
Martin and

this

is

Mama

-

—or

And our dear spouses
know we have

—never

is it

"spice?"

gone.

This resume is merely one facet of
Cyd's and my secondary stature in our
families.

It seems,

you

see,

that

we

girls

spend most of our time together.
Cyd, of course, is a delight to have
around. She is caJm and collected very
good for me, naturally. She is so lovelylooking that I sit watching her for hours.
When she sinks {Please turn to page 62)

—

.

[

.

CHICAGO DEADLINE

quest
INaretheir
ofttimes
especially

when

for

.

news, reporters

akin

detectives,

to

there's a baffling

mur-

der to be solved. That's the kind of
newspaperman Alan Ladd is in "Chicago Deadline." While in a hotel
Alan hears a scream and, investigating, finds a maid gazing in horror at
the body of Donna Reed. There's no
sign of violence and he assumes death

Alan looks
her identity and finds
an address book with fifty- four names.
He takes it and leaves before the
is

due to natural causes.

for a

clue

police

arrive.

'

to

Then he

the people in the book.
and mysterious answers

starts

calling

Their varied

fascinate
to piece
together the jigsaw puzzle, it turns
out to be the most exciting and adventurous story of his newspaper career.
so

him he becomes determined

As he pieces together her story, Alan imagines he's in love with the dead Donna.

Donna Reed always visited her brothArthur Kennedy, on his birthday.

er,

Their affection for Donna is the tie
that binds June Havoc and Alan Ladd.

Below: Donna Reed waits for the "El" in this on-the-spot scene in "Chicago Deadline." All
the outdoor sequences in the film are authentic as they were shot in the midwest metropolis.

Alan Ladd, as the adventurous reporter in
the Paramount film, "Chicago Deadline."

Alan Ladd

is

ing to learn

forever asking questions, hopmore about the mystery girl.

Lm Sim
/I

THE

ter,

one

Psrfy

party Lana Turner gave her daughCheryl, on her seventh birthday was

Cheryl

will

still

be

dreaming

about

she's seven times seven. At the Riviera Club, on the outskirts of Santa Monica,

when

Lana and her husband. Bob Topping,
staged i Wild West celebration for Cheryl
and her wide-eyed young guests, complete
with cowboys and Indians, and, of course,
Everybody, including
ice cream and cake.
Bob and Lana, who's back at
in "A
Life Of Her Own," wore ten gallon hats,
hobbled around in cowboy boots and yelled
for glee when the big rodeo was staged.

MCM

Lana Turner and Bob Topping admire Cheryl's birthday gift from a cowboy friend, Michael Germainr
Below: Cowgirls Steffi Wanger, Pamela Lawrence, Lana and
Cheryl line up along the corral fence to watch the rodeo.

Right: After a long absence from the screen, Lana Turner
is going to hypnotize fans again in "A Life Of Her Own."

To Cheryl and

guest, Steffi Wanger, the pony from
Lana and Bob was the most wonderful present of all.

RYAN held Joan
ROBERT
taine firmly
his arms,

Fon-

searched
her face for a brief moment, bent
low, and planted a long, lingering kiss
squarely on her mouth.
For one complete second the set of
RKO's "Bed Of Roses" was stone silent.
A cat wading through a bale of cotton
wearing sneakers would have sounded
like an invading army.
in

The
look.

script

girl

had a glazed, wilted
tense and

The cameraman was

and one female visitor clutched
her blue satin blouse as if to calm her
palpitating heart.
"Cut," yelled Director Nick Ray.
"That was a lilly" {which is movie jargon
for plenty good) As Robert Ryan walked
out from in front of the camera, the
crew gave out with a long, low whistle.
earnest,

.

It

was just

their

way

of .saying

it

was

"plenty good," too.
Bob gave a sigh of relief. "After all,"
he explained dabbing at the perspiration
trickling down the back of his neck, "this
is my first romantic role in seven years."

Bob Ryan romances in "Bed Of Roses" after seven years of playing heavies, like the fighter
"The Set-Up." "it was kinda enjoyable," he says, "to break out in a smile for a change."

in

A little research on our part revealed
that in 1942 Bob did his one and only
hero part opposite Ginger Rogers in
"Tender Comrade." In the meantime,
he's

murdered, been shot, gone insane,

imitated a canvas-happy prize fighter,
and been electrocuted all in the line of
film duty.
But how come no hero roles for seven
years.' This we couldn't understand. We
decided to investigate.

—

A

few days later we drove down a

tree-shaded street in the San Fernando
Bob's house. The Ryans live
in a one-story rambling ranch home.
We opened the rustic rail gate and
walked up tiie brick path, careful not to
disturb the tiny black and white kitten
that lay sleeping by the steps.
Bob answered the door himself. He was
Vallej' to

Bob, with Joan Fontaine in "Bed Of Roses,^'
"Secretly, I prefer meanies to mush."

says,

wearing a pair of canary yellow sun
shorts. His face was lost under a foam
of shaving lather. He hurriedly wiped
the lather oflF and led us through the

modern Chinese-style

living

room

to the

patio.

The brick patio was dotted with gaily
colored lawn furniture. Bob picked out
an extra-long chaise-longue and stretched
out upon
Well,

it.

we noted,

it

certainly wasn't his

physique that kept him from romantic
roles. His muscular six-foot-four frame
would cause even Superman to gnash his
teeth.

We

didn't waste any time. We put it
him bluntly. "Why haven't you been
playing more romantic roles.'' Are you
to

agin 'em?"

"That's just

"You have
dares Bob.

(Please turn to page 67)

to invent your
"I

just use

own technique," dethe direct aporoach."

One

By Jacque Mopes
38

of

Ann

Sheridan's

never knows what

will

new steady beaux admits that he
happen next when out with Ann

Ann
good

dining with Steve Hannagan at the Stork Club. They're still
friends, although there's little possibility of a marriage.

"T UCKY GUY"—everj'one
Mj

And

certainly

no one

tells
is

me

Ann

with

Male

War

Bill

Neff, Cary Grant and Ray Byrnes in scene in "i Was A
comedy that's not to be missed.

Bride," a 20th Century- Fox

these days.

more appreciative

for being the extremely fortunate fellow
"pals" with Ann Sheridan. For two years
I've known Annie, as we call her, and I've
been taking her to parties and places. Recently,
when she was "maid of honor" and I was "head
usher" at a wedding, some of the press mistook us
and thought we were to be the bride and groom
And. as I write this
I should be so fortimate!
article, I've just confirmed my date with Ann for
a table for two tonight at Giro's! Lucky me
I first met Ann on the set of "Good Sam," the
Leo McCarey picture. I am a set decorator, and
I was arranging the house that .\nn and GarjCooper used in the picture. I recall it was a modest
two-bedroom bungalow. I had to gel a nice wifely
looking picture of Ann to put in Mr. Cooper's bedroom. I went over to her and introducing my.^elf
asked her for a picture suitable for framing.
"Do you walkt a one-piece or two-piece bathing
suit photo?" she replied without
blinking an

who
now

is

!

!

eyelash.
I

showed

my

Certainly she

surprise.

knew the

script.

"I
—

ple

Ann

think, ^liss Sheridan, something more simbegan to explain. And then I looked at
and she began to iaugh.f Please turn to page 66)
" I

Jacque Mapes and Ann Sheridan nightclubbhig with a friend. He says
Ann, "Ann loves rumba rhythm
humming the melody in your ear."

of

.

.

.

A

Ann and Cary Grant in intimate scene in "I Was
Male War Bride," rollicking
farce of Occupied Germany. Ann has the same sort of wit Carole Lombard had.

Cary and Ann sightseeing in Heidelberg. When she got
home Ann gave Jacque "Come As You Are" birthday party.

—

ooKs Deceive

Like all girls who go to the movies, Arlene had a dream star,
Robert Taylor. Now she's co-starred with him in "Ambush."

Behind Arlene Dohl's dreamy
eyes and lush beauty lies a
driving ambition that's kept
her edging toward Hollywood
since she

was

1 1

years old

Ultimately, Arlene Dahl wants to do the
comedies that made Irene Dunne so famous.

Arlene Dahl's auburn hair and peach ice-cream skin make her one of the
loveliest screen wives Van Johnson's ever had in "Scene Of The Crime."

A FEW

years ago a wide-eyed little
from Minneapolis named Arlene Dahl made her first trip to
Hollywood. She was eleven, looked about
eight, and was crazy about the movies
those she'd seen. She was crazier about
'em when the Dahl family visited movie
sets and she absorbed the atmosphere of
the magic town named HoUywood.
During this visit an equally wide-eyed
girl

scout spotted her casing the
movies so he approached the little missy's
parents and explained that he could
get her tested at 20th Century-Fox and
from where he stood, Arlene could easily
be
another
Shirley
Temple.
This
sounded great to young Miss Dahl, who
was a pretty precocious youngster in a
nice sort of a way. It didn't sound so
great to the family but they knew what
a ihrUl she'd get out of telling her school
chums back in Minneapolis, so they let
her go ahead, thinking nothing would
ever come of it.
Without any hesitation Arlene got up
before a mike, did her dance, sang her
song, bowed off and waited.
It didn't surprise her when the studio
wanted to sign her, but it did her mother
talent

—

and father. Before Mr. Dahl had a
chance to veto the career, Mrs. Dahl
uttered a very audible No, packed up
and headed back to Minneapolis with
the disappointed

had rubbed
stay.

40

off

young lady. Hollywood
on her in that short

Her mother's assurance that Arlene

could be an actress when she grew up,
provided she was still in the mood, was
no consolation. Life was just spinning
itself away
here she was, eleven years
old and nothing done. Opportunity had
knocked and nobody would let her answer the door. She was a never-has-

—

been.
in the frozen North— Minneapothat is she sought forgetfulness in
roller skating
until she'd broken both
arms. Then she took up skiing until
she cracked an ankle. Nobody could
understand how come the brittle bones
on account of Arlene drank milk by the
gallons. Anyway, she found horseback
riding fun because she could sit down
when she wanted to. Also, water was
so,fter than cement sidewalks and hardpacked ski trails, so she got along fine
in swimming. Other sports she let severely alone and concentrated on her

Back

lis,

dream

—

—

—

—Hollywood.

Arlene's glad she didn't get to be a
kid actor after all. She had a nice,
normal childhood, got voted most likely
to succeed as a high school graduate,
and, after a few months of the University of Minnesota, started carrying
out the prediction. She tried a number
of fields but with always a large, beautiful blue eye on her ultimate goal
that
unfinished business out West.

—

Every

year Arlene edged a little
She'd gone in for high school
drama and had {Please turn to page 63)
closer.

Arlene's future plans
include a dress shop
to sell her designs,

marriage and a family.

Arlene Dahl, now starred
in

"Scene Of The

Crime," is
flicka
from

a

Svenska
Minnesota.

Dan Dailey and Colleen Townsend

And Center," her

latest

for

in "Front
20th Century.

OW there goes the happiest

girl Lq

'N

Hollywopd," said Mac, the veteran studio cop who knows all
the greats, near-greats and young hopefuls of 20th Century-Fox's vast village
out on Pico Boulevard. "It's the dai-ndest
thing; Colleen Townsend has had more
disappointments and slapdowns than any
nice girl deserves, but she takes 'em in
stride, stays happy and brings happiness
to everyone around her. She's quite a
girl."

Mac,

bless his

warm

old heart,

wasn

t

exaggerating one bit. Brown-haired, blueeyed Colleen is one of the happiest girls
you'll ever meet anywhere, but hers is
an inner happiness as difficult to capture
in words as it is to catch sunbeams on a
bright morning. It isn't based on her

Bill

Colleen with visitor Gary Cooper, listens to Dan Borzage play the accordion between
takes on the "Front And Center" set. Colleen sings and dances for first time in film.

By Dorothy O'Leory
success, although naturally she

is

happy

that her career now seems to be set, after
long waits and several- set-backs. Nor
does she have the slap-happy "Hello Joe"
type of camaraderie of some young players. Hers is the warm, friendly, radiating
happiness of a girl who has great faith,
genuine interest in other people and a
deep-rooted philosophy which brings happiness to those people.
The ideal which Colleen sets for herself every day is: "Be twice as happy, be
twice as helpful, be twice as easy to get
along with as you were yesterday."
You think that sounds phony.? Maybe

Demarest, Evelyn Varden, Dan Dailey and Colleen in "Front And Center." Oddly enough,
only sixteen she was told that she was a "has been" in pictures.

when Colleen was

a press agent's dream? You don't
believe that any such pretty, luscious
young gal in Hollywood, not yet 21, can
have such a mature, kindly, truly happy
like

attitude?
Well, we have news for you! Hollydivorces and nightclubs
wood isn't
and sdfish, unhappy, psychotic people!
Colleen isn't by any means the only

young

actress

in

town who is deeply
and with high

religious, kind, considerate
ideals.

But she

is

oGe of the best ex-

amples!

And

don't get the idea that she's a
She isn't. She loves to
dance and has lots of beaux. She adores
horseback riding and swimming and is
expert at that very tricky sport of water
skiing. She's as excited as any girl about
prissy-pants.

Colleen and Jimmy Lydon in same film. Off
screen she dates Bob Arthur, Bill Shirley.

her

twenty-first

birthday,

which

will

come along on December ^l. She's as
although
thrilled as you would expect
quiet about

it

—that

—

after long, patient

work and waiting she was awarded the
opposite Dan Dailey in
Center," and that in this
comedy she sings, dances and has her
first really romantic role complete with
screen kisses.
Fortunately, Colleen has been able to
do a lot of clear thinking through early
adversities or she might be a bitter, disillusioned girl, instead of the sunny one
she is. Philosophically reviewing her Ufe
she says, '"Maybe we need disappwint-

leading

role

"Front

And

ments more than we need success."
Her first major kick in the face from
fate came when she was only 16, when
she was told she was a "has been" in
movies! So she gritted her pretty, even
teeth, decided to go to college, took a
job in an orphanage and in six months
had saved enough for her first term's

D«marest kibitzes on Colleen. She'll
be 21 on Dec. 21. Lives with her parents.
Bill

tuition.

Later,
when opportunity knocked
again and she had started her second
career in pictures, things seemed roseate
indeed for a time. After only one small
introductory- role she was assigned to a
lead, trained for it for five weeks, then
uhapl it was taken away from her.
Once again she managed to bear disappointment in good grace, buckled down
to work and more work, and now after
two years her perseverance is paying oflF.
Even her young life wa.s no bed of
ro.se.s. Colleen was bom in Glendale, just
over the hill from Hollywood. She was a
mere tot when her parents were divorced

—

—

and her mother went

to

work

in

an

in-

surance office to (Please turn to page 69)

"Be fwice as happy, be twice as helpful, be twice as easy to
get along with as you were yesterday/' says Colleen Townsend

A

GIRL

as busy as

Marion Marhookey

shall simply has to play

now and then
playing
pal in "I

Ann

to

relax.

Sheridan's

Currently
hardboiled

Was A Male War

Bride,"

Marion also has been given important
parts in "Wabash Avenue," "Ticket
To Tomahawk" and "Turned Up
Toes." But because she believes that
"all work and no play makes Marion
a grouch and a lousy actress," she
spent a whole day recently playing in
Los Angeles' MacArthur Park, where
there are no sets, no scripts and
no directors to tell her what to do.
Marion's a vivacious blonde, who's
practically made leads out of bit
parts and is one of the most promising

Right:

By the time she

feeding all the
ducks, Marion had no
popcorn left for herself.
finished

She went from

"I

Was

A Male War

Bride']
into "Wabash Avenue."

in the park, Marion
Bride," stokes up herself.

After feeding everything and everyone else
Marshall,

Above:

Jogging around

the lake in MacArthur
Park in a motor launch
was the high spot of
Marion Marshall's vacation from the studio.

Right:

Marion

discov-

ered that the pigeons
in the park are so fussy
they sniff if you don't
offer them the brand of
corn they prefer to cat.

44

now

in "I

Was A

Male

War

newcomers

at 20th Century- Fox.

i

Mel

Ferrer, to his
a poir of big
ey^, matching oppetite ond superib octor
p<il/ is

Boundaries," Mel
convincing
a
and un-hammy performance.

By

In

"Lost

Ferrer

gives

Gregory Peck
Greg's

frieiuisiiip

when bpHi

wiHi Mel begaii

wroriced

for Selznick.

Greatest Thing Since 1
I was

still

living in

—

New

York, I became aware ^along with
every other hopeful young theatrical aspirant
of the unique talents of
Mel Ferrer, then making his mark both
as actor and director. Naturally there
was some confusion between Ferrer, Mel

—

(known to his friends as Lanky Bones
and also called by a number of highly
affectionate but non-social terms), and
Ferrer, Jose.
Both were dark, both
gifted, and both alumni of Princeton

University.

out in

who

them

I finally straightened

my own mind when some

pundit,

must pass unmarked into
"Mel is the long one
with the big eyes, and Jose is the big one
sadly

history, explained:

with the long eyes."
When I came to Hollywood, I brought
this definition with me, and made friends
with the long one with the big eyes. At
the time I was under contract to
David O. Selznick, for whom Mel was
serving brilliantly as test director. As is
customary during the budding of fine
friendships, I regarded Mr. Ferrer with

profound suspicion.
For one thing, I considered him the
snappiest dresser south of Lucius Beebe.
Reticent as I am to make the ensuing
statement, I am driven to it by my determination to be a reporter of starkly
honest stature: Mel Ferrer has been
seen occasionally wearing a pink shirt.
A blue and white checkered job is, to
him, sheer austerity.

Furthermore, he is a man whose preoccupation with shoes is intense. Usually
he affects the bluchers which are almost

When Hie Pecks tried to congrahibre Mel on
"Lost Boundaries," he praised everybody else.
Mel
trice

Ferrer,

in

Pearson,

"Lost
prefers

Boundaries"
directing

with
to

Bea-

acting.

Itp

a part of the uniform of the Princeton
I have seen him wear paratrooper's boots, huaraches, and even
Congress specials, those smooth-toed
slipins with an elastic side insert and
back puUons.
Because I am an ardent supporter of
the slacks and sport jacket school, I
could not avoid a slightly jaundiced eye
when viewing Mel's haberdashery.
His manner of dressing was not all
that put me off. Thk Ferrer is, without
doubt, the smoothest article on the
dance floor since Johnson invented wax.
Think of the most celebrated ballroom
dancer who (Please turn to page 70)

campus, but

HHntmg
far

more

witti a

bow ami arrow

diffkiilt

is

Hian using a gun.

Rory patiently teaches his prize-winning stallion, Rex,
the trick of "taking a bow" on his Ojai Valley ranch.

BEFORE

he became an actor, Rory Calhoun had a k>t
of different jobs and saw a lot of different places,
but he was always faithful to one dream: He wanted to
own a ranch big enough to raise both cattle and sheep
as well as farm. Now with enough pictures behind him
to establish him as a solid Hollywood citizen, Rory and
his wife, Lita Baron, have bought land in California's
beautiful Ojai Valley and made that dream come true.
There among the magnificent mountains he toves, Rory
works like a Trojan, but has never been happier. He has
plenty of room for his horses and dogs, enjoys an abundance of the rugged outdoor life so necessary to him,
and has the satisfaction of seeing the ranch become
more and more self-supporting under his management.
Watch Rory closely in his latest picture, "Return Of
The Frontiersman," and see if his happy personal life
isn't reflected in a better performance on the screen.

is ~a good way to keep trim
"Return Of The Frontiersman."

Weight-lifting, Rory finds,
for

roles

like

his

in

Rory The Rancher

Rory points out
he'll

make, to

improvements
his

wife,

Lita.

Roiy

loves his wife, his
ranch, his role in "Return

Of The Frontiersman."

Jean Louis' evening ensemble for Rosalind Russell is composed of a trailing
black satin gown and a circular pink
satin coat trimmed with baum martin.

Without

its

sable trim,

Rosalind

Russell's

stunning black veket coat dress would be
within the means of the average girl. Rosalind wears it in "Tell It To The Judge."

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Jem

Louis,

bom

in France, started his career in the fash-

ionable dress salons of Paris. After further experience in Hattie Carnegie's New
York establishment, he went to Columbia
Pictures where he recently completed o
sens€Uional wardrobe for Rosalind Russell in "Tell It To The Judge." All the
designers in Hollywood are talking
about these clothes and if you want to
see a truly chic wardrobe . . . this is it.)
Call
SOME
that makes

Elegance, the quality
a woman and a dress
a composite thing of beauty. Often
the dress makes the woman, but the
woman of chic, makes the dress. It isn't
the velvet, the satin and the mink that
gives Rosalind Russell such allure in
"Tell It To The Judge." It's her own
ability to wear clothes well. I designed
eighteen costumes for her and I couldn't
help making her distinctive because she,
herself, is a woman of distinction.
It

«

Some

Call It

»

•

clothes and in
Whatever it is, that enviable
quality makes all eyes turn toward the

Style

in

women.

A

beaver cape and beaver muff dramatize
the rust wool dress Rosalind wears in the
picture, but an inexpensive, chic adaptation
would be to use plaid wool instead of fur.
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Ideal for a tall girl is
Jean Louis' topcoat in
two shades of gray to

match the

suit beneath.

Panel pockets add distinction to
Rosalind Russell's simple beige
suit designed by Jean Louis.

Rosalind's

elegant hostess

of

fuchsia

door when they enter a room. Perhaps
it's the ease and poise that goes with
meticulous grooming. Perhaps it's assurance anJ confidence of self regardless of
the clothes tha^ are worn. It all amounts
to chic. Some wcwnen are bom with it
some women have acquired it. It's
well worth studying for if you have it
you don't need to depend upon costly
.

.

.

furs and fabrics to make you the "best
dressed" of your group.

Rosalind Rossell, or Gertrade Lawrence
Marlene Dietrich could give more
style to a $10.00 dress than some women
could give to a very expensive suit of
velvet and ermine. The quality of the
woman shines through the clothes. A
dress is merely the background that reflects the attracticMi of the woman. In
other words, if a woman doesq't have a
sense of style, even a $300 dress will not
or

look chic on her.
*

who

*

*

A Woman

In The World
could wear [Continued on page 71]

There

Isn't

Rosalind,
Red wool goes dressy with
gay beading, graceful front and

back panels over a slender

skirt.

gown

ribbon on plum
taffeta and has a crepe scarf.
is

in

"Tell

It

To The Judge," wears
this

heavy

red

great-

coat, seal skin trimmed.

Below: Kathryn Grayson and Mario L^nza
MCM's musical, "That Midnight Kiss."

in

Kathryn has an extraordinary voice,
the looks and grace to go with it.

Kathryn and Keenan Wynn in "That Midnight Kiss," in which she's again outstanding.

THERE

isn't a singer in movies with
the brilliance of Kathryn Grayson.
NVhether it's an operatic aria or popular song, no one on the screen does
it
as thrillingly or so beautifully as
MCM's beguiling young star now appearing in "That Midnight Kiss," a
Technicolor musical delight.
In the
film she's the granddaughter of Ethel
Barrymore, who's one of Philadelphia's
leading music lovers. She sponsors a
civic opera company so that Kathryn 's
voice may be generally appreciated.
Yet Kathryn feels it's Mario Lanza's
voice which should be heard, and not
only because she loves him, either. The
story is all wonderfully gay and romantic, enhanced, of course, by Kathryn's golden tone and exquisite loveliness.
Listening to Kathryn, as you
admire her graceful beauty, is sufficient in itself for complete enjoyment.

•f5

0\

YOU'RE THE PRETTIEST GIRL HE EVER DATED

IN THIS

AND

ERMINE CORSAGE

PRECIOUS

"White magic" for date nights—the snow-white magic of
your hat, scarf, bag or

belt.

A creamy crown

at the movies or in school. Perfect for

all

real

ermine

tails

SNOW SWIRL

and ermine sheared bunny. A pretty corsage— wonderful on

for your hair-to pretty up everything you wear! Appropriate at a

dance or a football game,

occasions.

ORDER BY MAIL

ALIX OF

HOLLYWOOD Department SL

240 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK
Order your white magic

in

any of these three sets:

on adjustable necl^band of black velvet,
sage,

$2.00. C. Headband and

A.

Ermine corsage

$2.00. B. Headband and

corsage with neckband,

$3.00.

cor-

Each

smartly gift-packaged, each a perfect candidate for Christmas gifts!

16, N. Y.

QUANTITY

PRICE

A. ERMINE CORSAGE WITH NECKBAND $2.00
B.

HEADBAND AND CORSAGE $2.00

C. HEADBAND AND CORSAGE WITH NECKBAND $3.00

NAME.
Use

the

coupon

NOW

to

receive

three

of

the

prettiest

fashion

ADDRESS.
accessories of this or any other year!

We

pay postage.
STATE.

CITY
cash

check

money order
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Photographs by Mulcy in home of Mrs. **Bernie" Miranda

Fashion SelecHon

#101

Jean and Joan Corbett, sensational and lovely
twins featured in Ken Murray's "Blackouts,"
enjoy Perry Como, popular star of the Chesterfield Supper Club, on their Motorola television
Their pullover and cardigan sweater sets
set.
are of 100% virgin wool by Tish-U-Knit in new
Como Blue and copper rust combination. In a
dozen different color combinations in sizes 34
to

40

less

(sizes 10 to 16). Short-sleeved pullover
than $4. Long-sleeved cardigan is under $6.

good reception areas. The handsomely designed
case is of mahogany. It sells for less than $190
and can be purchased on easy monthly terms.

Fashion Selection #102
The Corbett twins' skirts are of soft Donegal
tweed by Koret of California. They zip up the
back and are precision-designed to
fully.

They come

mixtures

in

sizes

in

flare grace-

soft beige or grey

10 to 18.

Fashion Selection # 1 04
Jean Corbett's watch by Belle Curian

tweed

Priced under $8.

accessory.

Fashion Selection

The Motorola

television set is the new design
that does not require an antenna or aerial in

Editor, Screenland, 444

Kay

Madison Avenue,

Can be

fashion
Brunell, Fashion

New York

in

diameter,

it's

is

a

new

a replica

watch and keeps perfect
clipped to waistband or belt. Both
watch and clip come in red, green, blue, yellow,
black, white or cordovan enamel finish. Under $7.
time.

FOR INFORMATION where you can purchase your

52

inches

of Grandpa's pocket

#103

selection in or near your city, write to

Two

22,

N. Y.

Fashion Selection

#105

Fashion Selection

Pat Williams, the lovely leading lady of Ken
Murray's "Blackouts," entertains in a Patty
Jay Formal gown of coral satin that features
a tightly fitted bodice and softly gathered
skirt with fashionable bustle. This charming
fashion for evening is also available in exciting pastel tones and in black or white, with
matching satin gauntlets. Comes in sizes 8 to
20. 9 to 17. Under $20, including gauntlets.

#106

Carol Vanderman, European film star, shown below with playful scotty Mr. MacTavish, is wearing
a sheer Nylon blouse by Textron. The flattering
double collar shows the Paris fashion influence.
Sewn with Nylon thread, trimmed with Nylon lace,
it is a wonderful mate for your dressiest skirt or
your most trimly tailored suit. And laundering it
is
so easy
you can drip-dry this little blouse.
Comes in white only. Sizes 32 to 38. Under $6.

—

Fashion Selection

#107

Miss Vanderman's skirt carries the Jamie label. Made of taffeta with
velvet dots, it features two large cuffed pockets and is highlighted by
a narrow gold simulated leather belt. It zips in back. Black dots on
black, brown or Hunter's green taffeta. Sizes 24 to 30 waist. Under $5.

SEND THIS COUPON
for the name of the store near you
selling your fashion selections to

Kay Brunell, Fashion Editor, Screenlond
444 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

#101

Cardigan

Pullover

#102
#105
Nome

#10i
#106

#104
#107
Age

Street Address

City

and State
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What's Ahead For Ingrid?
Continued from page 25
Mediterranean. They left no doubt in
anyone's mind that Ingrid Bergman and
her director, Roberto Rossellini, were
seriously in love.

There had been rumors before of their
growing attachment, but no one had
taken them too seriously. There had
been a little, not much, speculation in

Hollywood when

was

Rossellini

there

arranging the financing of the picture.
There had been newspaper stories from
Rome where Rossellini's former love,
Anna Magnani, the Neapolitan screen
star, gave explosive interviews to the

But the gossip was desultory at
Hollywood, which has a way of
grading personalities as it does productions,
decided simply that Bergman
wasn't the type. She was too cold, they
said. And after all, they said, everyone
knew how much Bergman had admired
press.

best.

Rossellini

met

the

Rossellini

director long before she
the man. It was busi-

ness, they insisted, nothing else.

It

was

just too preposterous to think that the
aloof, reserved Bergman would allow
to be involved
marital love affair.
herself

an

in

extra-

It was probably because she upset all
those preconceived ideas that Bergman
was given such scorching publicity when
the story broke. People find it hard to
forgive those who destroy the images
others have set for them. Other stars
who go through love affairs as easily as
they do their most casual social engagements haven't aroused as bitter comment
either from the press or the public. Instead their escapades only built up their
reputations as charming, gay personalities.
They didn't make the mistake of
stepping out of character, as Berg-

man did.
And yet

the very qualities which made
people feel as they did about her, were
the ones that made the Stromboli story
inevitable. For Ingrid, who has always
been reserved, even with her friends,
who never calls people "darling" and
only a very few by their first names,
has shown herself to be incapable of
vitiating her emotions in the light affections which make extroverts seem so

warm and human. And

—

^
A

WITH GENUINE DIAMOND PIN

beautiful

100%

Zephyr wool ribbed sweater with a genuine diamond

pin on an ascot you can

uncut

diamond on a

jet

wear so many ways.

Yes, a precious

1

V2

pt.

black onyx-type stone with gold plated metal.

there was always

the other Bergman, the screen Bergman
dynamic and compelling to disprove
the theory of her inherent coldness.
Life is never easy for people who
bury their emotions too deeply, who give
of them sparingly. Flirtations can serve
as safety valves for the emotions and
no one is as vulnerable as the singlehearted. Often such men and women
feel themselves incapable of the violent
rapture others feel and are entirely uiiprepared when it comes to them. Su

—

probably no one was more amazed than
Style No.

1886. Colors:

Navy

Foam Grey, Jockey Red,

St.

Paul

Holly Green, Wine, White,

Black. Sizes 34 to 40.

At stores everywhere or write:

Conada: 303

Blue,

St.

Rust,

Champagne,

BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Write

for

Free

Fashion

Bergman

herself

when she

lessly in love that she

fell

so help-

was incapable of

counting anything but that love.
At best, love is an accident. No one
can guide its course, or decide in which

About $5.95. Tax included.

TISH-U-KNIT, 1372

W., Montreal

Copper

18

Folder

direction his heart will turn. Sometimes
an irresistible attraction can cause it,
sometimes circumstance or chance can

bring a man and woman together who
under other conditions would have remained impervious to each other. And
contrary to poets who sing of love in rose
filled gardens, of starlight and moonlight,
love can spring as easily out of desolation as it can from beauty.
Certainly Stromboli, despite the romance of its name, is no earthly Paradise.
A bare volcanic island, whose
roads are littered with lava, whose sand
is
in reality only the black dust left
from continual volcanic eruptions, it is
as bleak as it is inaccessible. Sparsely
populated, its few houses would be considered unbearably primitive even to
Europeans unaccustomed to the luxuries
Americans regard as necessities. There
are no bathrooms, no running water or
other conveniences, and Ingrid lived in
one of those dreary stone huts for months.
They saw each other, she and Rossellini, under the most adverse conditions,
and yet they fell in love. Maybe it
wouldn't have happened in more urban
surroundings where habitual observance

designed by Patty Jay
at the

unheard of

price of

119 75
You'll be a leading lady as
a bridesmaid or a shining

rayon

star at dances in this

An

slipper satin scene-stealer.

off-shoulder neckline caressed

with lace tops a waist-hugging
pointed bodice

.

.

.

the skirt

made to waltz in
there's drama in the match-

is

obligations and restrictions
makes it easier for individuals to accept
the greater limitations society has set

minor

of

m satm

tar

just

.

.

.

ing mitts. Ali sizes avail-

on them.

able in pink, paste! blue,

But Ingrid can't stay on her island
forever. Someday she has to return to
the world and to the problems waiting
for her.
Someday she has to decide

maize, aqua. nile. orchid,
white, gold, peacock

beauty, black.

her future.

Hollywood

All

ahead
tire

for Ingrid

as

she

is wondering what
Bergman. Will she

has announced.''

Will

American

blue.

lies

re-

she

And most important
can she find lasting happiness
away from her child and the husband
she has shown is still so important in
her affections?
marry
of

Rossellini.''

all,

Only Ingrid and her business manager
if, hurt and puzzled by the criti-

know

cism directed against her, she really intends to retire, or if, as some claim, the

Specio/ Service:

announcement was a clever business move

For thot

intended to forestall the threatened boycott of her pictures. For how can anyone,
even the most determined of bluenoses,
demand the ostracism of someone who
has gone into voluntary exile? And what
is there to prevent her returning, once
the hue and cry is over, and the Stromboli

"CustomMcade look"
please indicate
size, bust,

waist

and height

incident forgotten?

in

But no one can answer the other
questions, least of all Ingrid herself.
Conjecture as to whether Ingrid will
marry Rossellini is pretty well divided.
There are those who point out that the
fascinating Roman has a way of falling
in love with his stars and that he is
incapable of loyalty to any one woman
for any length of time, so that even if
they marry the chances for their enduring happiness are very slender. Even
those who insist that Roberto is as
madly in love with Ingrid as she is with
him wonder if two such widely divergent
personalities can possibly achieve lasting
harmony together. And the fact that
she has to .sacrifice so much will prove
another count against it.
For no one doubts that she has already
paid a tremendous emotional price for
the love that has come to her. There are
few people who can bring hurt to others
(Please turn fo jxifje fi8^

order
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Soon

"REFUGE"

to be released
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Satin or
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Money

Order
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New

Gives EXCITING CURVES
Like Nature's Own
Now you can wear the most
fashionable dresses
the
snuggest-fitting sweaters
with the complete assurance that a perfect bust.

.

.

—

lineisyours!

BLOOM

NewMAID'N

Bra gives you the
natural -looking curves
you have always dreamed of
The secret is in the new
snap-in washable foam rubber pads that are built up at
both top and bottom for more
thrilling curves. Pads can't slip,
slide or expose themselves. Best
of all, this exciting new bra is
designed to wear with the most
daring low necklines.
Has the
new front clasp plus elastic front
and back for better fit. Adjustable shoulder straps.
Lustrous
fabric, in sizes 28 to 44, Nude,
Black and White, colors. AM
this, only $2.98! Order MAID'N
BLOOM Bra today and enjoy the
glamor-secret of famous models
full,

and movie

for style, quality

beautiful reputation for their intimate things, come through

stars!

Try lO Days At Our Risk
Just simply draw circle around
color and size desired and mail
with your name and address.
When package arrives pay postman $2.98 plus C.O.D. postage
on guarantee you may return bra
if

not

100%

delighted.

in

10 days for your

SEND CASH WE PAY

MAIL ON MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

MARK COLOR SELECTION:
Nude

Black

price.

for the holiday seaINsonTIME
Blackton's, who enjoy a

SEND NO MONEY

money back
POSTAGE.

and

White

Circle Size: 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42,

44

with their new strapless bra for
the girl with the small bust.
Boned for security and with an
elastic back, this bra has natural undetectable pads that
stay put in unseen pockets. In
black or white rayon satin,
trimmed with lace, and only $4.
For $3 you can have one with

ions."

It

is

definitely

worth

seeing.
Perfect erasures easier to make.
Neater work
always. Smart new all aluminum mechanical typewriter eraser.
Convenient 5" pencil-shaped
holder.
Replaceable full length slim eraser for tetter
width erasures. Works like magic on any number of carbon copies as well as original sheets. Thumb-pin control
with repel-propel action for instant supply of fresh eraser.
Will not tear, smudge or stain.
Smart Royal Blue finish.
Send check or money order. Satisfaction guaranteed.
.

Extra

refill

tube of

,

.

eraser.

only

4—25c

^

^

X

New York

Dept. S,

17,

^^"^

lustrous gold and

Y.

silver

conveniently on black
grosgrain badges, they may be pinned to
dress or hat, tucked into neckline or beltline; or with one snip, remove the sparkling
emblem and sew It where you will. Combine
this royal bright touch with wools, velvets
and crepes of any color
for any time. ^
.

00 each

«2

postpaid

Write for catalog
showing complete
choice of desians.
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.

COD

please
Please order by number,
fVo

JUST SO FASHIONS
1265 Broadway,

New

York

1,

N. Y.

Hollytruly

wonderful pantie news. Imagine
a set of seven panties, each
marked with a day of the week,
for only $3.99. When you figure
it out, you can have a Betty
Co-Ed fashion that's fun and
daring for a small sum of money
just 57 cents each. These

—

panties have the most amusing
designs over the name of the
day of the week in gay, contrasting colors. They come in
white or in tearose and they are
well made of rayon tricot knit
jersey, in small, medium or large
sizes. They are easy to launder
require no ironing. Something

—

new and

different

and

well-

thought-out and for that reason
they make a wonderful Christmas gift. They look very much
more expensive than they are.
Fill in the coupon and send it on
to Betty Co-Ed of Hollywood,
6402 Hollywood Boulevard, Hol-

lywood 28, California. We promise you that you'll love them.

SOMETHING

new has been
invented that will prove
to be a boon to all those who
type. It's a pencil-type mechanical typewriter eraser that evaporates all eraser problems. It
will not smudge, stain or tear
even flimsy second sheets. For
this we give our thanks to the
inventor, handsome John Stud-

new

IMPORTED INSIGNIA
Handmade of rich,
bullion.
Mounted

of

some

ing this, my gratitude for the
eraser pops
up rather
shamefully. Made of aluminum
and a handy five inches in
length, it's a thing of beauty in
gulf blue. The push-button control makes it a neat and easy
thing to use. It is extremely
economical, too, as it costs only
$1 postpaid, and refills, which
come in a tube of four, are only
25 cents. For the Christmas
season they are selling it in a
beautiful gold gift box with a
s'^t
of four eraser refills for a
small $2. If you want to be real

post-

N.

CO-ED
gives us

who modestly told me that
he came on the idea from the
mechanical pencil. As I'm typ-

STUDWELL PRODUCTS COMPANY
70 East 45th St.,

wood

well,

GIFT OFFER— personalized mechanical eraser
with 3 engraved initials plus one extra tube of 4 eraser
refills all in smart red and gold gift box.
£2.00 postpaid.

SPECIAL

BETTY

straps in white, black, nude or
blue. Or you may take advantage of their special offer to our
Screenland readers. Write to
Blackton, 398 Fifth Avenue,
New York 18, New York. Include 15 cents for postage charges. Ask them to send you their
free booklet "Underneath Fash-

Look! It's New!

STAR

fast be-

new-fashioned
shopping trend.
It's the modern way to shop
easy, time-saving and, above all,
thrifty. Today you can get unusual value, unusual style and
the luxuries of which you dream
through mail order. Whether
you order directly from the
manufacturer or through a store,
the fashions and related accessories on these shopping pages
are all specials in value. We
bring them to you with confidence in your satisfaction, for
they have all been approved by
your Screenland Fashion Editor

Hmfm
Sensational

is

—

YORKSHIRE WATCH CO.
103 S.WELLS STREET
CHICAGO

6,,

ILL.

Dept. 380

fancy about it, you may have it
engraved with three initials
only on the Christmas set, however, but you'll have a 10-day
wait. The only place you can
purchase one is from the Studwell Products Company, Department S, 70 East 45th Street,
New York 17, New York.

IMPORTED Insignias
THE
come from the Far East, and

BUYS

I, your fashion editor, met the
charming importer (spruce and
trim in an American business

wearing a colorful turban)
first came to this country with these exquisite designs.
Of gold and silver bullion, handmade, and mounted on black
grosgrain, they virtually sparkle
with splendor and beauty and
will compliment any fashion on
which you wear them. They will
make over hats or sweaters,
add a touch of chic to your dullest or fanciest frock. There are
suit,

when he

OF OUR most
ONE
standing values
in

outthis

month's STAR BUYS is the
small, dainty cocktail watch by
Yorkshire. With sparkling
stones set clear around the band
and encircling the face of the
watch, it makes for a glamorous
Christmas gift for the chic one
in your family or the one you
want to truly impress. It looks
expensive, for those "diamonds"
look like the real McCoy. But
they are imitation set so well
they give the illusion of the real
thing. With genuine imported
Swiss movement and stainless

—

steel

back

crystal, it's

many ways

to use these darling

Don't know how they
do it, but they're only $2 each,
postpaid.
Write to Just So
Fashions, 165 Broadway, New
York, New York. Ask for the
catalogue showing the large

NEW!
PADDED

insignias.

strapless bra
by lILYEnE
Strapless glamour for

with a small bust. '^4otorat,
washable foam rubber
pads slip securely into unseen

girl

choice of lovely designs.

lovely

and unbreakable
a handsome piece of

jewelry and, best of all, an accurate time piece, at only $9.95

(add 10% tax) It's guaranteed
one year. We are so sure
you'll be delighted with it that
Yorkshire has offered to send it
on a 10-day trial basis. Naturally, they have only a limited
number of these watches; so if
you want one in time for Christmas, write, right away, to Yorkshire Watch Company, Department 380, 103 South Wells
Street, Chicago 6, Illinois.
.

for

1f!ei

pockets. Boned for reliability,
elastic back keeps it in place.

Rayon

IF YOU WANT any

satin with lace. White,

black. Sizes 30 to 36. 4.00

addition-

al information about any of
these advertised items, don't
hesitate to write to your fashion
editor.
Kay Brunei!
(Please turn to page 59)

Padded bra with

straps. White,
nude, blue, black. 30 to 36. 3.00

C AUC $1

.

buy O *«

2

II

slropl«s«,l witli«!rop»l

J'^jj^^^^^^* includes one bra with pads, one without

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

lodd 15< on pr^poid ordersj

I

398 FIFTH AVENUE, N. Y. 18

• Dept.
300
Send for free booklet "Underneath Fashions"

'N BLOOM has deMAID
signed a new bra that

is

causing a sensation with flatchested women and justifiably
so. Certain frocks demand that
you be thoughtful about what
you wear underneath them. The
smart woman today plans on
her bra as she does on her gown.
Acknowledging the fact that
your fashion is only as good as
your figure has made many
women wise to the correct bra
to wear.
This new Maid 'n
Bloom bra has a patented feature of full top-and-bottom
pads, of foam rubber, that snap
into the bra to keep them se-

—

curely in place. They are extremely natural-looking and will
do wonders for the small bust.
Another sensible thing they did
was to have the bra clasp in
front. It has adjustable shoulder straps and comes in nude,
white or black for only $2.98.
Maid 'n Bloom is so sure of
their creation they are perfectly
willing to send the bra on a 10day trial. You can't ask for

more. Write to Maid

Bloom
Brassiere Company, Department
North Milwaukee
62-S, 803
Avenue, Chicago

"k

Piquet elastic leg.
Frilled elastic waist.

"k Pictures in launder-fast

con-

trasting color.

Easy to wash

— no

ironing

necessary.

Sizes: small,

2
1.

Betty Co-ed of

Send payment

6402 Hollywood

with order. We pay

you

Hollywood

Quantity

postage. You save
postage&C.O.D.fee.
2. We mail C.O.D.
if

mediumf large

CHRISTMAS RUSH ORDERGRAM

WAYS

TO ORDER

Blvd.

Size

Complete
set

Dept. 489
Hollywood 28,

Color

Calif.

Price

3.99

We

Accept
Personal Checks

prefer.

Nome-

BETTY CO-ED of Hollywood
Dept. 489

'n

22, Illinois.

White or teorose, rayon
fricot knit iersey.

^

6402 Hollywood

Blvd.,

Hollywood

Address28, Calif.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

City

57

t

9086— A
new

a

lifHe

outfit

girl's

for

Xmas dream,

her favorite

doll.

Each garment from one piece. For
dolls 14-20 in. Yardages in pattern.

—

9222

The casual air with smart new details, huge
patch pockets, mandarin collar. Sires 12-20; 40. Size
16 uses 414 yards 39-inch fabric. Transfer included.

4653

—

9172

— Perfect

added

ruffle.

Two-button front on a different shirtfrock
fashioned with bloused bodice, slantaway pockets.
Sizes 12-20; 30-42. For size 16, 4'/4 yards 39-inch.

12-20; 40.

sew-easy slip, one-piece plus
an entire slip wardrobe. Sizes
16 takes
yards 39-inch fabric.

gift,

Make

Size

—

2%

9093 Anyone on your gift list will love to receive this bowed blouse beauty. Comes in sizes 1220.
Size 16 will use IVi yards of 39-inch fabric.
Send

TWENTY-FIVE CENTS

(in coins)

Pattern Department, 243 West 17th
more for the Winter Pattern Book.

58

for

each pattern to: SCREENLAND, 224,
York 11, N. Y. FIFTEEN CENTS

St.,

New

A

free

pattern

is

printed

in

this

book.

STAR BUYS
Continued from page 57

SO^IE

extra good

way

if

you

Yes, I

page.

new, different, delightful

news has come your
glance across the
the 14-Day "Lovely

will just

mean

To Look At" Course by Manya Kahn.
It's

brand new, a wonderfully happy,
way to a new face and figure.

quick sure

For many years, I've known Miss
Kahn's truly wonder method which consists largely of "body rhythms," entirely
different from the usual body contortions
that

and

we generally think of as exercise,
delightfully satisfying diets whether

you're reducing, building up, fighting fatigue or merely staying lovely. \Vhatever
your status. Miss Kahn feeds you and
feeds you well. Another thing I like is
that her diets contain so many of the
good things we like. Furthermore, you
need never disturb the usual meal preparation of the family if you are on one of
her diets in fact, you can be and no one

created by

—

Nationally

would even know.

Here

in

New York

her salon and

big, fat girls

come out

and
Here, at

than before. Little, undeveloped girls come out with exciting
curves, yes, even with bosoms! Some who
are all right on the weight question have
poor posture; they simply can't wear
clothes with style. All these problems
and many more come under the wise
guidance of this glamour genius.

at your

women
Here

is

the difference

When you

it

makes

in

well,

full

i

i

the

-^^(5^

—

new

short days!

STUDIOS,

53 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.
Pkase send me your 14-DAY "LOVELY TO

—

day of which is individually charted and illustrated for you,
easier, simpler and quicker than anything
you can imagine.''
plan, every

for

Inonly 14

lo^ ^

MANYA KAHN

holidays practically upon
you, why not prepare yourself or your
best friend
for them.'' Why not really
take yourself in liand with this grand,

have been waiting for.
a new approach to glamour of
face and beauty of figure
loveliness to last you a lifetime
based on the Manya

is

snapshot, so that Manya Kahn can advise you
personally on your face and figure problems.

of energy

Popularity Girl Plus!

With

.

precious gift for yourself or loved
ones? Don't wait. Simply clip the coupon and
mail it now. If possible, enclose a full length

and make an ideal
companion with Romeos, husband, family and daily associates. You become the
feel

.

—

—

your

that regardless of the color of your
takes on a gloss; that your face is
.smiling and lovely, whether or not you
have perfect features. Best of all, you

.

that

What more

well

it

own time and convenience
Manya Kahn secrets

glamour and beauty through
glowing good health! You
learn to look and live beautifully through a day-by-day
program. An individual graphic chart for each day illustrates exactly what you
are to do and how to do it, plus a fascinating manual packed with valuable information. Easy, simple, quick, you have never seen anything like it before!
You are never too young or too old for this new, thrilling "Lovely To Look At"
Course. In fact, no matter what your age or your walk in life, here is the open
door to a new and wonderful you, attractive, radiant, feminine, desirable.
Manya Kahn is a nationally recognized authority on beauty and glamour. Her
wonder methods are heartily endorsed by Health and Beauty Editors everywhere.
Her unique "body rhythms" reshape as they leave you refreshed, never tired or
Her method
aching. Her truly "good to eat" diet is ample and energizing.
explains fully exactly why you do what you do ... to take off pounds and
inches ... to put on lovely curves ... to develop good posture, new poise and
feminine charm.
Here is the much-talked-of Manya Kahn wonder method that salon clients pay
hundreds of dollars for yours for only $14 one dollar a day!

this

know

hair

new

your home,

—

and are
you know that your eyes shine; you
feel

in

Kahn wonder method

fourteen days. Not only does it truly
redo you, but it gives you that burstingwith-life radiance which people simply
cannot resist.

face.

for use

the priceless

—

Another wonderful thing about

a revolutionary,

last, is

wonder method

Miss Kahn's New York salon is a
grand place, and it is fine if you live
around this part of the country. But her
clients come from everywhere and after
a time they began to ask for directions to
follow when they returned home. The
result is this brand new 14-Day "Lovely
To Look At" Course at the welcome
cost of $14, or $1 a day for a very special
kind of beauty and glamour based on
glowing good health. That is why your
new good looks will stay with you when
you have followed the course for even

whole

authority

go into

slim, radiant

far healthier

course

known

on Beauty and Glamour

check
j

NAME

I

ADDRESS

•

CITY

I
I

V

or

money order

So that you may advise

Weight

LOOK AT" COURSE,

postpaid,

STATE

me

at

once,

t

enctese

for $14.

personafly,

Height

«

my age

is

I

Occupation

'.

i

/

—

—

a

FRED ROBBINS

Better setv

Or

up those

St. ISick'll

toes

have woes!

AND

you'll be crying in your eggnog
that the old cat with the whiskers
forgot about you. 'Cause it's that
month again and the guy with the red
drape and big saddlebag on his port
shoulder is flying home on Donder and
Blitzen once more. And there's scads of
fetching etchings therein aside from all
the regular goodies like that mink coat,
diamond ring, Cadillac car and new tele-

—

—

set you've been hurting for all
thru the year, dear. Hope you latch on
to a new record player
be it 78, SSVs or
45
'cause there's so much nice
merchandise to go with it. Dig!

vision

—

RPM —

HEAVENLY!
Bing!

—Robin

Hope's caddy is in with
dozen newies 4 from "Top O' The
Morning:" "You're In Love With Someone" the lush ballad from the show, the
title deal
very free and easy and with
ANN BLYTH, who's with him in the
flicker, "Oh, 'Tis Sweet To Think" and
"The Donovans," complete with brogue
and all. Great quality about Bing always seems to be having a ball when he
sings. T'other two are from Walt Disney's "Ichabod And Mr. Toad" "Katrina" and "The Headless Horseman," but
the "Top O' The Morning" stuff is better, and Crosby at his most Crosbyish
which isn't jello! (Decca)
half a

—

—

—

—

—

—

Doris

Day

—M-m-m-m

.

.

.

how

incred-

can you get!
you run out of mistletoe, kid. Dodo's
fresh album will get the romance flowing
ibly close to one's shoulder
If

Fred Robbins, Victor thrush, Kitty Kallen,
at N. Y. opening of "Sword In The Desert."

If he or she's as hard to
land as the Queen Mary and if there's
no pinches in the clinches hold this album "You're
Thrill"
over his or
her ear. Then look out! All of the husky
grace and delicacy that've made Sparkle
Plenty [our pet yiame for Dodo) so sparkling on that screen do the same thing
on wax on eight gorgeous slabs "You're

like eggnog!

—

—
—

My

"That Lucky Old Sun," Frankie's

biggest

supercharged
heart and a great performance on another "Old Man River." And if you got
selling

a

waffle!

new record

Just

that

pressing machine for chime

witched,"

time you can make extra dough knocking out those sorely needed biscuits for
Mercury records. They can't keep up
with the clamor. Only other one that
comes near Frankie's is LOUIS ARMSTRONG'S on Decca with Gordon Jen-

"I'm

kins.

—

My

Thrill,"

"That Old Feeling," "Be-

"When Your Lover Has Gone,"
Confessin'," "I Didn't Know What

Time It Was," "Sometimes I'm Happy"
and "You Go To My Head." Superlative singing
with Dodo distilling gallons

—

of intimate feeling.

She's 3 parts angel
and one part woman! {Columbia regular
C-189 and LP 6071) And don't miss her
single cookie of "Land Of Love" and
"The Last Mile Home." John Rarig conducts the band behind her on everything.
.

—

Frank Sinatra Wow! What good things
happen at chime time! For F.S. is out
with 6 new sides "Let Her Go"
beauty written by Joe Marsala, himself
a fine musician "The Wedding Of Lili
Marlene," "I Only Have Eyes For You"
warm as a hug "It All Depends On

—

—

—

—

You"

—

—another

with a beat that
leaps like Santa from his sleigh, with a
few bop licks thrown in for good measure "If I Ever Love Again"
with "The
Double Daters" making like the Pied
Pipers used to for a real hunk of caramel,
oldie

—

and "Every Man Should Marry," which
you'll wear to just as much of a frazzle.
Yeah, Frankie's singing again the way
only he can. (Columbia)

—

Tommy Dorsey —"And The Band Sings
Too"— A nifty sheafful of T.D.'s old
cookies on which the band works out behind breaths by Frankie and Jack Leonard on stuff like "Sweet Sue," "I'll See

You
Sun,"

In

My

Dreams," "East Of The

"How Am

Moon" and

I

pounding those pines
worn out! (Victor)
Frankie

To Know," "Blue

"Yearning."

Laine

till

This'll

have you

the shoesies are

—Nothing

lucky

about

VAUGHN MONROE'S AND SARAH VAUGHN'S miss fire. Flip is Nat

Cole's composition, "I Get Sentimental
Over Nothing" also real squidgy! And
every drop of this success is so deserved!

—

(Mercury)

—

Perry Como The Manhasset barber has
you climbing aboard a butterfly and taking off on the breeze on his fresh pancake which'll curl your toes. Perry's
so-o-o relaxed on "Dreamer's Holiday"
a hunk of ear satisfying salve that'll have
you real a la mode. "Meadows Of Heaven" is the back nice aussi but that's
"Dreamer's Holidaj'" so fluft'y. (Victor)

—

—

—

Yvonne De Carlo stops to chat with Fred
before premiere of "Sword In The Desert."

—

Margaret Whiting Just as fine as that
special slice of chime time turkey is Mag-

—

LITTLE LULU

milking
gie's cut of "St. Louis Blues"
everything from the great standard that's
been heard so much yet it's a whole
new thing it seems with Mag at the
breath controls. "It's A Most Unusual
Day" underneath is from "Date With

—

—

Judy"

so hltin'
{Capitol)

it

you

leaves

wiltin'.

—The star of Don Mc-

Johnny Desmond

"Breakfast Club" gushes forth
with such delicious gravy, Davy! There's
"Don't Cry, Joe" and "The Last Mile
Home" with Russ Case behind him,
smooth as eggnog and twice as yummy!
Johnny's constantly improving, if that's
possible
and all the rascals who dig that
"Breakfast Club" are sure lucky to be
able to stow away the morning fuel and
absorb Desmo at the same time! (MGM)
Neil's

—

—

—

Louis Armstrong
should be listed

If you think this
under HOT you're
wrong 'cause "Pops" has long been one
of our favorite balladeers
and how he
proves it with Gordon Jenkins behind
him on "Lucky Old Sun," "On Blueberry Hill," "Maybe It's Because" and
"I'll Keep The Lovelight Burning." And
ears off to Decca for signing Louie again
and pairing him with Jenkins for great
commercial appeal. But we hope they
don't pass up those wonderful All-Stars
of Armstrong's
'cause that's the greatest group since the "Four Horsemen" of
Notre Dame! (Decca)

—

—

—

She's learned - never put a cold in your pocket
L/'fHe Lu/u says: get the jump on colo germsUSE SOFT, STRONG J<LEENEX* T/SSUES TO CURB SNEEZES,
HELP KEEP COLDS FROM SPREAP/NO. EXTRA SOFT KLEENEX
SOOTHES RAW NOSES / SO GENTLE TO SENS/T/l/E SKIN f

—

—

Les Brown "Les Brown's Dance Parade" Eight of the kid of renown's
best faces in one album or one cookie

—

either regular or

LP! "I've Got

My Love

To Keep Me Warm."

"Just One Of
Those Things," "Dardenella," "Sophisticated Swing," "A Fine Romance,"
"T'Ain't Me," "Sentimental Rhapsody"
and "Lover's Leap." Great dance stuff
and commend the ingredients to those
hearing appendages as well. {Columbia

Dinah Shore

—

\\Tiile

on the subject of

albums bulging with pleasure, treasure
don't miss Mrs. George Montgomery's
called "Reminiscing With Dinah Shore"
and featuring therein, "I Get Along
Without You Very Well," "I Guess I'll
Have To Change My Plan," "I May Be
rong," "I'll Be Seeing You," "Little
White Lies," "Ma Curly Headed Baby,"
"Now That You're Gone," "They Can't
Take That Away From Me." And they
never will be able to once you drop the
needle in the first niche of any of these
beauties! (Columbia regular and LP)

—
W

ALSO EARWORTHY!
GORDLE MACRAE'S "I Want You To

—

Want Me" and "Wonderful One" Gordie singing his head off
maybe he got

—

new

Xmas! (Capitol)
RING'S recent gems include
"Imagination," "The Last Mile Home,"
"Meadows Of Heaven" and "I'll See You

a

set of golf clubs for

.

In

.

My

.

Dreams." (Decca)

CLARK'S "Nothing

Less

.

.

.

BUDDY

Than

Beauti-

(Columbia)
TEX
BENEKE'S "Blues In The Night March"
exciting sequel to the same tempo deal
ful,"

—

which

is.

*T

INTERNATIONAL CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS CO.

—

on "St. Louis Blues" tho there could be
no end to march take-offs (Victor)
ZIGGY TALENT'S "My Hot Tamale
Went Chilly On :Me" and "Gee, It's
Tough To Be A Skunk" real zany,
.

.

.

—

(Victor)

Janie.

STINE'S

.

BILLY ECK"I Do, Do

.

.

and

"Solitude"

Y'ou?" on National and "If Love Is Trouble" and "Body And Soul" on
tho the latter is a bit overoohed and
ah-h-hed. Gee, how this kid makes vou

MGM,

and LP)

regular

©

.

.

dissolve!

.

.

.

BILL FARRELL'S "You've

Changed" and
mance on this

so has the kid's perforone, for the better. Fine
wild with affectations but lots

—

voice
still
of promise.

(MGM)

.

.

.

RAY AN-

Slider"— C
UNT
BASIE'S too both bulging with bounce
that counts. ( Capitol and Victor)

THONY'S

"The

—

.

.

.

THE LONGHAIR DEPARTMENT—
ENESCO'S "Roumanian Rhapsody No.
1" and LIZST'S "Mephisto Waltz" are
RODZINloaded for bear by

ARTHUR

SKI
IC

AND THE

— dynamic

N.Y.

PHILHARMON-

stuff is the

Rhapsody and

and lush the Waltz. (Columbia
... If you're a Bach fan
or even Bop fan, you'll dig some of
Johann's shorter deals by EUGENE OR-

brilliant

LP ML2057)

.

M; REG U S PAT OFF.
.

ML

HOT!

.

More

great hearing

by

—

—King

—

—

"September In The Rain" and "Conception." Not only is the sound of this
great quintet unique but Marjorie Hyams on vibes. Chuck Wayne, guitar, Denzil Best, drums, and John Levy are individually plummy! No one is doing for
BOP commercially what George Shear-

—

ing is! (MGM)
got a biting do on
.

.

.

COUNT

"The

BASIE'S

—

based
on an old riff and arranged by Boyd Raeburn, who's concentrating on that end
these days. Could be another "Hucklebuck" with words. (Victor)
JAMES' "Ultra" another variation of
Slider"

.

—

.

.

HARRY

"How High The Moon" is quite that indeed ultra, that is. And Betty's boy sure

—

horns in when he cares

( Columbia)

to.

FROM THE MAN IN GRAY
ROBERT ROSTERMAN, Blair, Nebraska

—Sure, Judy Garland

would do a

with the songs from "Annie Get
Your Gun," but why should
make
cookies by her if she's not in the show?
Don't you think people want to hear
fine job

MGM

them by whoever
.

is

.

in

the

letter

picture?

from

JIM

China, a guitar
player in a ballroom, about the absence
of music news, and new songs. He's
playing stuff like "I Wish I Didn't Love
You So," "For Sentimental Reasons" and
"Lights Out." Had to go to Shanghai
2,50

SHEARING

.

that is, or as we
George, the flatted fifth
on "East Of The Sun" great sequel to

him

.

—

.

GEORGE SHEARING,
call

MANDY AND THE PHILLY ORK— MGM does!
Pitiful
There's the "Passacaglia" and "Fugue In
CHOW in Chungking,
C Minor;" "Toccata" and "Fugue In D
Minor;" "Jesu, Joy Of Men's Desiring;"
"Chorale Prelude;" "Sleepers, Awake.
(Columbia LP
2058)

.

miles

away

to get

SCREENLAND.

Jim would love to get some sheet music
61

—

—

)

—or

Spitalny and get his advice. He's liable
to be your boss some day
Lake Charles, La.— Mel

HELEN

Even when Ted and Tony are not together, this sort of thing goes on. They
seem to react via radio waves on each

CHOW, CHINA EDUCATIONAL SUPPLY ASSOCIATION, LTD., 155 PAO
AN ROAD, CHUNGKING, CHINA
MARY FRANKLAND, St. Ste-

Torme and

lace trimmed ball and chain.
Candy, are about the same height when
she wears flats. He's about five, five
So no more time to write, Dwight

other, or something.
They did meet us for dinner. Yes. actually! But we still played second fiddle.
They master-minded eating, too.

phen, New Brunswick, Canada Suggest
you contact Main Stem Record Shop,
New York, for any missing biscuits you
LIZAR, Tormay want
onto, Canada
Glad you catch "Robbins' Nest" our transcribed record show
it's on all over the U.S. and maybe the
rest of you rascals will ask your station
GEE MCto carry it if they don't

lemme know what's

buggin'

sharps and

we'll try

of anything even

some

have

piano bench

half

new

you

if

kicking around
send "em wingin' to

the

oldies

—

.

JIM

—

.

BOWERS,

.

—

'

ARDON,

Vancouver, British Columbia
Gosh, so much linen from Canada.
You'll be gassed to know. Gee, that
Charley Barnett has already rewaxed
"Charleston Alley" some time ago on
Apollo. And it's as good as you want it

—

—

Which

is

plenty!

.

,

.

CARLOS

PALANCA,

Barcelona, Spain— Glad you
"Riders In The Sky" so much on
the Armed Forces Network from Munich.
So does Vaughn Monroe. Listen
closely a coupla times
you'll get the
words. But what are you gonna do when
you know them dng it to your senorlike

—

.

.

.

and

ya—in

re

and ease

it.

CHRISTINE COUREY,

—

Shaw-

Falls, Quebec
If you think being
razzed 'cause you want to play drums
is something, what do you think all the
gals who play with Phil Spitalny must
have gone thru? _et 'em laugh you go
ahead and learn. Suggest you write to

imgan

BEST IN THE NEST

DORIS

DAY— "You're My

Thrill"

alone.

(Columbia album)

FRANKIE LAINE—"That

Tony thereupon ordered two of everything on the menu for Cyd.
Ted ordered me the equivalent of a
glass of water.
And, of course, I was starving and Cyd
wasn't.
Let's draw a curtain over the next
hour. I nearly ate the leg off the table.

Lucky Old

Sun" (Mercury

FRANKIE SINATRA— "If

I

Love Again," "Let Her Go,"
Depends On You" (Columbia)

PERRY COMO— "Dreamer's

Ever

"It All

Holiday"

(Victor)

JOHNNY DESMOND— "Let Her
"The Last Mile Home" (MGM)
LES

Go,"

Then

BROWN — "Les

LOUIS
Sun,"
ing,"

And Soul"

Ted and Tony

Old

Keep The Lovelight Burn"Maybe It's Because," "On Blue"I'll

berry Hill" (Dacca)

GEORGE SHEARING— "East Of The
Sun," "Conception" (MGM)
DINAH SHORE— "Reminiscing With
Dinah Shore" (Columbia album)

Cyd and I plot to
word edgewise. We,

Wives Have Our Troubles
Continued from page 31

into a chair, the gesture is pure poetry.
When she walks, she glides along without a hint of the awkwardness most

people have. All this comes from her
dancing, of cour.se. I only hope, after
dancing with Fred Astaire in "Let's
Dance." that I acquire some of it, too.
Luckily, we both like to read a great
deal. We have a lot of time to do it! For
when our husbands decide to head for
the wide-open spaces, we have hours
enough to absorb The Encyclopaedia
Britannica.

Ted and Tony are generally sportsmad. Need we say more?
The four of ns went to Palm Springs
together last Winter. It was to be a big.
gay, joyous vacation for us all. And what
happened?
Well, Ted and Tony would kiss Cyd
and me goodbye at dawn, muttering
something about "a little golf."
At five in the evening, they would
return,
dragging
their
weary bones
through the hotel where we were staying.
"How did you do?" Cyd and I would
ask, just like

all

the rule books told us

it

—

deep sigh they rose. It was
they had a secret signal. They did
with the precision of the Rockettes.
"Um going to play a httle gin," they

ally utter a

as

if

—

said in unison.

"Fine!" we beamed.
Looks of horror crossed their faces.
We gathered, somehow, that we
weren't wanted.
Finally, one of them managed to say,
"Stakes too high for women!"

That moment they were standing in
front of us. The next we were in solitary
glory again.

a

swimming

pool, paying for our
,

if

too,

we can get in a
we think, know

something about business. We are also
professionals. Do we have a chance to
expound? We do not. Our ideas are
brushed off after the first five words, with
male looks which tell us plainly that the
female is the weaker vessel particularly

—

in

the region of the brain.
Sometimes, too, we four go to a night-

club. That is where Cyd and I really
have the boys.
For we girls absolutely refuse to dance

together!
don't we hit the pair on the head
once in a while? Well, first, because we
love them. If they're happy, then
most
of the time
we are.
Besides, the rule books tell you that a
wife should keep rampant in her spouse
the idea that he runs things, that he is
mentally all-powerful.
do.

Why

—

—

tribe of Indians. Tony and Ted don't
make us walk ten paces behind them yet,
but we feel the moment may arrive at

any time.

The way out of this
The boys have to be

is

not good, either:
up for a long

split

time, as they were when Tony went
across the country on a theatre tour. But
that means that Cyd and I are split, too,

and

she's

When

Jim Stewart and Bette Davis at rehearsal
"June Bride" for CBS' "Radio Theatre.
'

to have around.
town, I miss her.

fun

you suppose the answer to it all
Cyd and I enjoy each other as
much as Ted and Tony, that we don't
really want our husbands in our hair all
the time, much as we love them?
Hey, Mr. Anthony! Come quick!
is

of

really

she's out of

Do

own

I

—
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see

We

to.

lunches, and so on. his reaction miffed
us slightly. But we were in for more.
After ten minutes by our sides during
which neither man dirl anytliing but
shake his head mournfully and occasion-

good

Sometimes, of course, we feel as if we
were living in the days of the covered
wagon. Or, as if we were members of a

Groans would greet us.
As we had spent the entire day by
ourselves, sunning, or dunking our frames
in

of course,

are,

businessmen. Both of them. And, more
than actually becoming involved in business, they love to talk about it.
When Tony and Cyd come to dinner
at our house, they start muttering about
oil leases or something with the salad.
By the steak they are revolutionizing
the stock market. By coffee time, they
have just made the killing of the century.

(MGM)

ARMSTRONG— "Lucky

DEALS.

night.

ECKSTINE—

Trouble," "Body

there's the business of

For breakfast. For lunch. Far into the

Brown's Dance
Parade" (Columbia album)
BILLY
"If Love Is

—

We

Tony thinks, you see, that Cyd should
gain weight.
Ted thinks that I should lose it.
So well, first, they ordered a large
repast for themselves, everything on the
menu. Then they seemed to realize that
they were, for the first time in hours, not

—

—

.

ita.?

flats

.

.

MAUREEN

—

to be.

.

.

.

that

Looks Deceive!

mi

Continued from page 40
been on a weekly kid adventure serial
over NBC which the Better Drama
League of Minneapolis sponsored. She
took art at the U. of M. and got herself a department store job in Minne-

making

apolis,

interior

display

HAIR BEAUTY

signs

and also displaying her fabulous figure
modeling gowns she couldn't afford but
looked better in than the women who
could.
Later,

Arlene

joined

a

sportsman's

show and modeled bathing suits. She
went to Chicago with the show. She was
a fashion consultant at Charles Stevens

and modeled for Marshall Field and Saks.
After work she took dramatic lessons
and did radio work. Definitely the lazy
type, yeah?

was

Nobody

dilly-dallying,

or

could say Arlene
getting off her

course.

Her next

well-placed step took her to
long distance in miles
from Arlene's destination but not so far
She became a W-'vlter
in other ways.

New York—a

—

Thornton model for plenty of moo
and she cut her pro acting teeth on two
legitimate plays, "Mr. Strauss Goes To
Boston" and "Questionable Ladies."
Neither ever gave "Oklahoma" any worries about which would run the longest
but it gave the talent scouts a chance
to gander her.
When several studio contracts were
waved under Arlene's pretty nose she
hoped MGM's would be the one she'd
sign. Being a Leo and believing a little
bit
but not much in astrology, she
thought it'd be nice to have the
lion for a mascot. But it didn't work
that way^ not at first anyway. Warners offered more money. Arlene wasn't
behind the door when the brains were
passed around; she took their offer and
got along without the mascot
tempo-

—

—

MGM

—

—

rarily.

MGM

Later, Arlene signed up with
and things have been getting better and
better ever since.
She's very partial
toward the month of June because nearly
everything that's happened to her career-wise has occurred in June. She hasn't
lost

sight of the fact that June's also

month.
Like most gals who spend a normal

brides'

amount

of time at the

movies, Arlene

had one particular dream man who, to
her, was very special. She always thought
he was simply divine when she saw him
in pictures. So it wasn't with unmitigated repulsion that she learned she was
to play opposite

Bob Taylor

in

bush." He, in fact, turned out
nicer than she'd thought he'd be.

"Ameven

In her next picture, "The Outriders,"
be photographed in Technicolor
for the second time. There should be a
federal law passed that prohibits photographing her in any other medium.
Nothing else except the naked eye
could possibly do justice to the Dahl
beauty the coppery auburn hair, eyes
blue and wide as a lake, skin like peach
ice cream, a long-limbed, fine-boned five
foot six and a half figure of 118 fantastically well-distributed pounds.
she'll

—

—

COLOR BRIGHT.
LUSTRE CLEAN

.

TANGLE FREE

.

Your hair

.

will shine brighter, feel cleaner, set easier

when you rinse with Golden Glint after any shampoo
or permanent. Dull hair becomes brighter, drab hair
takes on new life
All hair is more radiantly
lovely with a Golden Glint rinse.

Golden Glint comes in 11 true -color shades and
colorless. Each shade adds a tiny tint high-light that
glorifies natural hair color

shampoos

out.

104 and 25«
in

at cosmetic counters
drug and dime stores

— that will not rub off but

(Harmless

U

S. Certified

colors.)

Colorless Golden Glint adds sparkling lustre to
natural hair color. Both types contain Radien. Golden
Glint's patented lusterizing hair conditioner

GOLDEN GLINT
OVER 60 MILLION PACKAGES BOUGHT BY AMERICA'S LOVELIEST WOMEN

Arlene looks the other way and pretends to be hard of hearing when remarks (frequent) are made about her
natural endowments (considerable) and
changes the subject with skill born of
long practice. She's heard all the beautiful Dahl, Dahl-face, Dahling puns she
wants to, thanks. Nevertheless, she
does take excellent care of herself. You
may be lucky enough to be born beautiful but you don't stay that way by
breathing nightclub air seven nights a
week, eating gooey fattening food, and
sleeping only when there's absolutely
nothing else to do.
When she's working Arlene eats simple
food like dairy products, fruit, broiled
steaks. She's in bed by eight p.m. The
best party or the most attractive man
couldn't lure her away from her Beverly Hills apartment, which Arlene shares
with her cousin, Elna Dahl. Elna's ten
years older than Arlene and was recently widowed. She runs the house,
does the shopping, plans the meals,
drives Arlene to and from work.
On location, and Arlene doesn't particularly enjoy the rugged life of the
Box
wilds, she takes her own lunch.
lunches give her horrible things like
ptomaine or just a bad case of revulsion. To her, the best part of the "Ambush" location was the ride back and
forth. She, Bob Taylor, Don Taylor and
whoever else rode with them sang all the
way there and back, except when they'd
stop to kid Don about singing off-key.
Nothing really bothers Arlene about

acting but the unavoidable fussing over
her just before a take.
She's neat about the house, digs in
the corners, takes care of her clothes and
always hangs them up. She plans her
wardrobe right down to the last accessory and buys them all at once. She
doesn't believe in buying a pair of shoes
today, a purse next week, and a hat
some Tuesdaj'. This kind of buying ends
up in a melange according to her. From
head to toe her clothes are engineered
and look it.
She's a quick study on lines
script
lines, that is, and can learn her dialogue
for a scene by going over it once. Dramatic and singing lessons are still very
much a regular part of her daily rou-

—

Although she's well launched in
Hollywood, she's a long way from her
goal. Irene Dunne has always been her
tine.

actress and she'd like eventually
do the kind of comedies that made
Irene so famous.
She wants a dress shop that sells
Arlene Dahl designed clothes. She wants
to get married and have a family. She
wants to be a recognized artist. These
are about the only plans she has for the
moment, about all she can handle.
All anyone really needs to fulfill ambitions of this magnitude is to have a
combination of beauty, brains, wit, talent, personality, luck, consuming ambition all of which this elegantly attractive gal who set her sights on Hollywood
when she was eleven years old has in
the right amounts.
ideal

to

—
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—

Hollywood

Itself Is

plays character parts, and her three
brothers and sisters all work in pictures
under different names, so each one will
stand up or fall down on his or her own

Talking About!

still

Continued from page 23
East," Jean Peters' parting remark to
him was, "Stay out of the Russian zone,
Paul. We don't ivant to go to war mith

them

—

yet."

—o

—

We

ran into or at least sat down with
Frankie Sinatra for a short yak at La
Rue, where he was dining with his cute

—

Nancy, Henry Ginsberg ( Paramount's big
boss), that nice gal Coleen Gray, and some
other chums. Frankie looks healthy, happy, and relaxed. Said he'd been loafing
mostly and getting re-acquainted with his
three kids. And enjoying it a lot. Well, I
say he earned his vacation first real one

boy friend and the son of the famous
motion picture theatre family, celebrated
his natal day with Janet and his family
at Scandia Restaurant. Right in the middle of dinner an Indian maiden walked
into the place, filing her arms around
Junior and said "Ugh" or whatever

"happy birthday"

Arthur,
is in Indian.
learning the movie business the
hard way meaning from the ground up
had just returned from location on
MGM's "Ambush" and Janet had hired

who

is

—

—

had

for several years.

—O

—

You can believe this or not but we
actually saw Clark Gable lunching alone
in the
commissary and all around
him pretty gals who would have been
delighted to keep him company. There
was quite a glamour gang scattered
around at the various tables the three
Taylors, Elizabeth. Bob, and Don, handsome Barry Sullivan, Mark Stevens,

—

MGM

—

Petey Lawford, Marilyn Maxwell, Bob

—

—

Walker looking fit as a fiddle and the
most beautiful gal in the room, Arlene
Dahl, all excited about getting the lead
the Western, "Outriders." We hardly
recognized that cute guy Claude Jarman
golly, has he grown! He's at least six
feet tall, maybe a shade over. Seems to
us it was only a few months ago that he
was just a little kid, playing his first part
in "The Yearling."

in

—

—o—

ready, willing and able to start
in another comedy at 20th. Goody!
trip,

work

—O

to be quite the thing to

private quarters for stars

who

have

are family

guys and gals. Bob Ryan's got a brand
new hideaway clear on the back of his
several acres in the Valley .90 jvhen the
kids get too noisy or the phone keeps
ringing he can retreat to reist. loai. rehearse or whatever. And Paul Brinkman's Christmas present to Jeanne Grain
was a studio, built up on a hill above
their house, so she could make with her
painting and drawing undi.'sturbed. But
Paul's motive wasn't entirely unselfish
love for the little woman. Heems she's

—

Linda Darnell was just real pleased
that 20th canceled her out of "Night
And The City" on account of she would
have had to leave her young adopted
daughter, Lola, behind. The babe was
too young to have the shots necessary
for the trip to England. Besides, Linda
had just completed all the formalities of
the adoption and was happy to stay
home with her youngster.

—o

Maureen O'Hara and Macdonald Carey,

Vacations 'n' things: Roz Russell got
off to a Bermuda holiday after winding up
"Woman Of Distinction" at Columbia,
and Ray Milland, of the same picture,
went first to New York to pick up the final
adoption papers for his young daughter,
then to Sun Valley for skiing with his son,
Danny. Betty Grable got back from her
annual session with the ponies at Del Mar
and went right to work. One of my spies
at the Del Mar track reported that Betty's
two youngsters, Vickie and Jessie, amused
themselves at the track by playing with n.g.
mutuel tickets. Judging from tne size of
their stacks of pasteboards, Betty and
Harry James hadn't done so well in the
bets department. Jimmie Stewart and his
bride, Gloria, spent some time with his
family in Indiana, Pa., before taking that
three-month wedding trip to Hawaii. Clifton Webb returned from a long European

—o

Seems

—o

the Indian gal from Central Casting to
pull the gag.

—

he's

ability.

Debra Paget, the amazing 16-year-old
gal you'll see in 20th's "Broken Arrow,"
has been deluged with circulars and
phone calls from swimming instructors
ever since she almost drowned while
swimming in a cold mountain lake on the
"Arrow" location. This gal has quite a
family
her mother used to be an actress.

—

back from Sedona, Arizona, where U-I
filmed most of "The Bowie Knife," were
all excited about a new shampoo they'd
discovered while talking to the Injuns
around there. Seems it's made from a
secret bark soaked in water

and

They want

sudsy and dreamy.

is

just real

to put

secret.

—O
Everybody wants

to be in the beauty
Ida Lupino's invented a flattop hairdress for gals she swiped the
idea from seeing junior misters running
around with a crew cut on top of the
head and the rest of the hair long. Ida's
idea uses short bangs instead of the crew
cut. On her it looks good, but this isn't
an invitation to try it on your best girl
friend. Ya might be .sorry.
o

business!

—

—

That young

gal,

Joan Evans,

is

part in "Edge Of Doom," with Farley
Granger and Dana Andrews. That's nice

going for a 15-year-old.

—o
Next Bing Crosby picture, "Mr. Music,"
will start those two clever dancing youngsters, Marge and Gower Champion, on

his workroom in the house, storpainting paraphernalia, magazines,
and all the other stuff she loves to hoard.
When Paul finally couldn't even get in
the door he built her the studio in selfdefense.

ing

—o

how about

this?

At the same

time that other canine female impersonator, Daisy, was supposed to be the mother
of six pups in a "Blondie" picture, "she"
became the father of six pups in real life.
O

—

And on

of John Derek's
birthday, his pooch gave him a present
of eight pups. Oh, yeah, and the hot
water heater broke too.

the

night

—

Another happy birthday item Arthur
Loew, Jr., who is Janet Leigh's favorite
64

Van Heflin and Margaret O'Brien were the

NBC

giveaway show, "Hollywood Calling."

mov-

ing right along in her career over at Mr.
Goldwyn's .studio. Had a new contract,
with salary raise, approved by the courts
and now she'll get her fir,st big starring

invaded

Lassie,

it

on the market and are keeping the formula

star guests

Van's now

on
in

a

recent broadcast of the
"East Side, West Side."

movie career. These kids have been
knocking the customers dead at Mocambo
they also had a lot to do with the suctheir

—

cess of Bill Eythe's bright stage review,

"Lend An Ear."

—O

—

You

can't say Burt Lancaster doesn't
go for the gutsy stuff. His next picture
will

And The Dead," one
most controversial books about the

be "The Naked

of the

if we know Burt, he won't
up any either.

War.

And

pretty

it

shape for resuming her acting career.
French jxist in case Dick gets time off for
a trip abroad. The Contes' chums. Gene
and Betsy Kelly, have been raving about
their trip and the Contes have the bug.
o
Dorothy Lamour was called back to her
former studio. Paramount, after an absence of a year for a baby shower. Guys
and gals from front office and back lot
flocked to the commissary and heaped
presents on their favorite gal. Betty Hutton and Alan Ladd were in the bunch, but
Bob Hope was absent because of that back
injury. He explained it by saying he was
"laid up with a bad case of overacting."

Dick Conte's wife has been busy taking two kinds of lessons for two different things. Ballet to get in physical

—

SECRETARIES. ..TYPISTS...
A SHORT CUT TO TOP PAY

POSITIONS-
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—

WHEN
you become an
expert Stenotypist, you

open up a brilliant new array of opportunities
become a highly paid specialist.

—

I'm

A

Christmas Kid
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Many thousands of Stenotypists now earn
$2,000 to $6,000 in key positions as conference
reporters, court and convention reporters, and
independent "free-lance" operators in business
for themselves.
Top-flight opportunities are virtually unlimited
the field is wide open and highly
inviting to you.
And best of all, you can learn Stenotypy in
spare time at moderate cost without interrupting your present job.
Write for interesting, free booklet. Advantages to You in Stenotypy, describing the many
opportunities for qualified Stenotypists Eind
telling how you can master Stenotypy suc.

And he was

much

nothing could be more dreadful than the

cerned.

fact that I really don't have a day of
own. So she devises productions.
They're supposed to assure me that I

more full of fun than my mother. I
remember one year he suggested that we
move my birthday up to June first or
some such thing, the way the King of
England does. We were to send out announcements to all the friends and rela-

my
am

here in the

first

place.

At two minutes past twelve on Christmas Eve, she gives me a birthday present. This is followed by six or seven
more of the same as long as I can stay
awake. The next morning, by some

personally

who

just might be inviegled into
giving me a present.
tried it just once. But no one
tives

We

miracle, the celebration has changed to
Christmas, and she hands out presents

could remember what the new day was.
They'd never had any trouble with the

a few hours. It's all
very clear in her mind. I'm not so
sure about mine.
I can remember when I was a kid in
New York City that my two sisters
invariably wanted to shatter the Christmas spirit by bashing me on the sconce
for the simple fact that I got exactly
twice as many gifts as they did. They
didn't realize that they were on the receiving end of the deluge on two different days in the year, and that if they
added rapidly they would wind up with
as much loot as I. Instead, they could
only see a mountain of stuff which I attacked every December 25th, half of
which was labeled "Happy Birthday,
Humphrey," and the other half labeled
"Merry Christmas." It took years for
them to get over this.
mother and father reacted dif-

old one, you see.

in that league for

My

Mother, as you may know,
was a business woman, a hard-working
artist who never in her life had enough
time for all she wanted to do. Thus, I
ferently.

think she rather enjoyed the idea that
she could wrap me up in one fell swoop,
that she could take care of all my personal celebrations at once.

Oh, she did get a little fancier for me
than for my sisters on the day, of course.
I remember that once she drew me a
portrait of myself to mark the milestone.
I was about ten or twelve at the time,
and knew what the score was on the
Saint Nick department.
So Mother
drew me in a Santa Claus suit, complete
with beard, trying to blow out the
candles on a large cake. It was one of
the few humorous sketches she ever did,
so I've never forgotten it.

My

took the whole idea more
in the same division
as far as holidays are con-

fatlier

to heart.
as Betty

He was

after all, I wasn't George, Rex!
After that, Father did little special
things for me on that day. He always
made sure, to begin with, that I had
some completely impractical but muchlonged-for present for my birthday.

And,

Then,

too,

he tried to do something

weren't in on.
for me that my
He'd take me to a legitimate show, just
the two of us. Or, as I grew older, we'd
stop at his club and have a drink together, man to man.
Actually, though I'm grateful to him
for thinking of it, this wasn't needed.
For, after all, the whole of New York
was decorated for my birthday and
who, born on June first, could say that?
sisters

—

Another recent birthday which I rewith both joy and a certain awe
occurred during the War.
I was in Italy, entertaining the troops,
as Christmas drew near. And Christmas
Day itself we were to do a show for a
bunch of guys who had just come out of
the lines. They were exhausted, homesick, and knew that their break in duty
was only temporary. It had to be a
good show, then, the best show we had
call

ever done.
I don't
know that

.

.

—

—

cessfully.
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Many

I

for one, will never forget

it!
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The tJSO men, you

see, told the

boys

2 Years

—
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thoritative

cess, even stardom!
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Complete S2.00:
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know about "good," but

Finish in

Go a3 rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.

CO., Hollywood 28, Calif.

BIRTHMONTH WATCH

that Christmas also was my birthday,
and that they were going to have a cake
for

me.

in the middle of my act, a
gent walked out onto the stage and the
stage was a platform in the middle of

Anyway,

nowhere, in front of which about two
thousand soldiers sat on the ground

and made the big announcement.
went up. I smiled in a peculiarly
manner, and tried not to simper.

A

roar

foolish

I'll

feel like a

ng your very own Gorireous Birthmonth Watch! Very elaborate and Expensive looking.
Exquisite dial and Uainty case. Bracelet contains
two Large, Breath-taking Birthmonth Sparklers
surrounded by over 60 Fiery Brite Brilliants.
Dependable. Glamorous time-piece you'll treasu
SEND NO MONEY! Just name, address and Birth
Date. Pay postman
$7.95 plus 10% tax on delivery. Order nowl

CCD.
CO., Dept. E-904
AVENUE, CHICAGO 16, ILUNOIS
MICHIGAN
2451 S.
65
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I
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PHOTO FOLDER

ENlARGEIffEMT
Just to get anquainted, we will s
you a beautiful 7x5" professional
enlargement madefrom your favorite snapshot, picture, print or negative
for only 10c! Further, by
return mail we will send FREE a
wonderful "Library of Pictures"
containing fourbeautiful miniature
pictures suitable for framing. We will also send FREE
a photo folder to hold 8 snapshots. This is a genuine
introductory offer. We have over a million customers
but we want MORE! Offer limited so send THIS AD
with any snapshot, picture or negative and 10c now I
AMERICAN STUDIOS, Box 395N,La Crosse, Wis.

—

lot

I

Then, a huge cake, a cake about three
was wheeled out on the stage.
Another roar went up. And this one,
beheve me, was not for me. It was for
the cake. Not one of those guys had seen
one in months.
I turned, pretended to be most surprised, and then made what was ahuost
ray last speech. I asked if some of the
boys would like to come up and help me
feet across,

eat the cake.

—

—

Instantly and I mean instantly
was surrounded by about three hundred
of the biggest and toughest characters
I have ever seen. In the first second of
play, I was shoved back to the fringes

about eight men deep. In the
second and third seconds, three hundred
hands reached down for the cake and
came up with huge gobs of icingdripping stuff. And, by the fourth second, the entire cake had completely disof a circle

FREE

Subscription to

GLAMOROUS FILMSTAR NEWS
WRITE DIRECT: H. D. HOVER, Owner
Giro's, 8433. Sun $ e tLJioll y wo oA

appeared!

Talk about
I

locusts!

remember another thing about that

particular

birthday, something which
touched me then and does now much
more than a lot of the high-powered expressions of Christmas I have seen.

We make

every effort to bring you our
preaLest used clothing bargains ever offered.
Attractive prints, cottons, woolens,
checks, plaids, solids, etc., at a give-away
jirico. Some dresses may have been sold as
liigh as $30.00 each when new.
An excellent assortment of styles and colors.
Some may require minor adjustments. Sizes
10 to 18, $3.90. Larger sizes 5 for $3.90.
Deposit $1
balance C.O.D. plus postage.
Satisfaction guaranteed or your $3.90 refunded. Write for FREE Illustrated CATALOG and di.sfover the home of bargains for
the entire family.
TRANS-WOR'-D CLOTHING, Inc.

I

went into a hospital

to see

some

of

the boys who couldn't get to the show.
there I saw a young Nisei soldier,
one of the magnificent 448th who performed so brilliantly in Italy, decorating

And

a tree in his own fashion.
He had gathered up the cyhnders that
"Life Savers" come in, had gathered
them, I suppose, for weeks, as he had
dozens of them. And, with a razor blade,
he had carefully sliced them and strun;4
them on string. They were all different
colors, of course, and they hung in
garlands on that beat-up little tree, as
bravely as any decorations I had ever
seen.

That boy, to me, had Christmas
his heart.

And, these days, that

is

in

rare.

We

seem to feel that we must out-do
our friends and relatives, make a big.
expensive production out of something
which was meant to be celebrated simply,
was originally a humble and heartwarming event. We have forgotten the
humbleness and the sweetness of the
first Christmas of them all.
It's time

we remembered

it

again.

am proud to have
been born when I was. I am about as
far from That Man personally as you
can get, but I consider it an honor to
share His day.
It

is

for this that I

.
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It's

Like Dating

Ann

Y.

Continued from page 39

"Why not come out to my house tonight and select a picture.?" she invited.
"I have a whole closet full of them."
The funny part is that I didn't take
her invitation literally so I had no
thought of going out to Miss Sheridan's
house. I thought she was just kidding.
But the next morning on the set, she
yelled across to me, "Hey, Mr. Mapes!
I sat at home two hours in my closet
waiting for j'ou to come and get that

—

picture.

Wot hoppened?"

Several nights later, after we had become acquainted during the making of
the picture, Ann invited me out to her
house. This time I was there promptly
on the appointed hour. Ann likes to
hold informal open house evenings. There
was a delicious buffet dinner, followed
with the running of a movie, "My Man
Godfrey," starring Carole Lombard. Ann
has great admiration for Carole.
"I was only a stock girl at Paramount
where she was a big star," Ann recalled.
"But she would always stop and speak
to me on the lot
as though I were important, too."
Ann was wearing a simple blue cotton
dress, but she made it look like a Hattie
Carnegie creation. She has that flare in
anything she wears. She is equally at
home in slacks, her favorite informal
apparel, or an exciting evening dress.
The keynote of Ann's home is comfort.
I was surpri.sed that there was not a
single painting or portrait or even .so
much as a snapshot of her anywhere in
the house just a few scenic land.scapes.
This readily revealed her complete lack
for most stars have their porof ego
traits and pictures in every room in the

—

—

—

house.

Notwithstanding the excitement of
Ann Sheridan to Mocambo or
Ciro's, and therefore certainly becoming
the most envied man in town, I find
Ann's sense of humor, alone, one of her
most remarkable qualities. That, and
her complete honest sincerity about people and everything she does.
I have never seen Ann more radiant
than she looked in a pearl gray faille
suit to be maid-of-honor at her secretary's daughter's wedding. It might
have been just a little girl across the
street having a wedding, but Ann glamsquiring

ourized

it as a memorable occasion by
inviting the Zachary Scotts and several

movie names. A newspaper photographer
was permitted to take pictures for the
seven local papers. He had everyone
posing before the reception, and then
just as he snapped the last picture, his
face suddenly turned white, a chalky,
sickly white. "I forgot to pull the shutter," he explained.
"I have no pictures."

"Well," Ann said, "that's Sheridan
every time! Come on, you!" She began
helping him line up the people again
for the pictures, as though it were nothing at all.
And everyone, in.stead of
being disgusted, played along with
Annie's sense of humor.
After the reception

we drove into
Hollywood, where Mickey Finn was holding a benefit party for his Boys' Foundation. Mickey is a twenty-eight-year-old
Los Angeles policeman who has a regular
Father Flanagan spirit for boys with
prison and police records.
.SOO

He

has some

boys enrolled, and they meet once a

week down at the city jail where they
get together to talk over their problems.
Ann goes down to see them, too, so they
know that they have people interested
In fact, she donated the
food for the boys to take a vacation up

in their welfare.

High

in the

Sierras.

Ann auctioned off her
blue satin garter for $100 for the Boys'
Foundation. We danced and listened to
music, and then we drove home under
the full moon with the wind running
through Sheridan's short bob. Nothing
worries her, least of all wind-blown hair.
That's another thing about Ann she
doesn't fuss, and she can get dressed in
a flat twenty minutes to go out on a
date. She doesn't keep a fellow hanging

On

this night,

—

around

—biting

hours.

his nails for

Back

at her house, we
Martha, her secretary,

went in to waken
and chat about

the wedding.

Ann casually kicked off her high
heeled slippers and settled comfortably
in a big chair. She likes comfort. We
down

for a real talk about marserious side of it. From what
said I gathered that although she

settled

—the

riage

Ann

who likes home ties and a home
she will be very cautious before
taking any steps even when the right
man comes along. She is still very fond
is

a

girl

life

—

Hannagan, who was so devoted
her for the past five years and while

of Steve
to

Ann

didn't say

it

was more

theirs

—I

—

could discern that

of a

great

friendship

than a romance.
kept me regularly posted
on her activities during her stay in Germany filming "I Was A Male War Bride."
and life in the big castle at Heidelberg,
where the troupe was stationed.

Ann's

letters

"Life is something
with
umpteen
servants," she wrote. Next, she asked
for red flannels
"It is so cold!" Every
weekend it rained and the first day that
was clear Ann decided to take a long
ride. "'The car broke down and the butler
was fit to be tied when I came back. He
had a date with his girl and wanted none
of Sheridan. We poor movie stars."
Ann's funniest story of that picture is

—
—

her great love scene with Gary Grant.
was filmed in Germany. Then Gary
became very ill, and when the next scene
was shown, filmed in Hollywood, there
was 20 pounds less of him. "He visibly
melted right in my arms!" she laughs,
and so did the preview audiences.
Ann loves rumba rhythm, and has a
wonderful way of humming the melody
in your ear when you dance. She also
It

Spanish or Chinese food, although
she eats very little. She likes a steak
when she's hungry, and never touches
desserts.
She often laughingly recalls
that when she first started in pictures
she was trj^ing to lose weight, now she
tries to gain. She lost weight when she
flew to the South Pacific during the War.
and has never been able to regain it.
Ann is not shrewd about business.
She's too big-hearted. Mention anything
in her presence and you'll find it waiting
for you at home. I happened to observe
some ties when we were shopning, and
there were twelve of them delivered the
next day, from Ann. I take great pride
in the gold St. Genesis locket and masque
cuff links she gave me for my birthday.
Realizing this weakness to hang on to
money, Ann, when she was making only
$2.50 a week, acquired herself a business
agent, Andy Hickox. He placed Ann on
a strict budget. When Ann buys her
friends gifts, it comes right out of her
own pocket-spending money. This means
that any generosity on her part means
doing without something herself.
You never know what happens next
with Annie. I was working on "The
Great Dan Patch" out at the
ranch when I received a call that a
beautiful girl had come out to visit me.
Would I step outside when time permitted? There was Ann on her motorcycle. She rides all over the valley.
"Hop on," she invited. We went for

my

boss,

RKO

Howard Hughes, asked
"When he took over

studio, he called me in for a
conference to discuss future plans.
"I explained that I wasn't anti-Romeo
roles, it was just that every
film
has had a villain and most of the time

RKO

I've been it."
After that meeting things started popping. Bob was awarded the romantic
lead opposite Joan Fontaine in "Bed Of

Every sequence between Bob

Roses."

and Joan

"The

is

a love scene.

was really worth waiting
Bob, "for I not only win
but SHE pursues me, and finally
film

for," gloated

the
I

girl,

jilt

her.

"My

entire studio schedule has been
influenced by this build-up.
For the
first time in my career, I have to wear
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HORMONE

BUST

CREAM

a ride about the lot, and since it had
been raining the day before, we hit a
puddle.
Result: two mud-bespattered
people.

"Wouldn't you know," Ann
taken Grant and
!"
but Sheridan

—

it

never

CCD

my

beard darn near .scratched the skin off
Joan Fontaine's face.
"Also, now a wardrobe man shadows
me around the set to make sure I look
dapper and dashing. The other day he
got all excited because the crease in my
trousers wasn't too straight. First time
that's ever happened to me," grinned
Bob.
"I spend a lot more time now posing
for romantic stills. All the photos the
studio had on file were shots of me
snarling at the camera. By golly, it was
kinda enjoyable to break out in a smile
for a change."
Although this is only Ryan's second

boy"

says JO

role

strictly hero roles

JORDAN

"Miss Alabama" GOLDWYN player
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makeup. Seems, minus the face goo,

"lover

has done for me,"

said, "I've

happened—

Continued from page 37
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subject.

his wife's

He

believes there's too much dialogue
in most love scenes. "They give you two
pages of script to remember and by the

—

time you're ready for the clinch you
feel more exhausted than romantic."

At Bob's suggestion, some of his dialogue was omitted to make the scene
more effective. There is one sequence
in the film where Joan and Bob are walking across a bridge.

She's talking a mile

a minute, but Bob's not

"^^^'and

J

Canada-

^
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home

the least

in

saying.
He
doesn't say a word; just spends the entire scene maneuvering to get his arm
around her waist.
"This love stuff is a pretty difficult
thing," he continued. "They tell you to
listening

10 East Erie Street, Chicago,

Illinois

to

what

she's

play it like an average American guy
would. But after all, who has ever been
in a fella's home and watched him make
love?

"You

have to invent your own
technique.
Personally, I think most
women would go for the smooth, Continental style of Charles Boyer, although,
my wife Jessica goes for the hit-me-now
kiss-you-later technique of Humphrey
Bogart.
"I'm not the type to do either, so I
just use the direct approach.
If the
public likes it I'm in. If not, I'll be
back snarling at the heroine."
Already the fans have written Bob
their enthusiastic approval of his new
status. Even the names of his fan clubs
are taking on a Cupid flavor. The latest

—
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"We

try to keep our home life and
Jess only visits
course, she knows
she's the only person who makes me
self-conscious.
"If I know she's watching me on a
set, I just freeze up. It's foolish I know,
especially since we've played love scenes
together for two years on the stage.
But she knows that's how I feel, and
she respects it."
It's interesting to note the close harmony in the Ryan household. Bob's new
romantic career seems to have influenced

RKO
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68

Bklyn.

1,

N. Y.

"My

wife's really the business person
our family," Ryan revealed. "She's
the one who thought I should switch to
hero parts. As she explained, 'You've got
to have variety or you'll be typed forever
as a permanent heel.'
in

"That's my big goal, to play every
type of role in the book. I just want to
keep right on acting as long as the public
will let me."

Ryan, we learned, doesn't harbor any
desire

put his acting

to

mothballs

in

someday and turn director. He's already
had experience as one on the New York
stage. As he puts it, "Directing a bunch
of actors and keeping them all happy
isn't

easy."

All in all

Ryan

is

a pretty contented

fellow
He has a nice home with an
acre of backyard for his youngsters to
roughhouse in. His wife has furnished
the place for family comfort.

"And," reminisced Bob, "this house
our former place. It was right

isn't like

on the route of the airliners. Every time
a plane would zoom past, the place
would start rocking and bucking like a
bronco."

The Ryan home

isn't in the Hollywood
There's no swimming pool or
sliding walls turning the den into a
projection room.
He never views the daily rushes of
his pictures. He prefers to wait until the
movie is completed and then sees it in a
theatre right along with the audience.
"It's going to be kind of rugged," said
Bob thoughtfully, "to sit there and see
how the public reacts to me as a Romeo.
"Frankly, I'm beginning to think playing the menace is a cinch. It takes a
few seconds to rub out a guy in a movie,
but several days to film rubbing noses
with the heroine.
"When I'm doing a love scene, there're
a million and one things to remember.
There are 65 guys telling you
not to
muss her hair ... to stay in camera
range ... to keep your collar pulled
down
your nose is hiding her face
her chin is hiding your nose
and
so it goes.
"Honestly, girls," concluded Ryan,
"being a hero has its headaches. You've

tradition.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

no

idea. This love-making
hard work!"

"Sure, sure,"

wonderful

way

is

.

.

REALLY

we agreed, "but what a
to develop callouses!"

Continued from page 55
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sons,

•a

"Ryan's

is

"Secretly,

writing.

romantic novel.

just

—

Are you constantly embarrassed by a

book

she has authored best selling murder
mysteries. Now, with hubby making like
a hero, Jess has switched to penning a

without feeling some of that hurt herAnd Ingrid, being Ingrid, undoubtedly will find it harder than most people
to hurt a man who has been her husband
Then there is her
for eleven years.
child to whom she is so deeply devoted.
It is conceivable that her husband might
demand and get full custody of their
self.

daughter and certainly the most Ingrid
can hope for is that Pia will be with her
for part of the year only.

There are some who condemn her for
giving up her child, even for temporary
periods. There are some who pity her
for the choice she has had to make. But
there are others who insist that it is

but
has
decided to take the happiness that has
come to her. They feel that if she had
returned to her husband and child from
a sense of duty, as so many insist that
she should, that none of them would have
gained anything by it, since martyrs
never make anyone happy.

better, not only for her husband,
for her child as well that Ingrid

And

yet Ingrid might very well return
to her husband, not from a sense of duty,
but because she wants to. She has shown
herself to be a woman who follows her
heart. And a heart doesn't follow a single path. It runs and it stumbles, it can
follow a straight course for years and
then take an unpredictable detour as Ingrid's has already done. So what is there
to prevent its taking another detour back
to the safe, straight course it followed
so long?

course, that doesn't seem likely at
this present time, this time of bitterness,
of mutual reproaches and reported bargaining for the divorce she seems so determined to get. There has been so much
acrimony, with Ingrid's lawyers making

Of

charges and Dr. Lindstrom's attorneys
answering with counter-charges. It isn't
at all like the casual, "We'll always be

friends" partings that have become practically the standard procedure in modern
divorces.

PSORIASIS

Yet the very violence of the Lindstroms' pre-divorce tempest suggests that
they still have feeling for each other. It's
so easy to be poised, to be completely fair
when people are indifferent to each other,
but when an emotional attachment still
exists it's a different matter. No quarrels
are as intensely bitter as lovers' quarrels
and there is just a chance that this public airing of their differences might result
in a better understanding between them.

Until she

had been

met

free

Rossellini, Ingrid's life

of serious complications.

struggles she has known are the
usual ones that precede any successful
career. But emotional conflicts are different and the way people take them
determines their stature as human beings.
Some people are overwhelmed by them,
others grow stronger. Yet a person who
hasn't experienced emotional disturbances loses more than is gained by an

Any

There isn't
uncomplicated existence.
any doubt that whatever happens to
Ingrid she will come out of this experience a warmer, more responsive human

Now
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Happiest Girl In Hollywood

New low

Continued from page 43
Colleen, nickcan't
remember, went to school in her home
town, later in Pasadena and finally to

Her first assignment at 20th, after
signing her contract in January 1947, was
to go to the Actors Laboratory Theatre

Hollywood High where she first became
interested in dramatics and had roles in
several plays. Meanwhile, she worked in
a bakery, a greeting card factory and as
a baby sitter to help with family finances.
She was 15, waiting on a comer of
Sixth and Broadway in downtown Los
Angeles for a girl friend, when she was
offered a television tryout. It was at a
subsequent video rehearsal that a Warner
Brothers talent scout saw her and offered
her a screen test. After minor roles in
"Janie" and other pictures her option was
dropped with the explanation that she
was too old for kid roles and too young

that would lead to "sitting around," but
within two weeks was given an introductory role in "Scudda Hoo, Scudda Hay."

support her only child.

named "Coke"

for

what reason she

for adult ones.

Colleen can laugh about it now, but at
the time the situation was extremely
unfunny. Resolutely she pushed the idea
of a film career right out of her mind and
determined to get a college education,
" ith the ambition of teaching. She chose
Brigham Young University in Utah because she had met several boys and girls
in high school who were Mormons and

whose ideals she admired.
It was during her sophomore year that
a 20th Century-Fox talent scout, Ivan
Kahn, saw a cover girl picture of her,
wrote and asked if she would like a screen
lest. She refu.sed!
She told herself she
liad had quite enough of movies. Came
another letter saying that if she ever
changed her mind, would she write? She
ignored the .second communication until
just before Christmas vacation when her
funds were running low; then .she wrote

and asked

for the test.

for dramatic training.

She was

terrified
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brief, so imthat Colleen was
promptly announced for the leading role
in "Green Grass Of Wyoming." She was,

pressed

her

knew that there's a plan for each of our
lives and I had faith in the law of compensation. Not much later I had mine
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L'ORMONE

Jericho.'

first

screen kiss with

it.

"I think there must be a bunch of
in production departments who
so often .set up big love scenes between
stars who scarcely know each other for
the first day they work together," giggles
Colleen. "Or else they do it for the beneAnyway, there
fit of the publicity boys.

pixies
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QUICKER

The Estrogenic Hormone

"Front And Center" with Dan Dailey.
Her first day's work on "Front And
Center" was a dilly, for it brought her

CO.,Dept. E-905
ILLINOIS

Get Well

with a very dramatic role in 'Walls Of

Last year Colleen was cast in "Chicken
Every Sunday," continued her studies
with studio dramatic coaches, and then a
few months ago came her Big Break.

-^^5^

GorgeousTRUE
LOVE Pattern

—

Peggy Cummins who, incidentally, not
long before had lost the role of Amber
to Linda Darnell.
"Disappointed? Of course I was! Who
wouldn't be!" Colleen now recalls. "But I

Illinois

PERFECT MATCHED SAS.*!

bosses

understandably,
ecstatic.
She
quite
studied, trained, worked her heart out.
But fate dealt her another slapdown. Because of the need for a box-office "name,"
the lead was taken from Colleen, before
the picture was started, and given to

priced Electric Water
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Dan and

I,

supposedly in a very

tender, touching scene, kissing each other

goodbye.
CAflY ey
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"Our director, John Ford, and Dan
knew it was my first screen kiss and I

YOU
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P.O. Box 2390, Dept. S-12
Hollywood 28, Calif.
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Finally I
stop nor did the camera.
started hammering on Dan's shoulders
with
fists. It was quite a scene!"
Much of her spare time is spent in
religious work. She is an active member

my

Hollywood Presbyterian Church,
but her greatest efforts go into a Deputation Team of forty members, all between
the ages of 19 and 30, who speak at

Order
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Esther Williams
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colleges, junior colleges
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other groups

HORMONE
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eliminates desire for more
of this wonderful

that intends to

ALCOREM

alcohoL GUARANTEED Pure and Effective. Aversion
treatment is recof^nized by Medical Authority,
comes ready to use
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BOOKS TO READ— need not cause excesOne happy
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ALCOREM
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in bulldinq reformed drinker to proper weight.
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We rush ALCOREM, FREE PINKIES and
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DEARBORN

ST.
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dept.R-9

CHICAGO

with the tip-tilted nose is also still
expert at slinging sodas.
Two other holdovers from her not-toodistant past are her love of children and
addiction to greeting cards. From her
child training courses and work at the
orphanage, both of which she says she
adored, she knows lots about moppets
and hopes someday to have a large family of her own. As for greeting cards, she
sends them to all her friends and acquaintances on every possible pretext.
Naturally, they're in the happy vein.
They have to be, coming from Colleen.
Everyone who knows her agrees with
Mac, the studio cop, who says she's "the
happiest girl in Hollywood."
pirl

Thing Since 7 Up!

Continued from page 45

comes to your mind, then stop thinking.
Mel is better. Tango, rumba, samba,
jitterbug he does them, dynaflow.
Mel is one of the few persons I have
known who is always what theatrical

—

people call "up." He is a praise artist.
of great critical ability, he modifies
this characteristic with enormous
charity. The worst picture in the world
will still get a word of praise from Ferrer.
It was across the luncheon table in
the Selznick commissary that I learned
about Ferrer, the trencherman. I was
impressed then. I am impressed now.
Mel will sit before you, a leancheeked, clean-boned lad, slim as a pole
used in vaulting, and he will stow away
a bowl of vichysoisse, a shrimp salad

A man

eyelids, breasts, scars, tatoos corrected by plastic

FREE!

about

invite

to them.
marriage are

Greatest'

OSES RESHAPED

As an additional help we send

ideas

who

means

Lynn and Coleen Gray. The Townsend

62-S

FACE LIFTING

ALCOREM

religion

—

Illinois

itching conditions. Use cooling, medicated D. D. D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes, comforts and checks
itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves it
or money back. Don't suffer. Ask your
druggist today for D. D. D. Prescription.

cluded— NO

what

"old fashioned." She feels
that a wife should certainly have ideas of
her own, but that they should be made
secondary to those of her husband, if she
loves and respects him
as Colleen feels
she should.
Rather than having a preconceived
"pattern" for her ideal man, she thinks
she should fit into his pattern of the
Her only requirements are
ideal girl!

Relieve Itching caused by eczema, athlete's toot, scabies, pimples and other

Use

and before any

California

calls

m/se/yof\

DR.

in
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ductory offer.
Each jar contains
30.000 Int. Units Estrogenic Hormones, Pleasant and easy to use.

N

but didn't.

of the

Baauriful lllustratad

FREE

rib,

Mr. Ford had told Dan, 'Give her the
works.' So we had a big clinch. Finally
Mr. Ford said 'Cut,' but Dan didn't

that he be intelligent without being too
intellectual; that he be fun and a good
sport; that he share her interest in rehgion, not that he be of the same faith,
but that he have spiritual faith. Most
important, she wants to be so in love that
she would put that Ideal Man far ahead
of herself in every thought!
Colleen lives in a modest apartment
with her mother and stepfather. There
she can indulge in her pet hobby cooking. She likes to cook anything, but says
her specialties are pies and pastries.
Good, too, say her close friends Betty

5,

ILL.

Eventually, however, he went to

York to

New

some tests, and when I
found myself between pictures, I telephoned him to say, "Let's have me fly
to New York and discuss this thing."
He was living at the Plaza, the longdirect

time beloved of gourmets throughout
the world. Not only are the Plaza's
restaurants superb, but their room service
on a twenty-four hour basis is

—

—

something to make even Nero drool.
For several days Mel and I took full
advantage of it. We would settle into
one of those talks, of which we have
had so many, during which we agreed
that, for picture people, the constantly

renewed experience of performing for a
audience is both a tonic and a cura-

live

by thousand island dressing,
half a dozen orange rolls taking refuge
under a mountain of butter, an extra

tive that

cut of roast beef, a serving of lima beans
in cream, a glass of milk, and a cream
puff. This will power him for three or
four hours of intensive work, then he
will need to be stoked again. If Mel is
deprived of food for a long period of
time, his eyes seem to swallow the rest
of his face so that he de-materializes into
a pair of tragic orbs surrounded by an
atmosphere of acute starvation.
I remember one occasion when he and
I were first setting up our plans to establish the La Jolla Playhouse group. We
had talked about it over the Selznick
luncheon table, then he had been loaned
to Howard Hughes to take over the
directorship of "Vendetta," and I had
gone into a picture, so our plans had
been postponed.

would agree that, in Hollywood, a
player, director, or other technician who
works entirely in the motion picture
setup, is likely to fall victim to "Great-

topped

Room

is

essential.

service

would arrive with two

platters of bouillabaisse.

We

a disease which allows a person
to hear nothing except that everything
itis,"

great. The audience may not concur,
but between an audience and performers
on a screen there is a vast void.
Room service would arrive with two
servings of pheasant under glass, plus
broccoli drowning in Hollandaise sauce.
Mel and I would go over the series of
photographs which I had asked a La
Jolla photographer to take of the high
school auditorium in my home town. He
had also taken pictures of the backstage
from many angles, so that the potential
would be plain to Mel.
is

Room
servings

service would arrive with two
of cherries jubilee and cafe

England.

diablo.

of

The next time room service arrived,
Mel had to devour my portion as well as

in

his.

me

He was charitable; he did not fix
vnth those great big eyes and ask

what was wrong

—had

I lost

my

appetite?

In the early spring of 1949, Mel telephoned me one day to say that he had
been offered a job in a picture, "just a
B," he said. He didn't even mention the
title. Because of the dismantling of the
Selznick studio, Mel was "at liberty" and
because he had a family, he felt that
he should take the first thing that came
along, he said. He grumbled about it
quite a bit a fact that should have
warned me. If a thing is borderline or
downright bad, Mel talks it up. If it is
good to colossal, Mel lowers it into the
cellar. He said that he didn't want to
act
but he had to act in this par-

—

.

.

.

He would much rather
but no one had asked him to
Oh well, might as well act.

ticular picture.
direct,
direct.

I went to Florida on location for
"Twelve O'Clock High" and Mel went
to New England on location for this
picture for which he held such reserva-

He

telephoned me several times
{we were -planning, even at that time, for
our 1949 Summer season in La Jolla) and
each of our conversations ended on a
typically morose Ferrer note. He didn't
see how this picture, this "Lost Boundaries," could do much for anyone in
the cast. He was blue. And hungry.
When each of us returned to California, we busied ourselves with the
myriad details of the La Jolla Playhouse. We felt that we had one of the
finest possible schedules lined up. Whenever I asked Mel about his picture, I
got little except a suggestion that a
double chocolate malt might not be bad
tions.

about now.

And

then, one night,

Mel asked Greta

and me to come over, if we had nothing
more exciting to do, of course, to see this
"little" picture he had worked in while
telephoning me from the depths of New

HAVE A SLIMMER,
YOUTHFUL,

We

saw what hundreds of thousands
you have seen: a magnificent picture

FEMININE

which Mel Ferrer gives one of the
most convincing, most dramatically unhammy performances I have ever seen.
\^Tien

we

tried to congratulate

APPEARANCE
INSTANTLY!

him on

he wouldn't let us get
a word in. He had to tell about how
good Beatrice Pearson was, how ingenious the director, Louis de Rochemont,
was, how excellent the script, how cooperative the townspeople. As nearly as
I could tell from my talk with Ferrer,
my host, he wasn't even in the picture.

his performance,

Perhaps we should have done what
eight-year-old daughter, Peppa,
did. She was visiting her grandparents
in Maryland when the picture was released in the East, so of course she saw
it
repeatedly. She also read the newspaper reviews. On a postal to her father
she wrote, "We saw 'Lost Boundaries.'
Everyone is saying you are hotter than
the 4th of July. We are very proud

Mel's

—

of you."

There are two additional facts which
should be mentioned about this manyfaceted guy. He knows music. He is
crazy about jazz, and he is wellacquainted with all the small, obscure
restaurants both in New York and California where the music is authentic.

Because of his intense interest in jazz,
speaks a language which, at first,
would have reached me faster through a
translator. When someone goes into a
monologue on any subject, Mel describes
the forensics as "taking off on a terrific
riff."
When he sees a picture in which
a new, and slightly unorthodox, technique is used, he compares it to bebop.
he

He

also hits upon phrases which appeal
him and uses them until everyone in
his circle has made them their own. At
present, when Mel likes a thing, he says,
"That's the greatest since 7 Up."

to

It is a
himself.

For

my

pat
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the laces and PRESTO your mid section is resliaped.
your hack is braced and you look and feel younger!
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comfortable!
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The UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT
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It washes like a dream.
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panel and made by the most

craftsmen.
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It's

light

As

money, Mel Ferrer

lutely the greatest thing since 7

is

the top.
It gives extra-double support where you need it
No other girdle at any
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price can give you better support, can make you look better,
feel better or appear slimmer.
Sizes 24 to 44 waist.
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Continued from page 49

ridiculous.

Without Great Wealth I would never
advise anyone to dress as Miss Russell
does in "Tell It To The Judge." Some
of her gowns could not be worn frequently because they are so unusual. The

woman who

desires

more than anything

else to look different

too

much

either

difficulty.

have

can do it without
She must, however,

a quantity of clothes in her

wardrobe, or her basic suits and dresses
to change of re-

must lend themselves

$3.98

MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE
WITH A 10-DAY

Matter Of Chic

these clothes as Rosalind Russell does,
simply because they were made expressly for her. Many can wear this tj^e of
thing if they have a flair for fashion. But
put them on a girl who doesn't know
how to wear clothes and they would look

in

weight but powerfully strong.
won't roll up. bulge or curl

It

at

Only

A

un-

sightly buljjes. comfortably, quickly, firmly.
It readjusts easily to changes in your figure, yet no laces
touch your body. It gives instant slenderizing figure
control.
It
fashionably shapes vour figure to its
Like Magic the UP-LIFT ADJUST5,''PI™"t lines.
O-BELT obeys your evei-y wish.
Pounds
inches
seem to disappear instantly from waist, and
hips and
thighs.
You can adjust it to
your slimmed down figure as
.vour figure changes.
It gives
the same fit and comfort you get
from a made to order girdle
costing 2 to 3 times the price.

man

the

Look and Feel Like

new-

the

is

movable trimming

...

or

If the UP-LIFT AD-TLTST-O-BELT
isn't better than any supporter
you ever had. if You don't feel

change of

more comfortable,
-shape

*
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if

you

it.

Clever Adaptations could make this a
lovely wardrobe for the girl of moderate
means. In the first place, without the
fur, the clothes would cost about half.
The rust wool dress is simple enough, and
instead of a beaver cape, it could have
a cape of plaid wool lined with the fabric
of the dress. The gray suit, with the coat
that combines another shade of gray, is
practical for anyone who has the height
for it. The black velvet coat dress could
be made without the mink trimming and
still be very distinctive because of the
material and the lines. The coachman's
greatcoat, red wool with sealskin, would

be very smart and wearable in black,
without the fur.

will

if

you don't

feel younger, if your
isn't lOOcrr IMPRO\t:d.
are not del igrhted with

and

look

accessories.

return it and your
be refunded in full.

New

FREE:
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amazing

money
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salt and pepper shakers add
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salt,
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your money promptly.
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of
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any color and make a
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You Want Compliments

on your
you crave a little flattery
your clothes must flatter you. That, of

If

clothes,

if
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—including

all
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YOUR COLLECTION WILL MAKE YOU THE ENVY

OF ALL YOUR FRIENDS.
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PRINCESS ELIZABETH

IT'S

"MOVIELAND'S" HALL OF FAME

—

Just think of what a value this is 474 of Hollywood's
many in poses depicting their most famous roles.
Thousands of these sets have been sold for 85.45 now you have the opportunity to have one for your very own at a fraction of that price. Send
YouH Name and Address On A Postcard, complete set will be sent for
only $2.98 plus C.O.D. costs. Save postage and C.O.D. by sending check
or money order. Satisfaction guaranteed or money promptly refunded.
notables,

This album i« an EXACT REPLICA of
the book BOB HOPE presented PRINCESS ELIZABETH as a wedding gift
from Hollywood. It is one of the Princeaa's
most cherished possessions. Each unit
Beautifully Gift Boied. What a real thrill
it would give your friends or relatives as &

—

RUSH YOUR ORDER TODAY
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completely at ease

her clothes. They seem so much a
part of her that she is never conscious
of them. And strangely enough, that's
when people are conscious of her. They
say, "she knows how to wear clothes."
When she has that quality and money,
too, she becomes one of the truly chic
women of our day. You read her name
on the "best dressed" list of the fashion
critics. Incidentally, Rosalind Russell is
one of the few motion picture stars whose
name has appeared on that list.
*

*

Can Also Be Acquired, and

I

would

.

.

is everything.
loathes the crooked seam of a stocking, makeup that doesn't look fresh, a
coiffure so complicated it appears uncomfortable. A man particularly likes to

He

OWN

Before me, a Notary Public in and for the
State and County aforesaid, personally appeared
Henry, who, having been duly sworn
J. Fred
according to law, deposes and says that he is
t e
publisher of the SCREENLAND, and that
the following is, to the best of his knowledge
(,nd belief, a true statement of the ownership,
management, etc., of the aforesaid publication
for the date shown in the above caption, required
by the act of August 24, 1912, as amended by the
acts of March 3, 1933, and July 2, 1946 (section
nil. Postal La'is and ReEulations), printed on
the reverse of this form, to wit;
That the names and addresses of the pub1.
lisher,

*

To A Man's Eye grooming

YOU HAVE

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF
AUGUST 24. 1912, AS AMENDED BY THE
ACTS OF MARCH 3, 1933, AND JULY 2, 1946
of

*

in

.

CHRISTMAS GIFT. WHAT ATHRILL
THIS BOOK FOR YOUR VERY

*

say that any woman who wants to be
attractive should certainly study it. To
have manner, a girl must first learn how
to walk and sit and stand correctly.
When she accomplishes that, she has
poise. The girl who wants to be called
chic must also learn everything there is
to know about grooming. That pertains
to her hair, her skin, her makeup, her
hands
everything.
*
*
*

EVERY MOVIE FAN WILL WANT ONE

HOLLYWOOD'S GIFT TO

Style

*

This famous set of 474 star photos comes to you complete with a gorgeously
designed album, gold stamped with 31 famous star autographs, and beautifully
bound ready for the mounting of your favorite stars. How you will cherish this
famous collection now and in years to come. You'll prize it as your most valued

IF

A Woman Of

It

GOLD.

tion with photos framed in

is

and suit silhouette follows the straight
and narrow line, while the formal evening gowns are usually very full. As for
dress length, I think about 13 inches from
the floor is most attractive for daytime.

of Hollywood's

FAVORITES—WESTERNS—VOCALISTS
—DANCERS, etc. SPECIAL Academy Award sec-

current

YOU WILL GET

.

course, is a composite matter of fabric,
color and line. But we do know the guar-

ALBUM MOUNTING

authentic autographs

Chiffon

see velvet and satin for cocktail
dresses and suits. Metal cloth is good
for very dressy cocktail suits. The dress

Your own personal collection of famous star photos,
474 of them by actual count with their reproduced,

;|M

movie sUr possession.

*

*

autographed and ready
for

flattering.

You

ideas.

make

OF MOVIELAND'S FAMOUSi^STARS

STARS—474

is

Use your own

W'^^j HOLLYWOOD'S FAMOUS

^

urious look that

always feminine and graceful for evening.
This Winter there isn't much change in
the trend of good fashion. The best
things are both elegant and practical.

piece of satin of

BUST LOTION

anteed success of certain fabrics. VelA
is an arch flatterer.
plain black velvet suit, with a little cluster of white ermine tails at the throat,
or a tiny detachable collar of beige fur,
is always
good. Velvet has a dressy,
"occasion" quality. You can even put
a black velvet collar on your gray Spring
suit and it will move with style into the
Winter months. A well cut satin cocktail dress in your best color, has a luxvet, for example,

touches of drama and distinction you
want. They should be detachable so you
can do different things with the dress.
You don't have to be a designer to do it.

little

to

Most attractive useful

'^(Mt

Would Be

for a good, well-cut black dress.

VELVENE

Blends

washings.

Row

It

6th St. Dept. 201
Los Angeles, Calif.

Or send only $1.00 for 1 gift pack or $5.00 for six
new marvel of chemistry, "LIQUID
STITCH." Non-injurious to hosiery. Withstands re-

1216 Park

change of accessories.

feel of fur,

gift packs of this

or dresser.

for a dress, determined to find one that is unusual at
a moderate price, don't ask for "something diflPerent." The saleslady will show
you all the things with strange collars,
odd colors, or fancy beadwork. Those
dresses don't lend themselves to any

If you like the rich
a pocket or belt of ocelot, or leopard, or moleskin dyed bright
red. One other touch of the same color
on your costume will make it look as if
the belt came with the dress. Or take a

AND REPAIR SNAGS INSTANTLY
peated

When You Go Shopping

dfiy of

to

FRED HENRY.

and subscribed before me

September.

this 30th

1949.

(Seal)

Stanley

(Mv commission

M. Cook. Notary Public.
expires March 30, 1950.)

see a woman move with ease. Tugging
and twisting of uncomfortable clothes is
horrible to him. You might take a tip
from the men and the way they dress.
Their clothes usually fit well and they
are utterly unconscious of what they are

wearing.
*

High Fashion

*

*

Is Right for someone who
Rosalind Russell does in "Tell It
To The Judge" ... in an active social
life amid surroundings of wealth. If that
isn't your way of life, adapt and modify
high fashion so that it is becoming to
you and your life. Simplify your clothes
so you can wear a good suit or dress from
one season to the next. It won't be plain
or dull; it can be extremely distinctive
if you add your own personal touches

lives as

to

it.

UNTIL JAN.

AMAZING SALE!
Choose Your Books
Add

per book for packing,
Ic
handling and carriage. Order by
number. Order at least 20 books
as many more as you like.

—

Canada and
prepaid.
in this

foreign, 7c per book,
you order every book
remit only
125 books

If

ad

—

—

$21.00 and we will
carriage charges.

prepay

all
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Your Guide To Current Films

Holiday Inn
(Re-release)

Continued from page 15

Paramount
ing better than to do a wrecking job on
ihe little woman's ambitions. As luck

would have it, Paul meets opera star
Linda Darnell, who accidentally discovers
Paul's voice is magnifico, and besides, she
likes his virile looks. So while Celeste is
practicing scales at home, Paul is secretly matching her cadenza for cadenza in
Linda's apartment. After a successful
concert tour, Paul's second career is discovered and Celeste storms out of his
life.
Although he swears not to sing another note, Linda talks him into being
her leading man in grand opera. Needeven the
ing the money, he consents
thought of Paul Douglas singing grand
opera is riotous, but Douglas actually in
opera will have you hanging on the ropes.
Charles Coburn, Lucille Watson and
George Tobias aid in the hilarity with
special mention going to Millard Mitchell, Douglas' cynical, down-to-earth business partner.

the injured bandit, trigger-happy Da
Silva kills a policeman. In the wrecked
car, the authorities find a gun with Gran-

Being wanted for murder, however, doesn't stop Farley and
Cathy from getting married. From the
moment the preacher ties the knot to the
ger's fingerprints.

by both the

In

The Desert

Universal-International

DEALING
this

is

with the Palestine war.
a well-done account of the

Jews waged for their homeland.
However, there is surprisingly little
shown of the Arabs. Instead, the action
revolves around the British and their
attempts to keep displaced European
Jews from entering Palestine.
Dana Andrews, the hard-bitten captain
of a freighter, lands a group of these
illegal entrants on the forbidden soil. In
it strictly for the money, Andrews becomes further involved when he's forced
to escape with the refugees from a British patrol.
At the underground camp,
Andrews brings the British on the .scene
fight the

when he

uses the short-wave radio to
contact his ship. Patriot Marta Toren
is

captured, though

ground

leaders,

Dana and two

Stephen

under-

McNally and

manage to get out
on, Andrews has a

Jeff Chandler,

in time.

ringside
From there
seat in the battle between the British
and the Jews, but it's touch and go as
to whether or not he'll tell all he has
learned to the British. A spectacular es-

cape scene finishes this off in such a way
that 4th of July fireworks look positively
sick.

They Live By Night

RKO

THREE

prisoners sentenced to life
terms break out of jail. Two, How-

ard Da Silva and Jay C. Flippen, are
hardened criminals who plan to resume
their crime careers. The third, Farley
Granger, wants to pull just one robbery
.so he can get enough money to hire a
lawyer and clear him.self of a murder he
accidentally committed when he was 17.
While hiding out with his two confederates, he meets Cathy O'Donnell but romance has to play second fiddle to the
impending bank robbery. True, the holdup goes off without a hitch, but Granger
has an automobile accident. To rescue
74

police

this is a strange but
combination of sweet
and sordid, thrills and tears.

All

pals.

in

all,

excellently-done

Strange Bargain

—

Sword

hounded
and Granger's convict

tragic end, the couple are being

RKO

CLEVERLY-DONE

mystery with a
and which stars Jeffrey
Lynn and Martha Scott, as Jeff's wife.
bizarre twist

An

underpaid, shy-guy accountant in a

firm where the partners are constantly at
odds. Lynn is catapulted into a weird
situation when one of his bosses forces
him to become an accomplice in a "murder." Facing bankruptcy, the boss plans
to commit suicide and with Lynn's aid.
wants it to appear as though it was murder in that way only his wife and son
will collect the insurance. The only trouble is, after the plan is carried out, Lynn
begins to look like a chief suspect with
several other people in the running too.
About to confess the whole plot, Lynn is
confronted by some startling aspects to
the case. If you're smart, you'll be able
to see what they are before Lynn does.
If not, well! have you got a surprise

TIME for the Yuletide season, this
INBing
Crosby— Fred Astaire starrer
was the film that brought "I'm Dreaming Of A White Christmas" to a very
receptive public. In addition to the song,
the stars do themselves right proud as
the song-and-dance combo who split up
when Crosby gets fed up with the theatre and yearns for the peace and quiet
of country life. Farming has a heap of
drawbacks for a city slicker so Bing turns
his farm into an inn which is open on
holidays only. One of the entertainers
is pert Marjorie Reynolds, with whom
Bing falls promptly in love. Fred, in need
of a dancing partner since his current one
eloped with a millionaire, moves right in
on the set-up and before you can yodel
the first two bars of "I'm D. O. A. W. C."
Marjorie is out in Hollywood with Fred
foolish, foolish Bing, he would have
to start acting smart! Everything ends
happily for everybody, though, so don't
start feeling sorry for Bing.
.

.

Say

—

coming!

Arctic Fury

semi-documentary

about

LJ an Alaskan doctor, Del Cambre,
who because of the rugged terrain makes
his rounds via airplane. On one mission
to a desolate village where most of the
residents are victims of a deadly epidemic, Cambre's plane crashes and
though he manages to save himself from
the icy sea, he has nothing to protect
himself from the dangers of the wild arctic region. He finds refuge in a cave but
soon is joined by two slap-happy bear
cubs and their enraged mama. The hazards the three go through are numerous
and existence is a struggle. Wild life in
the raw, and unknown features of little

known Alaska play important

roles

which

turns this into as exciting an outdoor
picture as you'd care to see.

The Gay Lady
(Technicolor)

Eagle Lion Release

BRIGHT and

vivacious

the description best fitting this British musical
about the trials and tribulations of Trottie True, a music hall entertainer in the
Trottie (Jean Kent), a
early 1900's.
"good girl" at all times, manages to skip
from a balloon pilot to a manufacturing
tycoon to a stinking rich duke, James

Donald

is

With Perfume!

strapless evening gown, with a coiffure,
not just hair, Jane uses rich, lush, swooning scents with notes of sandalwood, exotic

and

For sports and out-

Oriental.

door activities, Jane changes to breezy,
zesty perfumes.
Joan Evans, the new young star of
"Roseanna McCoy," about fifteen, uses
light, flowery scents, always right for the
definitely teenagers.

RKO
T TNUSUAL

It

Continued from page 16

Lovely Jane Greer, who should have
her baby by the time you read this, has
some new slants on perfume for the
mother-to-be. She says that during her
pregnancy, her perfume tastes changed
entirely, with her preference changing to
the fastidiously dainty, happy scents.
This type of fragrance is an especially
welcome thought, I believe, for your
friends now awaiting their blessed events.

At a time when both dress and activities
are somewhat limited, perfume is a marvelous morale builder.
Gigi Perreau winds up the
perfume research at the tender age of eight.
Gigi's preferences are not yet developed
but she is trying hard. She raids her
mother's dressing table and on occasion
is a kind of medley in perfume, mixing
a number of scents well together. Recently, someone said to her younger
brother, "How is Gigi doing as an actress?" He pdlntedly replied, "She
stinks," thinking only of her attacks on
mama's perfume rather than her public's
heart.

RKO

Of this you may be sure, perfume is
here to stay. It is here to stay because
it is one of the oldest symbols of beauty,
magic and adoration. It figured in the
Nativity. The gifts to the Baby were
gold, frankincense and myrrh. It is ever
new, like the first words of love. In fact,
the modern viewpoint is you are never
quite dressed nor quite your fullest self
without perfume.
PRINTED

tN

THE U.S.

BY THE CUNEO PRESS, INC.

NOT TWO! NOT FOUR!

NOT ONE!

Mt

NOT SIX!

BGHTFREE!
—
YES
YOURS

ON

THIS

AMAZING OFFER

Selections (or alternates) purchased. But on
special offer, we send you ALL 6 right

best-read books are
FREE ... to prove how much
you will enjoy the thrilling love stories and the
exciting adventure novels which Book League
members receive regularly at trifling cost.
Ordinarily, you would get your Club Bonus
Books at the rate of one free with every two
all

8

of

these

this

AND

away!

MORE

get 2

bership gift

book

lar

FREE

!

Thousands

IN THE SAME PACKAGE you
your new mem-

best-sellers free, as

Read

here.

BOOKS

Have

For These

the description of each popufor your 8

$15.75

Paid

Books—

8

Then mail coupon

But

today!

YOU

Them FREE

Get

Book League

-if you join the

Now

—

PRIDE'S CASTLE, hy Frank Yerby
wo.Tian sacrificed her honor to win

One

the love
the other only
goodness in order to become
his wife.
daring new novel by the author of
"The Foxes of Harrow" and "The Vixens."

Dawson

of big, ruthless Pride

PRETENDED
A

;

LORD JOHNNIE,

hy Leslie Turner W'iite
passionate story of
He risked death and
torture to possess the woman who married him only because she expected him
to die on the gallows!

— The
a

thrill-packed,

dashing rogue.

REBECCA,

hy

Daphne

dii

Marnier— The

diabolically clever tale of a strange woman who is never seen told by an even
stranger girl who is never named!

—

THE GOLDEN FURY,

b)
Marian
tried desperforget [he scarlet secret of
her past
yet continued to love one
man who made her remember it

Casile
ately

—Caroline Lawlor
to

—

SHORT STORIES OF DeMAUPASSANT — Over 50 of the
frankest,
most daring stories
ever written
each one complete and unexpurgated

—

A CALF FOR VENUS,

hy Norah
Young, innocent Letty
was headed straight for a fate
wo-se than death.
But the
young doctor recklessly risked
his whole future in a desperate
gamble to save her
Lujis

—

ARABIAN NIGHTS—

The fabulous "thousand-and-one" tales
of adventure, magic, and exotic
romance which have captivated
millions of teaders for generations.

Daringly

illustrated.

TALES FROM THE DECAM-

ERON —Boccaccio's lusty tales

about amorous antics of sinning 'saints" and saintly "sinners"
stories that are unexcelled for sheer verve and gusto.

—

Why "America's Biggest Bargain

BOOK

LEAGUE

membership

Boole

.

.

of

Books

FREE

No Need

to

Take Every REGULAR

Can Get MORE Free Bonus Books, too.'
Moreover, there is NO LIMIT to the number

ITou

bonus books which you may receive! If
you remain in the Club, you will CONTINUE
to get gift books like these, including not only
popular best-sellers by today's great authors, but
also masterpieces by writers like Shakespeare,

The

Selection

leceive each month
Club's regular Selection. Each
month you get, without extra charge, the Club's
"Review," which describes other popular bestsellers
if you prefer one of these to the regular
Selection, choose it instead. There are no mem.berthere is no further cost or obligation.
ship dues

need

best-selling
be the

NOT

book you

;

;

No Money —

Send
JUST MAIL
Mail

coupon

today

COUPON

—without

NOW
money — and

re-

ceive your BIG membership gift package containing the 8 splendid books described on this page
.
worth $15.75 in the publishers' editions!
You will also receive, as your first Selection, the
current best-selling novel now being distributed to
Then you will understand why the
members.
Book League has been known for years as
.

.

"America's Biggest Bargain Book Club"
coupon without money now

—

—

!

BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA
Dept. SU-12, Garden City, N. Y.

!

WITHOUT MONEY

Mail

Balzac, Poe, etc. These are handsome
volumes which grow into an impressive library
which you will be proud to own and display to
others.

Dumas,

.

YOU

of free

You SI 5.75 Worth

Club" Gives

an adventure in exciting reading. You never
pay any dues or club fees— and every month
you get your own choice of fine new novels
best-sellers
of romance and adventure
by authors like John Steinbeck, Ernest Hemingway, Somerset Maugham. And although
the book you select may cost S3 or more at
pay only the Club's bargain
retail,
price of Si. 49, plus few cents shipping
charges. Imagine the great savings your
membership will mean to you on the twelve
novels you take during the year. Imagine,
too, the pleasure you will get from your 8
free books, pictured above
is

to

BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA
Dept. SU-12, Garden City, N. Y.

—

—

Please send me at once I-'KEE all eight of the
books described on this page (worth $15.75 in publishers' editions) and enroll me as a member of the
Book League. Tou may start my subscription with the

ciurent selection.

The best-selling book 1 choose each month may be either
the regular Selection or any one of the other popular books
described in the Club's monthly "Review." I am to pay
only $1.49 (plus a few cents shipping charges) tor earii
monthly book sent to me.
I may cancel my subscription at
twelve books, or 1 may continue to
Club's book bargains for as much
will then be entitled to additional
each two Selections or alternates
dues for me to pay; no further cost
llr.

»

itrs.

>•

Miss

)

Mail

Please

any time after buying
take advantage of the
longer as I choose. I
bonus books one for

—

I buy. There
or obligation.

are

piainiy

priiit

Zone No.
City

(if

anv)

Slightly higher in Canada. Address: 105

.

State

Bond

St.,

Toronto
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AMERICAN FAMILIES SAY:
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Everyone admires
America's Most Popular Wallet

SANCTUM
Zke Wallet for Successful
Delighted?
of a wallet

grownups

Who wouldn't be?

alike!

causing so

Take a look

much

for yourself

Inner Sanctum's whiz

wonderful for everyone

is

.

,

.

excitement!

People

in the

family

—

youngsters and

at the top-notch features that are

Then go out and buy one:

for gift-giving

.

.

.

for everyone

who's in the market for a wonderful wallet!
•

Fine genuine leathers

«

Famous Inner Sanctum

secret

com-

partment that hides your larger
bills,

•
•

and personal papers

Secure zipper closings

Clear acetate windov/s for cards

and photos.

FREE!
with each wallet

o

Beautifully

copy of the

famous

Gift

Packaged

booklet

"Secrets of Suc-

At your favorite

cessful People"

FIFTH

ARISTOCRAT LEATHER PRODUCTS, INC.
•Reg. U.S. Pal. Off.

variety,

drug or department

store.

AVENUE

•

292 FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK

1,

N. Y.

X

in

just" Seconds

_wiffh this fragrant

new

Lotion

that Pries Fast,

without Sticiciness!

Prove

It

for Yourself with
There's a Cashmere

This 10-second Test!

Want hands

any flower petal?
Just as fragrant, too ? Then it's New Cashmere
Bouquet Hand Lotion [with lanolin) for you!
Do this and you'll understand why!

Bouquet Cosmetic
for Almost Every
Beauty Needl

that are soft as

»Use

lik^ol"^""

Cashmere Bouquet on one hand,
any old-style lotiori on the other.
Wait, then compare.

Your "Cashmere Bouquet" hand? This
drying lotion that softens like
a cream has already done its wonderful
work. Not a trace of stickiness or tackiness,

Your hand

feels

smooth,

is

fast-

(ithcr

C ash mere

excitingly

fragrant, excitingly soft to the touch!

Your

..-^:i^i^^:^:-<mfi^J^-»^'

tfi

BouQuet

hand? No comparison, of course! In

just 10 seronds you've seen for yourself, that

caressahle

hands

call for

Cashmere Bouquet!

-Hand Lotion

IIPSTICK

Creamy, clinging

in

8 fashionable shades!

FACE POWDER
Smooth, velvety texture

I

6 "Flower-Fresn" shadesl
ALL-PURPOSE CREAM
For radiant, "date-time"
loveliness

— a bedtime

beauty "must"

I

TALCUM POWDER
A shower of
spring flowers 1

JUN 28

1950

Note how Listerine gargle reduced germs. Tht two drawings illustrate height of range in germ reductions on mouth and throat surfaces in test cases before and after
gargling Listerine Antiseptic. Fifteen minutes after gargling, germ reductions up to 96.7% were noted; and even one hour after, germs were still reduced as much as 80%.

AT THE FIRST SYMPTOM OF A

COLD OR SORE THROAT

Listerine Antiseptk
people in several industrial plants over
a 12 year period revealed this astonishing truth: That those test subjects who
gargled Listerine Antiseptic twice daily
had fewer colds and usually milder colds
than non-users, and fewer sore throats

Listerine Antiseptic reaches way back on
the throat surfaces to kill "secondary in-

vaders".

make a

.

.

cold

the very types of germs that

more troublesome.

This prompt and frequent use of full
strength Listerine Antiseptic may keep
a cold from getting serious, or head it
off entirely ... at the same time relieving
throat irritation when due to a cold.

due to

Let's

be frank ...

is

explained

by

.

—

Fewer Colds in Tests
Actual tests conducted on all types of

When you

is

kills millions

—

gargle with Listerine Anti-

Listerine

Antiseptic.

It

to 96.

7%

15 minutes after Listerine Antiseptic gargle, tests have shown bacterial
reductions on mouth and throat surfaces
ranging to 96.7%. Up to 80% an hour
afterward.

In view of this evidence, don't you
it's sensible to gargle with
Listerine Antiseptic systematically twice
a day and oftener when you feel a cold

think

getting started?

your breath on the agreeable side? Don't run

date use

and

Reductions up

This impressive record
.

surfaces

Even

Listerine Antiseptic's germ-killing action
its ability to kill threatening "secondary invaders" the very types of
germs that breed in the mouth and
throat and are largely responsible, many
authorities say, for the bothersome aspects of a cold.
.

way back on

throat
of the "secondary invaders" not all of them, mind
you, but so many that any mass invasion
of the membrane is often halted and
infection thereby checked.
septic, it reaches

colds.

Kills "Secondary Invaders"

This is the experience of countless
people and it is backed up by some of
the sanest, most impressive research
work ever attempted in connection with
cold prevention and relief.

QUICK!

sweetens the

risks.

Before every

breath

instantly.

3
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FROM PARIS comes
newest hair style.

this

..set it

fCREENlAND

with

FRED HENRY,

J.

Bob Pins

Publisher

LESTER GRADY,

stronger grip— won't slip out

CHARLES W. ADAMS

KAY BRUNELL

Art Director

Fashion Editor
Exclusive Photos by

Editor
STANLEY M. COOK
Production Manager
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What Hollywood
TT

Itself Is Talking About!
themselves like to discuss their town as

II

much

Hollywood Facts Of Life For 1949!

They^%r
Way

T T •
I
Live

rif,

_,,

'

Were

Like

^"'°y '•'<' according to my own standards, not Hollywood's'
Is
Mistress
Ray Millaud
has taken Ray Milland a long time to shake off his fears, but at last
he s won

30

Marilyn Maxwell

36

My

All Alike.
^""^^ "ri^ people

m

Has Hollywood been

Hollywood are no

different

Me
good for him or has

really

from those
it

Davids Unfailing Formula For Living
David Nlven

Don

t

Overdo

always

is

in passionate pursuit of all that's

40

Ben Maddox

42

gay and merry

Jerri Lee Randall

of records reviewed

own

if

she

had

to choose

Gammon

48

between home and Hollywood^
frerf Robbins

60

by popular disk jockey

Shirley Temple, starring in "A Kiss For Corliss"
Hedy Lamarr and Victor Mature, starring in "Samson
Montgomery Clift, starring in "The Heiress"

And

Delilah".

The CLOCHE

Party Gossip

by Pierre-Rene,

Your Guide To Current Films
Helen Hendricks
Newsreel
Shelley
Winters
South Sea Sinner (
and Macdonald Carey )
Katie Gets Her Man ( Katharine Hepburn and Spencer Tracy )

outstanding hair dresser
of Paris. Set top in two
rows. Start left side higli,
with ridge and two rows
of curls. Set right side
lower with ridge and two
rows of curls. Set back in
two rows. Brush hard
comb close and cover ears.

—

Cobina Wright

Samson And Delilah (Victor Mature and Hedy Lamarr)
Tinsel

And Tears

(Betty Grable)

Merry Mixup For Milton (Milton Berle)
The Hasty Heart (Ronald Reagan and Patricia Neal)
Barbara Is At It Again! (Barbara Stanwyck)
ScREENLAND Salutes Gregory Peck

The Touch Of Your Hand

28
32
34

6
12
19
26
29
33
35
38

44
46
50

Courtenay Marvin

Kay Brunell

Fashion Selections
Star

45

limits

Roland

Right Off The Record
list

your home town
Farley Granger
too much?

in

him

the importance of recognizing your

"I'd Rather Have Twins"
What would Barbara Hale do
Latest

given

It!

MacRae knows

Lrordon

Here's the newest hair fashion right from the
world's fashion center. Andyoii can put it up
at home with DeLong Bob Ptres/ Round-ended,
smooth-sliding DeLongs are perfect for easy
setting. Firmer grip keeps your hair in place
indefinitely. Take the blue card home today.

22

24

TT II
Hollywood,
Marriage And
T\

20

Lizabeth Scoit

The World
It

Marcia Howard
eventful in the annals of movieland

°'

r .r^^

w

I

Lynn Bowers
you do

as

Buys

16
54
56
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You

re

always "set" with DeLong

Curl Setting Pins

•

Hair Pins

Hooks and Eyes

•

Hook and Eye Tapes

Snaps
•

Safety Pins

•

•

Pins

Sanitary Belts

,

W.

MEMEEK AUDIT UUllEAU OF

CIECUIATIONS.

OV 7?/£ 70lV/i//

Three gay gobs go on a 24-hour shore leave. ..and
the Bronx to the Battery! They get taken

...make havoc with a dinosaur

in

in

it's

Central Park! They land back
It's

frolic

from

the museum... rock Radio City with

laughs... raise the roof of the Empire State with song...

exhausted but happy!

a musical

tow by a female taxi-driver

in

Brooklyn

wonderful

fun, so

Navy

and

steal kisses

in

Yard... busted,

come along... EVERYONE!

^C^A//C060,
BETTY GARRETT'ANNMIUER

JULES MUNSHIN'VERAEUEN
HEAR THESE TOP-HIT TUNES!
"New

York,

New

Yorl<"« "Miss Turnstiles" •"Prehistoric

Song

Hits

Place" '"Main Street" • "You're Awful" -"On The
available on M-G-M Records

Man" •"Come Up To My

from

"On The Town"

Screen Play by Adolph Green and Betty Comden- Based Upon The Musical Play Directed by

GENE KELLY and STANLEY DONEN- Produced

A METRO GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

Town" '"Count On Me"
by

ARTHUR FREED

bleachers and lining Sunset Boulevard to
the- "guest stars" make their entrance jrom their cars.

watch

Applauding in the audience were such
old time friends of Ed Wynri's as Jack
Benny and Mary Livingstone, George
Burns and Grade Allen, Jack Holt, Hattie McDaniel and Jerry Colonna, all of
ti'hom had appeared in vaudeville in the
early days with Wynn.

As George Burns put
Ed,

ire

this in

them

it, "No wonder,
never used to pack them in like
the old days. We never invited

for free!"

And Grade

Gordon MacRae, Desi Arnaz, Lucille
"Backfire")

make

a

gay

party

at

Ball

added, "Yeah! Gee, just
think of the business we missed!"
But these laughs were nothing compared to the ones which shook the rafters
at the Chanteclair where the 200 guests
gathered following the broadcast.
Red Skelion got into one of Wynn's
silly costumes and did an impersonation
of the "Fire Chief," Gertrude Neisen
sang some sultry Calypso songs and Reginald Gardiner did his famous impres-

and Mrs. MacRae (Cordons co-star in
for Delia and Andy Russell debut.

Mocambo

sions of railroad trains.

Son Keenan Wynn invited a

lot of the

younger set and I must say they had as
good a time as the older ones. Lucille Ball
and Desi Arnaz introduced a new tropical dance, which was immediately taken
up by Diana Lynn, who looked so sophisticated in a low cut black velvet gown with
black velvet gloves. Diana and her hus-

TELEVISION

suppose.! to be
IFany threat to the movie
industry, the
film

colony

is

certainly

any signs of it.
Not only do most

isn't

showing

of the stars have
own, hut many of tliem plan
their parties around certain \ideo prf)-

sets of their

grams that are

One

band, architect John Lindsay, in turn, persuaded Ann Rutherford and Producer Bill
Dozier, Marilyn Maxwell and her escort,
restaurant owner Andy Mclntyre (whom
she confessed to me she is ^oing to marry ),
Van and Fran Heflin and a host of others

their favorites.

the most gala evenings this
Fall was the "premiere" of comedian Ed
Wynn's television show from the West
Coast followed by a private party at the
Sunset Strip's smart Chanteclair. a pn-tv
which drew a record crowd of celebrities
of

and film favorites.
Of course, we all went to the Wynn
show first and were delighted by the antics of the funny man who has been in
show business for -17 years, but who still
describes himself as "Keenan Wyun's
father!"
*

premiere

had

for

.stj/le.

T\

*

done

all

.

the

*
in

first

icith

Ginger Rogers
been dating lawyer
Greg Bautzer socially as
Briggs,

has

as

professionally.

They're at the Mocambo.

Socialite Melissa Weston
was Peter Lawford's most
constant Stork Club date
during his vacation in New

York.
Peter's in
Red Danube
for
"

ti/plrallij

"The

MCM.

movie

Ilolli/irood has

crowds

Since she divorced Jack

well

When
brought

filling

the

the anniversary cake for Ed was
Keenan Wynn rose to propose

in,

but was all choked up with emoand started a preamble about how

a toast,

tion

not only his father, but his grandfather
had been in show business since the 1870's.
Then he paused to swallow hard and said,
"So I'd like to introduce " Whereupon
Jack Benny piped up in horror "Not your
grandfather!"

—

if

It

van

It

to join in.

was an

*

—

*

hilarious evening, the only

accident occurring wlien a waiter dropped
a huge tray of dishes on Desi .4rnaz'
head, covering it with .salad.
(Please turn to page 8)

BOB HOPE, LOVER OF THE YEAR
The

Profile...

Women

At His

Feet...

In

A

Men

At His Heels... Laughs Everywhere I

Paramount Picture

^

C\preat /over
YOUNG CULVER
•

k

Produced by

Edmund

Beloin

Written by

Edmund

•

Directed by

Gary

Richard

Roland

with Roland

•

LYON GRAY
•

ALEXANDER HALL

Beloin, Melville Shavelson and Jack

Rose

.

.

Thrills .

Fun.

.

'

.

.

Earn .

.

.

.

coioRme PHOTOS
AT HOME

Fascinating occupation and hobby learned by aveiai^e man or

L

woman who is artistically inclined, in Sparc time at liome.
colorint;
u:
Easy-lo-unflci'si;ind
method maUes it possible to
bi in^' out life-like cok)rs. Many

7

|

I

while

Uesi .seemed very angry and the

leari

friajlit-

ciied waiter tried to apologize until Desi

— but make

roared, "'I'm not mad at you
Lucille stop laughing at me!"

when she saw
was badly cut and took him to

Lucille did stop laughing

that Desi

who took five stitches
hand.some Cuban's head.

a doctor

in

the

ra <- 1 ca
In1
on
shows
you how to do beautiful work. No previous training
is needed, nor is it necessary to do any drnwing or
sketching.
Find out how those with natural talent
he trained to color cheir own plioinm-aphs antl
those of their friend:- an<l. when expprien<'ed. seek
work for studios stores and others
1

I

1

Means

National Method

Work

Beautiful

.

Doing the Chanteclair
evening are David Niven and his wife,
hie's now being chased
by Shirley Temple in
for an

.

"Naiioriai Method" of coloring photominiatures in oil. It brings out beautiful
Originated in a well-known Studio that for
years catered to the Gold Coast residents of
Chicago. This type of instruction trains you in th*[t|
modprn mpthnd of coloring in voertlP todav

the

graphs

ancJ

effects.

FREE Booklet

"A

Kiss

For

Corliss."

you seek increased independence,
[greater happiness, and a worth-while hobb^
and you feel you have artistic talent,
write for this FREE booklet.
Find out
more aljudt this fascinating work and
if

.

the or If. or nn it ics in a conii>aratively
uncrnu-fied field.
Send today for free
bfic.kiet.
\
Fascinatin<r Hobby" and
fidi particulars.
Sent postage [prepaid,
without obligation.
1

NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
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Please send me, without obligation, your
"A Fascinating Hobby," and full
let.

Name

Incidentally, about the Marilyn Maxwell-Andy Mclntyre romance there is a
cute twist. She told me that she was first
introduced to Andy, who owns the smart
Encore restaurant in Holl.ywood, by Dan
Dailey, which was only turnabout and
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"Always

Them

Laughing,"
congratulate Delia and
Andy Russell on their
debut at the Mocambo.

Leave

particulars*

was Andy who

*

could miss happiness.

The Brinkmans

right in

*

their

The house,
in

design,

is

Frances Langford and Jon Hail at Delia
and Andy Russell's Mocambo opening.

Hollywood

hilltop

home.

ichich is extremely modern
right on the ridge which

separates San Fernando Valley from Beverly mils, so that, from the terrace over
xrhich Jeanne had a canopy spread for
dancing, one can see the ocean on one
side and the myriad twinkling lights of
the valley from the other.
*

One

of the happiest young couples I
knoiv of is Jeanne Crain and Paul Brinkman. Of course. Jeanne has such a sweet
and wonderjid disposition and Paul is so

celebrated, their fifth

anniversary the other evening with a perfectly beautiful buffet dinner and dance

first in-

troduced Dan to his wife, the former Liz
Hofert.
I only hope that Marilyn, who was
quite upset when she broke up with
Michael North, will be as happy with
Andy as she deserves to be.
*

devoted to her. that I don't see how they

*

*

In this star-studded setting there was an
enormous buffet spread with every delicacy imaginable caviar, lobster, roast al-

—

Jane

Wyman

Sachs, with

at

whom

the
she's

Stork

with

Manny

been dating often.

That's what Robert

Mitchum and

Wendell Corey want for Christmas
...but Janet Leigh

a shock that

hands them

lasts right

through New Year's Eve!

»« »««» "-l*

—
mond

duck, turkey salad, etc. arranged in
equal portions at either end of the tables,
so that you could start at each end and
work towards the desserts in the center,
thus dividing one long dinner line into
four shorter ones.
It was an ingenious
arrangement, but the "piece de resistance"
was the venison which host Paul, who is
quite a hunter, had bagged last year and
had carefully aged and packed in deep

proved a great
treat and
as Farley Granger declared
"This is one time when I enjoy having
freeze

for

this

—

event.

somebody pass the

It

bi'ck!"

Hostess Jeanne looked lovely in a burgundy colored velvet dark velvets seem
to be all in favor with the stars this Winter
while Deborah Kerr's simple green
Grecian drape set her aristocratic beauty

—

—

off in

perfect style.
*

the La Jolla grotip, which was founded
by several of the David Selzn?ck contract players to give film folk a
chance to tread the boards without having to go all the way East every Summer
Besides
for the "straw hot" circuit.
originally

Gregory, such famous stars as Jennifer
Jones. Joseph Gotten, Fred

*
*

*

Beauteous Hedy Lamarr made a surby the handsome
English actor Stewart Granger, a surprise, mostly because she has been seen
constantly with Franchot Tone since her
return from Europe. However. Hedy's
most startling announcement was that
prise entrance escorted

MacMurray

and Maureen O'Hara have turned
imate" for the La Jolla series.
*

"legit-

*

Although Gertrude started her celebration with a "small dinner party" headed by
the Pecks, she found that word had gotten
out that it was going to be a gala end to
the Fall season.
Before she knew

Adele
it,

the

Mara's currently gracing the
Republic picture, "Rock Island Trail."

blonde torch

she intended to give up her home in
California and live in New York, coming out to the West Coast only for picture assignments. She said that she hadn't
made up her mind to give up all the
comforts of California until she could at
least get a Gotham apartment with a
swimming pool. Well, believe it or not,
she did find a Manhattan midtown apartment with a pool and a garden and everything she has here except a palm tree
*
*
*

To celebrate the end of the fine success
the La JoUa Beach Players enjoyed this
songstress
season,
Gertrude
Neisen.
whose "Annie Get Your Gun," was one
of the outdoor hits of the year in California, gave a party for Gregory Peck
and his gang. Greg, as you probably

know,

is

one of the prime motivators of

Joseph Gotten, with his wife, at the Stork
after making "The Third Man" in Vienna.

Jess Morgan, Joan Evans, Farley Granger and Patricia Neal entering theatre for
the "Roseanna McGoy" premiere. Joan and Farley co-star in the Coldwyn picture.

"Suspense" star Ray Miliand during
broadcast of the

CBS

a

thriller-program.

singer was greeting such illustrious friends
as Bob and Dorothy Mitchum, Audrey

Totter with Freddie de Cordova, instead of
Brian Donlevy, to whom she had just returned her engagement ring; the Johnny

Swopes

—

Guire,

Mel Ferrer and

she's the fascinating

Dorothy Mcand Cesar

his wife

Romero, "batching it thii time." They all
explained that they heard it was to be a
surprise party, but not one of them
dreamed it was going to be a surprise
party on the hostess and not on the guest
of honor!
*

The most formal

*

*

ball of the

season so

was that which the "Fashionettes"
gave in the newly Don Loper-decorated
ballroom of the Ambassador Hotel.
Every year these "Fashionettes," as
they have dubbed themselves, give a
style party and a dance to which every
far

The feminine favoris invited.
are invited to appear as models because all the proceeds go to a definite
charity. This year the charity was for
under-privileged children and the "modor mannequins included such stars
els"
as Joan Crawford, Ginger Rogers, Esther
top star
ites

—

—

Williams and Diana Lynn.

HARRY

SAM

JACK

POPKIN-SMEL-DEMPSEY

Actually filmed at the

famous

Indianapolis 500-mlle race classic

and the nation's top speedways!

CO -starring

with

MICHAEL

MARY

SPRING

HAITI E

O'Se-BYINGTON- HATCHER- WlcDlEL
UNA

STEVE

ALLEN

DICK

BRODIE-ROMAY-JENKINS-LANE
Produced by

Orieinal

Screenplay

•Robert Smith
Executive Producer

SAMUEL

H.

*SIIEEEL
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EDWARD LUDWIG-

R^lsased thru

United Artists

By
Helen Hendricks

Eieanor Parker and Humphrey Bogart co-star
"Chain Lightning," a story of jet olanes.

in

\ou hear it as tiie background theme in
a burial scene! The action starts immediately with Joseph Gotten arriving in oc-

Pinky
20th Century-Fox

ITHOUT

cuyiied

wood has

his

a doubt, the best Hollyoffered on a No. 1 topic:
racial equality to pursue the four

freedoms. Not once throughout the picture can you forget the tremendous problem faced by Jeanne Grain, a youn?
negress whose coloring allows her to pass
for white.

While

in

nurses' training in

Vienna having been summoned by
boyhood chum, Harry. Unfortunately, Harry isn't on hand to greet Gotten
because a short time before he was killed
when a truck ran over him. Not satisfied
with the explanation he gets for the
death and further interested by the
attention the accident is getting from

Army

Intelligence Officer Trevor
to the

Boston, she meets Interne William Lundigan. Friendship leads to a marriage

British

proposal, and afraid to tell him the truth,
Jeanne runs back home. There she faces

contrary, starts investigating.

Howard, Gotten, though warned

a bleak future in

In doing
he meets Harry's mistress, Valli, and
some of Harry's friends strange evasive

and

characters.

life with her own people
a ramshackle cabin with
her grandmother Ethel Waters. It doesn't
take long for Jeanne to rebel even more
against being a negro.
As much as
Jeanne wants to leave, her grandmother
begs her to stay a while and nurse Ethel
Barrymore through a heart attack. Hating the old aristocrat, Jeanne nevertheless gets to realize that good sometimes
springs from hidden wells. The character
studies, both white and negro, are magnificent and under the excellent direction of
master Elia Kazan, this is Academy

living in

Award

material.

so,

—

He

also learned

many

his

—

My

Heart

Foolish

Samuel Goldwyn

comedy as the
would imNOT a instead
the touchingly poignant
title

ply,

The Third Man
Selznick Releasing Organization

IT'ASCINATING,

a mystery-suspense
yarn directed by Carol Reed. Plus
the action and overpowering effects
achieved, there's the incongruous musical
score gaily played by a zither
wait till
.

—

story of heartbreak between two young
lovers who never were permitted to balance their lives against World War II's
furious pace. The romance that flares up

between Dana Andrews and Susan Hayward is the usual college girl emotional
spree. However, the Pearl Harbor an-

nouncement makes Andrews certain

he'll

be sent overseas almost immediately. Su-

As

negro

a

Grain

most

girl

who

white, Jeanne
has one of the

looks

difficult

rotes

of

her career in "Pinky."
Ethel Barrymore is a

white

comes

aristocrat

who

love

her.

to

Behind Hedy Lamarr's
beguiling beauty lies
treacherous nature.
a
She leads Victor Mature to his downfall
in

Paramount's

of

the

Biblical

film
story,

"Samson And Delilah."
12

things

dead chum which he refuses to
believe, but which Howard proves. Then,
because he's the only one Harry liked and
trusted, the dirty work is handed over
The acting and mystery is suto him
perb with a wonderful surprise performance by Orson Welles.
about

Bob Hope's luck in poker riles loser Roland
in the comedy, "The Great Lover."

Young

san seeing him off on the train, decides at
the last minute to remain with him for
the Httle time they have left. The price
she pays for loving Andrews is high and
before he can marry her, he's killed in a
plane crash. Frightened and alone, Susan high-pressures Kent Smith, whom she
doesn't love, into marrying her.

From

111 JANE

DENNIS

J/lnrMAN

4
WHAT
MANEUVERS!

JANES GOT
THE NAVY

AUATSEA
OVER
THE MAN
SHE WANTS
10 LAND...

O
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O
o
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A
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ROBERT DOUGLAS

•

ALLYN JOSLYN

directed by

•

TOM TULLY
produced by

LVL HKULN MICHAEL CURTIZ HARRY KURNITZ
•

SCREEN PLAY BY EVERETT FREEMAN
PROM A STORY BV JERRY GRUSK1N
MUSIC BY MAX STEINER

O
O
o
O

O
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—
Barbara Stanwyck and
Wendell Corey after a
big evening in amusing
scene in "The File On
Thelma Jordan." Barbara's a murderess and

Wendell is the man who
must prosecute her.

After she succeeds in
getting Minor Watson
drunk in "Beyond The
Forest," Bette Davis
slips
out to keep a
tryst with
her lover.

Her

illicit

grief to

then on, her hte is an empty vacuum,
and even the child, Gigi Perreau, is a
victim of her mother's unhappiness.
The situation "which could have happened to any girl" is handled inoffensively and the early courting of Susan

and Andrews is delightfully human. Incidentally, watch Robert Keith as Su-

—

all

love

brings

concerned.

on the

real Fisher's life, but if the plot
deviates from true biography, no harm's
done.

The Red Danube

MGM

MILITARY protocol versus human in-

you enjoy an occasional emotional
binge, and what woman doesn't, don't

stincts is the battle Walter Pidgeon
wages with himself when assigned a post
in the British Zone of Austria. In com-

miss

pliance

san's understanding father

he's terrific.

If

this.

.

.

.

with International Law of the
occupied country. Col. Pidgeon carout the Russian edict to return all

allied

Oh, You Beautiful Doll

ries

Ru.ssian "citizens" hiding in British territorv to Russian authorities headed bv

(Technicolor)

20th Century-Fox

A

.

—

—

.

.

Paramount

A SPECTACULAR

production with a

number

of equally spectacular ocsuch as star Victor Mature

currences,
rassling a lion bare-handed and killing
the brute; Vic leaning against two massive stone columns and shattering them;
and Vic wearing his hair shoulder-length.
That last is the crux of the picture since
with his long hair Vic is the strongest
man alive minus it, he's powerless. Of
course, it's a woman, Hedy Lamarr, who
brings about Vic's downfall. Her motive?
Revenge because Vic chooses to marry
her sister, Angela Lansbury, then inad-

.

Haver interrupts Mark Stevens' amours
in "Oh, You Beautiful Doll."

Delilah

(Technicolor)

My

with Gale Robbins

—

Samson And

HAPPY

musical with June Haver.
Mark Stevens and "Cuddles" Sakall.
This time, Sakall is a composer
opera, don'cha know! June, his darling
daughter, wants like crazy for Mark, a
song plugger, to want her, so she takes
some of papa's music and gives it to
Mark. He changes the tempo of the
long-hair stuff and tags the name, "Come,
Josephine, In
Flying Machine," to
the results. Papa Sakall is so mad he
could stomp an obligatto to death
but for money and because June likes
Mark, he goes along with the "gag," but
insists the songs be published under a
name other than his. And that is how
the fa,bulous songwriter, Fred Fisher, was
born. The picture, it says here, is based
June

Louis Calhern. Bivouacked with his two
aides. Major Peter Lawford and Captain Angela Lansbury, in a Viennese convent the Mother Superior of which is
Ethel Barrymore atheist Pidgeon sees
Lawford fall for ballet dancer Janet
Leigh, who visits the convent. But even
the power of love can't stop tragedy from
taking its toll since Janet is one of the
"citizens" Pidgeon is hunting for. An old
military man, the Colonel begins to learn
a lot from both Miss Barrymore and
Calhern some good, and some pretty
grim. Engrossing, exciting and worthwhile seeing.

—

( Please

Above: Shirley Temple and Darryl Hickman in
"A Kiss For Corliss," United Artists comedy.

turn to page 72)

In "The Red Danube," Janet Leigh, Peter
Lawford are tragic lovers in post-war Vienna.

Man

with a past

...meets

woman

with no future
...in

the last

port of call for
adventurer,
renegade, and
outcast!

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL presents

^^^^^^

Starring

SHELLEY

WINTERS

•

MACDONALD CAREY

HELENA CARTER
LUTHER ADLER
Screenplay by JOEL

•

FRANK LOVEJOY

MALONE and OSCAR BRODNEY

•

.nd

Directed by

LIBERACE
BRUCE HUMBERSTONE

rj"p,S
•

Produced by MICHEL KRAIKE
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Samuel Shellaharger s

A Saga

of Scoundrels
a Century of Infamy!..,

in

n

ree Years in

the Making!...

A

Magnificent
Cast of 50,000!
CINTURY-FOX

'

SCREEN

IT'S
18

•iTH

A

TYRONE POWER

PUY

MARINA BERTl « EVERETT SLOANE

D,.cTEOB,

HENRY KING

KATINA PAXINOU « FELIX AYLMER

# ~BrSOL

C.SIE6EL

BY MILTON KRIMS « FROM THE NOVEL BY SAMUEL SHELLABARG£8

A GALA HOLIDAY OF ENTERTAINMENT!

ASK THE MANAGER OF YOUR FAVORITE
THEATRE. WHEN HE WIIL PLAY

IT!

Holm and Oliver
Thorndtke in gay party at
Waldorf-Astoria in N. Y.
Celeste

Lizabeth

Scott,

vacationing

in

Gotham, enjoys an evening at the
Stork Club with Mortimer Hall.

NEWSREEL
be fun taking medicine
you had a nurse as cute as

It'd
if

Virginia

Mayo

in

"Backfire."

Right: June Atlyson and daughPamela. June's now in "The

ter,

Reformer And The Red Head."

Buddy Rogers, Sonja Henie and

bridegroom, Winthrop
Gardiner, at Waldorf party.
her

Left: Producer Mervyn LeRoy (lancing with Loretta Young at the Tennessee Williams party.

Above: Tennessee Williams, famed playwright,
with Clifton Webb, at gay party in his honor.

THE

64c question around Hollywood
(and worth every penny of it) is:
Whom will Elizabeth Taylor get herand how long will
self engaged to next
it be before that engagement goes pflFt!
It may be purely coincidental, but both
her ex-fiances were the long-distance
type. Glenn Davis was away from the
b^utiful Liz most of the duration of
their engagement and they broke up
shortly after he arrived in Hollywood
last March. Her second romance, Bill
Pawley, was clean across the country—in
Florida when he broke up the twosome.
We think young love is just dandy but
we hope Elizabeth takes a long look be-'

—

fore she leaps the next time.

Just obout eveiy important stor in town turned out for
the formol party for Playwri'ght Tennessee Williams

Was Jane Wyman ever glad to get
back to the good ole U. S. fi^om that
long, long stay in London where she
made the Alfred Hitchcock picture,
"Stage Fright!" Although pals here sent
her Large quantities of food to supplement
her austere diet, Janie still lost pounds
couldn't stand to stuff herself with good-

—

while her fellow actors weren't doing
so well. It was more chance than intent
that Ronnie Reagan, still on crutches
from that accident, met Janie in New
ies

Ann Sheridan
ing

listens intently as the grey-

George Raft

tells

of his experiences.

York when her boat docked. Ronnie was
back there for a Screen Actors Guild
meeting and quite naturally was on hand
to greet her, since they're still good
friends. Jane had very little time off
on her arrival in Hollywood. Warner
Brothers were panting to start "Glass
Menagerie" with Jane, Gertrude Laurence and Kirk Douglas.

—

*

*

Scarcely a day goes by in ^is fabulous
town that a bit of irony doesn't crop up.
When actor Arthur Kennedy was under
contract to Warners his fate was to inherit most of the left-over, warmed-up
picture parts that no one else wanted.
Then he became a great success in New
York in "Death Of A Salesman" and, when

heard from, his ex-studio was trying
mad to get him out of the play for
the '^gentleman caller" role in "Glass
Menagerie."
*
*
*
last

like

Olivia de Havilland, we think, deserves
an Oscar for the way she took care of
herself before the arrival of her son, Benjamin Briggs Goodrich. No gal ever
wanted to become a mother any more
than Olivia and she certainly proved it
by staying in bed for seven months before the little feller was born. Her determination should be an example to the
many expectant mothers who have been
disappointed and unhappy over the loss

—

of their babies in many cases because
they failed to take proper care of themselves.

*

*

Petey Lawford, who is a big boy now,
had to be driven to his birthday party
by his mother. But the reason wasn't
what you think whatever that is. Petey
had loaned his convertible to a chum of
his and the car got wrecked. So he had

—

to talk his mother into the taxi service
while Janet Leigh, Liz Taylor, Shelley
Winters, Van and Evie Johnson, Ava

Gardner and Howard Duff waited

to

CUrk Gable chat's with Mrs. Dawid Niven
by Jerry Wald and Charles Feldman. The

Farley Granger with Evelyn Keyes. Warners will do Tennessee
Williams' "Glass Menagerie" as a movie with Jane Wyman.

at Williams soiree hosted
star turnout

was

terrific.

Happiest couple

in

Hollywood, by their

own

I

admission, are Larry Parks and
Betty Garrett over the prospect of becoming parents after five years of marriage. Betty had to give up the lead in
"The Skipper Surprised His Wife" but
what's an ole picture compared with an
event of this magnitude? Larry and
Betty also have big plans about doing
pictures together they're clever kids so

—

By Lynn Bowers

—

they'll

make with

the

happy birthday

singing.

do

all right.

Clifton Webb, with his customary aplomb, was absolutely impervious to the

and titters that followed him across
the 20th Century-Fox lot as he practised
driving a vintage Pierce-Arrow automobile
stares

Hollywood hostesses are going to have
o find a new pigeon to replace Gordon
"acRae. The very^ popular young man has
en terribly obliiging about singing and
..tertaining at parties. As the word got
round that MacRae was always willing to
o on, his popularity increased and it was
etting so he could never go out socially

'thout having to perform.

What with

around for his new picture, "Cheaper By
The Dozen," and accorded this dignified
old lady all the respect that was due her
advanced years.
(Please turn to page 51)

a

making rebeing a father of three kids and the

icture career, a radio show,
~rds,

usband of an actress

he's

kinda busy

making with the free entertainent.
The pore g^y got to wondering
whether he was invited to parties for his
~wn sweet self—or because of his singing
'thout

"ent!

«

«

«

No

one could accuse purty Jeanne
Grain of being the impetuous type. Two
and a half years after she and Paul
moved into their dream home they had
the traditional house-warming, or more
precisely
a house-heating. 200 guests

—

—

helped them celebrate the occasion and,
at last, they really feel they're at home,
sweet home.

Above: Rtionda Fleming dancing with Kirk
Douglas at

Williams

party

at

Chanteclair.

Left: Esther Williams and Ava Gardner enthusiastically greet each other at affair.
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1949 opened with the

Wanda Hendrix-Audie

Murphy marriage, which

didn't last the year.

sedate Ingrid Bergman astonished the
world with her determined announcements.
Shy,

Humphrey Bogart will never forget 1949 for
Lauren Bacall presented him with a baby boy.

ollywoo
Facts

life
Diana Lynn and John Lindsay took the fatal
step and their marriage goes merrily along.

Another beloved film character who answered
the final curtain call was Wallace Beery.

Vigorous Frank Morgan's sudden death saddened the entire Hollywood film colony.

The year
of the

of 1949 was one
most eventful in

the annals of movieland

By Marcia Howard

Now

that the final score

is

in for the

annual match between Cupid and
the Divorce Court, it is clear that
1949 was Cupid's year. It is true that
the cute kid in the French bathing suit
took some hard blows but he also landed
some lovely haymakers of his own.
Leading the January triumph of Cupid
were Wanda Hendrix and Audie Murphy
( tho he later took the count on this one),
Keenan Wynn and Betty Jane Butler,
Barbara Long and Marshall Thompson,

and Linda Christian and Tyrone Power.
Thereafter the wedding march was
joined by Candy Toxton and Mel Torme,
Glory Dolores Wilson and Lawrence Tibbett, Jr., M'liss McClure and Marvin
Finch (who were separated a jew months
Diana Lynn and John Lindsay,
later)
Sari Gabor and George Sanders, Hilo
Hattie and Carlyle Nelson, and, in London, Ann Todd and David Lean, the
,

producer.

One

of 'the

most photographed and

Kirk Douglas achieved ^personal sucbut his marriage foundered.

cess,

Ginger Rogers, who divorced Jackie Briggs
in 1949, may make wedding news next year.

{this was a retake as they had been
divorced in 19^7) and Adrian Booth and
David Brian. This latter marriage, a
happy one for two months, faced serious
difficulties.
David's American divorce
decree {interlocutory) was set aside by
court ruling when his wife testified that
she was to have a child. David's defense
(and Hollywood syiwpathy was intensely
with him) was that his wife had deserted
him and had associated with other men.
David's attorney stated that David's first
wife would not have returned to court
if David had not attained film success.
A complicating factor was the fact that
David had obtained a Mexican divorce
,

reported
place on

weddings

May

in

the

world

took

when Rita Hayworth
married Prince Aly Khan.
June lived up to its reputation by uniting Martha Vickers and Mickey Rooney,
Phil Terry and Helen Meyers, Nancy
{Slim) Hawks and Leland Hayward,
Hattie McDaniel and Larry C. Williams,
Peggy Knudsen and James C. Jordan
(son of Fibber McGee and Molly)
Richard Ney and Pauline Settle McMartin, Milton Berle and Joyce Matthews
27,

,

as well as an American divorce, and that

he and Adrian had also been married in
Mexico. Customarily the U. S. recognizes
a marriage legaUy contracted in another
country. This entire thing is a heartbreaker for David and Adrian.
Wedding bells {Please turn to page 63)

Nora Eddington ended her marriage to Errol
Flynn and in July became Mrs. Dick Haymes.

Martha Vickers and Mickey Rooney, united in
June ceremony, will soon be proud parents.

a

—

—

By Lizabeth Scott
individualist" of the isolationist school
nor the "superman" individualist of the
totalitarian ideology; I am thumping for
the real individualist.

So you raise a doubting eyebrow and
"Get that Scott! A movie actress
who lives like everyone else in Hollywood
say,

telling us not to be sheep!" I'll accept
your challenge and disprove it.
I live the way I like, the way I enjoy
life, according to my standards, which I
feel are conservative and constructive.
They are not Hollywood's standards! I'm
lucky that I can live the way I want, but
on the other hand I believe I would be
living almost exactly the same
with the
exception of a few luxuries if I were
still back in Scranton, Pa.
To use an old adage, "The grass always
seems greener in someone else's yard"to most people. That's human nature at
work. But why should Mr. and Mrs.
Jones believe that the things which seem

—
—

Lizabeth finds

new

it

stimulating to learn about

things, like Paramount's

gun

collection.

WHEN

I was awaj' a few months
ago I had a startling experience. I
was surrounded by a group of girls
and as I was chatting with them I suddenly had the impression that I was in
the midst of a herd of sheep! All those
girls dressed alike, had the same hairdos,
the same makeup too much, in fact
and all used the identical expressions in
their conversation. There wasn't an in-

"It's a giant task

be the person you

to

—

to, usually, is frustration

have no objection to sheep of the
four-legged variety but people who behave like sheep, who act, dress and speak
as they do merely because someone else

and

debts.

If

talents and live their own lives instead
of sheepishly following an established
pattern, they would be so much happier!

me

are the dullest in the world!
Why imitate someone else? Everyone
has his or her own particular talents,

content! What fun or stimulation
there in always following? Why not be
a leader? And I do mean a leader, a sane

And

and potentialities.
Why not develop them and be an individual instead of a carbon copy? Nacapabilities

turally. I don't

will

they would face things squarely and
honestly and be themselves, enjoy things
to their own taste, develop their own

I

tastes,

make Mr. and Mrs. Smith happy

automatically make the Joneses happy?
So many people go through life deluding
themselves on this score and all it leads

dividualist in the crowd!

does, to

to avoid being a sheep, to
to be," says Lizabeth.

WANT

is

individualist, no< an eccentric.
basis of proof for
arguments

My

approve of the "rugged

my

favor of individualism and against
being a sheep must of course be personal,
reflecting my own experiences and those
of people around me. I cannot prove it
according to scientific formula. But here
are things I know:
in

Lizabeth dares tc be herself; never follows
the dictates of fashion and hates "elegance."
Difector William
Dieterle,
dialogue assistant and
Scott
Lizabeth
huddle over
script of "Bitter Victory."
bis

Lizabeth with Eve Arden in the Klal Wallis production,
"Bitter Victory," dramatic story of love and sacrifice.

I don't like "elegance" and do not
subscribe to it because I don't feel I am
the elegant type. I live in a small house
which I rented furnished. I've changed
some of the furniture, draperies and
lamps to my taste, not to any Hollywood or other standards of elegance.
These changes have been, without exception, bargains for which I searched and
searched and enjoyed the searching.
drapery material was $2.25 a yard. In
second-hand stores not fancy antique
shops I found a commode for $12 and
a chair for $9 which I had refinished; I
feel they are charming. I've done all the
interior dec(Please turn to page 53)

—

—

—

My

—

Macdonald Carey can't keep
is

around to divert

Shelley

falls

for

his

his

Mac when

his game of Solitare when Shelley Winters
Universal-International's "South Sea Sinner."

mind on

attention

he's

in

put

ashore from a ship for medical care.

3^
"^^-T-'ir--

Sinner," Shelley Winters is a heady exare fireproofed, for as a bad girt
with a heart of gold, she'd make an Eskimo sizzle. Shelley's
.a so-called singer, provocatively named Coral, in a dive on a
tropical island. Her language is salty, her walk sexy and her
curves so full-blown and lethal that she's forever driving
men crazy. Of course, there's always one man who can drive
a girl like Shelley crazy in turn, and in this instance it's
Macdonald Carey, who's suspected of playing Ping- Pong with
the Japs during the War. Mac's never out of trouble in the

"South Sea
INample
why theatres

picture and Shelley is always in there fighting like a tiger
while it lasts, but eventually both
It's torrid
for him.
agree that what Shelley's got is fine in the tropics, but
how would she go over at a strawberry festival back home?

Shirley Temple, starring
in

"A

Kiss For Corliss,"

a United

Artists release

Katie

quietly

waits

as

Dir

Ceo. Cukor instructs Spence

Spencer Tracy and Katharine Hepburn
rare congenial

moments

Jn the

MCM

in

film,

Katie Gets Her

one of their

"Adam's Rib."

Man

SPENCER TRACY

never
has been much of a romantic hero in his films so

when he had

to play a love

scene with Katharine Hepburn in "Adam's Rib," he
found it hard to get started.
And the fact that he and
Katie play a couple who are
focever battling didn't help
any. Of course. Spencer isn't
averse to kissing gals, he's
just

Katie tries to convince
bit of kissing is fun now

camera

shy.

However,

when he agreed to do it,
the scene was hurriedly shot
before the reluctant star had
change his mind.

a chance to

Katie

breaks

into

Spence kisses her on
Spencer goes for a good one, but misses
by an inch. However, Katie doesn't mind.

—
has taken Ray Milland o

It

long time to shake off his
fears, but at last he's

won

By Ray Millond
you and you —like everyone,
LIKE
too, have searched for something
I,

.

most of my life. Today I have
found it. Today I am a peaceful man.
I even like my kind of self better than
I have ever liked myself before. Why?
Because I am no longer afraid of the
world. Coming from an adult, this sounds
sort of

silly,,

doesn't

it?

May

I assure

People who were born sensitive and shy will especially understand
you,

it isn't.

this admission.

When I say I am no longer afraid of
have
the world, I actually mean
learned how to live with myself. And
when a man learns how to live with himself, he knows how to live with others.
Therein lies his salvation. What is the
The key to the secret? The
recipe?
magic word? I'm afraid each individual
has to seek out his own solution.
Of one thing I am definitely sure. We
are what we are because. People think

—

Z^e World Js

My Mistress

Ray Milland enjoying a brief vacation at Balboa
with his wife, Mai, and nine-year-old son, Danny.

When

Ray

first arrived in

made him more

shy, but

Hollywood swaak parties

now he takes them

in stride.

I

the way they do because of luck,
background, breeding, environment,
or call it what you may. There is still a
reason why each of us fits into his own
particular pattern. And because of this
rea.son, we are either loved or loathed,
tolerated or tormented, circumstances de-

and

feel

fate,

pending.
There's
:

my own

personal experience,

example. As far back as I can remember, I was always ridden by a terrific nostalgia for Europe: not because Hollywood is the place it is, but because of the
for

people you ofttimes meet here, many who
feel just as out of place as you do. It
took me years to overcome that sudden
longing to escape from it.
Nostalgia can be the most harrowing
experience of all. Maybe you go to a
party, a woman walks by. Suddenly her
perfume catches you, or it may be a man
a Turkish cigarette. Sights,
sounds, odors, sudden memory of a face
all come sweeping back. In a
or place
split second you can be rendered physically ill, or transported into near ecstasy. As a result, may I hastily add, you
are often regarded as being quite an odd

smoking

—

fellow!

Speaking of Hollywood parties, I vividmy first one. I was new, unknown, of friends and dollars I had precious few. So naturally when a chance
acquaintance invited me to this party, I
was eager to go. I found myself surrounded by the most famous faces in the
ly recall

world.

I

listened to their conversation

and watched their behavior.
Here I was at long last in HoUywood!
Here I was, actually mingling with the
great stars, living the moment I had
thought about and dreamed about. And

—

time

my

I bepeople's
standing at the box-office actually had
something to do with people and nothing to do with human qualities. I wasn't
a part of Hollywood then, as I am now.
So it made me more shy than I was to

Ray

begin with. At (Please turn to page 65)

his latest

then, for the

first

came aware that

in

salaries

life,

and

—

Ray with Janis Carter in "A Woman Of Distinction," the film he made for Columbia.

falls

under the spell of Hedy Lamarr in
Paramount film, "Copper Canyon."

Another scene with Ray and Hedy. Says Ray,
"I have learned how to live with myself."

Hedy Lamarr with her daughter, Denise, and ex-husband John
Loder.

Neither

has

ever

re-married

since

their

divorce.

msmAU
roles of Cecil
INsonTHEAndtitleDelilah,"
Victor

have their
in

so

B. DeMille's lavish "SamMature and Hedy Lamarr
most important roles. Neither has ever been

so costly a production or one that will be seen by

many moviegoers.

Despite

the

overwhelming pa-

geantry and color, Vic's performance as Samson is brilliantly outstanding.
And Hedy's beauty is never once
overshadowed by the spectacular magnificence of "Samson And Delilah." DeMille has triumphed once again.

Hedy Lamarr is also sfarring in "Copper
Canyon" with Ray Miliand for Paramount.

Below: Vic, with Casey, arrives for work at the studio. He's
soon to be seen in 20th's "Wabash Avenue," with Betty Crable.

Clark Cable and Pamela Britn MCM's "Key To The City."

ago I was on a personal
e tour at a number of the
tres in the country, and
^ns I was asked most
ollywood's apparently
'^ude

about romance

,er with people out
be asked constantly,
d with their personal
»rk?
What kind of
i stars have, and why
tting in trouble.'*"

when

you're away
exactly how the
you're there, every-

w,

tat's

moving along on an
aly occasional changes
fou keep normal hours,
'our day's shooting at the
out to dinner or a club

week, and nothing jnuch
ns.

yOU pick up the newspapers
along your personal appearyou get the picture that Hol,as suddenly broken out into a
romantic intrigue at one moment,
ti is rapidly followed by a series of
-iational divorce explosions. You wonv.cr if it's the same place you left only a
few weeks ago!
You find yourself vehemently defending your profession and your friends, still
not believing what you read, but then
you can't be sure until you get the firsthand information for yourself. You remember that too often in the past you
felt it hard to believe a thing was so, only
to find that you were wrong.
I'm constantly puzzled at a somewhat
antagonistic view non-Hollywood people
.

take of filmland, especially

"Most

of

filmland's

per-

sonal troubles are based on
the same ingredient which

holds

with

where."

people

says

everyMarilyn..,

among

the

Here's why people in Holl^
are no different from the folk^

who

live in

your own

home towiJ

Another scene from "Key To The City" with
romantic comedy.
It's a
Marilyn and Clark.

more

intelligent

who

should

know

Marilyn and Pamela Britton are
eyes for Clark Cable in film.

all

better.

Hollywood as it was
in the roaring 20's, when suave male stars
and sleek sirens whipped around in im-

They

still

visualize

ported roadsters, attended a parade of
and apparently never went to
bed. This certainly isn't the true picture
today!
I'm also often embarrassed when I'm
asked about an item which appeared in
a movie column, and it turns out that
I don't know either the man or woman
mentioned. Fans seem to think that
everyone knows everyone else in Hollywood, and that life is one big happy
family, with aU the stars waving gaily
to each other in the Brown Derby during
the luncheon and dinner sessions.
acquaintances are as limited as
yours are in your own home town, and
my date book doesn't have any more
names than yours does. And, like you, I
don't care to go to night clubs regularly,
or wear a gown that is designed to put
every male within miles into a deep
swoon. I like to wear jeans, go on a picnic, and every Saturday I usually wash
parties,

Marilyn
in

is

a

night club dancer
City."

MOM'S "Key To The

My

my own

car.

Does

this

make me,

or

any

other younger star, a femme fatale about
whom you read in the gossip sheets.''
Since the newspapers have been carrying so many stories about what's wrong
with romance in Hollywood, I'd like to

have my say in this article, and explain
a few things on this subject as I see them
both in Hollywood and on the road. I
also would like you to understand that
I'm no expert on the subject, and that
my observations are strictly personal and
limited to my own sphere. I'm not out
to condone or prove anything rather,
let's just have a little written chat on

—

this ever-popular,

if

transient, subject.

By Marilyn Maxwell
may

be a surprise to you when I
by saying that I don't think
Hollywood is any different from any
other city of its size in the country. As
you walk down the boulevard on a shopping trip, you'll observe the same sort of
It

start out

people you have in your own home town.
There are good-looking men and women,
the usual matrons swathed in mink, the
busy housewives shopping for bargains,
the hurried businessmen, and the woeful
looking little man who carefully scans the
gutter for a discarded cigarette. Conto publicity about this so-called
glamourtown, not every second person is
a famous screen star!

trary

As
alities

for the old belief that film person-

hang around the corner of Holly-

wood and

Vine, I think I've seen only
one there, and (Please turn to -page 67)

The menace
Berle's

Leave

life

Milton

in
in

"Always

Them

Laughing,"
Mayo, who's
hardboiled, beautiful and

is

Virginia

another man's

wife.

Milton Berle clowns for Claudette Thornton on "Always Leave Them Laughing" set.

from start to finish in
Laughing," the
story of a comedian's struggle up the insult-strewn, poverty-paved path to sucAs a performer in a second-rate
cess.
resort hotel, Berie is a second-rate flop.
He continues being a flop for a long, bng
time, with no one to believe in him except Ruth Roman. However, he gets his
break when a big time comic falls ill
shortly before opening in a new musical,
and he replaces him. But if his profesMilton Berle
ITS
"AKvays Leave

Them

is set, his personal life isn't. He
forgets the faithful Ruth for the more enticing, and calculating, Virginia Mayo, but
comes to his senses just before the curtain

sional life

falls

on "Always Leave

Them

Laughing."

No stunt is too zany for Berle in his
climb to stardom as a comic on television.

In "Always Leave Them Laughing," Bert Lahr plays a big time comedian whose illness
and death give Milton Berle his first chance, while Virginia Mayo's his two-timing wife.

'

Cathy O'Donnell and Farley Gran
Bv Night," which is Farley's favor

In

"They Live By Night," Farley and Cathy O'Donnell are two
who know little tenderness until they meet each other.

waifs

"When

I
came out of service, I was a different felbw; confused,
bewildered, insecure. You see, I discovered I was growing up."

Holl^ WOO

a young kid who's always dreamed
TAKE
and then continue throwing luck
him a couple

of acting, toss

of breaks,

his way, and you've got a very fortunate
That fortunate fellow is me!

fellow.

In fact, I've been so lucky that I can't help wondering
and I can't stop thinking of this career
it all happened
I have and what Hollywood has done to me. Has this town
been really good for me.'' Or has it given me too much?
After a lot of thinking, I've found that the answers to
those questions take in a lot of territory. For one thing, I've
often wondered if I was lucky to get into pictures the way
I did. After all. I was a green kid with no experience who
suddenly found himself playing the lead role in a picture. I
didn't know from nothin'. But the more I think of my big
break the more I'm convinced I'm glad I got my chance

—

how

when and how

I did.

could have used a lot more experience in those
early days. For that matter, I still can. But I think I got
into the business at just the right time. I was the right age.
I wanted .so much to act, and I had enough enthusiasm to
help overcome the .shortcomings as an actor that I had. It
wasn't until I made more pictures that I really began to
realize that I had just begun to learn to act
that I had to
learn to act
that I had to have more than mere inspir-

Sure

I

—

40

't

—

stop thinking of

^one

me

i

to

Qjc

me. bias

it

has Hiiaiven

what Hollywood
been really good

me

too

much?"

go on

"I
I

love

the

the
girl

premise that not only must

...

I

must

also

like

her."

ation or feeling to get by. A knowledge
of the technique of acting was pretty

darned essential, too.
I'm learning something of technique
now, and I'm grateful to Hollywood for
giving me the chance to act, I disagree
heartily with those who yip, "You can't
learn to act in pictures." I believe you
can. How can you help learning when
you're constantly acting.-* I'm certainly
not as wet behind the ears now as I was
a short time ago.
There's another point to this business
of learning to act in pictures. Certainly
stage experience is a valuable asset and
I hope to do some plays. But supposing
you land a part in a hit play and it runs
for two years. You're playing the same
role all that time. On the screen, however, in two years
if you're lucky
you
may make eight pictures, playing different jjarts. The experience gained there
can't be overlooked. You certainly become more ver- {Please turn to page 58)

—

Fariey and Cathy,
try to live normally

"They Live By Night,"
though hunted by police.

in

Granger with Joan Evans in "Roseanna McCoy." He's now in "Side Street."
Farley

Helen Craig, Farley

"No

actor

is

in

—

"They Live By Night."

indispensable

in

this

town."

David's Unfailing

Formula For Living
^

David works his own vegetable and flower
gardens. He has two sons, Davie, Jamie.

Refusing ever to feel sorry
for himself,

always

in

David Niven

is

passionate pursuit

of oil that's gay

and merry

By Ben Maddox
YOU

want an

unfailing formula for
smarten up and operate
like David Niven. He smilingly refuses to waste time in any rut. He kicks
up his heels h^ippily at every single
chance he can maneuver. Nothing fascinates him faster than a challenge. To
him it's the open door to more fun.
He deliberately developed this attitude
when extremely young, and it is the true
secret of the exciting joy he feels and
spreads, in person. What he dares do as
a star, as a man in love, as a father, and
as just a human being in passionate pursuit of all that's merry, is an exhilarating lesson in good living.
David is the one Hollywood figure I
know who purposely maintains a per-

IFenjoying

life,

petually amazed look at the odd way this
world behaves. As a result, he's rarely
depressed. Constantly choosing to be astonished once again leaves him no dragging hours in which to feel sorry for himself. A particularly virile fellow, he's ever
raring to top the absurdities he sees with
some outrageous prank of his own. Wrapping his wit in a wonderfully light subtleness, he bounces so buoyantly he's automatically out of a dead end and soon

sampling a new thrill.
Today he has a new phase awhirl.
A morning's visit with David at his

home is unforgettable, for he's as bright
as the California sunshine flooding it. He
has a fabulously attractive two-story
pink house, elegantly comfortable from
the moment you step into its marble foyer. The fine paintings on his dark green
walls have competition from the contrasting dazzling panoramic views of the Will

With
in

pet rabbit, Jimmy.

bis

"A

David

is

now

Kiss For Corliss" with Shirley Temple.

Rogers ranch stretching outside

his win-

dows down ranges of hills to the Pacific
Ocean. Lush flowers of every color border the soft green lawn sweeping to a
hedge of blazing geraniums and his private swimming pool and bathhouse be-

yond

We wandered there. In his sun
David has an impressive physique,

it.

shorts

perhaps unguessed from those costumes
and tailor-made suits he wears so well.
First, we poUshed off the daring career
chapter he's starting. At the peak of his
popularity. David has b<Jdly decided to
select his own pictures from here on. Few
stars are ever in a position to do this, and
in these days a guaranteed income seems
awfully

alluring.

David, however,

has

eagerly thrown over the security of a
long-term contract. Reasons? He has
worked steadily for the same producer
(except six years out for the War) ever
since he entered the movies fourteen
years ago. Demobilized one midnight in
1945, David was ordered to report on a
film set the following four a.m.. loaned
out immediately by his shrewd boss. .\nd
since the War. eight of the ten Niven pictures have been loan-outs away from his

own

lot.

David decided to freelance a few
months ago. Contrary to rumors to the
contrarj-, he is devoted to Samuel Goldwyn, now his ex-boss, and always refers
to him as the man who gave him his
break. He has told GoldwvTi that if he
ever wants Niven for a picture all he has
to do is pick up the telephone.

Letting such a gold-mine go was crazy
David moved into action himself.
EfTecting this release called for all
the agile Niven cleverness, so he appeared casually at the great man's desk
to discuss an improbable departure from
the fold. He brought up his sure-fire reserve, a ton of charm as a distraction. In
brief, David was so gay, so amusing, so
skillfully implied an alternative was such
.stuflfiness,
that he enchanted a verj'
astute bargainer into gifting him with his
desired freedom.
"So here I am at thirty-nine," David
said to me, with his beguiling honesty
turned on full (Please turn to page 69)
talk until

David had never met Shirley Temple until
they started production of "A Kiss For G>rliss."
That's bow fantastic Hollywood is.

The Hasty Heart
WHEN

a young Scotsman, Richard Todd, is hospitalized in "The Hasty
Heart," his gay- hearted wardmates in the base hospital, among them
Ronald Reagan, learn he has only months to live. They join the ward nurse,
Pat Neal, in trying to make his last days happy; a difficult task since he is so
dour and suspicious of friendship. But their gruff kindness finally wins him
over and he takes all of them into the lonely recesses of his "Hasty Heart."

Ralph Michael, John Sherman, Howard-Marion Crawford and Orlando Martins watch Richard
his first gesture of friendship toward Ronald Reagan in "The Hasty Heart."

Todd make

4n "The Hasty Heart," Ronald Reagan is
the confidant of Richard Todd, who's dying.

Gordon MacRae knows the
inipoitance of recognizing
your own limits and staywithin

ing

By

those

bounds

Terri Lee Randall

ping the dust from his clothes. He sat
small boulder Out of camera
range and lighted a cigarette. For a few

down on a

minutes he just sat there in silence, tapping the toe of his boot with a small twig.

He

felt crestfallen

failed.

Gordon and June Haver made a wonderful
team in "Looh For The Silver Lining."

o

^K.\

ACTION!" yeUed

the direc-

and from over the hill came
the sound of several horses runtor,

ning. In a moment they were clearing
the ridge and pounding down the mountainside toward the cameras.
"Cut!" the director suddenly shouted
frantically as he spied one riderless stalhon. As the dust cleared away, the figure of a man was seen rolled up in the
dirt. From aU directions people r«i toward him. Just as they reached his side,
the thrown rider sat up slowly, shaking
his head in an effort to stop that infernal
ringing of bells.
"Are you hurt, Mr. MacRae?" some<me asked.
"No, I guess not," Gordon replied as
helping hands Ufted him to his feet.
"Well, take some time off and rest a
bit," the director said to him. "We'll let
your double take this scene for you. No
need to hurt yourself, you know.
need
you ior a few more scenes."

We

Gordon MacRae walked away,

slap-

And

and ashamed.

He had

after four long days of rid-

ing lessons, too! What if he had never
been on a horse prior to those four days
of lessons. With that much practice he
should have been reaUy ready at least to
ride a nag down a little old hill! He was
filled with self-recriminations.
"That was a pretty mean spill you had
back there, son," a kindly voice said.
The disheartened, un-horsed rider
looked up to see the friendly face of Jack
Holt looking down at him.
"I want to tell you something, my
boy," Holt went on. "You know that
fellow Joel McCrea? He's a pretty good
horseman, isn't he? But you know what?
He doesn't take chances doing scenes like
that. He lets a stunt man who has been
trained for those dangerous rides do the
job for him. I'm a fair rider myself, even
if I am sixty- {Please turn to page 71)

In "Backfire," G>rdon does a terrific job in
the non-singing, dramatic role of an ex-CI.

Dm't Omdo Jtl

Cordon's role in "The Return Of The Frontiersman" is a tough
one in which he has some rugged fight scenes with Rory Calhoun.

Cordon, with Julie London in "The Return Of The Frontiersman," proves he's as good an actor and romancer as balladeer.

muu

IS

flTITflGflin!
Barbara Stanwyck cries out in protest as Richard. Rober is about to
club Wendell Corey in a scene from "The File On Thehna Jordan."

When

they are together in the picture, Wendell Corey almost forgets
Barbara is 4 murderess whom he's morally and duty bound to punish.

Barbara begins the picture so enamoured of Richard Rober
she becomes a willing henchman in all his larcenous plans.

Wendell Corey wins Barbara away from Rober though
no future

.

.

.

their love has

she's a killer; he's the District Attorney

and married.

To be
more

successful as Mrs.
to Barbara than the

Williams means
stardom she's won.

Bill

and I even had a chance to leave my
baby for a visit with Grandmother Lane
in Rockford. But the most important
thing for my husband, Billy, and me is
that we're trying to lead normal Uves and
become responsible citizens of Our Town,
which in this case happens to be Not-th
Hollywood.
"There's a lot more to life than just
today," Barbara went on. "1 have a wonderful husband and baby and we are
trying to build foundations for living that
are secure and sensible. We save a substantial portion of our salaries, we budget ourselves, we avoid silly extravagances. Oh, there have been times lately
when it hasn't been easy to escape the
vacuum of Hollywood night life, the
partying and riotous spending, but Billy
and I have been pretty successful because
we're serious. Looking after a husband,
who's also an actor, and little Jodyt
who's barely two, takes all the timri I can
spare from the studio and this new thing
called stardom."
Stardom came swift and sweet to this

Scotch-Irish colleen when it came. Born
and brought up in Illinois, she quit art
school and modeling in Chicago to take
advantage of an RKO audition. She did
bit parts in such unawakened "sleepers"
as "Heavenly Days," "Lady Luck" and
"The Falcon Out West." She gained a
brief, well-publicized notice by ^ving
Frank Sinatra his first screen kiss in
"Higher And Higher." But to the average
fan, Barbara Hale was an unknown until
Columbia executives chose her over 100

other beauties for the coveted role of
Mrs. Al Jolson. Since that ecstatic moment, life has been a high-key kaleidoscope of new people, new horizons, new
thrills.

Yet her pretty head hasn't been turned.

To

lafbafji Hale's radiant
is lichting up
"iaby Makes Three."

smile

be successful as Mrs Bill Williams
(himstlj an actor making Westerns for
Producer Nat Holt) obviously means as
much to Barbara as becoming the Technicolor toast of the Columbia lot. Right
now she js moi-e than happy making a
success of both wJes. But if she 6ver had
to choose between home and Hollywood,
this sunkissfed sweetheart of the midwest
wouldn't hesitate for long. She would
put first things {Please turn to page 68)

Screenland Salutes
Gregory Peck, who's earned three Academy

Award nominations, puts

his

bid

in

Gary Merrill, Gregory Peck and Dean Jagin a scene in "Twelve O'Clock High."

ger

EVER

since

he

played

the

priest

in

"The Keys To The Kingdom," Greg-

ory Peck has been noted for his sensitive
characterizations. That's what makes his
expert handling of the tough commander
of the 918th Bomb Group in "TweWe

O'clock High" so amazing. When General
Frank Savage was assigned to the group,
morale among the men was at its lowest.
By iron discipline, grit and disregard for
human life, he leads them in the first
successful bombings of German targets.
The General accomplishes the almost impossible, but the strain is so great he
.

nervous collapse. This film is
on his four- picture deal for
20th Century- Fox and he, like the General he portrays, can leave the studio
with the feeling of a job well done.
suffers

a

Greg's

last

Gregory, Larry Dobkin, Paul Stewart, Dean
Jagger, Gary Merrill in another scene.
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again.

"The Black Rose;" Debra Paget with Jim
Stewart in "Broken Arrow;" Colleen
Townsend with Dan Dailey in "Ticket To
Tomahawk;" and lastly, Joyce McKenzie,
who worked in five pictures in the first
five weeks of her brand-new contract.
You'll see her in "12 O'Clock High," "Oh,
Doctor," "Ticket To Tomahawk," "Whirlpool," and "Front And Center." If that
isn't unique enough we'll tell you how she
was discovered, which will be. Unique,
that is. Joyce was a model who studied
the drama at Pasadena Playhouse. But she

wasn't

working at either of
She was cashiering in the
a Pasadena theatre where 20th

discovered

these two jobs.
box-office of

sneaked a preview one night. 20th also
sneaked the theatre's pretty cashier away
from them pronto and put her to work fast.
Remind us to check in about a year to see

how

^lonth or so before Jane Powell and
Geary Steffen were married, Jane's father
gifted her with a hope chest with a his-

most surprising twosomes in recent years was Hedy Lamarr and
Franchot Tone. They dined together at Giro's and didn't mind photographers.

One

these five gals are faring.

of the

tory. It's solid rosewood, belonged to her

What Hollywood

Itself Is

great grandmother, and came around the
Horn in a boat 84 years ago to Portland. Oregon. Jane's awful proud of the
heirloom, the first piece of furniture she
acquired for her new home.
*
*
*

Continued from page 21

Gene Autry celebrated his birthday by
playing to capacity crowds in Madison
Square Garden. His rodeo was the most
successful so far and Mrs. A. broke her
rule about traveling with Gene this time
on account of it w-as her famous husband's natal day.
*

When

*

*

neucest heartthrob, blueeyed, black-haired Tony Curtis, was still
TJ-I's

an eager-beaver movie fan back in Neiv
York he used to hang around watching
'em make movies. One of the movies was
"Naked City" and the prop man on the
picture, Danny Fish, used to shoo Tony
away when he got too close. Now Danny
Fish is taking care of Tony Curtis' props

The costumes were voluminous and
uptuous.

When Ava

*

*

When Barbara Lawrence's mother got
married again, the young actress moved
into the family home in Bel Air. She'd
done the re-decorating of her bedroom
by long-distance phone from New York,
the phone bill being the biggest item of
the job. Barbara had herself a time in
New York and one of her dates was Murray Hamilton, who replaced
David
Wayne in the cast of "Mister Roberts."
Back in Hollywood, David Wayne replaced Mr. Hamilton in the date department with Barbara.
*

*

*

could only happen in Hollywood.
Ava Gardner .spent hours daily fitting the
1800 costumes for "Carriage Entrance."
It

volafter the

wardrobe tests she was garbed in pedal
pushers and a beatup old shirt which

—

news. But ichat made the costuiiie
startling was that Ava was barefoot! And
uait till you get a load of Bob Mitchum
in
real,
old-fashioned long sideburns
which he raised for this picture. Mitch
and Ava should make a very sizzling
screen combo, no?
isn't

Betsy Drake's reward for being a good
and passing all her driving lessons and
a beautiful new
tests is a good one
Cadillac convertible. And, what's more,
Betsy bought it herself.
gal

—

*

*

in U-l's picture, "Sierra."

As though getting up at the crack of
dawn for locations on the same picture,
"Sierra," wasn't enough, Audie Murphy
and his petite bride, Wanda Hendrix,
cracked the pre-dawn hours, pursuing bear
and deer around Cedar Mountain, Utah.
These two kids were trying hard to save
their marriage but it didn't work, even
though they'd promised there'd be no breakup until after "Sierra" had been released.

RKO

left

*

The song Humphrey Bogart sings in
"Chain Lightning" is "Bless 'Em All"
quite different from the one he sang in
that nightclub fracas in New York.
Bogey's fans shore came to the fore for
him in that hassle but, confidentially,

—

we hear he caught you-know-what from
little woman.

the

*

*

Dan

—

all

smiles

—

horses at a riding stable. We understand
if you look real fast you'll see both Liz
and Dan III in a crowd scene in this picture,

Warner.s'

teresting, colorful characters in it to
counteract the sordid atmosphere. Three
actresses. Alice White, Gertrude Michael,
and Gertrude Astor used to be .stars.
Then there's Gertrude Hoffman, in her
70's, and a famous actress in her day.
We also have the 6' 2" Hope Emerson,

the sadistic prison matron. Hope
when her part called
for her to give Eleanor Parker a brutal
kicking around and, folloicing that, cut
all her hair off. Eleanor plays a gal who
was framed into prison, has a baby while
site's {yi there. She didn't announce until
after the picture finished that she's really
expecting a baby herself.
*
4f

who

*

-s-

"A Life Of
Her Own," Lana Turner really had one of
the same. The new house she and Bob
Before starting the picture,

Topping bought was up to there in carand plumbers and Missy
T. was on hand to supervise the work. By
the time she'd finished with that she was
more than ready to get back to the
lot and start emoting on the screen.
penters, painters,

S-

new

-r^

When young Pamela

Powell visited her
mom and pop, June Allyson and Dick
Powell, on the set of their picture, "The
Reformer And The Redhead." she paid
them not one bit of mind. Pam, who's
nearly 18 months old now, was fascinated
by the four lions which perform in the
picture and had no time for anything or

anybody

else.

*

*

*

Shelley Winters got over her attack of
and ulcers just in time to get into

*

virus

20th Century-Fox is going all out to develop new femme talent. Here's a rundown
of the

is

?(as nearly in tears

"Ticket To Tomahauk."
*

grim story of a women's
"Caged." has plenty of in-

prison, called

MGM

*

and happy over
the reconciliation with his Liz, phoned
his business manager from Durango, Colorado where he was working in "Ticket
To Tomahawk" to start looking for a
house to buy. His main concern uas that
the house have three bedrooms, for the
family, and six stalls, for the horses. Up
to now, Dan and Liz have boarded their
Dailey,

—

—

Talking About!

gals you'll see featured with

—

movietown's top glamour boys Helen
Westcott with Gregory Peck in "The Gun
Fighter;" Cecile Aubry with Ty Power in

"A Place In The Sun"
ery Clift and Elizabeth
a

remake

of

Dreiser's

icith

Montgom-

Taylor.

This

is

"An American

Tragedy." Paramount decided to change
title because it sounded too grim or
something. It's gonna be interesting to
the

51

—
watch wha happens when

Clift

and Win-

ters get to

vying jor position while this

pic's being

made.
*

That

charming

*

*

young

whom

British

actor,

see opposite
Yvonne De Carlo in "Buccaneer's Girl,"
has a fan who's persistent, to put it mildly.
She wrote asking for a picture of him in

Philip Friend,

—

death of his stepfather,
architect
Walter Wurdeman, Jerome
Courtland gave up his bachelor apartment in Westwood and moved back in
with his mother and eleven-year-old stepbrother.

Now

that the young actor
for his

is

fam-

ily, he's giving up those daredevil trick
hobbies of his, parachute jumping and
stunt flying. Good boy!

*

«

•

«

Mayo, on

location loith her
husband, Michael O'Shea, couldn't resist
sending postcards to her pals in Hollywood, the reason being that the location
was Luke's Hot Pots Resort (honest!) in
Midland, Utah. Virginia snagged the

Virginia

"The
first

lead opposite Burt Lancaster in
Hawk And The Arrow," Burt's

indie production for

Warner Broth-

ers.
*'

*

Kirk Douglas moved into the family

home
from

*

to take care of the kids while Diana,
whom he is still separated, went to

New

York. Kirk, taking the kids to the
beach one morning, stopped in a gas station and while the car was being filled up
headed for the drug store, clad only in
swimming trunks. There was a near-riot
on account of a group of teenage gals
spotted him and swooned over his gorgeous torso.
*

-»

*

turned glammer gal in
"Love That Brute" and likes it. In the
pic she wears a gown made of bugle
beads, very much off-the-shoulder style.
So now she's taking dancing lessons, on
account of she never did learn how on
the farm back in East Canton, Ohio.
She's also buying some zizzy gowns and
before long she'll be well equipped to get
around the night-club belt like the other
purty dolls of Hollywood.

Jean

Peters

—

^

the

assuming the responsibility

femme

—
—

»

you'll

bathing trunks and when he replied politely that he wasn't the outdoor type, didn't
own a pair, she just up and sent him some
nifty swimming shorts. Yep, she got the
picture and U-I invented a new word for
male pulchritude in abbreviated costume.
The word "beefcake."

After

Linda Darnell had the kind of vacation
a month in a beach
cottage at Malibu without a telephone.
Most any day now she'll be moving into
that keen new house in Bel Air.
we'd like to take

^-

At Gertrude Niesen's party
a hair-raising tale from Dick

we heard
Van Hes-

RKO

sound man, who had just reSwitzerland, where "The
White Tower" was photographed. According to Dick, Glenn Ford, Valli. Oscar
Homolka, Claude Rains, and Cedric
Hardwicke were working at a spot several hundred feet down the mountain
when they heard a terrific roar from
above, ivhere an avalanche buried 30
people in tons of snow. The hair-raising
part came when Dick said they were

sen,

Faye and Phil Harris. Alice is one of the
few Hollywood gals to cling to the long,
shoulder bob.
*

work

at the exact spot
where the avalanche occurred, but the
illness of one of the cast brought about
the change in plans. Yipe!
*
*
to

-x-

Ginger Rogers and her new heart, Greg
Bautzer, looked but divinely happy dining
at LaRue with a big gang. This romance
seems quite serious, but you never can tell.
A surprise duo at the same restaurant
Annie Sheridan and Steve Hannagan. He's
supposed to be her ex-boy friend, but they
still remain palsy and close-mouthed about
the status of their romance. We went on
from dinner at LaRue, with Louella Parsons, Sid Grauman, Harriet Parsons, Dorothy Manners and John Haskell, to Moto catch the new act of Andy and
Delia Russell. At the next table were Alice

cambo

*

*

«

*

Corey almost caught the
mumps from his young son, Jonathan,
but by staying in bed and taking some
Wendell

shots he escaped this horrible fate.
*

*

*

The wig Ruth Roman wore

to test for

"Serenade" at Warners is one that had
been reserved specially for Bette Davis
whenever she needed a black wig. Ruth
felt it was a good-luck omen.
*

turned from

scheduled

*

While the aforementioned romance of
Ginger and Greg goes on. Ginger's ex.
Jack Briggs, gets off to a good start on
an acting career with a small part in
"Carriage Entrance" at RKO. He's a
cute guy and we hope he does well.

*

*

Bob Cummings

does an unusual stunt
in "Petty Girl." Does a quick-change act
right in front of the camera. Makeupman Clay Campbell had to train three
actors in the mysteries of makeup so they
could change Bob's puss while he was
changing clothes. Oughtta be fun to see.
*
*
*

Had a lotta laughs at Connie Moore's
house when she gave Dorothy Lamour a
baby shower. And what loot that gal
Pat
got! Some awful pretty gals there
O'Brien's Eloise, Kay Williams Spreckles,
Sally Cobb, Connie's mother, who looks

—

more

like

Connie's
*

sister.

*

*

We'd been wondering where Glenn Lan-

—
—

gan had been keeping himself hadn't seen
him around town. Found out when we had
dinner with him at Cashen's he's been in
France making pictures. And he's still hoping to iron out the troubles that caused

him and
Chasen's:

his

wife

to

separate.

Wynn

up-grade again.

*

Greg Peck's pair of White Alsatian

—

*

*

We

got a look at Greg's mustache,
which he sprouted for "The Gun Fighter," at Gertrude Niesen's party celebrating her initial bow on television. Greg
looks just real different behind that there
brush we like him better cleanshaven.
Gertie's party was gay, as usual. Cesar
Romero and she did a .small duet, impromptu fashion. We had a lot of yuks
with Audrey Totter and her fella, Freddie

—

de Cordova, the handsome young director. Audrey was leaving next morning on
a long hospital tour. Dorothy McGuire
came with her husband, John Swope.
Dottie looked awful pretty but quite
thin. Also had a sniall talk with Mel
Ferrer, who finally gets a chance to direct
with the new Claudette Colbert picture,
before he goes back to his acting chores.

—
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at

in a set of sideburns that made him
look like a daguerrotype of himself, and
big tall Jim Davis, whose career is on the

dogs presented him with thirteen pups in
their recent litter. Last time they delivered eight. When friends of the Pecks
heard about the new batch they started
standing in line, hoping to snag the new
arrivals. But it was too late
they'd all
been promised long ago.
*

Also

Barbara Bel Geddes, Keenan

Walter Pidgeon, currently starring in MCM's "The Red Danube," with Barbara
Barb and Mrs. Ted Saucier at dinner party at Waldorf-Astoria in New York.

The

Live

I

Way

I

Like

Continued from page 24
orating myself without aid from a professional. I've made mistakes, but it has
been stimulating and interesting to find
out.

my

I don't turn in
year.

new one every

automobile for a
have one which

I

pleases me, in the medium price bracket,
and I intend to keep it five years. T
didn't cut my hair short when everyone
did;

else

experimented and had two

I

inches cut from my long bob, but it was
still far from the new short cuts. I didn't
like even that much off. however, and
now I'm. letting it grow again to its original length.
I've never worn my skirts extremely
long or short just because "everyone"
was wearing them a certain length. I

found

that

a

medium

me and

flattering to

length

wore

most

is

skirts at that

when the fashion was much
you doubt my word I refer

length even
shorter.

If

you to

my

first

picture,

"You Came

Along," in which I wore .«kirts longer
than was fashionable then. I've also discovered that skirts and blouses are flattering for me, so most of my wardrobe
is devoted to them, even
for evening

wear.

always hated cliches or pat phrases
speech and I see no reason for subscribing to any given patois. Why should
the same adjectives be used again and
again?
I would not presume to suggest that
anyone else follow my ideas; that would
be sheep-like, against which I am arguing. I merely point out the things I have
done which do not follow a pattern and
I've

in

which

Mocambo. Over

You're at the

Lizabeth Scott.

It's

at the next table

is

not polite to stare— but what do

you do? You look up from j our crepe suzette, steal a
glance. Think she doesn't know it? Of course she does!
She's a star
she expects it! That's why she wears
Woodbury Powder (Fiesta for Lizabeth) on her raand carries it in her compact.
diant features

^^QP^ lOO^ nOV^

.

.

.

.

.

.

have found satisfying and stim-

I

ulating.
I have no patience with a woman who
has nothing but criticism for her own sex
but I must confess my feeling that women are more sheep-like than men in their

attitude

.«lavi.sh

towards

— not

fashion

just for themselves but for their

homes-

A new

style is set and they must follow.
Be discriminating and buy or imitate

which are suitable to you
because they are new style.

things
ju.st

—not

I know there are small towns where
movies are virtually the sole entertainment; it's easy to understand that girls
would strive to imitate what they see in
those movies. And in big cities, movies
are often the primary entertainment for

many

people,

despite concerts, plays,
Again there is imitation of

museums.
what is .seen

in

surv'ev.

iheres

is

"

— a new

one of the Hollywood

.

6 to

1,

stars

who

chose

in response to a recent

Something wonderful in Woodbury Powder
ingredient — gives your skin a smooth-as-

satin look.

Lizabetf) Sccrt".

movies.

some time in her life every
girl has wanted to be an actress
and
what's wrong with that.' Even if she
abandons the ambition she may still want
to look like some actress whom she admires. That can be an inspiration for
go(jd grooming and chic, if she doe.sn'l
I think at

Lizabeth

Woodbury Powder,

The

delicate fragrance clings as long as the

powder. 7 heavenly shades glorify every- skin t)"pe —
no obvious "powdered" look. 15<-, 30(?, SI. 00, plus tax.

—

"in

-riOL'-'/WOOO

try to pattern herself exactly after that
That leads to frustration.

actress.

Remember

that a movie star who.se
you see on the screen, has the
advantage of makeup men, costumers,
cameramen and hairdressers who give
(Please turn to page 58
Jikeness
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Paramount Presents
"Dear Wife"
Fashion Selections

St

Photographs of Miss Seaman by Muky

Fashion Selecfion

#108

Helen Seamon, above, pert ingenue of hit "Goodbye, My Fancy," wears
Janie Sportswear interpretation of the box jacket worn by Joan Caulfield
in Paramount'! soon-to-be-released "Dear Wife." Made of fine Reltex
fabric that looks and feels like wool but is a wool-type spun rayon and
acetate material, it is a perfect light-weight topper or versatile mate
for your skirt and blouse ensembles. It is available in black and white,
brown and white, navy and white. Sizes 10 to 16, 9 to 15. Priced at $7.

Joan Caulfield in ^*Dear

Fashion Selection #109
The hat Helen Seamon is wearing

is a Douglas of California creation. It
hugging helmet that gently clamps to the head, made of
genuine sheared ermine lapin and lined with rayon faille. It can be
worn with just about any hair style and is appropriate with casual or
dress-up outfits. Comes beautifully packaged in a transparent hat box.
Available in white only. Adjustable head size, designed to fit right,
and priced at a low $4. Helen's white shorty gloves are American-knit.

is

a coiffure-

FOR INFORMATION where you can purchase your

fashion

your city, write to Kay Brunell, Fashion
Editor, Screenland, 444 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

selection in or near
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Wife"

Fashion Selection
Petite

#110

Helen Seamon

(at

right'

magnificently tailored suit by

wears

Nan

a

Scott,

of the
It
is
a charming translation
one Joan Caulfield wears in the Paramount
one of the most atpicture, "Dear Wife,
tractive items in her wardrobe in this
Jr.

'

film.
This Nan Scott, Jr., verfashioned of Lankenau all-rayon
gabardine sheen
one of the most desirable fabrics fashion-wise because it is
has a fine finish
crease-resistant and
that will last the lifetime of the garment. It features spanking white pique
collar and cuffs that can easily be removed for a quick laundering and just as
A wear-everywhere suit,
easily replaced.
it
is
suitable for all sorts of occasions.
You can dress it up or dress it down, for
casua.'
It takes to both sophisticated and
accessories with equally stylish effect.

delightful
sion

is

—

In definite red, frosted

Sizes 9

to

15.

Priced

aqua or deep navy.
at less than 518.

SEND THIS COUPON
444

Screenland,
for

name

of

store

*io8n
Booklet

Madison

"Why

Name

near

to

Kay

Avenue,
you

selling

*io9n

Brunell,

Fashion

New York
your

22,

fashion

Editor,

N.

Y.,

selections.

is^iion

Americans Should Wear American Gloves"

Age.

Street Address

City

and State
55

—

YOU TOO

do you know about
WH.^T
hosiery? Mr. Ray Holstad
of Glen Raven Hosiery Mills reveals some pertinent facts about
stockings every woman should
want to know. For instance, did

CAN DRESS
LIKE A

you know it is important to
have knitting machinery spanking new? Glen Raven's machin-

GLAMOROUS

the latest available, which
makes for better and finer knitting. Did you know that work-

ery

STAR!
You
the

at Glen Raven have their
hands inspected for hangnails,
ers

too can wear duplicates of
same smart dresses, play

etc.,

sweaters, skirts,
blouses and other fashions worn
by the best dressed Hollywood
glamour stars
the very latexclusive design
at prices you can
clothes,

suits,

.

—

est in

.

work

.

Raven have
Join the

selves to

FASHION -OF -THE -MONTH CLUB

which are made of run-resistant
Nylon mesh and look like the

the most glamorous
Hollywood's best dressed girls
. and
you can secure any of the fashions
shown of a tremendous saving from the
picturing

fashions worn by
.

sheerest of sheer hose. They give
that bare-leg look and are especially flattering to women whose
legs fall somewhat sliort of the
standards of perfection. They
are 15 denier and come in a
variety of shades and cost only
$1 a pair. You can buy Glen
Raven hosiery in department
stores and specialty shops all
over the countrv.

.

FASHION-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB.
Don't delay — send for, your copy NOW!

MAIL COUPON
FASHION-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB,

Dept. SI

6511 De Longpre Avenue
Hollywood 28, California

—

Enclosed find 25c (coin) to cover postage and han-

dlim— rush me your HOLLVVUOOD FASHION PREVIEWS —and without obligation or extra charge enroll
me as a member of the FASHION-OF-THE-MONTH
Club.

NAME

ACE

ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE.... STATE.

YOU CAN HAVE
BEAUTY

DARING

*""oiieTRI-LETTE

ALL-IN-

upliFt:

(miMfM
in s/y/e/

^

boned— to

pull in

to alluring firm contours.

This

one

pillow cases

(42 inches

wide) that have been hemstitched for crocheting and
stamped with an attractive bird
or floral design. For an extra
.50 cents you can get a 42-inch
matching scarf. Enough embroidery floss to complete the
design on the cases or the scarf
is available at 20 cents, and for
an additional 30 cents you will
receive enough white crochet
cotton for the scarf and the
cases. Write to Frederick

Herrschner Co., ,33 S. Wabash
.'Vve., Chicago 3, 111., indicating
your choice of design.

DAINTY cocktail watch
THE
by Yorkshire
value.
a
is

real

Here's why: you not only get a
dependable timepiece (guaranteed for one year) with a genuine imported Swiss movement,
stainless steel back and unbreakable crystal, but you also
get a truly lovely piece of jewelry, for the band of the watch
is set with sparkling stones that
look like real diamonds. The
stones encircle the face of the
watch, too. The cost is low
only $9.95, plus 10% tax. Write
to Yorkshire Watch Co., 103 S.
Wells St., Chicago 6, 111.

bra

rounds you enticingly

if

the

in

wrong ones!

in the

Lightly but

your waist, give fullness to hips,

No

garment does

little

lovely

Look feminine, curvaceous— insfonf/y— with

places with never a bulge

cleverly

embroidered pillow cases. For a
low $1 you can receive a pair of

nipper
3-garter beir

new marvelous TRI— LETTE. Because
r/'gfit

YOU like to give things the
IFpersonal
touch, try making
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YORKSHIRE WATCH CO.

103 S. WELLS STREET
ILL. Dept. 385
CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD'S

BUYS
WOULDtheYOU
wood? At

like to dress

stars

like

prices

of

wedding

Princess Elizabeth
was a beautiful album of autographed photographs of a vast
collection of screen stars. Now,
for only $2.98 you can have a
unique reproduction of this gift.
gift to

Holly-

you can afford

to pay? You can! Duplicates of
the latest fashions worn by the
stars are available to all who
join the Fashion-of-the-Month
Club. As a member you receive
regularly
Hollywood Fashion
Preview, a bulletin picturing
fashions of the stars. You can
have any of these fashions at a
tremendous saving by ordering
through the club. To become a
member, write to Fashion-of-

the-Month Club, 6511 LeLongpre Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif.,
enclosing 25 cents for postage
and handling. That's all. After
that you're a member entitled
to receive Hollywood Fashion
Preview, to purchase any selections you choose from It. and
to receive, free, the club's fashion dividends.

—

The Hollywood Screen Star
Stamp Book is tastefully bound
gold-embossed red leatherhas 474 photos, in stamp
form, of movie personalities
ready for mounting above their
reproduced autographs in the
album. Write to Harlich Corp.,
1200 N. Homan, Chicago, 111.
in

ette,

Screen Star

Legs

HERE'S
Birth

something new

—

are Yours...

Month Watch. For
(plus 10% tax) you

only $7.95
can have a dainty and dependable watch that features a
bracelet of over 50 small brilliants with a large birth month
sparkler on either side of the
watch. Write to World Wide
Diamond Co., 2451 S. Michigan,

Chicago

16,

111.,

with

^^^^^

giving birthday.

NYLON
Mesh Hose
'N BLOOM has some
MAID
news that many a woman
will be glad to hear. It is a bra
with snap-in foam rubber pads
that are completely naturallooking plus adjustable shoulder straps for better fit and a

WANT
IFalYOU
information

any additionabout any of
these items, write to your fashYou'll

ion editor.

Kay

—

real

these

RUN-RESIST Nylon
Mesh hose, so fine

—

sensible front clasp. Comes in
nude, black or white for only
$2.98. Write to Maid 'n Bloom
Brassiere Co.
their address is
758 Ogden Ave., Chicago 22, 111.

be a

life star in

Brunell

BIRTHMONTH WATCH

you'd never know
they're mesh!
Seamless for bare-leg
flattery, enticingly
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durable, you'll
pairs
more
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as welcome
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DU BARRY DUSK,
a warm, romantic
brown.
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Like
Nature's
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359- Easily embroider
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these Pillowcases!

42 inches wide, hemstitched for crochet,
flat-stamped on fine, durable Type 128<
Sheeting, only $1.00 a pair plus postoge..
Choice of popular Bird or Floral designs.
A limit of 2 pair to o customer! Get the^
42 in. matching, hemstitched Scarf for<
only 50c more. Embroidery Floss to com-,
plete one pair of Coses or a Scarf 20c
extra; White Crochet Cotton for edging of
orie pair of Coses ond Scarf 30c extro."
100% satisfaction or money bock. Orders
by No. and Design. Add 10c for each pair
of coses for postage ond handling.
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—

—
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life, I believe.
To me the vital
things are centered around living with
our fellow men.
In my personal opinion being a conversational sheep is even more unforgivable than being a fashion sheep, because
the damage is more lasting. I must admit
that I've always loved to read, have
always been fascinated by words, wanted
to read books which introduced me to
new, beautiful words. I started reading
Emerson's essays at 13 and I am still devoted to them.

out of

Why should everything praiseworthy
be described as "cute" or "keen" or whatever the currently popular adjective happens to be? Things may be wondrous,
exquisite and yet be described by a conversational sheep as "cute." The other
day I heard a young girl describe a tree
as "keen." A tree isn't "keen."
From books good books come not
just vocabulary but dreams, hopes, ambitions for the purposeful things that
prevent your becoming a sheep. With
dreams, hopes, ambitions you become an
individual, develop a personality which
is yours
not that borrowed from someone else. They help you become the person you want to be. Neither I nor anyone else who gives this subject adequate
thought will insinuate that the process is
easy. It is difficult. Neither is living
easy. Yet making the most of living is a
major part of our job on God's earth.

—

—

Lovely Janet Leigh, now one of the screen's most sought-after actresses,
enjoying an evening with Gregg Juarez, agent turned actor, at the Stork.

—

I

Live

The

Way

I

Like

Continued from page 53
her a concentrated allure no real
can approach.

woman

self.

It may surprise you to learn that most
successful actresses I know scrub their
faces with soap and water and wear no

makeup
screen.

rouge and
was reminded of

except
I

lipstick

off

when I
wearing absolute masks
this

saw those girls
of makeup. It's all very well to improve
on nature but why disguise it? I wanted
to say, "Why don't you wash your
faces?" just as I've wanted to say it to
other young girls who looked just the
same in many other cities. But I didn't.
I'm always full of hope that such kids
will grow out of this concentration on

—

physical self alone.
You may think I sound like a dull copy
book in saying this, but I really believe

more harm has been done to more young
girls and young women by mirrors than
by any other single item in their lives.
Certainly, look through fashion magazines and follow the best of the new
but make sure they are good for
Certainly, try the new hairdo of
your favorite actress, but if it's wrong for
you, don't keep it. There is stimulation
in these things and if you use your
mentality in adapting things for you, you
won't be a sheep.
Don't mimic your favorite actress in
everything in dress, makeup, walk, talk
and mannerisms. You then would be a
carbon copy and probably a bad one.
styles,

you.

—

You would

be destroying your own individuality
a .sad, sorry step.
It is a giant task to avoid being a
sheep, to be the person you icant to be,
to preserve individuality. But then, life
is a struggle. That's what makes it interesting and exciting. There is great joy
in
dreams, hope, imagination; joy in
reading fine literature and talking about
purpo.seful things; joy in concentrating
on mental rather than material things,

—
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man rather than on one's
Experience those joys and you can-

on one's fellow

not become a sheep!
I have learned through my own experience that material things alone cannot make one happy. There are many
other actors and actresses in Hollywood,
contrary to public opinion, who have
learned that same lesson and who do not
subscribe to standards which call for extravagant houses, pools and tennis courts.
A couple of years ago I felt I wanted
a mink coat very, very much, so I saved
the money for one and bought it. But

now,

found I wear it least of
all my coats. I had deluded myself into
thinking it was something I wanted.
When I was working as a model in
New York between acting assignments
in my struggling days of trying to become established as an actress I learned
the advisability of one good suit rather
than two or more cheap ones. That isn't
materialistic; it's practical.
One good
suit with a variety of accessories can be
transformed into any number of costumes and the wearer never loses confidence because she knows she is well
alas, I've

—

—

dressed.

In those days sometimes I would have
a good week of modeling and earn $300
but usually my salary was nearer $50,
which just about covered my living expenses. Nevertheless, I made myself save
enough to buy a good suit for $120. I

remember it so well. It was brown
trimmed with beaver. I had that suit, its
accessories and $30 when I arrived in
Hollywood. I was very happy.
I never

want

to be in the position of
being able to have everything. Scoff if

you will but I am sincere: I always want
want something I don't have. I don't
like what "having everything" does to
people.
Having everything takes the
.struggle, incentive, excitement and zest

to

Stop making compromises and you'll
not be a sheep!

Hollywood, Marriage

And Me
Continued from page 41

and you gain a lot by the criticisms
you receive on the work you've done.
I'm also grateful to Hollywood and
pictures because they have given me confidence in myself that I never had and
that confidence will enable me to do better work in a play if I ever get the chance
to do one. Not that I intend to remain
simply a Hollywood product. I do feel
the need already to get away from Hollywood for awhile. I don't necessarily
mean only to do a play but to travel and
see what other people are like. You can
satile

—

get in a rut here rather easily. You see
the same people and you do the same
thing. Your viewpoints get warped. Hollywood is confining and in that respect
it's not entirely a good thing for a young
actor.
This desire for a change isn't some-

—

thing

new with me.

when

I

time I

I sensed that need

was in the Navy. For the first
was away from home, away from

the little cliques I traveled with in Hollywood. I suddenly met new people with
new ideas. It was my first glimpse of the
life

there was "outside."

When

I

came

out of service I was a different person.
And I was also a confused, bewildered,
insecure fellow. You see, I suddenly discovered I was growing up.
I came back to Hollywood wanting to
do many new things. I wanted to meet
new people. Those I had known before

I went in the

Navy

were

still

doing the

same things. I wanted to move on. I
wanted to grow up. Consequently, my
changed, and some people
attitude
thought I had become a bit "grand." But
it wasn't that I was getting too big for
my britches. I was merely trying to find
my way, to find the answers to the many
problems that were plaguing me.
In my insecurity, I tried to land on
level ground by making new friends
only I didn't know how. Instead of being
myself, I tried to be like the people of
thirty I knew, and that was pretty silly
for a guy who was only twenty-three. I
tried to compete with them on their level
instead of my own. I became a carbon
copy and a parrot that repeated all these
"friends" said because I thought they
were the smart ones and I knew I had
so much to learn. I also became very impatient because I thought things weren't
moving fast enough for me. It took me
quite awhile to discover that in the proc-

growing up I had also to be an individual, that I had to realize that getting ahead in
work took patience and
time. I didn't get any pictures when I
ess of

my

came out

of the

Navy and

time hung

heavily on my hands, so when I "came
to" I put this idle time to use by studying and by constantly working on the
business of acting. At the same time I
became aware for the first time of the
demands my career had to make on me.
I used to resent being called upon for any

kind of publicity, for example. I gue.ss I
didn't like being told what I had to do
because I had had enough of that in the

Navy. But I learned that making pictures was a business and that there were
things that had to be done whether I
liked them or not. And that is something
that all young actors must learn if Hollywood is to be good to them.
Actually, the way things broke for me
helped me to side-step one big danger
most young actors face in a Hollywood
career
the danger of getting over-impressed with yourself. I was just beginning to get ahead when I went in the
service. If I'd stayed in Hollywood, I
might have been thrown off balance and
believed I was hot stuff'. Then, too. if
"They Live By Night," which, with "Side
Street" that I'm making now, is my favorite picture, had been released right
after I had gone back into pictures, I
might have found my head being turned
because of the favorable reviews I got.

—

But its release was held up and I went
through the cooling off period. I also had
a chance to find out how much I had to
learn.

Hollywood

is tough for a young actor
throws these and other pitfalls
at him before he's ready to cope with
them. It's a simple matter to go off halfcocked. It's easy to begin to believe your
own publicity. People begin calling you
a star and how I resent anyone who
calls me that. I don't believe I'm a star
yet and I won't be for a long time.
I've known some kids who have managed to get good notices in their first pictures. I've heard some say, "Well, now
I'm in demand I can relax. I've a natural talent." That's an understandable
reaction for a young kid who suddenly

in that

it

—

—

an overnight sensation. But
once an actor stops worrying, once he
feels pat and perfectly set up. he'd better
get ready for the fall, for it's sure to
come.
finds himself

The

perfect antidote for this "fever,"
estimation, is to remember one
simple little rule: no actor or actress is
indispensable in this town. There's always someone else to step in and take
over your part. It pays to remember, too,
that a career can die as quickly as it's
born.
I think I've managed to keep my feet
firmly planted on the ground because I
have friends who are pretty stable characters, who would pin my ears back if I
suddenly went in for this chi-chi business.
But I think that even without them I'd
not be thrown because I don't feel
secure enough to think I know it all.
Maybe I've given the impression that
I believe in being meek and subservient.
I do not! I believe in speaking up and
saying what I think. I don't believe in
in

my

—

doing just what I'm told. I

may

be ad-

vised not to do a certain thing, but before
I blindly follow such advice I have to be
given good reasons for making a move. I

want good,

solid

answers to

my "Whys?"

don't mean that it's necessary to be
aggressive or to adopt the "I'll do as I
wish" attitude. Rather, it's a matter of
being independent, of using good common sense instead of being used as a doormat. This is not a simple matter, though,
when you're under contract and are told
what to do, but if a young actor doesn't
stick to his ideals and his beliefs the town
is going to ride rough-shod over him.
After all, an actor has to be a judge at
times because he's the one who's on that
screen and he's the one who will be criticized for the job he's doing. How can
he do his best when he feels wrong in a
role or unhappy making a certain picI

ture.''

I've

not

had

to

Most people who do

go

to

battle

—

yet.

necessary to
stick by their guns do so to avoid being
typed, which is a very real danger for
young actors in Hollywood. It's so easy
to be set in a pattern, to be put in a mold
and kept there. I've been fortunate in
find

it

not having to go through this because
I've had a variety of roles. That's the
way I intend to go on with my career,
and I won't let anyone make a type out
of me. I don't think anyone with ambition and a respect for his work could take
that sort of thing.

I'm very glad, though, to be

in pic-

—especially at time. And
where I'd
to veer towards the profound a
—and only because believe
tures

here's

this

like

I

little

young actors must take

a vital interest

I think audiences today
are no longer enthralled by just watching a movie. They want something different. So Hollywood has a great chance
to try something new, to experiment. I
want to be in on all the changes that will
come. But before Hollywood can reallv
change, I believe it must first lick several
problems, primarily censorship which is
so juvenile it almost prevents studios
from making adult pictures. Maybe then
Hollywood can sink its teeth into something important.
But to get back to Hollywood and
young actors. The town has an influence
on kids in another important way in
in this business.

—

matters of romance.
I do know that a young actor has a
chance to meet many different kinds of
people much more of a chance than a
fellow who is working in a store or in a
bank. In a way, the broader field for con-

—

tacts that

Hollywood

offers isn't

good

for

a young actor. He has a tendency to
think that all that matters is dating a
lot of different girls. Studios still believe
this helps to build a romantic young
player. So what happens? The kid gets
so convinced that dating helps his career
he can't think of love very seriously. He's
even afraid of it for fear of what it
might do to his "box office." I haven't
been worried about anything as serious
as marriage hurting any draw I may have
at the ticket windows, but I do know
that I've found myself not being interested in getting serious with any girl. I
think that unless a young actor falls in
love fairly soon after starting a career he
just goes on dating. It then become;
harder and harder to think of marriage.
In my case I don't really feel readj

—

There's too much I want
to do. I want to make something of myself in my career first, to get a firm
foundation under me. And that may be
why I don't feel the need to get married.
Not that I'm going to say, "I'll not marry
until I'm thirty." That's silly. How do
for marriage.

I

know what

I'll

do? I

may meet

a

girl

tomorrow, fall really in love, and get married
but I don't expect this to happen.

—

Some

that
they can't tell whether a girl is interested
in them for themselves or because they're
in the movies. I can't quite go along with
Oh, I admit there are girls who
this.
merely want to go with a guy to be seen,
but they're easy to spot. They're as obvious as the girl who breaks a date with
one fellow to go to the prom with the
captain of the football team instead. As
a matter of fact, most girls in Holly-

wood

fellows

in

pictures

claim

hounds you'd
They're very normal kids who

aren't the publicity

expect.

go with a fellow simply because they like
him. So any young actor who gets involved with the phony type has only his
own lack of good common sense to blame.
I do say that being an actor makes
you more wary of marriage. You read of
the unhappy experiences some stars have,
and you get over-cautious. But I think a
marriage can be liappy here if the fellow
has a good basic understanding of people
and if he has had a good family background.
Like any other fellow, I look for certain things in a girl. A sense of humor
is important and so is the sharing of
mutual interests. But I go on the premise
that not only must I love the girl
must also like her. There have been times

—

—

—

I

when

I've thought a certain girl was right
me. Then a few months pass and I
find that suddenly, for no apparent reason, she and I have nothing in common.
A fellow, especially in Hollywood, has to
be sure that the girl he picks is the kind
who can change along with him, who can
for

make

the inevitable character readjust-

ments
But
marry

gracefully.

to be general, I think the girl

I'll

have to be a little unpredictable. I wouldn't want to know what she
was thinking all of the time or what she
was going to do next. That only makes
a

girl

will

dull.

I'd

also

like

a

—

—

music, books, art, and travel.

But why all this analyzing? What good
is it?
One day you look up and meet
someone who may have none of the qualities you think you want. There she is;
something happens to you, and you don't

know why.
Romance and Hollywood, then, do
have a lot in common. They can both do
unpredictable things to you. To be a sucan innate

intelli-

—

gence and a willingness to learn plus no
little sacrifice. And both must never be
taken for granted!

—

Hollywood good for a young
actor? Yes if he has sense enough to
want it to be. But I'll never believe it
can defeat an ambition or wreck a marriage. Those are things that only the individual himself can do to himself.
So

is

—

—

HyaAredear!
you

loaded with cheer?
Well the new kid is here

—

So a righteous new year!

who

girl

thought more of her home than her career
and yet who was understanding of my
work. She needn't have any great talents
or accomplishments either, but I'd like
her to appreciate the things I do like

cess in either requires

FRED ROBBINS

everything's gonna be nifty in
YEAH,
1950! A whole fresh set of twelves

and bunches of fresh cookies, too.
sure about the new annum,
there'll be a mound of sound that's just
aS new and we'll take a ride through
the grooves of each little pancake so
you'll know just which ones to tell the
man in the jump dump to wrap up. So
salud dinero, y amor (health, wealth
and love) and let's percolate!

One thing

—

HEAVENLY!
Vic

Damone

new one

—What

way

a

to start the

Put Vittorio Farinola on
the victrola! And melt like the snow to
"Why Was I Born" and "Lonely Night,"
both dripping with drama and soul!
"Why Was I Born" by Jerome Kern
and Oscar Hammerstein from "Show
Boat," is Vic's best yet, and that's typing
a mouthful!
Back is from Jarnefel's
"Berceuse" with words by Alec Wilder
right!

—

also very super!

How

this kid is singing!

(Mercury)

—

Day "Bluebird On Your Windowand "The River Seine." Couple of
mediocre tunes by Dodo with perform-

Doris
sill"

much better than the material.
That's the measure of an artist to rise
above your song as Dodo does here!
She deserves better stuff, tho! We can
still
hear
her
album of goodies!

ance

—

—

( Columbia)

Tony Martin
table has the

— No —matter
Tony

'tis

which turn-

lucky in sooth!

For the marcelled moaner follows up his
thriller, "Circus," with further arguments
that Cyd's boy doesn't have to bow to
anyone so great is his work! There's
"Toot Toot Tootsie," thundering away
like Jolson never did; "You Call It Madness," lush and most provoking, and the

—

other cookie, "There's No Tomorrow,"
based on "O Sole Mio," and "A Thousand
Violins." This stuff goes down like melted
cheese! Maybe Cyd has something to do
with it! (Victor)

Frank Sinatra

— Nancy's

Daddy's new
home person-to"Bye Bye Baby" and "Just

slabs are nothing to call

person about.
A Kiss Apart" from "Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes," are surprisingly mediocre when
you see the names of the authors on the
label; Julie Styne and Leo Robin. Hope
the show's better than these songs.
Frank's "Lucky Old Sun" was better
left undone. It's embarrassing compared
with the other Frankie's. "Could 'Ja" is
the best of the lot with the Pied Pipers

Maybe

along on this ounce of bounce.
delivery'll
month's
be
next

better!

( Columbia)

Mindy Carson— The

chick who's a cross

between Ingrid in looks and Lena Home
in sound (and is that bad?) gushes fortli
beautifully on "You're Different" and
"Lonely Girl." Give this the needle and
you'll hear one reason why she's already
signed for pictures. And only 2 years ago
she was a stenographer. M-m-m what
lush locutions, these!

(Victor)

—

Mel Torme Candy's boy is flickering in
"Duchess Of Idaho" these days with
Esther Williams and Van Johnson. And
he's going round and round with 4 fruity
new sides that are just caviar. "Meadows
Of Heaven," one of the best slabs on this
beauty, "Sonny Boy," on which Mel
shows the old boy some instructive bop
vocal arabesques. Theory is that "Sonny
Boy" is a big man now and should be in
the modern groove. You may have to
dig this more than once but it's a killer.
"Oh, You Beautiful Doll" and "There's
A Broken Heart For Every Light On
Broadway" are two caramels from the
pix of the same handle and mo.st velvety
with the "Fog's" fog!

( Capitol

—MGM

Sarah Vaughn
deserves a low
bow from you for knocking out some of
the gems that the defunct Musicraft
company never got around to stuff like
this triple peachy tallow by the divine
Sarah "The Man I Love" and "Once

—

—

In

A

Wliile"

—beautiful

make you want

the hibiscus trees.

Buddy Clark

breathing

that'll

and

under

to go south

sit

—And

here's where the
comes 'cause one of
America's greatest voices is stilled- and
how shocked we were at this monstrous
tragedy. Because of that. Buddy is dead.

lump

in the throat

—

And

the country has suffered a deep loss,
for this beloved star of show business
brought all of us so much pleasure and
entertainment and happiness. He was a
part of our lives as is any great star and
it's

a profound bereavement.

Right

in

the prime of his career, too, with such
beautiful things as "Dreamer's Holiday"

"You
back down

(u-ith its ironic line,

ivhen you get

"Envy,"

will feel terrific

to earth"),

and

Now

every time you
hear one of his records 'twill be more and
just out.

more impossible
There'll be a

to

believe

memorial album

soon and buying

THE SWEETS CO. OF AMERICA, INC.

(MGM)

gone.

he's
for

Buddy

be your way
of sliowing your appreciation for the
glistening Hstening he's brought you.
it

will

( Columbia)

—
—

.

Nicholas."

Saint

—

Nat

Cole. (Capitol)

Christmas Stuff—There's oodles and
buckets of chime time cookies to go

—

.

"The Christmas
Midnight."

Of

.

.

.

.

PEGGY LEE—

.

Spell"

and "Song At

DINAH SHORE— "Star

.

.

ECKSTINE— "Oh. Come
ful"

and "O Holy Night."

.

All
.

.

.

.

.

Faith-

MAGGIE

Yourself A Merry
and "Mistletoe Kiss

Xmas"

Polka.'"

.

GORDIE MACRAE—

.

.

"Merr^ Christmas Waltz" and "Adeste
Fidelis."
BUDDY CLARK—"Merry
Christmas Waltz" and "Winter Wonder.

land."

.

.

.

.

JOHNNY DESMOND— "If

.

Every Day Would Be Christmas'' and
"You're .\11 I Want For Christmas."
JO ST.VFFORD- "Gesu Bambino" and
.

"I

Wonder

album ful

.

I Wander." ... a whole
chimetime favorites bv the

.\s

of

ROE— "The

.

.

.

VAUGHN MON-

Old Man In The
Bright Rerl Suit" and ".\uld Lang Svne"
and PERRY COMO'S and RING'S al-

bums

Jolly

Xmas

the Victor Stuff
is also on 45
and it's a matter of
whom you like 'cause everyone has
etched lioliday goodies so go take inof

stuff. All

RPM

ventory

in

any

Kitty Kallen

platter palace, Alice.

—This

cury)

ALSO EARWORTHY
GENE KRUPA'S

"Watch Out!" with
Dolores Hawkins and Roy Eldridge making like Anita O'Day and Roy used to.
Dolly's fine as light wine and Roy
wow! Flip "By The River St. Marie"
strictly instrumental
another buoyant
deal by Genie with the light brown
drumsticks! (Columbia)
EVELYN

—

.

KNIGHT'S -If

I

dreamface

.

.

Ever Love Again"—

which Evie loses the handclapping for
a change! She can do .slow ones, too, see!

in

(Decca)

.

.

.

TONI ARDEN

and extra warm on her

—"I

soulful

is

for

first

Columand "A

Can Dream Can't I"
Love, A Little Ki.ss."
PHIL
HARRIS churns up a batch of wax on
bia

Little

.

.

.

"Row, Row, Row" and "I .\in't Gonna
Give Nobody None Of My Jellyroll," the
old jazz .standard.

SARAH

(Victor)
\
"Fool's Paradise" is quite
Sliangri-La-ish but the flip, "Lonely
Girl." suffers when compared with IVIindy
Carson's.
(Columbia)
.

.

VAUGHN'S

.

talented

baked her finest biscuit, "A Man
Wrote A Song," and what a song it is!
Of young lovers' dreams and moonlit
streams and sentiment that'll grab vou
bv the ear and never let
Peggy Lee
has

J.:

and Ella Fitzgerald are cutting it, too,
and they'll have to be at their best to
top this one. "Mad About You" is the
back, another shimmery ballad and that's
about how we are about Kitty. (Mer-

BILLY

Ye

WHITING—"Have
Little

N.

MORGAN— "Mistle-

.

.

Xmas

"Merrv

and

Bethlehem"

Polka."
RUSS
toe Kiss" and "Blue Xmas."

THREE SUNS

Nat Cole Big disappointment is Nat's
fresh one
not in performance, 'cause the
guy's always "the most"
but both songs.
"Nalani." an Hawaiian hunk of [)oi. and
"You Can't Lo.se A Broken Heart," are
completely mediocre and undeserving of
a great talent.
His "All I Want For
Christmas" is also a boner on Capitol's
part. How can anyone be expected to
follow Spike Jones' deal on that.^ Just as
the Jones boy should never cut anything
that's identified with

witli your egg nog
DORIS DAY
"Here Comes Santa Claus" and "Old

HOBOKEN,

•

.

.

DANNY

K.\YE'S in his best Cockney form on
"I've Got A Lovelv Bunch Of Cocoanut.?" and FREDDY MARTIN'S pressed
cocoanut of the same deal will bring in
lots of cocoanuts, you can bet your bottom cocoanut. (Decca and Victor)
.

.

61

—

—

s

HOT!!
Wingy Manone

will have you busting
your gusset with hij satire on Herb
using it
Jeffries' "Basin Street Blues"
as a getoff on "Flamingo" in two beat.
On same level as his "Riders In The

—

And typing of two
plethora for you nonbopsters for Decca has reissued two
albums "The New Orleans Rhythm
Sky" (Kem)

.

beat,

a

there's

.

.

—

Kings" with Wingy on trumpet and
George Brunies on T-bone on such stalwart items as "Tin Roof Blues," "Ostrich
Walk," "Original Dixieland One Step,"
"San Antonio Shout," "Bluin' The
Blues" and "Sensation." (Brunswick BR
102).
T'other is a Boh Crosby envelope, "Swingin' At The Sugar Bowl"
timeless productions of Brother Bob's
big pre-war band and the smaller Bobcats. Such as, "Swingin' At The Sugar

Bowl," "Peruna," "Panama," "Washington And Lee Swing," "Little Rock Getaway," "Wolverine Blues." What memo(Coral

ries here!

CP

502)

.

.

Volume

.

10

of "Jazz At The Philharmonic" has four
more slabs on "Perdido" this time
called "Endido"
and two chapters of

—

—

"I Surrender Dear," with such stellar
fellers as Illinois Jacquet, Flip Phillips,
Bill Harris, Howard McGhee, etc. Lotsa
honking throughout but Bill Harris' Tbone on "Endido" is really mirabile

(Mercury)

dictu!

My

"Change

fiddle.

Gee From The

Isles"

Fiji

is

Gee

out of

its

BILL
head but cacciatori. (Capitol)
DARNELL may break thru with "Sleep.

—

"

.

.

got impelling tonsils in his
LANZA
larynx. (Coral)
has a lush stanza on "I Know, I Know,
in'

he's

.

.

.

MARIO

I Know" from his "That Midnight Kiss"
and "They Didn't Believe Me." What a

future this ex-Philly truck driver has
with a voice of great range, power and
depth. They're already comparing him
to Caruso, and that's not Vaughn MonCARLE'S
roe. (Victor)
"Vieni Su" and "I Want You To Want
.

.

.

FRANKIE

Me To Want You"— daughter
Hughes on the breath

controls.

Marjorie
Pleasant

HOT LIPS
dance wax. ( Columbia)
PAGE on "I Never See Maggie Alone"
recalls the wonderful, informal atmosphere Fats Waller used to put down.
Comes on like Notre Dame. (Harmony)
.

.

FRAN WARREN'S

.

.

.

"Envy" and

"You're In Love With Someone" are not
only musky and heady but oh, so
smoochy, too. Wowee! How she sings!
Truly the "Voice With The Bedroom
TEX BENEKE'S
Look." (Victor)
"I Can Dream Can't I" with pleasing
purring by Glen Douglas. (Victor)
.

.

.

.

GORDON JENKINS'

.

.

brace of timely

"December" and "Happy New

deals,

Year." (Dacca)
reissue of

.

.

.

HARRY JAMES'

"You Don't Know What Love

with Nora's boy, Dick Haymes,
warbling wondrously, and "Make Love
To Me." willi Helen Forrest yellin', are
great reissues that're like balm. (ColumIs"

bia)
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.

.

.

NELLIE LUTCHER'S

"Glad

Rag

Doll"

spicy ear food, too. ( Capitol)
PATTI
has pretty sounds
behind her sparkling teeth on "Just Got
.

.

is

PAGE

.

To Have Him Around." (Mercury)
IN THE LONGHAIR DEPT.— THE
PARIS CONSERVATORY ORK puts
.

.

.

down

a tonal quality and magnificence
of recording on Beethoven's "Symphony
No. 5 In C Minor" that's hard to believe.
It's on London LLP 7 ...
PHILLY

ORK

led

is

by

THE
EUGENE ORMANDY

on Brahms' "Variations

Haydn"
lumbia
cello,

On A Theme By
Coyou dig mellow

that's nice classical ridin'.

MX

322) ... If

GREGOR PIATIGORSKY

(

bows

Chopin's "Sonata In G Minor For Cello
And Piano" and "A Piatigorsky Recital"
on Columbia
^215 issued on the
100th anniversary of Chopin's death.
"Bartok's Concerto No. 3 For Piano
And Ork," with
SANDOR,
piano, is shepherded by
OR-

ML

.

.

GYORGY
EUGENE
MANDY AND THE PHILLY GANG
on Columbia ML 4239
ANDRE
.

KOSTELANETZ

.

.

pours forth "Musical
Favorites" oodles of musical
gems which probably contains yours on

Comedy

ML

4241— al.w

—

Columbia

SERGE KOUSSLVITSKY

LP

.

.

.

prime
form on the "Khatchaturian Concerto
For Piano And Orchestra" with the
BOSTON SYMPHONY and W. Kapell
on piano. It's on Victor regular and 4-5

RPM

.

.

.

is

in

Ellington''

lush, meditative

is

(Columbia)
the trumpet
.

covers

—

.

.

That 2iggy Elman
white

like

covers

snow and what lovely filigrees he weaves
around "Irresistible You," and "Me And
My Shadow." 'Tis truly a horn of plenty
that of the ex T.D. and B.G. stal-

—

warm things for
Powell, before whom all
jazz pianists do a low bow,
on his newie, "You Go To

wart now etching these

MGM
the

.

.

Bud

.

modern

shows why
My Head," and "Ornithology" which
are replete with beat and amazing varia-

—

What

tions.

(Blue Note)
Head" is a

—

mind this kid has!
Benny Goodman's "Egg

a fertile
.

.

.

band bop opus that
Santa Claus and goes off
the atom bomb proving it won't

comes on

full

like

—

like

take long for the King of Swing to add

bop

to his realm!

(Capitol)

.

.

.

You'll

know why we call Kay Starr "Catherine
The Great" and the "zestful little chestful" when you get hit with "Them There
Eyes" and "What Is This Thing Called
Love."

How

(Modern)
as

many

.

.

energetic
.

and

peripatetic!

Errol Garner continues on

different

as

labels

possible,

spreading that romantic piano around on
the Three Deuces label on "Goodbye,"
"Again," "Through A Long And Sleepless
Night" and "What Is This Thing Called
Love," and on the Atlantic face for
"Twilight" and "Flamingo" under any
name 'twould be just as shimmery as

—

spindrift!

And "Gems From Jerome

Kern Musical Shows," with the

best of
the masters' cream scores is a reissue but
most welcome and just as fresh as ever
with its bright lilting melodies. (Victor

CO-31)

Duke

.

.

Ellingtonia full of bountiful voicings and
lush embroidery. Lawrence Brown is
spotted on trombone and Ray Nance on

Irrepressible comedienne Lucille Bali clowns with Hans Conried during
rehearsal time-out for "My Favorite Husband," CBS show, heard Fridays.

CHUCK THOMAS' novelty of "My

.

Ways"

FROM THE MAN

IN

GRAY

MRS. BLANCHE McELROY,
Ariz.
lyric

Tucson,
your
inspired by the kittens running on

—Sounds

like

a

cute

idea

—

1

—

the Spanish roof of your home but getting someone to put music to it is another thing. Suggest you contact bandleaders or singers who may be appearing
in Tucson. Possibly they would be inter-

JOSEPHINE O'LAUGHLIN,

ested

Prichard, Ala.
few unissued

—Buddy Clark has quite a

records and I imagine
be brought out in some kind of
Memorial album. His latest issued is
"Dreamer's Holiday" and "Envy"
PENNY ROSENTHAL of N. Y. is a
bv
dearie for answering the query
MARILYN HALL of Seattle, Washington. The guy who plays maracas for
Xavier Cugat is Angelo Santos. Used to
The
be known as Chino Maracas
good rascals who asked about
DULANY, who used to sing for Gene
Krupa, should know Howard reads our
little do here in Screenland and knocks
us linen to say he's in the floor polishing
business in Long Beach, Long Island, and
sings at night on jobs throughout Long
Island. Is married and has 3 kids. So if
you need your floors or ears pohshed, he's
they'll

.

.

.

.

.

.

HOWARD

BEST IN THE NEST
VIC

DAMONE— "Why

Was

I

LIBRARYof PICTURES

^jJJj^F

Born"

(Mercury )

ENIARGEMENT

TONY MARTIN— "There's No Tomorrow" and "Toot Toot Tootsie" (Victor)

MINDY CARSON—"You're Different"

Just to get acquainted, we will pend
you a beautiful 7x.5" professional
enlargement made from your favorite snapshot, picture, print or negfor only 10c! Further, by
ative
return mail we will send FREE a
cvonderful "Library of Pictures"
3ontainingfourbeautiful miniature

and "Lonely Girl" (Victor)

BUDDY CLARK— "Dreamer's

Holi-

—

day" (Columbia)

MEL TORME— "Meadows

Of Heav-

"Sonny Boy," "Oh, You Beautiful
"There's A Broken Heart For
Every Light On Broadway (Capitol)
SARAH
"The Man I
Love," "Once In A While" (MGM);
"Fool's Paradise" (Columbia)
KITTY KALLEN—"A Man Wrote A
Song" (Mercury)
en,"

pictures suitable for framing. We will also send FREE
i photo folder to hold 8 snapshots. This is a genuine
introductory offer. We have over a million customers
but we want MORE! Offer limited so send THIS
with any snapshot, picture or negative and 10c now!

Doll,"

AD

VAUGHN —

HARRY JAMES— "You
What Love

Is"

Don't

PHOTO FOIDER

AMERICAN STUDIOS,

Box395A, La Crosse, Wis.

Simulated Diamond

35€

IMPORTED

Nothirifi more to 7>ay
To introducG our Beautiful Gleaming
Rainbow Flash Stones, we will send an
Imported Simulated Diamond. Mounted

Know

and "Make Love To

Lovely

in

Tiffany

Style

Rinf?,

Illus-

for the return of this ad and
expense in coin. SEND NOW.
your Birth Date, and
CD
HE
rnCC Mention
vve will include FREE a WhitP
"Luck" Elephant — imported from the

trated,

Me" (Columbia)

:i3c

WINGY MANON E—"Flamingo"

ORIENT.

(Kern)

BUD POWELL— "You Go

To

GIobeJewelryCo.,Dpl.llA,Wheeling,W.Va.

My

Head" (Blue Note)

MOVIE STARS PHOTOS'

the guy!

()f».

$[00
Hollywood Facts Of Life For 1949!

Baauriful llluitrotad

FREE

Calolog with Ord«r

STEWART-CROXTON STUDIOS

Continued from page 23
rang for Audrey Young and Billy Wilder
in Linden, Nevada, and for Cora Sue
Collins and James McKay in Hollywood.
July produced a brilliant series of weddings: In Genoa, Italy, Jennifer Jones
married David 0. Selznick; in Santa Fe,
New Mexico, Greer Garson became the
bride of Colonel E. E. (Buddy) Fogel-

Hollywood, Nora Eddington
in
Flynn became Mrs. Dick Haymes, and in
Santa Barbara, Gail Russell and Guy
Madison were wed.
Hollywood lost its most determinerl
bachelor when Jimmie Stewart married
son;

Gloria Hatrick

La

McLean. Two days

ear-

where Gregory Peck
served as best man, John Ireland married
Joanne Dru.
As Summer moved into Fall, Angela
Lansbury and Peter Shaw were married
in London, Jacqueline Dalya and Robert
Hilliard were married in Las Vegas.
lier,

in

Jolla

Roc married Cameraman Andre Thomas in Paris, and also
British star Patricia

in Paris was performed the ceremonj'
linking Viveca Lindfors and Director Don

Siegel.

Really getting into the spirit of the
Chester Conklin married Valda
Genessee; Bill Marshall married Micheline Prelle in Santa Barbara; Rudy Vallee
and Eleanor Kathleen Norris were married in Oakland; Huntington Hartford
took as his bride beautiful Marjorie
Steele, who had worked her way through
dramatic school by serving as a cigarette
girl at Giro's. In Monte Carlo, Stephen
Crane (once married to Lana Turner and
the father of little Cheryl Crane) married
thing,

actress Martine Carol.

One

most beautiful weddings of
all time was that in which Sonja Henie
became the wife -of Winthrop Gardiner,
Jr. In a week's time, Sonja whipped up
of the

the wedding plans and a reception for
hundred of her "most intimate"
friends. Her pale blue wedding cake
matched her pale blue wedding gown.

Let Ale

five

The

P.O. Box 2390. Dept. S-1
Hollywood 28, Calif.

Esther Williams

stork wasted no time in 1949.

I

Send You

mS TAILORED SUIT

AND MAKE UP TO $12.00 IN A DAY!
YOU CAN GET this fine, taiiored-to-mpasure suit as
a bonus, without paying one penny cash, by taking
few orders from friends. My plan also helps you
to $12.00 in a day without experience or

He

a

make up

brought boys to Jeanne Grain and Paul
Brinkman (their second): to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Pasternak (their third child)
to Mr. and Mrs. Stephen McNally (their,
fifth child): to Betty Field and Elmer
Rice; to Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Gardiner; to Vera Zorina and Goddard Lieberson in New York; to Helen Greco
and Spike Jones (the lad is being called
"Tack"); to Mr. and Mrs. Sterling Hayden (their second boy) to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Dmytryck in London (Mrs.
Dmytryck is actress Jean Porter) to
Beryl Davis and Peter Potter; to Donna
Reed and Tony Owen; to Mr. and Mrs.
Alan Hale, Jr.; to Mr. and Mrs. John
Carradine; to Esther Williams and Ben
Gage; to Lauren Bacall and Humphrey
Bogart; to Kay Williams and Adolph
Spreckles; to Mr. and Mrs. Freeman
(Amos) Gosden; and to Mr. and Mrs.
Gregory Peck (their third boy.)
Girl dolls were delivered to Faith
Domergue and Hugo Fregonese in Buenos Aires; to Mr. and Mrs. Mark Robson
;

;

house-to-house canvassing. Big opportunityfull or spare time. FREE — Send for Samples and
"Sure-Fire" MONEY-MAKING plans. For quick
action write fully givintr aire. etc. Send no

money.

H.J.Collins, PROGRESS TAILORING CO.
SCO S. Throop St., Dept. A237. Chicago 7, III.

SONG WRITERS ATTENTION
The amazing dem;ind for iihonograph records, accelerated by countless Juke-Boxes. warrants your
immediate investigation. We are offering New
Writers the rare opportunity of having a celebrated "Hit" composer furnish music on reduced
percentage basis for any likely poems received
this month. Phono-records are outselling piano
copies 5 to

1.

RECOLA RECORDING

CO., Hollywood 28, Calif.

;

WATER
In

IMO

^

I ComSAVES FUEL BILLS
SAVES TliVlE & WORK
plete
New low priced Electric Water
Heat

works

r

rlrop in watci

like a charm. Just
and plug in. Amaz-

quantities of hot water to
hathe, shave, wash, hundreds of
other uses. Handy size and shape
fits every basin tub, sink, etc.
Send No Money! Clip This Ad!
Mail ad on poet card or letter. We'll
ehipC.O.D. for only $1.98 and postage
inf?

ILLINOIS
Dept.

DRAW for MONEY.

Minutes ONLY
BUILDC|03

FIRES TO

. .

MERCHANDISE MART

6714-A

Be an

ARTIST

VETERANS! WSA
Write for

&

Profit."

""""^
fo"Scl°^
Chicago 26, lllinoia

1227 Loyola Ave.,

FREE
fully

!

Approved
BOOK. "Art for Pleasure
describes course and comis

G.

I.

TWO ART

mercial

opportunities for you.
OUTFITS included with training.
Only $.5 MoTithly.
tow Cos«

—

I

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART.

Studio

I7I-W

1(15— 15th St., N.W., Washington 5. D. C.
Please send me full information and your Free Boolt,
for Pleasure and Prollt."
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••

AGE...

Street
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Zone.... State.
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Ann Sheridan, Gene Tierney and Richard
Widmark made pictures in London.
Tyrone Power worked in London,
North Africa, and Rome. Joan Fontaine
and Joe Gotten made "September" in
Italy. Paul Douglas worked in Berlin in
"Two Corridors East." Barry Fitzgerald
took a tramp steamer through the
Panama Canal, thence to Dublin, from
where he placed a series of long-distance
telephone calls to stay-at-home friends in
Hollywood. Deborah Kerr went to Africa
to work in "King Solomon's Mines."
Franchot Tone made "Man On The Eifel Tower" in Paris.
Paulette Goddard
returned from Europe, then hurried to
Mexico. John and Anne (Baxter) Hodiak,
unable to make the long trip of their
dreams,
compromised with a jaunt
through the Caribbean.

And

Cyd Charisse and her husband, Tony Martin, at supper party
Astoria. Cyd, MOM star, who started as dancer, has dramatic role

work in "Home
Of The Brave" and "The Champion");
(their joiirfh
to Veloz and Yolanda
child); to Nancy Guild and Charles Rus.sell;
to Georgiana Young and Ricardo
Montalban (their third child); to Mr.
and Mrs. Wendell Corey; to Oona O'Neill and Charlie Chaplin ( their second
daughter); to Olga San Juan and Edmond
O'Brien; to Bonita Granville and Jack
Wrather; to Robin Chandler and Jeffrey
(flie

man admired

jor his

Lynn (their second daughter) to Maureen O'Sullivan and John Farrow (their
sixth child)
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Jordan; to Mr. and Mrs. Burt Lancaster;
to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sundstrom; and
to Margo Woode and Bill Burton. Beautiful Lola was formally adopted by Linda
;

;

Darnell and Pev Marley.
Death cast a long shadow on Hollywood when it took Victor Fleming, direefor of such hits as "Gone With The
Wind." Hollywood also felt a distinct
persona] loss when Margaret Mitchell,
writer of the classic, was killed by a
barbaric driver in Atlanta, Georgia.
Roman Bohnen, whom you probably

remember for his work in "Arch Of
Triumph" or "Joan Of Arc" or "Best
Years Of Our Lives," passed away in
February, and on March 4, Atwater
Kent, who was one of the truly great men
to be associated with the film industry,

succumbed.
Also answering final curtain calls were
Felix Bressart, Wallace Beery, George
Moran (oj Two Black Crows jarne)
Harry Davenport, Frank Morgan, Richard Dix and Sam Wood.
Barbara Britton, Linda Christian, and
,

Young

expected babies.
marital wrecks,
."ome expected, some surprising In February, Roberto Rossellini was being feted
in Hollywood by Frank Capra and others
for his film achievements. He was photographed with Ingrid Bergman and her
husband at the press premiere of
"Paisan;" he was, he announced, conLoretta

There

were

lost

.several

sidering Miss Bergman for a part in a
picture to be called "Stromboli." At the
time, this was news of intensely moderate

64

at
in

Waldorf"Tension."

Looking back at it, from year's
end, the announcement seems anything
but of moderate interest.
Kirk and Diana Douglas separated,
but their relationship remained friendly.
Meeting in New York in the Fall, the
Douglases were seen everywhere together,
and Kirk did all in his power to advance
Diana's dramatic career.
Betty Hutton and Ted Briskin separated, but reconciled and are happier
than ever. Basically this is a good marriage and both are devoted to their two
interest.

beautiful

little

daughters.

Jean Pierre Aumont and Maria Montez
separated in Paris, were reconciled and
went on a second honeymoon to the
Riviera. Stormy as this marriage has
been, it will undoubtedly endure because
Jean Pierre and Maria belong to each
other psychologically and astrologically.
And Gloria De Haven and John Payne
once more patched up their differences
and are together again.
Apparently
unpatchable
were
the
wrecks of the following marriages: that
between Nancy Guild and Charles Russell
(although their small daughter will
not he a year old until Ma;ch 16, 1950);
tliat of Jean Parker and Dr Kurt Grotter: that of the Vince Barnetts; that of
Joan Fontaine and Bill Dozier; that of
(linger Rogers and Jack Briggs; and that
of Faye Emer.son and Elliot Roosevelt.
There were rumblings at year's end
that all was not well witli the Shirley
Temple-John Agar marriage, and eventually Shirley confirmed the rumblings
and announced there would be a divorce
Not only was this the year of the bow
and arrow in Hollywood. l)ut the year of
the steamer trunk. Practically everyone
went overseas. The Cornel Wildes, Joseph
Gotten, Gleim Ford, Phyllis Calvert, the
Disneys, the /anucks. the Warners, the
Louis Jourdans, ^he Selznicks, and Sir
Charles and I^ady Mendl spent almost
the entire year abroad. Herbert Marshall

went to Majorca to make a picture.
Spencer Tracy, Robert Taylor, Elizabeth
Taylor, Jane Wyman, Robert Montgomery, Montgomery Clift, Gary Grant,
2

the

Gary Coopers, held

fairly close

to Hollywood by picture commitments,
flew to Aspen, Colorado, at every opportunity to ski and to supervise completion of their mountain lodge.

Stewart Granger, the
real name is James

British

star

whose

Stewart, reversed procedure by coming to Hollywood
and creating the greatest stir since Tabu
was invented.
In other ways, 1949 was remarkable
in Hollywood. It was the year of the
big snow when residents of Palm Springs
pelted one another with snowballs, when
an indignant tourist donned a set of red
flannel underwear, a pair of galoshes, and
a sun suit and paraded around the snowclogged streets of the desert resort. Also,

when everyone in Beverly Hills, Santa
Monica, Brentwood, or the San Fernando
Valley, who owned a camera of any
description, took more pictures of snowcovered bushes and the backs of Scotty
dogs barely visible above the drifts than
have ever before been taken of any one
specific event.

was a year of colossal personal sucKirk Douglas became the greatest
thing since Scotch tape. Barbara Hale,
after seven years of hard work and discouragement, became an "overnight"
It

cesses.

heroine in "Jolson Sings Again." Virginia
Mayo came into her heritage as a great
dramatic actress, opposite Jimmy Cagney
in "White Heat." Sally Forrest and Keefe
Brasselle were launched upon splendid
careers by Ida Lupino's first production,
"Not Wanted." Joan Evans made a spectacular debut in "Roseanna McCoy" and
Shari Robinson's career was set by her
work with Dan Dailey in "You're

My

Everything."

Corinne

Calvet was tabbed as the
item since Jean Harlow for her
work in "Rope Of Sand;" Vera-Ellen's
triumph in the "Slaughter On Tenth
sexiest

Avenue" number in "Take Me Out To
The Ball Game" has assured her a series
of

excellent

roles,

and charming Jane

Wyatt made a brilliant comeback opposite Gary Cooper in "Task Force."
Also slated for great things in 1950 are

Debra Paget, who made her debut with
Victor Mature and Richard Conte in
"Cry Of The City." Mary Jane Saunders,
whom you loved in "Sorrowful Jones,"
and David Brian, who was brilliant opposite Joan Crawford in the Warner

Brothers film, "Flamingo Road."
Some of the veterans celebrated important anniversaries in 1949: Edward
Arnold completed his 65th film role;
Ralph Morgan completed his 70th part
in
pictures: Ethel Barrj-more nodded
regally at her 50th anniversary in show
business: James Gleason chalked up his
21st anniversary in pictures; Jack Benny
completed his 18th year on the air; ace
director {and one of the best loved men.
though least publicly known in Hollyuood) Henry King observed his 85th
cinematic year, and J. Farrell MacDonald observed his 45th year in films,
his 49th picture role.
The younger generation did all right.

Vanessa Bro\\Ti won her degree (A.B.)
from U.C.L.A. Roddy McDowall became
21; Ehzabeth Taylor became engaged to
Glenn Da^^s. dissolved the engagement,
became engaged to William Pawlev, Jr..
became disengaged; Jane Powell and Geary Steffen planned to marry in 1950;
"most eligible bachelor" status descended
Farley Granger. Lon McCallister,

ufxin

Douglas Dick. Montgomery Clift. Jerome
Courtland. Harold
Lloyd. Jr.. John
Barrymore, Jr. and Claude Jarman, Jr.
Oh yes
both Daisy and Lassie
.

{female
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Continued from page 31
that moment my reputation for being
a re"sullen" and "reserved" was born
putation that took me many years to

—

live

down.

With me

many
ence a

at least

and

believe with

I

others, first impressions do influ-

way

of thinking.

I

shall

never

forget that Sunday I arrived in Los
how
Angeles. All I could think of was
clean every thing is! I had never seen so
many shining cars, there was no mud in
the streets, the air was pure. I stayerl at

—

the Ambassador Hotel and promptly fell
in love with the barber shop. In Euro]>e
we didn't have those steaming hot towels
that feel so good on one's face. This i*
pure luxury, I told myself.
All day long I looked forward to that
trip

down Hollywood Boulevard.

L'p to

this point everything was like it is in the
movie magazines. So about dusk I got off
the red car at Hollywood and Vine. I
was never so disappointed in my whole
lifel Looking back, I don't know what I
expected but what I saw certainly wasn't
glamourous. But as always in life, if

one is patient, there are compensations.
Standing arm in arm in th'^ foyer of

your

new TINYTONE RADIO TODAY NOW!
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CO.

Dept.
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—

Granman's Chinese Theatre were -Joan
Crawford and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr..
The)/ made up for eieri/thing!
.\fter seeing Greta Garbo and Gavin
Gordon in "Romance." I decided I could
afford to celebrate this memorable occa.'^ion
So I hired a taxi and rode out to
the Simset Strip, which was then little
more than a narrow tlirt road. When we

came

to

the

IOOObu^s^H
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path. I asked the
For the first time I saw

Charles. St.

Louis.

Mo.

bridle

driver to stop.
that magnificent panorama of lights and
I just sat there
looking.
to think it
all belongs to Ramon No\arro. T muserl
aloud. The driver s^iifl
nothing. He just
naturally thought I was
nutsi
From that moment my exjjeriences
were varied and many. Time and continued trying, I guess, have served as a
great leveler. Today we live in a pink
Mediterranean house on top of a high
Bel -Air hill.
wonderful wife. Mai.
our son. Danny, and our little daughter,
Victoria, lead a life that ?/(' like to lead.
At times Hollywood is a part of it; there
are other times when it couldn't be more
remote.
How we eventuallv came to own our

—
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I
I
I

further proves my behef that by
learning Jiow to hve, we can accomphsh
anything within reason. When we were
first married, we hved in a fifty dollar a
month apartment and for what it represented to us then, we loved it as much as
we love our Bel Air home today. Because we couldn't afford night clubs, or
fancy restaurants, we used to pack a picnic lunch and take long drives for entertainment.
One day we passed the house we now
own. How beautiful, how wonderful, we
used to exclaim! How would it feel to

home

live in

such a place! And that's how it
became "our" home. As my

first sort of

career progressed, we built two different
houses. Then one day we decided we
could afford a larger place and started
looking again.
looked and looked,
and twice we almost put down a deposit.
Then one day a real estate man called us
and said there was a certain house on top
of a certain hill. He never got to finish
that sentence!
Contrary to the general impression
that movie stars wallow in luxury, after
nineteen years in Hollywood we now own
our jirst swimming pool! It's been wonderful for Danny's and Vicki's health.
When we think of the children who somehow manage to exist in hot, crowded
cities, believe me we count our blessings.
I have my own projector and take
movies of those sentimental occasions
that we love to celebrate.
great
hobby is astronomy and Danny loves it
as much as I do.
When I bought
fifteen foot telescope, something happened that further
emphasizes the wonderment of Hollywood. Where but in this fantastic town
could a man arrive unknown, practically
penniless and through a series of circumstances (aiid I may add, a little hard

We

My

my

work) end up seeing his own name on a
theatre marquee, through his own telefrom his own home on top of a hill!
world that can offer such advantages
makes one feel pretty humble.
Up to this point have I given the impression that the Milland manner of living is completely without chaos? May I
hastily assure you that there are minor
mishaps! Like the occasion of my son
Danny's last birthday, when we thought
it would
be a novelty for his school
chums to see a picture in a studio projection room. My loyal mate, in her subtle
way, suggested that the kiddies should
.scope,

A

"Daddy" in "It Happens Every
Spring."
Well, the tragic look in Danny's eyes
was mute evidence that I was not the

see

number one
Danny,

favorite with his little buddyget the sad truth out of

To

buddies.

took a bit of coaxing. Finally
embarrassment, he declared:
"Oh, Daddy, why don't you ever make
it

in a burst of

John Wayne's and Gary
As we say in the cinema, Ray
Milland will next be seen in "Copper
Canyon," a Technicolor Western!
Because we feel we have everything
the outside world has to offer, we are
loathe to leave our hilltop. However,
pictures

like

Cooper's.''"

a vague plan to take our daughEurope. Last year when we
took Danny, it was a wonderful educathere

is

ter Vicki to

66

tion for him,

and a memorable

One moment

trip for

particular was so
nostalgic.
Danny had never seen his
grandmother, so taking my son back to
the home where I was born was a pretty
important occasion.
When we arrived in Sussex, my mother
had gone to all the trouble of digging out
my childhood possessions. You can imagine how I felt when I looked at them.
There was
school cap, visor and

me.

my

What

a host of memories came
sweeping back! Was my head ever that
small, I asked myself. I tried the cap on
Danny and when he asked if he could
keep it, I was very touched.
There was something else that happened on this trip something inevitable.
For many years my one idea was to work,
save and get back to Europe at the
badge.

—

earliest possible

the rent.

Today I could afford to buy that buildThe idea amused me, but how nice

in

moment. The

desire less-

ened after I became an American citizen
but had never entirely gone until I saw
Europe this time. Now all I want to do is
work, save and stay in California forever,
if possible. In my book it is the garden
of the world, filled with the most interesting people in the world.
Isn't it gratifying to be able to change
one's mind, as values and emotions change
also? I was thinking about this the other
morning, as I drove to Columbia Studio,
where I'm making "Woman Of Distinction," with Rosalind Russell. At the corner of Orange Grove Avenue and Sunset
Boulevard, stands an apartment building.
Once the management threw me out and
held my trunks because I couldn't pay

ing.
it

was

to

have no

feeling for revenge,

no

This same emotion
applies to certain friendships, too. A few
people were nice to me during those early
days but I was snubbed by many. Some
of them are my friends today and of
course they don't remember. And of
course, I do.
But it doesn't matter.
When your world's all right, things like
this lose the importance we are prone to
give them.
desire to get even.

And

have come to believe, by
and working for it it is
possible to find a deep and lasting personal peace. Just one little thorn remains
that is a hangover from yesterday. Originally, when I was under contract to
so I

hoping for

MGM,

—

it

I used to stand in front of the

commissary every day. Wearing my one
good suit, I kept hoping some producer
would discover me and exclaim: "You're
just the man I've been looking for. I'll
make you the biggest thing since 'Ben
Hur.'

"

Needless to say,

it

never happened.

Someday I have to go back there and
make one good picture. Believe it or not,
even if I drive by that studio I still get
such a feeling of inferiority. The best
road to Balboa where my boat is docked,
runs right by MGM. Rather than pass
it, I take a detour! Well, it won't be long
now. I've lived to learn that a direct
course is the only short cut to any man's
destination either yours or mine.

—

We're

An

SHORTHAND

Alike

Continued from page 37
that was rather forcible, because I ran
into the back of his car when he stopped
homesuddenly for a traffic light.
town of Fort Wayne, Indiana, has more
excitement for each square inch than
Hollywood ever had.
So then, why should the reactions of
filmites be any different basically than
anywhere else.'' They feel the same about
marriage, about misfortunes, financial
matters, and good news. They have their
same problems about gophers in the
lawn, about naughty children who give
their parents headaches, about the next
party they'll be giving. They send cards
on Mother's Day, they chat with the
plumber, they take the market basket
and file past the stalls at the Farmer's
Market right along with everyone else.

My

They have the same personal disagreements which couples in Fort Wayne or
Cleveland have, and they go about their
own ways, trying to thrash them out.
The principal difference between Hollywood couples and those elsewhere is the
effect of the newspaper column.
Reporters latch on to a family quarrel, and
before you know it, a minor difference of
opinion becomes something of nationwide
The over-rating of the situamakes it that much harder to be

importance.
tion just

solved easily and quickly, as other couples

might and do.
So much for movietown's married folks.
I think the greater problem is that which
faces the unmarried men and women in
Hollywood. I remember once reading an
article about a well-known single film
actress, who was quoted as saying that
Hollywood was no place in which a single
girl should live.
She pointed out that
she's at the mercy of opportunists who
are always seeking to use her for their
own personal advancement. She was often
lonely because the men would presume
that her date-book was filled, and therefore wouldn't bother to call her. She
complained, too, that if she had a date
with a male star for two or three nights,
the gossip writers immediately would be
predicting everything from an elopement
to Las Vegas to a fashionable wedding in
Brentwood.

Some

of this, of course,

is

true.

How-

ever, don't think that an attractive girl
in Kansas City, for instance, or in New

doesn't have many of the same
She's also beset by wolves,
and there's many a night when she stays
home to wash her hair, primarily because
no one has asked her out for fear of a
turn-down. A pretty girl understands

York

dilemmas.

anywhere, and accepts it stoically.
I think one of the basic reasons why
romance and marriage often take a beating in Hollywood is because of a vast
similarity of interests and aspirations.
The main subject of conversation at any
party is show bu.siness, and you must unthis

derstand show people to realize why this
is always a fascinating topic. Actors and
actres.ses not only love their profession;
they live and breathe it, and adore it
with a blind devotion. And, happily

enough, they're extremely proud of their
business.

They're always striving for good parts
which they can show off their talents
to best advantage, and they're never
happier than when they are before the
camera for a motion picture which they
feel will be a hit. They want to make
that film one which will make everyone
in Hollywood sit up and take notice because they know if they have accomplished that, the rest of the world will
in

^

Weeks
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There's nothing more tragic than an
actor who isn't acting. His whole temperament changes. He's moody, irritable, and
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he's a floor-pacer in his restlessness.

So,
if his wife is working daily in a picture
and he stays home doing nothing, can't
you see what the home life is like when
his wife returns from the studio? It isn't
the fact that she's earning money that
bothers him, nor is he jealous of her accomplishment. It's just that she's acting
and he isn't, and there the trouble begins.
I don't think for one minute he's jealous
of her career, because if he too were
working, everything would be fine.

Show people are essentially unrealistic
people who live in their own little world
and don't pay too much attention to
what's going on around them. Thus, when
they find that they're in the profession
but not working at it, it's murder. I'll
venture the opinion that a good portion
of Hollywood's divorces come from the
results of frayed tempers and black moods
caused by an absence from the cameras.
Another cause of the outsider's attitude
comes from the fact that he believes too
often what he reads in the gossip columns.
I like press agents
in fact some of my
best friends are press agents but every
so often they sit down and write what
they call "dream-ups." By this I mean
that they haven't any actual news, so
they make it up.
Here's an example. One week I found
myself having dinner with scores of filmland's leading men, according to what I
saw in the newspapers, and the embarrassing part of it was that I hadn't even
met several of them. One night I had
dinner in four different spots with four

—

^
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which is what I would
one of the neatest feats of the week.

In tracking down the items, I discovered that a good friend of mine happened to be glancing at my telephone
pad at the studio, and had gone back to
the beginning of the year for some of the
names. To fancy it up a bit, he added
the others. When I called him down
about it, he shrugged his shoulders and
said that it was all part of the business,
and that a star should go along with her
publicity.

not the argumentative type, but I pointed out a few
facts which I don't think occurred to him
when he wrote those items. When people
elsewhere read them, it was only natural
for them to get the impression that I was
nothing but a gadabout, and that perordinarily

)JE10I1V
BOYLSTON

BOSTON. MASS.

you detect any of the
following symptoms, see
If

your doctor at once!
1.

Any

sore that does not heal.

A lump or thickening,
breast or elsewhere.
2.

different actors,
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3.

Unusual bleeding or discharge.

4.

Any change

in
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or

diffi-

6.

Persistent hoarseness or cough.
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Any change

in

normal

bowel
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—
haps I was slightly man-crazy. It also
looked as though I thought nothing of
my career, and was always on a search
for fun. What annoyed me most about
my press-agent friend, I think, was the

asks

She's a very pretty, popular girl with the
younger set!"
But let this happen in Hollywood, and
there's a mad scramble for the typewriters and the wire teletype. About the
Hollywood pair who are divorcing, you
hear, "Well, what can you expect? It's
not fashionable to be married too long
in Hollywood!" Or about the popular
single actress, they say, "She's always
looking for someone better who can help

can possibly find time to make
a picture, and why I am always changing my boyfriends, can you understand
on what he bases that question? When
another fan asks me for some late news
about Clark Gable and I reply that I
flon't know any because I liaven't seen
him for months on end, she gets slightly
belligerent. After all, .she knows I'm not
telling the truth, because she read only a
week or so ago that I was seen having
dinner with Mr. Gable at a Sunset Strip

her along with her career. Seems to us
that she ought to go back to the oldfashioned virtues and stick to one man,
get married, and settle down!"
Summing up this article, I'd say that
most of Hollywood's personal troubles
are based on the same ingredient whicli
holds with people everywhere
the search
for happiness. It may be temperament,
career clashes, or financial problems, and
film stars are no different in this respect
from people from Bangor to San Diego,

spot!

The unmarried

noticed that when a couple in
some other town decide to get a divorce,
their friends say, "Isn't that too bad.
And here we thought they were getting
along so well." Or if a single girl dates a
great deal, her friends say, "Why not.^

to the right

fact that during the particular

which he had

me making

week

in

the rounds of

the tinseled nightspots, I was home every
night, hard at work memorizing
lines

my

"Key To The City."
So, when a fan in Indianapolis

for

me when

I

I've

—

girl wants to get married
man, and the married couples

follow a universal pattern in maintaining
their home-life and personal-life harmony. Now and then there are outbursts,
but no more so than in any other city in
the nation.
Luscious Corinne Calvet dancing with
her husband, John Bromfieid, at Mocambo.

I

d Rather

Have Twins'
community spirit are becoming
evident in Hollywood."
So, Rockford's slender May Queen
{^L•ho once wanted to he a nurse) and
Columbia's new screen sensation {who
wants to he successful hoth as a wife and
star) goes the even tenor of her way.
She's regular enough to borrow an egg
from the neighbors or let a freckle show
through her light makeup. She's keeping
up her schoolgirl interest in art, specialness and

Continued from page 49

—

first
things such as love, happiness, and
a home for her child.
"With Billy in show business, too, this
can become a dangerous situation," Barbara explained. "It has happened in far
too many Hollywood homes. But we are
trying with all our power to be truly
married. At home we are just Mom and
Daddy. I do Jody's laundry. I do most
of the cooking, except when working late
on a picture then Billy prepares steak
and potatoes which we both like better
than anything else. At the end of the
week, I have a woman in to help me

—

clean just like millions of other housewives do.

"Back home

in Illinois, I

was taught

to do everything to the best of my ability.
I'm still trying to do that. For example.

North Hollywood

—

I suppose I should
say 'The Valley' as most of the elite do
is really a small town and we live
pretty much like small-towners anywhere.
We try hard to be good neiglibors and
it's interesting that most of our neighborhood friends are not movie people.
There's an electrician, fireman, accountant, insurance salesman, orchestra drummer, and ice cream shop proprietor. Certainly, it is more fun in\'iting them over
occasionally than racing around to the

—

nightclubs. And since we got a television
set recently, their kifls are in and out
fairly regularly, too."
Talking with this bright-faced, warmhearted girl, I was imjM-es.sed that Barbara Hale and Bill Williams represent a
new generation in Hollywood. It is a
younger generation concerned with home,
church, community life. Its members are
not madcap but serious-minded; they are
not selfish and sensation-seeking, but

G8

generous
believe

and

in

They earn

socially-conscious.

God and

their

their living

fellow

They
men.

making movies,

but otherwise they are little different
from young couples in Kenosha, Wisconsin or Caribou, Maine.
Barbara Hale— or Mrs. Bill Williams
as she likes to be called— pledged allegiance to such ideals when she was a
Baptist choir singer back in Rockford.
She is still living by them. "I do think
there's a new generation in Hollywood,"
she agrees. "Of course, as anywhere else,
Hollywood has a minority who are impressed only by material things, who
find pleasure only in the gadgets and
gimmicks money can buy. But more and
more, I think people out here are developing a deeper set of values. The
War and more recently the studio slump
served to bring out their better sides,
deflate many of our pompous nobodies,
and in general debunk a lot of this

—

—

'glamourous movie star' publicity.
"Billy and I both find we can be
'regular guys' without wrapping ourselves
in Hollywood tinsel. Quite a few of our
close friends feel the same way, too.
Larry Parks and Betty Garrett, Virginia
Mayo, Ann Blyth, Gale Storm and Rod-

dy McDowall, to name only a few, all
have this same awareness, this same concern for their families, friends, and civic
responsibilities.
Some teach Sunday
School or help organize youth choral
groups or assist regularly on such charity
projects as the Red Cross and Community Chest. The point is that the
majority of today's stars are not going
the pace that kills, but are developing
themselves and helping others along the
way. As a result, a new religious aware-

izing

in

illustration

Deeply interested

and

portraiture.

in child welfare

work,

she hopes in the future to devote more
and more time to helping Hollywood's
homeless and destitute children.
"You know,", she mused, smiling that
radiant smile which lights up a room,
"Billy and I are really simple people.
We stay home nights, adore being with
Jody, and doing things about the house.
I still sketch a little. Billy works at his
various hobbies. He cemented our patio
and built our fences with his bare hands.
Does all our gardening, too, and there's
one rosebush out back that he never fails

and put to bed every night.
"In fact, our home life is so pleasant
that I'd just about quit pictures when
that offer to do Mrs. Jolson came along.
contract at
had expired, and I
was just sitting around waiting for twins
to water

My

RKO

to happen to me. Then, one day my
agent told me they were testing and that
I should try out
especially as I do closely resemble the real Mrs. Jolson. Well
I tested for one part, and that did it. I
was so hapjjy on that picture that I
signed a deal with Columbia, and I've
just made another thrilling picture with

—

Robert Young and Bob Hutton called
'And Baby Makes Three,' which is funny
and crazy all over the place. What's
next? They haven't said. Secretly, I'm
still hoping for those twins!"

What wild terror had made Zeda a mute,,*
and why was this high-born beauty

ISOLD

to the

highest
bidder

a secret auction so daring it shocked even the
most sophisticated rogues of the Florida coast

in

What

strange power does

this silent beauty hold over
St. John, reckless

Maury

—

renegade doctor that he
fights
gambles his fortune
a duel to the death to "buy"
Zeda. .knowing the scandal
to follow may ruin his
chances of winning the hand
.

.

.

.

"You'll never have
me! Never! Never!"
of CatherineDelafield, cried Catherine. What
the golden - haired strange violence had
the blood-red moon

New England

"Four-thousand Dollars!"
was the bid of Two-Jack,
the moEf evil man along the

wildly?

"Five-fhousond," said
Maury. Suddenly, Two-Jack
whipped out his pistol. The
coast.

room

god-

k'ndled

in this cold
beauty that possessed
her to murder love?

dess he loves so

It

And why

when Catherine wants him

so

— does she

have to destroy his love so savagely?

with shots. Although Zeda could not speak
to

sliook

"Literary black magic."
Philadelphia inquirer
You'll discover the answers in the thrilling climax of Alexander Key 's "The Wrath
and the Wind." How the wrath of the sea
hurls th,e coast town into oblivion as
how,
Maury and Zeda escape the hurricane's fury
£.t last, Zeda finds not only the power of speech but the
makes en vmforgettable novel.
fulfillment of love
Yours FREE, together with "Bonanza Queen" yes,
free when you mail coupon. Act at once

even whisper "thank you,''

she would olways love Maury
who rescued her from a
fate worse than slavery.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

BOTH

She hated the one man who dared to give her orders
until that strange and unforgettable climax when

Her Hate Turned to Love
She's the wildcat

her

way

Bonanza Queen who clawed and purred
boom town ever!

to riches in the wildest

Only a woman as beautiful, and passionately greedy,
£s Rene would dare to run not only a saloon but a
"poker parlor" and try to beat men at their own
games. And only Rene would dare to spurn Nick
Strange a man so careless with life and love.
There's one man she can't defy— or deny!
Yes, in Nick, Rene meets her match and learns the
facts of love. But "Bonanza Queen" by Zola Ross is
more than a blazing love story! "The mine disasters

—

—

.

.

.

the big Virginia City

fires

.

.

.

are stirring stuff!"

—N.Y. Times. Yours FREE, with "The Wrath and
the Wind" — BOTH
when you mail coupon.
free

Send No Money! Mail Coupon!

Membership is FREE in The FICTION BOOKCLUB
And you get these 2 new
fo all the

many

best-selling novels FREE to introduce

And you

get two new best-sellers
as an introductory membership gift.

book.

FREE

2. Get outstanding new books! Fiction Book
Club selections are outstanding best-sellers
books by leading authors
brand-new, beautiful books you will read with pleasure, add to
your library with great pride.
.

,

.

.

.

.

No

special dues or fees! You simply agree
to accept any six of the twelve outstanding
novels offered in a year. You do not have to
accept each month's selection— just those you

3.

First Se/ecfion/

Fiction

Book Club

special edition of

that top
best-seller

THE DUKAYS
by Laios Zilahy

description mailed to 3'ou well in advance.
4. So simple and easy! If you decide you don't
want any monthly selection, simply notify us
not to send it. Otherwise do nothing, and it
will be mailed to you. For each monthly selection

YOU

decide you want, you pay just $1.89

plus a few cents for shipping.

SO ACT NOW!

Get your

FREE

copies of the two big bestabove and all the conveniences
and savings of free Fiction Book Club membership! Mail coupon
to The Fiction
Book Club. 100 Sixth Ave., N. Y. 13, N. Y.
sellers described

NOW

Only Zia would dare to become another woman...
to find the love she has to have! Yes, she's 2 utterly
different

beautiful

and fascinating women! She's Zia Dukay,
young countess, who marries and divorces
And she's Terez Hemli, photogra-

Prince Filippo.
pher,

who

gives herself to Ursi, a brilliant radical,
determined to destroy the rich and powerful Dukays.

She's unconventional,

unpredictable,

BOTH FREE!

you

other advantages of Club membership listed be/ow:—
decide you want after you have read a detailed

Save up to $2.00 on every book! Fiction Book
Club's big special edition savings are passed
right on to you. You save up to S2.00 on every
1.

WRATH AND THE WIND"

"THE

and

"BONANZA QUEEN"

The FICTION BOOK CLUB (Dept. 62 5). 100 Sixth Ave.. N. Y. 13, N. Y.
I want to take atlvanta^e of
me reffularly FREE the Club's
your gift offer to send me FllEE
monthly hullctin. in order that
BOTH --Tlij ^\ rath and t..:I may clioose from the many
Wind" and "Bonanza Queen."
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special edition, for which I
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postman
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Please Print Plainly
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unforgettable

—and but one of the wonderfully real people you
meet in "The Dukays." "Really 3 books for the
price of one"— Philadelphia Bulletin.
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husband falls flat on its fiduHired by George Brent, ex-WAC
major Claudette Colbert lets her boss
know that a rich husband is her prime
concern in life. So in order to prove to

of a wealthy

jet in flight are spellbinding.

ciary.

flying

her that rich men aren't all they're
touted, George gets friend Robert Young,
a museum curator, to pose as a wacky
millionaire. Wacky or not. Claudette goes
for Y'oung and his bankroll. When she
finds out a hoax has been perpetrated,
upset is an understatement for what
Claudette feels, and she becomes bent on
vengeance. Brent and Young get their
come uppance even though one does get
the girl.
.

.

.

Beyond The Forest
Ronald ("Champagne For Cesar") Colman
with Nat Wolfe on Hollywood Star Theatre.

he wants to forget the blackmail idea, his
partner forces his liand. Tense drama
and suspense make this a superior mystery.

South Sea Sinner
Universal-International

EVERYTHING happens in the tropics.
Here in the States when the weathmerely gets lukewarm everyone just
about dies from exhaustion but in the
tropics! Well, for instance: Cafe warbler
Shelley Winters, who can make any temperature rocket, gets ordered by boss
Luther Adler to pump information out
of Macdonald Carey. With the information Shelley will get, Adler hopes to convey same to the proper authorities and
as a reward be permitted to return to
the States. ( Carey was accused oj selling
rubber to the Japs during the War, but
since nothing loas -proven, Adler wants
EVIDENCE.) Shelley goes for Carey,
er

—

Carey learns who

is guilty and everything gets even more hectic. Maybe
it's that papaya juice they drink down

there.

.

.

.

Deadly

Is

The Female

United Artists

THE

old saw about the female being
deadlier than the male is more truth
than fiction when carnival sharpshooter
Peggy Cummins ties up with John Dall,
who .since childhood lias had a strange
penchant for guns. The difference between the two and their gun-madness is
that Dall isn't a killer, but Peggy now,
that's a different story. It's she who talks
Dall into pulling one holdup becau.se she
loves the things money can buy. Being
so mad for Peggy, Dall goes against his
better judgment, and in rapid succession
the stickups develop into a major crime
wave. It's a mean business with murder
and death as the final payoff. Good
performances and nerve-tingling chase

—

scenes.

.

.

folks

RKO
the stars are top calibre,
it's a shame that this bit about a
lady accountant and tax expert in search

Bogie

Along with

Raymond Massey,

for

jets

also concerned with getting his
Eleanor Parker, back from aerodynamics engineer Richard Whorf, and
Whorf is concerned with a safety device
is

ex-girl,

that will protect
from sure death.

high-speed jet pilots
achieves success

Who

and why makes for some
moments which you really

in his enterprise

nail-biting

ought to see for yourself.

Tokyo Joe
Columbia
before the War, Humphrey Bogart deserted his White Russian wife,

JUST

Florence Marley, and left Tokyo where
he was running a niteclub with Japanese
partner, Teru Shimada. When he returns again, now an ex-lieutenant colonel,
he finds his wife hasn't been killed, instead they're divorced and she's married
to an American government official, Alexander Knox. Nor is that Bogart's only
problem. He finds himself fronting an
airlines freight

company

for a

bunch

The

File

On Thelma Jordan
Paramount

SOMETIMES

a person's character can
change, but oftentimes, the change
comes too late as with Barbara Stanwyck. W''hen she first meets assistant
district attorney Wendell Corey, she's a
beautiful yet proper young woman reporting a series of attempted robberies
at her wealthy old aunt's estate. Corey,
suffering from an unhappy marriage due
to in-law troubles, sees in Barbara the
opportunity to escape from his problems
for a while. His troubles are minor compared to those he gets when Barbara's
aunt is found shot to death and a valuable necklace missing. Police Inspector
Paul Kelly says she's guilty. Having
fallen for Barbara, Corey maneuvers it
around so he'll prosecute the case in
court. He believes her innocent, but it's
only a matter of time and circumstances
until Kelly gets all the facts he needs
which leaves Corey stripped of everything he had before meeting the charming Mi.ss Jordan.

Chain Lightning
Warner Brothers

Buck Rogers'

stuff,

would
strictly

what with Humphrey

Bogart as an ex-Army pilot testing jet
planes that go 1,200 miles an hour, but
now it's different. ... In fact, this is
quite

a

thrilling

look

power and the shots

future air
the souped-up

into
of

of

Japs, variety Kamakazi.

Bogart doesn't
want to do it knowing something is
very, very stinking about the deal
but
he's blackmailed and what can a guy do
in a case like that? Fortunately, American Intelligence stands by its name and
with Bogart's help the incident is closed.

—

A

—

Kiss For Corliss
United Artists

VERY
ley Temple

unfunny comedy starring

this

Bride For Sale
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is the word for the love
scenes in this latest Bette Davis epic.
As a discontented wife of small town
doctor, Joseph Gotten, Bette yearns for
big city life and plans her stormy campaign to get what she wants. David
Brian, a millionaire with a hunting lodge
near the town, is just the virile boy who
can make her dreams come true. Lying,
cheating, and "things far worse" make no
difference to Bette once she starts operating and sees victory in sight. Needless
to say, Bette plays the role for all it's
worth then adds some more of her own
special touches. A super melodrama of
a woman's warped soul, this could very
possibly shock the daylights out of some

too many years ago,
NOT
have been regarded as

.

BECAUSE

Warner Brothers

VIOLENT

the

Shir-

who

deserves better material than what was given her and the
same goes for David Niven, who if possible suffers even more playing a much-married bounder. Because Shirley, a teenager, wants to get beau Darryl Hickman
jealous, she writes mighty meaty paragraphs in her diary about a fictitious romance going on between her and Niven
whom she's met briefly in her father's law
office.
The diary gets into the wrong
hands and Shirley has a problem, Mr.
Anthony! The way the characters supposedly a typical American family are
made to act, you wonder what the heck
is happening to American family life.

—
—

Passport To Pimlico
Eagle-Lion

INTRIGUING

fantasy about a section
discovers
it's no longer a part of the city nor of
Britain, for that matter. When a delayed
action bomb explodes, a hidden vault is
revealed which contains a 15th Century
Royal Charter decreeing that the section
is Burgundian territory. People are deelighted since they can now break away
from rationing and British law. It becomes a modern Utopia where Pimlicans
do exactly as they please. However,
snags develop: British Customs demands
passports for Pimlico dwellers, currency
is cut off and the area blockaded. Eventually, a satisfactory solution is arrived
at and all concerned are left as happy as
the audience. Stars Margaret Rutherford,
Hermione Baddley, Stanley Holloway
of

London which suddenly

and Paul Dupuis.
PRINTED
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THE

U. S. A.

BY THE CUNEO PRESS, INC.
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JEEPERS! Buttercup Almost
She's learned the

Hard Way what it Costs to

Forget, and Butt'ercup's Taking no Chances.

There was that Jolly Bachelor, Fresh from
Kalamazoo, with plenty of Lettuce and
"Object Matrimony" written all over him,
whose First date was his Last.
Ditto for the big, bronze Glamour

Beach

last

Boy at the

summer, who Kissed her Once,

then gave her the Deep Freeze.
Ditto for that quiet Casanova

who took her

Movies then Dropped her on
her own Doorstep at half-past-nine.

to the Early

That isn't going

happen this time. Buttercup's got a new Boy Friend and she intends
to Keep Him. She isn't going to let HaUtosis
(unpleasant breath) Snap the String in
to

Forgot!

Cupid's Bow. This time She'll be Sweet

Little

Buttercup because she's going back Right

Now

to let Listerine Antiseptic look after

her breath.

She knows Listerine Antiseptic

the Extra-

is

Careful precaution against offending. She

knows that
breath

.

.

.

it

freshens and sweetens the

not for mere minutes

.

.

.

but for

hours, usually.

Moral:

be sweet than sidebefore any date, never, never

It's better to

tracked, so,

omit Listerine Antiseptic.
While some cases of
cases, say

some

most
due to the bacterial fermen-

halitosis are of systemic origin,

authorities, are

tation of tiny food particles clinging to mouth surfaces.
Listerine Antiseptic quickly halts such fermentation, then

overcomes the odors fermentation causes.

Lambert Pharmacal Company,

St. Louis,

Missouri
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Itself Is

stars themselves like to hear the gossip

Lynn Bowers

about

town

their

Young

25

Bruce

36
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"°*'"'!,

down
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a lew observations on Loreita

Him King

Young

Loretta

he years have brought changes within Clark Gable
'^•^

^ Glamour Girl!"

Concentrate on individuality
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grooming habits if you just close your
mind while others are getting the benefit
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much

Clark Gable

Meet A Great Lady
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.Sides Of Shirley's Divorce
Fredda Dudley Balling
Before deciding who is to blame, read this leveahng and Uluminating report

that stand out," reminisces

Frank Sinatra

Bert

Brown
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Diana Lynn, starring in "Paid In Full"
Joan Fontaine, starring in "Bed Of Roses"
John Derek, starring in "Rogues Of Sherwoud Forest"
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While in New York,
enroute home after a
year abroad,

Power

and

Linda

Pleasant

Tyrone

his

bride,

Christian,

at-

tend gay supper party

Waldorf-Astoria.

at

TO TAKE

feasant
IN ACTION

PPleasant
FOR CHILDREN

& GROWNUPS
When

Nature 'forgets'

remember

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED
LAXATIVE
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A CAREER IN

costumes

their

they are required to wear for camera purposes during the year,
there's one occasion all the film stars look
forward to, when they can design their
own outfits and come to a party garbed
as fantastically as they wish.
This is the annual Press Photograph-

them

Ball where the men who snap the
shutters entertain the glamourous folk
who have been posing in front of their
lenses all year.
ers'

May

Offer You

Thrills, Excitement

and Plenty of Opportunity!
Fashion designing

truly a
fascinating, well paid vocation for women who are
quulified by training and experience to create beautifnlly styled clothes. Few
other fields offer such deserv<*d rewardu for creative
work well done.
ih

Learn At Home In
Spare Time
Now, at

last, it's

for those wil

possible

(

I

self and family. And. after
you have learned the fundamental principles and gained experience by practice, your training may lead you to a fascinating career even a shop of your own norne day.

—

Leading

Home

Study Fashion School

Backed by years of expcri*-iic(;. our iriiinint.- (.overs .ill essential
Chases of styling and dr<;ss desitjn. It.ihic prliiriplcfH are taught
y our practical and inspiring "l<-;irri-l.y-(loirig" i/iethod
.

.

.

Btep-by-Ht*p under the close supervision o(
qualified instructors who take a real interest in your progress.

Send for FREE BOOKLET
Mail coupon below at once for FHEE
"A Career iu Fauliion DcHi^fn
Sent postage prepaid, without
No Balesmon will call.

Ilooklet,
i

riK."

ohligation.

National School ol Dress Deslen,

U15

S,

Michigan Ave., Chlcaco

DepL 4432

5,

III.

National School of Dress Design
Ave., Dept. 4432, Chicago 5, III.
send me FREE and [xjstpaid your booklet,
in Faiibion Designing" and full particularB.

1315 S.Michigan

I'leanc

Name

CUy.

"A

Career

„
.Zone

the kitchen pantry to find bizarre effects
to wear for this particular event.
Because they can come and go as
they please, you'll find that many of the
stars find a release in appearing in a garb
they've always wanted to don, but which

—

—

roles

have never permitted

collar

and hoop-skirted

crinoline,

which

reveals only a slight glimpse of the fabled
Grable ankles. So with Jeanne Grain and
Donna Reed, both of whom are doomed
in their picture parts to wear gingham,
calico and other corn-bred costumes.
These beauties suddenly emerge in tons
of tulle, taffeta and towering plumes,
just to show their camera-conscious hosts
how they would look if the directors
would give them different parts.
*
*
*
/ must say at this year's gala, many of
the gals went in for "type casting" or

—

ha flair for fash-

ion (o obtain, a sound foundation training in dress designing as a starting point
for a career or f()r their own
personal use,
's thrilling
to be able to desit-n for your-

A

It's a fancy dress affair in every sense
of the term and your favorite film folk
raid everything from studio wardrobes to

film

to wear. That is, Betty Grable will
discard the low-revealing bosom line of
her current dance hall hostess role and
cover her shapely, black net-stockinged
legs, to appear as a demure Southern
belle, complete with fichu, black velvet

SlaU.

..

Roz Russell and Fred Brisson on board the

Ginger

Queen

to be

Elizabeth prior to sailing for Europe.

Rogers and Greg Bautzer continue
Hollywood's most intriguing twosome.

lift

.

.

BEAUTIFY YOUR HANDS!

Cecile Aubry, soon to
be seen in "The Black
Rose," gets a lesson in
the art of eating with
chopsticks from
Ley

On, owner of

London

a

famous

restaurant.

Music hath charms and

Jimmy Stewart's piano
playing on the "Malaya" set intrigues Vaientina

Cortesa,

who

appears with him and

Spencer Tracy

in

film.

has been so highly highlighted in the

miraculous lanolized

remover

cuticle

headlines recently.
*

in

Cute

shaper. Quickly, easily

and safely removes
ragged

•'.

cuticles.

No more dangerous

y.

cutting.

No

fuss!

No

No

mussi

*

The some Blue Cross remover

CUTICLE SHAPER

30c

AND REMOVER ....

645 N. Martel Ave., Hollywood 36,

Calif.
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Fascinating occupation and hobby learned by average miin or

woman who

is

artisticaUy/

in-

mm
BV
\m

lome.' \m
dined, in spare time at home,
:oring
Easy-to-understand oil coIo
f
'

makes

method

possible
e

it

bring out life-like colors.
earn while learning,

to

Many

.

11

L^arn

practical InPfflCt/ 4a
TO LC^Uin • • • etructlon
shows
you how to do beautiful work. No previous training
Is needed, nor Is it necessary to do any drawing or
sketching. Find out how those with natural talent
can be trained to color their own photographs and

CU^y

when experienced, seek

those of their friends and,

work

for studios,

stores and others.

Notional Method

Beautiful Work . .
Method" of coloring photo-

Means

Learn the "National
graphs and miniatures

effect

in oil. It brings out beautiful
Originated In a well-known Studio that for
many years catered to the Gold Coast residents of
Chicago. This type of instruction trains you In the
tste. modem method of coloring in vogue today.

Award

statu-

has its disadvantages, too. They brought a gallon
of alcohol in their car, in case the metal
paint should make them ill and they
should have to remove it. Half way
through the evening, Rocky was seen to

Thrilh ...Fun.. , Earn...

k

an

*

represent living Academy
ettes may be spectacular,

TO VONETT SALES CO.

(STAMPS)

as

was created by cute Vera-Ellen and
Rocky Hudson. Covered in gold paint
from head to foot, they came as "Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar." But while trying to

to you.

AT LEADING S AND 10 AND DRUG STORES

OR SEND

*

Probably the most sensational

LARGE REFILL 25c

Dept. S-l,

»

some husband, Paul Brinkman,
armored gladiator to protect her.

bofher!

used by professional beauticians since

1933— now available

*

Ann Blyth came

as a helicopter with a little propeller on her bustle
and a matching one on the front of her
black net headdress, while her escort Roddy McDowall appropriately met the occasion by dressing as an aviator.
Jeanne Grain emerged as a Roman glamour girl of Caesar's day with her hand-

purse-sized plastic

little

it

at least stuck to their roles. Arlene Dahl,
who is one of the most gorgeous girls in
Hollywood, but who is quite modest,
came as "Helen of Troy" and like the
fabled siren of Homer's, she launched a
thousand sighs when she entered Giro's
swank cafe, where this year's ball was
held. Some of the sighs turned to hand-

covered whispers when they discovered
that the beauteous Arlene was being escorted by Bob Thompson, instead of her
steady date. Lew Ayres. It seems that

Lew, who hates public functions, although this is strictly a private invitathat

is

—

and
what broke up the romance which

tional affair, refused to take Arlene

effects.

FREE Booklet

If you seek increased independence,
greater happiness, and a worth-while hoh-

by,

and you

feel you have artistic talent,
this FREE booklet.
Find out
more about this fascinating work and
the opportunities in a comparatively
uncrowded field. Send today for free
booklet. "A Fascinating Hobby" and
full particulars.
Sent postage prepaid,

write

for

Sid

Grauman shows

Jeanne Grain where to
write her name in cement in forecourt of his

Chinese Theatre

as

her eldest son, Paul
Brinkman, Jr., watches.

without obligation.

NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
Dept.

1315

S.

4432

Michigan Ave.. Chicago

5,

NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
1315

Michigan Ave., Dept.

S.

4432, Chicago,

Please send me, without obligation, your
A Fascinating Hobby,' and full

FREE

City

Ann
III.

Book-

particulars.

Sheridan, one of
the few big ffollywood

make appearon television in
Los Angeles, is guest
of Kay Mulvey on her
Open House TV show.
stars to
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"Richard Todd
gives the greatest

performance
of the year!"

-HEDDA HOPPER
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SCREEN PLAY BY RANALD MacDOUGALL
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After dip in the pool, Corinne Calvet and
Bromfield relax in the desert sun.

Roddy McDowall, Barbara

John

ing

well of

The

Doll

Britton, at wishHouse, desert cafe.

that Ava said she wished she'd stayed home
in "Levis." Also having a bit of a row was

French actress Denise Darcel and Steve
Cochran. After a few heated words they
broke up, leaving Robert Stack as the gallant escort for Denise the rest of the
evening.
*

SEVERAL

dash out to the parking lot and come
back shortly, looking slightly gray around
the cheeks and wearing a pair of borrowed slacks. Vera-Ellen also felt some
uncomfortable results. Some of the gold
paint got under her eyelids and she

*

*

shoot

Guy Madison and his beautiful wife,
Gail Russell, in a "Get-Away-From-ItAll" trek which took four couples down
into the desert for more of that sunshine
which seems to have deserted Los Angeles a good deal this Winter.
*
*
*

*

off at fifty paces.

Although
those

it

was hard

blackface

to identify

waiters

them,

and waitresses

were Esther Williavis and Ben Gage, who

persuaded
Wynns and

their friends, the Keenan
the Joe Kirkwood, Jrs., to
don the same sooty disguise and act like
the help from Esther and Ben's new restaurant
The Trails.

—

Cary Grant and Marilyn Mercer rehearsing
their lines for a Radio Theatre program.

10

*

join

wasn't able to report to the studio the
next morning.

Betty Hutton made a rip-roarin' entrance as Annie Oakley in the outfit designed for her role in "Armie Get Your
Gun," toting two guns and a mustache
which she dared any sharpshooter to

*

the younger film set
gathered the following weekend to
of

The Bromfields

stop at the

lunch

trek

for

during

Wonder Palms

into

the

desert.

Lovers' quarrels as well as romantic
hitches caused many switches that evening in addition to the Arlene Dahl-Lew

Ayres splitup. Ava Gardner, who had been
having another tiff with Howard Duff,
showed up with Designer Michael Wolfe,

who

literally

"fixed"

her by duplicating

one of the costumes he arranged for her to
wear in "Carriage Entrance." It was a
white strapless number of the 1900 period,
but the stays bound her so unmercifully

James Hilton
show guest.

with

Ann

Ann's now

in

BIyth,

his

air

"Free For All."

Guy and
Springs,

Gail

mounted

started from Palm
their horses and then

rode out to join the other couples who
had driven down to mount and meet
them. There were Roddy McDowall with
Barbara Britton, John Bromfield and his
wife, Corinne Calvet, Henry Wilcoxon

and

his wife,

Joan Woodbury

.

They

all

started at the Doll House, a desert bistro,
which boasts a wishi^ig well, as well as a
"Ride-in," the latest version of a Drivein. Here you can tether your horse by a
bin of oats and be served in the saddle
yourself, without having to bother to dis-

momit.

I

was

a nice
girl-

was If t
I?"
Please wait

know

until you

the Truth

about

"My

Foolish

Hearf

SAMUEL

GOLDWYN
PRESENTS

DANA ANDREWS SUSAN HAWARD
•

"MY FOOLISH HEART

with Robert Keith

•

Kent Smith

•

Lois Wheeler

JULIUS J. EPSTEIN
Distributed by

•

Jessie Royce Landis

PHILIP

RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.

Gigi Perreau

G.

•

Screen Play by

EPSTEIN

Directed by'

MARK ROBSON
who gave you "Champion"
and "Home of the Brave"
11

Todd, wounded in Burma during World
II, and how his subsequent stay at

War

the hospital base brings warmth of
friendship into his bitter empty life. Unfortunately, this new-found happiness is
something he'll have briefly since it's only
a matter of weeks until he's to die. Ev-

eryone knows but Todd, and when he
and hates all over
again. Beautifully acted by newcomer
Todd, Patricia Neal, Ronald Reagan and
finds out, he distrusts

the rest of the all-male cast, this is a
genuine film rarity with bright flashes of
humor and the more somber note of a
boy trying to find himself. If the screen
blurs every now and then, it's no technionly a case of your misty
cal problem

—

eyes.

Adam's Rib
Joanne Dru, Broderick Crawford and Walter Burke in "All The King's Men," exciting story
based on the life of the late Huey Long, in which Brod gives a truly magnificent performance.

MGM

RACY, sophisticated comedy about the
"happy" married
Spencer Tracy

life

of

two

legal

a prosecutor
with the District Attorney's Office, and
his frau, Katharine Hepburn, is a lady
both of whom get involved
attorney.
when Judy Holliday empties a revolver
into her philandering husband. Katie
defends Judy in court because she feels
that anyone, even a woman, has a right
eagles.

.

.

is

.

By
Helen Hendricks
Three

Came Home

20th Century-Fox
are few people who won't be
THERE
affected by the
emotional imterrific

pact of this account of the horrors
of war, based on Agnes Newton Keith's
autobiographical book. Claudette Colbert
as Mrs. Keith is nothing less than superb.
Wife of Patric Knowles, a British government official in North Borneo, she suddenly finds husband, home and all semblance of civilized life torn from her
when she and their young son are sent

to a prison camp. The fear, heart-breaking good-byes, furtive meetings with

Knowles, imprisoned not far from her,
and her struggle to keep alive are shown
starkly, minus all manufactured pathos.
If anything can take hold as a revealing
case against war, this, then, should be
seen by everyone.

The Hasty Heart
Warner Brothers

CHARMING
story of a

and altogether poignant
young Scotsman, Richard

Heartsick and weary, Claudette Colbert gets little comfort from sympathetic attitude of Sessue Hayakawa, commander at Jap prison camp.

Richard Todd rebuffs Patricia Neal's attempts to befriend him in "The Hasty Heart."

Spencer Tracy takes time out from his rubber smuggling business to
romance with Valentina Cortesa, sultry cafe singer, in "Malaya."

Gotta lell'IheTni

Its

MORE FUN Than
^'Dear'Bjatti

j

There's trouble afoot

when

Errol Flynn,
Walter Pidgeon and
Greer Carson become
involved

three-

a

in

cornered romance in
film, "That
the

MCM

Forsyte

Woman."

Janet Leigh and Bob
Mitchum in "Holiday
Affair," psychological

study of a young war

widow who tries to
make her son a carbon copy of

his dad.

country crusader who smashed his way
through corrupt local politics and rode
his

own bandwagon

ernorship, does a magnificent job. Because of his own impoverished background, Crawford knows the futility and
need of the common people. Unfortunately, his lust for leadership and power got
out of control, and reputations, hves, and
decency crumbled with each step he took

toward

his

scenes of

Shockingly realistic
adoration and expert per-

goal.

mob

formances by Joanne Dru, John Ireland,

Anne Seymour, Mercedes MacCambridge
and John Derek enhance the general
excellence.

That Forsyte

Woman

(Technicolor)
Donald O'Connor,

Francis

Medina supply plenty

of

the mule, and Pat
laughs in "Francis."

to protect her home and marriage, and
Spencer prosecutes because he vehemently holds that no one has the right to at-

tempt to take a life, no matter what. The
court battle between the two becomes a

home

battle

as

well,

especially

when

Songwriter David Wayne cozies up to
Katie. To say the dialogue gets away
with a lot is putting it mildly, and just
wait till you see those home movies!

All

The King's Men
Columbia
is

real-

this

Louisiana's Huey
Long. Broderick Crawford, as the backpolitical

rise

of

STAR-STUDDED

of a tragic

love affair. Greer Garson is the unhappy, but well -cared -for wife of a
soulless businessman, Errol Flynn. Lacking genuine love and understanding, she's
susceptible when she meets niece Janet
Leigh's fiance, Robert Young, an archi-

Young pursues Greer ardently until
she falls hopelessly in love, but she still is
miserable because of the unhappiness
they'll cause others. About to send Young
on his way, Greer changes her mind when
Errol accuses her of vile, ungentile behavior, so she leaves him to run off with
the poor but charming Young. However,
the elopement never takes place.
Based on John Galsworthy's famous
book, "The Forsyte Saga," this is Grade
A plush fare with a happy ending thanks
to Artist Walter Pidgeon.
tect.

Richard Conte and
Cene Tierney in 20th's
whodunit, "Whirlpool,"
which Gene's shoplifting exploits lead
to murder and spinechilling excitement.
in

Barry

Fitzgerald

Shirley

Temple

and
In

a

scene from Warner
Brothers'
"The Story
Of Seabiscuit," one of
turfdom's biggest money-making attractions.

Walt Disney

THAT

old Disney touch has come back
again in a truly delightful cartoon
version of the all-time favorite: Cinderella, a story on which no one needs to
be briefed. However, Disney has added a
few of his own special trademarks as an
extra
dividend:
Cinderella's
absentminded fairy godmother, a bevy of

gamin-like mice with whom our heroine
on speaking terms and a menacing
villain in the overfed form of a spoiled
cat. Glorious color, music and many,
many moments of happy business that
(Please turn to "page 69

is

Adults as well as children will enjoy Walt

drama

.

the layer of disguise put
thin
VERY
over
story taken from the
life

MGM

A

Cinderella
(Technicolor)

straight to the gov-

.

.

Disney's

delightful

version

of

"Cinderella."

ant to know what the Inspector General inspects?

-I'M
DYING

TO
TELL
you!//

Never such
singin
dancia'

Danny
Kaye-pers!
He's a

genera f
wi+h an.

army of
babes!

DannyKaa^e
The All-time
Comedy Kayo from

WI^vrnerBros.
PRODUCED BY

WITH

WALTER SLEZAK
Screen Play by Philip Rapp and Harry Kurnitz

•

^S^^ JERRY WALD HENRY

Suggested by

a Play by Nikolai

Gogol

•

Lyrics

and Music by The Associate Producer SYLVIA FINE

•

KOSTER

Musical Direction and Incidental Score by Johnny Green
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Qlamour ?or

Zhe Ked- Golds
Befty Underwood, former model

now on the way

to film success, suggests ways and means to
polish your Titian coloring to burnished beauty

The
now

By Courtenay Marvin
"fTHHE
I

leopard cannot change

its

spots

—and remain a leopard," said Betty Underwood,

now appearing

in

Profession." Betty's aquamarine eyes were serious and
her voice had a note of finality.
sat in a little candle-lighted French
restaurant just across from Betty's hotel

RKO's "A Dangerous

We

New

York
(]or girls only). Betty was in
for a brief respite from Hollywood and
was giving an hour, which turned out to
be two, to our good looks page. We had
started out on the subject of hair, and
Betty continued.
"I have been both a platinum blonde
and a brunette in the last few years, and
now that I'm back to where I naturally
started from, I'm going to stay there if
I can. For something happens to a personality with a distinct change in hair
color. When I was a platinum blonde,
I'd go about my business feeling just like
Betty Underwood until I looked in a
mirror. The reflection used to jolt me
out of myself, and I'd go through a little
struggle to get

my Underwood

feet

on

Betty tried being a plantinum blonde for a
it had an odd effect on her.

while, but found

natural red-gold
in

Betty.

"A Dangerous

She's

Profession."

the ground again. I think, however, my
came with being a brunette.
I had really black hair and there was
something in the blackness that went
natural spirits just
against my grain.
couldn't rise above that black hair, and
just because it really wasn't mine I felt
serious when I looked at myself, almost
stern, and I think I looked that way, too.
real trouble

My

Another problem came with

my

ward-

With my hair as it naturally is,
I wear warm, tawny colors, and these did
nothing for me with ebony hair. I had to
buy a new wardrobe. This is something
robe.

who contemplate a complete
turn-about in hair color to remember.
They will need new wardrobe colors.
Well, that's behind me now, and with my
own hair color again and with it this
length, I feel natural and free. It's a
wonderful feeling."
Betty shook back her bob, long by
for the girls

present day standards, and candle-light
danced through deep, soft waves, burnishing their reddish-gold cast.
I asked Betty what word she had for
girls with just so-so hair or with hair a
little on the drab side.
"There are so many wonderful rinses
that really make up hair, just as a lipstick does the mouth. These just accent
you a bit and make your hair pretty and
dramatic with sheen and light without
drastically changing you. I don't like
any decided change. For skin tone must
have a relation to hair color, otherwise
you look out of color balance."
I asked Betty what she did to accent
her warm, pale gold skin tones. She likes
an all-over makeup. Sometimes she uses
powder over this, sometimes not. Instead
of rouge, over her high, rounded and very
photogenic cheeks she blends just a touch
of quite dark cream makeup. She uses
this same tone of makeup over her eyelids and out toward the temples instead
This gives
of the usual eyeshadow.
warmth and vivacity to her face, has
some shaping value and does not add a
foreign touch, which she thinks red
would with her lawny hair. Her lipstick
leans toward a brown note, rather than

and eyebrows and lashes get
accents, not black, which she considers harsh with red-gold coloring.
Betty's favorite costume colors are
camel, deep muted green, black, white,
orange,

brown

tomato red and ice blue, this for evening.
She prefers gold to silver for her coloring
and her choice is for a little good jewelry
rather than a lot of costume glitter.
With the naturally warm, unaffected
and alive personality that is Betty Underwood's, we covered much ground. Like
a few celebrities of stage and screen,
notably the late George M. Cohan, Betty
was born on the Fourth of July and
comes from Mansfield, Ohio. I asked
what path took her to Hollywood and
she told me this story.
When she was a little girl, she was
knocked down by a car while playing in
a street and sustained a double fracture
of one leg. Her doctor suggested that
dancing lessons might help the little leg
after

and

it

had mended. Betty took lessons

later

this

school drama-

led to participation in
(Please turn to page 72)

Betty Underwood as a brunette. "My natural
couldn't rise above that black hair."

spirits

•

"Every woman wants to keep her figure looking lovely," says Brenda Marshall, famous screen star. "The Ayds way
is my way. Ayds helps me to lose weight
the way nature intended me to. It keeps
me looking and feeling better. Ayds is
a wonderful way to reduce."

Brenda Marshall
How

to

Lose Weight and Look Lovelier

Now! Reduce — and

look lovelier while you are doing it!
Lose weight the way Nature intended you to! A quick, natural
way with no risk to health. If you follow thf Ayds Plan you
should feel healthier, look better while reducing and have a

—

loveher figure!

because the Ayds way to reduce is a natural way.
take Ayds before meals, as directed, you can eat
what you want
all you want. Ayds contains no harmful drugs.
It calls for no strenuous diet ... no massage
no exercise.

This

is

When you

.

Ayds

is

.

a specially

mins and minerals.

made candy containing

health giving vita-

by reducing youi' desire for those
extra fattening calories
works almost like magic. Easily and
naturally you should begin to look slimmer, more beautiful day
by day, when you follow the Ayds Plan.
It acts
.

Women

.

.

over America now have lovelier figures with the
Chnical tests conducted by eminent physicians
on over 100 persons proved quick, safe weight losses averaging
14 to 15 pounds.
all

help of Ayds.

Users report losses up to 10 pounds with the very first box.
first box or your money back.
Get Ayds from your druggist or department store, today—
In fact, you lose weight with the

full

months supply,

$2.89.

The Loveliest Women

in the

Wortd tahe

AYDS

.

of one

man who

stood forward- alone!

GREGORY PECK
bis
Darryl

F.

in

most exciting role - as

Savage/' who crosses

Zanuck
presents

wings with Desti^vi

HUGH MARLOWE

•

GARY MERRILL

•

MILWRD MITCHELL

produced by

DARRYL

•

DEAN JAGGER
F.

ZANUCK

Screen Play by Sy Barllett and Beirne Lay,

18

Jr.

•

•

ROBERT ARTHUR
Directed by

•

PAUL STEWART

•

JOHN KELLOGG

HENRY KING

Based on the Novel by Sy

Bartlett

and Beirne Lay,

Jr.

•

BOB PAHEN

Left:
Jane Powell and iceskating star Geary Steffen, recently married in Beverly Hills,
smile for photographer from
head of their reception line.
For both it's their first venture.

Right: Arriving at Church of
the Good Shepherd, Jane is
escorted by her father, Mr.
Paul Barce. The wedding of
this young star was attended
by many Hollywood notables.

XEWSREEL

Jerome Cogrtland watches while usher Roddy
McDowall is decorated by Elizabeth Taylor.

Left:
cake.

A

combined operation is cutting the
Jane will nof give up her career.

Teresa Wright with her husband, Producer Niven
Busch, at Giro's. They've just made "Daybreak."

The

stars themselves like to
hear the gossip about their
town just as much os you do

By Lynn Bowers

and on
OFFabout
what

we'd been hearing so much
a wonderful spot Apple
Valiey is that we hied ourselves there
for a weekend. Opened a little over a year
ago, it has fast become one of Hollywood's
most popular year-round desert resorts now
we know why. About a hundred miles from
our town, the low, rambling bungalows and
the main buildings of the Inn are snuggled
down in the lowlands and ringed by mountains. It's peaceful, but there's plenty to do.
On one of their visits to Apple Valley, John

—

Bob Hope and Doris Day on his popular radio
in "Fancy Pants" with Lucille Ball.

show. Bob's

The Donald O'Connors at Giro's chatting with
Comic Hal March. Donald's latest is "Francis."

and Patti Derek took

II

their first hayride
to the foothills for a steak-fry and joined
the cowboys and natives singing Western
songs. Audrey Totter brought her young
sis, Colette, here for a weekend, converted her into a horseback ridin' fan
while Audrey sat around the pool taking
Zachary Scott and his pal, Ceit easy.
sar Romero, also give the horses a daily

workout on

their trips.

They

call

John

I

Above: During their recent trip East, Dale Evans
Rogers had a birthday; Roy helped cut the cake.

—

Lund "Two-Gun" up thar he must have
a yen to do a Western, 'cause he gets all
duded up in buckaroo's clothes at A.V.
Kirk Douglas spent most of his time
playing with Eric and Leeann, son and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Newton Bass,
who own and oi>erate Apple Valley. Sally
Forrest, the little gal Ida Lupino discovered and who is now under long term

MGM,

Vincent Price offers Celeste Holm some Hawaiian candy on the "Champagne For Cesar" set.

contract to
interrupted the Saturday night square dance to teach the
cowboys the rumba. Don and Owen
O'Connor, with Gale Storm and Lee Bonnell, wound up miles away in Barstow on
their way to the Inn on account of Don
is the short-cut kid and insisted he knew
all the cutoffs. Peter Shaw and Angela
Lansbury spent most of their time hiking
in the nearby mountains while they were
there. Cowboy Kenne Duncan carried
the mail on horseback from the town of
Victorville when Apple Valley became a
real town, on the map, and opened its
own post office.
This is the spot where "Sword In The
Desert" was made by U-I and all the
natives are crazy. about Dana Andrews,
who is also crazy about the natives. Mr.
Bass discovered this spot in the desert
years ago when he saw the movie "Lost
Horizon." He admired the scenery in the
pic so much he (Please turn to page 54)

Below: Victor Mature and Meg Mandeil during
recent Hollywood Star Theatre radio broadcast.

Before deciding who is to blame,
Shirley or John Agar, read this
revealing and illuminating report

By Fredda Dudley Balling
on October
When,
Temple Agar

filed

12,

1949,

suit

,

for

Shirley
divorce

from John, Hollywood was rocked to
foundations.
For several months there had been rumors
that the Agars were having a stormy time
of it, but all who knew Shirley and Jack
really well were convinced that Jack loved
Shirley with all his heart, that he adored
small Susan, and that he was mature enough
to reaKze that some couples require as
much as five years' time to make essential
adjustments.
As for Shirley, she had openly admitted
early in September that there were some
instances of unhappiness in her marriage,
but she added that she was going to do her
best to make her union with Jack both
its

Moviegoers were shocked when Shirley
October 12th.

filed suit /for divorce last

Below:
ter,

>)

Above: Johnnie Johnston and his wife,
Kathryn Grayson. Johnnie's name was
linked with Shirley's without justification.

Left: John and Shirley at a Hollywood
Shirley enjoyed this type of
nightclub.
evening. John preferred staying at home.

with her young daughadored by her and John.

Shirley

Susan,

I

After

seemed

their

marriage,

John

and

Shirley

to be Hollywood's happiest couple.

permanent and contented.
Three days before she filed suit, she
telephoned a close friend to say that she
had changed her mind. She couldn't go
on. She couldn't "take it" another week.
Thos6 who know Jack well are convinced that he was shocked and surprised
when he was served with the legal documents, lie had been playing in a golf
tournament while Shirley, Susan and Mr.
and Mrs. Temple were vacationing in
Palm Springs. Jack had been telephoning Shirley every night, and when he
left Los Angeles Tuesday morning, bound
for Palm Springs, Jack told friends that
he would spend the rest of the week
with Shirley. Certainly that was not the
statement of a man who knew he was
about to be invited to move,
Before going into the tragedy of this
marriage failure, it might be interesting
to read the words of an expert on divorce.
For ten years, Dr. Clifford R. Adams,
professor of psychology at Pennsylvania
State College, has made a study of marriage and divorce. Here is what he has
"When
to say about marital friction:
causes for unhappiness in marriage are
segregated, they are found to include:
(Please turn to page 56)

Above:

When

Susan arrived

it

was believed

that their struggle with marital adjustments
would be ended for Shirley and John.

Right:
ley

24.

During their courtship days. Shir-

was 17 when they mirried. John was
His movie career began after the War.

MCM

Clark Cable welcomes Lorefta Young to
to co-star with him in "Key To The City."

Chatting between scenes. Loretta impressed
Clark with the way she went about her job.

"Loretta glories in being a woman," says
enjoying checker game with her.

Clark,

IDeetfl Great Lady
worked
with 12 years ago has matured into a great lady and
real trouper/' says the King

"The carefree

kid

I

We

setting down a few obBEFORE
servation.s on Loretta Young, I

decided to check up on a few newspapers and magazines in which interviews were pubUshed, just to see how
a guy goes about this sort of thing.

When

T

finished

this

more trouble than

I

started.

Maybe

I

research I was
had been when

that's

always

one

—

trouble with putting yourself wise the
more you learn, the less you know.
1 found out that if you're going to
write a story about anyone, you should
discover a few startling facts about your
like she had hunted tigers in
subject:
Africa, or she paints portraits of Amazon
.savages, or she buys all of her clothing
to match her mauve (whatever color
that w) station wagon.
Well, Loretta .simply doesn't provide

"Loretta has the happy quality of never
being bored. Everything interests her."

When

a swell Joe.
I met Loretta about twelve years ago.
when we were what is laughingly called
"co-starred" in the same picture. The
only star in that picture was the weather.

By Clark Cable

in

startling facts. She is the nicest,
sweetest, sincerest, most normal girl you
would want to meet. If she were a man,
her friends would say of her that she was

any

Clark Ssked Loretta to pose prettily
while he took her picture, she gaily did.

arrived in Bellingham, Washington,
one afternoon in the midst of a blizzard
which kept right on blizzarding for nine
days. We were quartered, about thirty
of us, in an airy building intended for use
during the July heat wave. Brrrrother
was it cold! (Please turn to page 58)

When people become restless between scenes
you can depend upon Clark to suggest a game.

Clark and Loretta rehearsing their lines. "Another ingratiating Cable quality is that
he is always willing to do what a friend wants to do. He is supremely the good scout."

Just Call Him HinQ
1

FIRST met Clark Gable about twelve

'The years hove brought

when we co-starred in a
woodsy drama entitled "The Call Of
The Wild." Although we were given top
billing, the real star of the picture was a
massive dog named Buck. The rest of us,
compared to the instant attention Buck's
slightest bark commanded, were no more

changes within Clark Gable.
He's a better actor now than

years ago

impressive than a chorus of gnats.

Buck

ever, a wiser

human

By Loretta Young

lived in a steam-heated trailer;

the rest of us shivered in the Summer
quarters of a rustic hotel whose Winter
quarters had burned the previous year.

When our picture company was marooned for nine days by twenty-one feet
of snow. Buck was accorded the steaks
our larder afforded whereas the rest of
us were reduced to crackers, scrambled
eggs and breakfast cereal.

Says Loretta, "Clark Cable has
always been tremendously popular with women, but he is also
that rare creature, a 'matinee
idol' who is a favorite with men.
It is easy to understand why."

After the storm had abated, we went
to work in temperatures which ranged
from ten to thirty degrees below zero.
This is the way the scenes were worked out: the human
members of the company were sent for, rehearsed, and stathe word would be sent out
tioned in their places.
for Buck to be rushed from his cosy quarters into camera
range. He would do his bit. The instant the camera stopfwd
turning, Buck would be hurried back to his plush apartment
wliile we chilblained actors flailed our.selves with our arms
to keep from congealing. We also smiled waidy in Buck's

THEN

direction just to keep our facial muscles from freezing.

Throughout

this

murderous

situation, the only jjerson

who

who

never looked at Buck and
wondered how Huskie steaks would taste, was Clark Gable.
No matter how trying the working and living conditions became, he was always the affable gentleman, who made no
demands upon his fellow workers. He expected no favors
although he was a big star even then—and when tempers
flarefl he would say peaceably, "We (Please turn to page 60)
never lost his temper, and

being

George Montgomery and Dinah Shore talk to John and Marie Lund at the debut. The
star of the film, Olivia de Havilland, convalescing after her son's birth, couldn't attend.

from her bridegroom,
Rory Calhoun, at the premiere of the picture.
Lita Baron gets orchids

Claudette Smith takes Roddy McDowall's tip
about Jerome Courtland with a grain of salt.
Hiding behind that Jerry Colonna-ish moustache is Gregory Peck, with his wife, Greta,
"The Heiress." He grew the luxuriant spinach for his role in "The Gun Fighter."

at

There were as many stares as stars at "The Heiress" debut
Elizabeth Taylor arrived on the arm of Montgomery Clift.

when

I

Bill "Hopalong Cassidy" Boyd and his wife got a tumultuous
cheer from adults as well as youngsters at the Carthay Circle.

1

who

stood for hours in the
the Carthay Circle, where
Paramount's "The Heiress" was premiered,
hoping for a glimpse of their beloved favorites,
it
was one of the most spectacular opening
nights they had ever witnessed. Stars and the
near stars, distinguished studio heads poured
into the theatre on a floodtide of glamour
a thrilling reward for their loyalty and patience.
Not only did the stars enjoy the adulation, but
"The Heiress" proved an absorbing drama with
streets

the fans
leading to

.

.

.

from Olivia de HavilRalph Richardson and
Miriam Hopkins, they surely will be recalled
when the Academy Awards are bestowed again.

performances so

land,

brilliant

Montgomery

Clift,

4i

love
DOUGLAS
KIRK
suddenly and irrevocably in
falls

"Young Man With

A

in

Horn." when,

as a boy, he first hears the sweet
wail of the trumpiit. From then on,
nothing is so important in his life as

He joins that fraternity of
musicians to whom jazz is food and
drink and, in the music he makes,
forgets his poverty and loneliness.
At the peak of his career, Kirk
falls in love with a magnetic but
his horn.

unstable girl. The torture of trying to live her kind of life and remain true to his own starts him
drinking and he becomes a real alcoholic when their marriage fails.
His betrayal is complete when he
turns to his beloved horn and finds
he is no longer able to play.

Dan

Seymour

Kirk Douglas in

expresses

his

contempt

"Young Man With

A

for

Horn."

Kirk defies his friend, piano player Hoagy
who begs him to stop drinking.

Carmichael,

Doris Day, vocalist in a

band Kirk's with,

understands him and his love for his horn.

The happiest period in Kirk's
together in "Young Man With

life

When

A

Hoagy stand by him, but

is when he and Hoagy knock around
Horn," playing their own kind of music.

Kirk hits rock bottom and lands in a hospital, Doris Day and
he's too far gone to care what happens to him.

Even to intimates the Doziers' marriage was

Fontaine enjoys
romaiicing wieh Robert
Ryan in the RKO comedy, "Bed Of Rosei."

Joan

looses

so

ideal

that their separation was a shock.

^ave (J^ms

Burt Lancaster's back comes in handy on
Radio Theatre when Joan corrects dialogue.

Joan's marriage to Brian Aherne, which began so promisingly, also ended in divorce.

IT'S

ironic

that

Joan

Fontaine,

whose dreamy eyes and

frag-

beauty epitomize romance,
should be so singularly unlucky
with the product in her personal
Immediately after her sepalife.
ration from her producer husband,
Oozier, Joan left to make
Bill
"September" in Europe with Joseph
Gotten. That maneuver took care
of the bad period directly folbwing any broken romance for not
only did Joan plunge into work,
she also had herself a gay whirl
before returning home. But now
what? Will she seek happiness
again with a new love or concenthe
trate
her real talents on
career that seems to be the
most dependable part of her life?
ile
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The

sweetheart

of

John

Derek's
nightly
dreams
in
the picture is Diana
Lynn, whose guardian is
the wicked King John whom
Robin Hood is opposing.

No character he portrays
could
be more colorful
than John Derek himself.
His role in "Rogues Of
Sherwood Forest" is almost tailor-made for him.

Derek could put Robin Hood himself to
shame with his proficiency and aim as an archer.

John

He'll

Capture

Your Heart
again the
ONCE
Robin
tread
of

dells of

Hood

s

Sherwood Forest echo with the
men in "Rogues Of Sherwood

Forest." This time, however, they are captained not by the
doughty warrior, but by his equally intrepid son. John Derek,
who's twice as handsome, dashing and reckless as his old
man. John is one of that rare breed whose prowess is not
faked by a clever cameraman. He's a born horseman and
all-around sportsman and used no double for the many
scenes in which he rides, fences, jousts or meets the enemy
with no defense other than a stout heart and wily mind.

For a lad like John who breaks his
horses, riding scenes are easy.

own

John
the

follows

picture

Robin Hood's footsteps m
by fighting for the people.
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"Forget about glamour and
concentrate on individuality if you want to be different/' says

Vmf

Jean Peters

'Be'

PETERS' fifteen-year-old
JEAN Shirley,
asked Jean to go to an

sis-

ter,

open house affair at her school and
represent her as her guardian one night
recently. Since her mother was back in
the East, Jean was the obvious substitution. The lovely Miss Peters was duly
flattered and got herself all spruced up in
a white tailored outfit and went to the
school.

The

evening, however, had disillusionrepercussions.
Shirley's teachers
thought that Jean was a high school
student!
That may help to explain why in this
land of glamour girls Jean remains completely apart from the stereotyped class.
ing

Jean exudes personal charm rather
than glamour. Left: In her favorite
costume blue jeans and a shirt.

—

There's

no

trace

of

the

glamour

girl

young and rising star of "It
Happens Every Spring." She's like a
fresh breeze in a hot desert
and simabout

this

—

ply because she prefers to remain herself and leave the Hollywood trappings
to others.
I went to see Jean in the modest little
house she and her sister live in and was
greeted with the homey smell of cookies
being baked. Jean had just thrown together a few dozen elegant specimens
made of wheat flour, chocolate chips,
dates and nuts. She brought in some
samples a little later and, brother!
here's a gal a man should set his cap for.
Can she cook!

—

—

"Glamour," Jean laughed when we began our chat, "is one thing I've never
concentrated on. I like to be glamourous
about once a week. But to make a

—

career out of it just takes too much fusand fumin'. I'm simply not the type
for the drooping eyelashes, 'the startling
coiffure, or the plunging neckline. I'm
more apt to be jumping over fireplugs,
wearing blue jeans. Glamour is a job.
You have to work at it. And I just
happen to think that it's not worthwhile to have to ( Please turn to page 62 )
sin'

Kathleen Hughes, Jean and Debra Paget in
scene from "It Happens Every Spring."

a

"Not by any

"I fall in love with a cute little blonde fraulein, Bruni Loebel,
in 'Two Corridors East,' but I go back to my wife in the end."

stretch of the imagination could I pass for Romeo,"
whom Jean Peters tames in "Love That Brute."

insists Paul Douglas,

A

SCREEN

hero in this age of prop-

must be something more
tall, dark and handsome
gent with a .oulful smile, who charms
aganda,
than a

feminine audience into temporary
forgetfulness of a crazy world. Today,
the idol must have the build of a fullback, be blundering, hardboiled yet oddly
sensitive, possess a good line of gab and,
above all, an uncanny sense of "the time
to pat and the time to slap."
his

Who, mesdames and mademoiselles,
the most ingratiating heart specialist
of that ilk now practicing in Hollywood?
None other than Paul Douglas, late of
Broadway and a sports announcer's microphone. Why.!" Because he just keeps
rolling along, fostering the illusion of being a rough and virile guy with a gentle
side. If he seems at times to be a bit on
is

Paul
life,"

I

seem

—

—

—

his remark, "I've never lost my zest for
by squiring co-star Bruni while in Berlin on location.

illustrates

Director Alexander

"At 42

the dumb side as well, that's all to the
good, because such an impression leaves
the average fan believing she could easily
master the brute.
Paul Douglas, let it be understood,
doesn't profess to be a romantic superman. Nevertheless, by box office standards, he is definitely a "pro" in big league
heart-throbbing a fellow who can be
very funny but also aflectingly serious.
His screen success is attributable not
so much to what he says or does as to
how he says and does it.
The secret, like the Blue Bird or penicillin or your old grey cat, lies close to
home ^right, so to speak, in the old back
yard. Paul Douglas looked around and
discovered Paul Douglas. He is merely
playing himself, a big hulk of a man who
looks forbidding enough to lick double

Hall

to have

chastises

opened up

a

Paul on

new

"Love That Brute"

field for

men

set.

with gray hair."

his weight in wolves but who can be as
gentle as the doves clamoring to get into

the United Nations.
"At the age of 42 I seem to have
opened up a whole new field for men
and boys with gray hair," he said in his
Fifth Avenue hotel suite following his
arrival home from three months of picture-making in Berlin an arrival which
(Jovetailed conspicuously with the New
York opening of his 20th Century-Fox

—

comedy, "Everybody Does It."
"Maybe it's an impression of vitality
I give off," he explained. "You know,
the big, rugged fellow who loves 'em and
lams 'em, but never leaves 'em well, not
for too long. Could it be," his blue eyes
twinkled, though his face was dead-pan,

—

"there's a vitality trend?"

"Could be,"

it

(Please turn to 'page 64)

Doris
ald

Lilly,

Reagan

WAS a big, rambling structure,
ITbuilt
by the famous silent screen star,
Wallace Reid, and situated in the
very center of Hollywood, right off the
famous Sunset Strip. We had christened
it The House Of The Seven Garbos, because, of course, there were seven of us
who had come from all parts of the world
to settle in it, and because we all wanted
to be actresses, wanted to be Garbos.
By sharing our aspirations, we gained
luxury two spacious floors, a swimming
pool, tennis court, game room, all the
trimmings, and we even gained a mother.
At least, we liked to call her that, just as
her own three children did. Our house
mother's name was Marie, and if my
wishes have any weight she will have a
ringside seat in heaven some day. Marie

—
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Linda Christian, now Mrs. Tyrone Power, used to room with Ruth
Roman in the hopeful household. Fame seemed inevitable for Linda.

author and one of the Seven Carbos, dining with RonShe gave up movie career to write.

at the Stork Club.

and encourtrying as best .she could to
help us reach that goal in our hearts. It
was always astonishing to me how she
never seemed to tire of helping each of us
to dress to go to the studio for an interview, or give us consolation when we
were turned down. She was always there
with a soft shoulder to cry on, or a cup
of hot soup if we had the sniffles. But
would

listen to us endlessly

age us

all,

Marie was

like that,

and

she's

still

th§re,

lending what she can to a new batch of
saucer-eyed young hopefuls, who are per-

haps listening right now to Marie telling
about us and clucking her tongue
as she reminisces about our vagaries. She
might be telling the story about Deannie.~.
but then, maybe you'd like to
meet the girls who once made their home
stories

.

.

House Of The Seven Garbos.
was a tempestuous Texan
beauty named Deannie Best. Deannie
in the

First, there

was part Cherokee Indian (she never
us forget it), and she was always in
love. It was wonderful to see her enormous black eyes framed in long, jet piglet

tails gazing soulfully into space as she
related to each and all, word for word,
how the beau of the night before had

his constant and undying
Deannie went earnestly about the
business of becoming an actress, but her
main interest was love, love, love. She
was eternally and constantly on the
brink of an all-consuming passion, each
time with as much fervor and enthusiasm

proclaimed
love.

as the time before. Naturally, this led to
used to
a lot of ups and downs.

We

Ruth Roman, the Sarah Bernhardt of the group, has presently
achieved more fame as an actress than any of the other Carbos.

Kristire Miller,
daily,

whose future grows brighter

always had poise, dignity, conffdence.

worry about Deannie, though her comsense always came through at the
crucial moment. I remember one episode
especially: Deannie had had a quarrel
with the HeathclifT of the moment,- and
after fiery words, I heard her creep bpstairs to her room. A few moments later
we were startled by the most terrible
screams that came from outside. We all
ran out and discovered her lying in the
.shrubbery right by the house. It was a
matter of minutes before the police and
newspapermen arrived, and a few hours
before the episode was blazing on the
front pages of every newspaper in Los
Angeles. STARLET ATTEMPTS SUI-

mon

CIDE OVER UNREQUITED LOVE!
But what we discovered later was that
Deannie had let {Please turn to page 65)

Cood-natured

Karen Caylord, once
Miss Minnesota." became a Coldwyn
Girl.
She later married Don Maguire.

jngToSinyllbout
Kirk Douglas and Evelyn Keyes, who've been dating steadily for
quite awhile now, at Los Angeles opening of "Jolson Sings Again."

Roddy McDowall, on the way to his seat in the Pantages Theatre, spies
Margaret O'Brien and her mother on the aisle and stops to say hello.
Larry
rett,

Parks, who plays the title role in the film, his wife, Betty Garand the one and only Al himself, were on hand for the premiere.

Ginger Rogers was escorted by boy friend Greg Bautzer. He's just
given her a huge star sapphire ring which may mean wedding bells.

Harry Cohn, head of Columbia Pictures which produced "Jolson
Sings Again," with Al Jolson and his wife before the showing.
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French designer Lili shocks
Hollywood with her views on
necklines, sex and movies

By Dorothy OXeory
Model Totty Ames
in

a

daring

The 5' 1" bombshell
who has set- Hollywood on its ear by

Lili

gown and the deherself.
signer

Lili's

her

outspokenness.

transparent "at

home" gown. She
U.S.

women

wear sexier

says
should

clothes.

ZessoH ^romOli
"T OVE

scenes in American movies:

1j

They are childish. They are dull.
They have no realism. Most of
them steenk! Compared weeth those in
the French cinema, they are like pablum
as

compared weeth

caviar!

You

see one

kees in movies here, and you have seen
all the keeses. They are all the same. No
nuances!"
That's French designer Lili speaking.
Lili for the last several months has been
setting Hollywood on its ear with her
ideas and comments on plunging neck-

American men, sex, love,
American women, sex, love and American
movies. In an accent dripping with the
Champs Elysees (Please turn to page 66)
lines, sex, love,

Lili's

black lace and taffeta bathing suit.
is never obvious," says she.

"The obvious

in Warners' production, "Stage Fright," Jane Wyman takes on a
thankless job as maid to temperamental beauty Marlene Dietrich.

Using a bit of dramatic-school guile, Jane trys her best to secure
information from h^ichael Wilding, investigator from Scotland Yard.

Whodunit For Jane
"Stage
INdent
Jane

Fright,"

drama stu-

Wyman

acts

a

and death. Trying
to clear her friend Richard Todd,
suspected of murdering actress
Marlene Dietrich's husband, she
poses as Marlene's maid. Though
she loves Michael Wilding, detective on the case, she continues to shield Richard. That he

game

is

of

really guilty she discovers al-

most too
life and
Marlene Dietrich gets a
Hitchcock in a

Alfred

hand from
scene rehearsal.

life

late to save

to

her

own

return to Wilding.

directorial

love

In

this forlorn

disguise,

Jane em-

barks on her difficult assignment.

Fleeing from the police, Richard Todd begs Jane's father, Alistair Sim, to hide him
seacoast house while Jane returns to London in an effort to clear his name.

in his

MGM,

just after he had wound up "On The Town" for
picking out moments that changed the whole course of his
Hfe. In fact, the two of us sat down for the confab in
between rehearsals and broadcasts for his radio show.
Catching up with the likable guy is not the simplest thing
in the world, I can assure you. If anyone is busier than
Frank, I'd like to meet him.
"That was the big turning point," Frank continued, "but
I do think that my life and my career actually began before Nancy and I were, married when we went to a movie
one night and saw Bing Crosby in a picture. I remember
whispering to her, 'That's what I'd like to do sing.' She
simply said, 'Why don't you.''' That was all the encouragement I needed. I began to figure (Please turn to page 68)

—

r

"I'd expected to leave before the next Monday night
show, but Lucille Kirk, who also sang with the group,
asked me to stay on and sing Monday night since she had
to go to a friend's wedding. To help her out, I did stay.
Well, I've been glad ever since that Lucille had to go to
a wedding, for on that Monday night Harry James came
in to hear the act. He was forming his own band and
after listening to me sing he offered me the job as his
soloist at a salary of sixty-five dollars a week. It didn't
take me long to accept or to call Nancy and tell her to
quit her job."
Frank and I were doing a bit of delving into the past

—

Apropos of the fans who made Frank Sinatra famous are the bobby
Dorothy Kirsten holds on their NBC show, "Light 'Up Time."

SOX

Screenland
Salutes

As A

test pilot in

"Chain Lightning," Humphrey Bo-

gart not only has as thrilling a role as he's ever

played, but certainly his most informative and instruc-

A short while ago this film would have been considered a fantastic Buck Rogers melodramatic thriller, but
today it is sound, documentary evidence of the amazing
things a jet propelled plane can do. Bogie handles the
tive.

pivotal role so smoothly

how much
a

stirring

and believably you don't realize

he's actually teaching you about aviation. It's

performance, a great contribution to flying.

Below: James Brown, Richard Whorf and Humphrey Bogart
Warners' "Chain Lightning," best aviation film yet made

in

The

jet plane

which Bogie flies in astoundNome to Washington, D. C.

ing time from

Should you break a movie
date with Bill I

I

i

I

For o Big
If

Man on Campus

I

I

A
A

I

Elbow grease

I

you're asked to a formal fray
I

I

I

To meet a blind find

I

You're booked for Saturday night at the
cinema. And then the real Bikini comes
along. Should you call "good old Bill" and
beg off? If you checked no on all three
counts above, you're right! Breaking dates
is a rating-buster. And "calendar" time, too,
is no excuse
for you know the new Kotex
keeps you comfortable. Because it's made
to stay soft while you wear it, Kotex gives
.

.

.

you softness that holds

its

a mighty sharp
student who —

This aquatic creature should
remind her of

shape.

special soup

I

type of sweater

it's
cold
So
beware of "turtle skin!" Winter tends to
dry out most teen complexions, and elbows
especially need extra care. Keep 'em scrubbed
and well greased with a rich lubricating
cream. You'll be thankful you did, this
festive season, when fancy-dandying to

Same

be thankful (at
trying times) that you chose Kotex, for that
as

I

I

I

I

outside — remember?

Baby,

formals.

It's

you'll

special safety center gives extra protection.

I

Snags the prof
Has the Tweedy Look
Majors

in

poetry

—

Competition's keen when the prof's cute
and a bachelor. True, you may not be a ball
of fire at scanning. But your tweeds'U tell
him you're on your toes, style-wise. For this
new, inexpensive,
year, tweed's terrific
with a "high fashion" look. In coats, suits
.

.

.

or dresses, it's for you! And just for you on
problem days, there's a Kotex absorbency
vou'll find exactly right.

How

to tell?

By

trying all 3: Regular, Junior, Super!

A belt made
DUPONT NYLON

with

ELASTIC

— won'f

twist— vion't curl
— won't cut I

It's

sensational!

nylon

This

new,

Kotex Wonder-

elastic

form Belt gives 118% stretch

— yet

strong, smooth-feel-

it's

ing, light weight,

What
I
I

Chances
.

.

.

Try

to

do

if

Mom says you're too young for dating?
Q Play Hannah the Hermit Q Stick to hen parties

crowd psychology

are, it's solo dates the family vetoes

they're not against your having friends.

Why not get your schoolmates to rally at
your homestead, now and then? Show Mom
you can cope with a mixed crowd. Dating
first on the "gang" plan is good practice for

And whatever the doings, whatever the day, remember — those fiat pressed
ends of Kotex prevent revealing outlines.
Even when you're togged for a gala evening,
you know you can brave the limelight with
(and Kotex!)
confidence
solos later.

.

.

Stays

Kotex

ii^o/r?e/7

quick drying.

dainty-looking, even

many

after

Belt

tubbings! This
won't bind — and

you'll find the new
firm-grip
fastener easier, quicker to use

For utmost comfort — buy the
new, nylon elastic Kotex

Wonderform

Belt.

.

2

/Mo/'e

flat,

c/?oose

/COTEX

TYPES:
Pin

<

style

and with new
safety fastener

f/ja^ a// of/jef"

san/Yary

rja/?/:/hs

Kofex Wonderform Belt
Buy f wo

— for

a change

a AeSOKBBNCieS.' RS&UMR. JUWOK. SUfeK
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STAR

In

The Sky
Fashion
Selections

Fashion Selection #111
Peggy

Dow,

Universai-lnter-

natlonal starlet, in her favorite

made by
corduroy.

casual separates,

Duchess Royal

in

Her

skirt features an inverted front pleat, and the boxy
jacket has a zipper closing.
Skirt and jacket available in
ivory, wheat, red, yearling,
laurel green. Sizes 10 to 20.
Under $15 each. Her sweater
is by Tish-U-Knit; her gloves
are American-knit shorties.

Foshion Selection

#112

the name
Capeway has given the handsome 12-inch purse-and-over-

"Miss Cari-AII"

is

night-bag combination Peggy
is carrying.
Of genuine split
cowhide, it has double handles, zipped top, sturdy steel
frame and two handy inside
pockets. Here is a piece of
luggage that can go on a

weekend

Summer

visit or a

vacation.

two-week
It

sells for

about $6, including luxury

tax.

Photographs by Miiky

FOR INFORMATION where you can
purchase your fashion selection in
or near your city, write to Kay Brunell. Fashion Editor, Screenland, 444
Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
52

Fashion Selection #113 Peggy, shown at left in
lounge of a Pan American Stratocruiser, selects a
suit by Junior Accent of Verney Caprice faille, accented by a short cape and peplum. It has white pique
collar and cuffs and buttons all the way down the
front. In navy and black. Sizes 9 to 15. Under $25.

#114

Fashion Selection
In
her trim suit by
Sporteens, Peggy (below) is a bright spot on the
horizon. Made of soft all-wool flannel, it has a gored
skirt and lumberjacket-style top with cap sleeves. In
five colors
shrimp, mint, caramel, navy and sea blue.

—

Sizes 10 to 20.

Skirt about

$8 and jacket about

$6.

Fashion Selection #115 To complete this ensemble, Peggy chooses a Sage blouse by Revelation. Made
of fine washable celanese Carlyle crepe,

it

is

avail-

able in white, magnolia pink, blue, green and navy.
Sizes 32 to 38. Costs about $5. Credit Capeway for

the four-piece set of high-fashion airplane luggage.

Hats by Waller Florell

Fashion Selection #116 Peggy (below I, who is currently making her screen debut in Universal- Interna-

"Woman In Hiding," in hood and mil-ts of
ermine sheared bunny Douglas of California creations
The mitts feature ermine tails and African cape palms.
Hood sells for about $10 and the mitts cost about $8.
tional's

—

SEND THIS COUPON
Kay
Brunell,
Fashion
Editor,
Screenland,
444 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y., for name

to

of

store

near you selling

*^111

#114

your fashion

#112
#115

selections.

#113
#116

Information on Capeway Luggage

Name

Age.

Street Address

City

and State
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What

Hollywood

Talking About!

Itself is

Continued from page 21
found out where

it

was shot and bought

of acres of desert and transinto this dream spot. Now,
jest talkin' about it's got me han-

up gillions
formed it
dern

it,

—

Oh, yes there ain't
no apples in Apple Valley. That's just a
name, son.
kerin' to go back.

Baxter have rented while their house is
remodeled, then he left right away for the
Florida location of 20th's picture "Visa."
That guy's home less than a traveling man

—no

foolin'.

*

who was scouting locations for the
picture she's producing, called "Come
Love," which will star Irene
Share

gines all warmed up for the takeoff to
Lone Pine where he's making another
horse-opery, "Beyond The Purple Hills."

*

*

in

icent,

sons,

new

My

*

*

*

An exciting place to be is on the set of
"Glass Menagerie" at Warner Bros, where
there's a great feeling of stimulation and
enthusiasm largely because of Gertrude
Lawrence, who has brought her electric per-

—

sonality to
picture.

town

The

set

her

for
is

first

very colorful

Hollywood

—takes up

an entire sound stage and represents a
whole square block of a neighborhood in
St. Louis. Real steam comes out of the
manholes in the cobblestone street. Signs
and most of the actors on
flash on and off
the lot can be found right there on the
set, watching Miss L., Jane Wyman, Kirk
Douglas and Arthur Kennedy going
through their paces. Miss Lawrence is taking this picture very seriously, goes around
with a pencil tucked in her hair for writing notes to herself on things to watch
when she's before the camera and to autograph her autobiography, "A Star Danced,"
for all comers, which are plenty. The
designers had quite a job padding her costumes to make the gorgeous Gertie look
she has the figure
like a mature woman
of an 18-year-old.

—

WB

—

*

*

MGM,

had to give up practicing
home. He now hits high

his scales

You'll want Janie's
It's
an entire outfit!
career dress complete with pen cl.pped to belt

sing,

wear with your blouses.
love it as a dream-dater to show off
your bare-throated charms ... to keep you cool

sound-proof studio stage because his singing set off a chain reaction in his neighborhood. The dogs all howled, which

.

.

.

to

You'll

woke up

later in the season.

Colors: black,
with red belt
.

.

grey

elephant
brown with green belt.

hunter
.

green,

Sizes: 10 to 18 complete with ball-point pen

all

the

together)
grey.

.

Silduka

.

crepe

pink

white,

in

and

Sizes 32 to 38.

.

Order
Postage Free
i

I
I

JANIE SPORTSWEAR, INC.
1441

I

send

Please
I
'

"Two-Way

postpaid

Quantity

I

Silduka

Second Color

Blouse

at

$3.00

in

white,

pink

I

|

Quantity

Color

|

lva,no
I

I

I

Crepe
and grey.

Size

j

'

Color

Size

I

I

me

I

York 18, N. Y.

"'amour" at $5.00.

I

I

New

Broadway,

I

Address

I

City

j

j

Money Order

Check
I
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Money

l}pck

in

five

*

*

days

not Ratisfied

fleiv

'

direct

regalia serenaded her before she took off.
*
*
*

John Hodiak returned from England and
"Miniver Sequel" long enough to
get a look at the apartment he and Anne

MGM's

C.O.O
If

Audrey Totfrom New York and a
hospital tour to Houston, Texas, where
she icas Honorary Queen of Homecoming
at the University of Houston. She presided at a pep rally, the traditional bonfire, crowned the school queen, rode in
the rain in a parade, saw the game, went
back to the Shamrock Hotel and packed,
caught a six a.m. plane out for Chicago
and Dayton for a benefit. She still doesn't know how there was time for it, but
100 university boys dressed in cowboy
Split-second Department:

ter

Performance, returned in time to help
Greta and their three sons aboard for a
return trip to England, where Greg'll
make "Captain Horatio Hornblower."
After that, the Pecks will tour Europe
he's never been there and she not since

—

she was a kid.
tives in

They'll visit Greta's rela-

Finland while on the continent.
*

*

*

We

had a wonderful evening at the
Betty Hutton-Ted Briskin menage got
there early enough to see their two little
girls, Lindsay and Candy, both dressed
in pastel blue housecoats and hair ribbons to match. Three-year-old Lindsay

—

absolutely fascinated with television
and Pop can hardly
drag her away when it's bedtime. After
dinner we heard the wonderful, wonderful score Betty's recorded for "Annie Get
Your Gun." Make no mistake, this is
the role of Betty's life and she sings the
songs like a dream.

is

and her proud

Mom

*

*

*

Clifton Webb astounded many of his
friends with his Christmas card a picture of him surrounded by the ttvelve

—

youngsters who play his kids in "Cheaper By The Dozen." Under the photograph was the message from bachelor
Webb "Just wanted to keep you posted
on latest developments."

who

(order separately or

.

*

*

*

*

.sent their

*
.

bab'es,

a

mothers knocking at the Lanza door askinq; him please
for gosh sake to button his lip.

howled, which

$5.00.

Blouse Mate, $3.00

sleeping

C on

*

Greg Peck, who worked every day
"Gun Fighter" was shooting, also flew to
Lone Pine for two days' location, left
next day for London and the Command

*

Mario Lanza, the new young singing
who's parted many thearave at
tre patrons from lotsa cash to hear him
at

flew in

*

Dunne and Fred MacMurray.

starlet)

*

our best blue jeans, to
Apple Valley with Producer Harriet Par-

*

We

Hollywood

*

from New York
and Boston on a commercial airhner,
stepped out of that one and boarded his
own plane which was waiting with en-

Gene Autry

Incidentally, Jeanne Grain is being deaged for this picture. She's the 15-year-old
problem child of the family. And Betty
Lynn, who plays a little Southern flirt in
the picture, was dying to meet Una Merkel
and ask for some expert coaching in the
accent department. So one night at the
town's newest little theatre, New Horizons,
who should she run into but Una. Betty
introduced herself, bashfully told Una what
was on her mind and got her wish!

—

*

When
Bogart

months

the

and
old,

*

*

young son of Humphrey
Lauren Bacall was nine
his mother left the house to

go shopping with strict instructions to his
father to take some movies of the kid.
Bogey got sleepy and took a nap instead
and when Mrs. B. returned she found,
of a sudden, no pictures. Bogey
all
thought it would be just as good to take

pics the next day, but his wife
changed his mind, routed him off the
sofa, and the movies were made. There
isn't
much doubt about who's boss
around the Bogart estabhshment.

the

*

*

*

"checks appeal

When Richard Widmark returned jrom
England, where he made "Night A^id The
City," he was given a ten-day vacation
in fact his new picture. "No Way Out,"
was postponed that long so Dick could
put back those fifteen pounds he lost
while he was away. Dick plays a lovely

—

character in this new picture
starts a race riot.
*

*

—a guy who

*

Hawk And The

Arrow," Burt
decked out in 12 th Century
brown tights and green leather jerkin. It's
quite a sight to see him strip off the upper
half of his costume (to cool off) and, shall
we say, reveal how he keeps the tights in
place. He uses modern garden variety suspenders which no self-respecting 12th
Century swashbuckler would be caught
dead in.

For "The

Lancaster

is all

*

Not

*

*

they were teamed on the
stage about five years ago in "Voice Of
The Turtle" have Margaret Sullavan and
Wendell Corey acted together. Up until
now, that is, in Columbia's "No Sad
Songs For Me." So it was quite a reunion
when they met the first day of shooting.
In this pic, they'll do a square dance and
Maggie says the last dance she learned
for pictures was the Charleston. The very
attractive Miss S. hasn't made a picture
since

*

*

*
to the fold

Myrna

Loy, who'll be Clifton Webb's
wife in "Cheaper By The Dozen." She's
been in Europe for two years and we
have a hunch she just couldn't resist the

funny

script

of a dress by

and idea

of this picture

otherwise, she'd have stood in

—

Europe

with hubby Gene Markey, who's producing movies over there.
*

*

Nan

Scott,

and cuffed with

daisy-white waffle pique.

Another wanderer returning
is

A love

collared

for six years.

Smartly pleated

in

CREASE-

RESISTANT rayon checks,
buttons march across
the soft yoke and travel

down the

eye-fttflng

now

back. To wear

and throughout

*

the year.

Evelyn Keyes

but delighted with her
new bachelor gal apartment, which we hear
is

!

is

quite heavenly.

No wonder

—Mitch Lei-

sen decorated it and he's one of the tops
in that field, as well as being a terrific
director. Some people have all the talent.
*

*

In

brown and

wfi'*"
.

black and white

checks with match trig
patent leather

belt.

Sizes 7. 9. li, j3, 15

*

date dope on Barbara LawShe and Scott Brady have been
doing the town together, but purely on
a consolation basis. His favorite gal is
in New York and Barbara's guy, Murray Hamilton, is there, too in the cast
of "Mister Roberts," which will probably
Latest

rence:

—

NAH SCOTT i«NI08S,lNC.
1400 Broadway

New York

Y.

18,

run forever.
*

*

*

There's a large group of people in Hollywood you probably never hear about,
but they're a very potent and influential
bunch. They're the members of the foreign press, some 300 strong, who help

American movies abroad. Very important in these days of competition. So
it wasn't surprising to us to see quite a
large turnout of important Hollywood
personalities at the luncheon which the
foreign press gave at the Roosevelt Hotel.
Irene Dunne, Gary Cooper, Barbara
sell

NAN SCOTT JUNIORS, INC., 1400 Broadway, New York 18, N.Y.
me postage free, "CHECKS APPEAL" dress at $14.95

Please send

Brown and White

S ize
(pi

Check

)ase check color combination)

Money Order

Name
AddressCity

-State-

Black and White

—
Hale, Bill Demarest, Ellen Corby, Harriet Parsons, veteran moviemaker Mack
Sennett, and Western star Reno Brovni
got all sorts of questions fired at them in
several dozen dijferent accents. Irene
looked elegant in tailored suit and sables.
Gary astounded everybody by being
gabby and interesting he is famous for
confining his conversations to two words,
"noTpe" and "yep," but he positively scintillated this time. Pretty Barbara Hale
charmed the whole room with the amusing account of how she cracked the movies. And Mack Sennett told some wonderful stories about his association with
the fabulous W. C. Fields in the earlier
days of movies. They all helped a lot in
making Hollywood sound like a real

—

place,

which

it is.

*

*

*

LaRue, our favorite restaurant, was very
gay of a Sunday evening with Judy Garland and Vincente Minnelli dining happily
together {this was before Judy's slight
hassle with
over starting work on
"Summer Storm"), Bob Hutton was buy-

MGM

—

ing a steak for Ann Rutherford she's a
friend of both Bob and Cleatus and was
no doubt consoling him on account of
Cleatus has been dating Joan Fontaine's
ex, Bill Dozier, steadily. Bob looked older,
mebbe because of that rnustache he's
sprouted. Mark Stevens was there with his
mother. Later, we went to Giro's to hear
Mindy Carson sing. She does look a little
like Ingrid Bergman, only much smaller,
and she has a terrific voice.
*
*
*

Met some

awful nice people at the
party writer Dick English and his attractive wife, Kay, gave for the Luis Osios
of Mexico City. Senor Oslo plays host to
Hollywood celebs at the famous Del
Prado Hotel when they visit south of the

trip to Mexico. Irene Dunne and husband,
Dr. Francis Griffin, Paul Douglas, Direc-

tor Mike Curtiz, Attorney Bill O'Connor,
Bandleader Art Castle, Bob {Brown Derby) Cobb and several others bought into
the company and when Ross returned,
loaded with 40 canvasses, the stockholders
got together and drew lots to choose their

favorite scenes.
*

George Montgomery has got

Montana.

—among

new

wonderful to see Dolores Costello there
and talking a mile a minute about the
screen debut of her son, John Barrymore,
Jr., in "The Sundowners." Evidently the
kid is scared like anything and no wonder, with all that famous family
on both
father's and mother's side
with their
wonderful theatrical traditions to live up

—
—
—

to.

*

*

dropped the
the owner of Sportsman's
Lodge called and told him a guy wanted
to buy one of his paintings, on exhibition
at the restaurant. John gulped and said
he guessed he'd sell it, provided the customer would make the check out to the
telephone

practically

when

American Cancer Fund. He gulped again
when the Lodge phoned and .mid the art
patron had donated a hu.idred and fifty
bucks to the Fund and walked proudly
o'ff

with the painting
*

Another

*

'binder his

arm.

*

and quite unfamous California ar-

tale of painting,

usual, concerns the

tist, Ross Shattuck, who pulled a neat
caper by forming a company to finance his

56

state,

*

*

of fifteen

*

Elyse Knox has been playing in the
Joe Palooka pictures for quite a spell. In
eleven pictures she's been Joe Kirkwood's
fiancee. So wo happens? Joe Palooka
but it's Pamela
finally gets married
Blake who's the bride, not the eleventime loser Elyse. But that's Hollyxvood
for yuh.

—

*

*

dates.

—

night
to take his

Michael and Bobby, to whatever

kind of athletic event the kids' school has.
Nuttin', but nuttin', interferes.
*

*

*

Paid a quick visit to the set of "The
Baron Of Arizona," which my pal, Sam
Fuller, is directing. It was quite colorful, with Vincent Price and Ellen Drew
sitting around a campfire with a whole
flock of gypsies, goats, and mules. Dyin'
to see this picture, which is about a guy
who almost convinced the U. S. Govern-

*

*

know is
wake up to

I'd like to

this:

When

is

U-I going to
the fact that
they have a real star in young Richard
Long? The poor guy has been more or
less put in a rut, making the Ma and Pa
Kettle

series.

Of course, these pictures

moneymakers

are great

*

legal title to the
Vinnie Price, of course, is

whole state.
the Baron.

Wot

He's already got one

sons,

ment that he had a

*

Bob Walker makes no Friday
two

Frank Fay of "Harvey" fame is guest
Bing Crosby during CBS program.

of

for the studio,

but seems to us that they'd give this kid
a chance to do something better.
*

*

*

We've had our Incendiary, Platinum,
Pearl, Shell and Strawberry blondes
now
Marilyn Maxwell has been named the Diamond Blonde by, of course, the diamond
merchants, who hung a fortune of those

—

pretty rocks around her neck

—on

loan.

Both Sides Of Shirley's Divorce
Continued from page 23

We

watched fascinated while the fabulous dance team
{they're married, too) Veloz and Yolanda
gave us a sample of their artistry. It was

*

hisself a

home

in his

young
Indian gals in the Sioux country. But
naturally, they call themselves "George
Montgomery's Sweet Sioux."

heart interest, Merrill

others.

John Derek

—

made up

It's

John and Esperanza Wayne, Edna Bor-

Pye

*

very different fan club

border, so a great many of these same
chums came to the English's shindig

zage with her

*

Emotional immaturity of either or
both husband and wife.
General incompatibility, resulting

she was married. She had cajoled her
mother out of the original bargain.

from differences

anyone who loves her
She pointed out that she
and Jack were head over heels in love;
she added that Jack was twenty-four. He
was steady, sensible, clean-cut, supremely
eligible. He came from a family which
had long held an enviable social position.
He was not dependent upon his sergeant's pay, as he had a small additional
income from an inheritance.
According to those who should know,
one of the things about Jack which first
attracted Shirley was that he was not
at all impressed by her childhood fame.
Many boys whom Shirley had dated had
held her in such awe that they became
tongue-tied, flat-footed Ichabods when
they were in her presence. Refreshingly
different, Jack regarded Shirley as an
amusing cutie, pretty, a little fresh,
slightly spoiled, but fun. He had grown
up in the knowledge that he could date
almost any girl he chose. He wasn't
self-satisfied; he simply had no inferiority
complex about girls.
It is fair to assume from the evidence
that when Jack and Shirley were mar-

in religion, age, intel-

ligence, education, interests, or unlike

standards and ideals.
Specific physical or

sexual

incom-

patibility.

Environmental factors including inlaw interference, unsatisfactory housing,
job difficulties and insufficient income.
Lack of common goals and failure to
meet each other's needs.
One factor or several may be responsible.

Without looking very hard, the good
doctor could find several of these abovelisted troublemakers in the Agar marriage.

First of

all,

Shirley

was only seventeen

when she and John were married, and
,

she was an extremely young, protected
.?tarry-eyed seventeen at that. Mrs.
Temple had agreed to announce Shirley's
engagement, but with the proviso that
Shirley and Jack wait two years before
marrying. The announcement was made
in the Spring of 1945; Shirley was graduated from Westlake School for Girls in
June of that year. In September, 1945,

and

Shirley
it

is

is

extremely persuasive so that

difficult for

to refuse her.

ried. Jack was the more emotionally
matured. Immediately after filing .suit

for

divorce,

Shirley

herself

Little Lulu

practically

She said that, at
seventeen, she thought she was capable
of choosing a lifetime partner, but that
nowadays she believes she was too young.
In the field of general incompatibility.
Jack and Shirley discovered almost at
once that it was going to be difficult for
them to share Jack's prime hobby: golf.
Jack is one of those beautifully coordinated athletes who can shoot in the low
seventies on good days, seldom blows up
as high as the ninety mark on bad days.
Shirley, however, isn't by nature athletic.
She tried to learn golf, but she lacked
the sheer muscular power required.
In contrast to Jack's preoccupation
with golf, Shirley enjoys and excels at
card games; she is a deadly gin rummy or
canasta opponent, has always been the
victor in the twosome games with which
she and Jack whiled away the evenings.
He was never much interested in cards,
however, preferring to read or to talk
with friends who dropped in.
Shirley is enthusiastic about going out
a gTcat deal: she likes to have season
tickets to the opera and the symphony
admitted

this

fact.

Just one at a time l/ff/e

.

—

night club act and it must be
admitted that she shares this enthusiasm
with most members of the motion picture
colony.
In contrast to this effervescence. Jack
has always been a homebody. He sought
in marriage what every man seeks: the
feeling of being head of a household and
having the privilege of taking life easy in
front of a fireplace after a rough day.
slight incompatibility made
shortly after Shirley and John
were married. Jack is the explosive type;
when something goes wrong, he is inclined to blow up and say what he thinks.
Having gotten his annoyance out of his
system, Jack has forgotten all about it
five minutes later. Occasionally he allowed himself to blow too regularly and

Another

itself felt

with too

much

steam.

Shirley is more thoughtful. She is inclined to brood over a real or fancied
hurt, to build it up within herself, and
to say nothing. Jack soon came to interpret one of Shirley's moody spells: if he
came home to find Shirley playing the
heavy classics on the phonograph, he
knew that she was either worried or annoyed by something. He would begin to
tease her, and would ask questions until
she began to answer or to smile. Slowly

she would emerge from the megrims and
become her normal, sunny self. And yet,
who knows what rankling remained.''
There is an interesting story about her
slowness to forgive which is told in one
of the studios in which Shirley worked
not long ago. She was approached with a
request from a magazine for a story
about an actor with whom she had
worked several months earlier. She considered the request for several days then
sent word to the publicity department
that she would not give the interview.

Kleenex!

Lu/u says: why Ptenr w/rn a package?
WITH KLEEA/ey TISSUES YOU CAA/ PULL
OUST OA/E AT A TIME NOT A HAA/OPUL/
ONLY KLEEA/EX HAS THE "POP-UP" BOX THAT
ENDS WASTE, SAVES AAOA/EY

concerts, likes to attend the light operas,
and gets a genuine kick out of regular
attendance at night clubs. It is only
natural, steeped in the entertainment
world as she is, to want to see every

new

like

<£) INTCftNATIOHAL
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She said, in explanation, that there had
been times when this player (about
whom she was sup-posed to give an admiring report) had failed to be kind and
thoughtful. Why then should she devote
any time or thought to boosting his
stock?

The environmental factors of the Agar
marriage could not be considered ideal.
Since time began, every nation of home
builders has had a proverb to the affect
that two families can not live harmoniously under one roof. Shirley and John
moved into their own separate house
true. But that house was not more than
fifty feet from the Temple's home.
The Temple family relationship has
always been an extremely close one. Mr.
and Mrs. Temple, Jack Temple and his
wife, George {the son ivho looks so much
and Shirley have always
like Shirley)
been singularly devoted.
The Temples, according to close per,

sonal friends, approved of Jack as completely as they could have approved of
any man who came courting their beloved daughter.

But

it

was a mistake

for

Jack and

Shirley to set up housekeeping on the
same estate closed away from the rest
of the world by a double pair of grilled
where
iron electric-eye-controlled gates
Shirley's girlhood home atmosphere was
inevitably the atmosphere carried into

—

—

her married

life.

Jack undoubtedly went into marriage
with some preconceived notions of his
own. Perhaps, he expected to be the

S.PAT.fifP.

head of his own household, but he seldom had a chance to be anything except
the pleasant boy who was Shirley's husband. It is reasonable to presume that,
perhaps only subconsciously, he resented
it. He has told friends that he wanted to
win his owti way in pictures and that he
wanted to be John Agar, and known as
such, in preference to being

Mr.

Sliirley

Temple.
His resentment at having to go out
when he didn't want to, and at having
to be endlessly photographed, and endlessly questioned, sometimes took strange
forms. For one thing, and this is wellkno\ra by the Hollywood photographers
who cover Hollywood night clubs, Jack
sometimes left Shirley alone at a night
club table while he paused for long moments to chat with a friend met in a
corridor, or seated at the bar.

An obscure girl would have been humiliated to have been neglected, so what
must Shirley always the cynosure of all
eyes have felt? She told reporters, when
news of her divorce proceedings broke,
that she had been neglected.
Even Jack's career caused some difficulty. It is true that Shirley wanted

—

—

Jack to become an actor. At first, when he
was discharged from service. Jack toyed
with the idea of going to college and taking business administration although he
had signed a test contract with the
Selznick organization while he was still
in uniform.
He didn't think anything would come
of the test. To his astonishment, he was
57

signed to a long-term contract and subjected to intensive training.
He was
given a dozen different kinds of lessons
(during the course of which it was discovered that he had a delightful singing
voice.) Occasionally he invited a group
of earnest youngsters to the house so
that they could study plays. He and the
other students were quite intense about
their attempts to master the technique
of the screen.
Shirley, always included in these practice bouts, found the whole thing rather
funny. She told a friend, "I went through
this stage when I was too young to suffer,
so I get the giggles when I listen to the
kids or watch them. They don't know
what to do with their hands; they mug;

NEW

THE

Tissues
SOFTEST,
FINEST,

is off; their pantomine is exJack gets pretty mad at me

their timing

STRONGEST

aggerated.

because I

YET!

sit in

the corner of the lounge

and laugh until I cry."
Now and then. Jack blew up.
Then, along came Susan and everyone

—

concluded that the marriage struggling
with adjustments was going to work out
well. Susan was so perfect a combination:
she had her mother's dark eyes and furtive dimples, her father's facial forma-

—

and features. For
appeared to be serene.
tion

It

"

Guaranteed by
Good Housekeeping

v^'
L

,

is

many months

unfair to report gossip,

all

but

it

must be stated that a great deal of gossip
was bruited about as long as a year ago.
One story had it that Jack paid too much
attention to other girls at parties. Howwhen columnists tried to nail down
this yarn by securing the names of the
girls, no one seemed to know.
No one
who actually attended appeared to have
noticed anything except conventional behavior it was always those who hadn't
been invited to the parties who told the

ever,
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most lurid tales.
Another rumor had it that Johnnie
Johnston and Shirley were interested in
one another, but no one who has ever
seen Johnnie and his beautiful, talented,
fascinating wife, Kathryn Grayson, together could put a second's credence in
the malicious report. Kathryn and Johnnie have had their difficulties, but those
difficulties have arisen from the necessary
adjustment of two mercurial temperaments, and not from outside interference.
Further, as has already been stated,

BUTTON MART

Dept.

177-B. 510 St. Charles,

St

Meet

Mo.

Louis,

A

Shirley and her mother are constant companions, and Mrs. Temple is like every
good mother: she would not condone a
friendship which would only bring several
persons misery.

The thoughtful person, then, must discount any theory of the Agar marriage
having been disrupted by a third person.
The trouble has resided as so often it
does entirely in husband and wife.

—

—

What

of

the

future?

A

interesting things will occur.

number

of

Jack has

gone back to his family home and probably will remain there for some time,
eventually setting up bachelor quarters
in an apartment. As a motion picture
actor he has developed rapidly, and his
coaches believe that he is maturing into
an impressive talent. Certainly he has
worked with determination to succeed,
and sometimes his efforts have caused
him a good deal of wretchedness. He still
does not believe in himself, but he refuses
to quit. He is all man. He will win in
the long run.
Shirley's problem is infinitely greater.
As a divorcee she will no longer be ac-

corded

the velvet touch of the press
which has always been one of her most
valuable assets. Because she is fun-loving,
she is going to want to date. And through
those dates she is likely to learn what
many another sweet, gently-reared, Hollywood gentlewoman has learned: that a
girl in Shirley's position is the beloved
object of fortune hunters, opportunists,
social climbers, and wolves.

Because she will be living so near her
family, she will be accorded more protection than the average girl in her position,
but even so she is going to be taught
some distasteful lessons.

A

divorce is always a tragedy, no matwhat the circumstance. It is particularly a tragedy when the first exquisite
young dreams, the innocent belief in the
power of love, the illusions which humanter

kind has expressed wistfully, hopefully
in its poetry and its song, are also destroyed.
It is to be hoped that before the year
required by California law to finalize a
divorce has passed, Shirley and Jack may
have adjusted their differences and rec-

onciled.

Great Lady

Continued from page 24

We spent most of our time huddled
around a stove, glaring at one another.
After the first three days everyone had
"cabin fever," which is a polite term for

My

the urge to kill. All except Loretta.
chief recollection of her at that time consists of seeing her standing at the window, nose pressed against a frosted pane,
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Arvid Grift'en was, in those days, a
Bellingham school boy who breezed in
through the flakes and offered to be our
emissary on snowshoes. All he could
talk about was Hollywood. Most of us
nodded and said, "Yeah, yeah," from the
depths of a book when he plied us with
questions, but Loretta was genuinely

and interested.
She kept saying, "If you really want
to get to Hollywood, you'll get there. If
the desire is planted deeply, and you
won't be distracted from your aim,
friendly

you'll succeed."

There was something about the sinwould have convinced a totem pole.
So here's an item:
Arvid Griffen,
once of Bellingham, Washington, was the
second assistant director on "Key To
cerity of her tone that

The

City," the picture I just finished

with Loretta. He regards her as a prophet
almost as a saint.
During the twelve years between "Call

—

Of The Wild" and "Key To The City,"
much of Loretta. I remem-

I didn't see

bered her as a sweet kid, sort of carefree
and good-natured, not too much interested in her career in spite of having
plenty of talent.
I found out, during the first few days
of the picture, that the carefree kid had
matured into a great lady and a real
trouper.

The first thing about her that impressed me was that she went about the
job of making pictures in a workmanlike
manner. There are some things about
which I'm particular maybe too particular. Punctuality is one of them. If
we're suppK)sed to roll the cameras at
nine o'clock, I plan to be ready. However, there have been plenty of times
when the women in the company have
not been ready for thirty to sixty additional minutes. I understand why this
is fit takes much longer to make up a
woman, except for costume pictures, and
her tuardrobe requirements are more
stringent)
but sitting around on a set
when you know that every second's delay is costing the studio money is an

—

,

uncomfortable situation. At least it is
for me.
That Loretta Young has much the
same attitude toward the importance of
time is Olustrated by an observation I
overheard one morning. Someone asked
what time it was, and the answer was
"Eight-thirty." Quickly came the director's correction:
"It can't be eightthirty yet because Loretta isn't here."
She is stimulating to work with. When
she came on the set each morning, she
not only knew her lines, but she had
thought out each of the scenes scheduled
to be shot that day and she had some
original suggestions about getting the

most out

of the situations.

Not

all

of

her piquant ideas had to do with her

own

part, either.

a generous enough workman to
suggestions about catchy bits of
business for the other guy. In one sequence, for instance, she suggested that
I climb through a window. I would never
have thought of it myself, but we tried

She

is

make

and

worked fine. Everyone
seemed to think it was pretty funny.
When we were asked to pose for still
pictures {which are later used in magazine advertising and picture exploitation) Loretta said, "Let's liven up these
it

out

it

,

I think it's dull just to stand
facing one another as if we were two
casual acquaintances waiting for a bus.
Let's have fun for the camera."

pictures.

She had ordered tea that afternoon, so
she took an empty cup, gripped the
drinking rim in her teeth and leaned
backward. I didn't know what she was
going to do next probably break the
cup, I thought
so I was helping her with
my face
you know how a person does.
The still cameraman got that one.
Everyone around the studio seemed to
be pleased with it. Said it was ingenious.
There are some people in the picture
business who don't take still pictures
very seriously. They feel that such posing is a time-consuming affair that
doesn't pay off. Not Loretta. Her attitude is that everything having to do with
making a picture and calling the attention of the public to that picture is

— —

.

.

.

very important.
a gregarious soul. Instead of
returning to her dressing room between
scenes, she would join Ruth Roberts
(the dialogue coach) and either go over
lines, or chat. In the midst of the hustle
and bustle of the sound stage, with electricians moving huge light standards,
grips moving walls, prop men bringing
up fresh items of equipment, and foremen yelling directions, Loretta would be
She's

perched on a

tall,

wooden

stool,

watch-

ing the activity with as much real enjoyment as if it had all been new to her.
She has the happy quality of never
being bored. Everything interests her

and everyone interests her. She knows
which gaffer is about to become a father,
and whether he and his wife want a boy
or girl and what they plan to name the
child; she knows whose mother is ill,
and who is taking a vacation trip to
Honolulu. What a memory! And what
genuine

interest

in

her

fellow

human

beings!

Another Young attribute which appeals to a man is that Loretta is devoted
to her husband and her youngsters. She
is that rare combination, a natural-born

homemaker

as well as a very successful

actress.

She and

were sitting on the set one
I began to tell her some
yarn about an experience of mine in
Chicago. When I finished, she laughed
I

afternoon, and

—

until she cried
incidentally, the everpresent still camerman caught that one,
too and then she launched into a re-

—

port of an experience of Tom Lewis's.
Well, his story was considerably better
than mine, and Loretta told it very well.
After we had howled about it Loretta
said, "I really should have waited until
you were having dinner with us and then
I should have persuaded Tom to tell
you his strange experience. If he does,
eventually, you'll laugh again, won't you.'*

want to spoil his enjoyment."
wives, if such an emergency
arose, would cut off the poor old man
with the observation, "Don't tell that
story again. I've heaiJ it a dozen times,
and I've told Clark already." Not
Loretta.
Her first consideration was
I wouldn't

Most

Tom's enjoyment.

Toward

the end of the picture, Loretta
group of us that when she finished
"Key To The City," she was going to
take a real vacation. She said that, for
the first time she could remember, she
was free of a picture commitment.
Someone said, "I imagine you'll take
a long trip, won't you? To Europe,
probably, which everyone is doing this
told a

season."

Loretta hugged herself and laughed
"I am going to stay at home witli
my family," she murmured. "I'm going
to have breakfast, luncheon and dinner
witli them. I'm going to read books to
the cliildren and play games with them.
I'm going to talk to Tom for hours every
day about all the topics we store up
while I'm busy making a picture. I'm
going to be a wife and mother the
best vacation job in the world."
softly.

—
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—
Loretta is a splendid hostess. The
house in which she and Tom hve is
situated on top of a knoll in Beverly
Hills. From their terrace, a person can
see the expanse of the beach cities and,
on that well-known clear day, Catalina.
There is something about the rooms
of the house which issues an instant
welcome. Maybe it's the color scheme,
which Loretta planned herself. Perhaps
the big, comfortable, man-welcome
I wouldn't know about the
technical reasons. All I know is that
when a gang of us gather at the Lewises,
we stay and stay and stay, and we talk

it's

furniture.

as if
dollars

somebody had dropped twenty

the "continuous" slot. I'm
not a great conversationalist myself, but
I enjoy hearing other people discuss inin

cidents, facts,

and

ideas.

You can count

on picking up several stimulating ideas

Just Call

any time you

the Lewises.

visit

Young

Loretta

just glories in being a

woman.

She says quite honestly that
she thinks the job of being a woman is
the most interesting and the most inspiring task on earth. She thinks it is a
mistake for a woman to covet even one
of the so-called male advantages. She
thinks that a wise woman can live a
much more useful and rewarding life
than a man. But she can also describe
inspiringly the opportunities of men to
help build a better world.
Yes, as I said in the beginning, the
careless, slap-dash youngster I met twelve
years ago has become a great lady. I regard her as a friend, and I hope she feels
the same about me. To be a friend to
Loretta and Tom Lewis is about as satisfactory a label as a man could aspire to
Hollywood.

in

Him King

the following day as a thank-you note.
It goes without saying, of course, that
Clark has always been tremendously popular with women (both those in audiences and those he meets in private life)
but he is also that rare creature, a "mat,

who is a favorite with men.
easy to understand why.
(Please turn to page 62)

inee idol"
It

is

Cobina Wright's
Party Gossip
Continued from page 10

Then the party was off to Salton Sea,
stopping for lunch at the Wonder Palms,
where the new Mexican badminton game,
"Peteca," played with large shuttlecocks
by hand, is the rage. Also Roddy and Gail
held up the party by indulging in a game
of croquet played on a sand court instead
of a grassy one, making it twice as difficult.
*

Continued from page 25

*

#

Then

won't remember what this was all about
in a hundred years. Let's get going and

being.

get this thing finished."
I remember that he had brought along

during the first day of shooting "Key To
The City" I heard someone call him
"King," I thought at first it was a type
of kidding. I smiled and looked at Clark,
waiting for him to react. He grinned
back at me and shrugged slightly in a
gesture which said, "Look, Loretta, people are wonderful to me around here.
I'm grateful for it, even though it is
sometimes embarrassing."

a supply of books and magazines, adventure stories, sports stories, westerns and
the like, and that he served as a one-man
library. At the end of nine days of en-

we

forced inactivity and imprisonment

would all have had what
"Cabin Fever" (the urge

is

to

known
kill)

if

as
it

hadn't been for that reading matter.
He could also be depended upon to
start a card game when people became
short-tempered and restless. He would
play anything, could win when he wanted
to, could lose when it seemed diplomatic.
Although I was only a careless youngster at the time
spending most of the
time at the window waiting for the messenger boy, on snowshoes, to bring the
mail in which I thought there might be
a letter from a lad in Los Angeles in
whom I was deeply interested I was
aware of the great diplomatic ability and
keen sportsmanship of Clark Gable.
During the intervening years between
the making of "The Call Of The Wild"

—

—

and the

The
I

cameras for "Key To
comedy which Clark and

rolling of

City," the

have just completed

for

MGM,

I

saw

him. I know this will seem
odd to people in other parts of the country, but the fact is that distances in

very

little of

Southern California are great, and one's
most-frequently-seen friends are likely to
be tho.se living in the same vicinity. For
many years, Clark has lived on a ranch
in Encino (in the San Fernando Valley),

whereas
Beverly

Tom

and

have always lived in
worked at
different
has been
that our only exchange through the years
has been a mutually-tossed greeting
across a crowded room at a big party.
I

ALso, we have
studios. The result

Hills.

Of course

I

had seen most

of the

Gable

pictures in the meanwhile, so I knew that
he had gained steadily in stature as an
actor. Rumor told me that he had increased in wisdom and worth as a human
60

Even

so,

when

I

went to

MGM and

—

As the weeks went by,

Tom

and

I

had

Clark as a guest in our home several
times. We discovered what everyone who
knows Clark well has known for years:
the man now called "King" at one of the
most powerful studios in town, is still the
easy-going, unpretentious, sports-minded,
twelve years ago
real human being who
found it funny instead of infuriating to
be playing second lead to a Huskie dog.

—

—

Another thing
is

that he

first

day

is

a

I discovered

man

about Clark

of tradition.

On

the

of the picture, he sent me, as

he sends each of his co-stars, a magnificent arrangement of red roses. He enclosed a card on which he had written,

"Good Luck To

My

Leading Lady."

derives from Clark's stage
training. In a theatrical company, the
leading lady is always the person of first
importance. Clark has made it a habit
for several years, since he became supreme on his own lot, to send this card
with roses to those actresses who have
been cast opposite him. It is his way of
paying a high compliment; his way of
tacitly describing himself as a supporting player! Such humorous humility is a
rare thing in any profession, but it is particularly rare among theatrical folk who
usually must fight for every possible pro-

This

lirre

fessional

When

advancement.
I

was

in

the hospital

(in

the

midst of the picture schedule) Clark sent
another arrangement of red roses; when
I returned to the studio I received red
roses, and whenever Clark has been a
guest in our home he has sent red roses

the party rode on, stopping overnight at the luxurious Desert Retreat and
arising early enough in the morning to
get to the widely-advertised "Pimm's
Cup" tournament that former silent
screen star, Charlie Farrell, who is the
present mayor of Palm Springs, had arranged at his famed Racquet Club.
*

*

*

This really had its inception many
years ago when Charlie, luho was a top
star, came hack from a trip to London
with a new drink called "Pimm's Cup."
It caught 07i with the stars
it's as cool
as a cucumber, says Reggie Gardiner, because it has a cucumber in it and soon
spread across the country. This year,
when Charlie's great friend, John Finney
came on from England, he and Charlie
got together and literally "concocted"
this tennis tournament to which all the

—

—

stars flocked.
*

*

*

came when Ginger Rogers
(who, as usual, was in perfect form) beat
Gussie Lace Panis Moran, the Wimbledon
champion, to win the silver trophy. Not

The

surprise

even Ginger's closest friends realized that
Ginger was such a net star. Ginger was
very modest and claimed that it was only
due to the help of her partner that she
won.
*

Another

when

*

«

moment occurred
De Haven, who had entered

dramatic

Gloria
the tournament lists with Andre Previn,
came back to the bar and found herself
seated opposite John Payne, who was
"stagging it" with agent A. C. Lyles.
Neither of them spoke and after a few
minutes John got up, excused himself

and

left.

*

Our

*

*

party of mounted weekenders,
however, stayed for a "Pimm's Cup," some
supper and then took a moonlight ride
across the desert to a spot called the "Stables," where a former Governor of Texas
furnishes square dancing for those who
care to "swing their partners and cut to
the left" until the wee small hours.
little
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Another ingratiating Gable quality is
is always willing to do what a
friend, or a crowd, wants to do. He is
supremely the good scout. At our house
one evening, a group of guests were gathered around the pool enjoying a cocktail
before dinner. One of the men who had
just arrived from a blistering day on
location, suggested that everyone pop
into bathing suits and have a quick dip
in the pool before the buffet table was

one or two others.

ready.

moment, when he was
he had the natural chivalry to be thoughtful of me.
"Tell me," I insisted. "I'd rather know

At

that he

was so busy telling the story
day that I didn't notice their air

first I

my

of

of restrained dejection. They tried to
enter into the spirit of my recital.
Finally, when I had dropped into a
chair with a long sigh, Tom said, "Clark

has something to tell you, dear."
Clark said, "I'm afraid this is going to
be a terrible shock. Do you feel all
right.?"

Even

This ambitious swimmer was laughingly refused by all the other guests until he
turned to Clark. "Sure I'll go in with
you if it's company you want," said that
amiable gentleman.
Although I have read occasionally
about the charities of other actors, I
don't believe I have ever read more than
a brief paragraph or two about Clark's
kindnesses. He always does a friend a
favor as if it were disgi'aceful. During
the making of our picture, I learned in
a round-about way that one of the tech-

had suffered two tragedies in sucWe were planning to do something helpful when we were told that
need for aid no longer existed. "It's al-

at that

up

torn

inside,

quickly."

"Frank died

this afternoon,"

I simply stared at him. "Frank who?"
Not for an instant did it occur

I asked.

had been full of plans for the future.
Having finished the picture with us, he
was discussing a new script, making plans
another boat

nicians

cession.

happy and busy

vie the right) I inquired among those
who seemed to know what had been going on. Eventually I learned that Clark

had passed the man on the

set

and had

slipped a generous sum of money into the
shirt pocket, then had rushed away
as if he, Clark, had committed a crime.
This past year has been, in many ways,
a rather sad one for Clark. Although he
is always in perfect control of himself,
he has suffered some serious losses. In

man's

January, Victor Fleming passed away.
Mr. Fleming was the director who guided
Clark through "Gone With The Wind"
and many other outstanding successes.
He and Clark were not only comfortable
co-workers, but understanding friends.
The loss of Frank Morgan was another
severe blow. I remember that I came
home from a radio broadcast, bubbling
about some of the minor miscues that
sometimes occur over the air. Clark and
several others were to be our dinner
guests that night, so Clark was sitting on
the terrace with Tom (my husband) and

'Don't Be

A

trip,

— two

keeping himself
of his chief char-

acteristics.

"One more," Clark
more gone."

said heavily.

"One

He served as one of the pallbearers.
Three days later he served as a pallbearer
for another old and beloved friend, Sam
Wood.
According to a friend who knows Clark
he still carries a locket in which
there is a soft, blonde curl
one of Carole
Lombard's.
The years have brought changes
around Clark Gable, and they have
brought changes within him. He is a better actor now than ever, and a wiser
well,

human

—

being.

Before we started the picture, I had a
print of that wonderful old picture, "It
Happened One Night," run for me so that
I could study Clark's comedy technique.

He was

However, when
"Key To The City"

impressive.

saw the rushes

of

I
I

realized that he was even better than
ever in the first comedy role he has
assayed since "It Happened One Night."
In closing, I would like to say that the
Clark Gable who is called "King" in his
studio is something far more important
than a king to his fellow Americans: he
is a real man.

Glamour

Girl!"

Continued from page 36

worry about all the things that are needed for glamour. I'd like to be an exciting
actress on the screen, but if anyone ex[jects to be entertained by me in such
trappings in real life, he has another
think coming.
studio has never tried to make
a glamour girl. Oh, I did have one

"The

me

typical sitting
'Caj)tain

From

when

I

Castiie.'

was

first

cast in

You know

—

all

the glamour poses. But that was the
end. They got one look at me dashing
about in levis, as I did most of the time,
and decided to save their energy. I just
wasn't the sequin type."
Jean is a much too active per.son to
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Luscious Rhonda Fleming with John Hart
recent premiere of "The Heiress."

to me that it was Frank Morgan. I had
talked to him the previous day, and he

for

ready been taken care of," we were told.
No names were given.
Being the curious type (yay sex gives

he said

quietly.

be the languorous, glamourous type.
You'll usually find her around the house
in blue jeans and a man's shirt, which
is perfect attire for her mad passion for
riding bicycles.
She also goes in for
swimming and golf. She's a rabid fan of
baseball games, too. On the domestic
side, she's a great cook. And as for the
artistic endeavors, she's done some paintjng. She was taking piano lessons for a
while but decided to give that up. Her
evenings are spent mainly going to the
movies.

And that brings up the date business.
Here, too, she conforms to no pattern.
She dates but seldom.

at

"I don't go
actors at all as

supposed

—being

to,"

out with any
young glamour

famous
girls

are

Jean admitted. "You know

seen in the right places by the
I don't want to go with
celebrities. Most of the men I know don't
enjoy the things I do, so I seldom date.
As for night clubs, I've been in each of
the big ones here once since I came to
Hollywood. That was quite enough for
me. Nor do I go to Hollywood parties.
When I first came here I got invitations
to parties from people I'd never even
met. I couldn't understand this at all, so
right people.

turned most of them down. Now I'm
not invited so much. I'm sort of the
'mystery' girl in town.
"I hear it's important for a young star
to be seen at such affairs
especially
since some producer might see her and
put her in a picture. But I just can't
be bothered with that type of thing.
"Oh, I did go to one cocktail party
I

—

when

I first arrived in

Hollywood

—and

never forgotten it. Jane Nigh, a
friend of mine, inveigled me into going.
After we got there, she dashed off some
place and left me standing in a corner by
myself. Suddenly, an actor came up to
I've

me and

—about

began to
his

tell

home and

me

all

of his woes

his career troubles.

He

talked for forty-five minutes and I
couldn't get away. I don't think I said
more than two words during the entire time. I was confused since I'd never
even met the man before, and I was
a little scared, so that was the end of my

party interest."

When it comes to glamour in Hollywood, Jean thinks it's vastly over-rated.
"So much of it," she went on, "is so
fakey and phony intended as an eye-

—

catcher.

Glamour

is

such a superficial,

manufactured thing for the most part.
There's too little emphasis on bringing
out a girl's real personal charm. Instead, she's put in a mould and kept
there. This creates very dull girls as a
rule.

is

"I do think, though, that Hollywood
gradually getting away from stereo-

typed glamour now. There seems to be
interest today in healthy, natural
girls than in the languorous dolls with
the long limousines and the Russian
wolf hounds. Most of the girls I know at
the studio, as a matter of fact, don't

more

drink or smoke. That makes me
like a 'dangerous' woman since I

feel

do

smoke.

"Glamour, as such, has

But

its place.

enough

so does normalcy. I've been lucky

to escape the glamour treatment, probably because I've never gone to the
places where it's needed.

"I think

glamour

girls

who

go in purely for

They

their individuality.

lose

become

just like everyone else. I can't
see why anyone wants to lose her per-

why

sonality,

she thinks she must conand slang and
they're not right for her.

form to the
hairdos

if

latest styles

right down to it,
usually considered a synonym
for sex appeal. And I don't like women
who seem to put up a sign, 'I'm out to
trap a man.' An excess amount of the
product gives a man the wrong idea and
takes away from his natural right to be
the pursuer.

"When you come

glamour

is

"I honestly believe that most men are
scared of glamour girls. Oh, I know a
man who sees a luscious gal is attracted
to her for a while, but he can't go on
being interested for long in a girl who
continues to give the 'come-hither' look
to every other man. A woman should be

more unconcerned and

let herself be
pursued."
Jean then launched into a discussion of
how girls can be natural and attractive
and develop real glamour. And what she

said

made

sense.

a girl must know herself
Jean said quietly. "And that takes

think

"I
first,"

WINDS

I'm just now beginning to know
be and do. I believe a girl can be attractive if she will
concentrate on the things that make her
the happiest and thereby develop a certain self-assurance and poise, which are
a real part of glamour. Above all, she
should learn not to follow the herd, but
to be herself. And she can become such
an individual by taking up special in-

never open up to people I don't
as a result, I'm not doing
favors for anyone but my closest friends.
And I expect nothing in return from
them.
"I've not devtioyed any strange illusions about my career, either. I've
merely tried to work hard and to improve. Seeing pictures all of the time has
been of real help, and I always go to the

terests.

director, the cameraman, and the other
players, when I make a picture, for their
advice.
Ray Milland was especially

time.

what

I'd really like to

hard to do this sort of thing in
Hollywood where young actresses are so
often expected to conform to a pattern.
I've managed to keep my balance, I
think, because I've never mingled too
much. There is a tendency here to gather
unto yourself quick, casual 'friends.' It's,
therefore, hard to make real friends.
"I guess I was saved from the typical
Hollywood pitfalls because I was seldom
For
in town when I first came here.
"It's

three months after I arrived I went to
the Actors Lab to study and was with
the kids there. Then I was sent to
Mexico for five months on location for
"Captain From Castile.' After I returned,
I discovered Laguna Beach and I spent
a lot of time there. So I didn't have a
chance to get HoUywood-ized.
"There are two things I don't like
about getting in the Hollywood swim:
the star system and the attitude of
'I'll do you a favor if you do me one.'
I've never liked to see stars catered to.
Fortunately, that's on the wane now and
the treatment they receive is much more
on the democratic side. As for doing
favors, I don't let myself get in such a

spot.

I

know and,

helpful on 'It Happens Every Spring,'
and Henry King would spend hours advising me about any problems I might
have, on my first two pictures. But I'm
only just now finding out what I need to
know about my work. I've begun to
realize what I'm capable of doing and
what I'm not ready for. I turned down
one part awhile back because I knew I

couldn't give
acterization it

it

the complicated

char-

demanded.

me

to become
to develop
phony glamour. I intend to be just
what I am and if that means I don't
follow a pattern, so much the better.
After all, I want to enjoy life and not
feel that I'm on exhibition as a calendar ad."
That, in a nutshell, is the charm of
this very real and definitely likeable
girl. No one will ever be able to say of
Jean, "She looks just like every other
actress in town." It takes courage to be
yourself here but that's exactly the
kind of courage Jean has.

more important to
good actress than it

"It's

a

is

—

—

—
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was hopefully suggested.
"No one calls me handsome," he said.
"But, maybe, being 6 feet tall and weighing 215 and having thick shoulders and
a big chest, I do look like a fellow who
packs a punch and can take it. I've
been told I have a good, loud voice and
use

it

"A

like a baseball umpire."
voice loaded with authority?"

we

asked.
is

"Perhaps," he replied. "All I ask of
to make the personality behind

it
it

vivid."

The

films are finding steady

use for

both the voice and the personality. You'd
recognize both even though you came
across them in the dark of the Burma
Road. You'd recognize them even though
they were disguised as Yogi Berra, Alben
Barkley or Ben Hur. Recognizing them,
you'd feel a bit stimulated. It's the
romantic appeal Paul puts across.
The way he captivates the women
would give romantic appeal to a tax collector. He'd make such a man a most
welcome house guest. His rugged personality and throaty voice and suave
sincerity and the odd sensitive streak
shining through the hardboiled exterior
would back him up.
"I've never lost my zest for life," he
declared, sipping his breakfast coffee and
"Maybe I comlighting a cigarette.
municate this spirit to the women out
front. After a war, you know, people are
closer to reality. Life takes on new patterns. People are eager for new adventure. They're restless. They seek fulfill-

ment

of their dreams.

I'm some sort of dream-man, making

feminine hearts palpitate
Linda Darnell or Celeste

by clasping

Holm

to

my

broad chest. But it's pleasant to know
that the male-man also can ring twice.
And, judging from the fan letters, I guess
I'm acceptable.
"It all goes back to living life. I ought
to know, I've done a lot of it. Every
split second
in the movies, at least
has been an exciting experience.
"There's nothing new in treating women rough," he said. "I mean getting away
with it while thousands of men cheer,
inwardly. Women have been slapped
around for years on the screen and stage,
even booted around. Sometimes they are
even shown as liking it. But the techni-

—

que

"Luckily,

the

right

is all wrong, unreal.
"There's a time for slapping, there's
also a time for patting. Patting crudely,
maybe, but affectionately. Maybe, the
cruder the patting the more sincere seems
the affection. Throughout, you must
really be sincere, really be the well-meaning, honest, blundering, impulsive belligerent. If you also can combine a naive
inability to cope with women and a
seeming knowledge of all the answers
during your blunt, natural warfare, so
much the better."
Paul explained that the idea, really, is
to convince women you're "a strong,
self-made,
important
rough-moulded,
brute who can be led by a string and

woman

always

comes along in my pictures," he said,
"which makes it easy for the women in
the audience to I'm speaking theoret-

—
—to visualize themselves as the

now
dame who

ically

leads the self-made brute by

the string."

Smacking his lady friend around in
play, talking and acting boisterously and,
when necessary, displaying a heart of
gold, boosted him right up the ladder to
the Hollywood heavens. Here, the film
tycoons discovered, was the ideal womansmacker- who-could-be-tender.
Early in 1949, his first movie, "A Letter To Three Wives," opened. It was a
hit, with burly Paul Douglas playing a
wolfish business man, being buckled gently into the marriage halter by Linda
Darnell.

Came

the baseball comedy, "It

Hap-

pens Every Spring," and he demonstrated he wasn't a one-picture wonder. He
also proved, in the role of a catcher resembling Yogi Berra, he was one of the
best straight-faced comedians in the business.

"No slapping little women around in
that picture," he beamed. "I was slapping myself around. It was fun. If I
was natural in the part, if I acted something like a big league catcher, it's because I had expert coaching from Harry
Danning, former N.Y. Giants catcher."
,

Douglas'

Does

third

picture,

"Everybody

He made a perthe Roxy in New

It," is a hit, too.

sonal appearance at

"I hope I'm not conveying the impression

would eat out of her hand when the
woman comes along."

right

York when it opened there and it brought
him a sharp reminder of his quick rise
movie stardom.
"I used to be a radio announcer for a
dance band in the Hotel Taft Grill," he
recalled. "It's only a short step from the
microphone in the Grill to the Roxy
stage. But the other night, I suddenly
discovered it was, for me, the longest
step in the world. I had to pinch myself
to

to realize I

had made it. Incidentally, in
have quite a time subdu-

this picture I

ing Celeste Holm before she leads
the slaughter."

me

to

His current film is "Love That Brute,"
with Jean Peters having the assignment
of taming the blundering behemoth after
undergoing as nice a mauling as Paul has
ofl^ered on the screen.
Is this natural comedian, who can be
so brutishly endearing, or endearingly
brutish, in peril of being "typed" in Hollywood.'' He doesn't think so. His parts,
he insists, are varied. They range from
broad burlesque to deft satire affording
him, at intervals, opportunities to do
some serious work. If he can make a
character come to life, make him so
vivid and real that the actor, himself, is
obliterated, then he has, he believes, accomplished his mission.
In the picture he made in Germany,
tentatively titled "Two Corridors East,"
which dramatizes the more human and
comic aspects of the Berlin Air Lift, he
plays a master sergeant of the Air Force

—

by the name

of

Hank.

difference.

"Believe me," he added, "he's rough,
really rough.
"I fall in love with a pretty little
blonde fraulein this time she's played

—

petite eye-filling honey named Bruni
Loebel, a German stage and screen acwife in the
tress. But I go back to

by a

my

end. I do a lot of flying in this picture
Lift route from Frankfort
to Berlin. There's some wonderful photography in the film, incidentally. It's
the work of Charlie Clark, the cameraman who photographed "Miracle On 34th

—over the Air

Street.'

Paul said he was hopeful he is a "realistic Air Force sarge" in the picture.
Douglas, on the screen, is not like an
actor with so much time on his hands
he has nothing to do but TALK. Paul
gives out a load of talk, too, but he supplements words with action. There's a

It's

where one of

what

fills

his pictures

is

the theatres
playing. Yet,

TEETHING PAINS

insists he's not the Great Lover,
doesn't look like him, doesn't act like

he

him.

"Not by any stretch of the imagination
could I pass for a Romeo," he said. "Not
even when the lighting is low. Not even
when I'm in the shadows. I'm glad I'm
not a menace, either, the guy who likes
to beat up a dame for the sake of beat-

RELIEVED

QUICKLY

ing.

"Maybe I'm the fellow in-between
who can raise hell with a woman
and raise geraniums on the side, who can
be suspicious in an overwhelming way
and also as trustful as a babe, who can
the one

HEN

turn a crafty business deal and cannot
cope with a woman except on her terms.

—

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is
the prescription of a famous baby

"I'D be honest with myself and you.
I'm a brute at heart, and the right kind
of woman can always tame a brute."

specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teething period.

Buy

House Of The Seven Garbos

herself out the window and down two
very carefully by means of a sheet,

and

play-acted the rest. She got
results, too. The unrequited love couldn't
get

just

back

fast

enough and was happy

just

to be her slave.
At the other end of the upstairs hall
lived an olive-skinned beauty who had
just arrived from Mexico. Her name was
Linda Christian. There was only one
word to describe Linda, and that was
"Beautiful." You couldn't take your eyes
off her, and she had a mysterious sultry
way about everything she did. Linda
was "beautiful" in curlers, or climbing
out of a swimming pool, or when she was
frj-ing an egg. She never confided much
in anyone, but pursued her career quietly
and surely, as if she was certain what the
outcome would be. We all knew, too. in a
silent way that it could be only one thing
for Linda.
fame, and we just waited
for it, the way we waited for the sun to
rise in the morning.
Linda's roommate was Ruth Roman
and they were as opposite as night and
day. Ruthie was one of those rare beauties who had only one ambition in life,
and she never swerved from her path.
She knew that one day she would be a
great actress. She wasn't sure if she
would be a popular one, but she would
be a great one, and that was all she
.

.

.

wanted. She rarely went out on dates,
but studied endlessly, and as she was the
Divine Sarah of the group, she used to
regale us with scenes enacted from the
great tragedies. Ruthie's favorite attire
was a pair of worn dungarees and ballet
slippers,

a sweat shirt and no makeup.

The only

actor

who made Ruthie

dreamy-eyed was Tyrone Power. As we

came home

after

a date at night,

we

would gather at the kitchen table to chat
and drink cups of coffee. Ruthie would
always join us, in her usual casual attire,
and give us all a lift with her bright personality. She would pepper our tame
conversation to her taste, and then pro-

claim in Shakespearian tones that one
day she would be a famous actress, "and
who do you think I'll have for my leading man, my friends? TjTone Powerl" We
would laugh at her, and secretly wonder
if she might not be right.
The dignity of the house in general
was presided over and encouraged by
Kristine Miller, who was blonde haired,
high of cheekbone, grey eyed. Kristine
had balance, she would check some of
our madder impulses, kept us calm when
that was necessary. Her manner was
quiet and refined, and she had a way of
touching a grubby coffeepot as if it were
the tiara of the Empress Josephine. In
spite of her reserve, we all knew that
Kristine had a fine future for her somewhere, and we felt that she was an excellent actress.

Good-natured Karen Gaylord, who
was once "Miss Minnesota," and almost
"Miss America," was good to all of us.
Karen had already been elected by Mr.
Goldwyn to be a Goldwyn girl and we
were a little in awe of her. She would
lend us her clothes or her money, giving
us a long time to pay back the latter.
She wasn't extravagant with her money,
and was terribly serious about her work.
She went about the business of being a
Goldwyn girl in much the same way a
bank clerk sends out bank statements at
the end of the month. But to look at her
gorgeous figure, foamy red hair and large
green eyes, it was hard to imagine Karen
ever being serious about anything, let
alone money. Glamour never intrigued
Karen; she wanted to meet a nice young

man and

settle do\\-n.

Meantime, work-

ing and seeing her breathtaking loveliness reproduced on billboards and magazine covers was "all right." She could

wait for what she really wanted.
Betty Cargle was introduced to the
house by Karen and was a fellow Goldwyn girl. Betty, too, looked forward to a
happy marriage, and was just the girl to

make

from your druggist today
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MONEY —

I

LAURENT

de

KOLIN

shared a room and there was never a
bobby pin out of place, whereas the
room that Deannie and I inhabited would
always be chaos. Sweet and lovely Betty
would look right at home whipping up
biscuits or taking a roast out of the oven.
Still she was as glamourous as Chanel
No. 5, and was the sixth pillar of our
House Of The Seven Garbos.
I, of course, was the seventh, but that
can wait until later.
Some of the girls were making progress,
others were going out too much with the
local glamour boys and losing interest.
But we were being educated, we were
learning, for we were young and had a
lot to learn from the complicated realm
of striving and ambition that is Hollywood. We learned to laugh at hard luck,
to cry softly so as not to upset the others,
and to fight and not hurt our opponents.
I remember the time Ruth Roman
waited for two weeks before she was informed by wire that the part was hers
and to report for work the following
morning. On that big day we all rose
early to help Ruthie prepare for her important chance. We saw to it that she

"day" had really arrived. The years had
gone by and I had known success, but
the true confirmation was writing about
those lovely girls who have since become

was carefully and beautifully attired and
up, and each one of us offered her
some small article of clothing or a piece

named "Alimony."

made

of earnest advice.
late that night

none

When

she returned

of us

knew who she

was. It was then that she told us her part
consisted of having the zanier member
of a comedy team douse her completely
in mud. Let them cover you with mud,
we laughed, someday you'll be covered in
ermine, and throw a little mud yourself.
And maybe as the star of the picture.
I soon had my chance, too, and landed
a small part in "The Story Of Doctor
Wassell." They took out half my dialogue, which left me a remainder of only
one line. I wasn't too discouraged however: though a screen career had seemed
like fun, deep in my heart my one desire
was to write. I decided that being a
movie star wasn't for me, and left that

wonderful house to move to New York.
I have since become a press agent, and
my first book, "How To Meet A Million-

coming off the presses this year.
And the other day when I was asked by
Screenland to do a story on the House
Of The Seven Garbos, I realized that my
aire,"

is

own

Let's look in again

pened to them. And

right.

and

see

what hap-

I think you'll share

my

belief that God is good and tries to
help those who help themselves, when
you see the results.
Our gay little Deannie Best eventually
met a wealthy, handsome businessman,
and happily gave up her string of Romeos
for a quiet life and a delightful house in

Beverly Hills.
Producer Hal Wallis sensed the glint of
talent through the beauty of Kristine
Miller, and signed her to a long-term
contract. She has been in several pic-

and is well on her way to success.
Betty Cargle also got her wish when I
introduced her to a young war correspondent in New York. She married the
man who is known far and wide for his
tures,

brilliant articles

and

name

his

is

Collie

Small. They are expecting a gift from
the stork, and Betty presides over a Park
Avenue apartment, and a dachshund

Karen Gaylord married actor Don MaShe helps her husband out on his
weekly television show, and does all the
guire.

cooking between times at their home in
Bel Aire estates. So Karen has her cake

and eats it, too.
Ruth Roman made a smash hit in "The
Champion," got fine notices in "The Window," "Beyond The Forest" and "Always
Leave Them Laughing," and has been
picked as being the biggest discovery
since Bette Davis. "She skyrocketed to
fame," I read in the journals, and I have
to chuckle to myself, for I know that it
took years of hard work and devotion to
make her the fine actress she is.
Ruthie never played opposite Tyrone
Power, her idol, but since she has
achieved her real dream
that of becoming a top notch actress
maybe
that chance will come. But I can't help
but wonder, how much it will mean
.

.

.

.

.

now.
Linda Christian, of course, is happily
married to Ty and has given up her
career because she is so content and busy
being Mrs. Power.
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"Here pictures are made to reach
everybody. They are censored so that
supposedly they won't hurt anybody. If

That's one reason why she thinks the
love scene.i in our movies are such

than anywhere in Europe because their
parents bend over backwards to be 'modern' and broadminded," says Lili.
"In everything else, sex is overemphasized to American youngsters, especially to girls. They wear makeup and
dark polish too young, they go out on
dates too young. They wear high heels
and mature styles too soon. Boys have

—

{And from now on we'll
"steenkers."
drop the accent so you don't get bored
with the whole thing.)
Censorship, she holds, is another contributing factor to the lack of realism in
American films generally and love scenes
in particular.

66

—

and the Boul' Mich in Paris, that is,
not Chicago she has told the American
public, which always goes for such stuff,
that "American men know less about love
than a high school boy in France."
Now, says Lili, she shouldn't have said
American men, but men in Hollywood!

love scenes are stereotyped and dull, the
censors think they won't give adolescents
any bad ideas. Yet those same adolescents are allowed to grow up faster here

Both boys and girls drink
too young and too much. They have
too many hberties because their parents
give them those hberties. They have too
much money and don't know what to do
with their leisure unless they are spendcars too soon.

—

have freedom
when they are able to assume responand I don't think they've
sibility,
should

girls

reached that age until 20!"

would

like

understood

clearly

it

that she loves America. She should! She's
turned a neat dollar with her dress
shoppe on Sunset Boulevard where she
whips up gowns for the movie colony's
femmes who are daring enough to wear
her creations. But she still finds lots of
things which could be bettered in her
adopted land and this Gallic, o'l" bomb-

not a gal to keep quiet. She'll
talk on anything, especially her favorite
topics which were mentioned above. And
if now and then she contradicts herself,
or seems to, she's a woman, isn't she?
And with a fine, French shrug, she dismisses it.
Lili thmks American women should
shell is

wear

women in
who designs

sexier clothes, including

—

movies. Yet she feels Lih,
that
plunging necklines down to
the fads of revealing sweaters and ex-

HERE—

treme uplift brassieres, so often padded,
are overdone on and off screen and are
in bad taste as compared to a deep decollete. Her answer to that apparent contradiction, and referring to a low neckline, is:

"The obvious

is

never obvious!

"Clothes in French films have more
sex apjjeal because they are more feminine, more individual," she continues.
"A decollete may seem obvious, but can

be aesthetic. But a sweater

is

more

of a

on, just plain sex. Any woman can
be feminine if she studies her type. I
think one of the worst styles American

come

women

subscribe to is the
dress. It is so unalluring!"

shirtmaker

even a shirthave a plunging neckhne and be alluring! {Can you imagine
what the Boss would say if his secretary
turned up at the office in that little
It is Lili's contention that

maker

—

dress could

item!)

But don't

get Lili wrong. She doesn't
advocate plunging necklines for the office
or schoolroom; she deplores the overemphasis on uplifts and tight sweaters there,

remember? She
more femininity

feels

in

there

should

and

office

we

be

school

—

follow her correctly and
that's not always easy. Anyway, she adds

clothes,

if

that those real sexy items she whips up
are strictly date dresses
for cocktails
and the evening.

—

"A

fast,

according to

Lili

— should
IS

skirts,

WALLFLOWER
WEEK?

feminine dresses. She wishes they'd

stop overemphasis on uplifts.

She sug-

they wear nothing more extreme
than a modest oval neckline for evening
"not one to look into."
"From the age of 10 to 20, girls here
rush their age. Then from 20 on until 60
they try to stand still and refuse to age
gracefully; even when they are grandmothers they always think of themselves
and their friends as 'The Girls.' American women are too age conscious at all
ages and never act their true age, it
seems to me.
"American people are the handsomest
under the sun. The girls have the best
figures, possibly because they are so athletic. But I don't think they should look
hke athletes; why can't they dress in
more feminine styles? Women here dress
to please women. I think they should

strapless

gown

is

not necessarily

sexy," says our expert. "It certainly isn't
A woman should
if it is not becom.ing.
choose a decollete according to her shoulders, neck and arms, according to her
build and personality. I don't advocate
extremely low necklines for matrons, but
I think too many of them wear too-high
ones and all they do is call attention to
necks no longer so pretty as they once
were. A medium neckline would be more
flattering."

Teenagers

—who always

want

to

grow

Why

"sit it out
alone" while your
friends go bowling or dancing? Unless
there are underlying organic conditions,
Chi-Ches-Ters Pills offer blessed relief
from "monthly blues". They tend to
relax muscular contractions that often
induce pain and nervousness. For best
results take them as directed two or
three days before your time. Ask your
druggist for

—

Chi-Ches-Ters Pills
For

completely feminine, thinks all
women should be and doesn't hold with
a lot of American ideas about marriage.
is

"American marriages of today seem too
immature, based on pleasure hunting instead of permanence and family life. If
there were less drinking and partying and
more concentration on home and children. I believe there would be fewer divorces.

A

few months ago when Lili delivered
her first verbal blast at American men
she charged that they were casual lovers
who ran from woman to woman, who sat
in nightclubs and drank all night. After
thinking it over she has decided those
men she was criticizing were "the shallow, cafe society types" whom she has

met

wrapper.

Write today! Chichester
Chemical Company, Dept. 15-J, Philadelphia
Pennsylvania.
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afford to sit in nightclubs all the time.
But so many average young American
men seem to have a very haphazard
philosophy on love and marriage."

Returning to the subject of clothes,
Lili is saddened by the fact that American girls are such "copyists."

"The movies set a standard
and every girl tries to live up
"In Europe, the average

of

beauty

to

it.

doesn't
try so slavishly to look like and dress like
her favorite movie star and, therefore,
she is a more distinct individual than the

average American
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Amazingly Different and Smart

New York

and Hollywood.
"Naturally, not all American men can
in

illustrated booklet of intimate
should know. Mailed in

woman

facts every

plain

Lili, like

she

trom "periodic ianctional distress"

relief

FREE — New

dress to please men, and use their clothes
to win a man, not to lose him!"

most French women, believes
black is the sexiest color for women's
clothes and opines that many clothes designed in California are "too gaudy." She
adds that the "essence of bad taste is
wearing a mink coat over slacks." She
hates slacks on women, anyway.
Although she admits she is a rather
"emancipated" young woman, she feels

THIS

YOUR

gests

ing money.
"I think

Lili

up too

dress their age, but she is soooo glad they
aren't quite so interested in blue jeans
any more. For them, she recommends full

f
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girl

girl.

"Even in movies here there is a 'pattern of prettiness,' with the result that
most of the younger actresses look so
much alike. You see the same types again
and again.
"Clothes designed for the screen are
usually lovely, but the girls inside them
too often look alike. Also, I think most
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movie clothes are too elaborate for the
characters portrayed. A little working
girl turns up in a dress obviously custom
made, when she should be wearing an $8
frock. Why be so afraid of reahsm.''
"American pictures are still glorifying
luxury, gangsters and other extreme aspects of life here which give Europeans
an entirely false idea. Not all pictures;
there have been many good ones recent-

18

ly.

But

istic,

HiW BVST CRBMi

until more pictures here are realadult and honest they will continue

out where I could get my start and radio
seemed the answer. I then analyzed the
various radio audiences and found that
the best times were in the early morning,
late afternoon, and early evenings, so I
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began to make the rounds and managed
to line up sustaining jobs with different
stations at those hours. Only one station
paid me, however, and that was

WHAT

and they gave me 70 cents a week

for

carfare.

and StNSAWNAL
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Esther Williams

I

band, but I found that my sixty-five dolweek didn't go far enough, what
with having to pay expenses while on
tour," Frank continued. "Besides, Nancy,
Jr. had arrived. So I decided to quit and
go with Tommy Dorsey. But on that
Christmas Eve I came down with a temperature of 104. The doctor refused to
let me sing that night and ordered me

He

sent the bellboy for

—
—

since I was so sick
and was surprised to find that I couldn't quite get
fingers into them. Something seemed
to be stuffed in the gloves. I reached

This Easy Step To

my

BIG MONEY!
Sell

EVERYDAY CARDS

Earn extra
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know for ej
„
JuBt show samples wo furnish. Fast jl sales pay yoa up
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to 50c cash
Stationery,
others at 60c to $1 .26. Eaay plan for orflranixations too. Write now for
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216 S. Pauline Street.

SOUTHERN GREETING CARD

Dept.

D-27,

Memphis

some

medicine and told me to take a teaspoon
every hour, A little later, Nancy called
long distance to find out how I was. I
minimized the whole thing, not wanting
to worry her, but I was never so close
to death as I was then. A short time
after she called, the bellboy brought me
a package. I opened it and found a pair
of gloves. I put them on
I'll never know

why
Take

CO.,

4, Tenn.

down and found a dollar bill in each of
the fingers. The package was from Nancy
and it was money she had .saved for me.

68

CO.

St.,

New Haven, Conn.

earn, but becoming very professi'>nal I
said I'd discuss it with
attorney.

my

31, 1942,

never forget my first show there,
I was as nervous as a sick cat, Benny
Goodman and his orchestra were on the
bill, and Benny was the master-of-ceremonies. Now he, great guy that he is,
had a habit of never being able to remember names. When it came time to
introduce me, he said, 'Now, I present
and he looked at a piece of paper
'Frank Sinatra,' From out front came a
loud squealing and yelling from several
thousand easily impressed young ladies.
Benny was so confused as to the cause
of the reception that he said into the
mike, without realizing he could be
"I'll

—

heard—'What

the

hell

that.?'

is

He

thought something had happened on the
stage. His remark so amused me that I
couldn't help laughing, and, as a result,
I got over my nervousness. Ever since

then when I go on a stage, I'm usually
People have often
asked me why I make such an entrance.
Well, it's because I always think of
Benny's reaction that day at the Parasmiling or chuckling.

mount,"
After he finished at the Paramount, a
group of men from the Rio Bamba, a
prominent night club, offered Frank a

for her.

covered Frank

—

902 East

naturally I said I'd like it very much. He
then discussed salary. I vaguely heard
a figure that sounded like $2500 a week.
It was more than I ever thought I'd

ized for the first time how much I wanted to be a success. Not for myself but

Three years passed and Frank was
moving ahead but slowly. He did come
to Hollywood where he had a spot in a

Booklet

mount as an added attraction for Christmas week. He could promise me a twoweeks booking, I was really amazed and

deal to sing there. Many of Frank's
friends advised him to turn the offer
down, but instead he accepted. And
again fate showed him the right way. It
was while he was here that such columnists as Louis Sobol and Earl Wilson dis-

and there that I couldn't
let this wife of mine down. That I had
to amount to .something for her, I realI decided then

—

MARVEL

in

asked
Para-

mount on December

to bed.

MOVIE STARS PHOTOS/

Paramount Theatre

of the

wife."

lars a

SELL DRESSES «EEWYORK
§

manager

New York, waiting to see me. He
me how I'd like to open at the

Needless to say, I did open at the Para-

skips to Cleveland, Christmas
Eve, 1939. The place— the Statler Hotel.
And here again fate stepped in.
"I'd been singing with Harry James'

Gbarmettes, Napk'

Stationery.

"Be feminineJ"

"Thinking back on tho.se days, I'm
once again reminded how much I owe my

Time
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Moment's That Changed His Life

HORMONE

Science believes sitin of breasts
may absorb Estrogenic Hormones
and while we malie no claims or
representations whatever for the
new Francis James Bust Creme, we
do promise you may test it yourself lU dsys on this special introductory offer.
Eacli jar contains
30.000 Int. Units Estrogenic Horinone$.
Pleasant and easy to use.

SOMETHING

to be misleading. It's a shame that there
cannot be pictures made /or adults, and
others /or children, so that censorship
would not be imposed on the adult films
as it is now. But then, the movie industry has been trying to settle this for
years. I'm not an expert!"
On two things Lili does feel she's an
expert clothes and behavior for women. And her advice on those topics is

picture called "Reveille for Beverly," By
this time he had quit Dorsey 's band and
was booking himself into theatres and
clubs. One of the theatres he appeared
in was the Mosque Theatre in Newark.
This was in November, 1942,
"One night after my song," Frank said,
"I was surprised to find Bob Weitman,

where such terms as
"Swoonatra" were coined
where
Frank came into real prominence. And
it was here also that the first record of
a woman's fainting during a Sinatra appearance was established,
"The press had it that my song made
the lady faint," Frank laughed, "but the
truth of the matter was that the place
was so crowded there wasn't enough air
and she just keeled over."
At any rate, this began the era of the
,

,

,

,

.

.

swooning women.

The next moment that Frank remembers a\'idly was during President Roosevelt's second term.
"^\Tiat happened was that the late
Robert Hannegan, then chairman of the

Democratic

National Committee, inalong with Rags Ragland,
Toots Shor, and about 100 others, to a
reception at the White House," Frank
said sincerely. "I stood in line with the
others waiting to meet President Roosevelt
and I was never so scared in my
life. I had no idea what I'd say to him.
^^^len I got to the President, he took
care of the situation himself. With a
smile he whispered to me, 'Tip me off
what's the number one song on the Hit
Parade.^' That was all he said to me
and all I could do was make some remark and go off laughing. From that
day on I was a great booster for the
President. He impressed me so much I
even named my son after him."
The last big moment came in June

me,

vited

—

1944. Frank was in Hollywood and was
signed by RKO. But Joe Pasternak,
producer, borrowed him for the
highly successful "Anchors Aweigh."
After the picture was finished, Frank re-

MGM

turned to RKO, not being aware that it
was to be such a hit. The studio, however, had nothing ready for him. Then,

one night, he made an appearance at
Earl Carroll's at a big benefit and sang
"Old Man River." Louis B. Mayer was
in the audience at the time and after he
heard Frank sing he said, "We have to
get that boy. We can use him in pictures."
Frank was later brought to
Mayer's table and after a short talk, a
deal was arranged whereby Frank could
join MGM. This chance appearance at
Carroll's helped to make Frank the important motion picture star he now is.
Frank doesn't expect that fate has
stopped showing her hand. He expects
further moments that will step into the
years ahead and change the course of
events. But he's not going to wait for
them. He has already made plans to
make three pictures one on the last ten
years of his life which will be called
"The Sinatra Story." Then he'll do one
on the next ten years of his life a decade

—

from now.

"And
sing,"

if I'm not too old and can still
Frank chuckled, "I'U do a picture

on the following ten years. You can see
I'm a long range guy."
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DATING back to World War H days,

Always Leave Them Laughing

Spencer

SKIN DISEASE

A

IS IT

ALLIMIN

Medina, and drive the
U.S. Army- brass crazy. A fantasy? Heck,,
no! Seeing Francis is believing.

stars
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tiful spy, Patricia

Malaya

this

TRUTH about
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Continued from page 14
adults will enjoy as

Learn here the

Tracy,

James

Stewart, John Hodiak and Lionel Barrymore— and shows Sidney Greenstreet in
a new light. As an ex-newspaperman
once assigned to the Far East, Stewart
possesses knowledge of where the United
States can get a much-needed supply of
crude rubber. Getting the Government's
O.K., Stewart enlists the aid of Tracy, a
one-time friend who is serving time for
smuggling. Tracy, a what's-in-it-for-me
boy, knows the rubber producing country
of Malaya like he'd like to know Valentina Cortesa, the sultry cafe singer he left
behind in the Jap occupied country.
Tracy and Stewart do manage to get the
rubber out of hidden caches and ferried
down-river through Jap-infested jungle
to a tanker.^ Only it isn't as simple as it

TE MPOBABY BEU EF
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Warner Brothers
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IS
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the whopping insight of a comedian's struggle to the top of the laugh
meter. Milton Berle, as the comic who
learns the ropes the hard way. shows he's
as expert in the dramatic field as he is in
his own particular brand of yak-getting.
He, of course, romps away with most of
the picture, but Ruth Roman, Virginia
Mayo, Bert Lahr and others make nice
watching, too. Starting as a borscht-circuit entertainer. Berle slugs the public's

fl

IT'S

funnybone, wonders why he isn't a howling success, and winds up being thoroughly disliked. Then, a pretty awful thing
happens that finally sets Berle on the
right path.

SEND 6*
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INC., Dept. 29-B, Providence 15, R.I.
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There's loads of Berlesque,

and more than enough laughs.
THIS EASY.

Holiday AfFair
Francis
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RKO

—

an animal story about a
mule, to be exact, who saves 2nd
Lieutenant Donald O'Connor when he's
wounded and lost behind enemy lines in
Burma. There's nothing about the mule
that's any different from other Army
pack mules, except that this one talks.
He calls himself Francis. Everyone thinks
Donald is nuts, and so does Donald at
first, but Francis keeps right on talking
to him and tells him such interesting
things, too! Between them, with Francis
doing the brain-work, they almost win

—

is

de-

sired, tjig-h school edticatioD is very important for advancement in
business and indostry and socially. I>on't be handicapped all vonr

reads.
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and

very pleasant watching,
with Janet Leigh as the young wom-
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an whose husband was

killed in the War.
preserve his memory she tries to bring
up her young son. Gordon Gebert, to be

To

a carbon copy of his father. Trying to
live up to those ideals is tough on a kid,
but Robert Mitchum turns up to show
Janet how she's ruining the boy's life and
her own by living in the past. It couldn't
be nicer of Wendell Corey, who wants to
marry Janet, to decide that maybe he
can't help Janet and her son as much as

charmer Mitchum.

.

.

.

DEVELOP A GLAMOROUS

BUST CONTOUR!
For

irrestible bust beauty,

Ritual
bust

I

follow

6-week course shows how
allure!

Exclusive

to

Bonomo
develop

home techniques

by Joe Bonomo, famous beauty authority,
publisher of Beauty Fair. Zy-i" X 12",
124 diagrams, charts and photos of "miracle'* exercises, bust control methods, diet,
weight tables, etc. Money back if not
delighted. Sent C.O.D. for $1.00 plus
postage or send $1.00, we pay postage.

BONOMO,
B'way,

-

Dept. SU-2

New York 23, N.Y.
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Mrs. Mike
a well-bred young lady and
used to modern living in Boston
during the early 1900's, Evelyn Keyes
puts all that sort of fol-de-rol in back of
her when she marries Sergeant Dick
Powell of the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police. Living conditions in the desolate
North where Dick takes his bride prove
just as hazardous as the law-enforcer's
job if not more so. Luckily for Evelyn,
youth and love are on her side and for a
time she adapts herself to rugged conditions. Facing motherhood, though, Evelyn becomes panicky she wants a doctor at least. They move to a larger
settlement and for over a year are very
happy. Then a diptheria epidemic strikes,
and Evelyn has a difficult choice of staying on, or leaving Dick for civilization.
Solid entertainment, but often depressing.
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The Story Of Seabiscuit

CAN MAKE A BEAUTIFUL HAT
One

(Technicolor)

Dollar brings

Warner Brothers

Milluten4f Mcuflc

HORSE-LOVERS

are probably one of
the most fanatic cults that ever
cheered anything to the finish line. In
this story about Seabiscuit, the biggest
money-making horse in racing history,
you'll find yourself gladly becoming one
of the clique along with Barry Fitzgerald,

Magic"
sliows and explains how to block a hat, make
a frame, wire a brim, cover a frame, remake
Millinery Magic introduces you to a
hats.
In

this

"Millinery

book,

instruction

Included without charge
fascinating career.
are complete details on the Louie Miller Course
anyone how to become
Teaches
Millinery.
in
an expert milliner in spare time at home. Send

Seabisciiit's Irish trainer,

$1.00 for Millinery Magic to-day.

LOUIE MILLER
225 North Wabash

Ave.,

CHICAGO

Temple, as

Callister, his jockey. Shirley

SCHOOL
OF MILLINERY
1,

and Lon Mc-

Dept.

ILL.,

—

Barry's niece, likes horses foine b'gorra,
but because her brother was killed in a

0942

grief.

Though the

romance lopes throughout the picture,
the Biscuit's biography wins by at least
Those shots of actual races
exciting if you had a
double-sawbuck riding on his nose.) Can't
think of anyone who won't like this

six furlongs.

couldn't be

(

more

maybe War-Admiral who

except
of

American turfdom.

Whirlpool
20th Century-Fox

BECAUSE

of

hidden neurosis, Gene

Tierney, married to psychiatrist,
Richard Conte, releases her frustrations

Rather than

in shoplifting.

tell

Conte of

her problem. Gene goes to an astrologerhypnotist, Jose Ferrer, whom she met
briefly. He gains her confidence, then by
hypnotism involves her in murder, and
the police, represented by Charles Bickford, produce proof that she had been
conducting an affair with Jose. Though
Gene isn't guilty on either count, the web
of evidence woven around her seems impossible to break. Spine-chilling from,
start to finish, it's a great argument
against quack practitioners of any sort.

Shadow On The Wall

MGM
LITTLE

Gigi Perreau is the only witness to a murder which, because of
circumstantial evidence, is pinned on her
Unfortunately,
father, Zachary Scott.
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Employed?

College
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IF
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lust
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$60
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$70

$65
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$60

is
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out and mail to:
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$40.

150

$40

$.30?

No?

Yes?

What

YOU ARE MARRIED:

Total weekly income under $30?

what do you do?

70

.

Single.

IF

Own

RFD#.

Address or

Over

$100

.$90

Over $200

$50

Vocational

$90

graduate?

$150

.|150-$200

Have you attended High School?
Secretarial

Did you

College

What do you

Are you employed?

do?

Own

the

match race

Biscuit beat in the gTcatest

—

I

I

more

herself

spare

BEING

I

shy away from Lon and

race, she tries to

United Artists

hair

—

.

.

your home?

Research Dept., SCREEISLAISD, 444 Madison Avenue,

No

Yes

New York

22,

New

York.

HAVE A SLIMMER, YOUTHFUL FEMININE
APPEARANCE INSTANTLY!

other girdle or supporter belt has more
hold-in power! Tlie
Adjnst-O-Belt
Up.Lifl
most
is
the newest,
iNo

comfortable
ever had.

girdle

REDUCE

I

YOUR APPEARANCE! LOOK AND FEEL LIKE
The LP-LIFT ADJL ST-O-BELT with

UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT!
front panel controls your figure the way you want
laces

and

PRESTO

your mid section

MORE

Don't look old before vour time. Do as thousands
of others do, wear a comfortable, new and improved

SIXTEEN AGAIN!
is

it,

with added support where you need

reshaped, your back

AND

UP-LIFT

is

the amazing
it

most.

new adjustable

Simply adjust the

braced and you look and feel younger!

HOLD-IN POWER!

The UP-LIPT ADJUST-O-BELT takes weight off tired feet and gives you a more allaring.
more daringly feminine, curvaceous figure the instant vou put it on. It gives you lovely curves
just in the rfgft< places, with

no unwanted bulges in the wrong ones. It whittles your waist line to
may now have. It's easily adjusted alicays comfortable

—

nothingness no matter what shape yon

TEST THE ADJUST-O-BELT UP-LIFT PRINCIPLE WITH

YOUR

OWN

HANDS!

Clasp your hands over your abdomen, press upwards and in gently, but firmly. You feel better don't you! Thai's just what the LP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT does for you only the ADJUST-O-BELT does it belter. Mail Coupon and test it at home for 10 days FREE at our expense!

APPEAR SLIMMER, AND
The UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT

FEEL BETTER!

and flattens unsightly bulges, comfortably, quickly, firmly.
It readjusts easily to changes in your figure, yet no laces touch your body.
It gives instant
slenderizing figure control. It fashionably shapes your figure to it's slimmest lines. Like
magic the VP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT obeys your every wish. Pounds and inches seem to disappear instantly from waist, hips and thighs. Yon can adjust it to your slimmed down figure
as your figure changes. It gives the same fit and comfort you get from a made to order
girdle costing 2 to 3 times the price. It washes like a dream. Style: Panty and regular. Color:
nude and white. It's made of the finest stretch material used in any girdle with a pure satin
front panel and made by the most skilled craftsmen. It's light in weight bul powerfully strong.
lifts

won't roll up, bulge or cnri at the top. It gives extra-double support where von need it
most. /\o other girdle at any price can give you better support, can make you look better, feel
better or appear slimmer. Sizes 24 to 48 waist.
0>'LY
$3.98
It

Money

Back Guarantee
With a 10-Day FREE TRIAL
If the

Yoa
like
this

will
and

look
like

feel

b ea a

I

i

f

a

1

model in y o a r
new and improved
Up-Lifl

Adjast-OBell.

UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT

isn't bet-

than any supporter you ever had, if
You don't feel more comfortable, if you
don't look and feel younger, if your shape
ter

isn't

100% IMPROVED,

delighted with
will

FREE:

-

it,

be refunded

return

it

in full.

New amazing iWXON

ADJUST-O-BELT
1025 Brood

will

CO., Dept.

244

Newark, New Jersey
I

enclose S3. 98.

'\ on
pay poslaae plus handling.
SIZE:
Sm. (24-26):
Med. (27-28);
(29-30): j_ XL (31-32):
XXL (34-36);
(38-40); U XXXXL (42-44);
3X (46-48).

CHECK

NAME

be sent
free with your order. Try them instead of
your regular laces, You may keep them FREE even if you
return ihe girdle.
laces

St.,

Rush >our ntw and impr,.>pd
P-LIFT A UJ L ST-O-BELT for
S3. 98 in size and stvle cbeckrd.
Risrular. _J Panly.
_^ Send C.O.D. I will pay postage plus handling.
I

you are not
and your money
if

NO MONEY

SEND

.

.

Lg.

XXXL

.

ADDRESS
CITT
I

ZONE.

andersland

BELT

I

can

if nol delighted with Ihe
return it in 10 days for

STATE

UP-LIFT ADJLST-O.
full

purchase

price

refund

SENT

ON APPROVAL
71
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Gigi's shocked mind blanks out everything she saw, except for a recurrent
dream of a strange figure silhouetted
against the wall. Trying to get the child's
mind back to normal, a child psychiatrist
unwittingly uncovers evidence which almost makes Gigi's life a brief episode.
Her aunt, Ann Sothern, is terribly distressed by the youngster's misfortunes
and tries to help her, too
but children
will be children and often wind up saying
the darndest things. Tense melodrama
with a slightly different twist.

THE ESTROGENIC

HORMONE

BUST
^ CREAM

.

^^BB^I-B

has done for me,"

.

sayi JO JORDAN
Mahama" GOLDWYN player

"Afi'55

.

.

Each jar contains 30,000 Int. units of Belador
Estrogenic Hormone) the remarkable Ingredient that may be absorbed by the skin of
the breast. We make only one claim. We GUARANTEE that, If you don't think It Is wonderful
alter using your first jar, simply return the
empty 3ar and we will refund your money at
once. 30-day supply with full directions, In plain
wrapper, complete, $3.00 with order, or $3.50

Backfire

(

C.O.D.

Ordfr now

;

.

Warner Brothers

GORDON

TODAY.

.

HOUSE OF EDEN,

Dept.SU-9

Hollywood 28,

6411 Hollywood Blvd.

Calif,

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^rod^norl^^^^^^^^^^^^^

nTse s reshaped
/a

FACE LIFTING
Loose skin, wrinkles, outstanding ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars, tatoos corrected by plastic

—

surgery. Consultation and
Booklet S Free.

DR.
542

5th

Ave.,

Suite

CRUM

63,

N.

Y.

C.

LE.

2-1 5^6

HOLDERand SHAKER
These
spice

any

!

salt and pepper shakers
to any table. They'll pep

add
up

smoker, banquet, get-together.
Because of the amusing way
in which these shakers pour,

them
when
hide
Grandma's
They're
around.
molded of plastic (white for
black for pepper), 4
salt,
inches high. Only $1.49 for
the pair, in a clever gift box,
postpaid. (If ordered C.O.D.
postage charges additional.)
They'll make a hit with you,
or we guarantee to refund
your money promptly.
better

JOSELY, DEPT. BA
BId g .. New Yor k

Times

MACRAE,

an ex-GI in a
veteran's hospital, begins to think
there's something amiss when his pal and
future business partner, Edmond O'Brien,
suddenly disappears. A beautiful mysterious siren, Viveca Lindfors, shows up
at the hospital at the stroke of midnight,
bringing the glad tidings that Edmond is
lying somewhere with a broken back.
When Gordon gets out of the hospital,
he also learns Edmond is wanted for
murder. With the aid of his ex-nurse,
Virginia Mayo, he starts some private
investigating. Dane Clark, who is an
undertaker for

this, also gives

an

assist.

Everybody helps everybody, except the
murderer who throws a business bonanza
Dane's way. Not bad for a whodunit,
but chances are, it won't take long to
discover the

A

identity.

killer's

Dangerous Profession

RKO

Dear Wife
Paramount
amusing family comedy that's a
continuation of "Dear Ruth." Edward Arnold, as the father, goes through
an inhuman amount of frustrations, slowburns and general high-blood pressure

GAY,

The fact that Bill and wife Joan
Caulfield are forced by finances to live
with his in-laws doesn't aid matters.
Civic-minded Mona succeeds in lousing
up family relations to the extent that
Joan decides to leave Bill, to the delight
of Joan's ex-but-still persistent suitor,
Billy DeWolfe.
rial race.

The Man On The

RKO
DEFINITELY

the title applies^ to the
business, which is what
the picture is about, or the fact that
actors get roped into pictures like this, is
hard to say. George Raft and Pat
O'Brien are confreres in a bail bond

1

Tower

Release

a superior mystery,
wherein the murderer engages in a
battle of nerves with Surete Inspector,
Charles Laughton. Filmed entirely in
Paris, Laughton apprehends a not-toobright knife-sharpener. Burgess Meredith, for the murder of a wealthy American woman and her maid. Not satisfied
with the evidence and believing Meredith
is

bond

Eiffel

(Ansco color)

innocent,

Meredith

WHETHER
bail

past and things start happening fast.

because of his youngest offspring, Mona
Freeman. This time, among other things,
Mona gets her brother-in-law, William
Holden, to run against papa in a senato-

•

No. 7*

Life is good! Money is dripping out of the till and people are for
real. Then Ella Raines steps out of Raft's
enterprise.

Laughton engineers it so
them to the murderer.

will lead

He does, but that's only the beginning of
Laughton's cunning sleuthing against a
man whose mind

is

part genius and part

maniac. Included in the super cast are
Franchot Tone, Patricia Roc, Robert
Hutton and Jean Wallace.

Get Well

QUICKER

Glamour For The Red-Golds

From Your Cough
Due to a Cold

Continued from page 16

FOLEY'S

Honey & Tar
Cough Compound

GLAMOURIZE YOUR^lljl jiH£

groups,

is

no

masBaclnt,' or exereising.

It

is

pure,

tested. For best results, use
It rcRuIarly,
30 day trial
will deliKht you and prove
Its benefits or your money

A

Mailed postpaid in plain
wrapper, with full directions,

upon receipt

VITA- FORM,
72

of price.

Summer
studied.

stock,

did

tones, here
are Betty's ideas for playing your Titian
coloring to the limit:
J. All makeup tones should be warm
creamy, beige powder, warm coral in
rouge, lipstick and nail polish. Pure

—

—

a
Generous 3 oz. jar
month's supply—only $2.65
postpaid, $3.00 C.O.D.

P.O. Box 67, East Detroit, Mich.

2.

A Warner

Hollywood lining."
For readers with red-gold

and laboratory

baek.

in

Bros, scout spotted Betty in 1948. She
went to Hollywood where she had stellar
roles in feature films and is now, as you
know, with RKO. Upon telling me this,
she mused for a moment, then said, "I
had almost forgotten that childhood accident, but if it hadn't happened, I might
certainly not be doing what I am now,
for I am the only professional actress in
my family. You might say that that car
that bopped me over was a cloud with a

an amazing new
cream, rich in Vitamins, that may
be absorbed throuRii the skin of the
breasts, providing extra nourish
ment needed to stimulate
the tissue and make it firm,
VITA-FORM is pleasant
and easy to use, reriuirini;?

VITA-FORM

played

some radio work and

WITH EXTRA VITAMINS

blue-red in all makeup, especially a
blue eye shadow. Brown is best for
eyebrow pencil and mascara. Try soft
green eye shadow or blend a blue and
green for a soft effect.

John Robert
tics and local modeling.
Powers saw her and was instrumental in
her becoming a New York fashion model.
But modeling was not a sufficient outlet
for Betty so she joined small theatre

red can sometimes be worn but avoid

3.

Keep costume colors to earth tones
such as beige, caramel, softened
brown, green, warm red, yellowish
pink and creamy yellow. Avoid blue
red, sharp blue, mauve and candy
pink. With proper makeup, black
and white are for all types.
Accent your happiest, gayest personality.

Everyone loves laughter.
warm, be yourself.

Be

friendly, be

Suddenly,

it

was seven

o'clock.

"My

date!" gasped Betty. "Oh, well," said I,
"with your personality, you can explain
all satisfactorily." When she laughed that
merry, glad laugh, I knew she could.

Betty was leaving a day or two later
to drive to Hollywood with a friend. I
hope she is happy there now with fame
and fortune in tlie future. You somehow
believe that these should come her way.

ASHAMED
OF YOUR FACE?
Famous Doctor Advises Anyone Suffering
the Humiliation and Misery of Bad Slcin—
Externally Caused -TO TRY VID ERM PLAN
Clinical Tests Prove

VIDERM Does Wonders

for Pimply, Itchy-Blotchy Skin.
famous New
York doctor and

an

eminent

chemist (names
sent on request)
definitely

prove

by actual

clini-

cal tests that the

Viderm Plan

is

of distinct benefit to men and
women, boys and

suffering
humiliation
and misery of
bad skin caused

girls

the

by

pimples

(Acne Simplex).
These two scientists took a
group of boys,

BEFORE TREATMENT WITH VIDERM

Case 79: These untouched photos taken from real life by the doctor making this clinical
Viderm test, show how Viderm has amazingly cleared skin of patient. This girl had
pimples for more than 2 years before successful treatment with Viderm. Don't give up
hope until you hove fried Viderm for your skin! Here is dramatic proof that VideriVi can
do the same wonders for your skin in the same short time!

men and
women ranging
girls,

in ages from 16
to 36 with bad, blotchy, itching skins
and treated them with nothing else but
the regular 2 -jar Viderm Plan containing
SKIN CLEANSER and

VIDERM
VIDERM FORTIFIED MEDICATED
CREAM.
in the sicin

of these patients

was so

and complexion

gratifying that the

doctor arrived at this conciusion; The
ViDERM PLAN should be tried by anyone suffering from bad sicin-externaily caused.

The marked photos shown here
proof that

So

if

you

are discouraged, blue,

VIDERM

are living

can actually make

your skin clearer and better looking almost daily that your skin will show a
dramatic improvement every blessed
day!

—

ashamed

of your face, feel like a social outcast,
this physician's findings

you great hope. For

there

son to believe that the

The improvement

AFTER VIDERM TREATMENT BY DOCTOR

should bring
is every rea-

VIDERM PLAN

will help give yoli a clearer skin in a

comparatively short time, just as

it

has

done for the patients treated by the doctor in the clinic.

In fact, the New York Skin Laboratory
is so sure of it that they will refund the
full

purchase price if the VIDERM
doesn't give you a clearer, love-

PLAN

lier

skin and complexion.

SEND NO

MONEY NOW.

Just your name and
address to New York Skin Laboratory,
Inc., fS5 'ith Ave., Dept. S-1, N. Y., N. Y.
You will receive by return mail the complete 2 -jar VIDERM PLAN in plain
sealed wrapper with doctor's advice how
to use for best results. (If you wish to
save postage and C.O.D. charges, send

$2 with order.) Same money back guarantee applies. Here's the address again
New York Skin Laboratory, Inc., 65
5th Ave., Dept. S-1, New York, N. Y.
Write today.

TO PHYSICIANS: Complete clinical data on the effects of VIDERM on Acne
SimpleXftogether with professional sample,sent if requested on your letterhead.
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What Kind

Here's Reckless Passion and Bold
Adventure That Tops Even the
Thrills of

THE GOLDEN

and THE FOXES

Do You Get for

of a Lover

40

HAWK

OF

Million Dollars?
THE ruthless, gold-splashed
INYork's
robber-baron society,

HARROW!

jungle of

New

you could buy any-

—

for money even a lover. And although
Esther Stillworth was so bewitchingly lovely that
she could have almost any man in town, she could
not have the one man of her choice except at a
price HIS price. And that was nothing less
than her father's massive fortune!
Big, handsome Pride Dawson was always ripe
for a deal whether it involved a woman's
heart or a man's loot and here were both!
How would this fabulous union of passion
and greed work out? Why did both of them
ckon without the other woman in Pride's life
the one woman from whom he could never be free?
PRIDE'S CASTLE is the most dramatic story
Frank Yerby has ever written, unfolded against the

thing

—

—

—

New

York
roaring, colorful, sinful background of
in the 1870's. Although it sells at regular bookstore
prices, you may have PRIDE'S CASTLE, plus

LORD JOHNNIE,

another great best-seller
for just a 3-cent stamp with this amazing
offer of membership in the Dollar Book Club.

tKTHAT mad purpose drove the ravishing young Lady
Leanna to Newgate prison one night to marry a man she
had never seen? To marry indeed, a notorious outlaw condemned to hang in the morning?
Anyway, Leanna did not suspect how her beauty could
For in less than twenty-four hours, slippery
fire a man.
Johnnie was back, to claim at least one night with this woman
who wed him because she expected him to die.
What happened on Lord Johnnie's wedding night, and the
strange pact that sent him on a mission of pirateering and
vengeance, make a tremendously exciting story. BOTH Lord
Johnnie and Frank Yerby's best-seller, Pride's Castle, are yours
for just a 3-cent stamp if you join the Dollar Book Club now!

Mail This Coupon
Please enroll me as a Dollar Book Club member and
send me at once PRIDE'S CASTLE and LORD
JOHNNIE BOTH for the enclosed 3c stamp. Also
send me the current club selection and bill me for $1
plus shipping cost.
With these books will come my first issue of the free
descriptive folder called "The Bulletin" telling about
the two new forthcoming one-dollar bargain book selections and additional bargains offered at $1.00* each

—

to

members

that Brings You Best-Sellers for Just $1
Take as Few as Six Books a Year!
Book Club offers to

The Only Club

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB,
Dept. 2 SU, Garden City, New York

only.

I have the priviledge of notifying you in advance if
I do not wish either of the following months' selections
and whether or not 1 wish to purchase any of the other
bargains at the Special Club price of $1.00 each. I do
not have to accept a book every month
only six during
each year that I remain a member. I pay nothing except
$1 for each selection received plus a few cents shipping

—

THE
send

Dollar

you both "Pride's Castle"
and "Lord Johnnie" for just a 3-cent
stamp as a generous sample to new

—

members

of the wonderful reading en-

and equally wonderful
savings that nearly a million families
enjoy through the Club.
tertainment

The Dollar Book Club

the only
club that brings you popular current
novels for only $1.00 each. Yes, the
very same titles sold in the publisher's
retail editions for $2.75 to $3.00 come
an incredto members for only $1.00
ibly big saving of almost two-thirds!
is

—

cost.

please Print

Such values are possible because
great

economies

effected

editions for so large a
If

Occupation

•Same

74

under 21,

age,

Price In Canada:

105 Bond

St.,

please.

Toronto 2

in

printing

membership.

big savings are passed on to you!

of

the

huge
These

in the Dollar Book Club reno dues of any kind. You do not
even have to take a book every month; the
purchase of as few as six books a year fulyour membership requirement. Upon
fills
receipt of the coupon with just a 3-cent
stamp, you will be sent BOTH "Pride's
Castle" and "Lord Johnnie."

Membership

quires

You
for

will also receive the current selection

only $1.00.

Thereafter,

every month,

will receive the Club's Bulletin, which
describes the forthcoming Club selections,

you

other popular books offered at only
$1.00 each. Buy only the books you want!
also

—

Send No Money Just Coupon with
3c Stamp
see the wonderful package of
reading you will get immediately and realize
these books are typical of values you will
continue to get from the club for only $1.00
each, you will be delighted to have become
a memberl Mail coupon now.

When you

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

1

SPRING DRESSES

'
DOESN'T COST A CENT

\>

jV^j

is

finest silky

broadcloth. with
a convertible

s"!m Hn«^'"°°'''

!

^
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urirefr^/rhis
one
.
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and earn ^
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new

these lovely
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Imagine! You can take your
•/
Spring dresses without
new Sprinff

n-i

pick of over 125 beautifully-styled,
beautifuUy-style
•

tts
its

•

t

\

costine yoti a cent! Yes, these
costing
the

'

'

.

.

•

i

t

i

•

Stunning styles can be yours by simply taking advantage of an
stunning
unusual opportunity offered right now by Fashion Frocks, Inc.,
America's largest direct-selling dress company. We have openings
for new Representatives, to take orders in spare time and send
them to us. We give you lovely dresses for your own use— and you
can earn up to $23 a week besides! You get paid cash on the spot,
every time you take an order. You work when and where you please
—in whatever free time you may happen to have. And because of
j

our special plan, house-to-house canvassing

YOU DON'T NEED EXPERIENCE!
haven't done

it

before.

it's

is

not necessary!

so simple, you'll

Anybody can do

wonder why you

it— without any experience of

any kind. Just show your friends and neighbors our wonderful collection
of beautiful new Spring styles, and you'll take in orders as fast as you
can write. No woman can resist these miraculous bargains — many as
low as $2.98. You'll show dozens of gorgeous dresses, each one with an
original style touch that makes it different and becoming! Every dress
carries the Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval and our own unconditional guarantee of satisfaction or money back. There's an amazing
variety of colors, weaves, and patterns— famous fabrics that are soft, rich,
enduring. And a complete range of sizes to fit everyone you knowMisses, Half Sizes, Juniors, Stouts. When women see these exclusive
styles— so different from run-of-the-mill dresses— so easy to buy
without going to crowded stores— they just can't help but order
2 and 3 at a time! Isn't this a pleasant, dignified, easy way to
earn good money in your spare time— get your own dresses,
too, without a penny of cost. Begin now! You'll have a
lovely Spring and Summer wardrobe before you know it!

RUSH COUPON
Fashion Frocks

- START
is

growing

more Representatives

EARNING The demand for
so rapidly that we need

to take care of

it.

Be

sure you're

one of them! Remember — you need no experience, no
investment of any kind. Your Style Portfolio, with samples
of America's finest fabrics, is absolutely free. Don't wait
another day! Decide right now to send the coupon. There's
no obligation, nothing to pay— aow or ever. Paste the coupon
on a postcard and mail it today!

FASHION FROCKS,

INC.

Desk D2027, Cincinnati 25, Ohio

YES— am
I

interested in your opportunity to

make money

in

spare time and get my own dresses without a penny of cost.
Send me everything I need to start right away, without
obligation.

Nam e
AddressCity

INC

DESK D2027,

Cincinnati 25. Ohio

j

ZoneDress Size-

Stale-

AMERICAN FAMILIES

SAY:

i'.»a!

Everyone admires
America's Most Popular Wallet

INNER SANCTUM
Zke Wallet for Successful
Del iehted? Who wouldn't be?
of a wallet

grownups

alike!

causing so

who's

Take a look

much

for yourself
in the

Inner Sanctum's whiz

wonderful for everyone in the family

is

.

.

.

excitement!

—

youngsters and

at the top-notch features that

Then go

for gift-giving

People

.

.

.

out and

are

buy one:

for everyone

market for a wonderful wallet!

*

Fine genuine leathers

*

Famous Inner Sanctum

secret

com-

partment that hides your larger
bills,

*
*

and personal papers

Secure zipper closings
Clear acetate

windows

for cards

and photos.

FREE!
with each wallet

Beautifully

a copy of the

famous

Gift

booklet

Packaged

"Secrets of Successful

At your favorite variety, drug or department

People"
FIFTH

ARISTOCRAT LEATHER PRODUCTS, INC.
'Reg. U.S. Pol. Ofl.

store.

AVENVE

•

292 FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK

1,

N. Y.

for

that say

lips

m

are
^Try this

creamy,

clinging lipstick

in

eight fashionable

^^come-hither shades !

Smoothly, evenly does

Tk

Cashmere Bouquet

with exciting

it

Lipstick!

so caressing that

There's a Cashmere Bouquet
Cosmetic for Almost Every

So creamy,

you hardly know

it's

there until

.

.

Beauty Need!

.

see how vibrantly alive your
have become! Vivid, eager, with a
dewy-fresh air about them that seems
to say "I dare you!"

You look and
lips

I

Then Cashmere Bouquet
clings

.

.

.

and

and
But seeing is

clings

clings.

.

.

.

Cashmere

believing, so see for yourself, today!

BoiiQuet

FACE POWDER
Smooth, velvety texture!
6 "Flower-Fresh" shades!

ALL-PURPOSE CREAM
For radiant, "date-time"

Colors ?No other

lipstick,

at any price, can better Cashmere
Bouquet's range of fashion-right shades!

Upsfick
'""25'
(WITH

POPUIAR

SW(Vf;l. CA.SC)

loveliness

a bedtime

beauty must!

TALCUM POWDER

A

shower of

spring flowers!

HAND LOTION
Caressable hands in
just seconds/

.^Lbout her
Like

there seems to be a fastidious freshness, a lasting sweetness that

many another popular woman
good points

.

.

.

and

never, never to be omitted. Perhaps

be absent one day and present the next
is

much

she knows that haHtosis (unpleasant breath) could cancel

morning and night, and before any

so, Listerine Antiseptic,

systemic origin, there

so

is

.

.

no more

than trustworthy Listerine Antiseptic.

.

it

should be one for you,

and without your

efficient,

realizing

more dehghtful

•

it.

also.

all

a part

of her charrn.

her other

date, has

become

a ritual

Unpleasant breath, you know, may

And, when

this condition is

not of

or extra-careful precaution against offending

'^/^^^^B^une^^?ztcd^i^...l6:^^e^l t^/ztSiecit/l/e^ c/l<l'un/
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Exclusive Photos by

What Hollywood
The

Itself Is

Lynn Bowers

Talking About!

stars themselves are just as interested as

Women Make

Mistakes

you are

With Men

Virginia gives out with a lew pet ideas

on how

to

in

what goes on

Burt's Private Life
Burt Lancaster, more successful than ever,

is

now

in their

20

town

Mayo

22

Ben Maddox

26

Virginia
keep a man happy
being just himself

From Linda
Alice L. Tildesley
You, too, can be a success if you'll follow the essentials laid down by Linda Darnell
Inside Info On The No. 1 Playboy
Tricia Hurst
You must have a cozy date with Peter Lawford before you really understand him
The Five Most Important Years Of My Life
June AUyson
June confesses why certain years meant more to her than all the others put together
Villainy For A Change
Fredda Dudley Balling
Such a Midas Touch has Jose Ferrer that any role he plays turns to dramatic gold
Record Roundup
..Bert Brown

30

Jeanne Grain, starring in "Cheaper By The Dozen"
\
Maureen O'Hara, starring in "Comanche Territory"
and
Dana
Andrews,
starring
in "My Foolish Heart" ...
Susan Hayward

28
32
34

Cobina Wright
Helen Hendricks

6
12
19

Advice

you what I
discovered about that you-know-every-month
business. You just use Tampax and it makes
all the difference in the world!

Vicki: Tve been dying

Meg: Why
The

fact

is

to tell

Vicki, I've heard that too.
I'm getting fed up with the

old belt-pin-pad routine.

it.

Meg: The way

I

look

use Tampax,
hang back?

already

Vicki: Right you
month's supply

to

at

it

—

if

millions

why should we

are, so here I go for

put in

Your Guide To Current Films
Newsreel

Vicki : They say Tampax just won't let you
he self-conscious at such times. You actually
forget all about

Party Gossip

a

my purse.

Invented by a doctor for internal absorpTampax is made of pure surgical
cotton contained in patented applicators.

Toes On The Town! (V era-Ellen)
Back In Her Teens Again ( Jeanne Crain)
Many Sided Maureen (Maureen O'Hara)
Triumph For Susan ( Susan Hayward)
Together Again (Wanda Hendrix and Audie Murphy)
Roz And Ray Ignite ( Rosalind Russell and Ray Milland )

On Her

Vic

Damone

Entertains

Keep Your Eye On Courtland (Jerome Courtland)
1950's Best Dance Team? (June Haver and Gene Nelson)
Ginger And Greg Score Victory ( Ginger Rogers and Greg Bautzer )

.

.

.

.

S GREENLAND Salutes Claudette Colbert

36

40
45
51

24
29
33
35
38
39
42
44
46
48
50

tion,

No belts, pins or external pads. No odor.
No chafing. Invisible and unfelt when in
Quick to change. Easy
At drug and notion counters
place.

Your Perfect Home Permanent (Lucille Ball)
Exhibit Of Fashion Selections
Star

Kay Brunell

Buys

disposal.

16
52
54

OS THE COVER, JUNE ALLYSOS, STARRING IN
"THE REFORMER AND THE RED HEAD," MCM FILM

in 3 ab-

sorbencies: Regular, Super, Junior.
pax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.
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MORGAN
Maxwell
Gleason

Stone

Walburn
Screen Play by Robert Riley Crutcher

Based on a story by Albert Beich

•

Directed by

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

GEORGE SIDNEY

Picture

'

Produced by L.

WAYNE

GRIFFIN

—

LEARN THE SECRET OF
"PERMANENT" PIN CURLS
...even in

stronger

damp weather

grip— won't

slip

out

Yes, you can set your permanent in this chic
salon style. Just be sure to use strongergripping De Long Bob Pins for lovely
long-lasting curls that resist drooping

even in damp weather. Rounded smooth
ends slide in and out easily. And De Long
pins stay in day or night! Look for the
blue De Long card on your counter.
The

brush bob by

J^^^R^^^I^tto
V^^m^^Smt^^S^

ErtTico Caruso, famous hair stylist
to New York stage stars. Set top

^M^^J^^^9^^^

4 rows— turn front row toward
face, bach 3 rows away from face.

^^J

ONE

of the questions fans ask most
frequently is, "How does anyone
new 'break into' Hollywood society?"
What they generally mean is "Do you
have to be a big star or have a vast
amount of money to be invited to Hollywood's gayest parties?"
Neither is true. Glamour and wealth
are undoubtedly great social assets, but
the leading requirements for introduction
to film colony activities is a natural and
unaffected ability to make friends for
Hollywood is a friendly and democratic
place a pleasant disposition and
thoughtful manners.
Many a top star has found himself on

the list of the uninvited because of an
arrogant bearing, or an anti-social attitude, both of which you'll find Holly-

—

—

Right-:
Esther Williams, arriving at Giro's
with hubby Ben Cage, stops to give autograph.

June Allyson, hubby Dick Pow^ell, co-stars of
"Reformer And The Redhead," at Giro's.

You're always "set" with Dp Long Hair Pins •
Curl Setting Pins* Safety Pins •Hooks and Eyes*
Snaps'Pins'Hook and EyeTapes* Sanitary Belts

6

Below: Tyrone Power and his wife, Linda
enjoying an evening at Giro's.

Ghristian,

THE STORY OF

A WOMAN'S

BIHER VICTORY

Based on the story that captured the imagination of the 40,000,000 readers of The Reader's Digest!

Robert Cummings
in

HAL WALLIS'

*

production

Directed by

WILLIAM DIETERLE

Lizabeth Scott * Diana Lynn
"PAID IN FULL" with Eve Arden
•

Screenplay by Roberr Blees and Charles Schnee

is

the

Tampon -with

rounded ends

. .

.the

only

Tampon^'Quilted"

Joan Crawford at opening of "The Klasty Heart," at Warners Hollywood Theatre, with her two
oldest children (of four), Christina and Christopher.
Joan's just finished "The Victim."

for comfort. .?Quilted"

for

safety:..

Next time try Fibs
{ internal
sanitary protection.}

where he plans to live.
Dick, who has taken one of the most
palatial estates in exclusive Bel- Air,
wanted to give a party to pay hack some

T. M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

Cobina Wright at "Battleground" premiere
at Egyptian Theatre with the Gary Coopers.

quick to resent. On the other
relatively obscure bit players
or reserved socialites find themselves in
demand because they have charm, are

r

Dleasanr

1

IN ACTION

i

wood

is

hand,

many

gifted conversationalists or
be amusing guests.
»
*
*

know how

to

One recent example is young Dick
Hoyt, scion of a prominent New York
family,

who has come out

to California,

Elizabeth Taylor attends the "Battleground"
premiere with a brand new beau, Brett King.

^

Pleasant^
H

rno nun
noFu
FOR
CHILDREN
& GROWN UPS

i

.

When Nature 'forgets'^
remember

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED
LAXATIVE

^
^^^^

io«

^

^^^fl

of his social obligations, so he hosted a
gala which was one of the most lavish of
recent months. Because he had proven
himself such a popidar guest at previous

Joan Crawford, Cesar
Romero, Maureen O'Hara, the Gregory
Pecks, Diana Lynn and John Lindsay,
Peter Lawford, Drue Mallory and Lex
parties, stars like

Barker, all turned out to make his party
a great success.
I'm sure they xcould have done the
same had young Mr. Hoyt only had a
modest cottage in which to entertain.
However, Dick did have the most extravagant facilities with which to provide his
eveni7ig with a gorgeous setting. Two
orchestras supplied continual dance muMr. and Mrs. Jimmy Stewart at "The Fall«^n
Idol" opening. He's now in "Broken Arrow."

KIRK

DOUGLAS
UUREN

BACALL
DORIS

DAY
DIRECTED BY

HOAGY CARMICHAEL

•

JUANO HERNANDEZ

SCREEN PLAY BY CARL FOREMAN AND EDMUND

Wtr

You'll see

it

H.

NORTH

•

PRODUCED BY

MICHAEL CURTIZ JERRY WALD

FROM THE NOVEL BY DOROTHY BAKER

*

.

MUSICAL DIRECTION BY RAY HEINDORF

soon -following the World Premiere at Radio City Music Hall,

New

York!

.

Do your

fingernails break

.

.

peel? Use TUFFENAIU
Not a polish, not a sealer, but
split...

a marvelous nail conditioner.
Easy to apply, with handy
non-spill applicator. For

Leo Durocher, far from usual haunts, at Coast

preem

beautiful, smooth,
easy-to-care-for
nails, use

Roman waits

5 and

all

her

for

escort,

Ronald

Reagan.

the upstairs ballroom, which had
an adjacent canopied bar, while marble
balustrades on both sides, led down to a
a huge Cellophane tent over the terrace,
where a candle-lit buffet, replete with
every delicacy and fine vintage wines,
sic in

10 cent stores

TUFFENAll
for lovelier nails

VOGUE PRODUCTS, Los Angeles 31,Ca1if.

awaited the guests.
*

*

*

Inside was another bar in a panelled
library-rumpus room, where amusing comedy sequences were run off on a motion
picture projector.
It was in this room that

For beauty that's doubly divine, LusterLash
works two ways! Encourages lashes to grow
longer, thicker, glistening with silken softness
and darkens lashes the natural way.
.

.

.

Not

a mascara, not a dye, but a tearproof,
swimproof eye makeup and beauty routine.
A completely new cream that glorifies lashes

and

stimulates

growth

safely.

,

.

,

if

Radiant

or ebony

desired.

Marioree lee, Dept. 320
207 Market St., Newark 2, N.

J.

OUT COUPON AND MAIL TODAY!

FILL

Marjoree lee, Dept. 320

207 Market
1

St.,

Newark

2,

N.

J.

enclose $2.00

Send C.O.D. plus postage
Please send me a jar of amazing LusterLash with
free brush and beauty booklet.
Natural Brown

Name

Ebony Black
!

Address
City-

10

*

*

must say the one which most
Ann

startled

Sta re

Long at Los
"Battleground."

Biyth with Richard

Angeles opening of

perfect for every hair
black,

•1!

I

Lovely natural brown,

tone

I had quite a
chat with Joan Crawford, who told me that
the rumors linking her with Romero, who
was her escort that evening, were quite
absurd and that he was only her favorite
dancing partner. However, we couldn't
help but comment on how romantic Hollywood had gotten last year with its three
top "eligibles," Jimmy Stewart, Clark Gable and finally Cary Grant, all succumbing
to surprise elopements and each of them
getting married on obscure ranches.

Try

LusterL^lli on our
money-back guarantee for just 30 days.
If not delighted with
the breathtaking results, money will be
refunded in full.

the film colony was "King" Gable's. We
all speculated at different times, over
Clark's fondness for Anita Colby, for
Marilyn Maxwell, for Dolly O'Brien, and
for a while, the Paulette Goddard situation looked serious.
In this case, however, no one guessed
that Lady Sylvia Stanley, whom I have
known for years, would walk off with the
prize catch of the country, although I
first saw them together night-clubbing in
Giro's as early as August of last year.
Sylvia is a charmer and I know she'll
make Gable very happy, because she
combines great chic with a great capacity

had

At Warners' "The Hasty Heart" premiere Ruth

At

of "Fallen Idol" with wife, Laraine Day.

more

MGM's

for having fun, two qualities Clark has
always admired in every girl he ever

went with.

We weren't so surprised about Cary,
because he has admired Betsy Drake
ever since he picked her as his leading
lady in his first English-made movie.
*

*

*

Just to prove that friendships do
in Hollywood, musical comedy star
nay Venuta gave a party for her
Betty Button, the night after Betty
ished work on the picture, "Annie

last

Bepal,
fin-

Get

Your Gun." Benay and Betty first met
when they were both nightclub stars.
After "Hasty Heart" premiere, Gertrude Lawrence went on to Giro's with Zachary Scott.

JOAN FONTAINE

soon to be seen

in

Hal Wallis' "SEPTEMBER", a Paramount Picture

Michael O'Shea with an arm around his wife,
Mayo, at "Hasty Heart" performance.

Virginia

long before either of them ever dreamed
they would become moviedom residents.
So Benay, who is Mrs. Armand Deutsch,
in private life, turned her beautiful Beverly Hills

home

into a

nightclub,

with

even a marquee and electric signs which
flashed, "Club Annie." There was a floor
starlets who acted as cigashow,
rette girls, and matches on all the tables
minted with "Club Annie" on them.

MGM

4f

Bob Hope

*

*

acted as master of ceremonies

and the talent which appeared to entertain
Betty and her guests would have done
justice to any top studio. Among the "patrons" of this exclusive "One Night Club"
were Tony Martin and his lovely Cyd
Charisse, George Bums and Gracie Allen,
Van Hefiin and his vivacious Frances, the
Johimy Greens, Keenan and Betty Wynn,
who put on a comedy Western number,
Esther Williams and Ben Gage, the Louis
Calherns, the Mervyn LeRoys, Dore
Schary, the producer of the picture, and
every

member

of the cast, including

So you're wandering through the Farmer's Market —
on your

first trip

to that

Fontaine's at the next

Uont look now.

\-ou

can

steal a glance.

think she minds?

And

Not

Hollywood landmark. Joan

stall!

She's looking at curios so

Even

if

she catches you, do you

at all! It's part of being a star!

she knows the Woodbun,' Powder she wears (in

lovely Rachel) helps her look her beautiful best!

hand-

some Howard Keel, who plays Frank Butler in the film and who, I believe, will become a swoon idol the minute it is released.
As a special gift for Betty, hostess Venut£ had a gold diamond-studded shotgun as
a lapel pin, and two enormous dolls dressed
costumes that Betty wears as Annie
Oakley.

in

A TRULY

unique party was the one
which was tendered Cecil B. Def Please turn to page 17)

Bob Stack was Pat Neal's attentive date at
Mocambo. She's in Warners' "Bright Leaf.
"

In HolKA\-ood,

where women are easy

to look at, stars

And no
powder can make you look loveher! A new ingredient
gives a satin-smooth glow to your skin. And u-m-m!
The exciting fragrance clings like this unbehevably
chose \^'oodbur)' Powder their favorite 6 to 1*.

there's

Oo^n Torftdine

fine-textiu-ed

powder! For e\ery skin type

heavenly shades. 15c,

STA'RS

30c-

and Sl.OO plus

... in

seven

tax.

CHOSE

WOOOBU^^y
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By
Helen Hendricks
Twelve O'Clock High
20th Century-Fox
the heroic story of the 918th
Group, Eighth Air Force,
based in England during the early
part of the War when daylight precision
bombing of enemy territory was first be-

THIS
Bomb

is

gun. Brigadier General Gregory Peck assumes command of the group when his
friend, Gary Merrill, cracks under the
strain of countless missions and seeing
his pilots die. Peck whips the "hard-luck"
squadron into shape with relentless efficiency. What he gains as commanding
officer, he loses in friendship between
himself and his men. It winds up that
Peck not only has the Nazis to fight, but
the cold attitude of his squadron, too.
Add to these his own inner conflict between his job as a general and his ordinary human emotions, and you get one
of the sharpest interpretations of a military man to hit the screen. Superb is the
adjective for Peck, and that can be dittoed all the way with Dean Jagger, Hugh
Marlowe, Millard Mitchell and the entire

one, but then again, Danny Kaye isn't
just anyone. Acting not-too-bright, he's
still quite a guy being the gypsy stooge
for Walter Slezak, another gypsy with
strong accent on the GYP. When their
crooked medicine show is forced into
abrupt liquidation, Danny keeps running

town of Brodny, the
mayor of which is Gene Lockhart decidedly a pilfering politician. Mr. L. and
until he reaches the

—

grafting cohorts suspicion that bedraggled stranger Danny is the Inspector
General in disguise. They treat him royally, but smartening up, he realizes something's fishy with the city fathers. He
tends to the situation in a slightly terrific
way. Lots of wonderful comedy in the
his

typical

Kaye manner.

.

.

—

thriller.

Riding High

Paramount

AS

MGM
a young, inexperienced

THE

owner of Broadway Bill, a
race horse, Bing Crosby is really in

element. The only trouble is his
and her poppa, Charles Bickford,
gave Bing a paper-box factory to run instead of the horse. Both think Bing is
crazy dabbling around a stable when, if
he stuck to the factory, he could have his
future wife dabbling in sable. There's another member to the non-horse-loving
his

girl,

Elizabeth Taylor, visits London and

meets dashing Robert Taylor, a major
one of His Majesty's elite Guards, it

in
is

inevitable that a swift case of spontane-

ous combustion set in. His background
and character vouched for, Elizabeth

all-male cast.

marries her major. After their honeymoon they return to London and, in no
time flat. Bob is being called away on
mysterious appointments. Elizabeth gets
perturbed how else when Bob almost
rips off her head for putting on a pair of
eyeglasses she's found in a dirty old coat
of his. She stumbles across several other
strange items connecting to her spouse's
odd behavior, and they add up to a nasty
answer. No, not another woman, another
nation.
It's
an all-around tense spy

.

Conspirator

WHEN

Stephen McNally's attempts to kill her send
Ida Lupino into frenzy in "Woman In Hiding."

fiancee

On The Town
(Technicolor)

MGM

NOT

for a long time has a musical like

come out of Hollywood. Based
on the Broadway play of the same name,
it stars Frank Sinatra, Gene Kelly, Jules
Mun.shin, Betty Garrett, Ann Miller and
Vera-Ellen. As if that isn't a big enough
drawing card, the story of the three
sailors on a 24-hour shore leave in New
York City, is a happy adventure-packed
whirl sparked with .songs and dances.
There's plenty of romance, too, what
with Gene Kelly searching for Miss Turnstiles, a gal who.se face he saw on a poster
ad; Frankie getting tangled up with female taxi-driver. La Belle Garrett; and
Jules Mun.shin being pursued by a .society wench. Wonder how all that can happen in 24 hours.^ Hah! Guess you don't
this

know

sailors.

.

.

.

The Inspector General
(Technicolor)

Warner Brothers

M
12

AYBE
Kaye

things that happen to Danny
could never happen to any-

Larry Dobkin, Paul Stewart, Dean Jagger, Gary Merrill find the relentless efficiency of
Gregory Peck, their commander, hard to take in 20th Century- Fox's "Twelve O'Clock High."

Jewelry
for

fit

a

Movie Queen!

domorous you! . . . with a brtllionf
two-ton« necklace of sparkling
white and glistening colored stones. Enticing
dongle earrings and pin complete this gorgeous matching set. Enchanting accessaries
for street-wear and "off the shovlder"
dresses.

Clarence Muse, Bing Crosby and Coleen Gray
add bright musical gayety to "Riding Higti."

a jug of wine make
"The Inspector General."

Below: Barbara Bates and

Danny Kaye happy

in

family: young Coleen Gray, a lass with a
crush on Bing. So, when Bing strikes out
to enter Broadway Bill in a National
Handicap race, Coleen trots along. Unfortunately. Bill gets a bad cold, and
Bing can't raise the entry fee money. Bill
does run the race, and what a race
(You'd think everyone in the audience
had a saubucJc on his nose, the way they
act.) Bing's songs aren't up to par but
there are rack track characters galore and
the race itself.

4/5 ocf uoJ

it's

a gift at these prices!

^

$2.50

Earrings.

.......

1.00

/^S

...

...

1.50

fJBM

Pin

Fed. Tax inc.. Postpaid, no C. 0. 0.

Choice of stone colors:
All

white; or white and simulated
aqua, ruby, or emerald.

Don't delay, order TODAY!

West Side

BERTELLE, INC.

MGM
SOPHISTICATED

siz^^^^^^^^^"^^^^^.

Necklace

I

East Side,

.

57 Wesleyan Ave., Proy.

melodrama about

7, R.

I.

BEAUTIFY YOUR HANDS!

successful and wealthy New Yorkers.
Barbara Stanwyck, a young matron married to James Mason, finds that money
especially when your
isn't everything
husband can't unhook himself from sultry
glammer-gal Ava Gardner. True, Ava is
a wicked wench but Mason quietly outdoes her by always promising Barbara
he'll change, which he doesn't do. Then
Barbara meets Van Heflin, who is for
real. She sees the difference in men but

—

not before Mason gets embroiled in Ava's
well-timed murder. A neat package with
a neater array of star names.

HERE'S REAL

Montana

BEAUTY NEWS
(Technicolor)

iraculous lortolized

Warner Brothers

A RIP-ROARING

Western with the

MGM

can

munch

all

that

shaper. Quickly, easily

and safely removes

Montana

ragged

grass 'longside the cattle. Because one of
the cattle barons is Alexis Smith, it seems

simple chore for irrepressible Errol
to get all the grazing land he wants. BT.'T
cattle owners hate sheep men
according
to them, sheep ruin the range. Alexis
leases Errol a section of her land thinking
he wants it for cattle. When she learns
the truth, ZOWIE! Definitely a light

cutting.

No

—

fuss!

No

No

muss.'

bofher!

The same Blue Cross remover
used by professional beauticians since

1933— now available
CUTICLE SHAPER

to

you.

AND REMOVER ....

LARGE REFILL 25c
AT LEADING 5 AND 10

Robert Young and Barbara Hale share embarrassing situation in "And Baby Makes Three."

cuticles.

No more dangerous

like a

horse-opera what with "Cuddles" Sakall
on hand, and the handsome Errol break-

In

purse-sized plastic

usual theme. The switcheroo is:
Errol Flynn is a sheep rancher who aims
to break the monopoly on grazing land so
his sheep

remover

cuticle

Elizabeth Taylor and Robert Taylor in tense
scene in "Conspirator,"
British film.

OR SEND
Dept. S-2.

30c

AND DRUG STORES

(STAMPS)

TO VONETT SALES CO.

645 N. Mortel Ave., Hollywood 36, Calif.
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Frank Sinatra, Betty Garrett, Jules Munshin, Ann Miller, Gene Kelly and Vera-Ellen
in "On The Town," a happy adventure-packed musical sparked with songs and dances.

ing out into a right nice bit of crooning.

Side Street

MGM

FILMED

for the

most part

in

New

is a young husband whose wife, Cathy
O'Donnell, is about to enter a charity
ward for the birth of their baby. As a
part-time letter carrier, he knows that in
a law office, to which he delivers mail,
containing $200.
there's
a portfolio
Against his better judgment. Granger
breaks into the file, takes the briefcase
and instead of $200, finds $20,000. With
such a sum lying around a cheap lawyer's
office there's apt to be something crooked
afoot blackmail and murder, for example, and Granger becomes a reluctant
part of it all. Grim, but top-notch mystery with Paul Kelly and James Craig
included in the cast.

dence that police

murder

To keep

her.

herself listed as dead, until she has eviwill believe. Ida changes
her identity and starts looking for McNally 's ex-girl who knows plenty. Instead of the girl, she finds something better
Howard Duff. Duff likes her, wants
to help, and unwittingly just about sends
her to another early grave.

—

.

.

.

—

In

Smith and Errol Flynn are
in "Montana," Western yarn.

getting proof that he killed her father beside attempting to

Woman

Alexis

enemies

Lupino and Stephen McNally sharing
holy-wedded terror, the plot takes many
spine-tingling twists and turns. Returning from the would-be watery grave to
which McNally sent her, Ida embarks on

City, the cameras let you in on
another side of city life. Farley Granger

York

Below:
friendly

However, Mr. Jones (Dennis Morgan)
stole the films from her because the
tractor

is

a highly secret

Navy

invention

and rather than have the secret revealed,
better Jane should be considered psycho.
Much more madness follows before matters right themselves and the Navy has
the film and Dennis has Jane

Hiding

.

Universal-International

THILLING

suspense yarn of a

Hmmmmm!

.

woman
Borderline

whose husband makes several almostsuccessful attempts to kill her. With Ida

Universal-International

LOADS of comedy mixes with narcotics

Adele Mara makes things a little easier for
John Agar in Republic's "Sands Of Iwo Jima,"
Temptation proves too much for Farley Granin "Side Street." Cathy O'Donnell co-stars.

ger

The Lady Takes

A

Sailor

Warner Brothers
comedy
WACKY
a lady

with Jane Wyman
who goes away
for a rest and gets involved in such
screwy goings-on that folks doubt her
sanity. Why shouldn't they? Jane tells
people that, when her sailboat was
wrecked, she was rescued by a man called
David Jones, was taken to shore in a submarine-tractor and an octopus got caught
in the tractor treads. Films she took of
the octopus would show she isn't nuts.
as

14

.

Fair exchange!

scientist

smuggling when Policewoman Claire
Trevor tries to get the dope on a largescale smuggling outfit. She gets on the
right track okay but finds she'll have to
help gunman Fred MacMurray smuggle
the stuff into the States to learn who is
the big boss. Posing as man and wife,
Claire and Fred head for the border with
another narcotics dealer, thinking of hijack, hot on their trail. With all this
smuggling, Claire and Fred manage to
find time for some snuggling, too. Wha'
oppens when Claire is to turn Fred over
to the authorities? Just what you'd expect, only funnier.

Paid

In Full

Paramount

TAUT
motherhood, one of the
love

drama about two kinds
selfish

of
variety

for the
lips

Wyman

Jane

wacky comedy

gives

"The Lady Takes A

Sailor," with

whirl

a

in

Dennis Morgan.

men

won't like

it,

also.

Captain China
Paramount

AVAST ye landlubbers!

Rudder

to the

Batten down the hatches.
mounThere's no water shortage here
tainous waves all over the place, ships
smashing on coral reefs, freighters getting
tossed around like flotsam, or is it jetsam? Anyhow, this Captain China boy,
John Payne, is one fine skipper despite
everyone thinking he got stinko one night
and wrecked his ship. He sets out to
portside!

.

.

.

show it was First Mate Jeffrey Lynn who
done the dirty work so's he could get
Payne's job. Lynn won't talk until his
ship almost sinks. Luckily for him, John
Payne is aboard as a passenger!! Edgar
Bergen, Michael O'Shea are present, too.
Gail Russell supplies romantic interest.
After viewing Payne's chest, the gal slips
into his cabin to inquire: "Got a match.
.

.

?"

Yup,

s'

help me!

he loves, use

Above: Reward poster upsets Audie Murphy and
Martin Garralaga in "The Kid From Texas."

LYPTONE

Give Us This Day

new long length

Eagle-Lion Release

LIPSTICK

and the other a study of sacrifice. Diana
Lynn, married to Robert Cummings,

whom sister Lizabeth Scott has always
loved, thinks her baby is her own possession and everybody else, including the
father, hands off. Lizabeth, on the other
hand, leans so much toward the unselfish
attitude, that she has a baby knowing
the child's birth will kill her. Why she
gives her life so the baby may be born is
absorbingly told in flashback. A typical
'"woman's picture," there's no reason why

glamorous

BASED

on Pietro Di Donato's novel
years back, "Christ In
Concrete." About an immigrant Italian
of

several

bricklayer,

Sam Wanamaker,

the picture

deals with his tragic economic struggle as
a laborer. It also is an account of Wanamaker's marriage to a young Italian girl.
Lea Padovani. They move into a dismal

tenement after their honeymoon and
hope to save pennies in order to get $.500
for down payment on a house. With depression, their meagre savings go completely. His family nearing starvation,
Wanamaker agrees to work as a foreman
knowing the job is unsafe. The accident
which proves this is one of the most horrible ever filmed. Aside from a few scenes,
it's a heart-breaking drama which actually happened.

So easy now to have luscious,
glamorous lips! Shape them
the Hollywood way with Blue
W altz Lyptone in its new long
length case. Never smears or
blurs; stays color-bright
longer because it's "stayonized"!

Sands Of Iwo Jima
Republic

BLUE WALTZ

John Wayne and John Agar
appear as two United States Marines
constantly at cross-purposes. However,
the dislike Agar feels for Wayne, the

STARS

the perfume
after a

hard-bitten sergeant, is only part of the
which primarily honors the Ma-

picture,

man's heart!

10c and 25c

Corps which landed on Tarawa and
later Iwo Jima, where the famous flagraising on Mt. Suribachi took place.
(Please turn to page 72)

sizes

rine

at all cosmetic counters
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TO GLORIFY BRUNETTE HAIR
CHESTNUT BROWN

DARK BROWN

gleaming
/S

BROWN

REAlty STREAKED WITH

Nothing adds years

to

your looks like

BLACK

hair

GRAY?
dull, faded, or

gray-streaked hair. So learn the secret of women who
look young thanks to Nestle Colorinse!
Its rich, concentrated color gives hair radiant beauty
and lustre. For its lemon-rinse action removes soap
film. Leaves hair silken-soft. Get genuine Colorinse. To
blend in gray, use shade darker than your hair.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. rich lustrous brown.
gorgeous, gleaming, dark brown.
.

.

deep satiny black.

7 Other Enchanfing Shades!
Also iry

NESTLE COLORTINT
Same beautiful shades
in

a triple-sfrengfh rinse.

Lasts

through 3 shampoos!

^M!^ COLORINSE 6

rm$e$

uneven wave. Too small strands
permit the waving lotion to evaporate too quickly and leave you with little
loose,
will

or no curl. If
curlers,

j'our

should be

It-

will

be

if

you use a recognized brand, follow instrucand double check each point listed here

tions carefully

you are using the new spin
winding strand of hair
inches wide and 1 inch

deep. The spin curlers are in one piece,
eliminating fitting rubber bands to the
curling rods, incidentally a time-saver,
and with little teeth on the winding rod
that grip the end paper firmly and give
you a good start on winding. If you use
other types of curlers, check exactly the
amount of hair that should be rolled on
these curlers.
Start wanding curls in the neckline section because the hair here takes longer to
curl. Wrap the section about your face
next and leave the crown of the head
for last.

Check and double check on timing, for
is where you are most likely to make

this

a mistake.

By Courtenay Marvin

definite pattern,
will

and your

finished

wave

be more uniform.

Watch

these two points in winding
your curls. Too large strands of hair
wrapped on the curler will result in a

FOR
country,

millions of pretty heads in this
the home permanent is old
hat stuff. They're sophisticates at
the business of producing bright, buoyant
curls for themselves in a very short time
and at a mere song in cost. The ranks of
the home permanent devotees include the
Social Register, the stage (see Mary
Martin), the screen (see Lucille Ball and

good portion of the Hollywood sisterhood), possibly you and myself.
Progress, however, being the aim of
this circle of the beauty business, this
seemed the proper season to check up
and report on any angles that might contribute to the -perfection of your next
home permanent. Accordingly, I asked
the home beauty consultant for a leading
home wave manufacturer to list the imIX)rtant steps to watch. For no matter
how perfected the method, itself, there
is plenty of room for human error if we
undertime or overtime, wind carelessly,
o) use too little or too much of this or
that. Here are the points our consultant
deems of vital importance; you, meanwhile, having read the directions completely through and having noted the
key steps. Then reread and double check
until your busy brain has absorbed every

a

detail.

Wash your
beginning
sliampoo

hair

your

immediately before
permanent. A

home

is really part of the process.
or excess oil on your hair fibres
may interfere with the action of the waving lotion. U.se a mild shampoo, prefer-

Any

soil

ably one with a soapless detergent base.
This type of shampoo will cleanse thoroughly even in very hard water. Furthermore, it will rin.se completely in clear
water. This is important since no prepared rinse, not even good old kitchen
lemon or vinegar, can be used before a

home permanent.
Be careful about
sections.
.sons for

dividing your hair in
There are two important reathis. First, roiling your hair on

curlers is much easier w'hen .sections are
diviflcd off and held out of the way with

rubb' r bands. Second, your winding will
be neater and more even if you follow a
16

The

length of time your hair

must remain in curlers depends on the
texture and condition of your hair. Fine
hair will wave quicker than medium hair,
and coarse hair takes longest. Directions
will give you a [Please turn to page 68)

All-important timing depends on texture and condition of hair. Lucille Ball, star of Paramount's "Fancy Pants" and home permanent devotee, times her wave as adeptly as her comedy.

Cobina Wright's
Is

Party Gossip
Continued from page 11
Mille to

celebrate

the

success

your

little

long? You're

tactful.

diplomatic

of

9.'A UOWlj

his

"Samson And DeUlah." It was held on
the corner of Yme and Selma Streets, in

a
I1

the lobby of a gorgeous glass-and-chrobank, built on the site where DeMille made his first Hollywood picture,
"The Squaw Man." But instead of asking any of DeMille's present-day stars,
the guests were most of those who rose
to stardom under DeMille's aegis during
the silent days. I was afraid it might be
a little pathetic, because the only times
that silent screen stars ever seem to hit
the headlines is when they are found living ill poverty or dying in distress of
some kind. However, I was delighted to
discover how prosperous, well-gTOomed
and handsome so many of these "greats"
of yesteryear appeared.

mium

The appearance

finger

THE CAPTIVATING HAND
One

of

Watch

a series

for y our

.

:

.

hand

Bea Lillie
Broadway hit
was the signal

of inimitable

in Los Angeles as star of the

musical, "Inside U. S. A.,"
for a Hollywood reunion of many of the
troupers who got their start with her in
the old "Chariot Revue" days. Most of
them have migrated to the West Coast and
Bea was delighted to find so many of her
old pals on hand. First, there was Reginald
Gardiner, the initial one to succumb to the
lure of Hollywood films. Then there was
Clifton Webb, whose baby-sitting Mr. Belvedere has made him a permanent California resident. And, among others, Gertrude Lawrence, who held out for a long
time, until screen tests of her role in "Glass
Menagerie" proved so terrific that she had
to sign with
Bea, herself, has no intention of staying
in Hollywood, but as she told me, at the
party which Clifton gave in her honor, she
was happy to find that so many of her
friends were doing so well in the cinema.

Does your head

line

run' straight across your

palm

?

You have

a

magnetic personality

MGM.

Another favorite with the English colony out here is lovely Joan Fontaine,
who, now that she is divorcing Producer
Bill Dozier, Uves alone with her infant
daughter in her beautiful Brentwood
home. Joan is one of the most devoted
mothers I know and since she prefers to
take care of her child herself, seldom goes
out, but prefers to entertain in her own
house, which, in addition to having a

swimming pool

set in a hilltop garden,
also has a glass facade, commanding a

You're original,

Does your charm show

Whether

or not you believe

charm-

it

in yotu"

hand?

does, your

well-groomed fingertips show you're
fashion-'wise.

Typical of her intimate little dinner
parties is the one she gave the other evening. Doffing the kitchen apron ichich

—

artistic, a

ing entertainer

breath-taking view of the city.

she had been wearing luhile .'she, personally, prepared a whole buffet of beef-kidney pie, tossed salad, a loonderful roast
ham, Yorkshire pudding and brandy-andmolasses "crunchies," she donned a pair
of spangle-embroidered raspberry pajamas to greet her guests.
Altogether, it was a very delightful and
intimate evening, but that is what makes
social life on the Western front so fascinating
the contrast betiveen lavish,
expensive affairs one evening and charming inforjnal get-togethers, the next.

your ring finger long,

Is

the knuckles straight, the tip flattened?

When

you use Dura-Gloss, your

fingertips say you're practical, too.

Dura-Gloss means

For

exciting shades, quick

application, long lasting beauty
all

OURA-GLOSS

yours for only

.

.

°W"'
Guaranteed by

lo^'-.

Good Housekeeping

innr.

DURA- GLOSS NAIL POLISH
non-smear remo\er
)1949

loti

lobofotones. Poterson, N.

J

lo^*

and

founded by

E

25<'- ...

T

Reynolds

lipstick 25?^

XC!)^
Prices plus tax
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.

his

one

is

a True Story.

.

of the great personal
stories of our time...

/

way it happened one woman who will

told the
to

live

it

from fbe

forever!

best-selling Book-of-fhe-Monfh

and

Reader's Digest sensation

by Agnes Newton Keith

!

1

wifh

Patric

Directed by

Knowles

•

Florence

JEAN NEGULESCO

Screen Play by Nunnally Johnson
18

•

•

Sessue Hayckawa
NUNNALLY JOHNSON

Desmond

Produced by

•

Based on the Book by Agnes Newton Keith

•

^
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Gregory Peck and

his wife

party after Royal

Command

Left: Jean Simmons,
star of

Ann

at the

Savoy Hotel

Film Performance.

Sothern, Richard Todd,

"The Hasty Heart," meet Her Majesty.

XEWSREEL

Ann Sofhern and Michael Wilding dance together
He's

Warners'

at

the

H.

M. Queen Elizabeth welcomes

Flynn

Savoy.

at

in

The Royal Command

"Stage

a

Film

Fright."

bearded Errol
Performance.

Elizabeth Taylor, relaxing at Giro's with Dick Long, after finishing "A
Place In The Sun" for Paramount and "Drink To Me Only," for MGM.

Ava

Left:

soon

to

"East
Side,"

Gardner,
be seen in
Side, West

is

currently

enjoying a vacation in
Gotham before departing for Europe.
Her romance with

Howard Duff

is

over.

Right: Marilyn Maxwell sharing a happy

evening at Mocambo
with Andy Maclntyre.
Their steady dating
strengthens the reports

that

bells

will

wedding
ring

them sometime

The

for

soon.

stars themselves are just as inter

ested as you are in what goes on in
the most discussed place in the world

By Lynn Bowers

I

20

Red Skelton and his wife greet friends in the row behind them during intermission at open"A La Carte," a musical revue. Red's gay banter intrigues the Johnny Weissmullers.

ing of

IRENE DUNNE'S

charming home
was the setting for a party given in
honor of Lady Muriel Huggins, wife
of the Governor-Genera] of Jamaica and
a most attractive lady, who was in this
country on a lecture tour. Irene assembled quite a cosmopolitan group to
meet the visitor Loretta Young and
Tom Lewis, Elizabeth Taylor, with her
mother and father, Sir Charles Mendl.
Dolly Walker, Artist Tony Duquette,
British Consul Robert Hadow, Designer
Gilbert Adrian, and his small, beautiful
wife Janet Gaynor, Columnists Princess
Conchita Pignatelli, Harry Crocker and
Brandy Brent, and Producer Harriet
Parsons. The Lady Mollie flipjjed a group
of us Americans by asking when Texas
was admitted to the United States the
Lone Star state was next on her speaking
tour. We all tried to cover our confusion
(or should we say ignorance) by trying
to convince each other that Texas had

—

—

Ben Cage explains how television works to Esther Williams

on her

visit

to

his

TV

studio.

never joined the U. S.. but we didn't get
away with it. Everyone who does know,
please hold up his hand. Being a Hollywood booster from away back, we were
gratified to hear all the complimentary
things Lady Huggins had to say about
our town on her first visit.
*

*

*

There's a new. halj-pint size mailbox
and it's
in the stars' post-office at
right next to Judy Garland's. It belongs
to Judy's young sprmit, Liza Minnclli.
and is the little one ever proud! She got
so much fan mail as a resv.lt of her

MGM

appearance in "In The Good Old Snmni^rtime" that the studio gave her the
•star treatment as a reward.
*

»

Another happy kid is the daughter of
Don and Gwen O'Connor, because of the
new pet U-I gave her. He's the mule
{honest) who played the title role in
"Francis," Don's (Please turn to page 54)

Suave Reginald Cardiner
ing father

when

it

comes

is

to

just

another dot-

young son, Peter.

Jane Powell, Hollywood's newest bride, is
guest of Cordon MacRae on his radio program.

—

mistakes lUomen Olahe
Is

your

man becoming

aren't handling

a problem? Maybe you
care, says Virginia

him with

By Virginia Mayo

I

FIRST,
I like

want to say
think we're fine and

for the record, I

women.

indispensable.

I

But

I believe

we make

many mistakes in managing
men. What we need to do is work

our
out
a routine, a set of rules to go by and.
once we develop this scientific yardstick,
If
life can be simple and nearly ideal.
there were such a thing as a forum on
How To Keep A Man Hapjyy, I have a
few pet ideas on this subject and I'd try
to answer questions, if I were asked. If
I
had the floor, here's what I'd .say if
far too

anyone was interested.
Why do women say 'Men! They're all
alike?" There should be a law against
this particular cliche.

It's

a thoughtless

statement and I don't beheve the women
who say it mean that for one solitary
second. Men are no more alike than
th^n women are all alike. Regarding men
.

.

.

and

as anything but highly specialized

complicated individuals
ber

One on my

fist.

is

They

as their fingerprints,

Mistake

Num-

are as different

thank heaven.

would be a dreary world
So now that this point

if

is

It

they weren't.
proved, more

pick another category. Why
do we say "Men are just overgrown
boys?" This is usually uttered with a
certain amount of tender tolerance and
there's more than a grain of truth to the
words. BUT, in my opinion, this is an
or

less, let's

"among

us girls" type of remark

that

a whisper only when all
males are well out of earshot. The implication is that man is immature; that
we are in the child-raising, instead of the
marriage department. This is damaging
to us and to a gentlemart's self-respect.
Then we have the "After we're married I'm going to make him over" one.
Oh, what a sad blooper that is! It says,
in effect, "This guy's a bit of a schmoo
but he's the best I can get." A man isn't
like a piece of furniture that can be
changed with a coat of varnish or a slip
cover, to be camouflaged and tugged at.
That isn't to say, though, that we can't
help our men improve themselves or their
jobs if we go about it in the right way
that way being to u.se the subtle technique, so the poor devils don't know what
(Please turn to jiage 71)
we're up to.
should be said

In

in

"White Heat," with James Cagney, she
dame who made all fhe mistakes.

played a

a

To

be able to act while you dance is
no cinch, but Vera- Ellen handles the
trick with ease. When she was working
her way to the top in musical comedy,
she learned that grace and skill meant
little if you couldn't project your personality across the footlights. She had
all three, put them together and brought
her assets to Hollywood. Her style
mixture of ballet, tap and personality
is a hit in her latest film, "On The
Town." In the picture, which tries to explain what makes New York the way it is,
Vera-Ellen is chosen "Miss Turnstiles."
Gene Kelly, a gob on the loose, sees her
photo, tries to find her in city's maze.

—

—

ohn Murray Anderson,
for

once
her

whom

Vera-Ellen
worked, called

"Seabiscuit."

One

glance below shows her
to be an easy winner.

Vera keeps figure and
ness by exercise and

fit-

laxation at the beach.

She

re-

comes from Cincinnati, began her dancing career in
New York at age of sixteen.

• •
24
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is

the Cinderella year

Soon you

will see

it

in all its Color, Splendor

and Pageantry, with Music
and ^V^ndrous Fun _

DISNEYS
".r

MUSIC

yO

Put a smile

in

your heart. ..and laughter

A story written in Stardust

...

6 years

in the making... Walt Disney's masterpiece, Cinderella, will give a

gleam to your hopes, a new
your life.

Not only because

it's

new

lift

to

the greatest

YEARS

in

the making

in

your dreams

Ever since "Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs," thousands of people
asked
waited for
have written
Walt Disney to bring the beloved
.

Cinderella to

.

.

.

.

.

it's

love story ever told — though that's

with

reason enough

new magnificence — ready

in love.

if

you've ever been

But because

it's

so full of the

wonderful fun, hilarious characters,

new wonders, new

ready

splendor,

singable songs— the sheer enchant-

heart with a happiness you'll never

ment

forget!

of Disneyland.

TECHNICOLOR

to thrill

no picture ever has!
coming your way to fill your

the world as
It's

musical

Color by

life.

After 6 magical years

A magical

Distributed

RKO

by

Radio Pictures

urt's Private life

Burt watches Cordon Gebert take careful aim
tense scene in his first period picture.

for

He was
car

offered lead
Desire,"

Named

in

"A

Street-

but declined.

up with Burt Lancaster these days and instantly you
CATCH
twice as much action as you ever imagined
are involved
in

could exist. He's become a ball of fire, but I can swear he's
not exploding aimlessly.
\ATien you finally get the chance to do exactly what you want,
after being so bitterly disappwinted you'd given up hope, you'll be
in Burt's present situation. If you're as smart as he is, you may
proceed in his extraordinary fashion. His conduct, off the screen,
certainly is not that of the average man.
Soon, in the surprising "The Hawk And The Arrow." which he
has painstakingly prepared for Warner release, you're going to see
Burt in a different type of film. He is personally responsible for his
striking switch, and he could make it only by gambling boldly on
his own judgment.
Actually, he's been very daring behind the
scenes in Hollywood recently.
Do you realize he turned down every one of the tempting movie
offers, didn't act in a single picture for a whole year after finishing the highly successful "Rope Of Sand?" Jump over to the private part of his life. Do you know that, although he bought his
family a charming house high in the beautiful Bel-Air district over
a year ago, he's never allowed his home to be publicized nor so
much as hosted one pretentious affair there to impress Hollywood
society.''

"Just being discovered overnight doe.sn't make a person lastingly
happy," Burt told me in his dressing-room after I watched him in
a remarkably strenuous episode on his .set. It was the first time I
ever saw any star hung. Well, nearly hung. Burt had a rope tied
around his neck by a masked executioner garbed in dread "midnight
black, and then he dangled from it long enough to fool the villains
who'd handed him this foul fate. I was assured a followup sequel
reveals his pals cutting him down. He revives with bounce, having
figured out this stunt to outwit his enemies. They shot this hanging over three times. I wa« triply awed, because what other star
would have ordered such a twist into a script?
"Sure," Burt said, "it was exciting being turned from nobody
into somebody when I got into pictures. It was a fantastic thrill
to suddenly receive applause when I'd disgusted my.self by having
wound up as an also-ran before the War. Remember, from the time
I was nineteen until I was twenty-seven, I trouped all around
America and, candidly, I couldn't quite make a decent living in
show business. I gave it up." He grinned. "Maybe because I
really was 'a dumb actor' then! As an acrobat in circuses, vaudeville, and Summer fairs, I wasn't allowed to say a word when on.
Of course, it was great to find myself started here in Hollywood.
"Yet after two years it wasn't enough. I'm as grateful as anyone can be. I'm the first to announce that Hollywood gave my
life a meaning.
I love all it's done for me. But you still don't
l)elong to your.self until you go on another step and fight for that
degree of freedom that lets you be your real self. That's what I've
been up to lately. Quietly, for there's no (Please turn to page 58)

trained

which

months
he

used

for

picture,

no

double

Left: Jeanne was cast
in

many ingenue

roles

before she was ready
to portray a girl victimized by racial distinctions in "Pinky,"
20th Century- Fox film.

Right: With her husband, Paul Brinkman,
Jeanne attends "Anna
Lucasta" performance
at the Biltmore Theatre. Paul, himself,

acted, but gave

once

it

up.

Jeanne is Barbara Bates' sister in
the comedy, "Cheaper By The Dozen."

JEANNE

GRAIN, in "Pinky," came
own as a mature, dra-

into her

matic actress. But her studio, 20th
Century- Fox, did not forget that in the
role of a radiant young girl, she has
few peers. So, once again, although
she has two sons of her own, Jeanne
is a teenager in 20th's "Cheaper By
The Dozen," with the redoubtable
Clifton

Bacl^ In

Webb

as a father of twelve.

Her leens flpln

Jeanne, in a scene from "Cheaper By The Dozen," is disciplined by her father, Clifton Webb,
an industrial engineer who applies his theories for saving time and motion to his children's
upbringing. Her sister, Barbara Bates, and brother, Norman Ollcstad, are fascinated witnesses.

Wa
"You'll receive
if

you look as

if

more attention in the world
you were proud of yourself."

Linda likes varied
they

.he.lp

her

to,

roles.

Linda and Paul Douglas during recent broad"I love working on radio," says Linda.

cast.

Linda isn't the outdoor type, but if you
are, she advises you to go in for sports.

Says

be versatile.

WHEN
mous

Linda was
artist

fifteen, I

showed her photograph to a fafaces for a national magazine

who was analyzing

story.. He looked at it for a long time. Then he said:
"This girl is still a child. Her features are blurred with babyhood.
She may marry and drop out of pictures, but if she continues, I
would siiy she can be one of our great actresses. If she makes up
her mind, she can step right along in the talent parade; eventually,
she may lead it."
Now that Linda is a .star in the i)arade, it's time for me to ask

her secrets.

"You must keep stepping, if you stay in a parade," she said,
thoughtfully. "You can't coast", and nobwly is going to push you, or
drag you along.
"I'd say that the first thing is to take care of your health. A sick
person can't march. Have periodic check-ups; if something's wrong,
have it corrected. But don't go around moaning. There's nothi;ig
less interesting than tlie other fellow's headache.
"Have sufficient vanity to look well in public. It's disappointing
to see a girl who should be glamourous in an unpressed suit, with
unten<le<l nails and hair unbrushed. I wear slacks oflF.screen, but
they are always good looking and well tailored." The ones she was
wearing were gray, flattering to her dark hair and eyes, subtly defining the lovely curves of her figure. "Not only actresses should
remember this. You'll receive more attention in the business, professional and scientific worlds if you look as if you were proud of
yourself. There's plenty of expert advice available on how to dress,
make up, walk and behave.
jK)int is; don't let down in public.
What you do in your own room is your business."
Most of us have favorite exercises for the body. Even more important, according to Linfia, is it to keep (Please turn to paijc 63)

My

You, too, can enjoy success

if

you'll

conscientiously follow the basic essentials laid down by Linda Darnell

By Alice

L.

Tiidesley

TWO forthcoming U-l pictures,
INMaureen
O'Hara again reveals
how adept she is at portraying ladies
who lead totally different modes of
life.
As an alluring Arab girl in
"Bagdad,"
her

attempts to avenge
Her lustrous
murder.

she

father's

beauty lends itself to the story's
opulent Arabian Nights quality. Then,
in

of

"G>manche
Jim

Bowie

Territory," the history

(Macdonald

Carey

I,

designer of the hunting knife, she
turns up in tough frontier town as a
hiere, she and
lady saloon keeper,
Carey secure treaty for Comanches.

Susan and Dana Andrews rehearse a love
scene for "My Foolish
Heart." It's story of a
man who has no goal
until he finds Susan.

one of the most expressive
pictures, as demonstrated in this embrace

Her face

is

On

screen Susan

and

vivacious.

dynamic
Actually,
she's shy, introspective,
says husband Jess Barker^
is

a long while it looked as though the
biggest moment in Susan Hayward's career would be the time she tested for and
lost the part of Scarlett O'Hara. There was
a definite lull for Susan thereafter, devoted
mostly to cheesecake. Then, in pictures

IT^OR
_

like

"Smash-up," she showed

"My

what she

Heart," for
Sam Goldwyn, is her latest and as the picture's heroine Susan does her best job yet

could

really

do.

Foolish

Susan and Dana get last-minute directions.
An authentic redhead, she's from Brooklyn.
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Jnsidc Jnfo

On

The No. 1 Playboy
You must hove

o cozy dote
with Peter Lowford before

you

THERE one thing I can't stomIFach
Glamour Boys, especially the

By

is

Triciq Hurst

it's

Hollywood variety. Consequently, I
had made up my mind to heartily dislike one Peter Lawford, long before we
ever met.

him

Despite the fact that

I

liked

and was one of the first
to dash out and buy a copy of his cute
recording "French Les.st>n," I just couldn't

in pictures

.s<;e

He was

his

way

of living off the .screen.

Filmland's

Number One

Play-

boy and, brother, in a town like Hollywood, you've got to go some to deserve
such a title and what's more, keep it as
long as Pete has.
There was a time there when you
couldn't pick up a magazine or n^'wsl>aper without reading alM>ut "The Pas-sing Ivoves Of Peter Lawford," "Why

36

Hasn't Peter Lawford Married?" "Will
Peter Lawford Settle Down?" or "Peter
The Wolf."
After devouring all of this earth-shaking information, there were only two conclusions this writer could come to. The
only female Lawford liad overlooked was
pos.sibly a shaggy-haired leading lady
named Lassie, and secondly the poor boy
just didn't have a home to go to. From
the amount of night club photos in which
he api>eared, I was amazed that he found
time to make an occasional picture for

MGM.
With this information, I got an assign-,
ment to "do Peter Lawford when he gets

really

understand him

With Audrey Young

in

his latest picture for

MCM.

in

"The Red Danube,"
Peter is now 26.

town." It took one solid week for

me

to contact him at the Waldorf-Astoria

where he was staying.
"I'm sorry, but Mr.

Lawford

just

stepped out!"
"Mr. Lawford's room doesn't answer!"
"Mr. Lawford is away for the weekend!"

"Mr. Lawford

left

no word as to when

he'd return!"

Mr. Lawford was obviously a very
busy young man!
No matter how hard I tried to reach
him he was always sprinting off to "21,"

dashing

to Connecticut or going to
the barber's. I ahnost caught him once
in the hotel barbershop, but as luck
would have it he was under a hot towel
and refused to emerge long enough to

Pete,
Carr.

in

his

dressing

They're

in

room,

"Please

with

Bridget

Believe

Me."

Deborah Kerr and Peter, co-stars of MCM's
"Please Believe Me," chat between scenes.

to the phone. I believe I muttered
to the effect of "I hope he
.<calds to death!" and slammed dow-n the

rome

.>;omething
receiver.

Finally, as a last resort. I called Joey

Adams, the comic, who had been doing a
personal appearance with Pete.
"He's in room so-and-so," he told me.
"If you give the room number to the
oyxrator she'll connect you. The best
time to get him is in the morning, nice
and early. He'll be half asleep and won't
be able to think of any reason for not
giving you your story."
Joey's advice worked perfectly and I
made an appointment with a very sleepy
.Mr. Lawford for the same day. At five
o'clock I found myself perched on top of
three packages (Please turn to page 69)
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Together Again
m

V

i
The Murphys while away a long evening on
location with
some four- fingered pianistics.

Dir.

Kurt Neumann, Wm. Talman, Audie and
entertain with a bit of harmony.

Wanda

Audie,
to

a

crack

shot

since

a

boy,

gets

set

show Gale and Wanda some fancy shooting.

Their separation a thing of the past,
and Audie are glad to be together

Wanda
again.

had five ambitions: a husband,
"Ever since my early teens
a house, on Adrian suit, a car and a grey caracul coot,'' confesses June in describing the years which mean the most to her
i

"1943 was the year
came to Hollywood
and started my career in motion pictures."
I

is another chosen year for that's when
adopted daughter, Pamela, arrived."

"1948
our

By June Allyson

WHAT

have been the five most important years in my life? What
are they in any girl's life?
guess is they would include those during
which, if she is career-minded, she started
her work; when she met The Man; when
she married; when she had her first child.
My own choice follows that pattern and
my fifth selection is the past year just
because it's been so wonderful!
The year 1943 will always stand out

My

—

my memory, bad as I am at remembering dates. If it weren't too corny I'd
be inclined to write a poem entitled
"Forty-Three I Love Thee," because that
wsis the year 1 came to Hollywood and
started niy career in motion pictures and
wlien I first met Richard.
It's almost ancient history that I was
in the choruses of several musical shows
on Broadway, finally won a featured
in

.singing

and dancing

role in

"Best Foot

his wife, June Allyson, and David Wayne
Reformer And The Redhead." Dick insisted June be

Dick Powell,

"LasV year also brought me the feeling that at last I had grown up,
that
had matured," says June. "Little things didn't upset me."

Another scene from the
first

I

time.

They met

in

in

MCM's "The

billed over him.

film, in which they are co-starred for the
1943 during making of "Meet The People."

I
Forward" and when that was bought by

MGM

was offered
chance to recreate my .stage role in the film, plus a longterm contract. That capsulized account briiig.> us up to '4.'3
and Hollywood.
That first year here wa.s terribly exciting to me. Naturally, I knew nothing about the making of motion pictures
or the technique involved, but I was so an.xious to leani that
the janitors practically had to sweep me off the sets at closing time. \Mienever I wasn't working I was visiting other
sound stages, watching and trying to learn.
I was quite busy working, too. While the screen adaptation of "Best Foot Forward" was being finished I was given
a part in "Girl Crazy," with Mickey Rooney. What a debut
that was! Perhaps you don't remember, but I can't forget,
that "Treat 'Em Rough" number we did. I had to jostle,
punmiel and bounce Mickey all over a night club stage!
Then followed "Best Foot Forward." which gave me grealr opportunity in the dancing and singing department, plus
a little acting. I was essentially a jitterbug in that. too. but
felt that at last I was on my way.
By then, you sec. although I loved musicals I had decided acting was what I
really wanted. I didn't say much (Please turn to pagf 61)
a

'
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Vic

Damone Entertains

Dazzling Danny Thomas
and Vic Damone is Liz
Taylor.
Occasion was
Vic's cocktail party
at Chianti Restaurant.

Gloria

new

De Haven with

hairdo,

new

beau,

Andre Previn, at Vic's
gathering. She is in
"The Yellow Cab Man."

Vic points to likeliest

canape for Joan Evans
and Dane Clark. Joan
is a daughter of Dale
Eunson, fiction writer.

No more
parfs

naive, teenage

Gloria

for

this

Jean

dignified

picture of the sweet- singing star is any indicaif

tion.

She and Vic are

deep

in

musical

talk while

shop

Dane smiles

at passing acquaintance.

Evelyn Keyes and Kirk
Douglas give rumors of

romance a nice boost
by attending cocktail
party together. He has
coveted role in "Young
Man With A Horn," for
a

Warner

Bros., and she's
scoring in "Mrs. Mike."

The host
for

"A

relinquishes his chores long enough to sing
guests
especially Elizabeth Taylor.
Her next is
Place In The Sun," once "An American Tragedy."

—

Diana Lynn and John Lindsay, her
isn't getting enough food.
Diana's in "Rogues Of Sherwood Forest."

Vic,

husband, feel she

Gou^iilcmd

Keep Your Eye On

COURTLAND
J EROME
these
character
in

in

shots during production of
bia's

"The Palomino." An

open-air

life suits

him

best.

is

right

outdoor

Columathletic,

He

dis-

but might not have
gotten into pictures if he hadn't
attended one where Charles Vidor
offered him a screen test. He was
in his teens then. His first part was
in
"Together Again," with Irene
Dunne and Charles Boyer. Next, he
likes

parties,

scored in "Kiss And Tell," and his
career flourished until he went into
the Army. Seriously injured in a
train
accident at Hiroshima, he
spent many months in an Army hospital, emerged with a medical discharge just in time to take a part
in

film,

"The Man From Colorado."

Jerome, Beverly and supporting player
study lines for the Technicolor film.

Such a Midas Touch has Jose Ferrer that
any role he touches turns to dramatic gold

By Fredda Dudley Balling
Jose's

renown

as versatile

on 20th Century-Fox

lot

actor had preceded him when he arrived
co-starring Cene Tierney.

for "Whirlpool,

"

I

/

Below: During Broadway run of "Silver Whistle," he met and marLike Jose, her avocation is painting.

ried Phyllis Hill, an actress.

WHEN

Jose Ferrer checked into 20th Cen-

tury-Fox for hi.s
the hypnotic heel

role

of

Daind Korvo,

in "^^^li^lpool,"

a

.sus-

co-starring Gene Tierney and
Richard Conte with Mr. Ferrer, there wa.s a
good deal of healthy respect, almost awe, in
the attitude of both fellow players and the
lot's tech'^icians toward the renowned Broadway

penseful

drama

actor.

There was ample reajson for this admiration.
Oscar Hammerstein had said of him, ''Jo.se
Ferrer is a young man who can scare you with
up with laughter as
his lago. double you
Charley's Aunt, and choke you with tears as
Cyrano ... a handy man to have around the
.\merican theatre."

With Director Otto Preminger.

One critic
Women."

believes Jose could even do "Little

Margaret Webster, engaged by the Theatre
Guild to direct "Othello," .saw Jose Ferrer convulse a skeptical Broadway audience with his
hilarious antics as the aunt "from Brazil where
the nuts come from." and promptly decided that
he would be a dazzling (Please turn to page 65)
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1950's Best Vance Team

RECDHD
ROUNDUP
Tops

Movie Music
COMO'S 'A Dream

In

PERRY

Are you

in

the

know?

A

Is

Wish Your Heart Makes" and "Bibbidi-Bobbidi-Boo," both from Walt DisVaughn
ney's "Cinderella," for Victor
.

.

.

Monroe's "So This Is Love," from "Cinderella," and "There's No One Here But
"The Third Man
Me" for Victor
Theme" and "Cafe Mozart Waltz" by
Jerry
Franz Dietschmann for
Wayne's "She Wore A Yellow Ribbon,"
from the movie of the same name and
"I Gotta Have My Baby Back" for CoFran Warren's "My Love
lumbia
Loves Me," from "The Heiress," and
"This Is Where Love Walks Out" for Vic"Big Movie Show In The Sky"
tor ..
and "Mr. Disk Jockey" by Blue Barron
Lisa Kirk's "Copper Canfor
yon," from film of same name, and "Confidentially" for Victor. ...
.

.

.

MGM

.

.

.

.

.

<

.

To win attention, which should you be?

.

MGM

.

I

Fee] like a

Q

Stand-offish

I

A

Learn to shine

something. Whether your

at

specialty's skating,

or beating

boogie,

up

a magpoise! You

'

Great To Be Alive" and "Yodel
Andrews SistersSong" for Capitol
Carmen Miranda and their "Wedding
Samba" and "I See, I See" for Decca
"Sitting By The Windou" and "Scarlet
Ribbons" by Dinah Shore for Columbia
Bing Crosby's "Little Grey Bouse"
Art
and "Stay Well" for Decca
Mooney's "There's A Lovely Lake In
Loveland" and "Home Town Band" for
"Dear Hearts And Gentle
People" and "I Must Have Done Something Wonderful" by Dennis Day for
Frank Sinatra's "Sorry" and
Victor
"Why Remind Me" for Columbia
Bing Crosby-Andrews Sisters "Quicksilver" and "Have I Told You Lately That
Claude
I Love You" for Decca
ThornhilVs "The lotva Indiana Song"
Samand "Johnson Rag" for Victor
my Kaye's "Echoes" and "Careless Kisses" for Victor
Guy Lombardo's "Enjoy Yourself" and "Rain Or Shine" for
Benny Goodman's "You're
Decca
Always There" and "Brother Bill" for
.

MGM

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Capitol.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Is

ly When o new cufie comes
On Morch I7ih
I

...
I

"So This Is
Love" and "There's No One Here
But Me" for Victor
Dick Haymes'
"Lost In The Stars" and "Thousands Of
]\Iiies" for Decca
Sarah Vaughan's
"The Lord's Praver" and "Sometimes I
.

.

.

A

.

!

Under her charm bracelet
gals,

the

wearin'

I

of the green

.

.

.

it

— if

you'd

rate

in

Dabbing your wrist with cleaning

MGM

Dance With Ma" for Victor
Tony
Martin-Fran Warren doing "I Said My
Pajamas" and "Have I Told You Lately
That I Love You" for Victor
Vic
Damone's "Sitting By The Window" and
"Nice To Know You Care" for Mercury
Peggy Lee-Mel Torme singing "The
Old Master Painter" and "Bless You"

You

see,

those

vealing outlines

grooming!
fluid

does

pressed ends prevent re-

flat
.

.

.

I

keep you super-poised!

I

A monitor
A prom chaperone
A sharp shade

— Big

Bother is watching you So ? Ten
to one he's admiring that bright-as-a-newpenny outfit of yours the new copper
color that's wowing the school. Add copper
Pst

!

:

pearls, coral lipstick

— it's

knockout! You're

fashion-right with any shade of the russet
if it becomes you. And on problem
you're right (protection-wise) with
any of the Kotex "family" of 3 ahsorhencies.
Whichever you choose, you'll have extra
protection with that special safety center.

family,

days,

.

.

.

j

j

/Hore
'

c/?oose

^OTEX*

a// of/fer san/Yary nafihhs

I

|

.

ivo/rje/7

I

•

.

I

n

the trick. As for banishing telltale lines (on
trying days), that's no trick at all, for Kotex.

.

Motherless Child" for

.

fown

reserved for St. Patrick's Day.
They're the belles who live in their charm
bracelets — come sleep or showers. Does
telltale gree« lurk beneath your bangles?

Remove

.

W'ayne King's "Melissa" and "Come

for Capitol.

fo

isn't just

MONROE'S

.

I

For some

Other Toppers

Feel Like

green-

.

.

VAUGHN

What does "campus copper"
mean to you?

a gal most likely to
see

•

•

.

.

..

.

its

.

.

.

either.

new Kotex. This softness holds
shape
for Kotex is made to stay soft
while you wear it! What's more, your new
Kotex Wonderform Belt won't twist, curl,
cut. It's made with DuPont Nylon elastic!

fort of the

doing

JO"It's

.

it's

net to males. Buoys )"our
needn't retreat on
those
days,

Tops In Pops
ST AFFORD -Johnny Mercer

.

The helpless fype

Not when you have the cushion-soft com-

.

.

delish cookie batters, you'll find

.

Q

specialisf

sheep, in your crowd?

little lost

3 ABSORBENCfES.-

KB&UMR, JUA/fOK. SUf£K.

BERT BROWIS
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Exhibit of
Fashion
Selections

Foshion Selection

#120

young

actress

Gloria

Hamilton (above), supporting lead in Broadway's hit musical
revue "Lend An Ear," selects a fashion-right Cynara crepe
dress by Teen-Timers, division of Princess, Jr. Precisiondesigned for fit and flare, it features blue-and-white check
taffeta trim on the wide collar and cuffs and on the four
front skirt panels and four front self buttons.
Available
in navy only, in junior sizes 9 to 15.
Sells for about $9.

left)

—

FOR INFORMATION where to purchase your fashion selections on these pages in or near your city,
write to Kay Brunell, Fashion Editor, Screenland, 444 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

#117

Gloria Hamilton (above, at
York's Parke- Bernet Galleries with
pert Dorothy Babbs (above, at right) who, like Gloria,
has an important featured role in "Lend An Ear." They
wear Lassie, Jr., coats of 100% virgin wool. Lassie,
Jr., has given these 28-inch double-breasted coats full,
generous lines; belted back; large, roomy pockets and
wide cuffs. Here are the perfect mates for your suits
and skirt-and-blouse ensembles, as well as your tailored
dresses. Gloria's topper is a Barkley Square check and
is available in soft shades of gold, pink, grey and beige
sires 9 to 15. Dorothy's coat is a Glen check that
comes in navy-red, brown-red and black-red combinations
—sizes 7 to 15. Each about $35. Credit Walter Florell
for their hats. Their gloves are American-knit shorties.

Fashion Selection

Lovely

visits

New

Gloria
Hamilton and
Selection #118
Dorothy Babbs know you can't beat Ship 'n Shore for
blouse style and value. Gloria's blouse (below) is
of combed mercerized sanforized gingham. Dorothy's
(right) is fashioned from a soap-and- water fabric of
Both blouses are
rayon linen weave called Irelin.
shirtwaist styles with action-back pleats, convertible collars; long shirt-tails and breast pocket. The
gingham blouse comes in two color combinations
red and blue, green and navy. The Irelin blouse
high
colors, both pastels and
is
available in
11
shades. Sizes 30 to 40. Priced at about $3 each.

Fashion

—

Fashion Selection
Gloria and

#119

The

slim skirts

worn by

Dorothy are Louis Geiger, Inc., fashions
100% wool, styled by Charlotte Phelan.

sheer
Both have all-around permanent pleating. Gloria's
has one-half-inch box pleats, while
skirt (below)
Dorothy's (right) features the new mushroom pleating. They come in six colors
aqua, pink, mint, beige,
navy and black. Sizes 10 to 18. Cost about $13 each.
of

—

Phutographs by

Muky

in Parke-Bernet Galleries

SEND THIS COUPON
Fashion
Editor,
Koy Brunell,
444 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.

Screenlond,

to

of

store

near you selling

#117
#118
#119
#120

Nome

Glen Check

Y., for

your foshion

name

selections.

Barkley Square

Gingham

Irelin

Box Pleat

Mushroom

Pleot

Dress

Age ....

Street Address

City and State
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STAR BUYS
THE

Miss Caliente, Sanforii's sensa-

tional box-type coat has entered into

the fashion picture of 1950 with its multiple uses. First of all, it's gay. Too, it's
warm 100% wool and it's daring. How
extraordinarily nice to wear around your
home wlun the weather is nippy
how

—

—

.

.

.

unique and charming to wear over a
semiformal or formal when you are en
route. You'll find more uses for it than
we have space here to tell you about.
There are no two designs alike. But every

NEW

THE

STYLE SENSATION

r/ie Coa/ of 100] Uses/
You'll look smart and feel smart in this flattering
coat from South of the Border. 1 00% light weight

wool — beautiful hand embroidered designs — all
the color and gaiety of Old Mexico. No two
exactly alike! Order today!

^

95

\^

^P^'^i beach, dress,

^^'^^^^

wear. Choice of

street or casual

You'd guess
20.00

color in red, green, blue or white.
Sizes 10 to 18

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
SAN FORD'S
6356 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.

design is gay, warm and cheerful. You'll
find yourself so attached to it, you'll take
it everywhere. It will be a "love" in your

GOOD, sensible, wearable, comFOR
fortable shoes, Kirby gives real value.
have yet to feel a softer shoe, in a style
so durable. The kind you can put on and
wear right from the start. So if you want
to know real foot joy and comfort, it's
the Kirby shoe for you. Women who
have to use their feet a lot nurses, sales
people or even the active housewife or
sportswoman will find they can look
smart as well as tailored while in the
comfort of the Kirby shoes. After all, if
I

—

—

your

feet

good, you certainly are

feel

and you

better to look at

feel better.

wardrobe.

SWING

toward the sweater girl lines
with Accentuates
one of the newer interpretations of 'he mould needed
for your new fashions. They leave no
tell-tale ridges where they join to the
body and they can be worn with or without a bra. They are particularly good for
bathing suits or the new strapless gowns,
and they fit securely because they are
thought out to fit your body with pre.

.

.

WOMEN with heavier
Cartwright

breasts will be
grateful to the
Brassiere
Company for their wonderfully thoughtout styling of their new Engagement Bra.
It is made of a beautiful durable satin

and fashioned to fit right. It will stay
secure and be unusually comfortable as

Name

cision.

has one-inch elastic on the straps.
There are inverted pockets on the inside
of the bra to give an appropriate uplift
look and a sturdy band to fit over the
diaphragm to give an added feeling of

Addresi-

make you

security.

Please send

me "Miss

Mar.
Caliente" coat

_2nd choice_

_Color_

Size

S

_State_

City

C.O.D.
Check
Money Order
We pay postage if remittance accomponies order.
°'snle' tox in Calif. 3% in Los Angeles)
(Add ?"

This expert craftsmanship will
feel at ease with your most
daring costumes. With Accentuates you
can now always look well built, no matter what you wear.

What

Hollywood

WITH

,

,

will

molded from Hollywood
models.

Wear them

or without bras

.

.

with

.

even with strapless swim
suits ond evening gowns.
Now enjoy thot new
contour blending with
the new styles. Only
$3.95 a pair. Moiled
in ploin package. Order
today and become any
size you desire!

*

*

ITEMS,

—

BOX 66 9,
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MGM

she's

they were sooooo dreamy and wished out
loud to Esther that she could be in her
next picture so she could get out of those
little cotton dresses. Esther cracked back
at June, "Who ever heard of a bathing
suit with a Peter Pan collar.'"'

ORDER BY MAIL TODAY!
ALLIED

-Zone

Slole-

much

water.

ready, willing and able to
make two pictures before next August
after that she's expectin' to be expecting
another baby. Esther's formal bathing
suits in "Duchess Of Idaho" will create
a fashion riot, if we're any kind of a
prophet. One is made of sea-green sequins and bugle bead fringe. Another
number is strapless waterproof black
velvet embroidered in white. June Allyson ga.sped when she saw them thought

actually

,

Talking About!

Yvonne De Carlo happily took off for
New York with the promise of an operatic
audition. The gal's really serious about a

Esther Williams has advised

no one

Brunell, Fashion Editor

after so

that

realistic

Kay

latest

*

So

now look chic as well as be
comfortable in the latest fashions.

Itself Is

picture. Don, Gwen and Francis
spend most of their time in or around the
swimming pool. Mules, y'know, love the

ever suspect

The woman who has heavier

breasts can

Continued from page 21

WAY

THE SCIENTIFIC

it

June Haver kept herself busy before
going into "I'll Get By" doing radio
work, some charity appearances, and by
personally answering every single letter
of sympathy she received after the tragic
death of her fiance, Dr. John Duzik. Certainly here's a gal who deserves happiness

that's
*
*

been sad.
*

career at the Metropolitan. And, just to
keep her feet on the ground, she also flew
to Puerto

Rico for an appearance on
Gardner's "Duffy's Tavern" show.
*

Ed

*

*

Ty Power and his Linda were so glad to
get back to Hollywood, but Ty's pleasure was somewhat dampened when 20th
told him his next picture would be "Land

Down Under"

which

in Australia for

being

calls for his

some time! The Powers

did get in a vacation at their favorite

Mexican

One

resort,
*

of

our

Acapulco, though.
*

*

young

favorite

actors,

lanky Jerome Courtland, took over the
job of baby sitting with his five-year-old
brother while their attractive mother
took a New York vacation. How about
this
guy's
performance in "Battleground?" One of the best in a terrific
cast,

we thought.
*

RKO
picture

*

deal.

to a three-

just plain
starring part will
Errol two-reeler called "My

Ermintrude and her
be in a Leon

*

new star
Her name is

has signed a

first

Fine Feathered Friend." If you ain't
guessed it by now, Ermintrude is a talking chicken.
if

The
stay.
Jr.,

*

*

Barrymores are definitely here to

The romantically handsome John,
such fine work in "The Sun-

did

downers" that

he's

been given an even

more important role in "Deadfall." With
his Aunt Ethel coaching and advising
him, the youngest Barrymore actor
couldn't go wrong.
*

The French
so chaperoned

that she

*

*

cutie, Cecile

by her papa

Aubry. was

in

had only one date

Hollywood

— the

lucky

guy was Bob Arthur, 20th's good-looking young actor. And the studio had to
vouch for him 100%. Cecile and her father live but a few miles from a Paris
studio, but he had never been inside a
sound stage until, 6,000 miles away, he
20th lot. Cecile's greatest
our town was meeting Gregory
Peck while he was working with that big
visited

the

thrill in

mustache

in

"The Gunfighters."
jf

*

*

really
earned
cosmopolitan name making "Death On
A Side Street." Here's why: the picture
has a Mexican background. The director,
Hugo Fregonese, is Italian raised in
Argentina. James Mason, British, and
Marta Toren, Swedish, are the stars. How
universal-international can you get? Howard Duff visited James Mason frequently
on that set seems Duff is just as catcrazy as Mason. The latter left for England via France, Spain, and Portugal

Universal-International

its

—

—

where he and Ava Gardner were to star in
picture "Pandora And The Flying
Dutchman." Not a bad combination, wot?
People are wondering whether Ava's European jaunt will be the final rift in the
drift-apart act she and Howard Duff have
been doing for some time. There are some
the

who
for

say Ava will never put out the torch
her ex, Artie Shaw.
s*
*

Betty Garrett had to interrupt the remodeling of her house {to include a
nursery) and the designing of a maternity wardrobe to get herself off the hook
with numerous people who had tried a
recipe she'd given a well-known magazine. Seems by the time the recii>e had
gone through several hands and reached
print it called for a cup of flour instead
of the tablespoonful she prescribed. Poor
Betty is still brushing the insults to her
cooking out of her hair.
All eyes in the Green Room of Warners Commissary were focussed on Gertrude Lawrence, lunching there with her
co-star, Arthur Kennedy. The focussed
eyes belonged to Ginger Rogers, Ruth
Roman, Robert Douglas, Virginia Mayo,

and Don McGuire, and me.

She's a
the drab clothes

fascinating gal, even in
she wears for "Glass Menagerie." When
she icas called to the telephone, the polite
Mr. Kennedy stood up as she left the
table
a bit unusual, since fellow actors
usually take it pretty easy with each
other.

^
%
%

Snug

Fitting

Built-in

Heel

Arch

Genuine White
Elk leather

^
%

Combination Last

Goodyear Welt

—

*

-jf

Jane Wyman, who is Miss L.'s daughter
in the picture, has been given dozens of
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You
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AGE_

NAME
Cathy Crosby, 10, with her dad. Bob Crosby, and famous uncle, Bing, before making her singing debut on Bing's radio show. She did very, very well.

ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE.

STATE
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New England accent. He
and Linda Darnell, who was visiting the
set, have sworn they'll never, never,
never dye their hair again.
speaks with a

*

*

*

And Barbara

Bates, Clifton's 15-year-old
daughter in the picture, has a problem of
her own which this part isn't going to
help. Nobody, especially nightclub headwaiters,

will

believe

she's

21

years

old.

Barbara carries her driver's license to
prove she's old enough, but after she's seen
in "Dozen" the old hassle will be twice as
bad.

Shelley Winters is the happiest girl in
she now is the proud owner of her
first house. Shelley's sister, Blanche, a
nurse, has given up her career to be girl
Friday to her famous sis. You'd never
know Shelley these days her hair's
brown and she wears absolutely no makeup, not even lipstick. Seems her role of a
drab girl in "A Place In The Sun," which
calls for all the no makeup, has got under
her skin. She and Farley Granger created
a minor sensation at a recent L. A. dance

town

—

—

Edmond O'Brien, Claire Trevor and Edward G. Robinson study script of "Key
Largo" for Radio Theatre. Claire and Edward C. were also in film version.

litde

glass

animals

by her

pals

at

the

on the way to having a
sizeable glass menagerie of her own.
studio, so she's well

*

*

it-

Janet Leigh, who was just about to
buy herself a house, settled for redecorating her apartment, and buying a
new radio and TV set. She'll wait an-

months before

starting the
house-shopping routine again. Could it

other

six

marriage plans changed her life?
fella, Arthur Loew, Jr., added another charm to the bracelet he gave her.
Each charm is a memento of a picture
she's made. This new one is a little tiny
jet plane, an authentic miniature
for
"Jet Pilot." Others, a lyre for "Words
And Music," a Santa Claus for "Holiday
be

Her

—

Affair."
*

The jan

*

*

letter

John Derek got from

when he caught the plane
hack to Hollywood from New York sets
some kind of record. It was so big he
couldn't open it up until he landed here.
When spread out on a runway at the
Los Angeles airport, it measured 367 feet

5,000 admirers

in length.
*

That
a

ecstatic look

teenage

in

girl

*

*

Dean Stockwell gives
"You're Only Young

Twice" isn't caused by sheer, utter romantic feeling. Take after take got nothing from young Dean. And it wasn't until
some bright guy held a giant strawberry
ice cream soda over the little gal's head
that the thrilled look
face.

*

More shades
had
kids

came over Dean's

*

*

of the W20's! Betty

—

—

for

Lynn

Toddle this is a dance,
"Cheaper By The Dozen." Her

to learn the

dancing partner, Clifton Webb, already
knew it. Could be this old-fashioned

number

will take its place beside the
revived Charleston. Myrna Loy left immediately after this picture finished for
Washington, D. C. for conferences on her
work for UNESCO, then on to Europe

to join

husband Gene Markey.
*

*

.

*

Jeanne Grain's having fun with 5-yearold.
Roddy McCaskill in "Cheaper."
56

Remember him? He's the
Webb domed with a howl

kid

Pretty."
Jeanne he has four brothers,
"Sitting

Earl.
Earl's

Seems he

Clifton

mush in
Anyhoo, Roddy tells
of

all

navied

figures it this way
and vice versa,

—

he's

which
makes two brothers. Then they're both
brothers, which makes another txoo. Two
and two makes four, so could he he's
right. Seems they're having an awfid
brother

time with nine of the twelve kids in the
The nine are fairly small and
by the time they all get lined up for a
shot at least one of the kids has to be
excused for a short trip. Clifton Webb
seems to have a way with children, at
any rate he can get order out of all this
chaos with just a severe look and a firm
word. The tirhane Clifton has put on
picture.

fifteen pounds for his role as the father
of this brood, dyed his hair red, and

—

they rounded up a batch of
and ten-year-old kids and brought
them along. It was quite a spell before
the kids settled down and the audience

recital

eight

quit gaping at the romantic pair.
*
*
*

Lana Turner's wearing her very short
hair in a new shade, called moonlight
blonde. She's also still living out of
crates in her new house and being i^ery
carefid about keeping her curvy figure
well covered
on account of no drapes at
the windows.

—

The
to

gal

Bob Walker's been

the envy of

seen her,
see in the
all

much
who have

dating,

the males

Paula Raymond, whom you'll
new Bob Taylor picture, "Devil's

is

Doorway." She
right,

all

right.

is

une belle femme,

all

since he is the parent of five young'uns
while Linda only has one. Linda goes
completely unglamourous in the picture
"No Way Out," with Steve and Richard

Widmark.
*

*

-Si-

Dick got his vacation by degrees
arrived from London and three days later
reported for "No Way Out." Two days
after that picture finished, he left for

New

Orleans and another picture, '"Port
Of Entry." this being his ninth since he
was discovered two years ago. Quite a
record, that. On the few days when he
doesn't have to work, Dick madly purwallsues his latest puttering hobby

—
—

papering. First job, in his bar, looked
very bad when he went to bed the
paper was full of bubbles. Next morning,
presto, all the bubbles were gone. It was
such a good job his mother conned him
into papering her parlor. Handy man to

have around.

—

away from

Greg Peck was

when he appeared

*

guy

at a benefit in Ireland

was accused by someone in the
audience of being a Commie, which he

Curtis, finally had to get a private telephone number because of all the gals
who've been calling him up. Tony didn't
mind it so much, but when some joker
got his father on the phone and said
Tony had been injured in an automobile
accident, his pop decided something had
and did it. Now all is peace
to be done
and quiet around the Curtis manse, or
was until Gerry Brooks, the gal he's nuts
about, got home from Europe. The boy
from the Bronx is getting a liberal TT'e^fern education. First, for "Sierra." he had

ain't.

Bill

for his

Irresistible lips are a

magnet

So's

her hairdresser,

because

this

is

In brilliant

r^E^

in lo,

hairdresser,

Family threesome

you at the drop of a
hat or anything. And Linda Darnell and
Steve McNally have been competing with
one another showing off photographs of
to

Purse-size

!

in tlie spiii-pr^iof
"crystal-Ti'iiold''

FLACONETTE

commis-

sary almost daily is Dan Dailey, his Liz,
and Dan III. Colleen Townsend has a great
crush on Dan since they made "When
Willie Comes Marching Home" because

their children. Steve has the edge, however,

fashion colors.

PERFUME

—

in the 20th

new

IRRESISTIBLE

these many musicals. Betty's
by the way, is Marie Brasselle. mother of Keefe
one of the really
interesting and attractive new actors.
»
*
*

time

those
candid photographs he took all by himself
in London of the royal palace, the changing of the guard, and other tourist stuff.

Keep

a

modern picture and Betty gets to icear
her own hair in a short bob. for the first

of

for kisses!

yours smoother, more inviting,
shaped for love with Irresistible's
Whip-text Lipstick. Creamy-soft,
longer-lasting, non-smearing.

Betty Grable, Miss No. 1 at the Box
Office, is back at work in "My Blue
Heaven" and very happy about it, too.

to learn to ride a horse; now he's practicing being a dead eye with a target
pistol for "Winchester 73."
«
*
*

Glenn Ford's mighty proud

As every woman knows.

Lundigan gave a birthday party
mother on her 71st anniversary.

His three brothers, who live in Hollywood but aren't in the movies, helped
their mother celebrate. Bill's new picture,
formerlv tagged. "Oh. Doctor." is now
called "Mother Didn't Tell Me."

—

show them

a pretty perplexed

and

Wal, our handsome young friend. Tony

He'll

all his cronies.

^

—

*

*

Vic Mature, who agreed to live in exile
(Pasadena, that is) aicay from all his
pals, in order to effect a reconciliation
with his wife, is iising all his charm to
move back nearer the studio, claiming
it's a sleeper jump to Pasadena. Could
be he's a little lonesome way over thar

Another Metroite you'll be hearing
about is Phyllis Kirk. Broadway actress
they've recently signed. Although she
hasn't been in a picture yet she works
harder than almost anybody taking
French, dancing, dramatics, singing, and
piano lessons. This is what is called
being an "unknown" the gal doesn't
ever have time to get acquainted!
*

*

*

Bette Davis welcomes Kinuyo Tanaka,
"Bette Davis of Japan," to Hollywood.

the fragrance you'll
love

and be loved

for!

at all cosmetic counters

TO GLORIFY RED HAIR
AUBURN
HENNA
.

lustrous
IS

AUBURN

REALLY MOUSEY

BROWN ?

see men turn to admire a woman's shining
auburn hair, remember
her secret may be Nestle
Colorinse.

—

natural-looking color gives hair life, lustre,
exciting beauty! And its lemon-rinse action removes
soap film. Leaves hair silken-soft
easier to manage.
Shampoos out. Smart women insist on genuine Colorinse.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

rich glowing red-bronze.

WARM BROWN

hair

When you
Its rich,

like red-gold sunshine.

.

.

.

.

gleaming burnished brown.

7 Other Enchaniing Shadesl
A/so fry

NESTLE COLORTINT
Same beautiful shades
in

o triple-strength rinse.

Lasts

through 3 shampoos!

COLORINSE

61.25^
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Hollywood
Beauty Cream
(Formula 99)

at home and save!
Used and recommended by

NONA CROFT
Nationolly-synilicoteil fashion editor,

whose column

endorsed by every

is

mojor Hollywood movie studio.

I

Nona Croft writes: "I've used Formula 99 Beauty
Cream ever since I was 23— and I love it! It's thrifty,
making my own Beauty Cream — and my friends
say

my

complexion

is

young

just like a

girPs. I

recommend Formula 99 without reservation."
Now you, too, can make Formula 99 Beauty
Cream at home,using simple ingredients. Use it lavishlyon face,neck, hands, arms — even on your feet!

I

1'

—

—

you'll be
to cleanse, condition, and stimulate
beautiful! with clear,healthy,glowing complexion!

—

Order your "Formula 99" today includes
Beauty Cream Formula 99, complete instructions,"Beauty Hints"booklet, and
written

money-back guarantee,all

for

ZENITH COMPANY
lOOl-F

NORTH VERJMONT AVENUE

HOLLYWOOD

CALirORNIA

27,

Peter Lind Hayes takes a gander at the aquamarine pendant Desi Arnaz

High School Course
at

Home

Many

2 Years

Finish in

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school worli prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H, S. texts supplied. Diploma.

—

Credit for U. S. Bobjects already completed. Single subjects if desired. High school education is very important for advancement in
business and industry and socially. Don't be handicapped 'all yoor
life. Be a High School graduate. Start yoar training now. Free
Bulletin on request. No obligation.

gave

^American School, Dept. H-3S, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37

Set to

SONG POEMS

Music

Mother Home, Love, Sacred, Comic or any subject. Don't
delay— Send us your best original poem at once for our
fine proposition and useful Rhyming Dictionary.

RICHARD BROTHERS, 28 Woods

Take

Building, Chicago 1,

III.

EVERYDAY CARDS
Take

Earn extra cash

this easy,

know for exquisite new Southern Greeting Cards for all occasions.
Just show samples we furnish. Fast $1 sales pay yoo up to 50c cash
profit! Also show PLASTIC and Foil Cards. Gift Wraps. Stationery,
others at

6()c

to SI. 25.

Easy plan for organizations

Samples on approval.
216 S. Pauline Street*

too.

Write

now

SOUTHERN GREETING CARD

Dept.

for

CO..

Memphis 4, Tenn.

D-27,

SONGS WANTED
A w»ll known composer will write the music
for your words on a professional basis. His
songs have sold millions of copies.
ReBooklet.
cordings made.
Send for

FREE

^
80

jfjam
BOYLSTON

*

Lucille

Ball,

on their recent ninth wedding anniversary.

*

*

J4ART

*

*

Scoif Brady, who gets around tvith
of the town's eligible gals, is azvfnl
glad Dorothy Malone is back in Hollywood. She deserted the village some time
back, a-sayin she was goin back to
Texas t' stay. Scott and Dorothy met
very informally at the beach and had
been dating until she ^ave up Hollywood.
Now we'll see wo' hoppens to the romance, if any.
*

BOSTON. MASS.

at "On The Town" was
headman, L. B. Mayer, with his
beautiful wife and adopted daughter,

MGM

Suzanne.
*

most

ST.. Dept. H.

pears at these events. Another surprise

appearance

*

Deborah Kerr, on location for "King
Solomon's Mines" near Nairobi, South
Africa, was dining with frieniJs of hers
outside the city and was invited to take
a dip in their swimming pool. She sur-

orders from folks you

proven way.

wife,

veyed the water rather dubiously, since
it was quite murky looking. Her friends
assured her it was good water, proof being that the lions came every night to
drink from the pool.

This Easy Step To

BIG MONEY!
Sell

his

he personally coached her in all the dance
routines they do together. Colleen's heart,
though, belongs to singer Bill Shirley, such
a hit in the revue "A La Carte" which had
a good run in Hollywood.

V-I starlet Peggy

BE YOUR OWN MUSIC TEACHER
LEARN AT HOME THIS MONEY-SAVING WAYI

*

offered to coach Benny, so

Mall the coupon for Free 36-PaKe Booklet
and iTint and Picture .Sample. Mention
your favorite Instrument. U. S. School of
Music, 1193 Brunswick BIdg., N. Y. 10,
N. Y, 52nd Successful Year.
U. S. School of Music,

1193 Brunswick

InMtniment

(Please Print)
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"

FREE

BOOKLET

BIdg., N. V. zo,

m-nd mc- Free Booklet and ITlnt and Picture Sa
would like to play (Name Inutrument).
Have you
Instrument?

I'leaBc
1

—

New

*

*

to be a Rockette
City Music Hall,

York's Radio
visit her former pals when

went back to

"On The Town," opened
saw her with her beau, the
good looking Roc Hudson, at the preview
of this fun picture, along with Gene
her

new

picture,

there.

We

Kelly,

who not

directed,

and Al

looks like

Burt's Private Life
Continued from page 27

that's

at

it

he's in.

reason

*

*

red-headed, freckled guy we've known
for several years, Benny Long, gets a break
in Warners' "Bright Leaf" because of
Michael Curtiz and Gary Cooper. Benny's
got a face that should have been in pictures long ago, but he never got a chance
until Mike invited him out to try for the
role. "Coop" saw him, liked him, and

for her

baking up a batch of dough(and this is a true
thing). The stuff is so good she has to
pass out the recipes with the samples.
Jean got to thinking about some extra
special Brownies she'd eaten when she was
on location in Maine for "Deep Waters"
and is thinkin' about phoning the lady
who made them and trading recipes.

who used

*

A

nuts, cookies, or cake

Vera-Ellen,

first

—

she's always

l8 the key to romance. And It's easy as A-B-C to
learn any infttrument thifi short-cut way. Your lessons con-

HlHt of rfral tunt'H Instead of tiresome exercises. You read
real notes. No "NumberB" or trick music. Everythintj is in
print and pictures. First you are told what to do. Then a
picture shows you how. Soon you wilt play popular songs.

took her

York for the picture "Confidential Squad," was there five weeks
and worked only once from two a.m. to
four a.m. She didn't get any sightseeing
done because she was always on call.
Back in Hollywood, she's worked every
day in the pic.

native Ohio, pulled a Grandma Moses and
started painting Ohio farm scenes. Now
she's not so lonesome. Jean's rapidly becoming the recipe queen of Hollywood

Music

Dow

New

trip to

*

»

Jean Peters, who was lonesome

Saq if with MUSIC

*

*

only
Jolson,

but

co-

who seldom

ap-

starred

to be hammy about anything
normal progress. I must belong to

any opportunities to
by suppressing this im-

myself, in spite of
collect

faster

fiulse."

They invariably whisper that quick
stardom changes the newcomer unaccustomed to the spotlight and big money. I
have noted that depends on how susceptible to fame's false phases one is.
Burt is as susceptible as steel. He'd been
around, broken his heart, knew that for
him qualities like self-respect and sincerity amount to more than money and
attention. Curiosity and genuine fulfilment shake him, and he cannot disregard
either instinctive drive. Once, when he
was the most miserable and had conceded he'd failed in show business [as

the professional acrobat he believed he
should be)
Marshall Field's tried to
teach him to be one of their super-salesmen in Chicago. It was a cinch for him,
but after he sampled the first few rungs
on their department store ladder Burt
simply wasn't satisfied. He amazed their
personnel manager by calmly walking
out. With no other job in sight, either.
Most new screen sensations obediently
accept the studios' theory that a studio,
being long-established, knows best. Spare
energy is thereupon channeled into crashing our town's top social circle, to wangle a little extra influence from it. Burt's
been blandly smashing this traditional
pattern into bits.
In Hollywood he's remained his natural, independent self, regardless of the
pressure of local customs upon him. He
readily admits he was a babe in our
woods when he arrived here four years
ago. He'd never given acting one serious
thought, and producing movies was even
more far-fetched. But, in case you don't
know it, Burt also is as bright as he is
brawny. He graduated from high school
at sixteen, entered New York University
on a scholarship at the same age. And
he's been thinking steadily ever since he
got onto this new California track.
,

The deals he's declined would astound
you. After his very first film, illustrious
play producer Irene Selznick urged him
to return to Broadway as the lead in her
"A Streetcar Named Desire." This was
immensely flattering, for he'd appeared in
but one other play. It was the flop for
which he was discovered while still in his
army uniform. However, it won him his
movie break. Shrewdly, Burt figured he
shouldn't accept the challenge of interpreting the Tennessee Williams lead, that
he shouldn't lap up the direct acclaim it

would bring. If he'd done it, he'd not
have made eight films instead that have
concretely established him as a major international star.

Burt plunged off the usual path in Hollywood right after his sixth picture,

when he determined to produce, too. By
tossing in his own reputation as the chief

he was able to sign clever coproducers and to raise the necessary financing.
"I stayed away from the camera this
entire past year to prepare the pictures
I'm now ready to produce as well as act
in," Burt explained. "After digesting all
the New York and Hollywood views
about my first production, I decided to
study intensively before continuing. I
figured I ought to go back to the people,
asset,

them at first hand about what
and dislike." He skipped screen
tliat made stars of others to do this.

talk to

they
roles

like

ENCHANTING
EYELASH
MAKE-UP

But, while researching afar, he polished
up his old acrobatic act and booked some
profitable personal appearances. When

Burt first performed this act at nineteen,
he was paid $3 a week for it. "I was too
embarrassed to quit and go home and
confess that estimate of my worth, and
so I stayed on!" This last year, having
luckily become a glamour boy first, his
nine-minute act was worth $10,000 a week

KOTE

.

deliver.

.

.

ENCHANTING EYELASH MAKE-UP

LmHKoT€

to me.
"In the meanwhile, after a year of
spade-work, I've set up a heavy schedule. There is a time to study, to delve
into details and talk to everybody, and

you must begin to

will not

It

.

much

my commitment

if

smudge or come
rea//y is waterproof! . . .
Absolutely harmless . . Easy to
apply
Dries quicky . . lasts
.
for days. Make your lashes look
naturally long and alluring with
off.

"I tliink that so long as I'm attempting to excel in Hollywood I ought to see
every film that has anything special in it.
If there's any I've missed, I don't know
what it can be. I admire, particularly,
the acting finesse of such men as Laurence Olivier and Ronald Colman. Someday I hope to be in their acting class. I
hope to earn an Oscar. Such a tribute,
from fellow workers who understand the
nuances sometimes required, will mean

finally

you can bathe, peryou must! And LASH-

lashes,
spire, cry

to a circus.

have

marvelous

ith

LASH-KOTE on your

At

all 5 and 10 cent stores
VOGUE PRODUCTS, Los Angeles 31, Calif.

A CAREER IN

I still

with Hal Wallis,

who brought me

to Hollywood, so I'll do
one picture a year for him. The rest of
the time I'll either produce my own pictures, or go into Warner films that give
me an exceptional chance.
"I'm aiming for variety, for I learned
by talking to fans they are bored by the
same old thing. I realize I have certain
characteristics already trademarked. I've
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of Opportunity!

Fashion designingr

A

is

truly a

fascinating, well-paid vocation for women who are
qualified by trainingand experience to create beauti-

fully styled clothes. Few
other fields olTer such deserved rewards for creative
tvork well done.

Learn At Home In
Spare Time
Now, at last, it's possible
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for those with a flair for fashion to ohiain, a sound foundation training in dress designing as a starting point

for a career or for their own
personal use. It's thrilling
to be able to design for yourself and family. And, after

you have learned the fundamental principles and gained experience by practice, your training may lead you to a fascinateven a shop of your own some day.

ing career
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Leading

Home

Study Fashion School

Backed by years of experience, our training covers all essential
phases of styling and dress design. Basic principles are taught
by our practical and inspiring "learn-by-doing" method
.
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.

step-by-step under the close supervision of
qualified instructors who take a real interest in your progress.

Send for FREE BOOKLET
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JeaneUe MacDonald and husband, Gene Raymond, are met by Constance
Bennett at
Wiesbaden Air Base, Germany, before entertaining Air Force in Germany and
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but the one you howl at because the situation is silly. Along this line, I'll act in
James Thurber's comedy, 'The Catbird
Seat.' But it'll be a short feature, one
of four unrelated tales that I'll package
like 'Quartet.'

"I'm going to do a story about a man
who's deathly afraid of water. He's a
sandhog, digging the first Manhattan tunnel, and in love with the daughter of a
ferryboat captain who scorns such a
weakness. This interests me personally,
for I have always had a fear of the water
since I was trapped as a kid under a pier
late one night. I barely kept my head
above those waves. I quahfied afterwards
as a

Summer

ror.

Even then

lifeguard to lick that horI had to muster up all
pride every time I had to pull someone out.
"As still another change for audiences,

my
I

want
want

to

make my

first

Western. Then

my

first musical comto sing in
edy." Burt's singing, I can assure you,
is fine. He goes around singing when he's
happy. He's not in the same league with

I

been identified with exciting violence.
Nothing sells better than action and the
reaction to it, showing what you mean
rather than discussinff it. So I can't go
too

intellectual.

why

But

not

other

brands of adventure than murder? Why
not the romantic background of a bygone age instead of today's familiar
streets? Just once, a studio let me play
a shy, sensitive fellow in 'All My Sons.'
So why not go on and wield a sword in-

—

stead of a gun, or fists, for a beautiful
isn't a gangster's moll? Why
not adapt my acrobatics to the screen?
"In 'The Hawk And The Arrow,' my
second production, we've created a tale
of the 12th Century. That should lift one
away from it all, don't you think? It's

woman who

my

first

costume picture, but

I

remain

quite human in it. I'm an Italian hunter
leading a band of patriots who must operate from mountain hideaways to defeat
foreign mercenaries. As you've just seen
on the set, they're ever on the verge of
nailing me permanently. We've cast Nick
Cravat, my partner in all my acrobatics,
as my best friend. This is a role Nick can
play authoritatively, for he has been
close to me, in reality, since we were
nine. Only we never suspected we could
end up having this much fun!
"Nick and I trained together for three
months ahead of the first day's shooting,
.so no doubles would be u.sed. I ride bareback in the picture. Frankly, I was hardly up to galloping in a saddle until Nick
and I went riding daily for those three
months. We'd never done any fencing or
archery worth mentioning, .so we had to

study it together. We put up our high
bar and rope swings in my garden, so we
could work out there every day. Then

we got

hand balancing, tumand swimming."

in a lot of

bling, handball

So when you gaze
call

at Burt's agility, re-

that he slaved for

it.

When

he leaps

and onto horses, fights
with both sword and a bow and arrow,
and balances atop a thirty-foot pole
from

trees, cliffs,

which, in turn, the comparatively tiny
Nick balances on his forehead (the better to skim over a castle wall during a
hectic 12th

60

Century

battle)

,

recollect all

of this has not

been faked.

The only drawbacks

Burt were
hair, and the

for

what had to be done to his
Medieval manner of eating.

the classical artists he's always hastened
to hear in concert and opera, but he can
cause aisle-swooning with his own rich

The mode

of the period demanded that Burt's hair
be curled into ringlets. Forks hadn't been

then. Roasts of meat were
plunked onto wooden tables and everybody had to dive in for his portion with
merely a knife as his aid. Nick's only
jolt was that, as Piccolo, he's a deaf mute
and can't utter a sound. Since he and
Burt have been merrily indulging in a
never-ending conversation for a couple of

invented

decades, this was definitely acting for the
lads.

"Virginia Mayo has put so much honesty into her performance," Burt enthused. "I'd not met her before and,
truthfully, we're all delighted by her attitude." His blue eyes twinkled. "There
was a swimming sequence that was a
dilly to devise. They didn't have bathing suits away back then, and I capture
Virginia who wishes a bath. So I permit
her to swim in a mountain pool by holding onto her by a rope, so she won't esdyed the pool a deep Technicape.
color blue." Apparently, Virginia was a
keen sport. She didn't scream at getting
literally Technical blue almost all over.
"I've already got a finished script for
a sequel we'll call 'The Rogue And The
Duchess.' But before filming it, there are

We

other contrasting stories lined up. Hal
Wallis believes I should play one of today's tough guys again, in "No Escape,"
so that's next for me. Then, I've bought
the film rights to the best-selling novel
'The Naked And The Dead,' because I
believe it can make the best War story
of them all. I'll play Lieutenant Hearn.
It's a problem to get a script both the
author and the Johnston Ofiice will okay,
for Norman Mailer was a trifle outspoken
if you've read the book!
"I laugh a great deal ofl-screen, but
nobody has ever let me be my own goodnatured self before a camera. Overseas,
during the War, I used to love doing all
the old burlesque routines of Abbott and
Costello. I'm nuts about gags. I don't
intend to be the purposely funny guy.

—

Dolores

Moran

plays

a

stripteaser

in

"Johnny One- Eye," Bogeaus production.

"I may do the circus picture I'm
evolving from my own memories. It won't

Little Lulu

tones.

be a lavish spectacle. I want to do for
the circus w^hat 'Red Shoes' did for the
• • .

ballet.

;

"You bet there are feminine stars I'm
anxious to play opposite!" he exclaimed
when I questioned him about this angle.
"My idea of the screen's foremost actress
is Olivia de Havilland. Doesn't she have
depth and sensitivity? It would
be a true privilege to work with her
someday." He has never met her, by the
way. He also wants to team with four
other women, especially: Joan Crawford,
Bette Da\ds, Vivien Leigh and Lana
Turner.
"I've never been content with anything
I've done on the screen. I've so much to
." That's why Burt doesn't gum
learn
up his Hollywood life with hobbies. Reading for potential film material, debating
movie methods, seeing each new picture
this consumes his hours.
of merit
Except those he devotes to his wife
terrific

.

.

—

Norma, their three youngsters, his father
and his widowed sister-in-law, who all
share the Dutch Colonial dream house
he's gradually furnishing. It's a haven
designed for happiness, and Burt has ea-

The/'re better one at a time
LiH-le Lulu

Kleenex"!

pumbung por tissues?

ONLY SOPT, STRONG KLEENEX TtSSUES
SERVE you ONE AT A TIME NOT A HANPPULf
ENDS WASTE, SAVES TROUBLE, SAVES MONEY.
YOUR BEST BUY IN TISSUES.

gerly joined Norma in the selection of
every piece of furniture, every carpet and
curtain and color that has gone into it so

,

the room-wide windows in the
and dining rooms, you can look
downhill over Los Angeles stretching into

far.

says: stcK op

- like

From

living

the horizon. "I never thought I'd

Burt said, humbly, about
where his heart is.

it,"

this

make
home
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to wait for the husband and house, but
'44 brought the last three for me
and
no girl could have been more thrilled
than I was with my second-hand blue

—

The

Five

Most importanf Years Of

My

Life

Ford convertible, my Adrian suit and fur
coat. Mink, sable or chinchilla may be

Continued from page 41
it though and went right into another dance specialty in "Thousands
Cheer." Then came "Meet The People."
^ly role in that was only minor, but
that's when I met Richard. He was the
star. Our conversations were also minor.
Almost non-existent. But even then I
thought "Isn't he wonderful?" There's
nothing more to tell about our meeting;
we had no dates then. The only time we
met was on the set and then only occasionally. At the end of the picture I was
quite convinced he'd never even remember me when or if we met again.
There were other exciting things in
that year. I got my very first apartment, one all to myself. Back in New
York I had always lived with other girls
or in women's clubs. This to me was
wonderful! I say I had it alone. Actually, that wasn't quite true; I had a
liousekeeper-chaperone. But it was all
mine! I could make the decisions and I
had room enough to move around without bumping into some other girl's be-

about

the publicity department "Will I ever
have a fan magazine story? Do you think
I'll ever be on a cover?"
It was during the end of '43 and the
beginning of '44 that we made "Two
Girls And A Sailor." That's the picture
which turned the trick for me and not
only for me but for Van Johnson, Tom
Drake and Gloria De Haven, too. Although I did some dancing and singing
I
it was really my first dramatic role.
even had a crying scene. How I tore my
heart out over that, and how delighted
I was when the director said it was all

—

right!

Forty-four was equally as big a year
for me career-wise because with the reSailor" the
lease of '"Two Girls And

A

and the public were kind enough
to say I was a "promising young actress."
I mention this only because it was the
critics

thrilled

turning point for me. From then on the
studio stopped casting me in musicals;
I was given acting parts. For that I'm
very, very grateful, for I really don't believe I was ever a good enough dancer
or singer to have built a career on those
talents; I'd probably be a has-been by
now if I had not been able to make the

The

switch.

longings.

That, too, was the first year I received
mail. It wasn't much, but how it

fan

me. And requests for pictures!
one of those and the first complimentary newspaper notice I received
ma'le me want to bawl, I was so happy.
But how I'd worry and fuss and ask in
first

Ever since my early teens I had five
ambitions: a husband, a house, an Adrian
suit, a car and a grey caracul coat. I had

marvelous, but they will never give me
as big a thrill as my grey caracul!
After we finished "Two Girls And A
Sailor" the studio sent me to New York
to make a personal appearance at the
Capitol Theatre. One night after the
show I went to Toots Shor's for supper

with Nancy Walker and Gene and Betsy
Kelly. While we were there who should
walk in but Richard. He joined our table
and he remembered me! I'm sure I chattered like a magpie, I was so excited!
On my return to Hollywood I fell apart
completely with a fine case of pneumonia.
I had been working very hard and at

much as possible at canteens and camps for servicemen. I would list that entertaining as
another highlight of the years '43 and
night had entertained as

'44; I

loved

During
pounds

my

it.

But

illness

I guess I overdid
I

lost

about

it.

fifteen

and learned later the doctor
wasn't sure I'd pull through.
One day the phone rang and it was
Richard.
"I just heard you've been pretty .sick,"
he said. "If you promise to take care of
yourself and get well soon, I'll take you
to Romanoff's for dinner."
You can imagine how I felt! I'd never
been inside Romanoff's but more thrilled
because Richard had called.
He telephoned daily after that and

—
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the week. I'd order delicacies we didn't
eat and forget the coffee we needed. All
the plumbing seemed to break, our dog,
Heathcliff, went through a new screen,

Celeste Holm arriving with her husband, Schuyler Dunning, for the New
York premiere of "Prince Of Foxes," starring Tyrone Power, at the Roxy.

eventually

—

we had our dinner

at

Roman-

my first real date with him. That
was the beginning of our courtship and
I must say the first six months of it
Richard spent just taking care of me, insisting that I eat the proper things and
off's

get plenty of rest, as the doctor ordered.
Our dates were mostly just for dinner;
I couldn't even stay up late
enough for a movie, for I had gone back
to work in "Music For Millions"
my

usually

—

starring role.
After I was feeling better

first

playing

tennis

—and

game made me

we began

Richard's

expert

needed lessons.
On weekends we'd often go down to
Balboa where Richard had his boat, the
Santana, which the Bogarts own now.
Because of wartime restrictions we
couldn't go out of the harbor, but
Richard taught me a lot about sailing,
just cruising around inside the breakwater. {In those days I'd sit and watch
while he'd clean the boat. That seemed to
reverse ajier we were married!)
The year 1944 also brought two items
which an ousider might consider unimportant, but to anyone in pictures they
are very important: my first dressing
room on the studio lot and my first fan
magazine cover. I remember the latter so
vividly
it was a Christmas cover and I
was belly-whopping on a sled. Wasn't
realize I

—

people at the ceremony and it was the
happiest day of my life!
I had only a week off before I had to
report for work again, so we went down
to the boat for our honeymoon, but even
that was cut to three days, for we were
summoned back to town by the death of
Richard's father. That's when I took
over the house, all the duties of running
it, and what a mess I made of that!
We had hired a young Nisei Japanese
couple to do housework and gardening.
Believe it or not, their names were Dick
and June! We couldn't have two sets of
Dicks and Junes around so they went

back to their Japanese names of Tak and
Teru. Teru was so willing and could do
anything she was shown, but she knew
nothing about cooking. Eating was a bit
of a problem, then; she couldn't even
boil eggs and I couldn't show her how!
I did the ordering, which was a mistake.

I'd

order a cord of

wood every

week and so much bread there'd be about
fourteen loaves untouched at the end of

something went wrong every day and all
I could ever think to do was call Richard
at work to come home and take charge!
I'll jump to 1948 as my next chosen
year, for that's when our adopted daughShe was so little
ter, Pamela, arrived.
when she came; I was afraid even to hold
her. But it's amazing how instinct comes
to the fore. Before I was conscious of it
I seemed to know how to hold, feed and
bathe her. Richard and I both want at
least two more children. Para is such a
doll. She has blonde hair and blue eyes
that almost disappear when she smiles,
and she wrinkles her nose, too. Lots of
people think she looks like me. I couldn't
be more flattered!
Career-wise '48 was important to me,
too. I played Jo in "Little Women,"
which had always been my dream, and
co-starred with Jimmy Stewart in "The
Stratton Story."
fifth choice is 1949, which brought
me my first real vacation. Seven marvelous months off to spend with Pam in
those important days when she was doing
her first walking and talking. Time to
take a trip to Sun Valley with Richard
and to do my first skiing. Time to enjoy
our new home, which I love.
It's English country style and the keynote is comfort. It's not pretentious. The
rooms are large, as we like them, and the
furniture is big and comfortable.
Last year also brought me my first
chance to do a picture with Richard, to
play opposite him in MGM's "The Reformer And The Redhead." (I don't

My

count "Meet The People" in which my
role was so small.)
Here's something
which I know will warm the heart of any
wife. According to Richard's contract
he came to
on loanout he was to
have top billing for the picture, but he
went to the Front Office and insisted
that I be billed first, and didn't even tell
me about it!
Last year also brought me the feeling

MGM

—

—

that typical? No dignity!
That brings us up to the third year of
my choice 194.5, and during that year

—

two more of my ambitions were fulfilled:
I was married and had a house.
Richard and I were married on August
19, 1945. My most vivid memory of the
occasion is that I was so scared! Never
in my life had I suffered such stage
fright. Matters weren't helped any by
the minister being so late that I was sure
Mr. Louis B. Mayer, who was to give me
away, would have to leave before the
ceremony even started!
Details were some\/hat blurred
from
fright. But I do know we were married

—

before the fireplace in the
suit,

62

home

of Johnwore a grey
that there were only about fifteen

ny and Bunny Green, that

I

Lee Bowman and his wife at the West Coast opening of "The Fallen Idol."
Most of the audience felt this English-made film to be best of the year.

that at last I had grown up. that I had
I was calmer: Httle things
didn't upset me as they used to. I had
my first sense of security, which I'd
never experienced before. As a result my
health was better: I didn't get nervous
or tired or ill. I found time to make
curtains and card table covers, even to
make and paint furniture for Pam's room
and to start painting in oils as a hobby.
More importantly, I had plenty of time

matured.

and Pam.
was 1949 which made me realize
that much as I love acting and want to
continue my career, if for some reason I
couldn't, I would be very happy being
Richard's wife and Pam's mother!

to spend with Richard
It

Advice From Linda
Continued from page 30
Bearded

mind flexible and alert.
"Keep learning something new," she
urged. "The more difficult it is. the more
exciting

Does

It,'

make

youll find it. In 'Everybody
I found myself in opera for the

and operatic acting,
from the relaxed
pictures." Linda illus-

gestures

ver\' difEerent

is

style of acting in

trated with rhythmic sweeps of prettilyrounded arms, upward tilt of the head
and proudly erect posture.

"I don't speak Itahan, so I had to learn

what each phrase meant

in English,

with

"A La

his

wife

Carte."

it

%/mJim

all

"Xo Way

Out," Linda
had to learn the sign language. "Richard
Widmark's brother is supposed to be a
deaf-mute." she explained, "so Dick and
I talk to him with our fingers. There's
an expert on the set every day. and I
find it most fascinating. Oddly enough,
the signs are not difficult to learn.
" 'No Way Out' is a thrilling picture.
I'm completely unglamourous, but my
role is dramatic. At first, I hated to go
into the commissary with dark circles
under my eyes, hollow cheeks, no lipstick and ratty hair, but my director
said: "Come on. I want you to get used
to the character.' so in I went. This girl
is out of the ordinary run: she's mature.
I couldn't have played her a few years
ago. for it takes experience to put her

"I had to learn to sing arias in Italian,
hold myself as an o]>era singer does, using

which

Price

musical,

a tremendous effort to get

In her new

was a little frightening, for
I was supposed to be a great success and
had to look at ease in the medium. The
music was written especially for the picture. If it had been a familiar score, at
least I would have heard it before but. as
it was, there was nothing to help me, for
in opera the theme isn't repeated; there's
not the rhythm of a song.

of)eratic

of

right."

time. It

first

Vincent

at premiere

the

and

across.

filn^,

And I'm

still

hard with her."
According to Linda, you need more
than one interest. Between pictures, she
and her husband, Pev Marley, have been

sequence was over, because I had

my

6%

building a

home

in

Win your man

—

to

Talc!

"Honeymoon" fragrance
comes from a marriage of rare
perfumes secretly known for

Its

their

romantic

thrill.

And fragrant Mavis
forms an absorbent
veil that keeps you
and your lingerie
dainty longer.

Bel Air.

my own

design," exulted Linda.
'T knew what I wanted: fortunately I
can draw, so my architect could see what
I meant. \Mien he'd make technical objections. I'd change my plans a little, but
in the end I have practically what I
wanted. The first thing I thought of was
studio, which I put on the second
"Tt's

with the exotic

enchantment of Mavis

working terribly

to deliver it. On my sheet music,
the words were in Italian: a separate
copy in EngUsh was given me: I had to
get each phrase correct and come in on
minutes, in one scene. I had
cue. For
to sing a solo in Italian, and that's a lot
of music and a lot of words. Besides this,
I had to do double acting
my operatic
role and my opera-star self as affected by
all the confusion going on about me
and still remember to keep up with the
I felt very good when that
music.

how

with this exciting
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TO GLORIFY BLONDE HAIR

BLONDE
true shining honey blonde.
LIGHT GOLDEN BLONDE
rich, gleaming gold.
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.
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lustrous, colorful hair
her secret is Nestle Colorinse!
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you envy,
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Same beautiful shades
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concentrated color glorifies your hair's natural beauty. Gives life and lustre! For its lemon-rinse
potion removes soap film. Leaves hair silken-soft
easier to manage. Really shampoos out. That's why
smart women insist on genuine Colorinse.
Its rich

.

a triple-strength rinse.

Lasts

through 3 shampoos
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HIAVIER eUSTS

Semi long Engagement bra

made

is

of beautiful

satin.

Inner pockets give youthful support to heavier busts.
Shoulders are built up back and front with full inch
clastic inserts. Back has three inch elastic with adjustable hook and eye. When ordering specify size of bra,
34 to 54, size of cup. small, medium or large. Color of
bra Nude or White.

Order to>day on Money Back Guarantee. S3. 00 each or
two for S5.00. We pay postage on cash or money order
enclosed with order.
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I
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t^nte-WALLACE BROWN. Inc. Dept. J-3G
225 Fiftti Avenue -NEW YORK 10, N.Y

The back of the house
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hobby.

"Just now, I'm doing a series of paintmy sister's playroom. Lola, my
daughter, also loves to paint. I bought
her a small blackboard on which I clip
paper so that it serves as an easel; I
mixed water colors in a muffin tin, a different color to each hole, set this in the
chalk tray, gave Lola some brushes, and
she was off. Now we can't get her away
from it. She's not yet two, but she seems
quite serious about her art. Still, she
loves to dance, already creates her own
ings for

ductory offer. Each jar contains
30,000 Int. Units Estrogenic Hormones. Pleasant and easy to use.

803

my

England.

of town.

HORMONE

30- Day
Creme arrives pay only $2.98 plus
Plain wrapper.
Full directions
days, then judge for yourself. If
money will be refunded.

is

is

in

"I've sent paintings to charity affairs
in order to help good causes, but I'm not
good enough yet to exhibit. For years,
I've loved painting and sculpture, but
I've never taken lessons in either field.
Frequently, I've tried to join art classes,
but when the time came, I was either
working in a picture, on location, or out
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When your

and hubby Fred Brisson scan
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floor.

DRIVE
TO method
LEARN
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Write today.
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turn from
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,

CO., Dept. C-937
Chicago 22,

III.

—

movements, so who knows?
have a dancer in the family!"

— we

may

"I used to play golf until Lola came,"
she laughed, "but she's so much more
fun that any extra time I have is spent
with her."

Linda's not the outdoor type. If you
go in for the sport that attracts you;
learn to ride, swim, skate, ski, shoot, or
become a master at water sports. If you
play tennis or golf, learn to play them

are,

well.

Linda believes that it's important to
go after what you want.
"I don't believe that what

come to.me!" she

asserted. "I

mine will
must work

is

for it.
Strike out for yourself. When
Ivan Kahn, talent scout, came to Dallas,
my mother took me to see him; otherwise, I might have been there yet, my
talent withering on the vine. When I
thought I was getting into a rut, playing
ingenues, I fought for the role in 'Summer Storm' that took me out of them.
It's a matter of luck, in any studio, if
you get three good parts out of the three

New

She's

in

York skyline as they re-

"Woman Of

Distinction."

in any single year. You try to
get varied roles, and if you get them, you
try to do them well to prove that it was
worthwhile trusting you with them. But
after all, for its own benefit, your studio
wants you to be as versatile as possible.
Executives are not deliberately trying to

you play

hold you back."
If you don't keep stepping, the parade
will pass you by, and, as Linda observes,
a parade of one is never very interesting.
Here are a few tips to the young marcher-in-line:

"Listen a lot: nobody ever learned anything by talking all the time himself.
"Read. I'm an omnivorous reader and
I love it. At the moment, I am reading
the new Benchley Anthology on the set;
it's a wonderful lift after working in such
a tense picture. I suppose my favorite
reading is psychology and philosophy.
"See what your competition is doing.
If you are an actress, keep up with other
actresses' pictures. To me, this is also a
pleasure, for I adore being entertained
and enjoy the screen no matter what picture is playing. But I've taught myself
to watch performances, try to analyze
them and absorb what seems good."
There are actresses who tell me they
know exactly what suits them. Once
they've discovered a style of dress that
does things for them, a flattering coiffure,
and the type of role they do well, nothing
will persuade them to change.
"But people grow tired of anything
static," protested Linda, earnestly. "As
a nation, I think Americans are always
looking for something new.
"It's good to see new places. I love to
travel; I'm a gypsy at heart, and it gives
me a lift to cross any far horizon. Try
to get away from regular routine every
so often, even if conditions or finances
make going any great distance impossible.

"Meet new people. No matter how
congenial your particular crowd may be,
no matter how much you enjoy each
other, branch out as often as you can and
meet someone new, get a different viewpoint, another slant on life. Don't take

up only with those who agree with you
and admire you; it's fatal to growth to
expose yourself always to approval and
agreement. I'll admit that I don't like
arguments, but there's nothing so stimulating as a good debate; it makes for a

and interesting discussion.
"Another thing: don't be deterred from
trying something new because other people think it ridiculous. If a comedian
yearns to play Hamlet, he should go
ahead and try. Maybe he has the quality
lively

that will

make him

a sensation in tragedy.

happened. Bob Hope, one of our
top comedians, has found it pays to play
a straight role now and then. Many of
our funny men are appearing on the radio
in grim, dramatic plays, and not doing

It has

so badly, either.
"Irving Berlin is going in seriously for
painting, and I hear he means to exhibit
before too long. They laughed at Irving
when he sang one of liis old songs at a
rehearsal of a wartime review, but when
the first night came, lie was one of the
hits of the

"I'm

all

show.
in

You never know.
new things.

favor of trying

where I've done
both comedy and drama. But I'm just as
happy not to be doing television u^til it's
perfected. Then I hope I can enter that
field.
It should be interesting to learn
to combine radio, stage and pictures."
I love working in radio,

Above all, Linda believes it essential to
have a quiet time by yourself in order to
get acquainted with the real you.

"Some people, left alone five minutes,
nearly go crazy," she admitted. "Those
are the unstable individuals, never happy
except in a crowd. If you are to learn to

A

depend on yourself, an essential to sucyou must be alone at times to think
of something besides what curtains to get
for Susie's room, what you'll wear tonight, and what did Tom mean when he

Scientific

Way

to

cess,

LOSE

WEIGHT

said so-and-so?

"Reflect on the sort of life you are
leading; consider if it's the kind you real-

ENJOY THE PEP AND
ENERGY OF A SLIMMER
FIGURE THE DR. PHIL-

want, and what you can do to improve
These quiet times may mean the difit.
ference between keeping step in the great
parade and letting the whole thing pass
you by!"

ly

WAY!
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HEALTHFUL
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Tribune, "Just for fun, I would like to
see Jose Ferrer play 'Little Women.' I
bet he could do it."
In Hollywood, Jose Ferrer managed to
triumph along two slightly more complex lines.

First of

all,

his professional

such that he succeeded in
overcoming the normal motion picture
versatility

is

WAY

THIS

for

his

first

screen

role,

tliat

of

the

Dauphin in "Joan Of Arc." His second
victory was a tribute to the man instead
of the actor. By the time he had been
on the 20th Century lot for two weeks,
everyone from the head

office

NOW

force

REDUCING THIS WAT. Now.
bulges

disfltrurinK

However, it would be a mistake to
assume that because a man is a good
Joe, and is so-called, he is "just like
everyone else." Jose Ferrer is more cor-

who
He is

rectly described as a king
lost the

common

touch.

has not
unique.

He

is vivid, brilliant, and
enormously
talented, not only in one art, but in
several.

This man,

Ruth Roman, now

Them Laugh ing"

in

with

"Always Leave
Milton

Berle.

—was

—

who

in the

Spring of 1949

awarded the gold medal of the
National Academy of Arts and Letters

with
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was calling him
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suspicion of Broadway actors to the extent of winning an Academy nomination
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DON'T PAY

rapier-like, elegant villain, lago.

That Miss Webster made no mistake
was proved by "Othello's" smashing
Broadway run followed by two years on
the road. Even precise critic Nathaniel
Benchley wrote in the New York Herald
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THESE
STATEMENTS
OR YOU

IVIINERAL

lago opposite Paul Robeson's Othello.
Wisenheimers who heard of this quaint
non sequitur were totally flabbergasted
by the idea of casting a wig-wearing,
bustle-popping farceur in the role of the

.
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Virginia Mayo prepares for a scene in "The Hawk And The Arrow," in which
she co-stars with Bttrt Lancaster. She's also in "Always Leave Them Laughing."
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American actor having the

speech and diction of any performer appearing in a play during that
Broadway year, was born without a soft
finest

he was seven months old, Jose's

parents brought him from his birthplace
(Santurco, Puerto Rico) to New York
for surgery which proved to be successful.
After that experience the boy and his
parents returned to Puerto Rico where
they remained until Jose was six. It was
decided at that time that because Senor
and Senora Ferrer were naturalized

American

citizens

(who had been born

in Spain), their
children should be
brought up as Americans. They moved
to New York. This was not a new and
strange experience to the Ferrers because
Father Ferrer was a graduate of St.

John's College at Annapolis, and of
Syracuse Law School. Mother Ferrer
was an alumna of Sacred Heart College
of Manhattanville, New York.
In addition to maintaining a straight
A average in school, young Jose studied
music with such happy results that his
teachers felt he should become a concert
pianist. His own inclination at the time
was toward a career as a professional
swimmer, an ambition which enabled him
to set some sort of unofficial over-water
broad jump record which, unfortunately,
was neither measured nor chalked to his
credit.

It

seems that he was whiling away a

Summer's day by swimming in Lake
Placid when that body of water was
struck by lightning. Fortunately, Jose
was the only swimmer in the water at
the moment of this electrical display because everyone else had withdrawn to
shore out of respect for a threatened
squall.

According

to

Jose,

"I

simply turned to

fire.

was

twenty

when the

lengths from the beach
I

lake

went straight

into the air and didn't stop until I felt
the bottoms of my feet thumping along
the sand.
elbow the only part of
me out of water when the bolt struck
was numb for a week."
At the pliable age of fourteen, Jose
passed his entrance examinations for
Princeton and was ready to speed through
college with his customary agility, but
the University authorities, feeling that
no matter hov? bright a boy might be he
wasn't ready for the complexities of university life until he had matured somewhat, asked that he come back a year

My

—

later.

Jose was sent to Switzerland with at
two results: he learned gymnastics
(he still works out in a gym for an hour
each day), and he was inspired by the
grandeur of the scenery to begin his most
important avocation, painting.
Once back in the States and enrolled
in the School of Fine Arts at Princeton,
Jose met a fellow architectural student
named James Stewart. Both were inleast

terested in dramatics, but with a differJimmy was studying architecture
because he wanted to be an architect; as
far as he was concerned, college plays
were simply an amusing extra-curricular
activity, not to be taken too seriously.
Contrariwise, Jose was taking architecture because there was not, at that
ence.

time, a formal dramatic course, and he
had to be enrolled for some sort of stand-

ard schedule in order to participate in
such non-scholastic fascinations as playmaking. To this day, Jose says, "Jimmy
would have been as brilliant an architect
as he is an actor, if he had stuck with
designing. However, I hate to think

what sort of buildings I would have
presented to a non-plussed public."
This statement from Mr. Ferrer means
little except that he is extraordinarily
modest. His draftsmanship and his color
sense have earned him an enviable reputation as an artist. It is his intention to
retire from theatrical work in a few years
and to devote his entire time to painting.
One of his cherished dreams is to drive
through South America, stopping to
paint wherever inclination might dictate.
He also has an intense artistic curiosity
about the Orient, but until political conditions are much changed in that area,
he despairs of duplicating the South
American motor trip in China.
Phyllis Hill, whom Jose met and married during the Broadway run of "The
Silver Whistle" in 1948, also paints.
Jose considers her competent, occasionally even brilliant, but she loathes every
canvas she decorates. Thinks she's horrible. "Her chief trouble," says her husband, "is that she can't separate herself
as an art appreciator from herself as an
art creator. Naturally, her critical facilities
after years of being treated to mag-

—

nificent

unkind to

—

museums are somewhat
her own beginning efforts.

work

in

Luckily, I don't have that trouble. I can
be entirely objective about my painting.
I can view it as a total stranger would,
picking its flaws and approving its
virtues, without getting myself, as the
creator, mixed up in the process. This

a very comfortable ability."
to Jose's Princeton days
one of Jose's most
for a moment;
cherished college mementos is the only
known recording of Jimmy Stewart's
singing voice. One Saturday night a
gang of roisterers decided to go musical
and to disc the result for posterity. Halfway through the record, Jimmy remembered that he had a date to take a Vassar
girl to a prom, and was on the cusp of
being late. He sang all the way to the
door and down the corridor, finishing the
record with a splendid dwindling sound
of a man being swallowed by a cave.
In addition to this early Stewart recording, Jose has two other keepsakes.
Although he is without superstitions of
the usual theatrical sort, he is a man
to whom tradition means a great deal.
For this reason, whenever his part in a
given play requires him to wear a battered felt hat, he uses the one supplied
to him years ago by Guthrie McClintic.
This is done, not in the hope of hexing
a smile out of Thesjns, patron of drama,
but because Guthrie is a good friend, and
it is pleasant to be reminded of him
even by a hat.
Another cherished object is the cigarette case Jose carries. Originally it belonged to the theatrical giant, Stanislavsky, who presented it to a stage hand
is

To go back

.

appreciation for some service. The
stage hand passed it on to Uta Hagen
in a burst of admiration for her performance as Desdemona in "Othello."
Observed Jose at this point in the case's

Barbara
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and

hubby

Bill

Williams
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MOVIE STARS PHOTOS
Glamour,

to his first grandchild, pos-

an event unthinkable

erns
Each.

settle down into a role for a
long run. In pictures every day is an
opening night. Every scene is an opening
night. No wonder everyone in Hollywood divides his time between trying
to find better ways of giving a spontaneously satisfactory performance, and
seeking more effective means of relaxing
afterward."
Jose's methods of relaxing are many.
He works out for an hour each day, and
he takes a ninety-minute ballet lesson as
well. (Any
who think ballet is for the
fragile should try it for two days
then attempt to get out of a chair with-

West-

Pinups,

8x10,

25

Cents

Over 1000 to choose from.
All

much

before the year 2010.
It would be difficult to imagine a person having a greater fund of controlled,
well-directed vitality, or to name offhand
a man possessing the Ferrer dynamism.
Between scenes of "The Whirlpool" he
tried out a hundred different poses, in a
simple kitchen chair, in an unconscious
attempt to find comfort. He twiddled a
cigarette. He pulled an ear. He kept a
friend busy running errands. When a
fascinated observer asked, "Nervous?"
Jose explained, "When one is doing a
play, one has one opening night. I'm
always like this on opening nights. Afterward, either the play is a flop and it
closes, or the play is a success and every-

i

J

rMAKE
MONEY-i
ADDRESSING

session to take place at the reading of
Jose's will,

distress'

FREE New illustrated booklet of intimate
facts every woman should know. Mailed in
plain wrapper. Write today
Chichester
Chemical Co., Dept. 16- J, Philadelphia 46, Pa.

someone along
would think
enough of a treasure like that to keep
permanently." He was married to
it,
Miss Hagen at the time, so she quickly
made him a gift of it. Jose intends to
chain

—

1

travels, "I should think

the

—
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to directions, a day or two in advance. 3 convenient sizes. Ask your druggist today for
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CORNS, CALLOUSES, BUNIONS!
The

instant you apply Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads, painshoe friction stops, pressure on the sensitive spot
You'll marvel, too, how quickly these thin,
soothing, cushioning, protective pads remove corns
or callouses when used with the separate Medications included. Get this instant-acting rehef today!
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BUSTLOrm
Contains Estrogenic

HORMONES
TEST to DAYS
AT OUR RISK

BUST

Lotion contains 30,000 Int. Units of Estrogenic
Hormones and vegetable oils that
wonderfully aid the application of hormones. While we
make no claims or representations whatever, we do promise
you a 10 day trial offer! Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb Hormones. Try it! Easy to use!
SEND NO
Write Now for your 30-day supply
bottle of Laurent de Kolin's Hormone Bust Lotion. When
lotion arrives pay postman only $2.98 plus tax and CO.D.
postage. Test 10 days and see for yourself! Full directions.
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This sensational

He

Is

A

Lonely Hunter."

but the dish must be
something with which a chef can deal,
and then set aside for an hour or two
until the dinner is to be served. For this
reason, a Ferrer menu is likely to consist
of a gelatine salad, plus a casserole dish,
or a roast, or a Swiss steak.
likes to cook,

He
When

never, never, never plays cards.
he and Phyllis entertain, they confine the party to an absolute maximum
of six guests. The reason for this is that
Jose conceives of a social gathering as
the proper setting for the exchange of
good conversation. "A conversation begins with two persons, ends with six.
More than six people turn conversation
into bedlam. Everyone talks at once
with the result that nothing worthwhile
can be said, much less heard."

When

THIS EASY.

HOe*'HE££^*

"The Heart

story,

calling. Many earn while learninsr. Hijrh
Ied
Norse's equipment included. Mail this ad today for FREE Facts.
Wayne School Of Practical Nursing, Inc.,

Jose Ferrer

is

the conversation-

would be a shame for him not
to be heard. He is one of the genuinely
quotable actors in Hollywood. When he
was asked by a friend why he went to
alist,

it

the trouble of playing baseball in Central
Park when he was in New York, instead
of working out in a private club, he
replied swiftly, "Because no one
found a way in which to plug a
phone into Central Park."

has
tele-

When, after a separation of a
met a person held to be an

year, he
especial
friend, yet the friend did not recognize
Jose instantly, Jose observed, "Think of

me

in a beard.

The

friend's

"jMy God

door.)

In a very black mustache

and beard."

The

.

.

.

face became illumined.
Ferrer! lago!"

had met Jose while Jose
and was wearing whiskers. Because "Othello" was on
the road for two years, and because Jose
met literally thousands of persons during
friend

was on tour

in "Othello"

that period who are unable to reconcile
the rangy, clean-shaven, humorous Joe
with the sinister and bearded Jago, he
always introduces himself to individuals
whom he recognizes, but who obviously
do not recognize him. This simple, unassuming attitude in a man who has won
Ferrer's honors

As

is

refreshing.

proof of his disarming charm,
this story should be told about an incident that occurred during the Broadway
run of "Cyrano de Bergerac."
final

One night, under what pressure Jose
can not remember, he forgot to add the
tremendous false nose which was an essential part of his makeup. He had been
on the stage only a few seconds when he
realized that his fellow actors were horriby some situation beyond their conLuckily, the play had run long
enough so that everyone was set in his
lines, so there were no bobbles
only

fied

trol.

.

.

.

ill-concealed expressions of total dismay.

When

Jose realized his omission, he
there was nothing he could do
about it. He had to finish the play
"in the equipment, fortunately generous,
which nature had provided."
He made a httle curtain speech. "1

knew that

have been the victim of a new kind of
bobby-soxer," he said. "But at least
when one plays Cyrano, or sees it played,
one realizes that a nose of any other
length still smells as sweet."

MONEY —

LAURENT

de

KOLIN

Your Perfect Home Permonenl-

Dept. 62>C

758 Ogden Ave.

Chicago 22,
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OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Home Method heala
old leg sores caused by leg conges^
tion. Varicose veins, swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it fails to show
results in 10 days. Describe the cause
of your trouble and get a FREE BOOK.

many

H. T. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2,

111.

Get Well

QUICKER

minimum

according to texture.
time has passed, one curl
should be partially unwound and the
wave examined according to the direction
sheet. If the hair doesn't show a definite
wave pattern, roll it up and wait fifteen
minutes. Then look at another curl. The
condition of your hair will determine
whether it takes the minimum or maximum time to curl. It is always important
that you take "timing test curls" as di-

When

time,

this

rected, because the condition of your hair
changes from time to time. Never de-

pend upon the previous timing of your
permanent if you want the present one
to be successful.
If your hair has been bleached, dyed
or tinted, or if you have been using special color rinses and such, there are definite instructions for you to follow. While
it is possible to get a very successful wave
in this type of hair, it may require some

From Your Cough
Due to a Cold
Honey & Tar
Cough Compound

FOLEY'S

POEMS WANTED
We want
poems for

original

FUKE

poems to be made into songs.
examination and splendid

RADIO COMPOSERS, WFHP,

RUSH

offer.

Butler BIdg., Clinton, N. 0.

FREE PHOTO
LARGE SIZE

your

of
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from

Direct

oily wood

H
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Also
iateat

FREE
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stars

and

decorated with
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cover handling
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and mailing.
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.

JOIHN DEREK
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BOX 1150— DEPT. M-3

Hollywood

28,

calif.,
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s.

a.

Broderick Crawford, sensational in "All The King's Men," being interby Bill Tusher. Brod's next picture is "Cargo To Capetown."

viewed

special care before your wave or a little
more effort in the waving, itself.
Take time with neutralizing. This is
the process that "fixes" the wave and
makes it permanent. Don't hurry it. Let

the neutralizing solution stay on your
hair the full time specified and put plenty
of neutralizer on each curl. Before using
the neutrahzer, press each curl with a
soft towel to blot up as much of the waving lotion as possible. Press the curls
again before the second application of
neutrahzer. The last application of neutralizer is made after the curls are unwound, when it is poured through the
hair.

Now

for a clear water
your kit contains a special rinse,
now is the time to use it. Such rinses
dramatize the highlights in your hair and

you are ready

rinse. If

eliminate tangles, making the
wet hair much easier.

combing

of

The setting of your curls is the next
step to glamour. Use a little imagination,
perhaps a bang on the diagonal, an unexpected, soft little curl in front of your
ears, only faintly related to the spit curls
of the 1920's which you are hearing
about now, or an as\Tnetrical fullness on
one side while the other remains flatter
or smoother. You can work out ideas
galore, and your hair should now have
the body and the permanent quality to
lend itself to your every whim, if you
just take care in the setting. For you will
have every whit as much as any T. Twin
ever had and mavbe morel

even start thinking of marriage before I'm thirty. I've seen what can hap-

other bachelor in Hollywood. Don't tell
date them because you feel safe
and know you won't be hooked into

if I'll

me you

pen to people who get married before
they really know what it is they want

matrimony.^"
"That's a bit far-fetched, don't you
think. But you're right in saying I don't
thmk I could ever marry a girl in the

same

Two

profession.

family would be a

little

out of life. And I'll be perfectly honest
with you and say that there are a lot of
things I don't rehsh giving up when I do

of us in the same
thick, I'm afraid.

"There's nothing I like better than going out to the beach and spending the
day and not leaving until it's almost dark
and often cold. How many girls will go
along with you on that? Another thing,
when I finish making a picture I like to
throw some tilings into my bag and take
off for parts unknown, without any fuss
or planning beforehand. Do you know of
a woman who can make a trip without
thinking and talking about it for days
ahead of time?"
"Isn't that a bit selfish though?" I
asked. "Don't you think someone you
love is more important than a small thing
like a trip or a day at the beach?"
"Of course I do, and that's just the
point. I haven't met anyone yet who is
that much more important. When I do,
I'll do my best to get her to marry me.
But even then, she would have to think

But I know quite a few gals who aren't
part of the movie colony setup and I
see just as much of them as I do of the
females you've heard about.
"I've always had a feeling I'd find the
girl I'd marry here in the East. It's possible to date a female here without having everyone under the sun know about
Believe it or not. there
it.
times
when you don't want a romance publicized. In my business, pubhcity is important, but there are times when it can do
more harm than good."
"Well, you know, actually, it isn't that
you're getting on in years or anything
like that." I said, "but you're seen so
often, with so many different dates, that
people naturally wonder what it is you're
looking for and when you'll find it."
"Look, I'm onlv twentv-six and I doubt

ARE

DRAW for MONEY.

VETERANSr

The No.

all in

course.

TWO ART

experience necessary' we
you siep-by-step. For 36 years
\VS.\ graduates have been mak-

complete

No previous ART

—

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART.
1113

— 15th

St..

me

Please send
for

Pleasure and Profit."

propped against the door that
mainsumptuous suite
tains for their \-isiting stars. At five after
fi.ve Pete arrived in sports shirt and grey

MGM

led to the

looking like the original "outdoor boy." If I hadn't heard about him
beforehand, I wouldn't have believed he"d
ever seen the inside of a night club. He
was the picture of health, tanned and, I
hated to admit it, very good-looking.
"Gee. I'm sorry I'm late, but I was
down in the barbershop," he apologized.
"Under another hot towel, no doubt,"
flannels,

I

commented sweetly.
He'd made the appointment

at

five,

saying he'd have to cut it short at five
thirty
so his being late didn't help my
disposition any. I had a feeling he was
squeezing me in between a whiskey sour,
a dry martini and probably a half-dozen

—

AGE

"I'm supposed to find out
still

single

and why you

why

like

you're

being sin-

with pencil poised.
"^Vhere have I heard that one before?"
he said, with a grin. "I'll tell you what
you do. Make a list of all the reasons
gle," I said,

why any

fellow stays single

and

there's

your answer."
"Yes, but I have to have facts and
quotes from you. You've been quoted as
.saying you were pretty sure you'd never
marry an actress, but your name has
been linked with more of them than any

..
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Sel fconscious
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bustline?
Figure
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Special

Our Many Satisfied Customers Belew Says:
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.

.
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Doris Harris, Wichita. Kansas
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magic

like
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instantly!
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Miss Harris
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Bra.
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"Up-and-

she
unshapely,

flat,

was
and

shy.
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FREE!!!
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Do you want a REAL

of your

FAVORITE MOVIE STAR?
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15c for handling and mailing

receive direct from Hollywood a
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NOSES RESHAPED
FACE LIFTING

is

fine,

but there's a lot more to it if a marriage
parents have alis going to stick.
ways been pretty much of an ideal to
."
me. Now there's a couple that.
At this point he jumped up to answer
the phone and when he came back I
could see he had places to go and things

My

.

HOLLYWOOD STARS 9865
^

SONG POEMS

along the same lines that I do. I couldn't
live with anyone I didn't have a great

.

You have

I said.

feel

up your time,"
"I know you have a million-andone plans so I'll be on my way, although
I'm afraid I don't know much more about
you now than I did half an hour ago."
"Gee, I'm sorry we didn't get together
before this," he said, helping me on with

eyelids, breasts, scars, tatoos corrected by plastic

and out of the city on these personal
appearance jaunts, and last weekend I
went up to Greenwich and did nothing
but sleep for two days straight. The operator wasn't giving you the runaround

CRUM

OR.
542

5th

Ave.,

Suite

N.

63.

Y.

2-1596

LE.

C.

"On

coat.

when she

Learn to recognize

.

this last trip I've

been in

said I wasn't in.

"Look, if you're not doing anything tonight around eleven, what about going
out with me? I can't ask you to go to
this play I'm supposed to see 'cause some
friends are taking me, but I know they'll
want to turn in early and I haven't been
out on the town in a long time. What
about it?"
The idea that Peter Lawford, Number
One Escort and man-about-town, didn't
have anything to do that evening was too

.

much

for

me

to believe.

I didn't.

But

I

could go along with the conversation just
as well as the next one.
"Sure thing," I answered. "My name
is right there in the phone book. Call me

when you
I knew

you detect any of the
following symptoms, see
If

your doctor at once!
1.

Any

2.

A lump

sore that does not heal.

thickening,

in

the

breast or elsewhere.
3.

Unusual bleeding or discharge.

4.

Any change

5.

Persistent

culty

in

in

a wart or mole.

indigestion
swallowing.

or

diffi-

6.

Persistent hoarseness or cough.

7.

Any

change

in

normal

bowel

habits.

I

wouldn't hear from him and,

was rushing around like
trying to find my clothes,
get the bobby-pins out of my hair and
put my face on.
The phone had rung and Pete's voice
had said, "It'll be quicker if you meet
me. The show in the Wedgwood Room
goes on in fifteen minutes. Are you
ready? Hurry, hurry, hurry, little one,
or we'll miss the first part."
To say I was surprised would be a vast
understatement, but that was only the
beginning, believe me. From the moment
I arrived, slightly out of breath, I could
see my story
"Why I Like Being Single," by Peter Lawford, go out the win-

a

later I

mad woman,

—

For free booklet on important
facts, just address your request
to

"CANCER."

AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY
70

get finished."

as I rode down in the elevator, I thought
of a couple of other Hollywood jokers
who had given me the same song and
dance. Nothing ever came of it, and I
had learned over a period of time to disregard the usual "I'll call you" routine.
Maybe they think you'll write a better
story on them or something. Never did
quite figure it out.
In any case, at eleven o'clock I was
undressed, in bed and half asleep. Five

minutes
or

why so many different
women found you so attractive.
to see

difficult

types of

my

—

You

to do.
"I can see I'm taking

Loose skin, wrinkles, outstanding ears, lips, baggy
surgery. Consultation and
Booklet S Free.

—

say right now It Ain't True!
are one of those people who put
their all into whatever they may happen
to be doing at the moment. When you're
out with a gal, that's all you seem to
have on your mind and, believe me, the
gal appreciates it. There's many a man
who could take a lesson from you. After
spending one evening with you it wasn't
like to

dow.

Dear Pete,

I apologize!

You have always been

presented to
your public as a happy-go-lucky perpetual college sophomore with nothing on
the brain except females, fast cars and
fun. Well, with all due respect to my
fellow writers who have been giving your
fans the "low-down" on you, I should

as

if

the knack of making each one
she were the most important

female alive, and you do

it

without seem-

ing to make any effort. You don't work
naturat being charming, you just are

—

ally!

That particular evening three other
couples eventually joined us and, all of
them being connected with show business
in some way, the conversation naturally
turned to "shop" talk. The singer sitting
next to you spent a major part of the
evening telling everyone how sensational
he was; the female comedian was busy
calling and waving madly to various and
sundry people around the room; and the
third well-known was giving an itemized
report on the amount of money he'd
given to charities in the last year.
Through all this, Pete, you sat back,
taking it all in, never saying much, never
bragging nor table hopping nor waving.
You concentrated on lighting my cigarettes, ordering me another drink and occasionally signing a menu some patron
wanted you to autograph. You not only
signed them, but, if the party was sitting
close enough, you'd lean over and thank
them.
Brother, I've got news for you. Glamour Boys do not do this. It is not in the
book!
When the party began to break up you
suggested we go down to the Village, and
down we went.
"Jackson," the bartender in my favorite hangout, is used to celebrities and he
will often brag that he can take movie
stars or leave them. But we weren't in
the place more than thirty seconds before
the two of you were squeezed in the
phone booth calling "Mrs. Jackson."
"Yeah, honey, it's REALLY Peter
Lawford. Honest! No baby, not a drop,
I swear. Here, I'll put him on and you
can hear for yourself."
While we waited for you to emerge,
"Jackson" explained that as far as the
"little woman" was concerned there was
only one male in Hollywood worth going
to see, namely, Peter Lawford.
"I don't know what it is about him,"
he said, "but all the dames go for him.
He looks like any other actor to me. One
thing I'll say for him though, he's a
gentleman."
Around four o'clock the only thing left
to do was go home and so, with a peck
on the cheek and a promise to look you
up if I ever got out to the Coast, we said

goodnight.
As I turned out the light I knew I'd
had one of the best times of my life and
that I'd become a staunch member of
the "Crush On Lawford" club. But I also
realized I didn't have the story I'd gone
out to get. Maybe you do like some of
the advantages of being single, but I'm

willing to bet that Pete Lawford wants
very much to be married to the right

Playboy, Escort and Bachelor. But y'a
know, I hope that time is a long way off

girl.

in the future.

the day will come when you'll find
her, Pete, and that will be the end of
Peter Lawford, Hollywood's Number One

As far as I'm concerned, you can just
continue as you are. Spreading yourself
around a httle and making us all happy!

And

Mistakes

HAVE A SLIMMER,
YOUTHFUL,
FEMININE

APPEARANCE
INSTANTLY!

REDUCE

Women Make With Men

Your Appearance!

Ven\ts

?°pportlr'
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Look and Feel Like

The^up-Lif't" AdjustO-Belt is the new-

Women

more social-minded
than men. Does your husband hit the
are usually

so hard he knocks himself out
he learns you've lined up your mu-

ceiling

when

tual social life for weeks ahead? Or when
you brightly inform him that you and a
girl friend (he hates her husband or she
bores him stiff) have planned a jolly eve-

ning together?

The way out

of that

jam

easy. Make him think you don't really
want to go but it's been so long since
you've seen her and you tried to worm
out if it but there wasn't any way to
and won't he please be a good sport just

is

this once?

The odds

are with you

if

you

use that, or a similar approach.

And you can always make it up
the next night by staying home and

him
let-

ting him tune in the television set to the
baseball game, instead of the fashion
show you wanted to see. That makes

him happy and, anyway, you probably
sneaked some time to look at a program
he

toiled at the

By the way, what's so wrong with
spending a great manv evenings at home,
that place you've both worked and slaved
so hard to acquire?
We all know how men hate to wear
dinner clothes. So why not make him
think he's much more comfortable in a
tuxedo than he really is by telling him
how handsome he looks, rather than saying he has to wear it or the hostess will
have hysterics. It's a lot easier to get
office.

him into that monkey suit if you'll have
it pressed, brushed and laid out with all
the accessories. He'll wear what's handy

rummage around for his blue
which is hanging way back in the
clothes cupboard.
Women have more time, theoretically
at least, to get ready for a party than
men do. So why are most of us ready a
good half hour after he is? That thirty
minutes he's spent pacing the floor and
getting more impatient and less in the
mood to go out doesn't help to make the
evening a happy one. Nothing irritates
a man more than that ole Army game,
hurry up and wait.
We're guilty of many mistakes after we
rather than
suit,

get to that party. One of the best ways
of losing our men is to try to grab all the
attention. If he starts telling his favorite
story, we interrupt to correct a date or
place or name, then usually finish the
anecdote. I'm in favor of letting him tell

wrong. Even if we've heard it a dozen
times before, perhaps someone else hasn't.
There's one type of woman that infurithe one who snatches the conates me
versational ball away from her husband
it

—

him you-know-what
never opening his yap all evening.
and

later gives

Shouldn't

we be

less

for example, he's a personality kid
then I think he should be allowed to
have his fun. If he goes too far overboard the time to criticize him is in the
privacy of the home instead of in front
of other people. He'll usually respond to
a few tactful and understanding words,
unless he's a hopeless case.
If he's a comedian, or even just thinks
he is, trying to top his jokes is baaaaaad.
Crack your priceless quips at another
audience. You'll get more laughs and less
tension at home. You, too, can be a card
if you don't step on his lines, and thus
If,

est,

most

able

girdle
had.

for

impatient and

There usually is at least one man in
a crowd that makes our fur stand on end.
He antagonizes us and there isn't a single
thing to do about it but ignore him
utterly.
We've never liked him and
never will, so why waste emotional energy
on him? Find someone across the room
and have fun while your enemy charms
some other woman who thinks he's a
dreamboat.
A gal who puts on airs will embarrass
most any man. He's a pretty literal kind
of guy who doesn't want the other fellows to think he, or his wife, is pretentious and phoney.
We can get awfully put out when our
man says something like "Wow! Look at
that redhead." You're a brunette and
you don't go for remarks like that. Don't
get in a snit. Let him make the remark
he married you, didn't he? A little
harmless admiration, expressed to you, is
better than a lot of it said to the redhead when you're not around.

comfortever

UP-LIFT ADJDST-O-BELT! The UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT with the amazing new adjustable tront
with

panel controls vour figure the way you want it,
added support wliere you need it most. Simply adjust
is reshaped,
the laces and PRESTO your mid section
your back is braced and you look and feel younger!

More Up-Lift and Hold-In Power!
The UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT takes weight off
dartired feet and gives you a more alluring, more
you put
ingly feminine, curvaceous figure the instant
the right
gives vou lovely cuives just
It
on
wrong ones.
places, with no unwanted bulges in the
matter
no
nothingness
It whittles your waist line to
adjusted
shape you may now have. It's easily

m

it

what

—always

comfortable!

Test the

ADJUST-O-BELT
Up-Lift Principle
with Your

Own

Hands!

Clasp youi- hands over
abdomen,
press
your

upwards and

in gently,

but

You

firmly.

ju.st

what the UP-LIFT

ADJUST-O-BELT
for

you only the

JUST-O-BELT
better.
and test
10 days

at

home

FREE

at

get

up to give

for

our

Appe
)ear Slimmer, and
The TJP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT

Feel Better
lifts

and flattens

Ijulges, comfortalily, quickly, firmly
adjusts easily to changes in your figure, yet no laces
touch your body. It gives instant slenderizing figure
control.
It
fashionably .shapes your figure to its
slimmest lines.
Like Magic the UP-LIFT ADJUST
O-BELT obeys your every wish.
Pounds and inches
seem to disappear instantly from waist, hips and
thighs.
You can adjust it to

Sit2;htly

your
your

slimmed

down

figure

figure changes.
It gives
the same fit and comfort you get
from a made to order girdle
costing 2 to 3 times the price.

Style:
It washes like a dream.
Panty and regular. Colors nude
and white. It's made of the finest stretch material used in any
girdle with a pure satin front
panel and made by the most

skilled craftsmen.
It's light in
^veight but powerfully strong.
It won't roll up. bulge or curl
at the top.
It gives extra-double support where you need
No other girdle at an
most.
price can give you better su[
port, can make you look bettei
rap\ better or appear slimmei
Sizes 24 to 48 waist.

Only

$3.98

MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE
WITH A 10-DAY

FREE TRIAL
If the UP-LIFT AD-TUST-O-BELT
isn't better than any supporter
you ever had, if You don't feel

don't
if you
and feel young-er, if your
shape isn't lOOc/n IMPROVED,
if you
are not deligrhted with
it.
return it and your money
will be refunded in full.

more comfortable,
look

FREE: New amazinp NYLON
wMl be ^^ent frpe with your
order. Try them instead of your
reerular lares.
You may keoD
them FREE even if you return
Inrr^s

the girdle.

SEND

.

we

it

Coupon

—

fact that

AD

does

Mail
it

does

expense!

Besides, if you're as well-dressed, as
beautifully-groomed, and as well-behaved
as you possibly can be he's going to be
proud of you and the other gals in the
room don't really matter. But if you're
not as young as you once were, trying to
create the illusion of lost youth by dressing like a teenager, by using baby talk or
intimate endearments publicly, makes it
tough on your old man and, incidentally, on you.
If you're not having fun at the party
and he is, don't get the vapors and insist
on going home. Remember, it was probably your idea to go out socially in the
first place and he'll be more apt to go
again if you're a good sport.
We usually have to pay for our fun
the morning after that late night. He

and the mere

fee;

better don't you! That's

—

has to get up and go to work whether
he feels like it or not, so why shouldn't
we keep him company? It isn't necessary
to have every curl and every eyelash in
place. A pleasant disposition, a sweet
smile replace all the lipstick in the world

Sixteen Again!

I

Don't look old before your time. Do as thousands of
improved
others do wear a comfortable, new and

his feelings.

to

in the afternoon while

more forebearing with the male animal?

NO MONEY

mDJUST-O-BELT CO., Dept. 24S
1025 Broad St., Newark, New Jersey
Rush your new and improved UP-LIFT ADJtjST-O-

BELT

for $3.98 in size and style checked.
RegPanty.
I will pay postage plus handling.
enclose $3.98. You pay postage plus handling.
CHECK SIZE:
Sm. (25-26);
Med. (27-28);
Lg.
XL (31-32);
XXL (34-36);
(29-30);
-XX.XL (38-40);
XXXXL (42-44)
5X (46-48).

ular,

Send C.O.D.
I

;

Nan

I

City.
I
understand if not delighted with the tIP-LIFT
ADJUST-O-BELT I can return it In 10 days for full
purchase price refund.

SENT

ON APPROVAL!
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send-off is enough.
don't have
to make conversation. If he doesn't want
to talk, it's better to button up. This is
probably the worst time of all to tell him
what he did wrong last night. Wait a
while and usually you'll forget what it
was he did and it probably wasn't so

of what,..

THE ESTROGENIC

bad anyway.

HORMONE

And

he starts something, clam up.
This morning's cross
word can be tonight's fight.

BUST

Don't

CREAM
says JO
• Each

jar contains

(Estrogenic

30,000

player

units of Belador

inc.

No. 7*

Hormone)

may be absorbed by

the remarkable ingredient that
the skin of the breast. For chat

smoother skin-start now. Wc GUARANTEE that, if
you don't think it is wonderful after, using your first
jar, simply return the empty jar and we will refund
your money at once. 30-day supply with full directions,
in plain wrapper, complete, $3-00 with order, or S3.50
CO.D. Order now. ..TODAY

1

Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood 2«,

it

Calif.

SELL DRESSES
Specially

Priced $5.95 to $19.95

firm desires women to
Dresses, Suits, Lingerie, As .seen in
"Vogue", "Mademoiselle". Featuring the
New York Look. Good commissions. Write for sample Book.
MODERN MANNER, 260 Fifth Ave,. Dept, SU-3, New York

5th Ave., N. Y.

,

sell

HOLDERand SHAKER
These

and pepper shakers add
spice to any table. They'll pep up
any smoker, banquet, get-together.
Because ot the amusing way
in which these shakers pour,
salt

them
when
hide
around.
They're
plastic (white for
salt,
black for pepper), 4
inches high. Only $1.49 for
the pair, in a clever gift box,
postpaid. (If ordered CO.D,,
postage charges additional.)
They'll make a hit with you,
or we guarantee to refund
your money promptly.
better

Grandma's
molded of

JOSELY, DEPT. BC
Times BIdg., New York

18

CHECKED
IN

A JIFFY

Sufferers from the torturing itch
caused by eczema, pimples, scales,
scabies, athlete's foot, "factory" itch,
and other itch troubles are praising
cooling, liquid

the night he chooses to
If he enjoys
cooking, who minds cleaning up the mess
in the kitchen? Chances are he won't do
it and why should he?
Does he ask us
to just run down to the office and catch
up on a little unfinished business for him?
The gal who greets her husband at the
front door with a long list of chores, the
one who plans his spare time down to the
last minute, is going to find him loitering at bars on the way home and lighting out with the fellows for the bowling
alley after supper. The more comfortable
we make it at home, the more they're
going to want to stay there, I always say.

— de-

Greaseless and stainless. Soothes and
comforts even the most intense itching in a jiffy. A
35c trial bottle proves its merits or your monev back.
Ask your druggist today for D.D.D. Prescription.

DO YOU

WANT LONGER

HAIR?
MAKE

THIS EASY

7-DAY TEST!
Jast try this SYSTEM on year hair 7 daya
and Bee if yoa are reallyenjoying the pleasore of ATTRACTIVE HAIR that can bo very
often capture Love end Romance for yoa.

MARVELOUS HELP for DRY,
BRITTLE, Breaking-Off HAIR

WHEN SCALP and HAIR CONDITIONS are
normal and dry, brittle, breaking-off hair can be retarded,
and much more beautiful.
it has a chance to (;et longer
Amazing. The JUELENE System is not a hair restorative.
.

.

SEND NO MONEY-Fully Guaranteed
Jnst try the JUELENE SYSTEM for
mirror PROVE the thriliine resolta.

2 Forma

Pomade

HLiqa.d,

7

daye.

Then

let

your

JUELENE cornea In
IT TODAY!

SEND FOR

C, O. D. SI. 00 plua Government charges. It Is folly auat.
anteed. Money back if yon are not delighted. Write Now!
JUKI. CO., 4727 N. Daman, Dapt. F-eo2, Chlcase28, 111.
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Are you one

Do you

outdoor girl, let him go, Joan, He's a kind
of wild animal and if he's let off the leash
in the great outdoors he's less apt to
prowl around in the wrong places.

Some of us say smugly, "Henry
wouldn't think of buying anything for
himself unless I help him pick it out, I
buy all his clothes for him." He looks it
too, I wonder what the poor guy really
thinks. He's the type of worm who sometimes turns and picks out something for
himself, like a girl friend
and without

—

his wife's help.

Are we too prone to ignore a man's
good points? Do we look for the wonderful qualities he has, or do we compare
him to another woman's husband and
wish ours was like that? So maybe the
man next door does have a trimmer
like the cute way his hair
neck. Maybe he makes
more money. Maybe he also has the disposition of an elephant with indigestion
or maybe he sticks pins under his wife's
fingernails when they're alone. Be glad
for what you've got. Those other pastures just look greener.
We can still show our man that we've
got minds of our own without trying to
run the whole show. We're all much too

waistline or

grows on

spoiled.

Let him be head man around
He's probably better fitthan you are. We could

the old rancho.
ted to be boss
use a little of
technique with
happier.

the European

our

woman's

men and be much

—

One last word don't forget men are
interested in the women who are interested in them. And aren't we all?

of the possessive ones?

Are you too dependent
on him for your entire happiness? No
other interests except him? Then get
some other interests. Don't pull that knot
you tied on your wedding day too tight.

Do you make him
tant and

feel

pretty impor-

him you think

he's

kinda

special? I

mean your husband, boy

friend,

or boss,

A

tell

kindness smooths the
we started shooting "The

little

at Warners I'd

never met Burt Lancaster before, I'd admired his work for a long time and I told
him so. We get along fine, not because
of that alone exactly
he's easy to get
along with, but a little sincere flattery
does go a long way.

—

Do you cry every time anything goes
wrong? Tut tut! Tears are a very powerful weapon and should be used sparingly
to be effective. Or are you the nervous
type

we

his

cling?

When
Hawk And The Arrow"

veloped by Dr. D. D. Dennis— positively relieves that cruel.burning itch.

.

this

his special spaghetti.

way.

D.D.O. Prescription.

This time-proved medication

his

matter

Maybe

cook

§

keep awake at

desk? If he notices the floor has been
scrubbed, that's dandy we're that much
ahead. If not, and the odds are very
much against it that he will, what does

—

*irode mark

Mt

is

his eight-hour fight to

HOUSE OF EDEN, Dept. su-io
641

hazard is safely overanother thing. Should
we tell him how we've slaved over a hot
scrub brush and give him a rundown on
all the small domestic events of the day,
including how tired we are.? I say no.
Does he tell you every last dull detail of
this

come, tonight

JORDAN

SCREEN

if

fight back.

Assuming

has done for me,"

"Miss Alabama"

We

him a

am proud

who has

to dramatize every situa-

and keep the household in a mixmaster upheaval? Do you demand too
much attention? Try giving him some
extra special attention and see how he
tion

chirks up.

Do you hang a yoke of anniversaries
around his neck and expect a present for

—

every one? Well, don't unless he's incurably sentimental too. Concentrate on
the important dates and the presents will
be fewer, better, and more spontaneously
given.
Is he a .sports lover when you're not?
Don't try to flsh, hunt, or ski if you hate
it. You'll ruin his fun. If you're not an

Current- Films
Continued from page 15

Some

actual footage of fierce battles were
taken from U.S, Marine files, which add
a shockingly realistic touch, Wayne is in
his usual form: two-fisted, tough, and
bitterly not giving a darn about anything
except the safety of his men. If you're
looking for action, this should be your
meat.

Of New York

Port

Eagle-Lion

SOMETIMES

exciting and sometimes
about narcotics agents Scott
Brady and Richard Rober who are hunting a narcotics dealer. With a scarcity of
clues to begin with, and working on nebulous leads, the pair almost get a windfall
of good luck when K. T. Stevens decides
to spill all. Unfortunately, Miss Stevens
is found strangled before she can talk.
All of which means they have to do their
sleuthing the hard way. The case isn't
closed until one of them gets killed and
the other
whew! how narrow can
dull saga

,

.

,

escapes be?!

The Rugged O'Riordans

V niversal-International

THERE'S

a lot to be said about hav-

ing a big family. F'instance, take the

Bagdad

thirty-some-odd killings to his credit, it
seems Billy, played by Audie Murphy,
would have gone straight if his boss, Albert Dekker, hadn't double-crossed him.
(Wonder if some day they don't give a
similar heart-uarming explanation for
John Dillinger.) There are a few people
on Billy's side, Shepperd Strudwick, who
gets murdered. Will Geer, likewise, and
Gale Storm. She isn't on the receiving
end of any lead but, through her, Billy

(Technicolor)
Vniversal-Internationnl

WEARING

low-cut gowns and act-

ing like an honest-to-gosh Arabian
princess, which she plays, Maureen O'
Hara prances through a complicated
maze of Arabian names and characters
to end up in the arms of Paul Christian,
the man accused of slaying her father.

Much

made about

is

leader of a

mob

mysterious

the

gets his fatal dose.

of cutthroats called the

Black Robes and the corrupt Pasha, Vincent

The

Price.

way

casual

and Price throw diamonds,

Undertow

Christian

rubies,

Universal-International

and

emeralds at Maureen will make any girl
drool and rue the fact she wasn't born
.\rabian Princess O'Hara.

SCOTT BRADY, a reformed racketeer,
has a

And Baby Makes Three

SUCH

a predicament! Barbara Hale,
about to wed Robert Hutton, discovers she's going to become a mother.
The father, her divorced husband Robert
Young, is charmed because 1) he doesn't
want Barbara to marry Hutton, and 2)
he's still in love with his ex-wife. Events,
blessed and otherwise, get deeper and
deeper into one heck of a pickle with
Hutton and Young dead-set against each
other getting custody of the unborn child.
Broadly farcical, this sometimes is a little
too broad about subjects such as marriage, divorce and motherhood.

and fast, this is a better-than-average
murder mystery.

Indian Scout
United Artists

jVIOBODY

Need any more clues.'
train.
There are enough flaming arrows, bloodthirsty Red.skins and a few torture scenes
to delight the juvenile Saturday matinee

the notoriBilly the Kid

ous Western gunman,
was only 21 when he was killerl
got to be such a trigger-happy lad. With

with
of

Tex

is

wagon

GIVES an explanation why
Dietrich

is

Nevertheless, the wagon
attacked by hundreds of Indians
on that well-known war path when Reed
All are so busy suspecting him
is along.
they overlook Ellen Drew, who says she's
a school teacher, when she joins the
train

(Technicolor)

Gotham premiere

Reed

Montgomery.

Universal-International

Marlene

belives that Philip

1 1 not an Indian spy. That is, nobody
except his Indian scout employer, George

The Kid From Texas

at

law-abiding plans for the

riving in Chicago to get his girl, he barely
steps off the plane when he's framed for
the murder of Dorothy's wealthy uncle.
The frame is perfect but there's one flaw:
Scott won't take it lying down. Tough

Columbia

—he

lot of

He buys

a mountain resort hotel
and wants to marry Dorothy Hart. Arfuture.

crowd.

McCrary

"Battleground."

O'Riordans, a family of Irish immigrants

who went

to Austraha in the early days.
There were five boys and two girls, and
keeping it a family matter, they managed
to "homestead" a huge tract of land out
of a dense jungle on an inaccessible plateau. Only once were the brothers side-

—

tracked for a while that's when a fiancee of one fell for another. A clear case of
how jungle living can unleash passion.
John O'Malley, as the O'Riordan sire,
Michael Pate, and Wendy Gibbs head
the muscular cast.
.

.

.

There's

A

Girl In

My Heart

Lee
Chaney,

They want

5 PRIZES IN THIS

NEW CONTEST!

5 Complete

$240 Art Courses, including Drowing

Outfits!

FREE

his

pal,

Lon

huge
sporfs arena, but Elyse Knox owns the
property. She refuses to sell because the
people living on the block would be
homeless if the houses were torn down.
Bowman takes one look at Elyse and
agrees, but Lon Chaney swindles them
out of the property and gets to work on
to build a

It's a shame he didn't
get to build it because he and Bowman
get into one whale of a fight, with a winner-take-all proviso.

his sports arena.

Frizes

in

Here's your big chance, if you want to become a
artist, designer, or illustrator! An
easy-to-try way to win
art training!

concerning politician

Bowman and
Jr.

AND TRY FOR

THIS GIRL

commercial

Monogram

SEMI-MUSICAL

m
COPY

Whether you win or not our instructors send you
their comments on your work, if your drawing shows
promise Trained artists and illustrators now making big money. Find out
now if YOU have profitable art talent.
ART INSTRUCTION, INC., Dept. 2240
You've nothing to lose everything
500 S. 4th St., Minneapolis 5, Minn.
to gain. Mail your drawing today.
!

i

RULES; You must be amateur. Our
students not eligible. Make copy
of girl 5 ins. high. Pencil or pen
only. Omit lettering. All drawings
must be received by March 31,
*50. None returned. Winners
notified. For list of winners, send
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Please enter

March drawing

•

CHICAGO

•

NEW YORK

attached drawing in your
contest.

(PLEASE PRINT)
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Arabian

/^5/YOUGETAll8of

Nigdis

these Best-Sellers FREE

Now!

One Pockagel

In

THE QUEEN

BEE, by Edna Lee-Evz
Avery s lovely body concealed a
ruthless
heart which stopped at
noMng to destroy the rich husband
she tricked into
crushed!

By author

of

"Web

Days."

of

''?'-'-^'
^"'^^
wh°^^°f
when the handsome Lord Ox- Boy"-

ford s
wagging tongue and
amorous escapades got him into

—

the Tower of London
charm and wit got him
o«tf Here's an outspoken
P^^='°" and Intrigue
amidst the pomp and pae"eantry of Elizabethan Enl.
land.

hi

SHORT STORIES OF
DeM A U PASSA NT— Over
50

of

most

the

daring

stories ever written ! Tales
of love, hate, intrigue, mad-

BOOKS

Jealousy, and passion
have often been iminever equalled"
by Leslie Turner White
the thrill-packed story of a
dashing
rogue who risked torture to
possess the
that

_

LORD JOHNNIE,

—

woman who
she expected

married him, only because
to die on the gallows

him

i

PRIDE'S CASTLE, by Frank
woman sacrificed, her honor K.rfy-One
to win the
love
of big

ruthless Pride

Dawson

;

he

cot°h';]''w':f™^^^^°°'^--°^-

-

^''^'^

The fabulous
y'*^*f^5
"rhn
thousand-and-one"
tales of adventure,
magic and exotic romance
which have

Mjy;j^?i°-s!-fi-r^—
Castle
-C.rni?n';'*^T'^
Caroline Lawlor tried
desperately to
forget the scarlet secret
of her past-^^ye°
...ai^
continued to love the one
man

who made her remember it

JANE EYRE,

by Charlotte
The tale of a
passionate love affair be-

As a New Member of "America's Biggest Bargain Book Club"

All 8 of these best read books are YOURS
FREE ... to prove how much you will enjoy membership in the Book League. Ordinarily, you would
get your Club Bonus Books at the rate of one free
with every two selections (or alternates) purchased.
But on this special offer, we send you six right away and IN
THE SAME PACKAGE you get two MORE best-sellers free,
as your membership gift Send coupon for them

IT'S

Bronte

true!

—

—

tween a sophisticated
englishman and a young
governess

—

haunted by
the screaming secret

What new intimacy would he

locked in the tower room
ot that lonely house.

demand nextt
"Lord Johnnie"

NOW

SEND NO MONEY! PAY POSTMAN NOTHING!

This Coupon Entitles You to

8

BEST-SELLERS
WITH MENIBERSHIP

FREE

Mail Without Money to

BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA
Dept. SU-3, Garden City, N. Y.
Please send me at once— FREE— all eight of the books
described on this page (worth $18.00 In publishers'
cdltlonsj and enroll me as a member of the Book

may start ray subscription with the current
selection.
The best-selling book I choose each month may be
either the regular Selection or any one of the other

Is

WHY

"America's Biggest Bargain Boole Club" Gives You $18.00 Worth of Books FREE

OOK LEAGUE

membership is an ad
venture in exciting reading! You never
pay any dues or club fees and every
month you get your own choice of the
finest new novels of romance and adventure . .
best-sellers by authors like Stein-

B
•

—

.

League. You

beck, Maugham,
equally famous.

popular books described In the Club's monthly "Review." I am to pay only $1.49 iplus a few cents shipping chargesj for each monthly book sent to me.
I may cancel my subscription at any lime after buying twelve books, or I may continue to take advantage
of the Club's book bargains for as much longer as I
choose. I will then be entitled to additional Bonus Books
—one for each two Selections or alternates I buy. There
are no dues for me to pay: no further cost or obligation.
SPECIAL NO-RISK GUARANTEE: If not delighted with
my bargain. I will return all books In 7 days and this
membership win be cancelledl

Your Savings are TREMENDOUS!
best-seller you choose each
month may cost $3 or even more in publisher's edition,
pay the Club's bargain price of only $1.49, plus few cents
for shipping
a clear saving of up to $1.50
on each book you take!

Mr.

1

Mrs.
Miss

J

\

1

Please print plainly

City
SltoMlv hloher inCanada. Addreu: 105 BondBt., Toronto B

Hemingway and

others

:

Although the

YOU

—

Just
.

Address

74

Here

THINK

make on

of the great savings you'll

the twelve books you receive during the year. And think, too, of the great
pleasure you'll get right away from your
8 FREE volumes pictured above!
2: You Choose Your Own Best-SellersI
The best-selling novel you receive each month

need

NOT

be the Club's regular Selection. You
of the OTHER splendid
in the Club's publication

may choose any one
new boolcs described
"Review," which
You Can Get

sent to

is

MORE

3:

NO

you

free.

Free Books, Too!

LIMIT to
Bonus Books you may receive

Moreover, there
free

is

the
!

If

number

of

you remain

CONTINUE

in the club, you
to get gift boolcs
like the 8 above
not only best-sellers of today,
but also uniformly-bound masterpieces of writers

—

Dumas, Balzac, Poe, etc. These
volumes grow into an impressive library which
you will proudly display.

like Shakespeare,

ACT AT ONCE!

—

—

Mail coupon today without money and receive
your BIG membership gift package containing
your 8 books
books that would cost you
$18.00 TODAY in publishers' editions!
.

.

.

You

will also receive, as your first Selection, the
current best-selling novel now being distributed
to members.
you will understand why
this IS "America's Biggest Bargain Book Club"

THEN

Mail coupon

—without money—now

I

!

BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA,
Dept. SU-3, Garden City, N. Y.

cap sleeve,

ine,

KJowing

A
s
—

skirt.
that
^«asy to launder
Band enjoy!

|dream dress

Here's a special opportunity for ambitious women who want to
earn money during their spare moments. Without previous experience, you can make up to $23 a week— just by taking orders for Fashion
Frocks, and you don't invest a penny of your own. These stunning new
creations are such unbeatable values, you simply can't stop women from
ordering them! Amazing variety of styles, colors, weaves and patternsmore than you can find in a dozen dress shops. Famous fabrics that are soft,
rich, enduring— the cream of the world's best mills. And, a complete range of
sizes for every type of figure—Misses, Half-Sizes, Juniors and Stouts. Best of
all, they're not sold in stores— so women must come to you to get them. You
can coin money "hand over fist"— and besides, you get dresses for your own personal use as a bonus, without paying a cent! Fill out coupon below.

Send

FREE
PORTFOLIO OF

YOU DON'T NEED EXPERIENCE! Each dress carries the Good Housekeeping Seal of
Approval and our own unconditional guarantee of satisfaction or money back. Fashion
Frocks cost dollars less than similar garments sell for elsewhere—they are priced as low as
$2.98! How can you miss getting orders right and left,^ You start by taking orders from
friends
they'll tell their friends. Soon you're making spare-time big money like thousands of other Fashion Frocks Representatives. And just imagine how it will feel to have
as many dresses as you want; to wear the latest, smartest, most glamorous dresses without cost. Don't forget— when you present Fashion Frocks you show dresses that are
well-known and in big demand. This means greater demand, orders are easier to get,
and no canvassing is necessary. Women are delighted to order not only once, but
several times a season— and for season after season. It's like having your own dress
business with a steady income and WITHOUT INVESTING A PENNY.

ADVANCED

.

Divine

.

NO MONEY -EVERYTHING FREE -Our elaborate Free
Presentation Folio contains over 125 original styles and
swatches. Examine the beautiful, glorious styles and colors^
—feel the rich fabrics. You just won't believe it possible at
the low prices asked. You'll be proud to show them to your
friends and neighbors. The demand for Fashion Frocks is
growing so rapidly that we need more Representatives to
take care of it. Be sure you'reoneof them! Don't lose a second.
Reserve your free portfolio by writing in at once. Fill out
the coupon. Paste it on a postcard. No obligation. Mail
coupon right now- while you think of it.

SEND

Chambray

with intricate batiste eyelet for
skirt, sleeve and
neckline loveliness!

"Applique

NO CANVASSING!
NO INVESTMENT!

ated on fabric and

gay lines of rick-

AND YOU CAN MAKE

MONEY

.

LIKE

rack marching
down the full,
full skirt!

THIS:-

PASTE THIS COUPON ON POSTCARD
Marie Patton, Illinois, really enjoyed earning
an average of $39 a week, last year.
Mrs. Carl C. Birch, Maryland says it's easy to
an average of S36 a week, the way she did!
Claude Burnett, Alabama averaged $31.50
right in her home community.

"

faThTon" ~oc Ks7"iNcr

-

/

—————.

~ """"

Desk D3027, Cincinnati 25, Ohio

take in

Mrs.
a

week

YES— I am

interested in your opportunity to

make money

Nam e
Address

INC.

DESK D3027. Cincinnati

25,

Ohio

in,

spare time and get my own dresses without a penny of cost.
Send me everything I need to start right away, without
obligation.

Zone.

City.

Age-

Dr

I

Size-

State-

T
secret
And

.

.

.

secret

of course,

.

.

we^ve got a secret

were dying

cutest cotton shirts in all

I'm Norma on the

.

to spill the beans.

America. They're Ship

left, in

combed

We've discovered the

'n Shore's.

cotton broadcloth with natty cuff links.

That's Janie on the right, in an exclusive

Dan River woven

plaid.

Never, never, never did we see blouses with such wonderful

fit...

such wonderful Sanforized fabrics for only

$098

Sizes 30 to 38.

FOR FREE BOOKLET:

"Quick-Change

Blouse Magic"— clip coupon and send to
Kay Biuncll, fashion editor, Screenland,
New York 22, N. Y.

ship

NAME-

n

shore

(PLEASE PRINT)

ADDRESSCITY-

STATE.

ever lovely
ZONE-

ever washable

SUSQUEHANNA. 1350 BROADWAY,

N. Y. 18

PANSY. Rayon

AMERICAN HAUTY.

crepe blouse with

quilted cuffs, quilted tulip- collar, golden

Chaloloine. By
Sizes

32

RHAPSODY

.

inserts

white only.

In

in

mttilt^mm
millers

Dointy batiste with

collar

edged

me
Add

Val-type lace. Stitched panels, puffed
RHAPSODY in white only.

SNAPDRAGON.

Sizes 32 to 38.

Washable Nylon

E.

jewel-buttoned, cuffed sleeves.

CINEMA FASHIONS White

By

,

CARNATION.

Sheer, cool batiste with

peek-a-boo yoke of star embroidered
organdy. Organdy yoke, collar and cuffs
edged in lace. A SHEIIA JUNE design
in white only. Sizes 32 to 38.

acetate. Pin-lucked, tied ot the neck,
only.

|

$^99

$3^9

Sizes 32 to 38.

(B)

"PANSY" Crc 1.99
"SNAP DRAGON"

(C)

"DAfFODIl"

DAFrOOIL. Pura, imported

Irifh linen.

F.

Double club
.

.

.

collar, pert French cuffs
pearl stud buttons on a hidden ribbon

moke them removoble. By
White only. Sizes 32 to 38.

to

HENNY BIOUSE

(D)

"AMERICAN BEAUTY" «v
"CARNATION" Cn> 2.99

(E)
(F)

ffi'

.

Please send

LILAC. Handkerchief sheer batiste.
woven ribbed organdy yoke and
embroidered organdy band. Daintly edged
in imported French Vol lace.
By SHEIIA JUNE White only.
Sizes 32 to 38.

Name

Millar.

Slera»|threwghout | tha country, or

<000

ORDER BY MAIL.

on each item.

3.99

1.99

me

Free Foshlon book on Children

.

Q

Q

Half and lorge Sizes

..

ADDRESS

ZONE

CITY

O Money Order
In

When
At

AVENUE,

n.y.

'IIIAC" fw 2.99

>^

.

$2^

le,

rw 2.99

Misses and Junior Sizes

C.

130 30S-8lh

new york

SIZE
<A)

and

''EPT.

the following blouses.
lie for pottage and handling

Please send

sleeves. By

99

to 38.

and Peter Pan

will

New

STATE

York City odd

2%

...

O C.O.D.

Check

Sales Tax.

ordering C.O.D. enclose $1

which
be applied to purchase price of item.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR

MONEY REFUNDED.

"TTTHEN you have

VV do

a date, you
things with your com-

plexion. You

You

want it to be radiant.

fuss for hours with your

hair to

make

frame your face

it

just so.

You wear your most flattering
gown, your daintiest shoes. You're
pretty sure of your charm, and
yet

.

.

.

and yet

.

.

.

one intimate little matter* your charms
covmt for naught, your date may
If you've overlooked

be a

flop,

and you can

lose

your

man just like that!
You may not know when you
have halitosis (unpleasant
breath)*. It may be absent for
days and then crop up at the very
time you want to be at your best.

Never Take a Chance

Why risk offending this way when
Listerine Antiseptic

is

the extra-

careful precaution that so

popular

women

rely on?

Listerine Antiseptic is

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC

many

shift of

momentary

effectiveness.

and sweetens the breath. And helps keep
it that way, too
not for seconds
not for minutes . . but
for hours usually.
It instantly freshens

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

While some cases of halitosis are of
systemic origin, most cases, say some
authorities, are due to the bacterial
fermentation of tiny food particles

mouth surfaces. Listerine
Antiseptic quickly halts such fermentation, then overcomes the odors ferclinging to

mentation causes.

no make-

Lambert PharmacalCc, Si.Loais,Mo.

THE EXTRA -CAREFUL PRECAUTION AGAINST BAD BREATH!
3
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Exclusive Photos by

What Hollywood
The

Itself Is

Lynn Bowers

Talking About!

stars themselves get a kick out ol the latest gossip in the

What Marriage Has Done For Me So Far
"The newness

20

movie colony

Jane Powell
me"
Jack Holland

22

ol being a wile has brought out the perlectionist in

Make Your Own Breaks

26

"Everything I've done," says Alan Ladd, "has been a matter ol knocking down doors

The Legend Of The Legs

The

Fredda Dudley Balling

The fascinating story ol Betty Grable's underpinnings
Secret Story I've Never Told

Ann
Clifton

reveals the formula she trusts in for fulfillment as actress

Webb

Is

Really Twins!

Webb has
I'm In Love

Just one of Clifton
I

Know That

But Janet wants

to

make

\he

humr)

W

Human sheep are plentiful. And they are
often quite nice and intelligent. But they
will not take a step off the beaten path
away from the other sheep. Lady sheep
do not welcome any change. For instance,
they hang back from improvements like
Tampax just because this form of
monthly protection is worn internally.
If

women

of this kind would only

find out more about Tampax! First they
would learn that it requires no belts, pins
or external pads. Then they would learn
that

Tampax

is so

much

smaller in size

than the older sort, making disposal so
easy. And it can be worn in tub or shower
or in swimming. No odor can form with
Tampax. No bulges or ridges under
skirts, dresses or even swim suits.

Invented by a doctor, Tampax is made
of pure surgical cotton contained in patented disposable applicators for quick,
easy insertion. You can't even y^f/Tampax
when in place. Sold at drug and notion
counters in 3 absorbencies: Regular,
Super, Junior.
Palmer, Mass.

Tampax

30
36

and woman

Gladys Hall

40

never been enough to go around

sure

Janet Leigh
it's

42

the real thing before marrying again

Get Along With Women
Wendell Corey
"You can overdo the business of waking on women it's still a man's country"
Be Or Not To Be A Heel.
Reba and Bonnie Churchill

How To
To

Ann Blyth

—

45

48

Richard Widmark's dilemma

Record Roundup

Bert

Brown

Cyd Charisse, starring in "Tension"
Ava Gardner, starring in "East Side, West Side"
Celeste Holm, starring in "Champagne For Caesar"

28
32
34

Cobina Wright
Helen Hendricks

Party Gossip

Your Guide To Current Films
Newsreel
Tarzan's

New Mate (Vanessa Brown).
Understanding Wife (Cyd Charisse)
Plum For Ava ( Ava Gardner)
Another Hit For Celeste (Celeste Holm)._
Looking Into "The Glass Menagerie"
Rugged Villain (Jack Lord)
Making Merry With Marilyn (Marilyn Maxwell)
It Can Be Bone ( Gale Storm)
SCREENLAND Salutes Kirk Douglas
Good Cheer From Home.
.

.

Ideal Shampoo (Ginger Rogers)
Cotton-Time ( Geraldine Brooks)

6
12
19
2'l

.

29
33
3^
38
44
46
47
50
51

^.

.

The

60

Courtenay Marvin

Kay Brunell

16
52
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Musical spree
InTropical GDlor By

STARRING

JANE POWELL

ANN SOTHERN

Screen Play by SIDNEY

Based on

BARRY SULLIVAN CARMEN MIRANDA
LOUIS CALHERN SCOTTY BECKETT
A ROBERT

Z.

LEONARD PRODUCTION

a Story

FREDERICK KOHNER

SHELDON

by JANE HALL,
and RALPH BLOCK

Directed by

ROBERT

Z.

LEONARD

Produced by

JOE PASTERNAK
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Picture

youth

Harvey brings Jimmy Stewart
an Easter basket. You won't
see him in picture, but this
is how
he probably looks to
gentle Elwood Dowd, played
by Jimmy in U-i's "Harvey."
Jimmy successfully did role on
Broadway for some months.

is

yours
IN

Cl>i)i»Ui/

WlH

KASSIA

ANYTHING

ONLY

$J

95

lefs

go
with

FIGARO

DESCO
47

SHOE

WEST 34TH

CORPORATION
STREET,

NEW YORK

can happen in Hollywood, even a trip to the moon!
If you don't believe it you should
have come along with scores of your favorite stars to a cocktail party on the
moon's surface the other afternoon.
We were all invited to visit the huge
set which George Pal is using for his new
scientific movie production, "Destination
Moon," and I must say it was a startling
experience.
Among the surprised "moon maidens,"
who couldn't believe their eyes, were
Dorothy Lamour, Ann Miller, Diana
Lynn, Betty Hutton, Gail Russell, Rosalind Russell, Frances Bergen, Jeanne
Grain, Valli and Ellen Drew.
(Please turn to fage 8)
Janet Leigh, Marie Windsor and star Adele
Mara at the opening of "Sands Of Iwo Jima."

Mr. and Mrs. John

Wayne

Circle for his "Sands

arrive at

Carthay

Of Iwo Jima" premiere.

Somewhere^
somehow...

some time...
every man

leams
(hat

starring

PEGGIfMINS
JOHN RAIL

A

KING BROTHERS

PRODUCTION with

Produced by MAURICE and FRANK KING

•

Directed

liy

BERRY KROEGER-MORRIS CARNOVSKY
loseph H. Lewis

Screenplay

liy

MacKinlay Kantor and Millard Kaufman

From The SATURDAY EVENING POST StoiY "GUN CRAZY" by MacKINLAY KANTOR

•

Released thru United Artists

pleasant
TO TAKE
this was no Buck Rogers dreamAs Producer Pal explained to his
glamourous guests, this was an exact

For

up.

replica of a portion of the
Scientific engineers went

pleasant
IH ACTION

R

leasant

moon's surface.

up

to Califor-

—

great Palomar Observatory the
largest in the world and took telephotographs of the moon, enlarged them and
then reproduced them to scale, including
an actual-size crater, in the center of
which I discovered Roz Russell and her
husband, Freddie Brisson, sipping Martinis while listening intently to a scientific explanation of why, in the not-sofar-distant future, they might both actually be having a pick-me-up on the real
nia's

War

hero Capt. Don Centile with Coteen Cray
"Twelve O'Clock High."

at premiere of 20th's

In opening night audience at "Sands Of Iwo
Jima" were star John Agar and his mother.

FOR CHILDREN

& GROWN UPS

When

Nature 'forgets'

remember

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED
LAXATIVE

To increase the eerie unreality of it all,
a black velvet ceiling (the sky is black
above the moon), three-dimensional
painting and weird phosphorescent lights
were added, giving the whole setting authentic atmosphere and giving the observer the uncanny sensation of being 44
million light years away from the earth.
*

*

*

Edgar Bergen and George Murphy were
inclined to scoff at the likelihood of

man

ever making the space trip, until scientists, and experts on various rocket projects who supervised the building of the
fantastic and mammoth set, explained that

104

no longer a question of i{ man will fly
moon, but when he will.
"So, you see," exclaimed Explorer Lewis
Cotlow, "we may all soon be meeting on
the moon!"
"Not I," piped up witty Reggie Gardiner.
"The word 'lunacy' comes from
moon madness and this is as close as I
it is

to the

...lay SIT-TKUE

intend to

soiter.

come

to it!"
*
*

Seriously though,

»

we were

all

impressed

and not a little awed by the possibility
of such an undertaking and I'm sure all
the stars enjoyed their

first

trip to the

Ronald Colman and his wife, Benita, act together on their NBC show, "The ttalls Of Ivy."

A Hollywood

En route to Helena, Montana, for Warners'
"Montana" premiere are the David Brians.

than i*ver

coronation attended by
has banished the last doubt concerning restaura-

much pomp and mock ceremony
teur Mike
of Prince.

Romanoffs right to the title
Not to be confused with the
Russian one of the same name, this Romanoff dynasty was founded by the New
Yorker who came out to Hollywood to
find his kingdom in one of the most exclusive and popular cafes on the West
Coast. This kingdom is bounded on the
South by Wilshire Boulevard, on the
West by autograph seekers and on the
North and East by movie stars and bartenders, while the royal coffers overflow
with vintage wines and choice viands.
it was only fitting that Mike's loyal
"subjects" should stage a formal coronation.
(Please turn to page 10)

So

9

consisted of Humphrey BoPaul Douglas, David Niven, Bing
Crosby, Reggie Gardiner and Joe Schenck,
who erected an elaborate throne in Mike's
Beverly Hills home, or rather palace. They
presented Mike with a magnificent royal
crown, and while "ladies-in-waiting" Lauren Bacall, Hjordas Niven, David's attractive Norwegian wife, Nadia Gardiner and
Gertrude Lawrence all curtsied deeply in
their court gowns. Prince Mike Romanoff
was finally crowned.

The "court"

gart,

*

*

bracelet

*
girls in

*

pin

Hutton,

hame.
*

Making

a

*

very

*

striking

appearance

was cute Ruth Roman, who just over
a year ago was practically an unknown.
Today, Ruth is being sought by every
major studio! Of course, Ruth has talent,
besides being so cute.
*

Another young

*

*

Between scenes
Teresa

sombre drama, "The Men,"
Marlon Brando brighten up.

of

Wright,

*

who has made
Jane Greer, who

actress,

spectacular progress

Hollywood are more liked

have more friends than cute little
Janet Blair, because she is as friendly
and as unaffected as she is pretty. Janet
has been away from Hollywood for over
a year, playing on the Broadway stage
and touring with her new night club act,
which she recently opened at Giro's. To
welcome her back to the West Coast,
where she is staying only briefly before

Betty

ence Marly, Cleatus
Winters, Cathy Downs and Gloria Gra-

*

or

—were

Granville, FlorCaldwell, Shelley

As he knighted his faithful followers,
he waved his bejewelled scepter and exclaimed, "I'm the only prince in the
world who won't be forced to abdicate!"
It was all great fun and after the ceremonies were over, Mike hosted a dinner
for them at his famous restaurant where
he put his crown, which is really a magnificent thing, under a glass bell for all
future patrons to see.

Few

and

Rhonda Fleming, Bonita

is

once sang with Rudy Vallee's band and
married and divorced him.

later

stepping into Mary Martin's G.I. shoes in
the road company of "South Pacific," her

Esther Williams and
Gage, gave a cocktail party.

close friends,

*

#

Ben

*

Among Janet's friends who gathered in
the snug little Ciroette Room to give the
titian-haired starlet a gala greeting were
the John Lunds, handsome Zachary Scott,
who had just gotten his divorce and who
came with Arlene Dahl, Lucille Ball and
Desi Arnaz, Joan Crawford and Cesar Romero, who is certainly one of Joan's most
faithful escorts, Diana Lynn and her husband, John Lindsay, Dana Andrews and
Lauren Bacall and Humphrey Bogart on their
arrival in New York for a brief vacation.

Bill

Powell, Peggy

Passage"

for

Dow

Screen

starred in

"One Way

Directors'

Playhouse.

and folk singer Burl Ives, who had
completed his first starring role in
"Sierra," the picture which Audie Murphy
and Wanda Hendrix made together before they split up, reconciled and split up
again. At this writing they're back together again but the marriage is still shaky.
his wife
just

*

*

*

For a novelty at the party Burl
brought his guitar along and he strummed
accompaniment, while Janet donned a
ten-gallon hat and sang some early Western ballads, which is quite a contrast to
the sophisticated lyrics she uses in her

swank nightclub appearances.
*

*

*

Marilyn Maxwell and Andy
Maclntyre slipped away very quietly to
Santa Barbara to get married, when they
returned from their brief honeymoon,
they tossed a huge party in Andy's restaurant, the Encore, in place of a wedWhile

ding reception.
*

*

*

was a fun affair and everybody agreed
that they had never seen a happier or
more dazzling bride. Admiring Marilyn's
sapphire and diamond wedding set ring,
It

—

—

—

Maureen O'Hara, Will Price at "Iwo Jima."
Shots he took as Marine on Iwo are in film.
Richard Todd, of "The Hasty Heart," arrives
in N. Y. on Queen Elizabeth with his wife.

All

the

HEARTBEATS and HEARTACHES

of a

Here

GREAT CITY!

Damon Runyon

is

exciting best

.

.

.

at his

bringing you,

he could, the wonderful

as only

drama and
made him famous.

characters, the thrilling

excitement that

Damon Runvon's
'JOHNAT ONE-EYE" starring PAT O'BRIEN
Benedict Bogeaus presents

TO NE MORRIS
Produced by

BENEDICT BOGEAUS

Based on the

stor),

•

DOLORES .MORA.X

•

Directed by

and introducing

ROBERT FLORET

"Johnny One-Eye" by

Damon Runyon

•

.

Gayle Reed

Screenplay by

RICHARD LAiNDAU

Released Thru United Artists

having been given a fatal dose of slowacting poison, is able to walk into police
headquarters and report his own murder.

Through flashbacks you see how C.P.A.Notary Public O'Brien actually signed
away his life when he notarized a simple

*^

your

Discovering he has only a
bill of sale.
few days to live, after being slipped the
poison in a drink, O'Brien is determined
to find out who wants him dead and why.
Dying, he uses his last remaining days to
solve his murder. Though the cast has
only a few well-known names such as
O'Brien, Luther Adler and Pamela Britton, it's emphatically a top-notch murder-mystery.

By
Helen Hendricks

When

Willie

Comes Marching

Home
20th Century-Fox
Klugel,
of heroic
THE story
hometown of Punxsutawney to
Willie

first

in his

sign up when the call to the colors was
issued at the outbreak of World War II.
Proud.'' Heck, no town was prouder of

anything than Punxsutawney was of Willie, played by Dan Dailey. Everyone just
knew ole Willie would come back a hero.
Unfortunately, right after boot-training,
Willie was shipped back and stationed
a few miles from his home town. Not
only that, but he was so valuable as a
gunnery-instructor, the Army couldn't
afford to send him overseas.
Years
passed, and Willie became known as
Punxsutawney 's pet peeve—they called
him a slacker, shirker and coward. At
Kirk Douglas,
Doris

tells

in

"Young Man With A Horn,"
his music means to him.

Day what

Young Man With

A

Horn

Warner Brothers

EXCELLENT

in every which way is
about a jazz musician,
Kirk Douglas, and his driving need
to play music the way he feels it rather
than the way it's written. Life isn't easy
for the idealistic trumpet player. Being
sensitive and emotional, Kirk is easy
prey for neurotically erotic Lauren Bacall. Their passionate, stormy love affair
takes everything from Kirk even his
feeling for music is numbed. After their
marriage, and subsequent break-up. Kirk
really decends to the depths of human
despair. As it sometimes happens, Life
suddenly takes pity on her stepchild and
from her sleeve, pulls two ace cards in
the forms of Kirk's friends, Doris Day
and Hoagy Carmichael. Superb acting,
backed by equally superb music, make
this a "must see."

film

this

—

D.

O. A.

United Artists

CRIMINAL investigation,
INters
D.O.A. .stand for Dead
rival,

the

let-

On

Ara terse explanation of the victim's

condition
the case.

however,

when the police are called
The shocking switch to
is

that victim

Edmond

into
this,

O'Brien,

Dorothy McGuire consults with Dr. William
Lundigan in film, "Mother Didn't Tell Me."
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Below: Janet Wyatt, Ann BIyth, Joan Evans,
Donald Cook in a scene from "Our Very Own."

last,

seas.

Willie

wangled

his orders for over-

True, he did go, but things got
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Pamela Britton,

in

Edmond O'Brien

in

love with
"D.O.A.,"

deplores behavior of
tious office

of

girl.

flirta-

But none

many ladies he meets in
mean as much as Pamela.

film

Below: Fair voyager Yvonne
De Carlo falls into hands of
pirate Philip Friend in "Buccaneer's Girl," then into his
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With marvelous

LASH-KOTE on your
you can bathe, peryou must! And LASH-

lashes,
spire, cry

KOTE

if
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off. It reaffy is waterproof! .
Easy to
Absolutely harmless
lasts
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apply
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arms.
to

snafued and four days later

When

hang

he's condemned
she saves him.

—yup, Willie

Punxsutawney. Only this time,
Willie and the town discover he's a naA wartime story that's
tional hero.

is

back

in

loaded with laughs, Dan still takes time
out from his plight to sing a few numbers.
The rest of the cast, including
William Demarest, Corinne Calvet (a
sexy French Underground agent), Jimmy
Lydon, and Colleen Townsend, couldn't
be better.

Perfect Strangers

ENCHANTING EYELASH MAKE-UP

Warner Brothers

LnsHKoT£
all 5 and 10 cent stores
VOGUE PRODUCTS, Los Angeles 31, Calif.
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plastic squeeze bottle
squeeze the bottle and it
sprays. Easy to grip. Will not break.

In the
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Just

UNUSUAL romantic drama about two
people who are thrown together and
then, because of circumstances, find their
future stymied. Serving on a murder
jury, Ginger Rogers meets fellow-juror,

Dennis Morgan, married and with a
Since newspaper and public
family.
opinion of the murder case is such that
it might sway them, the twelve jurists
are "locked up" in a large hotel suite.
Aside from attending the trial, their contact with the outside world is
circumstances like that, it's

nil.

Ginger Rogers and Dennis Morgan are starlovers in film, "Perfect Strangers."

crossed

Under

inevitable

that the Rogers-Morgan mutual appeal
blossoms into a trying emotional situation. It not only affects them, but because of the similarity to the case which
they are trying, the murder-verdict is
also affected. Meant strictly for adult
fare, this has plenty of good drama, but
youngsters will find it way over their
heads.

Buccaneer's Girl
(Technicolor)
Universal-International

and as
GAY
pennants

in

brightly colorful as the
a regatta race, the plot

a happy satire concerning a swashbuckling pirate, Philip Friend, an entertainer, Yvonne De Carlo, and their adis

ventures, jointly and singly, in olde New
Orleans. Yvonne, a stowaway from Boston, is part of the loot Friend captures
when he and his men seize a cargo-laden
ship. To prove what he thinks of hellcat
Yvonne, Friend keeps the cargo and
plans to set her ashore on some desert
island (oh, that jool, that fool!). Yvonne,
nevertheless, winds up in New Orleans
where, under the tutelage of Madame
E]$a Lanchester, she becomes quite popular as a singer and dancer. Also on hand,
in New Orleans' gay, social world, is
'

^^^BPI^
General Prod.— Chicago 5

these bottles

CAN

BE RE-USED

AT YOUR 10c STORE COSMETIC COUNTER

who is apparently leading
a very interesting double life. There are
battles galore, high-spirited adventure on
the high seas, and good-natured humor.
Pirate Friend,

Mother Didn't

Tell

Me

20th Century-Fox

AN

APPROPRIATE

could be

A Happy

"A

alternative title

Doctor's Wife Is

Not

Dorothy McGuire
marries young doctor William Lundigan
happily confident she will aid him in his
One.

.

.

."

work, be the comforting little wife when
(Please turn to page 72)

made on a

...the strangest entry ever
the story of

a

man who

sets

police blotter.

.

out to avenge

his

Produced
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and
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Clarence
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Directed
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Music

A Harry M. Popkin Production

•

Rudy Mate
Written

•

Stor^

and Directed

and Screenplay by
by

Dimitri

Tiomkin

Released thru United Artists
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HATLESS

days are here again. You
walk along city streets, across
the campus or about your suburban or country lawn with the first
sweet breeze of Spring tossing your curls.
They will be bared to the critical scrutiny
of all. They can bring you bright compliments or pass in the crowd as just hair.
Of all our points for beauty, hair is the
most versatile. It responds quickly to
correct treatment. It can be cut, shaped,
designed, and it can be made up, just like
your skin; it can be given the "body" and
nature of curly hair through the wonderworking home permanents or beauty
parlor permanent. All in all, it is your
will

Hair beauty begins with
cleanliness. This routine
guarantees good results

By
Courtenay Marvin

Only clean hair has the quality of Ginger's
silken texture, soft lustre and highlights.

greatest of assets.
However, hair can never look its best
unless it is spic and span clean. True
cleanliness, which is freedom from surface soil and excess oil and perspiration
secreted by the scalp, lends to hair that
vibrant, alive quality, that silky texture
and play of light and shadow that put
the stamp of beauty on any head, regardless of its color. You will see just tihese
qualities emphasized in the pastel curls

Ginger Rogers' curls in "Perfect Strangers"
welcome change from sleek hair sets.

are a

then chip your cake into about two cups
of very hot water, let it dissolve thoroughly and use the liquid form for your

shampoo.

of Ginger Rogers.
One reason so many heads lack tliese

Now,

let's

get going. First of

all,

bend

forward from the waist as low as you
can, and brush your hair forward briskly.
There are two reasons for this. First, you
brush out all tangles and some surface
soil. Second, the lowered head and brush

obvious beauty marks is the hasty shampoo. Girls jump under the shower and
out, or pop their heads into the basin
with a few quick dabs at scalp and call it
a day. When contemplating a shampoo,
you would be wise to allow yourself at

action increase circulation. It is circulation, you know, that determines the basic
beauty of your hair. For it is your bloodstream that nourishes every inch of your
body. Put aside your soiled comb and
brush. They are going to get a shampoo,

an hour. Lock yourself in the
bathroom and hang out the "Do not interrupt" sign. Then gather at hand what
you need, such as your hair cleanser, botleast half

too.

To arrange

coiffure,

brush hair to

back, catch and let curls

fail

upper

soft in

net.

jar or tube, fresh towels and your
beauty rinse if you want some extra
glamour in your tresses.
tie,

Your choice

in

shampoos

is

wide and

with a little intelligent experimentation,
each girl will soon discover the preparation most ideally suited to her personal
needs. There are the liquid soap shampoos, like Ca.stile. There are the detergent (soapless) liquid shampoos, and
here a timely reminder on these. At this
writing, New York and its environs are in
the throes of a water shortage. We must
conserve water. The detergent shampoos
are quick-rinsing. A good rinse actually
requires less water. Then, you have your
shampoos in cream form. I think it better to avoid the use of cake soap on your
hair, for the simple reason that it is
harder to rinse from hair because we apply it unevenly in spots. If you must
shampoo and have nothing else at hand,
3

Wet your hair with comfortably warm
water. Apply your shampoo as the container directs. Always read directions.
Work the cleanser well over your head,
with extra care along the hairline, low on
the neck, around ears and forehead. With
pads of your fingers, never nails, cover
your head thoroughly. Rinse this application off quickly, and apply a fresh one.
(When hair is very soiled or oily, three
applications of cleanser are advisable.)
Rinse this off quickly and get down to
the real rinsing under shower or with
spray. The longer the better, if there is
water to spare. Even if you are to use
a beauty rinse, this
be very thorough.

initial rinsing

must

There are color rinses that step up the
glamour of your hair. They can accent
your natural tone, or you can use them
for a little more or a little less of the
color you want. Oddly enough, some

such as carrot tops, sometimes like to soften tone, as well as the
over-bleached heads. Constantly, I find
girls in their early twenties bemoaning a
few gray hairs. While these may be temporary, due to an illness of months back
brilliant heads,

takes time for hair to grow from the
scalp), the modern rinse can blend these
hairs in with natural coloring so they are
practically unnoticeable. And, of course,
this type of rinse also accents your hair's
lustre and highUghts. These rinses are
pure vegetable coloring, not dyes in the
shghtest sense. They wash out completely with each shampoo. Do follow directions, always simple, to the letter. It can
make a beauty difference whether or not

BEAUTY SECRETS FROM THE

(it

T^stmores^HoUywood
THE MEN

WHO MAKE

THE STARS MORE BEAUTIFUL

you use the rinse correctly.
I assume your locks are clean as clean
but dripping wet at this point. So gather
them up in your towel, pressing out as
much moisture as you can. If weather is

i9i* and 29<*

mild, outdoors in the sun for you. If not,
have fresh air in a room and begin your
hand drying. No drying gives hair such
silkiness as the good old hand method.
If you want your part extra even and
smooth, separate the wet hair at the
proper place even before you begin dry-

^ "MY CHOICE

for Betty

Hutton was Westmore
Cream Make-Up. You,

>^

be amazed at
makes your skin

too, will

how

instantly

it

look soft and radiantly alluring.

ing.

..

smooth on with
Powder clings all day

blemish-free! Just

There is a drying point at which curls
may be beautifully set. All moisture is
gone but your hair will have a cool, soft
This is the
feel, not quite, quite dry.
time to start the pin curls. But first, into
your basin some soap flakes and water.
Into them, your comb and brush for their
shampoo. The nylon brushes, and almost
everyone uses the nylon, wash like lightning. A nailbrush will clean your comb.
Rinse both and dry with a towel. Now,
(Please turn to page Hi)

fingertips.

long!"

Wally Westmore,
Make-Up

Director,

BETTY

Paramount Studios

HUTTON

starred in

"lET'S DANCE"
Paramount Production
Color by Technicolor

FOR PERFECT COMPLEXION ALLURE
—always finish with Westmore Tru
Glo Face Powder

.

ated for use with

It is

all

specially cre-

tinted cream,

cake or liquid make-ups— absorbs color of your tinted foundation,, allowing

glow through with enchanting

to

it

loveliness."

Perc Westmore, Famous Hollywood Make-Up

Director

THE COSMETIC SECRETS of Hollywood's

most glamorous

stars are

now yours..

famous Westmore Cosmetics. Westmore... and only Westmore ... are the
cosmetics of the stars, the same make-

in

certified
tip

they use

with

less?

on the

On

screen.

Why

be

sale at variety, chain

satisfied

and drug

store cosmetic counters.

Bud Westmore,
famous Hollywood Make-Up Director

it^^Imi^

HOLLYWOOD

O^/He^

Certified Cosmetics of the Stars For You
Westmore Cosmetics. .59)5* and 29fS*
SKIN FRESHENER
FOUNDATION CREAM
CREAM MAKE-UP
EYEBROW PENCIL
EYE SHADOW
CAKE MAKE-UP
COLD CREAM CLEANSING
CAKE POWDER MAKE-UP
*plttf tSX
NIGHT CREAM
TRU-GLO POWDER
.

LIPSTICK

Ferraday who adds her charms
"Wabash Avenue," Betty Crable film.

Pert Lisa
to

DRY ROUGE
CREAM ROUGE
FACE POWDER

Wtstmore Cosmetics available in Canada at

slightly higher pricts.
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•

Edgar Buchanan

•

Barbara Bates

WALTER LANG

Screen Play by Lamar

•

•

Mildred Natwick

Sara Allgood

'"'X LAMAR TROHI

.
Based on the Novel by Frank
and Ernestine Gilbreth Carey

Trotti

•

B. Gilbreth. Jr.
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CENTURY-FOX

Arriving for opening at Crauman's Chinese Theatre are Ginger Rogers

and Greg Bautzer. Their much-talked-about romance

still

flourishes.

Center of attention were the Gregory Pecks as he is star of "Twelve
O'clock hiigh." Greg took congratulations with his usual modesty.

John Hodiak. and Anne Baxter at the 20th Century- Fox "Twelve O'Cbck
High" premiere. You're a fortunate guy when your wife looks at you like this.

XEWSREE
Before premiere, Linda Christian and Tyrone Power talk 'with friends. They
interrupted travels while Ty made "Rawhide,
a Western, for 20th Century.
"

The

stars themselves always get a kick out of
the latest news and gossip in the movie colony

Gene Tierney with Marie Hays Heiner, author
"Hearing

Is

of

Believing," on Cavalcade program.

Jimmy Durante,

sensational at N. Y.'s Copacaba-

she

Fred rassle a steer [he's tlie boy who can
do it on account of he owns several
ranches and huge herds of cattle) Irene

tle

,

take a dive into a mud puddle, cute ole
gravel-throated Andy De^^ne jolted
around on horseback. Bill Demarest,
who usually plays a city wiseguy, is a
grumpy rancher in this pic. He was very
gingerly leading an enormous bull around

—and showing

it

great respect.

There's a wonderful big standard poodle in the picture named Porgy. It's his
first picture and is he ever enjoying himself!
His trainer teaches him tricks in
nothing flat and the pooch never gets
tired of performing. We took our small
poodle to location with us Porgy is
about five times Chico's size, but our lit-

—

Bob Preston and his wife vacation in Manhattan after his stint in "The Sundowners."

Dance Director Nick Castle explains new
number in "Nancy Goes To Rio" to Ann

ScREEXL.\ND reporter
YOUR
mg me) hadn't been on

(meana real, hon-

quite a .spell.
took a dav otf anrl beat it out
<> the .\ndy Jauregi Ranch near Newhall
and watched the fun the gang was having on Harriet Parsons' new Western romantic comedy, "Come Share
Love,"
which co-stars Irene Dunne and Fred
MacMurray, with Bill Demarest. Andy
Devine. moppets Gigi Perreau and Natalie Wood rounding out the swell cast.
The chic Miss Dunne has really gone
Westem in a big way from blue jeans to
buckaroo ballads and she's ha\'ing the
time of her life at it. too.
It was a Springlike day, warm and
.sunny and just right for the big roundup scene. The cowpokes were kept busy
rounding up the young calves who were
having fun bouncing all over the green
pastures. Those fetching youngsters, Gigi
and Natalie, were full of flit and bouncing around like the calves. We watcherl
•"st-to-go.sh location for

~<>

we

)u.st

My

Bob Stack took Nancy Olson to the opera after
finished "Mr. Music" with Bing Crosby.

na, with his favorite companion, Marjorie Little.

Sothern, one of

its

stars,

and daughter Tish.

ham ups and growls at the big guy,
probably jealous because he isn't in the
picture.

Everj-body

—

location

was having fun on
were we.

^and so
*

*

the

*

There've been a whole raft of -parties
in the Holly woods
so many that some
of them had to be -passed up, but a few
of the most outstanding were given by:
The very rich, very social Richard
Hoyt who came out here from Ne-w
York, bou-ght a fabulous house in Bel Air
and established a reputation as a great
party-giver by inviting just about everybody in Holly-wood to his new manse.
Sensayshun of the evening was the hoofing of Joan (Please turn to page 54)

—

"I suppose I'll get over it," says Jane, "but the newness
of being a wife has brought out the perfectionist in me''

m

EVER
motion

since I've been an actress
pictures, I've enjoyed read-

ing articles by Hollywood's newlyweds who glibly told what their marriages had done for them, and what valuable rules they learned and followed to
keep their matrimonial ventures on an
even and happy keel. It all sounded like
such wonderful and exciting fun!
As I read those articles, I wondered
idly what I would say when I was married, and might be asked to write about
Naturally, I was certain that I'd be
it.
just as informative as the next bride, and

that I could offer my own set of rules for
a blissful home life with the man of your
dreams. In fact, I was sure I could even
add a new hint or two which every young
wife might be wise to file away for future
reference.

Now that the occasion is here for me
my very first article on my mar-

to do

ried life for Screenland, I must confess
that J was jjerhaps a bit over-confident.

Although I've been Mrs. Geary Steffen
since

November 5th

of last year, I find

have no ready magic keys to
wedded harmony, and my rules for a
good marriage are still somewhat hazy.
All of which probably makes me sound
as though I'm still on my private rosy
eloiid, and I certainly won't argue with
you on that point. I love married Hfe
and all its voluntary demands. I love to
cook, wash the dishes, scrub the floor,
dust the furniture, and I suppose I'm still
new enough at the game to enjoy the last
minute rush of getting our place in shape
for Geary's nightly arrival from his inthat

I

surance job.

It's

exactly as

I

pictured

it

would be!
As soon as we returned from our hon-

Jane with Scofty Beckett
latest

MCM

picture,

in

a

scene

"Nancy Goes To

in

her

Rio."

eymoon

Northern California and Las
lost no time in getting our
apartment ready. Geary enlisted the services of Marshall Thompson and Roddy
Vegas,

in

we

McDowall, two
help him
family's

of our best friends, to
possessions from my

move my

North Hollywood home.

They

used Geary's convertible as their truck,
and believe it or not, they hauled a piano,
the bedroom and dining room furniture,
and plenty of other household items in
that car!
living room furniture was made in
days and delivered to us just as we
finished doing the other rooms. I think
we set some kind of record, too, because
we started moving on a Wednesday, and
were settj^ed on Friday of the same week,
with even fresh flowers in all the vases!
Geary and I had been dating steadily

Our

five

for two years before we came to the conclusion that we were ready for marriage.
By that time we knew each other so well

that we felt we had ironed out any major
disagreements between us. I understood
his good qualities and shortcomings, and
he was aware of the same in me. When
we added up the score, we were certain
that our chances for happiness were good.
Once we had made up our minds, we
had a number of imptortant decisions to
make. First of all, I lived with my parents in a rambling ranch house
complete with swimming pool
in North Hollywood. It was fine for me as a single
girl because it was an excellent place for
entertaining my friends. Geary, however,
was an insurance man, and he hardly
needed to point out that swimming pools
and ranch houses didn't go with a young
insurance man's salary.
Furthermore. {Please turn to page 56)

—

—

Jane and Geary dated for two years before
they decided they were ready for marriage.

Vanessa and Lex on locat-ion for
"Tarzan And The Slave Girl."

Below:

A

cular and

mushandsome Lex Barker.

love scene with the

^

Left:

made

First

day on

the

friends with Cheta,

set Vanessa
chimp comic.

TARZAN

(Lex Barker) never had a
mate than his latest Jane, Vanessa Brown, former Quiz
Kid and prize student at UCLA. Nor
a lovelier one, for Vanessa not only has
brains but beauty, as well. She's no
stranger to the screen having appeared
in
several successes such as "The
Heiress," "The Late George Apley,"
"Mother Wore Tights" and "Margie."
Vanessa also has had consi(ierable
experience in radio and on the stage.
She was born in romantic Vienna,

more

March

intelligent

24,

1928.

Smylla Brind and
Vanessa, 5 ft. 5

Her
in.,

name is
unmarried.

real

she's

has

blue

eyes.

Right: Vanessa, invariably book-bound,
never went in for athletics till now.

Vanesia-^rown and Lex Barker costar in "Tarzan Ab6 The Slave Girl."
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look bock," soys Alan Ladd, "everything I've done has
been a maf-f-er of knocking down so-called impregnable doors"

"As

I

By
is

of

success overnight story the young
hit Hollywood's horizon with
the force of a comet and with the same
unexpected suddenness.
There was a slight
It is to laugh!
matter of several grueling, hard years
preparing for the time when he could
step out and take advantage of a break
when it came. There was the little business of making his own breaks, of not
waiting for opportunity to come pranc-

man who

ing along, lead him to a door and say,
"Well, my lad, open it. This is for you."
It's no wonder Alan believes that you
have to make your own breaks. That
it's a Pollyannaish idea to think they'll
be made for you.
"As I look back," Alan, who is starring in "After Midnight." told me when
I

paid him a

visit at his

new Holmby

manse, '"everything I have done
in my life has been a matter of knocking down so-called impregnable doors,
of making the breaks open up for me
and of being patient until they did.
I've taken jobs I haven't liked at first.
I've laid pipe, I've excavated hills. I've
done almost every kind of work you
can think of. And I'm plenty glad I did
But I never took
all of those things.
any job that would interfere with my
pursuing the career I'd chosen, that
would sidetrack me.
"When I decided I wanted to be an
actor, I knew at once what my limitations were. I didn't have the naive idea
Hills

that I could step right out and be signed
for a lead in a picture. So I got a job as a

"You need someone
believes

in

you,"

to talk

says

the

to,

if it

doesn't bring happiness."

Jack Holland

LADD considered by many
ALAN
the
to be the superior example

—

"Getting your big chance is
fine, but it won't mean much

someone who

successful

Alan.

grip in a studio. I wouldn't take anything for the experience that gave me. It
taught me so much about camera, lighting and the like. And it was close to the
field I had chosen.
"When jobs got slack in the studios, I
took what money I had saved, gave myself a certain amount of time to make the
grade, and went to a dramatic school.
There were times when the going got
tough, and I almost tossed the whole
business overboard, but I decided that
this

once I'd stick

it

out.

I

—

knew

I

had

to serve an apprenticeship
and that was
a long process.
"I decided to train myself in the acting

technique.

day

To me,

acting was like every-

living, so to acquire grace in little

on such minor matopening and closing doors. I did
this until my hands ached. I walked up
and down rooms so I'd be able to move
onstage correctly. And I read out loud
for hours at a time until my voice was a
mere whisper. Then, suddenly, my voice
fell into its proper placement.
"I also did some radio work during
things, I spent hours
ters as

this time, for practically nothing, just to

gain experience. I knew I wasn't ready
for any big break, and I realize now that
if the big chance had come then I'd have
fluffed it. It was just that I knew what I
was after. I wanted to prove I could

make money by

acting. I didn't

want

to

be poor again ever, and this was the
course I'd follow.
"Yet, I never once thought I'd be a
star. What happened later was a complete surprise. I thought my goal would
be playing character parts occasionally.

—

"There were times when I was sure the
break had come. Often it looked as
though I'd be signed for a lead in a picture, but somehow nothing ever materialized. I was dis- (Please turn to page 60)

Dialog Director Irv Cooper rehearsing Alan Ladd and Irene Hervey for "Chicago Deadline."
"In working for the breaks, you have to get assistance from those around you," advises Alan.

Plum For Ava
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

knew exactly what they
were doing when they raised Ava Gardner to star billing a while back in "The Bribe," for now they have a star
of the first magnitude in the offing. Prior to that picture,
the glamourous Ava didn't get much of a chance to do anything more than decorate a film with her lovely presence, but
when given the opportunity Ava proved her mettle. Now she
is in constant demand and the studio is entrusting her more
and more with important roles. Her latest one is in "East
Side, West Side," in which she plays "the other woman" in
James Mason's life. And what an "other woman" Ava makes!

James Mason is (Ike putty in the arms of seductive Ava Gardner, a gal
who wants what she wants and doesn't care whom she hurts in getting
it,

in

MCM's

exciting story of

New

York, "East Side,

West

Side."

Born in North Carolina, Ava's been a Hoilywoodite since
1941. She's tall, willowy and green-eyed. Was formerly
married to Mickey Rooney and Bandleader Artie Shaw.

CELESTE HOLM,

who

couldn'f lose

a

she tried, is starred with
Ronald Colman in the U. A. released picture, "Champagne For Caesar." The film,
which spoofs the flourishing radio giveaway
programs, gets much of its appeal from
former musical comedy star Celeste, who's
able to sing, dance, get laughs and emote
laugh line

if

dramatically with equal ease. In turn, it
offers her top billing and real star prestige. However, her fans feel that Celeste
should have had these advantages long beIt's probable that ^he feels so.
even though she's too polite to complain in public. Lately, she's been eyeing
Hollywood with some disillusion and the
Broadway stage, her first love, longingly.
Just last December, she did a play, "She
Stoops To Conquer," in New York. She may
accept other offers, too, unless Hollywood
gives her better breaks than in the past.

fore now.

too,

With husband Schuyler Dunning, an airline
executive. They met in Europe during War.

Celeste

and

leading

man Ronald

Colman get measured for a love
scene in "Champagne For Caesar."

In

film.

Celeste and Vincent Price plot the

ruin of constant quiz winner. Ronald

Colman.

Above:

Scene from

lead in National

film.

Company

She was offered
of "South Pacific."

She goes to work on Colman when
streak

threatens

Price's

his

financial

winning
empire.

Ann in the Universal- International picture, "Free For All,"
with Robert Cummings. She can't imagine ever being bored.

Ann

reveals the formula she trusts in

for fulfillment as actress

and woman

By Ann BIyth
EVERYTHING

I do is a thrill for me. Everyexciting inwardly. Every new
experience I plunge into makes rhe sigh silently to myself: "This is it!" I can't imagine what it
would be like to be bored.
There is a reason why I love life so much.
I have personal dreams driving me on. Parts of

where

I

go

is

them have already come true, so I know the rest
can follow. Right now. I have a great many things

On personal appearance tour. "I attempt to reprecan," Ann says.
sent the picture industry as favorably as
Left:

I

Wide-eyed picture of Ann getting
mings

is

kissed by Robert

typical of her receptive attitude

toward

Cum-

life's thrills.

Ann kept on
dramatic career.

Injured in a bad toboggan accident,

studying at

home with coach

to be thankful for,

and

for

I appreciate

them

doubly because they had to be earned. But
it's only human nature to look forward to
a number of pleasures still hiding just
around some mysterious corner. So I go on
dreaming of complete fulfillment, both as an
actress and as a worSan.
Along with hard work, I have one added
ingredient I think is important for everyone
to admit is necessary. I believe it must be
included in hopes and plans for a fascinating future. In ray opinion, no one of us can
live through a single day without the inspirations which secretly encourage us in our
search for happiness. I have mine. Until
now I have never mentioned them, for I
realize I will have to make my own path in
this world.
{Please turn to vage 65)

Jeanne Grain, Loretta Young have inspired Ann. "They
have grown into real women, in every sense," says she.

With Richard Long

at "Battleground" premiere. To have
the dignity of Irene Dunne is one of Ann's ambitions.

In rehearsal Miss Lawrence, Arthur Kennedy
struggle with one of film's toughest scenes.

Left:

who

Kirk Douglas is the virile outsider
invades the crippled girl's dream world.

Right: Jane Wyman is a pathetic child who
has never known kind of life Kirk represents.

THE
the
Warner

first

Tennessee Williams play to reach
is
"The Class Menagerie."

screen

its producers, have observed
by casting such luminaries as
Jane Wyman, Kirk Douglas, Gertrude Lawrence and Arthur Kennedy in leading roles.
This is the story of a faded little family, cut
adrift from a normal world. The mother, who
lives in the past, centers all her hopes in
her sensitive, lame daughter, expecting the
girl to be something she never can be.
The
son is a gently philosophical soul who tries

Bros.,

the occasion

ineffectually

to

make

his

mother face the

honesty. He
the household
in an effort to make things gayer for his
timid sister, but the scheme is unsuccessful.
reality

of

their

even introduces

situation
a

friend

with

into

Costuming had to reflect the story's emphasis on shabby gentility of the women. Here, Jane and
Certrade Lawrence discuss wardrobe with Director Irving Rapper and Designer Milo Anderson.

Kirk Douglas and Jane Wyman enjoy studying script of "Class Menagerie" together.

Lawrence, has made her an
inappropriate dresS in the
hope

that

Kirk

Douglas

comes

to call. But she can-

she'll

attract

when

he

not transform her daughter
into a poised social belle.

Right:

Jane

The
is

only reality for

her

little

collec-

tion of glass animals.

would

rather

far

She

dream

over her pets than go out
to business school where
she must try to cope with
the demands of real life.

As faded gentlewoman,
now in humble circumstances, Gertrude

Lawrence

tenaciously to pretensions of glory, tries to

clings

behave as

if

her daughter

were clever and

desirable,

her poverty only temporary.

Gertrude Lawrence and Arthur Kennedy, mother and son in film, run through
lines. He took a leave from play "Death Of A Salesman" to do "Menagerie."

Director Irving Rapper explains to his stars that they'll have
rehearsals of scene before the actual "take."

many painstaking

eiifm Webb
Js Keallu

Does he behave

Belvedere

Webb

Mr.
screen?

like

off

declares, "Mr. Bel-

vedere behaves

like

me."

Just-

one of Clifton

never
round.

Webb

has

been enough to go
Now, there ore two

WE MET

Clifton Webb for lunch
the fashionable Colony Club
restaurant in New York and, from
the moment Mr. Webb made his elegant
entrance to the moment he made his elegant exit, he was hailed by the hat-check
girl, hovering waiters and by the Social
Registerites at neighboring tables as Mr.
Belvedere.
According to Mr. Webb he and his
alter ego, Mr. Belvedere, are "identical
twins." Let Mr. Webb enter a box at the
opera, a taxicab, a beach cabana, a
neighborhood delicatessen, the Stork
Club, the Colony and, although the
name of Clifton Webb has been caviar
at

bey worship me," he once announced.

20th Century's "Cheaper By The
wife and Jeanne Cr^in a daughter-

I in
is

By Gladys

and champagne

in the theatre for lo,
these many years, it is as Mr. Belvedere
that Mr. Webb is known now. Far from
resenting it, he likes it. He loves it. He
says, "When I am greeted as Mr. Belvedere, I always say, 'Thanks very much,
that's what I like to hear. It's money at

the box

"

office!'

Arching an antic eyebrow, Mr. Webb
added, "The submerging of Webb by
Belvedere is, however, the other way
round it is the submerging, that is, of
Belvedere by Webb. When, recently, a
pretty little thing asked me, 'Do you behave like Mr. Belvedere between scenes,
Mr. Webb?' I replied, 'My dear, between

—

scenes as at all other times,
dere behaves like vie.'
"There are," sighed Mr.

Mr. Belve-

Webb, "so
misconceptions
for instance,
when I am asked, and I
asked, 'Oh.
do you live your part.''' that's a .silly
thing! Did I live the part of the effete
murderer in "Laura.''" Or the part of

many

.

.

.

AM

—

Hall

the father in "Cheaper By The Dozen?"
It is true that, with the father who
budgets the time and activities of his
brood of twelve, I, also a very efficient
man, shall have," Mr. Webb had his little
laugh, "a positive identification. But in
my necessarily childless home, shared
only with my mother, the magnificent
Mabelle, I shall most certainly- not be
living it. No, you do not live your part,
you project it, you give the feeling oj.
and that's good acting
"If I give the feeling of Mr. Belvedere
as, presumably, I do. it is because of my
feeling for him. I am very much attached
to what he stands for. A man of good
behavior himself, he expects good behavior of others, young and old, and gets
it. When he does not get it, there is hell
to pay. He's a great guy, this Belvedere
and, furthermore, I am in his debt."
Explaining his indebtedness to the
ubiquitous Mr. Belvedere, Mr. Webb
said, "Through- (Please turn to page 58)
.

.

.

^^^^^^^^

"There's only one

whom

man

in

I'm really interest-

ed and he's Arthur Loew."

Pert Janet Leigh cools off Robert Ryan's
during between-scenes rest period at the

hot

coffee

MGM

studio.

But Janet, wiser than she once
was, wants to make sure it's the
real thing before marrying again

By Janet Leigh
"We've both discovered that being in love doesn't take
care of the obstacles that may come up," says Janet.

have been so many rumors and
THERE
romantic
reports about my

so-called
status that I feel the time has come to
get the record straight. I am not dating the
Hollywood eligibles. I am not taking up the
night club routine and being the belle of the
town. I am not engaged and I am not contemplating any immediate marriage.

do know I'm in love.
now only one man in whom I am
really interested
and he is Arthur Loew.
Arthur and I are not engaged. We are not
planning to be married soon. In fact, we
may never marry at all.
I've known him ever since I made "Hills
Of Home." He was an assistant to the
producer on the picture. That was in September of 1947 and yet it wasn't until
November, 1948, that we began to have

But

I

There

is

—

Robert Mitchum and Janet Leigh in a dramatic moment in "Holiday Affair," RKO film.

dates. You'll note that I haven't said

we

have "gone steady." I dislike that term.
It sounds so juvenile.
When I first began to go out with
Arthur I liked him a great deal. He
never seemed to object if I had other
,

dates.

ing

my

Janet
"I

He

never pressured me into spendtime only with him. I wasn't in

and Arthur

believe

we

Loew,

her

heartthrob.

are suited to each other."

Another recent

film

And The

Doctor

of Janet's

was "The

with Glenn

Girl,"

Ford.

love with him at first and I wasn't even
thinking of such a development. But I
found that there was so much about him
that did impress me that after several

months had passed we both decided we'd
see how it felt to devote our time exclusively to each other. But
neither

—

us

is

Janet

in

as

a

the

(

Please

turn

ill-fated

Red Danube." "Naturally,

to

ballerina
I

want

page 67)

in

"The

to marry."

Jack Lord and Hope Miller as artist
and model in exciting "Cry Murder!"

^IX-FOOTER

O

is

Jack Lord

in

"Cry Murder!"

just the sort of villain girls are crazy

He's an intriguing Greenwich Village
with brawn and brains, who blackmails
an attractive socialite. His impassioned Italian model becomes jealous when complications
arise and before long Jack's career as artist
and blackmailer ends in murder. In real life,
Jack's a talented artist, himself. He played
football at NYU. where he studied art. bein^
one of the best tackles the university ever had.
He turned down pro football offers for a
screen career, certainly a wise decision.
about.
artist,

Looking more football player
than artist. Jack has two of his
prints

in

permanent collection

of Metropolitan

44

Museum

of Art.

Carole Matthews is the socialite Jack shakes
down in the picture filmed entirely in N. Y.

Wendell with Barbara Stanwyck
he's

happily

in

"The

File

On Thelma

Jordan," in which
unusually attractive girl.

married, but gets mixed up with an

^"Yet Along Wltli Women
How

you handle a woman depends
on the woman. You laugh at some;
you flatter others; you get rough
with a few or you pretend you will if
they don't behave.
Most women like to think you are the
boss. After all. this is still a man's country, and man is the head of the house.
But take care in putting your authority
to the test; you're the boss until you
attempt to prove it, when f)erhaps the

—

may be lost.
When I was in England,

"You can overdo the business
still

is

I

was

fre-

quently told that Americans live in a
matriarchy.
"What's wrong with that.'" I asked.
"In my country, we don't have to keep
on proving we are men by having our
wives bring our slippers, or ordering them
to run upstairs for our pipes."

a

.

.

.

this

man's country"

every time she takes
one. She says it scares her when she sees
three men converging on her with flaring
lighters, so that in the end she usually
decides not to smoke rather than to disturb a whole roomful of people.
When you come right down to it, why
light her cigarette

By Wendell Corey
Some Englishmen
their

illusion

women

of waiting on

their women waited on them
hand and foot.
You' can overdo the business of waiting on women, of course. It drives my
wife crazy to have three men leap up to

turned,

women. But

friend, I

don't

make

friends of

your wife isn't your
say you've married the wrong
if

girl.

I suppose the Victorian approach to
marriage stems from primitive days when
women did all the work in the hut and

the labor in the fields, and men had
a grand existence going off hunting for
game. When the lordly creatures re-

all

"If your wife

isn't

married the wrong

your friend, you've

girl," states

Wendell.

should

men

doors,

pick

they must fly to open
up handkerchiefs, grab a
girl's elbow if she steps off a curb, when
any woman who isn't ill can manage
these things perfectly, all by herself? For
some reason, however, little attentions
mean a lot to women, so, if you are in
feel

the courtship

Below:

{Please turn to page 69)

Wendell and Margaret Sullavan in
For Me," his latest picture

"No Sad Songs

Mn

Dlerry lUith

LIFE

suddenly became a

interesting

lot less

many Hollywhen datable

for

wood males recently

Marilyn Maxwell married nightclub
owner Andy Mclntyre. Squired by
host of eligible men before her
conversion to domesticity, Marilyn
was what every girl hopes to be

a

"How

after reading a library full of

To Be Popular" books. Ex-escorts
who see these shots of her in "Key
To The City" will no doubt shed a
few tears

for

their

lost

Left: This

is

MGM

Atom

her

Dance costume

To The

playgirl.

City."

in

"Key

In

picture, she

nightclub

the
is

a

entertainer.

Left: Two-year-old Paul gets haircut from
Gale as Daddy Lee and "Duchess" stand by.

("^ ALE STORM, currently co-starring in
"The Whip" with Dan Duryea and Her-

^

bert

Marshall,

is

another Hollywood actress

successfully combining career with the raising

The mother of three young sons,
she budgets her time between home and studio so well that there is no conflict whatever
and everyone is happy, including her husband,
Lee Bonnell, and her producer, Hal E. Chester.

of a family.

Paul hurts his finger and

and

Phillip

hold

a

Mama

Gale, Peter
consultation.

serious

Left: Gale with Peter
and Paul. She was born
Bloomington, Texas,
April 5, 1922. Has been
active in dramatics since

her

high

school

Right: Gale's

life

years.

is

not

work and no play. She
and her husband, Lee,
at "Le Fete des Roses"

all

cocktail

House

party
in

Los

at

Town

Angeles.

—

Richard
I

like

Widmark and Linda Darnell in 20th's "No Way Out." Admits Dick, "In a way
these heel roles. They are kind of fun and they do attract more attention."

As

a Broadway actor, Dick's Equity card
described him as "a romantic juvenile."

out as a fellow nobody could love/' says Richard
Widmark, "but they are gradually taking that curse off me"
"I Started

—

TO BE

or not to be a heel that is
the bewildering question constantly
faced by Richard Widmark.
"What to do?" asks Dick, raising his
hands in a helpless gesture and shrugging
his shoulders. "If I do a sympathetic
role, the fans ask, 'What's the matter,
"
getting soft?'
When it was recently rumored Dick
would forego villainy in his screen roles,
he got the following letter:

Dear Mr. Widnmrk:
I hear they're reforming you.

I

like

you mercUes-s and masterful. Just so I
cart remember you as you were I'm eri^
closing a blank record. Would you please
say something real mean and inscribe
your sjnne-ihngling laugh on it?
.\fter getting

dozens of such requests,

Dick decided, "Maybe menace
meat." Then something like

my

roles are
this hap-

pens.'

"My

daughter, Annie,
time on the
.sat through 'Yellow Sky' and
when she came out all she did was reprimand, 'Dickie, you acted silly.'
"See what I mean? I can't win.
four-year-old

went to see
screen. She

me

for the first

"It's rather strange that I should be
tagged for menace roles. When I was on
Broadway I played only light, happy
guys. Even my Equity card described
me as (quote) a romantic juvenile (un-

quote).
"I've often wondered if my debut as a
killer in 'Kiss Of Death' would really
have identified me in audiences' minds as
a heel if I hadn't had that high-pitched

laugh?"

"The laugh
we asked.

—was

it

your own idea?"

"I hate to admit it, but
get requests not just for

it

was.

Now,

I

my autograph,
but an equal number for my laugh. When
I appeared at the Roxy Theatre in New
York for the opening of 'Down To The
Sea In Ships' (I was a 'good Joe' for a
change in it), the audience chorused,
'Okay, Widmark, laugh!'
"Even when my underworld roles are
shot in the rougher parts of town I get
a reception. They seem to identify me
with my rough-'em-up-regret-it-later
parts. Once when I was down on Skid
Row for a film I heard a big fellow
looked like a ( Please turn to page 70)

—

Or Not To Be A Heel
Widmark, co-starring wifh Gene
Tiemey in "Night And The City," is
chased all over London and then for
a change is thrown into the river.;

V

Gypsy Markoff and singer Larry Stevens at
party in

Wiesbaden following

variety show.

Jeanette MacDonald and Gene Raymond just before their show in Wiesbaden, headquarters for
United States Air Forces in Europe. Gene acted as master of ceremonies for performances.

EVEN

The dancing
a

show

Col.
star,

Earl

F.

discuss

and Jack Mei-Ling was
They sample party eggnog.

of Jadin

highlight.

Thomson, Whip Wilson, Western
favorite

topic,

horsemanship.

the gayest G.I. sometimes gets a
twinge of nostalgia when he remembers
he's on foreign soil. One antedote for these
doldrums is a package from home. Recently
U.S. troops in Occupied Europe got a substantial, star-spangled parcel of Americanbrand cheer when Jeanette MacDonald and
Gene Raymond toured zones with unit of entertainers. Their variety show, under sponsorship of the United States Air Force in Europe,
played to airmen and soldier audiences in
hospitals and bases throughout Germany and
in Vienna.
In true American tradition, the
troupe had the international flavor of Oriental dancing, Gypsy singing and Western act.

Maxie Rosenbloom made
eral

Robert

W.

a hit

Douglass,

Jr.,

with Major GenChief of Staff.

Maxie and

Hillary Brooke did

"Romeo And

own

version of

Juliet" on an informal balcony.

Cotton-Time
Fashion Selections

Fashion Selection

#122

Geraldine Brooks (at left),
in "Volcano," wears a
warm-weather creation by Ship 'n Shore. The on- or offthe-shoulder blouse is fashioned from combed mercerized
sanforized tissue-weight eyelet cotton in white only, sizes
30 to 38. Dirndl skirt is of sanforized color-fast broadcloth in navy, green, black
sizes 10 to 18. Under $4 each.

Hollywood star soon to be seen

—

Fashion Selection

#

1

23 Geraldine

Stefi Original frock that

keeps

its

is

shown below

in a

neat, fresh look even

when the mercury

climbs. Of iridescent dotted Swiss fabhas shawl collar, slanting cuffed pockets,
flared skirt, tie-in-front belt. Pre-shrunk, color-fast, permanent finish launders easily. Jewel-tone amethyst, burnt
ric

by Stoffel,

it

—

almond, lime green

in

12-20 and 16'/2-24Vi.

About

$9.

Fashion Selection

#

24

Ceraldine's Spring-thruby Nail- Bee and features
a scalloped-edged yoks of permanent-finish organdy with embroidered poli(a dots, four front unpressed pleats and belt that ties in back. The fabric
a pucker sheer cotton by Layton Blumenthal
Preis called "Sudfast," doesn't show wrinkles.
shrunk, color-fast guaranteed washable.
Toast,
emerald green, navy in 10 to 18. Costs under $6.

Summer

—

dress

(right)

1

is

—

—

#125

Ceraldine, shown bethe sunny seasons ahead in a
Nan Scott, Jr., design that is beautifully simple
and classic. Made of fine Birdseye pique, it has
a wide collar, extra-deep cuffed pockets, an unpressed pleat in front and a gold belt. It's preshrunk and color-fast so easy to wash and iron.
Available in five colors
white and four pastel
shades. Junior sizes 7 to 15. Priced under $15.

Fashion Selection
low,

is

all

set

for

—

—

SEND THIS COUPON
Kay Brunell,
Fashion
Editor,
444 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.

to

of

store

#122
#123

Necklace and Earrings by Deltah.
Hat Lilly Dache. Gloves American Knit. Shoes
American Girl. Make-up Joyce Slone. Photographs by
Bert Rockfield in New York home of Claire A. Wolff.

—

—

—

—

name

near you selling your fashion selections.

Blouse

Name

— Couturier

Jewelry

Screenland,
Y., for

Street Address

City and State

Skirt

^

#124
#125
Age

Scott, Tamara Geva and the tired hostesses talked and laughed until dawn's
pale light scared us off to bed.
*
*
*

Extremely popular were the choices for
most cooperative actor and actress, announced at the Hollywood Women's Press
Club Golden Apple Party Kirk Douglas
and June Haver, with Howard Duff and

—

Loretta

Young

in a hot second place.

Al-

was Humphrey Bogart's
reaction to being named most uncooperative actor
as usual, he had a snappy
comeback, to wit, that he would try hard
to deserve this honor. He even ingratiated
himself with the gals who gave him the
nod for this spot. Guy who got plenty of
attention from the femme scribblers was
Glenn Ford, last year's winner and always
extremely well-liked by the press bunch,
year in and year out.
most

as popular

—

*

We

»

*

happened to be dining at
Chasen's the evening Bing Crosby made
one of his rare appearances around the
Marilyn Maxwell gets a congratulatory kiss from Dan Dailey as her groom,
Virginia Grey look on at wedding reception at the Encore.

Andy Maclntyre, and

just

nightlife

around

snapped

All heads
direction as he

circuit.

in

his

went by

the tables and they snapped back again

when Spence Tracy walked

What

Hollywood

Itself Is

Talking About!

Continued on page 21

in shortly
afterward. Another one getting plenty of
curious attention was Jimmy Stewart,
shopping at Magnin's in the mink department and you wouldn't need more
than one guess, would you, to figger out

for

Romero— they're

Crawford and Cesar
two of the best dancers in the film colony. Gloria Swanson, with columnist

—

Brandy Brent, got -plenty of attention
she's one of the most beautiful gals anywhere. A few others in the handsome
crowd Petey Lawford, Bill and Joy Orr,
attractive Frenchman Roger Dann, young
star Joan Evans, Margaret Lindsay, Lex

—

Barker (not

Tarzan clothes)

in

bonair Charles Brackett, Peter

,

the de-

Shaw and

Angela Lansbury.
*

*

#

The very well-liked couple Jean Pettebone and Keogh Gleason (she's the femme
art director)
publicist and he's an
celebrated their fifth wedding anniversary
by tossing themselves a party that was
gay, crowded and much fun for Ann Sothem, John and Anne Hodiak, John Garfield,
Andrea Leeds and Nat Willis, Maureen
O'Hara, the Frank Lovejoys, John and
Tamara Emery, Cesar Romero, Zack Scott,
Jayne Meadows and Milton Krims, Bill
and Rita Lundigan, Maggie Whiting. We
had a few thousand words with Jim
Backus, who's rapidly becoming one of the
screen's best actors (of course you've heard
his iunny antics on radio, too). Saw Mary
Brian there, looking just as young and
pretty as when she was a top star she

MGM

—

may

take up acting again although she's
very happily married and isn't too career
conscious.
*

»

*

Zack Scott was the envy of all the
males at the Bob and Helen Bates party
because he escorted the glamourous Gertrude Lawrence there and, later, to the
big premiere of "The Hasty Heart" no
romance, of course, but they've been
friends for years, from their New York

—

stage days.

The Ray Millands, looking

very hand.some indeed, were soon taking
54

on their annual ski vacation at Sun
Valley. John Hodiak, with his Annie,
had just returned from making a picture
in England; John Emery and Zack were
talking about their imminent trip to that
country and everybody else was just

—

—

whom

he was shopping?
*

*

*

oflf

—

talking.

*

*

*

And now

Stewart, Gable, and
Grant have absented themselves from
the bachelor ranks looks as if the youngthat

guys like Howard Duf, Monty Clift
and Farley Granger will inherit their
titles as "most eligible." That is, if they
er

stay in the unmarried ranks long enough.
talk to all the

*

guests at a big shindig is to be stationed
using this system you can
at the door
get 'em coming and going. Which is
what we did when we helped Harriet
Parsons be hostess at the big tent ball
she gives annually, with a guest list of

More wedding

One way

to see

and

—

some two hundred close friends. Got in
a few words thissaway with Bill and Lu(who just
cile Demarest, Bill Dozier
missed Joan Fontaine escorted by Sir
Charles Mendl) Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn,
Bob and Billie (Dove) Kenaston and
their handsome kids, Dorothy Lamour
and Bill Howard, Irene Dunne and her
amusing doctor, Frank Griffin, the Peter
Rathvons, the Jules Steins, Henry and
Mildred Ginsberg, Director George Marshall, Bob and Sally Cobb and the John
Henrys (he's the brother of our publisher, J. Fred Henry)
Newlyweds Sally
Filers and Holly Morse were being congratulated by Sally's ex, Harry Joe
Brown. Skeets and Pauline Gallagher
were trading gossip with Ben Lyon, here
from London on a business trip, while
their attractive young son, Duke, and
Harry Joe Brown, Jr. were scouting
some of the cute teenage gals at the
party, including Joan Evans and Judy
,

.

Rathvon. Harriet's wonderful mom, Louella Parsons, was one of the most stunning gals at the party, gussied up in a
dark suit and white hat.
Later, when the crowd thinned out,
Gertie Niesen and At Greenfield, Zack

best

man

at the

*
stuff:

*

Dan

Dailey was

Andy Mclntyre-Marilyn

—

Maxwell wedding for a very good reason.
Seems Andy introduced Dan to his pretty
Liz several years ago and, more recently,
Dan returned the compliment by introducing Andy to Marilyn. Turnabout and all
that sort of stuff.
*

*

*

Quiet, self-possessed Richard Todd,
British actor, who stirred up such a
storm in "The Hasty Heart," had Hollywood in a dither when he and his wife
arrived to take up residence here. The
well-mannered young man with the beautiful speech keeps track of his own appointments, hired himself a car, knew all
about the American money system on
arrival, and in general amazed studio
representatives who usually have to play
nursemaid to newly arrived celebrities.
The only things that threw Mr. T. were
(1) he expected to see orange groves
all over Hollywood, but had to settle for
a view of the neon signs from his Holly-

—

wood-Roosevelt Hotel window and {2)
he and Mrs. Todd couldn't get over the
unlimited quantities of food they saw
{and ate) everywhere. Jane Wyman,
who co-starred with Dick in Warners'
British-made "Stage Fright," took the

Todds

to the fabulous Beachcombers for
their first dinner and they're still talking
it in awed tones. One of the first
things Dick did was hie to a newsstand

about

and buy Screenland and Silver Screen
to see the layouts of him in the two
mags. He says there are few movie magazines in England and he missed ours
a friend of his here quit sending
them to London. Warner Bros, have big
plans for the gentleman, screenwise.
*
*
*

when

All kinds of exciting ne^cs
location of

from the African

comes back
"King Solo-

Mines," being filmed near SaiLatest bulletin is that a cou-pla

mons
robi.

rogue elephants on a rampage attacked
the tillage that uas just a half mile frorn
where the company was shooting in loO"
heat. The big pachys were shot before

they reached the cameras and stars. To
keep from getting lonesome way over
thar, the boys and gals have posted Hollywood signs all over their camps.
*

*

*

Young glammer gal Piper Laurie (cute
name, wot?) went to a big preem with
Jerome Courtland and was mistaken all
over the place for Susie Hayward. No
wonder she looks enough like Susie to be

—

—

well,

Side Street"
Stromboli.

are

A

in V-l's "Death On
torrider
than uh,

—

*

*

Betty Hutton finished up her sensational job in "Annie Get Your Gun" at
studio and took her two little
the

MGM

ones to Sun Valley for a well-earned
vacation. She was trying to make up
her mind whether to go on to Florida
for another month, but was undecided
because she'd have to send Lindsay and
Candy back to California and she doesn't
want to be separated from the girls.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Lundigan couldn't understand why
all the neighborhood kids suddenly started
hanging around outside his house, just
gawping at it. This went on for several
days, so Bill decided to get to the bottom
of the mystery. Turned out some of the
small fry had seen the Lundigans' pal, Bill
Boyd, there a few nights before and were
just hoping that "Hoppy" would come
back again.
Bill

*

*

Jean Peters

is

making up

is

man

is

practically astron-

I

and Bobby, nine, won the school
President's Medal. The kids went very
social with a bunkhouse warming.

Kathryn Grayson's

a

happy

gal.

Her

daughter, Patty Kate, is now walking for the first time. When the baby
was six weeks old, her hip was dislocated
and the pore little one was in a brace

little

until just recently.

class

-s-

-s-

Esther Williams was just real pleased
about the locale of her new picture.
"Music In The Water." It's Honolulu

MGM

mermaid rented a house,
and the
took young Ben and his nurse along for
the jaunt. Big Ben was in New York
working, so he missed out. June Allyson
advised Esther to buy no hula clothes
for the baby. She brought one to her
little gal and couldn't get it off her, even
by dangling a tiny cowboy suit in front

Since Dan Dailey's agent gave him a
portable tape recorder, Mrs. D. has had
very litt'e chance to wear the new silverblu mink stole Dan gave her. Seems the
man of the house sits by the hour, blowing lousy trombone music into the recorder, then playing it back with a happy
look on his amiable puss, drowning out
all hints from the Mrs. that a night on
the town would be fun.
*

*

*

finally gets his

—and

wish

—to

do a

Western at that.
It's called "Rawhide" and he started shooting right after he and Linda had a dreamy
vacation at Acapulco, down Mexico way.
It's getting so the glammer guys and gals
enjoy making Westerns as much as thepicture

craters to notice the scenery at the time.
*
*
*

This happens after Davey finishes two
chores in "My Blue Heaven." which is
the third Dan Dailey-Betty Grable picture
in Technicolor, natch. And the
new Cole Porter show. "Out Of This

—

World." scheduled for Broadway. Looks
as if North Africa will have to wait a
while.

-s-

Charisse has hung up some kind
of a flying record for herself, following
hubby Tony Martin around the country
on his nightclub dates. Even when the
beautiful Cyd is working, she hops a

*

*

Judy Garland was nervous as a cat
when she witnessed the debut of her
four-year-old Liza at a dance recital.
Liza, on the other hand, was calm, collected, and went through her routines
like an old trouper. Judy made her own
debut at about the same age on the professional stage.
*

a

atre audiences like to see them.
*
*

Cyd

"Adam's Rib," is planning a trip to
North Africa with his wife, a War buddy
and his wife. Seems Davey drove an ambulance there during the War and wants
to re-trace his route to see where he's been.
He was too busy dodging gunfire and bomb
in

—

of her eyes.

modem

Van Johnson had himself a hot and cold
vacation. First he went to Mexico for some
deep sea fishing, then to Sun Valley for the
skiing. And David Wayne, who clicked so

*

We're very happy to know that Barbara
Bel Geddes has the star femme part in
20th's "Outbreak," with Dick Widmark
and Paul Douglas, which is being filmed
in New Orleans. Director Elia Kazan and
Barbara worked together on Broadway, but
this is their first picture teaming. It'll be
a question of who's gonna reminisce the
most, on account of Dick Widmark and
Paul Douglas know each other from way
back both worked in radio in New York.
This is Dick's ninth picture in two years

—

*

busy taking
for the

far

*

Bob Walker was so proud of his two
youngims. Bob and Mike, for the swell
showing they made at Black-Foxe Military
Academy that he had the family stable
converted into a bunkhouse just for them.
Michael, eight years old, was first in his

Ty Power

Barbara Lawrence was all set to go
back to New York when U-I ofered her
a fat part in "Rose Queen," the picture
that's all about the famous Pasadena
Rose Parade. So Barbara wisely postponed romance for career, even though
her heartbeat. Hurray Hamilton, was reported dating some of the New York
beauties. Cute Diana Lynn also has a
star part in "Rose Queen."

plane weekends to wherever her

— her mileage so
omical

*

Piper Laurie.
*

sons,

and James Mason

ballet les-

time she

lost as

a kid in Canton, Ohio, when she took
her dancing money and spent it on going
to the movies which made her want to
be a movie star, which made it necessary
for her to take ballet lessons.
*

Shelley Winters,
fusion, finally got

redwood house

*

amid

*
con.siderable con-

—andmoved
may

into her

we

-iay

new
it's

typical of the dynamic, night-life loving
gal that her new- abode overlooks one of
her favorite places Giro's. Marta Toren's another gal tcho's acquired a home
of her own. She's furnishing it with imports from her native Sweden. By the
way, we hear the love .scenes between her

—

Dailey, who hosted party at the Encore, Virginia Grey, Andy Maclntyre,
Marilyn Maxwell, Scott Brady and Lois Andrews after Santa Barbara wedding.

Dan
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while Paul has made
a year.
*
All the guys

and

*

five in a little

over

*

gals at

MGM are but

crazy about Janet Leigh, so she got a
fat welcome when she returned to
the home lot after a seven-month loanwhere she made "HoHday
out to
Affair" and "Jet Pilot."
big,

RKO

*

*

*

Scott Brady had a terrifying experience at U-I. He was being driven in a
studio car ivay out on the hack lot for
a layout when a stray bullet, fired from
up in the hills, hit the window he was
sitting by. Glass shattered and flew all
over the badly scared guy, but he got off
with a few minor cuts and a slightly

damaged

set of nerves.
*
*
*

Cute Betty Lynn, grocery shopping, got
stopped by a friendly matron who said to
her "Aren't you the little girl who played
in "Father Was A, Football?"
For the
benefit of the un-hep, the picture was
called "Father Was A Freshman."
*

*

*

had guests from Mexico who couldn't'
read English so Ricardo drew the chore
of translating the

cold plate of food.
*

breakfast and, hungry as a bear, raced to
the
commissary and ordered himself a big, hot lunch.
Just as it was
being served, one of the studio execs
called him over to the table. Seems he

MGM

—sheer torture to

*

*

Who

says short hair is here to stay?
Not Jeanne Crain. She couldn't wait to
start letting her hair grow out after finishing "Cheaper By The Dozen." Jeanne's always preferred the long locks and
so has Susan Hayward, who has ahvays
refused point-blank to cut even a smidge
of her flaming tresses. On the pro side,
though, is Jane Wyman. For "Glass
Menagerie," the pert Janie wore a wig,
so her own hair was cut very short.
Jane's leaving it that way, combing it
windblown, like in the flapper era, and
on her it's ciite as a button.
*
*
*
Stuff like this

town.

MGM

Teresa

is

always going on in this

Celli,

who was

signed by

for her wonderful singing voice has

just finished her fouth straight dramatic

—with

Cary Grant

in "Crisis" and
Peggy Dow, U-I's
little starlet, was ordered by the studio to
go on a weight producing diet. She ate
and ate, but nothing happened. Then she
went home to visit her mother and in two
weeks put on ten pounds.
role

One day Ricardo Montalban skipped

menu

a hungry man. Chore over, he went back
to his table and had himself a nice, ice-

hasn't chirped a note.

What Marriage Has Done

For

Me

So Far

Continued from page 23
although I love my parents dearly, I
think it's a mistake for young newlyweds
not to have their own home or apartment
right
from the start. Consequently,
Geary and I decided that we would live

on his salary, and find an apartment
which would be within his means. Luck
was with us, and after a few days of
.searching, we found exactly what we
wanted.
In the brief time that we have been
married, I've learned that you certainly
can't anticipate the immeasurable satisfaction that you get out of having a
place of your own. I naturally looked
forward to it, but somehow I had no idea
that it would be as much fun as it is. I

shouldn't be moved
I stop myself just in
time when I realize that after Geary has
been selling insurance all day, he isn't as
apt to be impressed with the idea as I

the

if

furniture

around a

bit,

but

am.

friends to come in and learn how to play
canasta. I wanted that first party to be
nice, so I shopped ever so carefully.

Everything went along

fine

a lovely salad, iced tea, and a beautiful
dessert. Geary, who had been buttering
the bread, asked for the sandwich meat,
and ever so casually I reached into the

meat compartment. There was nothing
there!

In

my

zeal to

be certain that I

had purchased everything

else,

I

had

completely forgotten about the sandwich
meat! Geary had to make a hurried trip
to the corner delicatessen while I stood
there, red-faced,

and made

my

excuses.

Since that time, I've learned that if
you just relax and think out one domestic

requirement after another as each

comes along, somehow everything seems
automatically to

fall

into

its

proper place.

There are so many little tricks which you
learn through experience, and it's amazing how well they work, even if they are
as simple as the nose on your face.
Geary and I selected our apartment,
by the way, with an ulterior motive. We
have two bedrooms, and I'll give you one
guess why. Yes, we want to start having
a family as soon as possible, so one of
the bedrooms is earmarked as our nursery. We feel that we can have children
now because we've already done all the
hopping about that is usually associated
with the first year of marriage. Most
couples reserve their first year for getting
acquainted, but we feel that isn't neces-

still

We'd like to begin our family with a
boy and a girl, but believe me, I won't
argue if we wind up with 10 offspring! I
want to start my family now because we
want to be young enough to be compan-

Geary and I have worked out a system
of compromises in the management of
the apartment. I make the morning coffee, .so each evening Geary puts out the
garbage. While I wash the dishes, Geary
burns the trash in the backyard inciner-

And every .so oiten, just to surprise
me, Geary makes the bed, and he does it
ator.

well, too!
I suppose I'll g^t over it, but the newness of being a wife has brought out the
perfectionist in me. For instance, the
sight of a cobweb sends me scurrying to
the broom clo.set for my special cobweb-
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it

for the refreshments.

think I became a dyed-in-the-wool housewife during my first week!
Like all couples new at housekeeping,

removing equipment! I catch my.self stepping hack regularly to see if the draperies are hanging just right, and it seems
that I rearrange the folds and pleats
daily. Every .so often I begin to wonder

until

Proudly
I opened the refrigerator and brought out

came time

sary for us.

haven't learned the knack of
shopping correctly, because despite the
fact that I keep what I think is a thorough list of our needs, invariably I seem
to forget the one item we want the most
I

moment, such as coffee, sugar, or
something as obvious as a loaf of bread!
When my mother and I gave parties
at our ranch home, it all seemed so simple, but I don't think I'll forget my first
party in our apartment for a long time!
We had invited Marsh Thompson, Roddy, Elizabeth Taylor and a few other
at the

Steve Cochran, leading man for Joan Crawford in "The Victim," with Gaby
Robert Stack at Ciro's. Three doesn't seem to be a crowd.

Andree and

ions to our children. My mother and I
have had more of a sister relationship
than raother-and-daughter, and I'd like it
to be that way with our children.
I'm fortunate in my marriage because
my husband and I have such a similarity of preferences in tastes.

Singing, of

my

long suit, but although
Geary can't sing, he can practically
match me in his knowledge and appreciation of music. We like the same songs,
the same recordings, and curiously
enough, we have almost identical favorites in performers both in popular and
classical music!
We both enjoy the out-of-doors, and
take every opportunity to get away for
skiing in the Winter, or swimming and
surfboard riding in the Summer. We like
tennis, enjoy watching football and baseball games, and next Summer we plan to
go in for deep-sea fishing off the Mexican
coast when Geary gets his vacation.
I think Geary and I are lucky, too, because since we know each other in such
course,

is

themselves!
After talking it over, we came to a
settlement. We'll have a girl come in to
make my husband's dinner only when I'm
working on a picture, and can't possibly
get away in time to prepare the meal myself. Later on, when we start having our
family, we will have a nurse, but maybe
by that time I'll be able to accept her as
a necessary compromise!
Even after six months of marriage, I
still find myself not quite sure that it has
all happened and that I'm a wife. And
my experiences with the tradesmen who
come to the door don't help me any. Just
as I start to develop an inner attitude
that I'm very much the married woman,
this

what happens.

is

The door buzzer

sounds, and

when

I

I'm greeted by the butcher,
baker, milkman, or what have you. He
looks at me with one fast glimpse, and
then says, "Hello. Is your mother here?"

answer

it,

it to a happy conclusion,
and then we go on our merry way, with
no hard feelings remaining with either of

I try to explain that my mother lives
elsewhere, so I get the next question.
"Well," says the man, "is the lady of
the house at home?"
"I tell him that I'm the lady of
the house, but usually it doesn't sink in,
because I invariably get the double-take.
Finally, when my words do get across,
I'm given the clincher.
"You mean YOU'RE the lady of the

us!

house!

detail, we are able to make
suggestions and corrections without flaring up. Our scheme for settling any differences which might arise between us is

complete

easy

—we simply come right out with any

grievance, talk

example. When we first
our
apartment,
Geary
thought it might be a good idea for us
to have a maid on a daytime basis. I
Here's

moved

an

into

objected, for two reasons. First of all, it
would put a crimp in our budget, and
second, I still stick to my theory that
young couples should have their place to

15!"

Why, you

don't look a

.

.

be a milestone for me
when a stranger comes to the door and
accepts the fact that I'm Mrs. Steffen,
without the usual exclamations. At 20, I
feel that I'm quite a woman, but at the
moment I'm getting no cooperation from
the representatives of the workaday
world who insist upon looking upon me
it

hope that my studio, MGM,
won't keep this same attitude. I've al-

ways played young

now

girls in

my

I'd like to try a role

pictures,

which

calls

more mature

characterization. Since
I'm married in private life, why can't I
be married on the screen, too? I'm still
for a

beauty

will

I sincerely

a teenager in "Nancy Goes To Rio," and
next on my schedule are "Tender Hours"
and "The Last Time I Saw Paris." After
that, I'm keeping my fingers crossed.
Maybe I'll break out in black satin and
pearls, and do you know, I think I'd love

P EACOCK

Maybe

I'll borrow one of Lana Turnsmartest costumes, get myself all
fixed up by the makeup department, and
then saunter in to one of the studio
bosses with a request that I be permitted a siren role or two. Who knows it
might work, once they get over the recollection that I was wearing bobby-sox in
the not too dim past!
But seriously, the only point I want to
make in this article is a very obvious
one. If two young people feel that they
are meant for each other after a courtship of several years, and know that they
prefer each other's company to the exclusion of anyone else, then they're on a
good footing for success in marriage. It
has worked for us, and I'm sure it would
do the same for any other young couple
who've gone through the same preliminaries as we have.

er's

—
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Clifton

nMLS with

Webb

Is

Really Twins.

Continued from page 41

out

my

knew

years in the theatre, I always

I pleased the orchestra, the dress

circle. As to whether I pleased, or could
please a vast and varied audience such
as is commanded by, let us say, Mr.

Montgomery

Clift, I

was by no means

so blandly certain.

"You see, I am not the formula. I
come in any particular category.

don't

Do your

I haven't a classic profile. I'm not young.
I'm not old. I am, in short, neither glamour-boy nor gunman, neither dreamboat
nor Boris Karloff. Making my first bid
for popular favor with the fans in my
first movie, "Laura," I played a murderer
which endeared me to, I had to face it,
but the choice minority. In "The Dark
Corner" and "The Razor's Edge," I
played unpleasant characters unlikely to
put a Clifton Webb Fan Club on the

fingernails break

split... peel? Use TUFFENAILI
Not a polish, not a sealer, but
a marvelous nail conditioner.
Easy to apply, with handy

more

non-spill applicator. For

beautiful, smooth,
easy-to-care-for
nails,

use

boil.

"It remained, in short, for Mr. Belvemake of me that one touch of

dere to

nature that makes the whole world kin.

"But before this gratifying state of
came to pass I was, I must now

affairs

At

all

5

and

confess, in a pretty state of tremors. The
night that "Sitting Pretty," the first of

10 cent stores

the Belvedere pictures, was previewed on
the West Coast, I motored to the ordeal
with Producer and Mrs. Darryl F. Zan-

uck and with a nervous stomach, of
which I am king. When it comes to a
nervous stomach," said Mr. Webb, with

for lovelier nails
VOGUE PRODUCTS, Los Angeles 31,Calif.

a laugh as pale and dry as the glass of
pale dry sherry he was nourishing, "the
whole domain is mine. That is my territory. Moreover, we were driving to the
preview at a pretty pace and anything
that goes over 35 is, to me, death. Practically death.
"At my first entrance on the screen,
the preview audience eked out a few uneasy laughs. Very few. I thought, Ohoh! We arrived at the breakfast table
scene and I could sense the audience feeling, llere he comes, he's going to murder
the baby! I did not, due to the limitations of the script, murder the baby and
after that, it was one perfectly mad explosion of mirth after another and Mr.
Belvedere had been gathered to the
bosom of his fans! And when Mr. Belvedere graduated from babies in the nursery to young ladies on- and off-campus he
was, it gratifyingly appears, even more
firmly entrenched than before in the
American heart and home.
"I have been asked which of the two
pictures I enjoyed making more 'Sitting Pretty' or 'Mr. Belvedere Goes To
College?' When I say that, because of
working with the children, I think I had
a little more fun in 'Sitting Pretty,' eyebrows are raised and the question 'But

—

—

do

you

like

voiced. I say

them.

And

children.'*'

'Do

is

skeptically

I like children.? I adore

they worship me.'
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State

Forrest, who co-stars with Keefe Brasselle in "Never Fear," gets lastsecond repair job from wardrobe mistress before going into a dance routine.
Sally

And

so

Webb proudly, but also
quite humbly, assured us, "So they do. I
can't think why, but there it is. While
we were making 'Sitting Pretty,' it was
practically impossible to make a child cry
when in my presence and there is a
Kerry Blue owned, and greatly loved, by
friends who is in such a state
one of
they do," Mr.

my

of infatuation with me that I am obfriend,
liged, out of consideration for
who is of a jealous nature, to remain

my

away from

his home."
There are plans afoot, Mr.

Webb

told

a third Belvedere picture to be
made, now that he's finished "Cheaper
By The Dozen." There are also plans
afoot for Mr. Belvedere to carry on in
us, for

an

indefinite

number

of films.

"With Mr.

Belvedere, however, the important thing,"
said Mr. Webb, "is not to exhaust him
and not to exhaust people with him. Not
to milk the cow dry, in other words, is

Mr. Zanuck's thinking, which

very
is
good thinking indeed. Accordingly, I left
Mr. Belvedere behind me for a while and
made "Cheaper By The Dozen." Now,
if we have the story (for Mr. Belvedere
must be further protected by a solid
story), Mr. Belvedere and I will soon be
as one again."
So protective, indeed, is the 20th Century-Fox Studio of its bonanza. Belvedere, that it has been rumored Mr. Webb
may not, after all, be permitted to play
the role of a murderer, either now or
ever again. It is feared, presumably, that
Mr. Belvedere's fans may resent blood on
the hands of Mr. Belvedere's alter ego,
Mr. Webb. Whether or not the rumor
becomes fact, it is Mr. Webb's opinion
that Mr. Belvedere's fans should not object to the idea of Mr. Webb committing
make-believe murder in a film. "In Mr.
Belvedere, as in all other men, there is,"
said Mr. Webb, darkly, "the dark potential of murder. From birth, you know,
we all have in us the thing to destroy.

With children

men at
Not

war,

at play, it is toys.
the world."

it is

—

With

only are Mr. Webb and Mr.
Belvedere identical twins in manner,
speech and appearance, they are also kin
in character, in behavior, in their tastes,
habits and opinions
"For instance,"
said Mr. Webb, "there is a scene in
'Belvedere Goes To College' in which
.

Mr. Belvedere

.

.

inspects, with nostrils di-

lating, the distressingly

untidy quarters

to share with two other undergrads.
I, too, deplore untidiness. I have never
liked a person who drops his clothing on
the floor. So indicative, I always say, of
one's character! Without being mincing,
I like orderly places
and orderly minds.

he

is

—

and cluttered

I dislike cluttered places

of which tended to make
the scene I have mentioned easy for me
."
to do, and do naturally

minds ...

all

.

.

Mr. Belvedere and Mr. Webb are, as
Mr. Webb points out, fastidious men.
They are not, we wish to point out, finicky men. In the pursuit of earning his
living as a baby-sitter and, later, of
earning his college degree, "cum laude,"
Mr. Belvedere made do uncomplainingly,
it will be remembered, with his environment. As, in the pursuit of earning his
buttered bread, does Mr. Webb. When,
for instance, apologies

were made to him

at the studio because lack of

dressing

room space precluded his having a dressing room suite of the period known as
"de luxe," Mr. Webb poured oil on the
troubled waters by saying gaily, "The
idea that Clifton Webb can't dress in a
dressing room unless it's done in pink
plumbing is, bluntly, the bunk! Enough
space in which to lie down, a mirror, a
few hooks for my clothes are more than

enough for one who, in his Early-Theatre
days often dressed in dressing rooms in
which RATS ran under and, in more
sportive moods, over the floors!
"Mr. Belvedere and I are, inarguably,
I would add," Mr. Webb added, "men
of warm hearts and ready sympathies.
Crisp, perhaps, on the surface but you
will recollect, I am sure, how, at the total
expense of his dignity, being abroad on
the public streets clad only," Mr. Webb
shivered, "in his pajamas, Mr. Belvedere
came through for Miss Shirley Temple.
And let me tell you that when in musical
comedy on Broadway, it was to Mr.

Webb

that the chorus girls came with
and the stage-hands
We do not doubt it. On the afternoon
that the last take of "Mr. Belvedere Goes
To College" was made, Mr. Webb gave a
party, to which everybody connected
with the picture including the men up
on the cat-walk was invited. Moreover,
Mr. Webb had presents for each and
every guest and each and every present
was initialled (he had shopped for them
himself, in person, had Mr. Webb) with
the proper initials.
"Mr. Belvedere is a man," Mr. Webb
was saying, "of great versatility. Moretheir troubles,

.

—
—

.

over, everything he does, from bathing
babies to engaging as impresario to a
canary to writing a book to taking four
years of college in less than one, he does

superlatively well.

have touched and

I,

no

less

versatile,

tried practically every-

thing with results no less superlative, if
I may say so, than those achieved by
brother Belvedere! To give it the onceover-lightly, at the age of seven one Mr.
Malcolm Douglas, then connected with
the Children's Theatre singled me out of
class (a dancing class!) and launched me
as an actor by casting me as the hero of
one of his plays! At the age of fourteen.
I started to paint and should like to
point out that I recently sold a painting
to," said Mr. Webb, playing it straight,

"The Urban League! At sixteen, with
modern dancing the rage, I put on my
dancing shoes and became the same. I
studied voice and, when I was seventeen,
made my debut as Leartes, in "Mignon"
with the Boston Opera Company. Soon I,
like Mr. Belvedere, shall have a book
published.

my

It

is

words

my

hope that

all

who

may

buy, not one, but
many copies." Eyeing his genteel but
very small sliver of smoked salmon, Mr.
Webb added, plaintively, "I need the
money." Then, brightening, "In the
milder sports, such as tiddledy winks I,
to put it modestly," he said "am proficient. I can cook. I don't like to, but I
can. With a vacuum cleaner in hand, I
can make a house look so damn pretty,
you'd faint. I have the green finger and,
from rutabaga to roses, things grow for
me. And, even as Mr. Belvedere, I undoubtedly owe my virtuosity in the vari
read
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time abroad. I listened to wise counsel.
I really learned as, it is to be assumed,
Mr. Belvedere learned, from observation
and experience the two great teachers!

ous realms of endeavor to the fact that I,
my head. I really stand on
my head. For the feat, no double was
engaged for me by Mr. Zanuck. In short,
when you viewed Mr. Belvedere resting
nonchalantly upon his pate, it was /.

too, stand on

"Mr. Belvedere and I are further

—

"With Mr. Belvedere, however, one
can only assume since one never knows,
don't you know, the whole thing about

alike

our versatility, we have
each one of us, one chosen craft to which
we give our not inconsiderable All. Mr.
Belvedere's chosen craft is, it would apin that, despite

isn't Genius!" He added, "In the genius
department, there was the genius of Wagner, of Chopin, of Beethoven ... in our
age the genius of Einstein, wouldn't you
say? Or would you say, of Belvedere? Or

nor

who

actually know nothing about
neither where he comes from,
his friends are, nor what is in his

all,

You can't, in short, put him
any pigeon-hole and that's what is so
intriguing ... It is somewhat, although
less intriguingly, I fear, the same with
me. Friends I have 'known' all my life
tell me, 'I don't know you.' Nor do they.
Perhaps," said Mr. Webb reflectively,

—

because I'm Scorpio. Perhaps but
whatever it may be, I get to a certain
point with people and am unable to get
"it's

beyond

I

it.

am

with people. I am conI am never part of

stantly with people.

them. However, it is my belief that
people know too much about people. Especially about people in motion pictures.
When people know too _ much about
people, there is nothing," sighed Mr.
Webb, "to intrigue
.

"When

Camera

fiend Cornel

Park from his room

Wilde snaps Central
in

Sherry- Netheriand.

ing the rich rewards thereof, belittle their
neighbors, their colleagues and their employers. It bores me so, I am on a soap
box. It also affronts me. It is like going
to a charming party and starting, immediately you are outside the door, to
lace your hostess and knife your host."

Blowing

ungracious

Even

upon a
Mr. Webb added, "So

his nose delicately

linen handkerchief,

fine

."
.

.

the backgrounds of Mr.

Webb

and Mr. Belvedere yield, we learned, certain similarities. "For instance," said Mr.
Webb, "I never had what is referred to
as a 'formal education.' Like Mr. Belvedere, my formal education consisted of
'two weeks in kindergarten, both of them
revolting.' Actually, I took on a few
grades in school, a number of tutors. I
studied the Arts, as has been driven
home. I was taken to all the operas but
for me to go out and," Mr. Webb winced,
"take trigonometry! I also spent much

—

.

.

I ever was a
added, his gray
eyes widening, "I gravely doubt, I was a
very snoopy child. One Christmas season, poking about, surreptitiously of
course, among the packages 'Santa Claus'
was to bring me, I discovered certain
parcels placed by my mother on an unBecause
reachably-for-me high shelf.
they were out of my reach they, and they
alone, were the parcels that intrigued me.
It is much the same with people.
child,

craft.

NO

at

in

answer, 'At the age of five and a half.'
Actually, I realized, at birth, that I wanted to be an actor. Must have done, since
I have been assured that, as I made my
entrance in this great big world, I made
a bow!
"What, if any, were the vices of Mr.
Belvedere as a youth, I am not in a position to state. But I fancy that he, even
as I, never smoked, never took a drink,
but spent his beardless days, as I spent
mine, in serious application to his chosen

LOVE

him

secret heart.

pear, writing. Mine is, it would also appear, acting. At what age Mr. Belvedere
first realized that his profession would be,
in a word, the Pen, I cannot say. I am
often asked the question, 'When did you
first realize you wanted to be an actor?'
to which, not wishing to be alarming, I

"Mr. Belvedere is, as you may recall, a
self-acclaimed genius. Here we differ, although ever," said funny Mr. Webb, who
was having his fun with us ( and we with
him) "ever so slightly. I am not, as you
so well know, not by any means the victim of the complaint, more common than
the common cold, known to laymen as
Inferiority Complex. When I am asked
'Do you enjoy seeing yourself on the
screen?' my answer is a fervent 'I
myself on the screen!' Nonetheless, I feel
that genius is a very special word— and
often misapplied. There are various descriptions of genius, none of which appear
to be," sighed Mr. Webb "accurately descriptive of me. For instance, 'Genius is
the infinite capacity for taking pains.'
Since people who take pains are very dull,
are often bloody bores, I cannot see the
definition as remotely applicable to me
who have
capacity, infinite or otherwise, for taking any pains whatsoever. I
have never in my life, by the way, done
anything I didn't enjoy doing. It's a
good motto, but," laughed Mr. Webb, "it

You

him.

was a
which," Mr.
I

child,

if

Webb

.

.

.

"Doubtless this unfortunate inability
to share myself explains why I and Mr.
Belvedere have never married. Or it
may be that the people who intrigued
me were, like the parcels, on an unreachably-for-me high shelf. Had I married,
however, I would have liked to marry a
career woman. Preferably, an actress.
But definitely an out-of-the-home career

—

—

woman. Married to the Little Woman,
who would have waited on me, put my
me, I would certainly,"
Mr. Webb, right violently, "have
committed mayhem! / never want to be
possessed. Whether this aversion stems
from selfishness or shyness, I do not
slippers out for
said

know

—but

others,

in this respect, as in so

Mr. Belvedere and

I, it

many

seems ap-

parent, are at one."

—Webb?

Make Your Own

"Apart, however, from the fact that

Mr. Belvedere acclaims himself a genius
while only Mr. Webb's mother acclaims
Mr. Webb a genius we are we really

—

"That Mr. Belvedere's manners are, at
the least, Chesterfieldian, must certainly
be apparent to one and all. Whether or
no I possess manners comparable to
tho.se of Mr. Belvedere is not for me to
But that I do deplore and detest
.say.
bad manners IS for me to say and I say
it. In particular, I deplore and detest the

bad manners of those who live in Hollywood, work in motion pictures and, reap60

Continued from page 27

—

are
so alike as to be, virtually, identical
twins.

Breaks

appointed then, but now I know that
those weren't the breaks that were being
set up for me. The people who appeared
in those pictures
all of which were real
klunkers haven't been heard of since.
"So can you blame me for believing
that if a break doesn't come to you, it's
because it wasn't right for you?"
Alan, a modest and humble guy, would
be the last person to suggest that he did
it all by himself, that he shunned the
help and advice of others and said, "I'll

—

—

do
his

with my own little hatchet." In
mind, no break ever comes without

this

enlisting the help of others.

"In making your own breaks, you have
to get assistance from those around you,"
Alan said flatly. "In my case, there were

many people who helped open the way,
and, naturally, topping them all was Sue.
I firmly believe that behind every man's
success there is a woman. I know most
men don't want to admit it, but it's true.
After all, if we don't need the help of

-

why do people live in towns?
do they gather in crowds? Why do
they faU' in love aind marry? Why do
others,

Why

they seek friendships?
"I think anybody has to have someone to talk to, someone who beUeves in

you and believes enough to give you encouragement.
that in

And

I've certainly found
for yourself,

making any breaks

of encouragement. You
get pretty tired of knocking your brains
out if no one but you believes in you and
thinks that what you're after is right.
"Of course, a lot depends on what this
break actually means to you. It's a mat-

you need plenty

knowing what you want and how
you'll be if you get it. Getting

ter of

happy

your big chance
ion,

won't

it

is fine,

but

mean much

in
if

bring happiness.
"I believe real happiness can
if

you

live

by one

others.' I don't believe

creed:

my
it

opindoesn't

come only
'Do unto

anyone can be a

success in life if that success has come as
the result of ruthlessly hurting others on
the way up. Oh, maybe the money is

and if all you want is money
But I like to believe that it's
also important to be able to go to bed at
night with a free conscience, with knowing, you've hurt no one unnecessarily.
There should be no danger of this,
rolling in

that's fine.

though,

if

there

is

a desire to go to others

making the breaks."
Alan then brought up the situation
where a young kid thinks he knows what
he's after in life, and either parents or
friends try to steer him away from that
course. He didn't feel that the kid was
for help in

always

right.

any young

j>erson wants to do
something badly enough, I don't think
he'll let anyone or anything change his
mind," Alan remarked. "If his parents
object to a career he has chosen and he's
unable to go out on his own, he can only
wait until he's able to assume the necessary independence to act as he sees fit.
But there is also this to be considered:
maybe the father is right in wanting Joe,
Jr. to follow in his footsteps and take up

"If

I wouldn't know about that because my parents never tried to decide
my future for me. But that's a problem
that the kid himself will solve and he'll
solve it by judging how important his
goal is to him. And whether or not it's
worth all the detailed and minute preparations necessary to bring the break
about. I wouldn't say oif-hand, though,
that he's on the right track if he expects
the windfall to hit him immediately. Few
people are overnight sensations.
"In working for breaks, there is one

law.

—

difficulty:

you can't always

tell

which

is

the one you're reaUy waiting for. When
I did 'This Gun For Hire,' for example, I
had no idea it would be the topper. I
thought I might gain some jobs as an
actor through it, but I didn't think it
would turn out to be the break that was
so much bigger than I'd ever hoped for.
"I can also realize now, as I look back,
that times when I thought I had lost the
break I wanted, I was actually supposed
to lose it because it wasn't the one for
me. That's when a guy needs plenty of
patience and plain old intestinal fortitude
To keep plugging when apparent defeats
pile up on you, is a problem for the
books, believe me. But I found that the
more bad breaks that come your way the
harder you work for the right ones."
In Alan's estimation, though, the work
doesn't actually begin until the big moment arrives. He's had plenty of chances
to consider the f>enalties of success.
"I've never worked harder than I have
in recent years," he said seriously. "All I
did before seems like child's play now.
Responsibilities were minor in comparison
with what has descended on me since.
Once that top rung of the ladder is
reached, you discover that much more
now depends on you.
"I'm of the mind that the preparations
I went through were worth the difficulties
and disappointments that followed. Oh,
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had what I went after. So I decided I
could accept the luxury of accepting
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"Anyone who thinks, though, that getting the right break is the answer to all
problems had better think again. Brother,
it's just the beginning! But while you're
worrying about that, I think it's a good
idea to ask yourself: 'Would I be happier
if I'd never put myself in a spot where I
could be made a target for people to
shoot at?' I say, 'Let 'em shoot. Let
yourself be a clay pigeon. And only hope
that you've built up enough reserves in
the past to enable you to call on them
when the going gets too tough.
"In finding the answer to all you've
been seeking, I've discovered, too, that
it's pretty easy to get too satisfied with
yourself. I never want to get to the point
where I'll stop trying to accomplish
.something else. Right now I'd like the
chance to do more varied kinds of roles.
I'd like a few more challenges than I've
had. But whenever I get discouraged
with my career, I try to reach back and
yank into force again the determination I

had when I was starting on

my

way.

I

guess that's the funny thing about breaks
the one you want leads only to the

—

need for others.

"Not that I'm discontented. How
could I be? I've been very lucky. I have
a wonderful wife, a beautiful home, and
a great family. Yet I happen to be
human and I can't help wanting to improve myself."

—

Alan's desire to branch out in his
career has even led to changes in his life
off the screen. When he made "Whispering Smith," his first Western, he didn't
know how to ride, so he decided to buy a
horse and learn. He became a good rider
and then he got the urge to buy a ranch,
So he bought a place far out in the valley,
got another horse, acquired other live
stock, and has been making his ranch a
paying proposition. None of this would
have happened if he'd gone on playing
the silent guy with a gun in his hand in
tried and true melodramas.

"I feel I've

moved

in the right direc-

Alan added without any equivoca-

tion,"

know that because I am sure
could live over the last ten years
I'd not make any radical changes in my
life. Oh, I'd like to avoid the heartaches
I've had, but what happened was a
natural result of the course I set for
myself. Besides whether you get your
break or not, you have to expect the
heartaches.
"I

tion.

that

if

I

—

"Me

complain? I wouldn't be that
should I? I got what I
asked for. In fact, I got a lot more than
crazy.
I

Why

ever dreamed of!"
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Man," and "Cafe Mozart Waltz" for
MGM's "Nancy Goes To
Decca
Rio" Album
"Cinderella,"
tor ..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Tops

.

.

Pops

In

DORIS

DAY-Ray

Noble

offering

"I

Wanna Be Kissed" and

Don't

"With You Anywhere You Are"
lumbia

.

.

for CoBilly Eckstine's "Sitting By

.

A Dream"

The Window" and "Lost In
for

Are

MGM
A

.

Jo Stafford's "Diamonds
Best Friend" and "Open

.

.

Girl's

—Open Arms" for Capitol

Door

SamRose" and
Vaughn

My

Kaye's "My Lily And
"It Isn't Fair" for Victor

my

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

LENA HORNE'S "I've Got The World
On A String" and "Is It Always

MGM

.

.

Roy

.

Rogers'

"Stampede" and "Church Music"

for

Victor
"Sitting By The Window" and
"Just For Old Times" by Jerry Gray for
Decca
Columbia's "Dixie By Dorsey"
Album by Jimmy Dorsey
Bing Crosby's "Big Movie Show In The Sky" and
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Yodel Blues" for Decca
Arthur
Godfrey's "California Is Wonderful" and
"I'm Going Back To Whur I Come
From" for Columbia
Irving Fields'
"Wedding Samba" and "Kitty" for Victor ..
Claude Thornhill's "Sitting By
The Window" and "720 In The Books"
for Victor
Helen Forrest's "It Was
So Good While It Lasted" and "Sweetheart Semicolon" for
.

.

stocking, for their editorial

She was overwhelmed by gratitude.
She thanked everyone several times, circling the room, her precious gold trophy
clutched to her bosom.
Finally there was no one left except
Betty, her publicist friend, a few studio
officials and a watchful little man from
the Paramount prop department. "I think
I'd better relieve you of that loving cup
now. Miss Grable," he said.
Betty looked at him blankly. "But I
thought ... I mean, it has my name on
.

and

They got busy in the still gallery:
Betty was photographed in bathing suits,
ballerina skirts, can-can skirts, Sadie
Thompson skirts and trapeze costumes.
One of the photographers analyzed her
charm when he said, "Dietrich has the
sexiest legs I've ever photographed, and
because of that sexiness, one must be
it.

."

it.

pages,

manufacturers wanted exploitation pictures of Miss Grable for their advertisements.
The next thing Betty knew, she was
walking around on two of the most
famous items in America, and she had
sif^ned a contract at 20th Century-Fox.
That studio, one of the alert organizations, knew a good thing when they saw

tears.

careful of the pose selected, the lighting,
the costume, and even the expression in
Marlene's eyes. Betty's appeal is totally

.

"Oh, that washes right off," explained
the prop man cheerfully, relieving Betty
of the cup and rambling away.
Mused Betty to her mother that night,
"That 'Miss Hollywood' championship
didn't last long, did it? I may never win
an Oscar, but I'll bet I hold some sort of
record for brief possession of a loving

different: she has the grace and symmetry of a healthy, good-natured child.
She can get away with the world's most

abbreviated costumes because she always
wears the faintly surprised, slightly solemn expression of a youngster who has
just managed to escape from a playpen.
This is proved by the fact that women
as well as men consider all Grable por-

cup."
Betty's gloom proved to be unjustified.
The "Miss Hollywood" campaign "took."
Requests for Grable art ( Cheesecake,
fashion layouts, hat layouts, automobile
advertising, beverage advertising
the

traits 'cute.'

"

Furthermore, as soon as the "Miss
Hollywood" campaign really began to

—
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lady running upstairs, of course, with
glass in hand
News) came pouring in.
papers and magazines wanted Betty Grable, complete with a shining expanse of

,

exclusive

Other Toppers

Like This" for

know that the whole affair was one of
those early-day publicity splashes) one
of the artists presented Betty with a huge
gold loving cup.
This was almost too much. Betty had
won cups for dancing, but this was the
first tw^o-gallon trophy she had ever acquired
engraved too, with her name,
the date and her honorary title, "Miss
Hollywood." She was on the verge of

.

.

.

Continued from page 31

.

.

Monroe's "Bamboo" and "A Little GoldKing Cole-Nellie
en Cross" for Victor
Lutcher doing "Can I Come In" and
Vic
"For You My Love" for Capitol
Damone's "Kiss Me" and "In The Still
Ralph
Of The Night" for Mercury
Flanagan's "Rag Mop" and "You're Always There" for Victor
Gordon MacRae's "Half A Heart" and "Poison Ivy"
Juanita Hall's "Old Bofor Capitol
jangles Is Gone" and "I'm In The Mood
For Love" for Victor
.

The Legend Of The Legs

,

No

Small, Flat
or Sagging,

into

Fuller.

Weil-Rounded "XJP-and-OUT"
magic Instantly!
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VONETT SALES

&

requesting Betty's "secret" recipe for
shaft shapeliness.
One woman wrote, "No girl ever came
by your ankles naturally. I am positive
that you have had plastic surgery. Please
send me the name of the surgeon who
did your work, and also tell me the ap-

proximate cost."
A photographer's assistant from Chicago wrote, "I am experienced enough to
know that most beauty is strictly the
result of skillful retouching.

I

would

like

to secure a job with your studio because

legs,"

drug stores.

It is a good thing that Betty has the
happy-go-lucky nature of a sweet child,
or she would have answered tiaese tactless and misinformed individuals as they

for

CO., Dept. B

Martel Ave., Hollywood 36,

N.

boys wanted photographs. The girls
wanted information and advice. Literally
thousands of demands began to pour in,

I am sure that I could enhance the photographic appearance of even your lovely

polish.

Or send 30c (stamps or coins)
each, to

nails

roll, women as well as men began to
write "leg" letters to Betty. Mainly, the

Calif.

deserved.

Hundreds
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—
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dowagers

&

Wayne School of Practical Nursinif.inc..
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tuies,
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original
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order.

Send your photo

NOW

LEIGH'S Art Studio,
130 West 42nd St.
New York

MONEY

SAVE

list

of

movie

boudoir

newspaper

reporter

in

once asked Betty what advice she could
broadcast about attaining limb loveliness.
"The easiest way for a girl to have
pretty legs," said Betty sincerely, "is to
have a grandmother who had pretty

ENLARGED

Same

wearing

scenes."
An enterprising

SCHOOL

on double
weight
paper

of girls requested a

Betty's alleged "course of exercise to develop beautiful legs," and dozens wanted
to know whether she wore some sort of
elastic stockings at night. One girl explained, "like the chin straps one sees

This simple observation nearly pro-

woman

riot

when

it

was printed.

No

America, apparently, was
wilhng to accept heredity as the chief
provider of good looks from toe to torso.
At the present, Betty is still clinging
to her trust in her grandmother's bequest, and there may be something in it
because both of Betty's daughters, Vickie
and Jessica James, have exceedingly
shapely underpinnings.
in all

Betty also acknowledges that her years
of dancing undoubtedly had something
to do with developing the firm muscles,
the flexible tendons and the clean lean-

make up beauty of contour.
Aside from her inheritance and her
years of exercise, Betty has no explanation of her assets. Like most actresses,
she has an occasional body massage, but
she practices no trick exercises, has no
ness which

secret formula.

Incidentally, the story that Betty's legs

have been insured

London

for a fabulous
is

that sort.
From the very beginning of Betty's,
standing as owner of America's prettiest
legs, Betty's studio began to suffer the
first of a series of periodic bombardments
of protest from Betty's fans. The fans
were not going to have their girl pushed

When Miss

around.

New York

Leora Thompson, a

representative,
selected the owners of the ten best-looking pairs of legs in the U.S. and OMITillustrator's

TED

Miss Grable's name from that list,
and typewriters nearly
doubled overnight and telegraph offices
were jammed. Avalanches of angry mail
descended upon Miss Thompson for leaving Betty out, and upon the studio for
sales of pens, ink

allowing her to be left out. What the
studio should have done, aside from
strangling the astonished Miss Thompson with her own nylons, was not made
clear.

also howled when Betty
a 1900 costume, with streetsweeper skirt, in "The Shocking Miss
Pilgrim." In that picture, there was one
brief scene in which Betty climbed a ladder and snagged her stocking, but that
momentary glimpse was not considered,
by fans, a satisfactory exposure of the
Grable gams. Neither did the fans like
"The Beautiful Blonde From Bashful
Bend" too much script and not enough
nylon, they cried.
The studio has taken'no chances with
Betty's new picture, "Wabash Avenue."
In this musical, Betty has seventeen cos-

The

fans

worked

in

—

Dept. 22
18, N. Y.
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sum by

not true. She has
never taken out a penny's insurance of
Lloyd's of

-Age_

Ronald Reagan and Ruth Roman, now a steady twosome, are welcomed by
Del Sharbutt as they arrive for opening of new play at the Century Theatre.

,

tume changes, and she does ten numbers
in satisfactorily

minimum

outfits.

She

is

unlucky morning ruining four or five
Certainly there is seldom even a

pairs.

undamaged when
The opera-length
especially woven to Betty's
by a stocking manufac-

once again the pin-up Grable of every

singleton stocking left

ex-G.I.'s dreams.

a picture

As everyone knows, the most famous
all wartime pin-ups was that celebrated back view shot of Betty in a
bathing suit, plus opera -length hose and

stockings are

of

high-heeled white shppers. According to
have been 750,000 of
these portraits mailed to fans throughout the world. At the peak of the demand, 90,000 were mailed in one single

latest count there

month.
That picture has a story. The shot was
taken for "Sweet Rosie O'Grady." To
satisfy a plot angle in the script, Betty's
portrait was supposed to appear on the
cover of the Police Gazette. She was

photographed

in the

white bathing

suit,

a black garter on her left leg.
The Hayes office did not object to this
as long as it was used only as a magazine
cover in the picture. However, before the
studio could release the shot as a pin-up
picture, that naughty black garter had to
be air-brushed out.
That picture brought on the usual request for gifts of Betty's stockings. The
stocking situation is this: At the beginning of a picture the studio orders several dozen pairs, all of the same color,
for each of Betty's costumes. Even so,
it is sometimes necessary to dye other
pairs in order to finish the dancing sequences. Betty occasionally spends an

is

completed.

specifications

Willys of Hollywood.
Betty's unique fame has brought her
some unique embarrassments. She never
mingles with a crowd {at the races, for
without overhearing several
instance)
women observe in ringing tones obviously meant to be heard, "I don't think her
legs are unusual. Even 7 can fill a stocking as well as she can!"
During the parlous days of the New
Look, Betty went to market one morning
in a house dress which she had ncit had
time to lengthen. As her groceries were
being checked, Betty heard one passing
woman say to another, "Wouldn't you
know that Betty Grable would ignore
the New Look and wear her skirts above
her knees just to let everyone know that
she is Betty Grable."
Betty always pretends that she doesn't

FASTEST RELIEF
EVER
2^^UICKEST CORN REMOVING
• ACTION KNOWN ...
THE ONLY METHOD THAT STOPS

hear.

After all, her best possible retort is preserved forever in the concrete forecourt
of Grauman's Chinese Theatre. There,
in a position into which Betty was lifted
and lowered by a soldier, a sailor and a
marine, are the prints of the most famous

3
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Secret- Story I've
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Never Told
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Continued from page 37

We

are born individuals, with our own
idiosyncrasies. But, as we take definite
steps, slowly we gain confidence by putting our best foot forward on the particular road that seems natural to us.
Then the quick recollection of how certain people have tried and won can start
a fire in our faltering hearts. What they
have done, we may be able to do, too.
Every girl wants to be married, regardless of whether she has any career ambitions. When I wonder about love and
speculate on marriage, myself, I invariably find I am recalling the wonderful
success two Hollywood stars have made
as wives and mothers. They have all the
spotlighting any star could possibly wish.

And

so

much more

grown into

real

besides!

women,

in

They have
every sense.

They

are adored by their husbands and
children, but not merely for their glamour. They have budgeted time to deliberately create, in spite of all the pressures in these distracting years, marvelous homes and families. They feel the
old-fashioned glow a woman can get only
when she matters sweepingly, personally.
Still they are vibrant moderns, who actu-

beauty today because they
have deserved it. I mean Jeanne Grain
and Loretta Young.
I first met Jeanne when we did a radio
broadcast together. I like to go to .openin!? nights, so, after that, I managed a
hello no matter how crowded the premiere. Gradually, since we're alike in our
ally live in

hunch that friendship

III.

High School Course

too rare a treasure to be based on first impressions alone,
I've had the chance to discover at firsthand how genuine Jeanne is. Of course,
being married she has more responsibilities and leads a very different sort of
whirl. I gasped when I heard she served
a triole-family dinner recently. She entertained all of her own and all of her
husband's nearby relatives. Twenty such
beaming faces on my hands, at this point,
would throw me, absolutely. But she
must have had as satisfying a time as she

at

is

gave them.
When I'm invited to one of her parties.
I'm intrisfued by the lovely Hveableness
she and Paul Brinkman have artistically
incorporated in their contemporary house.
All Jeanne's flair for sketching has joined
with his mechanical and engineering flair,
so they designed every inch of it together.
She .slides back the glass doors between
the combination living-dining room and
the terraced garden so we can all eat supper on separate little tables outside.
There's never the slightest sign of fluster.
One envies the superb poise with which
Jeanne Grain runs her household. Any
woman should acquire her capable ways
if she is going to have the same domestic
ease eventually. / still am perpetually
rushing in and out of my own house, with
Aunt Cis and Uncle Pat hovering by to
help. I'm determined to become as practical as a bachelor girl can be, however.
Jeanne's influence has helped me to real-
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California
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She's

proved that a beginning such as Jeanne
Grain has made can last in Hollywood,
for Miss Young is equally successful onand off-screen, year after year.
Frankly, in studying the type of
clothes that can be the most flattering
for me, as well as in selecting the furnishings for my first house, I have prodded myself with the constant reminder
that Miss Young, and other accomplished
women like Miss Young, have perfected

time, and she reflects the same exquisite
taste that her famous sister has.

says Miss Smiles

breast.s.

had not met Loretta Young until
One of the odd facts about Hollywood is that you may never be introduced to many of your favorite people
even though you're in the movies yourUnfortunately, Hollywood is not a
self.
small community. You know most players only by their reputations. I've been
impressed by Miss Young's ever since I
I

recently.

themselves to their present standing. I've
been acquainted with Loretta 's youngest
sister, Mrs. Ricardo Montalban, for some

all to

MODEL CREAM'

oped

things I have avoided
I see that food, as well as

to date. Now
one's moods, must be tender if a man is
to be happy. Scrambled eggs and rice
pudding are my meagre cooking specialties so far!

Weekly!

"/

many everyday

so

103,

Brookl/n,

11,
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Itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves iter money back. Don't suffer. Ask your
druggist today lor D. D. D. Prescription.

7 am proud of what

.

How pleased I was when a group of us
volunteered to act in the filming of
Father Keller's "You Can Change the
World," and I found myself working
with many people I had long admired,
including Bing Crosby, Jack Benny, Loretta, Director Leo McCarey, and Irene
Dunne!

And speaking of Irene Dunne, I've always had the most profound respect for
her versatile acting. When I had to shift
suddenly from heavy dramatics to comedy, I recalled how skillfully she made
that same transition and, somehow, that
helped me. I began singing on the stage,
as she did, which was another link I noticed from my viewpoint.
The devoutness of her religious faith
would be an inspiration to many! Regular church attendance is a part of being
a good Christian. Her leadership on charity

,

and

civic

me
made me
struck

committees

has

always

as so worthwhile, also. It's
conscious of the efforts we

My

should all make along those lines.
opportunity on the civic score presented
itself
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when I became Mayor of Toluca
my own residential section of Los

Angeles.
Her gay, yet dignified femininity colors not only her private life, but has been
accepted in all publicity about her. That
for me, too. You know how brash
Hollywood publicity can be. I want exactly that same dignity Miss Dunne has
had from the very start of her remarkis

able career.

The

fact that she is a splendid golfer
one more side to her well-rounded personality. It would be fun to play golf
is

with her some day. I know she's scored
a hole-in-one, and that my fairway shots
can stand considerable improving before
I can credit myself with even a birdie.
I could go on about the brilliance with
which she has guided her career, because

I'd like to go on acting after I marry, as
she has done. I could reveal that when
I'm sent out on personal appearance
tours around the country, I attempt to
represent the motion picture industry as
favorably as I possibly can as well as
I'm sure Miss Dunne does! But I'll stop

—

raving.

There are too many people I've admired for their fine traits to name them
all here. But whenever I fall a little behind schedule, for instance, I think of
Betty Hutton. Stupendous is a colossal
word, but it's the only one that fits her
amazing vitality. Her zest is a whirlwind
tonic for anyone! Betty's bounce isn't
simply an automatic physical outburst.
She radiates so much sparkle because
she's
so tremendously curious about
everything, has the urge to live to the
fullest extent. Unlike as we may be on
the surface, we have this urge in common. Mine is the quiet brand of the
same vitality. I don't know who Betty
thinks of when she slows down, but I
remember her. It's like ringing a fire bell
in my head. I'm instantly up and trying,
full steam, again.

There are two gentlemen in New York
don't even guess they are influencing
me, though I'm a whole continent away.
It was a challenge to act in a serious
drama for a whole season on Broadway
when I was twelve. That led directly to

who

my

long-term contract at Universal-InNow that I'm twenty-one, I
suspect I may return to Broadway at

ternational.

some

indefinite future date.

I rather

hope

be

When

I do,

an operetta
instead of a play. At the same moment
I got my movie break in "Mildred
Pierce," Rodgers and Hammerstein ofit

will

in

fered me the romantic singing lead in
their "Carousel." I couldn't accept. You

know how they

rate in their league, since
they've ranged from their "Oklahoma!"
to their current "South Pacific." So the
singing lessons that fill a portion of my
daily routine have another Rodgers and
Hammerstein bid as their motive.

Should I ever do a straight drama on
the stage, as an adult, I would be very
eager to play the same type of roles that
Helen Hayes has played. In my estimation, she is the queen of actresses in the
theatre. I met her once on a trip to
Manhattan, and she exceeded all my expectations. She hasn't an ounce of artificiality. When you're tops, you don't
have to depend on any props. Her outstanding talent hasn't upset her marriage, either. Those who know her well tell
me she is ever a sincere, grand person.
There are strangers whose extraordinary accomplishments have influenced
me from afar, quite unconsciously on
their part. Because I love opera and collect operatic records, someday I would
like to meet Madame Flagstad. Her Godgiven voice is truly unmatched, but her
devotion to the standard of artistic excellence is almost as breathtaking.
Clare Boothe Luce is another i>erson
I've heard so many stirring things about!
The way she has turned from an acting
career to writing witty plays and films
and to politics is evidence of her triggermind. Moments when I might be
mentally lazy, I reprove myself with a
fast

talk on how she'd whip into a situaI've been assured she is the most
scintillating of hostesses, besides. She
makes one feel a special guest, no matlittle

tion.

ter

how many

are invited.

I've only recently reached voting age,
so I know I need all the inspiration I can
from whatever valuable source.
get,
Teaming with Farley Granger now in
Samuel Goldwyn's "Our Very Own" has

meant one more challenge away from my
own studio lot, and I hope I've returned
with a little more wisdom about acting.
I have kno-rni Farley for some time, but
it was our first picture together. I might
say, in all truthfulness, that it was a lot
Farley is a very talented and
of' fun.
handsome young man, who has the burning ambition, the sensitive humility, and
the essential strength and kindness I like.

In your enthusiasm for those

who

in-

spire you, don't lose sight of this. You
can be cheered up by their feats, but you

must go on from there on your own. You
mustn't forget yourself, the foundation on
which you must build. I know I'm a girl
who likes to start out for a dance and
then, sometimes, be whisked surprisingly
to the beach instead, for a fast ride on
the roller coaster. I'm aware that when
I'm asked for a Sunday drive, I'd rather
not know in advance where we're to go.
I'm positive that the best is yet to be.
I am bound to meet that someone
who'll influence me most of all. It is nice
to have that feeling of expectancy that
Spring is right around the next corner.

I'm about to bump into Mr. EluApril has always been my favorite

Maybe
sive.
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Know That

I'm In Love

HORMOHE

Continued from page 43
hurry to take any big step.
We always have a lot of fun together.
Xot that we do anything spectacular.
During the week when we have no earlj'
calls at the studio, we'll go to his house
he Uves with his cousin, by the way

—

to look at tele\asion or we'll go to a late
movie. On Saturday night, however, we
really step out. In most cases we go to

—and once

a party at someone's house
a while well go to Giro's or

Mocambo
who may

in

to

be
prominent performer
appearing there.
But no matter what we do, we enjoy
each other. Among the things I like
about Arthur is his fabulous sense of
humor. I believe that if he were dying
he could make a joke of it. He can see
the funny side to almost any situation.
He simply won't do anything that will
see a

make him unhappy. At the present he's
working on "Summer Stock" at MGM

RKO

doing "Jet Pilot." I've
a few times to meet him
and he's always keeping the set laughing
with his gaiety and wonderful spirit. It's
no wonder his goal in life is to be a
comedian he should be.
while I'm at
gone to

MGM

—

He

is

also considerate

and kind. Some

time ago he started a charm bracelet for
me, and each charm represented a picture I had made. He gave me a Scotch
bottle for "Hills Of Home," a rose for
"Romance Of Rosy Ridge," a bar of
music with notes on it for "Words And
Music," a Santa Glaus for "Holiday Affair," skiis for "If Winter Gomes," a
ballet dancer for "The Red Danube," a
doctor's bag with tools sticking out of it
for "The Doctor And The Girl," a book
with "Little Women" written on it for
that picture, a tea cup and saucer for
"That Forsyte Woman," a gun for "Act

Of Violence," and now

he's given

me

a jet

plane for "Jet Pilot." That is really a
wonderful gift, something only a thoughtful person would think of.
Arthur has other admirable qualities.
He is different in that he can mix with
anyone. This is surprising since he has
a very analytical mind and you'd think
that characteristic would make him
particular about the people he wanted to

be around. He
doesn't spare me

is

also

when

it

honest and he

comes

to

com-

my

work. He praises me
when praise is due and he is frank about
a performance he didn't like. I appreciate this in him because I know that I
can always get an honest opinion from
him. And what better basis is there for
a future than honesty?
Yet with all of those fine qualities we
are not engaged. At least I have no ring
and we've set no date for any wedding.
I don't think that I'll ever have a ring,
even if we should decide to marry. To
me, an engagement is something that is
in the mind and heart.
It needs no
formalities to make it a specific, concrete

ments about
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I frankly like going with just one
person. Not because it's easier and less

ANYTIMEIj

complicated, because it isn't always so
simple. When she is dating just one boy,
a girl is often afraid to wear a certain
dress too frequently. She is acutely aware
of doing things to please him. But I
don't think Arthur would mind if I
dressed the same each night I saw him.
He doesn't worry about such things. On
the whole, though, I feel that the steady
routine is better because you have fewer
worries
the kinds of worries that come
with having a lot of dates. If you're
dating several boys, you worry about the
kind of a guy each date will be. There
is also the process of knowing which is
the right fellow and which isn't and
that trial and error method can get a bit
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clojang.
I don't mean to imply that I favor
going with only one person. That may
be all right with me now, but what applies to me doesn't necessarily hold true
for some other girl. It all depends on the
attitude of the girl herself.
I don't think, however, that having a
lot of dates makes a girl overly cautious
about getting married. Nor do I think
that they make her too particular. But
I can't see what is wrong with postponing any final decision until you're sure
what you want. After all, a lifetime is a
long time to spend with a person. If it
takes a year of just going together while
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The

have been especially annoyed by
have appeared in which such
bald statements as "Young girls of today
take marriage too lightly" have been
made. That is making a general rule
and I don't believe in rules. Only the girl
herself can tell whether she considers
marriage a brief interlude between the
preacher and Reno or whether she looks
upon it as a lasting thing that needs
work to make it click. Any decision in
this matter, I feel, must depend on the
associations the girl herself has made, on
her own emotional growth and stability,
on her own relations with boys. I grant
you that the divorce courts have made it
easy to cancel out marriages but I also
think it pays to remember that not all

—

young people

when

flock

trouble arises.

to

A

divorce

good

courts

many work

Congress Co.,Dept. B.464 '°\S,SS,TrL%Slili

So again how can you set up a code
to follow on such a matter.?
Naturally, I want to get married.
Right now I'm living with my parents in
an apartment. For a while we had
planned to buy a house, but somehow
the debt we'd have had to acquire was

902 East

68

St.,

is almost the direct opposite
of the kind of man I'd probably have
said I'd wait for.

now, since he

In the same way I've tried to avoid
saying, "I'll marry when I'm 25
I'll have two children by the time I'm
.

.

.

and I'll retire a week from some
Tuesday at 5:30." I will marry when I
29

.

.

.

know

it's the right thing for me, when
the love I feel is so perfect there can be
no need for hesitancy. I'd not consider
age as a requisite to a marriage. How
could I say I wouldn't marry young, for
instance? I couldn't because I did marry
when I was young and I had the example set by my mother and father who

married when they were in their teens.
The right time for marriage depends, I
think, not on age but on the persons involved. Some are ready for the step at
seventeen others aren't ready for it

—

when

they're thirty.

I

—

I don't want too much from a marriage, though. I only hope to get from it
what I hope to get in life and a career.
And that is one thing only a happy,
growing, adjusted, harmonious existence.
I want a happy relationship of sharing,

—

moments of happiness and our moments of sadness. But to
gain this completeness I have not bound
myself by a set of "do's" and "don'ts."
of experiencing our

—

the best will

come

to you,

it

usual-

ly will.
Haven, Corni.

So it doesn't pay to limit yourself by
setting out a pattern to follow. If I had
followed any pattern I doubt if I'd ever
have taken Arthur as seriously as I do

over.

know
New

—

I have a great deal to go on when I
face marriage again. To keep me on a
steady plane, my mother's and father's
happiness is of real influence. I have the
experiences of my own marriage to fall
back on, the mistakes not to repeat. I
am a far wiser girl than I once was and

—

—

Booklet

I am very grateful to my career because I'm sure it will make me a better
wife one day. It has given me a chance
to meet new people and it has certainly
helped me to grow. I'm not the same girl
today that I was two years ago and I'm
not at all like the person I would have
been if I had never come to Hollywood
at all. There's no reason why I should
be the same. Any girl grows with new
experiences.
Even her ideas of men
change.
I've never said to myself either that a
man must have this or that quality to be
a good husband. Oh, I once thought I'd
marry a tall, husky man since I'm rather
tall myself. But then I met Arthur. He
is six feet tall, yes, but he is very slight.

too forbidding for me so we decided to
up our place even though it didn't
have a fireplace (and that's an obsession
with me) and we were paying too much
rent. Then, too, if I should marry suddenly, a house would be a pretty useless
item to me unless my parents took it
fix

How can I say what I'll do six months
from now. Every time I'd change and
we all do change my rules would probably be altered too. My philosophy
about happiness in life, then, and about
happiness in marriage is to know that
the best is going to happen. I don't think
it's wise therefore to say "I hope for the
best," because that is leaving too much
to chance. On the other hand, if you
MARVEL CO.

don't find it hard not to jump into marriage right away. What is meant to be
will come to me. And there is no sense
in trying to hurry it along.

—

difficulties.

—

CALIFORNIA

Free for Asthma
a

person for a year, to know him well, than
make a hasty move and find out later
it was a mistake.
In the mail I receive from fans, some
girls have asked me if I thought that it
was advisable to have a lot of dates.
Here again I'd not issue any set rules. I
happen to believe that dating more than
one boy is all right because, when you
meet the right one, you'll forget the
others. In my case, if I liked a boy I
went out with I dated him again. If I
didn't care for him, I'd refuse any other
dates with him. In that way I was able
to get an idea of what I wanted from a
real love. And that is how I found I was
interested in Arthur. Most of the qualities he had, I admired.
to

out their

NORTH VERMONT AVENUE

HOLLYWOOD

I think
better to see that

articles that

at home and save!

my complexion

It's

I

Beauty Cream

say

that's all right.

Probably because I believe as I do, I

—

want no doubts whatever when
the move.
It's

would

in

I

make

the matter of doubts that I

stick

by a

rule.

If

I

had any

wouldn't get married.
I don't think any girl can kid herself into
being in love. And I don't think it's unwise to pull out of a planned marriage
even at the last minute if there is still a
question in your mind. I think marriage
takes too much work to saddle it from
the beginning with an uncertainty of its

doubts I'm sure

I

advisability.

Until both Arthur and I are entirely
sure of ourselves, we shall go on as we
are now, having fun together because we
have a lot in common. We want a marriage to last and we want to solve any
individual problems well in advance. We
have both discovered that the mere fact
of being in love doesn't take care of the
obstacles that may come up. Rather,
love has a way of increasing those diffi-

culties.

But

as long as there

is

a desire

between us to share our problems we at
least have a basis on which to work.
I believe now we are suited to each

We

don't take ourselves too seriously but we are also not short-sighted.
We know we have faults to be ironed out.
other.

But

it's

—be

fun putting our

it

own house

in

we come

to a final decision
marriage or a belief that it's best

Until

order.

—

the whole thing off we shall
leave the speculation to the columnists.
We will know the truth about us and
that's all that matters.
to

call

How To Get Along With Women
Continued from page 45
it won't hurt your cause to remember them. Once you are married, you can
relax to a reasonable degree: you carry
the heavy packages, she will be able to
stagger along with her own pencil.
Should a wife work? Plenty of them
do these days; it's a matter between them

comparing the sizes of two cans of peas
before she selects one
then goes out and
buys a thirty-dollar hat. She's a truly
feminine girl. It used to irritate me to
see her struggling to save a couple of
cents on groceries, but now I think it's
amusing. Once you learn to laugh at

husbands. When I married
Alice Wiley, she was an actress. We met
when we were cast in the same play in
a Federal Theatre show. For a time she
kept on with her career after we were
married; in fact, she supported me for
awhile; and we both take it for granted
that, when the right time comes, she will
go back to it, but just now she's fully
occupied with our three children. Our
youngest is eight months old.
On the screen, I seem to run into the
adult triangle problem. In "No Sad Songs
For Me," I play a decent sort of fellow
who behaves himself as a husband, but,
through no fault of his own, manages to
get tangled up with another woman, also
a nice person. Although in this picture I
felt that even a dull husband would realize that his wife was ill {this one doesn't)
the story is so presented that you have
sympathy with all three characters.
In Hal Wallis' "Thelma Jordan," I
play an assistant district attorney, happily married to a nice girl, who gets
mixed up with an unusually attractive
woman. It does happen, you know.
Old Harry Carey's advice would have
helped both these husbands.
"No matter what you've done," he
used to say, "never admit it! Even if a
woman sees you doing whatever it is,
deny it! Make her believe she was mistaken. No woman wants to face the fact
that you have done her a wrong, because
then she'll have to do something about it.
Don't embarrass her. If it's a serious
thing, and she's sure you've deceived her,
she can't ignore it. That would seem as

women's

stage,

and

if

their

she

.said:

'It's

all

right,

dear!'

—

shocking situation. But if she doesn't
actually know, she can continue to live
with you, without losing her dignity." He

was so

right.

me

money problem, and
who should handle it, is Number One on
They

tell

the

every household agenda. That's not true
with us. We have a joint account; when
the bills come in on the first of the
month, whichever one feels stronger pays
them. If you are a real family, you both

know how much money there is, and you
figure out how much you can spend. If
you don't stay inside the budget this
month, you realize you'll have to skimp
next month. If you are adult, you soon
learn about finances. We haven't yet.
I have a sister who worries about the
price of turnips, and spends ten minutes

—

foibles,

you get along

DEVELOP A

glamorous

fine!

Before you are married, there's the
question of dating girls. It's recognized
that the man foots the bill when he takes
a girl out. Occasionally, however, a college man, or one making a small salary,
who can't afford an expensive nightclub
or other high-tariff affair, is urged to
escort his favorite girl there. Then they
might go Dutch. I'd never encourage him
to let her take him. But this depends
on the relationship between them. With
some girls, it could be fatal.
There's the neat man and the careless

BUSTCONTOUR
Why moon when

.
Nature is an "old meaney"
leaving you tragically flat-chested, or with poorly
developed, flabby or sadly sagging breasts?
.

.

Why let the man you want wont somebody else?
Why? When you con join the hundreds, of now
and
rapturously happy girls and women
.

.

take the wonderful BONOMO RITUAL
new, breath-catching bust beauty!

.

way

toi

woman;

or vice versa.
father is a very neat j)erson, but
my mother has a habit of leaving things
around, casually dropping an open book
on the couch, a scarf on a chair, a purse
on a desk, cheerfully littering as she
goes.
father follows her around and
picks up after her. Sometimes he gripes
a little, but they've been married for a
good many years, and I doubt if they'll

My

My

up over

split

this

Mr*. »• °.'

lormer

_.„ln«l^'°=.''f„^e----

..

now.

a mistake to think women are the
neater sex. Go into a bachelor's apartIt's

ment without
everything in

by

notice,
its place.

and

and you'll
But take a
find

you'll

.

.

.

who was

terribly jealous, and not of
She resented things I was
doing that she had no part in, games I
played in which she couldn't join. Once
I swore she was jealous of a glass of beer
girl,

other

girls.

I drank, because she didn't like beer!

I

forget the rest of it, because Alice came
along.
I don't pretend to be above jealousy,
given cause. It's rather flattering to realize that your wife can be jealous on
occasion. I know I'd hate to think Alice
didn't give a hoot what I did! But it's
distinctly juvenile to try to arouse that
evil

„,

.

girl

stockings
hanging on her chandelier, clothes scattered here and there, ash-trays full, unwashed dishes in the sink.
I doubt if you can cure an untidy girl.
If you marry her, make up your mind to
pick up after her and like it. And women
particularly should do the same for untidy husbands.
Then there's jealousy.
I once went with a girl, a very nice
surprise
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you want to be successful in getting
along with women, remember to avoid

STRICT..

terms they don't like. Alice hates being
referred to as "the better half," the "lit-
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so

Naturally,

on.

depends on how a thing

it

said; there are

is

of joking that amuse a woman;
other ways make her want to cut your

ways

throat.

In courtship days, a little indifference
the right moment is a good idea.
Women use it all the time why
shouldn't men.''
On the other hand,
A Little Flattery
Dlow and Then
at

—

Makes Husbands
Out of Single Men,
word for it, the same thing

Take my
makes wives out

I

I

woman," and

tie

TODAY A JOB

FREE

— —

,

of bachelor girls.

may be trite to tell you to
clever woman beautiful, and to
It

Box 2309, Dept. K-40, Hoi ly wood 28, Calif

call

the

refer to

the beauty, in her hearing, as brilliant,

—but

MEDICREME!
A

As

Women who nag: at five, my daughter
a nagger. I simply laugh at her, or nag
back. If your sister nags, ridicule her.
You can always walk away from the nagging woman you don't like, but if you

new

startling

is

BUST CREME
Can YOU wear with pride
a Sweater or Bathing Suit
without the embarrassment
of a fiat, undeveloped bustline? A woman lacking this
full beauty loses so much of
the poise and glamour that
men.

MEDICREME,

tains

38,000

is

so

vital

love her, it pays, now and then, to give
in. At heart, you know your mother is
probably right when she urges you to
come in out of the rain and change your
wet shoes or you'll make your cold worse;
maybe your wife has a point if she keeps
at you not to drive so fast in the fog.
Laugh at them, but do it.
Women who talk too much: Talk more
and louder, if you can't get away. Retreat, if possible. But be certain she's
not saying something worth hearing: you
know nobody ever learned anything with
his mouth open.

attract

to

a startling new bust creme conUnits of "Bustogen" (Estrogenic
Hormones) Medical science now reveals NATURES
SECRET and believes that Estrogenic Hormones when
lacking, may be absorbed by the skin to give that
well rounded appearance. We need not make any
claims but you owe it to yourself to ]udne RESULTS.
If you are
not pleased we will refund your money
within ten days. Full 30 Dav supply with directions
and plain wrapper. $3.00 with order or $3.50 when
ordering C.O.D.
int.

ALLURE DRUG CO.
2 Suffolk St.

Dept. 301,

New York

2,
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fuss over you: I like that;
make too much fuss over
wife recently had a friend stay-

they can never
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it's so true.
to getting along with

fo«v
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BUY

a girl who had a dozen
She understood men, and enus,

joyed making the right kind of fuss over
them. She was a pleasure to have
around.
If a woman doesn't matter to you, I'd
say: let her get along with you!
Women sometimes make a great effort
to please their men; the
yet aren't pleased.

men

realize

it,

must take up golf because her husband
was a champion at the game, and everybody had told her that a wife should
share her husband's interests. She hated
walking about trying to hit an elusive
ball, but she went doggedly around the
links, following the poor man and holding him back, until one day, as she sat
exhausted on the golf club veranda, she
overheard a man say: "Poor old Tom!
How can he stand it? His wife won't
even let him enjoy his golf alone!" She
withdrew in great relief.
That problem isn't ours, I play at tennis. Alice isn't great at it, either, but
she plays, too. Tennis is a friendly sort
of game; you can sit on the sidelines and
enjoy watching, even if you don't play.
If your marriage is on the right footing, neither of you need struggle to learn
to do something just to please the other,
unless the learning one is really interest-

ed in whatever it is.
Women being women, they are usually
interested in clothes. If a woman happens to be interested in you, she'll want
you to approve of what she wears. Which
usually means she takes you along when
she's buying an important garment.
I hate to go shopping. I worry Alice
when I go, because I get impatient and
want to go on somewhere else before
she's fiioished looking. But if she shops
alone, she's apt to buy things I think are
too conservative.
Perhaps she shows me a dress. I say:
"It's all right."
she'll

It's

no

dress.

like it!"

use.

Alice

is

unhappy with her

She can see through me, puzzling

as I find

it.

the same thing with my ties. I
know at once when she doesn't like one,
no matter how careful she is not to hurt
my feelings. It shakes down to our trying to buy what will please the other.
You learn, given time, though trial-anderror plays hob with the budget.
Actually, my advice boils down to this:
Adopt a friendly relation to women
you like, and get as far away from the
others as possible. And relax!
It's

Which proves

There was an actress who thought she

"Oh, you don't

"It's beautiful, dear," I say.

cry.

women

.

.

.

but

I know nothing about
who does?

U.S.
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around.
They're
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black for pepper), 4
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the pair, in a clever gift box,
postpaid. (If ordered C.O.D.
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or we guarantee to refund
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Continued from page 48
bouncer

spice

A

18

'Nothing's

too good for

Widmark. He's a regular.'
"I'll have to admit playing a menace
does have

its

compensations.

You can be

as brave as you want. Have you ever
seen a screen heavy who couldn't fight
his way out
regardless of the odds? Oh,
we movie heels are really courageous
characters.
"I just hope," sighed Dick, "that audiences don't think I really act that way at
home. I never handled a gun, never
slapped a girl and never talked out of the
side of ray mouth, until I got in the

—

movies.

"I'm as brave as the next, but I don't
lay claims to being any Samson. The
other day I was out riding my weary 12-

year-old horse. She bolted slightly and in
reaching for the horn of the saddle I
sprained my finger. Now, does that sound
like a screen iron-man?"
"How about the other side of the
ledger?" we asked. "What are some of
the benefits of playing a law and order

hero?"

"Glad you brought that up," exclaimed
Dick. "If you do play a 'good Joe' role, 9
out of 10 times they let you live through
the picture. Do you realize some of the
untimely ends that I have come to in my

menace

roles?

"I've been shot at more than a target
at an Army training base. I've been
riddled in the street, off a balcony, in the
forest and in a saloon. In the film I just

in England with Gene Tierney,
Night And The City,' I get thrown into

completed
C(

—

a river just for a change."
"Well,
besides
living
completely
through the film," we persisted, "the
solid citizen type lead always winds up
with the girl."
"I know, but is that good?" kidded
Dick.
This Widmark is really a comedian at
heart. He has a spirited sense of humor
which lurks just beneath the surface.
The way he can tell a joke on himself
would cause even the Sphinx to giggle.
Take the other night when he decided
to wallpaper a portion of the den.
"My wife, Jean, looked on with apprehension, but I continued. When I finished, I thought I'd ruined the room.
There were millions of little bubbles all
beneath the paper.
"I went to bed vowing never to try
and 'fix' things up!"
The next day Dick forgot all about his
decision when he discovered all the
bubbles had gone and the paper fitted
the wall snugly.
"No one ever told me you had to expect bubbles for the first few hours after
hanging paper."
Dick's humor is notorious among his

His new neighbors are also
catching on to it. Many of them have a
chance to meet Dick at a riding club.
friends.

"My horse,

Cricket, isn't exactly in the
league with the others that ride at
Riviera Club. A fellow who owned a
string of polo ponies gave me this one
probably to save on his feed bill. She's
12 years old, as I said, has a lame foot

and

me

is

sway-backed.

buffaloed.

She knows she has
Whenever we near an in-

she bucks and walks away. Going
downhill makes her feet hurt, so if I want
to descend I have to get off and lead her

cline,

down."

Among

his

friends,

Widmark

any worries about reactions to
type

hasn't

menace

roles.

"They know me too
travel

take

his

about that I

when I
discover some fans
well.

It's

my

parts seriously.
I was returning from England,
the ship got caught in a storm. Everyone

"When

was

seasick. I really felt lousy, especially

when someone pointed me out as 'the
American actor.' 'Can't be,' came back
the reply, 'that fella's seasick. Widmark's
"
that couldn't be him.'
The studio doesn't plan to permanently cast Dick as a heel. In fact, they are
going to great lengths to humanize his

tough as

nails;

roles.

"So I just don't have one side and that
bad, but I get a little sympathy, too."
If you notice, a lot more emphasis is being put on romance in a Widmark movie.
"I started out as a fellow nobody could
love, but they are gradually taking that
curse off me."
In "Night And The City," Dick makes
love to Gene Tierney and in "No Way
Out" Linda Darnell is the object of Widmark's affections. Of course,

in

most

of

the footage Dick is up to his old tricks
again being chased all over London by
the police in one picture and starting a
riot in the other.
"But how about those added love

—

scenes?" we queried.
"Well, they were pretty rugged in England. (Seems in London there aren't any

about keeping crowds in
check when a movie is being made.)
While there, I spent seven weeks doing
night scenes which showed me being
chased all over town. When I stopped
running, I did a love scene with Gene
restrictions

Tierney. The scene was shot outside and
there were about 1,000 spectators.
"Tell us truthfully," we coaxed, "which
do you prefer to play, a hero or a heel?"
"Well," said Dick rubbing his chin,
deep in thought, "in a way I like those
heel roles. They are kind of fun, and
they do attract more attention. If you're
not a heavy, the audience is often passive towards you. But if you really turn
on the heel technique, they at least take
time out from their popcorn to mutter,
'Drop dead!'
"The main objection to being pigeonholed in one certain type role is that you
always play to the same audience. The
people who like blood and thunder type
movies will come to see yours. If, however, you play a heel, then a hero- and
have some variety, you'll also be seen by
the other audience who go for the more
peaceful type of screenfare."
Widmark will get his wish to play a
variety of roles. As soon as he completes
his current heavy role, 20th has selected
a sympathetic doctor lead in "Port Of
Entry" for him. In it he lives through
the final reel and winds up with the girl.

A

Scientific

roles

WEIGHT
ENJOY THE PEP AND
ENERGY OF A SLIMMER
FIGURE THE DR. PHIL-

REDUCE

"They

told

me

it

would be

—

like

a vaca-

my

"It did have its brighter side. I did get
to ride to work in a chauffeur-driven
Rolls Royce supplied by the studio, and

wife and I did wangle a few side trips

Dick had an opportunity to see one of his films that had
been redubbed in French. It was quite a
jolt to see himself emoting up there on
the screen and hear a smooth, flawless
French dialog coming out of his mouth.
There was one thing that they couldn't
re-dub, in French or any other language
that was the Widmark laugh. In every
land from the U. S. to Trinidad that
Widmark cackle heard in "Kiss Of
Death" isn't dubbed, but is authentic.
When Dick and his wife left the
theatre, they heard some of the patrons
discussing the movie. "Tell me," said
Dick to a friend of theirs who understood
French, "What are they saying? Did
they Hke it?"
"You really want to know?" replied
their companion. "Well, literally translated, that one woman said, 'Ooh-la-la!
That Widmark ees a heel with such
in France,

—

appeal!'

And

telling me!'
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FREE!!!
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Do you want a REAL
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FAVORITE MOVIE STAR?
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Just send 15c for handling and mailing
and receive direct from Hollywood a
lovely photo and our beautifully illustrated catalog listing hundreds of STARS.
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home after a day's toil, and in
general be so necessary to him that he'd
wonder how he ever got along without
he conies

That's what Dorothy figures, but

her.

she was reckoning on her husband being
an ordinary man not a doctor. Not
only do Bill's night calls and emergency
cases give her the nasty feeling of being
a neglected wife, but a femme fatale appears and really louses up Dorothy's matrimonial ambitions. A scheming motherin-law is another cute trick the poor girl
has to cope with. One of those disarmingly frank peeks into the lives of a
young married couple, its earthy dialog

—
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Mother Home, Love, Sacred, Comic or any subject. Don't
delay—Send us your best original poem at once for our
fine proposition and useful Rhyming Dictionary.
RICHARD BROTHERS, 28 Woods Building, Chicago 1, 111.
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The Nevadan
(Cinecolor)

AND

BECAUSE bank-robber Forrest Tucker
has absconded with some $200,000
and was able to hide his haul before the authorities nabbed him, they
allow him to escape hoping he'll lead
them to the hidden cache. Whom do they
set on Tucker's trail? Why, none other
than Randolph Scott, the Federal Marshall! Making like he's an escaped outlaw,
too. Randy gets right chummy with the
fugitive Tucker. It's a good thing he
does. Tucker needs someone like Randy
in gold

around when money-greedy George Macready also tries to get the gold. The
cat-and-mouse play between the three is
darn fascinating §tuff Nor are the fond
looks exchanged by Macready's daughter, Dorothy Malone, and Randy, hard
to take, either, in this rugged Western.
.
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makings of taut meloHASdrama. the
There's a composer-husband,

.

Michael Denison, who

falls for beautiful,

unworldly-wise Valentina Cortesa, and
Denison's wife, Dulcie Gray, who keeps
a stiff upper lip well-starched while her
spouse romps through his infatuation.
Having met Valentina in an Italian village during the War, when he was shot
down, she becomes the inspiration for his
writing an opera based on a native ro-

mantic legend. Back in austere, stolid
England after the War, Denison can't
finish the opera, so he leaves his wife and
returns to the voluptuousness of Valentina and Italy. However, unlike the opera
which becomes a hit, the love affair dies
when Denison's wife is injured in a plane
crash. Sometimes good, sometimes dull

and sometimes very wordy.

.
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his reformation.

The job

is

drastically

completed when Clements shoots Bendix.
A tearjerker that is sensitively handled
and minus sloppy, overdone acting.

Ambush

CONTAINS

a double ration of just
about everything that goes to make
a rip-snorting Indian picture. Robert
Taylor, an Indian scout back in the
1800's, is his usual terrific self and Arlene
Dahl, dressed in tight-fitting buckskin
frontier clothes rates the kind of wolf
call that isn't an Indian signal. Beside
trying to keep the Apache Indians in
line, Bob gets a yen for Arlene, Army
Captain John Hodiak's girl. When Arlene's sister, Jean Hagen, gets captured
by the Apaches, all heck breaks loose.
The resulting chase scenes and skirmishes are nerve-prodding episodes. As it
must to a lot of men, a few of the principals find themselves minus hair. You;
might say it was a scalp condition that^
crept up on them. Stop worrying, Bob
and Lt. Don Taylor are spared for a
pleasant outcome, especially for Arlene
and Jean.

The

Ideal

Shampoo

all

normal and dry, brittle, breaking-ofT hair can be retarded,
and much more beautifol.
It hafl a chance to Ket longer
Amazing. The JUELENE System is not a hair restorative.
.

sent to the boys' school

The Glass Mountain

FOLDER— HOW TO

STOP HOSIERY RUNS

is

where through the understanding and
sympathy of William Bendix, he begins

MGM

Columbia
New York

robbery, Allen

well.

GLAMOUR PRODUCTS
Dept.

School. It's a warm, semi-documentary
about young Allen Martin, Jr., who really
isn't a bad kid except that he falls under
the influence of Stanley Clements' promises of easy money. Caught in a petty

United Artists

TELLS

of the rehabilitation of juvenile delinquents at the Indiana Boys'

Continued from page 17

you can use that slightly damp brush to
smooth your hair before setting. This
will not harm your brush and keeps hair
at the right stage for curling. There are
special bob pins now for pin curls. They
have a flip at the end which slides over
curls.
Thus your teeth and nails are
saved the damage of opening the pins.
Pin yourself in place and for an extra
smooth, professional look, put a sleeping
net over your head or tie a broad band of
porous fabric, such as net, around the
curled part. This keeps every little hair
flat and smooth.

How often should you shampoo.' Just
as often as your hair becomes soiled, dull
and flat. Only you can judge this. Frequent shampooing followed by thorough
rinsing will not dry your hair unduly.
Most dryness is due to faulty diet and
poor circulation. Scalp massage and bending your head way forward or down,

when you think

of

it,

will help..

HAVE A SLIMMER, YOUTHFUL FEMININE
APPEARANCE INSTANTLY!

No other

girdle or supporter belt has more
ho Id -in power ! The

Up-Lift Adjnst-O-Bell
is the newest, most

comfortable

girdle

I

ever had.

REDUCE

LIKE
YOUR APPEARANCE! LOOK AND FEEL
Do

SIXTEEN AGAIN!

as thousands
Don't look old before your time.
of others do, wear a comfortable, new and improved

UP LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT! The UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT
front panel controls your figure the way you want
laces

and

PRESTO

your mid section

MORE

is

it,

reshaped, your back

AND

UP-LIFT

with the amazing new adjustable
Simply adjust the
it most.

with added support where you need

braced and you look and feel younger!

is

HOLD-IN POWER!

The UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT takes weight off tired feet and gives you a more alluring,
more daringly feminine, curvaceous figure the instant you put it on. It gives you lovely curves
just in the right places, with no unwanted bulges in the wrong ones. It whittles your waist line to
nothingness no matter what shape you may now have. It's easily adjusted always comfortable!

—

TEST THE ADJUST-O-BELT UP-LIFT PRINCIPLE WITH

YOUR OWN HANDS!
Clasp your hands over your abdomen, press upwards and in gently, but firmly. You feel better don't you! Thai's just what the UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT does for you only the AD
JUST-O-BELT does it better. Mail Coupon and test it at home for 10 days FREE at our expense!

APPEAR SLIMMER. AND
The UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT

FEEL BETTER!

and flattens unsightly bulges, comfortably, quickly, firmly.
It readjusts easily to changes in your figure, yet no laces touch your body. It gives instant
slenderizing figure control. It fashionably shapes your figure to it's slimmest lines. Like
magic the VP-LIFT AD JUST-O-BELT obeys your every wish. Pounds and inches seem to disappear instantly from waist, hips and thighs. You can adjust it to your slimmed down figure
as your figure changes. It gives the same fit and comfort you get from a made to order
girdle costing 2 to 3 times the price. It washes like a dream. Style: Panty and regular. Color:
nude and white. It's made of the finest stretch material used in any girdle with a pure satin
front panel and made by the most skilled craftsmen. It's light in weight but powerfully strong.
lifts

won't roll up, bulge or curl at the top. It gives extra-double support where you need it
most. ISo other girdle at any price can give you better support, can make you look better, feel
better or appear slimmer. Sizes 24 to 48 waist.
ONLY
$3.98
It

Money

Back Guarantee
With a 10-Day FREE TRIAL
If the

Yon
and

will
feel

look like

this
beaatiful model in

like

yonr new and im-

proved Up-Lift
Adjust-O-Belt.

FREE:
your regular

laces,

return the girdle.

-

UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT

isn't bet-

than any supporter you ever had, if
You don't feel more comfortable, if you
don't look and feel younger, if your shape
isn't 100% IMPROVED, if you are not
delighted with it, return it and your money
will be refunded in full.
ter

New amazing NYLON
free with your order.

NO MONEY

SEND
ADJUST-O-BELT
025 Broad

CO., Dept.

Newark,

288

New

Jersey
Rush your new and improved UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT for
S3.98 in size and style checked.
Regular,
Panty.
n Send C.O.D. I will pay postage plus handling.
1

St.,

O

I

enclose $3.98.

CHECK

You pay postaee

SIZE:
Sm. (24-26);
(29-30);
XL (31-32);
(38-40);
XXXXL (42-44);

plus handling.

Med. (27-28);
(34-36);

XXL

Lg.

XXXL

5X (46-48).

NAME
laces

will

be sent

Try them instead of
if you

Yon may keep them FREE even

ADDRESS
CITY
I

ZONE .... STATE
anderstand if not delighted with the UP-LIFT ADJUST-OI can return it in 10 days for full purchase
price

BELT

refund.

SENT

ON APPROVAL
73

0m
WRITE TODAY!
Either post card or letter to

HARRY

S,

TRUMAN

PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON,
He

D. C.

will listen to the plea of

America's movie fans!

YOU WANT
TO GO TO
THE MOVIES
IF

MORE OFTEN, WRITE TODAY!
Why

should there be any tax on movies?
If you and all the fans in America
you'll see ACTION in Washington.
Write the President

ACT

NOW

NOW!

Also Important! Ask your Theatre Manager
for the names of your Representatives in Washington!
Write them now!
THIS SPACE

HAS BEEN CONTRIBUTED BY

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE
for the benefit of our readers
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Here's Reckless Love ond Bold Adventure that Tops

Even the Thrills of the Golden

and

THE Foxes of

Hawk

Harrow!

REMEMBER the romance and blazing action that

She Bartered

thrilled a million readers of The Foxes of
Harrow and The Golden Hawk? Now PRIDE'S

Her Beauty,

CASTLE, Frank

Yerby's newest and greatest bestyou an even greater story feast— this
time with the fascinating background of New York
in its roughest and most colorful era!
Pride Dawson was a gambler— and the robberseller brings

Her Decency

and Her

baron years of the 1870's were

Riches ,,,for

his

meat. Two-fisted,

handsome and ambitious, he collected loot wherever
he went — whether it was a man's fortune or a wom-

the Kiss of

an's heart. Esther Stillworth, lovely heiress, who
could have any man in New York, wanted Pride
Dawson exclusively for herself— wanted him shamelessly enough to buy him for 40 million dollars But
she reckoned without the one woman in his life
from whom he could never be free!

a Rogue!

!

Both Pride's Castle and Lord Johnnie, the bestseller described below, are

I

if

you

join the Dollar

yours for only 3 cents

Book Club now!

BOTH
HITS
by Leslie
T. White

LORD JOHNNIE
'

^6%

€i

HE ravishing Lady
Leanna wed Lord John-

^
I

I

IF YOU JOIN
THE DOLLAR

nie the Rogue on his way
to the gallows, and planned

to

forget him;

but

BOOK Club now!

Johnnie came
back ... to claim his

slippery

night!
A
swashbuckling tale of
love and adventure!

wedding

The Only Club That Brings You Best- Sellers for Just $1
send
Dollar Book Club
THE
you both "Pride's Castle" and "Lord
offers to

Johnnie," for just a 3-cent stamp— as a
generous sample to new members of the
wonderful reading entertainment and
equally wonderful savings that nearly a
million families enjoy through the Club.

The Dollar Book Club

the only club
that brings you popular current novels
for only $1.00 each. Yes, the very same
titles sold in the publisher's retail editions for $2.75 to $3.00 come to members
saving!
for oiJy $1.00 each— almost a
is

%

How

still possible, with
costs at an all-time
high? First, because of the great economies effected in printing huge editions for
so large a membership. Second, the Club's
own great new book plant, recently completed at a cost of millions of dollars, is
designed for money-saving, large-scale

are such values

book manufacturing

production with equipment and methods
never before possible.

Take as Few as Six Books a Year!
Membership in the Dollar Book Club requires no dues of any kind. You do not even
have to take a book every month; the purchase of as few as six books a year fulfills
your membership requirement. You can build
a choice library of outstanding modern fiction this way for as little as $6.00 a year!

I Mail

I
I

also receive the current selection for
$1.00. Thereafter, every month, you

I

will

only

will receive the Club's Bulletin, which describes the forthcoming Club selections. It

many

I

I

other popular books which
you may purchase at the Club price of only
$1.00 each. Buy only the books you want!

I

Just Mail Coupon With 3e StampI

I

also reviews

When you

see the books you will get and
realize they are typical of the values you
will continue to receive from the Club for
only $1.00 each, you will be delighted to

have become a member! Mail coupon now.

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB, GARDEN

CITY,

I
I

NEW YORK g

— BOTH

Johnnie

Also send me
me for $1 plus shipping

cost.

With these books will come my first issue of
the free descriptive folder called "The Bulletin"
telling about the two new forthcoming one-dollar
bargain book selections and additional bargains
offered at $1.00* each to members only.
I have the privilege of notifying you in advance if I do not wish either of the following
months' selections and whether or not I wish to
purchase any of the other bargains at the Special
Club price of $1.00 each. I do not have to
accept a book every month
only six during
each year that I remain a member. I pay nothing
except $1 for each selection received plus a few
cents shipping cost.

—

Mr. )
Mrs. }
Miss )

City.
&.

I

me
me

as a Dollar Book Club memat once Pride's Castle and
for the enclosed
stamp.
the current club selection and bill

Please enroll
ber and send
i-orcf

Membership Now
Upon receipt of the attached coupon with just
a 3-cent stamp, you will be sent BOTH
"Pride's Castle" and "Lord Johnnie." You
Start Enjoying

Coupon

This

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB
I Dept. 4SU Garden City, New York

Please Print

Zone

State

..

If under 21,
Occupation
age. please
• Some Price In Canada: 105 Bnnrl St.. Tornnto 2

JPilPiESTERFIElD
...the Best cigarette for
Copyright iy50, Liooiri

&i

MyLKt>

Tobau.o Co,

YOU

to

Smoke

—

f

Cashmere
Boucpiet
Cashmere
BouQU^^
LC

U

M

Keeps you dainty all over
with a "fragrance men love"!

Spring-morning freshness, and fragrance, too
no matter how hot the day! A wonderful dream come
true, thanlcs to satin-soft

Cashmere Bouquet Talc!

absorbs any excess moisture left on your
body after the bath, provides a silky-smooth
sheath of protection for those many little "chafeable"
every day,
spots. Yes, for day long daintiness
twice a day
sprinkle yourself liberally
with Cashmere Bouquet Talc!
It thirstily

.

.

.

.

.

.

All-Purpose Cream;
Hand Lotion

Lipstick;

or Face

Powder

— make sure

il^s

Cashmere Bouquet!

28
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How

2

53'^08

could he treat her this

DATE with
man
HER FIRST
and here she was, back home, and on
a iiiost attractive

.

.

.

the point of tears, by half-past ten. What had
she said
what had she done to change his
.

.

.

eagerness to indifference? She
didn't even suspect!
.

.

would never know

.

Can You Be Sure?

How

woman assume

dare any

.

such an

when

extra-careful,

Listerine

wholly de-

lightful precaution?

You merely rinse the mouth with it night and
morning, and always before any date and, lo!
your breath becomes fresher and sweeter. Morenot for seconds
over, it stays that way, too
but for hours, usually.
not for minutes
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

While some cases of halitosis are of systemic origin,
most cases, say some authorities, are due to the bacit

... of put-

ting you in the worst sort of light when you
want to be at your best. And you, of course,

Before Any Dafe

is

is

Halitosis (unpleasant breath) has a habit of

may not know when

foolish to risk offending

.

that her breath

when you least expect

it

Antiseptic

.

always beyond reproach?

cropping up

Isn't

way?

you're guilty.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC

fermentation of tiny food particles clinging to
surfaces. Listerine Antiseptic quickly halts
such fermentation, then overcomes the odors fermenterial

mouth

tation causes.

Lambert Pharmacal Company,

St.

Louis, Missouri

The Extra-Careful Precaution Against Offending

Baths
as
usual

Editor

CHARLES W. ADAMS

STANLEY M. COOK

Art Director

Production Manager
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KAY BRUNELL
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Asst. Art Director

Exclusive Photos by

What Hollywood
The

To

Clift I

act with

is

Want To Know Judy

Most women know

When They

that

These

Tampax is an internal method
tion,

but many do not reahze

that

it

It

.

.

road

the studio he's a regular

Jon Bruce
to

happiness

is

It

CAN

make

to

break one's

the heart

Joan Crawford

30

Anne Baxter

33

grow fonder"
.

Sam

Women From Women
like

26

spirit

My

How To

24

strewn with shattered romances

Godson
Is
Weiler
"I don't feel that I have done anything for Mario Lanza, but he insists I have"

Learned About

22

guy

Fredda Dudley Balling

Liked

"And," says Eleanor, "I

Tampax requires no belts, pins, external
pads. And besides, it is so much less in

away from

Loved And Lost

—And

20

understand what Judy Garland's career has demanded of her

"1 truly believe absence

I
.

Lynn Bowers
town as much as you do

Better?

Never Fails

Mario

can actually be worn

while taking a shower or tub bath!

first

One cannot allow a disappointment

sanitary protec-

their

Elizabeth Taylor

a challenge, but

stars learned the

Was Slapped

I

about

Know

him

Then you must

PICTORY

Talking About!

Itself Is

stars like to hear the gossip

The Monty

monthly

Publisher

LESTER GRADY,

-with Tampax

for

FRED HENRY,

J.

36

Eleanor Parker

40

Audrey Totter

42

what I've learned"

Get Along With Men
man wants to

"I believe every

be boss and every

woman

likes to

be bossed"

bulk than the "other kind" that a whole

month's average supply may be
in

carried

your purse.

Ginger Rogers, starring in "Storm Warning"
Anne Baxter and Dan Dailey, starring in "A Ticket To Tomahawk".
Rhonda Fleming, starring in "The Eagle And The Hawk"

.

.

28
32
34

When those annoying
days arrive next month
^it

should be comfort-

ing to

know

that

you

even
tub. There's
it is so

if

you

prefer a

no odor with Tampax and

easy to dispose of.

Invented by a doctor,

Tampax

is

made

Cobina Wright
Helen Hendricks

Party Gossip

Your Guide To Current Films

can ""bathe as usual,"

Newsreel
Let's Dance, Ginger! (Ginger Rogers)
Beautiful But Smart (Rhonda Fleming)
About Ffsce For Joan ( Joan Caulfield)
Captivating French Imports
Hollywood's Bal Masque
Double Victory For Lola (Lola Albright)
SCREENLAND Salutes Bing Crosby

6
12
19
29
35
38

44
46
48
50

of

pure surgical cotton

contained

in slim,

dainty applicators for

easy insertion.

It

cannot cause a bulge or

edge even under a snug swim-suit.
Sold at drug and notion counters in 3
.

.

Sweet And Neat
Cotton Companions
Sweet Dreams

Courtenay Marvin

Kay Brunell
Kay Brunell

16
54
56

.

0^ THE COVER, LORETTA YOUNG, STARRING IN
"KEY TO THE CITY," A METRO-GOLDWYN -MAYER FILM
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M-G-M BRINGS

THE FAMED
STAGE HIT
TO THE SCREEN

AT LAST!

It played three years

on Broadway! Road
companies toured
America! A triumph in
the world's capitals!
the screen's biggest
Technicolor musical!

Now

IRVING BERLIN SONG HITS!
"There's No Business
Like Show Business",
"Doin' ^ hat Comes
Natur'Uy", ''You Can't

11

Get A Man With A
Gun", "The Girl That
I Marry", "They Say
That Falling In Love Is
Wonderful", "My
Defenses Are Down",
"I'm An Indian Too"

and others!
BIG CAST! BIG THRIUS!

'The fabidous Buffalo

3iU Wild West Shows...
cowboys

.

.

Indians

.

riding girls

.

.

.

.

the great Buffalo
cast of
hundreds in a wonderful
musical spectacle!

Stampede

.

.

.

'ANNIE GET
EDWARD ARNOLD
and Book by

•

YOUR GUN'

KEENAN WYNN

HERBERT FIELDS

and

• Color

An M-G-M

Picture

byTECHNICOLOR

DOROTHY FIELDS

BETTY HUTTON HOWARD KEEL with

.j.

carrol naish

Screen Play by Sidney Sheldon . Based on the Musical Play with Music and Lyrics by

IRVING BERLIN

•

•

•

Musical Numbers staged by

ROBERT ALTON

.

Directed by

louis calhern

GEORGE SIDNEY

•

Produced by

ARTHUR FREED

r

When

the Friars Club honored Ronald Reagan at a banquet recently, Dana Andrews attended with his wife.

James Cagney and
Mrs.

Pat O'Brien

his

at

wife conversing with

Friars

Club gathering.

EVERYBODY

For your enchanted moments—
at last a lipstick that will not

smear. ..at last a lipstick of such
exquisite texture that

it

goes on

easier and stays on longer than

any you have ever used.

The new, exclusivefangee formula makes all
this possible for

the

first

loves a masquerade,
but few get as much of a kick
out of one as filmland folk, who, as
you know, spend most of their working
hours in the land of make-believe.
That's why Hollywood's Bal Masque
this year was such a great success, I believe. I've attended Bal Masques, years
ago in Paris and later those in London
and more recently in New York, but
never have I seen one which had such
the gay "let's pretend" air as the one
which SCREENLAND figures gave this
year for the first time in Hollywood.
*

time.

In Tan gee
Pink Queen and
six other en-

0\

*

*

course, a lot of the enthusiasm

was

At the party, Jane Wyman looked radiant as
ex-husband Ronald Reagan received acclaim.

chantingshades.
Event that's sure to bring out home-loving
Harry Jameses is a jam session at Club 47.

ci/naee
L/P^y ST/CK

•«lih

WILLIAM

UC/V\AI?EST

RAYMOND WALBURN JAMES
GLEASON WARD BOND
-

•

BIGGEST HITS... IN HIS BIGGEST HIT OF ALL!..
"Sunshine Cake" • "Sure Thing" • "The Horse Told Me"
"Somewhere On Anywhere Road"
"Whiffenpoof Song" .^ji|t."Carnptown Races'*

BING SINGS

HIS

CLARENCE MUSE PERCY
HARRY DAVENPORT
•

KILBRIDE

•

Produced and Directed by FRANK CAPRA
•
-'ddit'ono'
Screenplay by Robert Riskin
iocV
Dialogue by Melville Shove^;./*Rose • Bo»«d on o Sto^y by v.or^ i'^-l' nyet
New Soflgtt lyricf by Johnny Burke - Moj c

by

Jomtfs

Van H«uhp

iiiifeiiiiiliiiiiiitf^^

Paramounrs Joyful Springtime

Hit!

See

It

Soon At Your Favorite Theatre!

LEARN THE SECRET OF
"PERMANENT" PIN CURLS
,.,even in

damp weather

Mary Pickford and Johnny Mack Brown display lively dance technique for Mr. and Mrs. Owen Crump
and Cecil Coan. The occasion was a recent square dance party held at Mary's famous Pickfair.

due to the fact that

set

your hair tonight with

Maureen
probably

^£)^^^y^

bob pins

Johnny

stronger grip —won't slip out
Yes, you can set your permanent in this chic
salon style. Just be sure to use strongergripping De Long Bob Pins for lovely
long-lasting curls that resist

drooping—

even in damp weather. Rounded smooth
ends slide in and out easily. And De Long
pins stay in day or night! Look for the
blue De Long card on your counter.

brush bob

The
by
Enrico Caruso, famous hair stylist
to I^eu! York itage stars. Set top
in 4 rows — turn front row toward
face^ back 3 rows away from face.

Bepin

this lavish affair

was

given as a benefit for Santa Monica's St.
John's Hospital, which is one of the moLovely
vie colony's favorite charities.

whom you

O'Siillivan Farrow,
best remember as
Weissmuller's favorite

"Tarzan"

mate, is
President of the Guild which first started
to sponsor this worthwhile cause. It was
she who first thought of the idea, after
reading about the Parisian and Gotham

Bal Masques, of getting glamourous stars
and socialites to don more elaborate and
intriguing masks than had ever been
worn before, and I must say they all cooperated in such a fashion that the affair,
which took place in the Crystal Ballroom
of the Beverly Hills Hotel, made an evening out of the Arabian Nights look like
a quiet night on the prairie.
*

*

Lana Turner almost

stole the

show with

at right, set vertical rows,

turning curls toward face, around
head to back of left ear. Set left
side counter-clockwise. Brush in
alt directions, then up in back,

down from crown and up

off

Jace with rotating motion.

James Mason,
Ciro's.

Left:

hostess

His

You're always "set" with De Long Hair Pins •
Curl Setting Pins' Safety Fins* Hooks and Eyes*
Snaps 'Pins •Hook and EyeTapes* Sanitary Belts

wife and Robert Siodmak at
is

U

I's

"One Way

Street."

Cobina Wright and Barbara Bates with

Mary Pickford between square dances,

Interest
Gloria

his

next

and

skepticism

are

manifested

De Haven, Howard Duff on Giro

by

date.

.

SPECIALy

TAMPON
OFFEK

her pink and crystal creation with a scrim
mask barely shading her lovely features
and a headdress from which were draped
tiny, iridescent crystal pendants, which
glistened as brightly as the smile on the
face of her happy groom. Bob Topping.
Loretta Young won first prize with her
bird-like effect, while Connie Moore wore
her feathered face covering with such

i

Lauren Bacall, Humphrey Bogart devote time

Linda

entirely to each other at N. Y. Stork Club.

lett at

Gen. Carl Spaatz, Sy Bartpremiere of "Twelve O'Clock High."

Darnell,

/ was most pleased

when Beverly

jewel-designer, Kenneth
to wear the mask which

Hills

Brown, asked

me

won

the prize for
the most unusual mask a peacock-feathered creation adorned with almost a
$100,000 worth of jewels because it reminded me of prizes I had won at such
affairs on previous occasions abroad.
*
*
*

—

—

msTic

However, although we all gave credit to
our designers, naturally, for all the skill
and artistry they had displayed, it was
Gloria Swanson, who has made such a sensational screen comeback, who walked off
with all the laughs for the evening. She
appeared on the judges' stand with her

TAMP-CASE
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box top
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Tamp-Case

offer expires

July 31.

Meds. .TTU Mod ess •foYn^oTL
Send for your

aplomb that it was hardly possible to recognize her except for that flashing smile
which always give her away.
*
*
*
Actually, it was a tough assignment for
your SCREENLAND reporter, because,
although I know so many of the stars,
their elaborate disguises were so cleverly
designed that even their own families
wouldn't have recognized them. For example, when Angela Lansbury came up
and said, "Hello, Cobina," I not only had
to look twice, but finally had to turn to
judge Harry Crocker, the movie columnist, and ask, "Who is that attractive Bird
of Paradise?" before I could identify her.

Ray Milland and Broderick Crawford doing a
dramatic stint for the Screen Guild Players.

Meds Tamp-Case Today!

Joey
after

Adams

reads his book to Jane Russell
her personal appearance in Boston.

which included a
a stuffed pigeon and apologized for not having brought her taxidermist with her!
*
*
*

prize-winning

effect,

mask topped by

Miss Olive Crenning
Personal Products Corp., Dept.
Milltown, New Jersey

Altogether it was a wonderful evening
and a very gala one, but, I'm most happy
to say, not just because the stars wanted
to go to a masquerade and disguise

SD-5

themselves in fantastic finery, but also
because they knew besides having fun
they were contributing to a good cause.

Meds box top
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Clark Gable offered a high bid
to dance ufith Lana Turner, or Sir Charles
Mendl did with Arlene Dahl or Joan
Fontaine, it was all done with a very
(Please turn to page 11)

easy to
sleep

with
By
Helen Hendricks
Two

unusually

mayors are

attractive

Young and Clark Cable

Loretta

"Key To The City."

in

Key To The City

MGM
SOME

survey expert had taken a
poll of what moviegoers would like
most to see, he would come up with
a list reading: Clark Gable, Loretta
Young, one last glimpse of the irrepress-

IF

Frank Morgan, more comic incidents
than you can shake a funny-bone at, plus
a goodly amount of torrid love scenes
(ivith an added attraction of Marilyn
Maxwell as an Atomic Bubble dancer).
Clark, a lusty ex-stevedor, now Mayor of
a California town, meets prim, civicminded Miss Young, a Maine Mayor, at
a Mayors' Convention in San Francisco.
They emphatically do not like each
other, but a bench on a foggy night on
deserted Telegraph Hill makes Mayor
ible

Young

Habitual q uiz winner Ronald Colman is prey
of Celeste Holm in "Champagne For Caesar."

forget she's a Harvard graduate.
Besides being wrapped up in romance.
Mayor Gable and Fire Chief Frank Mor-

fast, easy, comfortable way to
curls
Tip-Top Dream Curlers.
of so£t-as-rubber vinylite— comfort-
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Made
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night In 4 sizes — at
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5 & lO's everywhere.
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FREE

Valuable booklet "Profetsional Hair Styling
at Home." Send self •addressed envelope and 10^ to
cover mailing.
I

In "Stromboll," existence
on volcanic island is too
dour for Ingrid Bergman,

who

longs for kindlier sur-

roundings,

is bored with
simple spouse Mario Vitale.

Three generations of the-

DREAM CURLERS
Americans Favorite Curler
tiP-TOP PRODUCTS COMPANY
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OMAHA

2,

NEBRASKA

atrical

family

are

repre-

sented by Jane Powell, Ann
Sothern and Louis Calhern
in MGM's new Technicolor
opus,

"Nancy Goes To

Rio."

I

f

0(Mm

Starring

MASON

MaA;biTOREN

Do^DURYEA
Sfory and Screenplay by

LAWRENCE KIMBLE . Directed by HUGO FREGONESE •
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

Produced by

LEONARD GOLDSTEIN
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gan cope

fittingly

with some crooked

hometown politicos. Gable was never
better, Young never prettier, and a picture never more welcome.

The Black Hand

MGM

AROUND

the turn

of

the

century,

immigrant Italian families living on
New York's lower East Side, were constantly terrorized and plagued by a criminal society known as the Black Hand.

One

of these immigrants, a struggling
lawyer, gets killed by persons unknown
because he decides to tell the police that
he has been paying money to the local
gang to keep his wife and son from being

Tampon mfh

is

Having sworn revenge on his
boy returns, in the
form of Gene Kelly, and the hunt for the
killer is on in earnest. With the assistance
harmed.

father's murderer, the

rounded ends... lite
only Tampon 'Quitted"

Police Lieutenant J. Carrol Naish,
Kelly learns a lot more about the New
York branch of the Black Hand. Their
investigations set off a new avalanche of
death and destruction, but Kelly continues his manhunt until his promise is

"Never Fear"

of

Ibr comfBit..:Qoihed'
for safety... next time
Iry Fibs

Sally

Ann

Forrest.

is

history of a polio victim,

Keefe

Brasselle

BIyth gets upsetting

ed child from Joan Evans

in

is

co-star.

news she's adopt"Our Very Own."

fulfilled.

MGM handed Kelly a new and

differ-

ent role in what is one of the year's best
thrillers, and it goes without saying, Kelly does them right proud.

Champagne For Caesar
United Artists
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—
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otft.
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TO ORDER! Wrap

your

baby's shoes, enclose your choice
of models, (Negative when ordering picture frame) and mail to
us, I'rompt delivery Satisfaction
guaranteed or your money re-

funded
($01 S«. 3ttli $lr«*«.

OiMke

7.

Nckr

be a lot of folks will get the
idea that this is a historical drama,
or some such nonsense, so best you
should know the truth: Caesar is more
hysterical than historical. He's a drinkguzzling parrot owned by scholar Ronald
Colman, but the story doesn't center
around Caesar nearly as much as it does
Colman. It all starts when Mr. C. tries
to get hired as a paltry research worker
for the swank soap-producing company
owned by Vincent Price, and Price has
the gall to fire genius Colman before he
hires him! Out for revenge, Colman becomes a contestant on the quiz program
sponsored by Price, and not only wins
that week's jackpot, but the next week's,
the week after that, etc., until he is
shooting for $40,000,000! Every cent
Price has! Price goes positively nutz in
an all-out effort to outwit mastermind
Alan Ladd comes to grrps with a scoundrel,
George Lewis, in "Captain Carey, U. S. A."

Colman. He hires Celeste Holm to befuddle Colman's mind, and the girl cerIt's a dilly of a
tainly tries, but.
.

.

.

comedy that bubbles along with

delight-

hysteria.

ful

Our Very Own

RKO

A

TOUCHING

story about a girl, Ann
Blyth, who, on her 18th birthday,
learns she is adopted. The fact slips out
(Please turn to page 72)

In

to

"Outside The Wall," Richard Basehart trys
his ways, is tempted by Signe Hasso.

mend

TQAST
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Ri or
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MAN
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IN

^

^

WORL-D.^l^j^yl

CELeSTE

IS

A

ONE"-

wo/v\AN Riot

Who

SQL/AD

REALLY
HARRY M. POPKIN
presents

SMARTENS
HiAvA

RONALD

UP/

COLMAN

ITS THE

bubbliest;

FROTHIEST,

V

TiCKLlEST
MO\/iE

UM

co-starring

CELESTE

HOIM

VINCENT PRICE

you

ART LINKLETTER

EVER

CELEBRATED

Barbara' BRiTTON
Produced by

GEORGE MOSKOV

/

Directed by
•

RICHARD

B.

WHORF

and Screen Play by Hans Jocoby and Fred Brady
Music Written and Directed by Dimitri Tiomkin.
A Harry M. Popkin Production

Story

Released thru United Artists
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Your deodorant points the way to poise,
confidence, clothes protection and charm

By Courtenay Marvin

MCM

In coping with underarm perspiration problem,
Taylor believes in taking time and patience for

deodorant was
homely
ONCE
concealed
hidden away
a drawer
the

a

in

Httle

or

the

star

Elizabeth

best

results.

package to be
in a

bathroom

cabinet. Once, too, the very human subject of perspiration was spoken of in a low voice, as not quite proper
for a forthright discussion.
Happily, all this belongs in the dear, dead days but still
within recall. Happily, I say, because next to the bath and
the toothbrush, surely no phase of personal grooming means
more to our "social security" than confidence that this
troublesome little area of the armpit is under perfect con-

Ann

BIyth's radiant freshness is emphasized by careful grooming.
Experiment with deodorants, just as you would with new lipsticks.

Sometimes

this control is a very simple matter. For
truly a problem, for the simple reason that the
human body varies in minor respects.
However, realize that perspiring at about the rate of one
pint a day is normal to every adult human being. It is the
body's means of regulating temperature and it is a process
of elimination. You perspire all over, from your scalp to
your toes and all the time! Then why all this concern for
just a few square inches of underarm, you may ask. It happens that the most active sweat glands of the body are in
this area. There is a deep, inward curve under the arms.
There is no flat, exposed surface as on the back of your
hands or your forearms. Furthermore, there is a natural
growth under the arms that, if not removed, acts as a blotter.
All in all, the armpit is a kind of shut-away area, a kind of
storeroom, so that is why we are aware of perspiration here
as we are not aware of it elsewhere.
To offset this problem, you have help in two forms. One is
the preparation that stills any suggestion of odor. The other
is the non-perspirant that stills the (Please turn to -page IS)
trol.

others,

it is

—

Jane Powell avails herself of any new deodorant which she believes
will be gentle to her skin, yet sure and trustworthy in protection.

COLUMBIA PICTURES

presents

"SOMN-'COREy-LINDFORS
WOOD
with

NATALIE

•

JOHN MclNTIRE

Screen Play by Howard Koch

Produced by

•

Based on

BUDDY ADLER

a
•

•

ANN

DORAN

•

RICHARD

QUINE

Redbook Magazine Novel by Ruth Southard
Directed by

RUDOLPH MATE
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Girls, It's

When

Your Big Moment...

man
—
in the
heat

that Clift

and the
the world!

Montgomery

Clift

turns on the charm—
seething hot spot of

— in

a role and picture

you've been waiting for! Tender, virile,
romantic ... as he makes kids smile— and
their big sisters blush!

Trading wisecracks with tough, lovable
Paul Douglas! Falling in love and finding
the adventure of a lifetime— as he flies 'em
high, wide and handsome— and looks a
fraulein straight in the eye with a way
all his own! Together, they win the
heart of a city-and the world

2a

CENTURY-FOX

With

18

Come!! Borchers

•

Bruni Lobel

•

0. E.

Hasse

•

Danny Davenport

•

written and Directed by

Mr. and Mrs. Arturo Rubenstein, Patricia
Heal and Mrs. Luli Kollsman, hostess of the gala

Left:
Ball

Right:
ioan Fontaine, British
Consul Haddow and Sir Charies

Mi;ndl

were among

guests.

Below; Cobina Wright with Van
Der Hoff and Gilbert Adrian.

Women

wore

bird

headdresses.

Of The

Birds given at her

Happy

Hill estate.

Ceo. Montgomery holds mirror for Dinah Shore
as she primps before singing chore af Waldorf.

David Brian and wife, Adrian Booth, on the
air at "Montana" premiere in Salt Lake City.

fabulous honeymooners. the
THOSE
Gables, have worked out a neat
Httle trick that will enable them to
on a second wedding tour practically

go
on the heels of the

one. The King
gets four months oflF after he makes a
picture. Soooo
with almost no persuasion he got his
bosses to let him
first

—

MGM
—

David Niven and the Marquess of Milford-Haven
exchange gay banter at Sherry- Netherland party.

make two in a row "To Please A Lady"
and "Across The Wide Missouri," which
automatically gives Mr. G. an eight
months' vacation. He and his Sylvia will
go around the world, stopping off in
Honolulu to buy a house on accounta
they're crazy about the Islands. Meanwhile, the Gables and the David Nivens
are a constant and happy foursome
around Hollywood.
*

*

penny via a cancelled p.a. tour around the
country. He's a lucky guy, though he's
still alive but not kicking too much.

—

*

same like Mata
it comes out.
Nope, not a romance. Seems she whipped
up a little invention and was waiting unwas keeping
Hari,

secret all the

she got it patented before she sprang
the news. The invention is a modern
version of the nightcap grandma used to
wear and it's to pretty up the gals who
are hard-headed enough to wear hair
curlers to bed. It's called, or have you
guessed, the "Dahl Cap." Line forms on
the right, gals.
til

*

that other pair of romantic headliners, Cary Grant and Betsy Drake, are
so busy working that they're sinking
their hmieymoon money into re-doing
Gary's bachelor establishment and on
their day off, Sundays that is, they tour
Southern California prowling for suitable
antiques, keeping a wary eye on the budget at the same time.
*
*
»

Robin Hope, who spends nothing but
money, is another budget-minded character. That accident he had on the way
back from Palm Springs lost him a pretty

over the

hills

New

York

visit.

He's

in

Club during recent

"East Side,

West

Side."

*
dtist

that was rising

behind V-I's backlot was

up by four guys, Jimmy Stewart,
Steve McNally and Dan Duryea, all of
whom were taking lessons from their ridstirred

Jimmy

new
Seems none of
the boys really knew tiow to stay on a
horse. Seeing them come in from their
exercise, dirty and in old beat up clothes,
you'd think they'd come straight out of

ing ma^ster,

Phillips, for their

picture, "Winchester 73."

the old We.'it imitead of nice, comfortable

Hollywood haciendas, where they could
eat off the mantelpiece.
*

at Stork

*

That big cloud of

The
The Van Heflins

Now

weeks.

for

«

And

*

The beauteous Arlene Dahl had all her
chums agog over her activities, which she

citizens

of

*

»

this

here

community

were really buzzing after Ring's 16-yearold son Gary made his first solo appearance

The

sfors like to brar
fhe gossip obout tbeir
town OS much os you do

MCM's new

dancing

James Mason and Marta Toren rest during location shooting on their film, "The Deep End."

Nita Beiber is
She's now in

on his pop's radio show. What a performer
the guy is as easy and relaxed as his old
man and he has a pretty swell singing voice
for a young sprout. If all the favorable
comment is any indication, the feller is off
to a good, fast start on a career that could
very well match Bing's. Where, though, is
Gary gcmna find another Hope?

"Gone With The Wind." Judy was the
38th actress to be tested and just think

—

*
It

may

—or

may

•

—amaze

not

you to

know that when Columbia finally signed
Judy Holliday for the role she created on
Broadway in "Born Yesterday," they'd
COTiducted a marathon second only to the
tests

Jane

David &lznick made

Wyman

Room

of

for Scarlett in

"Nancy Goes To

star.

Rio."

—

how much time they could have saved
they'd done what they shouldda and
signed her in the first place. One gal who
was awfully unhappy, Jan Sterling, has a
new contract at Paramount as consolation {or losing out. Quite a consolation,
too her first picture is "United States
Mail" with Alan Ladd as her vis-a-vis.
if

—

*

*

*

What could he the longest lay of in
motion jncture history is about to end.
Jack Buetel, who has made exactly one
(Please turn to page 58)

and her escort, Charles Sweeney of London, watch the goings-on in the Wedgwood
The Waldorf-Astoria during a supper party. Jane's latest is "The Class Menagerie."

Elizabeth Taylor,
Montgomery Clift in
happy moment in "A
Place In The Sun."

Below:

In the film,

gay young
socialite, falls for
poor, lonely Monty.

Liz,

a

Elizabeth, like Monty, refused a double for
the swimming scenes taken at icy Lake Tahoe.

1WAS

very anxious to meet Mont-

gomery

Clift.

I

was scared too be-

cause I'd seen his pictures, "Red
River" and "The Search," realized he was
a fine artist, and worried for fear he'd be
a rather aloof intellectual. When I tell
you that my moniker for him is Montgomery Schwartzkopf and that he calls
me Liza, Bessie Mae or Tondeleyo, you
will gather that he's a completely friendly and relaxed per.son, that he has a good

"Anything he has to do
will

sense of

he

is

for a

do well, that's how he

picture, he

is,"

says Liz.

humor and that, wrapped up as
away from the cameras,

in acting,

he's a regular guy.

We

were to leave

for

Lake Tahoe

to

"A Place In The Sun" on
a Monday and Monty flew in to Hollywood on Saturday. We met in Director
start shooting

George Stevens' office, and whether or
not he was aware of my "stage fright,"
Monty immediately put me at my ease.
I liked him for that and for his strong

onty

Clift

To act with him is a challenge, but away from the
camera he's a regular guy

By Elizabeth Taylor

"Long after

a

He

the mood.

scene

is

ended, he sHIl holds

can't snap out of

it

quickly."

is so much like my
Monty is darker but

brother
the features and the strong jaw line bear a
marked resemblance. His eyes are fascinating. You can see the wink of humor in
them, and the thoughtfulness.
face which

Howard's.

Two days later we left for Lake Tahoe,
which at that time of the year is the
closest thing ta Alaska^ you caa imagine.
Brrrr! There is one scene where we come
galloping out of the woods on horseback.

I

Know

Right: Liz found working with Monty so stimshe'd tike to appear with him again.

ulating

then T yank of^' my dungarees and shirt
/ km>e a bathing suit on underneath).
and go dashing into the water. The
morning that was to be shot, I woke up,
looked out of the window and saw a
world mantled in snow, four or five
inches of it
so I closed my eyes and
went back to sleep. An hour later the
assistan t director was^ pounding ort my
(

—

door yelling "Hurry!" They \Vere all
waiting for me.
"But it'.s been .snowing," I said.
How naive can you get? They had
washed the snow off the edge of the lake
with ho.ses, put out .smudge pots, and
the lake was all ready for our Summer
.^ene even if I was not. I wasn't in a
gay mood but Monty was, for it was to
be a carefree, happy scene; and laughing
and joking \\ith ( Please fvm. to page 62)

"He works

intensely, he lives intensely,
hasn't time for a great many of the frivolous sort of things most young people do.

His joy and interest is in everything
that goes into the making of a picture."

23

Want ^0-

K*UHa

^iJif Better ?
DURING
written

the past two or three years a great deal has been
and spoken about Judy Garland. Because Hollywood
is the greatest "Beteha" town in the world ("I'll bet that such
and such is the case," and nine times out of ten the speaker loses
the bet) most of the rumors and stories about Judy have been incorrect.

can her fans get the real storj ? How can they know what
Judy is like and what is happening to her?
Probably the best way would be to imagine oneself in the position
of being Judy's best friend.
If you were Judy's best friend (and this story has come from the
lips of one who is), you would consider Judy a genius. Authentically.
One of the causes of her occasional periods of total exhaustion and
despondency is her all-out devotion to her work, her pouring forth
a flood of vitality and dynamism and twenty-four carat talent.
When Judy is interested in a thing, she is one million percent interested. She burns every ounce of energj' in her system in the
process of being interested. When she sings, she sings from the
depths of the Garland spiritual powerhouse; when she dances, she
dances with every beating corpuscle from her head to her heels; when
she enacts a dramatic sequence, she puts her soul into it, and when
she is called upon for a comedy sequence, her timing, the deftnes.s

How

the real

of her vocal intonations, the subtlety of her expressions are miracles
of controlled force.

A

comparative stranger to Hollywood who happened to see Judy
at a nightclub one night ( where she was consuming nothing but ginger ale) observed, "Judy is certainly boisterous. She jumped up,
shouted hello, and threw her arms around some strange man who
came into the club."
Of course she did. The "strange man" was no stranger to Judy.
He was the man who has written many of her songs and who understands her voice completely. He has done a great thing for
Judy's career by giving her songs that have helped to make her
famous, and she is appropriately grateful. Besides that, Judy is a
powerhouse person; when she is glad to see a person, she is supremely
glad. In show bu.siness these people are called (Please turn to page 70)

Friends think she has stuck too close to Hollywood in her complete absorption with
her work. She's with Gloria De Haven, Gene Kelly in MCM's "Summer Stock."

By Jon Bruce

OF ALL

the shattering- moments in a person's life, nothing
seems to have quite the impact that a broken romance
does. The sun suddenly stops shining so brightly, the
world looks black, and there is no hope.
But, hold on, you torch-carriers what you feel won't last.
The stars in this town have learned "that. They've had their
moments of losing what they thought was a great love. And
they have managed to survive tho.se moments and find real

—

happiness.

—

What's more they learned plenty from their disillusioning
romantic interludes. Maybe what they learned will be of help
to you.

Kirk Douglas

is

a pretty romantic guy these days.

You

can't imagine any girl not thinking he was the answer to
just about anything. But when he was at St. Lawrence University he fell hook, line and sinker for a very pretty co-^d.
"I thought for a while I was making progress," Kirk told

me when he was making "Young Man With A Horn." "She
let me escort her to classes and she even let me take her to
a basketball game. I was a freshman then and was earning
through college by working as a gardener on the campus. One day, as I was edging the lawn in front of the science
building, this girl walked by with a senior male, naturally.
She passed me without speaking and then she laughed. I
really sank inside. Maybe she wasn't laughing at me
I don't
know, but I thought so. At any rate, my pride was hurt and
that was the end of my little romance. Perhaps I shouldn't

my way

—

Mayo waited for
man who didn't come

Virginia
a

back, then
wasn't her

26

realized

great

he

love.

—

Once

Loretta

sincere

Young was

about

in-

"I
beau.
never saw him or the ring
again," Loretta confesses.

a

"Love has to be unselfish.

If

it

isn't

it's

better to break it up,"
remarks Farley Granger.

These stors lean
real love and happiness is often
strewn wifh shattered romances

"Keeping your pride may be hard, but

it's

important," says Jeanette MacOonald of love.

liave a.s.siinied .she

But

expeii.se.

hadn't
learne''

h

I

was having fun

couldn

even sfK)ken
'

t

at

my

forget that she

to me.

I

think I

mv

Ginger

Rogers

witj|i

Gregson Bautzer,
whom, 'tis said, will
be her next husband.

Right: Ginger night-

clubbing with Jackie
Briggs
before their

marriage crashed.

ALTHOUGH

Ginger Rogers rose to film fame as a dancer, it
wasn't until she switched to dramatic roles that she won
an Academy Award. With a coveted Oscar in her possession. Ginger, quite understandably, refused to return to musicals although
dancing is as much a part of her as dramatic acting. However,
a year or so ago when Fred Astaire, with whom she made dancing
history, offered her the co-starring role in "The Barkleys Of
Broadway." she couldn't resist. But when the musical was finished. Ginger went right back into serious roles, which she
believes

are

her

forte.

Her

latest

one

is

"Storm

Warning."

Fifteen years ago. Ginger Rogers was
day, she's one of the screen's

Toa dancing sensation.
most talented dramatic actresses.

The

once-famous

dancing team of Rogers and Astaire was
reunited in "The Barkleys
Of Broadway."

—

Ulas Slapped-find Lilied
One

It

cannot- allow a slap, o disappointment, to break one's spirit.

There

3

is

olways something ahead that can be a greater challenge

EVERYONE
tively.

Kansas City but a short time w^hen my
mother and step-father separated. My
mother explained that if I wanted to stay
on at the school I'd have to work ray

downs

way. I didn't mind. I wasn't afraid of
work and I was not worried about my
education suffering; I didn't then yearn

has been slapped

verbally going through

life.

down

Perhaps

brutally, perhaps gently, yet eifecWhatever the form, slaps never
are pleasant. I do not enjoy being hurt,
yet I feel deep gratitude for the slap-

I've had. I've learned from every
one of them and I think anyone else can,
too I'm not exceptional in intestinal
fortitude
if the .so-called slap is not allowed to break one's spirit.
I was only nine when literally I started
earning my bread and butter. I had been
a student at St. Agnes' convent school in

—

for learning as I did later in life. So I
started waiting on tables, helping with

dishwashing and bedmaking.
Suddenly, the attitude of my fellowstudents changed. They had liked me
before I became a working pupil, but
later made me feel like a social outcast.
the hurt of this
snobbishness simmered
through my very young
mind I felt as if I had
"VVlien

Joan Crawford looks more
shapely than ever before
in "The VicHm," her
latest

film

for

Warners.

'»

suffered

a thousand

slap.?.

What

did I

learn

from this experience
which could, I admit,
have made me quite
cynical of people and
friendship? I learned,
first, that I prefer to

work, whatever anyone thinks; seecmd, it

made me very

con-

Chatting with co-star David

Brian

on Warner

It's

their

second picture.

set.

By Joan Crawford
of

scious

when

true

friendship

I encountered

and grateful

it.

Mv

childhood was largely spent in
my education actually
near-poverty,
didn't go beyond sixth grade for after
that I spent more time working than
studying. I worked in bargain basements
and chorus lines, so I think it was quite
understandable that when I came to Hol-

had bad ta^te in clothes and
I had never learned.
Until my first option was picked up
and my salary raised from S75 to $100 a
I lived in a small hotel,
week by
lywood

I

furniture.

MGM

but with my new security I rented a little
bungalow. It quickly became a nightmare of fringe, bows, ruffles and artificial
flowers. In the living room there was a
wall drapery of dark blue velvet on
which a dancing girl was outlined in
rhinestones. I thought it was gorgeous
and extremely chic until my good friend,
the late Paul Bern, visited one day. He
was the soul of kindness, but he was una lifted eyebrow and
when he saw the dancing girl.
"What's wrong with wanting beauti-

able

to

control

slight smile

ful things.*" I challenged.

"Nothing, and because you want them
shall have them," he said quietly.
His comment was as gentle as a slap can
be. but it made me think. I don't claim
I recovered immediately from my buttons-and-bows periofl. but it started me

you

in the right direction and eventually I
learned the impxirtance of simplicity.
B<ic'; in those early days in Holly-

wood. i^Ke many another young player, I
was given roles so small they were virtually nothing more than extra work. One
day I complainefl to an assistant producer and asked what I might do to further my career. (Please turn to page 64)

Dick

Egan and Joan

in

"The Victim."

She

has been able to learn from and profit by the
slaps she has had in her adventurous life.

.M

Steve Cochran and Joan in "The Victim."
Says Joan, "When
came to Hollywood
had bad taste in clothes and furniture."
I

I

A

visit

from

Kirk

Douglas.

"My

childhood

was

largely spent in near-poverty," says Joan,

who

started earning her living at age of nine.

U

Never Fails
"\ truly believe

make

absence

CAN

the heart grow fonder"

By Anne Baxter
ONCE, when I

I

teen.ster,

I

final

Anne Baxter

as a scared but courageous

gal in 20th'$

"A Ticket To Tomahawk."

overheard

woman

a

silver-

my

mother,
"Never let yourself be separated from
your husband for more than a few days
at a time. If possible, never be away
from him for a single night. Separation
is
dangerous. The old saw, 'Absence
makes the heart grow fonder,' needs a
haired

Anne with hubby John Hodiak. His absence from home taught her many things.

was an impressionable
telling

phrase: 'for someone

"

else.'

This amended cliche would be rather
terrifying to the average motion picture
couple if it were taken seriously because
it is nearly always necessary for one or
the other if both are in the picture business

—
— to work on location many times.

During our fir.st two years of marriage,
John and I were lucky. We were not
separated at any time, and we were able
to take a delightful Caribbean trip together. However, 1949 seemed to be a

determined to set some sort of
itinerant record for the Hodiak family. I
started it by going on a hospital enteryear

tainment tour for six weeks.
I had scarcely unpacked before I had
to repack to go to Kanab, Utah, with the
company filming "Yellow Sky." This
location jaunt lasted eight weeks.
In the Spring, John was sent to Gallup.
New Mexico, for eight weeks with the

"Ambush" company. We were

to celebrate our third wedding anniversary on
July 7; John managed to fly home for the
July 4th holiday, then I returned to
Gallup, New Mexico, with him so that we
could be together for our anniversary.
Shortly after this I was sent to Chicago
to do public appearances, then I was
dispatched to Durango, Colorado, for
location sequences for "A Ticket To

Tomahawk." While

I was in Durango,
weeks of location work
for "The Miniver Story." John was in
England when "You're My Everything"
was premiered, so that might have been a
dr^ry event if it hadn't been for Betty
Carey. Betty was on the verge of mother-

John

left for five

hood, so she loaned Macdonald to

an

escort.

John was as grateful

me

as

for this

gallant gesture {Please turn to page 67)

"In a thousand ways, separations can make two
human beings dearer to each other," says Anne.

Meaii/i/iil

Rhonda Fleming and Frank Faylen make mucli of a young puppy
between scenes of "The Eagle And The Hawk," Technicolor film.

THERE isn't a more

beautiful girl in Hollywood than Rhonda
Fleming. She has enhanced "A Connecticut Yankee In
King Arthur's Court" for Ring Crosby and done likewise for
Bob Hope in the recently released "The Great Lover." Currently she's lending her beauty and talents to "The Eagle And
The Hawk," which also boasts of Dennis O'Keefe and John
Payne. Rhonda is red-headed, green-eyed and five feet eight.
She is unmarried. But the proposals keep coming in every day.

Mario Lanza and jo$« Iturbi in his first
big film success. "That Midnight Kiss."

Mario and Kathryn Grayson

Midnight

Kiss."

His

in

life's

MCM's
been

"Thaf

difficult.

Kathryn and Mario are together again in "The
musical.
New Orleans,"

MCM

Toast Of

ario Is
THE
Lanza

M

time I ever saw Mario
he rendered me completely

first

I might add that, in my
somewhat unusual condition. But Lanza accomplished it simply
l)y opening his mouth and singing.
It was in August, 1945, that he came
into a room in New York's Carnegie Hall
and I .saw him for the first time. I was
tlien coaching with a woman named
Polly Robert.son. who was helping me to

.speechies.s.

case,

thi.s

is

a

—

purely for my own amusement. Lanza was coaching with her, too,
for a more serious purpose: he was appearing regularly on the air and had
sing better

l)ookings for concerts.
He came early to his lesson one day,
in on mine. I saw before me
huge, brown-haired boy of twentythree, with a barrel chest and big Italian
eyes. He .smiled, and I liked him at sight.
Miss Robertson suggested that I might
enjoy hearing him sing. In her small
studio, he ripped off "Mattinata," which
you are now hearing in Engli.sh as
^Ou'rc Breaking
Heart."

and walked

a

My

The

effect

was overwhelming. The

size

and j)ower

of his voice in that .small space
compielely astounded me. It was one of

had ever heard.
man, as I am
again in Beverly Hills now. Music had
always been a passion of mine, and I had
heard most of the finest singers of current years. I knew, therefore, that Lanza
had a future.
the greatest voices

^ T'lf

I

'Off

was then

I

a real estate

Embracing the lovely Rita Moreno in his latfilm.
She's a beauty from Puerto Rico.

est

don't feel that
hove
done anything for Mario,
though he insists \ hove'
"I

I

By Sam Weiler

Temperamental.' Mario has the sort of temperament that stems from honest beliefs.

I

went home that day and raved about
my wife, and continued to do so

him to

for weeks. I followed his radio performances. And, because I was curious about
him personally, I checked into bis background. I found that he was the son of
verj' poor but excellent Italian people,
that his father was a semi-invalid, a veteran of World War I. I also found that
Lanza's voice was largely as Nature had
given it to him, that he had had practically no training.

Occasionally, I met him again at Carnegie Hall. .\nd. about three months
after our first meeting, he suggested that
we have coffee together, and talk.

We

had fourteen cups of cofiFee apiece
we had finished saying what we
wanted to say.
I learned then that Mario was a pretty-

before

frightened boy. He wasn't secure about
his ability to sing, to begin with, for he
knew and was con.scious of his lack of
training. He had been led like a lamb to
the slaughter by his manager, had been
booked for concerts and radio appearances in a manner which was almost unbelievable, considering his age and ex[jerience. And the result was that he had
to stand a lot of abuse from conductors,
simply because of the things he didn't
know, which he should have known
easily.

The amazing part of all this was that
he not only realized it but that his in.stincts towards what he should be doing
and how he should be singing were entirely correct. He was no genius, but he
was fastidiously perfect as far as music
was concerned. (Please turn to page 6.3^

,

Of

difficult

Eleanor says,

MOVIE

soon see a Warner Brothers' picture
is a story of the inmates of a state
prison for women, and those who have seen advance showings of the film tell me that it is an honest depiction of certain
segments of the lives of women "doing time."
When the picture went into production and word was circulated
that sixty women were working together in the cramjjed space of a
prison set, that they were not allowed to wear any makeup, that
their hairdressing was nil, and that these conditions were going to
prevail for ten weeks, there was a good deal of masculine wagering
about how long it would be before the scratching and biting began.
The cast included Agnes Moorehead, Ellen Corby (nominated
joT ail Academy Award jor her work in "I Remember Mama")
Hope Emerson from the New York stage, Lee Patrick, Jane Darwell, Gertrude Michael, and a kid who knew when she found hercalled

audiences

will

"Caged." This

company, meaning me.
may come as a bombshell, but the stark
truth is that there was not one unpleasant moment during the entire shooting schedule. There was no strain, no irritation, no boredom. We sixty women worked as a team and enjoyed it. Between
"takes" we would gather around the piano while Hope Emerson
played. We had quite a respectable glee (Please turn to page 68)
.self

in talented

This announcement

40

filming

"We

conditions

sixty

for

"Caged," a prison drama,
as a team 'and enjoyed it."

women worked

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Friedlob with daughter Susan Eleanor. "She's
I, but I'm convinced she's much smarter."

somewhat younger than

Scene wil-h
wifh iAgnes
Another woman's
you

is

important,

Mo
belief

And," readily adds Eleanor,

she

glad df her feminine gender,
"I like wHot I've learned"

BifT

"f beKere wonteit are
conditions than their

Eleanor's

hair

is

more h u ma n e under
fellow

clipped

in

beings,

all

men."

"Caged."

She

admits to being apologetic for some women.

Eleanor Parker

"Laughter is a precious key
fo your good relations with
laugh with each
men
other, even at each other."
.

.

.

"Indifference
on.

To me

it

said to be a woman's weapseems juvenile," says Audrey.

is

By Audrey Totter
man wants to
be boss and every woman likes
"i believe every

to be bossed/' claims

Audrey and Richard Basehart are mismated husband and wife

42

in

"Tension.'

Audrey

Audrey, recruited from radio, with Clark Cable
and Alexis Smith in "Any Number Can Play."

Right: Audrey and Director John Berry between
location scenes of "Tension," her latest film.

WHAT'Syouyour problem?
him, and
If

like

down now, and stay there till 1 get
back!" and the women meekly sat down,
though the men never mentioned where
they were going nor when they intended

"Sit

want him

to like you, you'll naturally try to

be the sort of person he favors. That's
not "putting on an act:" you are sincere
in your desire to please.
An actor, returned from making pictures abroad, remarked that he envied
foreign men. They said to their women:

Barry Sullivan and Audrey in MCM's
"Tension." Barry uses romance to trap her.

to return.
I

can understand how that might ap-

peal to a man. Although woman has won
her rights, and I'm happy to have the
privilege of voting and working in a
man's world. I believe every man wants
to be boss and every woman likes to be
bossed. At least, she prefers to let her
man think he's head of the house.
There's nothing more unattractive than
a woman who exerts her authority, gives
orders rather than makes requests, and
stands too sturdily on her own feet.
On the other hand, no one respects a
woman who permits herself to be stepped
on. There are pretty ways of giving the
impression that your man's will is your
law. There was an Englishman who liked
to order his household, even down to the

dinner menu.

"My dear, we will have roast beef tonight," he'd decree at the breakfast table.
His wife would smile, submissively, although she knew the family budget
called for fish. When fish duly appeared
at dinner, she'd explain that the beef in
the market was .something she wouldn't
dare set before his lordship, and she remembered he always enjoyed halibut,
which was fortunately just caught, so she
had substituted that. Did he mind? He
never minded.
Learn something about his favorite
sport, if he's keen on it; ask him to ex-

—

plain the game
he'll love that, if you
really follow his explanation and don't
ask the same old questions each time.
They tell me it's fatal to beat a man at
his game. Well, I don't play games; I

swim, but anyone can easilv outswim me.

On

the whole, if you're known to be
good, it won't hurt to win a few rounds.
Men are seldom poor sports.
Too much independence is a problem
to some career women. A girl I knew,
definitely interested in a Southern man,
used to bounce out of his car the instant
he drew up, not wajtitig for him to come
around and open the door. She lit her
own cigarette, asked the waiter for more
coffee, called for a telephone and behaved
as if she were a big executive, no matter
where they went. The fact that she was
a big executive is beside the point. She
knew he was in love with her and was
baffled because he didn't propose. Happily, his sister confided that the man
liked to "take care" of women, and Marymanaged to reform in time.
It all depends on the man, of course.
Some men, lost in concentration, hate
picking up gloves, finding misplaced
wraps, rising just as they are comfortably
seated, and so on. Take him as you find
him
but be sure you have him right!
As to jealousy:
advice is to bend
backward to give him no cause for it, if
you are fond of him. Never talk of other
.

.

.

My

men

—

bad

that's

taste,

anyway.

If he's

jealous of your work, avoid mentioning
it.
You can guide the conver.sation
around to things that interest him, or

about him.
But remember not to talk about him
and his affairs in front of a group. He
may like to tell you how he unloaded a
stack of old pencils that had been in
the back room for six years, but the
story sounds fatuous when repeated, and
he'll hate you for it.
talk

Money

can be a pretty sticky problem,

too.

When you
explain his

marry, have your husband
(Please turn to -page 60)

fi-
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Oabtioatino
Hollywood studios
fond dream of
produce
THE
Bergman. A glance at Michelanother Carbo, Dietrich
is

alt

to

or

ine Prelle

and the other

fair foreign

imports on these pages

may be rewarded. France seems
be providing the major candidates and right now Michel-

indicates Hollywood efforts
to

ine's

American debut

is

the most eagerly awaited. Micheline

won

four European acting awards. Corinne Calfairly well established, having raised U.S. temperatures

has, to date,

vet is
considerably in her first pictures, "Rope Of Sand" and
"When Willie Comes Marching Home." Dainty Cecile Aubry
is the happy result of extensive Continental search for a
leading lady for the historical romance, "The Black Rose,"
starring Tyrone Power. One and all agree that the American Beauty is a wonderful institution. But it's hard to
resist that passing whiff of Paris perfume or wicked black
lace petticoat, and who would want to when these three
ladies so perfectly symbolize the special spirit of France.

When
eline

you see MichPielle only-

her

name will be changed.
(Once it was Presle.)
She's
retain

encouraged to
Gallic charm.

With Gerard
in

Phiilipe

French-made

film,

"Devil In The Flesh."
As married woman in
love with young boy
she did a fine job.

• « *

.

r,

-

:

-

Her

first

American
"Under My

picture

is

Skin,"

from Ernest

Hemmgway

story, for

20th Century. John
Garfield is co-star

li

(ImbciU
Cecile Aubry at the
Dorchester Hotel in

London morning after
she arrived to work
on "The Black Rose."
She's

still

speaks

in

English

teens,
well.

Above: Cecile in close embrace of
Tyrone Power in "The Black Rose."
Understandably, every actress in
Hollywood would have liked to be
Tyrone's leading lady in this 20th
Century-Fox film of high adventure.

Right: Corinne Calvet as worker of
the French Underground pleads her
cause with Dan Daiiey in the com-

"When

edy

Home."
to

Willie

She's

conform

to

Comes Marching

individual,

glamour

refuses

girl

type.

Below: Cecile was in just one film
before 'The Black Rose." A ballet
dancer's career was what she wanted originally; then she was given
part

Ty

"Manon," French picture.
one of her favorite actors.

in
is

Corinne

bears

out

argument that when
Frenchwoman has
3
allure,

she

possesses

more of it than women of any other nation.

She's here with

overcome Dan

Daiiey.

ri4

Gene Tierney,

star of "Nighf And The
City," with her husband. Oleg Cassini.

Gloria Swanson's jewel- bearing dove
hovers over Gloria and Rod Cameron.

Mask

Dunne, with Rosalind
was done by Oleg Cassini.

of Irene

Russell,

Elizabeth Taylor engrossed in her current light
Nicky Hilton, son of the hotel tycoon.

of love,

Sir
fly

(CHARITABLE
^

St.

activities

John's

of

Hospital

Guild gave birth to the fabulous Bal Masque, held at the
Beverly Hills Hotel. Social Los
Angeles and the film colony
were represented by beautifully-masked ladies and their
escorts.
Maureen O'Sullivan
Mrs. John Farrow) was chairwoman of the event, and the
judges, including Sir Charles
Mendl, voted Loretta Young's
headdress the winner. Irene
Dunne's mask was second, Lana
Turner's chandelier top third.
I

i

the

Charles Mend! views Joan Fontaine's butterheaddress as she arrives for the Bal Masque.

Hollywood's Bal Masque

Double Victory
"Beauty On Parade," Lola Albright enters the. race for the
of Miss U.S.A. at the insistence of her mother (Ruth
Warrick) who regrets having given up her own chance to become
Beauty Queen. The two become obsessed with "their project, and
Meantime, a
this causes rift between Ruth and Lola's father.
newsman, Robert Hutton, who has interviewed Lola, is trying to
Lola is not dissuaded,
disillusion her about beauty parades.
though she falls in love with Bob. Bob then goes to work on
Lola's father and gets him to assert his authority over Ruth.
Finally Lola realizes danger of her mother's ambition and, on
the day she wins her title, relinquishes it and marries Bob.

IN

title

Rarely does Beauty
Luckily,

ability

to

Queen go near water.
swim is not required.

Never is a woman so alluring,
so adored, as on her honeymoon!
You, too, can win love with
enchanting Mavis Talc.

"honeymoon" fragrance
comes from a marriage of
forbidden perfumes
secretly known
Its

for their romantic

^*^J

MfHl
'^^^

thrill.

And fragrant Mavis
absorbs moisture
keeps you and your

^^B^
JHfH

lingerie dainty longer.

mflvis
TALCUM POWDER

TO GLORIFY BRUNETTE HAIR
(Choose
.

Your Shade

WARM BROWN
satiny
IS

RICH

BROWN

REALLY DULL

.

.

.

CHESTNUT BROWN

hair

AND FADED?

.

.

.

shining burnished brown.

. . rich lustrous
brown
gorgeous, gleaming, dark
brown.
deep satiny black.'
/2:r~~

DARK BROWN
BLACK

Now I)

.

.

.

.

6 Other Enchanting Shades I
Also try

No need

envy popular girls their lustrous colorful
hair. For you can easily glorify dull, faded or graying
hair with Nestle Colorinse.that rinses in, shampoos out.
It's hreathtaking to see that rich, natural-looking
color give your hair shining beauty! Note— Colorinse's
lemon-rinse action removes soap film. Leaves hair sparkling, silky, easy to manage. Get genuine Colorinse.
to

NESTLE COLORTINT
Same beautiful shades
in

a triple-strength rinse.

lasts

through 3 shampoos!

COLORINSE

6

Screenland
Salutes
Bing Crosby witk Coleen Grey and Frances
Gifford, his leading ladies in "Riding High."

Bing with Broadway Bill who almost
from him in "Riding High."

Right:

steals the honors

"Riding^ Higfe" Bing has his best
INpicture
since "G)ing My Way."
It's undoubtedly the most authentic
race track picture yet Kbned, thanks
to Bing's active intereA in the sport.
As the penniless owner of Broadway
Bill, Bing is just as lovable and sympathetic a character as the late Mark
Hettinger ever wrote about. Bing has
the chance to marry a beautiful girl

and get

a soft, well-paying job, as
but his faith in Broadway Bill
as a great race horse is of mucft
more concern to him. It practically
is his ruination, but his unbelievable
belief in the horse finally pays off.
Bing has never been smoother. He's
learned a tot since "Going My Way."
And the charm of the man, you'll
notice, has taken on added lustre.

welt,

Bing
at

is

first,

madly in love with Frances Gifford
but Coleen Grey finally gets him.

How to

decide about a Spring suit?
and

I

I

Buy

I

I

Pick a pa$fel shade

if

Take a

If

stroll

adore the suit! But how about ^tPDoes
skirt defy your figure? If in
doubt, stroll around the store. Try sitting;
then see the mirror. Budget-wise bunnies

new narrow

shun

suits too large or small

— or

I

I

Sfari feudin'

I

I

Send him

I

i

Tell

and

What's the newest eye-catcher?

n

figh//n'

his class ring

I

him your sentiments

I

Suddenly, your heart — or noggin — tells you
the "one and only" deal is not your dish.

You
the

you'd stop going steady —

dief

Should you "sledge-hammer" the issue? Or

away? Ixnay!

just silently break

Tell

him

your sentiments, tactfully. Then no-one's
bitter and your rating's still tops. Beware of
making enemies
and on "those" days be
wary of that foe of poise: embarrassment.
Kotex defends you, with a special safety
center designed for your extra protection

delicate

shades that "live" at the cleaner's. (Choose
checks; navy; any smart medium tone.) Be

.

perfectly suited, too, as to sanitary protec-

needs. Decide on' the right-for-you
Kotex absorbency. How? By trying all 3!

tion

.

.

The nape of her neck
The dangling earrings

I

The hiked hemline

I

Get you! Echoing your Morns prom get-ups
(almost) You're daring the new "twenties
trend." But with that shingle — sister, the
nape of your neck's showing. So, when
applying makeup base and dazzle-dust, don't
stop at the chin line. Give your neck a break
— all around. Prom time need never hold
problem-time "nightmares"; not if you've
chosen Kotex. That's because those fiat
pressed ends prevent revealing outlines
!

Which

«s «r

deodorant would
you decide on?

.^1

I

I

n
n

A cream
A powder
A liquid

Granted you're in the know about
napkins
what about deodorants for napkin use? Fact is,
while creams and liquids will do
for everyday daintiness — yet, for
"those" days a powder deodor.

If
I

I

you were stepping

Q

Beside the belle

Maybe you've heard

that

a

On

into this taxi, should
ffie

gentleman's

place should always be on the outside.

You

guess that goes for all occasions. 'Tain't so,
though, in wheeldom. Stepping into this
taxi,

you should choose the opposite side,
sit between you wimmin.

so either squire can

opposite side

Q

On

And when you

you sit—

tion.

— to

.

ant's best— sprinkled freely on
sanitary napkins. That's because
a powder has no moisture-resistant base; doesn't slow up absorp-

your squire's lap
a dance,

or
wherever — cancel calendar "woes" with
Kotex. For Kotex is made to stay soft while
you wear it. Gives dream-cloud softness that
holds its shape. You're at ease from the first
rhumba to the goodnight waltz!
step out

.

And

Powder

is

soft,

soothing

made

Quest

especially

for

napkin use.
Being unscented. Quest Deodorant Powder doesn't just mask
odors. Quest destroys them. Safely.
Positively. To avoid offending, buy
a can of Quest Powder today!

Quest*
/t^cp/^e ivo/7ie/7

c/?oose ACOTEK*

Deodorant

Powder
Ask for

it

by name
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"Best Fashion Buys" selected by the Editors

"ZIPPER-UPPER"... (above) in washable BATES PICOLAY , styled by
ROLET FROCKS. Has concealed front zipper, wide wing collar. Two
big pockets reach around to back. Inverted pleat on back of skirt.
In pink, aqua, maize, powder blue, white. Sizes 9 to 15, 10 to 16 $7.99

"ORGANDY

SHEER". .. (above) Be airy, cool and charming in this
heavenly "Organdy Sheer". Styled by MARJORIE FAME. In WASHABLE
permanent-finish organdy Baby collar, cap sleeves, self buttons, self
sash. Full skirt has Velveray-processed pattern, wide hem of white
organdy. Navy, pink, aqua. Sizes 9 to 15, 10 to 6 $7.99
.

1

"CORD AND CHAMBRAY".

A trim

beauty by TARLETON
middy collar and skirt are
of cord The scalloped collar is edged with daisies all around. The
waist is neatly nipped with two sashes that start at the sides, meet in
a bow in front. Grey or beige. Sizes 9 to 15, 10 to 6 $7.99

FROCKS. The bodice

is

. .

(bottom

left)

of chambray...the

.

1

At MILLERS Stores throughout the country, or ORDER BY MAIL

millers

Dept. 156-505 8th Ave., N. Y. 18

Please send me the following dresses,
on each item.

add

2I<' for

postage and handling

COLOR

SIZE

2nd CHOICE

"Zipper-Upper" @ $7.99
"Cord ond Chombray" @ $7.99
"Organdy Sheer" @ $7.99
Please send

Q Large

me FREE

Fashion Book:

and Half-sizes

Misses, Juniors, Teens

Children

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
M.O.
When ordering

Check

C.O.D.

In

N.Y.C. add

2%

Sales Tax

C.O.D. , enclose $1.00 which will be applied to purchase price of item.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR

MONEY REFUNDED

^coo\, cotton skirts

"BATISTE EXQUISITE" ... In Handkerchief-Sheer
Batiste. Shadow stripe organdy yoke and embroidered organdy band across front and on Peter Pan
collar. With real imported French Vol lace. Styled
by SHEILA JUNE. White only. Sizes 32 to 38.

"ETCHED NYLON"

Nylon crepe with lovely
damasse pattern, backed by sheer Nylon. Scalloped
bateau neckline, brief scalloped sleeves. Washes,
dries in a

Sizes

32

to

.

.

.

"BUTCHER BOY"

Flapped patch
above, flank the
deep center pleat. By FIORIDIAN in Butcher
Linen
In Tangerine, powder blue, maize,
(left)

pockets,

By LENI-LYNE. White, pink, black.
38. Also in sizes 40, 42, 44. $4.99

jiffy.

with

tiny

.

.

.

tucks

.

pink or white. Also, Gabardine
blue,

24

beige,

.

.

.

grey or aqua. Both

skipper
in

sizes

to 30.

"PICOIETTE" ... In Matoloy a permanently embossed Everglaie cotton
(Right)

,

.

.

,

pre-shrunk for safe laundering. Unpressed,
inverted front pleaf, gathers and poked flap
pockets at the hips. By ALFA in pink, maize,

aqua, mint green. Sizes 24

to

28.

At Millers stores throughout the country, or ORDER BY MAIL

millers
Please send

me

Dept. 157, 505

the following

Add He
Size

@

"Batiste Exquisite"

"Etched Nylon"
\

"Pert Flirt"

@

"Butcher Boy"

Ave.,

1

N

.Y.

18

and handling on each

Color

|

item.

2nd Color

$2.99

f//,

$1.99

@

$2.99

Gabardine

Linen

"Picoletfe"

|

-Sth

for postage

@

$3.99

me FREE Fashion Book: Misses, Juniors,
large and Half Sizes
Children[j

Please send

TeensQ

Q

Cool, comfortable combed cotton
"bat wing" sleeves. Zippered back.
Fine, ribbed snug-fitting midriff. By BILLIE KNIT-

"PERT FLIRT"
T-shirt.

WEAR.
woven

.

.

NAME

.

New %

Lime, pink, maize, white, beige. Contrasting
dots. Small,

Medium, Large.

M.O.

ADDRESSCITY

In N.Y.C.

ZONE

Cheek
CCD.
2% Sales Tax

add

STATE-

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR

MONEY REFUNDED
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Fashion Selection #126 Lovely Susann
Shaw, NBC television actress, is shown
above in a Wayne Maid sunback dress
with matching bolero fashioned from criss-

The dress, with
broadcloth.
bodice (elasticized for fit and
security), has shoulder straps, full skirt
gathered in front, two patch pockets and
tie-in-front belt that is attached in
a
Guaranteed washable. Comes in
back.
brown with two shades of pink, black with
two shades of gray, navy with two shades
of blue. Sizes 12-20. Under $4 complete.
cross

plaid

shirred

Fashion Selection #127 Susann's skirtand-blouse ensemble (right) is a Junior
House creation. The blouse is made from
the
a fine broadcloth and closes down
front with studs set with diamond-like
brilliants.

Available

9 to

Under

15.

$4.

in

black only.

The

primitive

Sizes
print

cotton skirt is full and flared and has an
attached belt that ties in a bow in front
or back. It comes in several exciting color

—

combinations
all on
an off-white background.
Junior sizes 9 to
15.
Costs
less than $6.
Both launder beautifully.

Jewelry

-

Deltah. Shoen
Sunglasgen

International.

PHOTOGRAPHS
54

.-

"Velvet Step" by
"Flezfit" by Co- Joyce Slone.

Makeup

lumbia Protekt unite.
-

BERT ROCKFIELD

Fashion Selection

#128

Susann

(right)

wears

pique that you walk into, button once in back, wrap around and tie in front.
Deep inverted front pleat and white trim on slit
pockets and collar are fashion-right features.
Easy to wash and iron. In jade, red, gray, maize,
rose and light blue. Sizes 10 to 20. About $9.
a Swirl design

Fashion Selection

ham

dress

(below)

#
is

1

in

29 Susann's woven tissue gingTommie Austin Casual that is

a

gathered, dirndl-style, around the waist. Buttons in front
to waist with self-buttons, has grosgrain ribbon buckled
belt.
Washability guaranteed
has permanent finish.
Dark green, navy, brown sizes 10 to 18. Less than $11.

—

—

Fashion Selections
SEND THIS COUPON
to

Kay

Brunell,

Fashion

444 Madison Avenue, New York
of store

near you selling

#126
#127

Name

Blouse

Editor,

Screenland,

22, N. Y., for

name

your fashion selections.

Skirt

#128
#129
Age

.

.

.

Street Address

City and State.
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Sweei

Fashion Selection #138
Thea

Lind,

Swedish film

star,

currently gracing the U.S. radio

and television scene,

is

shown

"Ming Toy" pajamas

at left in

by Tranel, fashioned from fine
rayon crepe. Coolie-coat top has
black piping at collar, handmade frogs, embroidered dragon
motif on patch pocket.
Can
double as a lounging outfit, too.

Comes

melon

in

red, jade green,

Chinese gold, Copen
Sizes 32 to 40.

blue.

Less than $4.00.

Fashion Selection #139
Thea

Lind, at right,

is

wearing

a graceful nighttime fashion by

—

Weisman

a truly flattering
nightgown. It is made of lovely crepe fabric and features a
wide satin inset at the waist,

and

leaf-like

applique

satin

across

the front of the bodice
at the neckline. It is available
in
three subtle pastels: pale
pink, soft

32

Sizes

maize and light blue.
40.
Under $6.00.

to

Fashion Selection #140
Thea's cotton batiste gown (bottom, left) is by Colleen. Bodice
and skirt ruffle have eyelet embroidery; satin ribbons outline
neck, waist, sleeves. White with
red eyelet trim, blue or pink
with matching eyelet trim and

white bodice and
sizes

32

to

ruffle.

In

About $6.00.

38.

Fashion Selection #141
gown (bottom,
a
Luxite design in
rayon by Holeproof. Has flowerette lace midriff bordered by
satin
ribbons tying in back;
satin ribbons tying at shoulders
form the straps. Camellia pink,
larkspur blue, lily green.
In
Thea's
right)

sizes

shortie

is

32

to 38.

Slippers - Oomphies.
Slone. Photographs

Around $3.50.

Makeup
-

- Joyce
Bert Rockfield.

FOR INFORMATION where

to pur-

your fashion .selections in or
near your city, write to Kay Brunell,
Fashion Editor, Screenland, 444
Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
cha.se

you're the

SQUARE DANCE darlin' in

Swirling skirt
ablaze with real bandanas!

Fluffy blouse
frilled with cotton eyelet!

gay

H

onor your partner I Wear

TWOSOME

SASHAY

only

S

with red bandanas just like his promenading
'cross

your

flirty skirt! RufiSy,

blouse, on-shoulders or

and

o£F,

baby-batiste

keeps you cool

captivating. Yes, you're the center of every square

and for only $6.98!

SKIRT—5a«/o«'ars<i cotton broadcloth
Black or Navy with red bandanas.
Sixes 24-26-28-30.

BLOVSEsoft batiste with
eyelet ruffles. White only,
Sizes 32-34-36-38.

the

STOLE

COWtRTI^Lt

for gay dating!

SUN DRESS, JACKET, plus STOLE
the
for

JACKET
town

only

trotting!

.^L Summer
Smooth and

you're alluring

stka
Crisp Waffle Pique
with contrasting

gingham checks,
fink, Blue, A qua. Maize.

wardrobe-in-one

strapless or coquettishly covered-up,
all

ways

—with waistline

teeny, skirt swirling round inverted

for lazy

pleat, shirred elastic-back

sunning!

bodice to shape

\

stay up too

Junior Sixes:
9-11-13-15

r>

Misses' Sixes:

wiico

FASHIONS,

J2-14-16-JS-20

Dept. PS256E
45 E. 17th

St.,

New York 3

Please send me:

PIQUE 3-PIECE CONVERTIBLE

of

1st Color

$6.98. Size

2nd Color Choice

SASHAY SQUARE DANCER

WRITE FOR

%iM.
Navy

Block

NAME

FASHION

CATALOG

at

(White only). Skirt Size

Blouse Size

FREE

ADDRESS

'
IF

„

Ship C.O.D.

I

pay postage.

will

NOT DELIGHTED,

I

MAY RETURN

I

enclose

IN 10

$....

STATE
You pay postage.

DAYS FOR FULL PURCHASE PRICE REFUND.
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in the picture

and

mad throughout

she's

been knitting

—whipped

like

up sweaters

two daughters.

for her

*

*

*

had fun
kidding young, good-looking Tony Curtis
the day he was tooling around the lot on
a bicycle, all done up in dinner clothes
and Homburg hat. Seems Tony got a
little lonesome for the days when he was
All the guys

and

gals at XJ-l

making no dough and the studio lent him
a bike to get from home to work without
putting out carfare. The lad managed
to look quite jaunty, wheeling around in

—a neat

the fancy clothes
*

*

*

trick.
'

Another strange sight, same place, same
day 18-year-old Piper Laurie, a real
beauty, sedately walking around in cap
and gown. All her chums wanted to know
what picture she was in so she explained
that she'd been the lone graduate at the
studio high school and wasn't going to be
gypped out of the traditional costume.
Next day she had four impacted wisdom
teeth yanked and, soon after, started work

—

in "Louisa," her first picture.

She's a local

chick, discovered in a little theatre.
*
*
*

—

picture (but what a picture!) is about
to get another unless Howard Hughes
changes his mind. It's been seven years
since "The Outlaw" was made with Jack
and Jane Russell. The way this movie is
cleaning up around the country, Jaek'll
need no re-introduction to the public
that is unless the long v)ait has aged him
beyond recognition.

—

*

Two

*

*

screen newcomers, Mercedes

Mc-

Cambridge ("AU The King's Men") and
Richard Todd ("The Hasty Heart"), who
moviegoers with their performances were among the hottest contenders
electrified

for

Academy Awards

Bros, just

this year.

up and put them

So Warner

in a picture

kids and he explains, amused and
amazed, that his two sons, David and
James, play cowboy all the time with a
British accent. The boys haven't been
here long enough to lose the accent but
they shore know the lingo of the West.
David Selznick and Jennifer Jones were
planning to adopt an infant, male, when
last heard from. Bob Walker, as you
know, has main custody of the two buys,
born when he was married to Jennifer.
Hedy Lamarr's bought a large house at
his

—

Pacific Palisades for herself and her three
children and, was busy playing nurse-

maid
just

them when the nurse she had
up and left her without notice. The
to

Howard Keels named
Kaiya Liane

— they

their new daughter
must have had a

"Lightning Strikes
Twice," an apt title if I ever heard one.
And leave us not forget another sizzling
actress, Ruth Roman, who's in the same
picture. Maybe Mr. Warner should change

reason. Mrs. K. has trouble recognizing
her tall, good-looking hwsband these days
because he got a haircut for the first time
since they've been married four years

the "Twice" to "Thrice," huh?

after finishing

together.

It's

called

*

On

the

.ski

trails:

*

*

Evie and Van John-

son returned from Sun Valley, rosy and
robust, after their first try on the hickories. Van just got along dandy but Evie
sprained lier ankle. When Ann Miller was
named Princess of Squaw Valley, one of
the newer ski resorts, she was expected
to take a few pratfalls when she got up
to perform. But what the onlookers
didn't know was that Annie had been
taking lessons secretly so she performed
just

like

—a

Princess.

Kirk Douglas

is

another of tlie more courageous and has
gone in for this popular sport in a big
way.
*

*

*

Kiddie corner: Liza Minnelli is having
a ball, plying between the two
sound, .stages where her mom and pop are
working. Judy's doing "Summer Stock"
and Vincente's directing "Father Of The
Bride." That's a real deal when the little
one gets bored one place she ju.it switches
to the other. Talk to David Niven about

MGM

—

58

—

John and Patti Derek
It must be love
got up at the crack of dawn on a Sunday,
took their pooch, Annie, to a San Bernardino dog show, stayed all day and got
home about midnight. Annie didn't cop
any ribbons this time, but her proud
owners can hope, can't they.''
;i:

*

*

Part of the younger set have given up
square dancing to learn the Charleston
Roddy MacDowall and Amanda Blake,
Jane Powell and Geary Steven, Marshall
and Barbara Thompson, Ann Blyth and
Lon McCallister. Reckon the square
dance just wasn't strenuous enough for
them. Ah, youth!

—

*

*

*

Columbia dress designer Jean Louis
came back from six weeks in Paris with
his

own notions about designing still inWhat he did bring back, however,

tact.

—

a crew haircut.
latest Paris rage
says the GI's have finally won Parisian

was the

He

—

"Annie Get Your Gun"
with Betty Hutton. Howard's roles in
"Oklahoma," "Carousel," and "Annie"
have all called for practically shoulderlength hairdos.
*

:}!

Evelyn

Keyes is a poor kid. After
spending two days in a gym, being tossed
around by two trainers, she went home,
climbed up on a chair to hang a picture,
fell off and cracked her back.
The purty
Miss Keyes always has had a mad passion
for changing the paintings around but maybe she'll just leave 'em lay from now on.
*

*

*

Betty Grable and Harry James consoled each other on the 20th lot during
the Santa Anita racing season, which they
both mis.sed on account of Harry's doing
a part in the June Haver-Bill Lundigan
picture, "I'll Get By," while Betty's busy
with "My Blue Heaven." The only transportation they've had around their new
ranch has been on horseback the {pardon the expression) rains washed out
their roads. Betty's an expectant mother

—

Phil
in

Harris and

wife Alice Faye. He's
Betty Grable.

"Wabash Avenue" with

males over to the style. Louis also came
back with a new style from London suspenders with a pattern of nude ladies running barefoot through the elastic. Needless
to say, he doesn't wear a coat. M. Louis
has a bit of cheer for the gals he says
there will be no special length for hemlines
anythis year
so help yourselves, girls

—

—

—

—

thing goes.
*

A:

20th isn't kiddin' when they call that
new Ty Power-Susie Hayward picture
"Rawhide." Lone Pine, where they're
shooting, has weather strictly in the zero
brackets and Ty comes home weekends
to thaw out and see Linda, while Susie
and Jess Barker brave the wintry blasts

THE SENSITIVE HAND

over Sunday.

One
*

*

Watch

Bob Mitchum was strictly a homebody on Sundays while making "White
Rose For Julie" at RKO. In his favorite
wardrobe, jeans, he played catch with the
boys while his wife, Dorothy, whipped up

Is

the drop-in trade in the
combination kitchen-dining room of their
nexv home. The Mitchum living room is
still completely unfurnished and the dining room has a table but no chairs.
Dorothy's taking it easy on the furniture,
having most of it made, which is why the
delay. Meanwhile, the family's quite
happy practically living in the kitchen.

breakfast for

all

:I:

^

of

a series

.

.

.

*
for y our

hand

your hand narrow,

slender

— your fingers

tapering?

You've strong intuitive powers

Is

your thumb small and

waist-shaped below the knuckle?
You're sensitive, discerning

^

The minute "Father Of The Bride" was

and

tactful

and her mother dashed
York to do some trousseau

finished Liz Taylor
off

to

New

shopping. Liz has set May 6th as the date
for her marriage to Nicky Hilton. Speaking of Liz reminds us everybody positively gasps when they see Liz and Joan
Bennett, who plays her mom in this picThey
ture, together in the commissary.
look enough alike to be sisters. Liz and
Don Taylor (no relation, except that they
get married in the movie) caused a near
riot when they appeared at the marriage
license bureau together
a publicity stunt
merely.
*
*
*

—

J

—

—

Is

Petey Lawford's nose was slightly out
of joint when he walked into the
commissary and saw Spencer Tracy
lunching with his gal friend, Sharman
Douglas. That is, until he learned they'd
met each other in London. About now
Petey is due in London some say because the charmin' Sharman is there too.

MGM

*

*

This is a somewhat special way to
crash the movies, but one of our boys
it.
The very good-looking Roc
Hudson, one of V-I's young hopefuls,
used to be a mailman on the special delivery circuit. So he ups and picks out an
agent, writes him a letter, delivers it in
person, and waits for the verdict. The
agent was sold on this unique approach
and Roc's good looks, and from here it

if

little

finger straight

sharply pointed? You're

and headstrong

Does your hand show that you're

Whether

or not you believe

it

Avell-grooined fingertips

made

looks as

tip

impulsive, impetuous

—

*

your

and the

fashion-Avise.

does, yoiu-

show you're

Wheii you use Dtira-Gloss,

fingertips say you're practical, too.

yotu^

For

Dura-Gloss means exciting shades, qtiick
application, long lasting beauty

.

.

.

_
^

all

yours for only

i

(f^zSkeepV

o^''.

he's in solid like a rocfk).
^
*
*

June Haver's been totin' big rolls of
wallpaper around 20th and looking real
preoccupied. Seems a builder friend of
hers has asked her to decorate a whole
flock of his apartments and she's taking it
up as a part time career and hobby combined. She's decided what medium price
apartments need are more conveniences, so

sensitive?

DURA- GLOSS NAIL POLISH
non-smear reinover lo^ and
)1949

Lorr Laboratories, Poterson,

N.

J.

Founded by

E. T.

25?' ... lipstick 25?''

Reynolds

10 C
Prices plus tax
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—

!

STOP
CUTTING
CUTICLES *
purse-size

cuticle-shaper

f::::::::!/"

with miraculous creamy Lanolized remover dissolves away ugly
•::::;•:/ o/
cuticle and aids sore, tender hangnails. .'jjiiiiAij^/l

filled

Professional beauticians have used

amazing cuticle
fluid since 1933.

this

.•••jv

removing

available to you at leading
5 and 10 and drug stores.

'

.

V-^

One drop of BLUE CROSS cuticle remover applied to the finger nail plus,
a slight gentle pressure, and presto
all your cuticle cares are gone.
toe,

Makes
*

for pedicures.

sense,
*

too.

*

Looks like heavy going ahead for Gail
Russell and Guy Madison, who separated
and reconciled. Took these kids four
years to make up their minds to get married, so maybe they'll make a go of
but their friends aren't a bit sure.

*

*

*

*

*

0! M'-^ C'-

/

How To

'^l^

OR SEND

(STAMPS) TO VONETT SALES CO.
DEPT E,645 N.MARTEL AVE. HOLLYWOOD 36, CALIF.
30c

Get-

SONC POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
J.
510-V

for

CHAS.
McNeil
MASTER
OF MUSIC

A.B.

So. Alexandria

Los Angeles S, Catif.

nances to you, then live within his income. If he can pay for a tiny apartment, live there, as pleasantly as you

know how, and

let

him

foot the

bills.

If

for a

career, your money can pay
maid, since you won't be able to

give

that service yourself;

it

will

also

clothes for your job, business expenses, little luxuries, and maybe
even vacations. But let him feel that he
decides where the money goes.

buy necessary

not married, find out what
your escort can afford and let him see
that you don't demand expensive entertainment. There are lots of things that
don't take money visiting friends, hiking, swimming. When you do go dancing
or dining, it's an event and you enjoy it
ten times more than if you did it every
other night.
Dutch treat on a date usually embarrasses a man. But in the theatre it's a
tradition that a girl pays her own way;
otherwise, on the road, an actor would
soon be bankrupt. Here on the lot, if
you chance to sit at a table with an
actor, you each pick up your own check.
College students must work out something like that, if they're to see much of
each other and are living on slim budgets.
Don't throw cold water on your escort's efforts to please you. If he loves
to "surprise" you with unusual foods,
quaint cafes, shows he likes, be appreciative, no matter whether you really
If you're

—

"
'

com

*

*
life

folks in Stockton,

California, honored her with a "Janet
Leigh Day," complete with parade, banquets, and all the trimmings.

Along With

you have a

Send your Poems today
Free Examination to

*

Janet Leigh had the time of her

Men

Continued from page 43

AND DRUG STORES

10

vocal chords.

J^.^^\l'-

^

LARGE REFILL 25c

AND

—

RKO's two Janes Greer and Russell
back on the lot after a long absence
Jane Greer looking even more beautiful
than ever after the birth of her second
son; Jane Russell back from a tour
around the country with "The Outlaw"
and in good voice from breaking in her

[/lJ''^\}.

AND REMOVER

AT LEADING 5

planned a European trip just for the fun
it.
Another surprise was when Ida
Lupino and Collier Young, recently separated, appeared at a big party together.
of

when the hometown

Surprise twosomes:
Deanna Durbin,
looking slimmer than she has for years,
out with her first ex, Vaughn Paul. Deanna

CUTICLE SHAPER

W^J^M

it,

Shirley Temple's being very cagey
about her romance with the veddy social
Guy Harrison. They're always accompanied by several couples when they're
out. And they don't visit the gayer spots.

iiii/yy

NOW

Ideal,

niceties.

*

Ragged cuticle and painful hangnails
eliminated QUICKLY, SAFELY, EASILY.

New handy

she's asking her builder friend to put in
bookshelves, full-length mirrors, and other

loathe the particular delicacy, are tired of
the cafe, and have seen the show four
times. Let him think it's the red-letter

before others. I know a girl
lost her man in this fashion.

who

just

Don't imagine you can reform him. If
you are attracted, learn to know the
gentleman and consider whether or not
you can take his faults. Nobody's perincluding yourself.
There's the man who tells long, dull
stories. I don't believe in hurting anyone,
so I sit and listen and laugh where indifect,

cated; but I know I'd have to love him
lot to take that every night of my life.
The first eight times she hears it, a girl
may not mind the story because the man
has such cute, curly hair and she likes to
watch him, but after that
There are men and men ... I know

a

—

who always
know you're tired
one

says

to his wife: "I
of this one, dear, but
may I tell it once more?" She's pleased
to be brought into it, needn't laugh so

hard, and everything's fine. However,
nothing excuses a wife who cries: "Oh,
not that old chestnut AGAIN!"
Laughter is a precious key to your

good relations with men. Laugh with
each other, even at each other (though
this takes doing!) and you're friends. Let
me tell you there's nothing a man likes
better, when he pulls a corny line or
makes what he thinks is a new joke, than
to have you go into a Thing over it. You
nearly die laughing, he feels important,
and he thinks you are wonderful!
But I warn you it's fatal to try to
be the life of the party. Be gay the
of the evening, help get things
going, then give the rest a chance. If
you insist on the center of the stage,
soon little-Susie-who-gives-out-with-lfiejokes will find herself minus invitations.
first

day of your life.
Know your man. Some enjoy being
fussed over; some hate it. If you have a
mother complex, restrain it until you're
certain to which division he belongs.
"How do you feel.'' Do you want an
aspirin? Hadn't you better rest awhile?"
can be very annoying to the man who

your reputation, you have to line up at
least ten brilliant laugh-lines each time

loathes fuss.

you go out

I

doubt

if

any man

likes a possessive

ring and the
date is set, a girl is taking a chance if
she hangs on her man in public. He
resents being trailed after, exhibited as
if he were a scalp, kissed and caressed

woman. Unless she has her

Your man would like to shine, loo.
There's nothing more deadly than getting
to be known as a great wit. To keep

—and

Indifference

weapon.

nobody's that funny!

said to be a woman's
it seems juvenile. If you

is

To me

can't interest a man, let him go with
some dignity, forget him if you can. If
you are both interested, pretending indifference won't help; though at times

not being over-enthusiastic may be wise,
if the man has been extremely
popular with other women.
especially

who diets is said to be man's
I don't diet, so that problem
I don't like desserts, so I
is not mine.
never order them, and so far this has
The

girl

pet hate.

not excited comment. I like my escort
to order for me, if he likes doing it, and
praise his choice of food. If a diet made
that impossible, I think I could pick out
something I could eat without making a
mish-mash of it.
Supposing the man was on a diet, I'd

he got the recommended food if
to my house for dinner. But if
he'-took me out, I'd consider that he was
see that
he-

came

grown and able to manage

fully
diet

his

own

without interference. I'd never say:

"You can't eat that!"
Most men believe that they want the
little wife who stays home all day, meets

-

them

in a nice white apron at night, perhaps carrying a cold drink, and is content
to sit and listen all evening to whatever
the husband has to say.
Only the other evening, though, I
heard a man, who has been married to
just such a wife for years and years, sigh:
work for
"If she'd only do something
the Red Cross, join the PTA, go out and
anything! I feel
get a new viewpoint
I'm keeping a very lazy woman. Besides,
she never has anything to say except that
the curtains need washing, Jimmy got
into a fight with the new boy on the

—

—

block, she doesn't
is quite as good as
of

know
it

You're shopping

the pot roast
should be. I'm sick
if

chatting with

it!"

It

would pay to be a step ahead of

him, in such a case.
I've had my say before about the man
who calls to ask for a date at the last
moment. I believe in dating him (1) \i
you like him, and (2) if you aren't busy
that night.

Olvera

in

Street,

the

Mexican

quarter just outside Hollywood. But wait. See who's

1?ont look oow..

tliat little

senor? Here's your chance

to steal a good, long look at

think you're rude
That's

why

.

.

.

stars

Ava Gardner! She won't
expect to be admired.

she uses flattering

Woodbury Powder

(in Brunette) on her lovely complexion!

Turn him down and you may

miss a lot of fun.

As to the gentleman who calls up and
breaks an important date at the last

moment:
At ten minutes to five the other evening, this happened to me. My friend
told me he had to work on some special
conference. Though disappointed, I tried
to be pleasant about it and accepted his
explanation. As it turned out, at ten
minutes past five, I had another date, a
man who frequently calls. I wouldn't
have bothered to try to get a date, so
that the first man would hear about it
and realize that I wasn't all broken up
because he couldn't take me out. That
would be childish. But we had a delightful evening, talking before the fire,
walking in the fog, sometimes just going
along in a companionable silence, enjoying ourselves with no need for words.
At the end of the evening, the man
said he'd never felt so much at home
with anyone. "You must have the secret
of relaxation," he told me.
Maybe we were both in the mood that
night, but I can't help thinking what a
splendid test a succession of such evenings would be for any couple who were
thinking seriously of marriage. Can you
get along, without outside entertainment,
without making an effort, night after
night, and still feel that both of you are
relaxed and happy."*

there's

Ava is one of the Hollywood stars who chose
Woodbury Powder 6 to 1 in response to a recent
survey*. A unique ingredient in Woodbury Powder
gives the smoothest, satiny finish you've ever

Ava Gardner.

known!

Magically warm, infinitely fine in texture, enchantingly fragrant,

it

clings for hours! 7 heavenly shades

glorify every skin type. 154, ^^4, $1.00, plus tax.
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him, I was gay in two minutes. After I
came out of the water, he was supposed
to rub me with a towel and he did, hard,
for I was frozen.
Here is one of the most stimulating
actors I've ever worked with and one of

YOUR FAULT

Sometimes the slam of a door can mean the
finish of your romance. Don*t let Monthly
Blues make you quick-tempered and irritable with the man in your life. Unless there

the most wonderful people,
poised without being aloof,

for he is
he has a
charming wit, and he has thought out the
basic problems of life so that you can
talk to him, tell him any of your troubles with complete confidence. The first
and most important thing in his life is
acting, and to act with him in a serious
drama is such a living experience that we
would spend lots of time dreaming up the

are underlying organic conditions, Chi-ChesXers Pills give wonderful relief from periodic
headaches, cramps and nervous tension. Take
them as directed. Ask your druggist for

The Improved

Chi-Ches-Ters

Pills

J'lM.'illlif^TTTl.'lit

For

relief

horn "periodic functional

distress^'

FREE — New

illustrated booklet of intimate
facts every woman should know. Mailed in

wrapper. Write today! Chichester
Chemical Co., Dept. 18-J, Philadelphia 46, Pa.
plain

I
is

known composer will write the music
words on a professional basis. His
songs have sold millions of copies.
Recordings made.
Send for FREE Booklet.
well

I'll always remember the scene where,
near the end of the picture, we return to
my house and the police are waiting for
him. I don't know that, but Monty does;
he knows that they have been on his trail
since the death of the other girl and that
this is the end, he'll never see me again.

for your

^

JJART

JjtlODir

80

BOYLSTON

ST., Dept. H.

BOSTON, MASS.

SONG POEMS

a challenge and you find yourself comup in the mood that gov-

pletely caught
erns him.

SONGS WANTED
A

we would like to act in together.
hope we do team together again, for he

plays

Set to

Music

Mother Home, Love, Sacred, Comic or any subject. Don't
delay— Send us your best original poem at once for our
fine pror>osition and useful Rhyming Dictionary.
RICHARD BROTHERS, 28 Woods Building. Chicago 1, III.

"Go on

in

the house, dear," he says,

join you in a minute." Then he
grabs me and kisses me. So far as I'm
concerned, I think that I'm just saying
good-bye for a minute; but when Monty
grabbed me, his whole body was trembling, his hands were shaking and he had
a look on his face of such tragic illness
that I found myself trembling too. He
gives so much to every scene, a bit or a
scene of major importance, there's no
sloughing off. He works at being a good
actor every minute and, as you know, in
acting that's the best inspiration another
actor or actress can have.
"I'll

But here is certainly a case where you
couldn't know the man from seeing his
performance on the screen, for he is not
a "personality" but an actor. As the fellow in "A Place In The Sun," he is completely dominated
plex. He is a boy

"7^04. CeiUeHtc"
NEW
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com-

working in a factory,
lonely, involved with another lonely hu-

man

being (Shelley Winters), but always
of the ways to get ahead, of the
wonderful and unobtainable in life. For
him, that is what I symbolize in the pic-

and even after we meet and fall in
he is haunted by that sense of inferiority, by backward-looking introversion. Monty is nothing like that. I would
not say that he's an extrovert in real life,
but he has an excellent balance. He is a
serious person not a brooding one; and
ture

love,

the

Sizes 10 to 18

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

inferiority

dreaming

STYLE SENSATION

Coaf of

by an

C.O.D.

crew, the director, everyone who
works with him values that sense of business he has. We talked out every scene
before we acted it. He doesn't merely
work out his own characterization, he
understands every character in the script.
I think nothing would upset him more
than to wake up three weeks later and
realize that in such and such a scene he

should have done this instead of that.
After a day's shooting at Tahoe,

we

all

used to have dinner together at the
Lodge. One night he came so contritely,
for he and the rest of the crew had pulled
a gag that could have been disastrous. I

had

finished

my swimming

scene,

—

thank

heaven, and he had finished his a long
swim fully dressed, just after the scene
where Shelley Winters was drowned; but
that day the crew had thought it would
be hilarious to have Monty throw me in.
He threw me, right into the icy deep; but
what he didn't know was that I had
awakened that morning with the beginning of a sore throat. All evening they
waited for me to develop laryngitis.

But when

I lost

my

wasn't
the
last scene, where after the trial, I go to
visit Monty in jail. He has been convicted of murder although the girl died
accidentally, and despite his conviction
and all the sordid stories I had read in
the papers, I go to see him just before the
electrocution. I have never seen a man
conscious that he is about to die, but if
I ever did, he would look just like Monty
looked behind the bars in that cell. He
laryngitis,

was about to

voice,

it

was genuine emotion

it

die; I

believed

it,

—

and as we

played the scene, I couldn't keep the
tears out of my voice. I didn't have to
try, they were there. It is as tender a
love scene as you can imagine.

To do a scene like that requires complete submersion into mood. You can see
it happening to Monty when we start rehearsing. An intensity mounts in him.
It claims him. And long after the last
scene

He

is

he still holds the mood.
snap out of it quickly. He

finished,

can't
couldn't.

That's what he's like on the set. When
he isn't working, he's completely relaxed,
wears very casual clothes, feels that his
private life like everyone else's is his
private business. He works intensely, he
lives intensely, he hasn't time for a great

—

many

—

of the frivolous sort of things most
do. Where most people,

young people

after working hard, might seek some different diversion, his joy and his interest

everything that goes into the making
of a picture. He talks with cameramen,
set decorators, electricians.
I've never

is in

seen anyone more interested in knowing
every part and facet of production. By
getting a grasp of the over-all pattern he
can not only understand the other peoples' jobs but can play his part in cooperation with them. Up at Tahoe, he
was always talking with cameraman Bill
Mellor. Monty likes to take pictures
himself and he was so interested in camera angles, why Bill shot from this angle,
what he was striving for. People are glad
to explain their techniques to him because he really wants to know. On location, he pitched in with the workmen one
day to clean up some underbrush; and
they didn't resent him either, for it's not
as if he were an actor; for the time being,
he was a workman. He gets on well with
people.
I think one of the proudest evenings
I've ever had was the night he took me

We

to the premiere of "The Heiress."
were back in town then, working at Para-

serve in the making, in our picture.

He

was charming and looked so handsome in
his rented tux. For as I've said, he likes
casual clothes and won't bother with the

mount.
"Oh, Bessie Mae," he groaned once,
and there he was all shrunk down in his
seat as if he had stage fright. He didn't
straighten up until it was all over, until
the applause died out and the lights came
on and we were walking up the aisle.
After the premiere we went to a party at
Willie Wyler's. I was so proud to be with

and an actor who is so talented and who
hews to such a straight line that he can-

him, to help celebrate the sort of achievement which I had been privileged to ob-

not make less than the top. He takes
everything in stride and it's a big stride.

rest

has

— but

he wears a tux well when he

Callouses
Pain, Burning,

to.

be watching "Monty Schwartzkopf
from here on out with the expectation of
watching a man bound to mature well

Tenderness

I'll

—

Quickly
Relieved
You'll quickly forget you
have painful callouses, ten-

derness or burning on the
bottom of your feet when you
use Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads.

When They
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Loved And Lost

Continued from page 27

things that ever happened in nr,
Because my pride had been so
deeply hurt I worked harder than ever
injury bein subsequent pictures.
came an inspiration. I know now that I
wasn't ready for such a role then.
So, I learned that one cannot allow a
slap, a disappointment, to break one's

My

There is always something ahead
-"t can be a greater challenge.
"ifpus directors I've worked with
1

-,1

.

'^e

,1

with

•

thpi.'-,

aiie said.

in a theatrical agent's office.

—

Virginia

,

1

older man, of course
around twenty
I'd say. But I knew from the moment
I saw him that he was for me.
saw
each other quite regularly in the office
when we both came to check on work,

We

my sister. Blossom,
on us some evening. She
invited him for dinner and he grinned
at me when he accepted. I was so excited
and one day he asked
if

all

he could

call

—

that day that I couldn't eat a bite

my flesh was all goose pimples until
the doorbell rang. There he was more
handsome than ever just as he should
be, in a dark suit and holding a beautiful
gardenia corsage for Blossom! It was a
terrible blow to find that I had never
been the focus of his attention. It taught
me not to jump at romantic conclusions.
"Keeping your pride when you're in love
may be hard, but it's important."
and

—

—

—

Ruth Roman
a good reason.

—

on that and for
She had just arrived in

joins in

New York

after liaving left her home in
Boston. She was excited about the prospects of trying her luck in the theatre.
True, she didn't have much money, she
had no friends, and no prospects but
she had courage. And she was young
just under twenty. But the weeks went
by and her funds got lower. Finally she
had to admit that her chances of crashing Broadway were slight. At that very
moment she met him we'll call him
George, for today he's married and living
on a farm in the Middlewest. He wanted
to be an actor too then. They met in an
agent's office and gradually they began
to have dates, usually at the Automat.
She liked him a lot. When he asked her
to marry him, it did make good sense:
one rent to pay, two living as cheaply as
one. Besides, he was handsome. She was
just about to say yes, when one night
an actor they knew had a party. And
at the party George had one too many
cocktails. Suddenly, for the first time

—

—

Mayo,

star

of

And The Arrow," had an

met him
He was an
,

was

r

trifle.
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"It was a tough decision to walk out
on that love," the star of "Colt .45" told
line, "but I knew it wouldn't work.
I
think any love needs to be put through
a rather extensive testing ground."

spirit.
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grown
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remembers to this day.
She was very much in love with the
football star on the campus, and he felt
the same about her. By the time Summer came around they were making
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in sets of 16— 25c per set
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order.

MORTON STUDIOS

plans, but the fellow asked her to wait
for him until he could get established in
a job. He wanted to be engaged anyway

Box 2430,

Dept.

IVI-2,

Hollywood 28,

Calif.

and he asked her to keep it a secret. The
idea of wearing his engagement ring on
a velvet ribbon around her neck appealed
to Virginia's young and unrequited sense
of the romantic. There was only one
hitch he couldn't afFord a ring! So, with
a fluttering heart, she began the process
of waiting for him. After a few letters
his correspondence stopped. It was then
that Virginia realized this would not have
been the great love of her life. Recently
she received a fan letter from him that
read: "You probably won't remember me
but once I asked you to wait for me until
I made good. It's a good thing you
didn't wait because I'm still trying to
find the right job." Virginia really got
a good laugh over that letter.

—

THE SCIENTIFIC

Farley Granger has very definite ideas
about romance and what a guy and a gal
should do to keep it strong.

So

realistic

no one

ever suspecl

.

.

.

will

actually

molded from Hollywood

"A real love is, to me, a matter of give
and take," Farley said when I talked to
him on the set of "Edge Of Doom." "I've

even with strapless swim
suits and evening gowns.

known

Now
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.

girls who expected everything to
be done for them. They felt it was tlieir

the

special right to get all the consideration.
perhaps, at times, I've been equally

But

I don't

think any

in

to the guys.

Love
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has to be an unselfish thing and if it
isn't, it's better to break it up.
It's
amazing what a broken romance can
teach you about yourself and others."
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—
River" and "Our Very Own." "I'd always yearned to go to a speakeasy this
being some years ago and I couldn't get
anyone to take me. Finally, I managed,
after much coaxing and pleading, to get
a beau to take me to one of those places.
When we got to the club he ordered a
diaquiri for me. Of course, there was so
little liquor in it that I could hardly
taste it, but I immediately became dizzy
with the idea of being a sophisticate.
Some friends of ours were there and told
my mother they had seen me. Mother
forbade me to see the boy ever again. It
was a terrible blow because I was sincerely in love with him. I still remember
that exfjerience vividly. Believe me, if
you're not yourself in love, you'll never

She had high dreams for her daughter
and I guess I didn't measure up to her
standards. At any rate, the girl soon was
influenced by her mother's feelings and
she began to lord it over me. She was
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I>rawMeI

I finally got tired
to feel as though I wasn't
good enough. I had my pride. And I
was tired of being told what to do and
when to do it. So I stepped out of the
picture. I don't think any fellow should
bury his pride so much that he becomes
entirely dependent on a girl's whims and

also very possessive.

of being

made

demands."
Celeste Holm learned one very important lesson from her broken romance
that it's an easy matter to be in love
with love.
"I had a very serious romantic experience," Celeste remarked during production of "Champagne For Caesar." "It

—

—disastrously,

—

—

stay in love.^ unroa.. .... evening uiey
"."M fox me to develop laryngitis.

^^

But when

I lost

my

voice,

wasn't

it

—

thought at the;
the
laryngitis, it was genuine emotion
time. But the more I looked back on the'i^
last scene, where after the trial, I go to
whole thing the more I realized that I
visit Monty in jail. He has been conhad been in love with the idea of being
victed of murder although the girl died
in love. And with the ideals associated
accidentally, and despite his conviction
with it. It taught me to get a firmer
and all the sordid stories I had read in
grip on my emotions, to know myself
\ the papers, I go to see liim just before the
better. I don't think anyone can confuse
'^electrocution. I have never seen a man
''^
a desire for love with the real thing."
j -^nscious that he is about to die, hut
dauy
-"^'"•"8
,^
,vr,iiU look 'ust
Loretta Young learned that no girl
I was stricken with a a^. J lorm of facial
should ever try to be mysterious and
paralysis. The whole left side of my face
"smart" about a romance.
was completely frozen into a kind of
"When I was a kid, I had a crush on grimace. Weeks went by and the condia boy named Arthur Hauser," Loretta,
tion didn't improve. I became a recluse.
starring in "Key To The City," told me.
I wouldn't go to school and I wouldn't
"One of my girl friends also had a crush
see anyone outside the family. Then one
on him. The gang were all at our house
day when this boy came to deliver my
one evening. I was wearing Arthur's
paper, my dog, for some reason, attacked
I
decided
I
might
ring.
cook
friendship
him. I dashed to the rescue, forgetting
up a very dramatic situation by anthat this was the one boy in the world
nouncing that I wouldn't be wearing his
I didn't want to see me. I'll never forget
ring any more. Of course, I thought he'd
the look of horror on his face. It broke
say, 'Why not.?' and I'd sigh with utter
my heart. But it did something much
boredom and explain nothing just say,
more important. It made me fight. I
'Oh, I don't know.' Then he'd coax me
grimly determined to conquer the afflicbefore the other kids to keep the ring.
tion. And, from that day on, I forced
big
statement
he
when
I
made
my
But
myself to exercise the paralyzed facial
simply put the ring in his pocket and
muscles at first by manipulating with
said,
'Okay' and went home. I never
my fingers hour after hour. Well, I did
saw him or the ring again. It taught me
win my battle but I might not have
love.
to
be
insincere
about
To
be
not
a
found such inner strength if I hadn't had
honest in my feelings."
that lost love."

ended

I

.
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was going

New

to school at Miss Fuch's
York," said Jane, who had just

wound up work

in

"House

By The

Was

Slapped

Eloyd Knobs, Ind.
I

Take a look
mance.
find the

at your own shattered roMaybe somewhere in it you'll
reason for its unhappy end. And

maybe, from that reason,

how

next time to
to hold it.

—And Liked

know

you'll

learn

a real love and

If*
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"What have you done to improve
yourself?" he asked blandly.
I was quite crushed. I assumed, mistakenly, that he was referring to my physical appearance. I had believed that the
studio was satisfied with me. I had been
given a contract, hadn't I? Then I took
stock and realized there was much about
me that could be improved. I dieted and

much

I had weighed 145.
lost twenty pounds
I asked studio hairdressers and makeup
experts for advice, which I took. Not
long thereafter I began getting better and

columnist finally slapped me down when
he said, "Crawford has discovered Culture and is trying to convince people that
she is Miss Brains." Fortunately, I didn't

—

bigger roles.

It wasn't until a

few years

later, I

must

confess, that I realized I needed mental
improvement even more than physical.
Then, typically, I threw all
energies
into culture. For the first time in
life

my

my

I

was discovering good music and

liter-

ature, but made the mistake of trying to
discuss things I only half understood. A

give up studying, but I learned to keep
quiet about topics on which I wasn't well

informed.

Little Lulu

MGM

several years and
had been at
had enjoyed some success in such pictures as "Our Dancing Daughters" and
''Our Modern Maidens" when the studio
announced "A Free Soul" for production.
I wanted to play the leading feminine
role in that more than any picture in my
I

I told Louis B. Mayer so.
"Joan, you're one of our most valuable

entire career.
stars."

he told me, "but you aren't ma-

tured nor experienced enough as a dra-

matic actress to do this role."
I managed to get out of his ofHce before I started to weep, but my tears were
uncontrollable by the time I reached
home. I felt I had been insulted as an
actress. Now I realize it was one of the

my

best things that ever happened in
pride had been so
career. Because
deeply hurt I worked harder than ever
injury bein subsequent pictures.
came an inspiration. I know now that I
wasn't ready for such a role then.
So, I learned that one cannot allow a
slap, a disappointment, to break one's

my

My

spirit.

There

is

always something ahead

Kleenex * comes in a "pocket edition" too

that can be a greater challenge.

Various directors I've worked with
have taught me with their slapdowns
about getting along in our business or

Lufu Say$: you caa/ take it with you—
THE HAIVOy IveUV KC££A/£X POCKET- PACK
tissues! same soft, strong KLEENEX TISSUES
IN A NEW TINY PACKAGE SERi/ES
ONE AT A TIME! 24 SHEETS (iZ PULLS) -5^
L/'if/e

—

any

business.

After removed and clearer thinking I
have realized that those directors were
concerned only with my characterizations, my appearance, my acting
not
with me as a person. I cannot say I approve of bullying from a boss on any job,
but it's the job the boss cares about, not
the person involved. One must check
one's personal feelings at the outside

!

.

—

door.

An amusing

incident just a few years
that however much we
know, it's wise to consult ex-

ago taught
think

we

me

I was in New York and unexpectedly was asked to report to a photographer for a portrait sitting. I wanted
a hew hat, didn't feel I had time to shop
and asked my favorite milliner to send
several to the hotel for me to make a
selection. The milliner suggested tactfully that I come to the shop to try them
perts.

on, but I insisted.
I selected a hat, wore
traits

and

it

© INTERNATIONAL

now but

ter-

my

ing British nobility. I was wearing a
dress with a short train. As I came down
the main staircase and reached next to
the last step there suddenly was the horrifying sound of rending cloth. I looked
around and His Lordship, the honor guest
who was just behind me, had stepped on
my train; my dress was ripped widely at
the waist.
I wanted to sink through the floor but
made myself go back upstairs, found a
maid who tacked it together and I went

my

—

Is

M REO U S PAT Off
.

.

.

.

.

spent sitting on my own time, for I
voluntarily went off salary to wait for
the right picture. During those discouraging days I learned humility and gratitude, and to pray a little harder.
I've often been accused of sounding
like a Cinderella Girl; now you may say
I'm trying to be a Pollyanna. Nevertheless, I repeat that I've been able to learn
from and profit by the slaps I've had in

ested in the guests of honor!"
The most severe slap I've ever had, of
course, was when I didn't have a picture
for three years, just before I made "Mildred Pierce." Part of that time I was
under contract- and just sat. Part of it

Mario

.

I

"After all, Joan, no one cared about
you that evening! Everybody was inter-

I

life.

suppose

My

I've been grateful for them, so
I'll have to admit I liked them.

Godson

Continued from page 37

She looked

rifying at the time, taught me how absurd
it is to take oneself too seriously. It was
first visit to Pickfair, when I
married to Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., at a
large party being given in honor of vis'"

T

straight.

for the por-

her eyes exwearing the

CO,

through the evening, feeling, however,
that everyone was staring at me. It was
weeks later that another guest set me

later to lunch at the Colony,

and there was the milliner.
at me, then with horror in
claimed, "Madame, you are
chapeau backwards!"
Another incident, amusing

CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS

Thus, he was aware of the handicaps
under which he was working.
Well, the upshot of all this was that we
continued to talk for several months, and
finally Lanza declared that, as I seemed
interested in what happened to him and
was enough older than he so that I had

been through the business mill, we ought
to tie up. I agreed, but answered that I
would not be in any sense an agent for
him or his manager. I would merely be

and advi.sor.
am. Only now I am advising
Hollywood, instead of New York.

his .sponsor
I

him

still

in

The

first thing I recommended when
Lanza and I had signed a contract was
that he do a bit of back-tracking, get
some real training under his belt. Therefore, he cancelled all his commitments for
radio and concerts, and I put him and his
young wife on a regular income and paid

their bills. That done, he was free to
concentrate on study, and I found him
one of the greatest coaches in the world
to work with, Enrico Rosati, the man
who had coached Gigli. When Rosati
heard Mario's voice, he was ecstatic. He
said he had waited for twenty-five years
since he had first heard Gigli-:— to hear
a voice as tremendous.
For the next fifteen months, Lanza
really worked at his lessons. And then he
began doing small concerts occasionally.
Then bigger ones. Then more of them.
This went on for over a year.
One Summer he did two huge concerts,
one in Toronto, and one in Grant Park in
Chicago, where he sang before .53,000
people. Afterwards, he came to visit me
where I was vacationing in the mountains. He had lost twenty-five pounds
from sheer nervousness!
all

—
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.

By the time August of 1947 had rolled
around, however, he was standing firm.
He sang in the Hollywood Bowl and

need 500 Men

I
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The American Legion Convention was
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in
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Life has not been easy for Mario, or
and mother. And because of
that what is happening to him now is
magnificent. One of his first acts when he
signed his
contract was to start
looking for a house for his parents, to
bring them to California.
And his reception in his native Philadelphia when they premiered "That Midnight Kiss" was equally heartwarming.

sider your caae hopeless, write today!

pnf^f/^glsA

the

his father

YOU SUFFER FROM BRONCHIAL

tASi!

in

Mario took a

happiness!
He is the same with music, naturally.
There are certain singers whom he
doesn't like, whom he thinks are fakes
or people with no talent.
His words
nearly smoke when he speaks of them.
But, for those he does admire, he is
equally definitive on the affirmative side.
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neighborhood. And there the residents
had decorated an entire block with flags
and such. It was really tremendous!
The one occurrence which made one
recall that the Legionnaires were present,
too, took place the day Mario was to sing
"The Star Spangled Banner" just after
President Truman's address to the convention. For some reason, the President
was late and Mario's rendition was cancelled.

The President reached the rostrum
and, before beginning his speech, said,
"I should like to take this opportunity
to state my disappointment at not hearing Mr. Lanza sing. I do hope that I
can hear him some time at the White
House, and I do want to apologize for
my lateness, which made it impossible
to hear him now."
Every paper in Philadelphia picked
that up, naturally. There were the biggest headlines I ever saw, reading, "Truman Apologizes To Lanza!" It put the
topper on a wonderful week.
One other result of that visit to Philadelphia was that the RCA people sold
12,000 of Mario's records in three hours!
Lanza loved it all, of course. For the
reception was sincere. And he is a great

man

^'^.2'I^z-szL-L---:rz-I2^--.-IIt'Il.

I

for sincerity, as I

have

said.

impossible for him to sing in halfway measures, for instance. I have heard
hirn sing in the shower and give his rendition of some aria all the power and performance he would give it on a concert
It

literally fell off his chair

10-DAY TRIAL ASTHMA
OFFER!
PAR-

NACOR, 803-X

And

his "Godfather." It isn't
him, I might add, though
it is true of his tiny daughter, Colleen.
I did stand up for her, and it was one
of the happiest responsibilities I've ever
assumed.
I don't feel that I have done anything
for Mario, though he insists I have. For
I believe that it would have been a crime
to let such talent commit suicide for lack
of training. And that was what he was
beginning to do.
He is still very young, as you know.
He's only twenty-eight now. And his
voice has not fully matured. But I can
see
with a godfather's delight, perhaps
the way it is growing and changing,
and the way he himself is.
The one adjective you can apply to
Lanza is "lusty." There are few half-way
measures with him. Usually, he either
hates something or he loves it, and the
loving part predominates.
I remember that we two found a
Chinese restaurant one night in downtown Los Angeles. The food was served
"family style," which meant that you
merely ordered a dinner and they brought
you things without telling you what they

ASTHMA
IF

together, as I said.

me

calls

appetizer.

HOUSE OF EDEN,

still

strictly true of

—

BUST

are

in

role,

For there were huge banners across the
main streets, banners which read, "Philadelphia Welcomes Mario Lanza!" and so
on. The mayor and the other dignitaries
were at the station to meet him, and later
took him on a pilgrimage to his old

is

He

simply cannot sing without
without heart.
A conductor he once worked with differed with him on how he sang a certain
song, said that he overdid it.
"1 have to!" Lanza answered. "When
I sing, 'The moon is pale and I love

stage.

feeling,

you

.

.

.'

I

want the

girl

to

know

/ love

I'm not just kidding about it!"
Is he temperamental.? Yes. But it is
the sort of temperament which stems
from honest beliefs, which will not provide for compromise. He can be and will
be difficult when he feels that he is being
asked to do something which is not artistically correct, and, as I have said, his
instincts on such correctness are usually
her, that

infallible.

What

So many things
dizzy trying to keep up
with them all. It seems now that, to
begin with, he will finish his current picture, "Toast Of New Orleans," and then
do "The Life Of Caruso." After that, he
is ill

that I'm a

his future.?

little

will go to Italy, where he will work for
two months under singing and dramatic

coaches and, early in
operatic debut at

La

1951, make his
Scala, Milan. He'll

come back to this country and do another picture, and his life stretches ahead
with a round of films, concerts and
operatic appearances.
For one so young, he is going to be a
very busy gentleman. And I shall be
busy, too, for I'll probably be with him
wherever he goes.
Those fourteen cups of coffee have
turned out to mark one of the important
steps of both our lives!

It

Never

sons to meet, fall in love, marry, and live
together for fifty years without ever exchanging a line of correspondence. I
hadn't given this fact much thought until
John went away and began to write me
letters. If we hadn't been separated, I

Fails

Continued from page 33
as I was.

returned from England we
had a heavenly vacation together in San
Francisco, and spent several days at the
San Ysidro Guest Ranch, a charming
place, before John had to leave for New
York and ten days of personal appearances in conjunction with the opening of
"Battleground."
The outlook for 1950 is not too encouraging although, at this moment, John
and I are together. If present commitments work out, John will have to go to
Cuba on location, and I will have to go
to France.
All of this separation doesn't worry me,
however. John and I believe, truly, that
absence CAN make the heart grow
fonder ... of the person to whom one
In a thousand small and
is married.
large ways, separation can make two
human beings dearer to each other, can
confirm the faith they have in one another and the devotion they have
pledged; it can make each reunion a reconsecration of vows, and a new falling

When John

genuine revelation.
One of the first things I discovered,
when John was away from the house, was

door, after a late social function,
stopping by the living room to glance
through the evening paper, then rambling
upstairs with never a backward glance
into the darkness, nor ever an insecure
thought.
With John away, I discovered for the
first time that I had grown accustomed
to the hearty comfort of a man's presence,
to his voice booming from the shower,
his shouted comments about the day's
work.
In the still and lonely darkness of the

might never have known what sort of a
letter John is capable of writing, and that
would have been my great loss.
Particularly wonderful were his letters
from England. He wrote once a day,
always, sometimes twice a day. He had
never been in England before; I have
never visited the country which fascinates
me. John was determined to share his
first
impressions, his moods and discoveries. Of course he worked long hours
at the studio, but he used Sundays to explore the maze-like city of London, and
while he was riding to and from the
studio each day, he could query cabbies
about the things he saw. His verbal
description of Windsor Castle made me
feel the cold, fog-shrouded stones, and his
description of Stokes Poges left me with
the conviction that I had attended

bedroom where John was

services there.

was no longer the
independent bachelor girl which I had
prided myself on being in bygone days.
Before John and I were married, I was
accustomed to living alone. I thought
nothing of bidding an escort goodbye at
that

I,

as a person,

my

not, I began to

hear things. There were footsteps across
the living room floor downstairs, and
positively someone was cutting the win-

in love.

dow

This sort of thing doesn't "just happen," of course. It needs to be worked
at and planned. It requires self-studj'

at wives who said
they couldn't sleep when their husbands
were away. I stopped smiling. I yearned
for John. Absence had taught my heart a

and re-appraisal

of

one's

partner.

It

should start with the attitude that separation is both an opportunity and a

I

In addition to the travelogue aspects
of John's correspondence, he proved to be
an able writer of love letters. Such things,
of course, are not to be discussed, but if

screens.

had always smiled

our marriage should ever be jeopardized
by some unimaginable circumstance, I
believe that a reference to those letters
would patch up everything. Absence gave
me those letters as a tangible, living
demonstration of our devotion.

vital lesson.

Nowadays,

it

is

possible for

two per-
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saving) you will know that I made trips
to bid my husband goodbye at nine, ten,
eleven, and midnight; at one A.M., two
A.M., three A.M., and then Zack called
at four A.M.
Something of this sort adds a delightful chapter to the family history which
is slowly compiled by every couple, and
is made possible only by absence.
John surprised me, in turn, by bringing
home a series of authentic tartans. The
fabric is that for which the British
,

,

M<MLtg METHDO SAfElY AMP CfflCIEm _
vsEPsvccEssFi/ur oyee SO ycaks^^

S£NO 6*

Every wife dotes on receiving a present,
but when husband and wife are together
there is an incHnation on the part of both
to "be sensible" and to select a gift on
which both agree. Naturally, this eliminates the lovely element of surprise.
Absence, gift-wise, is filled with anticipation. Just before John sailed, I made
telegraphic arrangements with a New
York firm to have a surprise delivered to
John's stateroom. The surprise consisted
of a bon voyage creation consisting of a
huge cake of ice, bordered and concealed
by red and white carnations ("our"
and hollowed out to hold six
flower)
small bottles of champagne, a tin of
caviar, a box of crackers, a lemon, and a
knife. Zachary Scott was seeing John off,
so they had a gay time with this unlikely
affair and telephoned me every hour, on
the hour, from six P.M. until the boat
sailed at midnight. Then Zack called me
afterward to say that the Queen Elizabeth was safely on its way! At the time
of this telephonic marathon, I was on
location in Durango, Colorado. Every
time I heard the frantic ringing, I would
don robe and slippers and trot from my
motel bedroom to the corner telephone
booth to answer. When you realize that
New York time was three hours ahead
of Durango time (two hours normally
and one added because of daylight-
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NOSES RESHAPED

Empire has become

justly famous,

and

the patterns are beautiful. Because of
the width of the wool, it would be possible to make a suit out of each, but John
had other plans. He thought one, lined
with red, would turn into a dramatic

cape; he liked another as a topper. Although John has always taken an interest
in my clothing, he is now more concerned
than ever ... a something new added by

absence.

John brought me an additional gift, a
perfume from France, and about
there is a story. I have always had a

bottle of
it

yearning to see
John planned to
do while he was overseas was to fly to
Paris for a weekend.
I knew when he was planning to make
the trip, and I gave myself some trouble.
romantic's

One

Paris.

breathless

of the things

home Saturday night, trying to
read but devoting most of my time to
feeling sorry for myself. "There is John,
in Paris," I thought. "Probably all the
beautiful French girls are recognizing
him and he is a great success. Perhaps he
will walk down the Champs Elysees tomorrow morning, and he will see the
panorama of Paris from the Eiffel Tower."
I cried quite a bit to think what I was
I sat at

missing.

As

it

turned out, I wasn't missing any-

At the

last minute John had to
remain at the studio to work over the
weekend. Greer Garson was not needed,
however, so she made the trip and John
asked her to bring back a bottle of perfume. She complied, adding a delightful
touch of her own on the card which
accompanied the package. She wrote,
"This is sort of a Tinkers to Evers to
Chance gift arrangement, but I do hope
you enjoy it." Remember that Greer
Garson is British born and has learned
all she knows of American baseball and
American slang in a very few short years.
John's association with her in England
has, we feel, brought us a delightful new
another dividend of absence.
friend
Perhaps it all comes down to this: two
people who are determined to get the
most out of life and out of love can turn
every experience into an adjunct of mar-

thing.

.

riage.

an

.

.

Even

absence, that old bogey-man

can be tied with
a bright ribbon, hung with golden quiver
and arrow and turned into Cupid.
of

earlier genera.tion,
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startling

of

harmony

There wasn't a member of the "Caged"
cast who didn't regret the ending of the
picture, which also ended our jam sessions and broke up the nearest thing to
life in a sorority house that you can
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and we loved every bar
we sounded.
club,
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am as opposed to the dreadful system
"Momism" as is its biographer, Philip
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men. MEDICREME, a startling new bust creme contains 30.000 Int. Units of "Bustotjen" (Estrogenic
Hormones) Medical science now reveals NATURES
SECRET and believes that Estrogenic Hormones when
lacking, may be absorbed by the skin to give that
well rounded appearance. We need not make any
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If you are not pleased we will refund your
money
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Learned About

of

Wylie, but in general I believe that women are more humane under all conditions
than their fellow beings, men. From my
own life, I can draw countless illustrations of the selflessness, the generosity,
the wisdom and the honor of women.
First of all, women are natural-born
boosters and optimists. Almost any truly

successful business man
he owes a great deal to
and prideful trust of his
vigilance and tact of his

From

my own

learned while I was

life
still

will admit that
the partisanship
wife, and to the

secretary.

background,

I

in pinafores that

woman who believes in one is a gift of
wings.
own mother, before marriage,
had entertained vague ideas of doing
something in show business, and she
passed on this ambition to me. As far
back as I can remember, Mother was
always sure that / would get the lead in
the school play, that / would be chosen
to give the class speech, that 7 would be
the queen in the Spring pageant. Backed
by such calm confidence in my combined
good luck and ability, I simply couldn't
a

My

fail!

To this day, when I am puzzled about
a career situation, I discuss my problem
with my mother. She always has something sensible and resourceful to suggest.

my

school days there were four
influenced and helped me,
(and they helped thousands of others to
realize their dreams too) . One was Miss
Donnelly at the Tucker School of Expression in Cleveland; another was Esther
Mullin who was head of the CurtainPullers, which was the Children's Group
of the Cleveland Playhouse. I worked
with Miss Mullin for four years and
found her to be tireless in trying to benefit her charges. Literally, her life was the

During

women who

Playhouse;

it

is

women

keep ambition alive

in

who

her

like

struggling,

deat

young players. Miss Wren,
Kirk Junior High School, and Miss Dean,
at Shaw High School in Cleveland, were
spairing

also great teachers, devoted to the welfare and advancement of their students.

Nowadays, one

of the things that is
is getting a scene
right the first time. I have rather good

important

in

my

work

luck doing this, but exactitude was something I had to learn. Like most youngsters, I went through a phase during
which I liked to "rough in" an idea
particularly in my art courses then

—

wander on

to something else.

Once

I

was

along with my second project, I
would drop it for a third. I was an enthusiastic starter, but a hundred percent
well

my

non-finisher. One of
art teachers,
rightly diagnosing this as the beginning
stage of complete inability to see a thing
through to completion, made me stay
after school every night for a week until I
had finished all three of
fledgling
notions. This teacher was kind in her
discipline, administering a lesson that I
have never forgotten and for which I am
eternally grateful.
When I was in high school I spent two

my

Summer

vacations at the Rice Summer
Theatre on Martha's Vineyard, working
the first year as a waitress, and earning
my keep the second year by serving as
head usher in the theatre. My roommate
at this time was a girl named Nancy
Andrews, whose home was in Beverly

aration to the limit, I wouldn't even find
my name on the call board to do a bit.
patience lasted for nearly two
months. The third month I was nervous,
the fourth apprehensive, the fifth despondent. Then, as I was thinking of calling myself to someone's attention, a wonderful woman named Sophie Rosenstein

took charge of my jitters. Sophie was
Warners' dramatic coach at that time,
and I believe her to be one of the most
sincere, earnest, constructive-minded human beings I have ever known.
If it hadn't been for Sophie Rosenstein, tower of womanly strength that she
was, I don't know how I could have lived
through the two solid years which elapsed
before I was given my first fairly important part.
Once again, I was associated with a
remarkable woman. The picture was
"Mission To Moscow." I had the daughter role, and the part of the mother was
enacted by Ann Harding. For me, this
was a dream come true. Miss Harding
had always been one of my motion picture heroines, and during my teens I had
made a scrapbook of her photographs,
newspaper clippings and fan stories.
Not only did she serve as my cinematic mother, but she took a mother's interest in
I wasn't

me and

When, on the

older

.

.

woman.

And

—

so
on those days when I bloomed
into the studio at dawn, hoping to be
cast for a part that would try my prep-

career.
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Even when

in

YOUR
BODY!

"Caged," I told a
newspaper man how pleasant it had been
to work with a cast of sixty women, and
how fortunate I had been in the past in
set of

Give

X

associations with truly great women,
he said laughingly, "One of the reasons
j'ou had no trouble in 'Caged' was simply
that no two women were in career con-

bust line,

charms.
Units of

am now

finishing. It

it
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guarantee that if you are unhappy for any
then, we will cheerreason with
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You had the starring lead and most
of the other parts were character roles.

real competition."
This is unfair, and the male statement
can be challenged by the situation on the

days to show you what

We
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We
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No

me 30

can do.
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my

titled
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my

and
to Size

Ann Harding.

She and I used to have long talks about
the difficulties of getting started on
Broadway or in Hollywood. Whenever I
became despondent, she would cheer me
up. "You'll be a big star," she used to
insist.
"You haven't a thing to worry
about, but these things take time."
Her ambition was almost as great as
mine, but I don't think I was as generous

Community Playhouse, and
that I study at the Playhouse with her.
Once again she and I were roommates
and, as a direct result of my living in
Pasadena and working at the Playhouse,
I was signed by Warner Brothers.
I went to the studio eagerly each
morning, thinking, "Today I'll probably
get a part opposite Errol Flynn
maybe in Technicolor." I know this sounds
naive, but every beginner is naive until
.she is guided by the kindly wisdom of an

ENLARGED

COLORED

the shooting, I reported to the studio and sat on the set,
learning everything I could from gifted

picture which I

Pasadena

in

needed

Hills, California.

in my praise or as helpful to Nancy as
she was to me.
When she returned to California, she
suggested that I visit her family until I
could get established in a dormitory at

ANY PHOTO

My

GLAMOUR-X
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Canal
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New York
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New York

is

"Rock Bottom" and

there are three
young, ambitious actresses in the cast:
Patricia Neal, Ruth Roman and I. We
loved working together. We became close
friends, and we are looking forward to
being together regularly, both at work

and socially.
At the present time I am also learning
from yet another woman. She is somewhat younger than I, but I am convinced
sometimes in despair that she is much
smarter than I. She is my daughter,
Susan Eleanor, who, when you read this,
will have observed her second birthday.
If I had never liked women before, my
comradeship with her and with her girl
friends would convince me that there is

—
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—

something magnificent {a7id astounding)
about the members of Eve's sorority.
It wouldn't be fair to end this article
without stating candidly that there are

some types

I

of

women

for

whom

I feel

embarrassingly apologetic.
For one thing, I believe one can tell a
great deal about a woman's personality
by watching her drive a car. I am rather
pleased (and I say this in all humility)
when some man tells me that I drive
more like a man than like a woman.
In an automobile, many women calmly
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expect to be accorded the right of way
whether they are legally entitled to it
or not. Some of them think nothing of
dawdling along at ten miles an hour in
heavy traffic because they want to study
shop windows. An occasional distaff driver
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some

to signal

left,

sort of goddess-given right
then turn right, and to sue
the male driver who happens to crush the
right rear fender presented unexpectedly

by

this

maneuver.

Some women have a bad
I

ing about nothing,

Application Blank.

children. Before I

.

,

was

habit of talkor about their
married I suffered
.

through many a conversation about
orange juice and pablum. Nowadays I
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barrel-house entertainers, and they are
greatly loved for their verve and crashing vitality.
When Judy is happy, she is happy
with every cell of her body. When she is
miserable, she could be bottled and sold
as concentrated wretchedness.
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When Judy has been misunderstood by
someone, the world has fallen into the
sea and she, alone, is cast upon a jagged
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Enther Williamn

To be an average, simple soul in this
complex world is difficult enough. To
carry the bliss and burden of actual genius is the roughest assignment one could
imagine.
If you were Judy's best friend, you
would know that she is unable to read
music, but that if a song is played
through for her once, she has the melody
etched on her memory, and her memory

fabulous. On second hearing of the
tune, she can improvise the tenor or alto
parts, and on the third time around she
can put in the hot licks.

is

you were Judy's best friend you
would know that her fans seem to be
fully aware of her determination as a
craftsman to please them, and her eagerness as a human being to be liked by
them.
When news of Judy's illness was published, her fans began to flood the mails
with gifts, letters of advice, and offers of
If

a haven.
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Hundreds of simple, kindly people living in quiet, small towns offered Judy a
home. The letters usually read something like this: "We live in a beautiful,
restful part of our state. Our town is
not large, but

says Miss Smiles

At

Brooklyn,

11,

N.

feminine failing, I must also point out
that a woman will endure much more
heartache, disillusion and abuse than a
man will before "taking it to the judge."
{Sensitive men are excluded jrom this
generality.) If a wife is caught kissing
the television repair man, her husband

frequently reaches for a Colt .45, but if
the husband is caught romancing a party
girl at a convention. ... oh well, boys
will be boys.
I've learned about women from women,
and I like what I've learned. I'm glad I
was born feminine sender.

Better?

Continued from page 24
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No

11505,

air their

squirm when I hear a woman dissecting
her husband. Yet, even in admitting this

Want To Know Judy
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Send your photo and description

Box

Some women

in public, or, at least, in a

V.

it

makes up

in friendliness

We

have a big
spare room through whose wide windows
the sunshine pours in the morning. We
have several cats, a dog and a few chickens. You could become a member of our
family for a few months, and you'd find
yourself getting rosy as an apple. We
wouldn't expect pay, of course, as we
feel, somehow, that you are a member of
our own family."
it

lacks in size.

Judy is everyone's little girl. And why
shouldn't she be? She has grown up on
the screen where everyone could watch

the evolution. Millions of people recall
her first picture, "Pigskin Parade," made
in 1936, when she gave the impression
that she was less a child than a greateyed pixie with mischief in mind.
Millions of people never hear "The
Trolley Song" from "Meet Me In St.
Louis" without listening in their minds'
ear to its notes being sung by Judy.
Judy's fans have lived with her
through her marriage to Vincente Minnelli and her motherhood of beauteous
Liza.
Judy is America's high-spirited
daughter, dearly loved when things are
going well for her, doubly loved when
she is in difficulty.
If you were Judy's best friend you
would know that she has stuck too closely to Hollywood. She knows nothing of
the w^orld beyond Hollywood and that
part of New York which is an integrated
part of show business. Yes, she has gone
on personal appearance tours, but what
are they but marathons between hotels,
theatres, trains

and planes.

When Judy

spent two months in Boston last Summer, it was her first taste of
a city whose differences from Hollywood
and New York can't be emphasized too
strongly. Judy loved the waterfront, the
Common, the austere brick houses, the
baseball park. For the first time in her
life, she saw a baseball game. At first she
was bewildered and bored. She asked a
few questions, watched the tactics of the
game without emphasis. Suddenly she
was on her feet, yelling at the runner
scorching for third base, "Hit the dirt,
hit the dirt." A moment later she was
joining her section of the grandstand in
a denunciation of the umpire.
There is a Massachusetts town that is
Paris to Judy. Everyone has a mental
Paris, the city of great joy. The real
name of Judy's emotional Paris is Fal-

mouth. She and several friends drove to

Falmouth

to see a

Summer

theatre per-

formance of "Best Foot Forward." Afterward she was invited by the cast to
remain for their closing-night party.
When someone, half-hesitant for fear of
annoying Judy, asked her for just one
song, .she stood beside the piano, haloed
by the sinele spotlight directed at the
orchestra pit (all the cast were sitting

cross-legged on the stage apron) and
poured music into the darkened theatre
for almost two hours. She was back in
show business. She hved for days on the
joy of that spontaneous performance.
If you were Judy's best friend you
would try to encourage Hollywood to
girl alone for awhile. True, she
always big news. True, she has been
ill
and has caused everyone great concern. But this illness had been accumulating over ten years. She's going to have
to relax and to avoid demanding too
much of her courageous spirit. She needs
to be allowed to live as normally as

leave the
is

possible.

you were Judy's best friend you
would want to tell these well-meaning
but thoughtless people that Judy has
worked under pressure too long. She
needs the right to have a toothache without having everyone in Hollywood run
up the current dividends of Pacific States
Telephone & Telegraph Company.
If you were Judy's best friend, you
would be intensely glad that she has Liza.
If

Liza is not quite four, but she is already a trouper. She visits the studio
regularly and has luncheon with Judy in
Judy's dressing room. Miss Minnelli accepts, with unimpressed poise, the in-

evitable attention accorded her.

She can pick up almost any dance step
she sees, and has already been taught
dozens of routines by Judy. Liza dances,
as Judy does, for the same reason that
birds sing: it's her nature.
While she was watching Phil Silvers
rehearse a dance routine for "Summer
Stock," Liza observed an error in Phil's

TODAY A JOB!
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opportunities for a Practical
[Nurse are unlimited. The shortage is acute.
Act now for a profitable future. Train at
home^in spare time. Ages 18-55. High School unnecessary. Easy tuition plan. Write today for free details.

Dept.

performance.
She waited until Phil
paused for a breather, then explained
gently, "Uncle Phil, I don't think you are
supposed to do it this way," and she
imitated his rendition perfectly. "I think
you're supposed to do it this way," and
she danced the correct version.
"Uncle Phil" caught on. He shook his
head in Judy's direction with the comment "Does talent HAVE to run in your
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family.''"

Yes, if you were Judy's friend you
would be proud of her as an artist, and
as a wife and mother. You would worry
about her inclination to work herself to
the point of exhaustion; you would delight in her histrionic gift and in her
sense of humor; you would try to save
her from selfish people and from herself.
And you would consider her warm,
joyous returning friendship one of your
most precious possessions.

Graduate Hospital School of Nursing

Post

Box 1150— Dept. IM-S
Hollywood 28, Calif., U.S.A.
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lU days on this specii
ductory oflfer.
Each jar contains
30.000 Int, Units Estrogenic Hormones. Pleasant and easy to use.
self

TEST 10
AT OUR

SEND NO MONEY
Write today.

When your 30-Day

]ar Francis

James Bust

Creme

arrives pay only $2.98 plus tax and C.O.D. postage.
Plain wrapper.
Full directions with package.
Test 10
days, then judge for yourself. If not satisfied return and
money will be refunded.

FRANCIS JAMES PRODUCTS

Cobina Wright's Party Gossip

758 N. Ogden Ave.

Continued from page 10

AMAZING OFFER— S40

\

Also entirely difTerent. new Deluxe
All-Occasion assortment with feature
television card. Little Pearls. Hankie

:

'

kind and charitable urge behind

it,

provthe

The same

quality prompted a recent alldeal down in Palm
star co-operation
Springs when all the glamourous film beauties decided to give their dolls for a "Doll
House" auction of their favorite miniature
moppets. It was all for the "March Of

Dimes" and beauteous Rhonda Fleming
was chosen chief auctioneer. Among the
glamourous "dolls" who contributed their
pet dolls were Joan Crawford, Arlene Dahl,
who called hers a "dahl-baby," June Haver
who proudly presented the one she used in
the picture, "Oh, You Beautiful Doll!,"
Judy Canova, Ginger Rogers, Ava Gardner and Audrey Totter.
*

*

*

Betty Hutton's entry was the miniature of herself in the role of "Annie Oakley," which Benay Venuta gave Betty at
the "Annie Get Your Gun" party we reported in last month's issue of Screenland. Sweet little Margaret O'Brien was
almost tearful about putting her favorite doll on the auctioneer's stand, because she is still young enough to love to
play with them, but knowing what a
good cause it was she bravely smiled as

Rhonda wielded

her gavel and called,

the hosts and the guests find they can
have just as much fun and still do something constructive.

serted

Pickford,

Hollywood

Buddy Rogers

*

*

*

in

de-

husband
York, where he is

to be with her

New

However,

was entirely unlike the
very formal affairs which are usually held
in the most famous house in Hollywood.
ning.

it

*

*

"Meeting

*

*

and forming
Johnny Mack Brown and
his charming wife, Gertrude Neisen and
her husband, Diana Lynn and John
Lindsay. Ann Miller arid her new beau.
Bill O'Connor, the Robert Prestons and
their partners

a circle" were

Bobby Stack with
*

Among

Irene Wrightsman.
*

*

the

which makes
our Hollywood hosts and

two-fisted gentlemen, who
had to put their guns on the bar before
the mustached bartender would serve them

hostesses these days, because they are
giving more and more "parties with a

were Glenn Ford, Ronald Reagan, Van
Johnson and Brian Donlevy.

purpose." So many are being held, not
ju^t for the sheer sake of entertaining,
but to help some worthy cause and both

great fun and made me a little
nostalgic about all the famous parties of
the past which Pickfair has seen.

Of course,
me so proud

it's this sjyirit

of

It

was

all

j
i

Free Samples
IMPRINTED
STATIONERY &
ROSE SCENTED
NOTES

Gift Greetings, other surprise items.
Samples on approval. Write today. It costs nothing to
try. Cheerful Card Co., Dept. AS-9, White Plains, N.Y.

TOILETS, CESSPOOLS, SEPTIC

\

TANKS

CLEANED - DEODORIZED
with amazing new product. Just mix dry powder with water; pour into toilet. Safe, no poisons. Save digging and pumping costs. Postcard
brings free details.

BURSON LABORATORIES
Oepl. 94 • 951 Willard

CI.,

Chicago 22,

III.

*

Because Pickfair is ostensibly closed
during Mary's and Buddy's ab.sence,
Mary opened up the picturesque Western bar downstairs and invited a few
friends in for a chuck wagon buffet and
a square dance. The "chuck wagon"
turned out to provide caviar and truffles,
but the Western costumes and the square
dancing were authentic enough.
*

I

OUTDOOR

*

who has temporarily

having such success with his radio show,
returned to Pickfair for a brief visit and
gave a small, intimate party the other eve-

GONE!"

"Going, Going,

*

*

Mary

YOURS

FOR SELLING ONLY SO BOXES

I

ing that Hollywood has probably
greatest heart in the world.
*
*
*

IS

CO.. Dept. 62-E
Chicago 22, Illinois

DO YOU

WANT LONGER

HAIR?

MAKE

THIS EASY

7- DAY TEST!
Jnst try this SYSTEM on year hair 7 daya
and see if you are really enjoying the pleasore of ATTRACTIVE HAIR that can so very
often capture Love and Romance for you.

MARVELOUS HELP for DRY,
BRITTLE, Breaking-Off HAIR

WHEN SCALP and HAIR CONDITIONS are
normal and dry, brittle, breaking-off hair can be retarded,
and much more beautiful.
it has a chance to get longer
Amazing. The JUELENE System is not a hair restorative.
.

.

.

SEND NO MONEY-Fuffy Guaranfeeif

Jnst try the JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 daya. Then let your
mirror PROVE tlie thrilling reanlts. JUELENE comes in
Liquid. SEND FOR IT TODAY!
Pomade
2 Forma
C. O. D. $1.00 plua Government charges. It is fully gnar*
Boteed. Money back if yon are not deliirhted. Write Nowl
JUCLC0.,4727N. Damen,Oept.H-602, Chlcaga2S,lll.
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MEDICAL DOCTOR SAYS:
"Normally overweight

fat

men and women

Your Guide To Current Films
be

will

delighted to discover the wonderful scientific way to
lose weight and acquire an improved figure."

With

Doctor's Reducing Plan
swallow two food tablets per day.

you

chew

Continued from page 14

or

when her

Joan Evans, has a girlwith Ann over the affections
of Farley Granger. Hurt and bewildered,

EAT 3 WELL BALANCED MEALS A DAY.

"sister"

to-girl fight

Ann demands

to

know who, and where

her real mother is. When she goes to
see the mother who gave her up, Ann
Dvorak, the unhappiness becomes more

pronounced. It requires a lot of self-understanding and soul-searching for Ann
to realize with whom her future lies.
There's much poignant drama, and tearful moments, but believable and charming throughout. The cast, with Jane

Wyatt and Donald Cook
parents,

m

FULL 30

SUPPLY 0HLY*2
100''°MoneyBack

GDiRANTEE
Let your scale
prove you can lose
weight and acquire
a slimmer attrac-

A

10
day trial must convince you OR NO
figure.

tive

COST.
The

Medical Doctors Kelpidine
Reducing Plan guarantees you can lose as
much weight as you wish or you
Scientific

A

DOK'T PAY

is

(Technicolor)

MGM

ANN

cal

SOTHERN,
comedy

much

excess fatl

It's

STAIITING

AH

you do

night spot. About the only thing different with this, is Louis Calhern, who, beside turning in a neat performance, does
a song and dance routine that's a honey.

Strom bo ii

EASIEST way

Day

THE

liELIEF OF OBESITY AND AS AN AID IN
nEDUCI.N'GI You'll benelit reducing this wavl Kelpidine Tablets supply a healthful minerall Just chew or

swallow the pleasant ta.st)nK food tablets whenever you
teel the need of a snack and the Medical Doctor's
Plan
will do the work for youl
If your heart's desire is a
slender, beautiful, attractive figure
if
vou want more
popularity, friends, romance then start todayl
The
Medical Doctor's Plan will amaze you. Trv it for only
10 days, then step on your scale. You will hardly believe your eyes.
The important thing Is to start .'.
so mail couDon below TODAYl

—

—

.

Money-Back Guarantee with 10 Days

$

FREE

!

KELPIDINE REDUCING PLAN

doesn't do
the wonders for you that It has done for others
If you don't lose a.s much welglit
as you want to
lo.so
If you are not
100% delighted with
.

2

.

Trial

.

results

.

.

YOUR MONEY

FUNDED AT ONCE.

CnCCI
PKr
» Pl
fci •

.

.

.

.

*

WILL

BE

nearly as exciting nor unreNOT
strained as the ads and publicity
think.
it would have you
Very simply, it's about a D.P., Ingrid
Bergman, who marries a young Italian

surrounding

to take off fat.

is

the

RKO

so easy, so simple to follow

FKOM THE VEKY FIRST

follow simple directions.
The Kelpidine
Tablets are non-fattening and contain the remarkable
Ingredient FUC'US which is the only known food product
listed in medical dictionaries as an ANTI-FAT
FOlt

If

fisherman so she can get out of the D.P.
camp. In her new home on the volcanic
island of Stromboli, Ingrid lives a tortured existence among her unsophisticated neighbors. Even though she is
innocent of any illicit relationship with a
young lighthouse keeper, gossip flies fast
and furiously. With Ingrid as the only
known performer, she actually looks better, and acts better than she ever has
before in this suprisingly enough average

RE-

"

for

Outside The Wall

55.00.

MAIL COUPON NOW!

Universal-International

AMERICAN HEALTHAIDS

CO., Dept. 389,
1025 Brood Street, Newark, N. J.
Send me at once for $2 cash, check or money order,
The Meilical Doctors Plan and one month's supP'y o' Kelpidine Tablets,
100 per cent satisfied my

postpaid.

money

will

•
•

I
am not
be refunded.

If

Name
Address

I

I enclose $5, send three
months supply. (90 days).
understand if not delighted with Kclpidme 1 can

• ••I
72

State

SENT

ON APPROVAL!

• •••

fast-like.

$1,000,000

stolen

He

gets mixed up with
from a bank, Signe

Hasso, and her kaffee klatch of ugly
hoods. All these, with an extra push from
Marilyn, almost swamp him entirely, but
there's that old saying: where there's life,
there's hope, and it sure applies here.

Never Fear
Eagle Lion

PRODUCED

by Ida Lupino, it deals
with the tough, uneven road back to
normalcy that a young girl has to take
after she is stricken with infantile paralysis. Sally Forrest is the lovely half of a
dance team and when she gets polio, she
is, at first, certain that her life is over.
Her partner, Keefe Brasselle, thinks
otherwise and tries to make her see he
still

loves her

Where he

and wants

to

marry

her.

another paralytic, Hugh
O'Brian, succeeds when he shows her how
important courage and lack of self-pity
are. Nicely done and not sticky with senfails,

timent.

The Sundowners
(Technicolor)

Eagle Lion

FIRST-RATE

Western about cattlebrothers, Robert Sterling and John Barrymore, Jr., are doing
right fine with their ranch and cattle
raising till some local ranchers decide the
boys are getting too big for their britches.
A series of raids start on their herds and
in the process their foreman is killed.
Then, when the situation is darkest, Robert Preston comes riding up and talks the
rustling.

Two

lads into fighting fire with

one catch

— Preston

fire.

There's

no darn good,
something which both Sterling and Barryis

Jr., know full well, but to save the
ranch, they're willing to forget the past.
With Preston riding for them, trouble
snowballs until it's not only rustling, but
murder, too. A grim saga of the West
which fairly seethes with the undercurrent of evil Preston brings with him.

more,

No Sad Songs For Me
Columbia

DEFINITELY

not the kind of film

which leaves one with a happy,
carefree outlook. In fact, it's downright

offering.

"f^y supply (30 tablets) will
i"<:li"led with each order of the 75

day supply

City

wind up

vying for South American businessman
Barry Sullivan. Most of the vying is
down in and around Rio and everyone
wears gorgeous clothes, has limousines,
lives in palatial haciendas and has beaucoup singing and dancing talent. It's a
musical, so a lot can be overlooked, including the odd situation of wealthy
coffee magnate Carmen Miranda always
popping up as an entertainer in some

PENNY!

you chew or swallow two tiny food tablets each day.
loliow the plan and reduce to a beautiful slim, gracelui and glamorous figure, yet IvAT 3 WELL-BALANCED
MEALS A DAY. This Medical Doctors plan has been
tested and proved the ideal way. and in many doctor's
opinions the

a well-known musiand her budding

star,

actress daughter, Jane Powell,

at last a really good Medical Doctors Scientific
Reducing Plan to help you lose ugly fat and flabby
Bulges on hips, abdomen, chin, neck, bust, arms, thishs,
legs, calves, ankles, buttocks, etc.
wherever you have

too

top-notch.

Nancy Goes To Rio

Now,

tlus plan.

as Ann's foster

money,

SOMETIMES a released prisoner wants
to go straight, but often he's deviated especially if he was sent to prison at
the age of 15 and turned out into a
strange world at the age of 30. That's

—

what happened to Richard Basehart
things like life, women and love were
merely words to him. When he gets a job
at a small sanitarium and falls for a golddigging nurse, Marilyn Maxwell, he's
ready bait for any deal that will get him

depressing. Once it's established that
Margaret Sullavan, married to Wendell
Corey and the mother of Natalie Wood,
Jias everything to live for, you suddenly

get hit in the teeth with the fact that
Maggie is dying of cancer. Though she
has six months to live, she doesn't tell

Corey, not even when he becomes infatuated with Viveca Linfors. At first,
jealous and hurt that another woman is
sharing his love, Maggie finally realizes
perhaps it's for the best. With that idea
in mind, she gradually allows Viveca to
step into her shoes so her loved ones
won't be left alone and drifting when

Completely rugged on the
slie's gone.
emotions, Miss Sullavan doesn't intend
to let anyone in the audience off lightly.

The Eagle And The

Hawk

(Technicolor)

Paramount
in Civil War days, a very interestSET
ing phenomenon occurs: Yankee Den-

O'Keefe and Southerner John Payne
not only get along passably well, but because of their combined efforts, Texas is
spared a bloody invasion by Mexican
hordes. Intelligence Agent O'Keefe is
sent from Washington to find out what
trouble is brewing South of the Border.
nis

To

him

destination
safely, Texas Ranger Payne is ordered to
forget the War and accompany the Yana bitter pill, suh. They
Ivee to Mexico
do a lot of spying, run into mucho'action,
meet spicy Rhonda Fleming, and Payne
almost, but not quite, gets torn asunder
by a pair of wild horses.

help

arrive

at

his

—

Barricade
(Technicolor)

Warner Brothers

SIMON LEGREE

was a sissy compared to Raymond Massey, the
power-obsessed owner of a stolen gold
mine. The way he runs the mining camp,
Alcatraz seems like a gay picnic. Into
this mess willingly walks Dane Clark, a
fugitive from justice. Not so willingly.

but nevetheless thankful that they have a
place to stay and recover from serious
injuries resulting from a stagecoach crash,
are Ruth Roman, also escaped from
prison, and Robert Douglas, a brainy

HAVE A SLIMMER,
YOUTHFUL,
FEMININE

APPEARANCE

lawyer. Soon, all three newcomers learn
the isolated camp is nothing short of a
madhouse and being virtual prisoners,
escape is next to impossible. Loaded with
every nasty character type dreamed up
by a script writer, a few ounces of goodness and light actually shine through

INSTANTLY!

REDUCE
Your Appearance!

supporter be IV has
more hold in power!
The Up-Lift Adjust0-8elt is the newmost comfortest,
ever
able girdle

occasionally.

Look and Feel Like
Sixteen Again!

I

had.

Captain Carey, U.S.A.
Paramount

COMPLICATIONS set in and stay put
once ex-OSS officer Alan Ladd sees a
painting in an art dealer's window. The
last time he had seen the picture, it was
hidden in a secret room of the old castle
where an old aristocrat and her young
granddaughter, Wanda Hendrix, lived.
Wanda was helping him in his work behind the German lines, but one night the
Nazis raided the secret headquarters.
Ladd was gravely wounded, his buddy
killed, and ditto, he thinks, Wanda. Obviously, someone tipped the Germans off,
and seeing the painting again makes Ladd
decide to return to Italy and find out
who. He almost gets killed a few more
times, but the place is so crawly with
suspects, he can't tell till the last reel
who was the cutie-pants. Often dull and
complicated.

Don't look old before your time. Do as thousands of
others do wear a comfortable, new and imuroved

UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT! The UP LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT with the amazing new adjustable front

panel controls vour HKUre the way you want it, with
added support where you need it most. Simply adjust
the laces and PRESTO your mid section is reshaped,
your back is braced and you look and feel younger!

More Up-Lift and Hold-In Power!
The UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT takes weight off
tired feet and gives you a more alluiing, more daringly feminine, curvaceous figure the instant you put
right
It gives vou lovely curves just in the
on
ones.
places, with no unwanted bulges in the wrong
no matter
It whittles vour waist line to nothingness
what shape you may now have. It's easily adjusted
it

— always

comfortable!

Test the

ADJUST-O-BELT
Up-Lift Principle
with Your

Own

Hands!

hands over
abdomen,
press
upwards and in gently,

Clasp
your
but

yoiu"

You

firmly.

feel

better don't you! That's
what the UP-LIFT

just

ADJUST-O-BELT

does

you only the

AD-

for

JUST-O-BELT
better.
and test
10 days

does

at

it

Coupon

Mail
it

home

FREE

for

our

at

expense!

Appear Slimmer, and Feel Better

Sweet And Neat-

The IjT-LIPT ADJUST-O-BELT

Continued from page 16

normal process of perspiring in this small
area so that odor cannot be present. For

who

perspire but slightly, the simFor those
is the answer.
who experience noticeable dampness, the
anti-perspirant solves the problem.
whatever type you are, it is well to
realize that we are all victims of our
emotions in regard to perspiring. The
cold sweat, associated with terrifying
experiences, is no exaggeration. Neither
is the sudden dampness that comes with
great happiness or unhappiness, with
humiliation, hurt or shock. While actually
this is nature's way of cooling off your
body, as when you exert yourself, in
running or hurrying of any kind, it is
unpleasant.
The solution to all these perfectly
normal situations is the scheduled use of
a preparation suited to individual needs.

those
ple

deodorant

And

such preparations you will find in a
quantity and a quality to please all. In
some instances, you may have to do a
little experimenting, just as you do with a
lipstick or nail lacquer. But take time
and patience for the simple reason that
once you have the ideal answer, a real
point of concern is conquered. Always
read the directions with real care and
follow them. A few points apply to all.
Skin should be freshly bathed when the
preparation is used. Most specify a waiting period before application after the
use of razor or depilatory, though with
some recently developed ones such waiting is not necessary. If a liquid, a few

minutes should be allowed for drying
before donning clothing. However, your
preparation will advise you more fully
and in detail on the package.
The great advances made by manufacturers in this field include products
exceedingly gentle to the skin yet sure
and trustworthy in protection. There are

creamy lotions and creams
as a snowflake that leave no
obvious residue on skin. There are effective deodorant powders, too. Some of
these preparations possess a delicate odor
to make their use more appealing.
The containers, too, have a touch of
high style and many are pretty enough
to adorn a dressing-table or bathroom
shelf with style. The plastic spray container is a joy. You simply squeeze the
bottle
plastic, of course
and your protector is in place. Another glass bottle
comes with its own atomizer top.
Your five-and-tens have many fine

clear lotions,

as light

—

and

flattens

un-

$3.98

Only

MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE
WITH A 10-DAY

FREE TRIAL
the TJP-LIFT AD-TUST-O-BELT
better than any supporter
you ever had. if You don't feel
more comfortable, if you don't
look and feel younger, if your
shape isn't 100<^r IMPROVED,
if
you are not delisrhted with
it.
return it and your money
will be refunded in full.
If

isn't

—

brands of deodorants, and this is a wonderful source from which to experiment.
The smaller bottles, jars and tubes they
often feature are a joy, too, for travel or
vacation. But your drug store really goes
overboard on such products, for the deodorant is something we seem to buy
there rather than in department stores.
Remember that it is very normal and
healthy to perspire. However, control
at the points where it may be obvious
and ruinous to your clothes is as important as your daily bath, and carelessness is not excused by others.

lifts

sightly bulges, comfortably, quickly, firmly.
It read! usts easily to changes in your figrure, yet no laces
touch your body. It gives instant slenderizing figure
control.
It
fashionalily shapes your figure to its
slimmest lines.
Lil<e IMagic the UP-LIFT ADJUSTO-BELT obeys your evei-y %vish.
Pounds
inches
seem to disappear instantly from waist, and
hips and
thighs.
You can adjust it to
your slimmed down figure as
ynur figure changes.
It gives
the same fit and comfort you get
from a made to order girdle
costing 2 to 3 times the price.
It washes like a dream.
Style:
Panty and regular. Colors nude
and white. It's made of the finest stretch material used in any
girdle with a pure satin front
panel and made by the most
skilled craftsmen.
It's light in
weight hut powerfully strong.
It won't roll up. bulge or curl
at the top.
It gives extra-double support where you need it
most.
No other girdle at any
price can give you better support, can make you look better,
feel better or appear slimmer.
'Sizes 24 to 48 waist.

New

FREE:

amazing

mXON

lacos wilj be sent frr-e with your
order. Try them instead of your

model in
your new and improved Up-Lift Ad-

regular

laces.

You

may keen

if

you return

them FREE even

just-O-Eelt.

the girdle.

NO MONEY

SEND
AOJUST-O-SELT

CO.. Dept. 289
10^5 Broad St., Newark, New Jersey
Uush your new and improved UP-LIFT ADJUST-Ofor
BELT
$3.98 in size and style checked,
Regular,

Panty.
I will pay postage plus handl ing.
enclose $3.98. You pay postage plus handling.
(27-28):
(34.36):
(46-48).

Send C.O.D.
I

CHECK SIZE:
Sm. (25-26);
Med.
Lg.
(29-30);
O XL (31-32); D XXL
XXXL (38-40); Q XXXXL (42-44);
5X
Name
Address

,

City
1

Zone

understand

State

delighted with the UP-LIFT
can return it in 10 days for full

not

If

ADJUST-O-BELT

I

purchase price refund.

SENT

ON APPROVALI
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NOT TWO!

NOTONE!

NOT FOUR!

NOT

SIX!

SmNFREE!
—
YES
YOURS

all 7

OFFER
ON THIS AMAZING
two

of these best-read books are

every

FREE

... to prove how much
will enjoy the thrilling love stories and

you

chased.

(or alternates) purthis special offer, we send

Selections

But on

ALL 6 right away! AND IN THE
SAME PACKAGE you get ANOTHER bestyou

the exciting adventure novels which Book
League members receive regularly at trifling

THOUSANDS HAVE PAID
$15.00 FOR THESE 7

your new membership gift!
Read the description of each popular book
here. Then mail coupon for your 7 FREE
seller free, as

cost.

Ordinarily, you would get your Club
Bonus Books at the rate of one free with

BOOKS

—but YOU
if

today!

you

get

BOOKS

them FREE

the Book League now!

jjjin

THE QUEEN BEE,

hy Edna tee—Eva
Avery's lovely body concealed a ruthless
heart which stopped at nothing to destroy
anyone who opposed her from the rich
husband who she tricked into marriage, to
the lonely young niece she first pampered,
then crushed
By the author of "Web of

—

I

Days."

SHORT STORIES OF DeM AUPASSANT—
Over 50 of the most daring stories ever
written! Tales of love, hate, intri(?ue, madness, jealously, and passion.

As their lips
met, Jen, heard
a gasp from the
doorvi^ay "The

—

PRIDE'S

CASTLE. 61/ Queen Bee"
One woman

—
her honor

Frank Yerhy

sacrificed
ruthless Pride

to

win the

love of big,

Daw.son; the other only
goodness in order to become
daring new novel by the author

PRETENDED
his wife.
of "The

A

Foxes

of

Harrow"

and

"The

Vixens."

—

LORD JOHNNIE,

He
bv Leslie Turner
What new inti- risked death and torture to passess the
macy would he ^jioman who married him only because she
nemana nexx^
expected him to die on the gallowsl

ARABIAN N I G H TS—The f abulous "thousand-and-one" tales of adventure, magic,

Johnnie"

and

exotic romance.

—

JANE EYRE,
love

bu Charlotte Bronte
The passionate
of a sophisticated Englishman and a
governess haunted by the screaming
secret locked in the tower room.
affair

—

young

CLOAK OF FOLLY,

by Burke Boyce

—When

handsome Lord Oxford's wagging tongue
and amorous escapades got him into the Tower
of London
his charm and wit got him out/

the

—

Nam

Os The

ml

" ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

FREE

BOOK

• r
ralen conH
If you will also send
us the name of a
friend who is interested in ni -V best-

sellers— we 'ill send
you (in addition to
books shown) ANOTHERi
... for weeks the coun-

EST-SELLER "The
Mau

m

Para-

Daphn
Mail Without Money to

BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA
Dept. SU-5, Garden City, N. Y.
Send me FREE all the seven books described on
page (worth $15.00 in imblishers' edition) and enroll nie as a member^ of the Book League.
You may

—

—

this

my

subscription with the current selection.
best-selling book I choose each month may be
either the regular Selection or any of the other popular
books described in the Cluh's monthly -'Review." I am
to pay only $1.49 (plus a few cents shipping charges) for
eat-h monthly book sent to me.
I may cancel mv subscription at any time after buying twelve books, or I may continue to take advantage
of the Club's book bargains for as much longer as I
choose.
I
will then be entitled to additional Bonus
Books one for each two slections or alternates I buy.
There are no dues for me to pay; no further cost or
start

The

—

obIip;ation.

SPECIAL NO RISK GUARANTEE:
I

may

If not delighted.
return the books described here in 7 days; this
will be cancelled, and I may forget the

membership
matter!
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pay any dues or club fees and every
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Steinbeck, Ernest Hemingway, Somerset
Maugham. And although the book you
select may cost $3 or more at retail,
pay only the Club's bargain price of $1.49,
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the great savings your membership will
mean to you on the twelve novels you
take during the year. Imagine, too, the
pleasure you will get from your free
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make-up
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WAS THE NEW MAN

HERE

in her
heedless of the meaningful
music
heedless of the soft lights
.
heedless even of her. There was no
mistaking his expression ... he was
life,
.

.

.

.

.

bored!

He wanted "out". Mabel

simply couldn't understand it. For some
reason her charm wasn't working tonight. Why it wasn't, she would be the

you ... to put you

Why

run such a risk when there's a
simple, easy, wholly delightful aid in
putting your breath on the agreeable
side? Night and morning, and especially before every date, simply rinse the
mouth with Listerine Antiseptic.

last to suspect.

//

in the worst pos-

sible light.

Could Be You!
week-in and week-out

without halitosis (unpleasant breath)

and then, some day, when you want
to be at your best,

it

catches

up with

is

only for a moment or
an extra-careful precaution that
helps keep the breath fresh and sweet
not for seconds
not for minutes
but for hours, usually.
so. It's

.

.

Always take

.

.

.

popularity.

While some

.

.

cases of halitosis are

Listerine Antiseptic along.
in

It's

clinging to

of tiny

mouth

food

and abrasions requiring germicidal

particles

surfaces. Listerine

Antiseptic quickly halts such fermentation,

then overcomes the odors fermen-

tation causes.

.

Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo.

mighty comforting

case of minor

of

systemic origin, most cases, say some
authorities, are due to the bacterial

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC

to have a good antiseptic handy

scratches

no mere make-

shift effective

,..the exfra-careful precaution against bad breath

Week-ending?

any date when you want to be at
your best. It's almost a passport to

fermentation
Listerine Antiseptic

You may go

Better to be safe than sorry, so, never,
never omit Listerine Antiseptic before

cuts,

first-aid.
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"What Hollywood Itself

How

was not love at

movie

stars don't

their

have what

Why

22

demands,

Jay Kaye

26

they'll fall

by

the wayside"

Constance Palmer

30

"I'm living alone and I'll frankly admit I don't like it," says Joan Fontaine
I've Fallen In Love Only Once
Jeanne Crain
For each one there's a special man and Jeanne, at 16, knew she'd found hers

36

Tricks That Don't Fool

Men!

"If I said I could tell all

It's

Fredda Dudley Balling
!

television

Do Want To Marry Again"

"I

20

town as much as you do

sight for Elizabeth Taylor

first

Arthur Godfrey Tips Off Hollywood
"If

Lynn Bowers

Talking About!

Is

The stars like to hear the gossip about
Elizabeth's Heart Was Won
It

PICTORY

A

Always

Macdonald Carey

about women, I'd be

40

falling for the greatest trick of all"

Jane Morris

Picnic !

42

Vera-Ellen always wanted to live "like happy people" and in Hollywood she can

A

Really Good Bad Girl
"/ never knew any women

Louis Reid
as

bad as those

Learn To Count To Three
Some

hygiene
class

not limited to any particular
or age-group. Whether she is active
is

Jane

.Kate Holliday

sage advice from Loretta

Wyman,
and

46

Young

starring in "The Glass Menagerie"
starring in "Fancy Pants"
Glenn Ford, starring in "The White Tower"

28
32
34

Bob Hope,
Valli

45

I've played," admits Claire Trevor

or sedentary, youthful or not-so-young,

married or unmarried, every normal
woman should investigate the merits of
this modern form of sanitary protection.

The use of Tampax has spread rapidly
to more than 75 countries— and no wonder! This doctor-invented, internally-

worn device solves nine of your problems
at one time. Count them! No belts. No
pins.
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external pads.

ridges under clothing.

No

Can be worn in the bath.
Month's supply fits

able.

Made
stitched

odor.
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Not felt by wearer.

Cobina Wright
Helen Hendricks
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Your Guide To Current Films
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The Sensational Mr. Hope (Boh Hope)
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The Brando Touch (Marlon Brando)
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Liz's Latest

.
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Easily disposin

your purse.

of pure surgical cotton firmly
for safety,

Tampax comes

in

dainty patented applicators for quick,

convenient insertion. Try

improve your
cult days".
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social poise
.
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Buy

at

Tampax and
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Kay Brunell
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Does the

EFORMER
reform the

or does the Redhead
reform the Reformer

Filmed from the
famed Saturday
Evening Post story
...and it's as exciting as its title!

Screen Play by

NORMAN PANAMA

with

FRANK
CARSON

and MELVIN

Based on a Story by ROBERT

DAVID WAYNE

Produced and Directed by

NORMAN PANAMA
and

MELVIN FRANK
A

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

CECIL KELLAWAY
RAY COiLINS

ROBERT KEITH

:

"TJE'S

a prince of a fellow!"

is

an ex-

[ I pression you frequently hear used
in Hollywood, but never has it
been applied more aptly and literally,
too than to His Royal Highness Prince
Bernhard of the Netherlands on his re-

—

—

For your enchanted moment (and
it may come any moment) only
one lipstick will do. It is Tangee!
Because it is made by a newly
perfected secret formula, you will
discover
(I)

A

tant,

it

making it
more impor-

finer ie^iure ...

easier to apply. Still

does not smear.

Stays on longer .. .longer than
any lipstick you have ever used.

cent visit to California.
Although the Prince, who pilots his
own DC-6 and is a great aviation enthusiast, was out here ostensibly to inspect the large airplane factories, the
arrival of the royal party was a signal
for Hollywood hostesses to polish up
their best silver and take stock of the
choicest

champagnes
*

(2)

*

in their cellars.
*

Unfortunately, Prince Bernhard contracted a touch of flu on his very brief
visit here and had to cancel most of his
social appointments. Also, he had to cut
short his stay to fly hack to Washington
to keep a White House date with President Truman. However, he did attend the
lavish party which Louis B. Mayer and
Mrs. Mayer gave in his honor in the elegant Mayfair Room of the Beverly Wilshire Hotel.
Almost the entire movie

colony turned out to welcome His Highness and everyone agreed that he was a
real Prince Charming.
*

*

*

Although the dinner was quite formal,
the softly Ht tables being decorated with
American red, white, and blue floral centerpieces over which waved tiny Dutch
tricolors, the dancing and impromptu entertainment which followed quite broke
the

ice.

The Prince seemed

to be having the
time of his life as he whirled his hostess.
Ginger Rogers and other glamourous
beauties around the floor and he roared

6

over Doris Vidor's surprise rendition of
"Take Me Out To The Ball Game" with
a choral effect provided by Dinah Shore.
Benay Venuta, Bill Goetz, Mervyn Le-

Roy and Betty Hutton.
*

*

*

Incidentally, Betty told me that she
was quite broken up over her separation
from Ted Briskin, but that, after a brief
Hawaiian vacation, she was going to
concentrate on her career harder than
ever, because work always provided a

cure for heartbreak. She also said that
she didn't think she would marry again,
although her frequent dates with handsome Bob Sterling have even her best
friends guessing.
*

*

*

But back

to the party! Johnny Green
took over the keyboard during intermisBrod and Olivia, best actor and actress of
1949, offer congratulations to each other.

Direcfor

Award
sion

to

Lupino presented Best Director
Bob Rossen for "All The King's Men."

Ida

and played some

of his latest hits for

the Prince and such guests as Barbara
Stanwyck and Robert Taylor, Joan Bennett and Walter Wanger, Cole Porter,
the George Murphys, Ginger Rogers, who
had just announced that she and at-

torney Greg Bautzer would be wed shortly, Gail Patrick, Rosalind Russell and the
Charles Boyers. With Gallic gallantry,
Boyer, earlier in the evening approached
Pat, kissed her hand and inquired solicitously about her health
after being married for fifteen years!
his wife,

*

*

*

Proving what a good scout he is.
Prince Bernhard, when he bid goodbye
to

his hosts,

the gvests and his fellow

countrymen, the Philip Dorns and the
Hartogs, said to the members oj his entourage,

"You

morrow.

don't all have to work toPlease stay and enjoy your-

which is just about what his
Queen Juliana, cabled her husband
from the Hague, to do when he arrived

selves!"
wife,

in filmland!

*

*

*

ANOTHER

recent visitor who has
captivated Hollywood and
who has been the cause of more invitations flooding the mails, is Sarah Churchill, the talented and witty actress daughquite

of England's
Winston Churchill.
Sarah paid California her first visit tourter

Best Supporting Actress and Actor, Mercedes
McCambridge and Dean Jagger, with "Oscars."

Suddenly, breathtakingly, you'll be embraced
held

.

.

.

.

.

.

kissed. Perhaps tonight.

Be sure that you are always lovely to

love,-

charm-

ing and alluring.

Your deodorant may make the
difference. That's why so many lovely girls depend
on Fresh Cream Deodorant. Test FRESH against
any other deodorant
.

.

.

see

which stops perspiration

prevents odor better! FRESH

any deodorant you have ever tried
luxurious,

and

is

different

from

—-creamier, more

really efFective!

For head-to-toe protection, use new Fresh Deodorant
Bath Soap. Used regularly,

it is 20 times as effective as
other type soap in preventing body perspiration odor.

Left: Red Skelton and

with

wife,

his

Wright,

in

Cobina

Pantages

for Hollywood's

Theatre
greatest

show,

annual

Academy Awards!

the

Right: Brod Crawford
and his wife leaving
theatre after presen-

attend vicwith their
friends at Romanoff's.

tations

to

tory dinner

the first time, he couldn't tell which one
I was, even though he was sitting in the
first row. So what chance did I have to
attract the attention of an agent?"

ing with "The Philadelphia Story," in the
role created by Katharine Hepburn, who
In fact, Miss Churchill
is Sarah's idol.
reminds one a great deal of a sort of
British Hepburn with her red hair and
her delicately chiselled feathers.
*
*
*

Sarah's opening, with Jeffrey Lynn as
her co-star, brought out all the movie
crowd to the Los Angeles Biltmore after
which there were several parties. One of
the most amusing was that given by the
Peter Godfreys, who are great friends of
Sarah's distinguished father. Sarah was
in a particularly happy mood, because
her husband, Anthony Beauchamp, the
London society photographer, whom she
only recently married at Sea Island,
Georgia, had received a picture assignment in Hollywood and was able to be
with her all during her stay here.
*

*

*

Sarah regaled the party, which included Anne Baxter and John Hodiak,
Barbara Stanwyck, Ann Sheridan, Robert
Taylor, Diana Lynn and John Lindsay,
Rod Cameron and the Richard Whorfs,
with some of that famous Churchillian
wit. One of the most amusing stories she
told was about her first appearance on a

London

*

*

Hollywood you

*

WHILE

folk are held in private homes,
Charlie Morrisons Monday night sessions
at his Sunset Strip cafe are inducing even
the most hearthside-bound stars to leave
their fireplaces and head for the "roaring
twenties" sessions which the "Firehouse
Five" hold weekly. This quintet of mad
musicians all work for the Walt Disney
studios during the week, but on Monday
nights they take a busman's holiday and
form a group of jazz-conscious characters
who bring such favorites as "Varsity
Drag" and "The Black Bottom" off^ the
shelves for nostalgic, but peppy Charlesfilm

London

and Jenny Nicholson, the
very cute daughter of the brilliant writerpoet, Robert Graves.
stage,

*

*

*

"In order to stop neck-craning on the
part of the audience who might be trying
to identify us, Mr. Cochran
wear vari-colored wigs and

made

us

all

changed our
positions every night, so that when even
my own father, who was then Prime
Minister, came to see me on the stage for
Mercedes McCambridge gets
band

for

winning with her very

kiss

from hus-

,

ton sessions.
*

first film role.

*

*

You'd be amazed at the number of top
who have become devotees of this
dance which was the rage of the flapper
era. There's Joan Crawford, who first
stars

broke into films as a Charleston winner.
When she and her dancing escort, Cesar
Romero, get together, the popular Mocambo rocks more that it ever did with

stage.

*

*

its

by getting a
bit part in a movie, but in England you
begin with the chorus of a smart London
revue and just hope you'll be noticed,"
''In

*

most Hollywood parties
where you will find your favorite

rumba

start

routines.
*
*

»

Usually, Columnist Harry Crocker is
on hand to emcee the proceedings with a
fireman's hat and a strident voice, announcing each contestant, whether it be
Betty Hutton with Billy Daniels, Judy
Garland with Gene Kelly or Ginger

she said.
"So, being just an amateur dancer, I
jumped at the chance to get into the
chorus of a Charles Cochran revue called,
'Follow The Sun.' I was amazed to find
in the same chorus, Pamela Lawrence,
the daughter of Gertrude Lawrence, Ann
Claire, who was the daughter of Mary
Claire, the then-reigning beauty of the

Rogers with Mickey Rooney.
*

*

*

What

with La Hutton giving out with
"I Can't Give You Anything But Love,
Baby" and Hoagy Carmichael going to

town on the "Darktown
Best Actress,
de Havilland,

Left:
Olivia

with jubilant husband,
Marcus Goodrich, after
she
for

won Academy Award
the second time.

Right:

with

Paul Douglas
Jan Sterling at

after-Awards dinner
Romanoff's. Paul
was master of ceremo-

at

nies

of

presentations.

Strutters' Ball,"

'

Joan Crawford David Brian
•

Warner Bros: flaming stars of 'flamingo road'meet

STEVE COCHRAN

•

KENT SMITH

.VINCENT SHERMAN
O

in

scarlet shadows again!

• DIRECTED BY V
N
l_l N I
I 1—1 \ I'irvi N
PRODUCED BY
Screen play by Harold Medford and Jerome Weidman • Story by Gertrude Walker
I

I

I

JERRY WALD

Kirk Douglas, nominee for Best Actor Award,
escorted Irene MacAvoy to the formal affair.

Evelyn Keyes, who used to be Kirk's constant
companion, attended Awards with Bob Stack.

outdoor sport.
*

4A4)ita;^ Pi/io1e5lum)

(

*

*

Incidentally, Betty has offered to turn
over every facility of the stables and

which she and hubby Harry
James own, if her studio, 20th Centuryranches
Fox,

will only put her in a musical
Western where she can ride to her heart's

you can imagine what these Monday
Certainly they
seem to be taking the place of Canasta at

night

affairs

are

home!
*

*

*

ONE

of the best dancers in
Betty Grable, who also has

TODAY A JOB

fOMO^^

!

PROFESSION

Tne

opportunities for a Practicol
iNurse are unlimited. The shortage is acute.
_ Act now for a profitable future. Train at
home^in spare time. Ages 18-55. High School unnecessary. Easy tuition plan. Write todoy for free details.

Post

Graduate Hospital School of Nursing

Dept.

S-9, 10 East Erie Street, Chicago, Illinois

town

is

gone in

for square dancing. Betty is in perfect
form, as usual. She's just finished mailing
the 1,500,000th copy of that famous pinup picture of hers -the one showing her
in high heel shoes and a revealing, skintight bathing suit which the boys in the
service liked so much
to more male fans
who remember her that way all during

—

—

the War.
*

*

*

To show that she hasn't changed, nor
has motherhood altered her famous figure,
Betty still measures: Bust, 36 inches;
waist, 23 inches and hips, 35 inches! She
still claims that dancing does it for her,
although horseback riding is her favorite
Another Best Actor nominee Richard Todd,
dancing with his wife at Romanoff party.

10<(

&

25<(

content.

Good

idea, don't you think?
*
*
*

like.

Also why not put Harry James in the
picture as a trumpet-playing cowhand
now that Vaughn ("Mule Train") M.tmroe has made such a hit in Westerns.'' It
wouldn't be the first time that Betty and
Harry have made a picture together.

They met and

their romance blossomed,
on the set where it was
"Springtime In The Rockies!"
if

you

recall,

*
It's

hard

*

*

to believe, but insiders insist

Times are so tough in
Hollywood, after her brilliant performance in "Sunset Boulevard," Gloria Swanson didn't receive the deluge of offers
everyone anticipated. She's left Hollywood, but we're sure she'll be back.
that

it's

true.

Actually, her "unemployment" is a great
tribute to the star. Gloria's talent is so
special, it isn't easy to find good parts
for her.

Gene Autry, who helped entertain at the 22nd
annual Academy Awards, has coffee backstage.

01
V

lOVES

Ourlry Owa
HEDDA
BOPPER

Eleanor Powell with her husband, Glenn Ford, and Jane Wyman in lobby of Pantages
Theatre. Jane, 1948 Best Actress, presented Brod Crawford with Best Actor Award.

Sixty years in show business! What a
record for the seventy- three -year- old

Charles Coburn, who is, we hasten to add,
the "youngest" member of the "Louisa"
cast. The day they shot the square dance
sequence, by lunchtime everyone col-

lapsed.

Then

and one jumbled phone calls later, Lucy
staggered out. "So help me!" she cried, as
she raised her right hand. "I'll never be
impatient with another telephone operator
as long as I live."

—

—

as nonchalant as you
calm and cool Coburn begged
to do the dance again because he still felt
he could—"do it better!"
please, the

says:

*^The kind of
picture America
has been

screaming

Mrs. Jimmy Stewart was having a quiet
dinner with her two sons and feeling desperately lonely for the lord and master

who was away on

location

for*'

making "Win-

Suddenly her astonished ears
heard Michael say to Ronald: "I wonder
what daddy is going to bring us when he
comes home tonight!" And that was how
she learned that Jimmy had called while
she was out and left the message that he
was flying in for the weekend!
chester 73."

Day was on the phone and talkexcitedly to her manager, Marty
Melcher. Doris: "Can you get me a new
Doris

ing

heater?" Marty: "You already have a
new heater," Doris: "This one's for the
pool." Marty: "What pool? Doris: "For
the pool at the house." Marty: "For
what pool at which house?' Doris: "Oh,
I forgot to tell you. I found a wonderful
new house and I want to buy it." And
that's the way it actually happened!

This one reeks of Hollywood publicity,
but we were there! In the "Fuller Brush
Girl," Lucille Ball plays a switchboard
operator. At her invitation we went over
to Columbia to watch her practise on the
studio board. One hour and one hundred

Long

before you read this, the Van
will be poking around the four
corners of the European continent. Originally, he crossed the Atlantic to attend
the London premiere of "Battleground."
With him went plans to locate relatives

Johnsons

he has never seen, who live in Sweden.
"They live on a farm," Van grinned. "I
doubt if they know what a movie star
is." Say we, the first one they'll meet is
one of the nicest.

OUR

James Cagney presented Best Picture Of Year Award
King's

Men;" June

Allyson

and

to Bob Rossen for "All The
Dick Powell presented cinematography "Oscars."

VERY

OWN
A MOTION PICTURE
FOR THE MILLIONS
WITH THE

(y

^TOUCH!
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By
Helen Hendricks
stage Fright

Dick

To

in

Marlene

Powell asks June Allyson to marry him
"Reformer And The Redhead," zany comedy.

find

murder

clue,

Dietrich's

Jane
maid

Wyman
in

gets job as

"Stage

Fright."

Warner Brothers

much

group of people: Jane Wyman, Marlene
Dietrich, Michael Wilding, Richard Todd
plus Alistair Sim. The fact that Mar-

because he likes a change of scenIn Paris, however, the merry-goround ride ends. Garfield finds Micheline
Prelle, and Luther Adler finds Garfield.
Adler wants the jockey to throw a big
race. For a while it looks as though the
deal is on, but after much thought and

husband is murdered, and she goes
scurrying in a bloodstained dress to lover
Todd's apartment begging him to help

philosophical lecturing by Micheline,
Garfield decides to end his shoddy way
of living and he sure does!

A TYPICAL

Alfred Hitchcock suspense thriller, murder rings down the
curtain on an extremely interesting

IN

ery.

lene's

Wyman

actress Jane
suspicious. Positive that Marlene
is the guilty party, and wants to frame
Todd, Jane starts investigating on her
own. Naturally, she runs into more trou-

her,

a

makes budding

That Winslow Boy

trifle

Eagle Lion

BECAUSE

his family believe

him

in-

on hand when

nocent of a thievery charge, brought
against him by the Royal Naval Aca-

the coup de grace is about to be delivered
to Jane. Slick mystery with a wide swath
of humor and an unexpected ending.

demy, expelled Cadet Neil North finds
himself the center of one of the most sensational cases in English history. Once

ble than she bargained for, but fortunately,

Detective Wilding

is

convinced his son has been falsely acing just as bad a time of

Wabash Avenue
(Technicolor)

Under

20th Century-Fox

My

it

as Mickey.

Skin

20th Century-Fox

and
GAY
wind, and

ISN'T chiggers in
IThorse
racing. Jockey

from

goes from country to country getting into
crooked race deals and skipping out before the authorities, or anyone, wises up.

colorful as confetti in a high
Betty
just as lively.
Grable, as a cutie-pie entertainer, causes
smitten Victor Mature to drop the "g"
his occupation, grifter,

and become

a rifter. The unhappy boy who receives
the brunt of Mature's conniving is Betty's boss, Phil Harris. Vic decides the
things he wants from Harris are merely: Betty, the nightspot, and assorted
amounts of money. He hits jackpot when
he blackmails Phil accusing him of the
accidental death of James Barton. When

—

the indestructible Barton "returns from
the grave," that's when Phil outmaneuvers Vic at his own game. Plenty of
hilarity, singing,

dancing and

Gay

'90s

hoopla.

Quicksand
United Artists

THE

aptly describes how a cookie,
Jeanne Cagney, who loves clothes and
cash can really louse up a guy. Once
Jeanne sinks her hooks into garage mechanic Mickey Rooney, the lad goes from
title

swiping a mere $24 from his boss' till,
to mugging, robbery, and finally murder.
the best good-boy-goneIt's done in
wrong tradition with the audience hav12

this

case,

it's

John Garfield

Trotting at Garfield's heels, is his young
son who naively thinks his dad travels so

cused, the father. Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
begins a long, costly fight to vindicate
the boy's besmirched honor. It isn't until
ex-cadet North's case is put up before
the House of Commons, that some headway is made. Not so much in that North
becomes a public figure overnight, but
that his plight attracts the attention of

lawyer Robert Donat. Through brilliant
work, both mentally and orally, Donat
contrives to turn the tide for North in
what appears to be a hopeless case. Defi-

Betty Grable, a former honky-tonk charmer, covers up her famous legs when she becomes the
Chicago World's Fair in "Wabash Avenue," 20th Century- Fox Technicolor musical.

hit of the

Bettger is the villain who blackmails
Barbara Stanwyck in "No Man Of Her Own."

Lyie

nitely a

gem

of a film.

A Woman

of Distinction

Columbia

lEN the dignified dean of a woman's college, Rosalind Russell, gets
her distinguished name bandied about in
love affair headlines, things are sure to
change around the ivy-covered walls of
dear old Si wash. The newspaper reports
linking Rosalind with Professor-lecturer
Ray Milland are a press agent's work,
but she believes Milland responsible.
They get to hate each other so violently
that to Rosalind's
father,
Edmund
Gwenn, it's a clear case of love. He
maneuvers it so Milland visits the college, then he and the audience sit back
to watch proper decorum slip, sobriety
split at the seams and zany nonsense
crack loose. A highly-polished comedy
with more hilarious situations than you
can shake a slapstick at!

The Rocicing Horse Winner

V niversal-International

SUPERB

and thoroughly engrossing

story about a little boy
himself to self-destruction.
lad,

young John Howard

who

drives

An

average
Davies sudden-

now with

FASTEN OL

Ray Miiland's up to no good with Roz Russell
in

"Woman Of

Distinction,"

Columbia

for long-lasting color brilliance

film.

Here's

new Flame-Glo Longfella is such
Not only is it longer, stronger and
but it gives you twice as much lipstick

why

the

a beauty sensation!
better balanced,

as other pencil types!

"FASTENOL"

What's more, a

keeps you kissable

.

.

.

secret ingredient called

NO smudges,

smears or

blurry edges need trouble you! Stays alluring hours longer,
protected by a water-repellent beauty film.

Only 39^

in

your

choice of a dozen thrilling fashion shades. Also in regular

49^, 25^ and 10^

sizes

.

.

.

with matching rouge in lovely

plastic case, 25^.

LIPSTICK
THERE

IS

ONLY ONE GENUINE FIAME-GLO AT

AIL POPULAR. PRICE COSMETIC

COUNTERS
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becomes aware, in the strange manner
sensitive youngsters realize things much
too advanced for their ken, that his wellto-do but extravagant parents are des-

ly

THE

NEW

perately in need of money. Because of
John's inquisitive nature, he learns from
an ex-jockey who is now the gardener,
John Mills, all about horse racing and

simoux

betting. Then, through some uncanny
power, the boy finds that if he rides a
huge rocking horse in the nursery, he is
sure to know which horse will win what
race. Unknown to his parents, the boy
places bets through Mills until they have
amassed an amazing fortune, but unhappily what seems like deUghtful childish
fantasy, rebounds with stark tragedy.
Excellent is the word for this unusual

rissuts
SOFTEST,
FINEST,

STRONGEST

the

wagon

train also carries Arlene Dahl,
to Joel than

who winds up meaning more
the contents of the U.S.

Mint

—and does

he have to fight for her! A first class
Western with plenty of rip-roaring action.
Ellen

United Artists

PSYCHOLOGICAL

thriller

in

which

architect Robert Young attemjjts to
prove to himself and Betsy Drake that

drama.

YET!

No Man Of Her Own
Paramount

THROUGH

a vicious stroke of fate,

Barbara Stanwyck, penniless, homeless, alone and faced with the prospect of

^

L

Guaranteed by
Good Housekeeping
J

Set to

SONG POEMS

Music

Mother Home, Love. Sacred. Comic or any subject. Dc»"t
delay— Send us your best original poem at once for our
fine proposition and useful Rhyming Dictionary.
RICHARD BROTHERS, 28 Woods Building, Chicago 1, III.

supporting her illegitimate child, finds
herself impersonating a dead woman. In
a train wreck, Barbara's identity becomes confused with another expectant
mother, whose body, along with that of
her husband, is found. The dead girl's
in-laws have never seen her, and presume
Barbara to be their daughter-in-law and
the new born baby, their grandchild.
Even though Barbara's conscience bothers

she

her,

Months

later,

steps into the new life.
when the happiness of the

family she has gotten to love

is

threat-

June Haver, Cordon MacRae are again romantically teamed in "Daughter Of Rosie O'Crady."

he

Single Girls

is not going insane.
Since the accidental death of his fiancee, strange and
eerie things occur to Young with alarmfrequency. Everything he loves
ing
seems to die: his horse, his dog, a rose
bush, then a painting gradually fades as
it hangs on the wall, and his home mysteriously burns to the ground. When
Betsy falls in love with unlucky Bob. she
misses a horrible death by inches. It's a
picture which will make you suspicious
of every character until the hair-raising
climax.

Can Use Tampons.

RIGHT! Any normal woman can
use tampons as soon as she is fully
grown. Meds, the Modess tampons,
were designed by a doctor, are
worn by thousands of nurses.
You Can Bathe on "Those Days."

RIGHT! It's safe to shower, bathe
any day if you wear Meds. Meds
are worn internally no pads, pins

—

or belts.

Meds Are So Comfortable You'll Forget
You're Wearing One.

RIGHT! Safe, invisible Meds put an
end to chafing, bulges. No chance
of offensive odor.

Buy Meds nowin

Regular, Super or Junior.
FREE! Send this ad with your nome and address for a free sample package of Meds n
plain wropper. Only one package to a fomily.
Address Personol Products Corp., Dept. SD-6
'
M,lltown, N.J. Check Regular i ), Super
or Junior
),
.

I

Go MeoU
with the

.

.

.

Thelr love of horses brings Lois Butler, Lon
McCallister together in "Boy From Indiana."

G©- M-eA/uxo^

The Outriders
(Technicolor)

MGM
War yarn
about three Confederates, Joel McCrea, Barry Sullivan and James Whitmore, who escape from a Yankee war
prisoners' camp. Still fighting for the

TELLS

an exciting Civil

cause of the South, the fugitive trio joins
up with Quantrell's Raiders and are entrusted with ambu.shing a Yankee wagon
train loaded with gold. Besides the gold.
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The Golden Twenties

RKO
ened, murder becomes the only solution.
Taut drama with acting laurels for Barbara, John Lund and Jane Cowl.

Modess tampon

advertising
""C^' "W"'^^^^^^ Acceptable for
in tfie Journol of Ifie
Guarontced by
,Good Housekeeping^ American Medicol Assn.

r-"-"

j

PROVIDES

a topnotch pictorial story
of "The Roaring Twenties." Whether
you remember those fabulous years or
not, you'll find a few tears starting because it's like watching, or rememberthe mistakes,
ing, a child growing up
tears, laughter and happiness. Only this
isn't about any person in particular, it's
about an entire country still wobbly in
the knees from World War I
taking its
first steps into a new era. Every famous,
or infamous, personage, all the greats of
the sporting world, theatre, movies, radio
and the political scene of that fabulous
time, pass before you in seventy minutes.
A picture not easily forgotten, this can
be recommended without reservation.

—

—

—

cession

all

to himself.

.

.

.

Packed with madness, mayhem and
enough genuine laughter to last for weeks.

Comanche Territory
(Technicolor)
Universal-International

LIKE

a

knight of olde, Macdonald

Carey comes galloping into Maureen
O'Hara's life. This event brings about
quite a few changes:

from

rugged

Maureen switches

buckskins

low-cut,
to
pinched-in-at-the-waist attire, and Carey
makes peace with the restless Comanche
Indians. The transformation in both situations makes for some highly interesting watching. Carey knows someone is
trying to stir up trouble with the Comanches so a vast amount of silver will
be channeled into private sources instead
of into Government coffers. The only
(Please turn to page 73)
Robert Young and Betsy Drake try to quiet
nerves after strange goings-on in "Ellen."

The Boy From Indiana
Eagle Lion

YOU
IFhorse

don't

know what

a quarter-

about time you
learned! There have been many ghmpses
is,

then

it's

Allyson, Dick Powell, David Wayne and
Cecil Kellaway, there's also Herman, the
cuddly, great, big lion. A political opportunist, Dick is all set to brush off the
mayor's seat for himself when he runs
into redhead June, and along with that
fair

maid, he meets Herman, too (June

the daughter of zoo-keeper Kellaway)
The three carry on quite a romance

is

Herman

kissing Dick and Dick, smart
boy, kissing June. When June finds out
Dick is a conniving vote-getter instead
of the do-gooder she thinks he is, it looks
like Herman will have the kissing con-

Although he's

"Under

My

a

crooked jockey, John Garfield is devoted to Orley Lindgren, his son, in
Micheline Prelle is a French mademoiselle who's also under John's skin.

Skin."

Peter Lorre and Mickey Rooney fight over
Jeanne Cagney in "Quicksand," U-A release.

into the horse-racing world, but none
about the quarter-horse who works six
days a week on ranches and farms, then
stretches his legs on the fairground racetracks the seventh day. With Lon McCallister as the jockey of quarter-horse
Texas Dandy, you couldn't ask for a
nicer,

more unassuming and

delightfully

easy-going film about an "old nag" whose
real identity is finally discovered.

The Reformer And The Redhead

MGM

A CAPTIVATING
will

troubles.

bit of

comedy that

make anyone
Along

forget his or her
with such stars as June
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Protected by suntan lotion, Sheila
daughter enjoy sun to the

and

MacRae
fullest.

There's a simple solution
to the burning question.
It is the routine
use of
the wonderful preparations

that prevent a real burn
permit a perfect tan

yet

By
Courtenay Marvin

one
HAPPY
days

days are here
of

again

sunshine, sea and

—the
sand.

more

serious points of a real burn.
the fact that when you
burned yourself under the sun, you
exactly the effects of a fire or heat

of the

They sum up

Or maybe you have your own
swimming pool or your crowd takes its
water fun in a river or creek. However
and wherever you take your Summer fun,
it is bound to be more or less under the

have
have

And you, like millions of others, expect your furl to give you that beauty
bonus, a heavenly tan. With proper skin
protection, this ideal sign of Summer can
be happily realized. Without, you are
very foolishly facing a fiery ordeal with
little reward in the way of benefit and
harm that can possibly last the rest of
your life. You, of course, take the chance
of pain, discomfort, certainly a temporary loss of beauty in discolored, roughened and peeling skin, to say nothing of
being incapacitated for activity and joy
to their fullest on that precious vacation
or maybe honeymoon. Eager young beavers on their first jobs may find themselves houseridden with a burn instead
of at desk or wherever they are expected

patches on the shoulders of men, an area
especially susceptible to burn. If you
have gone on time after time getting a
burn on top of a burn, you may have
caused the outer skin to thicken unnaturally so that you develop a thickskinned, coarsened look. This thickening
can lead to some very serious skin conditions. If you are over thirty, you may
find that even a light burn causes your
skin to look much older and lines and
wrinkles appear. This is because the
older skin cannot repair itself as rapidly
as the young and the damaging effects of

sun.

to be.

The sun is a source of life. Without
the sun, this world would be like the
moon, a dead planet. However, the sun
is also a furious force. Taken in the right
measure, sunshine means health; it is
the vital source of Vitamin D. Sunshine
lends beauty to us as well as the world,
in rich skin coloring, in sheen of hair, in
vitality and actually in personality. You
know how a dull, rainy day deadens your
disposition.
However, when you consider that tlie majority of people in our
land keep themselves well-covered for
more than half of the year, you can
readily understand tliat when you expo.se
tender, long j>rolecte(] skin to a hot sun
in the hope of acquiring a radiant tan in
a short while, something is going to happen. Usually, it is sunburn.
Aside from temfX)rary discomfort, research has recently brought to light some
16

burn.

You may have

a scar.

You may

find patches of skin that never will color
up normally again. You often see such

burn are more noticeable and lasting.
Now, there is a very simple solution to
this burning question. It is the routine
use of one of the several truly wonderful
preparations that prevent real burn while
they also permit a perfect tan. This
magic is worked by way of the most

modern ingredients

to control the sun's

burning rays without interfering with the
tanning rays. This is a story too long to
tell you completely in these pages, but it
involves the pigment in your skin, which
the source of all tan. Now it is true
that everybody cannot tan, but it is true
that everybody can keep from burning
with the proper skin protection, one of
the.se sun preparations.
Whether or not you can tan is determined by the pigmentation of your skin.
The darker the natural skin tone, the
more pigment you have. This pigment is
one of Nature's protections against sun.
The Latin people usually have deeptinted skin with dark hair and eyes. Their
skin is rich with tanning pigment necessary to withstand the rigors of their
is

After applying Tartan Suntan Lotion, RKO's
Jayne Meadows has no qualms about facing sun.

sun-drenched climates. When sun touches
this dark skin, or any skin in which the
pigmentation is plentiful, the process by
which you tan immediately starts and so
you turn a deeper hue. For tan is the
body's barrier for protection of delicate
nerves, blood vessels and glands in the
under skin. Tan acts as a shield. But
never tliink because you have developed
a good tan that you are immune to burn.
Tests have proved that this is not true,
and often the worst burn of a season may
occur on a well-tanned skin. Even the
dark Negro skin can burn badly when
over-exposed.
If you are the type that I am, a redhead, inclined to red burn and freckles,
then you cannot hope for a tan. But you
can still know happy freedom in the sun
by using a recognized product made for
prevention of burn. Your skin can grow
deeper and more radiant in tone, but
your protective preparation can help preserve the fine texture usually natural to
the true blonde or redhead by preventing
coarsening burn. And now for freckles.
They pop up with the hghter types at
the first kiss of the sun as tan develops
with darker types. Apparently, pigment
is not so generously or evenly distributed
as with other types, and so this sprinkling of copper appears. There is little you
can do to prevent freckles, but there is a
wonderful cream that has stood the test
of many years of use that gently bleaches
them away. Fair ladies swear by it. So
have your fun in the sun without regret
or dismay, knowing that when the time
comes that you want to return to your
alabaster self, there is a safe and effective
way of doing it.
In conclusion, heed this advice. Before
your very first exposure this season, arm
yourself with a good sunburn protective.
Your druggist can advise you if your
need is sudden. Read both label and directions very carefully. Be sure that
what you buy is for your personal need.
Use it conscientiously. It stands to reason that if you jump into the Atlantic or
Pacific well covered, some of the preparation must wash off. Perspiration, too, can
dilute

some

it

off.

and activity

is

So reappHcation
.

is

trent

care

is

required for severe burn.

home remedy

If less

of baking

soda mixed to a paste with water and
applied to the skin is helpful. Oil is helpful in softening and soothing burned skin
but unless designed for burn prevention,
it

no protection. Now, it's
you to make the sun your friend

offers httle or

up

to

or foe.

You know

Greef fhem
Bill tell

make a
in

Q

me you were here?
You wouldn't say

know ?

didn't"

.

diction

builds

"widen" for "why

.

—
Avoid Slurvian

"dine" for "dying." Good

bin

that,

I

Q

Affect a chawmin' accent

family. It's the language that slurs words,
lops off syllables. Like

the

favorable impression on his family

Spanish

anyway] But in all your chatter, avoid
Slurvian— if you'd win favor with this

If

.

confidence.

And

to

stay

confident on certain days, do yourself the
favor of choosing Kotex: made to stay soft

while you wear it. This softness really holds
shape. Keeps you serenely comfortable!

its

I

Your

removing a bone,
should you use —

wrinkles worry her,
should she bring —

.

woman and child! If, unhapyou are neglectful and get a burn,
it like a burn.
Competent medical

serious, the old

"Widen

I

dine to meetcha."

to rub
essential to

every man,
pily,

To
I

in

bound

protection. Never trust to luck and think,
well, just this time
That's the time
you get it! By burn-prevention habit,
developed as quickly as that of tooth
brushing, you can be extra-happy, extrahealthy, extra-beautiful or handsome,
.

Ar^ you

I

Jusf

In

denims

I

I

I

Doubte-dark sun glasses

I

I

Her new organdie dress

holiday's better with a bit of la gla-

mour. So if "wrinkle-phobia" tempts you
not to pack that dreamy cotton formal —
here's news. Now many cottops are creaseresistant. Even organdie can shed wrinkles!
And even at calendar time you can be your
smooth, unruffled self with Kotex. For no
telltale outlines show. With those fiat,
pressed ends you're free from oui/me-phobia!
And by trying all 3 Kotex absorbencies you'll
find Regular, Junior or Super suited to you.

—

I

I

I

I

I

Your Fingers

A napkin
A spoon

Don't use your dinner napkin as a "catcher"
or a "curtain"! Get the bone back to your
plate quietly, neatly, with your fingers. Learn
how to save yourself embarrassment, in all
of situations. On "problem" days,
is the answer. That special safety
center gives you extra protection
and you're

sorts

Kotex

—

new

so comfortable with your

light weight

Kotex Wonderform Belt. It's made with
DuPont nylon elastic — non-curling, nontwisting. Washable. Dries fast!

the answer!

Just as we go to press, we have word
of a new preparation for people with super-.sensitive skin, trully allergic to the
sun. This is a non-greasy cream, not to
be confused with suntan aids, for this
cream completely screens out all ultraviolet rays of the sun. A boon to non-

/Pft?/'^

c/joose

KOTEX^

3 ABSORBBNCtES: HE&UIAR. JUA//OK. SUPER.

tanning types.
Yl

»

^^^^Me?z%maAaw^ and 6arlme ^/if /Ae^ffesiAsunder.,

THESE THREE

S STOOD ALONE IN GLORY
he

!

fate of the great

Southwest lay in their
hands, for this was
the hour of decision

in

the last and

deadliest of the Indian

Wars...A story true
as the arrow's

aim,
,

powerful
as the love

that

man

to

wed a white

an Indian

girl.

ROW^
Joyce

mm

LacKenzie
as Teizy Wilson
.

.

.she waited
alone in

Tucson, and
lost
to an
Indian girl.

—
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JEFF
•nd

CHANDLER- DEBRA PAGET

Basil Ruysdael-Will Geer-Joyce
^

MacKenzie

•

Arthur Hunnicutt'

DELMER DAVES

JOLl BUOSIEINr^sM^^^^^^^^^^

Joan Crawford and daughter Christina examine
Cirl Scout school bag for overseas children.

XEWSREEL
Left: Coleen Cray teams

with Clifton Webb for
Radio Theatre broadcast.

Right: Van Johnson
to aid of Esther

I*

comes
Wil-

liams at radio rehearsal.

3|yj

s
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Hollywood's had
THE mostRoaring
Twenties
fun

since,

has been

say, the

nights at Mocambo
place jumps to the Dixieland music of the Firehouse Five Plus
Two. This strange tag belongs to seven
guys who started playing hot jazz as a

on

Monday

when the whole

Johnny Mack Brown with the two eldest of his
four children, Lachlen, 14; Jane Harriet, 18.

hobby. The leader. Ward Kimball, is
one of Walt Disney's chief animators during the day, as are some of his boys in
the band. This combo plays loud and
good and every couple who can crowd
on the dance floor goes into an uninhibited and different version of the Charleston. All in all, the crowd is the happiest and gayest we've ever seen in a
night spot and people literally hang on
the ropes, hoping someone will leave so
they can get a table. Mocambo owner,
Charley Morrison, is the envy of all the
other ni^tclub oi>erators for grabbing
off this jazzy bunch, who wear fire-engine
red shirts and white firemen's hats while

they play.
«

»

*

*

*

This is a crazy craze, but it shore has
the town winging. Janet Leigh and Arthur
Loew, Jr. are steady customers. British star
Stewart Granger is another who's mad for
the Monday night sessions. We also spotted
the whole Whiting family ^Maggie, Bar-

—

bara, their

mother and

their aunt.

Silent

screen star Claire Windsor, John Ireland
and Joanne Dru, the Artie Lakes, Dennis
O'Keefe, Roz Russell and Freddie Brisson,
and scads more kicked up their heels in a
frenzy of fun. Used to be that Monday
nights in Hollywood were spent recovering
from the weekend. 'Tain't so any more, not
as long as the Firehouse Boys are aroxmd
anyway. They don't put out any iires, but
they shore start some.
*
»

»

The Charleston contest

the big feature of the evening with four judges deciding who are the best dancers. Judges
vary, sometimes they're stars Bette
Davis was one. One night Greg Bautzer,
sports writer Virtce Flaherty, designer
Don Loper, and Johnny Meyer did the
deciding. Harry Crocker, another columnist, usually is the m.c. Ginger Rogers,
Ann Miller and Joan Crawford have
is

—

De Haven, no longer blonde, at Encore
with Matt Dennis. She's in "Yellow Cab Man."

Gloria

Farley Granger with Geraidine Brooks at Waldorf-Astoria during recent trip to Manhattan.

given exhibitions of the Charleston, dance
director BUly Daniels ditto. Four Earl
Carroll gals, in authentic 20's costumes,
panicked the crowd with their exhibition
of Charleston and Black Bottom.

Also vacationing in N. Y., Brod Crawford and
his wife, in Waldorf-Astoria's Wedgwood Room.

Robert Rossen, who pulled off a big fat
coup with "All The King's Men," has another plum this year. It's Tom Lea's best
selling novel "The Brave Bulls" to be
filmed entirely in Mexico. But the best
part of the coup is that he got Mel Ferrer, that double-threat actor-director, for
the hero, Ims Bello. Odd quirk is that
Eugene Iglesias, who plays Mel's brother,
was discovered by that other Ferrer
named Jose on the New York stage. Mel
cut himself off a big actor's chore since
he had to learn all the cape and sword
work of a top bullfighter. He has 12

Ann

Miller having fun on the dance floor at

Giro's with her favorite escort.

Bill

O'Connor.

authentic costumes made of satin and
gold embroidery. These numbers weren't
took a year to make
just whipped up
(Mie and each cost from $1,500 to $2,000.
After Columbia bought up all they could
find in Mexico, they then went shopping
in Spain for the others. Much of the pic
will be filmed at an actual bull ranch,
where the toros are bred and trained.
This I gotta see.

—

«

•

The

stars like to hear
gossip about their
town as much as you do

riie

«

That traveling man, Ty Power, took
again on a trip to the Philipjnnes to
make "An American Guerrilla In The
Philippines." Linda, who's on the stork's
list again, followed him over by boat.
With that picture, "Rawhide" and "The
Black Rose" under his belt, Ty expects
to take time off jrom the movies arid do
off

the

London stage production

of "Mister

Roberts."
«

»

*

Bob Taylor

inherited Ty's secretary in
Rome, where hell be for quite a speU, now
that "Quo Vadis" is finally in the works
(or is it?). Mrs. T. (Barbara Stanwyck,
who else) is determined that this once she's
going be with her guy on location. They've
rented a Rome apartment and will settle

down

for a long spell in the Italian capital.

Peter Lawford swears he saw flying
when he visited the Lewis Doa^s
ranch in Arizona. Since his gal, Sharman, was there too and this is Petey's
first serious heart interest it might could
be that there (Please turn to page 51)
discs

Lizabeth Scott does some kibitzing as Ray
Milland is dealt a hand at Radio Theatre.

Above: Phyllis Kirk, a Goldwyn discovery,
makes her film debut in "Our Very Own."

Below: Dan Dailey and his wife are joined
by Bob Stack for late supper at the &icore.

—
It

was not

love at first sight

but something more permanent than romantic lore: it was
companionship at first sight

'HEN

a girl is seventeen and falls
overwhelmingly in love with a boy

who adores her, and when her
family as well &s his approve of their romance and approve
ding

.

Any

of an

immediate wed-

that's magic.
story of Elizabeth Taylor's

.

.

mar-

should begin as the star-dusted
stories of our nursery days began: Once
upon a time, in a kingdom by the sea
a kingdom named Hollywood, there lived
riage

a beautiful princess.

Now this princess, because she was as
sweet of nature as she was of face, and as
gay of heart as she was clever of mind,
had many suitors. There were soldiers
and there were singers of great songs;
there were merchant princes and there
were tall young men who had known the
princess since she was a small girl, engrossed in the doings of a squirrel named
Nibbles.
If the Princess had lived in El Paso or
Dubuque and had gone to school there,
nothing much would have been said
about these youthful datings except that
the princess was uncommonly popular.
However, because she lived in Hollywood,
the romances were taken quite seriously
... by everyone except the princess and
her family.
Fortunately, she was watched over by
a wise and loving mother and father and
a scad of self-appointed well-wishers who
master-minded everytbing the little princess did. Sometimes she grew a little
weary of the whole business, and on one
of .the most tiresome days she made a
vow: The next time she met a man who
really interested (Please turn to 'page 62)

The bridegroom. Conrad Nicholson
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Hilton,

Jr.,

has learned hotel

management from

scullery up.

Liz's

Latest Film

When

seemingly reliable young lawyer, Van
Johnson, first goes astray Liz rescues him.

Elizabeth Taylor's latest picture,
INMGM
comedy, "The Big Hangover,"

He

tells

drink

is

Liz that his strange reaction to
wartime misadventure.

result of a

Left: Student of psychiatry Liz first looks
at

Van with

Even when,

clinical eye, later

in

The teaming

she determines to save her man. Van
Johnson, from the toils of alcohol. This
proves a chore as intoxication sets in
with Van at the merest whiff of spirits,
due to his having nearly drowned in
brandy in a French cellar during World
War ii bombardment. Liz also has to
keep him in good graces of her father
who is Van's boss. She makes progress
with the cure until Van, quite far gone
on one teaspoonful of brandy, gets the
impression his dog is talking to him.
Despite such alarms Liz finally helps
Van to overcome his unique affliction.

more warmly.

the film. Van reveals that his dog is able to talk, she does not abandon him.
Van results in the most attractive romantic pair of the season.

of Elizabeth with
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summer

lead the

hit

parade

bands of white, narrow and wide, are

in

tune

with your light hearted summer.

rhumbet bands
the Greeks had another word for them, but

these are

They decide he may

build up

immunity to

liq-

in

made

moderns

for

butter soft e\k.

uor by taking one teaspoonful every evening.
It's

a wrap-around tie

that's adjustable...

you tailor-make the

fit.

About 5.95

1
Liz, leading

men Van and Tramp. After a conVan b really worried.

versation with Tramp,

Elizabeth gilds the lily just before beginning a scene for MCM's "The Big Hangover."

an ankle high buckle with half
inch bands of white elk

that

fall

just right for toe

freedom. Get

in

the swing

About 6.95

bands of white are
with

all

your

in

harmony

summer

activities

at your favorite dealer; write,
we'll set

you

right.

VOeUi SHOE, Inc.
3616 SOUTH SAN PEDRO

ST.

LOS

ANGELES
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Olivia

de

Haviltand

new requirements

in

will

find

television.

Being a movie star won't help
Lauren Bacall or others much.

Maureen O'Hara must rely on more
just beauty in television.

than

Ava Gardner will learn personality counts more than glamour.

Arthur Godfrey Tips
•'WIT'THAT chance do you

think Lana

have when television
really invades Hollywood? What
about Betty Grable, Virginia Mayo and
Olivia de HaviDand? And Ava GardTurner

will

ner?"
That's the poser I pitched at Arthur
Godfrey the other noontime as he dashed
out of a CBS studio, hell-bent for the
airport, his own Navion plane, and a
solo flight back down to Arthur's Acres,
his farm just outside of Leesburg, Virginia.

Taken aback a little by the all-of-asuddenness of my "attack," a frown crept
over Arthur's freckled face. I've known
for long enough that there's oiJy one way
to snare an interview with an artful
dodger like Godfrey and that's to comer
him whenever and wherever you can and
keep him cornered until he makes with

"Ones who depend

the talk. The guy's got more ways of
sidestepping formal interviews than a
full-grown centipede has legs. "Movie
stars," he muttered at last, his natural
kindliness overcom'mg his reluctance to
be interviewed. "Jeepers, what do I know
about movie stars?"
"Oh, oh," I thought immediately,
"here's where he tries to hedge. The Godfrey boy doesn't want to stick his neck
out." And then, suddenly it dawned on
me that he was probably telling the truth.
He probably doesn't know much about

movie stars. With six programs a week
on the radio and another one on television, plus the hours of preparation and
rehearsal that go with them, just how
much time is left for the man to go to

he broadcasts, he motioned for
in the one opposite. "I can't

He thought about my question for a
minute, then beckoned me back into the

me

to

sit

you
the fate of any one particular glamour
gal," he started, "but I can tell you this.
If they've got what television demands,
the movie actors and actresses will hold
their own. If they don't have it, they'll
fall by the wayside.
Frankly, I don't
think being a movie star will make it
any easier, hut, by the same token, it
won't make it any harder. When it comes
to television, movie personalities stars,

—

tell

—

feature jdayers or extras are in the same
boat as any of the rest of us. Television's
a new medium with new requirements,

requirements

own, and if they can
do just as well
as the next fellow. If they can't
well, being a movie star isn't going to
all its

adapt themselves

the movies?

solely on their physical charms to put them across
had better start looking for another job," forewarns Arthur Godfrey.

studio. Settling himself in a chair next
to the table at which he always sits when

they'll

.

.

.

Arthur, in one of his two planes, says, "Vaudeville and night club
people are TV's best bets at the moment. They're not self-conscious."

June Haver
television

is

welt equipped h>r

because

of

training.

Virginia

perience

help them much. Guest shots, sure
steady jobs, never!"
Arthur hesitated for a second or two to
light up a Chesterfield and I pursued the
subject further. "Arthur," I asked, still
hoping to pin him down to some actual

names, "which stars seem most likely for
TV? How about June Haver, Lauren
Bacall, Linda Darnell, Maureen O'Hara?"
"Well, first crack out of the box," he
answered me, evading the name issue almost as if he hadn't heard it, "I think
it's safe to .say that the muscle kids,
those dreamy guys with the long and the
slinky eyelashes, and the strMig, silent
types, the ones who depend solely on
their physical charms to put them across,
had better start looking for another job.
It's the guy or the gal with a winning
personality that clicks with the television
viewer. He (Please turn to Txige 60)

Arthur with Margaret (Mug) Richardson,
personable producer of his tele program.

Mayo's night club exwill
pay off nicety.

Betty Crable's talents are well
suited for success in television.

Linda Darnell must rely more on
her personality than good looks.

The

ordeal of meeting gentleman caller Kirk Douglas completely unnerves Jane. Kirk
and Gertrude Lawrence are at a loss, but her brother, Arthur Kennedy, offers comfort.

Jane's mother, Gertrude Lawrence, dresses her

up

"Johnny Belinda" days Jane Wyman was noted
INforpreher able portraits of wise-cracking dames. A much
different Jane

Menagerie."

In

is

the timid crippled

girl

of

"The Qass

Warners' filming of the Tennessee Wil-

liams play, she's a pathetic child who hides in a world
of imagination rather than face the real world which only
frightens her. At the insistence of her mother, who's
determined Jane is really a belle, her brother brings a
young man to call. The latter's efforts to help Jane end
badly, but, from the m e eting, she acquires new confidence
and the courage to hope that eventually another "gentleman caller" will come into her life and wish to stay.

Sensitive Jane tries to respond to the awkward overtures
of Kirk Douglas, who's absolutely normal, unimaginative.

in

the hope she'll attract expected caller.

I

don't like

it/'

soys Joan Fontaine

FONTAINE making plans for the future.
JOAN
solving the crowding problems
by one, she
is

is

One
that

faced her after her abrupt separation from William
Dozier. When the "happy, happy marriage" blew up in
her face, it was her job to cut her life to a new pattern.
Don't forget, though, that Joan Fontaine is a brilliant
woman. And she's a beautifid woman, run by a dynamo
that sparkles and crackles with the force of her personality. It comes over to you on the screen; it grips and fascinates you when you know her. For Joan, to meet a
problem is to solve it.
The most important factor in her new life is her daughter, Deborah, eighteen months old now, but a tiny baby
at the time of the separation. The next question was the
handling of her business affairs: could she manage them
herself? And the third was her personal life: would she be
lonely.''

"For the first two months, I scarcely left the house,"
Joan told me. "I didn't go out in the evening at all ^and
that meant dinner on a tray and to bed as soon as Debbie
was settled for the night. I'd read awhile and then be
asleep by half past ten.
"Then I thought. 'What a waste of life and youth! Why
should I exist like this?' So I started going out, accepting
invitations I knew would be fun and having friends in.
Now my engagement book's completely filled for six weeks

—

ahead!"

That solved one problem but, unconscious-y held back
by her daughter's baby hand, the solution has several
strings attached. For one thing, Debbie's mother is never
seen in nightclubs; Debbie's mother never goes out with
a man alone. That is, Joan and her escort are always with
another couple or in a party of six or eight. Furthermore,
Debbie's mother and her friends don't leave the house until
Debbie's asleep at half past
(Please turn to page 64)

Joan and Zachary Scott discover that- marriage is as wonderful as
it's supposed to be in "Bed Of Roses," her latest picture for RKO.

J

id

arms of Robert Ryan, who completes the intriguOf Roses." She'll make "Bridal Night" next.

^tionai Mr.
SENSATIONAL

is

Hope

the word for Bob Hope,

in ail

no one who woriis as
hard or is more fully deserving of success than
Bob. Recently, he brolie all records rolling 'em in
the aisles of Gotham's Paramount Theatre where he
and Jane Russell made a personal appearance. His
latest comedy for Paramount is "Fancy Pants," a
Technicolor delight in which he plays an actor hired
by a nouveau riche matron as a gentleman's gentleman, to give a social polish to her self-made millionaire husband. Bob gets everybody and everything in
a fine fix, but does take time out to woo Lucille Ball.
of sliow business there

is

Bob gazes with unbelieving eyes at the caged bird in Lucille
headdress in the hilarious film, "Fancy Pants."

Bail's elaborate

On

his

way

A relaxed

Club in N. Y., Bob Hope spies
arm and exchanges pleasantries with him.

to a table in the Stork

Joseph Gotten, grabs

Bob Hope and

of the Waldorf-Astoria

his

his wife, Dolores, dining in the

between shows of

his

Wedgwood Room

Paramount Theatre

p.

a.

Bob has an amusing session with the Chinese cook in the merry Paramount comedy.

Jeanne Grain overrides her father's objections to her attending a
dance with Benaie Bartiett in "Cheaper By The Dozen," her new film.

Jeanne and Myrna Ley in lOth's amusing comedy. "If girls believe in
one love, one marriage, they'd be more selective before they marry."

w/iy <Jve fallen Jn
I

WAS about twelve when I first began

—

to believe I'd fall in love ^really in
love only once.
I was a student at St. Mary's Aca-

—

demy where

were trained from
what might be called a tender age to be
wives and mothers, in addition to receivthe

girls

ing more formalized education. It was,
of course, a girls' school, but the sisters
certainly never tried to make us Uttle
prudes or recluses who thought boys were
"little horrors."
The sisters wanted us to go to the
junior and senior proms and if we didn't
know anyone to invite they would arrange dates for us with boys from Loyola
High School. They would go shopping

Jeanne Grain
al

in her unforgettable portrayof the pathetic colored girl in "Pinky."

—

Only Once
—

with us the sisters, not the boys to
help us select pretty party dresses. We
were made to feel that if any of us were
intended for a life of religious service the
call would be so strong as to be imdeniable, but that most of us would become
wives and mothers and we should get
used to masculine company and start
having dates at a reasonable age.
"Pray for your future husband," gentle,
understanding Sister Mary Miles
used to tell us. "For each one of you
there is one special man in this world.
Pray that you will find him."
I'm not sure about the other girls, but
I suspect they did the same thing I did:
I prayed that I would find that man.

Barbara Bates and Jeanne Grain do
hair-bobbing job in "Gheaper By The Dozen."

Sisters

was very, very lucky. I met the One
was meant for me when I was
only sixteen. I married him when I was
I

Man who

I've nevw been in love with
anyone other than Paul Brinkman, my

twenty.

husband.
Oh, I haxi schocdgiri crushes. What girl
doesn't? And it's my belief they are good
for her. Later, I went out with other
young men, at my mother's urging, even
after Paul and I were, in love and dating
steadily, for Mother wanted me to be
absolutely sure he was the one man. I
didn't enjoy those other dates.
I think if a girl believes she is in love
and goes out on other dates she feels disloyal; certainly (Please turn to jxige 63)

Patti

Brady and Betty Barker are also sisJeanne in >he 20th Gentury-Fox film.

ters of

The happily-married Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz pause for chat with
veteran showman George Jessel at Home For The Aged Benefit Dinner.

With

typical

Davis gesture,

Burke across dinner table.

Bette

illustrates

Her husband,

Bill

point to
Sherry,

Billie

listens.

Ronald Reagan's new social life continues to flourish. He's seen
here with Adele Mara at Home For The Aged Benefit party.

Guests, out of cigarettes, had pleasant opportunity to buy more from dazzling vendors Ann Miller, Ariene Dahl. Here they get ready to go on duty.

Ricardo Montalban and his wife, the former Ceorgiana Young. Ricardo, a
dancer, is an even better actor as his next, "Right Cross," demonstrates.

David Rose already has one, but VeraEllen thinks he needs two packages.

Arriving at the Biltmore Hotel for Home For The Aged Benefit
is beautiful
Rhonda Fleming, with her tall escort C. Schine.

lyi'EW YORK
1 1 is only a

theatrical die-hards who maintain that Hollywood
faulty replica of the real thing, ignore the fact

more careful about observing an old thethan they themselves. No appeal for charity
in Hollywood goes unanswered, which explains the great success
of the annual Benefit Dinner for the Home For The Aged. This
year's Benefit, held at the Biltmore Hotel, attracted scores
of stars who are charitably disposed toward this fine cause.
that

its

atrical

citizens are

tradition

—

"If

soid

I

I

could

about women,

I'd

tell

all

be falling

for the greatest trick of all"

By
Macdonald Carey
1

SHOULD

never be telling

this,

for

any man who thinks he knows women could talk for the rest of the year

and he couldn't sum up aU her fascinating little ways of getting her own way,
achieving her own desires and incidentally

triumphing over us males.

That

—

femininity ^the birthright of
the strongest weapon
known to mankind. Who says women are
the weaker sex.? We men, while we know
more than we pretend, are mere putty
and even though we are not fooled by
a woman's little tricks, femininity usually
triumphs and too often we succumb to its
fatal hypnosis. If I should say that I
could tell all about women, I'd be falling for the greatest feminine trick of
them all to let the man think he's
smarter than the wmnan.
It seems to be a tradition with American women to make a man think and
believe that he is so much smarter, that
they rely on his superior male judgment.
But right after that marriage ceremony

every

is

woman and

—

Mac amuses
ing,

wifh

now
his

in

Brynn Morn-

"The Lawless,"
disclosures

how the women

I

Tricks That

I
Don't Fool Men!

of

operate.

'

"Women

are the cleverest salesmen in the
world," says Mac, who's hep to aH the gals.

Macdonald Carey with
three-year-old

and
Lynn Catherine.

his wife. Betty,

daughter,

In "The Lawless," Mac plays an editor enamored of Cail Russell, attractive Mexican lass.

—

see who's the smarter then.
Speaking of marriage, it is never a
man's idea. A woman makes you think
it is.
She assures you she assumed you
^just

meant

"Run, do not walk, to the nearest exit when a
whispers, 'Are yon unhappy at home?'

woman

this

when you

said that, so

you

obviously were planning on being married. And before you know it, you are
making some vital and excited statement,
which is thrown back at you with a slight
perversion thereby proving you were
proposing all the time. You are now so
confused, you bdieve that you did propose and the damage is done.
A man is obviously quite hel^dess, and
if he feigns an aloof, hard-to-get attitude,
to build up a defense against the guile
that is sure to «nsnare him, he only
makes himself an easier ptey.
There's always the "Hail FeUow Well
Met" type girl. She says, "Let's have a
heck of a time. Let's get loaded."
What a dish. So what happens.' You
buy her drink after drink at some fancy
bar. Her drink secretly gets poured into
the nearest pot of ferns, or you mysteriously end up with all her dnnks as well
as your own. You get loaded. (And for

—

"The most exasperating are the scene makers," says Mac, shown with Gloria Winters.

years a man has been accused of getting
Since the hand is
a woman drunk!)
quicker than the eye, you are her victim.
There are so many different approaches
made by women who'd like to take you
home for keeps. There's the one who
breathes into your ear, "Are you unhappy at home.'' You try not to show it,
but I can see it in your eyes." Or, "Does
your wife understand you.''" Or, "Can
any wmnan really aj^reciate you.'" Or,
"I just love sitting here and not talking
^just being here with you. Are you that
way, too?"
Of course, you never had an idea about
not being appreciated or misunderstood,
but perhaps you are. Here is someraie
who thinks you are wonderful. Naturally, you want to hear more
unless you
are smart and run, not walk, to the near-

—

—

est exit.

there's the wMnan who hangs on
your every word. How you spell
C-A-T is the most important thing in
her world. Male importance is a wonderful feeling. She murmurs that since
"we do get
{Please turn to page 66)

Then

to

Macdonald Carey and Maureen O'Hara
scene in "Comanche Territory," a U-l

in a

film.

By Jane Morris
Roc Hudson is one reason she's glad she came
Hollywood where she loves gala evenings.

to

Vera-Ellen alwoys wonf-ed
to five "liice hoppy people"
and in Hollywood she con

WHEN "The

Connecticut Yankee" opened in

Philadelphia four j^ears ago, the Httle blonde
dancer who played the lead received offers
from every studio in Hollywood; but she had had
offers before and she wasn't too eager to come West.
She loved the theatre, she was a trifle apprehensive
about the movie business. "It's like slavery,"
George Jean Nathan told her. "You'll get lost.
Hollywood's the place where they feed you only
orange juice and hamburgers made out of big producers' old blotters!"
But Vera-Ellen took the chance and she's glad
she did; for with Gene Kelly and Fred Astaire as

dancing partners, with pictures

and "Three

Little

like

"On The Town"

Words" assuring her

future, she's

not only having a wonderful time professionally,
she's living the way she always wanted to live
"like happy people." She has a house with a yard
instead of a little room, a sunny world to explore
in her free time, and dates "before midnight" with
fellows who like sports as she does, and glamourous
evenings, for she likes those too.
In New York, she worked everj' night had for
a long time
in nightclubs, vaudeville, as a Rockette, and in long-run shows such as "Panama Hattie." She never had a chance to eat a nice dinner,
when she dated it was at midnight; she froze her
ears walking for exercise in Central Park and she
never had a chance to see legitimate shows (she sees
more of them on the West Coast than she ever did

—

—

When "The Connecticut Yankee"
on Broadway)
went on tour. Vera packed up her belongings, her
white canary and her dog and toted them along, for
she was going West when the tour ended and she
wasn't making any detours. She hadn't forgotten
Nathan's warning about Hollywood; she was still a
little apprehensive, but she had made up her mind.
After she'd started working with Danny Kaye, after
she'd bought her first car (she almost ran dUnvn a
still man or two on the Goldwyn lot where she
learned to drive) she began to relax and have fun.
Days when she wasn't (Please turn to jtage 68)
.

,

Vera's expressive mode of dancing
lends itself to portrayal of waterfront belles as in scene from "Love

Happy."
at

Her family was alarmed
On Tenth Avenue."

"Slaughter

Left:

In

New

York Vera worked

every night in club?, in vaudeville
and as a Rockette. She never had
chance to eat a nice dinner; when
she had a date it was at midnight.

Right: Vera and Gene Kelly as the
dancing lovers of "On The Town."
She says, "People here have been
so hospitable and there's such an
air of informality about Hollywood."
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II

Inga

Boberg,

tribute John

late Sid Crauman read
has just written to Sid.

With Marine assistance John lands
one foot in soft cement mixture.

Glory For John
SOMETHING

of an Eighth Wonder of the World is
the concrete forecourt of Crauman's Chinese The-

atre

where filmland's most

illustrious

members have

for

many

years recorded their existence by means of dunk*
ing hands and feet in wet cement. An invitation to
imprint your shoe measurements in this hallowed spot,
as John Wayne is doing here, is as desirable to most
stars as the accolade of an Academy Award nomination.

Impression of the hard-hitting Wayne
being supervised by Mr. Crauman.

fist

Below: Marines came to honor him
"Sands Of Iwo Jima."

for part in

The beloved
liberates

Sid,

who always took

active part in the ceremonies,

John from cement which was made with Iwo Jima sand.

Her husband, Milton Bren, accompanied her on personal appearance tour.
said, "I had a lump in my throat at every one of her performances."

He

I'd rather be a bad girl in a good picture than a good girl in
bad one." Claire, so persuasive as shady lady, intelligently remarks.

Right:
a

never knew ony wome
as those I've played/' admit'S Claire

"I

Claire with John Hus-

Her be-sotted gun
moll in his "Key Largo"
was flawless portrayal,
ton.

"Borderline," with
Fred MacMurray, Claire
is
neither temptress
nor frontier trollop.
In

1 Really Good Bad Sir!
By Louis Reid

CLAIRE TREVOR tucked her shapely ankles

chair
suite

under her in a big easy
her Sherry -N etherland

and said:
had my choice

"If I

bad

of

girl

in

I'd rather be a
a good picture than a good

a bad one. I don't care how I look
a part brazen, blowsy, brassy if the
role of the bad 'un is all to the good.
"I seem to have made good playing
bad girls gun (Please turn to page 70)

girl in

in

—

—

—

With Jane Wyman and "Oscar" for "Key Largo." Claire has no idea of returning to Broadway.

Loretta with her husband. Tom Lewis. "Tom has some special way of
discovering things that are exactly right for us," enthuses Loretta.

"People can get themselves into the most awful trouble by the
things they say inadvertently." observes lovely Loretta Young.

By Kate Holliday
we oil learned to count three before
we spoke," says Loretta Young, "we'd find
ourselves paying more attention to other
people's feelings instead of our own"
"If

Loretta with Clark Cable in "Key To The
City," one of the year's best pictures.

Below: Bewildered Loretta in another scene
comedy of a mayors' convention.
from the

MCM

Above:

The

Loretta

City,"

MCM

was so

terrific

in

"Key To

gave her long-term contract.

£eam Zo
LORETTA YOUNG

Count Zo Zhree

was wearing a shocking-pink

hostess gown, sitting on a low, small chair beside
the huge fireplace in the home the Lewises recently leased. Across from her spread the enormity
of her living room, a pale room in general, but with
splashes of brilliant red here and there. Beyond the
wide windows were well-kept lawns which stretched on
and on peacefully.
It was a setting of such luxury that one would suppose its occupant would never have a serious thought,
particularly a thought which involved others. But
Loretta is a bit different inside from her outward
apjjea ranee.
She followed my glance around the room.
"Isn't it fabulous.''" she laughed. "Tom has some
special way of discovering things that are exactly right
and this is an example. Even the owner was
for us
surprised when Tom said we wanted to lease this huge,
old house. But it is wonderful, isn't it.'" She looked
around the room again. "I like it most of all because
," she searched for a word, "
so comfosed.
it feels so

—

—

—

Nothing helter-skelter."
She paused a moment.
"I always feel that houses are like the people who
live in them," she went on. "And whoever lives in this
one must be an adult, a person who wouldn't blurt
some conversational bomb at her guests." Loretta's
eyes were bright. "How's that for our subject today?
Quote Don't Blurt unquote?" She paused again. "You
know, I'm really serious about that. We all do it
blurt out things, I mean. And we shouldn't. We
should remember, as someone wiser than I remarked,
that 'words unspoken often drop back dead, but not
even God Himself can unsay them once they're said!'
"The smartest mother I know," she continued, "is a
friend of mine who put the whole business of blurting
across to her daughter in a way which not only kept
her from wounding her friends, but made her six times

—

as attractive in the bargain."
Loretta laughed.
"It was really superb! I kept hearing from a bunch
of teenagers I know about one particular gal. She
wasn't maddeningly pretty and she didn't have a figure to yelp about. But .she {Please turn to Jfoge 69)

"Key To The City" was a hit because Loretta
and Clark are so expert in handling comedy.

Ihe Brando Touch
'ARLON BRANDO, who was phenomenal on
Broadway in "A Streetcar Named Desire,"

_>X
takes

a

fling

at

movie-making

in

Stanley

Kramer's "The Men," and gives another great
performance, proving that if you know how to
act you can be successful in both mediums.

Marlon Brando and Teresa Wright are the
"The Men," story about paraplegics.

stars of

Marlon returns to Teresa at her parents'
home in an attempt to effect a reconciliation in this scene in the stirring drama.

Above: Marlon misunderstands Teresa's feelings as the full realization of her responsibility bursts upon her on her wedding night.

Below: Marion defends himself before Paralyzed Veterans Assn. board for being drunk,
invohred in a fight and an auto smashup.

What Hollywood

Itself Is

Talking About!

Continued from page 21

was love light
vapor trail.

his eye instead

in

*

*

Brod Crawford, the

of a

*

guy who's been
and finally
hit the jackpot in "All The King's Men,"
gets a big laff out of his mom, Helen
working at

big

his career for years

Broderick. Up to lately Brod's been referred to as Helen Broderick's boy. She's
put a sign on her mailbox wot says
"Broderick Crawford's mother lives here."
*
*
*
.

For the first time in his life, glamour
king Clark Gable attended a fashion show
and willingly, yet. It was the big Adrian
do which he has every year for the husbands of the gals he gowns and Mr. G.
docilely escorted his bride to the shindig.
*
*
*

—

Some guys just never settle down, but
being a husband and father has comdomesticated handsome John
pletely
Derek. His little woman, Patti, had to
spend many months in bed before the
baby came, so John's learned to cook,
wash and clean house. On Patti's birthday he brought a complete and festive
dinner to her bedside, including a fancy
iced cake. For a guy who never turned
a hand around the home or who couldn't
even sponge out a T shirt, he's doin' quite

And proud

well.

of

*

it.

*

*

Club Gala, the small, intimate nightclub that has a New Yorkish atmosphere,
has been the hangout of musicians and
sophisticates ever since the chic and very
clever character impressionist, Elizabeth
Talbot-Martin, has been holding forth
with her sharp act. We've stopped by
several times, one evening with screenwriter Dewitt Bodeen, Director Jack
Gage, and Producer Harriet Parsons to
catch our chum's new material. Aside

from uncounted names of Hollywood's
musical world, we saw Audrey Totter
with her sister and a coupla beaux, enjoying themselves like crazy. Before, we'd
stopped by Jay's Room, which is a part
which was deeof Mocambo, for dinner
vine and who shoidd walk in but Lady

—

—

Thelma Furness and Edmund Lowe who
used to be a constant romantic duo. Apparently they have resumed.
*

*

*

Gary Grant got himself a personal photographer when he married Betsy Drake.
While he was making the picture "Crisis,"
Betsy practically lived on the set and
snapped Gary from every angle, and in his
romantic scenes with MGM's very beautiful

newcomer, Paula Raymond.
*

*

*

Van and Evie Johnson fell in love with
Mexico when they vacationed there.

—

Soooo

they take a Spanish lesson three
times a week, preparing for their next
trip down thar. These kids have been
married three years now and, for the
anniversary, Van gifted Evie with a portrait of herself which he up and painted

with his

own hand.
*

*

*

Cute Barbara Bates and her husband,
publicist Cecil Coan, bought themselves

and parked it at Newport.
Every weekend they trek down there to
ivork on it. So far they've never taken

a small boat

—

out of the harbor for a sail too much
do before it's ready. Citizens in
Newport were a little taken aback when
they saw the pretty Bates gal walk into
an automatic laundry with the boat's sails
over her arm and calmly stuff them into
a wash'ing machine. Seems the sails got
it

stuff to

dirty from sitting around in the
smog and Barbara thought up the novel
way to get 'em clean and xohite again.
real

*

*

*

Kathryn Grayson will be blonde, brunette
and brownette in one single picture, "The
Toast Of New Orleans." The guys on this
flicker could hardly wait to finish. Mario
Lanza was due to take off for Italy for his
debut with La Scala Opera. David Niven
was anticipating a trip to England, where
he will make a picture. J. Carrol Naish had
a holiday in Ireland in mind and Kathryn
was drooling over an expected vacation in

BLUE WALTZ

Mexico.
*

*

When Dorothy Lamour
her engagement at the
she'll

silent

too, can have
shapelier, lovelier

You

*

returns from

lips

London Palladium

portray one of the most colorful
picture sirens, Theda Bara. This

Waltz lipstick never
blurs or smears. Stays
color-bright . . . longer-

was originally earmarked for
Betty Hutton, but Betty nixed it because
she wasn't the type. La Bara was dark
and sultry, which sounds about right for
dark and sultry Dotty.
picture

*

Mark

*

Stevens and

lasting
it's

BLUE WALTZ

O'Brien,

PERFUME
__1

0^ andjl5<t

SIZES

MSB
SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC

explained they were only playing at being

Send your Poems today
Free Examination to

cops.
4f

after

a man's heart!

outfitted in cop uniforms for their picture at Columbia called "Prowl Car,"
walked into Lucey's for lunch with their
assistant director. One of Lucey's headivaiters
welcomed the asst. director,
waved him to a table, and instructed
Mark and Eddie to go eat in the kitchen.
His face was several shades of vermillion
tvhen the director identified his boys and

*

because

STAYON-IZED.'

The perfume

*

Edmond

excite

that

admiration. Blue

for

CHAS. McNEIL
A.B. MASTER OF MUSIC

J.

*
510-V

The new plane Jimmy Stewart bought

So. Alexandria

Los Angeles 5, Calif.

isn't for the racing department.
It's a
twin-engined Beechcraft which he's outfitting for a round-the-world flight with his
bride, Gloria. They're off as soon as Jas.
finishes "Winchester 73" and "Harvey."

*

*

*

We

had a delightful evening at Irene
Dunne's house the other Sunday. Irene
loves to run pictures at home and has
mastered the tricky art of working the
projection machines herself, so we had
probably one of the highest priced projectionists in these parts working while
we relaxed. Irene had planned to run
one picture before supper and the other
after. But some of her guests got into a
big canasta game and the hostess couldn't
lure them away. We heard some fascinating stories from Louis Cotlow, who coproduced that wonderful picture, "Savage Splendor," which he brought for
Irene to show. We'd seen it twice before,
but we sat, eyes glued to the screen,
(Please turn to page 57)

Be Your Own MUSICTeacher
LEARN AT HOME THIS MONEY SAVING WAY
Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of real selections,
instead of tiresome exercises.
You read real notes — no
"numbers" or trick
music.

Some

of our

850.000 students

are liand LEADERS. Everything^ is in print and pictures.
First you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you
how. Soon you are playinj? popular music.

Mail coupon for our illustrated Free Book
and Print and Picture Sample. Mention
your favorite instrument. U. S. School of
1196 Brunswick BIdg., N. Y. 10,

Music,
N.

52nd Successful Year.

Y.

FREE

BOOKLET

U.S. School of Music, 1196 Brunswick BIdg., N.Y. 10, N.Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I wouhl
like to play (Name Instrument).

Name

.

.

.

(Please Print)

Address

51

[(BITS

SUN AND SEA
BUDGET FASHIONS

"Summer Fire" SWIM SUIT. One piece suede-finlsh Lastex with multicolor, hand-screened
flame design^ by MARLYLE SPORTSWEAR. Side boned bra with button-on strap.
(A) Sky blue suit with light blue, royal and navy. (B) White with sky blue, royal and- navy.
(C) Maize with gold, tangerine and scarlet. Sizes 32 to 38
.

millers

.

Please send

me

the following.

$^99

"Daisy Doll" SKIRT.

.

.

Full-circle style

by

ARGOSY

,

side-slit

daisies on red or black broadcloth background. Sizes

"Pique Bov/' BLOUSE
maize. Sizes 32 to 38.

CABANA
in

10

black
to

SET.

.

and red

Wrap-around

24

to

pocket, with splashy yellow

$ ^99

30

that ties with a big side

bow. White, pink, blue,

SIZE

"Summer

COLOR
A
.

Fire"

5.99

"Daisy Doll"

(9'

3.99

"Pique

Bow"

@

2.99

Cabana

Set

(S>

3.99

new YORK

and handling on each

21 i postage

18, N.Y.

item.

2nd CHOICE

B-

cD

^^99

.Three-piece play suit by CAROLE WREN Shorts are white twill cuffed
plaid or blue and red plaid cotton that matches the bra and shirt. Sizes
.

*399

16
At Millan $ter« threuiihsut th* ceunlry or ORDER BY MAIL

52

DEPT.U*, JOS-SiK avenue,

Add

O M.O. O Check O CCD.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

In N.Y.C.

Oft

add

2%

MONEY REFUNDED

Salat Tax

RM(B1P3
Right:

TANSTAR

.

.

.

cool refreshment

Sunback dress with bolero.

Solid top, contrasting inserts on skirt.

Buttons up back.

SANFORIZED*and VAT-DYED

Maize, pink, nav/, green. Sizes 9 to 15.

broadcloth.

6

-

Ever-fresh butcher linen with
Left: CAROUSEL
large hand-cut flower appliqued on extravagant circular
skirt. Gathered roll collar. Pink, aqua, maize, lilac, white.

inillerS
Please send

me

Dept. l/S, 505

-

Sth Avenue,

New

the following, plus 21c for postage

SIZE

COLOR

York

18, N. Y.

and hondling of each
2nd CHOICE

TANSTAR (a 5 6.99
CAROUSEL fn $10.99
t>)AME

At Millers Stores throughout the
or

cour»try,

ADDRESS..

ORDER BY MAIL-

ZONE

CITY

STATE

C.O.D.-ln N.Y.C. odd 2% Sales Tax.
(When ordering C.O.D., enclose $1.00 which will be applied to
purchase price of item.)

M.O.

*1%

residual shrinkage

Check

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR

MONEY REFUNDED
53

Fashion Select-ion
lovely

NBC

#142

Grace Kelly, below,

television actress, in a cotton voile

by Linda Lee of Miami designed for
on- or off-the-shoulder wear. It is softly gathered in front at the waist, has self buttons
down front to just below waistline. Crosgrain
ribbon belt matches print color. Green, blue
or red print on white. Sizes 10-18. About $16.
creation

Grace's ankle-strap sandals are made of Nylon
weave with calf trim and are $8.95. Her Straw-

tex-trimmed-with-calf handbag

sells

for $6.95.

uitimertimers
Fashion

#143

Selection

Grace's separates (below) are
by Korday Sportswear. Full coat
has cuffed sleeves, patch pockets, matching belt, pearl button
at neck. Patch pockets on cuffed
shorts with matching belt. Both
of striped denim in lilac, chartreuse, blue, shrimp. Sizes 1018.
Coat less than $8; shorts
around $3.
Sleeveless blouse
of Fuller Playtone permanently

crinkled cotton closes in front
with pearl buttons. Jade, navy,

tangerine,

pink.
Shoes
are Strawtex sling pumps with
red,

maize,

Sizes 10-18.

multicalf trim

Under

$3.

— priced

at $6.95.

#

Fashion Selection

1

44

Fashion

from fine Jacquard combed
broadcloth, it features a

open
pearl

or

collar

four

in

—

front.

delicate

shades white, pink,
and maize.
In
sizes
30 to 38. Less than $3.00.
pastel

skirt,

matching

it

down

buttons

Available

#146

(right!

cuffed

cap sleeves,
tucked yoke with
gold buttons. Navy, brown, green
with white yoke. Sizes 9 to 15.
Around Sll. Her cork-wedged
sandals are Milan straw with
suede trim, sell for S9.95. Linen-with-calf-trim bag is S8.95.
like

— wear
closed — and has

convertible

Selection

wears a Joan Miller
Jr. by Rhea of permanent-finish
organdy with gathered dirndl-

Grace

blouse (below)
Is
'n Shore.
Fashioned

Grace's
by Ship

blue

belt,

Fashion Selections

SEND THIS COUPON
Fashion Selection

#145

Grace's trim
above, is a Leyton Classic of Cape
rayon linen with an inverted unpressed

skirt,

Cod

front pleat, patch pockets, matching belt.
In

navy,

black,

Kelly

green,

gray,

aqua,

Sizes 10 to 18.
About 36.
Her open-heel and open-toe pumps are of

rose-beige.

Kay Brunell, Fashion Editor, Screenlond,
444 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y., for name

to

of

store

near

#142
#146

you

#143

selling

your fashion

#144

n

selections.

#145

Vogue Shoes ond Handbags

linen with calf trim, are priced at $6.95.

Nome

—

Shoes and Handbags
"Hollywood Scooters" by
Vogue. Sunglasses Columbia Proiektosite. Portable
radio "Playboy" by Crosley. Cosmetics and Makeup Eddie Senz. Photographs Bert Rockfield.

—

—

—

Age

—

Street

City

Address

and State
55

fliotoyra-phs by Bert Rockfield

#152

Fashion

George, pert television
actress, wears Hollywood-Maxwell's bra wardrobe
a bra for
every type fashion. The strapless
bra above is answer to
bare-shoulder styles. In white
or black satin and net for $5.
Sizes 32-36-A, 32-38B. 32-

Plunging

Fashion

Selection

Bette

—

On-or-off-shoulders

40C.
blouse

is

by

Ship

'n

Fashion Selection
Just

as

Shore.

Selection

#153

necklines are seen
everywhere on the fashion scene
and call for a low-cut bra such
as the Hollywood- Maxwell bra
above.
In
white cotton for
$2.50; black or white nylon for
Sizes 32-36A, 32-388,
$3.50.
and 32-40C. The smart plunging neckline blouse that Bette's

wearing

is

Textron creation.

a

suit,

should

Below

include
is

a

basic bra.

such a bra.

It

is

available in white, pink, blue
or black nylon for $3.50; in

white, pink or blue satin for
$3; in white or pink cotton

$2.50; in white nylon
marquisette for $3.50. Sizes
32-36A, 32-388 and 3240C. The classic rayon shirtwaist blouse Bette wears
for

is

a

Ship

'n

Shore style.

Fashion Selection #157
With backless styles for daytime and evening wear so
popular, the backless bra,

shown above,
In

is

a

necessity.

white nylon marquisette for

Sizes 32-36A, 32-388
Credit Lorch of
Dallas with the sunback dress.

$3.95.

and 32-40C.

FOR INFORMATION where to purchase Hollywood-Maxwell bras in or
near your city, write to Kay Brunell,
Fashion Editor, Screenland, 444
Madison Ave.,
56

is

the

and

HollywoodMaxwell leads the way with
bra above
the perfect bra
line,

—

wear with sweaters. It
comes in cotton and net for
$2.50 and in satin and nylon
to

for

$3.

White

only.

Sizes

32-36A, 32-388 and 32-40C.
The sweater is a Tish-U-Knit.

—

wardrobe

every

bras

in

#156

Sportswear fashions require
one that's
a sportswear bra
designed to supply necessary
support and still allow for
freedom of action. This problem is solved with the one
below.
It's just what
the
sports-loving girl and woman wants in a bra. In cotton for $3, and in nylon for
$3.95. In white only. Sizes
32-36A, 32-388 and 3240C. Bette's casual shirtwaist blouse of gingham
is
a Ship 'n Shore design.

should include a basic dress
or

rounded

#154

Selection
look

Fashion Selection

#155

wardrobe

every

Fashion
The new

New York

22,

N. Y.

through that and the other feature, "I
only seen that
one eight times. Irene told us that while
she's in Europe this Summer she'll play

Little lulu

Remember Mama." We'd
Queen Victoria in
INIudlark." She'll

"The

the best-seller

have to go some to
beat her performances in ''Mama" and
her new comedy, now titled "Come Share

My

Love." I sneaked into a projection
it
and it's a honey!

room and saw

*

Looks

as

if

—*

*

the latest hustu-p hetioeen

Wanda Hendrix and Audie Murph)/ is
permanent. This was their fijtli try at
reconciling, so hardly anyone could say
the two kids icere hasty. Most people are
betting that Frankie and Nancy Sinatra
mil get back together again. And that
other rifting couple, Cornel and Pat
Wilde made another stab at staying wed.
*
*
*
The

stuff

for

MGM

you hear about that trek

sent their actors on

—to the wilds of Africa

"King Solomon's Mines!" Kid

I

know

who was on

the picture said he and another guy, on an advance scouting trip,
were held up for two days in a native village during one of those exotic, periodic
savage ceremonies (I can't be specific
about this one). The boys were treated
extremely hospitably, but they just plain
weren't allowed to leave until all the mer-

ry-making was over.

Never heard such
dished out about Debbie
Kerr, the only woman on the safari, who
never complained once during the fourmonth, 50,000 mile location. The only
thing she wasn't overboard about was the
perfume used by the native women rancid vegetable oil!
Working with these
dames in close proximity in temperatures
ranging up to 150° was a little sick-making, but otherwise Deborah had a fine, adventuresome experience.
praise as

that

—

4e-

*

Pull

one at a time -

like

with Kleenex*!

LifHe Lu/u says: pull/no tissues onb at a tia/ie
f/VOT HANOFULS) £A/OS WASTE, SAVES
you MONEY / ONLY SOFT, STRONG KLEENEX TISSUES
GIVE YOU THIS THRIFTY "POP - U P" FEATURE YOU
can't AFFORO not to insist on KLEENEX!
.

© INTERNATIONAL

* T. M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS CO.

*

Once, when the company broke for tea,
she and her male co-stars, Richard Carlson and Stewart Granger, asked the native boy who served them for some hot
water. He looked perplexed, disappeared
and. hours later after they had settled
for lemon squash, came back witli a huge
kettle of boiling water. He didn't know
they wanted just a tiny splash to weaken
the strong tea. Thought, perhaps, they
were going to bathe.
*
*
*

Richard Todd, the sensational young
English actor

whom Warner

Bros, lured

to these Hollywood shores, was on location for "Lightning Strikes T nice" in our
Calif, frontier

when

town, Victorville,

the

came that he was an Acad Avmrd
nominee for his performance in "The
Hasty Heart." TJiis is a real keen, hos-

neics

—

—

pitable toivn
so they
if they like you
threw a ball for Mr. Todd, renting a hall
and pouring, of all things, champagne to
celebrate. It made him feel pretty darn

uonderfvl to think that a bunch of strangers wonld adopt a guy from 6.000 miles
away. But our latest recruit from the
British Isles is 100% for the V.S
probably why he got .mch a spontaneous,
heartvmrming reception.
.

*

*

Anyone who wants
canasta pigeon of

—

*

the Stardust rayon

to can call

At

me

the

and
Lucille Demarest's we practically dropped
our weekly poke, competing with those two
all

time.

Bill

two-way
<0«

GtHUINE

STARDUST

and Nylon

stretch girdle, at

ilarJmtsupj

INC., Dept. 59, Empire State BIdg., N. Y. 1

il^OlfS.

GARTER BllU

»jOU

—

.

STAR
BUYS
new wrinkle in separFOR aGrace
Kelly, NBC
tele-

ates,

vision actress, wears Betty CoEd blouse and cap (at left).
Made of fine sanforized, vatdyed cotton, tailored to perfection, it comes in red-blue or redgreen plaid. Blouse in sizes 32
to 38— the cap fits any head size.
Only $2.98 for the set. Write

Signed by Artist

—

The most jubilant skirt you've ever had v/ear it
gaily anywhere, anytime
a full eighteen feet
around the hemi In all-v/ool felt, exquisite//
hand-painied in imaginative South-of-the-border

—

and very
are alike .
each is skilfully hand-crafted. Your choice of
black, matador red, soft blue, kelly green, or
v/hite, with brilliantly contrasted Icim.

to Betty Co-Ed, 6402 Hollywood

Blvd.,

Hollywood

28,

Calif.

motifs. Romantic, colorfully Californian,

exclusively yours

— because

tv/o

.

10-16

Sizes

$14.95

sTNFORiyS
6356 Hollywood
Hollywood 28,
me

Please send

is by California Casuals,
consists of neatly fitting bra and
shorts and trim jacket, all of
sanforized denim. Faded blue,
solid or with
lime, shrimp, gold
stripes.
Sizes 10-18. Jacket
$4.95; shorts— $3.95; bra— $1.95.

the

@

$14.95

_2nd Choice-

—

Address.
_State_

City

Money Order

Check

We

pay postage

if

C.

O. D.

remittance occomponies order.

Satisfaction

YOU WANT additional information,
Kay Brunell, Fashion Editor.

GRACE'S ensemble (at right)

SUOuns

Blvd.

Calif.

_Color_

Size_

IF

write to

*"

"

Hand-painted Circle Skirt

Fiesta

no

Write
W.

832

to
5th,

California Casuals,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Guaranteed

GRACE'S
(below)

lywood

flattering
is

feature.

outfit

a Belle's of Hol-

Preshrunk cot-

ton sailcloth skirt in red-blue,
red-gray, tan-green or green-blue
sizes 10-16
print on ofl-white
under $6. White blouse of san-

—

forized

—under

—
broadcloth —

sizes

32-38

Write Belle's, 6227
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
$4.

Photographs by Bert Rockfield

THIS SPRING YOU'LL
a

in

blouse that demurely

WANT
buttons a Victorian

collar close to the throat, yet gracefully plunges

embroidered ?00% nylon lace neckline right
to a pearl button. A clever device to caphis heart ... its sheer enchantment will
take you dancing or out into the midday sun.
White only in wonderfully washable nylon acetate.
At $4.95.
its

down

tivate

ORDER BT MAIL FROM HOLLYWOOD
_Blou:es

Pteose rush
Circle sizes desired

32

34

at

36

$4.95 ea.
38

Nome
Address

-Zone, —Slate
Send in today!
pay postoge excepi C.O.D

City.

We

Dil

58

1

6227 Sunset Boulevard

^3

t^olly'^ood 28, Calif.. Dept. S-6

Alan and Sue Ladd.

sharpies, plus

into

We

got

some

of those kinda high-type stakes,
sorta thought we were an expert play-

and
er. That was the over-statement of all time
we finally wound up owing (and paying)
off to the tune of eight whole bucks. Alan
couldn't have been happier that he won.
Seems he doesn't often and on accounts
he seldom ever carries any pocket money

—

he felt rich like crazy with his take of the
evening amounting to six whole dollars.

—

We've gotta date

money

to

win

this big fat

all

back.

*

Two

*

«

of the nicest people

who

ever hit

Hollywood are Swedish star Alf Kjellen
and his wife, Karen. Alf was re-named
Christopher Kent and appeared in only
one American picture, "Madame Bovary." Prior to coming to Hollywood, Alf
had been Sweden's top male star. So as
it sometimes happens, he got fed up with
all the no activity and headed back to his
native country on a tramp steamer. We

—

heard

all

about

it

at a farewell party for

the Kjellens, given by Paramount publicist Ted Wick. And as it always happens,
the day Alf and Kaaren sailed he got a
picture offer. By this time he was a little
skeptical, said maybe he would re-consider and, if so, he'd get off the boat at

We have a hunch he'll be back
plenty big, because he's terribly

Panama.
here,

attractive

and

ACHIEVE THE NEW
Exotic EYE MAKE-UP

talented.
*
*
*

Jerome Courtland has again revamped
his living

quarters

father's house

—sold

his

late

step-

and moved

into an apart3-year-old brother's

ment: He's his
guardian and has put the sprout in boarding school. The kid visits "Cojo" on
weekends at his new bachelor digs tliat
is, until their mother returns from her
Eastern honeymoon.

—

*

*

*

June Haver's turned landlady. Building
an apartment house in Brentwood, farmhouse style, which she wants to rent to
young married couples. June's putting in
washable paper so the

on the walls

little tots

like crazy

and

can mark

PARISIAN
SWIM SUIT

building in
all kinds of conveniences like bookshelves
and toy cupboards and whatnot so her
tenants will be comfortable, happy and
permanent. June has no current romance
the boy she's been dating, Joe Campbell,
is a chum of her sis and brother-in-law. A
girl has to have a date now and then, but
is

—

in this

town one evening out with a guy

constitutes a big romance.
*
*
*

Harry James, doing "I'll Get By" with
June, is making his last picture on his
contract with 20th Century-Fox. Guess
who he lunches with every day well,
come on. Who else but Betty Grable.
She was real nervous on the set of "My
Blue Heaven" when both her kids were
visiting there, so she tripped herself twice.
Vickie, her eldest, broke the tension by

UNUSUAL

FRENCH DESIGN with rings for
perfect figure adjustment. Wear it at the
beach if you dare or while frolicking in the sun.

—

—

saying, "Mommy, why can't you do it
right?" Next time Betty went through
her routine perfectly.
*
*
*

Say, have you done your part and written your Congressman or signed a petition
to repeal the 20% tax on movie admissions? If not, get busy. If that tax is
repealed you can see five movies for the
present price of four.

—
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Arthur Godfrey Tips Off Hollywood!
Continued from page 27
about to sit through thirty minutes
and glamour just because those
involved with the program are prettier 'n
the flowers of Spring y'know. Not as a
isn't

of pose

"See Me Coming".
PLAID BLOUSE 'N' CAP
lovable sun-fun fashion

to

wear with your favorite

slock, skirts, shorts— everything!

Gay

to look at . .
fun to wear. Of Sanforized, easy washing finest
cotton
can't shrink out of size. Be the standout
hit of your set in this combination. . . . and the
smortest, too, when you realize the shirt alone
usually costs far more in this quality of fabric
and tailoring. Pert cop included in this tiny price!
.

.

.
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Cop fits every head size.

Blouse sizes 32 to 38

.

.

.
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keeps nails
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anyway, and

after all, telenight-after-

day-after-day,

night thing."
"Personality is definitely more important than good looks?" I asked.
"Certainly," he replied. "Anyone can
have personality. Jay, regardless of his
looks. Say what you like, but it's a fellow's or a girl's personality that puts him
or her across on the television screen, just
as it does in any other visual medium, or
in life itself for that matter. Personality
counts much more than physical attractiveness. A pretty face and a pretty figure is a joy \o behold, sure it is, but a
television viewer would get mighty sick
of beholding that same joy night in and
night out, whereas a performer who relies
on his personality will most always be
welcomed into the living rooms of the
nation.
"A gal can be a whopping success as a
performer and yet not be the least bit
pretty. Nine times out of ten, you'll find
the best brains behind an interesting face
rather than a beautiful one. That goes
for a man as well as a woman. An unattractive man, in the long run, is generally the most popular.
"The French are the best example of
what I mean. For the most part, the
French are noted for their unattractiveness. And true to the theory that the
more unattractive you are physically, the

harder you'll work on your personahty
most any French girl can exert her charm
and in no time at all sweep a guy right
out from under the nose of the most
glamourous gal in the books. Why? Because she's learned to develop a fine
blend of charm, poise and personality to
offset her lack of physical attractiveness.
"One of the first things most people
have to learn, and I preach it to all of
the kids who come to "Talent Scouts," is
to get over their self-consciousness, to relax.
That's the reason vaudeville and
nightclub people are TV's best bets at
the

BLUE CROSS

a

moment. They've worked

in front of

audiences for so long that they've gotten
over the self-consciousness that comes
with meeting the audience. They're relaxed, they've got nothing to worry about
but giving a good performance.
"TV, in its way, has yet to develop
that intimate something that radio, in it.s
own special way, has created for the
home audience. It's a long ways from being fully developed; all of television, in
fact, no matter what they'll tell you, is
still in the groping stages. We're all feeling our way and I'm no exception. I
think my way is the right way, of course,
and the other guy thinks his is and, when
you come right down to it, only time will
tell if either of us knows what he's talking about.
"My idea is to make everyone on my
program do things," he continued, still
stressing the importance of self assurance.
"I make them act silly, I dress them up
in screwy costumes and I give 'em ridicu-

—

lous things to do
all for one reason; unconsciously they're getting over that old
devil self-consciousness.
"Another thing," he continued, "a <4ot
of artists who skipped the elementary
grades in learning the 'know-how' of show
business the so-called overnight successes and those who've been used to
doing their scenes with a hundred-andeight retakes and three or four days to
memorize a couple of pages of dialog
will either have to take a refresher course
in how to troupe or turn the reins over to
those better equipped to steer.
"In one way," said he, going still
further, "the movie people are better
equipped for television than those from
radio. They're used to mobs of people
milling around in front of them while
they're trying to do their most intimate
scenes cameramen, script girls, directors, makeup artists and a flock of others.
That's in their favor when they step in
front of the
cameras, because the
same people are present on the video
sound stage. Radio people aren't used to
that sort of thing and they do a quick
freeze soon as they are on the cameras.
Performers with stage, nightclub and
vaudeville backgrounds are the lucky
'

—

—

TV

ones though. They take to TV like a
duck takes to water. The best thing that
could happen to television, really, is for
vaudeville to be revived on a great big
scale. It's the best training in the world.
Unlike picture people, folks who've had
their come-uppance via the club date or
the long weeks of vaudeville are more
used to being on their own with the audience; they're generally quick studies
(learn lines quickly) and they realize that
a bit of sight business sometimes conveys much more meaning than the wellrehearsed spoken word. And, in contrast
to leading! radio performers, their natural
timing is many times better than those

who have become accustomed

to having
dots and dashes to show where the
pauses in a script should be.

"The

strictly-radio

boys

will

suffer

most," Arthur continued. "Even those
who had years of stage experience before
they entered radio. They'll probably
make the grade, but they'll find the going a little rough for a while. First of all,
they'll have to jog their memories and
learn to memorize lines. But more than
that, even
and this is something they
don't seem willing to accept they'll have
to offer something different than a photographic version of their air shows. One
of the secrets of good situation comedy
in radio has always been the use of
sound effects and script words to create
illusion. To properly televise some of the
scenes that sound so funny on our top
radio programs, it would cost a small for-

—

—

tune for trappings and photography and,
most times, it'd still wind up about one
tenth as funny as it would be if it were
done on the air.
"Even Jack Benny," he went on. "Once
you've seen him the illusion is gone.
Jack's just about the best in his field,
believe me, but to keep going week after

week on

television, his stuff will

have to

be darned good. Look. Benny can refer
to his broken-down Maxwell on every
program and every time he does, it gets
a laugh. That's because each listener is
permitted to conjure his own mental picture of the automobile. Thus, in part, he
himself is responsible for making the
joke a funny one. Right? Well, you
can't do that on television. The car must
be there to be seen and, beat up and funny looking as it may be, once the viewers
have seen it the punch is gone and Benny's got to look around for another funny
prop. You've got to have so much more
material to sustain a regular television
program particularly one that depends
on situation comedy that, at the moment, it seems like an almost impossible
task. Impossible because there just aren't
that many good people around. Benny
can do it if anybody can, but he can't do
it alone. He'll have to surround himself
with equally talented people, people who
have had the kind of background necessary to good television performance, and
that's where the rub comes in. Where is
he going to find them.'' Where are you
going to find the performers and where
are you going to find the writers.-' A fellow, no matter how big he is, is only as
good as his material. While we're looking
for talent, let's not limit our search to
performers. Let's dig up some writers.

—

We

really

—

need them,

them. Re-

lots of

member, a single television program uses
up more jokes and gags in a single half
hour than a vaudeville turn of years ago
used up in a booked-up route.

"But getting back to the fellows and
who think they have ability. What
they must realize is that practically every
reigning star in today's so-called Glamour
Heaven came from the ranks of the bit
player. There's a spot of luck to most
"discoveries," sure there is, and besides,
it takes brains to recognize and take advantage of an opportunity when it presents itself. But more important than
either of those, they must go into the
girls

thing in the proper frame of mind. So
many young people that I talk to during
our "Talent Scouts" auditions think they
are wasting time by doing small things,
playing bit parts. Nothing could be further from the truth. The thing to do is
make everything you do a big thing
treat it as if it is a starring role. If you
do that, I don't care whether you're in a
local group, on a small radio or TV station or in some obscure night spot, if
you've got stardust in your makeup, the
scouts will spot it from a mile away.
There's nothing wrong with starting
small, Jay.
I
can't emphasize
that

enough.
"There's another thing," he continued,

"and this goes for kids who want to enter
any branch of show business television,

—

stage, screen or the radio
go out and learn about life.

.

.

.

tell

'em to

Study people.

Know

about the different types of characters they may be called upon to portray one of these days.
"I'm not talking about the no-talent
kids, now, I'm talking about the youngsters who are dead serious about the profession and about making something of
themselves. So many of them labor under the mistaken impression that the first

thing to do is join a bunch of other kids
who think they want to be actors and
form a so-called actors' clique. None of
them is dry behind the ears yet, still they
sit around the counter at the corner drug
store or local ice cream hangout and,
using their own very limited knowledge
and experience as authority ( a school
play, maybe, or a couple of local station
radio broadcasts), they tear every performer and every performance they've
seen to pieces. That, they think, is the
way to learn about show business. Really!! They're taking the quickest path to
oblivion. And taking it before they even
get started in the other direction.

"Here's a

Most

little tip.

of

all,

and

Is a

bustline

worth

like this

iA

minutes

a day?

as

should learn about
people, their habits and their ways. How?
It's simple. By taking the fifteen cents
they'd spend for that drug store coke or
lime rickey and spending it in a place hke
the Automat. They can watch people
there, see how different kinds of people
react to a situation, learn about life and
its habits first hand
in other words,
store away invaluable knowledge.
I said before, they

—

"Believe me, the time to make that
If
is when you're starting out.
you're one of those very lucky ones who
achieves stardom, you'll never be able to
go out and observe people so casually
again. The public won't let you, especially if you're in television. Years ago, before television, I used to be just a radio
voice. Clothed in anonymity, I could go
about my business peacefully, any place
I pleased, without much of a stir. Then
along came television to project my puss
all over the place and now, doggone it, I
can't even go around the corner for a

study

pack of Chesterfields without running into fans and a million questions: 'Hey,
Godfrey, how's that farm that new
plane that was some crack you made

—

—

"Now,

don't get
love people.

me

—

wrong, I really

"Before I leave you, here's a little
something you might finish off with," he
offered just as if he w^re writing the
story himself. "And this goes, whether
you're out to be an actress, an executive,
or just an average Joe Citizen. To me,
not only the secret of show business,
the secret of life. Humility, I mean.
Ever since I was fourteen years old, I've
been kicking around the world. At one
time or another I've been a waiter, a bus
boy, a cab driver and, oh gosh, just about
everything you can think of, and I
wouldn't have missed a minute of it. It
gave me a chance to get to know the
other fellow's problems a chance to
learn about folks in all walks of life.
It's when people know that you're aware
of their problems and that you are interested in them a little bit that they begin to like you. Gosh, we're all equal and
we're all making a living the best way we
know how, so why look down on one another? Seems like a typical American
these days is one who is extremely conscious of his own rights and fights like the
devil for them, but who is completely obit's

it's

SCIENTIFIC

QUICKLY, EASILY DEVELOPS

A GLAMOROUS BUSTLINE!
Doctors will tell you that full, firm breasts are
possible only through properly developed
pectoral muscles. The Beautibrest Developher, an exclusive push-pull exerciser in beautiful chromium and plastic, together with an
illustrated course of doctor-approved instructions, is based on this scientific fact and
positively corrects flat or flabby condition of
the breast
the safe, natural way. No dieting,
no messy creams, no massaging! Just use the
Develop-her 10 minutes a day in the privacy
of your own home
and soon, you too, will
develop a glamorous, alluring bustline.

—

—

Orcfer
The

everybody

else's.
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once in a while. No fooling, it's amazing
what it does to your personality. It

makes people
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—
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How

Elizabeth's Heart

Was Won

Continued from page 22

was going to keep her interest a
from everyone. Even when she became engaged, she was not going to let
anyone know until a proper tea was given.
That's what she vowed.
In October, 1949, Elizabeth was working at Paramount in a remake of Theodore Dreiser's masterful novel, "An
American Tragedy." One noon Pete
Freeman, the son of Y. Frank Freeman
(Paramount's head man) iovited Elizabeth to have luncheon with him at Luher, she

secret

cey's Restaurant.

When

Pete Freeman extended his inviit be all right if
we are joined by a friend of mine? He's
a nice person who always adds something
to any group."
Elizabeth said it would be fine. She
could only take an hour, so it would be
nice for Pete to have someone left at
table when she had to fly at one o'clock.
Lucey's is one of the places in which
there is a strong inclination to relax until
tation, he added, "Will

you'll love Ihe

BUCCANEER!
Buttonless wraparounds are the newest croze this
season... and here's the newest and cutest of them
all... with its swashbuckling sash, wide-cuffed
perfect with
batwing sleeves, and pert collars
shorts, skirts, slacks, or over bathing suits. Highest

quolity sonforized cotton broadcloth, extremely
well mode, in white, pirate gold, pink, aqua.
Sizes 32, 34, 36, 38... only $2.98 eachi

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
-Buccaneers at $2.98 each.

Please rush-

Sizes

Colors

.

Name
Street

-State-

City

Please add 17c for mailing

CAUFOimiA CASU«IS

—

two or two-thirty.
That night Elizabeth's mother wanted
to know what had happened that day.
Anything new, different, exciting?
She said the picture was going along
fine. Then she added without emphasis,
"I had luncheon with Pete Freeman and
one of his friends, a boy named Nick
Hilton."

SEND IN TODAY

I

SU^i'SfiS

"That must be the son

of Conrad Hilthe hotel owner," ventured Mrs.
Taylor. "Someone was saying the other
day that he's a graduate of New Mexico
Military Institute at Roswell. And I
think he attended Loyola. What sort of
person is he?"
ton,

Elizabeth gave the matter brief consideration. "He's tall

—^about six

feet.

He

has dark brown curly hair, and brown
eyes
and
his eyes have candles
.

in

.

.

.

.

.

them."

It was not love at first sight, but
something mofe permanent than romantic love: it was comradeship at first sight.
He had said that he was going horseback
riding on Sunday, and had admitted
to

—

Elizabeth's question
that riding
favorite sport, next to golf.

—

was

his

And when

time had come to order desElizabeth had said, "Anything chocolate. I'm wild about chocolate," and he
had added, "Me, too."
sert,

On

and beribboned! America's
rage from heel to toe in the year's
Pert

brightest assortment of colors.

No

wardrobe is complete without a
pair or two of Kirby's genuine
Ballerinas!
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1114 So. Los Angeles St., Los Angeles 15,
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Size:
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Black
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Saturday, he telephoned to ask
Elizabeth if she would like to go with
him to a dinner party that night. It was
being given by his brother. Baron Hilton,
and Baron's wife, Marilyn, who were
visiting in Los Angeles from Chicago.
Elizabeth accepted.
In the weeks that followed they went
riding together and Elizabeth transferred
her hor.se from his boarding place to the
stable where Nick kept his own horse.
More convenient.

Nick took Elizabeth to a premiere.
he arrived, she remarked upon how
nice he looked; slie had never seen him in

When

dinner clothes before. He looked himself
over and allowed as how he should have
worn sunglasses and bathing trunks be62

cause he was about to be suntanned by
the popping of flash bulbs. Because, he
explained with a straight face, he was
taking out a big, fat movie star that
night, and there was likely to be quite a
bit of fuss

made.

Liz took the kidding. "Wait until I
walk around the golf course with you and
j'ou flub a shot. Just wait. I'll have a
few things to say then."
The Taylors wanted to get away from
Hollywood over the Christmas holidays,
so they took a huge mountain lodge at
Big Bear. Marilyn, Baron, and Nick
Hilton were invited to be house guests.

You
Bear

should

know something about Big

in order to

understand the holiday

and Nick. Big Bear is a resort
around a lake, and it lies at an alti-

of Liz
built

tude of slightly over a mile. The air is
melted crystal, and the snow-dusted
pines rise high enough to brush the face
of the moon. A group of happy people
can ski or skate, hike through the woods
or go tobogganning. In the village there
is square-dancing, bowling, and the fun
of prowling through small shops.
like

On January 2, the day on which the
Rose Bowl game was played in 1950, Liz
had a date with Jerome Courtland to see
the battle between California and Ohio.
They started early, knowing that the
traffic would be heavy, and had made excellent time to the outskirts of Pasadena
when Liz clapped her hand to her mouth
to suppress a shriek of dismay. She had
forgotten the tickets.

Somehow Jerry maneuvered out of the
lane of traffic in which he was grooved
( and only a driver who has tried to
change his mind on the way to Pasadena
on Neio Year's Day can imagine what
driving skill and 22 carat luck that requires) and circled around side streets
until he found an open drug store. Liz
telephoned her father, who started out
from Beverly Hills with the tickets. He
was met by two very grateful and embarrassed youngsters in time for them to
see three quarters of the game. They
missed kickoff and the first quarter.
"The only excuse I can think of is that
was thinking of something else," murmured Liz in a statement fraught with
I

importance.

A

Nick brought a recwas "Some Enchanted
Evening" from the score of "South Pacific" and it marked the beginning of the
biggest secret Liz had ever kept. She and
Nick had double dates with Jane Powell
and Geary Steffen, yet she didn't breathe
a word of it to Jane. Liz and Ann Westfew days

ord for Liz.

later,

It

more, Liz's very best friend, indulged in
long afternoons of "girl talk," but Liz
held her tongue. She was already planning that Ann as maid of honor would
wear a Juliet cap of freezias, would carry
freezias and daffodils, and would wear a
slim green satin sheath dress over which
would froth many layers of nylon tulle,
but Liz didn't breathe a word. This was
a secret she intended to keep until the
announcement party was given in March
or perhaps not until April. The date for

—

—

They agreed on an innovation:
who wanted to give parties

the wedding had already been set for
May 6, at five in the afternoon, in the
Beverly Hills Church of the Good Shep-

friends

However, there was one person in on
the secret who was so excited that he
couldn't keep things quiet. He wanted to
shout it from the housetops; he wanted
the world to know that Elizabeth Taylor
was going to become Mrs. Conrad Nicholson Hilton. That person was the fatherin-law, to-be, Conrad Hilton, Sr.
When a New York columnist asked
him whether his son, Nick, and Liz were
serious (a routine question asked by ev-

were to be married

May

During the last week in April. Liz
threatened to give up entirely. Even
though she had always dreamed of a big
wedding, the excitement began to pyramid until the bursting point was in sight.
"I'm going to have the giggles," she pro""Whenever I get too tired. I
tested.
laugh. I can't help myself. I try to be
solemn, but I just have to hold my side*
and howl. I'm going to laugh at my own

6.

the Taylor telephone began to ring. It hasn't stopped
since. Liz was relieved. Abruptly, she
could talk about the plans she and Nick
had made to spend a three-month honey-

—

wedding I know, it."
But she didn't.
She came down the

aisle

as sweetly

the formal aimouncement party which

solemn a bride as ever approached the
altar. Her white satin gown, designed by
Helen Rose of MGM, was lovely beyond
description. Only pictures can do justice
to it. For "something old" she wore a
pair of white satin slippers in which she
had danced many a happy mile with
Nick. ^She also icore stockings as a concession to the solemnity to the occasion,
although she loathes them and never
wears them unless the demands of etiquette cannot be otherwise met.j For
"something new" she wore her bridal ensemble: for "something borrowed" she
carried a rose point lace handkerchief
which her father had given her mother

and ^L-s. Taylor gave for Liz. When
Nick arrived, late in the afternoon, he

shortly before their marriage: and for
"something blue," she wore the tradition-

moon

in Europe. She could talk about
the things Nick had seen during his seven-month trip to the Continent last year,
the places where he wanted to take her,
the romantic spots they would ^^sit.
Now she could explain why she had

started to buy clothing as if she were going into competition with Saks Fifth
Avenue. Her first purchase had been a
royal blue suit with hngerie touches of
white, because Nick's favorite color is
royal blue.
Liz wore a new dress of the same blue
when she stood in the recei\-ing line at
^L".

said simply, "My favorite girl in
favorite color
nice combination."

—

"You have

my

al satin garter.

So

candles in your eyes,"' said

ever

I've

Fallen

this

In

story ends, as

do. with
after."

stories

Liz.

Why

SUN DRESS

tom standard.

California,

in

Liz.

successful ''the groom himself received
gifts as well as the bride) that the Hollywood youngtimers plan to make the cus-

ery columnist about every young couple),
yir. Hilton said absolutely it was serious

Back

for

decided to give evening
parties only so that the boys could be in
on the festivities. These affairs were so

Nick and

herd.

—they

the

"they

all

good love

lived

happily

Love Only Once

Continued from page 36
she doesn't have as much fun. I didn't.
But still, it's a good idea. I know now
that Mother was right. For if the One
Man stands the test of comparison with
other young men, it makes the girl so

much more

sure.

important

the

Sister

if

Mary

And

that's especially

young.
Miles used to point out
girl is

that although there surely is that One
Man intended for every girl, some girls
don't wait long enough to find the one
intended for them.
exercise judgment. You
analytical in trv'ing to recognize
the right one," she told us. "We don't
believe in divorce and remarriage, so you
must be careful or there can be mistakes.
If you marrj- too impetuously, without
using good judgment, it's possible that
you might choose unwisely and regret it

"You must

must be

later."

I truly think it is a great, great shame
that more girls today do not enter marriage with the idea that it will be a bond
for life, a "forever marriage." instead of
thinking, "If it doesn't work I can get
a divorce." I say this not merely from
the standpoint of my religious belief, but
because, if girls really believed in one

love, one marriage, they would be more
selective, less imjietuous, more certain be-

fore they marry and then later divorce.
I say it because divorce is a bitter, heart-

breaking thing.
Of course I've known of a few sudden,
romantic, impetuous marriages which
have stood the long-time test, but in

Goaronfeed

INDIAN HEAD
Won't

Won'f

fade.'

run.'

Won't

cotton
shrink*'.

most successful cases the man and woman involved have been mature: certainly
mentally and emotionally mature, if not
in actual vears. They knew what they
wanted in marriage, knew the type of
marriage partner which would make the
bond enduring.
I'm afraid that most very young couples who get the "love in bloom" romantic urge and decide on a sudden marriage
have not given enough thought to the

romantic playtime print
two-piecer without the bolero for fun in

serious side of marriage, to the adjust-

THIS LINDA LEE FASHION IS
AVAILABLE AT THESE FINE STORES

ments which must be made, to financial
problems which will arise, to each other's
personality facets which might prove difficult and which are never apparent during courtship when the boy and girl are
on best behavior, look their best, are trying to please and impress each other.
That is why I agree with Sister Mary
Miles and Mother on the importance of

Wear

this
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Nor

did Paul suddenly "pop the ques-

tion."

We

YOU CAN HAVE THAT

WITH

BraSIette

NEW

Glamour

3

went steadily

for

two

years, inter-

rupted only briefly by the time I had
those "other dates" at Mother's request.
Paul and I had known each other two
years before we started our serious dates,
so you see it wasn't quite the spontaneous combustion, madcap type of marriage some people thought. We just didn't
allow our courtship to be publicized!
And now we have the home we both
had envisioned, high on a hill overlook-

'"1

ing Los Angeles.

And

Have

the figure

UPLIFT

FASHION demands!

slip into BRA-S'LETTE,
you're beautifully feminine, bewitchingly fashionable — smooth, sleek, seductive with full bosom, teeny waist,
enticing hips! No bulges anywhere!

The minute you

2

there are the children. I mention
because they are the climax,
the peak of our happiness' and if I'd
mentioned them earlier I could too easily
have devoted too much space to them.
There is Paul Junior who is three, looks
just like his handsome father and is already the rough-and-tumble athletic type;
and Michael Anthony, a year old last
January, who has lighter coloring but
daily grows to look more like his brother.

BRA

them

WAIST NIPPER

GARTER BELT

BRA-S'LETTE slims you where you
need it, rounds you everywhere else — with undreamed-of
comfort too. Just shape cups to lovely pointed or rounded
contours. It's all done with light, adiusfabte flexion boning
found only in BRA-S'LETTE. Elastic at cups for added sup-

port— lace and net trim
allure.

—a

for exquisite

And BRA-S'LETTE is economical
to make you controlled,

3-in-l

ONLY

'5 95

comfortable, super-curvaceous at one
little price
only $5.95
.

.

IN

cup, 32 to 36

In

C cup, 32

B cup, 32 to 38

ON

SENT

NYLON
to

Not long ago Paul and

I were asked,
did you really settle down and
realize the honeymoon was over.?" The
answer to that is, "We haven't." Actually, I think we were more sedate, more
serious the first year and a half we were
married. Now, if possible, we have even
more fun. The children haven't seemed
just joy and happiness.
to add problems

satin $10

42

10-DAY APPROVAL

WILCO

CO.,0ept. B656r, 45 East 17th St.,New York 3,N.Y
Please send me:
RAYON SATIN BRA-S'LETTE at $5.95
Size
Cup
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NYLON SATIN BRA-S'LETTE at $10
Size
Cup
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2nd Color Choice

—

I've been very, very lucky

ADDRESS

.

I

.

Send C.O.D.
I

I

will

enclose
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STATE.
pay postage.
You pay postage.
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having dates at a rea.sonable age, of knowing boys by comparison; of later having dates with other
young men for a ba.sis of comparison,
despite having found the man you believe to l)e the One Man, even if, like me,
you don't enjoy them.
being

.selective, of

How
crushes

remember the high school
had. They were always on the

well
I

I

boys all the other girls liked! That's only
natural, I've since discovered. The good
looking boys, the ones with a car and
spending money, the fine dancers and the
athletic heroes have a glamour which
f) u
understandably attracts girls.
t e
There's nothing in the world wrong with
that, but the boys who are overlooked,
i
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I said

three different times, separated

by sev-

months. I was only twenty when we
were married on that last day of the year
1945, but as the mass was said, as we
took our vows in our- little parish church,
I knew that this was my one love.
I shall always be grateful to Sister
Mary Miles for telling me to pray for it.

eral
(adjustable siraps included)

DON'T BE EMBARRASSED!

—as

way back on page one. Fate even gave
Paul and me three chances, for we met

NAME__
C TY

—

"When

RAYON SATIN

.

WHITE, NUDE, BLACK, BLUE

A

" '

last

the more quiet, less flashily attractive
ones probably are the ones who might
make better husbands, eventually.
I don't deny that there have been
many happy marriages which grew out
of high school crushes, but I think they
are the exception rather than the rule.
If a girl tries she can get a good preparation for subsequent real love from
these school day crushes. If she is honest
she will, after a while, find in the boy she
has "adored" some personality facets
which she can't reconcile with her own
personality. She will recognize differences of standards and interests which
could preclude building anything lasting
however attractive the boy might have

—

seemed.
Basic compatibility, basic interests,
basic standards are the important factors.
I don't mean that a couple need be
exactly alike in everything. If they are
too, too much alike they don't find anything new or inspiring in each other.

Common
lacking at

interests
first,

but

may seem
if

utterly
personalities are

harmonious and the marriage partnership
is based on true love, a love that makes
them want to share, who can teach each
other better than man and wifeP

When

I'm asked

how Paul proposed

can't answer directly— which

I

may sound

absurd, but it's true. After we had been
dating steadily for a few months we both
just naturally started talking about "our
house" and "our children." Neither of
us seemed to beat the other to the realization that "this is it." We both knew.

"\

Do Wanf
To Marry Again"

Continued from page 31

and Debbie's mother herself is
back at midnight to attend to Debbie's
seven

needs.

"Because Debbie's the most important
thing in my life!" Joan's eyes were serious as she watched the little girl going
sturdily about the room on her own
small,

happy

business.

"It's unbelievable
is.

And

there

how important

must be no breath

she

of scan-

dal or whisper of gossip about Debbie's

mother! That mother's name is never
going to be bandied about and cheapened—or mentioned in gossip columns as
a nightclub habitue!"
Joan's recently done "Bed Of Roses"
and is deep in the reading of
the dozens of scripts submitted for her
approval. She manages all outside pictures herself.
"Even though it does take a great deal
of time and thought, I'd much rather do
it that way," she explained.
"For instance, I've spent every spare moment I
can find since 'Bed Of Roses' finished
reading scripts— and there'll be a direcfor

RKO

tor here in an hour to talk business. Posnext picture, so I'll have
sibly he'll do
best judgment.
to use
"But, at least, if the decision is wrong,
own fault and, contrariwise,
it'll be

my

—

my

if

everything

is fine, I'll

have the

satis-

myself."
Joan, too, handles all her own personal
and household finances now and, though
she used to employ a secretary, she types
all business letters and does her own
faction of

knowing I did

it

to match the modish jacket, the other, its contrasting
trim. And just see how different the two combinations
appear
you practically have two suits for less than
you probably had expected to spend for one!

Todd

playing the lead opposite her.

That's a big question in my future plans,"
she said a little dubiously. "But I do
want Debbie to travel and to know the
world. Debbie's mother knows what it's

about and I want Debbie to know,

all

too."

Though the Doziers made extensive enlargement of the small house they'd originally bought, they felt that the baby's
coming

called for

more

space.

So, with-

out architect or decorator, seven more
rooms were added.
"We simply moved all the furniture
out of these rooms and stored it in the
basement. I let the servants go because
how could they keep a tidy house with
all that mess and confusion? I'd drawn
all the plans to scale and had designed
the furniture for the new rooms. So I set
up business on a kitchen table right in
the middle of the lanai where I could
keep an eye on every nail and bolt and
board that was put in.
"And the day before Debbie was born,
I washed and put away more than five
hundred dishes in the new kitchen cupboards!" Joan laughed. "You see, the
staff of servants who were coming in as
soon as I went to the hospital wouldn't
have known where things went, so I had

.

it

myself.

Debbie came,,
suffering a return of the malady that has
bothered her since childhood. Doctors
haven't been sure if it was neuritis, burJoan was quite

sitis

ill

after

or an allergy, so they gave her tests

and treatments for all three and for as
many more things as they could think of.
"This time, though, it was put right up
to me," she said. "They'd covered everything except one. And that was me. I
could be doing it to myself! With worall kinds of fears. Would
ries and fears

—

—

my

picture be a success? Would this go
right or that go wrong? Who, for instance, would take care of me when I'm
sixty?
"So I just stopped worrying! Now, the

a thought crosses my mind,
I erase it. Instantly I think of something else, something constructive, something building and pleasing. And I haven't
had an attack of the illness since!"
When Joan came home from Italy after
making part of "September Affair" there
for Paramount last year, she was heartbroken to discover that Debbie didn't
know her. The baby's cry of "Mama,
Mama!" to the nurse upset Joan so that
she let the woman go as soon as she

moment such

.
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Joan wants to make a picture in
England every Summer. The one for this
year will be "Bridal Night," with Rich"I'm going to take Debbie with me
that is, if the Court will allow it when
the final divorce arrangements are made.

COUPON
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bookkeeping.
As a defiinite part of her plan for the
future,
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Now, with

could.

faced Swedish

girl,

the help of a gentleshe takes care of Deb-

bie herself.

"I ride horseback around the hills here
exercise and, unless I'm working,
spend the rest of the time with Debbie.
"But her clinging to me so closely
brings up another problem. For instance,
she cries and worries when I'm away all
day working at the studio and that
shouldn't be.
"I can't possibly be with her all the
time. She must have companions her
for

THE SCIENTIFIC

WAY

—

age! Why, when Gene Tierney
brought her little Tina over Debbie and
neither one
she are only a week apart
knew how to play with the other! Both
little girls just hung on to their Mummies and stared at each other.

own

So

one

reoUstic no

ever suspect

.

,

.

"And that's the great reason I want to
marry again!" Joan leaned forward and
spoke with emphasis. "I want to provide
brothers and sisters four, five, six of
tliem- for Debbie so that she won't grow
up in the loneliness of being an only
child. And if the right man doesn't come

actually
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I talked with Joan soon after her
divorce from Brian Aherne at a time
when she was living alone and liking it.
Aherne, some years older than Joan,

—

ORDER BY MAIL TODAY!
ALLIED

—

—

Now
the

—
—

for fr«e examination. Any subicct.
PHONOGRAPH RECORD.S MADE.
STAR MUSIC MASTERS 605 BeiconBlil|.,Boston,Mats.

TEETHING PAINS

in a staid, British social set, cast
a mold of rigid formality. Released

Joan emerged the fairy printhe gay and mondaine lady who
seemingly tripped through a garden life
from

this,

cess,

on gold-.sandalled feet.
Later I talked with her in the early
halcyon days of her marriage to Bill
Dozier. And later again and they were
still happy days. This was the complete
marriage; they were united in love, in
companionship, in understanding and in
business. Through the formation of Ram-

—

—

part Productions, whose pictures Bill produced with Joan as star, their life together was a complete welding of personalities.
They read scripts, they talked
scripts,

RELIEVED

"But

they dreamed
I

scripts.

want more than that

QUICKLY

mar-

in

Joan's protest burst out indig"I'm living alone now and I'll
admit freely and frankly that I don't like
it!
But I want more than just business
and boredom. I want a man and I'll make
riage!"

nantly.

no

secret of

it.

But

I

want no man's

foot

door and I want no obligations to
anybody. I want freedom, too!"
It's a complicated prescription to fill,
but many fine men seem anxious to be
the doctor. The most recent and spectacular is a prominent industrialist who
met her just before taking off on a trip
to oversee his interests at the other side
of the world. In the few days he was in
town he showered her with flowers and
demands for dates before departing in the
bemused state of a heartsore swain.
"He's really very nice," Joan admitted
demurely. Then she giggled. "That would
be a fine arrangement, wouldn't it? He'd
be gone eight months of the year and I
could fly over to Singapore or London or
Paris or Lower Patagonia to join him for
a holiday!"
Even Joan's talent for amateur palmistry doesn't reveal the type of man she
will marry. She remarks that the deeply
traced headline in Debbie's little hand is
"just like Franklin Roosevelt's" and adds
that her own line of achievement appeared suddenly, has become startlingly
more positive from the moment she decided on a career as actress.
So that may be the true road from
which she will never swerve. Almost certainly the man she marries will be of and
in the picture business. "But not an
actor!" she adds hastily without enlarging on the subject. However, the man
in her future may possibly be a director,
producer, executive.
Obviously the great flat dish of gardenias mixing their heady fragrance with
the tang of the snapping wood fire and
the others in a big twin dish on a table
in her bedroom
told plainly of devoted
attention from someone.
That someone's name is Joan's smiling
secret, but he must find her ever the
lovely figure of romance who lives alone
in the

—

—

and doesn't

Tricks That Don't Fool

like

it.

Men!

Continued from page 41
along so well," she hints, "there could be

When

your baby suffers from
teething pains,justruba few drops
of Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is
the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teething period.

Bay

it

from your druggist today

DR. HAND'S
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Jusf rub

it
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more

—much

more between

us.

There

.seems to be a great physical attraction.
Do you feel that way?" Then she expres.ses fear of surrender.

Then she seems

to melt into your arms. You feel the
premonition of conquering. This night is
to be yours. At the last moment, and at
the peak of the excitement, she turns on
you scornfully. "After all, did you think
I was that kind of a girl?" Or she starts

and you feel like a heel, and assure
her that you had no dishonorable intentions. That you know she is the loveliest
girl you have ever met. To reassure her,
you build it up, until you yourself believe the words you never intended sayto cry

ing to her.
Then there

is

the

.social

tea.ser,

who

hangs onto your hand. "Yes, darlings"
fall from her lips and she bats her eyes

with a soulful look, and all of the time
she is looking in every direction to turn
her smile on everyone else, too. As a
hostess, she is justified when she leaves
you for another guest. But too often,
she's just the girl who u.ses you to meet

another guy. It seems she knew a guy
who was going to be at this party and
you end up, not as an escort, but as the
middleman in the transaction.
The Late Ones who are purposely late
hope to pique your interest. It's like
holding up the dessert. By the time she
arrives, you're so wretched that you're
glad to see her, because you thought she
wa.sn't coming at all. Or, she says, "Darling, I didn't mean to be so late. I know
how furious you are with me. I don't
deserve you and so forth," until she
seems so miserable, you now feel like a
big brute and you go overboard trying to

—

—

make

up to her for her being late.
there are the Sad Susies who tell
you monstrous and endless hard luck
stories. Finally you begin to sympathize, unwittingly.
As far as you're concerned, you're just being nice. This goes
on and on, with her saying "Poor little
me so alone you're only feeling sorry
for me." You protest that it isn't just
it

Then

—

pique

—

You

patti-hug'

you admire her. And if
she urges you enough and she does
you admit you a little bit more than like
her, just to make her happy. Then you're
pity.

like,

Sg99

—

trapped.

Women are the cleverest salesmen in
the world. There's a secret about closing
a sale. Get someone to argue about a
maneuver the conversation into
jx)int
an issue and the prospects will sell
themselves.
There's the Petty Gold Digger, who
always asks for financing to the powder
room. "A couple of quarters will do."
Or the one who invites you over for a

—

The coolest

with figure-snugging
elasficizeci

—

tie

Then

if

me
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6-Meek course sbows how to develop
Exclusive home techniques
by Joe Bonomo, famous beauty authority,
publisher of Beauty Fair. SVa" X 12",
124 diagrams, charts and photos of "miracle" exercises, bust control methods, diet,
weight tables, etc. Money back if not
delighted. Sent C.O.D. for $1.00 plus
postage or send $1.00, we pay postage.

Ritual
bust

gathers dia-

and asked
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CITY

always wondered how
maneuvered those little gems, since

called
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ADDRESS
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SIZE

Total $4.20.
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who

Patti-Hug dress ot $3.99
and handling.

^p!us 21c for postoge

that season.
there's the girl

background.

Dept. 177, 505 • 8tti Avenue,
New York 18, N. Y.

^millers

not her supplies for the

there's the

bracelets.

wtiile

ORDER BY MAIL

or

Of course, she quite innoyou to the first fur coat
store, and you are likely stuck with a
mink. Not her first but perhaps her first

Then

on

At Millers stores throughout the country,

ting a virus.
cently leads

mond

skirt,

Small, medium, large.

Big Time Gold Digger
the girl who goes out with you on
a cold night wearing a thin little coat.
She is freezing. She cuddles protectively
close to you for warmth. You ask her.
"You're cold. Haven't you a warm coat?"
She seems embarrassed. You feel like a
heel for mentioning it. She is trembling
with cold. You take off your topcoat.
She says, "No." The next date, again,
she has no warm coat. Being concerned
over her health you insist that she must
have a coat. The next day you are right
off to the first store to keep her from get-

—

full

bolero. Multicolor pastel

please go to the corner store with me for
the groceries.'" You wind up buying Slo

—

bodice,

top and matching

print

home-cooked dinner. You arrive to find
she has been detained and '"Will you

worth of food
month.

cotton

little
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Hke to escort Marlene Dietrich to a
premiere. Was I delighted.' No comment
is necessary. Marlene is one of the most
fascinating and honest women I have
ever met. After the premiere, where I
found myself the envy of every man in
the place, what with this gorgeous creature on my arm, we went to a supper
I'd

What Movie

Do You Look Like?
THELMA RAY
FIND YOUR STAR
Let

club. Marlene swept me over to meet
several important people, but she gave
me all of her attention. ^Nlarle me feel

and

most important man in the world
for that one evening. Whether that
was a trick, or I wa.s the most important
man that evening, I was too happy enlike the

—

supper a very famous glamour girl passed
our table, wearing a fortune in jewels.
I remarked, "How does a girl collect so
bracelets?"

ploys.
It

was
The

world.

She has told
this way:
first

me how

she does

it."

a

height,

em-

date she simply is out of this
a wonderful eve-

You have such

HOW to
Send

Marlene

.smiled, "It's all in a little trick she

you

tell

how
how

to capitalize on this likeness.
•
to make the greatest fashion designers,
hair stylists, and make-up artists work for you.
• how you too may be as glamorous as your star.
•

joj-ing my.self to bother to find out. After

many diamond

Star

Thetma Ray

is one of Hollywood's
leading authorities on fashions and
movie land personalities. She gives

her personal attention to every letter. Her expert advice can guide you
expression of your

the fullest
personality.
to

clear

FIND

YOUR STAR

photograph,

coloring,

age and

your measurements,
occupation together

with $2.00 to cover cost of research and consultation service to:

THELMA RAY

Hollywood 28,

Calif.
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THE ONLY METHOD THAT STOPS
CORNS BEFORE THEY CAN DEVELOP

Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads instantly stop painful shoe
friction, lift pressure on corns, sore toes. And they
give you the quickest corn removing action known to medical
science. Dr. Scholl's is the
only method, too, that
stops corns before they can
develop. No wonder Zinopads are the world's largest
selling foot reliefs. Get a
box today. Sold everywhere.

D^Scholls Zino-pads

Free for Asthma
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma and choke
and gasp for breath, if restful sleep is difficult

because of the struggle to breathe, don't fail to
send at once to the Frontier Asthma Company for

FREE

a

ASTHMA

of the FRONTIER
a preparation for temporary

trial

MEDICINE,

symptomatic relief of paroxysms of Bronchial Asthma.
No matter where you live or whether you have
faith in any medicine under the sun, send today
for this free trial.
It will cost you nothing.
615-D Frontier Bldg.
Frontier Asthma Co.
Buffalo 1. N. Y.
462 Niagara St.

ALL
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I

M

I

N

relieves distress-

ing symptoms of

"nervous stom-

— heaviness

ach"

after meals, belch-

ALLIMIN has been

ing, bloating and colic dueto gas.
scientifically tested by doctors and
tive. More than a V2 billion sold.

ALLIMIN

found highly effec-

At

all

stores.
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Suitable
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for

m ITED T Me ONLY
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I
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her one. She returns it immediately. Then
she calls. "What have I done?" you ask.
"We won't talk about it now," she says.
She teases on the telephone. It seems
the only time you can see her on the
morrow is when she's going shopping.
You go along and of course you wind up
right in front of Cartier's window. The
bracelet you buy is ten times more than
the first. Soon you have such an investment in diamonds in her that you stick.
You can't afford to let go of your invest-

ment.

Then there's the Losing Lucy, who always leaves her compact or her gloves in
your pocket,
can call you and it will bring
about another date.
There's Designing Dolores, who asks
you to a little party at her apartment.
You arrive to find everyone had to cancel the party and it's just a party for
so

LARGE SIZE OF YOUR FAVORITE
SPECIAL OFFER— FOR

ning. Then you remember that she said
she liked diamond bracelets. You send

your

Garlic Tablets

PHOTO

FREE

drug

ning that you're sure no one's like iier.
The next night she seems sleepy and
asks to go home early. She is still adorable and you are completely intrigued.
But she is just out of reach. She really
has a little headache. You must excuse
her. You wonder what you've done, and
how you can get back into her good
graces. You remember, one evening when
you were out, she openly admired another woman's diamond bracelet.' But
she wasn't obvious about it, and you
never gave it another thought. Then you
call and you can't get a date with her.
She is dying to see you, too, but something has come up. Finally you do get
together, and she tells you she is the kind
of girl who loves expensive things. "You
understand, you are just my type, you're
wonderful, but I'm all alone and I have
to look out for myself. We really hadn't
better see each other any more." When
you call her, she is evasive. By this time
you are searching your mind like mad,
trying to think what to do to please her,
to bring back that wonderful first eve-

car, or her lipstick in

.she

two.

The

pitfalls there are obvious.

Then there's Personal Phyllis, who
takes everything personally. You apologize to make up, and seem forever trying
to get back into her good graces.
The most aggravating is Catty Catherine, who talks about someone else in a
derogatory way. You become silent. You
are so appalled at her clawing that you
are aware of being embarrassingly silent.
The girl gets you to talk, so you talk
about someone to make her appear better. Then she turns on you. She then
goes on to say how you talk about
people!
The most exasperating are the Scene
Makers, who turn on tears or temper. A

man

will do anything to avoid a scene.
She wins her point merely because you
don't want to be embarra.ssed.

A woman's
"The

Secret

like the little

poem

called

Of Closing Sales:"

"He asked if she ever could love hhn
She answered him, No, on the spot.
He asked if she ever could love him,
She assured him again she could not.

He

asked if she ever could love him,
She laughed til his blushes he hid.
He a^ked if she ever could love him.
By Gosh, she admitted that she did.
Femininity expresses

itself

."
.

very young.

The other

night Lionel Atwell's small son,
Tony, was visiting at our house.
little
three-year-old blonde daughter,
Lynn, said to him, "You hadn't better
Git up." He did, and she
sit there.
quickly motioned for him to sit by her.
I am reminded of the little boy who
asked the little girl, "Kiss me." She
said, "Oh, no," and threw her arms
around him, saying. No, No, No, pulling
closer all the time. The little boy was
without guile. The little girl was already
operating her femininity by instinct,
which an adult man later determines is

My

trickery.
It's like

behind

me

the old song: "The gal I left
has been ahead of me all the

time."

Alsntells

ADDRESSE.S, BIRTHDAYS,
I how
STARS'
name
^
H HOLLYWOOD
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1
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and
photos of
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of
your favorite star and only 1 5c for handling.
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Calif.
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working, she could kite off to the beach,
and lunch at the Farmers'
Market with some of the fellows she'd
met, actors or business men connected
with the industry.
Vera has very definite ideas about dating. She likes fellows who are fun to be
with in the daytime as well as in the
evening; she likes someone who is fun to
swim with and dance with but who is
just as good talking before a big fire.
"After all," she says, "you can't rumba
your way through life! Some of my masculine friends represent one sort of inhike, or shop

terest, others represent different qualities

that I esteem too.

SCHIFFMANN'S

ASTHMADOR
e3

Whenever

I find a
the aspects of living I value most, there won't be any
other escorts."
Vera's idea of a happy day is like the
one .she and Roc Hudson spent at Ojai.
They found they didn't have Saturday

man who embodies
R.

A

Picnic!

ACT NOW-HELP FILL THE NEED

as a Trained Practical Nurse in spare i;ime.
Many earn while learning. Ages 18 to 55. High
school not necessary. Easy payments. Write

525

Always

Continued from page 43

all

jumped in his car and headed north,
past Ventura, into the mountains. Roc
is the six-foot-three-incher who scored in
"Fighter Squadron," "Undertow" and
"Shoplifter." He loves the outdoors and
is a good athlete. They stopped on the
way to Ojai for orange juice and for butcalls,

They drove through fruit orchards in bloom and came out finally into
the rolling fertile valley. They left the
car then, hiked through the woods, practised shooting (Vera confined her aim to
tin cans, fared pretty well for a beginner) then found a meadow with a great
oak under which to spread their lunch.
They ate sandwiches and fried chicken
which Vera had packed at home, and the
coffee she had poured scalding hot into
the thermos. Then they drove to a
friend's ranch where they rode horseback
all afternoon.
That evening they went
to the Ojai Country Club for dinner and
termilk.

,

to dance. Vera usually keeps a small
suitcase in the car for all-day excursions.
When it was time for dinner, she slipped
out of her dungarees into a wide skirt,
hung a gold necklace over her turtle neck
sweater, changed moccasins for highheeled pumps and was ready. Later, driv-

ing home, they saw the moon swim out
over the hills, flooding the whole sky.
That was a day!

"In New York," she says, "we never
could get out of town for anything except perhaps a quick run to Long Island.
But out here, mother and I may start
out for church and not be back for three
weeks we acquire a lot of tooth brushes
that way and you don't have to drive
hundreds and hundreds of miles to reach
a different climate; you can zip up to
Arrowhead and the .snow or down to the

—

And

desert.

One
time"

—

life is

so varied."

of the factors of the "wonderful
the work itself, and Vera has

is

with Hollywood youngsters who pretend sophistication or ennui. She loves the business. "I even love
getting up at 5:30 in the morning. I
drive to the studio feeling the world is
mine. And as for getting lost, everyone
has been looking after me ever since I
first came. Mr. Goldwyn let me store all
my furniture and things on the Goldwyn
lot until I found a place to live, people
have been so hospitable, and there's such
an air of informality. The other evening, for example, dance director Hermes
Pan took a group of us home to his
house for dinner. One of the boys cooked
Spanish chicken and we had a gay, carefree time talking, running off old Fred
little

patience

Astaire pictures, watching his old Bojangles routine. I've never had to fight
for my rights, either, in this business.
People like Fred Astaire, Gene Kelly,
and producer Arthur Freed look after
you, and I like that; it gives you complete freedom to concentrate on the job
in

time, they wrote

"Yes,

Reynolds from
the business end

Bill

Fox. She's interested in

of pictures too, finds it stimulating to
get that point of view, and particularly
likes

when

the personal appearance junkets
she has a chance to talk with ex-

hibitors.

"I enjoy the travelling, meeting

my

own kind of people when I visited Milwaukee, having a chance to see my relatives in Wadena, Minnesota, where my
uncle took me for an old-fashioned buggy
ride. My grandmother had never seen a
movie until I was in them. Now she and
my uncle and aunt finish up their chores
at the dairy farm and go in to the Cozy
Theatre to see what I'm up to. They
were slightly alarmed over "Slaughter On
Tenth Avenue" (jrom "Words And Music") and were greatly relieved to see me
looking like myself when I was there.
The children, my cousins and their
friends,

take

me

ice

skating and, last

my name

full

life.

in the

There

is

snow.
that

rAIR SCENT SPRAY ROOM DEODORANT
IN THE N[W FIASTIC SQUtEZl BOTTLE i
I

more scope

for imaginative dancing than
the stage does, there are the great dancing partners I've had and the fine dance
directors and the promise of many exciting pictures coming up. I'd always wanted to live where it was year-around
Spring, and California is as close to that
as I can imagine. It's always a picnic,
for you eat out of doors and the minute
you have free time you take to the open
road with a lunch basket. Then there
are such spontaneous, fun things, like the
night Roc and I went as gold Oscars to
the Photographers' Ball. You don't know
how much time we spent on that! The
studio mixed up the paint with a pound
and a half of gold dust, and they put on
our faces. That took a half hour. But
the rest of us, we painted ourselves.
That took two-and-a-half-hours. It wasn't
really fair because Roc just had to paint
me and I had to paint six feet, three
inches of him. I was afraid I'd use up
all the paint and get caught with a white
leg myself!
"You should have seen the man in the
paint store when we went in to buy
brushes for the job. Our faces were already gold but we walked in as if that
were quite natural, asked for a gallon of
alcohol and the brushes.
He asked
whether we wanted brushes for painting
woodwork, for the outside of the house
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Your
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anteed.

something. I want you to swear that
you'll count to five before you answer

any question, and to at least three before
you volunteer an opinion or make a
statement in casual conversation.'
"Well, the girl promised. And she kept
her promise. When a boy said, 'Hello!'
there would be a short lull, a period of
suspense, so to speak, before she uttered
her reply. And, believe it or not, this
was what created her 'mystery!' Too, she

3 for $2.50

busts

turos.

me

89C

price

Lnsth'piol

Learn To Count To Three

"I couldn't understand it. And, finally,
I buttonholed her mother one day and
she told me the story.
"It seemed that her daughter's main
failing had been that she talked too
much, chattered all the time. She let fly
with her positive, adolescent opinions of
people, places and things constantly.
"So the mother, who was a dramatic
coach, incidentally, realized her child was
in a fair way to becoming most unpopular. She talked to her one day. 'Now,
look,' she said, 'You're getting to be a
young lady. And I want you to promise

OILS

to si:

Same

—

2 Years

—

—

age of fifteen!

ILL.

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivaleut to resident scliool work prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H.S. texts supplied. Diploma.

to paint ourselves!

was suddenly the absolute dreamboat of
her class, and the boys, above everyone
else, thought she was utterly fascinating.
They said she was 'mysterious' at the

5,

High School Course

His face, when we said
I'm sure
he thought we were mad, and I wanted
to tell him, 'Mister
not mad, just having a wonderful time!'

we wanted

/

WILL

or for furniture.

hand."

Johnny McKee and

a

sense of contact with the outside world,
there are the tremendous opportunities
for working in a medium that offers far

But there

are glamour evenings too
premieres such as "Battleground," to
which she was escorted by A. C. Lyles.
publicist at Paramount, the Masked Ball
at the Beverly Hills Hotel, to which she
went with Henry Wilson of the Feldman
Agency, her dress a lovely thing of blue
satin with a bodice of imported French
eyelet. Others of her escorts include

it's

original

Payment must accompany

order.

Send your photo NOW
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New York
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did her counting before she dehvered an
opinion. So the boys never knew exactly
what she was going to say, nor when she
was going to say it. By counting, you
see, she gave the impression of deep consideration to their every statement. It
flattering to them, of course. But it
also riveted attention on her!"
All of us are guilty of the kind of
into the
thoughtless speech which puts
limelight. As Loretta says, "All of us
have been in story- telling sessions with
several other people, for instance, ses-

was

m

where we could hardly wait for
someone else to get finished before we
told our tale. We have been in such a
sions

^

HOLLYWOOD

we

don't give our
laughter a common courtesy but charge in the moment
the speaker pauses for breath. That is
a kind of blurting, of course, and it's invariably deflating, wounding, to that
other individual.
This, as I say, is done by everyone.
But that doesn't make it any better;
"To say, 'Oh, it's human nature!'
doesn't excuse it," Loretta told me positively. "Actually, it's purely and simply

hurry, in fact, that
appreciation, or our

—
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bad manners.
"We break out with things, we spew
forth words, and ninety per cent of the
time we don't even listen to what we are
saying, much less mean it. Actually, we
don't take the time to say what we do

mean.
There

is, too, as Loretta says, "The
kind of blurting where you literally take
the wind out of someone's sails.

NAME
City

—

Box 23S
76, Massachusetts

"That expression, as it was originally
used, meant not only that a ship did not
move, but that it actually died, withered,
that its crew perished, that the sun beating down upon it caused its timbers to
shrivel and crack.
"The same thing can happen to a person.

"Time and

true or false. They should, instead, have
counted to three.
"It is bad enough to tell the truth
when you are asked for it," Loretta went
on, "but when you are not, it's apt
to be sheer murder!
"I'm thiii^ang of a sad, true story,"
she said, soberly.
'There is an actress who used to be
tops. She was really a famous name in
the picture business. And then something
happened. What, I don't know. But,
suddenly, she was not only down off her
perch, but in terrible straits, capable at
her job as she was.
"It was then that she heard about a
certain part and put in her bid for it.
She saw the director and the writers, and
everyone said that she was perfect for
the role. It was hers.
"It so happened that the producer of
the picture was not in his office that day
and didn't learn of her selection until the
next morning. He agreed that she would
be very good, and then he asked, 'Now,
how do I go about getting out of my contract for this picture?'

"Everyone was astounded, of course.
did he want to break his contract?

Why

"The

reason, incredible as

—

it

may

seem,

went back oh, fourteen or fifteen years.
At that time, the producer was just getting started. He was a member of the
crew, a 'nobody.' The actress was a star,
as I said. And, one day on the set, he
made some sort of noise which 'disturbed'
her during the rehearsal of a scene. She
turned and, without thinking, blurted out
the order that he should be fired.
"She had the power. Her word was
law. He was fired
a few days before his
wife had a baby. He did not get work
again for six months, and he had a family

—

to support.

"He never forgot that period in his life.
Nor the woman who had so thoughtlessly
cau.sed

someone
an idea, putting
forth an argument or an exposition of a
pet theory, talking with utmost conviction, feeling he is actually accomplishing
something only to have a listener say,

"His motive in wanting to get out of
his contract was not, strangely enough,
revenge. He didn't need revenge. He was
on top, in demand. And he knew how

derogatory tone, 'Oh, you're nuts.
No one but an idiot would believe that!'
And what happens? The wind does go
out of that individual's sails. It is taken

ever.

again, I have seen

in the full of flight of

—

in a

by deliberate cruelty."
Loretta drew her brilliant gown around
her knees. She went on, "That, however,
is not as bad as the I'm-telling-you-this-

out,

for-your-own-good kind of blurting, the
it-is-my-duty-to-inform-you sort of truthspreading. For, in the main, that 'truth'
is usually sheer gossip.
"Fundamentally, I think it's better to
be kind, to pretend ignorance in such
situations, if necessary, than to be right.
Charity is the first law. And, even if you

do know something about someone which
should possibly be brought out into the
open, you should not be the one to speak.
How can you know you are right in
speaking, after all?
"I've heard people say, 'But I wasn't
gossiping. I was telling the truth!' And

maybe they were

—maybe.

it.

much the role meant to the actress at
that time. So he merely said that he
could not and would not work with her,
"I wish the story had a happy ending.
hasn't. For of course the company
wouldn't let him out of his commitment.
They cancelled the deal with the actress,
instead. Her own thoughtlessness had returned to slap her when she was down."
"I don't want to sound like a tin-horn
philosopher," she finished. "But, if we all
learned to count to three before we
spoke, we'd find ourselves paying more
attention to other people's feelings instead of our own. And, if we all learned
that, think what a lovely world this
might be!"
It

A

Really

Good Bod

Girl

Continued from page 45

But they had

no right to decide whether or not to
talk. They were neither policemen nor
judges. It was not up to them to disclose
information which might hurt someone,

dipsomaniacs, frontier trollops,
toughies of all kinds most of them earning their living by their wits."

molls,

It

—
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Hollywood takes no chances when it
wants an actress for the role of a shady,
but personable, character. It sends for
Claire, commissions her to let her eyes
go roving, her speech take on wisecracking huskiness and her hips toss ever so
The Feminine
slightly in the breeze.

New York

1

1,

N.

Y.

Don'i

Stay

FAT
you Can

LOSE
POUNDS
INCHES
IN

figure.

"I never knew any women as bad as
those I've played on the screen," she said.
"Never have I had the slightest acquaintance with a female dipso such as I
depicted in 'Key Largo.'

kinds of menaces
young, middle-aged, indeterminate-aged,
modern, old-fashioned in big city underworlds and frontier town resorts. Sometimes, I've had a heart of gold but more
often my heart is only a tarnished gilt.
The idea is to look hard, look tough, live
hard, be dangerous. It all makes for contrast, for drama.
It's all grist to the
Trevor mill, I suppose. Funny thing, too,
so many of my shady ladies were of the
corset period of American life that I actu-

been

all

—

ally believe I

than anyone

know more about

else in

corsets

Hollywood."

The most exciting part of her life,
Claire insists, is to be able to stop being
herself and become somebody else for a
while.
"That's the charm of acting for me,"
she said. "Most people are held inside
their

own

personalities, there's

no escape

from the wishes that can't come true or
the things they don't want to remember.
But an actor can take on another form,
borrow another personality.
"I want to make any role I play come
to life," she said, her expressive hands
giving emphasis to the remark. "That's
the all-important thing. Yet, there have
been times when, believing I have suc-

ceeded in doing this, I have found myself out of work for a long period. After
'Stagecoach,' a big hit, I was five months
out of pictures. Once I was sixteen
months out of work. Then I had four
pictures in a row."

But Claire Trevor did not intend to
be typed by the boys who sit in on Hollywood's production conferences. She
knows exactly what she wants of Hollywood. It is the opportunity "to live on
the screen all kinds of credible characters." She refuses to be the product of
a makeup box, no matter how skillful its
suggestion of evil. Hollywood's ready
perception of her talents, combined with
the understanding of producer Milton
Bren, whom she married in November,
1948, are enabling her to have Oppor"I don't believe in roles brimful of
acting but which contribute nothing to

7
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Menace roles fit her as neatly as the chic
dark green suit she was wearing (fresh
from a Hollywood couturier) fitted her

tunity.

not thrilled.

FASHION-GLO,

some blonde relaxing so demurely from
a strenuous month of personal appearances in a dramatic playlet was the same
individual who enacts so realistically the
Backstreet women of the movies. You're
conscious of an alert, poised intelligence.
You feel here is an actress who, given the
right Hollj'wood opportunity, can and
will take full advantage of it. She needs,
you sense, no cosmetic veneer of manner
or mystery to spin enchantment.
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the general purpose of the story," she
asserted. "The story has to fit the characters and the characters the story, otherwise there's no reahty to what you're trying to do. I don't want to be sentenced
to any single kind of role. I guess that's
the real reason why I have no particular
desire to return to the Broadway stage.
I
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DO YOU WANT RELIEF?
Drunkenness ruins Health. HappiBreak the Drinking Cycle

ness.

QUICKLY.

night after night for possibly
months on end."
It could be, too, that her remarkable
gift for sneering more menacingly than
any other actress in Hollywood has put
far behind her the vivid but insecure pastures of Broadway. A resourceful, painstaking person, she sets out to make any
screen role assigned her a vivid thing. If
it calls for a whiskey voice, she practices
making her vocal cords even huskier. It
was her part of the be-sotted gun moll
in "Key Largo" that brought Hollywood
up sharp to her potentialities as an actress. The flawless portrayal struck the
screen colony like a thunderbolt, brought
her an Academy Award.
Hollywood immediately began to let
her show she possessed more than a neat
figure and blonde good looks and an
ability to curl her lip.
During a recent interlude she played
the stellar role in "Borderline." No
sneer, no menace, not even a threat. It
afforded relief. It also enabled her to
make a fresh evaluation of herself besides
revealing to thousands of persons in the
East and Middle West her capabilities as
a flesh-and-blood actress. The chance
came with the two-months personal appearance tour in connection with the picacter

Her new husband accom-

panied her, was "thrilled each day" by
the "emotional impact" of Claire's performance.
"Milton had obtained a one-act play
written some time ago by Corey Ford.
It was, in fact, a long monologue concerned with the reactions of a New York
salesgirl to her job, to life in general, dur-

ing a working day as she relates them
to her sweetheart over long-distance tele-

The audience loved it."
Milton Bren had joined us in the room.
Slight, youngish, with a sincerity that
was directly apparent, he was looking
forward to the comparative serenity of
Hollywood. No more train schedules for
a while, no more hectic night life.
Regarding future plans, she said she
might return to being a Menace in her
phone.

next picture.

But she wasn't
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"I'm interested in the leading figure in
'Three For Bedroom
sounds a bit
sexy, doesn't it?
a novel by Goddard
Lieberson he's Vera Zorina's husband,
you know. Milton's going to produce it.
The heroine's a movie star, a kind of a
d a ni o n d-in-the-rough type who has
pulled herself up to the front rank by
her own persistence and native shrewdness, combined, of cour.se, with pictorial
appeal. The story revolves a/ound the
comic complications aboard a transcon-

.
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persons the
film star, her little daughter and a Harvard profes.sor, utterly oblivious of such
a world as Hollywood, all find themselves applicants for the same bedroom.
"I'd like to play the film star, but I
don't want it if Milton thinks it's not
tinental

train

three
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"Af/ss
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for

me. I don't want him to give

me

just because I'm his wife."

it

to

(Technicolor)

Claire suddenly was glancing intently
at the handsome diamond-and-platinum
ring on her finger.
"I never saw that before, dear," she
said. "There's a
the stone."

speck of red on

little

Milton dashed to Claire's side, bent
examined the ring. "I guess that's
a ruby," he said. "Don't think I ever
saw it before, though."
"Why, it's rubbing off." Claire had wet
the ring with her finger. "It's just a speck
over,

of lipstick," she laughed.
It

But

The Daughter Of Rosie O'Grady

was a sentimental crisis of a minute.
was very revealing in its demon-

it

stration of the close boy-and-girl-like devotion of the couple.
It made all the more convincing Claire
Trevor's assertion that she has never

Warner Brothers

LIGHT musical with June Haver

"Murder

My

Sweet" and "Allegheny Uprising" caring a good hoot about a speck
on a ring.

I

With marvelous

United Artists

THOUGH none of the names are

spire, cry

to Current Films

Continued from page 15

for themSentenced to a delinquent home

off.

for girls, the four: Anne Francis, Anne
Jackson, Rosita Moreno and Enid Pulver,
go from bad to worse something which
psychiatrist Henreid can't understand.
Outwardly the institution seems like the
ultimate in modern corrective measures.
True, the buildings look like some swank
girls' school, but inside those walls, a

a whiff of French

pack of
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Better than average Western in which
Maureen was never better, and Will Geer
is terrific as Carev's sidekick.

horrible
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So Young, So Bod

known any

characters like those she has
played 'on the screen. You just couldn't
imagine the gun moll of "Key Largo" or
the Feminine Menace of "Stagecoach,"

gaily

prancing about as the offspring of
a vaudeville team, the remaining half
being father James Barton. Since her
mother's death, which he attributes to
the tough grind of show business, Barton
has kept all mention of the stage and
theatrical life away from his three daughters.
However, June meets music hall
owner, Gordon MacRae, and family history begins to repeat itself, even though
papa temporarily disowns his stage-struck
child. Aside from the well worn corny
ending, it's a pleasant enough offering of
entertainment.

.

.

.

.

.

ENCHANTING EYELASH MAKE UP

matrons rule in ways as
Medieval torture methods.
Henreid's final victory makes up for all
the grim goings on. Well done and star-
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I was 20 pounds lighter and feel good in the
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bargain."*

Mrs. A. S., Dearborn, Mich.

'Your experience may,

of course, vary.
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Dr.

Tablets are
not t/et sold in

Test!

—

Dr. Parrish's Tasty Tablets are a special dietary supplement, help appease
hunger pangs while you reduce and are

Edward Parrish

stores.

Send onlif

^2°9 for the reg
ular^2?§
or order

Size...

C.O.D.

ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS.

Romance Refurns When

POUNDS GO!
Thrill again to the carefree days when your figure was slim and pert.
Men want their wives
and sweethearts to stay
attractive. You too may
shed ugly bulges and
Inches on Dr. Parrish's
easy-to-follow 14- day

plan

t

NOT A 7-DAY SUPPLY
NOT A W DAY SUPPLY
BUT A FULL m-DAY SUPPLY
FOR

ONLYrT^^

1
I

Send regular $2.25 size containing 112 Dr. Parrish's
(Tablets and Dr. Parrish's amazing "Formula for Slenderness.
All for only $2.00 on your money back
I

'

I

Ship C.O.D.

a Enclosing $2.00

I

N. Y.

—

"

guarantee.
I

j

Hood Products Corp., Hood BIdg., New York 12,

HOOD PRODUCTS CORP., Dept. 347-H
Hood Bidg., 686 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y.

City

Zone

.

.

.

-^sESEm

.

state

HAVE A SLIMMER, YOUTHFUL, FEMININE
APPEARANCE INSTANTLY!

No other

girdle or supporter belt has more
ho Id -in power! The

Up-Lifl Adjust-O-Belt
is the newest, most

comfortable

girdle

I

ever had.

REDUCE

LIKE
YOUR APPEARANCE! LOOK AND FEEL
Do
as thousands
Don't look old before your time*
of others do, wear a comfortable, new and improved
The UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT with the amazing new adjustable
with added support where you need it most* Simply adjust the

SIXTEEN AGAIN!

UP LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT!

front panel controls your figure the way you want it,
laces and PRESTO your mid section is reshaped^ your back

MORE

AND

UP-LIFT

braced and you look and feel younger!

is

HOLD-IN POWER!

The UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT takes weight off tired feet and gives you a more alluring,
more daringly feminine, curvaceous figure the instant you put it on. It gives you lovely curves
just in the right places, with

no unwanted bulges

nothingness no matter what shape you

may now

wrong ones.

in the

have.

/I'is

It

whittles your waist line to

easily adjusted

—always comfortable!

TEST THE ADJUST-O-BELT UP-LIFT PRINCIPLE WITH

YOUR

OWN

HANDS!

Clasp your hands over your abdomen, press upwards and in gently, but firmly. You feel better don't you! That's just what the UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT does for you only the ADJUST-O-BELT does it better. Mail Coupon and test it at home for 10 days FREE at our expense!

APPEAR SLIMMER. AND
The UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT

FEEL BETTER!

and flattens unsightly bulges, comfortably, quickly, firmly.
It readjusts easily to changes in your figure, yet no laces touch your body.
It gives instant
slenderizing figure control. It fashionably shapes your figure to it's slimmest lines. Like
magic the VP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT obeys your every wish. Pounds and inches seem to disappear instantly from waist, hips and thighs. You can adjust it to your slimmed down figure
as your figure changes. It gives the same fit and comfort you get from a made to order
girdle costing 2 to 3 times the price. It washes like a dream. Style: Panty and regular. Color:
nude and white. It's made of the finest stretch material used in any girdle with a pure satin
front panel and made by the most skilled craftsmen. It's light in weight but powerfully strong.
It

won't

most.

lifts

up, bulge or curl at the top. It gives extra-double support where you need it
other girdle at any price can give you better support, can make you look better, feel

roll

No

better or appear slimmer. Sizes

Money

24

to

48

Back Guarantee
With a 10-Day FREE TRIAL
If the

You
and

will
feel

look like
like

this

beautiful model in
your new and im-

proved Up-Lif?
Adju8t-0-BeIt.

-

UP LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT

ONLY

waist.

isn't bet-

than any supporter you ever had, if
You don't feel more comfortable, if you
don't look and feel younger, if your shape
isn't 100% IMPROVED, if you are not
delighted with it, return it and your money
will be refunded in full.

ter

NO MONEY

SEND
ADJUST-O-BELT
1025 Broad

St.,

$3.98

CO., Dept. 325
New Jersey

Newark,

Rush your now and improved IIP-LII-T ADJUST-O-BELT for
$3.98 in size and style checked. O Regular,
Panty.
Send C.O.D. I will pay postage plus handling.
[n I enclose S,3.98.
You pav poslaee plus handling.
CHECK SIZE:
Sni. (24-26);
Med. (27-28);
Lg.

Q

XL

(29-.30>;

(.31-.32);

XXXXL

(38-40);

(42-44);

XXL
5X

(34-.S6);

XXXL

(46-48).

NAME

FREE:
your regular laces,
return the girdle.

New amazing NYLON

laces

will

be sent

Try them instead of
You may keep them FREE even if you

free with your order.

ADDRESS
CITY
I

ZONE

STATE

understand it not delighted with the DP-LIFT ADJUST-OI
can return it in 10 days for full purchase price

BELT

refund.

SENT
74

ON APPROVAL

iZead about the

two lovers who
defied the terrors of the Inquisition rather
renounce

than
each

other

or

their important

mission!

"Resembles the
Gothic tales oi
the mid-19th
Century, with
a new thrill or
horror

on

al-

most every

—

Hartpage!"
ford Courant

"Are You a Man,
sician, That You
Hide From The World?"
she haunted his dreams, then tormented him by coming alive! You'll

FIRST

care behind in this big new bestnovel of beautiful vi'omen and
dangerous men, of sorcerers and healers,
of plotting nobles and wily rogues, projected against the glitter and intrigue of
the 16th century. "Divine Mistress" is

leave

all

selling

entertainment

in the glorious tradition
of Dumas and Cellini and Boccaccio
spiced with the truth of history. And it
costs you nothing but a 3c stamp to owv
it
plus another great new best-seller,
The Queen Bee, in this wonderful offer
to new members of the Dollar Book Club.

—

Frank G. Slaughter's

Divine
Mistress
AND

Edna

Lee's

The Queen Bee
pLATTER

her, be a willing slave
to her seductive beauty and she'll
adore you! But dare to cross her,
arouse her jealousy, and you'll take
the consequences! Ask her young niece
who dared to challenge her for possession of a

man!

The Queen Bee is a
romance

story unsurpassed for stormy
and suspense.

The Only Club That Brings You Best-Sellers for

just $1
Mail This Coupon

THE
you

Dollar Book Club offers to send
both "Divine Mistress" and "The

Queen Bee"
as

a generous

for just a 3-cent stamp
sample to new members of

wonderful reading entertainment and
equally wonderful savings that nearly a million families enjoy through the Club.
The Dollar Book Club is the only club
that brings you popular current novels for
only $1.00 each. Yes, the very same titles
sold in the publishers' retail editions for
$2.75 to $3.00 come to members for only
$1.00
an incredibly big saving of almost
two-thirds!
Such values are possible because of the
great economies effected in
printing huge
the

—

editions for so large a membership.
big savings are passed on to you.

These

Take at Few an Six Books a Year!
Membership in the Dollar Book Club
requires no dues of any kind. You do not

even have to take a book every month; the
purchase of as few as six books a year fulfills your membership requirement.

Upon

coupon with just a
you will be sent BOTH
"Divine Mistress" and "The Queen Bee."

3-cent

You
for

you

receipt of the

stamp,

will also receive the current selection

only $1.00.

Thereafter, every month,

will receive the Club's Bulletin,

describes the forthcoming

Club

which

selections,

other popular books offered at only
$1.00 each. Buy only the books you want!

also

Send

No Money

Jusf Coupon with 3c Stamp
When you see the wonderful package
reading you will get immediately and
ize these books are typical of values
will continue to get from the club for
$1.00 each, you will be delighted to

become

a

of

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB
Dept. 6SU, Garden City,

New York

Please enroll me as a Dollar Book Club ineiiiber and send rae
once Divine mistress and The Queen Bee
BOTH for the
enclosed 3c stamp.
Also send ine the current club selection and
bill ine for $1 plus shipping cost.
With these books will come my first issue of the free descriptive
folder called
"The Bulletin" tellins about the two new forthcoming one-dollar bargain book selections and additional bargains offered at .?1.0 0* each to members only.
I have the privilege of notifying you in advance if I do not wish
either of the following months' selections and whether or not I
wish to purchase any of the other bargains at the Special Club
price of $1.00 each.
I do not have to accept a hook every month
only si\' during each year that I remain a member.
pay
I
nothing except fl for each selection received plus a few cents
shipping cost.

—

at

—

Mr. 1
Mrs. >
Miss J

.

real-

you
only

City,

have

&

Zone

State

.

member! Mail coupon now.

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

If

Occupation

•Same

age,

Price

In

Canada;

105

Bond

unoei' 21,
please

St.,

Toronto 2

.

DoThe

i-D

loveliest, liveliest trio of

to

and around we go,,.
bare-your-shoulder blouses ...

swing you gaily through country dances and romances.

Left: All-over eyelet tissue broadcloth

3.98

Center: Multi-colored woven gingham

Right: Embroidered dancers on combed cotton broadcloth

2.98

2.98 Companion

Skirts:

3.98

All Sanforized, colorfast and unconditionally washable. At good stores everywhere.

ever lovely

.

.

ever washable

fiesta blouses
Susquehanna, 1350 Broadway,

New

York 18

.

,

.

Quietly, at the water's edge, she
thrills to

the expectation of love:

Love Life more beautiful than her
sweetest dreams. Lilacs, roses

—

gardenias surround her

knows

and

for she

that flower scents are a lure

no man

can

resist.

For you,

Lander's Flower-Fresh Talcs cast a
spell of

romance with a

cluster of

garden fragrances. Tantalizing

.

Lilac

and Roses

10 i

Spicy Apple Blossom

.

each

Sweet Pea
delicious

.

.

.

truly the talc that tempts

.

Gardenia and Sweet Pea

.

feel
all

higher in the tvest

summer sweet

year round with

£//cic affc/ "^oses 7a/c
1

lb.

family size Lilac and Roses 25^ (pJms tax)

higher in the ivest

AVAILABLE AT YOUR

FAVORITE FIVE AND DIME

AND VARIETY STORE

THE

LANDER

C

M

P

A

N

Y

•

F

I

F

T

H

A

V

E

N

U

E

^}}f^Em Beautiful..

Can Win Him Bac^

^{o\3

Snubbed

.

.

by the very

.

and

definitely

man who,

deliberately

last night,

.

.

.

simply begged to be introduced. Daisy

wasn't accustomed to such treatment; once she met a man, she usually

managed

to hold

and wise one
as

as

him because she was not only
well.

What had

a pretty

but a witty

girl,

she said or done to antagonize

him

they danced the night before? In vain she sought an explanation.

toyou...any ti/ne
No

matter what other charms you have, they're likely to be forgotten if you're guilty of halitosis* (unpleasant breath). And, don't
forget, halitosis* may be absent one time and present the next
without your realizing it.

Why

risk offending needlessly

a simple,

when

Listerine Antiseptic

is

Never, never omit it, night or morning, or before any date
you want to be at your best.

.atuactive

such

delightful, extra-careful precaution against offending?

when

be extra-carefu]

is the extra-careftd
precaution because it freshens and
sweetens the breath
not for mere
seconds or minutes
but for
hours usually. So, don't trust makeshifts
trust Listerine Antiseptic
before every date.

Listerine Antiseptic

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*Though sometimes

systemic, most
to the bacterial fermentation of tiny food particles. Listerine Antiseptic quickly
halts such oral fermentation, and
overcomes the odors it causes.
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
cases of halitosis are

due
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^
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Exclusive Photos by

What Hollywood
The

Itself Is

stars, too, like to

PICTORY

Talking About

Lynn Bowers

Hedy Really Surprised Me

—John

!

Hodiak

John had heard Hedy Lamarr was unhappy having him as co-star but read this
If You Like 'Em Rugged
Patricia Keats
MGM, which gave us Clark Gable, has another big treat in Howard Keel

He Simply

Can't Believe

It !
Richard Todd's used to shocks, but his sudden

Cathy Clayton
fame

really startles

"I'm Not The Husband Type"
"Perhaps

it

is

when the hot weather

24
26
36

because I don't want to be possessed," says Steve Cochran

woman

Doris

reHects the influences of the

men who have

Day

40

crossed her path"

How To Pick A Husband
Reba and Bonnie Churchill
This is how lovely Marta Toren would do it
Don't Let The Gleam Fool You!
Marilyn Sable
"Often the man with the hero's look, says ZacRary Scott, "is really a villain"

42

She Was Just Browsing Around

46

45

"

That's what Mercedes

arrives

22

him

Mary Jane Manners

Men Who've Meant Something To Me
"/ think a

20

keep posted on film news and social activities

Donald McClure

McCambridge

said

when she

first

arrived in Hollywood

Record Roundup

Bert Brown

74

So it's a hot and humid day! So it's also
day when sanitary protection is needed!
Lady, you should learn about *Tampax.
a

For the lucky

Tampax can

woman who

discovers

through the month
without ever a thought of belts and
heavy pads and everything that these
sail

June Haver, starring in "The Daughter Of Rosie O'Grady"
Jeanne Grain, starring in "Cheaper By The Dozen"
Cecile Aubry, starring in "The Black Rose"

28
30
32

—

accessories imply.
invisible
felt

when

even in

Tampax
It is

It

More,

is

actually

it

cannot he

slightest degree.

the invention of a doctor.
and absorbs interdiscards every bit of outside

worn

nally.

tfie

Tampax

in use.

is

internally

Nothing

is present to make you
uncomfortable. Or to chafe. Or cause
odor. No bulges or edge-lines with
Tampax. It may be worn in swimming.
Made of pure surgical cotton, Tampax

bulk.

.

.

is

Cobina Wright
Helen Hendricks

Party Gossip

Your Guide To Current Films

•>•••>•.•*•.••••

N^cwsrccl

a*

With A Heart Not So Gay (June Haver)
Precious Milestones (Jeanne Crain)
Tyrone's New Leading Lady ( Cecile Aubry)
Helping Hand From Hollywood
He Sure Gets Around! (Burt Lancaster)
Society And The Stars Make Merry
Fun With "Father"
SCREENLAND Salutes June AUyson and Dick Powell

6
12
19
29
31
33
35

38
44
48
50

.

compressed in applicators for easy
and changing. Highly absorb-

insertion

ent. Small in size.

Disposal no trouble.

You

can buy Tampax at drug stores
and notion counters even in country
villages. Three absorbencies— Regular,
Super, Junior. Average month's supply
fits in purse. Tampax Incorporated,
Palmer, Mass.

Courtenay Marvin

Bare Facts
Sun-Fun Fashion Selections
Under Cover Flattery
Star Buys

Kay Brunell
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MEMBEU AUDIT BUREAU OP CIRCULATIONS.

M-G-M announces the event

of the season!

EUZABETH

JOAN

SPENCER

TRACT BEMTT

TMWR

THE BRIDE
gets the thrills!

FATHER
gets the bills! ">

All the fun, all the sentiment, aSI the romance
that brought joy to millions of readers of the

book come

nnM TAVI no DIIIIC DIIDl^r
UUIM lAYLUK bILLIt bUK^t

to life in a

wonderful movie.

screen play by Frances Goodrich and albert

BASEDON^m

Nom

hackeh

directedby

produced by

VINCENTE MINNELLI-PANDRO

S.

BERMAN

"Come

to dinner and then we'll all go to
see Bette Davis in her play."
If you wanted to see Bette Davis or

Ruth Hussey or Jennifer Jones, you had
to make an overnight stay at some little
coastal inn.
-X-

But

*

*

this year, right in

Hollywood,

all

the intimate little theatres like the Las
Palmas, the Century, The Stage and the

Coronet have marquee banners "name
dropping" some of. the biggest in the
business.

For example, for the opening

of "Light
Sky." there were almost as many
film stars in the cast as there were in the
audience. The "in person" appearance of
Guy Madison, Jeaii Parker, Florence
Bates, Tom Power and Fred Clark drew

Up The

Cayety was the order of the day at dedication
Stadium in Front Royal, Virginia.

of Bing Crosby

has been a midsummer madTHERE
ness
small theatre
for

For your enchanted moment (and
may come any moment) only
one lipstick will do. It is Tangee!
Because it is made by a newly
perfected secret formula, you will
it

discover:
(1)

A

finer texture

easier to apply. Still
tant,

it

.making it
more impor-

..

does not smear.

Stays on Zonger... longer than
any lipstick you have ever used.
(2)

(3)

Comes

in en-

chanting colors—
the pink of perfection,

Tangee

Pink Queen— and
six other glamour
shades.

ci/naee
L/P^ST/CK

parties

this

season and all the stars are either
treading the boards or getting their
friends together to attend some performance in which a big movie name is taking a small footiight part for the fun of
it.

There was a "straw hat" fever last
year in filmland, too, but all the little
theatres were in such faraway places as
Santa Barbara, La Joila and Laguna,
making it impossible for a hostess to say,
Cobina Wright with Mr. and Mrs. Richard Todd
at a press luncheon honoring the foreign star.

Joseph Gotten and Rosalind Russell rehearsing a drama for a Screen Guild broadcast.

and her gang
lake over

Pa ramount presents

*

JOHN

CORINNE

ihe

mt!
>7

It's

DIANA

LYNN

DEAN

the

IRMA"

JBRRY

The Greatest Laugh-Tea
In The Land
!

MARIE

p

.-FIDDLE

AND

G/rM/? fi^^^,.

Hit

:

Voa Can M(ord
THIS LUXURY

Robert Young, shown with Mrs. Young, Carol Ann, Betty Lou and Barbara, is well qualified
NBC's "Father Knows Best" show. He also has another daughter, Kathleen.

to be the star of

CALO
CURL
CLIPS

Stewart Granger and Ruth Roman at gala opening of
Hollywood's new ice cream parlor.

a star-studded crowd and I found mynext to Rosalind Russell, with

self sitting

Betty Button, Lucille Ball, Van and Evie
Johnson, Kurt Kreuger, Bobby Stack,
Cleatus Caldwell, Jose Ferrer, Walter
Pidgeon and Lana Turner all practically
sitting in the

same row.
*

After

Of course, you can
afford this luxury of real beauty in
hairstyling. Just roll curl
slide

on

finger,

Calo plastic curl clip over curl

and presto

— beautiful

waves and

curls you've always

dreamed

of.

Calo

Plastic curl clips can

be used with any type

the

final

*

Rod's

curtain

in

bara Fuller and

Wanda

Hendrix at

for Barhis

party.

*

went down,

Wil Wright chatting with Rod Cameron and
Virginia Field.

Wil Wright mixes something special

"Lost Stage Valley."

there was a terrific champagne party
backstage. At least, it started backstage
but there were so many guests that the
party adjourned to the auditorium.
This also started a little trouble no
one had thought they would have to cope
with. One of the after-theatre "crashers" walked into the dressing room shared

by Guy Madison and Fred Clark and
raided their wardrobes.
*

*

*

Betty Hutton, of course, staffed by
to congratulate Benay Venuta, who is
one of her best friends, but exflained

homepermanent.Buy
a card at your

5&

10,

Advertisement

Drug or Notion store,
or write

AFRAID

you'll

be an

OLD MAID?
Calo Co.

Massapeqna, L.

I

See page 17

Is

she coming

out "good", or

is

she coming out

avenge

to

the terrors

and the
torments

make

that

a prison
for

women

a college
for

This

crime?
is

the

angry story of
beautiful Marie
Allen, a
girl

.

.

that

one-mistake

men

betrayed

and the law forgot!

Women Without MEN..«Ex€EPr inTmcir Memories !

Starring

ELEANOR PARKER
Produced by JERRY

WALD

AGNES MOOREHEAD

ELLEN CORBY

WRITTEN BY VIRGINIA KELLOGG AND BERNARD
MUSIC BY MAX STEINER

C.

HOPE EMERSON

SCHOENFELD
DIRECTED BY

BETTY GARDE JAN STERLING

JOHN CROMWELL

that she had to leave right aioay for
Springs, because she was taking her

Palm

who had been baby sitting for
Marion Hutton, down into the

mother,
sister

desert for a rest.
*

COIN

TO

*

*

is no business
show business when it comes to
raising money for a worthy cause and
most recent proof was afforded by the
Friars Frolic, which is getting to be one
of the most important of Hollywood's

a cliche, there

like

NEW!
PADDED
trapiess bra
by LILYETTE
Strapless glamour for fff^
girl

with a small bust, ftelural,

lovely

pads

washable foam
slip securely into

rubbeir^

unseen

pockets. Boned for reliability,
elastic back keeps it in place.
Rayon satin with lace. White,
block. Sizes 30 to 36. 4.00

Padded bra with

*

*

*

Oscar award tcinner Broderick CrawGracie for George Burns,
Jack Benny appeared as a concert violinist
in all seriousness to do a duet
with virtuoso Isaac Stern and the hit
of the evening was the 1950 version of
the " Floradora Sextette" which included
such "beauties" as Robert Mitchum Red
Skelton, Wm. Lundiaan, Burt Lancaster.

—

^ " """>''"' wUh"'"?'! $A
"
"
SAVE $1 •
J*^2jLi—L* includes one bra with pads, one without

c

Sheridan pays a surprise visit to her
Betsy Drake on the set of "Ellen."

friend

ford played

nude, blue, black. 30 to 36. 3.00

icdd ij< on prepoid

ordem

ILAdmiSl

Dept. ^ 95
Send for free booklet "Underneath Fashions"

398 FIFTH AVENUE, N. Y. 18

Ann

history.

straps. White,

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

annual dates. This year, thanks to chief
Abbot, George Jessel, the affair, which
took place in the Los Angeles Shrine
Auditorium, was practically the most important "one-night stand" in theatrical

Barbara Stanwyck studies script as Bob Tayhas one on the house at radio rehearsal.

lor

•

—

*

*

*

Proceeds for this fantastic show, of
course, always go to the Actors' Fund
and this year, what with every male star
in the industry co-operating, they set a
neiv record.

Betty Lynn and Maureen O'Hara before curtime on CBS' Radio Theatre airshow.

tain

Peggy Cummins

ail

is

smiles

New

York on
the Queen Elizabeth, en route
as she reaches

to Hollywood. She'd
eral

the

spent sevEngland making
"If This Be Sin."

months
film,

in

Admiral Halsey gets plenty of
attention from two 20th Century-Fox lovelies, June Haver
and Gloria De Haven, on his
recent
girls

visit to

are

in

their set.
"I'll

Get

The
By."

RKO has made James Ramsey
Uliman's great novel into a

motion picture that achieves

new heights
tensity!

in

dramatic

Woven into

in-

this

action-packed story are the
loves, hates,

hopes and fears

of six remarkable people.

These are performances you
will

ADVENTURER, who gambled
bit life to

win o

new

love!

GIRl, who found new romance in the face of danger!

COWARD, who

conquered his

fear on the storm-swept peak!

GUIDE, who shared countless risks for a few dollars!

SCIENTIST,

who

long remember.

tried to es-

cape reality by defying deoth

STRANGER, who come

to dis-

aster in his desire for glory!

!

'

COLOGNE

FORM

IN STICK

By
Helen Hendricks
Annie Get Your Gun

The Big

Technicolor

20th Century-Fox

MGM

SPARKLING

kaleidoscopic musical
that scores a bullseye from start to
finish what with Betty Hutton as
the sharp-shootin' effervescent Annie
Oakley, newcomer Howard Keel, Louis
Calhern, J. Carrol Naish and Edward
Arnold as nice a passel of Wild West
showfolk as you'd care to see. Based on
the sensational Broadway hit of the same
name, this gains rather than suffers from
adaptation. Besides the wonderful musical score by Irving Berlin, Betty is great
as the illiterate hill country girl who becomes the nation's darling, but who
would rather she were just Howard
Keel's darling. Definitely tops in entertainment for everyone.

—

stroke or two of Miner's Stick

Cologne

to face,

instantly,

you

neck or body and

its

refined, yet

enhancing your personality

... a different fragrance for

your

every mood.

bulky bottle

ent way. Top-notch semi-documentary
saga filmed in Germany with plenty of
interesting aviation highlights.
'

A

—No

messy liquid to

or run. So handy you'll want

one for every purse you

Ticlcet to Tomahawk
Technicolor

EVEN

The Gunfighter
20th Century-Fox

Carefully blended for lingering

No

—

Clift and Paul Douglas
both of whom
learn a lot about the post-war German.
Easy-going Clift gets taken in by a fraulein, Cornell Borchers, but German-hater
Douglas gets his eyes opened in a differ-

traveling salesman Dan Dailey
can't cope with knife-t o s s i n g,
straight-shooting Anne Baxter, who is in

expensive Parisian Perfumes.

spill

the Russians blockaded Berthe United States Air Forces
retaliated by flying foodstuffs and coal
into the beleaguered city from the airbase at Frankfurt. Among those assigned
to Operations Vittles are Montgomery
lin,

20th Century-Fox

thriUing fragrance like those in

loveliness,

WHEN

feel so cool, so

refreshed. You'll love

Lift

use..

UNUSUAL Western

in which Gregory
Peck makes a desperate attempt to
put an end to his ten years of lawlessness
which have given him the dubious distinction of being the Southwest 's Number One killer. Older and wiser than
when he put the first notch in his sixshooter.
Peck decides to find his
estranged wife, Helen Westcott, in the
hope that they and their young son can
start life anew. Unfortunately for Peck
and his plans, a smart-aleck punk, Skip
Homier, wants to remove Peck as "top
gun," and take over himself. Taut sus-

pense plus excellent performances
this a memorable film.

make

In

domestic surroundings of

"Cheaper By The Dozen,"
Clifton

ar'o«^
''"^

I

\

send ior

"'^^
,

trial

"

—

size.

of

Webb

twelve,

is

a

father

Jeanne

Crain
being the eldest.
Their
upbringing is supervised
with gusto by parent Webb.

WEEK ONLYI
MAIL COUPON NOW!

SPECIAL OFFER. THIS
MINER'S,

Inc., Dept.

Please send

COLOGNE

in

enclosing 104
and handling.

O Gardenia
Name.
Address..
City

12

me

C,

St., New York
MINER'S STICK

36 E. 12lh

trial

lize

scent indicated below. I am
(stamp or coin) to cover mailing

the

Apple Blossom

Spice

Betty Hut"Annie Get Your
Gun," nearly loses her
man, Howard Keel, due to
her unerring aim. This

Sure-shooting
ton,

in

Technicolor opus also has
services of Louis Calhern.

Cominff...

c-c-c/oser

Montgomery
in

Cliff,

Paul Douglas are buddies

semi-documentary picture, 'The Big

Lift."

charge of getting the first steam locomotive over dangerous territory to Tomahawk. The fact that the train has to go
forty miles on trackless terrain, wliere
the local Indians are on the warpath,
makes Dan wish he'd never been bitten
by the traveling bug. Then to add insult to probable injury. Dan can't even
operate in the traveling salesman tradition. Anne's chaperone is an oversized
Indian who just about parts Dan's scalp
with a bowie knife on more than one
occasion. It all adds up to a trainful of
fun that sidetracks only for some whooping excitement.

Sunset Boulevard
Paramount

CHILLING

drama that succeeds in
binding the audience in a web of
decay and impending doom. As the silent
flicker star whose eerie world of makebelieve is disrupted by penniless screenwriter William Holden, Gloria Swanson
turns in a sharply refined performance.
Old, and a has-been, Gloria vainly tries
to recapture yesterday by falling in love
with young Holden, who becomes her
pampered house pet at the cost of his
self-respect and finally his life. Not the
customary insight into the Hollywood
scene, but one calculated to have a pow-

PRESENTATION OF

Robert Louis Stevenson's

rcosure

erful effect.

Gloria

Swanson

on young

Bill

tries

Holden

to exert fading
in

charms

"Sunset Boulevard."

Color by

had to be Walt Disney! America's
master storyteller captures all the
It

white-hot excitement in this finest of

TECHNICOLOR

JIM HAWKINS
played by

BOBBY DRISCOLL
(Academy Award winning boy actor of 1949)

adventure yarns.
Soon, his unforgettable cast will

sweep you

to a world of sea-tossed
adventure and embattled men ... of

whose hearts are as black as
their gunpowder ... of a one-legged
rogue who led them to steal, only to
have his own heart stolen by a boy's

LONG JOHN

SILVER

played by ROBERT

NEWTON

pirates

courage. You'll feel you've lived
the greatest adventure of them all

CAPTAIN SMOLLETT
played by BASIL

SYDNEY

Distributed by RKO Radio Pictures • Produced
•
Directed by Byron Hasl(in
by Perce Peorce

Screen play by Lawrence

E.

Watkin

The Capture

RKO

AFTER

he kills a man suspected of
absconding witli a mining company's
funds, Lew Ayres finds himself impelled
by an inner force to leave his job as a
mining engineer. By a stroke of fate,

LOVES

Our Very Own

Lew

finds himself escorting his victim's
to a small village in Mexico
where the dead man's wife, Teresa

body home

Wright, and their small son are trying to
keep their ranch on a paying basis. To
atone for the killing. Lew gets himself
hired as a ranchhand. Nor is that all he
does: he also attempts to prove the man
he killed in the line of duty was innocent! A grade-A offering with some interesting psychological backdrops.

WALTER
WINCHELL

The Big Hangover

MGM

says:

Samuel Goldwyn
picture is always
big time, but his
latest delight,

'Our Very Own'
is

very big time.*'

MAYBE

nobody's heard of a person
getting roaring drunk on a teaspoon
of brandy, but that's exactly what happens to alcohol-allergic Van John.son. It
all dates back to his Army days during
which he almost drowned in a cellarful
of brandy. By the time he was rescued,
Van had absorbed so much liquor, he
spent two weeks coming out of the biggest unintentional bender in history.
Years later, when he's about to become a
promising young member of a swank law

malady causes him to
gain the attention of amateur psychologist Elizabeth Taylor, and also brings
firm, the strange

about a few hilarious changes
personality.

in his

shy

Badman Gregory Peck
Jaeckei

in

fatally shoots

barroom duel

in

Richard

"The Gunfighter."

Cheaper By The Dozen
Technicolor

20th Century-Fox

BRINGS

to the screen the real-life
family of the Gilbreths— the sire of

which is plaj'ed by Clifton Webb, and
the mother, Myrna Loy. Beside mama
and papa, the household consisted of
twelve count 'em children. An efficiency expert by profession, Father Gilbretli had the raising of his brood down
to a T, but children being children there
were a number of humorous slip-ups
along the way. It's these incidents which
make up this merry family-style film.
Among the older ofl^spring is Jeanne
Grain who dares emancipate herself from
Pere Gilbreth's old-fashioned ideas.

—

—

My Crown
MGM
DELIGHTFUL story of a preacher,
Stars

In

McCrea, his wife, Ellen Drew,
young nephew, Dean Stockwell. Rather than lead a quiet, uneventful life in the Southern town as you'd
Joel

and

their

expect a preacher

much happens

OUR
VERY

OWN
(And we urge — please support
the Damon Runyon Fund.)
14

In

"The Men," paraplegic

Marlon Brando leaves vetmarry
erans'
hospital
to
Teresa Wright. But he is
so embittered at his fate
he almost wrecks marriage
before it can be started.

Deputy Marshall Anne Baxter lays down the law to
offender Rory Calhoun in
"A Ticket To Tomahawk"
as Dan Dailey, an itinerant
salesman, awaits the out-

come

of

their

argument.

to, it's surprising

to

Joel.

For

how

instance,

there's a typhoid epidemic which Joel
beheves he caused, a night session with
the Klu Klux Klan, and his being at
constant odds with the town's doctor
who beheves that spiritual help and medical help can't mix. Neatly done in an
easy manner that's a welcome change.

The Damned Don't Cry
Warner Brothers

BECAUSE

of

tragic

a

accident

in

which her little boy is killed, Joan
Crawford leaves poverty and the smelly
oil town in which she lives to strike out
for the big game. With each job, she
boosts herself up the ladder until she
slick,
brainy racketeer David
Brian. From then on, she's surrounded

meets

Murder committ'ed

in

"The Sleeping City"

solved by Richard Confe

is

(with Coleen Cray).

So

this is the

Cocoanut Grove where Hollywood

gather every night! Wonderful to be here,
^

^^QP"^ lOof^ nOV^»

. .

there's

June AUyson! As

^ look.

She won't

measure a

care.

star's

we

isn't it?

pass her table

let's

stars

And

sneak

She knows that admiring glances

success.

And

she knows that the

by velvet and readily takes to Brian's

Woodbury Powder

changing her into a pseudo-society belle.
Her pink cloud tumbles her back where
she started from after Brian involves her
in the slaying of Steve Cochran, a West
Coast racketeer. Loaded with melodrama,
this should appeal to women.

plays a big part in her loveliness!

she wears (in flattering Natural)

Curtain Call At Cactus Creek
Technicolor
Universal-International

THE

show must go on and it does,
thanks to Donald O'Connor. For if
(Please turn to page 18)

June
John Derek, as the son of Robin Hood, woos
Diana Lynn in "Rogues Of Sherwood Forest."

is

one of the Hollywood

Powder 6 to

there's

1 in

ingredient in

Woodbury Powder

who

chose Woodbury

finitely fine in texture,

.

A unique

gives the smoothest,

known! Magically warm,

satiny finish you've ever

June AUyson

stars

response to a recent survey*

enchantingly fragrant,

it

in-

clings

for hours! 7 heavenly shades glorify every skin type.

15^, 30^, $1.00, plus tax.
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Small grooming touches that yield tremendous dividends in all-over beach beauty

By Courtenay Marvin

COMEyou areseason
this

sea,

of sun, sand

and

really out of the barrel,

physically speaking. You can't take
refuge in a suit any longer, depending
on a skirt, gi-owing shorter, by the way,
to smooth over too generous hips or too

You can't depend upon nylons to conceal your not too perfect leg
full thighs.

In other words, you can no longer
Your cards are on the
table, that is, if you're swim suit or play
skin.

hide
suit

yourself.

minded. And

if

you

aren't,

then you

are missing the best part of Summer.
For the girls who forgot to count their
calories ahead of time, take heart. There

ways through which to exert
mermaid magic than perfect measure-

are other

ments alone, though these get a very high
Trust to a free, active life with
plenty of outdoor play, especially swimming or its equivalent in exercise if you're
a land lubber, a well fed but non-fattening food program (/ can send you one)
for getting yourself in better shape, then
concentrate upon the details of some personal care if you want to be lovely to
look upon.
Let's work straight down from the top
of you. Your hair, for instance; is it just
a short mop atop your head that you
take great pains with when you have an
important date but otherwise let droop
with the weather. Are there little stray
wisps at sides and back that drip discon.solately? If so, straight into the nearest
drug store for you and home with the kit
that contains the new midget curlers
created for these hard-to-grasp little side
and back hairs. You can "patch" up your
head beautifully with these if the rest of
your permanent is in good shape, or you
can use them with great convenience if
you're doing an all-over job. So no more
rating.

sultry weather drips, please.
A paragraph's pause, at your face. Let
it shine forth, but not with plain heat.
Unless your skin is as fine as silk and has
the luminous glow of a small child's, bv

one so young as

Even
Evans,

upon

Coldwyn star,
the details

16-year-old Joan
concentrate
of
personal care.

must

If you want to be as lovely to look at
on the beach as RKO's Betty Underwood,
you can't be careless in your grooming.
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A

free,

figure

active
trim.

life

She's

keeps Janet Leigh's

now

in

"Jet

Pilot."

means subdue its heat glow. This you
can do in a jiffy with a compact comall

bination of powder base and powder that
fluff on to make skin look soft, cool,

you

pretty. It's the most practical everj^-da\of makeup I know, and girls

m

method

In warm weather, apply
your lipstick Hghtly but brightly. Even
lips can look bright but sweet and cool
offices love

it.

when the line is smooth and clearcut, instead of uneven and smudgj'. Screen lips
are a beautiful example of this.
For blondes, in-betweens and brunettes,
especially brunettes, we now reach a tellCarelessness
tale area, the under-arms.
here fairly screams the fact. There is
only one answer and that is to try to

smooth, as hair-free as
is hght, a depilatory works beautifully. If your skin
needs practically daily care, then the fem-

keep

this skin as

you can. When growth

made especially for the girls
of the big regular razor companies
is the answer. Your deodorant, of course,
is as important as tooth-brushing, but
this is a day in and day out matter the
inine razor

by one

whole year around.
From the knees down, you will do better to depend upon a depilatory than a

A

razor.

depilatory will take off hair

closer than a razor, which means
that a treatment is effective for a longer
time. The preparation will leave no

much

rough, stubby hair ends and
a more satisfactory means.

is

altogether

In scouting the town for good buys,
is news with a special Summer slant.

here

Just nothing can beautify your fingers

and

toes like brilliant, beautiful lacquer.

when you should use
you is showing.
Dura-Gloss Perfumed Xail Lacquer is
This
it

is

the season

lavishly, because all of

high on our preferred list. Wonderful
colors, wonderfully long lasting. Equally
good, too. are Dura-Gloss Lipsticks and
so reasonably priced.

At
real

last,

need

a bright mind guessed a

girl's

— some graceful way of carrying

and concealing protective means for those
trying days. Meds, the Modess tampon,
presents a neat, plastic purse-size case,
holding two tampons, and looking like
anything in the world but its utilitarian
purpose. Slip it in purse, beach bag,
pocket even, and feel completely safe
and sure beyond all that your secret is a
secret. You can get this little poise-saver
in red, black or ivory by sending a Meds
box top and fifteen cents to Per.sonal
Products Corp., Dept. S, Milltown, N. J.

Max

Factor of Hollywood has come up
with a brand new beauty-giver that seems
ideal for hot, steaming days.
This is
Satin Flow Cleansing Cream, an immaculate cleansing agent that leaves no
greasy film. This absence of after-film is
always so important, but of extra importance when a face is victim of hot weather. Its non-breakable dispenser is ideal
for vacation and travel. A time-saver,
too, becau.se you simply sweep on the
cream, sweep it off anti you're ready for

glamour touches. The price

is

Suddenly, breathtakingly, you'll be embraced
held

.

.

.

kissed. Perhaps tonight.

Be sure that you are always lovely to love; chann-

Your deodorant may make the
so many lovely girls depend
on Fresh Cream Deodorant. Test FRESH against

ing

and

alluring.

difference. That's

why

any other deodorant
.

.

.

see

which stops perspiration
is different from

prevents odor better! FRESH

any deodorant you have ever tried
luxurious,

and

— creamier, more

really effective!

$1.25.

From

fragrance to fingertip touches,
your shops are full of special Summer
ideas right now. Take a little time and
shop tour. You'll find a world of beauty,
usually at special prices, right now.

^^"^

head-to-toe protection, use

new FRESH Deodorant

OOBRS*'
jjrf)

iUf

Bath Soap. Used regularly,

it is

Other type soap in preventing

20 times as effective as

body

perspiration odor.
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Your Guide To Current Films
Continued from page 15
wasn't for apprentice actor Donald,
Vincent Price's travelling theatrical company, consisting of Gale Storm and Eve
Arden, too, would be lost. Donald does
everything from playing mood music to
polishing Price's boots, but never has the
poor badgered lad appeared before an
audience. Happily, all this changes when
bank bandit Walter Brennan joins the
troupe to hide out from the sheriff. He
takes a shine to Donald, and Donald not
only finds himself the star of the show
but also wanted for robbery. A pot-pourri
of laughs and chuckles.
it

Wagonmaster

RKO

THRILLING

Western epic about two
young horse traders, Ben Johnson and
Harry Carey, Jr., who volunteer to lead
a wagon train of Mormons across the
desert to an isolated region. En route,
the train picks up a medicine show which
features Joanne Dru {good medicine for
any man). The next party to join up,
isn't as welcome as Joanne since the newcomers are a band of five escaping killers.
From then on it's a cat-and-mouse game
as to who gets control of the wagons, and

who

outwits who. Rugged country and
equally rugged characters make for lively
watching.

The Sleeping City
V niver sal-International

FILMED

The Yellow Cab Man

MGM
SINCE

he's

vices, it's

happen

to

an inventor of safety deamazing how Red Skelton

Red,

it's

fun.

and the people from George MacFor a time, Robin even thinks
Macready's ward, Diana Lynn, is against
self

ready.

him, too, but because of her, he is saved
from the gallows at the 11th hour. Kids
will probably want to see this twice, but
for older fans, once should be enough.

Ma And

Pa Kettle

Go To Town

Vniversal-In ternational

the Kettles, Marjorie Main and
YUP,
again. HavPercy Kilbride, are at
it

One Way

New York

City,
at Bellevue Hospital, this steps out of
the usual murder-mystery class, due to
its authentic and suspenseful tone. When
an ambulance interne, a friend of Nurse
Coleen Gray, is found shot to death and
there are no clues to his killer. Detective
Richard Conte, of the confidential squad,'
is planted in the hospital as an interne.
But not before another death occurs does
Conte turn the investigation in the right
direction which leads to an expose of a
vicious narcotics ring.
entirely in

victim to weird accidents. One accident brings Gloria De Haven into his
dithering life. Red shows her the unbreakable safety glass he's developed and
in order to sell the owner of a cab company on using the glass, she convinces
Red he should take a job as a cab driver.
Things start rolling at a really hectic clip
when a gang of crooks headed by Edward Arnold tries to steal the formula
for Red's invention. The subsequent situations are fantastic, but because they
falls

ing

Street

Universal-International

PLAYING

a doctor who cleverly does
gangster Dan Duryea out of his
$200,000 bank robbery loot, and his girl,
Marta Toren, James Mason eventually
learns crime doesn't pay. In running
away from Duryea who's in a shooting

mood. Mason and Marta find brief refuge and peace in a remote Mexican village.
Knowing that Duryea will find
them. Mason makes up his mind to give
the money back. Commendable though
the idea might be. Mason gets his inevitable payoff with an ironical twist.

The Skipper Surprised His Wife

test,

won a

Ma

trip to

New York

in

a con-

and Pa are deehghted when a

stranger offers to take care of the Kettle
brood if they'll just deliver a black satchel to his brother in New York. {The
Kettles don't know their benefactor is a
bank-robber on the lam and the bag contains his latest haul)
On the trail of the
bag are some more crooks who Pa drives
nutz since he lost the bag and its contents upon arriving in New York.
.

Please Believe

Me

MGM
KERR
DEBORAH

journeys from
America to claim "the
vast cattle empire" to which she has
(Please turn to page 74)

England

to

MGM
Joan Crawford and David Brian in "The Damned
Don't Cry," story of topflight gangsters.

SO-SO comedy about a U.S. Navy
Commander who returns from months
at

and

sea

when

his

finds

wife,

himself

Joan

Leslie,

housekeeper
breaks an

ankle the day he returns. Shocked at the
disorganized manner in which the house
is run, Walker puts housekeeping on a
Navy schedule basis, making everyone
miserable including himself.

Rogues Of Sherwood Forest
Technicolor

Columbia

NOW

Robin Hood's son, Robin,
Jr., who takes up where his rustic
father left off in keeping England free of
avaricious and cruel rulers. Robin, Jr.,
John Derek, goes through all sorts of
it's

hair-raising adventures to protect him-
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Van Johnson and Elizabeth Taylor in the highly
amusing romantic comedy, "The Big Hangover."

Joan Crawford night clubbing with Richard Egan,
her unhappy husband in "The Damned Don't Cry."

Above: Shelley Winters with Louis
De Witt at Mocambo. She'd just completed "Winchester 73" with James
Stewart, Dan Duryea, Steve McNally.

Esther Williams with hubby
Ben Gage and their young son, BenRight:
jie,

vacationing

to start of her

in

Honolulu,

prior

"Pagan Love Song."

XEWSREEL
Barry Sullivan and Bette Davis, co-stars of "The Story Of A Divorce," at RKO lunchin her honor.
Bette is again considering divorce from husband William Sherry.

eon

The st-ars, too, like to keep posted on the items of news
Olid latest social activities of members of their own set

A

Nicky Hilton, the erstwhile Miss Taylor and
mother-in-law Sara Taylor at Wedgwood Room.

Cavalcade of America program
Pearson,

Raymond Massey

as

with

Abraham

Beatrice
Lincoln.

FEW reminiscences and more or

les.s

pertinent remarks on the occasion
of the 22nd Annual Academy
Awards, held for the first time this year
at the best known Hollywood corner,
Hollywood and Vine, causing the traffic
jam of the century. Some 3,000 excited,
beautifully garbed people crowded into
the Pantages Theatre after passing hundreds and hundreds of fans, cheering and
hollering outside.
•
»

The show, sparked by the smooth and
witty Paid Douglas as master of ceremonies, rolled right along. The quipwitted, Mr. D. explained his being there
with: "They wanted a bright, fresh personality so they said 'Get Douglas,' Well
you hnow how busy Kirk is, so here I
am." Then the procession of glittering personalities started a two-hour trek acro-^s
the stage and the gleaming table of gold
Oscars got smaller and smaller. Nominated tunes were sung by Jack Smith
("It's A Great Feeling") Gene Autry. in
white cowboy suit, a big contrast to the
white-tie-and-tails boys, gaiie with "Lavender Blue." Next, Ann Blyth, in a
dreamy red lace gown, sang "My Foolish
Heart." Romantic member of the com;

edy team Dean Martin crooned "Through

A Long And Sleepless Night." The win"Baby It's Cold Outside" was done
first by Arlene Dahl and Rieardo Montalban, then by Red Skelton and Betty
Garrett in a comedy version. Awards
ner.

were presented by a glamourous hunch,
Anne Baxter and John Hodiak, John Lund, Barbara Hale and Ruth Romun (the latter
getting wolf calls on account of her slinky
delivery) Peggy Dow and Joanne Dru,
Dick Powell and June Allyson.

leading off unth Patricia Neal,

,

*

Up

to

this

*

point,

#

only the

technical

Awards had been distributed and the

sus-

pense began to be felt all over the audience. So they had to wait while special
Awards were handed out to past Acad
President Jean Hersholt, Cecil B. DeMille,
Bobby DriscoU and Fred Astaire. Fred's
Oscar, for contributing to the art of the
dance over a long period of years, was presented by Ginger Rogers, looking dazzling
in a bouffant white gown. Fred was in
New York and accepted over a special
radio hookup.
»

»

*

Then, when the writing, directing
and producing credits were over, a great
big :!xcitement ran through the audience
and, rapidly, the actors were given the

I

At the Waldorf's Wedgwood Room, Mr, and Mrs.
Paul Stewart enjoy a gala New York evening.

20

Cary Grant made friends with small sufferer
when he worked for Cerebral Palsy Campaign.

Florence Marly, bearded Vincent Price were
an exotic pair at a recent ffollywood party.

By Lynn Bowers

greatest honor tliat can possibly be be-

stowed

on

them,

honor

the

paid

by

their fellow actors. Claire Trevor, a last
year's winner, handed Dean Jagger his

golden statue for his Best Supporting
Role in "Twelve O'Clock High." Ray
Milland presented to the tearful and
thrilled Mercedes McCambridge her Best
Supporting Actress Award, for her very
first film role in "All The King's Men."
In a touching speech, she sent a message
of hope to all other aspiring actors.
"Hang on," she said. "Look what happened to me." This was one of the big
to see a newthrills of the evening
comer to pictures cop off the sweepstakes
in her field.

—

guess the most pojndar Award of
went to Brod Crawford, presented
by Jane Wyman, for All The King's
Men." Brod grew up in show business,
worked along steadily in B pictures and
/

all

'

character parts, but, brother, when his
break came he was ready for it. Mrs.
Crawford, all done up in a short white
chifon evening dress, sprinkled with
appliqued violets and sporting a flock of
amethyst jewelry a recent gift from
her husband was another gal who was
in tears, happy (Please turn to page 51)

—

—

Lizabeth Scott, who's under contract to Hal Wallis,
used her between-pictures
vacation to rest and bask
on a warm California beach.

Repast sustains June Allyson, Jimmy Stewart
"Stratton Story" for Radio Theatre.

before

Square dancers at Apple Valley are Lex
Barker and the attractive Lisa Ferraday.

A

MGM

DAY

announced
or so after
that I was to play the male starring role opposite Hedy Lamarr in
"A Lady Without Passport," a columnist
published a paragraph to the effect that
Hedy was exceedingly unhappy over my
selection.

I didn't hapjjen to see the item.

Hedy and Victor Mature
Delilah."

Another scene
Hedy's

a

in

'"SjiBson

She doesn't take glamour

in

"A Lady Without

perfectionist

when

And

seriously.

Passport."

playing a

role.

Even

wouldn't have given it
a second thought. I would have concluded
that some mistake had been made, because I had never met Hedy Lamarr. I
had seen nearly every picture in which
she had starred and had heard that she
was even more beautiful in reality than
on the screen. I had also heard that she
took her career very seriously, and that
her chief interest on a set was seeing
that a good picture resulted from her
efforts and those of her co-workers.
As I have said, I wouldn't have been
bothered by the item. I would have
awaited further developments.
It turned out (Please turn to pagr 58
if

I

had seen

it,

I

;

j'/

IfoM like.

hAGhA, which gave us Clark Gable,
has another big treat in Howard Keel

By Patricia Keats

Howard looks docile, but Betty says he has
an awful temper which he aims at himself.

He's casual
ey. "I used

OOD

old Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, which once
gave us Clark Gable, has another big treat

in store for the

women

of this world.

Any

The big treat is a 27-year-oId, six-footfour he-man baritone, named Howard Keel, who
makes his Hollywood movie debut as that romantic
heel, Frank Butler, in "Annie Get Your Gun." Howage group.

fills his thespian buckskins as dashingly as an
Errol Flynn.
feels they have discovered a
junior Fort Knox.
A former aircraft worker who learned his me-memes the hard way, Howard has brown hair, blue
eyes, weighs 195 i>ounds stripped, eats steaks and
consumes great quantities of coffee. When he made
a picture in London {"A Small Voice") the French

ard

j

I

'

MGM

him "sympathique," and an English critic
him "a better bet than James Mason."
Betty Hutton, the Annie of "Annie Get Your Gun,"
called him "the shyest man I have ever tried to

called

called

make

love to on the screen." Howard just modestly
himself "a real mug."
At the present sitting Howard is very casual
about clothes and money. This casualness, of
course, is part of his attractiveness. There is something very appealing about a badly dressed man.
"I used to like to dress like a bum," he says quite
frankly. "Now that I can afford it I expect to dress
better. But I keep forgetting to buy clothes until
I am in shreds." Money and Howard have never
been on easy, friendly terms. He has been working
ever since he was a kid but he has never been able
to get cozy with that beautiful green stuff. He tells
this story on himself. When
brought him to
Hollywood not long ago they put him up at the
swanky Beverly Hills Hotel for three weeks, to give
him time to find a place to live. He wanted cigarette money so he cashed a check on his New York
for $1.5. "It bounced," he says with a grin.
B"That's how broke I was."
As is so often the case with Hollywood studios
didn't "discover" Howard until he went to
England with the "Oklahoma" company. Althoueh
Hhe had hung around Holly- (Please turn to page HO)
calls

MGM

A

bank

BMGM

He Simply Can't

Believe

It!

Richard Todd's used to shocks, bul
his

sudden fame

really startles

him

By Cathy Clayton

To

a town accustomed to the eccentricities
and flamboyant exhibitionism of newly arrived screen figures, Richard Todd, with his
quiet good manners and his warm, eager smile,
is something practically revolutionary.
And to a young man, fresh from the battlefields and the austerity of post-war England,
Hollywood with its prying eyes, lively ears and
ready praise, is quite a shock. However, whether
Richard is more shocked by Hollywood, or
whether Hollywood is more shocked by Richard

—remains a question.
Actually, Richard

Todd

is

not unused to shock.

was a shock when he discovered that "The
Hasty Heart" had made him, suddenly, an important star. It was a shock when he learned
that American women think he is sexy, and it
was a shock when one tear-drenched woman

It

after seeing his soul-stirring performance, said:

"I didn't

know whether

him or

to kiss

kill

him!"

As a matter of fact, Richard's 30 years have
been well punctuated with shocks of one kind
or. another. Some have worked out to advantage
and some have left him stunned
but only
for a moment, becau.se like Lachie MacLachlen.
.

.

.

He met Catherine Bogle when she was in "Claudia" for
Dundee Repertory Theatre and married her last Summer.

Army officer, spent seven years
parachuted into Normandy on D-Day.

Richard, the son of an
in

British service,

the courageous young Scot of "The Hasty Heart,"
Todd has a drive and determination that combine
to give him recuperative powers, both physical
and mental, that defy anything and everybody.

dark-skinned young man, who
Hollywood jargon as the Montgomery Clifts and the Bill Holdens and the Kirk
Douglases, moved into Hollywood without the
kind of stylized fanfare that proclaimed him an
actor with only one suit, or an actor who hates
Hollywood society, or an actor accompanied by

So

is

this sturdy,

as "hot" in the

16 cats.

The day Richard arrived in Hollywood to play
opposite Ruth Roman, Zachary Scott and Mercedes McCambridge in "Lightning Strikes Twice,"
he checked into an unpretentious hotel with his
bride of a few months. The very choice of this
hotel started a small buzz among those who, granting that it is a fine, respectable hostelry, were bewildered that a visiting screen star would choose
it.

Richard didn't choose it at all. He was assigned
there by Warner Brothers studio representatives who thought he would be happier
at a central Hollvwood Boulevard location. When
a room

Dynamic Dietrich-Todd combination for Warners' "Stage Fright."
fact that American women think him sexy astonishes Richard.

The

With Catherine. He

likes

Hollywood, plans to return. "With any
make a picture a year here."

luck," he says, "I will be able to

He and Mercedes McCambridge, with him in his next film,
being honored by Hollywood Foreign Correspondent Assoc.
Approached

to test for

on grounds that

"The Hasty Heart," he demurred

a previously- tested actor

would do better.

he wa.s quietly advised that the hotel was "nice,
but hardly elegant enough," he .smiled and replied:
"When it doesn't answer its purpose, we'll

move."

Move

they did, but not until Richard was quite

sure that they would be more comfortable in the
more extensive surroundings of the Beverly Hills
Hotel, where they occupy not a suite but what
he describes as "a very pleasant room."
The case of the hotel is a telling example of a
strong characteristic in the Todd nature: he never
creates a problem until the problem exists. De-

—

modest demeanor, he

never self-effacnever weak.
easier to under- (Please turn to page 62)

spite his

ing; despite his gentleness,
It

is

—

he

is

is

Dennis Morgan
Cordon MacRae
serenading June

Left:
joins
in

Haver,

his

co-star

in

"The Daughter Of Rosie O'Crady," Warner
Technicolor

Right:
to

musical.

Another

visitoc

"The Daughter Of

O'Crady" set is
Lon McCalli^er, an old
friend of June's. June
is on loanout from 20th
Century- Fox for film.
Rosie

"rriHE

Of Rosie O'Crady"
the thirteenth consecutive
Technicolor musical in which June Haver
has appeared. For a girl whose screen roles
have been on the gay and frothy side, it is
ironic that June should have so much unhappiness in her personal life. But the show
must go on and so June, good trouper that
she is, enters into the light-hearted spirit
of her latest musical and displays the
same vivaciousness and sparkle as always.
Daughter

\_ marks

June Haver, posing for glamour portraits in the art gallery under expert eye of still cameraman Frank Powolny

i

Contending with housing conditions on a college campus
typified post- War wife trying to

make

life

in

"Apartment For Peggy," Jeanne

easier for herself and husband

(Bill

Holden).

P/iecms Qflilesimes
INGENUES
been a
commodity

She can still pljy ingenues to perfection, as in
"Cheaper By The Dozen," with Clifton Webb.

With

cles.

have
too

in

so

petition, only

always

plentiful

acting

cir-

much comthe girl who

some day
turning into a real star will
stay in the lists. Jeanne
Crain did and has now left
most of the competition by
the wayside. On this page
her progress is retraced,
beginning with her first
hit, "Margie," to her new
film for 20th, "Cheaper By
reveals promise of

The Dozen."

In

all

five

pictures actress Crain has

done

much

as

duction as

"A

Letter

for the prohas for her.

To Three Wives" with

Jeffrey Lynn.

own with

it

five

Jeanne held her
accomplished

stars.

Her

portrait of a high
longing to be popular in "Margie," was both hilarious and touching, had appeal

Right:

school

girl,

because
of

all

it

our

reminded most of us

own adolescent woes.

The Jeanne Crain
"Pinky" (with Ethel
Waters) was restrained,
deep. She conveyed real
Left:

of

impression of her tragic
plight, thus making film
stronger than most on the
subject of race problem.

i

She went to England to make "The
Black Rose," with Tyrone Power as
leading man. Her command of English

first

is

splendid,
six

years

had an English

because,
of her

woman

for
life,

the
she

for a nurse.

Tyrone's

New

Leading Lady
WHEN you

get your first look at Cecile Aubry you may wonder what
she's doing without a pinafore and lollipop. However, further investigation will reveal that, though still in her teens, French Cecile has
the adult and worldly outlook that's typical of most of her Gallic sisters.
Her compelling personality was a decisive factor in getting her
the role of Tyrone Power's leading lady in "The Black Rose." She had
made just one French picture, "Manon," when one of 20th Century-Fox's
European executives spotted her, decided she was perfect for the part.

A

friend explained young

Cecile's

grown-up

effect

on people by commenting,
"That girl grows on you."

FOR FASHIONS

THAT DARE
TO GO

BARE

THE STRAPLESS V-ETTE'
*

BKA
BY

Charles Laughton tackles a role with gusto
whenever he guest stars for Theatre Guild.

HOLLYWOOD-MAXWELL
For anxj fashions that

call for

bare shoulder, bare

hack, you need both of these wonderfully sup-

porting

V-ETTE *

bras.

above/
America's most -asked- for strapless.

It

holds,

molds and controls with luxurious comfort. In
White, in Black, A, B,

C

cups 5.00

at right/

A new

backless

V-ETTE"

in sheer

quisette broadly separated straps

waist in back.

AltEBICA'S

B and C cups

.

.

.

nylon marbare to the

3.95

MOST-ASEED-m BBASSIEBE

•Reg.

HOLLYWOOD-MAXWELL COMPANY
34

•

6773

HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

.

HOLLYWOOD

28,

CALIFORNIA

Most

of

New

York's Theatre Guild radio dramatizations are well

fortified with notable
role,

finds

supported
these

by

Hollywoodians

Broadway

ingredients,

like

actors.

plus a

James Cagney

Homer

Fickett,

good play, result

in

in a

lead

director,
fine

fare.

Jane Wyman, Beatrice Pearson and Mel Ferrer keep NBC air
waves vibrating in recent Theatre Guild On The Air broadcast of
"The Willow And I," in which Jane and Beatrice played sisters.
Program often enlists services of movie people visiting New York.

The theatre and opera

star,

Ezio Pinza,

now

Hollywood bound, emoted "Goodbye Again."

Dramatization of "The Traitor," a short-lived Broadway play of
several seasons ago, might not have attracted such a wide audience had it not starred film actor Tyrone Power, with part-time

Broadwayites Nina Foch,

Bill

Eythe.

Mr. Fickett

is

with them.
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Right: With Joan Crawford. He admires her
complete honesty and understanding of people.

virility.

Women

in the

preview audience

of "Storm Warning" at a Glendale theatre screamed with delight, "He's terrific!" They loved the chaos and emotional havoc he wrought with Ginger

Rogers and Doris Day.
"A real male, unbending, demanding,
perhaps rough on women. Yes, he slapped
them down and they loved him. He's
Feminine gasps and sighs
terrific!"

emanated

all

over

the

Steve's single, eligible,

theatre.

and fancy

And
free

"I'm not against marriage," Steve
said with a flash of gray Irish eyes, "but
Not in my present
it is not for me.

development at least." Then thoughtfully, he added, "But I may change."
Steve had joined me for lunch in
Warner Bros, commissary. The still man,
the cameraman, even the electrician, had
all been doing raves about Cochran.
"He's the hottest bet in pictures,"
they said. "He's another Gable." Large
pictures of Steve embellished the walls
Steve

is

a

menace

in

"TKe Damned Don't Cry."

Yet he's got same qualities that Gable

has.

Warner Bros. Green Room. They
were newly placed in line with Joan

of

Crawford's, John Garfield's, Bogart's, and
Virginia Mayo's definitely a sign of top
stardom.

—

By Mary Jane Manners
movie beauty (unattached
EVERY
and some otherwise) takes one look
at Steve Cochran and mentally
notes, "He's for me." But there's one
hitch: Steve rarely gives a picture name
girl a tumble. Furthermore, Steve says,
"I should never get married. I am not
the husband type. And I know by experience whereof I speak."
All of which naturally makes Steve irresistible and a distinct challenge to

feminine ego.
Steve is most worthy of the widely
heralded tit)e, "Hollywood's new Gable."
He not only looks like Gable, but posesses the >ame indifferent charm and

"In spite of losing two decisions to
marriage; yes, I've been married twice,"
Steve admitted with candid honesty,
"there may come a time when, matrimonially speaking, and with increased
maturity, I'd possibly make a third
try. I like a girl who'd rather whip up
a meal for two in her apartment or at
my home, than blow my coin in at the
night spots. I like nothing better than
staying right at home. I like home cooking. I am the home type, but I am not
the married man type. Doesn't make
sense, for I am really domestic at heart.
Perhaps it is because I don't want to
be possessed. (Please turn to page (jg)

Says Steve, "I like girls who cook and keep
house. The spoiled ones are not for me."

Steve, with Joan Crawford and David Brtan, at party at exclusive Shadow
Mountain Club while on location in Palm Springs for "The Damned Don'tCry."

An important scene

in "Storm Warning," Steve's latest for Warners, with
Ginger Rogers and Doris Day. Steve likes to do things on spur of moment.

Is

Around!

TlURT LANCASTER'S

J3

e>'''y

t'iining

as

an

acrobat with a circus enables

him to carry on in Douglas
Fairbanks, Sr. style throughout his latest picture, "The

Flame And The Arrow."
Leaping from walls, swinging through space, Burt covers

ground

talent to a
girts

as

fast,

a

man with

he boasts

useful
many

as
in

film.

Outlaw Lancaster gets arrow
usurper of his homeland.

No doubles were used for the
death defying tricks in this
Warner Bros, adventure film

in

back when he opposes the
is 12th Century Italy.

Setting

This

how

is

lovely

Toren would do

Marta

but she
prefaces her advice by sayit,

"You con

fall in love
but don't
sight,
at
are very
until
you
marry
right
one''
the
is
sure he

ing,

first

By Reba and
Bonnie Churchill
"For consideration

He

is

not only

I

would pick Howard Duff.
but chivalrous."

thoughtful,

with
TOREN looked
MARTA
wide gray-green eyes that twinkled
at us

like rhinestones as the corners of

her

upward in a smile.
just asked her a question

mouth

We

tilted

had

one, to be

more

explicit.

"But, what a question!" mused Marta
"How to pick
as she repeated our query
a husband?"
"I think I can best answer this in the
same manner a native of Sieno, Italy,
answered my pleas of how to get to the
next town. I was in Italy locationing for

—

Universal-International's 'Departed,' and
I wanted to go to the small village near
where we were shooting to buy some souvenirs. The native went to great lengths
telling me what signs not to turn at and
then, finally, the right post to seek out.
"Perhaps, we can best discuss the intriguing 'how to pick a husband' by men• tioning
what .{Please turn to page 72)

Intelligence

is

an

essential.

"James Mason exemplifies the

Marta

says,

qualification."

Exotic-eyed Marta admiti that maybe she is too much # romanticist.

"Probably the worst thing that could befall
a girl would be to draw too-perfect spouse."

COAST
WEST
lywood rubbed

society and Hol-

bows

at a

lavish,

and bent

exclusive

el-

recep-

recently hosted by the Tony
Duquettes, wealthy and prominent
very formal
It was all
socialites.
and chi-chi and only the very tops
tion

each set were invited. A most
appropriate occasion for the stars
to bedeck themselves in their very
in

finest gowns and jewels, they made
the most of the oppor^-unity by
looking exceptionally glamourous.

Left: Loretta Young and Mrs. Reginald
Gardiner enlivened proceedings by attaching balloons on back of their gowns.

Hiding behind the mask of feathers and
flowers are Vera- Ellen and her escort
of elaborate evening, Henry Wiilson.

Society
Stars

And The

Make Merry

Charles Brackett, president of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
in deep discussion with Joan Fontaine, whose sister, Olivia, won Academy Award.

Don't Let The Gleam Fool
'Often

Dou

man with the hero's look/' warns
Scott, "is really a villain at heart

l-he

Zachary

By Marilyn Sable

Below: Zack with Joan Fontaine in "Bed Qf
Roses." He's one of screen's busiest actors.

Between
tkrillinf

scenes of "Colt .45,"

Western

"TTE

for

Warner

a

Bros.

Looking into
in

the

eyes of

Kristine

"Shadow On The Wall."

Miller

MCM

film.

LOOKS

too smooth to me. I'm not sure I'd like him."
I thought the first time I saw Zachary Scott
in person, sitting ringside at the Copacabana in New York.
Copa Girls in the show were all swooning under that super-

I I That's, what

The

spotlight smile.

"He's terrific on the screen," the people in my party agreed,
"and we've only heard the nicest things about him from theaLre
people. But because he's so convincing on the screen do you think
he's really a heel?"
"Well no-oo " But I wondered.
The next morning, with the fog of our gay night-before still
hanging over me, I thought I recognized {Please turn to page (58)

—

—

another current Scott offering is "CuiKy Bystander," the
scene below showing Zack and Kay Medford having serious trouble.

Stifl

—

SAe Was Just

\
.j

Browsing Around
That's what Mercedes McCambridge said when she
first orrived in Hollywood, but look what happened!^

Left:

Mercedes McCambridge with her husband, Fletcher Markle, an

ciate

producer at

MCM,

She's uninhibited,

liberal,

asso-

and talks breathlessly.

Below: With John Ireland in "All The King's Men," best picture of the year. It
was Mercedes' screen debut, but she won an Academy Award for her performance.

By Donald McClure
HER honest
IT'S
pened to her might

what haphappen to any-

belief that

body. But this isn't precisely true
because there are so few people in the
whole world who are anything like Mercedes

McCambridge.

She is the brown-haired ^rl who
knocked Hollywood off its rockers with
her first screen performance as the explosive Sadie in "All

The King's Men"

and won an Academy Award!
She's the same girl who beheves that
money in the bank is a dangerous thing,

who

rebels at the kind of life that conmink coats represent,

vertible cars and
and who refuses

to have watches or
clocks near her because who cares what

time

it

is,

anyway?

She's the

girl

browsing around
first

came

to

who

said she

—thank you"

Hollywood

.

.

.

was

"just

when she

the

girl

who

decided to elope a week from "some Sunday," changed it to an immediate Saturday, back to Monday, then flew off to
Las Vegas on her bridegroom's arm the
very next morning.
Despite these pretty clear-cut examples
of an unpredictable and frivolous nature,
her friends say it is beginning to look as
though Mercedes has found in Hollywood, of all places, the very foundations
she had so successfully avoided until a
few months ago.
Marriage and the phenomenon of an
almost literal over-night triumph on the
.screen have apparently been the determining factors in laying a quieting hand
on Mercy's restless .shoulders.
"I'm still not so sure," .snaps this highpowered girl. "Maybe 111 stay in Hollywood, and maybe I won't. Maybe Hollywood won't want me. Did you ever think

46

of

Maybe

that?

I'll

go to Chile next

month ... or Afghanistan!"
With a distinguished Broadway and

Mercedes with Brod. Olivia de Havilland,
Dean Jagger and Director Bob Rossen. the

Academy Award winners

fop

for past season.

radio reputation behind her, it's a little
bit ridiculous to talk about the new Car-

Mercedes Agnes McCambridge, when
Hollywood is just getting acquainted witli

lota

the "old" one.
They like the one they have met. and

can t possibly see any reason for a
change. They even liked the 13-year-old
"good luck" dress which she wore to receive her Academy Award because she is
superstitious about it.
Mercy herself is willing to change or
not to change (Please turn tn page 64)

irNewest Hits in Blouses from Hollywood

•FANTASIE"—a dream

blouse $3.95

Sensational new washable glamour blouses
created by Joyanne of Hollywood. The big
balloon sleeves of "Fantasie" and "Tahitian" are really the rage now in the film

they have elasticized, be-ribboned double "push-up" cuffs
peasant
scoop neck with French piping enhances
bust contour. "Fantasie" offers choice of 4
capital

.

.

.

.

SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED

I

.

You save

.

"TAHITIAN"—S«uth

Sea Glamour

mi

BOW-CATCHER"—wHh

in

filmy-soft,

.

—

.

.

.

ORDER ALL 2 FOR ONLY

$

9

DEPT. SU-7
2166 Sunset

SCBEEN.STYIES California
Enclosed find

.

Rush me these Blouses

POSTPAID

MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE

Dept.

SU-7,2166 Sunset

Blvd.,

HOLLYWOOD

26, CALIF.

34 36 38
34 36 38
Chartreuse
Med. Large

Name

Order by Mail and Save, Direct from the Creators of Hollywood Styles

SCREEN STYLES,

at $3.95 ea. postpaid:

"Tahitian" Size: 32
"Fantasie" Size: 32
Color: ( ) White ( )Pink ( )Yellow ( )
"Bow-Catcher" S2.9S ea. Size: Small

.

-95

B].

HOLLYWOOD 26.

%

at direct factory-to-you price

bare midrHf $2.15

ORDER BY MAIL FROM HOILYWOOO

whipped-cream-like
The "Tahitian" is an authentic Polynesian print, a riot of sultry tropical colours,
created of Colte crepe
only $3.95 each.
The "Bow-Catcher" flatteringly bares midriff, bustline. Cool
sleeves. Roll collar worn
ojjen or closed
in washable white broadcloth
only $2.95.
We pay postage.
colors
crepe.

Address

_Zone

City•

(

)

I

enclose SI.

-State-

Send C.O.D. plus

ijostage.
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Lucky yoo! You know how
be dream bait for your
dreamiest date! Your lips

are

irresistible

.

.

.

exciting,

delightful to kiss

.

.

.

with

Irresistible Lipstick, the
lipstick that's

to

WHIP-TEXT

be smoother, longer
lasting, color right!

Tonighf! Complete fhe spell
with the fragrant appeal of

10c and 25c

PERFUME

sizes

BRUNETTE HAIR

^^?c^^^\
(Cftooie Your Shade Now
WARM BROWN
shining burnished

I)

.

.

.

BROWN

RICH

shining
hair
IS R£AUy DULL AND FADED ?
" OtberEnchar,ilngSI,ado%l
Yiiii, lfM»,

can be admired, adored,

for

your

tM.-aiitiful

hair! I>earn the secret of [Mipiilar girls who glorify
dull, faded or graying hair with Ne«lle Colorinse.
It's breathtaking to eee that rich, natural-looking

color give your hair shining beauty! Note— Colorinse'g
lemon-rinse action removes Roap film, leaves hair sparkling, tsilky, easy to

manage.

G«t 9*nvin« Colorint*

brown

.

.

.

mod*

only by N««tl«.

/^S^T

Xn^F—^^r^

Also fry

^'^^u.

NESTIE COLORTINT
Same beautiful shades
in

a triple-strength

loits

rinse.

through 3 shampoosi

^^^^^-^

COLORINSE TZIm?

rr

Spence predicted early marriage
suspecting that
little
for Liz
event vyas soon to be announced.
•

Shower yourself with

AAavis

romantic honeymoon fragrance
perfumes every lovely inch of you.

Talc.

Its

Its

exquisitely fine texture

smooths your skin to
satin softness. Gives your

arms and shoulders
alluring "kiss

appeal."

And fragrant Mavis
absorbs moisture...
keeps you and your
lingerie dointy longer.

mflvis
TALCUM POWDER

TO GLORIFY BLONDE AND RED HAIR
IChoote Your Shade

BLONDE
PLATINUM

.

.

sunshiny
;S

GOLD

hair

RlAUy DRAB BLONDE?

.

.

.

G«l ganuiiM ColorinM

.

.

.

mod*

only by N«ttt«.

.

.

AUBURN

.

. .

HENNA^.

.

.

.

Now I)

honey blonde.

glorious silvery blonde.

like red-gold sunshine.
rich glowing red-bronze.

6 Other Bnchanting ShadotI

Mto
and
Don't let dull, drab hair cheat yoii of romance
your
exciting dates. Like glamorous girls, beautify
out!
hair with Nestle Colorinse. Rinses in, shampoos
natural-looking
Il's like a miracle to see that rich,
And
color give your hair radiant beauty and sheen!
notice - Colorinse's lemon-rinse action removes soap
leaves hair silken-soft, shining!
film

true shining

.

try

NESTLE COLORTINT
Same beautiful shades
in

a triple-itrength

Lasts through 3

riifiSai

""'^"^^C/OT^
^

Z^i^A

rinse.

shampoosi

COLORINSE 6

rinsM
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and Dick, appearing together on the
screen for the first time since their marriage over four years ago, make MCM's "The
Reformer And The Redhead" the most hilari-

JUNE

Dick plays hard to get in the film
But june eventually wears him down.

ous comedy of the season. She's a xoo-keeper's daughter. Dick's the Reform candidate
Right there you have the perfor mayor.
fect setup for all kinds of amusing situations with June and Dick making the most
of every entanglement coming their way.

ScreeHland Smues

June Allyson And Dick Powell

What Hollywood

Talking About

Itself Is

Continued from page 21
tears that

wonderful industry.

is.

*

*

*

*

Next came Jimmy Stewart, in modern
and Old West haircut for his role in
"Winchester 73," and presented Olivia de
tails

Havillarid with her second Oscar for "The
Heiress," and then the final highlight of
the evening best picture of the year, went

—

big, glittering,

Most

And another
important event was over.

The King's Men."

to "All

of the

dicted, but,

Awards went exactly
even

just as great as

if

as prethe excitement was
each had been a com-

so,

plete surprise.

*

The guys and

*

*

Hollywood, both
were just about the

dolls of

on stage and off,
most glamourous bunch of people ever
congregated under one roof and it was

wonderful evening. We
always feel sorry that all the ones who
are nominated can't win, but the runners-up took it like good sports and of
course there's always the hope that next
year
a

fine, exciting,

no mistake about

it

—

this is the

event of the actors' year, all other awards
and medals and honors handed out to the
contrary. Fact is. if it weren't for the
Academy, we doubt very much whether
the other outfits would ever have thouglit
of jumping on the bandwagon with their
plaques and jimjicks and whatyiots to
honor the actors and grab off a lot of
publicity for themselves. You don't realize the importance of Hollywood until
you see one of these Academy affairs unth
the attendant mobs of celebrities and
eager fans, and we think it's high time
people stopped aiming their poisoned
pens and their knives at a great big

*

We

learned a lot about the inner workthe Academy when the distinguished producer-director, Charles Brackett. President of the Academy, spoke to
the gals of the Hollywood Women's Press
Club about the business end of this important outfit. Actors naturally appreciate any
form of credit given them, but they still
always carry that Oscar glint in their eyes.
We also learned much about the technical
Awards, why they're given, and what they
mean on Oscar night, when those presenting them gave a rundown on each one as
it was presented.
This was a good gimmick because the audience, which usually
gets restless during this part of the program, was as still as a mouse while the
people who usually stay in the background,
but still contribute greatly to motion picings

of

tures,

had

their fling.
^

'A-

—

Make

*

The two

actresses

were Susan Hayward and Linda Darnell.
Guess Donald O'Connor will always be identified with mules since his
success in "Francis."
When he came
on stage to give Bobby Driscoll his
miniature Oscar, the orchestra played
"]Mule Train." Don allowed he was sorry
Francis wasn't with him, but that he
was home writing his speech for next
the Hollywood Brown
Derby to walk around the corner to the
Pantages, we saw Jerry Lewis and his
wife getting into his car to land in
style at the theatre. Jerry looked as excited as if he'd never been to a big
Hollywood gala before. And so did a
couple of cute kids in our party Barbara Fuller and Richard Foote. Bar-

As we

bara, a pert and pretty little actress, has
ten pictures in ten months at Republic and Dick has a big fat part in

made

»

to get

the most attention from the fans outside

year.

Fleming and Columnist Randy
Brent on the dance floor at Mocambo.

Monogram's "Sideshow."

^

who seemed

Rhonda

left

—

*

*

We

got a little curious about how it
happened that Columbia had the courage
to make a picture about the tragic sub-

what "No Sad
we had a chat
with Producer Buddy Adler to learn why.
Mr. Adler told me that Margaret Sulla-

ject of cancer,
Sotigs For Me"

which

is

is

about. So

van has been consistently turning down
movie scripts for eight years, but that
when she read this one she said it was
the picture she

wanted

to do.

That word

mentioned only twice in the script
and, far from being a tear-jerker or a

is

heavy, tragic drama

deals with a gal
been tagged "it"
and goes about preparing her family for
the shock. Mr. Adler absolutely raved
about Viveca Lindfors, ivho hasn't made
too much progress in Hollywood and he

who

discovers

it

she's

says this ivill mean a big hypo to her
career. This is a picture you shouldn't
pass up.
*
*
*

The most fun we've had lately: A telegram arrived saying, "If it would amuse
to see me as the father of twelve children, will you come to a special showing
at 20th Century-Fox." The wire was signed

you

by Clifton Webb. Wild horses couldn't
have kept us away from that particular
showing of Clifton's new, riotously funny
comedy, "Cheaper By The Dozen." It

amused

Helping Bing to celebrate "Bing
Vice President Alben Barkley and

Crosby
his wife.

Day"

in
Front Royal, Virginia, are
Bing Crosby Stadium was dedicated.

—along with scores of

us, all right

We

must say we've
never seen a turnout quite like this for a
"mere" picture preview, nor do we remember ever hearing a bunch laugh quite so
hard. Here's the guest list: Clark and Sylvia Gable, Joan Crawford with Vincent
Sherman, Rosalind Russell and Freddie
Brisson, Lauren Bacall and Humphrey Bogart, Dana and Mary Andrews, Anne Baxter, John Hodiak, Charles Brackett, Olivia
de Havilland and Marcus Goodrich, the
Louis Jourdans, Joan Bennett and Walter
Wanger, the Charles Boyers, the Reggie
Gardiners, John Emery and Tamara Geva,
the Ronald Colmans, Mrs. Darryl Zanuck,
Cole Porter, Jerry Wald, Harriet Parsons,
Mitch Leisen, Billy Daniels and a few hundred more of Clifton's most intimate
Clifton's

friends.

(Please turn to page 55)
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Sun-fun

fashion
Selections

Fashion Selection #163 Jantzen
is a by-word in swimsuit fashions
and here's their latest word on
that subject

(at left).

It's

a trim

two-piece suit fashioned from Jantzen's Nylotone, a combination of
layton, acetate and nylon. The bra,
called

"Stay- Bra,"

strategically

is

boned and can be worn strapless or
with a

halter

strap.

Black,

peacock blue, seafoam,
or white.
is

$10.95.

Sizes 32-38.

The

red,

The

navy,

lemon
price

sandals, called "Jan-

ing

and the "Diving Belle" bathcap are also by Jantzen and

are

available

dals,"

in

colors

to

match

"Jandals" cost $1.49;
the suit.
"Diving Belle" is $1. To help you
in acquiring your tan, Jantzen has
a wonderful sun oil called "Jan."

YOU MAY ORDER

these swimfashions thru The Hecht
Company, F Street at Sev.siiit

enth, Washington, D. C. Be
sure to specify fashion selection number, size, color and
whether order is prepaid or
c.o.d. These fashions are also
carried by many other leading
stores throughout the country
y

Fashion Selection

#160

Indian
cotton fabric, unconditionally
guaranteed against shrinking or fading, has been used by Paul Manufacturing in designing the Career Bra
Beach Set above. The boned bra can
be worn strapless or with halter. Eight
beach-right colors, solid or with contrast trim, or in print. Sizes 10-20, at
$4. Indian Head cap is a Tropicap.
hiead

#164

Fashion Selection

Cole of
the creator of the skintight, front-shirred swim style shown
above.
It's
fashioned from nylon

California

is

power crepe with a two-way stretch
that makes for perfect fit on any
figure. Wear it strapless as shown
or use the optional halter strap.

comes

It

Clay,

three vibrant colors: Blue
Red Earth and Verdi Green.

Small,

medium and

in

large. For $17.95.

#165

Fashion Selection
Here's a
fashion-right version of the classic
dressmaker swim style by Gantner
Made of spun
rayon, zips up the back, has a cleverly boned bra section and can be

of California (right).

halter-style or strapless to suit your
fancy. It comes in gray, navy, turquoise, blue and toast
all
with

—

white cuff at the top and white band
on the skirt. Sizes 34-44. At $8.95.

DIANA HERBERT,

NBC

vivacious
staye and screen actress,
Screenland's model-of-the-month.

Television,
is

#

1 66
A bright
spot on any beach is a "Sea Nymph"
by Jordan, such as the swimsuit at
right.
This satin Lastex two-piece

Fashion Selection

suit zips in

back and features

a well-

fitting bra with drawstring that also

Shoes — "Hollywood Shooters" hy
Vogue. Beach Bag and matching Bathing Cap — Kleinert.
Nail Lacquer —
Dura-Gloss. Make-up — Dream Stuff
"Tropic Dream" by Woodbury.
Photographs— Bert Hockfield

serves as a halter strap. Tucked deon bra and skirt are interesting
note. It comes in six colors: Navy,

tail

Shrimp,

Deep

Sea,

Crystal,

and Daisy. Sizes 32-38.

Emerald

For $10.95.

Fashion Selection

#167

Jantzen has the answer to
the problem of a girdle for
wear with summer sports outfits.
It's their coo! and com^
girdle of nywith nylon marquisette front panel with applique.
Detachable garters. In
white only. Even sizes 26-30.
For $5. Striped cotton shirt,

fortable
lon

Onder

pantie

leno

for $2.50, and denim
pedal-pushers, for $3.95, also
carry the famed Jantzen label.

selling

Cover
flattery

Hosier]/ by Holeproof
Photographs by Bert Rockfield

Selections

Fashion Selection
Lily

of

France's

#168

Enhance 21

girdle is sheer, cool, has
amazing control with Implicit
comforr. Of nylon elastic with
rayon

comes

satin
in

elastic

pink,

panel,

white,

it

black.

Priced at $10 for 14-inch in
24- 39; $10.95 for 16-inch in
25- 30. Lily of France strapless bra of satin and nylon
marquisette is $3.95. Dotted
Swiss strapless formal by Barbara Dance Frocks is $22.95.
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YOU MAY ORDER any
ion selections

on

this

of the fash-

page through

The Hecht Company, F

Street at

Seventh, Washington. D. C. Be sure
to mention fashion selection number,
as well as your size and color choice,
and whether order is prepaid or c.o.d.

Naturally, his charming mother,
Mabelle, was on hand to help her brilliant,
entertaining son acknowledge the praise
that poured in from all hands for his highly
amusing performance. As the energetic
father of twelve, Clifton is not the same
man as his Belvedere, but he's just as
great in a completely different way. Wotta
friends.

wood for, first Australia, then England.
The Powers had a new set of household
help who were unfamiliar with their wardrobes, so the travelers had to do their own

—

one set of clothes for the land
under, another set for the junket to

packing

down

The handkerchief which EHzabeth Taylor carried when she married Nicky Hilton belonged to Liz's mother. The one
Mrs. Taylor carried was her mother's.
The wedding dress, which designer Helen
Rose kept under lock and key, was

England. All their baggage had to be dispatched before they could leave and just
as they were about to collapse from this
chore, six cases of stuff they'd bought in
Italy arrived. On accounta they had rented their house this batch had to be unpacked and stored! Linda's luggage contained a whole set of oil paints and Ty
packed a home movie camera equipped
with sound for a complete record of their

trimmed

adventures.

man!
«

*

*

in seed pearls, three millions of

them, all sewed on by hand.
heavy, doesn't it.''
*

Had

Ran into John Derek when he was
treating himself to a creiu haircut after
he'd completed his part in Columbia's
"Rogues Of Sherwood Forest." He'd
been wearing his curly hair low on the
neck and flowing on top for this costume
epic and was he glad to get it barbered
off to his favorite length! This, people,
is one of the most spectacularly handsome guys that made a movie and, what's

more, I'll have you
tremely nice one, too.

know

he's

an

ex-

Ever have a major hassle getting off on
any type trip? If so, you'll
sympathize with wo' hoppen to Ty Power
and Linda Christian when they left Hollya vacation or

a real fine time the evening Betty

Hutton showed a small gang her new
Paramount picture, "Let's Dance," which
co-stars her and the fleet-footed Fred
a delightful musical all done
Technicolor. Before w'e saw the
picture, Maggie Ettinger tossed an extravagant buffet supper for Betty, Paramount's publicity chief, Norman Siegel,
Louella and Harriet Parsons, Dorothy
Manners and John Haskell, General
Astaire,

up

Girl."

and

—

Dorothy McGuire has
that Hollywood

in

Lyman Munson,
Century-Fox
nice people.
in a short

former head of 20th

in London and some other
Betty looked like a dream

navy blue strapless taffeta
number topped by a matching lace coat.

is

finally decided
here to stay, so she's

put down roots
on the
"wrong side of the tracks" near her studio,
20th Century-Fox. Moreover, she's looking awful sharp these days, having traded
her plaid slacks and ballerina slippers in on
a wardrobe of smart hats, sleek dresses, and
high heels. If "Mother Didn't Tell Me" is
any criterion, Dotty's fast going to become

gonna

the

Fact

stay.

in a small

Sounds

*

-»

So the company was on
the makeup man dropped
one of 'em in the street. It was too far
from the studio to send back for a replacement, so the poor guy got down
on hands and knees to find the lost prop.
Curious passersby stopped to find out
what he was looking for and hurried on
when the frantic guy replied "eyelashes."
When he found 'em, he realized how his
cryptic remark to the strangers must
have sounded crazy, that is.

Brush

location

is,

she's

Bermuda type

of house

comedy queen of the screen and
who can do it.

she's

just the gal

Dan Dailey, who dropped twenty-five
pounds during the making of "My Blue
Heaven," has discovered the new waterski

resort at the Salton Sea. Sent his
Liz, down to case the joint
she

—

wife,

okay'd

it,

so

Dan's

selling water-skiing

new pal, David Wayne. The latter,
by the way, is a happily married man,
so don't pay any attention to the gossip
that he's romancing this or that chick.
to his

the sad story of a lost eyelash.
Lucille Ball icears a pair of inch-long
falsies (lashes, of course) in "The Fuller

This

is

why pay high
I

prices for

nail polish

and lipstick?

you have looked in vain for nail polish at any price
would wear better and chip less
this important
new discovery guarantees you an infinitely better-wearing
polish for a very low price.

If

that

This

. . .

is

the true story of an

amazing new miracle-wear
gredient called Enamelon.

in-

found only in new lowCuTEX and it's
guaranteed* to give incredible
It's

Thirteen luscious shades, including the new prize- winning,
fashion shade— Prize Posy. New
Cutex 10^; de luxe Nail Bril-

priced, luxury

liance size, 2S<i.

wear... to last longer, chip less
than your high-priced polish.

new matching Cutex Colorgenie Lipstick
now made by

And new, miracle-wear

an exclusive Cutex electronic
process. Won't bleed, cake or
wear off like so many highpriced lipsticks. Only 49^. Also
new 25^ size. Prices plus tax.

Better lipstick, too
.

CuTEX

is so pure. ..even women
with skins so sensitive they cannot use other polishes state they
can safely use new Cutex.

.

.

the

.

•Money back if no
completely aatiafied.

CUTEX"
Nail BriHianrf
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Makeup man, hairdresser and dress designer are all with Betsy Drake (Mrs.
Cary Grant) as she prepares for scene in "Ellen," Harry Popkin production.

John Huston and dancer-model Ricky

Soma

pulled one of the biggest surprises
on Hollywood with their Mexican marriage, performed the same day he secured his divorce from Evelyn Keyes.
Rumors are that the Hustons are also
expecting.
*
*
*

Vacation Department:
When Cary
Grant finished "Crisis" at
he and
his bride took a long motor trip to the
Great Northwest a definite change of
pace for the sophisticated Mr. G. Kathryn Grayson and Johnnie J ohnston

MGM

—

picked Palm Springs for their holiday.
Johnnie had been in New York doing
guest shots on radio and TV. Howard
Keel combined work and a vacash in

MGM

Honolulu, where
is filming "Pagan
Love Song" with him and Esther Williams. Howard, by the way, is one of the
best skeet shots in town. Picked it up
when he was in training for "Annie Get
Your Gun." Bob Taylor, on the same
work-play kick, took a gillion feet of film
to Italy so he'd have a photographic record of his stay while making "Quo Vadis." Paul Douglas' first time of since he
signed with 20th was spent wrassling
swordfish in the deep, deep .lea. Paul

has been having trouble controlling his
weight so when his birthday came around
on the set of "Toast Of New Orleans,"

Kathryn

Grayson gifted him tvith a
cake—^iade of wood. Director
Norman Taurog and Producer Joe
Pasternak gagged the party up further
by presenting Mario with a statue of
beautiful

Ezio Pinza, who'll be doing his scales at
after he closes in "South Pacific."

MGM

*

*

Dennis Day, doing

*

his first picture in six

Get By"
way: "I'm somewhat of a jerk and not
very bright in a bright kind of way." He'll
years, described his part in "I'll
this

get by.

*

*

Around Town:

Haymes
like

*

Saw Nora and Dick

dining at LaRue, still looking
later spotted them

honeymooners;

again at Mocambo listening to singer
Billy Daniels, who was the rage of the
town. Also saw Paul Douglas' ex, Virginia Field, dancing like mad and looking
happy. Went on to the Club Gala to
see our pal, Elizabeth Talbot-Martin,
perform. It was late and most of the
customers had left, .so she and pianist
Bobby Short put on a private show for
us. Terrific! At the Bantam Cock, we
met one of Joel McCrea's teenage sons,
who is as h.andsome as his pop. The
sprout has Joel's features and mother
Frances Dee's big black eyes and he's
gonna be a hearlbreaker. The pair were
having dinner with Doug Morrow, Oscar
winner for his screenplay, "The Stratton
Story." On the other side of us. Bob
Stack was buying pretty Claudette
Thornton's dinner. At Richard Hoyt's
party we chatted with Lynn Merrick.
We traded corny jokes about our identical
first names and more of the same with
that raving beauty, Arlene Dahl, on accounta we have the same birthday.
Charles Brackett wisecracked that Dick

Hoyt

better invite

him

to his parties be-

cause he lives just across the street and.
if not invited, would complain about the
noise.
As if that charming gentleman
ever needed an excuse to get invited
anywhere. He's practically the most
popular man in town. Met the fascinating choreographer Jack Cole at Dale Orr's
small dinner party and were utterly spellbound with his tales of Broadway shows
and the tours his Jack Cole Dancers
troupe has made around the country.
Stopped by the Racquet Club in Palm
Springs on the way home from a delightful weekend at John van Druten's
desert ranch and the first handsome man
on hand was George Montgomery, looking bronzed and healthy from a great
weekend with his Dinah. And here's the
scoop to end all scoops. Saw Rory Calhoun lunching with his wife. You know
what? He dunks!

and the attractive Jan Sterling have announced their intention of making it an
August wedding.
'*

*

Joan Crawford,

at

*

Columbia

for

"Har-

Craig," posed for her first leg art in
a long, long time
and, boy, you couldn't
see the cheesecake for the crowd of men
standing around admiring the Crawford
riet

—

gams. Joan's wardrobe in this picture is
very reminiscent of the styles popular
when she first rose to fame. On her they
still

look good.
»

»

*

happened! At last
Larry Parks gets to quit being Jolson
and becomes his attractive self in &ii
untitled, young romantic comedy at
Columbia. He and Barbara Hale will be
Well,

it'.s

finally

teamed again and

that's nice teaming.

Mario Lanza, that
56

terrific

male canary.

Robert Mitchum and Ava Gardner take time out for a snack betw
RKO's "Carriage Entrance." Ava departed for Eu ropean vacati

of

STAR BUYS
THE

terry-cloth beach tog
(at right) is the perfect

after-swimming

outfit.

Rom-

per-type, with a long front

zipper,

bloomer
and roomy pockeasy to get into and
elasticized

legs, tie belt
et, it's

comfortable to loaf in. Comes
in white or maize. Small, me-

dium

or large.

Only $3.99,

plus 16c for postage and handling.
Write Millers, 505
Eighth Ave., New York, N. Y.

you'll love the

BUCCANEER!
Button less wraparounds are the newest craze this
season... and here's the newest and cutest of them
with its swoshbuckling sash, wide-cuffed
all
.

.

.

batwing sleeves, and pert collars ... perfect with
shorts, skirts, slacks, or over bothing suits. Highest
quality sanforized cotton broadcloth, extremely
well made, in white, pirate gold, pink, aqua.
Sizes 32, 34, 36. 38
only $2.98 each!
.

.

.

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
-Buccaneers at $2.98 each,

Please rushColors

Sizes

Name
Street

-State-

City

Please add 17c for moiling

—

SEND IN TODAY

I

Dept. 7SU, 332 W. 5th St.
Los Anqeles, California

CALIFORNIA CASUALS
"Request Free Catalog"

WAY

THE SCIENTIFIC
WITH

FRANCIS,
ANNE
lovely NBC

at left,
television

wears a terry-cloth
ensemble by California Cas-

actress,

uals. Battle jacket in white,
maize, copen, costs $7.95.
Shorts and bra, in white
only, are $4.95. White paddy-slippers are only $^.50.
Small, medium and large also extra-small slippers. Write
California Casuals, 832 W.
Fifth, Los Angeles, Calif.

So

—

YOU WANT

additional information, write to

Kay

Brunell, Fashion Editor,

.

.

will

actually

.

.

r

.

even with strapless swim
suits and evening gowns.
Now enjoy that new
contour blending with
the new styles. Only
$3.95 a pair. Mailed
in plain package. Order
today and become any
size you desire!

ORDER BY MAIL TODAY!
I

ALLIED

ITEMS,

BOX 66 9, Dept. SU-7
Culver City, Calif,

"

—

IF

.

or without bras

Allied Items are introducing a new bra called
Bra. Made of fine rayon satin, it
features jersey cups with iimer pockets ingeniou.sly
designed to hold securely feather-light, removable,

—

no one

molded from Hollywood
models. Wear them with

THE
Petipoint

natural-looking porofoam bust forms, scientifically
designed to mould to your body for perfect fit with
no pressure on the breast tissue a feature medically approved by the National Cancer Institute.
Sizes 32, 34, 36
only $3, including bust forms. In
most leading stores throughout the country, or write
to Allied Items, 3620 Eastham Dr., Culver City, Calif.

realistic

ever suspect

«n
(Check

<=
lize)

sets bro cupi
e $

_S«nd C.O.D.

I

Addrest-

I

Clly

,

ri)

@

3.95 per
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—
her house for the second time and she
was uncertain about some of her innovathe glamourous
tions. For one thing, she
Hedy herself had done some of the
painting, and some of the furniture refinishing. She asked Anne's advice on a

—

number

—

of problems.

All in all

it

turned out to be a delight-

ful evening.

For the masculine readers of

know

this

maga-

should say something
about Hedy's beauty. Once again, I like
anyone gradually getting to know Hedy
was in for a surprise.
There is no doubt at all that Hedy is
unreasonably lovely. Black and white
photography doesn't do her justice; color
almost catches her spectacular vividness.
zine,

Jane

Wyman

and her friends, the William Orrs, in the Pump Room of the
in Chicago.
Jane is in "The Glass Menagerie."

Ambassador East Hotel

I

I

—

However, there is something about Hedy
that the camera never quite records.
It would be difficult to define the quality. Perhaps it is exact to say that the
dazzlingly exotic Hedy is not the real
at all.
In daily life, she appears to be utterly
unaware of her own looks.

Hedy

While we were working on "A Lady
Without Passport," she'd come to the
studio in the morning wearing a sim-

Hedy Really Surprised Me!
Continued from page 23
that

I

was

right.

Before

the

picture

started, our director gave a party for the
purpose of introducing the cast to one

another.

The first thing Hedy said to me, her
eyes wide and her expression anxious,
was, "Please dori't think it's true! Please
don't think I didn't want you for the
picture. I have no idea how a report got
started that I was unhappy over your
selection. I wasn't. I didn't discuss it
with a soul.
.REALLY!"
From that moment on, I was on Hedy's
.

.

team.

You see, it would have been easy for
Hedy to have .said nothing. She could
have assumed, rightly, that I had never
seen the item. Or she could have felt that
as the alleged injured party
I should
challenge her reported reluctance to star
opposite a man she had never met.
But she didn't wait for me to act. She
came forward, as concerned as a straightforward child, and disclaimed responsibility. What man or woman wouldn't
be charmed by Hedy's eagerness to set
things straight at the first possible mo-

—

—

ment?

On the occasion of our initial meeting,
our group went from the dinner party to
a showing of "Samson And Delilah."
Anne and I had asked Hedy to ride with
us and after the showing we drove her

ple white blouse, a pair of easy flannel
slacks, camel's hair topcoat and ban-

have added this opinion to give you
the feminine viewpoint.
The point is that Hedy didn't say a
word about the picture. She didn't reminisce over the production, over the
difficulty of certain scenes, over the
actual physical danger of some sequences.
She didn't ask us if the timing was right
as it seemed to us it was or if the
"business" was effective.
Anne and I gave her every opportunity
by starting the conversation with raves
about the picture, which we agreed was a
classic of its kind. Hedy said, "Thank
you," and changed the subject.
She talked about photography. She
had read somewhere that Anne had given
me a stereo-realist camera for Christmas,
so she wanted to know how I liked it,
how the pictures were projected afterward, and whether there were any "bugs"
that might plague an amateur who undertook to operate such a camera.
Score one for Hedy: she had steered
the conversation away from herself and
her concerns, and had directed it toward
one of the hobbies in which Anne and I
are deeply interested.
She knew that I had been on location
in England, so she quizzed me about
British picture-making practices, about
rebuilding of the bombed areas, about
it." I

—

—

home.
Those of you who have seen "Sam.son
And Delilah" know that this picture was
one of the most important in Hedy's
career. She was alluringly gowned, was
beautifully photographed, and the script
gave her many highly dramatic scenes in
which to display her acting ability. Critics
have agreed that Hedy scored a triumph.
I felt that it would have been natural
for Hedy to talk about the picture while
we were driving her home. So did Anne.
When Anne and I were discussing the
evening, afterward, Anne said, "If I had

famous London restaurants. Afterward I
asked Anne if I had monopolized the conversation. She laughed and confessed that
she had been on the verge of asking me
the same question.
Because Hedy knew that Anne had
been on location in Durango, Colorado,
she asked Anne a lot about that experience. Was there skiing in Durango?
Did Anne notice the altitude? What was
there to do in the evening? How far was
Durango from Colorado Springs where
we had spent our honeymoon?
Those topics disposed of, Hedy and
Anne hit upon a topic dear to the fem-

just .seen my.self as Delilah, looking as
Hedy did, I would still be talking about

It
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danna around her head. I don't suppose that one person in a thousand,
catching sight of Hedy in her car as she
drove to work, recognized her as the girl
hundreds of men would give an oil gusher

inine heart:

the redecorating of houses.

seems that Hedy has just redecorated

Cordon MacRae an'd Julie London have fun
on the "Return Of The Frontiersman" set.

to be introduced to.
As Anne and I grew to know Hedy, we
discovered that her favorite outfit for
wear around her own home was a white
peasant blouse, a vivid peasant skirt and
a pair of ballet slippers. Sometimes she
wore stockings, usually she didn't.
It's true that she was particular about

Little Lulu

costumes for "Lady Without Passport."
She's a refugee, stuck in Havana, who
will do practically anything to get into the U.S. I am an immigration officer who is trying to catch the leaders of
a ring which is smuggling aliens into the
States.

Hedy's wardrobe consisted mainly of
casual white garments, but she saw to it
that each was exactly right for the scene
in which it was to be worn. If it was
reasonable to suppose that the dress of
the character in the picture would have
been rumpled.
Hedy wanted the
dress to be convincingly rumpled.
For the scenes in which the girl was
supposed to be sleek. Hedy wanted the
garments to be absolutely immaculate. It
was interesting to me, and surprising,
too, to discover that the precisionist
Hedy around the studio would be the
one hundred percent non-clothes-conscious Hedy around her ovm home.
It all comes to tliis, I suppose: apparently Hedy regards herself, at the
studio, as an efficient artist who is determined to do a good job. At home she
considers herself a simple soul who is.
primarily, the busy mother of three children and, secondly, the family breadwinner.
There can be no doubt that Hedy is
devoted to her children. Jamie, her
adopted son, is now away at a fine boardmg school, but Denise and Jackie are
closely integrated parts of Hedy's hfe.
She and their nurse share their care, but
when either of the babies is ill at night,
Hedy is the person who gets up and
attends to their wants.
During the shooting of "Lady Without
Passport" she spent a week during which
she was able to get only half enough
sleep. Jackie had a heavy cold. I imagine
that a professional glamour girl would
have turned the responsibility of Jackie
over to the nurse, and would have slept
through the wailing and coughing and
medicine-giving that go with childhood
.

.

.

Not Hedy.
She was a wreck (she said, although
she looked cs fresh as a neio mint leaf)
but she was both actress enough to want
to get on with the job without taking
time off, and mother enough to want to
illness.

own ailing son.
One morning when Hedy was leaving
the house, she said that Denise who is
now five kissed her goodbye and then
supervise the care of her

—

—

confided in a loving tone, "Oh, Mommy,
I feel so sorry for you because you have
to go to work when you are so tired. I
am being a good girl and staying away
from Jackie so that I won't catch his
cold. / don't want to keep you up at
night."
Surprisingly enough Hedy does quite a
bit of her own cooking, particularly when
she is between pictures. She wants her
children to be as accustomed to Hungarian di.shes as she, herself, is. At Christmas there is plenty of excitement when

They're better one at a time

- like

Kleenex"!

says: s/cfe of pumbung for rtssaes?
ONLY SOFT, STRONG Ki-BBNEX T/SSUES
SBRVB you O/^e at a time not a HANOFUUf
ENDS WASTB, SAVES TROUBLE, SAVES MONEY.
YOUR BEST BUY fN TISSUES.

LrH-le Lulu

,
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PRODUCTS CO.

Hedy makes

the traditional Hungarian
cakes and cookies for Christmas stockings
and the boxes of goodies which the
youngsters give their friends.
Once Hedy has made a promise to one
of the children, that promise is kept if it

humanly

is

possible.

Both Anne and

Hedy were invited to an affair which
Anne described to me as "smart." Anne
made plans to wear her fanciest hat and
her prettiest afternoon dress; altogether,
I gathered that this particular luncheon
was something anyone in her right mind
wouldn't miss.
When I mentioned the luncheon to
Hedy on the day before it was to take
place, she admitted that she was as eager
as any other girl in Hollywood to attend.
However, she had promised to take Denise and Jackie to the recreation center

on La Cienega Boulevard on that particular Sunday afternoon. "So that's
what I'm going to do," she said, laughing wTyly. "It is important to keep a
promise that one has made to a child. A
broken promise is, to a child, simply a
lie that one has told. I don't want my
children to feel. ever, that I have misled
them or that I have failed to live up to

my

promises."
it weren't for Hedy's devotion to
her children, I think she might be lonely.
Of course, she has all the opportunities a
woman could desire to see Hollywood
night life, and to be .seen. But that's the
problem. Hedy has had some bitter experiences. In a town in which there are
hundreds of men who are ambitious, who
are interested in promoting themselves
If

T. M.

RES. U S PAT. OFF.
.

.

and their careers, a girl as spectacular
and as famous as Hedy is always confounded by the worry. Does he really
like me. Does he really enjoy taking me
out. or is he doing it only to advance his

own

interests?
I suppose it would be easy for a woman to become disillusioned as a result of
some of the incidents which occur, but I
don't think Hedy is. She seems to shrug
off an unpleasant situation and turn resolutely toward new interests.
She is quite interested in modem art
and talks well on the subject. Anne and
I have been trying to start a modest
collection of the work of new people who
are, we think, on the road to fame. That's
one way to be an art collector without
going broke. Hedy knew the names of
artists in which we had inand knew something of their technique and personal history.
She likes music, especially light opera.
Once "Lady Without Passport" was well-

each of the
vested,

launched, she brought her portable phonograph to the studio, and we had a
concert every day between light set-ups.
I brought all of my musical comedy
recordings, so we had a great time with
"South Pacific." "Kiss Me. Kate," "Finian's Rainbow," and "Brigadoon." Also,
she was wild about my recordings of a
series of Hungarian Gypsy dances.
^Mien we weren't playing records,
Hedy was teaching me Hungarian. The
picture's script required the character I
was playing to speak Hungarian in several scenes. Before the picture started I
couldn't even have hollered "Help" in
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his favorite sport.

is still

And poker

with

a good way to spend a Saturday night. Like Gable, he's a man's man.
In the old days, Howard used to be quite
a boy for visiting the Los Angeles dives
and beer joints. Especially in the neighthe boys

is

borhood of Melrose and Western, where
at one time he worked at a hamburger
stand called the Whitehall. He loved
talking to the "characters" who frequented these places.
But marriage and career have put an
end to all this. In January, 1949, at the
Mission Inn in Riverside, California, he
married the girl of his dreams, beautiful
Helen Anderson, a former dancer

in the

London company of "Oklahoma." The
Keels are now living in a small house in
Hollywood,

completely

star glamour.

old

baby

girl

without

movie

They have a few-monthswhom they have named

Kaija Lian {Helen is Swedish). "She'll
hate us for it the rest of her life," says
Howard. According to Louis Calhern,
whom he met for the first time on the
"Annie" set, and who has become his best
Hollywood friend, Howard is a very devoted papa. "As far as his little daughis concerned," says Calhern, "Howard
the biggest liar I have ever met. Otherwise, he seems to be an intelligent, solid

ter

Gary Cooper and Lauren Bacall with the longest cigarette Gary ever smoked.
It was given to him during the making of "Bright Leaf," saga of tobacco land.

Hungarian, so Hedy gave me lessons.
During these sessions it occurred to me
that if Hedy hadn't been an actress, she
would have been a successful school
teacher because she has infinite patience,
and has a knack of putting across a fact
easy to forget.
she hadn't been an
Hedy would surely have been a
She has a strong story sense, and
times she questioned sequences
so that
Also,

it

isn't

if

If

actress,

You

writer.
several
in

the

is

actor."
film's script

which were changed

in ac-

cordance witli her suggestions.
I suppose I shouldn't have been surprised to discover that one of the most
beautiful women in the world was a hardworking craftsman, a person of wide
interests, and a devoted mother, but I
was.

Hedy

surprised
I are

Anne and

me —-delightfully.
happy

to claim her as

a friend.

Like 'Em

—

for years
once he was a parking
attendant at Paramount, and once he
made a test at Warner Brothers he had
to go to England to get a Hollywood contract. In fact most everyone at the studio
thought he was an Englishman. When
George Sidney, the director of "Annie Get
Your Gun," heard that he had been
signed, he blew his top and shouted, "I
won't have an Englishman play Frank
Butler " George Sidney later became one
of Howard's biggest boosters. "He's no
phoney-baloney, that guy," he says. "I'll
slake everything that Howard's success
will never enlarge hi.s hat band."
When Howard broke his ankle the first
day of shooting on "Annie" fa horse
.ilipped and jell on him) he thought his
movie career was over before it started.
But Director George Sidney and Producer Arthur Freed were willing to wait
for him. "I called him Hoi)along Keel,"
says Sidney, "and suggested that he take
up .skeet shooting while he was waiting
so he could get in character for Frank
lot

—

Harry Keel. He changed it later to Harand still later to Howard. "I'll stay

old,

with that," he says. He tried to make
the glee club at Gillespie but they
wouldn't let him in. His father died
when he was fifteen, and he and his
mother and brother moved to Fallbrook,
California. Here he completed his high
school course, and went in for baseball,
basketball and football. He was so skinny
and shy that he avoided the girls.

Rugged

When

he was seventeen the family
to Los Angeles, and Howard
worked at various jobs, including a short
stint at the Paris Inn as a bus boy.

moved

Continued from page 25

wood

Howard was born in Gillespie, lUinois.
His father was a coal miner, and the
family were quite poor. His real name is

birds fly over my head. I shot at them.
Didn't hit a one, not a one." But to
please his director Howard tried his luck
with the clay birds. In a short time he
was so efficient at skeet shooting that the
boys made him president of the
Skeet Club. But Howard insists that golf

MGM

Eventually he landed a pretty good job
with Douglas, and spent the next few
years of his life as an aircraft worker,
either at Douglas or North American.
To be near Douglas he moved to Ocean
Park, where he got in with a gang of fun-

Butler"

Howard dismally told him that he was
sure to be a washout with a gun. "The
only shooting I ever did was when I was
a kid in Illinois. I was out in the field
one day and saw about
60

five

thousand

Teresa Wright and her author-producer husband, Niven Busch, at a party in
their honor at the Stork Club. She's the star of hubby's film, "The Capture."
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"Fat men and women, normally overweight,
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figure."
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Harry James is watching June Haver's reaction to a number his band is rehearsing for the 20th Century-Fox musical, "I'll Get By," in which both star.

GUAR-

ANTEE

his

New York company of "Oklahoma."
But "Oklahoma" had already been running a number of years so there was no
great excitement on Broadway when

friends kept urging

Howard took over

loving young people. After a few cans of
beer he would lose his inhibitions and
sing for them. They especially applauded

impersonations of opera singers. His
him to take singing
lessons. So one day, without telling anyone, he went over to Boyle Heights to
take a singing lesson for twenty-five
cents. "The teacher needed lessons worse
than I did," he says grimly. "By the time

my

the lesson
throat was so
sore I couldn't talk for days. If that's
singing, I said, I want no part of it."
I finished

On

a dare he sang for a scholarship
try-out judged by a Hollywood voice
teacher, George Walker. He didn't make
the finals, but the voice teacher was impressed with his untrained voice and gave
him a personal scholarship. When the
boys at the plane plant kidded him about
singing at his job he joined a big choral

group at the Los Angeles Evening High
School. For the first time he began to
take his singing seriously and not kid
around with it. That led to another
.scholarship, then to the American Music
Theatre which gave operas in English at
Pasadena and L.A. High.

The war

necessitated increased producand Howard was sent
on the road by his aircraft corporation
to visit small factories throughout the
country and help them in their machinery change-over. Everywhere he went he
tion of plane parts

liis voice training. He sang at
the Mississippi Valley Festival and won.
Later at the Chicago Musical Festival,
which he also won.

continued

Back

in

California again, he joined up

witli the National Concert Agency, and
auditioned for Oscar Hammerstein who
was looking for a rei)lacement for the
lead in "Carousel." He was so piea.sed
with Howard's voice and personality, not
to mention his physical attributes, that
he awarded him the role which, in turn,
led to his getting the part of Curley in

—

the

"Oklahoma"

the part.

and a

for a year

He

sang

half,

and

readily agreed to travel with the company to London in 1947. The company
played London a year and while there

—

Howard made

movie, "The Small
Voice," in which he played a gang leader.
Then came Hollywood knocking at his
his first

door.

His biggest thrill in London was meeting Vivien Leigh and Laurence Olivier.
They came back stage one night to visit

him

you

IS
I>ON'T

performance, and
later invited him to spend a Sunday at
their beautiful old place in Alesbury. The

with

after

PENNY!

his

He

me now,"

came

sighed Howard. Howard
and he and the Oli-

to after lunch,

became very close friends. He never
visited them on an empty stomach again,
and he had a completely wary attitude
viers

toward those "special gin jobs" of Larry's.

The

studio has big plans for Howard.

When "Annie Get Your Gun" was
ished,

MGM

liams.
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The
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got in quite late.

Barely had his eyes closed before the
alarm went off. He only had time for a
quick orange juice before he had to catch
the eight o'clock train. "Larry greeted mc
with one of his special concoctions," says
Howard. "I wasn't used to special concoctions. I didn't say more than five
words. The Oliviers must have thought
they were entertaining a prize jerk." To
make matters worse he dropped the glass
right out of his hands and it spilled over
both legs of his pants. .Vivien and Larry
took him in the bathroom and started
scrubbing him Vivien took one leg and
Larry the other. "If only the gang could

V"u

PAY A

wonderful

Saturday night before Howard went pub
crawling. "Saturday night was my night
to howl," he says.

much

ifeight as yoii

wish — o r
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rushed him into "The Pagan Love Song" with lovely Esther Wilpicture was filmed, for the
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most

part, in Hawaii, which gave the studio a chance to "undress" Mr. Keel; and
that should be just one jump short of
dynamite at the box office. Next, Howard
takes his fine voice and his fine shanks
into the latest re-make of "Show Boat,"
in which he will play the spectacular part
of Gaylord Ravei^al.
"An actor out of work is an actor out
of money," says Howard, and is quite desetup. He is a
lighted with his
hard worker, early on the set, knows
his lines, conscientious, and no horsing
around on MGM's time. Betty Hutton
says of him, "I tried to joke with him
but gave it up. He was too shy and embarrassed." She claims he has the worst
temper she has ever met up with on a
studio set
hut he aims it at himself, and

MGM

nobody else. "When he missed a line he
would start berating himself with some of
the fanciest name calling I've ever heard.
I used to say to him, 'Howard, everybody

makes mistakes, don't take it so hard.'
But if he just muffed one line he would
nearly die."

This self-directed temper

is

nothing

new with Howard. Once when he was
working at North American he made a
mistake in the fuselage of a plane. He
became so angry with himself that he
quit his job, and lay on the beach for
four days to cool off, before he went back
to the plant. Well, as long as he takes it
out on himself his fellow workers need
never worry. He's going to be a very
popular fellow around the lots. And on
the screens too.

to be torn

down

for the scenes to follow.

Richard agreed to work, with the
knowledge that he would be in great pain
and that the healing tissue would have

away for later surgery if he
were ever to walk normally again.
"It was my decision," he said. "My
whole career depended on it. I simply
couldn't afford to let them get another
to be cut

actor."

And

he didn't. With a physician standby to administer morphine when the
pain became too intense and with his
injured foot propped up out of camera
range, he worked the entire week. Then
he went to the hospital for a long and
difficult operation that kept him off his
feet for many months. But he recovered
and, in recovering, won his point.
Last year when Vincent Sherman went
to London to direct "The Hasty Heart,"
ing

he began an extensive

He Simply Can't

Believe

Continued from page 27
stand the man if you
ground, and in Richard

know his backTodd everything,

up to now, is background for what
bound to be a brilliant screen career.

right
is

series of tests to
the man for the pivotal role of
Lachie, the remarkable Scot. One night
at a party, Sherman was introduced to
one Mr. Todd, who made a favorable impression on the director.
"How would you like to test for the
role?" Sherman asked.
"Oh. but you alreadv liave an actor

select

It!

moviemakers countered that

it was quite
impossible to continue without him. They
had one more week of Todd's scenes to
be done in a special set that would have

Although he calls himself a detoured
farmer because his ancestors were men of
and to
the land Ireland and Scotland

—

—

land is his ultimate goal, he might
al.so call himself a between-times warrior.
His father was Major A. W. Palethorpe-Todd, a professional soldier, and
soon after Richard's birth in Dublin, he
spent two years in India where his father

own

was stationed.
With his customary restraint in discussing any personal matters, Richard is
reluctant to detail his own war experiences, which at the very least were
shattering and perilous. He spent seven
years in the Briti.sh service, as an infantryman and with the Commandos and
later with the paratroops. He was injured
and hospitalized. And when he was asked
recently if 'chuting into Normandy on

D-Day

in the first load of paratroops
wasn't a terrifying experience, he admitted it was. He also admits that the
business of being a paratrooper is a
hazardous and trying one; then he adds,
with a bright little light in his eyes:

"But some of them get to like it, you
know."
The fact that he wanted to be a playwright is what prompted him to become
an actor.
"A man's got to know all about the
bu.siness if he wants to write," he says,
I figured that I'd be able to write
better for actors it I were an actor my".so

.self."

His pre-war work with repertory theain Britain led him to return to
repertory after he was physically fit again

tres

and mustered out of .service. His first
provided him
picture role—a minor one
with one of the most .severe tests of his
whole life. During hurdling practice ("/
VMS hopejid jar the Olynqncs" ) with the
mid-way in production, Richard
film
broke his Achilles tendon. He was in
extreme agony, and the phy.sician who
accompanied him to the .set the next day
advi.sed the producers that work would

—

be quite impos.sible without surgery.
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The

Betty Crable (Mrs. Harry James)
Blue Heaven," 20th Century-Fox

in

colorful

musical.

song-and-dance number

Dan Dailey

is

again

her

in

"My

co-star.

"Stage Fright," Richard was rushed to

Warner Brothers. The
impression of America was
its vastness; their first impression of the
way Americans live in America was the
quantity and quality of the food they eat.
It is typical of Richard that when a
reporter asked him if he wouldn't miss
all the wonderful food when he returns
to England, the actor replied:
'T suppose so at first. But in England
we're used to going without things."
In other words, he has sp)ent most of
his life accommodating himself to hardship, and the fact that he isn't going to
eat a dozen eggs a week when he returns
to London is hardly going to upset him.
Probably one of the greatest amazements that Richard has experienced on
his first Hollywood venture is the allconsuming interest of the press and the
public in even the smallest personal item
that concerns him.
"I fail to understand," he says, "why
they should be interested in what I like
to eat or what I like to read or what
kind of music I like to listen to. It can't
be that important to anybody, including
Hollywood
Todds'

by

first

BREAK'
USE

—

Burgess Meredith studying script with
Susan Douglas during luncheon at Stork.

Richard protested.
Whereupon he gave the director an

for it,"

eloquent plea in behalf of the talents of a
well-known actor who had been tested for
the role and who, everyone thought, had
been set for it. Amused and attracted by
this

amazing

young

Sherman

fellow,

overruled his singularly unusual plea for
another actor, and tested him.
"The minute Richard read Lachie's
first line, I knew he was the boy for the

Sherman recalls.
Richard's romance with

role,"

Catherine

Bogle, the sweet-smiling Scottish

girl

who

became Mrs. Todd last August, began
when she was playing the title role in
"Claudia" for the Dundee Repertory
Theatre. But the romance, interrupted
only the way actors' romances can be,
didn't reach the orange-blossom stage
until he was appearing with Jane Wyman
and Marlene Dietrich in "Stage Fright,"
being directed by Alfred Hitchcock in

London.
Richard credits Jane with an assist in
his marriage. And Jane herself likes to
take bows as a secondary Cupid in the
ca.se. Catherine and Richard (which, incidentally, he prefers to Dick, although

somewhat resigned now to hearing
Americans call him Dick on first meeting
and from then on) had been on the edge
of matrimony several times, but had
he

is

always postponed

waiting for "a better
time." The better time never seemed to
arrive, and Jane, who was struck with
the pair and getting highly impatient at
the deferred romance, kept urging them
to set the date.
"Finally," says Richard in recalling the
event, "we decided we would marry on a
forthcoming weekend when I expected to
have a fortnight's holiday from the pic-
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vent

and

successfully.

He

is

some-

honeymoon."
They still haven't had an honest-togoodne.ss honeymoon, because after
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times independent to the point of exas-

He is an individualist who will
conform when it is necessary and when
he feels it is proper.
Richard finds it hard to believe that
American women who have seen him in
"The Hasty Heart" and "Stage Fright"
find him sexy, as most of his ever-grow-
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"Just before the weekend, we learned
that the holiday had been cancelled and
that I was going to have to continue
working, so once again we were about to
delay the wedding. But Janie would have
none of it. She virtually bundled us up
and sent us off to church."
So Catherine Bogle became Mrs. Richard Todd, and everyone, especially Jane
Wyman, was as happy as a grasshopper.
"Except," says the bridegroom, "we

nail

and dehydration.
Toughens and stim-

me."
His comments on Hollywood and life
in Hollywood are characterized by a
notable restraint.
"I like it," he .says. 'T have found
nothing to bother me very much no incessant irritant, that is."
When the studio strongly recommended that he have a chauffeur for his rented
automobile until he had accustomed himself to the left-hand drive, and the righthand highways, and the grim traffic situation of Los Angeles, Richard pohtely but
determinedly refused. He did his own

creatmenc
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He

doesn't readily give his friendship,

and any relationship with him

is

strictly

a probationary one until a friendship has
been earned just as he has earned whatever valuable gains he has made.
He explains that these are the same
qualities that Catherine Todd has.
"Kitty doesn't adopt people quickly.
Not even me. And it was only after she
had seen "The Hasty Heart" for the
third time that she decided she was sure
of mj' performance."
Richard admits that there are certain
lines in "The Hasty Heart" that still
touch him, even as they touched both
the London and Hollywood premiere audiences who stood and cheered for the
newcomer. However, it is not recorded,
nor acknowledged, whether or not when
he proposed to Miss Bogle he used the

—

phrase of the screen play: "I'm offering
my heart, because it does me no good
without ye!"
Both Richard and his Kitty are op-

you

and confident about Mr. T.'s
is under contract to Associated British Pictures, and is available
for loan-out, with Warners having first
timistic

future.

He

dibs on his services.

—

Richard has his way and he has a
of having his way
he will be back
next year to make another picture in
Hollywood.
"With any luck," he says, "I'll be able
to make a picture a j'ear here and one
If

—

way

or

two

in Britain."

a certainty that Hollywood will
welcome him back. Todd can't very well
do less than leave a warm spot wherever
he goes.
It's

Virginia
after

She

Was

Mayo

making

returns on

film with

Queen

Greg Peck

Elizabeth
in

London.

well-traveled boy asked. She carefully
explained that Chicago was in the United
States, and he didn't need a passport.

Just Browsing Around

Continued from page 47

said. Then added doubt"But what about customs?"
For all her seeming madness and lack
of stability, Mercedes is a determined,
sometime* profound, and always warmhearted young woman who got her first
and sensational screen role because she
was indignant at the shabby treatment
she thought a friend was receiving.
Although she was progressing brilliant-

"Okay," he

fully,

as the situation demands. "Maybe I'm
not exactly what the doctor ordered,"
she said. "And I don't always understand
myself, but I manage to live a little, and
that's all anybody can ask."
Her friends in New York, of which
there are a great many, still shudder
when they think of the way Mercedes
was inclined to quit, suddenly and without any provocation, her current radio
show, throw some scanties and plaid
skirts in an old suitcase, grab her eightyear-old son, Jolin Lawrence Fifield, by
his little wrist and whip off to Europe.
(He's the son of her first marriage of

which she says

little

except

— "It

just

didn't work.")

never knew exactly where she was
going, how long she'd be gone, or why
she went," one said. "We only knew that
she'd be back more lively and interesting
than before."

And Mercedes
and

I'll

Mercedes hasn't

herself says, "I like to

go right on traveling as

long as I've got any money.

When

it

visited

— most

of

them

with weird sounding names.
"I went to St. Croix once," she admits, "because I saw a label on a rum
bottle from there.

And

I

\vhii)ped off to

Trinidad because there used to be a
dancer of that name somewhere, and
then, of course, there are all those Calypso persons."
In the last few years, she

and her son
have spent more time in Europe than in
America. "We like it," she said. "We
like

America, too, but the best

api>reciate

"We

travel,

runs out, I come home to earn some
more."
There are not many strange places that

way

America and Americans

is

to
to

learn about other nationalities."

When Mercedes made her second, recent tri]) to Hollywood for her second
screen performance in "Lightning Strikes
Twice" for Warner Bros., she put John
Lawrence on a plane to Chicago, where
he was to be met by his grandparents.
"Where's my passport. Mother?" the

.

as one of New York's best-known
radio actresses, Mercedes McCambridge
one day last year allowed herself to be
persuaded to attend an interview being
conducted by Robert Rossen, writer, producer, and director of "All The King's
Men." He was in New Y'ork looking
for a girl who could play the role of
ly

Broderick Crawford's
woman, Sadie Bu,ke.

The

girl

political

hatchet

who immediately preceded

Mercedes in the interview lineup was her
friend, "and one of the most talented
actresses I know," Mercedes explains.
"She went in and out of the interview
room in just thirty seconds. It made
me mad."
Whereupon she stormed into the room
herself, and launched into a violent attack on Rossen for his casual methods of
interview. "Who do you Hollywood people think you are?" she screamed. "That
girl who was just in here and who you
passed up with one casual look at her
legs, I suppose, has more talent in her
little finger than all of Hollywood!"
She blasted in this vein for a good three
or four minutes, while Rossen watched,
amazed and delighted.
She got the role, and without a test,
and from then on things were different
for Mercedes McCambridge. (She and
,Rossen became and still are, incidentally,
close friends.)
It's sometimes hard for her to believe
that Sadie Burke did so much for her.
Close on the sensation she caused in
her first role, Mercedes (1) won the Look

Robert Young, while helping National Heart Fund drive, visits a young
heart patient in Los Angeles Children's Hospital. Bob's starring in "Ellen."
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Magazine Award for the year's best supporting performance by an actress; (2)
won the Foreign Correspondents' Awards
for the best supporting performance and
the most promising newcomer, and (3)
of course, 'The Academy Oscar!

These are all achievements that Mercedes was unknowingly headed for ever
since she came to life on St. Patrick's
Day, 1918, in Johet, Illinois, the daughter of Marie and John Patrick McCambridge. Her first taste of the drama came
when she played Petruchio in a Mundeleiu College production of "The Taming
This and subsequent
performances won her a radio contract
with NBC to do ten broadcasts a week
practically unheard of
for five years

Of The Shrew."

at that

—
time.

She got her Bachelor's Degree at Mundelein, and 14 credits toward a master's
degree. "I figure that's about as close as
I'll

ever

come

to it," she adds.

At Mundelein, Mercedes met the woman who has had more influence on her life
probably than any other single person. It
was Sister Leola, the head of the school's
dramatic department. "Sister Leola was
always my inspiration," Mercy explains,
her eyes filling up as she thinks of the
nun who's been dangerously ill in a Midwest sanitarium.
Sister Leola continuously prodded the
fiery

young

girl

— "and hammered more

dramatic knowledge into my hard head
than anybody believed possible." The
nun was also a never-ending source of
spiritual guidance, which Mercedes still
clings to today. When she was presented
with the Look Award early this year,
the actress immediately had an appropriate inscription engraved on it to Sister
Leola and forwarded it to the ill woman.
After her first Hollywood film, she
fled back to New York and her apartment near Central Park, which was always filled with John Lawrence's toys,
books, and a voodoo drum. "I thought
I'd had it," she says, meaning Holly-

wood.

When Warners

offered her the role in
"Lightning Strikes Twice," in which she
plays a "nice" menace with Richard
Todd and Ruth Roman, she figured she

might as well give Hollywood another

About the same time, Fletcher
Markle, an attractive and successful
young radio producer, who had been
whirl.

haunting the McCambridge doorstep off
and on for several years, came to Holly-

wood, too.
This time she said yes, and after going
through the Saturday-Sunday-Monday
routine, Mercedes McCambridge became
Mrs. Fletcher Markle on February 20th.
Right then the settling influence began to take effect, and the first thing the
Markles did was rent a nice big house
in West Los Angeles, and send for John
Lawrence who was living with his' grandparents.

beginning to look as though
browsing around days are over," she
said.
"A wife's got to stay with her
husband, hasn't she?"
The brilliant Markle will undoubtedly
be around Hollywood for some time to
come because he was given an associate
producer's berth with
the day before they eloped.
"It's

my

MGM

Mercedes McCambridge is uninhibited
and has liberal ideas and talks fast and
breathlessly and looks you straight in
the eye with her
eyes.

She has

own
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the possible exception of kindness, the
kind of kindness my son has."
Mercedes' periodic flights to Europe
and faraway places are not so impulsive
as they may seem. She has a great feeling for what she calls "universal loneliness," and she feels that getting close
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to everybody, everywhere will somehow
lead her to a deeper understanding of

"why everyone

a

New

everything except herself.
"One thing I have decided about me,"
she says, "is that if I've any neuroses, I
might as well learn to live with them

—

that

and attractive?

about most

and forget them."
She has a great and lively sense of
humor, an almost uncontrollable enthusiasm for life and things in general,
and she wins friends quickly. She is unpretentious and honest to the point of
exasperation. She doesn't hke to dress
up and she never shops for clothes. She
says, "Clothes just happen to be there
when I'm passing by." She asks for a
size 10 and takes it home without trying
it on.
She hates incompetence and respects talent above everything
"with
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we decided to separate. She became mterested in painting and I joined a stock
company and went on the road. There
was a blonde girl in that stock company

who was younger than

We

experienced.

but much more
to have long

I,

used

showed me what was
marriage, what was
I had been just plain
naive.
When I realized that I had
really been at fault in not being a good
husband, I was anxious to make it up
to my wife. I persuaded her to go back
She

talks.

finally

wrong with my
wrong with me

—

I thought that, fully realizing
mistakes in my first attempt at marriage, a second try would be successful
and happy.

to me.

my

"We had a baby

girl

whom we

chris-

tened Xandria Diane. Even though we
both tried for the next four years to
make a successful marriage, it didn't
work. Rather than have a child grow up
in unhappy surroundings, we agreed to
mother-in-law
a friendly divorce.
had given us a pet dog, Tchaikowsky.
and my ivife took
I took Tchaikowsky
our daughter. I still see my first wife,
and in my way I still love her- love her
as a man would love a sister. A deep
bond of affection still holds us. She has
never remarried, and seems to have become absorbed in raising our child and in
her paintings.
"I'm not a marrying man," I told my-

My

—

—

self

Tchaikowsky and

after that.

came confirmed

bachelors.

I

be-

followed
I landed a
I

the theatre to New Y'ork.
job with the road company of "My
Sister Eileen." Incredibly enough I wound
up working at Macy's Department Store.

Then

Johnny Weissmuller, now touring the counlry with his own wafer show, leaving
Gotham with his aquanymphs where no show was allowed because of water shortage.

I'm

Not The Husband Type
Continued from page 47

many women become

So

become

they

demanding.

possessive when
Or they become

serious.

try to make a
they refuse to accept

Or they

man over. Why do
a man the way he
a man to become

is?

A woman

wants

way

she thinks
him to be. I don't Hke to have to account for every minute of my time, or,
in other word.s, punch a matrimonial time
clock!
I like to be free to drive all
night in a convertible
go fishing at
dawn—or listen to music for hours. Or
do anything v:ithont planning ahead.
"Now, I don't want to .sound conceited,
because, honestly, I'm no bargain. Ask
either of my former wives. I was imthe

—

"You never know

a person until

you

under one roof," Steve continued.
"You can go with a girl for days, weeks,
months, or years, but 'you really don't
know her until you live together. Only
then do you discover her phobias and
live

disposition.
The advi.sability of going
together for a long time results in liking
a person. It is nece.s.sary to like someone, as well as love someone.
"I'm just a fellow who wanted to become an actor," Steve revealed. "And

not been

tough
66

going.

moved

a shipyard worker— almost anything
—as the occasion demanded. Then beter,

I

came

interested in little theatre work. I
toured, tried stock and still kept pitching
for a chance in pictures. That was when I

my first wife. She was the daughter
famous portrait artist. I was twentyone, knew very little about women except, I liked her. We were attending the
same dramatic school. She was brunette,
met
of a

pos.sible!

it's

When I was eight the family
to Laramie, Wyoming. In high
school I became interested in theatre
dramatics. Some said I should be in
pictures. So I tried Hollywood. After
living luxuriously on a loaf of bread for
three days, and no butter, I went in for
hard labor that provided a pay check
every Saturday night. I was a ranch
hand, a railroad section hand, a carpenCalifornia.

ea.sy.

I

In

fact,

was born

in

been
Eureka,

it's

medium

height, with blue gray eyes.

loved her.

I

for

I

no

go.

I

pictures."

Being the home loving type, Steve
bought himself a house in Benedict
Canyon. It was a most unconventional
house clinging to a slope of hill, with
a wealth of tall trees with friendly
squirrels running in and out of the
door. The living room had a big fireplace, a Capehart and an extensive library of symphonic recordings. Every Saturday night Steve held open house. There
was a tiny kitchen and a large bedroom
with windows on all sides, opening out
onto a balcony.
It was during this time, when Steve
and Tchaikowsky were thus ensconced,

—

—

that Steve, as

Goldwyn 's new

star, be-

Strangely, she looked enough

like me to be my sister. Often we were
mistaken for brother and sister. Men
are often attracted to girls who look very
much like them.
"The going was not easy. We lived
in a cheap little house, and wondered
why we were unhappy. Looking back
now I realize that 1 was not mature

enough

went back

to Hollywood. It was
gave what money I had
to my wife for our daughter, and, with
six dollars in my pocket, I hoboed back
to New York. This time luck was with
me. They were looking for a six-footer
and dark complexioned actor to play
opposite Constance Bennett in "No Time
For Love." I won the role, and we
played Columbus, Milwaukee, Chicago
and Los Angeles. In Los Angeles, talent
scouts from Samuel Goldwyn signed me
still

for marriage.

After four years.

Adrerl/scmen/

:

:
•
•

Has YOUR

MAN

CHANGED
toward you?

:

:
•

See page 77 ;

came the romantic target for many a
movie miss. Steve invited them all up
to his house. There'd be three or four
movie beauties individually accustomed
to being spoiled. People marveled. "How
can he please so many girls at a time
when most men can't please one?"

—

"I just like people to have people
around to sit in the sun and listen to
music and talk and eat when they feel
like it," Steve would reply nonchalantly.
If any one girl demanded too much attention, she found herself ignored. When
came the day that five girls donned

and paint Steve's small
Santa Monica Harbor, Holly-

shorts to scrub

yacht

in

wood was

agog.

charms them!"

"How

—for

does he do

all five girls

it?

He

seemed

to be having a good time, preferring to
be in Steve's company rather than on
individual dates. With Sieve, it was all

good fun and pleasant companionship.

Along came Fay McKenzie. She was
an actress and a redhead, and apparently
fell madly in love with Steve.
For two
years these two dated and fought and
separated and kissed and made up again,
with plenty of resounding romantic
headlines. Like all girls, Fay hoped to
marry. But Steve's divorce wasn't final
and Steve told her he wasn't the marrying
kind. Then came her birthday and along
with it his final decree, so Steve, because he thought she was one of the

most beautiful besides, and
because he was very fond of her, eloped
with Fay to Las Vegas.
sweetest

girls,

"I think I married on the rebound,"
said Steve quietly, seemingly unaware

that Ruth Roman and other beauties,
respectively lunching at other tables,
cast frequent glances in his direction.
"I don't know why I let Fay in for a

marriage with me," Steve said gallantly.
"I explained that I was not the kind of
a man who liked to live a conventional
life, liked to have my meals on time, call

on friends, entertain them back, do this
and that because it's expected or is good
business or subscribe to certain days to
do certain things or budget. I like to do
things on the spur of the moment, be
free to make any decisions that might
effect me, without having to stop because
of what another person wants to do.
I am perfectly miserable across a breakfast table. I like to breakfast alone. And
I am moody and like to be left alone at
times. If I had loved Fay enough, I
wouldn't have minded living her Hfe.
She was actually making me do everything any average wife expects from k
husband. I felt like I was being led
around by the nose and I guess I resented it. When she started working I was
jealous of her work. I didn't want studios
to take her from me when I wanted
to be with her. Then she left me to go
on tour with a show, and, well that

—

—

ended

it.

"My dog Tchaikowsky seems to be
the only one to understand me and put
up with me. He seldom approves of any
one feminine around. He's anti-social.
He thinks people are dogs and he's
people.

"Perhaps I am an idealist with preconceived notions of an ultra- wonderful

woman. Some men marry, not because
they love the girl, but because they have
found a girl who loves them and who fits
perfectly in their plans. Of course that is
a selfish man and marriage to an egotist
won't work out. I'm no egotist, so I don't
think that is where I'm lacking as a
husband. Some women expect to be
constantly pampered, humored and assured that they are the most beautiful in
the world. I don't go for that type. I
once read where 'A man wants a woman

MMNM IPN

Borrow $S0 to $3D0"

Need money? No matter where you "^
you can borrow BY MAIL^ a

live

may become

involved with me."

any one girl extwo years. He is
big name movie
stars. His ego as a male is sufficient so
that he prefers a girl who looks up to
him as "the man" not just a glorified
escort to be led around to Hollywood
Steve hasn't dated
clusively for the past
also not attracted to

.

.
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beautiful that all will admire her,
and yet so chaste that none can have
her; so gifted that all will respect her,
and yet so humble that she herself will
acknowledge her husband her superior.'
Where can a man find a woman like
that.'' Actually, I seem torn between my
freedom and the idealistic side of marriage.
And certainly, having gone
through two marriages, I now am fully
aware that it is not only my own happiness at stake, but that of one who
.so

I

j
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A w*ll known composer win write the music
for your words on a professional basis. Hit
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Therefore, several big name
glamour girls not only have been amazed
but disappointed to find Steve oblivious
to their famous charms and quite silent
at jingling their telephones even when
they give him the number. "But think of
the publicity you'd get going out and
being seen with me," one told him. With
Steve, however, it's, "If I'm not worth it
on my own, then I'll go without until
parties.
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who cook and keep
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"I have a tremendous ad-

"I like girls
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Harrfson & Throop Sts..
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Steve said.
miration for French and Russian girls.
They can whip up the tastiest dinner
and in twenty minutes look chic and
smart as though they'd taken all day
getting dressed to go out. I know a cute
little Russian
girl in New
York who
cooked the best Russian food. We'd have
an early dinner at her place, and then
go to the theatre. She was clever with
a needle. She would sew up a little

—

S-n"*^*
Easy,
pleasant way "
.
,
pVlUUpS
'
biir extra income.
income, j
to have n
a big
Show grorgeous $1 Assortment of
21 Christmas Cards. Sells itself. Your profit >
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en
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and hat, and look like she'd just
walked out of Hattie Carnegie's. I was
proud to be seen with her. The spoiled
ones are not for me.

NOSES RESHAPED

"I know," Steve concluded, "that my
character and habits are permanently
formed.
thirty-two, and if I
I am
should ever marry again, the girl will
have to accept me for what I am. It is
too late to change me. I wish," he mused,
"that I could find some of tlie qualities
in one girl that I've known in several.
There's Mae West with a wonderful
sense of humor, Betsy Drake with warm,
intelligent beauty, Joan Crawford who
has a complete honesty and understanding of people, who helps them, and Connie Bennett who has great determination and ambition. And then the Httle
Russian girl who sews and cooks and
makes a man comfortable and happy.
Take those qualities in one woman and
I guess even Tchaikowsky would decide

eyelids, breasts, scars, tatoos corrected by plastic

dress

that, after

all,

I

am

a marrying man."
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my

"now I'll find out
notebook clasped In

curlers,
.

.

.

my

paw I sallied forth
with a "Mush" attitude and not much
else in the way of a mental format. Well,
I

came, I saw, and he conquered me!
Perhaps it was the sincere, reserved

manner

or his easy graciousness, but, five

minutes after I met him, I would have
sworn that this was a "wonderful guy"
(with all due respect to Messrs. Rodgers
& Hammerstein) He was smooth, but
.

some."

OF MUSIC

Los Angeles 5, Calif.

So. Alexandria

shake of

first-hand." So
perspiring little

straightforward.
As soon as I could, politely, and after
gulping some Coke, I veered back to the
sub.iect, namely: Zachary Scott, the epitome of the cliche "tall, dark and hand-

POEMS WANTED
SONG BE
SET
TO

the ring of the telephone. It was an
assignment: Would I go over to the Algonquin and interview Zack Scott? The
fog lifted miraculously and in my beforecoffee voice I Tallulah-ed "Would I!" I
hung up,
"Aha!" I thought villainously, with a

It was raining outside, the atmosphere
now?
was cozy, so I thought
now I will ask him what's been on my
mind since I saw him at the Copa.
"Zack, meeting you has made me real.

SONGS
PUBLISHED

SONGWRITERS
Send your songs or poems today. Music
words without charge'.

written for your

Records, copies, copyright furnished.

We

hove helped many new writers find their
first success. Let us try to help you.
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man may

give a wicked appearance
and really have a heart of gold and a
character above reproach. Has the impres.sion you give the movie public affected your private life?"
ize

a

There was a distinct gleam underneath
those spirally eyelashes.
^f,^,

TEMPOBABY

"Well, I hope that through the
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medium

of films I've convinced a number of people that I'm a snake in the grass, a worm
in the weeds, etc., but, actually, I'm a

conservative, law-abiding fellow with no
more evil intent than to steal a scene
here and there and, then, only if someone else had started it! Since I don't

my

menacing scowls off the studio
any trouble."
"What would you say for the young
gal on the lookout for The Right Man?
take

lot, I

How
ish

don't have

seriously should she take that wolf-

gleam

He
"You

in

a man's eye?"

looked thoughtful, then ventured,
know, some men work at looking

villainous, rakish or wolfish, as

you

call

to think it gives them
that debonair, cosmopolitan, man-abouttown expression. And it may be a front
to cover up shyness or an inferority complex. As for advice to girls, at the risk
of sounding ponderous, I'd like to say
that while in school and college we see
things in a much different perspective
than later in life. And if you hope to
meet your life partner there don't eat
your heart out for the B.M.O.C. (Big
Man On Campus) ... or the football
hero. This is usually the type that spends
the rest of his life boring people with his
school-day escapades because he's never
accomplished anything else since then.
Chances are the nice, quiet, studious guy
who sits next to you is the one that will
have Wall Street by the tail or at least
wind up with a department store or two!"
it.

They seem

I agreed on that point, remembering a
few college charm boys who shriveled

into big nothings later on.
said,

dogs.

"A parallel would
The most vicious

ways have the sweetest

Then Zack

be, for instance,

looking ones
natures.

al-

How-

it safe. I have a white French
poodle and a black cocker spaniel. I
found, after seeing my own hard, sinister
eyes in the rushes, I liked to have four
soft brown eyes to assure me I'm not as
tough as I'm supposed to be."
"How do you feel about first impres-

ever, I play

sions?" I asked.
"I usually have a pretty good eye for
people. I'm quite open with them. If I

seem to be wrong about someone I'm
very stubborn in admitting it and it's
very hard for me to break off with someone, even if I've been shown good reason
to. I have no known enemies.
"I remember a guy," he went on, "... a
lecherous looking individual who wih do
a double-take at any girl walking down
the street
but it's strictly a gag with
him. He's happily married, has a lovable disposition and a pixie sense of
humor." He relaxed with a "what-a-character" expression on his face. "Oh!" he
said, coming back with a start, "I'm overlooking the most obvious examples
the movie tough guys. It's a well-known
fact that the movie tough guys aren't
as bad as they're painted. Sydney Greenstreet probably qualified for B.M.O.C.
literally in his day, but he's really a
softie in spite of that sneer. Edward G.
.

.

.

.

Robinson
collection,

famous for
which scarcely

is

.

.

his private art

with his

fits in

Eduardo Cianone of the most des-

usual characterizations.

nelli, who's certainly
picable of the movie underworld, is wonderful and very well liked by the crew.

He's also incomparably fond of children,
a fact that hardly shows in his face. And

have yet to see Dick Widmark, the
newest convert to the hateful crop, haul
off with his famous backhand slap on
any of our mutual friends."
Since April 10, 1946, this Austin, Texas, product has been busy going from one
I

film to another.

And

he's established a

record for good pictures, besides. After
"Cass Timberlane," he had five weeks'
rest and since then only a six-weeks'
vacation.

"Recently I was in New York," he re"then went home to California and

called;

did two pictures in a row. They had
loaned me out to
and RKO. T

MGM

week ago Saturday
taped
a radio show on Sunday
didn't get
finished a

.

.

.

.

.

.

any sleep, leaving early Monday. Tomorrow I take a train to Washington and
head for ye olde family farm in Virginia
for a reunion, the first in twenty years."
"But I never heard of your farm in
Virginia!" {and I had thought I'd boned

up thoroughly on his past histofy.)
"It's been in the family for years," he
smiled, "and was presented to me when
I was married 15 years ago. (He's now
separated from his wife)
I never have
any time to spend on it. It just makes
.

And

I think it'll be kinda fun
Waverly, my daughter, some
day. She may even want to hide out
there to write a book or something, who
itself

pay.

to give

it

to

If

that she need not be a stay-at-home
and miss evenings of fun every month. Thousands of women have found in Chi-Ches-Ters
Pills blessed relief from symptoms of pain,
cramps and nervous tension due to the periodic function. For best results take them as
directed two or three days before your time.
Packed in three convenient sizes. Ask your

daughters. He sat forward, clasped his
hands, and even asked to see pictures
(and, of course, I always follow my Girl
Scout motto: Be Prepared!). "I love
women and girls
and you can quote
me on that. I really do. I think they're
wonderful."
.

.

I

druggist for

For

special

room like the Biltmore,
or the Cocoanut Grove. At
the rate she's growing up; any time now
I expect to find myself reported in a
column as seen out with a strange, devastating blonde!"
discussing

how

de-

ceiving that wolfish gleam in a man's eye
can be, I reminded Zack. Did he think
the meanies were the only ones to be
wary of? Did he think some of the most
open faces cover some of the real gutter

...Train

heart.

Beware

of those!"

As an afterthought he added, "Pretty
Boy Floyd is the prime example of that
and he has been the basis for a number

illustrated

woman

Af -Home For
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type of minds?

"That was the idea of the character I
portrayed in 'Those Endearing Young
Charms' on Broadway," Zack nodded.
"There was a guy with a sincere approach who deliberately led this girl on
with no serious intent and broke her

distress'*

booklet of intimate
should know. Mailed in
plain
wrapper. Write today! Chichester
Chemical Co., Dept. 20-J, Philadelphia 46, Pa.

dining

But we had been

from "periodic {unctional

facts every

"Oh, yes, a lot of them. We go horseback riding at night a lot and about once
every two months I'll invite her best gal
friend and maybe Cesar Romero or some
other pal of mine and all go for dinner
and dancing. Not to a night club, but a
hotel

relief

FREE—New

asked.

Town House

The Improved

Chi-Ches-Ters Pills

.

"Do you and Waverly have any
dates together?"

She Had Only Known —

Known

knows?
Right then, I established a bond between us by announcing that I had two

30 FREE SAMPLES

I
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|
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Producer William Keighley second-guesses as Paul Douglas, now starring in
"The Big Lift," gets in some solitaire during a Radio Theatre rehearsal.
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on his tj'pe."
shuddered at the thought. So that's
\vI13' I never went for '"pretty boys."
"And since we mentioned college," he
recalled, "another innocent fiend was in
of stories

1

Set

1

to

for fro* •xamlnatlon.

Any tubject.

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS MADE.

MUSIC MASTERS 605 Beacon Blil|., Boston, Mast.

the fraternity house. He had the face of
an angel and he loved fudge. He also
existed on it almost solely when he was
broke. He kept five to ten girls on the
string all the time, told each one she
made the best fudge in the world and
always had a stack of boxes in his room
labelled correctly, I might add. The
minute a box became empty he took it
back and flatteringly wheedled a refill!"
"A more stark example occurred on a
tramp steamer trip. There was a babyfaced Philipino boy on the kitchen 'crew
who was a great favorite of mine and
everyone else's. Three days offshore he
went berserk and killed a man.
I
frightening you?" Zack rearranged his
long legs to make a fuller use of the sofa
and said, "My disillusionment with the

—

Am

came when I was on the
England with a show. In rehearsals this ruddy character talked about
his wife and four children and I thought
he was a solid citizen. After we hit the
road, the minute we arrived in a town
he'd annex a new girl. By the end of the
tour the whole company was disgusted
regular guy type

road

in

with him."
distressed enough
whole race of Hopeful Hannahs,
for he laughed out loud and said, "You
didn't ask me to describe all the wonderful people I've met, now did you.? And
they far overbalance the misfits I've been
I

must have looked

for our

The thing I wanted to get
across to your gal readers is not to be
fooled by the look in a man's eye. Dig
below that wolfish exterior or don't be
too taken in by the ingenuous lad. For,
often, the man with the hero's look is
really a villain at heart and the man with
the villainous look has a soul that is 99
and 44/100% pure."
describing.
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HEAR NO EVIL

He was more like- a
He gave me many

father than a boss.
helpful suggestions
about singing, pointers that I've never
forgotten. Later, when I had a chance to

go with Bob Crosby and his band, Barney did everything he could to help me,
to see that I was given the right advice,
that I got off on the right track. He
hated to see me go, but he knew that
this was a step ahead. His unselfishness
and sincere interest are things I shall always treasure.
Incidentally, when I left, Barney admitted that he knew all along I was only
fourteen!

y4lthough

it's

wise to avoid malicious gossip,

only a monkey shuts his

ears to reality.

a grim reality.

And

cancer

is

We must-open

our ears to the life-saving
truths

which will teach us

and our neighbors the safeguards against cancer. For

humanity's sake

— and

own

— we

preservation

our
must

support the crusade against
this

mortal enemy of man.

GIVE TO

CONQUER CANCER

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY
70

Like Barney, who smoothed the rough
edges and helped me to shed the naivete
of an amateur, it was Les Brown, orchestra leader, who was the first to place me
in a position of prominence.
Les was like a brother to me. He,
probably more than anyone else, gave my
career a real impetus. Until I met him I
had never given recording much thought,
but he began to train for record singing.
Then he made my name important. He
gave me wonderful songs to sing with his
band, he gave me a terrific salary. In
fact, I was the highest paid girl vocalist
in the business. Whenever the band went
on a tour he made sure that I was part
of the act. I did more than just get up
on the stage and go blithely through a
song. I got the full, exciting treatment
with practically a production number
built around me. He also supplied me
with the finest of dresses for my appear-

—

ances.

Les did even more. While I was singing with his band I had several offers
from Eastern talent scouts to make studio
tests. Each time I told him about these
opportunities he advised me to wait.
"They sound too indefinite," he'd say,
'and I think you ought to wait until the
right break comes along. You're young
still
and you have time, so why rush
into a premature thing that may ruin
your whole career?"

—

His advice was right. I later got the
break he believed would come. If I hadn't
listened to him I doubt very much if I'd
be where I am today. Oddly enough, he
and I are working together now on the

—

Bob Hope radio show and we're still
and always will be the greatest of friends.
It was through Les that I met Manny
Sachs who became a tremendous influence in my life. Manny believed in me
completely. When I was singing with
Les, he told me that when I decided to
leave the band I had a spot as a recording artist for Columbia waiting for me.
As a matter of fact, Manny advised me
when to branch out and leave the band.
Manny made recordings an integral
part of my career and I learned so much
about that particular business from him.
For a while, he acted as my manager, but
then he introduced me to Al Levy.
Manny thought I should have a regular
agent and he felt Al was the best person
for me.
Al had as much faith in me as Manny
and Les had had. He needed that faith,
for I gave him a few rugged moments.
You see, I'm kind of a character. I don't
like to work any more than is absolutely
necessary. I was living in California at
the time and was perfectly content to
stay here. However, Al had different
ideas. He promptly lined up a job for
me at the Little Club in New York.
This would have been considered a
great break by any performer, but to me
the whole thing was catastrophic. I tearfully insisted that I didn't want to go to
New York. Al was surprised, but he
stuck to his guns and reminded me that
if I wanted to amount to something in
California I had better take the job at
the Little Club. That would be the turning point in my career he pointed out.
Very reluctantly I agreed to give it a try.
This spot was my big break. Many
important people heard me there and I
began to get offers from the studios again
but this time with the right kinds of

—

—

But he never once lost patience with me.
He was kind and helpful at all times. He
did everything possible to show me up

and with the best companies.
Yet, even with all this interest I might
not have made the Hollywood grade in
any impressive fashion if it hadn't been
for songwriters Sammy Cahn and Julie
Styne. I met them at a party one night
when Al introduced them. During the
course of the evening I sang a couple of
songs and they seemed to like my style.
The next thing I knew they had contacted director Michael Curtiz and told
him he should test me for the lead in
"Romance On The High Seas," the picture for which they had written the
musical score.
Mr. Curtiz granted me the interview.
I told him right off the bat that I didn't
know a thing about acting, that he'd be
taking a big chance. I guess he liked my
honesty, for I got a test for the role.
Whatever I know about acting or motion pictures- and I still have a lot to
learn
Mike Curtiz taught me. I can
never thank him enough for all he did,
principally the sound advice he gave me.
When he signed me for the picture I
asked him if he wanted me to go to a
dramatic school to get some experience.
"I refuse to let you go near a dramatic school," was Mike's firm reply. "I
want you to remain like vou are naturtests

—

HAVE A SLIMMER,
YOUTHFUL,

to advantage. I didn't know a thing
about camera angles, and often I'd find
myself maneuvered into a position where
I'd be talking upstage with a charming
view of the back of my head in the
camera. Mike quickly showed me how to
keep my face somewhere within camera

FEMININE

APPEARANCE
INSTANTLY!

REDUCE

range.

Jack Carson was equally considerate
helpful. The way he threw scenes
my way was like letting me commit
grand larceny. Jack's kindness began
even before I went to work on the picture. He called me one night after I had
made the test and told me he had seen
it and thought I had done a good job. In
fact. Jack told me I had been chosen for
the part before Mike had a chance to

and

—

deliver the news.

People

like

Jack and Mike are conclu-

sive proof that there are

many

people in

Hollywood who are anxious to help a
newcomer. They make it hard for me to
believe the stories about throat-cutting
one hears.
I've stressed mainly those men who
have influenced my career but there
were others who entered into
personal life, some rather stormily, who left
with something of the same effect.
I guess I've always been a romanticist
and as a result I've been rather impulsive
at times. But I never liked a lot of beaux
instead I preferred to go steady with
one boy, like the first boy I dated. He
was
best friend's brother. I was all
of fifteen, and as far as I was concerned,
this was the man I was going to live and
die for! I dreamed
an old Day custom
of marriage, home, kiddies, roses 'round
the door. \Vho knows I might have

—

—

O'Belt

I often wondered if perhaps Mike
wasn't sorry later he hadn't let me take
some lessons, for I must have given him
.some trying times on that first picture.

—

my

—

—

,

—

married him if he hadn't called me morning, noon, and night. But he became
such a pest that, instead of looking forward to those calls, I ran out the back
door when I heard the phone ring. Suddenly one night, I looked at this boy and,
for the first time, I saw him as he was
not as I wanted him to be. "You're a
nice boy," I told him, "but will you
please do me a favor and don't call me

—

He was as surprised when I said
was hearing myself saying it. I
never saw him again!
again."
it as I

Yet, three years didn't change me too
for when I was seventeen I married. Mother knew and said I was too
young, but my only answer was that I
was mad about him and that was all that
mattered. Oh, I thought I was so mature
and wise in those days!
The whole basis of our relationship
was wrong. He was traveling with a
band, and our courtship was conducted
.somewhat Uke a correspondence school
course. After we were married for a while
I realized that we didn't actually know
each other. We were later divorced.
marriage taught me that you must Uke
a person that the surge of emotion isn't
enough. I also learned that caution and
an evaluation of my own and another
person's shortcomings were advisable.
But I guess I was still too young and
still too optimistic, for I married again
and all I can say about that experience
was that living in a trailer, as we did.
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the most congenial state in the
world. You're forever getting in each
isn't

other's way. This marriage
shortlived. Recently, I met

was very

my

second
husband. again and found he had changed
his whole philosophy. He was so tolerant

and kind that

I discovered

some

of his

ideals could be successfully applied to

own

my

But there was no

question, of
course, of our getting together again.
two marriages possibly could be
considered excellent arguments against
life.

My

marrying young. But I'd never issue any
iron-clad rules about marrying or not
marrying when you're young. What apphed to me may not work at all for anyone else. Each of us is different. I can
only say that I was too impulsive, too
young, I thought I knew everything. I
now realize I knew very little. Youth is
an impetuous state, so perhaps in that
respect it cannot accept completely the
maturity marriage demands.
Marty Melcher replaced Al Levy as my
manager at a time when I was mixed up
and unhappy. Not long after I met him,
he said, "You aren't happy, are you?"
Suddenly, I found I could talk to him. I
found I now had an excellent manager
who had the unique ability to also be a
good friend. Marty respected my confidence and never betrayed my trust. I
could talk and he understood. He understood me, and this is very important

when two people

humor but he

trying to

is

make me wake

He

once said in a kidding way, "If
you ever give up your career I'd like you
to be my filing clerk." He knows my
filing is all done in the fireplace.
He keeps an eagle eye on my purchases too. Recently, I wanted to buy a
fur coat and I asked him if I could afford
up.

He promptly

"No," and I just
as promptly forgot about it. I accept his
judgment completely. Since he started
managing me, I have had far less worries.
Naturally, no list of important men in
my life would be complete without some
remarks concerning one Robert Hope.
Bob, whom I call Dad to his annoyance
it.

—

said,

—

a great person. He taught me everything about radio, and he also has been
trying to show me how to conserve my
energy. Bob is a tireless worker, but he
is

knows how

I work hard, when
never slow down. Bob
constantly impresses me with his char-

I

have

acter

to,

and

to relax.

but

I

his talent.

I'm singing. Even so,
so I put him high on
is

I

do love

his gags,

my list.
Last, but not least of my favorite
my eight-year-old son Terry. We

men,
were

separated until I became established in
Hollywood, and since he has come to live
with me he has shown me the value of
patience and tolerance. He has made me

more flexible in my daily
more important, because

attitude.

Even

he's with

me

I

have learned to love home life. It's so
wonderful to have someone like Terry to
come home to. I recently bought a house
in the valley primarily because of him.
He has made
life rich and complete
and of all the thrills I can look forward

my

—

nothing is as important as the chance
have of watching him develop, I
hope, into a fine young man.
to,

Of

course, working with him is one
long gag after another. There was the
time, for instance, when he dunked me
in a pool at Palm Springs
with all my
clothes on. No, I wasn't annoyed, You
don't get mad at Bob. He's forever keeping me hopping during his radio shows.

—

when

we're singing a duet and
there's only one copy of the song be-

Often,

tween us, he'll finish his part of the number and then hide the music behind his
back when it comes my turn. You should
see me trying frantically to get it away
from him! When we do previews of the
shows, he stands behind me and makes
faces to get the audience to laugh while

I will

I think that a woman reflects the
fluences of men who have crossed
path. At least, I realize that without
men I have known Doris Day would

in-

her
the
not

mean a

thing today. Their faith gave me
a sense of completeness. What more can

any woman

say.''

are closely associated in

business.

Marty

straightened me out completely.
advised me about the kinds of pictures I should do and he even told me
what types of records to make. For a
while I chose my own songs and none of
my selections seemed to sell well. Yet,
the ones he picked out for me were invariably best sellers.
He also straightened me out financially.
I hate handling bills and taking on responsibilities. I'm always throwing out
important papers. I get my mail in the
morning and then toss most of it into the
fireplace. Mother usually stands by to
grab! I have a safety box, but I don't
know what it contains or where the key

He

Nor do I really know how much
money I make.
Marty accepts all this with a sense of
is.

How To

—

Pick

A

Husband

Continued from page 43

NOT

to look for in a
discussing the males'

man and

then by
more redeeming

qualities.

"Maybe, I'm too much

of a romanbut I've never thought you could
make any iron-clad rules that a husband-to-be should be so tall
have
such color hair and eyes. If you get too
specific on your ideal mate you'll probably become an old maid while the girl
with the more elastic list of qualifications
for a husband has long since said her T
ticist,

.

.

.

do's.'

"I believe in love at

first

sight

—you

know, that chemical contact 'across a
crowded room,' " said Marta purring over
the r's in the last two words.

"You can fall in love at first sight, but
marry until you're better acquainted and very sure he is the right one.
"You must consider that he may be
don't

gallant and charming on your first date,
but after you have known each other

longer his
ity

and

charm may shrink

his gallantry

may

to insincerdissolve to self-

glorification."

"Well, then," we interposed, "do you
think it's cricket to label each man a
certain type.''"

"In a way, yes. If by labeling him a
certain type you can predict his behavior."
"Now, we're getting someplace," we
enthused, "come on elucidate!"

—

took a few seconds for Marta, who
has been away from her native Sweden
only two years, to comprehend what elucidate meant. But after she understood,
we were off.
"If your date is the precise, neat-as-apin type, you can easily foresee his reactions. When you go to a restaurant he
will insist on doing all the ordering and
will give you a hurt look if you even venIt

ture to suggest you loathe broiled lobster.
Like a grab-bag, you have to be satisfied
with wliat you get.
"I remember when I dated a fellow

We went to a cafe and I casumentioned to the waiter that we had
an appointment and were in a hurry. My
escort turned to me anrl reprimanded,
'You shouldn't have done that! It's up to
like this.

ally

me to tell the waiter if we're in a hurry
or not!'
"It didn't take me long to decide this

my

and last date with this
gentleman. He was too possessive and
demanding. I should have known he'd be
like this, for his appearance
of overly-fastidious dress and manner
alone
should have told me what to expect.
"If you pick this type as your life
partner, you'll spend most of your day
would be

first

—

—

trying to stay on his perfect budget. He's
the type who puts his wife on an allowance.

"A man's appearance is an important
keynote to his true nature. Everyone's
known some

fellow who fits into the rumpled clothes, hatless, philosophical description.
"This one always prefers to eat a
home-cooked meal at your jjlace. He sits
on the floor, wears your record collection
out and eats like a condemned man stalling for a reprieve.
"If he does take you out, it's always to
some little out-of-the-way cafe, he assures you is 'oozing with atmosphere.'

Always take along some extra change
when you date this type, for he invariably has to ask you to tip the waiter or
car park. If you marry this type, better
keep your job or have a thriving bank
account.

"There are several other types that go
on my condemned list as far as making
ideal husbands. There is the man who
wants a shoulder to crj' on and to be
babied he wants more of a mother than
a wife. There is the scholarly soul. If

—

you date him, spend less time at the
beauty parlor and more time browsing at

"There was another time when we were
buying souvenirs for our families and

the library. He's searching for a female
encyclopedia.
"And, of course, there's the joker who
floods his conversation with a thousand
jokes all old. He constantly interrupts

friends that I noticed a beautiful tooledleather evening purse. It was so lovely. I
looked at the change I had left after buying the gifts and discovered I didn't have
enough to buy it.
"On our way back to the studio, Jeff

—

with 'did I tell you this one.
You'd
do better to curl up with Joe Miller's
Joke Book than to marry this fellow."
"We've a fat list on what NOT to look
for. Now, what's the brighter side of the
husband-choosing issue?" we asked.
"To me, the essential things a girl
should look for in a husband are consid.'

.

.

me a huge pocketbook he had
purchased for a relative and insisted that
showed

and see how well made it is.'
and there was the evening bag. He'd
seen me looking at it and known I'd
wanted it.
"James Mason exemplifies the intelligent qualification and Stephen McNally
I 'look inside
I did

eration, generosity, intelligence, sensitiveness and a sense of humor.
"Perhaps, I can explain what I mean
by giving you an illustration of actors
I've worked with who embody these

the sensitive.

makes an

I

much

so

if

man is intelligent he
understand your side
he is also sensitive it

the better."

Then, Marta added, "Maybe I should
have placed intelligence at the top of the
list.
I certainly would never marry a

characteristics.

"For consideration

and

of an issue,
is

If a

effort to

would pick How-

He is not only thoughtful, but
chivalrous, like a gentleman out of some
history book.
"We've starred in two films together so
we are very good friends. Even when the
camera is trained on me and he's saying
his dialogue in the background, he always
gives just as much as if it were his closeup.
"Jeff Chandler, who I starred with in
'Deported,' is the most generous person
I know. He does so many nice things,
but doesn't make any production over it.
I remember when we were locationing in
Italy, he bought a huge leather suitcase
and completely filled it with gifts for the
crew.
ard Duff.

man who

couldn't a

.

.

.

a

.

.

.

."

a

.

.

She paused, searching for the right word.
"Stimulate your thinking?" we volunteered.

"That's it," she replied. "An intelligent
could massage my brain."
"^Vhat actor illustrates sense of hu-

man

mor?"
"Need you ask?"

replied Marta.

"Of

Vincent Price. We appeared
together in 'Rogues Regiment' and what
a hilarious set that was. There was one
course,

it

is

my

memscene, especially, that lingers in
ory. I was supposed to run into a room,
see Vincent had been killed and start to
cry.
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"The cameras started, and I, on cue,
ran into the room, saw Vincent crumpled
on the floor, went over to him, but instead of crying I screamed with terror.
"Vincent had put two flash bulbs on
his eyelids
one was red and one green.
He had concealed a battery in his pocket.
When I bent over bingo! his eyes lit

RECDHD

—

HDUIVDUP

—

—

up.
"I think a

girl should consider well, if
husband-to-be has these qualities.
Maybe he has a few of the antagonizing
characteristics similar to the types I mentioned earlier. But remember, no one is
perfect. If he rates on intelligence, generosity, consideration, sensitiveness and a
sense of humor, he passes the husbandeligibility list. Probably the worst thing
that could befall a girl would be to draw
a too-perfect spouse.
"It is also helpful to consider your
future husband's age. Scientists say a
woman is mentally four years ahead of a
man the same age. So before vowing for

Tops

Movie Music

In

her

'better or for worse' better consider the
ratio."

We

knew Marta was educated in Sweden and we wanted to find out how
American men rated

in comparison with
Europeans.
"In Sweden a couple are usually engaged for at least three months before
marrying. The European male is more
romantic in his courtship. There are the
strolls through the park, the gallant prac-

hand and other
little flirtatious manners that make it
more like a leaf from a story-book
tice of kissing milady's

romance.

"As to which make the better husbands, I vote for tRe Americans. In the
United States the man puts his wife more

ANNIE
Keenan

MGM

.

.

.

Rhapsody," from "Young Man
With A Horn," and "As We Are Today"

choly

MGM

"Spring Will Be A Little
Late This Year," from "Christmas Holiday," and "Joshua" by Ralph Flanagan
for Victor
Gene Krupa's "Dust,"
from "Under Western Stars," and "These
Foolish Things Remind Me Of You" for
Victor ... "I Wish I Could Shimmy Like
My Sister Kate," from "Wabash Avenue," and "More Than I Should" by
Danny
Helen Forrest for
Kaye's "Wilhelmina," from "Wabash
Avenue" and "C'Est Si Bon" for Decca
Roy Rogers' "Peter Cottontail" and
In Texas" for Victor
"Next To The
Margaret Whiting's "My Foolish
Heart," from film of same name, and
"Stay With The Happy People" for
Capitol
"Baby, Won't You Say You
Love Me," from "Wabash Avenue," and
"The Flying Dutchman" by Herb Jeffries
for Columbia
Gordon MacRae's "Oh!
Oh! Oh! Ophelia" and "Two-Faced
Heart" for Capitol
for

Popular Hugh Marlowe and his wife, K. T.
Stevens, dining at Jay's Champagne Room.

on a pedestal and he respects her position in society."

"What do you think about marrying
an actor two careers in one family
and all that.''" we continued.
"If one believes in love at first sight,
as I do, who knows if it will be an actor,
a doctor, a lawyer or a worker who will
make your heart start to pound? Just be
sure you like your husband-to-be as well
as love him."

—

—

,

haven't any other particular requirements that a man should fulfill, except," she smiled, "personally, I hope
mine will be over six feet tall."
Summing up, Marta concluded, "The
most important item to remember in how
to pick a husband is to let him pick you."
Then, giving us a wicked little wink, she
added, "At least, let him think he does."
"I

.

.

The Lawless

course, the empire is
a dud, but the three eligible bachelors

it

gets out of hand.

The Golden Gloves Story

Paramount
happens
WHAT
newspaper

WOULD be nice
ITactual
story about

if

apparent. His newspaper offices are completely demolished by irate citizens because he takes up the cudgel for a Mexican teen-aged boy falsely accused of
being a mad-dog rapist. Helping Carey
in his fight against intolerance and false
propaganda is newspaperwoman Gail

.

.

The Men
just once

United Artists

an

a phase of the
world
were
filmed
minus
schmaltz and corny tear-jerking gimmicks. A.sidc from James Dunn, who
plays a Golden Gloves referee, this picture about the annual amateur boxing
tournament, arou.ses little interest for
fight fans. Tliere's heavy emphasis on a
romance between an ornery boxer, Kevin
O'Morrison, and Dunn's daughter, Kay
Westfall. Just about everyone takes the
count, because of Kevin, but all bounce
back for a happy ending.

.

.

.

.

X

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Tops

.

.

Pops

in

SHORE-Dusty Walker

Me

.

DEEPLY

moving story about a parawar veteran, Marlon Brando,
fight to overcome not only his

No

.

Jack Fina's "Dreamboat Rendezvous" and "That's A Plenty" for
Freddy Martin's "Knees Up, Mother
Brown" and "Did A Tear Fall" for Victor
Gordon Jenkins' "Bewitched"
and "Where In The World" for Decca
"Rain" and "A Precious Little Thing
Called Love" bii the Frank Petty Trio
.

.

.

.

.

MGM

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

MGM

"Take Of Your High Hat"
and "I Learnt To Rumba" by Vincent
Peggy Lee's
Lovez for Columbia
"Them There Eyes" and "Crazy He Calls
Vic Damone's "God's
Me" for Capitol
Country" and "Where I Belong" for
Mercury
Eddie Cantor, Lisa Kirk
and Sammy Kaye doing "The Old Piano
Roll Blues" and "Juke Box Annie" for
for

.

.

.

.

.

.

Russell.

sporting

74

when a small-town

Macdonald
publisher,
Carey, sides with the underdog foreign
population of his city, becomes only too

Eagle Lion

.

.

MGM

.

Of

.

doing
and
Questions"
"You've Been Playing Checkers" for
Doris Day's "Hoop-DeeColumbia
Doo" and "Marriage Ties" for Columbia

Continued from page 18

but sometimes

.

"Ask

Your Guide To Currenf Films

she encounters, Peter Lawford, Mark
Stevens and Robert Walker, are worth
the trip. Wolf Lawford, Lawyer Stevens
and Con-man Walker, thinking she has
money, knock themselves out vying for
Deborah's affections, but only when her
fabulous fortune turns out to be nothing
but du.st, does Deborah find her true
love. More often than not it's whimsical,

star-

Howard

Keel,
Wynn and Louis Calhern, for
Johnnie Johnston's "Melan-

DINAH

fallen heiress.

Get Your Gun" album,

ring Betty Hutton,

Victor

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Other Toppers

plegic

and

his

physical handicap, but also his bleak outlook for a future of being a hopeless
wheelchair case. Full of resentment and

only person who finally
causes him to make the necessary adjustment, is his fiancee, Teresa Wright. A
courageous, hard-punching semi-documentary, this was filmed around the
paraplegic work done at the Birmingham
Veterans Hospital.
bitterness,

tlie

VICTOR'S

"Designed For Dancing"
albums
Macklin Marrow's "When
We're Dancing" and "La Vie En Rose"
for
Danny Kaye's "A Paper
Full Of Fish And Chips" and "Confidentially" for Decca
Arthur Godfrey's "Scattered Toys" and "C'n I Canoe
Up The River.?" for Columbia
Russ
Morgan's "Pavanne" and "Prisionero Del
Mar" for Decca
.

MGM

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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PAY LESS-GET THE BEST! sensational
LESS!
SAVINGS!

YOUR MONEY REFUNDED

IF

YOU CAN BUY THEM FOR
2. Full

LATEST STYLE LUXURY

Back and
Front Seat

GENUINE FIBRE

Adds

4.

In-

stant Class

Protection!

to Your

Cor!

7i

SEAT

COVERS
Luxury Seat Covers

[

Save You Money!

Same Superb Quality As
Used in The Most Expensive
Seat Covers!
Buy from Luxury and SAVE TREMENDOUSLY
on smartest, new style, color glamorous seat covers

5.

MONEY

SAVING!
STURDY!

LUXURY

Genuine Fibre
Lacquer-coated to repel water,
Seat Covers are double-stitched, trimmed with rich leatherette
Expertly tailored, RICHER,
for extra long, luxury wear
New ELASTICIZED SLIPSTRONGER, Revolutionarv

—

The ExactSame Material
used in the Most

!

FAULTLESS

OVER SIDES

Expensive
Seat Covers!

NO

INSTALFIT
assure
LATION COST! All in stunning Scotch Plaids of soft, harMake old cars look like new . .
monious multi-color weaves
new cars even more elegant
.

.

.

EASILY INSTALLED—
TAKES A FEW MINUTES!

.

!

(on all make ears)
Specify style for YOUR car.

SMARTEST SCOTCH PLAIDS
YOUR CHOICE OF 23
SPARKLING COLORS!

TYPE A — Solid

.

TYPE B— Divided

WHATEVER YOUR CAR

popular

fit

TYPE C— Individual

for every

make and model,

.

.

back,
front

for
seat
coupe or coach.
solid

HERE ARE YOUR COVERS!
Guaranteed perfect

back

for 4-door sedan
front or rear. Rear for
coach or coupe.

seats or bucket type for
divided back and seat.

old or

new, including—

BUICK
CADILLAC

SENT ON APPROVAL!. SEND ONLY $1.00

LaSALLE

LINCOLN

CHEVROLET MERCURY
NASH
CHRYSLER
OLDSMOBILE
DeSOTO
PACKARD
DODGE
PLYMOUTH
FORD
FRAZER

PONTIAC

HUDSON

STUDEBAKER
TERRAPLANE

KAISER
LAFAYETTE WILLYS
And Many Others

SENT ON APPROVAL

I

Gentlemen: Kindly rush

LUXURY

Seat Covers on special

I 5-day Money-Back Inspection Offer.
i Color
2nd Color
Full set front & back covers $8.95.
!
My car

BUY FROM LUXURY
AND SAVE! ACT I

NOW.

is

2-door

Front seat cover, only $4.98.
Back seat cover only, $4.98.

19

4-door

Type C
Type A
Type B
enclose $1.00. On delivery
pay postman
I
cents postage and C.O.D. charges.
Money-Back TEST g
purchase price enclosed. You pay
$
g
AT OUR RISK.
I Name
^ ^ Address

FREE

a

Make

Satisfaction

Guaranteed or 5-Day

I

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
with 5-Oay

LUXURY SEAT COVER CO.. Dept. 66
1025 Broad St., Newark 2. N. J.

Trial

a
;

City

I'll

Zone.

(PLEASE PRINT)

.

.

.

balance plus few
postage.

State.

—

.

JutuovJiv^

few

I

Cashmere
Bouf|uet
Feels

and looks a

part of your complexion!

you want, velvety and clinging, then
luxuriously-smooth face powder your choice

If it's texture

make

this

you want, be you blonde, brunette
complement
and flatter your own true skin tone Surely, whatever you
want in fine face powder, you'll find in Cashmere Bouquet.
delicately scented with the famous "fragrance men love"!
If it's naturalness

or titian, there's a "Flower-Fresh" shade to

—

Talc; LipsLich; ALLPurposi; Cream or
Hand Lotion make
sure it's Crialimere Bouquet!

—

.

Six fashionable,

"Flower-Fresh" shades!

Style

No. 165

:98

5'

599 Broadway, New York
Style No.

Size

First

Color Choice

•
12, N. Y.
Second Color Choice 1

PREPAID, enclose price
plui 20 cents for postage.
You (ove C.O.D. chorgei.
If

If

C.O.D., you r-a/
postoge and

plus

ctioreei.

FREE

(Print)

All

'

GUARANTEED
REFUND PRIVILEGE,

full

shirred

with

embroidery.

San-

•

Style No.

dress

.

swoon
gandie

.

2751-

Your drean

sheer femininity met

.

over. Permanently crisp or
In

dainty polka dots

shoulder

navy, block, blue.

Washable. Navy, powder, maize

1%

pink ...

encircling

all

neck

with white dots.

.ADDRESS
CITY &

.ZONE

STATE

.

band

forized* two-piece cotton. Green,

'Residual shrinkage

PER-

PREPAID

and

Picturesque

a delightful pair, beautifully

1

.NAME

-SILENT NIGHT

FUME OrJ
ORDERS

skirf,

trimmed

price,

CCD.

-

Style No. 165

off-shoulder blouse

Send for FREE FASHION

CATALOG

.

when you

"America's Biggest Bargain Book Club"!

join

"VES! you

get all 8 of the big best-sellers

Thousands Hove Paid $18 for these
8 Books
But YOU Get Them for
Just 1c on this amazing Offer!

shown above for just ONE PENNY
to prove how much you will enjoy membership in the Book League. Ordinarily, you
would receive your Club Bonus Books dur-

THE PARASITES,

ing your membership, at the rate of one for

.

—

by Daphne du
Maurier— The nation's No. 1 bestseller right now — revealing the
odd attachment between a halfbrother and his two half-sisters
which nearly wrecked their lives*

SHORT STORIES OF
PASSANT—Over 50 Of
^i-mmma^^^m
WSlKh!iKKff^

Why

Here's All

DeMAU-

ever

did she
give men noth- LORD JOHNNIE, by Leslie Turner
(ng in return? White— The thrill packed story of
The Parasites, a dashing rogue who risked
death and torture to possess
the woman who married him
only because she expected hiro to die on the
gallows!

EACH BRIGHT RIVER, by Mildred McNeilly—
Inflamed by Kitty Gntewood's seductive beauty,
three rugged frontiersmen fell madly In love
with her— in a world where possession was
stronger than law, and men
took what they wantedl

TlOOK LEAGUE

an

—

by Mari*

Castle Caroline
Lawlor
tried
desperately
to
forget
the scarlet secret of her past^
yet continued to love the one
it!

—

Kitty heard a
knife slit tho

tent. Each
lusty tales about the amorous
Bright River.
antics of outraged husbands
and outrageous lovers, of sinning "saints" and saintly "sinners."

DIVINE
mantic
Italy,

student

MISTRESS,
adventure
In
which

meets

by

novel

the

a

the

dashing
bewitching

ramou5 painting— in the

THE QUEEN BEE,

Frank
of

Slaughter— Ro15th Century
young medical
subject

of

a

flesh!

Edna Lee— Eva Avery's
ruthless heart which
stopped at nothing to destroy the rich husband
she tricked Into marriage and the lonely young
niece she first pampered, then crushedl
lovely

by

body concealed

a

membership

^

PENNY

—

2 we're* fine books as your gift for joining! $18
worth of books in all! Mail coupon today!

8 BEST-SELLERS for Just Ic

is

—

.

.

On

This Offer:

TREMENDOUS!

YOU

—

THINK

of the great savings you'll make on the
twelve books you receive during the year. And think,
too, of the great pleasure you can get rif,hl away from
the 6 Bonus Books and the 2 Gift Books pictured
above yours without waning for only Ic extra!

—

2: You Choose Your Own Best-Sellers! The bestselling novel you receive each month need
be the
Club's regular Selection. You may choose any one of
the OTHER splendid new books described in the
Club's publication "Review," which is sent to you free.

NOT

3:

publishers' editions. You will also receive the current
best-selling Selection now being distributed to members.
you will understand why this IS "Amer-

THEN

—

Biggest Bargain Book Club!"
Mail coupon
without money— now BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA,
Dept. SLU-8, Garden City, N. Y.
ica's

!

.

Although the
1: Your Savings are
best-seller you choose each month may cost $3 or even
more in publisher's editions,
pay the Club's bargain price of only $1.49, plus few cents for shipping
a clear saving of up to $1.50 on each book you take!

—

man who made her remember

TALES FROM THE DECAMERON — Boccaccio's famous and

to Get

every two selections you take. But on this
OFFER, you get all six Bonus
Books right away, without waiting! And
in the same generous package
you also get

PAY POSTMAN NOTHING!

an adventure
You never pay any
in exciting reatJing!
dues or club fees and every month you get
your own choice of the finest new novels of robest-sellers by authors
mance and adventure
like Steinbeck, Maugham, Hemingway and others equally famous.

Just

THE GOLDEN FURY,

You Do

.

the most

written!
intrigue,
hate,
madness, jealousy, and passion
that have often been imitated
but never equalled!

daring
stories
Tales of love,

SEND NO MONEY!

.

You Con Get MORE Bonus Books, Too! Moreover,
is NO LIMIT to the number of Bonus Books
may receive If you remain in the club, you CON-

WITHOVT MONEY

Mail

to

BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA
Dept. SLU-8, Garden City, N. Y.
Please enroll me as a member and send me the
eight best-sellers described above (worth $18 in
imblishers' editions 1) for just
Tou
may start my subscription with the current Selec-

ONE PENNY

I

tion.

The

choose hereafter each month
the regular Selections or any one of
popular books described in the Club's

best-sellers I

may

be

the

othpr

eitlier

Although the same titles may
be selling for $3 or more at retail. I am to pay
only the Club's special low price of $1.49 each plu.^
few cents shipping charges: and I may cancel my
subscription at any time after buying twelve books
from the Club. There are no dues; no further cost
or obligation.
SPECIAL NO RISK GUARANTEE: If not delighted, I will return all books within 7 days,
and this membership will be cancelled I

monthly "Keview."

there

you

—

!

TINUE

to get gift books like the 8 above
not only
best-sellers of today, but also uniformly-bound masterpieces of writers like Shakespeare, Dumas, Balzac.
Foe, etc. They grow into an impressive library which

Ypiea's'e'

Zone No.
.

.

.

Address lOS Bond

—

coupon today without money— and receive
BIG Ic Offer package containing your 8 books
books that would cost you $18.00
in

Mail
.

TODAY
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What Hollywood
The

Itself Is Talking About
themselves love to discuss what's ^oing on as

stars

Lynn Bowers
much

as

How

Far Should

Susan Hayward

22

One

Some sensible suggestions for teenage girls who want to be popular
Surprise After Another
Terri Lee Randall
Dana Andrews views the unexpected calmly because he's been expecting it anyway

26

Still

Weaving A Magic

A

Girl

Go?

Spell
Gloria Swanson's charm is more entrancing than ever

William Lynch Vallee

30

Patricia Keats

36

Down-To-Earth Goddess
Being a

I'm Not

A

star,

Gene Tierney

Playboy

"Once

I

feels,

doesn't entitle her to be a show-off

Robert Sterling

!

might have taken advantage of

New

A Woman Tell Her Past?
"A husband deserves to know everything

York's gay

life,

Ruth Roman
of

A year of disheartening
Record Roundup

You

can go in the water any day

40

but not now"

Should

any importance about

Dark Days For Derek

NO BELTS Don't you be timid. Don't you
give up swimming for whole
NO PINS
week-ends or a good part of
NO PADS
your vacation just because "it's
NO ODOR
the wrong time of the month."

20

you do

42

his wife"

Dorothy O'Leary

46

experiences has wrought one big change in John Derek

Bert

Brown

18

Deborah Kerr, starring in "King Solomon's Mines"
Gary Cooper and Lauren Bacall, starring in "Bright Leaf"
Tyrone Power, starring in "The Black Rose"

28
32
34

Gossip In The Lobby
Your Guide To Current Films

6
12
19

— if you

Tampax for sanitary protection.
Many women have no hesitation about
use

wearing Tampax in swimming. There's
nothing to give them away!

Tampax

is

worn

no
outside pads. Nothing
internally. It has

pins or
to cause embarrassment in bathing suits,
wet or dry. Try it yourself and see
Made of highly absorbent cotton, Tambelts,

pax

is

compressed

cators.

trouble.

in easy-to-use appli-

Quick to change. No disposal
Wonderful relief on a hot day.

No extra

warmth. No chafing. No odor.
Neither soft dresses nor snug shorts will

show any

Helen Hendricks

Rahna Maughan

.

Newsreel
Lana's Back Again (Lana Turner).
Betty And Dan Go Native ( Betty Grahle and Dan Dailey)
Deborah's Now Going Places (Deborah Kerr)
Revenge Is Sour (Gary Cooper and Lauren Bacall)

24
25
29
33
35
38
44
45
48
50

Turnabout For Ty (Tyrone Power)
Tribute To Darryl Zanuck
Jan Makes Up Her Mind (Jan Sterling).
Devoted To Debbie ( Joan Fontaine)
Made-To-Order Father ( James Stewart)
ScREENLAND Salutes "The Big Lift"

"edge-lines."

was a doctor who perfected Tampax.
Millions of women have adopted it. Get
it yourself. You will never want to go
back to the other method. Sold at drug
and notion counters in 3 absorbencies
It

Kay Brunell

Back-To-School Formals
Basics For Formals
Star Buys
Cooler-Offers For Summer Weather

Courtenay Marvin

THE COVER, ELIZABETH TAYLOR, STARRING IN
"FATHER OF THE BRIDE, METRO-GOLDWYN-IUAYER FILM

OA'

(Regular, Super, Junior). Average
mbnth's supply fits in purse. Tampax
Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.
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MEMBEU AUDIT BUltEAD OF CIIICULATIONS.

DREAM

DID you EVER

ESTHER

VAN

and

make

your dreams come true in M-G-M's
spectacular Sun Valley Musical in
COLOR

8Y

TECHNICOLOR
(You'll see Esther Williams

and

skate

and do a dozen

swim and

ski

thrilling things!)

DUCHESS
OF IDAHO^
STARRING

•

ESTHER WILLIAMS

PAULA RAYMOND

w,TH

CONNIE HAINES

AND
Guest stars

VAN JOHNSON

CLINTON SUNDBERG

•

LENA HORNE

A ROBERT

Z.

ELEANOR POWELL

•

LEONARD PRODUCTION

DOROTHY COOPER and JERRY DAVIS
LEONARD • Produced by JOE PASTERNAK
A metro-goldwyn-mayer picture

Written by

Cirected by

ROBERT

Sensational Songs, including:

Z.

"Let's

"You Can't Do Wrong Doin'

Choo Choo Choo To

Right"

.

.

.

Hear the

hits

Idaho", "Of All Things"

on

M-G-M

Records

By

TONI TWINS
Discover

Helen
Hendricks

New

Shampoo Magic

Left:

Jerry Lewis gives an

impersonation of "Francis"
for Donald O'Connor and
Hal March. Zany Lewis is
now in Hal Wallis' "My
Friend irma Goes West."

Soft Water

Even

Below: Joan Caulfield and
her groom, Producer Frank
Ross, cut the wedding cake

Shampooing

at

in Hardest

Water

reception

following

their recent marriage. He's

Jean Arthur's ex-husband.

"Toni Crenie Shampoo really
worked wonders the very first
time

we

ti'ied it," say beautwins Joan and Jean
McMillan of Houston. "Our
hair was so shining soft
washed it in rain water. And

tiful

.

as if we
that really marvelous softness
much easier to manage, too."

.

made

it

magic of Toni Creme
Shampoo. Even in the hardest water, you get oceans of
the

creamy lather that rinses
away dandruff instantly.
Never leaves a soapy

film. That's why
your hair sparkles with natural high-

And

it's

so easy to set

TONI CREME

style.

SHAMPOO

• Leaves your hair gloriously
to

and

soft,

easy

belter,

look

went

MGM's

lovelier longer

• Rinses

away

dirt

and dandruff

in'

stantly

• Oceans of

creamy-tltick

lather

makes

hair sparkle with natural highlights.

Enriched
with lanolin

for the British premiere of
'"Battleground." Seems Princess

Margaret was but dying to meet Van and
it was arranged through the very attractive and social Sharman Douglas. My
spies tell me their evening out was tresgai,
with dinner and dancing clean through
till the early morning hours.
Van and
Evie also spent a weekend with Laurence
Olivier and Vivien Leigh at their place
in the country and later dined with the
suave Noel Coward. Van's the kind of
guy who forgets his own importance as
a celebrity and gets a great thrill from
meeting glamourous people, so I reckon
he's a

manage

• Helps permanertts "lake"

and Evie Johnson had themEngland when they

selves a time in

.

Soft Water Shampooing... that's

lights.

VAN

happy

character.
*
*
*

Bossman Howard Hughes

RKO

is
of
actress that

so sold on Janet Leigh as an
he's practically kidnaped her from her
home lot
And Janet's right
thrilled over the fact that she's going
into a inusical which will give her a
chance to sing on screen for the first
time. She did quite a lot of spade work
to
get
the
opportunity,
the
little
smoothie. Seems that between every
scene of "Jet Pilot," Janet exercised her
lungs good and loud. So naturally visiting studio execs heard her and when
"Two Tickets To Broadway" was put
on the production slate they remembered
that the gal was a canary and she was

—MGM.

in,

Janet and her beau, Arthur Loew,

Below: Ruth Warrick and Carl Neubert gayly
each other at their wedding reception.

toast

rut BRAND

A

Border

Empire of

Danger end
Treachery!

A Paramount

BARBARA

Picture Starring

WENBELI.

WAITER

SHfEK EDM HUSTON
with

JUDITH

Thomas

Gilbert

Beulah

ANDERSONRolandGomezBondi
Directed by

ANTHONY MANN

•

Screenplay by Charles Schnee

!

!

Best Deodorant Wews Uver!

more

effective

Mga!
Brod Crawford admires portrait of himself by
Nick Voipe for Beverly Hills Brown Derby.

Jr.,

have

developed

song-and-dance

a

routine which they are always glad to
do at the drop of a benefit and they do

—

all right, too:

*

*

*

When Gordon MacRae went
ington, D.

C, on

to

Wash-

a p.a. for the Brothers

Warner he phoned his grandmother, Mrs.
Janet MacRae, in New York and asked
her how she'd Hke to fly back to Hollywood with him for a visit. The lady, who
is only 88, accepted with alacrity and busaround to get ready for her first airplane ride and her introduction to the film

tled

capitol.

*

»

*

Joan Crawford's kids whipped her up
a good-luck offering for the opening day
of "Harriet Craig," her new pic for
Columbia. The g.l.o. consisted of four
horseshoes garlanded with flowers which
the young 'uns plucked from the Crawford garden.
*

Among Howard

NOW

CONTAINS AMAZING NEW

When

Protection! Let the magic of

— heiier,

new

protect ^oxi

day's

Alum, with wonder-working M-3,

longer. For to-

it

a

chance

to start.

Mum

New
ier

Crcamincss!
than ever. As gentle

Smooths on

Mum

is

easily,

creamas a beauty cream.
is softer,

doesn't

cake.

And

non-irritating to skin because

it

contains no harsh ingredients. Will not

Mum's protection grows and GROWS
Thanks to its new ingredient, M-3,

Mum

not only stops growth of odorcausing bacteria — but keeps down
future bacteria growth. You actually
hiiild up protection with regular exclusive use of new

Mum

Now at your cosmetic counter

I

rot or discolor finest fabrics.

New Fragrance! Even Mum's new

per-

fume is special— a delicate flower fragrance

Mum alone. This delightful
cream deodorant contains no water to dry
out or decrease its efficiency. Economical
—no shrinkage, no waste.
created for

3

his

mailbox one morn-

Janet Leigh doing her best to cheer up despondent-looking date, John Agar, at Giro's.

safely protects against bacteria that cause

underarm perspiration odor. Mum never
merely "masks" odor— simply doesn't give

Duffy opened

ing wot does he find but a tiny Persian
kitten and a lovely-dovey note. He's had
the notes before but this live stuff is kinda
bewildering and he's glad he isn't crazy for
elephants.
(Please turn to page 10)

AGAINST ODOR-CAUSING BACTERIA

Mum

*

mirers (including your columnist) is one
who generates a great and disturbing air
of mystery. Evidently, the admirer is a
close neighbor of his and knows a lot about
the guy, especially that he's mad for cats.

INGREDIENT M-3-THAT PROTECTS

New

*

Duff's inany rabid ad-

A

PRODUCT OF BRrSTOL-M VERS

goes with nvRi,
^omaa
e
AND A
THOUSAND
FLAMES X

\

LIGHTED
HIS WAY..!
All the

a

adventure

man can

he

live

lives!...

Two

breathless

hours of the

most

far-flung

excitement

ever within
theatre walls!
performing actual

feats of daring

unmatched by any

star

A

NUKMA-F.R.

'Distributed by

Production

WARNER

BROS.

Buddy Baer, with wife, columnist
May Mann, bids
goodbye to Eddie of Leon
and Eddie's as he leaves
N. Y. for Rome to appear as
Ursus,
tacular

giant slave

epic

in

spec-

"Quo Vadis."

We spent a mad, wonderful, gay afternoon with Rosalind Russell not so long
ago and caught her looking chic as usual
in a veddy handsome print bathing suit,
which is her gardening costume. She
brang us the very first bloom off the rose
bush which was named the Rosalind
Russell and, being an authority on rose
varieties, we are just coming right out

and saying this delicate pink number is
one of the most beautiful. We got devilish, too
she had a glass of ginger ale
and we wildly dissipated with a glass

—

of water.

Bill

Holden and wife, formerly
at Stork Club on trip

sliall,

Ann Blyth was
lose her voice

scared

when her

moved, but everything

Brenda MarManhattan.

to

stiff

that she'd

were reokay and U-I

tonsils

ts

has decided at last to let the little gal
do some singing in a picture, still untitled. High time, we say, on account of
she's really one of the best of the young
ivarblers in the business.
*

*

TRY MEDS AT OUR EXPENSE
Meds — the Modess tampon, designed by
a doctor. Meds — the soft, safe, internal
sanitary protection more nurses use regularly each month. No belts, pads, or
pins! If you've never tried tampons, try
them now. Discover carefree comfort

with invisible Meds.
U IJTJTJTJTJTJTJ'JTJTJXnJTJTJIjn IJ^^

DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK
We guarantee you'll like Meds. Buy
this special Meds combination package, for the price of regular 35i box.
Try the purse package. If you don't
like Meds belter than any other form
of sanitary protection, return the
regular package to us and we will refund twice what you paid. This offer
good until Sept. 30, 1950. (U. S. only)

Personal Products Corporation
Milltown, New Jersey

Em ruxTLTLTLrLrLP /TjTjxriruTJTJT.T-rrun_ruT'
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Luscious Corinne
you mustn't miss,

one of the reasons
Friend Irma Goes West."

Calvet,

"My

rummaging

*

your grandmother's
trunk, gals, on account of a new fad is on
the way. We're supposed to start carrying
fans again yet. And one femme in Hollywood is all prepared for the craze. She's
Faith Domergue, who has one of the best
collections anywhere. Lots of them were
acquired in South America while Faith
and hubby Hugo Fregonese were living
there. She's got one for every outfit and,
what's more, she carries 'em when she's
gussied up. They're mighty good flirting
Start

in

fodder. Faith, we hear, is terrific in her
picture, "Where Danger Lives," and
her leading man is RKO's prize boy. Bob

new

Mitchum.

Roy

Rogers

Nat'l Safety

(Please turn to page 16)

with

Trigger

Campaign

for

trophy for second
Elementary Schools.

Advertiaement

Are you alwa ys
lovely to love?
See page 15

:

By

Rahna Maughan
James Stewart, a frontiersman in sympathy
with the Apache cause,
in
love with and
marries Indian maid Debra Paget in "Broken Arrow," unusual Western.
falls

Spencer Tracy and Elizabeth Taylor in "Father

Of The
is

Bride." Spence
terrific as the ha-

rassed

father

who

tries

sane during
pre-wedding fol-de-rol.
to

remain

another with bitter hatred. For
years, savage wars were waged between
the Apaches and settlers of Arizona. Out
of the debris of death, torture and de-

one

struction rose a mutual trust

and understanding between two men: frontiersman
James Stewart and Jeff Chandler, leader
of the Apaches. Both saw into the future
and both knew the impossible would have
to take place:
a peace treaty, even
though their peoples distrusted such a
move. How Stewart and Chandler attained the impossible is something to be
seen, rather than told. Exceptional in
every way, including the tender romance
between Stewart and Indian maid Debra
Paget, this leaves nothing to be asked

For your enchanted moment ( and
may come any moment) only
one lipstick will do. It is Tangee!
Because it is made by a newly
perfected secret formula, you will
it

discover
(I)

A

finer (ejciare ...

making

it

easier to apply. Still more important, it does not smear.
(2) Stays on longer .. .longer than
any lipstick you have ever used.
(3)

Comes

in en-

chanting colors—
the pink of perfection,

Broken Arrow

Tangee

Pink Queen— and
six other glamour
shades.

Night And The City

20th Century-Fox

NOT

just a Western or an "Indian"
picture, it's one of the most sensitively drawn films of the era when

the white

men and

Gertrude Lawrence
shocked

by

the Indians resented

is

son Arthur
outburst in

Kennedy's
"The Class Menagerie."
Jane Wyman and Kirk
Douglas are also starred
in the dramatic picture.

L/P// ST/CK

for.

(Technicolor)

20th Century-Fox

FILMED
stars

in London with American
Gene Tierney, Richard Wid-

mark and Hugh Marlowe,

this

shows a

London

far different from that
ordinarily seen. It digs deep into
the dregs of human society and comes

side of

which

is

up with Widmark, a cheap cUp joint employee who dreams big, but who hasn't a
shilling to back it. Sans morals or scruples, Widmark finally maneuvers himself
into being a wrestling promotor, plays it
straight for a while, then the Double-X
backs him up against an insurmountable
wall. Unsavory characters {except Miss
Tierney, of course) unpleasant surroundings and thoroughly vicious doings create
a memorable picture not to be viewed
,

lightly.

Patricia

Neal and Gary Cooper toast each

other after their marriage

in

"Bright Leaf."

Your mouth and breath

are more wholesome, sweeter, cleaner— when you guard against
and gum troubles both. So don't risk halfway dental care. Rely on doublyIpana care for better all-around protection for your whole mouth.

tooth decay
effective

Storm Warning

Keep your

Warner Brothers

VISITING

Doris Day, in a
small Southern town. Ginger Rogers
is an unintentional eyewitness to a coldblooded lynching by a band of Klu Klux
Klanners. Doris' husband, Steve Cochran, is one of the hooded murderers, but
because Ginger fears her sister's life will
be ruined, she withholds all the information from county prosecutor Ronald Reagan. Having thus protected him from
the authorities, Cochran decides Ginger
goes for him and attempts to seduce her.
His innate rottenness adds up to Ginger
seeing how wrong she was in not telling
Reagan the truth. By then, it's too late.

A

her

sister,

frightening example of the

action, with Cochran's

Kian

in

performance espe-

cially good.

(Please turn to next page)

Mike Mazurki about
Richard

Widmark

in

to settle a

score with

"Night And The City."

Whole Mouth Wholesome

!

Fight tooth decay and gum troubles
with the one leading tooth paste specially

designed to do both !*

Naturally, you'd like to have a healthier,

more wholesome mouth. And you will have,
if you do what dentists advise: fight not
only tooth decay but

gum

troubles, too.

With one famous tooth paste— *with Ipana
and massage — you can guard your teeth
and gums BOTH.

'I
.

other tooth paste — ammoniated or any
other— has been proved more effective than
Ipana to fight tooth decay. And no other
leading tooth paste is specially designed
to stimulate gum circulation — promote
healthier gums.

have
.

.

lots of

it's

No

So be sure of double protection— keep your
whole mouth "Ipana wholesome!'

confidence

in

Ipana

made by

Bristol-Myers,"
says Miss Pat Barnard
of Great Neck, N.Y,

makers of Ipana
Tooth Paste, have worked with

Bristol-Myers,

leading dental authorities for many
years on scientific studies of the
teeth and guifls. You can use Ipana
with complete confidence that it
provides effective care for teeth and

gums

both. It's another reliable
Bristol-Myers product.

IPANA
Ibr healthier teeth,
healthier

gms

NEW!
Big economy size Ipana saves you up to 23^
13

.,

for lasting
PIN CURL BEAUTY.

.

Doris Day is comforted by husband Steve Cochran, after Ginger Rogers, her sister, exposes
him as a member of a hooded gang involved in a killing in "Storm Warning," Warner film.

The Glass Menagerie
Warner Brothers

M€LJortQ bob
stronger

You

grip— won't

don't need a

flair

IT'S DIFFICULT

pins
slip

out

for hair styling

to set this newest hair fashion. It's

a breeze with De Long bob pins.

De

Long's grip holds hair tighter.

Take the blue De Long card home today.

How

feriority complex,

and son Arthur Ken-

resents giving up what he wants to
do in order to support the family. Neither drawback hinders Miss Lawrence in
trying to turn Jane into a social belle
and Arthur into a jr. vice-president.
Frustrations mark their entire family life,
but extrovert Kirk Douglas manages to
get Jane to face reality.

nedy

Alluring, natural curls last longer,
for

to judge how "good"
are good intentions especially when
they make the receivers miserable. Such
is the case with slum-dweller Gertrude
Lawrence who lives in a fantasy of elegance and social grace. Daughter Jane
Wyman is a cripple suffering from an in-

to set the "JJ" Boh— styled by Mr. Larry,
eminent New York hairdresser,
Set top hair in two rows, turning
first row toward face, next row
away from face. (Work with
even strands.) Pin two vertical
frows at left temple, the first row
toward face, second away.
Make circlets across the back to
right ear, in two clockwise rows.
Do right temple like left. To
comb out— brush hair up briskly,
then down into a soft halo.
,

Father Of The Bride

MGM

SPENCER

TR.A.CY

sprightly, hilarious

Bobby
in

shines

in

this

comedy about a

Driscoll is cruelly treated by pirate
Disney's adaptation of "Treasure Island."

Humphrey
Lonely

Bogart, Gloria

Place,"

intense

Grahame

in

psychological

"In

A

drama.

—

wedding specifically that of Elizabeth
Taylor. Liz's marriage to be comes as
a shock to Father Tracy and Mother
Joan Bennett, but that's nothing compared to what Father discovers happens
to him in the interim. He becomes a lost
man in a woman's paradise of engagement parties, trousseaux, church arrangements and receptions. The only use the
head of the house has in all this fol-derol, as Tracy patiently sees it, is to keep
signing checks. In short, Tracy is terrific,
Bennett is beautific and Liz couldn't have
had a nicer preview to her own marriage.

Three Secrets
Warner Brothers

A PLANE
the

You're always "set" with De Long Hair Pins •
Curl Setting Pins'Safety Pins* Hooks and Eyes*
Snaps'Pins'Hook and EyeTapes«Sanitary B'jlts
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sole

crashes in the Sierras and
survivor is a 5-year-oId

adopted boy. Trapped on an inaccessible
mountain peak with his dead foster parents, the child's plight becomes a headline item. Each of three women, Eleanor
Parker, Patricia Neal, and

Ruth Roman,

all of whom gave up a son for adoption
to the same foundling home on the same
day, believes the boy to be hers. With
no way of finding out who the real mother is, the three wait together while rescuers try to save the lad. Lots of teary
moments when the anguished trio start
letting down their- hair and giving vent
to suppressed maternal instincts. Prim-

arily

a woman's picture.

Bright Leaf

Warner Brothers

THIS
the

is

perhaps the greatest expose in
business

cigarette

since

paw

caught Junior smoking corn silk in the
woodshed. Gary Cooper plays the hardbitten gent who wants to ruin tobaccotycoon Donald Crisp for running him out

town years back. When Gary gets an
opportunity to open the first cigarette
manufacturing plant in the country, he
not only breaks Crisp, but also his chums
of

Suddenly, breathtakingly, you'll be embraced

Be sure you're always lovely to
the dift-erence. That's

why

love,-

sweet

lovely girls

.

.

.

held

.

.

.

kissed. Perhaps tonight.

Your deodorant may make
depend on FRESH Cream Deodorant.
.

.

.

alluring.

Wendell Corey and Barbara Stanwyck in sizzling love scene in Paramount's "The Furies."

Lauren Bacall, Jack Carson and
Corey.
suffer

Jeff

The only person who makes Gary
for

a

change

Crisp's wilful child.
early cigarette days

ands, no butts,

it's

is

A

Patricia Neal,
snarling saga of

—and,

no

ifs,

Test Fresh against any deodorant
better!

FRESH

is

creamier,

— see which stops perspiration, prevents odor

more luxurious and

really effective!

no

really slow-burning.

Treasure Island
(Technicolor)

RKO

BASED

on the Robert Louis Stevenson classic about a youngster, played
by Bobby Driscoll, and his adventures
with pirates and lost treasure. A map,
given to Bobby by a dying man, shows
where a fortune in stolen treasure has
been hidden. Owning such vital information, Bobby soon becomes the bone of
contention between some good, honest
gold-hunters, Denis O'Dea and Walter
Fitzgerald, and a shipload of scurvy
pirates headed by Robert Newton. A
Walt Disney production minus animated
cartoons, it's a treasure in the excitement
and escapist department.
(Please turn to var/e 7.3 j

See for yourself

Fresh

is!

Make

how

really ejfective

this simple test.

Put your present deodorant

under one arm. Put FRESH under
the other arm. See which stops
perspiration, prevents

odor

better.

For head-to-toe protection, use new FRESH Deodorant
Bath Soap. Used regularly,

it is

other type soap in preventing

20 times as effective as

body

yet mild and gentle to sensitive skin.

perspiration odor,

Tops in
airstylin^

Ricardo Montalban and his wife, Ceorgianna, with Marshall Thompson and his wife at
the polo matches. Ricardo and Marshall figure brightly in MCM's forthcoming schedule.

Joan Dixon, with envied narrow hip
top

role

in

RKO's

thriller,

line,

has

"Bunco Squad."

Continued from page 10
Betty Hutton's added another, and a
very impressive, scalp to her belt the
distinction of being the only femme ever
to appear at a Friars' Frolic- At the last
minute, Al Jolson couldn't show because
of laryngitis, and Betty stepped in and
wowed the huge audience with songs

—

from "Annie Get Your Gun." The best
part of it is that Betty was just as
thrilled to receive the honor as the boys
were to have her in the show.
*

*

*

Coleen Gray from San
Remo, Italy, where she's making a picture with George Raft says she's had
Letter from

three picture offers in England and that
she might take a couple of them. If so,
she'll send for her four-year-old daughter Susie so the little gal can absorb some

You too, can enjoy the natural beau*
ty of

waves and curls by using Calo

curl clips. Just slide Calo over any
size curl;

•wish

and

do as many curls as you
you'll

be amazed at the

new found beauty

of your hair.

And

Calo curl clips can be used safely
with any type home permanent; can-

not rust and will not streak or mark

any shade of

hair.

ASK FOR CALO TODAY!
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Nassapequa, L.

*

*

*

Miss Ethel Barrymore has sent to

York

New

for all the beautiful furnishings, an-

and the famous collection of fight
pictures which belonged to her father. She
plans to reproduce the decor of her Gracie

tiques,

Square apartment in the new home she
has in Pacific Palisades and that'll be
something. One of the greatest experiences
your columnist ever had was visiting Miss
Barrymore in that New York apartment.
*

*

*

As of about now, Barbara Stanwyck
is with Bob Taylor in Rome, where he's
making "Quo Vadis." Stanny took a long
rest after she made "To Please A Lady"
so she'd be in shape to sight-see around
the ItaUan city.

AT YOUR 5 & 10, DRUG
OR NOTION STORE

Calo Co.

Continental sophistication.

*

*

*

Some

years ago Gene Tierney lost her
designer-hubby, Oleg Cassini, a big job
I.

on a Broadway show. She and Oley were
lunching at a swank New York restau-

rant. The show's producer, also lunching
there, gandered the dress Gene was wearing and decided he didn't like Cassini's

The sad part of it was that Gene
had designed the gown herself So now
she's made it all up to her man, and the
design.

:

circumstances are almost identical. She
and Oley were lunching at the Colony
Restaurant in New York when Director
Otto Preminger walked in, gasped, and
rushed over to the couple. The suit Gene
was wearing, Preminger allowed, was exactly what he wanted for her in "Where
The Sidewalk Ends." Preminger prac-

bought the garment right of her
back, ordered her not to wear it again
until she appeared in the picture and
gave Oley a big fat assignment on the
tically

film.

*

*

*

Vacation Time: Dick Widmark and his
Mrs. taking short cruises in the small
motor car he brought back from England.
Dick had to dispose of a nag given to him
because the neighbors complained that his

MG

stable

was too close

Ray Milland caught

to their

—uh—noses.

on his
bought an English car,
too an exact duplicate of Clark Gable's
Jaguar, which will only go 132 miles per
hour. Andrea King and Nat Wills took off
Colorado

—

trip.

gillions of trout

He

"The Violent Hour" at
a dream vacation her sister
and brother-in-law own a small island in
the Bahamas, where you can really get
lost. Esther Williams worked during her
Hawaiian vacation on "Pagan Love Song."
When she arrived she learned school had
been dismissed so the kids could come to
the airport to meet her. Lana Turner and
Bob Topping gave up their vacation to
complete their house and to take care of
their Weimainer dog, a silver-colored Gerafter she finished

MGM

man

—

for

breed which
*

is

very
*

rare.

*

so many gags and jimjicks
in our life as there were at the birthday
party femme publicist Jean Pettebone
tossed for her husband, Keogh Gleason.
Electric light bulbs that lit up out of
their sockets, sets of false teeth that
clack like mad, ducks and chickens laying eggs, paper guns that sounded for

Never saw

Jane Powell and her husband, Geary Steffen,
"The Tender Hours."

at polo matches. Jane's in

hairy spiders, and all sorts of nonmade the party one of the gayest
we've been to in a long time. Maggie

places were already furnished. "My Blue
Heaven," la Grable's latest musical, is being tagged her best and goody, goody it's

Whiting, with Janet Blair's ex-husband
Lou Busch, was so intrigued with the
teeth that she conned Keogh out of them.
Said she wanted to use 'em on song pluggers who gave her too big a pitch. John
Hodiak (Amie was in San Francisco) had
more fun with his paper gun than Hopalong Cassidy with a real one. John
Emery was a-tellin' us that he and his
wife, Tamara Geva, were leaving Hollywood to live in New York, but at the
clip he's going in pictures, maybe he'll
change his mind and stay here. Everyone, including Jayne Meadows and her
charming Milton Krims, was talking that
diet routine, but nobody did anything
about it. Who could with all that beautiful food around!

a

real,

sense

*

*

Letter from Paris:

*

A

pal,

Mel

Dinelli,

who authored "The Spiral Staircase" and
"The Window," pulled a pearlie said he

—

was going

to Venice, even though he
the streets were flooded there.
Also a communique from talented actor
Mel Ferrer in Mexico City, where he was
doing "The Brave Bidls," allowing he'd
be home soon if the bulls kept charging
and the actors' lines kept being cut

heard

all

down.
*

*

*

The Betty Grable-Harry James seventh

wedding

—

—

anniversary
on July 5
was
spent in their new Bevhills house. Betty
had the time of her life furnishing and redecorating the manse since their other

modern

one.
*

*

*

Arlene Dahl's chums are going
crazy over the new personalized stationery she dreamed up and was showing
around the set of "Three Little Words."
It's a very pastelly blue, marked with
the Dahl's lip imprint and that famous
mole. Pretty jazzy, huh.''
.\11

*

*

*

TCP's top designer, Eddie Stevenson,
has a few hundred words to say about a
rather fascinating subject women's
shoidders. Boiled down, he says Ann
Sheridan, Linda Darnell and Maureen
O'Hara have the classiest shoulders anywhere and that none of these three gals
has ever needed shoulder or any other

—

—

kind of padding. He oughtta know
he's dressed (and we do not mean it lit-

most of the greatest glamour
Moreover, Eddie tells me, Ann
Sheridan has the ideal American streamerally)
gals.

lined figure. The statistics are: 5' 6"; bust,
37"; u-aist, 26"; hips, 3^".
do you

How

compare?

Eddie

allows that the
next fashion craze will be for wide, revealing and very low necklines for the
gals who are well endowed. To the ones
who have sharp bones, his message is
"cover 'em up."
*

also

*

*

Ricardo Montalban was still combing
tapioca pudding out of his hair when we
lot. He had just
saw him on the
finished a scene in "The Tender Hours"

MGM
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Movie Music

In

SAD
NOmovie

Songs For Me," from the
same name, and "Are
You Lonesome Tonight?" by Al Jolson
"Pagan Love Song," from
for Decca
film of same name, and "Simple Melody"
Bing Crosby Jo Stafford for Capitol
by's "Home Cookin'," from Bob Hope's
.

of the

.

.

.

.

.

"Fancy Pants," and "When The Sun
"Wilhelmina,"
Goes Down" for Decca
from Betty Grable's "Wabash Avenue,"
and "Santa Catahna" by Freddy Martin
.

Roy Rogers' "Buffalo Bil"Me And My Teddy Bear" for

for Victor

and

ly"

.

.

.

Betty Garrett and Larry Parks
doing "Home Cookin'," from "Fancy
Pants," and "Written Guarantee" for
Dean Martin's "Baby, Obey
Me!" and "I'll Always Love You," both
from Paramount's "My Friend Irma
Goes West"
Gordon MacRae's "Stars
And Stripes Forever" and "Hongi Tongi
Hoki Poki" for Capitol
"I'll Get By,"
from film of same name, and "Blue Prelude" by Arthur Morton for Capitol
"Francis The Talking Mule" and "Pudgy
The Whistling Piggy" by Rufe Davis for
Victor

MGM

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

most

a

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

unusual motion picture
A Parnmnunt.
in which Jane Powell dumped a bowl of
pudding on top of him. Don't waste any
sympathy on Ricky, however, for the
next shot had him pushing Janie out of
a canoe in the middle of a lake!
*

*

*

—

Doris Day's fan mail averages 5,000
letters weekly
has driven her out of
her house. Her six-room bungalow shared
with her mother and son just grew too
small, since her mother answers the mail
and needed an entire room to do so.
Doris has purchased a new house in
Toluca Lake with 12-rooms of space for

—

Tops

the family and fan mail.
*

*

Roy Rogers and Dale Evans, David

Bri-

Adrian Booth, John Wayne, Adele
Mara and Forrest Tucker all trained out
for the premiere of "Rock Island Trail" in
Rock Island, 111. The town was prepared
They had
for this Hollywood invasion.
false fronts put up along main street to
an,

convert the city into a replica 1850 frontier
town, and all the local citizenry donned
old-fashioned costumes. The stars were
driven to the theatre in stage coaches, and
arrived slightly disheveled but happy.

Nick Cravat, Lynne Baggett and Burt Lancaster clowning around between scenes of the spec"The Flame And The Arrow," Warner lelease co-starring Burt and Virginia Mayo.

tacular

.

Columbia ...

Pir.ture

*

.

Pops

In

BENNY

GOODMAN'S

"Bewitched"
for CoBilly Eckstine's "My Deslumbia
tiny" and "Roses" for
"An
Ordinary Broom" and "I Theenk" by
Tony Martin and Fran Warren for Victor
Frankie Laine's "Stars And Stripes
Forever" and "Thanks For Your Kisses"
Vaughn Monroe's "Tell
for Mercury
Her You Love Her" and "Thanks, Mister Florist" for Victor
"Ride The
Magic Carpet" and "Today, Tomorrow
And Forever" by Alan Dale for Columbia
Bill Farrell's "Baby, What Else Can
I Do?" and "Don't Say Manana Tonight" for
Larry Green's "Sunshowers" and "Fm Gonna Paper All My

and "Blues In The Night"
.

.

.

MGM

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

MGM

.

.

.

Walls With Your Love Letters" for VicLisa Kirk's "Love Me A Little
Bit" and "Faith And Determination" for
Victor
Doris Day's "I Didn't Slip"
and "Before I Loved You" for Columtor

.

.

.

.

bia

.

.

.

.

.

Other Toppers

COLUMBIA'S

"Arthur Godfrey And
His Friends" album
Victor's
"Gene Krupa Plays Fats Waller" album
Frankie Carle's two new Victor albums, "Sweethearts" and "Frankie Carle
Plays Frank Loesser"
Gordon Mac.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Rae-Lucille

album

.

Norman "Vagabond King"

for Capitol

Playhouse" album
18

.

.

.

.

.

.

MGM's

"Piano

.

BERT BROWN

^ NEWSREEL
MY'

Among

the 700 invited guests were Ginger Rogers and
her now-constant companion. Attorney Greg Bautzer.

The

bride and groom, Elizaberii Taylor
and Conrad Hilton, Jr., leaving the
Church of the Good Shepherd, Beverly
after their doime-ring marHills,
riage ceremony in which the traditionPebble Beach
al "obey" was omitted.
was first stop on their 'honeymoon.

Van Johnson and his wife, Evie; Rosalind
Fred Brisson. Champagne reception followed

Russell and

her husband,

at Bel Air Country Club.

Dennis O'Keefe gets nowhere with Floradora Cirl Burt Lancaster at
Friars' Frolic for Motion Picture Relief Fund at Shrine Auditorium.

The

stars themselves love to discuss

what's going on as

much

os you do

By Lynn Bowers
are having more fun than anybody
the gags that are being pulled while
"Harvey" is being filmed. Driving in at the
main studio auto gate, the traffic is greeted by a
giant and very benign rabbit. But the real gala
happened in the conunissary on the first day of
shooting. Jimmy Stewarts table was decorated

U-ITES
with

all

with huge brandy snifters filled ynth celery, carand lettuce leaves, with a nice note from the
mythical hare. Across from Jas. is an empty chair,
which no one is allowed to occupy on account of
it belongs to the inwisible wabbit. Also on the set
is a director's chair which is exclusively Harvey's.
At this pernt, nobody will say whether the movie
audience will ever actually get a glimpse of this
famous character, but my vote is to keep him just
as he was in the stage show out of sight, but very
much in mind.
rots

—

*

»

Evidently there exists a slight misapprehension
in the minds of a great many people about the
rewards which come with an Oscar. At least Brod
Crawford believes this is a true thing. Since copping off the golden statue Brod and his wife have
been besieged by eager beavers wanting to sell
them cars, houses, oil wells, toothbrushes and diamond tiaras. Brod has been acting for a good
number of years, but he just ain't that rich. He
has, however, treated himself and the family to a
house in Balboa, modest, type, from which he commutes when working.
*

Ty Power

*

got a taste of the real thing during the
filming of "American Guerilla In The PhiUipines."
Word came that the com- (Please turn to page 72)

How Far
Some
wont

Shonld 1 Girl

k1

sensible suggestions for teenage girls who
to be popular both with boys and with girls

Left: Susan with Lois Wheeler and Kent
Smith in "My Foolish Heart," a role which

won Academy Award nomination

for Susan.

Susan and Ty Power, co-starred in "Rawhide,''
20th Century- Fox film. Warns Susan, "Be wary
of confiding romantic thoughts to girl friends."

"My Foolish Heart" was
a picture
EVER
been receiving "query" mail from high school and
since

released, I have
college girls. In gen-

entitled

eral the letters have been much alike. It would seem that the aim of
most girls during their teens is to be popular, both with boys and with girls,
and it would also seem that popularity is regarded as a prize, shining at the
end of a distant road.
Most girls seem to wonder how far along that road they should go. Should

they put up \dth the selfishness and. rudeness of certain girls in order to be
invited to their parties? How should they go about "getting into" certain
school cliques? Should they kow-tow to a girl who has the use of her family's
car, even though riding with the ^rl is flirting with suicide? What chance do
they have to be sought after when they don't have pretty clothing because of
family financial problems?
Most serious of all are the boy problems. If a girl sees a boy at school,
whom she has no way of meeting, how can she attract his attention? Should
a girl go steady? If she has one date with a boy and he never calls again, how
far should she go in trying to find out why the boy hasn't called? If, after
dating a boy regularly for months, a girl quarrels with him, how far should
she go in attempting to mend the quarrel? Should a girl remember a boy's
iMrthday, and how generous should she be at Christmas?
These and scores of similar questions have been posed by the letters.
At first I was, naturally, flattered by this avalanche of attention. Then, as
the letters piled up, I began to be nervous. After all, I'm an actress, not an
oracle.
lines are written for me by

My

With Jack Elam

scene in "Rawhide."
"A lot of confusion would be avoided if
people said what they thought," says Susan.
in

However,
professional
story-teller.
when I talked it over with
husband
he said sensibly, (Please turn to page 55)
a

my

Left: Tom Ewell, head
of a big model agency,
consults with Lana Turner, his top model, in
"A Life Of Her Own."

Right: Lana and Ray Milin a scene in the
film. They are attracted to each other
on their first meeting.

land

MCM

Left:

When

Ray realizes

more than a passing fancy, he knows he
must tell her how hopeless the situation is.
Lana

is

A TURNER returns the screen after
LAN
an absence of two years
"A
Of
to

in

Life

Her Own." A small town girl, she becomes
a famed New York model and loses her heart
Ray Milland, a mining engineer. He returns
love, but refuses to divorce his wife,
who was crippled in an accident which was
his fault.
So they break off. Later, Lana
learns Ray is broke and goes to him.
He
turns her down because he'll never be free.
Dazed, she roams the streets, gradually givto

her

ing

way

to the suicidal thoughts in her mind.

Cana's Back

1 f

Betty And

Da^

Go Xative
FOR
and

the third time, Betty Crable
Dan Dailey share singing, dancing and acting honors.
Their latest
film, "My Blue Heaven," is about a
happily married radio team who get
tangled up in all sorts of situations,
some amusing, some sad, when they
decide, because of the busy life they
lead, to become parents by adoption.
But Mr. Stork has other ideas and does
a fine job of upsetting their plan.

One

of the dances, done by Betty and Dan
radio team appearing on television

Right: Betty, in black wig and feathers,
and Oan go through their exaggerated gyra-

program in "My Blue Heaven," is a humorous version of a tropical island dance.

tions in "The Friendly Islands" number in
the 20th Century- Fox Technicolor musical.

as

As

a

in all

the Crable pictures, the famous
much on view.

million dollar legs are very

Happy that their dream will soon come true
the team does their number with gay abandon.

—

"

,

When

the unexpected crosses his poth Dono Andrews monages to view it colmly, becouse he's been expecting it onywoy

with Producer Samuel GtJdwyn, Toland
and Miss Gurie. He was so excited, he
could hardly eat. Back on the set after
the mid-day snack, the cameras were set
up and ready to grind.
"Sit here, Mr. Andrews," said Gregg
Toland, indicating a tall revolving stocJ.
"Now smile." Dana obediently spread
his lips in a wide smile. The cameraman
threw up his hands in horror. "Great
Caesar! What happened to you?" he
gasped. Where there once had been beautiful, evenly spaced teeth, there were now
beautiful, but widely parted, teeth. In
his excitement Dana had swallowed his
precious cap with an uneasy mouthful of

—

Unusual casting of Dana as priest in "Edge
is another in chain of surprises.

Of Dooin"

food.

"That was the most expensive lunch I
ever had," he recalls, still wincing a little
at the memory.
The test was made without the cap. A
few days later, when the film was ready
for

Mr.

Boss-man,

Dana asked

Samuel

Goldwyn,

permission to bring his ^rl-

friend with him to the showing.
three of them, Mr. Goldwyn, Dana

Mary Todd (who

is

The
and

now Mrs. Dana

Andrews)

, sat in the darkened projection
at the studio. A light flashed on
the screen and the figure of a man was
seen perched atop a high stool. He produced a variety of facial expressions
while a prop man turned the stool to
permit the cameraman to get various
angles.
Dana was floored, to put it mildly.
"I thought that the test they were
showing was actually of someone else,"
he said. "I had never seen myself on the
screen before and had no idea I looked
anything like that. Mary just sat there
pointing at me and laughing like crazy.
Mr. Goldwyn looked at her kind of funny
and said, 'Here I am trying to sign him
up and you sit there and laugh at him!'
Despite Dana's shocked discovery of
himself on the screen and his girl friend's
spontaneous
{Please turn to page. 56)

room

In "Where The Sidewalk Ends," with Gene Tiemey, he's a hard-boiled detective. After three
yean of second leads, Dana unexpectedly got his big break playing opposite Gene in "Laura."

Dana, Adele Jergens, Farley Granger ia timeout from dramatic emoting in "Edge Of Doom."

By

Terri

Lee Randall

HIS ten years as a movie
IN{which
has coincided with

actor
ten

his

years as a happily married man)
learned to expect the
unexpected at most any time. This, he
finds, is part of the business of making
pictures. From the time of his first
screen test imtil his present assignment
that of playing a hard-boiled detective in
the 20th Century-Fox film, "Where The
Sidewalk Ends" Dana's career has
handed him one surprise after another.
Take that test for example. He was
fortunate enough to have Gregg Toland
as his cameraman and Sigrid Gurie, then
an exciting foreign actress, to make the
test with him. Dana had been wearing
braces at the time in an effort to close
in a bit of a gap between his two front
teeth. That brace, of course, had to come
off for the .screen test, so the young actor
had to plunk out seventy-five hard-tocome-by shekels for a special cap to hide
the gap.
On the morning of the big day there
were rehearsals; then Dana went to lunch

Dana Andrews has

—

Detective Andrews with Gary Merrill. Dana's
first sight of himself en screen shocked him

26

Swanson slaps William Holden, her
would-be lover, in "Sunset Boulevard."

Gloria

Enriched thru

the

years,

Gloria Swanson's charni

is

more entrancing thon ever

WHO

better than Gloria

typifies

Swanson

glamour?

This 51 -year-old grandmother
has just finished starring in "Sunset
Boulevard," for Paramount, and granny
is as glamoiu"ous today as she was when
she made her first fillum 63 movies

—

ago.

In

the film, Gloria

lent

era,

living

is

in

former queen of
luxurious

si-

seclusion.

.

.

•

—

Glamour if you wish to care to check
with Mr. Webster is magic; a spell or
charm. Also something about something
in which someone appears delusively glorhaving a deceptive or enticing
ifiied
charm, as it were.
Who better then, in view of the above,
than Gloria Swanson to handle the glamour department? The inevitable answer
is, no one, but no one else.
The lady herself has said that she's not
beautiful, and perhaps she's not. But
she's loaded with magic, assorted spells
and charm galore. Gloria is even delusively glorified
Noah Webster would be
the first to say so, if he were about the

—

—

Gloria

scene

and Eric von Stroheim in dramatic
which police have come for her.

in

—

premises.
None of which is meant to imply that
Miss S. is a delusion. She is actually genuine, even very frank. Plus that, the lady
is intelligent, witty, friendly and an able
business executive ( she's batty about machinery).
How she was asked did the glamour
of the silent-film era contrast with the
ditto of today's (Please turn to page 61)

—

"Your attitude has a great deal
do with your looks," declares Gloria.

Right:
to

—

Left: The Gary Coopers and Ernest Hemingways
dining at Storic Club during Gotham holiday.

Below:

Lawen

Bacall loves

knows about and resents

Revenge

Is

his

Gary although she
yen for Pat Neal.

Sour

hate and revenge run rampant in Gary Cooper's new
"Bright Leaf." Only one person, Lauren Bacall, is
happy over Gary's return to Kingsmont. Lauren loves him, but he's
determined to wed Pat Neal, whose tobacco tycoon father had him
banished from the town. Gary forms a cigarette company, riser to
wealth and power, breaks Pat's dad and forces her to marry !>im. Pat
gets revenge by ruining him. Although Lauren's bitter over Gary's rejection of her, she still loves him and goes to him when he needs her.

AMBITION,
picture,

Gary Cooper,
Warner

star of the

film, "Bright Leaf."

Ruined, Gary confronts Lauren and admits his
biggest mistake was in not marrying her.

is pleasanHy encumbered with Cecile Aubry on trip to Kubia Kahn's fabulous court.

Ty

For
In

TWO new 20th Century-Fox offerings,
IN and
"Rawhide," you will meet Tyrone Power

"The Black Rose"
in vastly dif-

ferent surroundings. In the first he's an Oxford scholar of the
13th Century who journeys to Cathay for riches, acquiring Cecile
Aubry en route; the latter has him driving Western stagecoach.

Cecile,
gift to

as The Black Rose, is fated to be a
Mongolian Kahn, but Tyrone saves her.

He

took Linda to Africa and

later to

"Rawhide"

location.

"Black
Africa

Rose,"

amid

Ty and

difficult

cast

living

locationed
conditions.

The

focf- that-

she's o star.

Gene Tierney

feels, doesn't

entitle her to

be o show-off

By

Patricia

Keats

the ink was dry on the conBEFORE
tract, a Hollywood star used to rush

out and buy a beautiful $125,000
for $250,000, complete with tennis
court and swimming pool, a swank new
car, and some little minor items such as
a mink coat, a diamond necklace, or a

home

stable of racing nags. On borrowed money,
of course. The studios were glad to advance a couple of years' salary, for obvi-

ous reasons.
Naturally, Miss Movie Star would
throw a big party for the Big Names who
needed a party like a hole in the head,
with a Cellophane tent, an orchestra, and
enough rich and exotic food to guarantee
indigestion to the entire guest list.

Some

do this. But they're in
the minority now. Whereas it used to be
smart to be lush and loaded, it is now
stars

still

very chic to be thrifty.

A member
set

is

of the new cash-and-carry
Gene Tierney. Gene and her at-

tractive husband, Oleg Cassini, belong to
that group of young married couples in
Hollywood who don't believe that you
have to show off just because you're
movie folk; and who do believe that you
can be perfectly happy living like normal

married people

live all

over the United

States.

"People now want simplicity," says
Gene. "Especially in their mode of life."
At a restaurant the other evening I
overheard several of the big mouth boys,
agents and bankrupt producers, trying to
argue Gene into buying a large glamour
car. The fancy gadgets left her cold. The
plastic panel bored her. But when one of
the boys said, "It's a good investment.
Gene, a big car lasts longer," she did pay
attention for a few seconds. Then she
Her "Where The Sidewalk Ends" co-star, Dana Anis the only actor whose picture Gene owns

drews,

bee"

^''Ktt
People

Her
,

'I

Scene from 20tn Century
City."

Gene

s

Night And The

likes simplicity in clothes, hairdos.

smiled and shook her head. "I'll keep the
old job," she said. "A big car won't last
me any longer. I always drive with my

brakes on anyway."
Gene once threw the customary big
glamour party with the Cellophane tent,
the rented butlers, and all the expensive
trimmings. For Gene and Oleg it was just
a headache and a lot of bills. Today Gene
entertains in her small, attractive home
( the dining room and living room are
merged as hapjnly as brandy and soda)
at simple buffet affairs for a few congenial people. Recently, she had a dinner for
twelve, inspired by Producer Samuel
Goldwyn. The week before she had heard
Mr. Goldwyn complain that no one in
Hollywood ever served dinner on time
if you're invited for eight you're lucky to
get fed by ten. "The Casani motto,"
Gene told him, "is to eat well and eat on
time." Mr. Goldwyn took her up on it.
Dinner was served right on the dot, it was
delicious without sending the guests to
bicarbonate of soda, and Gene, who used
to sit up all night, was in bed before
twelve.

"Mai Milland phoned me the next
day," she said, "and said that before Ray
got their car started my lights were out."
And added with a smile, "Giddy old stayup, aren't I?"
This going to (Please turn to pa^e 64)
Gangsters

Craig Stevens, Gary Merrill get
tough with Gene, a dress model, in "Sidewalk."

Alexander Knox and Ceraldine Fitzgerald in
"Wilson," Darryl Zanuck's big 1945 picture,

Donald Crisp, Roddy McDowall, Sara Allgood
i«

"How Green Was My Valley," Oscar winner.

"Pinky," with Jeanne Grain and Ethel Waters won plaudits for its unusual theme.

"Gentleman's Agreement," another 20th production, starring Dorothy McGuire and Gregory Peck, won an Academy Award as the best picture of 1947.

"No Way Out," Zanuck's

latest, stars Linda
Darndl, Richard Widmark, Stephen McNatly.

/
t

Tribute 1
Darryl

Zan

years ago when 20th Century m
the old Fox company, Darryl Zanuck «
vice-president in charge of production. Ever
Mr. Zanuck has been busy turning out one si
another. Under his aegis, 20th Century-Fox
one of the most important studios in Holtywc
his early films were such hits as "Lloyds C
"Alexander's Ragtime Band," "In Old Ch
"The Story Of Alexander Graham BeH."
"The Purple Heart," "Winged Victory," "An
King Of Siam." No one has done more to

FIFTEEN

entertainment to the public than Mr.
lywood and 20th Century- Fox can well be

solid

Z
pi

Dean Jagger and Gregory Peck in "Twelve O'Cloc
performance was so good he won Award as Best S

—

Joan Dixon on the set of "Bunco iquad" an RKO
columnists to various girls he's never even met.

•sip

By Robert

Sterling

before I left New York I picked
up a paper to find that my "romance
with Miss X, the blonde night club
singer has progressed beyond the hand-

UST

J

holding stage."

The week

before, I

was reported as

paying steady court to a soybean heiress
and
making time with a model
carrying on a big thing with the daughter of a famous father. Four romance
items in a week and a half and one
thing in cc»nmon about them all. I have
never so much as taken one of the four
around the comer for an ice cream soda.
Three of them I had not only never met,
but had never heard of before I read
.

.

.

.

.

.

—

their

names so

cozily linked with mine.

lovely, alluring and
I'm sure they're
deserving girls, but I'm getting a little
tired of them. I wish they'd carry on
their columnar love affairs with somebody else. I'm not interested. What's
more. I'm pretty damned annoyed.

I know just what they're thinking
people whose opinion I value. It's
"What's happened to Sterling? He's going hog-wild in New York ^turning into
just another playboy." I know because
I've felt the same way myself when I've
read of someone whose legion of romances
was so faithfully reported in the public

—

prints.

It

course

happens

—but at

in

Hollywood,

too,

of

least there they've latched

on

to the one girl I do date and they're
sticking to items about us. That wasn't

the

way

Now

in

New

York.

that it's happened to me, I'm inclined to wonder how many of our more
publicized play- {Please turn to -page 66)

^

Ruth Roman, with Director Ed Marin,
fw a scene in "Colt .45."

prepares

>

omm
By Ruth Roman
1SAY yes!
About anything that matters, I
always have been boldly truthful.
I never give a phoney build-up to cushion
any fact If I am going to disturb anyone, I'd rather do it now than later.
Why be afraid to be absolutely honest
about your real self and exactly what you
have done?
After all, there's no one else in the
world just like you. It is your own personality, with all its faults, that distin-

guishes you.

At some time everything in our past is
come out. So, I say emphati-

liable to

than conceal.
you have to live a lie.

cally, it's better to reveal
If

Why

you

tell

torture

a

lie,

yourself into

suppression

and frustration? 111 have none of either.
There is nothing that has
happened that can't be talked
over sympathetically. There
Tvere reasons. Tell them. If you
are liked or loved enough, you
will be accepted at your true
worth. If you are ashamed of
the way you behaved, or the
tlioughts you once held, admit
it and (Please turn to page6fl)

"If you
live a lie.

tell

a

Why

lie,

you have to

torture yourself?"

"Colt .45," a Warner

in

"Three Se-

With Zachary Scott

women

with a past.

Brothers Western. She was a tomboy as a kid.

Rurh Roman and Pat Neal
crets," a story of three

"A husbond

deserves to

ony importance about

in

know everything

his wife/' soys

of

Ruth

Ruth Roman and Dane Clark in
"Barricade."
Says Ruth, "It's
better to reveal than conceal."

"I

had jobs as a waitress, soda jerk,
night club photographer."

salesgirl,

d To Debbie

Debbie gefs next bite of the apple. Her mother's newest film,
which was made in Italy, is Hal Wallis' "September Affair."

Debbie,

who

Dozier,

Bill

looks like father
is

telephone fan.

The bath is a ritual
Debbie and mother both enjoy.

Left:

A

BROKEN marriage is an
excuse for many women to
embark on a frenzied round of
parties and night life in order
to forget their heartache and
perhaps to snare another husband. But Joan Fontaine doesn't
see it that way. To Joan, her
daughter Deborah is more important than anything a gadabout life can offer her. That's
why

she's at

possible,

home

giving

as often as

Deborah

the

and care that makes her
such a contented little girl.
love

Left: Joan hopes
like

Debbie will
music just as she does.

Right:

They cooperate on one

of Debbie's favorite pastimes.

—

m mEK

dARK PAYS
A

yeor of disheortening experiences
hos wrought one major chonge in John

On

Alt of

to

his

f^t

life

"Knock On Any Door" with

set of

hoped

for,

but did not get, a role

in

Lelia Coldoni.

'The Brave

John
Bulls."

he has had
Boy" tag.

"Pretty

By Dorothy O'Leary

EVERYBODY

who

everybody who
life,

movies assumes that
movies leads a bed-ofrroses

isn't in

is in

compete with mink-lined swimming pool, a
each day of the week anA with-

different Cadillac for

out a worry in the world.

'Tain't so, gentle reader,

'tain't so.

Admittedly there are lots of swimming pools and
expensive cars in Hollywood, just as there are in other
cities
and there are jiist as many ulcers and headaches that go with them. Some salaries are enormous,
and lots of them are not; then there's the matter of
taxes. There are roles an actor sets his heart on
and
doesn't get, which is just as soul-searing as not getting
a raise or prtHnotion at the oflSce.
All of which adds up to the fact that Fate often
delivers a kick in the teeth even to someone who
seems, to the casual observer, to "have everything."
Even to someone as handsome and swoon-provoking

—

—

Though he was cast as Bred Crawford's son
of

1949*s

best pictures,

the role did

in

little

"All
to

The

King's

furtlier

Men," one

John's career.

John Derek. When we mentioned to John that there have
been swne pretty dark days for Derek in the last year, he said
"Nuts, that's sob stuff. Everybody has 'em. Now things are
as

fine."

that in his twenty-four years of life John
in luck that he's used to dark
days. He learned early in life to fight, make the best of things;
he has now learned that out of every set-back has evolved
something better. But that takes a lot of learning, and out of
the last year's experiences has come one major change in John:
it's made him mature, really grow up.
It's true, of course,

has had so

many ups and downs

{He might not like that, but it happens to be true!)
John had a peripatetic childhood and youth. Sometimes
finances were good and he'd have a tutor or- go to private
school; when they weren't he'd go back to public school. Sometimes he'd have an allowance of $100 a month, but more often,
in high school, it was zero. For a while he thought he'd like
to be an artist, but his real interest was in horses ^he became
an expert rider at a very early age and his real ambition was
to be a horse wrangler. When he finally got a picture contract
he was more fascinated in the potential salary than in the act-

•

—

ing,

he

now

—

admits.

With such
of the SoUd

factors predominant, he wasn't exactly the model
Citizen. He was a right nice guy, mind you,
rugged, affable, something of the soldier of fortune, content to

without much pattern in life. Even when he marwas only twenty-two, which is not exactly an advanced
age to assume marital responsibilities-When he finally got a real picture break in "Knock On Any
Dooir" and he had had two bad {Please turn to page 70)
drift along

ried he

—

He's determined to be a genuine actor, not just a handsome juvenile. In
"Rogues" Diana Lynn is leading lady, indicating his luck has improved.

On "Winchester 73"
is

greatly admired

set Jimmy's disreputable attire for role of frontiersman
by Michael, 4, and Ronald, 6, as Jimmy talks with Gloria.

Though he embraces ShelWinters for "Winchester" it
traditional kissless Western.

Left:
ley
is

Jimmy Stewart's two step-sons
IFpicked
out a new father on their own

had

hook they couldn't have improved on mother
Jimmy would make
a perfect dad for any little boy, especially
when he happens to be the hero of a hairGloria's choice. Affable

Jimmy, Clorii and a friend on the
"Winchester" location, daily motor
trip of 95 miles from Tucson, Ariz.

Below:

A

boy's fondest

dream

is

over a villain,
like Jimmy'sover Steve McNally.

father's

victory

Made-To-Order Falher

At the
Michael
raising

Western picture like "Winchester 73," or Hie cinematic
most engaging rabbit. While Jimmy was star"Winchester" and "Harvey" for U-l, Michael and Ronald
him on both sets. Jimmy, in turn, got paternal thrill

pal of the wforld's
ring in
visited

of showing

his

saucer-eyed chillun such male items of interest
them to elusive Harvey.

as a 70-year-old Winchester, introducing

'

'Harvey" party,
sit

on

his

lap.

Jimmy
In

upon the host to let Ronald and
Harvey is only i>n imaginary rabbit.

prevails

film,

Greenland Salutes

Zhe nig Cift

WITH

full

cooperation

sonnel, as well, of the

and per-

Army

Air

Forces, 20th Century^ Fox has produced
as authentic, unbiased

and exciting a

picture as you'll ever see. Except for
Montgomery Clift and Paul Douglas,

the entire cast is made of members
of the Army Air Forces and a few German players recruited in Berlin. There
It
could
is
no pulling of punches.
only have been

made

for a

democracy.

Montgomery
mentary

Clift

thriller

and Paul Douglas are co-starred

of the

all-weather Berlin

Airlift,

"The Big Lift," docufilmed at actual locale.

in

She
Below: Cornell Borchers and Monty are lovers in this realistic film.
have broken his heart.
all but misleads him into a marriage that would

How
I

I

I

I

I

"One

Which neckline's best

should you greet your
date mate ?

I

What

for

your figure ?

Dash out when he "honks"
Ask him into the house

I

Take your own sweet time

I

Halter

I

I

Camisole

I

I

Tinted

I

I

A

"Little

toot and ye're oof/" (As the Scottish

said— to the old lady with the ear
trumpet.) Does the toot of your joe's jalopy
send you scurrying out? That's unsmart.
Ask him into the house for a word with the
family. Then leave promptly, on your merry
way. Even on "difficult" days you'll be
poised, comfortable. For Kotex gives softness
that holds its shape — because Kotex is made
to stay soft while you wear it!
lecturer

Boy"

Could be you're the buxom type? Or maybe
a build-up is what your figure lacks. No
matter. Choose a "Little Boy" neckline and
lament no more. It's camouflage for either
figure fault. And for solving " certain " problems,

You

why not

helps,

Kotex be your choice?
you get with

let

if

you've that

"lobster" look?

see, the extra protection

Kotex helps add scads of self-assurance
...belittles "accident" misgivings, thanks
to that special safety center.

You

Antiseptic lotion

makeup base

flame-colored formal

got yourself barbecued just before the

And with white marks left by your
swim-suit straps and bracelet. Next time,
take your sunning sensibly. Meantime, ease
the broil with antiseptic lotion; plus a tinted
makeup base, to cover up. The first two
big dance

!

answers above are right. Always right for
your sanitary protection needs is one of the
3 Kotex absorbencies. You'll find Regular,
Junior or Super just suited to you.

For extra

comfort on

m\

"those" days,

should you

n
I

I

I

I

%tay

Go

in

—

bed

square-dancing

Buy a nylon belt

Comfort doesn't call for coddling—or "square" fests. Your
best bet's a new Kotex Wonderform Belt. It's made with
DuPont nylon elastic — nontwisting— non curling! Gives
-

118%

Should you talk to a house -party guest you haven't met?

Q

Check with your hostess

He

happen to be around when introductions were going on. So now, when he
didn't

speaks — you're a snub-deb. Defrost! According to Emily you-know-who, it's correct
to talk with any guest. Even if you haven't

met

officially.

You can

talk

back to your

Q

Give him the deep freeze

calendar,

(when

smooth -feeling; wisp -weight.
Defrost

Dries

you with
"outline" qualms.) Just remember, Kotex
too

it

taunts

has fiat pressed ends that prevent revealing
outlines. Unquestionably. Lets you stay in
the party picture
fluster-proof
and
so self possessed
.

.

.

.

.

.

many
much

ivome/7 c/?oose /COTEX*

fast.

Stays

tubbings.

flat

even after

And

how
new

see

easier, quicker the

firm-grip fastener is to use
extra comfort buy the

—

!

For

new

nylon elastic Kotex Wonder-

form
2

/Pfc7/ii?

stretch, yet it's strong,

Belt.

TYPES:

Pin style
and with new
safety fastener

a// of/^er samYary ^a/?hhs
3 ABSOHBENCtES.- KB&Ut4\R. JUf\//Oft. SUPER

Kotex Wonderform* Belt
Buy f wo — for a change

Ji
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Fashion Selecfion
1 72 Edie
Durston, Television star (above)
adorns Fred Perlberg's slipper2-piece formal. Strapless
under-dress with unpressed boxpleated skirt. Jacket with selfcovered buttons. Colors: ivory,
sea green or mauve pink. Sizes 9 to 15 (10 to 16) $35.00.
safin

#173

Fashion Selection
Durston,
(right)
al

television

Cigl

songstress,

selects Beaufime Form-

of non-crushcble transparent

velvet. Black only with

peacock
American Beauty trim lining
the bertha collar and pick-up
or

skirt. Worn on or off shoulders.
Sizes 9 to 15 (10 to 16) $35.00.

—

Jewelry by Coro
Gloves
by Wear-Right
Hitchcock
chair by Duffy's, New York

—

YOU MAY ORDER

these fashion

from Saks 34th St.,
100 W. 34th St., New York, N. Y.

selections

PHOTOGRAPHS BY BERT ROCKFIELD
Fashion Selection # 1 74 Gigi,
shown above, graces another
Fred Perlberg Original. Of dotted Swiss imported rayon net
with gay bouffant skirt, equally charming worn with or without a hoop. The soft, slim
bodice

has a graceful, flatterattached at the left
shoulder. In a variety of heavenly pastel shades accentuated
by positive color dots of good
neighbor deeper tones. Also can
ing

stole

in black with white dots.
Sizes 9 to 15 (10 to 16) $35.00.

be had

Fashion Selection #\75W\e
adores her Barbara Dance Frock
(right!
plaid
of multicolored
taffeta with happy black velveteen dots.
Black velveteen
collar frames the neckline. The
fitted bodice is accentuated by
crinoline hoops at hip line. Has
saucy bustle caught up with
velveteen bows. Zipper up back
insures a neat, smooth waist
line.

Plaid's

dominant colors are

with red, gold stripe and
some green. Sizes 9 to 15 (10
to 16). Price only $25.00.

royal

Basics for Formals

Fashion Selection #177
Lovely long-line strapless satin
evening bra forms sleek smooth
lines. Satin elastic gusset center
slightly
Elastic
boned.
generously fitted in back, adjustable hook and eye closing.
White only 32 to 40 in B cup,
34 to 42 in C cup. Priced $5.00.

front,

—

An

original

Warner

Bros, design.

Fashion Selection #178
Warner

Bros,

slimming step-in

Youth" side
sections has satin elastic panels
girdle with "Veil of

both front and back. The hugme-tight 2-inch waist band and
short soft boning comforts any
figure. Comes in white and pink.
Sizes 24 to 32. Priced only $7.50.

Fashion Selection #179
This

Molla-Kaye slip
was made for day or

delicate

of nylon

evening comfort. Specially designed broad lace shoulder straps
and high back quietly conceal
the bra. Molded of woven nylon
with fluffy nylon lace trim and
piquant net flutting around top
and bottom. Easy to care for on
busy days
always has that
fresh-as-a-daisy look. White or
pink. Sizes 32 to 40. Price $7.98.
Designed by Al Jaffen Company.
.

Fashion Selection ^176 MollaKaye camisole of delicate multifilament crepe with broad shoulder
straps and

beading edge of Alencon lace with draw-ribbons. White
pink.
32 to 38, price
Slimming evening petticoat

or

$2.98.
also of

multifilament crepe with scalloped
2-inch Alencon lace edge. Smooth
front
elasticized back. White or

—

black.

32

Waist measurements 24

51

10

to

38) only $4.98.
Both Molla-Kaye by Al Jaffen Co.
(sizes

to

.

.

Photographs by Bert Rockfield
Jewelry by Coro. Hose by Aberle.
E-Z-Do cabinet of quilted Staintone, a Vinylite plastic, available
green, rose and blue— $9.98. Priced
slightly higher in the West.

YOU MAY ORDER

these fashion

from Saks 34th St.,
100 W. 34th St., New York, N. Y.

selections

How

Far Should

A

Girl

Go?

Continued from page 22
"I suppose the

girls

want

to

know about

your personal experience. Why don't you
answer them in the way you would talk
to a daughter of your own. Suppose our
twin boys were girls, how would you advise them when the time came?"
That made my problem easy to solve.
Before I go into the girls' side of it,
however, I want to say that I'm bringing up my boys to be the sort of people
who will understand the hopes and the
reservations,

and tfmidity

the

alternate

of other

human

boldnesses
beings-

I

am

trying to teach them goodness, not
only surface good manners, which impel
a man to show a woman the usual courtesies, but consideration from the heart,
which is also called integrity. It seems to
me that one of the discouraging situations between boys and girls, and between men and women, is the too-frequent absence of kindly honesty. A lot
of confusion would be avoided if people,
in a nice way, said what they thought.

But this isn't answering, specifically,
the letters the girls have written to me,
and that I want to do.
Let's take the queries up one at a
time. Suppose a girl sees a boy at school
and she wants him to notice her. There
are a number of things she can do. She
can find out what his hobbies are. If he
plays tennis, she can learn to play tennis; in that way she will meet him at the
school courts sooner or later. If he dotes
on music, chances are he will sjiend a
good deal of time at the local platter
counter. If he's a stamp collector and
the girl has been writing to an overseas
friend (which all high school people
should be doing right now to advance
international understanding) there is no
reason why she shouldn't stop the boy
in the school halls at some convenient
time and say, "I understand you collect stamps. I have quite a few foreign
specimens to which you are welcome if
they would be of interest to you. How

about

it?"

The boy may not be

interested in the

stamps, but he may be impressed by
your thoughtfulness.
The key to meeting a person in the
first place, and the key to the inner
room of retained friendship is always

INTEREST IN THE OTHER PERSON. What does he do? What does he
like? What does he think?
Too many girls go at this business of

Nowadays I think he was as rude as
was silly, but both of us were at fault.
I was embarrassed then, but in later
years I was exasperated with myself beI

cause I knew all the time that he collected the cartoons which are published
in magazines. Our family had old copies
of The New Yorker stacked in the attic;
if I had been using my head, I would

have told him about them, politely, and
I would have asked if hfe would like to
see them. If he had said "Yes" I could
have delivered the periodicals, one at a
time, for weeks. We could have become
friends that way.
If a business girl sees a man in an
elevator

whom

she likes, she should asthat he is decent. On
that basis she should merely smile after
she has seen him a number of times.
Eventually, she may say "Good morn-

sume from the

first

ing."

attracting someone in exactly the wrong
way. I know I made a mistake of that
sort. When I was a freshman, I took
admiring note of a senior who was captain of the football team, and I made
up my mind I was going to make him
notice me. Whenever he was around I
made it a p)oint to pass him swiftly, my
head in the air, humming as if I had

the man wishes to avail himself
of this casual acknowledgement and start
an occasional conversation, that is good,
but the girl should still think of him as
just "someone" until his conversation
indicates that he is interested. Too many
sad situations have developed as the result of a girl assuming that a man was
single, and the man's allowing her to be

swallowed a little juke box. I would toss
my head and flirt my skirts, and be
busier than a flag in a breeze.
One day he caught my arm and said,
"Honey'child, why don't you try out for
the .school band? Bet they could use
you."

mistaken until emotional interest had

If

developed.

The

old rule still stands. "Be wary of
a stranger."
Be wary also of confiding your romantic thoughts to your girl friends. If
you are intrigued by the tall senior with

the dark eyes and tell your best friend,
she will tell her best friend, and she will
happen to be the sister of the senior's
best friend. The news of your interest
will get back to the boy, and he will
avoid you like the plague ... or misunderstand your attentions and make
life difiicult for you.

Let us say that a girl has been wise,
and has interested a boy to the point of
his asking for a date. Perhaps they go
to a movie or to a school party, and the
girl has a dee-vine time.
But, to her
consternation, the boy doesn't ask for a
second date. How far can she go in
finding out what went wrong?

Personally, I don't think she can do
thing except continue to be casual
and friendly when she sees him. Certainly she can't telephone; certainly she
can't
unless she wants to look foolish
ask around among her friends to learn
whether he has let some indicative re-

a

—

mark

fall.

Everyone has to face this fact sometime in life: there are some people with
whom we, naturally, click. There are
some people with whom we don't. Chili
is good with beans; it would be horrible
on chocolate cake. Some combinations
don't work out.

A

MUST

simply
accept this fact.
only make a spectacle of herself if she tries to fight a law of nature
and insists upon pursuing the boy.

She

girl

will

The

situation

boy and a

girl

is

slightly different

have been dating

if

a

for

55

a

and her girl friends. It is true that
a happy marriage a girl's best friend is
her husband, but it is also true that
there are vast differences between a
man's world and the world in which a

a

girl

in

woman's

life

is

spent.

keeps house and has children,
it is pleasant to discuss recipes, formulas and child psychology with another
young mother. If a girl seeks a career,
it is stimulating to exchange professional
gab and gossip with a trusted colleague.
Throughout life, one of the most valuable assets a girl can have is a worthwhile circle of female friends, and the
time to collect them is during high
If

Genial Charles Coburn with a shapely dancing instructress during rehearsals
for the hilarious Country Club Square Dance sequence in U-I's "Louisa."

several months and then, abruptly, the
stops telephoning or asking for
dates. In that case, I should think a girl

boy

should remain away from the dial, no
matter how great the temptation.
Of course, nine times out of ten, the
reason for the boy's absence is that he
If this is
is interested in another girl.
the case, and his ex-girl friend knows
il, she should accept the fact and go on

new

to

interests.

another law of nature: during
the teens, boys and girls are experimenting with human combinations. Everyone

Here

is

building personality, character and
experience. It is essential that, in school
particularly, a boy and a girl get to
know as many different individuals as
possible. I do not believe in high school
people "going steady" for this reason.

is

me

that you get world-shaton people, and can't go
on without wearing a gold football around
your neck, or seeing one another every
night. I know. I went through it, too,
and not long ago. I still remember going steady for seven months .... and

Don't

tell

tering crushes

sitting at

home without

dates for four

months because the boy had gone on to
anotlier girl, and yet boys wouldn't ask
me for dates becau.se I was "pinned."
I thouglit I was dying of a broken heart.
I

know now

that hearts don't break

least not until after

one

is

—at

twenty.

—

Now about gifts. I try to be as modern as tomorrow, but I still think the old
Emily Post rules are right. I don't
think a girl .should ever give or accept
a present costing more than five dollars
until after she has married the boy in
the ca.se. There are a number of rea.sons: first of all, a teenager usually has to
work pretty hard for his or her .spending
money, or the teenager's parents do. It
is foolish or unfair to invest a large sum
in a person whose picture you may not
recognize in five years.
I

from
girl

remember

my own
friends

one'

indicative

history.

was a

One

of

fabulou.sly

person from a wealthy family.
56

days when I was flush if I had seventynine cents in my purse, she was getting
an allowance of ten dollars a week. One
Spring she remembered her beau's birthday by giving him a watch. It was a
dazzling affair and must have cost a

huge sum.
Shortly afterward they broke up. She
indicated the reason to me: "He seemed
to think that I liked him
well, too
much. He expected me to show it far
more than I could and keep my selfrespect, so we broke up."
A year or two later she married a
.

.

wonderful boy and they were completely happy
except for one slight flaw. I
was Christmas shopping with her one

—

season, and she said she didn't know
what to buy for Don, her husband, for
Christmas. I suggested a really beautiful watch because I had noticed that his
timepiece was the same one he had worn
in high school.

She shook her head. It seems that they
had been out on a double date with Bud,
the old boy friend, and his new gal one
night, and Bud had shown Don the
watch, saying, "Your wife thought a
lot of

me

in those days."

She ended by saying regretfully, "I've
wanted to buy Don a watch dozens of
times, but he has a complex about it.
He always says he'll pick up something
that he can bang around because he is
so hard on watches, but I know he
doesn't want to be put in the same class,
sort of, with that heel. Bud."

my

I think this story illustrates another
point which I wish to make. Many girls
have also written to ask how far I think
a girl should go to be popular with boys.
Well, I think that after a third or
fourth date a goodnight kiss is a pleasant way to thank a boy for a happy
evening, and there I think demonstrations of affection should end. No girl
should ever do anything which she would
be ashamed to tell her husband about,
after they are married.

generous
In the

comments

incident
best

—

I

have saved

—

until the last the few
I think should be made about

a

girl

school and college days.
However, to make friends with the
prettiest or the most popular or the
wealthiest girl in school, simply because
she is pretty or popular or wealthy
strikes me as being shabby, superficial
and just plain foolish.
Friendship, to be the full and satisfactory thing it can be, must be based
upon equality. I don't mean financial
or social equality, but equality in mental,
emotional and ethical approach to the
business of life. If you are honest, you
can't be friends with a thief. If you are
naturally cheerful and progressive, you
won't be able to endure a pessimistic
hang-backer. If you are hard-working
and sincere, you won't be able to get
along with a sluggard.
I suppose it all comes to this: the answer to the question "How Far S'^ould

A

Girl

Go To Get What She Wants

simple. She must go all
the rough, difficult road
to acceptance of herself and understanding of what is best for her, and to
the understanding of the nature of oth-

Out Of Life"
the

human

er

is

way down

P.S.

It

beings.
isn't easy,

but then worth-

while accomplishment seldom

One

is.

Surprise After Another
Continued from page 26

laughter at his discomfiture on the rotating stool, the film test was obviously a
success, for Sam Goldwyn inked his signature on Dana's first contract. Dana
and Mary, who had been sweethearts for
a long time, looked on this new contract
as the break for which they had been
waiting. Then along came Mr. Unexpected.
"You'd better forget about getting
married for awhile," a studio executive
advised. "You're a handsome young actor
trying to establish yourself in a tough
game. You need lots of publicity. Start
being seen around the night spots with
name actresses. It's what you need."
But Dana discovered that, career or

want to spend time
but Mary.
Nearly a year went by before the subject of his marriage came up again, and
it was Dana who brought it up. He and
Mary felt they had waited long enough.
Dana prepare d and memorized
no

career, he didn't

with any

girl

—

—

speech that said, eloquently, everything
he wanted to say.
Importantly, he made an appointment

with Mr. Goldwyn for ten-thirty the following morning. Dana got himself all
spruced up and, as was his habit, he was
punctually in Mr. Goldwyn's office at the
appointed time. Then came a wait
long wait. Dana fidgeted and mopped
occasional beads of moisture from his
brow.
Suddenly, the quiet was shattered by

—

shrill whistles of

time.

a

mo§

unusual motion

alarm. Now
any fire on a movie lot is no small matter. It is strictly a three-alarm deal every
the

a

!

fire

Mr. Goldwyn ran from

Dicture

his office to

the street scene below, followed by the
intrepid Mr. Andrews.
There, amidst all the confusion that

accompanies any conflagration, Goldwyn
motioned to the young actor to come
over to his side.
"What's on your mind, Dana.''" he
asked, shouting in order to be heard
above the noise.
"I'd Uke to 'beard the hon in his den.'
I'll see you later in- your office."

"Never mind that," Mr. Goldwyn re"Beard me now. What's the matter, you worried about going to work.''"
"No, not that," Dana yelled again, "I
just want to get married."
plied.

"Well,

I'll

think

it

over,"

Goldwyn

"and I'll let you know."
Another month went by with no further word on the matter. Finally Dana
said,

broached the subject again.
"Oh, that I forgot all about it sure,
go ahead," was Goldwyn's reply. "You
might as well get married, you're certainly no good at getting your name in
the columns."
Plans were made for a lovely, big wedding. Mary's family lived in Santa Mon-

and wanted everything beautiful and
perfect for their daughter. Nothing would
be too good. Everything looked rosy
until along came Mr. Unexpected again.
ica

was ten days before the wedding.
The invitations were all addressed and
ready to be mailed to some two hundred
It

guests.

der

—an

received a memo
the front office.

Dana

—from

or-

"Let your hair and beard grow. You're
going to be in 'The Westerner.' Shooting begins November 21st."
The wedding was scheduled for November 17th, but Dana could never meet
all those strangers with a ragged, ten-day
growth of beard. These guests were people outside of the movies. They would
never comprehend the bridegroom's beard
without detailed explanation. So the list
of wedding guests was cut down to a

mere

thirty.

An amusing incident happened

just fol-

lowing the ceremony that bears repeating.
Dana had a six-year-old son by a previous wife (who had died while the boy
Young David had
was still a baby)
known and loved Mary for almost as
long a time as had his father. He looked
on her as his mother, the only one he
.

had known.
Just after the clergyman had said, "I
wife," the
bewhiskered groom took his beautiful
blonde wife in his arms and kissed her
tenderly. Little David, beaming happily,
touched the hand of the Reverend.

now pronounce you man and

"Thank you

starring

—

—

much, ".the boy
quite solemnly, "for what you have
so

said
just
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done for my father and mother."
Following the three-day honeymoon,
and still in whiskers. Dana was back in

Hollywood hustling out to his first location for "The Westerner." The director
of this picture greeted Dana's appearance with some speculation. He looked
around at Gary Cooper and three or four
other members of the cast who had all
been given the same no-shave order. He
stroked his own smooth chin for a moment, then said to Dana,
"There are too many beards here, shave
yours

off."

During that first year of virtual
ployment while under contract,
learned more about gardening than
about picture making. In fact, he

unem-

Dana
he did
got to

be quite a gardener while waiting. And
he learned a lot about waiting, too. He
recalls one Sunday morning following a
big Saturday night, when he received a
seven o'clock phone call from the studio
to appear at nine A. M. to aid in a screen
test of a

young

actress.

The boy

orig-

make

the test with
her had advised the studio that he would
be unable to appear.
Dana arrived promptly at nine, went
to his dressing room, was made up and
Ten
sat down to wait to be called.
o'clock came, and no word from the directwelve o'clock one
tor. Eleven o'clock
o'clock! Four hours he waited. Forgotten—because the other boy had shown up
inally scheduled to

—

after

•

•

•

—

all.

Following his bit role in "The Westerner," Dana never again played less than

f

second lead in any picture, even though
of those first films might not have
been considered top box-office attractions.
For three solid years the studio gave him
the same routine with each screen assignment. "This is really a great part!"
"You'll be tops now!" "It's a great opportunity!" "This is it!" And for three
solid years, he stayed in the same rut of
second leads in B pictures.
Then, unexpectedly, came his big break
when he was given a top role in "Laura"
at 20th Century-Fox Studio, which by
then shared his contract with Goldwyn.
After that, career-wise, things took a
definite upward swing. He soon appeared
in Goldwyn's Academy Award winner,
"The Best Years Of Our Lives." More
recently he has played opposite the en-

many

chantress, Susan Hayward, in the neverto-be-forgotten "My FooHsh Heart." This
year has given him a swift change of
pace from a priest in "The Edge Of
Doom" to his current tough guy detective role in "Where The Sidewalk Ends."
There have been great changes in his

married life, too. ^lary Andrews, who is
an only child and had always had things
done for her, knew little or nothing about
homemaking. However, she was very
willing and eager to learn. Before their
marriage, Mary had been a promising
actress at the Pasadena Community Playhouse, where she and Dana first
met. It was mutually agreed, however,
that she would give up her career and
be just plain Mrs. Andrews.
(Please turn to page 59)

young
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STAR
BUYS

BETTY UNDERWOOD, RKO

Star, wears a
(above) of flowered
Guipure lace, 45-inch ballooned sleeves, net lining
insures everlasting shape. Peasant neckline,
French piped. Hand washable. Created by Joyanne of Hollywood. 32 to 38. White, pink or
black. $5.95
Order Screen Styles, Dept. SL,
2166 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 26, California.

"Mocambo" Blouse

—
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SLIM

and

sleek, this combination "Flash-Lithe ideal gift for anyone (right) A
simple twist turns on light. Convenient frictionfit cap covers a sure-fire, wheel-type lighter. Battery and bulb replaceable anywhere. Only $1.00
postpaid. Order from Studwell Products Co.,
Dept. SU, 70 East 45th St., New York 17, N. Y.
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Lips That Tempt

Surprise After Another

His Kisses ....

Continued from page 57
In those first months there were lots of
amusing adjustments to be made. The
Andrews worked out a budget system
with a series of envelopes in which,
weekly, they would put the amount allotted to that particular expense: so

much
much

for groceries, so much for rent, so
for entertainment, etc. Then, to

keep things on the up and up, there was
always the interesting procedure of 'borrowing' from various envelopes, leaving
I.O.U.'s to

make up

the deficits the

fol-

lowing week or the week after.
Their first home was a small, one-bedroom apartment on Doheny Drive, that
lies on the borderline between Beverly
Hills city limits and Los Angeles. Just
around the comer they had noticed a
restaurant which seemed to draw a goodly crowd every night. One evening the
Andrews decided to celebrate by eating
out. So they drove around the corner to
this restaurant. The sign above the door
read: Chasen's.
to the parking attendasked him, "Is this place expen-

sive.?"

The parking attendant replied, "That
depends on what you call expensive."

Dana said, "I mean, can you get a
diimer here for three dollars?"
"Well, I rather doubt it," the parking
attendant said. Dana put the car in gear
and hurriedly drove away. It was a year
later before they could afford a dinner in
Chasen's.
Prior to his marriage, Dana and his
small son had made their home with his
former mother-in-law. She had counselled Mary in many ways regarding the
groom's likes and dislikes. One thing she
had stressed was his healthy appetite.
Mary, eager to please her husband in
every way, attempted bacon and eggs for
their first breakfast in their own home.
The amount of bacon to prepare had her
momentarily stumped. But only momen-

She computed that, since one
pound of steak was ample serving for
two, a hke amount of bacon would probably be about right. Dana's eyes still
open wide with wonder as he recalls the
sight of that platter heaped high with
the whole pound of bacon for that first
tarily.

breakfast.

The Andrews had planned to have a
nice size family, but after two years of
marriage it looked as though there
wouldn't be any children. So they built
their first home, a cottage with two bedrooms upstairs one for themselves and
one for son David, with an additional
guest room downstairs. Shortly after
completion of the house, the Andrews
went on a motor trip to Dana's native
Texas. On their return Mary said to her
husband one day, "I've got a surprise
for you. Daddy!!"

—

Their

first child,

their wish

was

fulfilled

when

little

Katharine, was born

the following July. So David moved into
the guest room downstairs and dainty
little Katharine was put in the strictly
masculine boy's room upstahrs.

Dana and Mary were very happy hav-

Susan

arrived.

Dana and Mar\' have a great love for
their four children and have some pretty
definite thoughts on the subject.
lot of

A

people, he says, have a peculiar idea of
how much money they should have before they can afford to start a family. In
principle, that may sound well and good,
but in practice it doesn't always work
out so well. Say, for example, they decide they should have a thousand dollars
in the bank before having a child. So

many

times they will find,

when they

have reached maybe the half-way mark,
that there are other places to put that
money. Maybe it will be a new car, new
clothes, or redecorating the living

Dana drove up
ant and

ing a son and a daughter, but he was
quoted in one of the magazines early in
1944 as saying that he would like to have
another son and another daughter. At
the close of that year, Stephen Andrews
joined the family: and, two years ago,

room.

And

the prospect of parenthood is postponed. Then suddenly, one day, they
wake up and decide they're too old to
start having children. What they overlook, Dana declares, is that the whole
principle of life

is

growth.

Today Dana and Mary Andrews are
very happy and contented with the full
life their four children make possible.
Recently, the Dana Andrews celebrated
tenth wedding anniversary for
which they gave their first and only big
party. They were quite excited about it
themselves, just as you and I might be.
It was one of the most charming parties
ever given in Hollywood. The guests felt
free to do as they pleased. Some played
their

cards,

some

danced,

many

gathered

around the piano and sang songs while
Gertrude Neisen played literally for

—

FREE PH0T01

hours.
It was not an affair given for the purpose of impressing anyone. There was
not one soul there because of who he
was. Just close friends had been invited
people the Andrews enjoyed being
with. There were only a few names the
public might recognize such as the Bill
Holdens, the Robert Prestons, Otto Preminger, Cesar 'Butch' Romero and Miss
Neisen. But it was a wonderful party.
At the close of it, in the small hours of
the morning Dana sang a love song to
his Mary. Then the guests went home.
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In talking with any of the Andrews
clan one can't help feeling a warmth from
the glow of their family happiness.
In spite of their financial ability to
turn the training and care of their children entirely over to hired hands, Dana
and Mary feel that a close association
with their family is so important both to
themselves and to their children. And
between them there exists a deep, mutual
love and respect, for they realize that in
a marriage, a husband and a wife are
equally important. What separate lives
they may have they make compatible to
their joint life. On what better foundation could their happiness be built?"
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Cooler-Offers For

Summer Weather
To surmount the

heat, resort to remedies put out by the beauty
makers and to reviving treatments of your own devising

Cyd

Charisse,

MCM

On

her wrist was lilac perfume. Instantreminded her of her Canadian home
with lilacs in the garden, and, with memory, all fright vanished. Almost all the
Hollywood girls are perfume collectors at
heart, and that is why you so often see
their dressing tables loaded with beau-

player,

ly, it

spends long hours at dance
rehearsals,
revives
herself quickly on a hot day
by means of glamourizing
tricks, some of which are
time honored, others which
have lately been invented.

tiful bottles.

The beauty

business, however, carries
refreshing theme into far
more products than fragrance, alone.
There are several delightful skin lotions,
designed to be used after cleansing cream,
that incorporate special cooling ingredients for the hot months. I have one
now, aquamarine in color, that lends a
welcome chill to hot, "restless" skin.
Then, new out of Hollywood, but a long
favorite formula with a lengthy list of
its

The magic
life

saver

of
in

perfume
late

You can employ

is

a

Summer.

special hot

weather scents in liquid,
powder, cream or stick form
to give yourself and those
about you a fragrant lift
out of the August doldrums.

By
Courtenay Marvin
now an old-fashioned idea
THERE
that everybody
about the
is

talks

weather but nobody does anything
about it. Concerning Nature, this was
true until the rainmakers recently came
into vogue. However, long before artifiprecipitation was anticipated, the

cial

beauty industry had promoted many
ways and means of keeping yourself both
comfortable and charming in spite of
heat and humidity. In fact, every Summer for a long time has brought forth

new

ideas in cooler-offers and, because of
may be honestly said that hot
is far easier on the girls than
the boys.
Consider the wealth of eau de Cologne
available to shower us with cool, refreshing sweetness. Consider the modern form
of the cologne or perfume stick, little
f)nes to fit conveniently into purse or
jK)cket and go wherever we go to pick
us up, but quick, at a mere touch to the
skin, big ones for home u.se. Some of
these have an ingredient in the base that

them, it
weather

60

cooling,

glamourous

and

touch, beside offering fragrance that has the magic to lift and inspire above depressing heat and dampness. This lift, this lilt, which is the
magic of perfume, a magic about which
many beautiful words have been printed
but which nobody but the ones involved
can quite experience, is literally a life
saver in trying late Summer. It seems to
me that perfume, mild as in your cologne, skin sachet or the little sachets you
use in your dresser drawers, or the lush,
luxurious depth of perfume, itself, is a
heady power and that with a consciousness of it about you, sagging spirits, ill
humor or even dull eyes and drooping
mouths can't help but lift and brighten.
So take to the warm weather scents in
liquid, powder, cream and stick form and
discover the clink of ice, the suggestion
of wind blown spray from a fountain,
the .song of a mountain brook, plus flowers under sun or moon that they all have
the power to evoke. I dare say there is
not a star or starlet in Hollywood who
is not acutely aware of the in.spiring
power of perfume. Long ago. Norma
Shearer told me of a terrific attack of
stage fright when she was beginning her
career. She lifted her hand to her face.

feels

a facial that looks
pink ice and takes only

stars, is

like

cools at its

Face
if

cologne and lipsticks thrive
the refrigerator on torrid days.

lotions,

left

in

minutes to give you a practically new
This is one of those true joys when
weather, fatigue or plain wear and tear
have left a dull skin tone and a texture
far from fine. You hardly know yourself
after five minutes, and a jar will give you
plenty of wonderful treatments.

five

face.

Our mothers resorted to cooling oft' a
hot skin with ice, with the added idea
that its use contracted pores and made
skin look finer. While cold applied to the
skin has a temporary contracting action,
ice should never be used directly on the
skin, especially the face. Ice will cause
too violent reaction in the tiny capillaries
near the skin surface and its continued
use can cause those purple-red, so-called
broken veins that also have a way of
appearing on thighs for other reasons.
Cold water, however, is a wonderful
and refreshant, and aside from
beauty value in rinsing has another
good use in "setting" makeup. Before we

astringent
its

and foundations
glamour girls knew a trick
worth knowing now. After makeup was
completed, they gently appHed very cold
water to the face then carefully patted
it dry. Though the very best idea for a
fresh, radiant look is to renew makeup
completely, when you find yourself in a
spot for time you can do wonders to
renew a fresh look by simply laving cold
water gently over your face, then blotting dry. Do this carefully and you will
not disturb makeup but that hot, moist

had the

effective bases

of today, the

achieve the new
Exotic eye aaake-up

look will vanish.

PREFERRED BY REALLY SMART
WOMEN THE WORLD OVER

Another wonderful cooler-offer is the
refrigerator. Hollywood first let me in
on this secret but now it is common
knowledge that face lotions, Cologne and
even lipsticks all improve in hot weather
by the cold treatment. Even the finest of
lipsticks,

a

exposed to severe heat,

little soft.

Just remembering

may

SHADOW
Still

get

EYEBROW

•

Weaving

now and

then to steal a few square inches of
mother's food space and leave your beauty there for a little while will give it refreshing zest.
Our feet often really take it in hot
weather, especially after a shopping tour
or if the job requires long standing, and
this applies to the young mother or wife
at home as well as the career girl. Here
practically
is a cooling-off rest period
guaranteed to make a new person of you
in fifteen minutes: When you are home
and can give yourself a breather, remove
all constricting clothing, including shoes
and nylons. Seek the coolest room you

can find and lie flat on your back on the
floor, with no pillow under your head but
with your feet propped up on two!
Spread out your arms and just give up.
You will probably drop right off into a
cat nap. This position is especially helpful to feet that swell with heat, and it
also throws your whole body into good
position for complete relaxation. If you
have time to cleanse your face first and
apply a cool cream, so much the better.
After fifteen minutes flat, followed by a
tepid shower, you can rise and shine in
a glow of renewed energy.
P. S. By the way, the beautiful, brilliant
color on Elizabeth Taylor's lips and
nails, shown on the cover, is similar to
the shade Red Bud by Milkmaid. It's
ideal with Summer-kissed skin.

A

•

Magic

MASCARA

Spell

Continued from page 30
(and double-talkie) age?
"People have a way of adjusting themselves to the times," said Gloria. "In the
Twenties, extravagant clothes were the
rage. People wore six flowers instead of
one it was the so-right thing to do. In
that respect, movie stars were simply
acting like everyone else. Then, when
hard times fell upon us, tailored suits were
more in tune with the prevalent auster-

a glamour deal. I was playing character
I was an 18-year-old
parts. Certainly
playing a woman of 35.
"I made those six DeMilles in three
years and was a blacksmith's daughter in
one didn't dress up at all. In 'Why
Change Your Wife,' I was a frowsy wife
who said gilded bath tub?
"And most of the highly-touted 'Male
And Female,' " she added, with emphasis,

With increased athletics for women,
clothes were adapted to suit riding and
other outdoor goings-on.
"Slacks became fashionable regardless
of the too-obvious fact that most women

"was shot on an island where we wore
."
leopard skins. So you see.
Gloria began her movie carer in 1913,
with the old, and top-notch, Essannay
Company, in Chicago. Signed as an extra,
she lasted only one day was a stock
player second day out, soon won small
parts and then leads. Hollywood met her

talkie

—

ity.

—

don't look their best in them. Something
they'd realize if they had triple mirrors.
As for me, I don't wear them in the city;
possibly at a place like Cannes but. even
there, I usually tie a scarf around my
waist so they look less like a man's trousers than a divided skirt. Slacks! All right
to slip on and run down to the corner for
groceries, but not for all-time wear."
Most people, she thinks, picture her as
eternally lolling in gilded bath tubs, or
athwart swan beds, while C. B. DeMille

—

stomped about
through puttees

in

megaphones, shouting

—or vice-versa.

"I made six pictures for Mr. DeMille,"
she said, "which is, in itself, a record. I
was 18 when I worked in his 'Don't

Change Your Husband,' and

it

was not

—

.

.

.

—

.

.

—

in 1915; she soared to terrific heights
was a fabulous screen queen in a fabu-

lous era.

She

left pictures in

the early Thirties,

turned to the stage, to business, to

tele-

vision and is now back in films again. She
has starred in but two movies since 1934
—one, "Father Takes A Wife," for
in 1941, and now in "Sunset Boulevard,"
for the phenomenafly successful writingdirecting-producing duo of Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder, a la Paramount.

RKO

It's axiomatic that she has always been
the Glorious Gloria and the Glamourous
Gloria two labels that are still sewn

—
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—

—

—

heart and as the shy little girls she
played. I was 5 ft.
in. tall, then
grew
an inch-and-a-half after I was 28 after
I'd been a silent star for some time! How?

—
—

%

Massage treatments may have had something to do with it."
Which makes her 5 ft ^2 in. now. She
wears a size 4 shoe wore a size 2% in the
mid-Twenties. Recently slipped on a pair
of her old shoes
which the Paramount
wardrobe department had dug up and
wore them comfortably all one aft!ernoon.
What is it about G. S. that adds up to
neon glamour?
Small feet? Blue eyes? Dark brown

—
—

—

Good skin?
include all of those,
but would be plus a combination of
style, color, personality, charm
and a
few dozen other plusses that amount to

hair?

Lovely white teeth?

The answer would

—

Swanson.
"I had to take a screen test for 'Sunset
Boulevard,' " she said, with a twinkle in
her eye. "Of course, they didn't know
how I'd look on a screen or if I could act."

—

Eleanor Parker, of "Three Secrets," with her youngest daughter, Sharon, her
two-year old daughter, Susan, and her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lester D. Parker.

directly on her.

.

.

.

Oddly enough, when she first went to
Hollywood, it was to study voice and
become a professional singer. Instead of
which, she found herself in KeystoneSennett flickers, became an accomplished
remember?
Bobby
comedienne with
Vernon. Her films bore such impressive
and arty titles as "The Pullman Bride,"

—

—

"The Nick Of Time Baby," "Teddy At
The Throttle." She followed them with

sang and talked in "The Trespasser," an
early such (1929) made others, including "Perfect Understanding," first talkie
made by a U. S. actress in London. "I was
born with a low voice," she says, re a
prime sound-movie angle, "but vocal
study, as a soprano, upped it. My daughter Michelle has a deepish voice."
She was asked about her diamond-sharp
imitation of Charles Chaplin's "little
man" in "Sunset Boulevard." "I'd never

—

before," she said. "It was a rouworked up during a lunch hour and

such serious, dramatic jobs (for Triangle)
as "Station Content," "Her Decision,"

tried

"Every Woman's Husband" and

was a lot of fun doing it." What she
dismisses as a lot of fun is a devastating
sample of expert mimicry. She admits,
however, that comedy involves the most
difficult acting of all
even if drama rates
the loud critical bravos. Timing in comedy, she says, is terribly important. "Good
comics," she points out, "are essentially
dancers." An interesting observation.
To get back to glamour it's more than
just clothes, furs or $30,000 emeralds. It's
also the way you talk, act, sit and walk.
"The way you walk," says the woman
with a perfect carriage, "is most important. I was brought up on an Army post
( she's the daughter of Captain Joseph
Swavson), where slouching was a major
sin
in our household as well as on the
parade ground. When we were stationed
in Puerto Rico, I used to admire the
natives carrying things on their heads,
imitated them with schoolbooks balanced
above.
Nowadays it's fashionable to
slouch in your chair. I have to speak
to," she paused and grinned, "my own
Michelle.
"Your attitude," Gloria went on, "has
a great deal to do with your looks specifically your height. I'm convinced that
you can 'think tall.'
"Mary Pickford once told someone that
I was four inches taller than she. Next
time Mary stopped by our lot ( at United
Artists), I settled the matter.
In our
stocking feet, back to back, I was only
half-an-inch taller than she.
"Again, attitude plus the high heels
I wore for my sophisticated roles. Mary
always wore low heels as America's Sweet-

others.

Popular legends to the contrary, Gloria
was never a Sennett Bathing Beauty
though she did play the lead in one movie
with that fey crew. It was a right nice
custard pie opus with the enormous Mack
Swain and included one (1) beach scene.
And she posed for seaside bathing art.
The DeMille era followed then Paramount. "I was Paramount's 'program'
girl," Gloria says. "None of the movies
I made ever approached epic stature."
But the fans ate them up; they were sellouts of which Hollywood could use a
.

—

.

.

—

few.

This was the period when she won
horrendous fame as Gloria The Clothes
Horse a reputation which she has maintained, but in her own, good-taste waypreferring and looking tres chic in black
or dark colors.
"I was in 'A Goose For The Gander,'
a Broadway play in the mid-Forties,"
Gloria says, "and, because of it, Holly-

—

wood

insists

on giving

New York

sole

credit for whatever acting ability I have."
Hollywood is forgetting, of course, that

Gloria starred in "Madame Sans Gene,"
being the first Amerin France, in 1924
ican star to make a movie in La Belle.
Also disregarding the fact that she had
organized her own producing company

—

—

releasing through United Artists when
Her company,
.she was only 25 or .so.
others, turned out "Sadie Thompson," first screen version of "Rain," with
Barrymore as the Reverend
Lionel

among

Davidson.

The
62

talkies

were no obstacle.

Gloria

tine I

it

it

—

—

—

—

—

Glamour plus a sense of humor she
took the screen test (her first), was ecstatic that she made good and could, at
long last, crash the movies gosh!
"They're tough on young people,
though," she said. "Tests scare them silly
it's diflScult to act under such conditions. That mad Wilder
when he found
that I photographed like a woman of 35,
he did his best to make me look like an
old hag, even ordered artificial gray for

—

—

my

hair.

"I didn't understand why, since there's
plenty of it there anyway. I'm not sweet
sixteen, don't pretend to be. His explanation was that my gray hair didn't show

up

sufficiently, so.

.

.

.

"Anyway, Wilder and Brackett did a
wonderful job with the movie. I'm the
type of actress who goes to see her films,
also the daily rushes. With the inevitable
result that I always leave, muttering,
'I

wish I'd

"My

.'
.

.

.

my

film Norma
as a characterization, but not me. And

mother describes

isn't, though Norma would have loved
a similar return to the screen. Everyone
was as nice as pie and it was grand working with that fine actor, C. B. DeMille.
"As for Bill Holden, he's perfection
young, able and intelfigent. Bill was a
wonderful choice for Joseph Gillis."
In this story of Hollywood life, today,
Gloria plays a famous screen star of a
quarter century ago, now living in luxurious seclusion while scheming to return to
the screen in a four-alarm blaze of glory.
As NormM, she falls in love with Bill
Holden, cast as a young screen writer.
Eric von Stroheim plays her former director who is now her butler, zealously
seeing to it that she is never aware that
she is passe.
Since Norma is inclined to suicide, the
house is minus door knobs. Bill is a mild
gigolo who rebels when Nancy Olson, a

she

studio story reader, appears. Norma tries
to break this up with drastic results to
be seen at your local movie palace and
which will be the more dramatic for their
surprise value.
New studio workers were captivated by
Gloria's friendly charm, amiability and
understanding cooperation ( the old timers
weren't surprised). Proof of her popular-

—

witb crew members is a silver cigabox their gift engraved: To The
Greatest Star Of Them All.
"I gave Billy Wilder," she says, "a complete set of door knobs for the house he's
building. It's a good gag in view of the
fact that our movie house was sans
ity

—

—

rette

knobs."
As a 14k Hollywood pioneer, Gloria is
credited with a long list of firsts. First
top movie queen to have a child, first to
adopt a baby, first to become a grandmother, first to marry a title. First American to make a film in France, first to
make a talkie in England, first voice to
broadcast from England to America (via
a program in the Twenties), first to enter
the patent field and to successfully operate her own commercial venture. Among
the first with her own producing company, among the earliest to successfully
hurdle the arrival of the talkies. The first
name movie actress to enter television
with her own program and, finally, first
to play the role of a one-time silent screen
star, such as Norma Desmond.
"Gloria SwanThe television show
was a New York program,
son's Hour"
ostensibly taking place in her apart-
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tool patent.

nothing is impossible and she means it.
"After the War," .she said, "there were no
servants to be had, so when the bath tub
got dirty, I scrubbed it, went on to do
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friend of Gloria's, named Jane,
a Vogue editor, can make a dress in a day.
A challenge that was too much for small
Gloria, who had once seen a sewing ma-
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of easy ways for anyone
profit cash
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the floor was fascinated and ended up
washing the walls.
"I'd been working harder than a longshoreman in the movies since I was 14%,
remember, so forgive my colos.sal ignorance about scrubbing and cooking, too.
I couldn't boil water then, but now I've
invented a super onion soup may even
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Speaking of glamour, this glamourous
lady is also an astute business woman.
She formed Multiprises, Inc., where inventions were tested and the worthy such
manufactured by our tinseled tycoon.
Although she recently closed the Multiprises ofiice, she still has an interest in
a button factory, travel agency, cutting

"The cards were

for ^)2y be-

Fitchburg, Mass. (If you live
west of the Rockies-mail coupon to Palo Alto, Calif.)
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shows you easy ways
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dialogue ad-libbed. An appendectomy forced her to quit
last holiday season and a second operation definitely knifed the program for the time
being. Luckily
actually
since it made
the "Sunset" picture possible.
"I can't do both pictures and television," she says. "What sponsor would
put up with a couple of months' absence
while I made a movie.''" Five will get you
ten that G. S. will stay with the movies.
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ment, where interesting callers dropped
in
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fashion experts, ballet dancers, opera
with
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"I didn't know a sewing machine from
a cold oven," Gloria admits, "but since
63

INSTANTLY-Stops

I wanted to make a dress, I laid the
material on the floor, cut it, finally found
out how to thread the sewing machine
needle and, zoom, zoom, it was purring
like a kitten when Jane arrived on the
scene. We both doubled up with laugh-
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since her
recent Hollywood functions
return attended by the starriest of current stars, Gloria has unfailingly been
the center of attraction.
She's been married, divorced, five times
to: Wallace Beery, Herbert Somborn, the
Marquis de la Falaise de la Coudray,

—

Michael Farmer and William Davey.
Her three children are: Mrs. Robert
Anderson (mother of her three grandchildren); Joseph Swanson (adopted) and
Michelle Bridgit Swanson, living with her
mother and a possible movie actress.
It's been a rich, full life that's just
beginning in a way for Gloria Swanson.
She gets a kick out of meeting people
who thought she was dead.
She might win the 1951 Academy
Award.
She ain't dead.

—

—

.

.

.
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York. Loves to travel, does so when
the mood seizes her flew to Paris once
just for the weekend. Recently made an
extensive cross-country tour to ballyhoo
Paramount's "The Heiress" and proved
to be an excellent good-will ambassadress
for the entire movie industry. Makes a
chats easfirst-class public appearance
ily, intelligently, with business men, teenagers, club women and even writers. At

IMPRINTS FREE!

CREATIVE CARD CO.

trial

complexion in her eighties.
Miss Gloria hates exercise, but loves to
dance and says she "feels well" after
dancing. Don't get the idea that she's
Miss Gloria admittedly hates
perfect
ful

hilltop

2505 Cermak Rd., Dept. F13, Chicago 8.111.

FREE
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—her mother, who's

Her grandmother had a youth-

looks 50.

In Hollywood, she lives in a rented,
house (with swimming pool). She
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standing still in the now. Is always planning something new. Insists it's foolish to
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Extra

but I later made two suits!"
Three things, she says, account for her
youthful appearance to wit: diet, mental attitude and heredity.
Diet (intelligent eating, she says) infers
a chemical balance in foods salt for no
one ( why pickle your jood? ). Prefers
vegetables cooked in pressure cooker for
vitamins and better taste. She's a tea

owns an apartment on Fifth Avenue

Continued from page 37

bed early is quite typical of present-day
Hollywood. Sort of tough for the night
clubs, but awfully good for the health.
Gene and Oleg live in a small house,
which they bought two years ago, on an
unpretentious street in the hilly part of
Beverly Hills where the houses are close
and chummy. There are big back yards
for the most part, but the houses are
right on the street, and the street is so
narrow that a tourist sightseeing bus
would have a heck of a time trying to
make it. They don't try. That's fine with
Gene and the neighbors. The houses are
separated by driveways and Gene's
neighbors on both sides could easily hear
her voice
doesn't.

if

she lifted

There are a

it

in anger.

She

lot of little kids in

the neighborhood, scooters and bikes and
red wagons, and lots of laundry waving in
the backyard breezes.
Besides liking it herself. Gene thinks
it's a wonderful neighborhood for Tina,
her little sixteen-months-old daughter.
Tina is a dainty, pretty little girl,
friendly and happy, who enjoys a romp
with the neighborhood kids.
"This bringing up kids in the country
is greatly over-rated," says Gene. "I was

brought up in Connecticut and I know.
Tina has lots more fun than I had. Most
of my married friends in the East feel
that they must live out of town because
of the children. The men knock themselves out commuting twice a day in all
kinds of bad weather just so the children can be happy. The children would
be much happier on the streets of New
York."
Tina, unlike her mother, is a great one
for telephones. The afternoon I spent
with Gene, Tina was constantly on the

—

—

—

phone she holds it like a mike talking,
in some strange language, to the neighborhood kids. "That child will grow up
to be an actress and win an Academy
Award," I predicted. The fact that she
keeps the phone off the hook for hours
at a time (no calls can come through)
doesn't disturb Gene in the least. "I inherit
dislike of phones from

my

my

grandfather Taylor," she said. "He used
to say, 'I'll never have one of those contraptions in my house.' The only house
on the 103rd Street block that didn't
have a phone was the Taylor's."
When Tina hears the phone ring she
picks it up, if it's within her reach, and
says "Goodbye." Which throws Gene's
callers into complete confusion, often
causing them to hang up. Which, secretly,
is all right with Gene.
As an aftermath of the War ( Gene was
a devoted war wife and followed her husband to Fort Riley, Kansas), she is
strictly anti-waste. Waste of anything.
But especially food. When she splurges
on leg of lamb, turkey, or a suckling roast
pig, she figures on it lasting through the
week. With her herbs, which Oleg taught
her to use, she can do amazing things
with left-overs. As for perishable foods,
well, she has a dreadful confession to
make. "Before I go to bed at night I eat
up the things in the Frigidaire that are
likely to spoil. I should be as big as a
horse." Needless to say she isn't. She
weighs a neat and becoming 112 pounds.
She lost ten pounds while she was in
England last year making "Night And
The City" with Richard Widmark. Undoubtedly because there were no Frigidaires to raid.

Flattery

is

a number-one attention get-

with most movie stars. Gene, it seems,
an exception. If you want her midivided
attention don't tell her how beautiful and
talented she is. Just tell her about a new
ter

is

dish.

At a

recent gathering, so she relates

with a laugh at herself, her mind was on
something a million miles away. Out of
the blue she heard someone say, "stuffed
breast of veal." and back she was by jet
propulsion. "I never heard of stuffed
breast of veal before," she said. "I made
this girl tell me all about it. It's dehcious,

and very inexpensive."
The Cassinis have a nurse for Tina and
a maid to do the cleaning and cooking.
On her nights off Gene and Oleg take
turns doing the cooking. The piece de
resistance of the House of Cassini is spa-

Oleg makes it divinely.
Mo\'ie stars, whether they like to believe it or not, are considered very slow
pay by the shopkeepers and professional
people of Hollywood. Bills just don't get
paid on time, often not until the curt
"or else" letter arrives. Well, that's beginning to be old hat, and old Hollj-wood,
too. The youngsters today have a lot
more responsibility. But Gene, from the
day she hit town, has insisted upon paying everything immediately. She's probably the best credit risk in Hollywood, if
she wanted credit. "I've never owed anyone five cents," she said, "^^^len I first
came to Hollywood, S500 would have
made a great difference in my life. It never
occurred to me that I could borrow it."
Her secretary once said to her, "Miss
Tierney, you've got to wait until the bills
come in before you can pay them." That
came as news to Gene.
One of Gene's inconsistencies is that
she will spend money freely on furniture
and antique silver, but she won't spend it
on cars, furs or jewelry. She goes over
her bills carefully, knows to a decimal
what her bank balance is, and she never,
never gambles. "Sometimes I think I
overdo this economy thing," she said with
a laugh. "For instance, Oleg and I had
been planning a trip to Europe ever since
we were married. But I always said,
'Someday the studio will send me to
ghetti.

Europe

to

make

a picture,

and

I'll

get

my

they did send
expenses paid.' Well
me to England last year to make 'Night
And The City.' Oleg came over and had
a fine time on the Continent. But I was
kept so busy in London that I only had
three days for fun and sightseeing. Served
.

me

.

.

jolly well right."

all movie stars, and even as you
Gene gets chpped by the income
tax people. What she has managed to

Like

and

I,

salvage she has invested wisely in real

—an apartment

in New York, now
a small home near Westport,
Connecticut, now rented, and the Holly-

estate
rented,

wood house.
Gene stirred up quite a commotion several years ago when she announced she
would live in New York and only come
to Hollywood when she was making a
picture. At that time she was erroneously
quoted as casting aspersions on Holly-

—

biting the hand that fed her. Her
reason for living in New York was to be
with her husband wlio.se wholesale dress
manufacturing business is situated there.
"Oleg's business is now doing well," said
Gene. "He is the designer, so he only

wood

needs to be in New York to create the
gowns, and for press showings. His partner can handle the business end, so he
can be in Hollywood more often. I have
to confess that I used to like this commuting between New York and Hollywood. It was exciting and stimulating.
But now I am content to stay in Hollywood. It will be our permanent home.
husband and I think the constant traveling we have been doing this past year is
bad for Tina. She needs the sense of
security a permanent home gives her.
Home to children means not only the
familiar faces of their parents, but familiar suroundings, familiar friends. Tina is
a happy, friendly child. We certainly
don't want her to grow up to be a neurotic." Gene fondly regarded her offspring
who was reaching again for the telephone.
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"I overplay the running
around," she says. "I've had secretaries
tell me that they age ten years while
working for me. I used to make a mountain out of every molehill I met. But I'm
quieting down now."
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As a result of this quieting down she
rarely talks in her sleep these nights. And,
at one time, she was the best little sleeptalker this side of the Rockies. "I used
to talk in my sleep about things I had on
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Real
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inserted.
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of your favorite Movie
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Box 8712, Hollywood 46,

name

Calif. Prices includes Federal
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my

mind. Things that worried me. Oleg
used to say, 'You must get that off your
mind before you go to bed tonight. I don't
"
want to go through it again.'
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Gene loathes nicknames. No one has
ever called her "Genie" not more than
once. The reason she spells it Gene instead of Jean is that she was named after
an uncle who was supposed to leave her
a lot of money, but didn't. Studios have
never been able to persuade her to change
her name or the color of her hair. If she
has to be a blonde in a film she wears

^^^^
P^^^^l ^1

scene in the picture as a dress designer.
(When he saw the rushes his comment
was, "As an actor I'm a good designer.''
As a Cassini model in the film, Gene
wears the year's mo.st risque evening
gown of American Beauty red Lyons
velvet. It's off the shoulder and it's figure hugging. Preminger calls it "a dangerous dress." "The danger," says Gene,
it."

Finish in
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bnsiness and industry and socially. Don't be handicapped all youp
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In her newest picture, "^^^lere The
Sidewalk Ends," Gene plays a fashion
model for the first time on the screen. She
was never a model in real life. She plays
a girl who makes her living modelling for
a Seventh Avenue, New York, wholesale
dress manufacturer. At Director Otto
Preminger's suggestion, Oleg plays a brief

walking in

Many

—

riding in a taxi. A truck in front stopped
suddenly for a traffic hght, and the taxi
and truck locked bumpers. Being a New
Yorker, Gene braced herself for a fine
explosion of colorful language. To her
complete bafflement she heard the taxi
driver say, "So sorry, old chap." And the
truck driver respond with, "Quite all
right, old man."

"is

Home

Go as rapidly as your time and abUitiea permit. Couraa
equivalent to resident school work prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.

Gene learned quite a few things about
taking life more casually from the English while she was over there making
"Night And The City." One day she was
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a wig. She loves the scent of expensive
perfumes, but she also likes to smell gaso-
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around to contacting the patent

office she
invariably learns that her invention has
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and furniture

She likes simand her coiffures,
just as she does in her home. She likes to
invent things. But before she can get
line
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pancakes," she describes his dancing.
Their romance started the first time he
asked her to dance. She likes to dance,
and as soon as she has time she is planning to take a course in ballet dancing.
She has one autographed picture from
an actor, and only one. It's from Dana
Andrews, and he wrote on it: "To Gene
with whom I've spent half my movie
life with great pleasure, not to mention
.

.

.

profit!

Love and
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Dana."
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am proud

/

of what

Calif.

.

boys actually rate the title or whether
they're gay blades in the minds of press
agents and columnists only. Perhaps they
enjoy the reputation. They're welcome to

But this is to serve notice that I want
to be left out of the whole thing.
I have a pretty good idea of the reason

it.

Recently, I was picked by a
group of models as one of the "ten most
for

it

all.

I was amused, even
a little bit flattered, even though at the
time of the announcement I hardly qualified to be "an eligible bachelor," since
my divorce was not yet final. Even so,
I enjoyed the good-natured kidding of my
friends
Cesar Romero, a perfectly real
"eligible bachelor" who wasn't selected by
the girls, for one, gave me quite a riding.
I accepted an invitation to meet the
Barbizon models who had written up the
list
and got a kick out of it. Then I forgot the whole thing. But obviously the
columnists and press agents didn't.
eligible bachelors."

—

.

—

BUST

in New York, I was "eligible"
so they used me. The truth of it is
that I was in New York because I'm very

I

CREAM
has done for me,"
says JO

"Miss
• Each

30,000

int.

my

serious about
career. Last Summer,
I went East to do some stock. You've
heard of all the usual cliches that are apt
to be spouted by a screen actor coming
back to the stage all the things about
the thrill of working before a live audience, the electricity of establishing communication and response right there

JORDAN

Ahbama" SCREEN
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feel

of building a character in a sustained and
uninterrupted continuity, rather than doing totally unrelated scenes in no se-

quence as you do on the screen. Cliches
or not, I fell for them all in that one
Summer session. I'm determined to do a
Broadway show and now, at last, I think
I have one. I'm excited about it
it's a
hell of a script
but I'm not free to give
any more details about that now. However, as rehearsals don't start for a few
months, I have come back to do a picture.
I learned another thing about myself
with that trip East. When I found I
needed some work on my speaking voice
--just enough to enable me to project a
bit more than I had been accustomed
I went to a teacher who had been highly
recommended. A couple of lessons took
care of my problems, but I found, completely by accident, that I might have
a singing voice, if it could be trained.
Outside of bathtub arias and a brief
neces.sity job as a crooner in Miami several years ago, I'd never even thought of
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and

—

—

But the idea rather intrigued me and

so I took

some

Now, what

lessons.

started

out as almost a hobby has become a very
serious project with me. Right or wrong,
I'm convinced I have a voice and I hope
my enthusiasm isn't running away with
me when I say that it is building and
developing every day.
teacher. Vera
Murray Covert, is a brilliant woman ask
Jose Ferrer or any of the dozens of other
Broadway luminaries who work with her.
And she is also a completely honest
woman. I have seen her turn down pros-

My

and

pective pupils

release

—

others

who

have been working with her because she
refuses to kid them along when she knows
that their voices will never be more than
mediocre. The very fact that she be-

my voice, and that other people
whose opinion I respect seem to agree
with her makes me confident that it's
worth working for. I do work seriously,
hard and every day. Doesn't give me
much time for being the man about town.
Granted New York gives you plenty of
opportunities for the gay life. Once upon
a time, I might have taken them, not
now. I realize that I am at the point in
my career where nothing will sufiice exlieves in

—

cept intense, honest work.

Before the War, I was riding the crest
of the wave at
I made some pictures of which I was proud
"I'll Wait

MGM.

—

For You," "Somewhere I'll Find You,"
"The Get Away" and a couple of others.
Other times, I was more conventionally
cast
lost

—the

clean-cut

Lana Turner

to

young juvenile who
Gable or Taylor, or

make time with Garbo. But I
worry much about my roles. Any-

tried to

didn't

me was all right with mt.
I was young and getting my first taste
of that heady Hollywood fame.
thing they gave

During the War, I had a chance to
mature, to grow up. I realized that there
was neither any artistic satisfaction nor
stability in playing the same succession
of romantic juvenile leads.

The War over, I returned to the studio
determined to break with those roles. I
held off until a part came along with some
teeth a role which offered more than just
another of those things. The picture was

—

Advertisement

Are you as lovely
as you can be?

|

j

See page 15
I

was told

"The

right for the part, of course," I

bert

he had said, "but he's just in New York
to have a ball." In other words
just
a playboy.
Playboy, hell. My typical day in New
\ork goes something like this. I arise
around eight, have my grapefruit and
coffee, and then spend about an hour
exercising and vocalizing. I walk over to
the other end of town I do a lot of walk-

Secret Heart" with Claudette Coland June Allyson. I played Claudette's step-son and June was my sister
whose brooding over her father's death
had made her a confused neurotic. My
part was that of a sort of steadying influ-

— the

understanding older brother
the truth about his father,
realizes the tragedy in the life of his
sister but realizes also the sacrifice of his
step^-mother. It was a rewarding role and
I was happy to do it.
when Dore Schary, for
I left
whom I have tremendous admiration,
brought me over to RKO. I passed over
certain scripts which were lined up for
me, but finally settled on "Roughshod,"
which gave me a chance to establish an
entirely new type of characterization. It
was a Western, but, I felt, a completely
off -the-bea ten-track Western. The writing
ence

who knows

MGM

had some

guts, so did the direction of

Mark Robson, who also made "Champion" and "Home Of The Brave."

My role was a far cry from the routine
romantic leads I had played before. I
was a horse wrangler, bearded and unkempt, and the picture dealt with my

—my

relationships to three people
young
brother, a saloon girl who had attached
herself to me, and an escaped convict who
had sworn to kill me. I don't think
"Roughshod" completely hved up to its

promise. But I do feel

was an honest
and effective attempt and that playing
a completely alien role was an important
thing for me.
My next picture, "The Sundowners,"
was interesting, too. I enjoyed working
with John Barrjmiore, Jr. I was a great
admirer of his father and was glad to
have been in on the debut of his son. And
it was my first Technicolor movie.
Now I'm back doing another entirely
different type of role. In RKO's "Bunco
Squad," I'm a young cop who goes after
the racketeers who prey on the people
with a belief

it

or fear of, the supernatural. It isn't a big picture, but it's different and, I think, exciting.
It was between these pictures that I
came East and fell under the spell of the
stage. I've envied and admired people
like

in,

Hank Fonda, Madeleine

Carroll,

Marsha Hunt, Rex Harrison, Johnny

Cam Mitchell, Lee J.
Cobb, Anne Jeffreys, Patricia Morison,
June Lockhart, Charles Boyer, Nina Foch
and others who have given the lie to those
critics who were always so ready to leap
upon the back of a Hollywood personality
who dared try his luck on the stage.
Maybe they'll leap on me. But I'm determined to give them the opportunity.
(Arthur) Kennedy,

I've turned down a lot of scripts. On
the other hand, I'll admit I have been
turned down myself for a couple of roles
that I would have given my two front
teeth to play. In both cases, it was the
same story. They know me as a Hollywood leading man and were afraid to give
me a chance at a role requiring some
characterization. Regular features can be
a tremendous handicap. But that's a
handicap I'll have to break down myself
with the help of a director or producer
like Schary who will give me a chance
to try.

The thing

the opinion
I heard expressed by one producer. "He's
I can't fight

is

—

—

ing in
sons.

New York— to

Luncheon

is

take

my

voice

SITfiOUX
...ioy SIT-TRU£

Tissues

les-

generally a business thing

—an interview or a meeting with someone
who

has a play or television idea to disThe afternoon means more studying,
more practice, reading scripts, rehearsing
if I'm going to do a radio or television
show, working with the New York pubcuss.

licity

department on advance publicity

when a rare opportunity
presents itself, getting in a round of golf.
Recreation.' A big night on the town is
going out with friends to a movie or over
to somebody's apartment to play records
or look at television. When friends from
the coast, like Zack Scott. "Butch"
for a picture or,

ever

Romero, Craig Stevens and Alexis Smith,
come into town I may join them for a
round of night-clubbing. Otherwise, no.
I hate the places.

have three favorite haunts in New
and I don't think one of them is
a typical playboy spot. I go to a restaurant called Danny's Hideaway because
I think it has just about the best food in
town and because I think Danny is a hell
I

—

York

of a swell

little

guy.

NEW

I'm fond of the Cub Room at the Stork
again because I hke the food and be-

—

CHRISTMAS CARDS

cause I consider Sherman Billingsley the
finest host in the country. I like to go
in there, sit around with Sherm and other
friends and just talk
good, stimulating,
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is a httle Third
Glennon's probably
the dirtiest, most cluttered, unglamourous little Third Avenue bar of them all.
But Glennon's has good draft beer and,
although it has its regular sprinkling of
celebrities, it also has the "regulars"
some of the most wonderful characters
I have ever met. I know of no other place
with quite its atmosphere.
I'm not trying to disparage the El

—

called

them. I haven't time for them.
Sure, I go out on dates every so
often. I've dated three or four different
girls in New York. All of them are good
companions, all of them have fives of
their own. And all of them are too busy
to waste their time with playboys.
I think it might be fun sometime to
take a month or two off and live on a diet
est in

Girls.^

champagne, rumbas and blondes. But
any open time for it for a

I don't see

couple of decades or so.
So let's lose that "playboy" label.

I

work hard and I'm

serious about it. I've
never felt the urge to wear sweat shirts

and dungarees, stop speaking to people,
sit in the comer alone playing bongo
drums or doing such things to prove that
I'm eccentric and therefore artistic and a
hell of an actor. But isn't there a happy
I'd love to find

many
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3rd

that!

In the film "Three Secrets," this heartbreaking choice pitilessly plagues Patricia Neal, Eleanor Parker and the character I play. Each of us has stumbled into
living a lie because we hadn't dared remain our actual selves.
As the picture opens you will see a
plane crash on a towering ledge in the

High

MOVIE FANS
join

the slate can be cleaned.
What if you shock the man you can
love with your straightforward sincerity?
Suppose this means losing him because
he can't take it.'' I have my answer for

Dept. 8
Brooklyn. N. Y.

St.

Sierras.

A

five-year-old

boy

is

trapped, the sole survivor. His foster parents are killed in the wreck. While the
rescue parties are being formed, an energetic reporter tries in vain to discover,
from an adoption home, who the real
parents of little Johnny are.
We three women are most jarred by
the radio flashes about the isolated boy.
For each of us is sure Johnny is our
own son, given to that home.
The apparently successful, sophisticated newspaperwoman Pat portrays remembers with a pang what a fool she'd
been to spoil her marriage. She'd been
more concerned with bouncing around
the world after news scoops than in creating a genuine home for her husband.
Two weeks after he divorced her, she
learned she was an expectant mother.
She could have asked him for a second
chance. Instead, the immature sort of
pride that makes women suffer made her
hide the child's existence from both his
father and herself. She's been a lonely
career girl ever since.
The outwardly happily married wife
Eleanor Parker enacts had fallen in love
during the War with a lieutenant. They'd
planned to marry, but had been torn
apart too abruptly. When she had a baby
she listened to her mother's insistence
that it be given away quietly. She'd never
gotten up enough nerve to tell the man
who became her husband about her
illegitimate child.
another one, and

getting her own
boy back is an overwhelming need. But,
she torments herself, how can she face
her husband with such a confession?

The emotional impact on me when
Johnny is my son is equally dra-

NEW
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had had

my

baby

in prison,

and had

experienced the sorrow of giving him up
so he would have a decent home.
We three women recognize one another as having been together on the same
day almost five years ago, at the adoption home the newspapers have tracked
down. Now we meet as unexpectedly
again, at the mountain lodge that is
jammed with broadcasters and mere
strangers worrying over whether Johnny
can be reached in time to be found alive.
Desperately, we await word. We clutch
at the hope of reshaping our futures. If
he is all right, we know that whichever
one of us is his mother is through with
deceit.

mitted when they
such deals!
I really

let

themselves in for

have to act

my

forget

role,

Ruth Roman and put myself into the
mood of this part written for me, because I never, never would do what my
character in this picture does.
I'm attracted only to men who are
climbing impatiently in a profession I can
admire. Since I'm wrapped up in show
business, I'm actually interested only in
men who are making a name in something related to it. So a racketeer could
never dent my dreams. Automatically,
he'd strike me as a misdirected, not-for-

me soul.
When a

becomes aware of what she
and of what she wants, she
saves herself feelings of futility and a sad
is

girl

herself,

waste of her
love,

I'll

out of

possibilities.

When

I

fall in

marry the man. Or brush him

my

life fast.

I think a girl

is

crazy

attempt compromises. He will hear
loud wedding bells ringing in his ears the
moment he becomes sufficiently serious,
that male on my horizon.
I'll take a chance on love, of course. It
is a gamble, and I'm a great gambler at
heart. But taking a big chance, to me,
invariably means being brave enough to
be the real me, in any situation from the
very beginning.
I haven't done anything I have to hide
from a man, so I have no awful chapter,
no self-deception pushed down into the
depths of my subconscious. But if I had
done something dreadfully wrong, I still
certainly would not keep it from the man
I could love. A husband deserves to
to

know everything of any importance
about his wife. And shouldn't be bored
with

trifles.

(Naturally, this works both

ways!

To me

She never can have

now

I think

EXCITING

I believe it's going to be one of the
most touching films Hollywood has ever
made. From this viewpoint, I'm thrilled
to be in it, you can bet.
But, in my private opinion, what a
terrible mistake all three women com-

to

it is

unforgivable for a

woman

marry as the Eleanor Parker character

in our film has.

Before she accepted the

man's proposal, she should have told him
about her unfortunate love affair, and
what she'd done about her baby. If he
would have been horrified, then he wasn't
worth marrying. Perhaps she underestimated him, on the other hand. The partner who's meant for you will stick by
you from the start. In the good kind of
a union you can tell the whole truth, and
you can cherish the intimate confidences
you will receive in return. You never
condescendingly forgive. You simply understand and share.
If I suspect a man disapproves of any

my preferences or habits, or will be
upset by anything I have done in my

of

past, I deliberately let him become thoroughly positive about the facts the next
time I meet him. I never settle for less

than direct outspokenness in a friendship
of any degree. Then it is obvious to both
of us we aren't meant to even enjoy one
another's company,
mantic.

much

less

get

ro-

When

I hear of women building fearon pretenses they are forced
to maintain, I once more thank my
mother for the conditioning she gave me.
mother taught me to fiee from fraud
by being fair with me, always. I recall
an incident when I was ten that cinched
this streak in me. I had been laughing in
class. The teacher ordered the guilty one
to stand up. Before I could, someone
squealed on me. I had my hands slapped
fiercely thirty times by that mean teacher.
They were so swollen my mother was
enraged and hurried to school the following morning to protest such cruelty. However, I'm glad for that episode, glad I discovered early that the slightest hesitance
with the truth only brings suffering. Ever
since, when anyone asks me what I did
I get right up and state all pertinent defully

on

lies,

My

tails.

Then

—

I relax!

I'm not preaching bluntness. Tact is
one form of charm we all can employ
daily.

And

I recognize that circumstances

may

produce a pressure that temporarily
will warp one's judgment, so I don't condemn.

But I don't stay with people to whom
I'd have to lie. Their vanity ruins respect. Until I can escape, I'm entertained
watching them make

idiots of themselves.

they're fooling others for awhile,
they're also kidding themselves that they
can get away with the pose. That's dumb
in
opinion, for no one has been clever
enough to invent the perfect, lasting he
If

my

When they're fabricating their false
front they are ill at ease underneath their
surface flair. They never can be sure
whether or not the listener knows better.
Listeners sometimes are maliciously tactful on the outside, while laughing hysterically inwardly.
yet.

On my

date with a man I frehim I was married and

first

quently tell
divorced in my mid- teens. This isn't
pubhcized, because I don't want to be
advertised in that manner. But I've never
denied it when asked. I believe any man
I date should be correctly informed, so he
will be conscious I'm not full of nothing
more than girlish theories about what love
means to me- I explain it was one of
those adolescent things that didn't pan
out, back in my home town of Boston.
I don't claim I descended from aristocratic Beacon Hill, either. I tell everyone

the truth, that I was born and grew up
in the tough West End.
father was
a carnival barker, and after he died we
were really poor. I have gaps in my education that are funny to people, because
I hated school and played hookey oftener
than anyone else on my block. I was a
terrific tomboy until I got into plays at
neighborhood settlement houses. That led
to bits in little theatres and a scholarship

My

at a dramatic school.

The other day

prelude in the theatre. I can't, and I told
the powers-that-be in Hollywood so when

they asked for references. In Manhattan
I earned an average of nine dollars a
week, and lived on that. 1 had jobs as
a waitress, soda jerk, candy salesgirl in
a theatre lobby, and as a night club pho-

my

FOR

tographer.

When
lars,

I finally

by modeling

SUMMER

saved two hundred dolfor the

gruesome covers

of detective magazines, I spent ninety-six
dollars for
ticket to Hollywood, and
four dollars on food en route. I had no

my

TEETHING

contract, no agent, no connections. But
when I arrived I did have three outfits in

EXPERIENCED

my

pasteboard suitcase, one hundred dollars in cash, and a determination to rise.
I've seen a studio biography which
states: "Only a few times in motion picture history has a young actress won herself so much attention and such important roles on such short notice." They're
not kidding me. I clerked in a store here
at first. I walked to the studios. I didn't
have bus fare. But I like walking, freak-

that

office so I

Relieve your Baby's teething
pains this summer by rubbing on
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion the
actual prescription of a 'famous

—

Baby

TEETHING LOTION
Just rub

first

Paramount

for an idle six months. To
be precise, I was interviewed for sixtythree roles before I landed my first one.

Hollywood saw me and swooned?
It dynamites the traditional struggle
story to say I was never sorry for myself.
But I must say it. My career
when it was nonexistent to the human
ej/e and now
is like a chess game to me.
I'm thankful mine isn't a lavish past, for
getting somewhere is what excites me.

body can figure out that if you keep trying one day you'll win.
It's also a blowo to Hollywood hooey to
say you don't have to put on airs here.
But I know this is so. If a date complimented me on a dress I'd borrowed from
another girl, I'd say, "Thanks, but it
really isn't mine, you know!" I don't
have to assume absurd elegance with today's dates, with Stewart Granger or
Ronald Reagan, for example. They're
distressed by false pride.
Maybe some men must date fragile
females to feel dominant. They're not for
dates must be brilliant and ultra-virile, must truly be able to intrigue
me. I don't go into a clinging-vine routine. I never tire, have the constitution
of a rhinoceros. At tennis, I wallop with
my racket. If I can't do something. Lady,
I learn how. When I was signed for my
first Western, I'd never been on a horse
except a wooden one on a merry-goround. The picture started in two days.
I took a concentrated, two-day course in
horsemanship and could jump on and off

it

on the gums
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I've always shrugged off disappointments,
sensing it just wasn't the right move. I
always felt I couldn't lose forever. Any-

and

HAND'S

DR.

no finishing school past. Rather,
ours was a swell gang of ambitious girls
in the Hollywood boarding house that I
I've

three-and-a-half years.
I still see those girls, and talk to Marie
Cote, the wonderful woman who runs
that haven, nearly every day by phone.
They all recall my getting a contract at
Selznick, where for a year-and-a-half I
was assigned nothing. And then I was at

Specialist. It is effective

economical, and has been used
and recommended by millions of
Mothers. Your druggist has it.

could be "noticed" unmistak-

my

—

interfere with Baby's progress.

ably.

stayed in

Mothers know
Slimmer teething must not

be trifled with that summer upsets due to teething may seriously

ish as that makes me here. I was here
more than three years before I got before
the cameras, and then I barged into an

me.

I heard
name was up
in lights on Broadway, for the first time.
I instantly wrote a pal in New York to
take a snapshot of the marquee for me.
I haven't been able to go back on a vacation. But in my past is the memory of
gaily going alone to New York from
Boston, at seventeen. I proceeded to fail
during the three years I devoted to getting on the Broadway stage. Many Hollywood actresses can boast of an illustrious
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stampede shots in rodeo
must cry in a close-up I
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don't wail for drops to induce tears, or
for mood music. I ask if they want me
to cry with the eye closest to the camera. Then I cry with it, and rest the
other. An actress should acquire muscle

Show friends sensational new
21 -Card $1 Christmas Assort-'
ment. Big value, lovely designs.
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control.
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ride in the

When

style.

bustiine

if\ minutes
a day?

Men

hate

I

women who

I talk on

it's said.

I

and on, and have male

Their only complaint is that I
don't bother establishing my cast in the
situation I'm discussing, so for ten minutes they're in a smog. Men don't mind
mechanically able women, I guarantee
you. I'm in this group because in my past
I had to even fix a motor.
first car
in Hollywood was a beat-up, ten-yearold roadster. For a couple of years here
listeners.

I had to find twenty dift'erent ways to
start it, because it had the world's most
feeble battery. I could coax it along with
practically no gas, too, because I had to.
I've no mink coat, but I've just earned
first house. I wouldn't hire a fash-

my

ionable decorator. I admit I've had no
decorating training other than peering
into store windows and pouring through
home beautiful magazines. That's why
I'm so tickled at praise for the way I've
done my living-room. I can't wait to
tackle the bedroom. And I've saved about
forty per cent on the cost by buying my
furnishings through the studio's purchasing department.
I tell my past, when anyone asks me
about it, so all my energy can zoom into
living today to the hilt!
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Then Columbia bought film rights to
"The Brave Bulls" and people interested
in his career hoped that John would get
the role of the younger brother. Even
John admits he wanted and looked forward to the role, which is a strong one.
But he didn't get it.

is

Mailed in a plain

wrapper, including illustrated,
easy - to - follow
course of instructions.

was a painful disappointment at the
time but, as John points out, if he had
won the part he would have had to go
to Mexico for a long location stint and
would have been away for a few other
It
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BUST CREME
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breaks before and won the public's
fancy for his work in that, it seemed
that everything finally was set for John.
It was announced that his studio, Columbia, had bought a football story, "The
Hero," as a starring vehicle for its new
find. But it was delayed repeatedly. He
was meantime cast as Brod Crawford's
spoiled son in "All The King's Men,"
which was one of the best pictures of the
year, but the role did little for Derek.
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Young

Russell Andre Derek's advent
presented some dark days, too, but happily those also are past. For the first few
months of her pregnancy John's wife,
Pati Behrs, was fine, then, unaccountably,
complications arose and she was ordered
to bed. When John and Pati knew a
little Derek was on the way they decided

A rKMV.Il*.«i«^y
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can prepare for practical experience

Trained Practical Nurse in spare time,
earn while learning. Ages 18 to 55. Hi^h
not necessary. Easy payments. Write
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Sheffield Ave.,

Desk AD-40, Chicago, 14,

III.

move into town to a larger liousc
than their rented beach cottage. They
looked for weeks, never did find a house
to buy to their liking which was also
within their budget and finally rented
one. Neither could they afford a full time
maid.
Never in his life had John been the
least bit domestic. He never even picked
up his clothes and as for cooking, he
couldn't boil water. Then, with Pati ordered to stay in bed, John assumed responsibility and came through in fine
style, according to his friends.
Fortunately John wasn't making a picture most of that time, but he did have
to

to report to the studio for coaching, interviews, photographic sittings and the
other items which fill the time of young
actors between pictures. He'd get up
early, fix breakfast for himself and Pati
and tidy the house before he left- Then
promptly at 4:30 he would leave the

studio to go home and do any necessary
chores, plus marketing and fixing dinner.
He was genuinely worried about Pati,
made a wonderful adjustment to a
domestic routine which was completely
foreign to him, and it was all a "happy
influence," according to a close friend.
Both John and Pati wanted a boy, and
just a few days before the baby's birth
John told us, "I'm sure it's going to be
a boy; it's got to be," with quiet intensity. But, oddly, he and Pati had not
chosen a name for the expected heir
they didn't even consider the possibility
of an heiress, according to John and
didn't name him until a week after his
birth.
{The Russell is for Russell Har-

—

lan, motion picture camerman
friend of the family who did

mold young John's
ite

name

life;

Andre

and

is

close

much

to

a favor-

in Pati's family.)

Certainly Pati is responsible for much
of the maturity John has acquired in the
last two years, beyond her illness which
made him assume greater responsibilities.
John was strictly a Hollywood product,

he had grown up here, had never even
been to New York before he started in
pictures. His travel, other than in California, had been confined to Texas, the
Philippines and Japan while he was in
the Army, which is not exactly the pleas-

—

antest or most educational way to travel.
Pati, on the other hand, had the Continental sophistication of a Georgian
princess she shortened her name of
Princess Pati Behrs-Eristoff when she
went in pictures born in Turkey and
reared in Paris. She was signed by 20th
Century-Fox in Europe, brought to Hol-

—

—

lywood and met John when they were
both in a drama class on that lot. She
gave up her acting career after they married to concentrate her efforts on being
a wife.
It's difiicult for any observer to say
precisely what makes a young man develop a singleness of purpose, a tremendous drive in his work, but certainly this
has happened to John in the past year,
and it is feasible to believe the causes
were the disappointments, worries and
tribulations which, combined, made him
grow up from a devil-may-care to a man
of responsibility.

At the moment John

is working harder
harder at acting. He's determined to be an actor, not just a hand-

—much
some

—

juvenile.

All his fife he's

had

to

Boy" tag and,

fight against the "Pretty

fortunately, under the supervision of
Russell Harlan, he learned at an early
age to do just that. Recently he put

everything he had into final tests for
and admitted it, commenting that doing that picture really means
so much to him because "Sid Buchman's
doing the picture and I want to work
with him."
Then he'll go into "The Secret," the
story of a self-centered college boy addicted to fast motorcycles who accidentally kills a child. It's a good, gutsy part
comparable to his role although tech-

"The Hero"

nically

—

unlike

—

it

Door," and again
Productions,

—

in

"Knock On Any

will

Humphrey

(New
SPECIAL FORMULA
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for

to the long-run advantages.
disrupted, uncertain childhood is not
to be regarded as a precise advantage,
yet it can offer experience of future
value. John's mother and father, both
associated with movies, were divorced

A

Precarious finances
did not add to his security, yet good
friend Russell Harlan wisely guided the
boy. On John's first brush with the
"Pretty Boy" taunt from a school chum,
Harlan told John he'd have to learn how
to overcome it. He taught him not only
to handle his fists but made sure he
learned to ride, hunt, fish, swim, even
practice judo
so that he would be
rugged.
The "Pretty Boy" tag has been an
annoyance all his life, yet John realistically realizes now that if he were not
handsome he would not have been noticed by a talent scout when he was riding one day. (Even a whiz of a horseman, which he is, doesn't get a picture
bid if he isn't a camera potential!)
John was only seventeen when he was
signed by David O. Selznick, spent most
of his time in drama classes and did a
couple of "bits" that no one noticed. A
year later he was tapped for Army service, saw the Philippines during fighting
and Japan with the occupation forces.
After he was discharged he went to 20th,
where his experience before a camera was
limited to one scene in which he was
five.

irs

in

bandages from head to

toe.

"I wasn't exactly happy about going
in the Army. Who was?" he challenges.
"Not that I worried about an 'interruption in my career,' but I needed the
I was making. But now I know
probably just as well. I might have
been typed if I'd started in pictures then.
And I might not have gone to 20th
later, then wouldn't have met Pati. It

money
it's

all

worked out."

But for another disappointment he
might not have married Pati. When John
went in service he had a crush on a
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Bogart's outfit,

one picture a year.
John is no Pollyanna; he's too realistic
and tough for that. (He's more rugged
off screen than on.) But he has decided,
through his more mature thinking, that
the dark days in his life have added up

when he was

figure."

be for Santana

which he's under contract,

to
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young actress, who .shall remain nameand on his first holiday leave ar-

less,

rived home just before New Year's Eve.
He didn't have a date, decided to take a
chance and sent the record, "What Are
You Going To Do New Year's Eve.?"
along with flowers and an invitation to
said actress, whom he'd never met. He
received no acknowledgment and was
slightly abashed. Two years later he met
her at a party, told of the incident.

What

Hollywood

learned she never received his offering
and invitation she had just moved;
John had sent it to her old address.
"Just suppose that date had worked
out then I might not have been interested in Pati when I met her, and where
would I be now without Pati?" John

—

—

comments with a sly grin. "Things
ways work out for me."
Those dark days seem definitely
the Derek past, now.
.

Itself Is

al-

in

.

.

Talking About

Continued from page 20
mies were skulking along the road which
company used to drive from
Manila to their location at Subic Bay, so

the picture

Navy came

and hustled all the actors and crew out of Manila by boat.
Seems no one dares venture out at night
without an armed escort, so the 20th Cen-

the

in

tury-Fox company
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Elizabeth Taylor's marriage to Nicky
Hilton had some far-reaching effects, one
being the Glendale neighborhood where
Terry Moore lives. Seems Terry's mother
designs and makes all her clothes and
she recruited all the women in the block
to help whip up the pink organdie number which Terry wore to the wedding.

166

Angeles 16,

Siie
in.

-

^

_

Send C. O.

the sack before
Scary, what?

all hit

the ten o'clock curfew.

D.

I

NAME.

Reason

so

that there

many hands were needed was
was much cutout embroidery

trimmed in sequins and seed pearls, all
handwork yet. Young Mr. Hilton gave
his bride a very charming trinket as a
wedding present an emerald-diamond-

A CAREER IN

—

pearl necklace.
*

*
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a bucket of

champagne

with Dinah Shore and George Montgomery out at their charming ranch in the Valley. Dinah had just returned from doing a
big fat television show in New York with

Bob Hope. She

buy a
anxious

didn't even stop to

—too

back to that nice guy of hers and
the baby. How those two keep their Aggers is a large mystery to us. Know what

to get

Career

they had for lunch a light snack they call
it?
Broiled chicken, asparagus, toasted
cheese sandwiches, sweet potato pie with
whipped cream, and milk yet. You don't
hear anything about the Mayo diet, which
is the current rage of Hollywood, at the
Montgomery-Shore establishment. That
little doll of theirs. Missy, is one of the
town's cutest kids and, next to her mom
and pop, she likes television best.
*

Addrett
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More fun than

—

Send for FREE BOOKLET

obliKalion.

up

The Courtlands took a two-week wedding trip to Oregon and Washington,
then it was time to come home because
the groom has a fat singing part in
Columbia's "When You're Smiling."

handkerchief in the big city

Study Fashion School

Backed by years of experience, our training covers all essential
phiutcs of Mlyling and dress design. Ba-sic principles are taught
by our practical and inspiring "learn-by-(Joing" method

Mail coMi>on

stirred

quite a little excitement when he eloped
with Polly Bergin. The two kids met at
their singing teacher's, which is as nice
a place as any to whip up a romance.

possible

for those with a flair for fashion to obtain, a sound foundatiou training in dress de-

^^^^^

*

Slatt

*

Flew down to La

*

Jolla to attend the

wedding of Bo Roos,
bara Olson.

Jr., and pretty BarHe's the son of one of oui

—named

most famous business managers

oddly enough. Bo Roos, Sr. After the
ceremony, which was lovely, we blitzed
over to the Valencia Hotel for a small
wedding reception, then hit the road for
Hollywood, a change of clothes and the
large evening reception in Beverly Hills.
In among the several hundred guests
scattered around the swimming pool we
spied Bill Lundigan, director Leslie Fenton, John Wayne (who could miss that
tall one?)
Edna Skelton with Merrill
Pye, and Edna's ex, Frank Borzage, producer Bob Fellowes, Pat Knowles, David
Brian and his wife. After the huge and
beautiful cake was cut, the youngsters
ducked out for Laguna as if they hadn't
already driven enough miles that day.
,

—

Young

love,

I'd like to

we always

make a

say.

small bet with any-

body that youth in this town is no different from that in any other. This is
based on something I saw happen at U-I
the other day. Peggy Dow, one of the
studio's young hopefuls, had just boughi
herself a brand new, shiny Chevrolet
sedan and she was dragging everyone
within range over to admire it. Another
young actress, Peggy Castle, lamped the

new driving machine, let out a loud
scream of admiration and rushed over to
toss in her raves. One by one, the little
Dow gal dragged Lucille Barkley, Ann
Vernon, Piper Laurie, Lois Andrews and
Yvonne De Carlo to the Chewy and
they sounded just like a bunch of girls
at a sorority tea. It was kinda cute, and
very refreshing.
*

*

*

Another party that got the young trade
was the opening of Wil Wright's new ice
cream parlor in Hollywood. Keefe Brasslung sodas with the technique of a
pro he used to earn his living thataway.
In the mob: Ruth Roman with Stewart
Granger, the veddy attractive Britisher,
Wanda Hendrix, Dick Long, Piper Laurie,
Jeff Chandler, Betty Lynn, Bob Arthur
and Marie Windsor. This shore is a wild
and woolly town!
selle

—

Jeanne Grain and Paul Brinkman took
what may be their last vacation for quite
a spell and went fishing up near Grants
Pass, Oregon.

announced
third

child.

When

they

And

they returned they
were expecting their
here Paul had just

cap and a

You

*

tire

which

a

*

*

One

may not believe this, hut, so 'elf
true. Debbie Reynolds, the 18-

*

*

most popular new night spots
John Walsh's Deauville Club,

Get this: it's painted a light
has gold six-inch initials on the
door. Inside it is furnished in plaid up-

Gail Russell, who are inseparables. Also,
dancer Paul Valentine and Nancy Kelly
find it a good spot for romancing.

—

—

BUT

it.

blue,

plied

Caged
Warner Brothers

Current- Films

RAMPAGING personalities are set off
every time vast cattle ranch known
as The Furies is mentioned. Czar of The
Furies, the late Walter Huston, stops at
nothing to keep his empire and strength
intact, and his daughter, Barbara Stan-

a

is

first-

coming

hardened and bitter. Eleanor
does her best to follow the advice, but
unfortunately a sadistic matron, Hope

wyck, harbors the self-same sentiments.
So when widower Huston decides to
marry adventuress Judith Anderson, Barbara unleashes her own brand of vengeance. Then there's saloon-owner Wendell
Corey, whose father was killed by Huston, who wants to even that score. He

Paramount

Eleanor Parker

offender when she arrives at a state
penitentiary, the prison superintendent,
Agnes Moorehead, tries to make her realize how important it is to keep from be-

Continued from page 15

The Furies

becomes

by Jean Hagen.

BECAUSE
Your Guide To

Sterling

artist,

a partner in "big business" when he, under the tutelage of underworld genius
Sam Jaffe, helps pull a jewelry store heist.
The haul which is over $100,000 in gems
is to be split with Lawyer Louis Calhern, a legal -eagle who is hopelessly in
hock. After all the thieving among
thieves it's no wonder no one's around to
collect the pay-off. Rough and rugged
even on the sHght .touch of romance sup-

of the

in

MGM

mastermind.

criminal

Hayden, a two-bit stickup

—

for laughs.

town is
on the Sunset Strip. It's the sort of intimate bistro type of place with keen food
and wonderful entertainment a double
piano team, guest stars, and it features all
the latest song hits, sung by the host. It's
the favorite hangout of Corinne Calvet
and John Bromfield, Guy Madison and

steal

BROODING yarn about gangsters, and

little gal has to stop for a refill
each morning on her way from Burbank
to Culver City. A little barfy, but amusing at least Debbie is doing it strictly

is groomyear-old actress whom
ing for singing-dancing parts, is the
proud possesser of a Chevrolet sedan
which is the same vintage as she a 1932
it's probably the jazziest
model.
number ever seen in flamboyant Hollywood, so distinctive no one would dare

us, it's

MGM

loses air every night

so the

—
*

The Asphalt Jungle

holstery, sofa pillows, flowered rugs and
bud vases. It sports a dragon radiator

about convinced Jeanne that she should
go with him on a pack-in hunting trip to
Utah later in the year. Jeanne doesn't
like hunting because she's too tenderhearted, but Paul's got her interested in
skeet shooting and she's darn good, too.
This time, says Jeanne, the baby's gotta
be a Httle girl.

Emerson, smashes all of Miss Moorehead's work, and Eleanor becomes just
like

the

rest

In

A

of

demoralized

inmates.

Lonely Place
Columbia

does at Barbara's expense. Full of helland brimstone, the screen just about
sizzles, especially in the love scenes.

INTENSE psychological drama in which

fire

screenwriter

Humphrey Bogart blows

CHEW IMPROVED FORMULA

CHEWING GUM!

REDUCE
UP

TO

5

lbs. WEEK

PHILLIPS KELPIDINE
WITH DR.

REDUCING PLAN

amazing, scientific idea wliicli guarantees you can lose as much weight as
PAY A PENNY! The beautiful part is that it is so easy to follow, so simple and
health) to lose those ugly, fatty bulges on hips, labflomen, chin, neck, bust, arms,
Normally overweight men and women all over the country report
thighs, legs, calves, buttocks, ankles, etc.
amazing loss of weight. No hardship, no exhausting exercises, drugs or laxatives. Here is the really modern
way to reduce to acquire an improved figure and the slimmer, exciting, more graceful silhouette you've
and follow Dr. Phillips
dreamed about. Simply chew IMPROVED FORMULA KELPIDINE CHEWING
is a deliPlan.
Kelpidine IMPROVED FORMULA CHEWING
only
clous, peppermint flavored gum and contains FUCUS which is the
known food product listed in medical dictionaries as an ANTI-FAT,

HERE AT LAST! An

improved,

SAFE

(without

25

—

you wish or you DON'T
risking

—

DAY
SUPPLY

GUM

ONLY

$

2

GUM

SEND NO MONEY

FOR THE RELIEF OF OBESITY AND AS AN AID IN REDUCING.
This tasty, wholesome Chewing Gum also possesses HEXITOL, is sugarHEXITOL is a new discovery and contains
free and non-fattening.

American Heolthaids Co. Dept. CH-50
1025 Broad St., Newark, New Jersey

fat.
Hcxitols are utilized as carbohydrate calories but
Simply chew this delicious gum whenever you feel the
need of a snack and REDUCE with low-calorie Dr. Phillips Kelpidine
Plan. No matter how hard you've tried to lose weight before, you'll
find the quick better way to lose weight is Dr. Phillips Kelpidine
Reducing Plan with Improved Formula Chewing Gum. Try it for only
10 days, then step on the scale, YOU'LL hardly believe your eyes.
Don't delay. MAIL COUPON NOWl 25 DAY SUPPLY ONLY $2.

no protein, no

Just mail us your name and address and on delivery
of full 25-day supply of Improved Formula Chewing
Cum and Dr. Phillips Reducing Plan. Pay Postman
or send $2 with your order
$2 plus Postage
and we will mail at once postage prepaid. Please
print clearly.

more slowly.

...

Name

100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Address

Let your scale prove you can lose weight and acquire a slimmer
figure.
A 10-day trial must convince you OR NO COSTl
A full 25-day supply package will be given FREE with
each order of SO-day supply for $4. (75 Day Supply 4.)

attractive

City

^Qpp
f l^tBL

FOR YOUR FIGURE'S SAKE MAIL THIS COUPON!

SPECIAL— 50-Day
]

sent

supply and FREE

Package for $4.

on approval
73

minutes or so. Everyone knows Bogart is a strange guy, but
a big question is raised as to whether or
not he's guilty of kilhng a girl. Circumstantial evidence points to Bogie and his
manner is certainly suspicious. The only
his top every five

Woman Should Know
THE KINSEY REPORT

Every
IS

fhe Answer

A HOAX?

Before you are influenced by the first Kinsey Report
(male) or are tempted to accept the conclusions of
the second Kinsey Report (female) as a standard
of sex-behavior, read Lee Cameron's frank review

On Your
Newsstands

25c

in

LIFE TODAY,

—

or
the Kinsey Report true
that it is false is it a destructive and demoralizing influence on morals of

To

false?

the

Is

TODAY

LIFE

sonal magazine that believes

life

.

.

with a dollar

.

.

bill.

TODAY

444 Madison Ave.,

New York

N. Y.

22,

The Jackie Robinson Story
Eagle Lion

can be beau-

if

.

You may send me

the next six issues
for which I enclose one dollar.

TODAY

Lots of suspense in this one.

the per-

,

you make it so.
The August issue is now on sale at your newsstand.
Ask your news dealer for it. It's
worth looking for
worth asking for.
SAVE FIFTY CENTS. Print your name
and address on the coupon and mail it

LIFE

doubts.

extent

our youth?
Get acquainted with
tiful,

who thinks he's innocent is Gloria
Grahame and, eventually, she too has her

person

of

LIFE

NEEDS

as far as the story
there's hardly
anyone who doesn't know the Brooklyn
Dodgers' sensational boy, Jackie Robinwarm personal biography of the
son.
colored player to crack the big
first
leagues, this stars Jackie himself in the
title role, plus a number of other baseball noteworthies. Though baseball looses
something when it goes screenwise, this
little telling

concerned

is

since

A

has plenty of thrilling diamond moments.
still

Name

.

.

.

:

Street Address
I

'

Zone.

City

.

.

.

Colt .45
(Technicolor)

State

Warner Brothers

TRAVELLING

gun salesman Randolph Scott gets hijacked by Zachary Scott who steals the only pair of .45s
in existence. By the time Randy can
catch up with him, Zack has blasted his
way through a flock of stagecoach robberies and bank holdups. Things get even

more sensational when Randy suspects
Ruth Roman of being part of the Zack
combine, and the townsfolk suspect
Randy of being Zack. Thanks to those
.45s

though,

ters bite the

all the superfluous characdust leaving a clear field for

Randy and Ruth.

Once A Thief
United Artists

HOW
by

rotten a guy can be,

is

illustrated

Cesar Romero, a bookie who
takes poor working girls for all they're
worth. He doesn't even give them a
chance to bet on horses, they just bet on
his being a good, sweet lad and wind up
minus every cent they've saved. June
Havoc, an ex-shoplifter, gone straight,
falls under Cesar's spell, too. When she's
broke, he squeals to the police about her
former profession, and while June's in
jail, makes time with her best friend.
His sudden demise, somehow, seems too
nice an end for him.

House By The River

The "RIVIERA"
As glamorous and frivolous
Dior type Peasant Blouse.

An

as the

gay French Riviera

— Christian

enticing neckline en-

hanced by the taunting ruffled
collar. Dainty, permanently
puffed sleeves add to the fascinating detail. Deftly fashioned
of cool crisp washable broadcloth for chic summer wear.
White, Pink or Yellow.
Sizes 32 to 38.

Postage paid

$295

U

OBOCR BY MAIL FROM HOILYWOOO
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PEASANT BLOUSE
Please rush me
"Riviera" Blouses postpaid.
Circle Size: 32 34 36 38 Color:

Enclosed find $

Name
Address

Zone
StateEnclosed $1 Deposit. Send c.o.d. plus postage

City_

SCREEISTYLES

Dept. SU-8
2166 Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood

26, Calif.

Republic

GOOD,

murder on the eerie side
about writer Louis Hayward and
his not quite successful attempts to shift
the blame of murder onto his brother.
Lee Bowman, the brother, knows Hayward killed an attractive servant girl, but
to spare Hayward's wife, Jane Wyatt,
from scandal, he helps dispose of the
body. Blame falls on Bowman when the
wood sack in which the body is found is
traced to him. Gloomy atmosphere and
Hayward's chilling portrayal of a psychopath are tops.
PRINTEO

IN

solid

THE

U. S. A.

BY THE CUNEO PRESS, INC.

emmu.

WITHOUT
Bid

"good-bye"

LIPSTICK
and see

to lipstick

more beautiful than ever before
See them decked in a clear, rich color

your

lips

of your choice

—

a color more alive

than lipstick colors are, because

no grease. Yes,

this

contains no grease

new

Liquid Liptone

— no wax—

no paste.

Just pure vibrant color. Truly, Liptone
will

bring to your

that's

lips

color-beauty

almost too attractive!

Now you

can make up your

before going out

lips

—and no

matter what you eat, drink, or

you swim,

they'll stay divinely

after you're

Feels

home

American
Medical
Association

how much

long

Lips

.

.

they stay

.

and smooth.

Please Try LIQUID LIPTONE at

'AOVERTIStO

until

again.

Marvelous on Your

delightfully soft

red

My

Invifation

.

.

Once you experience the greater beauty of liquid color and
know that your lip make-up will stay on, no matter what your
lips touch— I'm sure that you'll thank me for this offer. Choose
from the list of shades. Check coupon. Send it at once.

SEND COUPON for generous
PPaNCESS PAT, Dept. 0168

Trial

Sizes

2709 S. Wells St., Chicago 16, 111.
Send Costume Sizes. enclose 25c, which includes Fed.
tax, for each shade checked below:
I

,pubucaiions>

Q Medium — Natural true red —very flattering.
— Vibrant deep red — ravishing.
Q Gypsy
burgundy.
Q Regal —Glamorous
Orchid — Exotic pink — romantic for evening.
B English Tint— Inviting coral-pink.
rich

— Use over
— "Magic"
natural

rl Clear (colorless)

CHEEKTONE'
1

Miss

Mrs

Address"I find

my

Liquid Liptone perfect for movie love scenes. Liptone protects

costumes, too.

'

— Rhonda

Fleming, glamorous screen

star.

City

English Tint

lipstick,

2 Coral

smeorproofs.

color for cheeks.
3 Deep Cherry

Add a Golden Toueh

of

Glamour

Any Ensemble

to

'^fH

THE EXCLUSIVE PATCNTBO

X

Fashion

Rite

Bracelets

Girdle the wrist with a

z

distinctive

o
X
<
u.

of

touch

exquisite charm. Pat-

ented new design

in

simple swivel catch

—prevents

FASHION

RITE

.

loss.

BRACELETS

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE
Order your choice of
Fashion Rite Bracelets,
$1.98 each or 3 for
if you are not
$5.00.

completely

Pl»«(*

send the following

A

B

n

satisfied,

then return the merchandise for a comconr
plete and

ANNETTE FASHIONS, DEPT.

B-3

45 Catt nth Street
New York 3. N. Y.
checked

Bracelet!

at

$I.9S

C

E

Enclosed
I

enclose

caih

money order

Send C.O.O.

prompt

98c

refund. Rush cou-

check your
choice and be
Right with Fash-

1

ion

3 for S5.00

pon

Rite.

ea.

ANNETTE FASHIONS
45 East I7lh

St.,

New York

3,

each:

N.
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CITY

.ZONE

-STATE
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What
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I

Don't Like

Women

Style

Style

Sizes:

No. 3663X

9, 11, 13,

15

14, 16, 18,

20

Sizes: 38, 40, 42,

No. 1330

9, 1 1, 13, 15
12, 14, 16, 18, ?0

Sizes:

44

1 98

Look!

An extra

skirt

and
matching tarn!

599 Broadway,
York 12, N.Y.
08
Dept. 128

New
If

—

PREPAID, encloje price
20 cent! for pottYou lave C.O.D.

Style No,.

Size

First

Color Choice

Second Color Choice
Stylo

r-

plut

age.

charges.
If

(Print)

^NAME

C.O.D. you poy price,
and C.O.D.

plut pottage
charget.

GUARANTEi'D

.ADDRESS
•^CITY

&
CTATC

No.

3663XA wonder

suit.

Wear

Style No.

1330-A

with the dark or light skirt. Perfect
anytime, any where. Crisp plaid menswear rayon suiting with new short
jacket trimmed with dark to match
extra skirt and stunning tarn. Grey
with navy, grey with green, grey with

to lookl

red, or beige with brown.

black, or navy.

FREE' Send for our

lovely, lovely

woy

See how the stand-op colloij
points up a pretty face-the zippered
top accents o liny waist— the wonderevery
ful wide skirt gives grace to
move. And see, that big, lush ROSEl
Rustling rayon taffeta in peacock blue,

it

,

64 Page Fashion Catalog
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The No.
hers for a
first

1

catch of the town,

whole evening on

their

big date. She dreams this

is

to be the beginning of a real

romance. But

What

how wrong

can a girl be?

an awful awakening she's in

for!

Because, once he gets her back

on her own

doorstep, he'll never darken

again

won't

know why.*

even to you

if

It

it

.

.

.

and she

could happen to any

you're careless about one

Vjieatt

girl

little

.

.

matter.*

today?

Never take

it

for granted.

Never

risk oflfending others, needlessly.

the fault unpardonable. It may be
absent one day and present the next
without your realizing it.
That's the insidious thing about it.
Halitosis (unpleasant breath)*

is

.

.

.

Play smart. Rinse your mouth with Listerine Antiseptic night and
morning, and especially before any date when you want to be at your
best. It's the extra-careful pieca.ution against

offending that fastidious

people never omit.

be

\0

>0^

extra careful

Listerine Antiseptic

is the ^x/rabecause it fresh-

c^zr^y^/ precaution

ens the breath
not for mere
seconds or minutes
but for
hours, usually. Popular people,
attractive people consider it
almost a passport to popularity.
.

.

.

.

.

.

While some cases of halitosis are of
systemic origin, most cases, say some
authorities, are due to the bacterial
fermentation of tiny food particles
clinging to mouth surfaces. Listerine
Antiseptic quickly halts such fermentation, then overcomes the odors
fermentation causes.
Lambert Pharmacal Co.,

I

Any

Si.

Louis,

Mo.
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PICTORY

"Any man knows when he
anyway"

Kirk Douglas

gives in to a

woman

Meet The Prexy Of Ski-Nose, Inc
Corporation

What

Hope

is

any

unlike

Mildred MacArthur
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world because

it

has a sou/ supplied by

Love And Hate In Men
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she doesn't want whaiever'it was

26

Bob

Joan Evans

30

Yvonne De Carlo

36

Alice L, Tildesley

40

Constance Palmer

42

"I'm not an authority on men, but I'm forming some views"

wear

thin

Why

I

Had To Change

"So many things
If

You're About

To Be Married

Corinne Calvet

dresses-

Can A

When you buy Tampax
comes

package

in a

like

any other purchase. What we mean by
"invisible"

is

that

it

—

keep a

man happy

your

to get

man

say No, but Lizabeth Scott has another answer

i

Christian has given Tyrone

Roundup.

.

.

Power a new aim

Robert Peer

44

Brown
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in life

Bert

:

drug store

at

or notion counter, it isn't invisible at
that time. Naturally this monthly sanitary protection

to

What Linda Has Done For Ty
Record

Tampax!

how

tells

— weren'^"

Be Honest?

Girl

Rules on how

Lind

with invisible

imagined must be great

I

Cordon MacRae, starring in "Return Of The Frontiersman"
Ava Gardner, starring in "Carriage Entrance"
Vera-EUen, starring in "Three Little Words"

28
32
34

.'

actually, absolutely,

positively cannot be seen when in use.
There is no magic in this. Tampax is
worn internally.

Turn to Tampax

month when
arrive. With

this

"those exasperating days"
this

modern method

you'll find

no

belts

or pins to bother you and no
external pads to bulge, chafe

and cause odor.

.

tion of a doctor,

.

.

An

inven-

Tampax

is

made of highly absorbent cotton, firmly stitched for safety and
compressed in easy-to-use applicators.
Quick change. Small in size and no
trouble to dispose of.
Rely on Tampax at vacation time
on days you might otherwise hesitate
to swim. And for cool comfort when the
mercury soars. Remember: Tampax has
no outside pad! Comes in 3 absorbencysizes (Regular, Super, Junior). An
average month's supply slips into purse.
Or get the economy box with 4 times
this quantity. Tampax Incorporated,
Palmer, Mass.
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•
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BERT
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Screen Play by

Directed by

Produced by JACK CUMMINGS
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New

Discover

Shampoo Magic

By Lynn Bowers
HOLLYWOOD

is still gabbing about:
the dignmed handling of the Llizabeth Taylor-Nick Hilton wedding quite a landmark in filmtown history, when an event of this kind usually
is the signal for a lot of bad behavior
from a few over-enthusiastic spectators.
Some fans naturally were disappointed
because they had to view the glammer
couple from a distance but on the whole
everyone behaved quite well.

—

'Nuther big event was Dinah Shore's
night club appearance at the

—

first local

Soft

Ambassador Hotel's
Grove. That Dinah

Water Shampooing

"The first time we tried Toni
Creme Sham{>oo something

in rain

much

the

That's

water.

made

.

Shampooing!

it

.

.

Soft-

Even

instantly.

in

Deborah Kerr, Bob Taylor explore the

hair

gloriously

soft,

easy

to

managd
•

Helps permanents "take" better, look
lovelier longer

• Rinses

away

dirt

and dandruff

in-

stantly
•

Oceans of creamy-thick lather make
hair sparkle with natural highlights.

Enriched with Lanolin

6

of

Rome while on

location for

city

"Quo Vadis."

Never leaves

a dull, soapy film. That's why your hair
sparkles with all its natural highlights.
And it's so easy to set and style.
• Leaves

—

date indefinite, they said before they up
and tied the knot. Shortly after they
surprised Hollywood, the happy pair
were unhappily separated Paul went on
a New York location for 20th 's "14
Hours" while Jan had to stay here for
Paramount's "A Relative Stranger."
[Please turn to page 8)
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Toni

of

hardest water you get oceans
of creamy lather that rinses away dirt

and dandruff

—

manage."

magic

Creme Shampoo
Water

softness

Its

easier to

personalities

'Trust that rugged individuahst Paul
Douglas to pull the unexpected. He and
his bride, Jan Sterling, had barely antheir
engagement marriage
nounced

wonderful happened to our
hair," say beautiful blonde
twins Alice and Alva Anderson of
Evanston, 111. "Our hair was so marvelously soft ... as if we actually washed
so

Cocoanut

is one of the best
around these parts
was amply demonstrated by the fabulous
turnout of her famous friends and admirers. The li'l gal from the South could
have stayed on at the Grove forever and
kept the customers coming in like the
waves of the ocean.

loved

Even in Hardest Water

it

famed

!^^^^^^

Acting together for Screen Guild Players
are Olivia de Havilland and Charles Boyer.

Fzio Pinz"*, with his wife at the Stork Club,
before leaving for Hollywood and film work.

Meet the man who's going
West manners!

to teach the

And

the things he's

gonna

learn from Lucille... yo\j won't
find

anywhere

in

books!

Paramount's
hilarious successor to

"The Paleface"!

BRUCE

CM-JACK KIRKWOOD

Produced by

ROBERT

L.

WELCH

Directed by
•

GEORGE MARSHALL

Edmund Hartmann and Robert O'Brien
Based on a Story by Harry Leon Wilson

Screenplay by
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Good, Good, GOOD...tbis DeodorantWews

more

effectiye

Mg^!
Stork Club diners are Hedy Lamarr and her
beau, Herbert Klotz, Jr., N. Y. socialite.

About the most exciting set the film
colony has seen for many moons is the
one for RKO's "His Kind Of Woman."

Bossman Howard Hughes must have
It's a complete Summer resort with cabanas,
bungalows, and a for-real swimming
pool.
Director John Farrow threw a
party there and most of the guests were
given with the lavish budget.

to make reservations for a
This atmosphere, lush though
it is, must appeal to Bob Mitchum, who
has never been one to hold back with
the wisecracks. Tim Holt, in his first
dude role, was a-braggin about how
smart his Austrian horse, Florian, is.
Says Tim, his four-footed pal can execute 1S4- different maneuvers on command. Mitch drawled that he allowed
that was about 130 more than some
actors he knows could do and effectively
silenced Tim with, "If that horse is so
smart, why doesn't he ride you?" Bob
also has one of those gruesome false
noses that would make Cyrano de
Bergerac look like a dreamboat and he's
forever scaring visitors away.

clamoring

long stay.

Bob and

NOW

CONTAINS AMAZING NEW

INGREDIENT M-3-THAT PROTECTS

Protection! Let the magic of

Mum

protect

day's

Mum,

TV

«

you— better,

new
Two renowned

longer. For to-

underarm perspiration odor. Mum never
merely "masks" odor— simply doesn't give
a

chance

to start.

New Creaminess!
ier

Mum

Smooths on
is

easily,

!

Mum

creamthan ever. As gentle as a beauty cream.

Mum

Mum's protection grows and GROWS
Thanks to its new ingredient, M-3,

is softer,

doesn't cake.

And

non-irritating to skin because

it

contains no harsh ingredients. Will not

not only stops growth of odorbut keeps down
causing bacteria
future bacteria growth. You actually
build up protection with regular exclusive use of new

—

Mum

Now at your cosmetic counter

I

rot or discolor finest fabrics.

New Fragrance! Even Mum's new
fume

is

per-

special— a delicate flower fragrance

Mum alone. This delightful
cream deodorant contains no water to dry
out or decrease its efficiency. Economical
—no shrinkage, no waste.
created for

A PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-MYERS

Elsa

Max-

Romanoff

party.

conversationalists,

well and Clifton

with wonder-working M-3,

safely protects against bacteria that cause

it

Jane Russell, have

ingly, to equip. In fact, neither one thinks
the job will ever get finished. Jane, by the
way, has three songs in this picture and
has come out with her second record al-

AGAINST ODOR-CAUSING BACTERIA
New

his co-star,

a ball together bragging about which one
of their houses is the farthest from being
furnished. Both have taken years, seem-

Webb,

at

PRESENTED BY

Warner Bros.

.

Right: Franchot
attractive

Muntz,

Garrett

6<

0<«*e

Tone and

dinner date,

his

Diane

revelling

in

each other's society at Giro's.

«(*<

Below:
I's

Ann

greatest

BIyth,

one of U-

assets,

at

that

studio's premiere of "Louisa"

with a smiling Ronald Reagan.

Also, she's been interested in helping paraplegic veterans get proper housing.
She got together with Mac Johnson, the
art director who dreamed up the fabulous
"His Kind Of Woman" set, and got him to
design special architectural plans for the
wheel-chair boys. The houses include special stair inclines, the proper kind of doors,
light switches, etc. Through their own organization ,the paraplegics can have these
plans for free. Nice going.

bum.

You can be sure and safe

—no marks or discoloration
when you use
. .

CALO
Warner

Brothers' studio

gym

gets a workout

from French Gaby Andre and Steve Cochran.

suit they'll

CURL CLIPS
GUARANTEED SAFE -with
home permanent yoo
choose. Made of aluminum —

any type

of

Smarties

will

mark or

discolor

hair,

not

will

rust,

not

any shade of

regardless of the type of

wave or

curl used.

Without

Cowboy Holt was a little bothered
about playin' a kinda skunky city dude
in "His Kind Of Woman" because of his
kid fans holding him up as a non-smoker,
non-drinker example, but then he decided that when they see him in a business

assist-

know

he's just kiddin'.

Vincent Price, also in the picture
(wotta cast!) was full of plans to send
150 most representative pieces of his art
collection on a tour of schools and colleges around the country. He recently
acquired a carved Chinese figure of the
Han Dynasty which dates back to 200
{Please turn to page 16)
,

ance, you can easily and quickly

your own waves or
a professional touch.

set

curls with

Aflvert isenterit
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Are you Itwehf....
OR LONELY?
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Dick Haymes making "Saint Benny The Dip"
N. Y., with wife, Nora, at Plaza Hotel.

in

"BUY THE CLIP WITH
THE RUBBER HIHGE"

ASK FOR CALO TODAY!
CALO COMPANY,
I

L.

h, N. Y.

^ the

ex-Wave

with no place
to

go

.

.

and the guys
who helped her
get there

lolifiny

Sands

Sieve Brodie

-

Richaid [idman

Hdlary Brooke

Richard lane

Produced and Direcled by

S.

Rll- Co-Producer

Edward lewis

A
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Left:

and

Drake

Betsy

Edmund Cwenn

"Pretty

in

hilariWarners'
Baby,"
ous comedy about the ad-

vertising

business.

laugh-a-second

Right: Richard

It's

filmfare.

Widmark,

Paul Douglas and Waller

Fowler,

The

packed
sible

Jr.,

in

"Panic In

Streets," suspensethriller

of

pos-

nationwide plague.

all else

can conquer

fear.

Unusual, yet

told with simplicity, the story centers on
an average American couple. Joe and

Mary

Smith, played by James Whitmore
and Nancy Davis, are suddenly and
drastically forced, along with the rest of

the

world,

to

everything
granted. Not

revalue

their

lives

which they took
a preachy picture by
means, this should be shown behind
Iron Curtain; then perhaps a lot of
world's unhappiness would be cured.
else

and
for

any
the
the

Duchess Of Idaho
(Technicolor)

MGM

By
SPRIGHTLY

Rahna Maughan
Panic

In

The Streets

20th Century-Fox

WHEN

an autopsy on an unidentimurdered man discloses that
the victim was also infected by a
deadly and highly contagious disease,
fied

U.S. Public Health Service doctor Richard Widmark realizes the city and possibly the entire country will be stricken
by plague unless the murderer is found.
With only the slimmest of clues to trace
the last movements of the dead man,
Widmark and Detective Paul Douglas
have a matter of hours in which to stop
wholesale death. Furthermore, should the
discovery reach the public, Widmark
knows people would flee the city and
along with them might be the killer and
others who have already been infected.
A tough assignment in every respect,
the outcome of this suspense-packed
thriller is as exceptional as the picture
it.self
and it's a toss-up as to which is
more terrifying, the plague or newcomer
Jack Palance.

—

Pretty Baby

Warner Brothers

MERRY
tising

mayhem
agency

begins via adverfile

clerk

Betsy

Drake when she thinks up a way
sure

of

Through

a

.seat

in

crowded

to be
subways.

this scheme Bet.sy inadvertentmeets baby-foods tycoon Edmund
Gwenn and he takes a fatherly shine to
her. Gwenn, the n)0.st important client
Betsy's bosses, Dennis Morgan and Zachary Scott, have, manages to keep his
identity from her, but lets Morgan and
Scott know he wants Betsy treated right.

ly

12

Honorable though Gwenn's intentions
might be, Morgan and Scott are inclined
to view the relationship with a more
sophisticated eye. So, bewildered Betsy
finds herself in a slick job plus getting

the devoted attention of both her bosses.
There's a hahy involved, of course, but
it wouldn't be fair to spoil the fun with

semi-musical

with

Es-

ther Williams and Van Johnson. Esther, in order to help Paula Raymond
hook her boss, John Lund, pursues playboy-financier Lund to Sun Valley. The
object being to get Lund so sick of predatory females, he'll discover how wonderful secretary Paula is. En route to
the resort, Esther meets bandleader Van,
but she hasn't time for a romance of her

confused times, this comes as
a steadying reminder that faith above

own. Then, because she's only human^
she succumbs to the Johnson campaign.
How to keep a real romance alive and
a phoney one smouldering until Paula
can fan it into a blaze, is a full-scale
headache and poor Esther almost louses
everyone up for fair. Gay, colorful fun
with guest appearances by Red Skelton,
Lena Horne and Eleanor Powell.

James Whitmore, Nancy Davis and Gary Gray
."
as the family in "The Next Voice You Hear

Van Johnson and Esther Williams in "Duchess
Of Idaho," sprightly Technicolor musical.

any more

clues.

A

superb comedy about

super people.

'The Next Voice

You Hear.

.

."

.

MGM
N OUR
I

.

.

-theBiNNIESr thtru^ that ever happened, io a fam/Vy/

POP

lost his

SONNY

Ronald

vice-presidency!

MOM

j

lost his appetite!

lost

her peace of mind!

The BOY FRIEND

•

HUM

The GROCER

The MAID

lost

lost his heart!

her patience!

Edmund

Ruth

Charles

REAGAN COBUHN

lost his voice!

I

•

GWENN

with

Piper

UURlEScotty BECKETT

Story and Scieenplay by

STANLFY ROe[RIS

• Diiected by AUXAIIDfll

HALL

* Produced by

ROeERT ARTHUR
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Unsavory looking Macdonald Carey and cal-

UPPITY

-..ne World's
Greatest and Most Beautiful
Eyelash Curler
A

Dancehall

"GOLDEN"

Columbia

BOOKIES

and gambling syndicates
have always been a thorn in the
side of law enforcement. This shows the

HAS "SOFT PRESSURE" AC
TION TO CURL YOUR LASHES EASILY
AND CLAMOROUSLY.
• UPPITY IS THE ONLY EYELASH CURLER WITH CONTROL WHEEL FOR
QUICKLY CHANCING REFILL— LOOK
• UPPITY

WHEEL— ONLY

FOR CONTROL

illegal side of horse-racing, step-by-step,

from the time Edmond O'Brien gets a
peek at big-time gambling until he's on
the top of the heap with no place to go.
A smart operator, once he's in, it doesn't
take long for O'Brien to control the

UPPITY

IT.
Uppity

—

jrter— Pat.

The Patented
2.410,391

No.

AT ALL LEADING CHAIN

VARIETY, DEPARTMENT
AND DRUG STORES OR
DESIGNATE YOUR FAVORITE STORE.

$1.25 Value

98c
with 2 Extra
Refills Free

CURVEX CORPORATION
260

Avenue

Fifth

New

York

1,

N.

Y.

bookies in his territory. He does so well
that he attracts the attention of nationwide syndicate boss Otto Kruger, who
wants in on the O'Brien profits. Where
Kruger fails, Joanne Dru succeeds in getting O'Brien to join the syndicate. From
then on, it's murder and double-cross
across the board.

. .

Fun.

.

Barn . .
Universal-International

moRm PHOTOS
HOME

and romance go together
YOUTH
soda

AT

fc

woman who

is

artistically

in-

in spare time at home.
Easy-to-understand oil colorini^
method makes it possible to
bring out life-like colors. Many
while learning

clined,

.

.

.

you how

""^ucuon'^sio'";

to do beautiful work. No previous training
needed, nor Is It necessary to do any drawnig or
sketching. Kind out how those v/lth natural talent
can l>e trained to color their own pliotographs and
those of their friends and. when experienced, seek
Is

studios,

stores and others.

Nationol Method Means Beautiful

Work

.

.

ing.

The only

ings

is

sour note in the proceedthat all the younger folks concerned are rather dull stinkers and
shame on them! No understanding!

The Happy Years
(Technicolor)

FREE Booklet

If you seek Increased Intlependence,
greater happiness, and a worth-while hob-

feel you have artistic talent,
Find out
this FREE booklet.
this fascinating work and
the opportunities In a fomparatively
uncrowded field. Send today for free

for

more nhout

booklet. "A Fascinating Hobby" and
particulars. Sent postage prepaid,
without obligation.

full

NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
^
1315

Dept. 4436
S. Michigan Ave., Chicago S.

111.

j

NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
Michigan Ave., Dept. 4'»36. Chicago 5. 111.
Pleaie send me, without obligation, your FREE. Booklet,
"A Fascinating Hobby," and full particulars.
S.

Name

city
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MGM

and you

write

Zone

State
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are

(Technicolor)
Universal-International

REVENGE at best

is a vicious way of
evening the score, and the grimness
of this situation is heightened even more
as James Stewart tracks down his brother, Stephen McNally. The feud had been
going on between the brothers since McNally shot their father in the back, and

becomes further

intensified

when Mc-

Nally steals a prize Winchester

rifle

from

Stewart. Robust and rugged, this also
has an Indian raid, a bank holdup, and
Shelley Winters, Dan Duryea, and Mil-

—

.

Lc-arn
the "National Method" of coloring photoIfraphs and miniatures In oil. It brings out beautiful
effects. Originated In a well-known Studio thai for
many years caieied lo the Gold Coast residents of
Chicago. This lyr)e of instruction trains you in the
1,'it*'
modem method of coloring In vocue todav

by.

Winchester 73
like

pop and hamburgers, but old
age and romance are more closely compared to champagne and caviar. So the
latter applies to Spring Byington, Edmund Gwenn and Charles Coburn, as
they romp through quite an unusual tri£ingle.
Miss Byington, the widowed
mother of Ronald Reagan, is in a dither
trying to select between Gwenn and Coburn. Before she makes her choice, however, love-struck rivals Gwenn and Coburn cavort and carry on with such
vigor as to put any teenager to blush-

Fascinating occupation and hobby learned by average man or

Easy to Learn

tion of flapjacks, football and flim-flam
cinches his place within Lawrenceville's

hallowed walls.

Louisa
Thrills

i_.

bullet

IS

LINESS.

1315

Shelley

Ocean Drive

711

PHENOMENAL AND UNEXCELLED IN SPEEDILY CURLING
YOUR LASHES TO EXQUISITE LOVE-

for

girl

versal- International's
super Western thriller.

—

v,'ork

Canyon."

ridden body of Charles
in
her
fiance
Drake,
"VVinchester 73," Uni-

In only a few seconds be irresistible
use
UPPITY for enhancing beauty to your eyes for
that buoyant and young "wide awake" lool(.

HAS

crack-

Milland

Winters finds

Eyelash Curler
• UPPITY

Lamarr

outsmart

Golden"
Control Wheel
change rubber refill

to

L/pp/ry
the

to

shot
Ray
in
"Copper

.as===:>.

—

Hedy

culating
try

some strange reason school days

usually recalled with a fond
chuckle and wistful memories yet, at
the time they were taking place, the
feeling was anything but fond! Look at

—

Master Dean Stockwell! A smart-aleck,
he was booted out of nearly every school
for young gentlemen, then he went to
Lawrenceville. There, not only were the
other lads bigger than he, but twice as
sharp.
Dean absorbs a good deal of
physical pounding before he's accepted
by his fellow-students; and a combina-

Trouble looms ahead for Edmond O'Brien in
person of Joanne Dru in "711 Ocean Drive."

Life in a boys' school is anything but happy for Dean Stockwell in "The Happy Years."

lard Mitchell lending

some capable

as-

sists.

My

Friend Irma Goes
Paramount

West

WHAT

could be a better start to this
an escaped lunatic,
movie producer,
swooping down on Marie Irma Wilson,
sort of thing than
who thinks he's a

Diana Lynn, John Lund, Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis? The peculiar gentleman promptly signs Dean to a Hollywood contract, and not knowing any better, the five friends go into hock to
finance the trip out West. In Albuquerque, N.M., the horrible truth is learned.
At that point, Lund also becomes a
crooked roulette wheel operator not
that he wants to and Irma gets kidnapped by some gangstiers. The highlight
of all this wackiness is Jerry Lewis,
natch, and when he teams up with a

—

—

You're at Malibu Beach, near Hollywood,

when your

eyes stumble on a beauty to rival Esther Williams!
It is

Dont look now.

is

Esther Williams with Ben Gage! Lucky her head

You can see she's as beautiful as Technicolor
Esther knows you're staring! Her comis glowingly groomed with Coquette, exciting

turned.

insists. Psst,

plexion

new golden rachel shade

of satiny

Woodbury Powder.

chimpanzee named Pierre, you've seen
everything!

Love That Brute
20th Century-Fox

BIG, tough racketeer Paul Douglas
falls for a nursemaid, Jean Peters.
A man of quick-trigger decisions, Paul
decides to hire Jean to take care of his
children. So what? So Paul ain't got no
kids! He's a bachelor with a mansion
full

of

gunmen and

is usually awakened
(Please turn to page 10)

Esther

one of the Hollywood

is

Woodbury Powder 6
Corinne Calvet and Dean Martin add to the
excitement in "My Friend Irma Goes West."

there's

vey.*

€$iherWH\iams,.

chose

A unique ingredient in Woodbury Powder gives

the smoothest, satiny
cally

who

stars

to 1 in response to a recent sur-

warm,

fragrant,

it

finish.

No "powdery

infinitely fine in texture,

look"!

Magi-

enchantingly

chngs for hours! 8 heavenly shades glorify

every skin type.

15<^,

30^, $1.00, plus tax.
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What Hollywood
Is

Itself

Talking About!

Continued from page 10

of on an exploring
Mexico to see what interesting
ancient numbers he could pick up down
there.
This is one boy who takes his
B. C. and also took
to

trip

art seriously.

When the Princess Irene Ghika, Errol
Flynn's heart, blew into town she stirred
up quite a social storm. Also, she met Errol's kids, his former mother-in-law, Mrs.
Margaret Eddington, and was quite propchaperoned by Errol's parents. The
Flynn has a dandy nickname for his Prin-

erly

He

cess.

affectionately

calls

her

"The

Geek!"

That wandering boy, Ty Power, shore
hke a yokel in Manila when he was
invited by some of the residents to play
the Lizard Game. Seems this game is
felt

BEAUTY
No sad songs for beauty-alert women,
who value and strive to preserve the
petal-fresh complexions of youth.
They've discovered VIT-A-CREAM
... a genius-blend of oils and vitamins scientifically formulated to
cleanse ... to nourish ... to enhance.
Here, at last is a facial "health cocktail" designed to give a long, long
lease on loveliness. Not only does it
contain Carotene (Vitamin A) and
Wheat Germ Oil (Vitamin E) whose

popular at stag dinners. A lizard is let
out of a darkened box on the table,
whereupon he starts crawling toward one
guest or another. Whoever Mr. Lizard
chooses gets to pay the check. Ty got
stuck with the tab four times before he
discovered the con gimmick. All the
Manila contingent were wearing white
clothes. Ty was dressed in dark ones.
The lizard crawled to him, looking for
a dark place to hide. Some fun, eh,
Kid? Mrs. P. couldn't stand the hot,

steamy climate of the Philippines and
went to Hong Kong, thence to England,
where Ty joined her.

tonic action helps revitalize the natural color and texture of your skin . .
but also " Resterol to provide the precious moisture your skin needs to retain its suppleness.

Stop dreaming away weeks, months,

start

Dottie Lamour's trek to London and
her appearance at the famous Palladium
were, to put it mildly, an unqualified
success. Miss L. didn't even think about
taking a sarong along but, on her arrival, she was besieged with questions
concerning the sexy garment. Upshot
was that she borrowed a hunk of material
and had a dressmaker whip one up.
Needless to say, this was really the sensational part of her act.

Joan Crawford spent several nights on
the couch in her dressing room just before
she finished "Harriet Craig" at Columbia.
Some of her five kids came down with the
mumps! And Doris Day was scared to
death when she heard Gordon MacRae's
kids had the measles. D. and G. are in
"Tea For Two" together and Doris figured
she might carry this ornery disease back

years wishing you could do something about your complexion. Balance your beauty diet with Orjene's
VIT-A-CREAM. You'll be pleased
with the new loveliness of your complexion especially when compli-

ments

Photographers snap some Crosby leg art as
Bing returns to N. Y. on Queen Elizabeth.

to her

coming your way.

young

Gordon's purty wife, Sheila, who gave

up her own career when they were mar-

VIT-A-CREAM

ried,

is

duction
rPPFTPIAII
rKCC IKIHL.

working

"**

VIT A-CREAM (Four Purpose) for
and judge for yourself. Unless you ore
7
satisfied with VIT-A-CREAM's beneficial effect
on your skin, return tlie partly used jar and
days

your money will be refunded.

GOLD MEDAL awardpd by the
Society of Intemationul Sciences, France,
for Quality, Purity nrul Effecliveneso.
Firs! prize

RJENE

produett «re lold on a

Joan Fontaine and Dana
Andrews just before a
Radio Theatre broadcast.
Her next film is "Born
To Be Bad"; he will be
seen in "Edge Of Doom."

Money Back Guarantee.

The OrjeneCo., Dept. PFI, 395 B'way, N.
Eneloaed
Cash or M.O.
C.O.D.
(If remittance accompanies order, we

Y. 1 3,

will

N.Yj

pay

delivery charges.)
Please send me.— Money Back Guaranteed
all

4

Q

oz. Jar of

VIT-A-CREAM S1.50

Fi-deral Tax to he paid hy Orjcnc Co.
Free Booklet and Folder describing other
cosmetics and Beauty Care.

NAME

A

three-way discussion
Ruth Roman,
Robert Rossen and Brod
Crawford at the Screen
is

ADDRES.S_

CITY

_ZONE_

held by

Directors
at

16

son.

Beverly

Guild

party

Hills

Hotel

about to launch into the prowith Joy Orr, daughter of

field

Mona Freeman shows off portrait she painted
Mona Jr., now almost three.

of her daughter,

the Jack Warners. The two gals are
hoping to put on a musical, with a completely unknown cast, that will score
the same kind of success Bill Eythe's
"Lend An Ear" enjoyed.

No

one

in

Hollywood was more

sur-

prised than the expectant parents, June
Allyson arid Dick Powell, when they
learned they were expectinn.
They'd

planned to adopt another child when
news came. This flipped the
little Junie to do "Royal Wedding" with Fred Astsire on account of
the too-strenuous dance routines. So Jane
Powell will play the role instead. However, the picture won't go into production
just yet because Jane is also expecting a
visit from the lo7ig-legged bird, but since
the good
plans for

her baby imll arrive before June's she'll
be able to return to work that much
sooner.
(Please turn to page 12)

England-bound
visits

the

to

Stork

make

a film,

Club

with

Cesar Romero

Betty

Furness.

Suddenly, breathtakingly, you'll be embraced
held

.

.

.

.

.

.

kissed. Perhaps tonight.

Be sure that you are always lovely to love; charm-

Your deodorant may make the
so many lovely girls depend
on Fresh Cream Deodorant. Test FRESH against
ing

and

alluring.

difference. That's

why

any other deodorant
.

.

.

—

see

which stops perspiration

prevents odor better! FRESH

any deodorant you have ever tried
luxurious,

and

is

different

from

— creamier, more

really effective!

For head-to-toe protection, use
Bath Soap. Used regularly,

it is

other type soap in preventing

new FRESH Deodorant
20 times as effective as

body

perspiration odor,

yet mild and gentle.
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nick, at Giro's. Dan's currently in

Blue Heaven."

Dick Powell and his wife, June Allyson, who's expecting the
Edgar Bergen at the Beverly Hills Hotel. The Powells are both

x**

The Pecks return from England
on Queen Elizabeth Greg, his
wife, Greta, Jonathan, 5V^, Stephen, y/x. Greg made "Captain

—

Horatio

"My

I

Hombk>wer" over

there.

in

"k..

r
Corinne Calvet and John Bromfield examine
tickets for "The Class Menagerie" preview.

iollywood preview of "The Class Menagerie." Betsy's
make "Pretty Baby." Gary's starring in "Crisis."

<ext
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1

here The Sidewalk Ends," with Cene Tierney, and his
ad on the skaters during performance at "Icecapades."

Peter Lawford,
corts Ruth

mum

Roman

to

on Sharman Douglas, es-

"The Glass Menagerie.''

Evelyn Keyes and Bill Dozier, a constant
duo, at a special screening of "The Men."

Geary Steffen and Jane Powell having fun with a Disney character at
the "Icecapadcs." Jane is expecting a visit from the long legged bird.

Interest in the problems of the paraplegics brought Diana L)
and husband, John Lindsay, to the private showing of "The Men

star of "The Glass Menagerie," attended the preview
Warner Brothers film with boy friend, Clark Hardwicke.

Wyman,

Another couple enjoying the "Icecapades" are Paul Brinkman and Jeanne
Grain. They're also on the stork's list— it'll be their third child.

Jane

David Brian at "The Men" preview with his wife, Adrian Booth. David's
latest screen appearance is "The Great Jewel Robber," Warner thriller.

Jane Russell and her pro football playing husband. Bob Waterfield,
on their arrival at 'The Men." Jane's m "His Kind Of Woman.

of her latest

Wfurf-

1

Vmf Lib fcf
Kirk,

Marilyn

Maxwell,

"Champion." Says Kirk,
"Women 4iave only themselves to blame for neuin

rotic,

unromantic

lives."

Ilk

/

1!^
»
I

•

By Kirk Douglas

THE

•

trouble with

women

is

that their sense of values

in a woman's
head that if she outshines a man in any activity or
endeavor she is greatly enhanced, more desirable and more
romantic in his eyes? Does she ever consider male pride
and the whole psychology of male ego?
A girl can beat my ears down at tennis and, sure, I take
it. Bdt I can't imagine a guy going out with a woman who
makes more money than he does, who has a more important
job than he has. I couldn't take it dating a girl who makes
as much money as I do, let alone more. I want to be the
man the one who provides, protects and shoulders responsibilities. Sure, it's all right for women to fight for what
they want. No man wants a docile, meek, spiritless woman,
but he does want a female woman so he can be a he-mxde
man.
"The way it's going, women have only themselves to blame
for their unromantic lives and
(Please turn to page f>4)
is

t » «

V

—

1^4

all

wrong.

Whatever put the idea

"Any man knows that as
soon as he gives in to a
woman she doesn't want
whotever it was anyway"

Kirk firmly believes that women basically
do not hanker for equality with men.

Lauren Bacall in "Young Man With A
Horn." "A woman should look after a man.

Kirk,

Ann Sothern and Kirk in "Letter To Three
Wives." He dislikes self-sufficiency in women.

9ia BluMH tm

4da shows Mala Powers (back to camera) how to begin scene for
"Outrage" wherein Mala trys to elude attentions of Jerry Parts.

The scene is shot, with Mala on her own after director Lupino's
demonstration. Now, a heavy wrench figures in the proceedings.

LUPINO, who has distinguished herself in
IDA
Hollywood directorial circles with two pictures
about to come up with a third, "Ontrage,"
for RKO release. Forthright Ida has chosen a script
equally forthright, for this story deals with the rape
of a young girl and its serious psychological effect
on her. Again, Ida combines forces with Collier
Young, her producer-husband. They are partners
of Filmakers, under whose banner the new Lupinodirected picture is being made. Thespians are almost
never credited with the brains to do anything but
memorize lines, and directors supposedly are awful
actors, but Ida is an exception to both old adages.
already,

and members of the technical
cr«w plan out a forthcoming take.

24

i

is

\

Ida has instructed Mala how to fake a blow on side of Jerry's
head with the wrench without actually demolishing fellow actor.

Long discussions about' lighting, makeotJ.
other production details went on between
Ida

and Collier

Young

in

rest

intervals^

An

expert judge of the drama and timing that add up to a powIda critically surveys the results of her direction.

erful s<fene,

Corporation Hope is unlike ony in the world because it
has a soul/ lavishly supplied by the warm-hearted Bob

Gentleman's gentleman Hope, in Paramount's
"Fancy Pants," creates havoc and hilarity.

TO COUNT

a few famous noses, I

course start with Cyrano de
Bergerac. I'll then skip a few years
and name several contemporaries, which
will include "Schnozzle" Durante's twoway stretch, W. C. Field's Neon Nose,
and also the late John Barrymore's
classic beak, which he dipped deep into
the cup of life.
However, the real proboscis is the one
that grew on Bob Hope. It is the only
nose on record that has been subdivided.
Everyone has a chunk of it, including the
Cleveland Indians. Paramount has the
will of

lien on it. Jimmie Sapphier and
Louie Schurr, his agents, get their respecfirst

tive per cents.

An

oil

man by

the

name

of Moncrief,

from Fort Worth, Texas, when all signs
had failed, called upon Hope and his
magic nose. Bob went down to Scurry
County, sniffed a few locations and said,
"You can't miss if you sink a well here."
Sure enough, they hit a gusher, so now
he is considered a pretty fair geologist.
Dolores, his beautiful wife, has been
rubbing noses with him for the past fif-

Bob, Lucille Ball, Joe Vitale and Joe Wong
in a Kene from film.

make with kitchenware

Boys he visited on war fronts still send him
gifts.
He's here with Lea Penman.

letters,

Bob wiHi
Pants."

Lucille Ball, his co-star in

"Fancy

They kidded each other throughout.

He devotes himself unsparingly to each personal appearance, Kke this with Jack Benny

teen years. She still retains her own clasac profile, so you
can see that there is no danger of catching a nose like this
one.
After a few years Bob became so attached to his nose
that he formed a corporation, and called it Hope Enterprises. The entire Hope dan bought into it. Also a few
close friends, such as Bing Crosby and Dave Butler. I
guess they figured that anyone that could run a disaster
into a dividend would be a good guy to tag along with.
Legally, a corporation is not supposed to have a soul,
but this one is the exception. The nucleus of it is two of
the biggest hearts in the entire world, namely Bob and
Dolores. At the foot of their family tree you will find
four little children, all adopted. Linda, Tony, Kelly and
Nora. When the two little fellows came into the household, Tony and Linda were henceforth known as the "old
folks." They didn't seem to mind. On the nurse's day
off they did their share of baby sitting. Linda can even
show you the proper way to fold a diaper. Just like an
ordinary household where there are older brothers and
sisters, who help their mother when the family increases.
Linda is her dad's number one fan. When she hears his
buzz at the electrically-controlled entry gate, she whips
off to meet him so she can get a (Please turn to page 58)

Before trip he tells Dofores to travel light, yet
has been known to take about 20 golf clubs.

Bob, Alan Ladd. Hope's safe holds
tures, scripts since

ail

his pic-

Bob came to Hollywood.

Mahe Way
For MacRae
ALTHOUGH

he's enjoyed considerable success as a radio singer

Cordon MacRae knew he never would
be completely happy until he had a
a yen he's had ever
fling at acting
since he left school. Other crooners made good when they'd turned

—

their

London rebuffs the advances of Dick
Eagan in "Return Of The Frontiersman."

Julie

Dick

one to be brushed off easily and Julie,
scared and on verge of hysteria, screams for help.
isn't

talents

to

histrionics,

so

why

couldn't he? His chance came when
Warners offered him a contract. Of
the five films he's made, only two

were musicals.

In

his

latest,

"Re-

Of The Frontiersman," he goes
Western. Some day he'd like to do
Of course, he hasn't
a comedy.
turn

deserted radio, but
career that has him

Although he's
don,

in

Julie's

bad graces. Cor-

the sheriff's son, comes to her aid.

Gordon MacRae and Julie London
romantic scene
"Return Of The
a

in

Warner

in

Bros.'

Frontiersman."

it's

all

his movie
hepped up.

1HAVE

always thought tHat a boy who niakes a date and
then "stands up" a giorl is, to put it mildly, a cad and a
bounder! According to Dale, my father, those are decadent terms of expression, but if there is one thing I hate it is
a phoney!
Since I am barely sixteen, it is quite apparent that I am
not an authority on men. But since I am in pictures I find myself being interviewed on many subjects. I have, however, had
dates with boys as young as fourteen to as old as twenty-four.
So I am forming some very decided views on what I love and
hate in men, based on my own experience.
Everyone warned me that I'd have a big crush on Farley
Granger. Now he is a wonderful, sweet guy, and when we first
worked together in "Roseanna McCoy" I fully expected to
swoon in our love scenes. But Farley was so friendly that my
heart behaved as a fourteen-year-old's should.
Farley unexpectedly proved to be my first real hero outside of my father. On the last day of shooting location scenes
for Samuel Goldwyn's "Roseanna McCoy," Farley and I were
running up and down the rocks when I made a wrong turn and
the pistol he was carrying went off. The full charge of powder hit my wrist. Farley's concern was one of the most wonderful things that ever happened to me. My arm was bleeding but numb. I was rushed to the hospital and Farley stood

—

—

—

Joan hopes that she will fall
her the security she's always

"I like a

man who

is

with a man wli« will give
felt so strongly in her own home.
in love

Joan in
"Edge Of Doom," with Dana Andrews.

a stimulating conversationalist."

a scene from Coldwyn's

faithfully by.

There were no florist shops open so Farley looked all over
the tiny town and finally scrounged some fresh peach blossoms. They were there when I came out of the anesthetic.
And so was Farley. "You had to have flowers," was his explanation. I shall never forget the anxiety and concern in his
eyes, and in his voice when he said, "Can you ever forgive me?
It

was all my fault."
Of course, it wasn't.

It was an accident, but I loved his
and I hope I fall in love with a man
someday who will be as sensitive as he. Farley later gave me
a silver bracelet with an inscribed medallion. I know that I
am lucky not to have fallen in love, because I now realize thit
he thinks of me more as a kid sister.
Already I am being asked when I may marry. With Shirley
Temple, Jane Powell and Elizabeth Taylor becoming engaged
at seventeen everyone says I'm next. To my way of thinking, age will have nothing to do with it. It's when the right
person comes along. So far, I have yet to fall in love. I've had
crushes, but that's all. My father. Dale, is my ideal and,
well, it will be very hard for any boy to measure up to him.
I have always called my father Dale and my mother Katherine. Both are well established writers and they are very intelligent and stimulating people.
Father is very handsome. He resembles Ronald Colman.
He i? not very tall but his carriage and poise are such that he
seems tall. Dale is always beautifully (Please turn to page dS)

sense of responsibility

—

—

Left: Co-starred at last with favorite
dancer, Fred Astaire, in "Three Little

Words." Vera found him

Below: Vera
film

shows

in

helpful, friendly.

the Technicolor

results of her years

of always-improving technique.

She works hard, but loves gaiety. Here with
Lyies at Biltmore Hotel
A.

publicist

C

"On The Town," with
was big step

fine dancer

closer to

Gene

Kelly,

Fred Astaire picture.

since the days when Vera- Ellen was one of Broadway's busiest musical comedy
EVER
dancers, she has admired veteran hoofer Fred Astaire and hoped to be able to work

with him. To modest Vera, however, the chance of ever being teamed with her idol
seemed very remote. But now that she is one of filmdom's top dancers, Vera deserves
only the best. Astaire is her partner in MCM's new musical, "Three Little Words."
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Why I Had ^

"So mony things I
imogined must' be
great- weren't!
We presume so

—

much

that

isn't

so"

haven't the courage to change,
IFI you
don't think you are brave enough
for this world.

a

To be perfectly honest, I had to alter
great many things in and around my-

self.

patting myself on the back.
put up indefinitely with
what I had. Now I'm firmly convinced
we should accept nothing as a decision
of fate.
own experiences have taught
me we must think through on how we
want to live. Then we ought to scheme,
and redirect our ways, to escape what's

This

isn't

I just couldn't

My

frustrating us.
If I want something to happen, I
can't forget it, nor fool myself with
sorry substitutes. I follow
inner urge
to figiure out how I can make it be. I
switch systems. That's why I've never
been neatly cataloged. I never stay the
same too long. Purposely, I'm not a
placid person, would dread being one.
When I came to Hollywood, after
graduating from high school in Vancouver, I had adolescent ideas. I was
an eager dancer who could sing, besides.

my

I

With Richard Greene in "The Desert Hawk." Yvonne always
does her own singing in pictures, having studied for years.
Below:
single,

A
I

love scene in film with Richard. "Although I am still
have no desire to dominate the men I date," she says.

wanted the moon on my own terms,
Fame, and a story-book ro-

quickly.

mance, were to be autranatic rewards,
somehow, someway. I found out, as I
grew up mentally and emotionally, that
is far more demandand exciting. It is a series of new
steps, and a hesitant heart is a focJish

the real side of Hfe
ing,

loser.

at

I had to earn my living, but I wasn't
all content with the tap and Spanish

and South American niunbers with
which I started in night dubs here. PerParamount noticed
sistence paid off.
me in them and I imagined I was set.
If, like me, you prefer listening to the
qhallenges of adventure, instead of dozing, duUy and suppressed, you are headed for big disappointments, also. But
I'd rather be jolted than become bitter
from routine. I had to change from an
overly sensitive girl into a woman who
could take the cold rejections that are
half of living. I had been signed as a
threat to Dorothy Lamour, who'd refused to play in any more sarou|^ pic-

While they were grooming me
and returned.
So the dazzling screen debut I'd expected was a mirage. I was assigned to
humble film tests with actors being considered for roles. Then I was fired.
My adolescent notions about easy
success collapsed. I'm glad. After that
I never wasted another minute on daydreaming. I realized good luck can't be
tures.

for her spot, she relented

no bnger think of marriage as
a swooping up into the clouds."
"I

commanded, that
preparation

is

plain, old-fashioned
one's best ally.

Ace director-producer Billy Wilder
thought I had possibilities and sent me
to his agent, who, in turn, had his assistant take me around to other studios.
At Universal they were searching for a
"wolf woman" and tested me. While
waiting in the casting department for
the news as to whether I was menacing
enough, and I wasn't, I was seen by
Walter Wanger. He was looking for an
unknown to star (Please turn to page 61)

Enslaved j,i "The Desert Hawk." She dasse'i
on color and gbmourous costumes for her success

to

depend

in pietasres.

Though Bob,

as a doctor, has noted

Faith's erratic behavior, he's

too enamored to foresee

Bob finds Faith desirable but

He thought

about as docile as a

wildcat.

actually

he would escape danger but
goes toward it with Faith.

Her moods soon become increas-

As they

battle,

ingly

violent

and

irrational.

Bob

error of casting in

is

fully

aware of

his

lot

with her.

its

been

danger.

Gold WoA^damoMce
A

FEMALE Russian officer' is someone an
American in Europe might care even less
to meet than her male counterpart. That is
why Captain Janet Leigh is something of a
surprise to John Wayne in "Jet Pibt." From
these shots of Janet, though, you can see
that he will easily survive, she being the
most delectable member of the military ever
to come out from behind the Iron Curtain.

Officer Leigh thaws out after a long Russian Winter
and reveals some warmer characteristics of Cold War

Left: When not in Army
uniform Janet wears some
alluring costumes expressly ordered for her by Director Josef von Sternberg,
who wanted to stress her
beauty of face and figure.

Right: Hostilities take
place

briefly.

RKO

head,

floward Hughes, has kept
"Jet Pibt" plot a dark
secret from all but those
closely concerned in film-

ing the Technicolor opus.

Janet and John Wayne, an American Air
Forces colonel, in RKO's "Jet Pilot."
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My

seemed always my mother, too.
brother and three sisters are all hapjnly
married now, as I am. There has never
been a divorce in our family. Mid there
never will be!"
French children go to school together
until they are ten; then, no more mixed
classes, for co-education makes friends or
buddies of the sexes, which Corinne believes is

"They

bad for romance.
see one another at the

awkward

age, observe that this one seems stupid,
that one slightly ridiculous, the other
flies into tempers; they know the worst
about each other and lose respect. Being
separated builds up mystery, and in
youth, mystery is rranantic. I remember
I used to send little notes and stand by
my window to wave at boy friends, all
very exciting, because forbidden.
"When I was thirteen,
important

my

moment was
put on

"We

had to use onr beads to attract beys and

tbat

made

life

interestii^,"

she recollects.

FRANCE, says Corinne Calyet,
INhighest
that of wife and
career
the

is

mother; every ^ri child is educated
toward that goal.
Young Mrs. John Bromfidd, a dream
Bnen, discussed the subover lunc^i^n at Lucey's. Her light
brown hair, swirled and firmly pinned
back on one side, was allowed to hang
softly free on the other, an intriguing
style for the young actress.

in coral-ctJored
ject

"My first lesson was my own home:
my father was king, but my mother got
everything she wanted. She was
boss of the house, but he never
it.
She built him up, deferred
yet had her way so j^easantly
was ddighted.

"My

mother, always

real

birth, died

when

ber her only as a

actually

guessed
to him,
that he

my

after
I remembeautiful ideal mother,

I

ill

was seven.

smiling at me from her bed when I was
brought to see her. Always, she had
something under her brfster for me."
The word came out "somesing" in Coriime's

pretty accent, and the

memory

brought stars to her eyes.
"She knew that she was going to die,
though nobody else knew it, so when I
was six she began to talk to me about
men and wranen nothing physical, no
emphasis on sex, just that God made
man first, then, seeing he was lonely,
said: *I will make you a mate, to love
and comfort you.' God created the
woman from a rib in the man's body,
and put her on earth to jdease the man.

—

My

mother explained to

me

that mar-

romantic and beautiful,
and that it is the woman's duty to make
it so. My stepmother was her best friend;
she was with us during my mother's illness and later married my father and
riage should be

brou(;ht

up

his five children, so that she

five o'clock,

lipstick

when

and powder,

fix

I could
my hair

and walk very slowly down the street so
that my boy friend could join me to walk
me home from schod. Because no boys
were at our elbows all day, we had to use
our heads to attract them, and that made
life

interesting."

Corinne was fourteen when war came.
The French children who were fourteen
when war broke out had no youth. Suddenly they were twenty, facing each
other as man and woman. Suddenly,
there was no good food, no fine clothes,

no

parties, no dancing. All that parents
could give their children was a little joy
and a Uttle freedom. The teenagers
were permitted to go off on bicycles
for weekend picnics. What kept them

straight,

Corinne is sure, was their Cathwhich made confession man"I must tell somebody about

olic religion

datory.

this," a girl would think, and she would
not do what she could not tell.
Corinne be- (Please turn to "page 67)

By Constance Polmer
YOU'RE honest with yourself
IFwith
other people!"

11'

first,

you can't help being honest

To see an idea catch Lizabeth Scott's quick mind is like watching an agreeable, ash-blonde panther push a bunny around. You know
she's just playing with it now; she could tear it to pieces if she wanted
to.

In random talk, we'd come to the question of whether a girl can be
honest in love. Liz says "Yes," absolutely and positively, the rules on
how to get your man say "No" definitely.
Three years have made great changes in this vibrant girl who was
starred in the first picture she made. She's absorbed three years of
intensive training in the mechanics of her business as an important
player just as a thirsty sponge soaks up water.
With the completion of "Dark City," a Hal WaUis production for
Paramount release, she's gained new dramatic stature as well. When
"Pitfall," "Interference" and "Too Late For Tears" (all made on loarvGut to other studios) were seen, she became an actress to be reckoned
with. Her schedule has been heavy and, frankly, she's tired, a little
jittery; a short rest is just what she needs.
But you all know the rules about how to get your man. As Liz says,
they're flung at you ^along with "How To Be Popular," "How To Be
Glamourous" from the printed page every day of your life.
For instance, if he's the serious type, you though life is real and
must be giddy and gay and win him by degrees. If he's
life is earnest
sophisticated, you must whet his jaded appetite by being enthusiastic
about every little thing and win him by subtlety.
And if he's the he-man type, you win him by your helpless femininity, even though you can swing an ox with one hand. If he's a

—

—
—

chaser,

you must

—

—

treat

him

take pot-shots at you and

a dog and make him so jealous hell
your gentlemen friends.

like
all

all, if he's just a big kid, you'll kill yourself laughing at all
corny jokes so he marries you as the biggest gag of all.
Roughly, these are the rules. But to make {Please turn to -page 62)

Above

—

When

she was acting and modelling in New York, Lizabeth
iearaed to be truthlul in what she said 4»f other people.

his

Liz at Hollywood premiere. The tricks recommended by the
charm experts as husband bait are dishonest she believes.

"The Wall Outside"
all

right.

for RKO, with Dennis O'Keefe. She says, "The rules work
But after you've gotten a man that way, do you really want him?"

—

What Linda Has
Done For Ty
By living primarily for her husband, Linda Christian hasj
given Tyrone Poorer self-confidence and a new aim in life

Ty and Linda in London. Her
home for him any place is her

ability to
'

make

biggest' success.

By Robert Peer
•

TUS
JST

another romance," commented
the skeptics about Tyrone Power

I

and Linda Christian. That was in
1947. Their backgrounds were too different, it was claimed. Linda was European.
Tyrone's first marriage to Annabella, another European, had ended in divorce. He
wouldn't make the same mistake twice.
Also, they said his restlessness would
never be cured, and even if it could be,
Ty just didn't want to change. And,
he would never again marry a

finally,

career

A

girl.

year

later,

announced
voices

still

when Linda and Tyrone

engagement, the same
kept proclaiming their doubts.
their

And even when Linda and Ty

got mar-

Rome,

in the Spring of 1949, they
agreed: Linda was smart enough to get
ried in

—

Tyrone

To

^but she

would never keep him.

who

believed in rumors, three
months after the wedding the predictions
seemed to come true. Called to Meknes,
French Morocco, to start work in "The
Black Rose," Tyrone left Linda, behind
alone in Rome. Quickly, columnists
broadcasted that Linda and Ty had separated because their marriage had gone
on the rocks. Actually, Linda wasn't
permitted to foDow her husband till two
those

weeks after he had taken

off by plane
North Africa. Having lived in Mexand accepted that country's citizenship before coming to Hollywood, Linda
had to wait for a special visa which
proved more difScult to get than Tyrone's
two weeks more difBcult!
But the u^y rumors kept persisting-

for
ico

—

the way to Africa, England, France,
where Linda lost her baby, back to the
United States and finally to the Philippines. When it became known that Linda
had gone to Hong Kraig for a couple of
weeks while Tyrone was making "An
American Guerilla In The Philippines,"
again it was said she and Ty had broken
all

Tyrone Power and Cecile Aubry in a Kene in
"Tlie Wack Rose." 2i0th Century- Fox film.

up for good; that Tyrone was going on
alone to play the title role in "Mr. Roberts" in London as soon as he finished
the picture.
So much for the rumors. Now let us
look at the facts. Linda and Ty never
had an argument more serious than the
little, everyday disagreements 99 couples
out of 100 have experienced everywhere
in the world. What about other reasons
prven by skeptics before their marriage?
Linda's European background only intrigued Tyrone. Her career she gave up
gladly, ^he tried neither to "reform"
Tyrone, nor keep him from travelling.
Chi the contrary, Linda has become «
most enthusiastic travelling companion.
During their eighteen months of married life, Linda has given Tyrone a feeling of security, responsibility, self-confidence-^nd a new aim in life. She has
made a home for him wherever they
went Italy, Austria, the Sahara Desert,
the Fhilipplne jungle.
Once again Tyrone has found himself.

—

Another scene
it

in

"Black Rose." Linda makes

a point to have things

on hand Ty

likes.

Right: Jim Hawkins and
Rose," filmed in Africa.

Ty

in "The Black
Linda went, too.

His restlessness is gone. He knows what
Linda has done for him, even if the
world doesn't. That's why they have remained together. Become one of Hollywood's most happily married couples.
The rumors will go on but so will the
Tyrone Powers. Gossips are always in
search of drama even if they have to

—

—

make

up.
Linda's biggest
it

success has

been in

making a home for Tyrone in the four
comers of the world. Whether sightseeing in Bavaria or locationing in the Philippines, she has devoted all her time and
efforts to fixing up his living quarters,
seeing that he gets the right kmd of food,
taking care of all the little tasks that
can make life easy and {feasant, or difficult and aggravating.
Sometimes she had servants to help
her. More often she has had to do everything herself ^not an easy task for a
woman used to maids, cooks and gover-

—

nesses.

Realizing that (Please turn to page 68)

Right: On location for "Rawhide," with Hugh
Marlowe. Even Ty's eating habits have changed.

Florence Mariy and Alexander Knox in
"Tokyo Joe." She speaks four languages.

With Humphrey Bogart in "Tokyo Joe." She married Piwho directed her first film, "Cafe de Paris."

erre Chenal,

Her Strange Desire
FLORENCE

MARLY,

born

Hana

Smekabva

in

one of Hollywood's most exotic personalities. Cunently making "The Highwayman" for Allied Artists, Florence, following huge success in French and South American films, made her
American debut with Ray Milland in "Sealed Verdict." She followed this playing opposite Humphrey
Bogart in "Tokyo Joe." She loves Westerns. It is her
desire that soon she will play in one, let glamour
fall where it may, for primarily she's an actress.
Czechoshnrakia,

is

Below: Fh>rence with Ray Milland in American film debut, "Sealed Verdict." Made first stage appearance at 16.

Florence discusses movie news with Morey Goldstein, an Allied Artists executive.

Many believe that Fkrence kicks like a
young Carbo, not only in appearance but
in talent; as well.

She's friendly, however.

Would you let Your Man
take the first flight to the Moon?

•V

COLOR

\

bV;TECHNICOLOR

\
IT'S

CLOSER THAN YOU THINK!

Rocket experts say that

moon-trip will be made exactly

as

able picture! Will you have to say

you see

it

in

our

lifetime the

in this tense, believ-

woman's most heart-breaking

good-bye? Will your man take off on man's adventure into

morrow ?(2 years in the making—the picture you

DESTINATION
Produced by GEORGE PAL.

Directed by IRVING PICHEL.

Screenplay by RIP

to-

been reading about.)

MOON

VAN RONKEL. ROBERT HEINLEIN and JAMES O'HANLON

!

As

Luis,

suddenly

Eugene
Luis'

Mel blows
is

filled

iglesias,

his top

with

who

younger brother,

when

his

life

disillusionment.

plays role of Pepe,
in saga of bullring.

adds deeper,

richer,

Matador -^aco Rodr^HCZt Miroriava,
and Mel, Fcncr in mauam boBiiitg.

more

lasting color

Every age

is a glamour age when hair gleams with younger,
more natural-looking color! Triple-strength Colorfint is
safer
easier to use than a dye. No patch tesis needed
It lasts thru a shampoo, yet it lathers out when you want it to.
. . .

KEEPS YOUR GRAYING HAIR A SECRET!

25^

Lais B«ilo, ace mat»6or in "The Bra»e
Bulls," Mel Ferrer has
one of the most soughtafter roles in years. Fi\m
is being ma<le in Mexico.

As

YOU'LL ADORE THIS^

COOLING

TALC!

how glamorous, how (Mkiousiy cool
you are wh«n you shower yourself from
head to toe with Mavis Talc!
Ah,

This exquisitely

fumed

ffeie

imported talc

is

and sweet peas.
a heavenly bouquet!

lasmine,
It's

And Mavis caresses
your skin to satin softness
absorbs moisture . .
helps prevent chafing.
.

.

.

You look and
cool,

fee/ like

I

a

sweet angel!

mflvis
TALCUM POWDER

ShMUMG^

COLORINSE YOUR HAIR tO
(Mi(iTtf«tt(uiCmcwv''FOR KEEPS"
One minute

to use Nestle Coiorinse

^

^

can make a thrilling

difference in your looks and in your life!
Men adore the gorgeous, natural-looking color Nestle
G>lorinse secretly gives. Reveals dazzling natural lustre.
Rinses in! Shampoos out! A'o o/A*r icay glorifies your hair
so quickly, so easily, so safely. Ten enchanting shades.
IntisI •« g*mi{n« CelerinM . . mod* only by
.

per-

with the alluring fragrance of roses,

"^^^^

vi'^^

N^slW^'^

'tT^-'

James Cagney
AFTER
his

watching Jimmy Cagney be
exciting,

ruthless self again

the recent "White Heat," moviegoers begged for another such thriller,
with the lovably contemptible guy,
before too long a wait. He'd been making so ^ew pictures lately. Their pleas
were soon answered, for "Kiss Tomorrow
Goodbye," Jimmy's latest melodrama,
has all of the stirring ingredients
that made "White Heat" and other
Cagney classics surefire entertainment.
in

Jimmy and Steve Brodie in "Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye," a Cagney production.

Jimmy weds Helena
of

multi-millionaire

Carter, cast as daughter
in

actbn-packed

film.

Jimmy gets pushing around from Ward Bond,
crooked detective, in "Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye."

He gives Barbara Peyton a rough time. He
outsmarts the law for a time; then is killed.

Dry Skin— "The new Noxzema Home

Blemishes*— Charm School Director Patricia Vance of Chi111. says, "I've used Noxzema fc r years for blemishes* and

for cleansing. I've

found

purpose cream that

I

it

such an excellent and reliable

recommend

it

to

my

Facial

is

wonderful,"

Nelson of Sacramento, Cal. "It helped make my
skin look softer and smoother and was extremely helpful in resays Colleen

cago,

all-

And

lieving a very dry condition.

students!"

it

feels so refreshing, too!"

mi HOME fACM
10 days ... or your money back!
Read these 4 simple steps developed by a doctor

Look lovelier

in

Morning — step 1— Apply

# No need for a lot of elaborate preparano complicated rituals! With one
cream, you can cleanse
help protect
and help heal!
Yes, here's a wonderful aid to more
beautiful-looking skin. Now, you can
help your complexion look not only sof ter
and smoother, but fresher, too
with
just one dainty, snow-white cream —
greaseless Noxzema. And the way to use
it is as quick and easy as washing your
tions

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

new Noxzema Home

face. It's the

.

.

Facial

—and it can help bring you lovelier-looking skin in 10 days— or your money back!
Here's All You

A

Noxzema over
With a damp

...

Noxzema

not only helps supply a light
and moisture to the skin's out-

film of oil

but it helps heal externallycaused blemishes,* too. That's why daily
er surface

use of
cial,

.

.

.

Noxzema,

in this easy

can help your skin look

Step
on a

Home

Fa-

lovelier, too!

"Cream-washing" cleanses

ing
use

so

Noxzema

plexion the needed protection," sayf this charmMicmi Lousev.ife. "I

it's

Noxzema

every daythe ideal all-purpose
for

me!"

2— After

drying, smooth
light film of greaseless

Noxzema

for

your make-up

foundation. This invisible film
of Noxzema not only holds

make-up

beautifully, but it
also helps to protect your skin
helps protect it all day!

—

Evening— Step 3— At bedtime,
"creamwash" again with Noxzema.
looks!

How clean your skin
How fresh it feels! See

you've washed away
make-up, the day's accumulation of dirt and grime — without any harsh rubbing!

Money Back Offer! Try the new
Noxzema Home Facial for 10 days. If
your skin doesn't show real improvement,
return your jar of Noxzema, with the unused contents, to Noxzema, Baltimore,
Md.— your money cheerfully refunded.
But you will be delighted! Get Noxzema

W,

60<^ and $1.00, plus
any drug or cosmetic counter.

today.

tax, at

how

'BL^

i

4— Now,
Noxzema into

lightly

Pat

over any blem-

Step

oil-and-moisture emulsion.

beauty problem. "But
Noxzema gives my com-

cream

new Nox-

zema Home Facial. When it was tested
on 181 girls and women, 4 out of 5
showed marked skin improvement— in 2
weeks or less! The secret? Noxzema is a
unique medicated formula— a marvelous

Very dry, tender skin is
Mrs. Christine London's

"creamwash" just as you would with
soap and water. Rinse well and
dry gently with a clean towel.
cloth,

thoroughly. Why,
even smells clean!

Do

skin doctor developed this

face and neck.

a bit extra

massage

Like

an

ANGEL OF mRcy
To /OUR SKIN

face and neck.

While you sleep, Noxzema helps heal them — helps
your skin look softer and
ishes*.

smoother, too.
less!

And

it's

No "smeary"

NOXZEMA

grease-

face or

messy piUovv with Noxzema!
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Fashion Selection #188 Francey Lane
seems pleased with her Koret of California
outfit.
Velveteen trimmed Tartan plaid
jacket with Spectator hat to match. Of 100
percent wool, dyed exclusively for Koret.
skirt
all
wool worsted
Solid-color
of
gabardine. Size 10 to 18. Jacket $25.00.

Fashion

Selection

is

wearing

a

#187

NBC

Beautiful

Francey

Lane

show "Easy Does It,"
Dan Gertsman block plaid ensemble of

(above), star of
all

wool.

Looks

en

collar,

cuffs

television

like homespun.
Knitted ribbed wooland waist band. In brown and blue,
or
red
and green plaid combinations both beige
trimmed. Sizes 9 to 15 or 10 to 18. At about $18.00.

—

Fashion Selections

FOR INFORMATION

where to purchase your fashpages in or near your
city,
write to Kay
Brunell, Fashion
Editor,
Screenland, 444 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
ion

.selections

on

the.se

Fashion
(left)

of

Selection

#190

oxford

grey.

hanna fabric
Dark,

Tailored

— 100

medium

or

of

percent
light

Francey

Towne

travels In a Fashion

suit

Susque-

new

grey.

wool.
Sizes

About $30.00.
to 15 or: 10 to 18.
Francey's new and durable luggage
modern and it's
Samsonite.
It's
is
It
was made for hard
streamlined.
9

knocks and
original

Fashion Selection
(above)

#189

studies the world

Pert

comes in young,
At reasonable

colors.

bright,
prices.

Francey

frock of
pin whale corduroy
a Betty Barclay design.
Smartly trimmed with large brass

—

in

a

Collar may be worn
hooks and eyes.
open or closed. Has short sleeves and
narrow ^matching belt.
In
green, red,
copper or grey. 9 to 15 about $13.00.

—

—

—

Francey Lane's Hnts are hy Dani Shoes hy fVohl
Cosmetics.
Westmore
Gloves by
Wear-Right — Makeup,

PHOTOGRAPHS BY BERT ROCKFIELD
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Ginger Rogers

(1

(Hears

Screenland Selection
Kay Bruneil selects

this

fashion from the picture
"Storm Warning," soon to
be released by Warner Bros.

it 191
Ginger Rogers is pictured
the Bedford Dress Company's adaptation of the
original dress she wears in the film "Storm Warning."
The sleeveless three-quarter-length jacket has a full

Fashion
(right)

Select-ion

in

A smooth slimming pencil skirt accenback.
fullness.
Suit
fashioned
from
the
jacket's
is
a Cohama fabric of blended wool and rayon. The 100 percent worsted woolen jersey blouse is vest-type with
flared

tuates

self-covered
buttons.
Suit
available
in
black
background with yellow, red, blue or green checks and comes
in
sizes 10 to 18 for $19.95.
The blouse is available
in
black only and comes in sizes 10 to 18 for $8.75.
For

may

a

list

of

purchase

stores
this

in

or

fashion

near
see

Ginger Rsgsrs (below) as she appears

in

your

page

city

70

in

where
this

you
issue.

the film, with Stuart Randall

-

Bedford

does a "double take"

starring

Cohamas rayon
Bonnie
Brook
Houndstooth

r

RUSSEKS
A.

The Buttoned-front Beauty, bound
Slim as a cigarette holder, and

just as chic.

• 390 Fifth Ave,,

New York

18,

N.Y.

Please send your Bedford Casuals as follows:

in braid.

$16.95

Style

Size

Color

2nd Color Choice

B. Shirtwaist dress de-luxe, glamour-touched with
velvet.

BOTH

in

Wonderfully

flattering to

wear! $14.95

RED, GREEN, ROYAL, SIZES 10

to

20

At Russeks • 390 Fifth Avenue, New York • Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Chicago
Mail and Phone Orders Filled.
other leading stores throughout the country.

BEDFORD DRESS

CO., 1385 Broadway, New York 18, N.Y.

Charge

Payment End.

NAME
ADDRESSCITY

_ZONE

STATE55

"T-Square"—The classic shici in glorious
TISSUB FAILLE. Dramatic Barrymore

'Mmira Dept. 209,

505-fi/fi

Ave., N.V. 18

Add 2Ic

cuffs.

Please send

me

Pearly bufions and cuff links. Yoke back
with deep center pleat.
White, pink, aqua, emerald green, sparkling red.

for postage

and handling on each

collar, full sleeves fapering fo

French

^99

Sizes 32 to 38.

%

"Wing Shirt"~Bat-wing sleeves,
length
ribbed neckline, cuffs and waist
dots all over and
lots of dash
the newest version of your favorite
knitted shirt. Back zipper closing. In heather cotton with
.

.

multi-color dots.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Grey or beige.

Sizes 32 fo 38.

2"

the following.

SIZE

item.

COLOR 2nd CHOICE

"T-Square"

@

$3.99

"Wing

@

Shirt"

$2.99

"Johnny"

@

$2.99

"Smart Set"

"Johnny"- ALL

WOOL

JERSEY

Johnny

sleeves. Shirred of sides so

over the

skirt too.

collar.

Dolman

you can wear

Zipper back. Red, kelly green,

heather grey, gold, dark green.

Sizes 32 to 38.

@

$6.99

it

NAMP

^99

"Smart Set"— Slim, waist-nipped weskit in fine
CORDUROY, and matching sheath skirt,

ADDRESS

Pinwale

fly front. In red, forest

green, copper, grey.

Sizes 10 to 16. the set

NOTE:

Shirt

shown

is

"T-Square"

^99
shirt

with collar points bow-tied.

ZONE

CITY

M. O.
In N.Y.C.

STATE

Check

add

2%

C.O.D.
Sales Tax

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR

MONEY REFUNDED
At Millars ttort* throughout the country or

ORDER BY MAIL.

ttthod Nylon

"Tweed

Twins." Fabulous NfYLON woven in
TWEED Shorf sleeve pullover and

glorious nubfay

long sieve cardigan. If's 100% NYlON— so it's
easy 'o wosh, quiet *o dry. Grey, beige, light blue,
light green. Sizes 34 to 40
Slipover $3.99; Cordigan

$4.50

^99

Save $1.50. Buy the set for only

"Etched Nylon"— NYLON crepe
with lovely demasse pattern backed

by sheer NYLON. Sweet scalloped
bateau neckline and cap sleeves.

Washes and
Styled by

dries in minutes.

LENUYNE. White

pink, black. Sizes 32 to 38.

Sizes 40, 42, 44.

^99

"Dandy"— Jacket,

double-

breasted, in fine Pinwale

CORDUROY. Wide

lapels, patch

pockets, full elastic-shirred back,
self belt.

By ROCHELLE.

In red, rust,

Q99

forest green. Sizes 10 to J8.

"Plus-factor"— Blouse in ALL WOOL
JERSEY. Button tab on turtle neck, % push-up

By LAURESTA SPORTSWEAR.

sleeves.

Red, green, royal, gold, black.

399

Sizes 32 to 38.

Checkers"— Skirt

WOOL

ALL

in

TWEED, saddle

stitched

.

.

.

in

front

.

.

.

big patch pockets,
self belt.

By

MlSMeiFS Dept. 208, 505
,

Please send

me

ttie

MAX

EPSTEIN SPORTSWEAR.
Grey or beige.
Sizes 24 to 28.

- 8th

following.

Ave., N. Y. 78

Add

2J

c

for

postage and fiandling on each item.

softly

flared with unpressed

pleats

At Millers stores throughout the country,
or ORDER BY MAIL.

COIOR

SIZE

2nd CHOICE

"Tweed Twins"
Slipover

Cardigan
Set

@

@ $3.99
@ $4.50

i

$.6.99

"Etched Nylon"

@
40, 42,

$3.99

44

@

$4.99

"Dandy"

@

499

$8.99

"Plus-factor"
$3.99

@

"Checkers"

@

$4.99

NAME
ADDRESS

ZONE

CITY
M. 0.

STATE

add 2% Sales Tax
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED
Check

C.O.D.

In N.Y.C.

m
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Meet The Prexy
Of Ski-Nose,

Inc.

Continued from page 27

COPY

THIS GIRL

fifty-yard ride from

tlie gate to tlie liou.se.
car door for her, and she
slides across the seat and snuggles up
close to him. Bob's car is her Pumpkin

$1,275.00 IN PRIZES!

He

5 PRIZES! 5 Complete $255 Art Courses,
including Drawing Outfits

you want to become a

Here's your big chance, if

commercial

An

artist, designer, or illustrator!

way

easy-to-try

to

win

FREE

art training!

Whether you win or not we send you our comments on your work, if your drawing shows
promise! Trained illustrators and artists now
have profitable
making big money. Find out now if
art talent. You've nothing to lose everything to gain.
Start your drawing now. Mail it today.

YOU

Amateurs Only! Our students not

APT INSTRUCTION,
St.,
S. 4th

500

.„t^r

my

,L Minn.

'^•-tr'arlw ng
attached dravnns

^^^^
- ^^^^^

eligible.

Make copy of girl 5 ins. high. Pencil or pen
only. Omit the lettering. All drawings must
be received by Sept. 30, '50. None returned.
Winners

notified.

Lafesf Winner Listl Free course winners
in previous contest
from list just released:
Miss M. Bovven, Carieton College, Northfield, Minn.; C. Leduc, 4074 Marlowe,
Montreal, Canada; Dr, O. Schwarz, 41-05
Parsons. Flushing, N.Y.; G. Bastin Jr.,
Rt. 1, Cave City. Ky.; Miss R. Villarreal,
717 San ICtirique, Laredo. Tex.

—

Cfty-

_Occop
MINNEAPOLIS

State-

CHICAGO

•

•

NEW YORK

LOS ANGELES

MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL

I

AMAZING OFFER— S40

I

for selling only

,
'

a

\
I
\
I

IS

YOURS

Free Samples
PERSON AL IZED

50 boxes of ChristCards. And this can be done in
single day.
Free samples. Other
leading boxes on approval.
Many
surprise items. Write today. It cost's

mas

nothing to

try.

CHRiSTIHAS

CARDS
STATIONERY
NAPKINS
'

CHEERFUL CARD

POEMS

I
I

I

FOR

MUSICAL SETTING

Mother. Home. Love, Sacred,. Comic oi any subject. Don't
delay— Send us your itest original poer at once for FREE
examination and a vci-y useful Khym nK Dictionary,
RICHARD BROTHERS. 28 Woods BuHc ing, Chicago 1. IM.

I
I

1

I

CO., Dept. AS-12, White Plains, N. Y.

CONSIDERED

|

opens

tlie

Coach.
While this is going on, Tony tries to
be nonchalant. He continues to ride his
bike {no hands) for his father's benefit.
To make his act complete he says, "Hi,
Dad." That's all, but you should hear
him brag when Bob isn't around.
Kelly, the tiny boy, looks like a small
edition of the late Irvin S. Cobb. He has
more hats than Winston Churchill. He
appears with various ones at odd times
during the day. Sometimes it is a Mexican sombrero, later a .jockey cap, or it
might be an old baseball cap, or a discarded beret. No hat is sacred or safe,
and they don't have to fit. He peers out
from under the strangest creations, waiting for his laughs.
Nora looks and acts hke an angel that
has been caught in a butterfly net. Don't
be deceived. She can extricate herself
from anything, by just saying, "Please."
Her favorite dish is ice cream which, by
the way, is Bob's too. Hers is served in
small portions, so she can ask for her seconds and thirds. It is a real production,
as Bob says.
By now I am sure that people must
know that Bob is very funny without a
script in sight. He is also intensely

human.

The War's been over now for some
years, but the boys that he visited overseas, on every front, still bombard him
with trophies, letters and mementos of
the various places where he poked hi.s
nose, when the going was really tough.

Glamour

NEW
Hove

In fact, one of the reasons for his huge
offices, adjoining his home in North
Hollywood, was to build a suitable place
to house his gifts, which continue to
come in. The day that he was shown the
completed edifice, he tripped from room
to room and appraised the inlaid floors,
the deep fireplace, the trophy cases, the
bookshelves and the long glass windows
looking out into the yard where he intends to put his putting green. He settled down long enough to pull a Ho])e
classic. From behind his new desk, one
of the biggest ever made, he surveyed
the entire room, slowly shook his head
and said, "Nobody can be this rich."
While this was going on, his secretary,
Marjorie Hughes, came in and coaxed,

Bra-SIette

WITH

the figure

3

new

'^1
UPLIFT

FASHION demands!

BRA

BRA-S'LETTE,
you're beautifully feminine, bewitchingly fashionable — smooth, sleek, seductive with full bosom, teeny waist,
enticing hips! No bulges anywhere!
BRA-S'LETTE slims you v/here you
need it, rounds you everywhere else — with undreamed-of
comforf too. Just shape cups to lovely pointed or rounded
contours. It's oil done with light, adjuslable flexion boning
found only in BRA-S'LETTE. Elastic at cups for added support—lace and net trim for exquisite
t f~ H F
ollure. And BRA-S'LETTE Is economical
*
JT

The minute you

slip into

WAIST NIPPER

GARTER BELT

—a

3-in-l

moke you

to

controlled,

ONLY

.

.

.

WHITE, NUDE, BLACK, BLUE

A

cup, 32 to 36

ON

In

C

B cup, 32 to 33

SENT

L
^^'^

J

comfortable, super-curvaceous at one
little price
only 55.95

NYLON

"Now, Mr. Hope, while

I have you for a
few seconds, I'd like to show you the
combination to the safe." As he stooti
there with her, memorizing the combination, he cracked, "Wouldn't Milton Berle

r^^j^ jATIN
Satin $10.

cup, 32 to 42

lO-DAY APPROVAt

WILCO CO.,Depf.B656M,45

love to

East 17th St.,New York 3,N.Y

Please send me:

BRA-S'LETTE at $5.95
Cup
1st Color Choice
2nd Color Choice
SATIN BRA-S'LETTE at $10
Cup
1st Color Choice
2nd Color Choice

—

Size

NYLON

—

Size

NAME
ADDRESS

^

C ITY

D

Send CO.D.
I

enclose

I

will
.

STATE
pay postage.
You pay postage.
(;ldjustable straps Included)
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know

this.'*"

His vault, twenty by

RAYON SATIN

fifteen,

holds

all

of his scripts, gags, recordings and pictures since his arrival in Hollywood. His
doctor, Tom Hearn, and his boyhood
friend from Cleveland, Charley Cooley,
went into the files with him. At random
they opened a few of the large envelopes.
One marked Germany, showed the hor-

rors of the prisons. Emaciated bodies,
piled high. Tortured, thin humans dragging the lucky dead to the kilns to be
burned. Bob made a wry face and said

with great humility, and sadness, "Brothsaw a lot of stuff over there that
really made me sick. Walls with finger
ers, I

nail scratches,

and human

flesh

and

hair

strewn about. I guess it's a good thing
that time makes people forget." This
clown is a very solid citizen.
The group that went through the files
is typical of the man. He never outgrows
a locale, or changes an old friend for a
new one. His home is his castle, and he
prowls over each inch of it upon his return from his forays into the far and
troubled places. He greets the gateman,
his three secretaries, the cook, the butler and the various maids and gardeners.
Not just hello. Each one gets his own
separate greeting. He even puts his arms
around the dog's neck, and kneels down
to ask him how they've been treating
him during his absence.
Charley Cooley was his pal in school,
so Charley works for him now. Tom
Hearn was his doctor when he first came
here, so to Bob, Dr. Hearn is all of the
Mayo Brothers done up in a package
deal. His secretary is still the same one
he started with. Whenever he speaks of
her he says, "She's great. Really great."
Even if you are new to your job at
Hope's you are still in for consideration.
A glowing example of this was the day
that the new laundress, unfamiliar with
the bus schedule, found herself standing
on the corner in front of the house for
what promised to be a forty-five minute
wait. Bob was on his way to his broadcast. He d'rove out the gate, drew up
beside her and said, "Hollywood?"
Every night is Christmas at Bob's.
There is a watchman on duty at all
times. Seldom does a night pass that
several people don't come, bearing gifts.
Just before Easter, Bob Cobb, of the
Brown Derby, sent him a ham. Dolores
was at Palm Springs with the children,
so Bob was holding down the fort. The
ham sounded like a good idea, so he saw
no reason for waiting until Easter morning breakfast. So on his way to bed he
left the ham in the kitchen, with a note
for Katherine, the cook. It read, "Call
me at 9:30. Ham for breakfast?"
When he came down the next morning
he rubbed his hands together and said,

"Ham?"
Katherine looked at him sadly and
said, "Mr. Hope, this is Good Friday."
"So it is," laughed Bob. "Not even
cannibals eat meat today."
This same Katherine asked him for
tickets to one of his broadcasts. He obliged. One day he got around to asking
her how she liked his show.

Without any hesitation she said, "Wonderful, wonderful, Mr. Hope. You are
the only picture star I ever saw who
looks worse on the stage than you do at
home."
She is still on the staff, so you see he
can take

it

Remove your
'Tain't

fittin',

mitt or apologize for same?
A lady's gloves should

kitten!

"stay put." At least

'til

she's seated in the

To stay
hand-in-glove with confidence on "trying"
days — put certain worries out of mind.
theatre, or at a restaurant table.

How

Which

to score with the
hiring squad ?

I

I

"/ con do anything"
"/ v/ani to get experience"

I

I

"Sell" yourself

I

I

r~l

You may want

a job for some extra "loot"
a stepping-stone to a Career. But why
should the company want you? Suggest

— or

work you believe you can do, giving
the boss-man (or lady) good reasons. "Sell"
yourself. It inspires confidence. You can
be confident, even on "those" days, with
the napkin made to stay soft while you
specific

wear

it.

Kotex gives softness that holds its
you hold that job

shape; comfort that helps

I

Dolores are preparing
to take off on one of their junkets, crosscountry, to Europe, or to South America,
the household takes on the aspect of a
comic version of "The Snake Pit." Noth-

color compliments
a suntan ?

Orange

I

I

Chartreuse

I

I

Cerise

your suntan — thumbs down on
answers above (fooled you!).
Choose cool hues; blues, for instance. White
out-wows them all. And on certain days, it
pays to be choosy — about sanitary protection. Kotex comes in 3 ahsorbencies (different sizes, for different days), so you can
select what's best for you. Try Regular,
Junior, Super. Each has a special safety
center— iqt your extra protection.

To

flatter

all

three

/Ho/^e tvame/? c/foose

too.

When Bob and

Choose Kotex! Those flat pressed ends
prevent revealing outlines. And for extra
poise, get the extra comfort of the new
Kotex Wonderform* Belt made with DuPont
nylon elastic! It's non-curling. Non-twisting.
Washable; dries like magic!
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show your friends and neighbors gorgeous
!

presentation of more than 100 beautiful, lastminute dress styles, with actual fabrics sent
you absolutely FREE, and take their orders
at low money-saving prices. Up to $7.00
in a day cash earnings
in just SPARE
TIME EASY! No experience needed.
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Get
DressesToo!
Your
gorgeous new

choice of
dresses for
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sending a few orders for friends, family.
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ing makes sense, but there still is the
usual quota of laughs.
Bob begins giving Dolores the buildup that all husbands do before a trip,
and I quote. "Why do you gals have to
take your entire wardrobe.'' Please learn
to travel light."
Dolores looks out from under a pile
of .shoes and says, "Since when are wives
to be heard, and not seen?"

To which Bob
fast.

replies, "Hey, not so
Who's writing your dialogue these

days?"

He finally convinces her that she
should really take only essentials. Like
on their trip to South America, with the
two oldest

$50 CASH
Easiest money you ever made. Show gorgeous
Christmasfolders,21 forSl. Everybody buys
you make up to 50c per box. Also NameImprinted Christmas Cards, 50 for$l. Show
Christmas and Everyday Assortments, Gift
Wrappings, etc. Get Free Personal Samples.
Assortment sent on approval. Write today!

—

Charles C. Schwer Co., 165 Elm
Dept.

St.

WESTFIELP, MASS.

73-IV1.

***

FREE!!!

Doyou wanto REAL PHOTOGRAPH
of your FAVORITE MOVIE STAR?
Just send

1.5c for handling and mailing
and receive direct from Hollywood a
lovely photo and our beautifully illustrated catalog listing hundreds of STARS.
ALSO ASK for COLORED BROCHURE describing most unusual OFFER ever made
to movie fans.
LIIVIITEO SUPPLY OF

ABOVE— WRITE TODAY!
-K HOLLYWOOD STARS
DRAWER 669
Uontgomery OWt Dept. s-8, Hollywood 2S, California
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Free for Asthma
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma and choke
and gasp for breath, if restful sleep is difficult

because of the struggle to breathe, don't fail to
send at once to the Frontier Asthma Company for
a

FREE

ASTHMA

of the FRONTIER
a preparation for temporary

trial

MEDICINE,

symptomatic relief of paroxysms of Bronchial Asthma.
No matter where you live or whether you have
faith in any medicine under the sun, send today
It will cost you nothing.
for this free trial.
Frontier Asthma Co. 716-D Frontier Bldg.
Buffalo 1, N. Y.
462 Niagara St.
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FREE PHOTO
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for framing.
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With photo you will also receive free
illustrated catalog listing thousands
of poses and for limited time only

we

said, "Dolores
never get the plane off the
ground."
She kept right on folding dresses, just
taking time out to say, "But Bob, you've
asked me to do some numbers with your
troupe this time, and you want me to

they'll

look my best, don't you?"
"Sure. Toss in a negligee, and
go."

i

Holly wood 28, Ca lif,

let's

Dolores is learning fast. Her wardrobe
planned for any climate or occasion.
The excitement and the thrill of these
trips of Bob's are getting into her blood.
When she returned from the Alaskan trip
she said, "You know, it's hard to settle
down after a trip like that. I'd love to
be starting out again tomorrow."

is

This time it was a
and a visit to Washington, D. C, where Bob received the
Air Force Award Medal, and she was
given a scroll by the Secretary of the
Air Force, Mr. W. Stuart Symington.

JOY GREETINGS, Dept. C-35
507

was stowing away he

trip to

Name 50 for $1 op. Also Imprinted
Book Matches, Stationery, manj

1 (iifts.

or eight clubs. She had left several of
her clubs at home and, to lighten the
load even more, she'd picked up a small
canvas bag, the nadir of such equipment.
You should have seen her when they
took off for Berlin the following year.
She took one of everything and as a consequence she was busy packing right up
to the last second. When Bob looked at
the assembled mass of gowns that she

She almost

Iders! Sell on sig-ht. Earn extra dol1 lars fast. Big Line. Christmas Cards
1

Linda and Tony.

they landed at Rio, Dolores got
one look at Bob's golf bag and had to
be pulled away from the propellers. He'd
exceeded the fourteen-club limit by six

$1 Christmas Assortments

Sell

children,

When

i

did.

New York

They returned with glowing accounts

of

No

matter where they
go or who they meet they remain ba.sically the same. They are still that nice
young couple down the street, in your
this presentation.

home town or mine. They don't just give
money. They give of themselves.

YOU

MAKE

FREE

$50.00 EASILY!

HeU 100 new !il-car(l $1 (^hulstmas Ciird Assortments!
show Metallics, Pla.stics, I>very(Jay Assortment«.
CA.SH BONUS
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FREE
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WETMORE & SUGDEN, INC.
749 Monroe Ave., Dept. 81-H, Rochester
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2, N. Y.

pose no restrictions. A typewritten note
is glued to the dashboard. It reads, "This
car is for the use and pleasure of all.
Please be sure to check the water, battery, gas, oil and tires for the next person who uses it."

Bob

essentially a very good business
This" is especially so on a golf
course. If you're not careful you may be
licked before you leave the first tee, for
it is there that he becomes a triple-distilled Shylock. He always begins his bargaining by asking how many strokes you
will give him. Never the reverse, or an
offer to play you even. The fact that he
is capable of getting on a five-par hole
in two shots, when he should be glad to
get there in three solid whacks, makes
no difference. He is a tough man with a
is

man.

dollar

when he

is

walking on green

Recently I was asked
that
for

turf.

I didn't think

if

Bob was a pretty good candidate
a coronary. The answer is, "Cer-

not." He happens to love his
To him it is an exciting series of
events. He figures that there is bound
tainly

work.

be a laugh in everything he does,
whether for himself or someone else. No
matter where he travels he is never too
busy to drop a card, send a cable or buy
to

a

for a pal.

gift

As you sow,

I guess

it

is

the old

you reap, for
he tosses his gags to the far comers of
the earth and they multiply and return.
Everything that happens to him results in enough material- to fill several
gag files. When he got tossed from that
barrel horse that he and Lucille Ball
were working with in "Fancy Pants" he
went to a hospital, but nothing could
stop the avalanche of callers, gags and
gifts that rolled in. Those who sent gifts
were rewarded by thank-you letters.
story:

so shall

When he was leavmg the hospital an
attendant handed him a wire which he
treasures. It was a fan letter from an
unknown woman who said, "Dear Bob:
Be careful when you leave the hospital.
I

was there once.

When

I left

someone

put a tiny baby in my arms, and I
haven't had a moment's rest since."
More recently, as the world knows, he
picked a rainy night to cut a figure eight
on the highway while driving in from
Palm Springs. This netted him a fractured shoulder, which his writers have
parlayed into a million dollars' worth of
laughs.

As a

result of all of these

broken bones

they arrived in Hollywood they
lived in a rented house until they found
out if Bob was going to get a break.
They have always loved people, lots of
them, from all walks of life. Even then,
they'd invite a few friends in, but it
always turned into an affair of proportions. That meant that there wouldn't
be enough silver to go around, so they'd
send their hou.se boy out to scout up the

a rumor around town that a
novelty company is putting out a replica of a man's anatomy, with Bob's
head attached to it. A sort of a jig saw
puzzle for children, to be known as

additional silver and china. They still
have the same friends that they used to
borrow from, and they are still borrowing silver, for the law of supply and demand will never fit their ever-increasing

can get a double for anything or anybody in Hollywood, with twenty minutes' notice, but not a nose like Bob's.
If anyone ever talks to you about "SkiNose Incorporated," take my tip and buy
all the available shares, for this is a corporation with a soul.

When

Ttiou.sandH makft spare time payl
liave the same
ca.sy
oiJportunity!
Just call on friends, show
Samples of KXChX'iilVK Chrifitmas Cards. Customers
nulckly order 5f> NAiflMMPRINTED Cards for just
^1 and up. You pocket aiiiazing profits!

to others is their Buick station wagon
which is at the disposal of all. They im-

circle of friends.

Another

illustration of their kindness

there

is

"Humpty Dumpty Hope." The

first

child

that puts all of the bones back in the
right places will be awarded a medical
scholarship.

As

for the

Hope

nose,

it's

unique.

You

Why

Had To Change

I

Little Lulu

Continued from page 37
After at least a dozen tests
and two and a half months of suspense,
I got the part and have been at U-I ever
as Salome.

since.

I must honestly add that I haven't
stopped changing since.

With

the

money from my

film career,

I've bought a home and traveled as
treats to myself.
I'd always lived in rented rooms or

crowded apartments, and yearned passionately for roots. When I began my
contract I moved into a motel right
across the street from the studio. Then,
as soon as I could, I gave myself a new
deal in living conditions. I bought a
house for my mother and at last I had
some roots. Only now that I. seem old
enough to her to live alone, she has
gone East and I have the house to myself. An aunt and her son, my favorite
cousin
tails

who thoughtfully attends
up with and

I can't catch

companion on
often welcome

my

trips to

to deis

my

Europe, are

visitors.

such a wonderful feeling to be able
to come back to my own place. This is
invariably the true climax to going away.
This privacy awaiting me still looms
like a miracle. Atmosphere is very important to me, so furnishing it has intrigued me. At first I bought all modern
things, for they were all I could afford.
But I like antiques better, so I have
been collecting them and, amazingly,
they blend beautifully.
Whenever I
travel I find another stunning antique,
It's

and have

it

grated and headed home.

true that someone in Iran sent me a
valuable Persian rug as a gift, and that

It's

I

my

redecorated

around

it.

Why

living-room wholly
not change on receiving

such a present?
However, because the house was intended for Mother, it isn't wliat I'd pick
out for myself. So I intend to change
my residence. I want a place where I
can keep horses. Along with a stable,
I want a swimming pool. I have my eyes
on five acres of hillside up in secluded
Coldwater
Canyon,
above
Beverly.
There are rugged trees on that property,
which has a marvelous mountainous

mood.

When

move my

I

beloved antiques

roots, all

my

go with me. If
I make this particular choice, I can revel
in my own bit of nature, not be restricted by a lawn and a garden.
At the risk of sounding corny, I love
nature. Wandering around in the hills,
riding or hiking, is the outdoor exhilaration I miss in cities. I've acquired the
will

Hollywood

habit of seeing the new
plays each year in Manhattan, but New
York City makes me nervous. Its noise
and fast pace gradually make me too
tense. So, if I can have a home in the
middle of nature, I'll be so happy!
The fabulous, unending sights of our
earth are the magnets drawing me out
of

by

Hollywood. I
driving back

first

began traveling

to Canada, up the
thousand-mile Pacific Coast. The Redwood Highway in Northern California,
and the forests of Oregon are breath-

taking.

Then

I

began driving out of

You'll like

'em for hay fever,

too- Mister

Cfff/e Lu/u says: ro keep ia/eepy eyes aa/o noses
OUT OF THE REO - NO OTHER T/SSUE'S OUST LfKE KLEENEX*.
SOFT, STRONG, ABSORBENT KLEENEX T/SSUES SOOTHE
SNfPFLE-SORENESS, CATCH EKEN JUMBOS/ZE "KERCHOOS"/
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INTERNATIONAL CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS CO.

T,

New York

to see the countryside.
Flying overseas to Europe means a
fantastic introduction to foreign lands,

and I changed into a regular traveler
abroad the minute I could. I have my
shipped

I
across the Atlantic.
changed from street-car to bus to cheap
car to Cadillac convertible to my presroadster, which is exent English
actly the right size for European touring. It looks so silly when my cousin
straps thirteen pieces of luggage on it.
You'd be sure we'd topple over backwards, but we don't.
climbed a winding highway to the top of the highest
mountain in Austria, loaded that way.
All that baggage contains the two
wardrobes I have to cart along. I take
clothes for two people, my glamour self
and my gypsy self. When my cousin and
I are in Rome, Paris, or London, or any
of the fashionable resorts, I dutifully

car

MG

We

wear what moviegoers suppose a Holly-

wood person should. I owe that
profession. But when we are out
cities,

where

my

to
of the
I won't be recognized, I'm

casually comfortable in pedal-pushers, a
sweater, and not even a trace of makeup.
As fascinating as the capitals of the
world have seemed to me, with all their
history, magnificent architecture, and
cosmopolitan elegance, I think it might
be more restful to linger for a few months
in some of the small, quaint European
towns I have seen. They have all the
old world charm, and no bustle to hurry

you.

This is one of the real joys of travel,
stumbling upon the surprises the world

M. REG. U

.

S.

PAT.Orr.

holds for us. So many things I imagined
must be great weren't! We presume
so much that isn't so, and we're apt to
go on, deluded forever, if we don't really

—

start to travel. Wliat does Iran mean
to you, for instance? Does Persia, today,
seem mostly a desert, with oil pipelines

stretching over sunbaked plains.'' I was
dumbfounded and delighted with Northern Iran. Especially along the Caspian
Sea, it's a gorgeous fairyland, scenically.
I've never seen a greener countryside.
Thanks to the manner in which picture schedules are constantly juggled,
I

never can plan far ahead on

my

trips.

But I get ready to take off by plane
when I can. I've learned to be prepared

way for everything in life. I used
to fancy I could live without planning
this

for impulsiveness.

Since I have shopped in Paris, and
have seen that I do have more flair in
a Jacques Path design than in a bargain hastily snatched from a rack in
Bishop ( the California mountain toion
where I used to vacation when I could
go no further), I no longer am careless
about dressing appropriately right here
in Hollywood.
I no longer dash into
the studio cafe in the

handy

garbecome style-conscious, because after a
woman is exposed to Paris finery she
positively cannot hang onto poor taste.

ment.

I

had to make

first

this change,

One encounters unsuspected food
cacies in traveling. If

deli-

you

aren't horribly
one-track, you try eating in Rome as
the Romans do. Like the English. I
now pour vinegar on
French fried

my
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more mysterious to me than the spineI don't want to
less, in-a-rut fellpws.
be taken to night clubs or premieres,
but to a good restaurant for dinner. I
like daytime dates to ride, swim, play
tennis

and

When

I

fly.

marry, I bet

I'll

elope.

onlookers are concerned, I'm

my

Where

original,

To me

a wedding should be a
Until that moment arrives, I'm not going to settle down into
domesticity. I do my own cooking at

shy

self.

private union.

Frankie

Laine,

musical,

potatoes.

who makes

chatting

It

with

screen debut in Columbia's "When You're Smiling," a
Lola Albright and Jerome Courtland also in film.

his

Don

Otis,

adds a strangely beguiling

Of course, traveling has had a deeper
Since I have seen for myself the
tremendous variety in our fellow men
and women, I have changed into a
tolerant human being. Now, before committing myself, I want to hear both sides
aren't!
of any matter. So many facts
So many attitudes and arguments are
based only on sheer ignorance. And so
effect.

—

am

finished with blind, provincial
I
prejudices. When I don't know, I can
it

humbly, without choking on

You may

not be as aware of it as I
am, but I am changing from picture to
picture.

The

three films

I've

done

in

black-and-white have been an advance
straight

drama

me.

for

depend on the flattery
glamourous costumes.

of

I didn't
color and

Before I began studying with him, I
in a daze. I functioned on a set by

was

instinct.

Now, when

I

walk on,

I

am

prepared. He and I have worked out
the character's motives and mannerisms
in our conferences. He has taught me to
be flexible, too, since a director may decide to tran.spose lines

and

action.

I

can

adjust on the set without forgetting the
basic facets of the character. Now I
know that everybody responds to the
skillful performer, with whom nothing
Accidental actors are pitii.s accidental.
They have to do each take differful.
ently, because they can't repeat artfully.
They rely on inspiration, and lacking it
are helpless. I was like that once.

I'm pleased

now with some opportun-

to inject good comedy
This ability to portray lighter

62

I
clothes.

Singing good

music

touches.

moods

is

is

my

ultimate

career goal. I want to sing it both on
the screen and in person in concerts. I
always have done my own singing in
pictures, but since dubbing is such a

common

few people have
singing as a vital part of the
true me. Yet it is. The other day I
had my palm read. The career line in
taken

life.

occurrence

my

hand changes half-way through
I'm not astonished.

I

of

being disliked.

my

nothing better than the right
man for a husband, but I just couldn't
put up with the wrong one. He'll have
to willingly give me a lot of freedom. I
know I'll always want to develop my
interests, and that I'll always be finding
new ones. I could never wholly abandon
the rest of the world, or the rest of
myself. A good companion, as a lasting
husband must be, would never ask that
like

Gradually I've

become wiser along this line. Now I
find I get a glow when I make a sincere
effort to overcome my reserye.

To illustrate, my good friend, Rock
Hudson, is so good-natured, likes to
laugh, and keeps me bubbling. I am glad
I didn't meet him with suspicion!
I believe we change for the better only
when we understand what we are missing by stubbornly limiting ourselves.

my

certainly have had to change
ideas about marriage! I no longer think
of it as a swooping up into the clouds.
I've seen too many couples disillusioned.
I'd

fear

Can

have been

taking serious singing lessons for six
years and plan giving my first concert
quite soon. Outward change is always
preceded by tentative and then continuous practice.
I

For the past three years I have had a
marvelous coach. George Shdanoff is
the mystery man in the background of a
lot of other stars. He likes to remain
there. But I claim it's time he should
be given full credit for what he has
done for us. He has taught me the fundamental technique of acting, how to
distinguish first-class acting from the
obvious gestures amateurs drift into.

ities

deliberate

my

absurd, false pride.

into

attempt. I'll be thrilled
can do a musical in modern
In "The Desert Hawk" I'm
once again the fairytale princess, but
less reel, more real, I hope!

a

when

flavor.

admit

home, but make no production of it
and eat out much more than I do in.
One more noticeable change might be
worth mentioning. I have become much
more sociable. All actresses wanting
screen popularity theoretically dote on
everyone who will admire them. I can't
call everybody darling. I've always been
extremely gi-atef ul for any enthusiasm
about my work, but I've been disinterested in people in general. Happenings,
not people, and places aroused my curiosity. When I was introduced to someone I resented rather than enjoyed the
meeting. That goes back to an early

A

Girl

Be Honest?

Continued from page 42

them work, you have to
tively and always be just
dates to

make

it

dress provocalate

intriguing.

enough

for

You have

busier than j'ou really are. And don't
forget that smile. Even though you've
lost your job and next month's rent just
ain't, don't forget that smile!

"But don't you see how dishonest all
that is?" Liz demanded indignantly. "Oh,
yes, the rules work all right! But after
you've gotten a man that way, do you
really want him? Do you really want the
sort of person who's

been won by deceit

sacrifice.

Although I am still single, I have no
desire to dominate the men I date. I'm
not vain, not spoiled. I'm pliable, fitting in with a date's program with no
compul.sion to bend him to anything
that bores him. I used to be extremely

have

changed. Experience
I'm sorry, but not
schoolgirlishly shocked, if a man turns
out to be a complete heel. I've learned
never to be surprised, having been surprised sufficiently to get this way!
I date the type of man I like, someone who is self-assured, daring, unpredictable, and an interesting conversationalist.
The silent ones aren't any
gullible.

I

made me

wi.ser!

to

play hard to get, too, and seem a lot

Now

Phyllis

of

Thaxter and Patricia Neal on set

"The Breaking

Point,"

Warner

thriller.

and

trickery, etcetera, etcetera, etcetera?"
etceteras are a device of her

Liz's

to get from that point
to the next very quickly.
"And does a man want to marry a girl
who's been dishonest in every relationrapid-fire brain

they've had since they met? So far,

>liip

an insincere, undependable and shifty female who keeps him in
constant turmoil. Is this the kind of
woman he wants to spend the rest of his
he knows

all

life

is

with?

"You must be honest

in

your approach

You mustn't

expect too much and
you must learn to give with your whole
heart and soul. And, even though whole
columns and pages are used up to tell
you it isn't so, I believe you must be
honest in love!
"As for me, if a man looks particularly
well, I tell him so. I don't add that his
suit needs pressing. His face looks fine,
so I say so and that's honest and it
pleases him. There's no point in adding
the bit about the suit. That's where honesty spills over into frankness which,
after all, is criticism that can hurt a perto hfe.

—

son's feelings."

Is a

anything or anybody.
"It's just as important to be honest

like this

httle things as

it is

Producer Hal Wallis signed Liz
to starring roles in 1947, the motion picture was a new medium for her. The
stage
"Hellzapoppin" for Olson and
Johnson and understudy to Tallulah
Bankhead for "Skin Of Our Teeth" and

—

a brief stock engagement as Sadie

—

Thomp-

was familiar. Modelling
clothes and having Harper's Bazaar full of her magnificent bone-structure and wind-blown hair were all in the
day's work for Liz.
But a motipn picture set was somesleek

thing else agam.
"I didn't know what it was all about
and was afraid to ask," she confessed.
"In 'You Came Along,' the director told
me to walk over there so I walked without an idea of why. When he told me to
cry, I cried.
I laughed and frowned,
looked thoughtful or rebellious etcetera,
etcetera, etcetera
but hadn't a glimmer
of why.

—

—

—

—
—

"They say

that matters.

very

fullest.

care of

If

it is,

was even worse than that
in the early days in New York, and I've
seen young people here trying to appear
I

wiser than they can possibly be.
see, they're

being dishonest with

I know, because when I
to find out something I'd spend

themselves.

wanted

hours of thought figuring out some devious, indirect way to approach a totally

Then

disinterested person.

I'd

frame the

roundabout way that
he couldn't possibly guess that I was trying to find out a simple fact I didn't
c|uestion in such a

know!
"As

if it

mattered!

"But, believe me, I don't do that now!

want to know the how or the why or
the meaning or the reason for this or
that, I nsk! No more beating around the
If I

bush. 'Look,'

always today
lived to

tomorrow

will

its

take

itself.

—

that's my sole, intensive interest
as long as the sitting lasts. I give the
same concentration to everything working, playing, reading a marvelous book,
sleeping, eating, etcetera, etcetera, etcet-

—

era."

Liz laughed as she said that, adding,
I love good food! It's lucky for
me I'm so energetic that I burn it up
"

—And

away!
"Another thing

right

I learned in those

I

say.

'I

don't understand.

New

York days," she continued, returning to
her subject, "was to be honest in what
I said about other people. I lived then
in a girls' residence, a kind of supervised

boarding-house where everyone gossipped
and talked with everyone else. One day
I dropped an idle remark about another
girl there. It was nothing really— perhaps
'Oh, she dyes her eyebrows!' but it was
repeated and the girl was dreadfully

—

hurt.
"It taught me not one, but two lessons. The first was that I hadn't been
honest. Did I kno2v that the girl dyed

that

much

It's

"For a very small example, if I find
I've picked up two extra pounds, diet
doesn't begin tomorrow. It begins today
now. If I'm in the gallery for por-

an-confidante since.

"You

is

Today must be

I think all kids are like that—
they're afraid to show how naive they

"But

so

minutes

—

any tomorrow.

isn't

ture business!

know

worth

a day?

next to godliness, so keeping yourself and the place
where you live scrupulously clean is a
sort of honest thank-you for the good
things God gives you.
"Your attitude toward life must be
honest, too. For mfe, tomorrow used to
hold all the best, everything I was longing for until I suddenly realized there
cleanliness

of

I

1A

even washing your face every single night
before you go to bed no matter how
tired and sleepy you are
is being honest
with yourself," Liz went on earnestly.

"And do you know the reason? Because I was afraid people would think I
was stupid if I asked questions! I was
afraid to show them I didn't know everything there was to know about the pic-

are.

in

Why,

in the big ones.

bustline

traits,

When

son in "Rain"

Please tell me!'
"That's being honest with yourself
and when you are, you're not afraid of

her eyebrows? And
my business?

if

she did, was

it

any

"And the second lesson was even more
valuable; never, never have I had a wom-

w

It's just
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women aren't fine and true and won-

derful.
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"Women have

a great capacity for
friendship and they appreciate being told
honestly nice things about themselves.
For instance, if a girl has fine eyes, tell
her so but don't add that it's too bad
her nose is so big! Perhaps it isn't by
some standards; everyone's standards are

tions.

—

difi'erent

the other hand, it's not honest to
she looks wonderful when she
knows darn well she doesn't. I hate that
in people myself and think it's an insult
to my intelligence.

a

girl

"I dislike avaricious, grasping people,
It's all right to hug the good things
of life to you
work and ambition and
striving to reason and think and improve.
But to love money for money's sake, to
too.

^her

anyway.

"On

tell

—
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be mean and deceitful and unethical is,
to my mind, too despicable for understanding. Through his dishonesty to himself,

that person loses

ship

and

all

right to fellow-

love.

"And love? What is that, you ask?
Why, love is that mysterious thing they
try to make the rules for. Love is a deep
a feeling of great happiness and
warmth between a man and a woman.
It's a sharing and a desire to share. It's
a liking of the same thing perhaps not
alwaj's agreement, but with room left for
respect for the other's point of view. It's
a great excitement and glow at the
thouglit and the nearness of the other.
"I don't believe that many girls actually are in love when they marry. Maybe
they marry for companionship or because
affinity,

—

of propinquity or because they think

it's

the thing to do.

"They

— but

believe that love will

come

later

never will. If they don't feel
that great, overwhelming, engulfing surge
of emotion before marriage, they'll never
it

know it
"And

later.

that's

why

I,

Liz Scott, have

never married. Several times I've come
and then I've
right up to the barrier
stopped and looked over it into the future. What about those years ahead? Am
I ready now, I ask myself, to assume all
the responsibilities of a lifetime marriage,
the ties, the closeness, the day-by-day

—

association, etcetera, etcetera, etcetera?
"So far the answer's always been hon-

—

but when it's 'Yes,' Liz Scott
have found her man!"

Burt Lancaster and Dorothy

will

of "Mister 880," a 20th Century Fox picture.

medicine.

Whaf

I

Don't Like About

Women!

Continued from page 22

—

neurosis which they carry out in torchy
tunes. If you think I'm wrong then note
the popularity of songs like, "My Bill,"
Flowers," "Crazy
"Jim Never Sends

Me

He

Calls

Me." Women may not

realize

but it is a man's world, simply because, subconsciously, women want it
that way. They want to be loved and
emotionally secure. But do they realize
they are forfeiting all that by their
it,

quest for feminine power in the mistaken
belief it will create male admiration?
Any man with experience with women
knows that as soon as he gives in to a
woman she doesn't want whatever it
was anyway. Contrary, yes. Women
fight

for

so-called

women's

rights

and

equality with men, but I don't think
that basically they really want it that

way.
I'm only a guy shooting off my mouth
about how I feel. I don't set myself up
as an authority. But are women looking
ahead? Take the Broadway hit, "Annie
Get Your Gun," which was filmed, starring Betty Hutton. Betty's superior
skill with a gun kept her from getting
her man. When he proudly brought her
his three gold shooting medals and she
pulled off her coat and showed him
twelve of her own .set with diamonds,
he slunk away like a beat pup. That
j)icture is a valuable lesson for every
woman. Later, because he loved her, he
"sounded off." She had beat down his
ego and he raged back at her. When
a man becomes so indignant and righteously so that he's mad enough to slaj)
a woman down, she usually reverts backto being a female woman and bursts into

McC uire,

estly 'No'

time for a man's, be feminine and lovable? Most men consider her a bore,
in petticoats." She certainly
doesn't add up to thoughts of kissable
lips, desirable arms and romance.
Women should remember that in all
male activity, from the beginning of
time, the male has always been the aggressor. A woman has always been a
lovely, beautiful being to be won, possessed and cherished. His incentive to
fight for a place in the world!
Women suffragettes long ago started
this trend, and some isolated women,
bereft of romance, have been fighting the
fight to the death.
To the death of

a "hyena

American manhood.
If you think a career makes a woman
happy, just take a look around. Y'^ou
see the anxious faces of beautiful career
girls who are restless, unhappy; dissatisfied, frustrated. They have complicated

themselves in trying to compete in busibanking, politics, military service,

ness,

With

their

more

elaborate

nervous system they cannot be geared
to a man's work. For a woman and a
man are ho more emotionally the same
than a circle is to a straight line.
The careerist is economically independent, but inside she is fearful and
unsure. She fears being unloved and
alone. She becomes a problem to the

man who

loves her. She refuses to give
up her indej)endence, even as she realizes
she is forfeiting emotional security and
a sound life. She becomes a riddle within a riddle and neurotic, besides, because
she is such a riddle to herself. She is

emotionally adrift.
The most important function of a
woman is to look after a man. Actually
he's the weaker of the two. He needs a
female woman, someone to be with him,
to regard him as her first interest. It
is up to a woman if she loses her man.
Remember, a man's only motive in
marrying is for love. If he thinks enough
of her to marry, then it is up to her to
think enough of him to keep him with
her. In the emphasis on a career, too
many women make the home of today
a hollow shell.
One of my pet peeves, I reiterate, is

—

tears.

A

Then she

says, "I love you."

women's problems could be
solved by a good whack every now and
then. For when a woman can so upset
a man to cause him to assert his male
few

authority with raging indignation, she
knows he really cares. Otherwise, he
wouldn't be emotionally upset.

Dominant women

are creating a mass
the American male,
giving him an inferiority complex. .\nd
who likes to "lose face?" How can a
woman, wholly involved and absorbed
in her own activities with no interest or
of

64

inliihitions

co-stars

in

Gary Grant having an arm-in-arm stroll with SIgne Hasso and Paula Raymond,
his two leading ladies in MCM's "Crisis."
Paula plays the role of his wife.

the fact that women try to excel in
things because they think that's what a
man wants. A woman should place more
value on the femininity that nature gave
her. She should know that a man is more
impressed with what her relations are
to him, rather than what her relation
is to the world.
If a woman tries to cater to a man
and a career at the same time, she is
servang two masters. She eventually becomes a bundle of anxieties due to the
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Mr. Goldwyn and moving
our home from New York to California
came up for discussion. Dale and Katherine were most unselfish. They wanted to
do what was best for me. "If we take
up roots and leave New York, we can
still work anywhere," they said. "But if
we take Joan to Hollywood and it doesn't
work out, shell be heartbroken and em-

hate wishy-washy men, the negative
who can never make up their own
minds. I love my father's decisiveness
and the feeling of stability that he has
I

type,
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can be men.
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And Hate

He has a great sense of humor.
love his remark before I was born
(which has, of course, been related to
me) when Katherine asked, "Dale, what
do you want the baby to call you?"
he replied, "Since she won't know me
very well, I think Mr. Eunson would do

No
artificial

it

ing her sex
she belongs to him. Why
can't she relax and be happy in the pride
of being absojute mistress of his home?
In directing its schedule, cooking his
favorite dishes, bearing his children? Conducting their early education and training? He longs for her as a helpmate, in
his business and all other endeavors. He
seeks her consultation in their mutual
interest of being one.
Basically, we are all searching for ma.stery over self and our environment.
all fear loss of love and loss of a complete life, but women are simply throwing male protectiveness away. A man's
attitude towards a self-sufficient woman,
who makes more money than he does,
becomes less and less protective. Pretty
soon he is going elsewhere to prove that
he is a he-male, that he is not a Mr.

NO PADS!

Blue
Black

rotic.

it's

28 to 38

Colors:

other woman who does cater to him.
She has to compete, with only part-time
attention, to hold her husband's love.
WTiich means her career inevitably receives part-time attention, too. And she
becomes harrassed, for she is not succeeding with either effort.
Of course, if she becomes a big success, then she competes with big business. She then has to sacrifice her most
fundamental instinctive strivings to the
point where she becomes positively neu-

star or a clerk at the dime store,
that she dress well, be nicely groomed.
some women, be they at home, or

SIZES

32 to 42

demands upon her.
If she caters to her husband and home
she becomes an absentee from her job
and loses it. Or if she caters too much
to her job, she loses her husband to some

movie

Free JO-Doy Trial!

INSTANTLY! on

conflicting

If there is one thing a man requires of
a woman, whether she be a housewife, a

BRAS for
SMALL BUSTS

Scientifically Designed pVnT

this chance, we'll never be able to face
our own consciences.'" The heartbreak of
not getting "Roseanna," they reasoned,
would be less for me than if someday I
regretted the opportunity that I had
missed by not trying at all. Their logic
and reasoning is always so right.

love with a man
the security that I have
always known. Psychologists say that
children should live in one place and not
be moved about. We have lived in thirteen places. No matter where we call
home, there is that wontlerful security of
knowing that Dale and Katherine love
each other and always include me as a
part of their lives.
When they had
parties, I was always allowed to stay up
and pass hors d'oeuvres.
I

who

hope that
will give

I fall in

me

Joan Crawford

is

my

godmother and

I

think I'd also want her approval of a

man who might become

special.

Also, I

would want Lucille Ball to approve. Lucille would breeze into New York, call for
me and take me on wonderful shopping
tours. Then, one Summer, she took me
back to California with her. I also came
once with Joan. Famous
people like Jean Parker, Jed Harris, Desi

to California

Arnaz and

Lucille Ball

have always been
65

famous, I'd not be impressed.
I love a boy to be thoughtful. I am
really thrilled when a messenger arrives
with a box of flowers for Miss Evans. A
man doesn't have to spend a lot of money
I reit's the thought that's enough.
member when Dale's and Hagar Wilde's
play, "Guest In The House," opened in
New York. Dale gave Katherine a big
hunk of topaz ring to celebrate.
I like a man who is a stimulating conversationalist. Dale and Katherine are
never bored. They have so much in common that there is never a dull moment
between them. I'd like that.
Now that I have given you my im-

to

shire.

He was

fifteen.

I

wore

my

first

formal. It was lovely blue taffeta. Katherine had a New York dressmaker specially design it for me. I was the youngest girl at the prom, but I have always
looked and seemed a couple of years
older than my real age. Well, a boy
turned to look at another girl breezing

by

a pink taffeta.

He

remarked, "Say,
she's beautiful!" and promptly upset his
Coke all over my new dress. I hate boys
who openly stress admiration for other
girls to incite your envy. When accidents
are purely accidental, I can understand
but pure carelessness ruined my first
formal dress.
Frankly, no boy has ever tried to grab
in

—

me and

me goodnight.
am certain that

kiss

that, but I

I
I

wonder at
would hate

being forced to kiss anyone. A kiss, I
think, should stem from mutual affection.
I love men who take pride in taking a
girl on a special date by asking her well
in advance. Farley Granger invited me
to the opening night of "Inside U.S.A."
He called a week and a half ahead of
time. "Get yourself gorgeous," he .said.
I had time to plan what I would wear.
We joined two of his friends at the Encore for dinner and I wore a black velvet
dressy dress. Farley seemed .so happy

and proud of my appearance that all the
effort I had made was more than repaid.
I hate a boy who never comments on
what you are wearing, but only asks if his
tie is straight, and his hair combed. That
makes you feel he is wearing the girl like
a carnation in his lapel to add to his

—

own appearance.
hate a boy, when I haven't seen him
in weeks, to call and say, "How about a
date tonight? And it's formal." That
means he has tickets and another girl
has stood him up. I am a last-minute
choice so his tickets won't be wasted.
Most of the people I go with know
each other well, so a casual evening date
i.s quite okay.
Like Carlton Carpenter, or
Jerry Paris. If they call and say how
I

—
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At

tained.

eight-thirty, another call.

nine you are

sitting in

still

By

your best

and know the opening

of the preover. You finally get there for
the last half hour of the show. That's
"making an entrance" all right but it's
an exit for the boy as far as I'm concerned.
I think one of the worst is the boy who
says, "We should give a party." Then

dress

miere

is

—

Joan

Evans

on

recent

currently in "Edge

tickets to the

go?"
him.

I

know

radio

symphony
a

program.

Of Doom," an

girl

RKO

She's

picture.

tonight, will

you

has walked out on

My

pet peeve is a boy who takes me
out and then calls the nearest columnist
to report that we are a "new item." It's
obvious he has just used me to get his
name in the columns. That does happen.^
I hate gossipy boys who kiss and tell.
When a boy starts confiding that he was
dating a certain girl and this and that
happened, I think, "What is this character going to say about me?"
No one likes to lose face, and I simply
hate a boy who asks me for a date, and
then goes all over town to borrow the
money "because I've got a date with Joan
Evans." When I learned that a certain
individual was able to borrow twentyfive dollars, because the other individual
didn't want to see me "stood up," I was
disgusted. It would be very difficult for
any boy to spend twenty-five dollars dating me for one evening. A big date with
me is a ticket for a concert at the Hollywood Bowl, or a movie, and a steak sandwich afterwards.
I can spot the type who fish for things
instantly. Like on a first date, "Say, you
know Joan Crawford. Let's go over to
Joanie's house." Or, "Say how about
stopping in on Lucille Ball?" This one
doesn't care for me
he just wants to
meet the people I know.
I certainly appreciate a boy who is
considerate. Like when a girl is on a diet
and the boy insists on her having just
one more chocolate soda. Finally her will
power goes, and when she steps on the
scales she not only hates herself but him.
I certainly think it is most unchivalrous of a boy to take a girl's love letters
and show them around. I have seen boys
do this. That is why I'll probably never
write any.
I have a charm bracelet, one with little
silver charms. I am flattered and pleased

—

he starts writing down the names we
should ask. Of course I like parties and
I think it will be fun. He says, "We'll
give it at your house." That just happened to me. The party was set for a
Saturday night. I spent the morning
shopping and the afternoon arranging
the house for the party. I spent the rest
of the day making chili and a fancy salad
and a dessert. He had started out with
eight guests; now he called that there
would be fourteen. Which meant I had
to get a ride (since I couldn't drive until
July 18 when I turned sixteen) down to
the market and get some more food to

make more chili, more salad and more
dessert. The party was great. After midnight I was cleaning up the house so it
would look decent on Sunday morning; I
was tired out. If he had helped with his
share then it would have been "we," instead of "me," giving a party.

Nor do I appreciate the "show-off"
who invites me for a ride and keeps finding excuses to stop at the house of everyone he knows to say, "This is Joan
Evans." Not that I am particularly important, but he makes it so obvious that
he isn't interested in being with me but

—

wants to show his friends he has a
movie actress date. His actions are very
just

unflattering.

I disHke a boy spending his whole
month's allowance on me in one evening.
Especially when I perhaps can't guess at
his finances and realize that he has ordered a five dollar steak dinner for me,
which means he will have to skimp on his
lunches for the rest of the week. I am
thrifty myself, due to my Scotch ancestry. I budget my own salary and am
careful with my money. I'd enjoy a ten
cent hamburger much more, realizing
that the boy can afford it and is enjoy-

—

ing his, too.
I

hate

j

I like a

I

I

man who

y ou as lovely

as you can be?
^

See page 17

who
|

i

I

I

has a sense of responto duck out when

and doesn't try
error.

r

Are

the car

sit in

—

When

have early school

i

to

not in the house?

he's in

Advert iiipment

men who want

when they take you home and talk on
and on and on. I love to talk but why

sibility

'

about an early movie tonight, why, wonderful! But when a boy says, "I have two

it,

that
tagged."
Of course the real pest is the one who
keeps you waiting while he is tardy for
a date. He asks you for seven-thirty.
You are to dine and then attend a premiere. At eight he calls that he is de-

—

pressions of my father, who is my ideal,
here are some of the characteristics and
incidents that I have encountered in the
men in my life to date.
I was thirteen when I went to my first
big prom at a prep school in New Hamp-

of my real friends adds a charm
but nothing elaborate. Nothing
could mean that "Joan is dog-

when one

our homes. I was never left out, but
was one of the group.
So it is understandable that when you
have a father and mother like that, it
would take some terrific man to make
you leave such a wonderful home for
another one. And, too, that if he were
in

gets

I

am

classes,

me home

working or

I love

a boy

early.

These are the things about men I like
and dislike. And yet I know that when
just the right man comes along
someday in the future I'll probably be blind
to his faults and virtues. I'll just be in

—

love!

—

EVERY GIRL LOOKS
LIKE A MOVIE star!

You're About To Be Married

If

lET

Continued from page 41

came a tomboy. She never wore a

dress,

but, attired in slacks, joined a group of
youngsters who careened about the neighborhood on bicycles, after school hours.

Along came a young

man

of twenty-

do not care!"
John Bromfield was a commercial
erman before he became an actor;

become

ing has

"When

three, student of engineering, who looked
a movie star much admired by Cor-

knew

irme. She was immediately smitten. He
must have felt that Calvet charm, for he

Johnny's

liked myself in skirts. Up to then, I carried no purse, but tomboy fashion, I

tucked my money in my belt. The youngman next gave me a lovely bag. It was
so nice I had to get a compact and comb,
which I faithfully used. In six months,
from a tomboy, I turned into the most
sophisticated girl you ever saw!
"How wise was my family! If they had
attacked me directly, crying, 'Why don't
you wear dresses? You look deplorable
in trousers. Your hair is a disgrace!' I
I am a little
jierhaps because
I had to fight for something to eat."
Corinne confides that, at this stage, she
was a tempestuous, excitable little creature. When she was about fifteen, a boy
friend, her first, sent word that he must
break at date, as he was ill in bed. All
compassion, Corinne gathered up hard-toget viands and darted to his flat, intent
on cooking the sick man a good dinner.
"I could hear that the shower was on
when I arrived," she recalled. "His evening clothes were laid out, ready to put
on, I could see, as I peeked into his bedroom. He had another date!" Eyes flashing, she went furiously to the closet
where his clothes were hanging and took
all the trousers out of it, not missing one
pair. The trousers on her arm, she
walked out of the house, leaving a note,
"I'm sure you couldn't have any other
dates tonight, and you won't need any
trousers to stay in bed and cure your
cold."
She is, she insists, much calmer now.
There are times, however, when things
go wrong and she is less calm.
"Then I run home to Johnny. He takes
me in his arms and carries me for five
minutes high above the floor, so that
presently I relax and feel that all the un-

would not have
strong for a

listened.

woman

.

.

.

pleasantness is far beneath me. If that
does not help, we go fishing. When I see
ocean waves roll in, one after another,
never ceasing, eternal, I think: 'This has
gone on for thousands of years; it has
outlasted many disasters. What is so important about my trouble? If I can give
joy or release tears to people, that is all
I want.'
"Fishing teaches patience, which I
need. It used to be that if I had to wait
fifteen minutes, I wasn't nice to the one
who kept me waiting. Now, they can
make me wait on the set all day, and I

his

FIND YOUR STAR
and
fish-

fish-

avocation, and he

he could not do without

feels

like

began taking her out.
"I wonder if that young man and my
family got together?" pondered Corinne,
over a stalk of buttered celery. "After a
few weeks he gave me a pair of beautiful nylons. I wore them under my slacks,
but no one could see them, so I had to
buy a dress and a pair of high heeled
shoes to show them off. I found I rather

Tjltelma S^ay,

it.

HOW

you

tell

• You may capitalize on

this

likeness.

• Your
style

star

can be your

guide.

• You con be OS glam-

I realized his love for fishing, I

orous OS your star

must learn to share it or I would
be shut out of an important part of
I

elma

said Corinne, earnestly.
could not stand the smell of
fish; I was seasick as soon as I set
foot on a boat, but I went with him.

"At
raw

life,"

first fishy

about going fishing!"
Only recently Corinne was shocked by
the views of an American bride-to-be.
"She was a feminist," explained the
young actress. "She thought women
should have equal rights with men. Since
she
and her bridegroom-to-be both
worked, and they would live in a small
apartment, there would be some housework to be done. 'I will do the dishes
the first night, but he must do them the
second,' she told me. 'We will divide
the work. I don't see how a woman can
let a man walk over her, and I don't

mean

will lose

him.

do

He
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would never ask Johnny to do
dishes. Because he likes to be with me,
he misses me if I am in the kitchen, and
comes in to help. If I ask him, it is his
duty and he hates it. Now he is happy
"I

A woman
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another man, and if you are equal, you
will be another man to him.' But she
would not listen.
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whiff sent me running to
the cabin, violently ill. Then I'd come
out and fish; again, I'd head for the
cabin, come back, and stagger oft" once
more. For six weeks this went on. Then
suddenly, I was used to the smell, could
take the boat's roll, and began to enjoy
myself. Now I am worse than Johnny

The

Siaif.

one of Hollywood's leodng authorities on fashions
movie
stars.
nd

first I

should

make her man

—

happy. You cannot take and get only
if you give, you get!"
The moment Corinne saw John Bromfield, she was attracted.
Because of an
accident, she was muffied to the eyes in
bandages, yet he was quick to feel her
charm. She was not certain of this, and
confesses, disarmingly, that on their first
date she wore a dress with a daring neckline. John still insists that this measure
was entirely unnecessary, but Corinne
worried, believing that she liked him
more than he liked her.
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"You see, Johnny already had a girl
when we met," she confided. "For a time,
there were two of us. He spent the better part of six days with me, but once a
week he had a date with the other girl
because he didn't like to hurt her. I
would sit and fret over what he was doing or saying, what was happening, and
at length I could no longer stand it. I
said: 'Johnny,
us.

I will go
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decide which of us you prefer. You cannot have us both.' I was terrified, but I
went away, and he spent the weekend
trying to find me. When I came back,
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we became engaged.
"It was fairer to her, too, for a clean
break gives you a chance to hate the
man. You go out to forget him and perhaps meet someone else." It was plain,
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though, that the chance of finding someone as wonderful as Johnny seems very
thin to Corinne.
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my makeup

." She
"Let me tell you something
lowered her voice confidentially on that
"somesing " "Before I married Johnny I
was very worried. I was used to Frenchmen, who send flowers and little gifts all
the time, pay pretty compliments, make
a woman feel like a queen, and I was
afraid I would miss that. Johnny is so
big and strong, an outdoor man, a real
American. But in this year and a half we
are married, do you know, Johnny has
become very European! Every time we
go out, he looks at me to see what is
new, so he can compliment me on it. I
am always receiving flowers, unexpected

each photo.

Send name of your favorite
and 10c for handling.
STAR STUDIOS

I.

R

gifts,

FACE LIFTING

charming

"Oh

Loose skin, wrinkles, outstanding ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars, tatoos corrected by plastic

fully,

derful

—

sleep-bewildered gentleman into giving
her an audition. The audition resulted
in the promise of a role in Allegret's next
picture, but that film was delayed and
Corinne's soaring new ambition landed
her in another production next day. She
was a star when that film was released,
"Nothing was more important to me
than my dramatic career until I met
Johnny," she said, toying with a huge
strawberry. "But now, if my career interfered with my being with Johnny, nobody would be able to find me. I would
not be parted from him for the best role
in the finest picture in the world!"

—

Corinne loves acting. She enjoyed her
"My Friend Irma
Goes West," and looks forward to many
more pictures of increasing importance.
But her secret dream is of that time
not too far in the future, she hopes
when Johnny will be a top flight star,
and she will do only one picture a year
to take time to have twins.
role in her latest film,

,

it.

MOVIE STARS

with

not argue. Occasionally, {hut don't tell
him) I go back later and get that dress,
put on a flower, take off a scarf, and
wear it when I am ready to go out on a
so, to set off

Direct from Hollywood
List decorated with

work on him to get it.
"When I buy clothes, I ask Johnny to
go with me, and it makes him feel important because his word is final. I
model them for him, and he says: 'Not
that,' or 'Yes, this.' If I Hke something
really very much and he doesn't, I do

date,

Hi- Gloss of your favorite

mailed

"I am working and Johnny
working. We have a joint account.
It is not my money, nor his, it is ours.
He draws checks as he pleases and I
do not ask about them, but I never
buy anything without asking him if I
may. When I ask for a new dress, of
course he says 'Yes,' but he is proud of
me in the dress because he had a part
at the idea.

and young women

girls

use

Money is the golden reef on which
many marriages founder. Corinne scoffs

themselves a chance, they can get along!"
Corinne's French career stemmed from
a telephone call she made at two o'clock
one morning, when, lying awake, she suddenly decided to be an actress. Dialing
the number of Allegret, the first film director in the phone book, she bullied the

.

surprises.

— " she flung out her arms, grace-

"marriage

when

it's

is

much

so

right.

fun!

So won-

"I mean to have twins," she assured
me. "Ever since I was very little I have
promised myself so. The first doll ever
given me was quite lovely, but I cried
when they put her in my arms. I would
not stop crying and could not say why,
so they took me to the shop where they
had bought her and told me to choose
another one. I found one exactly like the
first doll, and held onto both dolls so
tightly no one could get them away from
me. I had twins!"
Far be it from Corinne to advocate
all
wives repeat "Yes, master!"
nothing but "Yes, yes, yes" all the time.

that

"If you think I never disagree with
Johnny, you are so wrong!" she exulted.
"Sometimes, I say 'No' when he says
'Yes,' and for fifteen minutes we have a
beautiful fight. Then, when I see he is
really getting angry, I give in, tell him
he is right, and we have a marvelous
reconciliation.

.

"Oh, marriage

If people will give

.

is

.

so-o-o-o won-der-ful!"
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her husband is a connoisseur of food,
Linda has alloted much of her time since
their marriage to collecting Tyrone's
favorite recipes. Her method of doing
this, however, has confused Tyrone considerably.

At

first

she tried to collect the recipes

him later with his
favorite dish. But Tyrone could never
figure out why Linda disappeared from
the table each time he praised a dish.
.secretly,

to surprise

Furthermore, she always stayed away for
thirty or forty minutes. For a man like
Ty, who doesn't like being left alone, this
proved quite irk.some. Nevertheless, he
took it in Salzburg, while Linda learned

"Spaetzle," a noodle dish Ty
In Marseilles where the cook
gave her the recipe for bouillabaise. In
Portofino, where Linda found out how to
to

make

had

liked.

make "frascati," an Italian ice cream. But
when suddenly she dashed into a store in
London without a previous explanation,
Tyrone blew up.
When Linda showed him the bottle of
his favorite mint sauce she had just purTyrone's complexion reddened
with a feeling of guilt. And when, she
confessed why she had left him waiting
in Salzburg, Marseilles and a couple of
dozen other places, the red in his face
turned into a deep purple. After that,
chased,

between London and Manila, husband
and wife together third-degreed chefs.
Linda's presence on Tyrone's trips
gives him more than just physical comforts. There are many ways to be lonesome, even when surrounded by friends.

One such time has always been Ty's
birthday.

Before he married Linda, he

was happy when someone even remembered to slap him on the back with a

how

"Well,

does

it

feel

to

be a year

older.?"

Not anymore. Carefully Linda plans
his birthday parties well in advance. No
matter whether they celebrate in Africa
or Asia, there are always Tyrone's favorite dishes and at least one present he
especially wanted. Like the radio she had
sent for from the United States when
they were on location in Meknes. With
Linda at his side, a birthday for Tyrone
is now an occasion to look forward to
not just another dayr
No novice at travelling herself, Linda
has alleviated many travel problems for
her husband. Languages, for instance.
She knows seven languages fluently.
There is hardly a spot in the world where

she can't act as interpreter.
Also, since she knows the history, customs and background of many countries
they visit, she often knows more about
the places than guides and she's pret-

—

tier!

Even Tyrone's homecoming has become a special event. Instead of arriving at an empty house, just another place
to unpack his clothes, he now comes back
to a real home. Almost a month before
they arrive, Linda is getting the house
ready by instructing their Swiss cou-

—

ple,

and^her

they'd

left it

so it looks like
only a day or so ago. When

Tyrone steps into
find

his

Maya van Horn,
Ty likes, and by

girl friend,

to get all the things
arranging the house

favorite

his living room, he'll
roses on the window

His tobacco urn

with fresh
tobacco, his icebox stored with herring,
sill.

filled

liverwurst and swiss cheese. There's his
favorite mint candy on the table.
Moreover, to make the homecoming
really
complete,
Linda always has
planned a special surprise. The last time,
when Tyrone entered their bedroom, on
the wall above the ten foot bed he found
a painting of Linda by the famous Mexican painter, Diego de Rivera. Linda
had secretly posed for the artist! No
gift could have pleased him more.
At home and on trips alike, Linda has
taught Tyrone how to relax, how to get
rid of his tenseness. She has accomplished this mainly by encouraging him
to devote more time to leisure and sports.
Before their marriage, Tyrone^ rarely
spent an evening at home. Instead, he
went to night clubs, parties, the theatre.
Now, while back in Los Angeles, it takes
a minor miracle to make him leave his
Brentwood home at night. Again he likes
to read, listen to music and, lately, look
at the 16
films he has taken during
their extensive travels.
When Linda and Tyrone look at their
films alone, they huddle together on the
couch and watch pictures and memories
go by. When they have guests, with the
help of a microphone, from the back of
the room Tyrone gives a running com-

mm

mentary

of the places, people and events.
never gets tired showing his films.
Neither do his friends, who enjoy his
travelogues and witty comments alike.

He

Linda's European background, once
considered a barrier to their happiness,
has created new interests in Tyrone in-

She can talk intelligently to him
about any subject a definite advantage
to a man who likes the combination of
beauty and brains. Also, for the Tyrone
who likes to learn and improve constantly, Linda's knowledge of languages
stead.

er.

made

He

and Hebrew.
In her teaching, Linda doesn't follow
established rule of cramming
Her lessons are like games.
Since she refuses to translate it into English, if he doesn't understand a word or
a phrase she simply acts it out for him.
How many of Tyrone's friends would
have believed three years ago that he
now has the patience to watch Linda for
one solid hour tearing up telephone book
pages to explain the word "to tear" in
French.?
Like her Dutch ancestors, Linda believes that a wife lives primarily for her
husband. That includes not only giving
up a career, as she has done, but also
the many big and little daily duties of
a housewife which are seldom appreciated
by their husbands. But Tyrone, alone
and lonely for a long time, knows that
his socks are darned, his shirts neatly
arranged.
Even his eating habits have changed.
In record time he used to gobble down
his food to rush to work, a meeting or a
date. Not anymore. Having decided
that eating too fast is bad for her husband, for a while Linda has eaten especially slowly herself so that the time difference between Ty finishing his meal and
Linda hers would be big enough to be
noticed by her husband. Since he didn't
like to sit around for another ten or fifteen minutes and watch Linda finish her
meal, he had to adjust himself to eating
more slowly.

the

Tenderness
Quickly

—

her a much appreciated teachhas already learned to speak
Spanish almost without accent, acquired
a smattering of Dutch, German and Italian, and knows a few words of Arabic

has
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that Tyrone likes formality,
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Linda has made every meal a festive
occasion, complete with candlelight, a
beautifully arranged table and soft music.
Drinking hard liquor, smoking extensively and losing his temper are other

1
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Act

Tyrone has gotten rid of. Since
Linda doesn't smoke at all, Ty has cut
habits

Now

For

An

Extra Easy

EXTRA INCOME!

two-packages-a-day down to two-aweek. He has changed from hard liquor
to wines. And whereas his Irish temper
used to flare up easily when first he married, now it's almost non-existent. Linda
has used a very simple, very womanly,
and very effective method to curb his
temper. When he gets angry, she simply
plays coy and keeps flirting with him.
Who can stay angry very long that way?
his

Also, Linda has given Tyrone confidence in himself again. After he had lost
some of his self-assuredness due to his
previous marriage to Annabella, which
had failed, a war he'd fought, and a
series of

motion pictures that didn't give
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his career a great boost, Linda's

WHERE TO BUY THE
ADAPTATION OF ORIGINAL

DRESS (Page 54) Worn

by

admira-

tion for Tyrone as a man, and actor, was
better medicine than any doctor could
have prescribed.
This new self-confidence has given Ty-

rone a greater sense of responsibility, and
a new maturity. He doesn't live for the

present anymore, as he used to, but for
the future his wife, his career, and the
family they hope to have someday.
At last Tyrone Power has found the
peace and happiness for which he has
always searched thanks to his wife,
Linda Christian Power.

—

—

GINGER ROGERS
Your Guide To Current Films
IN

"STORM WARNING"
A WARNER BROS. PICTURE

BABS SHOP
Montclair, N.

J.

ETHEL CANFIELD
Tucson, Ariz.
C.

W. VARNEY
N. Scituate, Mass.

MAGNIN

JOSEPH

Continued from page 15

by the sound of a tommy-gun burst
rather than the patter of little feet. Fortunately, his stooge Keenan Wynn finds
an adorable 9-year-old monster who
opens beer bottles with his little teeth,
and Jean -is hired. She quits soon after
learning Paul has a record of twelve killings to his credit.
When the twelve
corpses start walking around again, and
Paul almost becomes one himself, courtesy of Cesar Romero, Jean breaks down
and admits she was wrong in judging'
Paul.

Peggy

JUSTINAS

(Technicolor)

Xenia, Ohio

Riverside, Calif.
R;

JONES

Kalamazoo, Mich.

ALLAN'S
Columbia,

S.

C.

RUSSEK'S

New

York, Brooklyn, Chicago,

and Philadelphia

LAZARUS
Roanoke, Va.

VOGUE

(Ida Levine)
Lockland, Ohio

BROADWAY

DEPT. STORE

Los Angeles, Calif.

HALLE-ON-MAIN
Memphis, Tenn.

HEZ LETT'S

NO FATHER
as

retired

goes through as much
Professor Charles Co-

burn, but with daughters Diana Lynn
and Barbara Lawrence, it's to be expected. Going to Pasadena for rest and
quiet. Coburn finds his entire family
engulfed in the Pasadena Rose Queen
Contest. Both his offspring are selected
as contestants. Secretly married, and
therefore ineligible to be the Rose Queen,
Diana nevertheless enters the contest
lest papa figure out she's Mrs. Football
Player, and annul the marriage. Such

problems! They're all ironed out, though,
just in time for everyone to be deliriously happy at the end.

Berkeley, Calif.

JOS. C.

Devil's

GRANT

Ansonia, Conn.

MAYME-MARSHALL-DAVIDSON
Ashland, Ky.

MADEMOISELLE SHOP
Middleboro, Mass.

KINGSTON-UP-TO-DATE
Kingston, N. Y.
F.

W. KLECKNER
Mahoney

City, Pa.

HOUSE OF PETITES
Columbia,
B.

S.

C.

SIECEL
Detroit, Mich.

MUHFELDER'S
Troy, N. Y.

of

jo

formed he has no

is inlegal right to his land.

Having fought

in the war doesn't lessen
his plight one bit as far as the government, and his lawyer, Paula Raymond,

know. However, Taylor's major difficulties don't stem from the law prohibiting Indians from owning land; instead
it's Indian-hater Louis Calhern who is
guilty of inciting sheep herders to commit destructive violence against Taylor, and the few remaining members of

A

shocking film because of the
injustice meted out and Calhern's evil
performance.

his tribe.

Ohio

(Technicolor)

Paramount

of trouble brewing in a mining town
where she runs the local saloon. Hedy
and sadistic sheriff's deputy Macdonald
Carey were sent there to run the small
copper mine owners out of business. In
that way, the mines could be bought up
for cheap.
Hedy doesn't approve of
Carey's violence, but Carey is a piker
compared to what Milland dishes out in
trying to help the brow-beaten miners.

Fortunes Of Captain Blood
Columbia

LOUIS HAYWARD, playing

the

duced barbed wire fences in his territory. Gene Autry finds that instead of
merely having cattle rustlers to contend
with, folks are taking pot shots at him.
lady ranch-owner, Gail Davis, acts

to watch and ideal for those who like
their movie fare unsophisticated.

Cow Town
Columbia

Texas

BEING

A
70

Copper Canyon

swashbuckling gentleman-p irate
Peter Blood, hero of the Raphael Sabatini novels, grapples with new adventures on a Caribbean island ruled by
cruel George Macready.
Six of Captain Blood's men are taken prisoners by
Macready 's guards and are put to pearldiving in shark infested waters. So he
can help them escape, Hayward disguises himself as a fruit peddler. Easy

Beaumont, Texas

Tiffin,

two panthers innocent by-stander Howard Duff is taking back to the States.
She hides the microfilm in the unconscious animal's collar. A few other enemy agents figure out her little trick and
the train on which Duff and his black
panthers are traveling is wrecked. The
panthers get loose, leaving their caretaker Duff up to his virile neck in espionage. He doesn't get the panthers back
but Marta gets kittenish, so it's O.K. by
him.

wearing decollea poker face, tries
to keep sharp-shooter Ray Milland out

post-Civil War story
a NavaTHEIndian,
Robert Taylor, who

WORTHS
Port Arthur,

escapist drama about
escaped man-eating panthers
and a congregation of mysterious characters, who are after some important

HEDY
tage gowns and

Doorway

WORTH'S

CLEVENGER'S

FAST-MOVING

LAMARR,

MGM

Baffle Creek, Mich.

ALICE SHOP

Spy Hunt
Universal-International

microfilm. Working for British Intelligence, Marta Toren, drugs one of the

V niversal-International

HOSCH'S

&

does some further investigating. You'd
think this is a lot of whoop-te-do over
something as uninteresting as barbed
wire, but behind it all is a fiendish
mind's desire to drive out all cattlemen
so sheep can be brought onto the range.

spies,

San Francisco, Calif.

J.

suspicious, but when her two
ranch hands are deliberately killed, Gene

plenty

the

first

rancher

who

intro-

NEW! MAGIC PANEL FEATURE SLIMS LIKE MAGIC!
LOOK SLIMMER, MORE YOUTHFUL

YOUR APPEARANCE!
THE FIGURE-ADJUSTER MUST BE THE BEST GIRDLE YOU EVER
YOU MUST FEEL MORE COMFORTABLE, and you MUST

WORE

.
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look and feel younger
Your shape MUST be noticeably improved or you get every cent back at once!
No matter how many other girdles you have tried, you can be sure:
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NO OTHER GIRDLE CAN DO FOR YOU MORE THAN THE

FIGUREADJUSTER! No other girdle or supporter belt offers you more
BELLY CONTROL, BULGE control, HOLD-IN and STAY-UP power
safely, scientifically. No other girdle can begin to approach
the miracle-working FIGURE-ADJUSTER feature! Figure-Adjuster is
LIGHT in weight (ideal for WARM weather) yet powerfully strong!
Figure- Adjuster allows AIR to circulate through it, ABSORBS perspiration, is made by the most skilled craftsmen, and allows you to
ADJUST it to just the right amount of BULGE-CONTROL you Uke
and NEED for an IMPROVED FIGURE!
MAGIC PANEL CONTROL: No laces show when you wear a
SLIMMING Figure-Adjuster. The control you get is completely COMand GUARANTEES healthful, lasting support. Its
FORTABLE
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magic ADJUSTABLE, slimming, easily controlled panel

is

scientifically

TRULY SENSATIONAL AT

designed and

is the result of testing different kinds of panels on thousands
Figure- Adjuster creates the "BALANCED PRESSURE" that gives
exact amoimt of RESTRAINT it requires. It gives you the
bulge
the
each
right amount of SUPPORT where YOU need it MOST! Let Figure-Adjuster
for more of your figiue ... let it give
give you MORE figure control
the slimmer, trimmer figure that
you a more BEAUTIFUL FIGURE

of
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NOW
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INVITES romance. You ACTUALLY APPEAR SLIMMER

MAGIC PANEL

AT ONCE WITH THE

formerly $6.50

control of Figure-Adjuster. Colors nude, blue or white. Sizes
24 inch waist to 44, only S4.98.

INCHES

TRIM

MAKE THIS TEST WITH YOUR OWN HANDS!

YOUR

OFF

ABDOMEN, press upwards and in gently but
FIRMLY. You feel better, don't you! That's just what the UP-LIFT adjusable FIGURE-ADJUSTER does for you, only the FIGURE-ADJUSTER does it
better. MAIL COUPON AND TEST IT AT HOME FOR 10 days FREE at our
Clasp your hands over your

MIDRIFF,

waist and hips with real breathe-easy comfort.
New scientific construction whittles away rolls
slimming, easy-to-adjust rayon
and bulges
satin tummy panel laces right up to your bra.
In powerful elastic. White, light blue or nude.
(25"-26").
Medium (27"-28") Largo
Small
Large
Also
(29"-30"),
Extra
(31 "-32").
"PLUS" SIZES for the fuller ftgxire. XX (33"XXX (36"-38"). XXXX (39"-40"),
35").
XXXXX (4l"-44").
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expense.' NO OTHER GIRDLE AT ANY PRICE CAN GIVE YOU BETTER
SUPPORT, can make you look better, feej better or appear slimmer and

younger.' Sizes 24 to 44 waist.
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100% MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!
Test the Figure-Adjuster at home for ten days FREE at our expense! It's sent on approval! It must do all we
that's because
it or return it after ten days and we'll send your money right back. We take all the risk
that even though you may hove tried m,any others you haven't tried the BEST until you have tried a
.
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will look like and feel
like this beautiful model in

your

new and improved
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IT IN!
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FREE!
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Yes! Please rush "FIGURE-ADJUSTER" on approval. If not
delighted I may return girdle within 10 days.
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prepaid. (I save up to 75c postage.)
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THE HOLLYWOOD
SWEETHEART RING
Hollywood's Newest Sensation. Set with a thrilling,
romantic miniature portrait
Df Your Favorite Movie Star.
Adjustable to any finger.
L'n que feature setting easily
removed and picture of your
inserted.
Sweetheart
Real
Send only $1.00 today-with
name of your favorite Movie
Star to Sweetheart Rings,
Box 8712, Dept. S. Holly-

wood 46,

LARGE SIZE

Calif.

of your favorite

MOVIE STAR
Direct from Hollywood

GET ACQUAINTED OFFER

With photo, we include FREE CATALOG, decorated with newest stars, lists
lOO's of names, tells how to get their
addresses
and
home pictures. Send
name of YOUR FAVORITE and only
10c to cover handling and mailing.

HOLLYWOOD SCREEN EXCHANGE
BOX 1150— DEPT. M-9

Farley Granger

Hollywood 28,

Calif.,

U. S. A.^

WIN AN
EXCITING TRIP

TO
HOLLYWOOD
FOR TWO!
Fly to the

movie capitdl!

Meet the

stars!

Hollywood

pictures

being made!

CPEND
^

an evening at
Giro's, another at
Mocambo Visit other
!

famous Hollywood night
spots and show places!
Then top it all off with
a weekend at the fabulous million dollar Apple

Valley Inn and Dude
Ranch where the stars
themselves go to relax
and enjoy a vacation.

Read the

of
contest
easy-to-win
this
in the September issue
of
details

SILVER SCREEN

NOW ON

SALE!

Continued from page 17

The stork seems to be partial to MGM.
Esther Williams is looking forward to her
Esther, in
second child in December.
Honolulu for "Pagan Love Song," got a
kick out of the fact that hubby Ben Gage
was drafted as an actor in the picture.
Director Bob Alton needed a guy as tall
as Howard Keel and Ben was the only
man around who measured 6' 4". The craziest things happen to directors. Alton put
in a call for a gang of natives to be all
'

dressed up in their Sunday clothes. So
wo' hoppen? They all turn out in Western
civilization clothes
maybe like on Hollywood and Vine. The harassed director
had to order them back into their everyday jobs, which were strictly Island stuff.

—

Another mother who plotzed her studio
was Jeanne Grain. While she was having
wardrobe fittings for a new picture it
was discovered that she was, well er
about to knit a third batch of little gar-

—

ments. Jeanne, among other activities,
has learned to sew and whipped up quite
a maternity wardrobe at the fabulous
cost of one hundred bucks. She's real
proud of her hemstitching, too. Each
time this gal has returned to the screen
after motherhood she's latched onto better roles, so perhaps this time she'll grab
off an Oscar.

Brod Crawford's so happv with his
house at Balboa that it -practically takes
dynamite to blast him back to movietown. He says the greatest thing, except
the fishing, is all the no-telephone ringFigures anyone who is rash enough
spend a buck to talk over the wires
must have something important to say.
How right can you be?
to

Before Larry Parks and Betty Garrett
England and their Palladium engagement, they had a portrait sitting with
Seems
their young son as the subject.
young Garrett loved every minute of it,
except when the flash bulbs didn't pop.

left for

They

pride and joy in the care
and Betty's mother, who could
not have been happier to take over with
left their

of a nurse

her grandson.

Shelley Winters realized the dream of
her career when she finished
U-I's
"Frenchie" and departed for the Eastern
Summer stock circuit. Shelley had a big
to do "Born Yesterday," on
Broadway, didn't make it, bucked for
fat

letch

understudy to Judy Hoiliday, who did
make it, was turned down. This was
slightly frustrating to the ambitious Mi.ss
Winters, so when the offer came to play
the show in Mass. and Conn, she even
passed up a Euronean trip which she'd
hoped to make while her feller, Farley

Granger, was over thar. Romance can
wait, was the gist of her comment, career

comes

first.

That other hunk of feminine dynamite,
Ruth Roman, claims she's overworked

—

and she s got a 'point on accounta she's
gone from one film right into another
72

Talking About!

Itself Is

ing.

Watch

a

out

Warner Brothers'

Mr.

at

BUT

-picture

she seems to be roamin
the social circles regularly and with
some of the most personable bachelors
in town (oi whom there are only too
factory.

—

few) like Ronnie Reagan, Steve Cochran.
Petie Ln-i'^io-^d. and her long-time boy
friend. Bill Walsh. Wal, come to think
of it, there aren't very many single
personable gals around this town either.

Speaking of footloose, attractive bacharound town Howard Duff was one

elors

that wasn't here

managed

to

—
—

con

for a spell.

his

He

finally

radio producer into

Sam Spade

vacations he's

shows and promptHonolulu on one of the few
ever had. There's a boy who

would

know how

taping four

ly set sail for

really

to relax in that

tropical paradise.

Clifton Webb had the natives up in
the mountains at Apple Valley but winging when he went ^;here for a vacation.
Every Sattiday night there's a big danceat the swanky Apple Valley Inn and Mr.
W. really showed them a few fancy step.'
during the square dance and Charleston
contests. His pardner in the capers was
the very attractive wife of the Inn's
owner, Mrs. Newton Bass. Seems the
sophisticated Clifton really went Western, blue jeans and all, while Corinne
Galvet and John Bromfield went prancing around the lush new golf course.

That cute guy Donald O'Connor is
about the sequel to "Francis," called "Francis Ooes To The Races,"
a story about a mule who talks to horses.
Don has the same sort of afiection
toward this critter that Jimmy Stewart
has for Harvey, the invisible bunny of
the same picture. Only Don could get
kicked by his side-kick, whereas Jxis. just
has to imagine. Incidentally, everybody
real thrilled

at V-I is just crackers about cute Josephine Hull, who is playing the role she created on the stage in "Harvey." The rabbit sneezing contest, conducted on the

was won by crewman Lloyd Hill, but
not until director Henry Koster had used
up 1200 feet of film and all the hay-fever
su^erers on the lot trying to find the explosion that sounded most like a rabbit.
How would a rabbit sneeze sound, we
wonder????
o
set,

—

The John Dereks' baby, named

Russell

Andre, had to take another trip back to
the hospital for additional surgery, but
when last heard from the little guy was
doing okay.
o

—

Deborah Kerr's cheeild, 2-year-old
Melanie, was the belle of the boat when
she accompanied her appealing mother
to England, thence to Rome for MGM's
Vadis." Seems the young 'un was
making her fifth Atlantic crossing
record no one else on the vessel could

"Quo

—

match. Before Miss Kerr left Hollywood
she had designer Marusia whip her up
some new gowns, with the comment that
there's nothing like a new dress to make

a new woman out of a woman. If you
were Deborah, would you want to be a

RECORD

new woman?
Seems like Scott Brady and Dorothy
Malone are getting to he more and more
of a woosome twosome. Scott, who ac-

RDUIVDUP

quired a place of his oicn for the first
time in his life, was looking frantically

around for daily maid service. That idea
of his that it would he fun to run his own
hoxise faded after he burned his fingers
cooking, shrunk all his hest Argyles, lost
his laundry and generally made a mess
of the domestic situation. Housemaid's
knee can he a horrible thing, we hear.
June Haver's had some pretty tough
breaks. Latest one happened when she was
dancing in "I'll Get By" and busted a
blood vessel in her side. Medics prescribed
complete rest in bed, which threw 20th
into a tizzy because there was just one
dance number to finish, but the hitch was
that Gloria De Haven, also in the film
and the only one who could substitute lor
June in the picture's finale, was in Houston on a singing engagement. But 20th
contacted her and she flew back.

Bob Ryan, working

RKO's "Mad

in

With Much Heart" (a title most likely to
he changed), was on location at Paramount which is right next door to the
home lot and thought there was some-

—

—

about the sound

famihar

thing

stage

where the company was working. After
quite a mental struggle, he recalled that
eleven years prior to this moment he had
been toiling on the same set as an obscure bit player and it was on this spot

Paramount

that

notified

him

was not being picked up.

membered
tiny

little

his option

He

also re-

that the gal playing another
bit was Susan Hayward, a gal

who's done

right since.

all

Tops

Wrong Doin'

Sheridan's been through quite a
lot in her successful -picture career, being
called on to do practically stunt work at

And

she's taken it all in stride,
with accompanying salty comments on
the joys of being a pictchah star. The
nearest she's ever come to hollering "un-

times.

was in a scene for Wth's "Woman
On The Run." She was obliged to take
a fast ride on a roller coaster and the
cle"

curvesome redhead has nursed a fear of
the diabolical things since childhood. It
could he said that she emerged from her
ordeal game, pale and trembling, which
ij a true statement.

working in 20th's "All
About Eve" are just real happy. Each
All

the

guys

thinks she, or he, has the absolute best
part in the picture. List of players includes
Anne Baxter, Bette Davis, Celeste Holm,
George Sanders, Hugh Marlowe, and Marilyn Monroe. This sets some kind of record, since the usual routine is that each
actor is forced into something horrible
after he's signed

up

for the pic.

Monroe
Lana Turner

Keep your

They're
of 20th Cencalling her the
tury-Fox, although she's got a very individual personality. And Anne Baxter's still
going nuts on account of she isn't in her
house yet.
eye

on

this

little

gal.
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Tzena" and "Goodnight Irene" for
Decca
"Where Are You Gonna Be
When The Moon Shines" and "Driftin'
Doicn The Dreamy 01' Ohio" by Jo Stafford and Gordon MacRae for Capitol
Dinah Shore's "I'll Always Love You"
and "I Didn't Know What Time It Was"
Frank Petty's "At Sunfor Columbia
down" and "Bless Your Heart" for
Bill Eckstine's "I Wanna Be Loved"
and "Stardust" for
Margaret
Whiting and Boh Hope doing "Home
Cookin' " and "Blind Date" for Capitol
Wayne King's "You Are My Love"
"Count
and "Sometime" for Victor
Every Star" and "If You Were Only
Mine" by Dick Haymes and Artie Shaw
Wasn't
"I Didn't Slip
for Decca
Pushed 7 Fell" and "Before I Loved
You" by Doris Day for Columbia
.

Home

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work prepares lor collie
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.

.

.
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.
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.
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In

from "periodic functional
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FREE —New illustrated booklet of intimate
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.

.

.

For

.

.

MGM

.

Chi-Ches-Ters Pills

.

MGM

Tops

Pills!"

.

"Baby, Obey ]\Ie!" and "lU Always Love
You," from "My Friend Irma Goes
West," for Capitol
"Our Very Own,"
from the film of the same name, and
"Don't Be Afraid" by Sarah Vaughan
for Columbia
Richard Hayes' "Our
Very Own" and "Say When" for Mercury
Artie Shaw's "I've Got The Sun
In fhe Morning" and "There's No Business Like Show Business," from "Annie
Get Your Gun," for
Gordon
MacRae's "They Say It's Wonderful,"
from "Annie Get Your Gun," and "Prisoner Of Love" for
"My Blue
Heaven," from film of same name, and
"My Melancholy Baby" by Ted Lewis
for Decca
"Let's Choo Choo Choo To
Idaho," from "The Duchess Of Idaho,"
and "Of All Things" by Connie Haines
for Coral
Danny Kaye's "The Handout Song" and "The Wreck Of The Old
97" for Decca
Roy Rogers and Dale
Evans singing "The Old Rugged Cross"
and "In The Garden" for Victor
Freddy Martin's "Third Man Theme"
and "Home Cookin' " for Victor
.

—wonderfully

effective Chi-Ches-Ters
Packed in three convenient sizes. Get
Chi-Ches-Ters Pills at your druggist today.

these

Right," from "The Duchess
Of Idaho," for
Dean Martin's

MGM

that Monthly
don't go over
Sally. "'Don't

headache and
cramps play havoc with your romance! Instead
help reUeve those symptoms with

VAN
Choo To Idaho" and '"You Can't Do

.

Ann

Sally was smart. She knew
Blues, nerves, irritability just
with a man. "Be wise," says
let nervous tension, periodic

Movie Music
JOHNSON'S "Let's Choo Choo

in

SHORTHAND

iki

rsu ^.-j
t-auioiis .spetuwritmb' System,
Uses Al'.i
s.vinbols; no machines.
Kas.v to learn, write, transcribe. Lnw cost,
IfiO.OOfj tauglit bv mail. Al.«o typinc:. L'Tth
Year
Write for Fr.EE booklet-

no

.
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W.

WEEKS
AT HOME

Dept, 6909-A
42 St.. N. Y.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

big spare-time pav! Sell SOUTHERN Christmas
Cards. Gorgeous Folders low as 5'j for .31 WITH
IMPRINTED in Brand New Way. Sensation of
Sell on sight from FREE SAMPLES, Al.-;o show
on-approval sample of new "Southern Beautv",

Make

NAME

21-Card $1 Assortment. Make S50 CASH piiO Fit
on 100 Boxes! GO other fast-sellers including Gift
Wraps. Religions. Everyday Boies EXTR.A CASH
BONUS. Don't delay. Write for samples NOWl
.

Other Toppers

SOUTHERN GREETING CARD

216 S.Pauline, Dept.

HUGO
In The

WINTERHALTER'S

.

.

"Mambo Jambo"

for Victor

for Victor

.

.

.

A

MGM

.

.

MAKE

Jimmy

.

.

.

.

.

.

£'

"'^fBtt^W

"

^^^^^^

.

A WEEK

.

.

learn

'^i!

.

practical

nursing at home in spart- timt;. Course
endorsed by liysit-ians. .jlst yt. Earn
while learning. High School not reMen, women, 18 to 60. Trial plan. Write now!
'l^^

i

.

auued.

.

yam t

BERT BROWIS

$35-$45

Practical nurses are needed In every
community
doctors rely on them
.
patients appreciate their cheerful, ex-

"A-Razz-A-Ma-Tazz" and

Vulture For Horticulture" for
Irving Fields "Favorites" al"Snookie Ookums"
bum for Victor
and "Rootee Tootee" by Joe "Fingers"
Carr for Capitol

"I'm

4. Tenn.

"Babes

Freddy Martin's "Sam's Song" and

Durante's

CO..

Memphis

Wood" and "Here Comes

The Bride On A Pinto Pony"
.

E-27,

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

Dept. 39. 41 East Pearson Street. Chicago II, III.
Pleaae send free booklet and 16 sample lesson paeea.

Vity

8tatt

Aijt
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Concubine
code of the Sultan's
THE
sary troops forbade marriage,
strict

stand in the

^ or Bride?

which did this fiery

elite janis-

lest family

Sultan's warrior

way

of a soldier's duty.
code forbade a
janissary the pleasure of a female's charms
ties

But nothing

in this Oriental

want?

handsome Captain Michael, born of Christian
parents but brought up as a Turk, lived by this code until
two women took command of his life two women as
different as night and day, as different as East and West!
The dusky-skinned, passionate Aeshia, whose conduct was
the scandal of the Empire, would have him either way
as
husband or lover. But Angelica, the slender, blonde Venetian girl, who coolly risked her life for him, had a code

"// he's not a Moslem,
let's see you kiss him/"

Tall,

—

shouted the angry mob.
Angelica submitted
to the handsome barbarian, although he was
her enemy sent here to
kill her father!

And

—

and a technique
withstand

—

that not even a toughened warrior could

I

You

will thrill to every
romantic new best-seller.

page of Lawrence Schoonover's
The Gentle Infidel! You will

the forbidden harems of the old Orient; see the
splendors and barbarisms of the Sultans; the fantastic
Moslem customs of love and marriage! Although
The Gentle Infidel costs $3.00 in the publisher's
retail edition, you may have a copy, together with

visit

Daphne du Maurier's newest hit, The Parasites,
for just a 3-cent stamp with this wonderful membership offer of the Dollar Book Club!

An Amazing Double Sample Offer
to New Members of
the

story of the fabulous Delaneys— an
THE
uproarious, cheerfully impossible family

and of an incredible love affair as intense
it was forbidden! Mamma was a dancer,
a singer
and neither had the slightest regard for convention. No wonder the
Delaney children were wild, uninhibited
and destined for trouble! Both The Parasites
and The Gentle Infidel are yours for just a
3-cent stamp, if you join the Dollar Book
Club now!
as

—

Pappy

The Only Club That Brings You the Best Sellers for Just ^1
Take as Few as Six Books a Year!
Dollar Book Club offers to

Mail This Coupon

THE

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB
Dept. 9SU, Garden City, New York
me

Book Club member and send me
The tjentle Infiilid and The ParaKilea—BOJH for the
enclosed 3c stamp. Also send me the current club selection and
bill me for only SI plus shipping cost.
With these books will come my first issue of the free descriP'
live folder called "The Bulletin" telling about the new forthcoming one-dollar bargain book selections and additional
bargains offered at $1.00* each to members only.
have the privilege of notifying you in advance if I do not
wish either of the following month's selections. I do not have to
accept a book every month
only six each year. I pay nothing
except $1 for each selection received plus a few cents shipping
Please enroll

as a Dollar

at once

send you both The Gentle Infidel
and The Parasites for just a 3-cent
stamp as a generous sample to new
of the wonderful reading en-

Membership in the Dollar Book Club requires no dues of any kind. You do not even
have to take a book every month; the purchase of as few as six books a year fulfills
your membership requirement.

and equally wonderful
savings that nearly a million families
enjoy through the Club.

Start Enjoying Memberstiip Now
Upon receipt of the coupon with just a 3-

—

members

tertainment

I

—

cost.

Please

Mr.

Mrs

Stote.

Occupotion

you will be sent BOTH The
Gentle Infidel and The Parasites, You will
also receive the current selection for only
$1.00. Thereafter, every month, you will receive the Club's Bulletin, which describes the
forthcoming Club selections, also other popular books offered at only $1.00 each. Buy
only the books you want!
cent stamp,

Send No Money
Just Coupon with 3c Stamp
When you see the wonderful package

Such values are possible because of

and

Zone

If under 21,
age, please..

*Thli Offer Good Only In U. 8. & Canada.
In Canada: 105 Bond St., Toronto 2.

74

the only
club that brings you popular ccurrent
novels for only $1.00 each. Yes, the
very same titles sold in the publisher's'
retail editions for $2.75 to $3.00 come
to members for only $1.00
an incredibly big saving of almost two-thirds!
is

—

Miss

Address
City

The Dollar Book Club

the great economies effected in printing huge editions for so large a membership. These big savings are passed
on to you!

of

reading you will get immediately and realize
these books are typical of values you will
continue to get from the club for only $1.00
each, you will be delighted to have become a

member! Mail coupon now.

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK
PRINTED

IN

THE

U. S. A.

BY THE CUNEO PRESS, INC.

WOMEN

— And
Investigate
money

easily

get your

own

The demand

and quickly,
dresses as a

for

Get Your

in

your spare hours.

bonus

Dresses

And

besides,

— without paying even H!

famous Fashion Frocks

we need more women

Own

wonderful opportunity to make

this

is

growing so rapidly that

to take orders for these lovely dresses in the

low prices. You can be one
you have had no previous experience.
Whether you are married or single
housewife or employed
you can get this chance to make up to $20 or $25 a week just in
your spare time. It is interesting, pleasant work and no money is
required. Rush your name and address on coupon and receive everything you need to get started
free!

most charming

styles,

and

at surprisingly

of our representatives, even

if

.

.

Start at

.

Home— No

.

.

.

.

.

Canvassing Required

show your friends and neighbors your gorgeous portfolio of
new Fall and Winter Fashion Frocks. The smart, original styles, the

Just

beautiful fabrics and colors

— unbelievably priced as low as $2.98 —

will prove so irresistible that these

women will gladly give you their

orders season after season. Each dress carries the

IT'S

Good House-

EASY TO MAKE ALL THE

Washable Dan
River cotton—
and it can be
yours without a

penny cost!

With

this classic

dress comes both
a red and black
Mcot, it's 3-in-lt

WITHOUT COST

keeping Seal and our
or

money

No

as an extra bonus

own

unconditional guarantee of satisfaction
house-to-house canvassing is needed. Wheii

— so different from run-of-the-mill
— so easy to buy without going to crowded stores — they just

women see
dresses

back.

WAY!

these exclusive styles

and 3 at a time! Amazing variety of styles,
and patterns. Famous fabrics that are soft, rich,
enduring. And a complete range of sizes for every type of figure
Misses, Half-Sizes, Juniors and Stouts. With these features, you
don't need previous experience to take in steady cash earnings, week
after week! And — best of all — you receive gorgeous new dresses
for your own personal use — absolutely without cost to you!

can't help but order 2
colors, weaves,

Send No

Money— Everything

—

Furnished FREE

The

elaborate Style Presentation Portfolio, featuring actual fabriO
samples, will be sent you absolutely FREE. Included will be our special
plans to help you make a brilliant success — like these exceptional
average weekly earnings of $31.30 made by Mrs. Claude Burnett,
Alabama, or $39.00 made by Marie Patton, Illinois
we will show you
how you, too, can make money this easy way. Coupon below brings you
everything you need to begin. Fill it in, and paste on a post-card; then
rush it to us by retprn mail. There is no obligation whatever. Act todayl

—

MONEY YOU NEED FOR XMAS WITH

—

Cashmere
Bouc[uet
Cashmere
Bouquet
TALCUM

Keeps you dainty ait over
a "fragrance men love"!

witli

Spring-morning freshness, and fragrance, too
no matter how hot the day! A wonderful dream come
true, thanks to satin-soft Cashmere Bouquet Talc!
It thirstily absorbs any excess moisture left on your
body after the bath, provides a silky-smooth
sheath of protection for those many little "chafeable"
every day,
spots. Yes, for day long daintiness
twice a day
sprinkle yourself liberally

Lipstick;

with Cashmere Bouquet Talc!

or Face

.

.

.

.

.

.

All-Purpose Cream;
Hand Lotion

Powder

— make sure iCs
Cashmere Bouquet!

October

15<

Style No.
Sizes:

9,

n,

9169
13, 15, 17

12, 14, 16, 18,

Style No.
Sizes:

20

2880

9, 11, 13,

15

12, 14, 16, 18,

20
Sizes: 38, 40, 42,

Checks for

44

a suit that

uses buttons to give
a

new fashion

it

angle.

For a big date, night or

Woven-check rayon
day! Sun-up you're so
I

suiting

modestly feminine

in

in

black, navy,

the
or brown.

sweet high-collar jacket.
But oh when the moon
shines!
i

.

.

.

bare go your

shoulders as you swish

laround to show a bowibustled back. Of
Irustling rayon taffeta.
iBIack, brown, navy.

If PREPAID, enclose price plus 20 cents for postage. You
save C.O.D. charges.
If

C.O.D., you pay price, plus postage and C.O.D. charges.

GUARANTEED REFUND PRIVILEGE
First

Color Choice

Second Color Choice

ADDRESS

FREE! Send for our latest Fashion Catalog.

CITY &

ZONE

STATE

Last thing at night
first

thing in the

There's something

so freshening
and so cleansing, so delightfully
exhilarating about Listerine Antiseptic

women make
They consider it a

that countless fastidious
it

a daily "must".

first-aid to

charm.

you

morning...

forth with a

welcome

feeling of

greater assurance that your breath

beyond suspicion

.

.

.

that

you

is

are

at your best. It freshens and
sweetens, not for mere seconds or
minutes
but usually for hours.

indeed

.

.

.

well-being. If

you

time to begin.

You

are not,

now

is

the

will never regret

it.

While some cases of halitosis are of
systemic origin, most cases, say some
authorities, are due to the bacterial fermentation of tiny food particles clinging

mouth surfaces. Listerine Antiseptic
quickly halts such fermentation, then
overcomes the odors fermentation causes.
to

And, of course, before any date these
sensitive

omitting

persons wouldn't think of
it.

Listerine Antiseptic sends

^^t>uC <;uxt 7^

Undoubtedly, you are a Listerine
Antiseptic user and know how wonderfully it contributes to your sense of

^^A^&^fvc^,

.

,

Lambert Pharmacal

Co., Sl Louis,

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC

Mo.

FRED HENRY,

J.

Publisher

LESTER GRADY,

Editor

CHARLES W. ADAMS
Art Director

M. COOK
Production Manager

ANNE MASCHKE

KAY BRUNELL

STANLEY

Asst. Art Director

Fashion Editor

Exclusive Photos by

How You Can
The

Millions
have

of women

Let

way to find out what
Truth About Screen Kisses
easiest

And

its

Me

Tell

Joan Crawford

love really

is,

is

to learn

24-

NOT
Robert Cummings

26

Ginger Rogers

30

what

is

it

devastating effect on one actor

You About Jane

Ginger's own story
Presenting The Magic

now bought

Love

Tell You're In

The

PICTORY

of

how two

Man

stars got to

know and

like

each other

Fredda Dudley Balling
David Brian always wanted to make girls float through space. Now he does
Confessions Of A Best Dressed Woman
Rosalind Russell
"You can look like what you are or aren't, depending on what you wear"
The Way To A Man's Heart
Reha and Bonnie Churchill
"Don't let him know he's your knight in shining armor," says Arlene Dahl

40

A Young Lady Who

46

!

Fame

Is Headed For
Helen Hendricks
The pretentious plans under way for Debra Paget lead safely to stardom

36

44

Billions of Tampax
a fact that this revolutionary product
(Tampax) has recently made astonishing
progress in the field of monthly sanitary
protection for women. It would be difficult to find a drug or notion counter in
the United States which could not fur-

^^^^^

It's

Tampax

nish

and

.

.

The scientific principle of internal
absorption long has beeri familiar to
doctors, but now Tampax makes it available for women everywhere at home or
en route
Made of pure surgical cotton,

—

Tampax comes

in neat,

smooth, dispos-

able applicators designed for easy insertion
and you can't feel the Tampax
.

.

.

28
32
34

r

.

purse so small that milady could not slip
into it a whole month's supply of Tampax!

when

Hedy Lamarr, starring in "A Lady Without Passport"
Gregory Peck, starring in "Captain Horatio Hornblower"
Joan Dixon, starring in "Bunco Squad"

at a moment's notice
would be equally difficult to find a

it

/^f^fel

Lynn Bowers
Rahna Maughan

What Hollywood Itself Is Talking About
Your Guide To Current Films
Newsreel
90 In The Shade (Hedy Lamarr)
Precious Cargo ( Gregory Peck and Virginia

Mayo)

Glamourous Newcomer (Joan Dixon)
Slam Bang Shelley! (Shelley Winters)
The Surprising Miss McCambridge (Mercedes McCambridge)
Warm And Emotional, Yet Cold And Direct (Frank Lovejoy)

6
12
19
29
33
35

38
42
43
50

SCKEENLANU Salutes "Destination Moon"

in place.

No belts

or pins with

ternal pads.

No

Tampax.

No

odor or chafing

ex-

— and

Tampax

can cause no bulges, ridges,
wrinkles under a dress or skirt.
Efficient, modern, comfortable, invisible,
easily disposed of. May be worn in tub
or shower. May be bought in 3 different
absorbencies at drug stores, notion counters everywhere. Tampax Incorporated,
Palmer, Mass.
^/l
.

.

.

^

Kay Brunell

Fabulous Fakes

Be Yourself!

48
52
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he story of Lily James

from Kansas..

by storm,
fascinatin;

A

Of

Life

.

. . .

New York

% who took
.

.

.

the girl

became a famous.

model and

Her

really lived

Own

!

IVI-G-M

presents

LANA

TURNER

RAY
MILLAND
m
o

TOM EWELL
ANN DVORAK

•

LOUIS CALHERN

•

BARRY SULLIVAN

MARGARET PHILLIPS
JEAN HAGEN
Written by ISOBEL

GEORGE CUKOR

There were

many men

in her life

.

.

.

but ivith

—

him she knew love
and its heartbreak!...

LENNART
Produced by

Directed by
•

VOLDEMAR VETLUGUIN

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

TONI TWINS
Discover

New

Shampoo Magic
I

By Lynn Bowers
During the filming of "A
Life Of Her Own," Lana
Turner visits the soda fountain where she was first
discovered by talent scout.

Shampooing QUITE

Soft Water

Even in Hardest Water
won

Shampoo

Creme

"Toni

us with

very

its

first

performance" say radiant
brunet twins Katharine
and Kathleene Ring of Chicago.
"Our hair was so beautifully soft
.

as

if

we washed

that

it

wonderful

softness

easier to

manage."

much

.

.

And
made it

in rainwater.

Water Shampooing
that's the magic of Toni
Soft-

.

Creme Shampoo. Even

.

.

in

the hardest water, you get
oceans of creamy lather that rinses
away dandruff instantly. Never
leaves a dull, soapy film. That's why
your hair sparkles with natural
highlights.

and

And

• Leaves your

easy to
•

it's

so easy to set

style.

hair

gloriously soft,

manage

Helps permanents

bit

rough on Brod and

Bill

who were

sequin pajamas, for standing up in only.
The Little garment has up to 350,000
sequins (at the last count) all stitched
on by hand. Then there's another number, a black dress covered entirely with
bugle beads. Sounds noisy, doesn't it?

also

learning their lines from the movie script.
One night Brod did the whole first act
from the movie script instead of the

play version, throwing everyone into a
tizzy. He also lost fifteen pounds while
sweating out this double chore. We
hear the experiment was a big success,
but can't say from first hand knowledge
on account of no mere press or writers
were allowed through the sacred portals.
*

»

*

Judy's got quite a wardrobe for
"Born." One outfit designer Jean Louis
whipped up for her is a pair of white

"take''' better,

look lovelier longer

away

a novel idea Columbia
Studios had when they were prepping the picture version of the hit
Broadway show, "Born Yesterday," with
Judy Holliday, Broderick Crawford and
Bill Holden. Instead of just plain old
ordinary methods the cast put on the
play, an easy deal for Judy who had
only played it something over a thousand performances, for Columbia employees and their friends. This was a

Ida Lupino with Ward Bond
and Robert Ryan who appear

and dandruff

with her in RKO's "Mad With
Much Heart." Ida's not di-

• Oceans of creamy-thick lather makes
hair sparkle with natural highlights

recting this time, just acting.

• Rinses

dirt

instantly

Enriched with Lanolin

Left: Joan Evans, starring in

"Our Very Own" and "Edge
Of Doom," gets some time off
from studio work and spends
it

having fun at the beach

UNION

WILLIAM HOLDEN
Nancy Olson
Barry Fitzgerald
with

LYLE BETTGER

JAN STERLING
Produced by

lULES SCHERAAER

Directed
•

Screenplay by Sydney Boehm

JAN STERLING...'
That Blonde
Dynamite you
can't

forget!

by

RUDOLPH MATE

.

for lasting
PIN CURL BEAUTY.

Jane Powell, hubby Geary Steffen, Betty
Lynn, Brett King at Deauville Beach Club.

Below: Bud Abbott and Lou Costello clown
they sail on Queen Mary for vacation.

as

Bill, Judy, and Brod had a ball in Washington, being photographed in front of all

—

/ye^orvo bob
stronger

You

the capital's historical spots this for atmosphere in the picture. All three had
visited there before but had whirled so on
the Washington merry-go-round that they'd
never had a chance to go sightseeing.
*
*
*

pins

grip— won't

don't need a

slip

out

man
flair for

hair styling

to set this newest hair fashion. It's

a breeze with

De Long bob

pins.

Alluring, natural curls last longer,
for

De Long's

grip holds hair tighter.

Take the blue De Long card home today.

How

King Clark Gable was sans shave-anda-haircut for quite a spell before "Across
The Wide Missouri" started filming in
the wilds of Montana. You'll see, that

to set the "JJ" Bob— styled by Mr. Larry,
eminent New York hairdresser, .
Set top hair in tivo rows, turning

row toward face, next row
away from face. (Work with

first

even strands.) Pin two vertical
at left temple, the first row

frows

toward face, second away.
Make circlets across the back to
right ear, in two clockwise rows.
Do right temple like left. To
comb out— brush hair up briskly,
then

down

into a soft halo.

with a nature-boy hairdo and beard
first scenes and you'll also hear
him sing. But Mr. G. doesn't wear the
hair mattress all through the picture.
He polices himself up when he meets
the Indian maiden with whom he falls
in

the

in love.
*

»

*

Derek, who loathes the tag
"pretty boy" as intensely as Bob Taylor
used to, won't have to worry about that
monicker in "The Hero." He's a rugged
football player in this one and actually

John

had

to learn all the tricks. This cost him
a black eye, skinned shin, and pulled
muscles. He got rid of his long, romantic locks
traded for a crew cut. All
this makes him very liappy
except that
he gets to see his young son only about
once a week. The youngster, by the
way, is all better from that second operation he had.
*
*
*

—

—

Swimming Pool Scoops: Van and Evie
Lex (Tarran)
freys,

You're always "set" with De Long Hair Pins •
Curl Setting Pins«Safety Pins» Hooks and Eyes*
SnapS'Pins'Hook and EyeTapes«Sanitary Beits

8

"Kiss

Barker dining with

Me

Kate"

star,

at

Anne
the

Jef-

Stork.

Johnson have moved their three kids into
a house in Bevhills, sans swimming pool
and tennis court. Ksther Williams is having three pools at her new house a big
one for her private mermaiding, a small
one for young Benjie, and a wading pool
for the new youngster. Ruth Roman setone pool at
tled for a modest number
her new house. The Roman gal wasn't behind the door when the brains were passed

—

—

—

Alex Runciman with Marie Windsor at Deauville
Beach Club. They're steady twosome.

Here are three ^irls who never met before. They
are brought together bj a strange quirk of

Each in her past hid the one reckless
mis-step that seals a girls reputation.
fate.

Here in one of the most heart- arresting
pictures in the long histoiy of Warner Bros.

are three girls whose pasts

cannot be judged until you

know their

STARRING

ELEANOR

RUTH

PATRICIA

Parker NEAL

Roman
4S1

coVl

ROBERT WISE
MILTON SPERLING- UNITED STATES PICTURES PROD -WARN ERTrOS
WITH

FRANK LOVEJOY

LEIF ERICKSON

PRODUCED BY

•

written by

MARTIN RACKIN

and

GINA KAUS

•

directed

b

Alexis Smith, in old-fashioned undies, is nonchalant between scenes of "Wyoming Mail."

Tony

Martin and his wife, Gyd Charisse,
who's expecting, at "Three Secrets" preem.

"PROFESSIONAL" LOOK!
Softer,

more natural curls

every time are easy when

you use the only curl
clips guaranteed safe for

The usual routine with most

use with any type of
home-permanent you

may

colony is always to
fancy outdoor barbecue.
film

buy.

CALO

around
lets

they're too tired to take her out, so everylody wins.
*
*

CALO

->f

man, Ezio Pinza, is
the Hollywoods from New
York's "Soutli Pacific" and no actor has
stirred up such a storm of interest since,
say, Montgomery Clift. Mr. Pinza got
.settled in a house in Bel Air, but his
liome life is quite a saga. Just before
he signed with
he'd .sold his
liome in Hollywooil. The place he had
III
Rye. New York, was presented to a
cancer researcli organization a few days
he!ore he trekked West. He and Lana

"Smarties^*

Tliiit

back

CURL CUPS
— all

aluminum

—

will not snag your
hair, will not streak

or

mark your

8

—

she invites her beaux over and
them paint fences, mow the lawn, and
do any other odd chores. By the time
they're through with the manual labor

CURL CUPS

fiiscinating

ill

MGM,

hair.

for 25«^

CALO

I'urner sliould
in

Plastic

tlit'ir

make

piclurr.

a sizzling

twosome

"Mr. Imperium."

I

CURL CUPS
—in

crystal, shell

earn enough money for a present for
Marty Mdcher, his mother's new heart

Terry scrounges his crew hair-

interest.

Warner Bros., right along with
Gordon MacRae, Gene Nelson and the
other guys who are in "The West Point

cut at

Story."
*

»

glide

and

hold any size curl secure-

ing.

shifting or creep-

They are

so comfort-

able you can sleep on

Ann Rutherford at Giro's with A. C. Lyles.
Ann is now appearing in "The Camera Man."

them!

Calo Co., Massapequa, L.
10

*

*

*

rented a beach
the Malibu film colony for
(Please turn to page \Q)

25?^

easily into your hair,

ly—no

*

?.

house in

in

plastic.

Calo Curl Clips

*

June Allyson received a gift from one
of her fans just
few days after it was
announced she was expecting. The baby
present was a pink hand-knit sweater
with a Pe'.er Pan collar, which pleased
June because she wears nothing but
Peter Pan collars herself.
*

"Smarties"— but

10 for

*

Sarah Churchill and her husband, Tony
Beauchamp, who is a photographer and
handsome enough to be an actor, took a
quick trip to England before she started
work in MGM's "Royal Wedding." Object
of the trip was to introduce Tony to her
family. Her father is quite a well-known
gentleman named Winston Churchill.

Jimmy Stewart up and

safe features

as the

big,

Well, Doris
Day's different. She's had a bulldozer
romping through her backyard tearing
a barbecue out to make room for a
vo'.ley
ball court.
Doris' young son,
Terry, is driving her slightly nuts by
singing hymns off-key. He also has taken
up shoeshining in the neighborhood to

or ivory— with the

same

of the

have a

I.

Doughnuts and coffee
De Haven during

Gloria

for

Eddie Bracken and
Stock."

MGM's "Summer

The Stars of
"The 3^-^ Man"
in

a

NEW

exciting adventure!

surrendered herself to him
...and then his dark past rolled in
like a black fog

JOSEP

GOTTEN

.'

VALLI

m

WALK SOFTLY, STRANGER

SPRING BYINGTON

with
Produced by ROBERT SPARKS

•

•

PAUL STEWART

Directed by

A DORE SCHARY Presentation
ROBERT STEVENSON • Screen Play by FRANK FENTON
•
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uVAe to

By

Rahna Maughan
butler.

riche

The object is to impress nouveau
Lea Penman and her daughter,

The fortune-hunter doesn't
get mama into as much a tizz as Bob
does. She wants him to butle for the

Lucille Ball.

family in Big Squaw, N.M. It's the
only way Bob can get back to America,
so he starches his upper hp, and it's
Westward Ho-Ho! In Big Squaw, before
he has a chance to be a butler, word gets
around that he's an Earl yoicks, gadzooks! The resulting predicaments are
some of the funniest Bob has ever gone
through. Side-splitting comedy with a
sprinkling of cute songs, It's everything,
and even more, than expected.

—

NEW 39^
LONGFELLA
IN

No Way Out

STDEAMIINED

GOLD FINISH

Thespian Bob Hope is forced to become a butler,
but wins Lucille Ball in "Fancy Pants."

CASE

Fancy Pants
(Technicolor)

Paramount

COULDN'T

and it shouldn't hapanyone else but Mr. Robert
Hope, and whaddayah know it
does! Bob, a bankrupt American actor,
is hired by a Britisher to impersonate a

ITpen

to

—

20th Century-Fox
sheer unwatered viciousness and
FOR
blinding hatred, nothing can surpass
this latest ripping away of the remaining shrouds which cloak racial prejudice.
A Negro doctor, Sidney Poitier, serving
his residency in a city hospital, is on
duty in the criminal ward when two
gunmen are brought in. Brothers, both
are suffering from leg wounds inflicted
by the arresting officer. However, upon
examining the younger brother, Poitier

Fred Astaire longs to be a magician, despite skeptic Vera- Ellen, in "Three Little Words,"
and he winds up being a famed songwriter in this film life of the team of Kalmar and Ruby.

POPUUR

'25*
IN

!

sizeIhI

GOLD

FINISH

CASE

GET FLAME'GIO AT POPULAR PRICE COSMETIC COUNTERS

12

STARRING

JOHN BARRYMORE,JR

COSTARRING

CHILL WILLS

OHN ARCHER-LOIS
WRinEN
AND DIREQED BY ALAN LE AAAY
i

•

BU

PRODUCED BY

TLE R

•

K R ST
I

GEORGE TEMPLETON

•

I

A

N E MILLER
IE

MAY-TEMPLETON PIQURE
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Richard Widmark is dangerous racial bigot,
beloved of Linda Darnell, in "No Way Out."

New

type of detective

Gene Tierney,

in

is

Dana Andrews, with

"Where The Sidewalk

Ends."

thinks he has found evidence of a brain
While performing a spinal tap,
the boy dies, and the older brother,
Richard Widmark, a self-avowed Negrohater, accuses Poitier of deliberately
killing his brother. The screen seethes
with Widmark's insane hatred which
finally begets a monster in the shape of
a race war, which is shocking beyond be-

tumor.

BEAUTY
No sad songs for beauty-alert women,
who value and strive to preserve the
complexion

petal-fresh

of

youth.

They've discovered VIT-A-CREAM
... a genius-blend of oils and vitamins scientifically formulated to
cleanse ..to beautify
.to enhance.
Here, at last is a facial "health cocktail" designed to give a long, long
lease on loveliness. Not only does it
contain Carotene (Vitamin A) and
Wheat Germ Oil (Vitamin E) whose
.

.

.

tonic action helps revitalize the natural color and texture of your skin . .
but also *Resterol to help provide the
precious moisture your skin needs to
retain its suppleness.
.

Stop dreaming away weeks, months,
years wishing you could do something about your complexion. Balance your beauty diet with Orjene's
VIT-A-CREAM. You'll be pleased
with the new loveliness of your complexion especially when compliments start coming your way.

VIT-A-CREAM
S> rPrtTPIAII
rKCCIRIML.

X

.7 da/s and

<^K>^

_5]k^

All

working

^'^

VIT-A-CREAM (Four Purpose)

judgt for

'

yourself.

"

Unless

you

for

ore

illh 'VlT-A-CREAM's
VIT-A-G
with
beneficial effect
on your skin, return the partly used jar ond
your money will be refunded.
Firel prize COLD MEDAL nwardfMl by llie
Society of lalernational Sciences, France,
for Quality, Purity and Effectiveness.

satisfied

ORJENE

productt «re told on a

The performances turned in by
Widmark, Stephen McNally, Linda Darnell and Poitier, are so sharply executed
lief.

Paula

(Technicolor)

MGM

THIS

probably has more thrills than
driving around 150 hairpin turns in
a hotrod that's minus two wheels and
the brake. Filmed in Equatorial Africa,
it has charging elephants, man-crushing
pythons, rivers infested with crocodiles
and cannibal tribes. It also has Stewart
Granger, usually clad in a becoming
bare, brawny chest, strangling a cobra,
then with nostrils twitching, making subdued but passionate love to Deborah
Kerr.

All

made

is

possible

when De-

borah prevails upon Granger, a hunterguide, to take her and brother Richard
Carlson into unexplored territory in
search of her missing husband. No man
is worth what the three go through, but
the audience has such a wonderful time,
it's a shame Deborah didn't have a few
more diamond-seeking husbands who
got themselves lost in Equatorial Africa.

Money Back Guarantee.

The White Tower

Eneloaed
Caah or M.O.
C.O.D.
ilf remittance acconnpaiiies order, we will pay
delivery ebargea.)
Pleaae aend
Money Bacic Guaranteed
4 oi. Jar of VIT-A-CREAM $1.50
Federal Tax to be paid by Orjcne Co>
Free Booldet and Folder deacrlbing other
coaraelicB and Beauty Care.

(Technicolor)

RKO

all

me—

NAME
ADDRESS
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of horror.

King Solomon's Mines

jThTOr]eneCo7DepT?-7,39rrwayTo.T37NT^^

SKM ON

memory

as to sear a lasting

AIMMIONAI.

TELLS

how

people meet the challenge of climbing a towering, treachsix

erous mountain which looms high above
the Alps. The six— Valli, Glenn Ford,
Claude Rains, Oscar Homolka, Sir Ced-

Two

fugitive

Bob Mitchum

Faith Domergue and
RKO's "Where Danger Lives."

lovers are
in

into

Raymond's husband, Gary Grant, falls
hands of a dictator in "Crisis."

the

Almost unattainable mountain top challenges
Valli and Glenn Ford in "The White Tower."
ric
Hardwicke, and Lloyd Bridges
comprise the group determined to reach
the jjeak. Ford, an ex-GI, goes because
he's fascinated by Valli. Valli's reason
for scaling the mountain is her father.

He died trying to reach the top, and
she wants to finish the job for him. So
it goes with the rest of the six, all have
their own reasons. The choice is yours
as to whether you want to accept this
as straight adventure
in which case it's

—

—

undeniably exciting or, as a symbolic
treatment of Life. In either way, you've
made a wise selection.

Thre^

Little

You can count on keeping

your mouth and breath more wholesome, sweeter, cleaner— if
gum troubles both. So don't risk halfway dental care.
Use doubly-effective Ipana care for better all-around protection for your whole mouth.

you guard against tooth decay and

Keep your

Words

(Technicolor)

MGM

BASED

on the

lives

of

for fouling

up

Whole Mouth Wholesome!

songwriters

Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby with
Fred Astaire and Red Skelton in the
title roles, this is an above average musical. A dancer who harbors a secret yen
to be a magician, Astaire (Kalmar) is
forced to give up dancing due to a bad
leg. Since he can't be a magician, stagehand Skelton (Ruby) being responsible
his act, Astaire turns to

writing lyrics, and who else but Red
gets to write the music. With female
(Please turn to page 68
Deborah Kerr seeks a lost husband with guide
Stewart Granger in "King Solomon's Mines."

Fight tooth decay and gum troubles
with the one leading tooth paste specially

designed to do both !*

For a healthier, more wholesome mouth—
you must fight tooth decay. But, dentists
warn — you must fight gum troubles, too!
With one famous tooth paste— *with Ipana
and massage — you can guard your teeth
and gums BOTH.

No other tooth paste— ammoniated or otherwise—has proved more
to fight tooth decay.

tooth paste
ulate

gum

is

effective

And no

than Ipana

— promofe

healthier

gums.

Now,

have confidence

Bristol-Myers

today, start this double protection-

keep your whole mouth "Ipana wholesome!'
You'll like Ipana's refreshing flavor, too.

in

makes

Ipana

.

.

it,"

says Bobbie Snow
of n'oodside, N. Y.

other leading

specially designed to stim-

circulation

"I

makers of Ipana
Tooth Paste, have worked with
Bristol-Myers,

leading dental authorities for many
years on scientific studies of the
teeth and gums.

You can use Ipana
with complete confidence that it
provides effective care for teeth and

gums

both. It's another reliable
Bristol-Myers product.

IPANA
For healthier teeth,
healthier

gums

NEW!
Big economy size Ipana saves you up to 23^
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What Hoilywood

Corns
CALLOUSES

BUNIONS

•

SORE TOES

•

NOWl

Is

Itself

Talking About

Continued from page 10
Gloria, the tioo kids, and members of his
wife's family. His new picture is really
type casting. It's called "Jackpot" and
in

it

he's a family

man

with two

chil-

dren. Barbara Hale's his wife in this
one, a story about a guy who wins one
of those fabulous radio quiz contests and
nearly flips his lid getting rid of the stuff.

Fastest Relief

EVER!
Instantly stops shoe

1

friction, lifts

O

pressure

Quickest corn and
callous
action

removing

known to

medical science

O

The proved method
that stops corns,
callouses before

they can develop

^

Super-Soft Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads instantly
stop painful shoe friction and lift pressure
on corns, sore toes, callouses and bunions.
Used at first sign of tenderness from new or
tight shoes, these soft, soothing, cushioning,
protective pads stop corns and callouses before
they can develop. And no com, callous removing action is faster than Dr. Scholl's. Always
insist on Dr. Scholl's
world's largest selling
foot reliefe. Get a box today! Sold everywhere.

That long stay in England, where Greg
Peck made "Captain Horatio Hornblower," had little effect on his two oldest sons.
Jonathan and Steven went right back to
playing cowboys as soon as they hit Hollywood. Jonathan thinks his pop is pretty
keen, now that Greg's done a couple of
Westerns. Greg, who was under contract
to more different studios than any living
actor, has about worked off all his commitments and will be a free man before long,
able to pick and clioose any picture he
wants to do. One that he plans to do for
20th is "David And Bathsheba," which
will be made in the Holy Land.

Meanwhile, Greg's favorite project, the

La

Jolla Playhouse, started off a success-

season with Bob Ryan and Marie
MacDonald doing "Born Yesterday."
The Ryans, Bob and Jess, were posing
ful

CALLOUSES

BUNIONS

SOFT CORNS

rapher

with

has
her

become quite the photogthree

dimensional

camera.

for some studio publicity pictures and
had to borrow a deck of cards from their
cook on account of the photog wanted a
picture of them "playing" canasta. The
Ryans have never learned any card

Lauren Bacall presented a new Al

Kramer

original painting

called

"Skat-

Motion Picture Relief
Country Home. This is

ing Scene" to the

Fund

—

CORNS

Wyman

Jane

for their
the second time artist Kramer has contributed a painting to the outfit, which
reproduces the scene for their Christmas
cards. Last Christmas the
made
just scads of money from the sale of the
cards to the industry. This year they
hope to pass the record. The money is
used to help homeless and broke actors.

MPRF

D'Scholls lino pads

THE

That cute girl singer, Margaret Whiting,
cut short a personal appearance tour to
entertain the gals of the Hollywood Women's Press Club at their party for new
members. Maggie and Buddy Pepper, her
accompanist and arranger, put on quite a
show for us and no gang of gals could have
been more appreciative than this bunch,
who have practically adopted the dear doll.
After the meeting, we went shopping at
Magnin's with Maggie and Buddy. She
went in to buy a pair of gloves and came
out with the whole store. Then we went
over to inspect her new apartment in Bev-

NEW

rissuts

erly,

which

sold her

SOFTEST,
FINEST,
very rnu-h t.i2 nswiyweds, Joan Caulfleld and her
husband, Frank Ross, attend
the gala premiere of "The
Flame And The Arrow."

Still

STRONGEST
YET!

Right: Before leaving for LonGuaranteed by
Good Housekeeping

don,

'
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.

Ty Power and his sisAnne Hardenberg,

Mrs.
chat with

Sammy Kaye

Starlight

Roof

ter,

of

on the
Waldorf.

is

home

The Whiting
Westwood too derh

real jazzy.
in

—

gal
far

Producer Hal Wallis and his star, Lizabeth
between scenes of "Dark City."

Scott, relax

for

one who spends most of her time in

Hollywood

and

for recording

*

*

radio.

*

Irritated skin. "I have skin allergy
problems," says Mrs. V. M. Bratthauer
of Miami Shores. "Noxzema helps re-

Another cute little femme, Jean Evans,
the Club has adopted, was at this
session. Her ma, writer Katherine Albert, told me an amusing story about her
kid. Joan's been taking voice coaching,
at her boss Sam Goldwyn's expense, to
change her register from a high to a low
key, which she accomplished with great

whom

pride.

At the luncheon, a

lieve the itching of the resultant skin
irritation. It's

softer,

solicitous wait-

Joan to have a cup of cofJoan kept thanking him but refus-

er kept urging
fee.

"Have some,
be good for your cold." For this she
took voice culture!
ing. Finally the waiter said,

it'll

*

*

*

The hoy who holds

the championship
in loafing, Howard Duff, didn't lose his
amateur standing during his vacation in
Honolulu. He had a lot of fun doing nothing, but even so he had to work at it.
The first blow came when his plane landed at the Islands in the early morning
hours and he had to wake up to get off.
Next time he disturbed his routine of
idleness was when he arose at six ayem
to go fishing. Guess this casual kind of
vacation is Ida Lupino's dish of tea, too,
because she seemed to have quite a bit
of fun doing nothing with Duff.
(Please turn to page 70)

Yvonne De Carlo, of "The Desert hiawk," suns
self

in

bathing

suit

with

peek-a-boo

bra.

HBii
Look
this

10 days with
Quick Beauty Routine

— or your money back!

ing skin. And you'll be thrilled to see how
it can help your skin look lovelier, too!
Noxzema is a medicated formula— a unique
oil-and-moisture emulsion— helps normal-

both dry and oily skin.

ize
... no,

for a lot of elaborate preparations

complicated

With one cream

rituals!

help protect
and help
a marvelous new Home
Facial, using only greaseless Noxzema.
And it can help bring you lovelier-looking
skin in 10 days — or your money back!

you can cleanse
heal

1.

!

The

.

secret

.

stand-by as an aid to

mi mi

lovelier in

No need

my

smoother looking skin."

.

.

.

.

is

Here's all you do:
Morning— Apply Noxzema over

Money-bacl< Offer Try the new Noxzema Home Facial for 10 days. If your
skin doesn't show real improvement, re!

turn the jar to Noxzema, Baltimore,

Md.—

your money cheerfully refunded. But you
will be delighted! Get Noxzema today —
while you can get the 854 jar for only 59
—almost half again as much for your money
as in the Small size! Limited time only

—

face

and neck. With a damp cloth, "creamwash"
you would with soap and water.
Rinse. "Creamwashing" cleanses so thor-

any drug

at

or cosmetic counter.

just as

oughly.
After drying, smooth on a light film of

Noxzema

your powder base. It not only
holds make-up beautifully, but it also helps
protect your skin — all day!
for

No complexion
apolis

Evening

— At

bedtime, "creamwash"
How clean your skin

who

Noxzema

says, ."I use
ever}'

and morning

my

to

night
help

slun look soft and

smooth.

dy

2.

trou-

bles for Betty Jane
Hokenstrom of Minne-

in

I

keep a jar hanat work."

my desk

'^externally-caused.

with Noxzema again.
looks

!

How

fresh

it

feels

!

See

how

washed away make-up, the day's

you've

dirt

and

grime — without rubbing!
Now, lightly massage Noxzema into face
and neck. Pat a little extra over blemishes.*

While you

sleep,

Noxzema helps heal them

—helps your skin look softer, smoother. It's
greaseless! No "smeary" face or pillow!
A skin doctor developed this new Noxzema Home Facial. In clinical tests it
helped 4 out of 5 women to lovelier-look-

MONEY SAVING OFFER

BIG 854 JAR
now
onfy

594

plus

lax

Limited offer— stock up

now I

This

is

an adull picture

>..vith a greal courageous theme

...with seven new conceptions

of dramatic portrayal that

reach new heights of screen dynamics

an Entertainment
challenges your

own

ability to

experience

the emotions of others

Banyl

F.

Zanuck presents

No Way Oul

Richard Widmark

Starring:

Linda Darnell
Stephen McNally
with: Sidney Poitier, Mildred Joanne Smith

Harry Bellaver, Stanley Ridges, Dots Johnson

produced

by:

Darryl F. Zanuck

directed by:

Joseph L. Mankiewicz

Written by Joseph L. Mankiewicz
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and Lesser Samuels

NEWSREEL
Faye Emerson shows her elation over Faith's success by
happily bussing her at the party. They're old friends.

While OR recent N.Y.
Billingsley.

visit,

Faith

was tendered party by Sherman

Below: Betty Underwood and

Wendy

Barrie chat-with her.

Kenny

Delraar,

radio's

Senator Claghorn, gets a kick out of Faith
Billingsley party at Stork Club.

Oomergue's story-telling at the

De Haven, next to be seen in "I'll Get By," 20th CenturyFox musical, nightclubbing with Sid Chaplin, son of the famed comedian.
Left: Gloria

NEWSREEL

Bill

(HopaloRg Cassidy) Boyd fixes the bonnet of an admirer, SherBillingsley, daughter of the swank Stork Club's proprietor.

mane

Lucille Ball having dinner with her husband, Desi Arnaz,

They made personal appearances

at

Roxy

in

New

York.

Clark Gable was at the pier to meet his wife, Sylvia, when she recently
returned from England on the Queen Mary. He's in "To Please A Lady."

(Please turn to page 22)

Qvtm

Maybe they'll call you a flirt
when you willfully, wile£ully wear Woodbury's tantalizing new
powder shade
inviting color!

.

.

.

Coquette !

For Coquette

is

.

.

.

No man or mirror ever saw your skin glow with

a provocative

so innocent!

new mood

Remember

in

—

powder

it's

such exciting,

— warm, golden rachel— charming as a blush and not half

Woodbury. .the powder with a unique
.

ingredient that gives

your skin a satin-smooth sheen with no "powdery" look
delightful fragrance, longer cling !

complexion, see

Try

it

it

today—15^,

... in

fiher texture,

. . .

Whatever your

loveUer in Coquette!
304, $1.00, plus tax.

cream makeup, too

•41^'

Try Coquette Woodbury Cream Make-Up,
warm peach of a rachel! A complete
make-up that veils blemishes and tiny
lines. Or match it with Woodbury
Powder for a "beauty look" so

in a

glamorous,

%^

it's

unfair to other

women! Only 39^
plus tax.

George Raff, Coleen Gray and
Dirk Bogarde at Theatrical Garden Party in England at which
Hollywood stars and those of
England had gay time together.

NEWSREEL

Margaret

Lockwood.

Doug Fairbanks, Jr. and Merle
Oberon having a bumper crop of
fun with Garden Party attraction.

J. Arthur Rank star Margaret Lockwood introduces her
daughter to Dane Clark, her
American co-star in "Highly
Dangerous," produced in England.

Left:

1

Right: Merle

Bogarde,

Oberon with Dirk
finished
just

who

"Woman
Kent.

In Question" with Jean
George Raft and Coleen

Gray had made

a

film in Italy.

Hart,

Jean Kent, Cesar

England and attended by the top
stars of the entertainment world.

Ann Todd, Dane

Dirk Bogarde,
Clark,

Diana

Romero and Vera- Ellen at recent
Garden Party held annually in

WOHL SHOE COMPANY

•

SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI

Houj you Can Tell you're

In

Love

Joan, daughter Christ-ina and pals at play rehearsal. "I hope to prepare Christina well in
advance," says Joan anent romantic pitfalls.

Joan with Franchot Tone, her second husband.
She admits she's no example of luck in love.

Joan's

third

Terry.

"Many

try

at

people

happiness was with Phil
find the perfect mate."

DO

One

of the eosiest ways to find out

love really

is,

is

to learn

whot

whot true

it

is

NOT

By Joan Cra¥rford
RECENTLY I picked up my morning paper and read an item

with unbelieving eyes. The headline read, "Falling In Love
A Myth, Bobby Soxers Advised." The article beneath this
startling statement was, in my opinion, an expression of total
disillusion, frustration, and bitter nonsense. The writer argued
that the American notion, handed down from mother to daughter,
that the right man exists in the world for every girl and that
some day he will come along and be recognized, is absurd.
He seemed to take the stand that practically any girl could
marry practically any man and maintain a marriage (maybe not
happy but at least without divorce) if both would grit their teeth,
be courteous to one another, and never, never quarrel over

ANYTHING.
This writer added that love at first sight simply doesn't exist
and, besides, love of any kind is almost never permanent.
I should like to disagree, violently, with the author of such
statements. Naturally, I have no way of knowing anything about
his personal background, but I believe it is fair to assume that
he is allowing individual experience to inspire his sweeping generalizations. His conclusions, I feel, are all wrong.
Certainly I have no wish to set myself up as an example of
luck in love, but I don't mind going on record with my stated
belief that true, permanent love is (Please turn to page 51)

In true wifely fashion, Joan

of hubby

Wendell Cory

in

Crawford straightens

tie

Columbia's "Harriet Craig."

Chatting with Viola Roache on the "Harriet Craig" set.
Joaji warns girls about falling in love with love.

"Beware of the mental magnifying glass that makes a man
seem better in every way than anyone could possibly be."
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And

its

actor,
let

devastating effect on one

who

says, "If this be treason

moviegoers

make the most of

it"

By Robert Cummings
met
the War
DURING
only previous contact
I

many men whose
with

the motion

picture industry had taken place at a double feature on Saturday night. From their questions, I gathered that the entire field of motion
picture kissing {before a camera, that is) was
fraught with interest.
The most frequently asked question, placed
with delicacy and a charming indirectness, concerned the average caloric content of a screen
kiss.

It happens that I have been a fortunate participant in kissing sequences with some of the
most beautiful women in the world, so from a
I am a logical person to
professional standpoint
make a few tactful, perhaps even wistful, re-

—

marks on the

—

subject.

those whose lipstick it has been my
good fortune to smear are Margaret Sullavan,
Jean Arthur, Marsha Hunt, Marjorie Reynolds,
Betty Grable, Ruth Hussey. Laraine Day, Sonja

Among

With

his wife.

He's happy not to be great screen lover
"remain popular at my own fireside."

as he's eager to

Due

to his

makeup, and

self to kiss

me.

attire in one fiJm he says, "Joan Bennett could not force herEach time she came near me she cried, 'I just can't touch him.'

Henie, Michele Morgan, Deanna Durbin (in four pictures) Susan Hayward, Olivia de Havilland, Jane Wyman, Hedy Lamarr, Ann Sheridan, Loretta Young, Rosalind Russell, Barbara Stanwyck, Claudette
Colbert, Diana Lynn, Ann Blyth, Lizabeth Scott and Joan Caulfield.
It is my sincere belief that the girls and I emerged from these experiences with nothing but the kindest of attitudes toward one another,
great as the provocation sometimes was
for murder.
My disillusionment with the potential of the screen kiss came early
in my career: during my first picture, to be exact. This was a Civil War
drama called "So Red The Rose" which might just as well have been
called "Gone With The Thorn." The setting was romantic: the veranda of a pillared Southern mansion which was surrounded by magnolia, crepe myrtle, honeysuckle and yellow roses. There was also a
moon, achieved by running sky film against a process screen.
I was done up in a grey uniform with a gold silk sash and a sabre to
complicate my problems.
The star of the picture, Margaret Sullavan, was gowned in a floating
white thing over hoops.
I had never met Miss Sullavan formally, but 1 was diffident about
mentioning this to the director while he was busy explaining the action
to me. I was to charge down the central corridor of the mansion, shoot
across the veranda (on foot, not with a gun), seize Miss Sullavan and
kiss her goodbye
twice then hasten oft' to war.
When you read about an actor and an actress kissing and then being
introduced afterward, you don't believe it. Very well, don't believe it.
Yet it's true that I was introduced to Miss Sullavan about thirty minutes after I had stumbled over my
sabre, fallen against her hoop with the
Bob and Joan in "The Petty Cirl."
darndest results, and then fled to a war
"Kissing," says he, "is the most
in which she {Please turn to page .'jo)
difficult of all
cinematic jobs."
,

.

—

.

.

—
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90° In The Shade
" A

J\_

LADY Without

MCM

film,

Passport," new
presents the ro-

mantic adventures of Hedy Lamarr
when she meets John Hodiak, who
co-stars as an immigration inspector.
An illegal alien, Hedy masquerades
as a Cuban nightclub entertainer in
order to further her chances of getThis
ting into the United States.
project becomes complicated when
she falls in love with John who is
under orders not to allow any one
of a dubious nature to slip by the
officials.
Hedy's exotic beauty, -her
spangled after-dark costumes, the

Cuban and
a

Florida

drama with

a

backgrounds make
high

Hedy and John Hodiak,
are confronted

temperature.

a^

two

lovers,

with tough problem.

Below: While she waits call to work she
reads fan letters in her dressing room.

In pin curls and old shirt, Hedy dispenses
with glamour between takes for the picture.

Above: In "A Lady Without Passport" she
meets John Hodiak via George Macready.

WW T'HEN

you admire someone's work, there is nothing
too unusual in expecting that you wiU like that
someone should you have the privilege of meeting
her in person. I had admired Jane Wyman's work on the
screen in everything I had seen her do. I admired her sincerity and the genuineness of her performances. I fully
expected to find, behind the actress, a fine person, and to

W^

like her.

At the moment I can't remember just where or when
first meeting took place. It was most casual. I said,
"How do you do, Miss Wyman." Nothing more worldshaking than that. It seems, at the time, we were both
our

busy, at separate studios, with very httle opportunity to
follow up the introduction. I remember wanting to and
making a mental note to do so as soon as my picture was
finished.

Freed from work, at last, we began running into each
other at social gatherings. There was a luncheon arrangement, then visits and get-togethers. From my first visit
with Jane I found it so easy to like her that I felt I had
known her for a long time.
expectations were realized: Jane is a sweet, lovely, generous girl, with a fine
.sense of humor and a charming reserve that borders on
shyness.
It would be difficult indeed to select Jane's most admirable characteristic, but one that stands out so prominently
that none could miss it is her wonderful generosity. Not
only does Jane give unstintingly of her material possessions, she is just as generous with her time. Jane never
seems to mind being inconvenienced when she can help
anyone, or make someone happy.
For instance, Jane and I were playing golf one day. I
had on a pair of gloves that had most decidedly seen better days. There were holes in all {Please turn to page 58)

My

know how studiously she strives to bring to the screen a wellrounded portrayal." Below: In "The Yearling" with Claude Jarmon.
"I

"I have a feeling that
Jane is the type of girl
who would shrink from

injecting

personal

her

problems into her friendimagine
But
ships.
I

her marvelous, resilient sense of humor
must have carried her
through trying times."
that

Jane when she was Mrs.
Ronald Reagan. In contrast to Ginger, she enjoys

Ginger says,
very

little

"A
time

career
to

in

form

night

life,

parties.

Hollywood affords
deep friendships."

from Ida Lupino on "Johnny
Jane won Academy Award for role.

Congratulations
Belinda."

Ginger's

own

story of

how two

stars

got to know and to like each other

By Ginger Rogers
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Despite
outdoor

her
girl.

exotic look, Joan's an
Loves swimming, flying.

DIXON, glamourous newcomer who makes her screen
debut in RKO's "Bunco Squad," has

JOAN

a perfect right to believe that thir-

teen is her lucky number. She was
signed by RKO on the 13th of January, 1950, and promptly thereafter
was starring in her first movie. Born
in Norfolk, Virginia, she's wanted to
be an actress ever since she was 3.

Before

shooting

of

film

started,

Joan

was shown mechanics of picture-making.

Joan Dixon, posing as seeress to trap swindlers, also
captures Sgt. Bob Sterling's heart in "Bunco Squad."

S

Gregory Peck, Robert Beatty, Moultrie
Kelsall of "Capt. Horatio Hornblower."

AS

Horatio Hornblower of the
S. Forester stories, Gregory Peck takes his ship out of an
English harbor under secret orders.

C.

Army

With Napoleon's

poised on the Continent to make
invasion attempt, he's been dele-

gated to procure aid in the way
of gold and ships from England's
distant colonies. He's forced to
sail around Cape Horn to elude
French enemies, his men become
demoralized and there are nu-

merous tribulations. However, the
gloom is brightened by the addition, en route, of lovely Virginia
Mayo to ship's complement. All
this

happens

in

Warner

Bros.'

"Captain Horatio Hornblower," an
adventurous sea saga filmed both
in England and the Mediterranean.

PRECIOUS CARGO

Greg with Virginia Mayo, who, except
for

her

maid,

is

only

woman

aboard.

"Taking care of your wardrobe after it is
bought is vital," says well-groomed actress.

MY

FIRST recoUection of becoming
clothe^ conscious was at the ripe
old age of twelve, when I was as
straight and as flat, but not as wide, as
a board. I also bad a generous supply
of freckles and a sunburned, peeling nose.
Just the type for a chic getup. But this
particular occasion called for s<Hnething
rather more brief than ai^ elaborate cos-

"Tlicfe arc other Mmgt
besides clothes which add
up to total SUM ef htaa^
well-dressed,'*

she

warn.

tume. It was a diving contest, staged by
the siunmer colonists of Laurel Beach,
near Milford, Connecticut.
I had a pretty good opinion of my
diving ability and had entered the teenage class, where I didn't belong, very
sure in my own mind that I would win
over everybody and particularly over a
very shapely ei^teen-year-old who had
the looks I lacked. I was progresang very
well until I went into my ninth dive
back jack-knife. One more after this one
and I'd be champ!
Just as I had assumed my best form
and was about to waft gracefully into the
water, the button on my shoulder strap
flew off and, simultaneously, / flew off
the board in what is probably the most
inept exhibition of form ever seen.
Shattered, I took off for shore, adding
my tears to the ocean's salt water and
leaving all honors to my rival. The first
thing I saw when I hit the beach was a

—

Asked whether
to

she's ever consciously tried

make Best Dressed

list

her reply

is

"No."

pair of feet, encased in brown and white
sport shoes. They belonged to my male
parent, who looked at me balefully and
said, "Don't you know a quitter never
wins and a winner never quits?" After
digesting this bit of sympathetic wisdom
I came to a conclusion that had absdutely nothing to do with the point I was
trying to make or, for that matter, with
my future as a diving champ. I decided
that clothes were merely stanething to be
put on and forgotten and that they
should never be allowed to interfere with
progress.

My

next phase of clothes-consciousness struck me a couple of years later. I
was going to my first Yale pr<Mn.
costume was an inexpensive pink satin

My

number, very girlish, silver slippers with
Louis heels, and a silver ribbon with dangles for

my

—^heaven knows why the

hair

dances. I felt like Elsie Dinsmore, contrasted with my {Please turn to jHige 63)

OonfBssions Of i Best Dressed

Woman
41

A
1^
Mercedes McCambridge and David Wolfe
in "The Scarf," released by United Artists.

MiM/ MoCflml)
NOW
down
Academy

that all the furore's died
over her winning an
Award for her very first

performance, Mercedes
is ready to spring
another surprise on Hollywood.
She's going to sing in her new
picture, "The Scarf."
No one
even guessed Mercedes knew the
first thing about warbling, but,
as she explains it, the girl in the
picture is a tough singing waitress in a Los Angeles dive and
hasn't much of a voice, anyway,
so she's quite convinced she can
handle it. That's Mercedes all
over
she hates incompetence.
Spontaneous and uninhibited,
screen

McCambridge

—

Mercedes loves life and has a
grand sense of humor. As for her
career, that's going along in the
same manner as she talks fast
and breathlessly. So, although she
hates to stay put in one place,
it looks like she's going to
be
around Hollywood for quite a spell.

—

Mercedes, an inveterate
traveler

does
sive

it

way

in

real

life,

the inexpenin the picture.

Below:

Mercedes with Frank -Jenks and
in a scene in "The Scarf."

Richard Wessell

Although a strong individualist, Mercy

makes

friends easily.

Below: King Donovan accompanies Mercedes,

who does her own

singing in

the

picture.

Karherine Locke struggles
from crazed Frank

herself

to

Kathleen

free

Ryan

believes

that

Frank,

her

long unemployed husband, has found a job.

Lovejoy.

tall, dark-haired, brown-eyed Frank Loveone of Hollywood's most promising new stars.

Six feet
joy

is

Frank, with

Jergens,

Warm And Emotional,

Dick Carlson, Adele
held for murder.

is

STAIRS l^S^

Yet Cold And Direct
suave, insouciant men
THE
now
the
dark and

about town have had their day and
guys who are coming into their
own. And when that type man has a voice that can be warm and
emotional and tlien cofd and direct tlie effect on tfie gals is ietlial.
It was Frank Lovejoy's soft, yet crisp manner of speaking that
won him outstanding success on the radio. But standing in front
of a microphone didn't give Frank the satisfaction he craved. So
he went on the stage where he could perform as well as talk. Then,
he was offered a part in "Home Of The Brave." He went to Hollywood, did a fine job in the film. Next came "South Sea Sinner."
Now he's starring in "Sound Of Fury," U.A. release. Frank's popularity as a movie personality is growing and if his film career is
anything like his radio career, he'll be on the top in no time.
it's

tall,

virile
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"Don't
knight

THE
for

him know you think he's your
shining armor," soys Arlene Dohi

let

in

MGM

commissary are used to seeing beautiful girls
regulars at the
under those portals pass ... on those chairs reside
and over
.

.

.

those menus lean some of the loveliest girls in the world. To draw a
thimble-full of attention from this crowd is praise indeed.
Arlene Dahl couldn't have stirred up any more excitement if she'd been
announced by a trumpeter. She was wearing a black dress with a deepncut
square neckline, matching black gloves, shoes and cartwheel hat. Fastened
snugly to her narrow patent leather belt were two vibrant carnations the
exact shade as her hair.
As she made her way to our table, we couldn't help but pat ourselves on
the back. "Yes, siree," we noted boastfully, "you've picked the ideal bachelor-girl to discuss the way to a man's heart."
We all ordered salads as our main entree the kind that's supposed to
keep the curves in the right places, and then munched and launched into
the subject of men.
"Have you ever noticed," asked .\rlene, "that men are to blame for most
of our dilemmas?" Pointing to her salad she continued, "We eat this, because men like shm women ... we cut our hair short or leave it long

—

—

depending on his dictates
and we revamp our wardrobes depending
on trends from Paris. And who are behind these trends.' Male designers,
male manufacturers and just males.
"I think one of the main avenues to a man's heart isn't through meat or
victuals as the old proverb goes, but by NOT pleasing him too much. If a
man knows you're in loVe with him madly and completely then the chase
is over. He'll begin to feel sure you'll always feel this way and take advantage of you. First, by being late for dates, then by not keeping them at
all, and finally, by dropping you for some other {Please turn to page 65)
.

.

.

—

—

By Reba and Bonnie Churchill
Arlene with Red Skelton and Fred Astaire havirig fun between scenes of "Three Little Words," MGM's Technicolor musical, in which all three co-star with Vera-Ellen

Fred Astaire and Arlene in "Three Little Words."
Be nonchalant and aloof with men, advises Arlene.

Left: Debra Paget
Iwr scTMii dcfcHt opposite

Rkbani CeHte in "Hesse
Of Straegcrs" for 20tli
CentM/y-Fox. Site's now
to

be

starred

Of faradise,"

w
iter

"lird
role

beinx ae OHtstandieg ooe.

The pretentious plans
under way for gifted
newcomer, Debra Paget,
lead safely to stardom

By Helen Hendricks

46

Right:

As feading

lady for

JimiNy Stewart in "Irekco
Arrow," one of tfco year's

Dcbra made
debot at age
witb Charles
in "The Merry

finest pictures.

ber
of

stage
eleven

Coburn

Wives Of Windsor."

IsMeaded Jor lame
benefit of
or
WITHOUT
awning-striped
we venture to
crystal ball

tent,

predict that Debra Paget will be
a topflight star on the 20th Century-Fox
lot within two years. For, when Debra
is being ambitious, diligent and persever-

ing

—which,
—

is

just about sixteen hours a

day she is doing what comes naturally.
She doesn't have to exert will power or
exercise self-control, for the twin bugais their mis-

boos are natively hers. She
tress

and no

them

in line.

effort is required to

keep

Since Debra has just turned seventeen, these seemingly dreary virtues could
tend to make her sound precocious or
prudish. She is neither. She is a very
pretty girl whose blue eye^ photograph
brown in the Technicolored "Broken Arrow," due to the use of contact lenses,
she will tell you, becaus^ no Apache Indian ever had blue eves no matter hove

Below: A love scene from "Broken Arrow" with
Debra, as Indian maiden, and Jimmy Stewart.

wild his forebears may have been.
Her naturally red-gold hair has been
dyed black for the movies and the effect
so enhanced her photogenically that it
remains that color, even when she is
"between pictures."
recently met little Miss Paget, nee
Griffin, on her first trip to New York.
Accompanied by her mother and tutor,
she was living in the style to which

We

movie

stars soon

become accustomed,

at

the St. Moritz, a verj' cosmopolitan hostelry opposite Central Park. They were
here on location for "Fourteen Hours," a
thriller

which Henry Hathaway

is

direct-

ing and in which Debra plays just another of the teeming city's stenographers, the pert little girls who swarm into
thousands of offices each day at nine and
whoop out at five to dine, launder shj>s
and socks and see a movie. A great many
of them are {Please turn to page 67)

Debra's latest picture is "Fourteen
Hours," with Paul Douglas, Richard Basehart.
Right:

Fun furs to be token in earnest
because they behave like real ones

wonders
never cease
THAT
trated by the uncanny resemblance these
will

is illus-

chic costumes bear to genuine furs. They
are the brain children of an enterprising
stylist, who faces the fact that not every
woman can own the real article. A happy
mixture of faultless lines and sturdy, crush
resistant fabric makes the varied modes now
available fashion headliners of the Season. As
for lining, they all boast Cohama Sunny crepe.

#

Fashion Selection
1 98 Carol Ohmart of NBC televi"Bonny Maid Ve»atile Varieties," strolb with

sion show^

its star, Harold Barry, in Fabulous Fake Fur broadtail
greatcoat with raglan sleeve style. Comes interlined,
too.
10-18; red, beige, black or navy. About $70.00.

#199 F.F.F. broadtail again. Carol
one-button, shawl-collared smoking jacket, designed
for Fall days in town. Can be obtained in black, navy,
beige or bright red. Sizes 10-18 at about $40.00. A
slim, matching skirt of the same fabric is only $15.00.
Fashion Selection

in

Fashion Selection

#200

jacket sells for
about $30; vest about $16,
and tapered slacks about $18.
Left,

flight

pretend broadtail. Sizes
10-18; navy, beige and black.
Vest in red and white as well.
All

Foshion Selection #201
Right, conferring on doorstep

with Harold, Carol wears her
Fake Fur Baron Duki. Its sleeves
are

raglan variety: its cuffs
convertible and pockets roomy.

Sizes 10-18 at about $50.00.

Fashion Selection

#202

Helow, most extravagant of alf
furs, chinchilla, is emulated by
a cape jacket, with Fake Furs
worked in horizontally. It
has a graceful shawl collar.
Sizes 10-18 for about $3000

.flats

—Gloves

by Dani

by Wear-Right

—

Makeup by Cashmere Bouquet

PHOTOGRAPHS BY BERT ROCKFIELD

Screenland

fashion Selections

PLEASE TURN TO page 72 in this issue for
information where to purchase these fashion selections in or near your own city.

How You Con

Tell You're In Love

Continued from page 25
it is desirable above
world.
I believe that many people do find
the perfect mate. Of course there are
divorces; certainly, also, there are always
many people in hospitals. Yet the fact
remains that more people stay married
than seek divorce, and there are more
well people in the world at any given
time than there are patients in hospitals.
I am teaching my children that there
w such a thing as complete and permanent love, and I am trying to teach
them the signs by which to tell when
that love has arrived.
One of the easiest ways to explain to
children what love is, is to explain what

possible,

and that

all else in this

love

is not.
First of all, in almost every girl's life
there comes a Spring when she falls in

A wise and witty man
^\'ith love.
once said that quite a few people would
never know what love was if they hadn't
love

seen a picture of it on an April magazine cover.
Falling in love with love, and then
exactly
fitting the mask of that love
as if it were one of those Hallowe'en
over some boy, is norfacial disguises
mal. A girl doesn't really see the boy
in this case; she sees only a roseate
image incorporating the most desirable
attributes of Clark Gable, Ronald Col-

—

—

man, Montgomery- Clif|. Don Juan,
Anthony Eden, and Santa Claus.

Sir

In this evanescent state a girl likes
to whisper to her mirrored self, watching her own changing expressions. She
weeps soft tears at thought of the boy
ffoing away forever, or dying, or marrying another girl. She doesn't hear her
family when they speak to her, and she
is inclined to play Debussy and Schuniann recordings on the phonograph.
I think it is important for a girl to
go through such a stage, but I think it
is also important for her to know, deep
within herself, that this is merely a
phase. Her mother, her older sister, or
someone else who has her interests at
heart should mention the truth that
every girl goes through this experience
in mild or serious form and that it is
a dehghtful part of growing up. Under
no circumstance should the girl marry
ihe boy who happens to be around at
the time, and upon whose thin shoulders
she has draped her fantasies. Both the
girl and the boy may believe that This
Is The Real Thing, but they should
be persuaded to wait for at least two
years before taking a definite step. During that two years, they should date
other people.
Another manifestation of a girl's growing up is her inclination to consider herself desperately in love with a boy to
whom the girl's parents object.
Usually parents have an excellent reason for objecting to a boy when they
pass a family rule that the girl is not
to see him. However, a girl often rebels
not so much because she is convinced
that her parents are wrong but because

—

—

she has reached that stage of development in which she wishes to be considered a reasoning individual. She is
trj-ing to be a person. She is building a
personality for herself, and she is setting
the foundations of character. She is often
impractically idealistic. She mistakes
her eagerness to be considered adult for
genuine regard for the boy in the case.
In her imagination she and the boy be-

come

star-crossed lovers.
If the girl really respects parental authority, she is hkely to sulk or to descend into moods. She is likely to assume the melancholy martyrdom of an
Heloise, and bore everyone around her
to tears.
If she is resentful of parental authority, she may try to sneak out and meet
the forbidden boy on the sly. This is,
of course, utterly foolish, and can only
lead to further trouble.
I hope to prepare my Christina well
in
life

advance

the appearance in her
of the exciting scoundrel. Or perhaps
for

he won't even be important enough for
such a designation; he may only be The

Wrong

Person.
I hope to teach her that just because
a thing is forbidden, it is not necessarily
delightful. I want her to know that real
love is not made up of rebellion, danger,
and deception.
Christina and I will be spared one
facet of the difficulties in such a situaChristina knows now that my
tion.
major concerns are her happiness and
her unfolding into successful woman-

Bing Crosby

is

very

much amused

hood. She knows that rules we make
in our home are for the good of all.
However, I realize that occasionally
parents object to their daughters' beaux
because the family doesn't want to lose
a breadwinner or a household slave. In
such a case, a girl must ask herself this
question, "Do my parents object to this
boy because of him. indi^^dually, or
would they object to any boy who was
attentive to me.'"

Most

know when

their families
as persons, and
not as economic assets. Yet even if a
girl's family is unfair to her, she should
not misinterpret her rebellion against
girls

are interested in

them

them

as love for some boy.
^^^len a girl is tempted to marry a
boy to spite her family or to get away

from them, she should think it over for
long time. Frequently a girl's determination to escape is not related in any
p

to lasting love for the boy to whom
she is escaping. (The love of Elizabeth
Barrett for Robert Browning is one of
the celebrated exceptions.)
There is another sort of mirage-love
which a girl should be taught to recognize, and of which she should be

way

wary.

It is easy to fancy oneself in
with the captain of the football
team, or with the handsome new algebra
prof, or with the college brother of the

love

girl

next door, or with the exciting

movie

new

star.

The enthusiasm a normal girl feels for
such individuals is hero worship not
love.
Usually the "beloved" man is
totally unaware of the girl, so she never
has an opportunity to check her dreams
about him against actual fact. Hero
worship is sort of a mental magnifying
glass which makes a man seem better
in every way than any human being
(Please turn to page 5iJ

as he listens to

—

Nancy Olson and Dorothy

Kirsten, the opera star, on the set of "Mr. Music," in which

all

three appear.
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Be Dourse
says

Fashion Selecfion #203 Sagging bustline of model at left is corrected by the
Peter Pan Hidden Treasure bra at right.
Without any extra pads your bust appears full.
Has four-sectional stitched

Many tubbings and

its shape is intact.
cup; 32-38 B cup.
In nylon taffeta $3.95 or cotton $3.00.

cup.

White

only.

32-36

A

Photographs by Bert Rockfield.

YOU MAY ORDER any

of the fashion

on this page through Ellen
Gilson at Saks 34th, New York, N. Y.
selections

Fashion Selection #204 Another sleek new
design to meet fashion demands is the rayon
satin bra below, with reinforced cup.
This
has 2-section cup, elastic center gore and
adjustable straps.
The "Magicup" is nondetectable sorcery. In white or black. 3236
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A

cup and 32-38 B cup.

Priced at $2.00.

Fashion Selection #205 An elasticized panel
band supports the four-section stitched "Magicup" strapless bra. It has a separator that
And like
guarantees support and security.
the other 2 Peter Pans, completely washable,
In white or black.
sure to hold its shape.
32-36 A cup; 32-38 B cup. Its price, $5.00.

be the center of
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all
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these

glamorous skating costumes.
They're cut for

freedom of

full

action along curve
Princess

hugging

-

and move

lines,

you

in

ient

back zipper for

Conven-

exciting rhythm.

ing. You'll

with

jiffy

chang-

be the most courted

queen of the

rink

.

.

.

and

for

such a small price, too!

SEND NQ MONEY

WILCO FASHIONS,

— ORDER

An

Dept. S356M, 45

East 17th Street,

New York

C.O.D.

I

will

pay postage.
SIZE

lit

Colors:

I

enclose payment. You pay postage.

COLOR CHOICE

sequin
trim on two-

3, N. Y.

Pleose send Glamorous Skating Costumes as follows:
Sliip

Sparkling

ON 10-DAY APPROVAL

2nd COLOR CHOICE

Block with Red Sash and Gold Sequins

Powder Blue with Royal Sash and

WHIRIAWAY S6.98
WHIRLABOUT

tone rayon faille.

WHIRLAWAY

Grey with Red Sash and Silver Sequins

Silver Sequins

Sea Green with Aqua Sash and Gold Sequins

$«.9B
Colors:

WHIRLABOUT

• Green with Beige top • Grey with Pink lop

NAME

•

Block with Aqua lop • Brown with Aqua top
All with glittering gold braid

ADDRESS..

Junior Dress Sizes 7, 9, 11, 13, IS

CITY

..STATE..
If

not delighted,

I

may

Misses Dress Sizes 10, 12, 14, 16
return in 10 days for full purchase price refund.

—
could be. To "fall in love" with such a
person is much like placing a dollar bill
under a magnifying glass and then trying to buy a Cadillac with it. It won't
work out and neither will a love affair
with an illusion.
There is another familiar situation in
which the thing a girl interprets as love
is really shadow, not substance.
Suppose that a girl's best friend was married
last year; her sister was married last
Christmas, her cousin was married in the
Spring, her second best girl friend is being married in June, and there are two
or three weddings scheduled for the late

—

Summer.
This

^uwe

/uywixded,

girl

has attended

all

the showers',

and has been a member of most of
the wedding parties. She has worn blue,
pink, yellow, and lilac bouffant dresses.
She has caught the bride's bouquet
twice.

The girl is in danger. If she has a
steady boy friend, she is likely to become infected by the idea that maybe
the calm, pleasant friendship she feels
for him is the apex of her potential
romantic reaction. "I've never felt the
way a girl in love is supposed to feel, so
maybe I'm not built that way mayte
I'm the casual type," she is likely to tell

—

herself.

T. M. REG. U

S.

The boy, too, may be caught up in
the romantic atmosphere. He may think,
"Well, a man has to marry some time. I
like Janet and I know she likes me.
We've known one another a long time
so why not?" And, after the wedding
toast, he may ask the girl why they
don't collect rice and old shoes on their
own account.
It is fairly safe to prophesy that, within two or three years, either the man or
the girl in this case will have met the
person who has the indescribable ability
to awaken the latent emotional response
which exists in everyone. But by that
time, the elements of tragedy also exist
in the situation.
Every girl should be taught that social
response to the romance of others should
not be confused with love, love, in the

PAT. OFF.

"PONY EXPRESS"

personal sense. After all, no sensible person who looks out of a window to find
the rain pelting down, goes at once to
stand under the shower just to be wet,
loo.

The same warning should be issued to
a girl who takes the first long trip of
her life. The term "shipboard romance"
has come to mean any transitory emotional connection which has come to
nothing, and that should be pointed out
to the breathless traveler standing amid
her shiny new hat boxes and steamer
trunks.
It is easy for a girl to think she has
fallen in love with a cowboy at a dude
ranch, or with a lifeguard at the beach,
or with a Mountie in the Canadian
Rockies, but this reaction isn't love at
ail.
It is merely a favorable emotional
response to newness, strangeness, and
natural beauty of vacation spots; it is
only the heart's announcement that all
of nature is inspiring and that, in its
midst, we who are a part of mankind

—admire

—

our fellow creatures.
felt under such circumstance should be put to the test of meeting the man in scenes with which the
girl is entirely familiar. During the War,
many a marriage which had been contracted when the man wore khaki went

The "love"

to pieces when his back-to-earth-at-last
wife saw him in jeans and a plaid shirt
driving a hot rod when he was supposed to be selling groceries.

At

point I can imagine that a
girls would like to observe,
of these things AREN'T love,

this

good many
"If

all

then what is?"
Again, let me say that I'm not an
authority, but it seems to me that it is
true love if love goes on, smiling and
proud, when the questions listed below
can be answered with a positive "Yes."

Do
ests in

you have many tastes and

Does being with him give you a feeling of ease and assurance?
Does he expect to live up to ideals
which you have expressed, and does he
expect you to live up to the highest

Jac-Shirt

The "newest under the sun" for you ... a gay "pony-skin*
shirt, so smart ond weoroble. You'll love it like o brotherl
New outer jacket style
borrowed from the outdoorsmon
.

.

.

who appreciotes comfort with his styling. Fine quality.
Sanforized, soft cotton flonnel will wash 'n' wash ond look
spry as your favorite real pony. Wear it with skirts, slacks,
or jeons. In Brown and White or Black and White "ponyjkin." 11-17, 12-18.

ORDER DIRECT FROM BETTY CO-ED
BETTY CO-ED of Hollywood, Dept.
6402 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28,

QUANTITY
1

SIZE

139-SL
Colif.

COLOR
111

Choice 2nd Choice

JAC-SHIRT
1

Addreit_
Cily_

-Zone
Poiloge Po'd, C«cepf on

Stole-

CO

D.
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Beatrice

Lillie,

Lamarr, star of

inter-

common?

quite the artist as well as the comedienne, presents Hedy
"A Lady Without Passport," with one of her oil paintings.

ideals of
Are his

womanhood?

Little Lulu

manners nice? Does he show
courtesies a girl has a right to
expect, and is he deferential with older

you the
people?

Does he confide in you. and when you
confide in liim does he show a sincere
interest?
Is he well-liked hy someone whose
judgment you respect?
Have you seen him work out a difficult problem, or have you been with him
in a character-testing position in which
he behaved admirably?
Are you proud of him or apologetic

him?
Does he have enough masculine dom-

for

inance to be head of a family, but does
he have enough masculine sweetness to
be tender, soHcitous, provident and fair?
If you can answer yes to all of these
questions, the boy you have chosen
certainly would seem to be worthy of
love.

To

test your own readiness for true
you should be able to agree with
the following thoughts expressed by a
\\ ell-known author.
I do not recall the
exact words, but love in action was de-

love,

You oughta serve one at a time^ like Kleenex*

tender, unselfish deed
done in secret: the generous heart over-

scribed

as

"tlie

flowing with warmth and compassion;
the soft hand opening the door that
turns toward sickness and sorrow; the
never ending prayer which lights the
dark places of the earth."
This is the final exam which a girl
should be able to pass before she can
regard herself as being truly in love.

Litt/e Lu/u says: why be "stuck" w/th a
HANDFUL Of T/SSUES? ONLY KLEENEX SERYES YOU
ONE AT A T/ME - ENDS IN'ASTE, SAYES YOU
MONEY. YOU'LL F/NO /T PAYS TO GET
KLEENEX T/SSUES. SOETf STRONG/ POPS UP/

© INTERNATIONAL
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Screen Kisses
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CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS
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Continued from page 27
hoped, I

am

sure, that I

would be quick-

ly killed off.

We had to do the scene over and over
andoverandoverandover.
I learned about the "heat" of Hollywood kisses: We were working under
third degree lights that would have
wrung a confession from Dick Tracy.
Every few minutes a makeup man would
rush in to blot the perspiration from our
damp faces. Every few minutes the hairdresser would hurry into the scene to
repair Miss Sullavan's coiffure and to
give me a look which said eloquently,
"You clumsy oaf."
.

.

.

Fabulous Stardust slips to wear
"Around-the-Clock" ... for
every occasion. Rayon plus Nylon
in costlier 4 gore cut.
Your choice of lace
trim, tailored

and

fagotted styles!

I

EACH
STYLE

As man to man I ask you, how could
a man entertain so much as a mildly
carnal thought under such misery?
Everyone who has ever attempted
such a thing on an amateur basis knows
that a love scene is something spoken

muted voices. Whispered against an
alabaster throat. Breathed into an eager
ear. A rapport is established, a magic
created of quiet, of intimacy, of oblivion
to the world. That is the ideal love scene
situation in daily life.
in

Do you get that on a sound sta^e?
Just like you get lullabies from Spike
Jones.

Wrtu lotnam,

of nearen »or.

. .

.

STA RDUST INC. Dept.

S.

EMPIRE STATE BUILDING, NEW VORX

I.

N. V.
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'

In the long shots for the love scenes,
the illusion is established for the audience: a mysterious room in which a fireplace is aglow, perhaps, or a moonlit
night amid the pines, or two people on
a

desert

island

at

However,

twilight.

when the camera dollies in for the clinch,
it is more than likely that the principals

every

girl

looks like a movie star!

FIND

I

YOUR STAR and

learn hov^:

one
Hollywood's
is

of

You may

capilalize on ihis

night.

I

likeness.

leading oulhoriNes on fashions

and movie

are actually sitting on a pine board over
two apple boxes. Instead of whispering
words of woo, the actor must speak to
his beloved in the voice of a heavyweight
champion hailing a taxi on a windy

cari

Just for kicks, try caroling "I love you,
honey," with the same vocal force applicable to a fellow motorist who makes a
left turn in front of you from the right

be your style guide.
You con be as glamorous-as-your star.

slars.

±

Your star

'

boofe/et
•to

on

"How

follow Your Star'

lane.

with each order.

Romantic, huh? However, the reason
not to be argued: the sound man has
his troubles, too. Soundproofing is little
more than a word on many stages; the
microphone is bedeviled by the roar of
planes passing overhead and by heavy
truck traffic on nearby boulevards. If a
scene is being shot outdoors, the mike is

HOWTO FIND YOUR STAR; Send a clear

is

pholograpfi, your measurements, height,
coloring, age and occupation together
with $1.00 to cover cost of research

consultation

Z/itina

^ay P.

O. Box

413,

and

(U.S.A. only)

lo;

Dpt. SS2, Hollywood 28, Colifornia

MOVIE STARS PHOTOS
i-His'Ef: 7

—

for $1"''

the victim
passing bee.

5 for $2.00 - 50 for $6.00
Over 1000 to chuose from. All ot
the old favorites plus many of the
new ones. Customers tell ns we
1

the

—of

actors

every

the finest in the business.
Illust-atefl Cntfiloerne with order

MORTENSEN STUDIOS

BURBANK. CAL.

like target practice.

IN

On one memorable occasion Deanna
Durbin and I held prisoners on a love
seat with the camera so close it could
count the hairs in our eyebrows were

MOO WEEKLY

CAN MAKE YOU <50 to

rOUR SPARE

—

TIME!

Repeat the eight words we tell you to
anyone ^you'll sell greeting cards faster,
you ever dreamed possible.
Get FREE surprise selling kit (over a
foot long, chock full of novelties). Plus
two sample boxes of our most successful Christmas cards on approval.

—

—

easier than

playing a romantic sequence at 11:50 in
the morning. We were expecting, even
praying for the luncheon break.

CHARLES C. SCHWER COMPANY
165-J Elm St.. Westfield. Mass.
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Send your songs or poems today. Music
wriHen for your words without charge'.
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ADVANCE
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Records, copies, copyright furnished.
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first
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We

writers find their
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it

about luncheon

complains

—

—

milk products.
suppose acrobats fall in love and that
it is mightily thrilling, after having been
through a triple somersault, to be caught
by the ankles and held every sinew
cases
I

much

have
who, because of nervous tension, developed hiccoughs after luncheon. I have worked
cause quite as

worked with charming

garlic in it!"

—by

—

one's beloved.

Acrobats can have

it.

Actors would

prefer to play love scenes while lounging in a Barwa napper (a canvas relaxing chair for one passenger) and exchanging lazy smiles across a perfumed

expanse of Spring air.
This, they never get to do.

Motion picture love scenes test every
sinew in an actor's protesting body. It
took me months to recover from a love
scene I enacted with Joan Bennett in
"The Texans." This picture was a Western epic filled with horses, cockleburs
with spikes long enough for dueling purposes, rain for weeks, arid tribulations
enough to stymie even a soap opera hero.
The scene of my romantic experience
with Joan was laid on the lone prairie in
the dead of night with cowboys to match.
According to the script I was supposed
to have escaped from some malefactors
who had planned to nail my pelt to a
local tree. I was in poor condition, having been kicked, beaten, mauled and left
to die for so long that I had produced
three days' growth of beard in protest.
The beard was my own, but the mustache
was attached to me by use of spirit gum
which produced fever blisters on my skin
after twenty minutes' contact.
I was wearing a pair of jeans smeared
with "Fuller's Earth," a compound in

which no earthworm could grow, and a
real old leather "character coat" which
had been used by several generations of
heartily perspiring extras.

late.

trouble. I

ladies

with beautiful girls who looked at me
woefully and confided, "My salad had

Practical nurses are reeded in every
community
doctors rely on them
patients appreciate their cheerful, expert care.
You can learn practical
nursing at home In spare time. Course
endorsed by physicians. 51st yr. Earn
High School not rewhile learning.
women, 18 to 60. Trial plan. Write now
.

even more inter-

Hunger is not the only love scene
hazard. Having satisfied one's hunger

DUII

.

if

being

family. Name-Imprinted Christmas Cards SO for
$1 and up. Start earning with FREE Imprint Samples, Assortments on approval. Extra Profit Bonus

MAKE

tummy was

ested in food than mine was, and it kept
saying so in the complaining voice of a
starved lion cub. The director wanted to
complete our love scene before the luncheon break because he wanted to strike
that set and move on to another stage in
the afternoon. Every time Deanna and
I would go into our sweet dalliance,
Deanna's tummy would repeat what the
Governor of North Dakota said to the
Governor of South Dakota: "It's a long
time between steaks."
At one o'clock we were still trying to
get my proposal recorded. The director
was white, and the sound man had gone
into a state of approximate shock. It
might have been funny if we hadn't realized that the delay was costing the company about three thousand dollars an
hour. At such prices a stomach is just
talking it.self into permanent unemploy-

ment

IWake$SOfa8tl Sellonly 100 sensational value 21 -Card $1 Christmas Assort-^^
mentsl FREE Book tells yon how to get big
orders easily. Also show Gift Wraps, Stationery,
Children's Action Books, Address Book and over
70 other fast selling items for all members of the

for

pulled taut

Heavy breathing is picked up on the
sound track; a suddenly creaking chair,
a shrill shoe, even the popping of a vertebra in the back of one's neck sounds

have

BOX 1055S

^like

star of "711 Ocean Drive,"
Manhattan premiere of picture.

Edmond O'Brisn,
arrives

—

In general, an actor to remain on
speaking terms with the lady he is about
must plan his menu several
to clinch
days in advance of the kissing sequence.
He must forego anything cooked with
onion or garlic, anchovies, and in some

—

—

No

words have been invented to dehow I looked and smelled.
Joan was supposed to find me as I
crawled back to camp. At that tense
scribe exactly

moment

our magnificent smooch scene

was scheduled to take

place.

There were

inhibiting factors: I was arthritic from
lying on the damp ground, and Joan
could not force herself to kiss me. Every
time she came near, she fell back with a
wail, crying, "I can't, ... I just can't

TOUCH

."
him.
This disinterested me in love of any
kind for three days.
Don't think for a moment that all
.

.

movie love scenes are cold.
In Hollywood we like diversity. Sometimes we cook 'em up red hot. Like my
clinches with Ann Blyth in "Free For
All." That particular love scene was enacted under the cherry trees in Washington, D. C, in July. The mercury was
standing at 99 degrees, but because the
sunshine was hazy the technicians had
found it necessary to set up additional

and reflectors.
Both the privacy in which we were
working and the general intimacy of the
situation were great because we only had
two or three hundred fascinated sidewalk
superintendents drawn up around us in
full circle, and a block away a street was
being broken up by jack hammers.
All I had to do in the midst of this
was take Ann into my arms, which were
lights

being reduced to a fine, crisp beef roast
state, give her a kiss to be felt unto the
fourth generation, and ask her to marry
me. This sort of thing is no fair test of
love because Ann would have, at that
point, gladly agreed to marry Gargantua
if he had been able to give her an ice
cream cone and a cold shower, at the
same time of course.
One of the nicest girls in Hollywood is
Lizabeth Scott, even if she has given me
some difficulty in love scenes. When she

ACHIEVE THE NEW
Exotic EYE MAKE-UP

and I were working in "You Came
Along," our big love passage was supposed to take place in the back of an
was the pilot and she was the
passenger. {As the pilot, I had presumably turned the operation of the plane
over to George, the automatic pilot, an
act of which I, as an (yctual pilot, totally
disapproved.)
Pretty fascinating situation, huh?
Well, Liz had flu and was working
only because she was determined not to
cost the company money by staying
away from the job. She was running a
temperature of 101.
The next day I was bettering her record by two degrees, and I spent three
weeks in a state of semi-invalidism, deairplane. I

manding sympathy from

my

real

PREPERRED BY REALLY SMART
WOMEN THE WORLD OVER

.

life

wife.

One of the love scenes I remember
most vividly was that I did with Barbara Stanwyck in "The Bride Wore
Boots." The situation was this: we had
married for a second time (after having
divorced one another) and things weren't
going so well at the beginning of this
repeat marriage. We were getting looped
(only in the mind of the script-writer)
on champagne; people were knocking on
the walls of our honeymoon suite, and
servitors were delivering parcels to our
,

door.

Our love scene was to be accomplished
with me sitting in a huge armchair, and
with Barbara sitting on my lap. I can't
remember what brought it about, but I'll
never forget the hysterical laughter with
whicli Miss Stanwyck reacted to my
screen

YES
and
SMART, too!
.

.

.

She enjoys a delicious,
Chocolaty TOOTSIE ROLL
while seeing her favorite
movie.

kis.ses.

To add to the general confusion, her
laughter made me laugh and the result
was that before order was restored nearly everyone on the sound stage had
laughed rivulets down his cheeks and
into the dust of the boards.
This gave me no reputation as the
screen's greatest lover
which is prob-

A FAVORITE CANDY
AT MOVIE THEATRES

—
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SAVE HOURS OF HAIR DRYING TIME

ably just as well in view of my eagerness to remain popular at my own fire-

Amazing

side.

be treason, let moviegoers make
it, but my favorite love scene
of all time is one showing two silhouettes
blending together on a far distant hill.
This can always be shot by using standins and excusing the principals completeIf this

HAIR

the most of

QUEEN
Dryer Cap
Keeps Your Hair
Lovely and Soft

Featherlighl

•

Lamarr.
{Note to Mary,

my

wife.

I'm just

kidding, honey.)

Long wear

NOW— dry your

#

hair in 30 minutes
while you work, shop or play, with this amazing new type of hair dryer. No chemicals,
heat, electricity or attachments! Just wash,
set hair and cover with the featherlight HAIR
QUEEN — that's all; Harmless minerals in
cap soak' up moisture like a thirsty blotter —
can be used over and over again. Since they
do not dry out natural scalp oils, your hair
dries to a soft natural loveliness.

Let

Or

sent

A

IS

CO.D.

4j%

plus postage.

WORTH

iU a day?
safe

glamorous
bustline

BEAUTIBREST

(Improves posture, too)
no creams, no massaging!
Beautibrest Develop-HER is an entirely
new exerciser which develops the pectoral
muscles that support the breasts. (This
exerciser is not applied to the breasts in
any way). Just follow our illustrated
course of approved instructions. This will
strengthen weak, flabby muscles and help
develop the full, firm bustline you've
wanted for years
and greatly improve
your posture! Send for yours today!

•4 95
For both DevelopHER

and

instruciion course.
in plain wrapper.

Mailed

514 Second S.W., Canton,
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Name

If

adil

touch of comedy.

When we

can't get together,

we

talk on

the telephone, and these gab sessions go
on forever unless something concerning
our work puts a sudden period to them.
?" "Have you read
"Did you see
.

.

.

...?'' "Did you like
?" We talk
about food and what we had for break.

.

.

lljc

State Sales Tax

60-OAy TRIAL GUARANTEE

moment, I've called her, "I want to
go down to the beach, so get your things
together." I had no feeling of being presumptuous. I knew before I called, that
if it were at all possible, Jane would joyfully join in on what sounded like a restful and tanning afternoon.
Many times we lie on the sand, soaking up the sun, resting, without saying a
word to each other. Our friendship
doesn't seem to depend on our entertaining each other. But, then, there's
never any tension when you're with Jane.
Oh, this is not to say we don't do a
lot of gabbing! We're females! Naturally we talk about pictures. Jane was
very excited about "The Glass Menawith
gerie," and I'm rather pleased
"Storm Warning." Jane says she wants
to see me do a big musical with songs
and dancing. I want Jane to find herthe

—

Inc.,

playing in

triumphantly through many trying times.
One thing you can count on, Jane is
always herself! You feel completely at
ease with her. She hasn't an ounce of
pretense about her. You always know
where you stand with Jane.
On several occasions, on the spur of

dieting,

Q] Payment Enclosed
(we pay postage)

is

golf game and made me happy, and
generous Jane w^anted me to be well supplied, when, all afternoon, I'd been trying my level best to beat her.
To me, Jane has a wonderful sense of
humor. She fairly bubbles over with
good spirit. Of course, I've not known
her long enough to be with her during
strife or trouble, and I have a hunch that
Jane is the type of girl who would shrink
from injecting her personal problems into
her friendships, so I may never know, but
I imagine that this marvelous, resilient
sense of humor must have carried her

develop a

oTveFop^HER

a part like Julie Harris

"Member Of The Wedding" on Broadway ... a role with meaty drama and a

my

method helps

No

self

other pair of gloves, and coming out,
handed these to me, too. "Here's a new
pair, just like the others," she said.
"And keep the other pair, too."
She had found something that bettered

minutes

New easy

You About Jane

new, golf gloves. I took them. They were
wonderful and just what I needed. My
game improved. I remarked about it, and
thanked her.
Then, as we were coming in after our
game, I wanted to return the gloves.
"They're yours," said Jane, and refused
to take them back. With that, she
stepped into the caddy house, bought an-

BUSTLINE

LIKE THIS

Tell

the wrong places. They were not protecting my tender hands, I complained, and
certainly not improving my game.
Without a moment's hesitation, Jane
opened her golf bag. "Here, take these,"
she said, handing me her own, almost

No more all-

oratory tested and approved. Absolutely
Safe! Get yout HAIR QUEEN today for real
hair drying relief. $2.98 at all better stores.
If not available order today from QUEEN
PRODUCTS CO., 6919-B San Fernando
Road, Glendale, California. Enclose S2.98
money order or check with, order, postage
prepaid.

Me

Continued from page 30

day, all-night hair drying sessions ... no more
sleeping with damp hair in ugly curlers, risking colds ... no more hot noisy dryers! Lab-
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from one embrace, at least.
Candidly, kissing is the most difScult
of all cinematic jobs and the one most
actors would like to skip. It says here.
Of course, there was "Let's Live A Little." In that one, my co-star was Hedy
ly

i

A
|

Geraldine Knapp

is one of the beauties in
"Abbott And Costello In Foreign Legion."

I find Jane doesn't like coffee. She
drinks tea. Her pet breakfast is cream
cheese and jelly spread on toast and a
cup of tea. I confided that my breakfast, compared to hers, sounded like a fitting fare for threshers: a fruit juice, hot
or cold cereal, toast, occasionally eggs,
fast.

and more

.feketDofs'-'-

fruit.

We

talk about sports, which, come to
think of it, is our favorite topic. Jane
plays a splendid game of golf. She's just
beginning at tennis. I'd like to do some
tennis practicing with Jane, but it seems,
whenever we have time for a game, we

wind up playing golf.
In our fashion, we take our game seriously. You never find us, on the golf
course, magnanimously throwing games
to each other.

We

definitely

go at

it

to

win.

By no

stretch of the imagination could
me a consistent golfer. I will
play lazUy up to one hole, be intense on
the next, and alternate between humor
and seriousness on the others this I
know about myself.
It may be Jane's natural generosity
that prompts her to react to
moods,
but she does. If I find it all very funny,
Jane finds it funny. If I'm intense, Jane's
intense. Thus, we thoroughly enjoy ourselves while we try diligently to best each
other's score.

you

call

—

my

I'm an avid football fan. Jane isn't.
I love fishing. Jane has never been introduced to this sport. I'm planning to
correct that oversight just as soon as we
can arrange for vacations at the same
time. I shall take Jane up to my ranch
on the Rogue River in Oregon and give
her a thorough initiation. Knowing Jane,
I'm pretty sure she's going to like fishing,
the big outdoors and tramping
through the woods.
One thing I'm sure of, Jane is going
to adore my ranch. I burst with pride
over its 680 big acres, its fat and sassy
herd of Herefords, its incomparable fishing holes on the Rogue. Of course, I've

met some Texans who consider

it a pass-me it's big
and roomy and I love it. Be she ever so
confirmed a city-dweller, Jane is going to
love it, too.
The more I think of our friendship,
Jane's and mine, the more I'm persuaded
that it is rather unusual. There are
many things on which our tastes seem
to coincide, yes; but there are many
where we seem to be entirely different.

able residential

lot,

but

to'

We have found tacit agreement on one
major point: We seldom go out together
on double dates. We have never demanded, because of our friendship, that
our evenings be joined, socially. We've
never imposed our friendship on our
other friends. We've never felt that, because we like each other. Jane's other
friends must be mine, and mine Jane's.
We've never gone shopping together,
and women friends are supposed to revel
in that "sport." We've talked about
shopping, and Jane feels much about it
as I do.

Shopping

is

a difficult chore!
to shop, from

The times when I'm driven

sheer necessity, I brace myself with what
sales resistance I can muster, then wade
in and try to settle the shopping problem for the next .six months. I never do,
but I try. (Please turn to next page)
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Marilyn Monroe, who seems definitely headed for stardom, is lighted
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Jane loves the social life, parties, nightShe really enjoys them, I'm not
too intrigued with clubs and parties. I
guess I'm more the outdoor type. Maybe Jane hasn't had the time to be propclubs.
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erly

introduced

to

the great outdoors,

what with the demands a picture career
makes upon an actress, and the additional responsibility of home and children.
Jane's home and children! No complete picture of Jane
could ever
be drawn without including her handsome little family, her well-run home, and
her relation.ship to them.
I'm sure Jane's career in motion pictures is very important to her. I know
how hard she works to make each role
she plays stand out above the one before: how studiously she strives to bring
to the screen a well-rounded, complete
portrayal of the character she is given
to play. But, I know also, that all this,

Wyman

Jane Wyman, is secondary in importance in her life. With Jane, her children come first.
What a joy it is to know a family
where the mother and children know and
understand each other! Jane knows her
children, and they know her. To me, this
is an achievement that can come only
through constant and intelligent companionship. You could never imagine Jane
stooping to the convenient routine of a
nurse bringing the children to her at bedtime for a fast "Goodnight, dear."
to

Presenting

Jane isn't a "hovering" mother. She's
never "fussy" with her children; "naggy."
She never talks down to them. She treats
them as though they had minds and the
power to use them properly and do a little thinking for themselves.
Several times Jane has brought her
small son, Mike, to

my

house.

There

is

nothing precocious about Mike. He's a
well-behaved, well-brought-up child. He
seems perfectly content to amuse himself
about the house while Jane and I talk of

grown-up

things. If some small correcnecessary, there are no threats, no
belittling. Jane knows that a child has
dignity and respects it. In his turn, Mike
respects his mother's wishes. To me, all
this is an index to a self-disciplined
tion

is

mother; one who "thinks" her
through her relationship with her

way
chil-

dren.
I

Eouni having 'Jane

Wyman

as

my

friend as one of
special privileges. A
career in Hollywood affords very little
time to form deep friendships; to get to
really know people. And that is a great
pity, for you meet so many wonderful
people here, each one with something
good and lasting to contribute to a

my

But, where's the time?
I'm so glad Jane and I have taken the
time and had the opportunities to get to
know each other. I wouldn't have missed
friendship.

it

for the world!

Why, we even laugh

at each other's

jokes!

The Magic Man!

Continued from page 37
place if money can still talk.
to return to David's boyhood:
perhaps his interest in legerdemain was
a subconscious recognition of tiie presence of magic in his entire life. It began
to appear in many forms. First, there
was the presumably minor matter of
swimming. He had learned by belly-floplogical

But

Booklet

MARVEL
9010 East

60

St,,

CO,
New

Haven, Conn.

ping

off

the 135th Street docks into the

Hudson River. When his mother heard
about it and became convinced that no

—

parental edict but only death from accident or infection was likely to stop the
she appealed to her parish
practice
priest for permission to enroll David in
the nearest Y.M.C.A.

—

The Catholic children, by custom, participated chiefly in activities sponsored by
their own church, but once the priest had
investigated the
pool in comparison
with the Hudson, he wholeheartedly recommended to his parish boys that they
join the Y, and he got busy in a fundraising drive to secure and equip a convenient neighborhood recreation center
with a swimming pool. This series of
events equipped David with the powerful swimming ability which was to save
his life during the War.
{He served as
an underwater demolition instructor for
the Coast Guard and saw duty both in
England and France. Currently he doesn't
like to talk about it, but everyone knows
that the frog men who cleared the beach

Y

approaches had to carry plenty of magic
in their flippers to come out alive.)
During his elementary and high school
days David was too busy with athletics
to go in for dramatics, but after attending City College of New York, he took
a job as ticket-taker and doorman at the
Roxy Theatre. This was a job for which
he was qualified by his height, his easy
charm of manner, and his interest in
watching any possible magicians who
might appear there. Unfortunately the
magician season was poor.
One morning David was strolling along
46th Street when he noticed a crowd
gathered around the Imperial Theatre. It
turned out that the mass meeting was
hoping to be cast in the chorus of "New
Moon." By a stroke of some sort of
magic, David won a job. Once he had
chorus
familiarized himself with
his
duties, he signed up for an understudy
job, and then for a s«!cond. His friends
decided that he was crazy, and the opinion clung until one of these principals
was favored with a Hollywood bid and
left the cast, giving David his first singing and speaking part.
David's luck extended through eight
Broadway shows, including one with the
Lunts, before his luck ran out. In a way,
though, the magic continued. David was
sharing diggings
.^V- "f^ ^'heAy"

This simple instrument made the difference between hunger and feasting.
By ingenious planning, the percolator
could be made to produce a feast. Well
in advance of the dinner hour the cook
(chosen by lot) boiled peeled potatoes,
carrots, onions, beans, turnips and a cut
of cheap meat together in the percolator
to make a fine, savory stew. Just before
dinner canned soup was heated in the
percolator first course. The stew was
the jsecond course. The percolator was

—

washed and coffee was boiled.
During these hilarious dinners David
discovered that there is a sort of magic
in people who will not give up a dream.
The people with whom David spent his
time knew in their hearts, far better than
anyone could tell them, how great the
odds against their eventual success in
the theatre were, but they believed in
themselves and in the magic of their
destinies.

In those days an Equity card admitted the holder to a gallery seat at any
Broadway production, so students of
drama saw everything being played behind lights. After a play, a group of
students usually gathered perhaps over
a percolator feast to discuss the cast,
the business, the staging, the direction,
the script. Both the stew and the conversation were savored with leisure and
the magical conviction that, in the stillness of night and the richness of the evening's experience, nothing was impossible
to the one who could dream.
As many a player before him had done,
David discovered the magic which resides in show people. He reached a practical conclusion: if an individual cannot
manage to become a performer, at least
he can always participate in the theatre
by being a knowing audience.
However, feeling that the audience
phase of his life should be postponed as
long as possible, David toured Eastern
nightclubs with a song and dance act.
An event occurred during this period
which convinced David that some sort of
kindly necromancy was still working on
his side. Upon returning to his hotel one

—

—

\
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night after the performance, he accepted
his key from the night clerk and went to
the second floor where he had his room.
Inserting the key into the lock of 234,
he turned the catch and the door swung
open. As he placed the key on the dresser
he noted the number on the large brass
tag:
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Finally he reexchanged the key

lessly to operate the lock.

turned to the desk and
for 234.

The night clerk laughed. "Too bad you
couldn't get in with the wrong key," he
said jokingly. "Each lock in this hotel is
different. Only the master key will work

CHICAGO 26,

ILL.

WIN AN
EXCITING TRIP

TO
HOLLYWOOD
FOR TWO!
Fly to the

movie capitol!

Shortly after this experience David
secured a job as master of ceremonies in
a series of nightclubs in Buenos Aires and
Rio. He picked up a nice assortment of
Spanish {if no new keys to the situation)
and was going great when the War broke

A few weeks later this nurse accepted
a position with Joan Crawford, who was
in the market not only for expert care
for her children, but for a dynamic leading man to play opposite her in "Fla-

stars!

Watch pictures
being made!
Read the details of
this easy-to-win contest
in the current issue of

dinner party a few weeks ago."

godmother, "The West Coast

is

showing plenty of activity. Let's build
our houses under some of that Cahfornia
sunshine."
It turned out that, during their fi^st;
few months in Los Angeles, there wak
more rain than sunshine and morfe trou-j,
ble than either. The boys selected a site^
for their first speculative house, dug thd
excavations for the foundation, built the
forms, and waited for their cement to by*

No cement. No wolmanized lumbc
No more nails. Not e-ven one small cus
tomer.
it was time for magic.
night David had a dream. It
no sense, as those things usually g^'
it seemed that he met one of hit
while Broadway friends on the sn,
Hollywood. When the man remove
hat he revealed an egg-bald hea^

Obviously

m

One

though David remembered him as i
bushy as a lion.
"Hmmm," thought Mr. Brian./
could mean that I'm going to
someone's hair, or someone is goingj

my hair, or we are going to t
that shipment of doorknobs after ^
in

The doorknobs
62

didn't

arrive,

(

man," said the nurse.
to be guests at the same

just the

but

After one fast flop, "Of All Peoto give up show
business for construction. {He had learned
carpentry when he was in high school.)
He and a wartime buddy had saved
enough to go into business for themselves, but the question was, where?
They studied statistics and graphs.
Said David, in the general direction of
his fairy

know

"We happened

David decided

(,

SILVER SCREEN
NOW ON SALE!

mingo Road."

dis-

ished.

ple,"

struction business.

"I

After he had been honorably
charged, David tried Broadway,

delivered.

Meet the

—

other reason David was placed at table
next to a pretty girl who was a registered nurse. She and David exchanged
biographical information, so that she
learned about his previous acting experience and his losing bout with the con-

Broadway was in no mood to do the
same. The magic seemed to have van-

HURRY! HVRRY!

—

On that outing undertaken as much
to bring his friend up to date on shampoo conditions in Scandinavia as for any

on every lock."
David skipped his protest. The fact
remained, however, that he had opened
234 with the key for 734 by use of some
magic process which he couldn't repeat
on second trial, and in which no one
would believe if he tried to tell the story.

out.
\

LINCOLN SCHOOLof PRACTICAL NURSING
7070 N. CLARK

momentarily, won-

For several moments he worked

31, CALIF.

ing to do something? Write today tor

this

dering if every key fitted every door in
the hotel, or if only the room numbers
terminating in like digits {23^, 33^, ^3^,
etc.) responded to the same key. Out of
curiosity he opened the door and tried
the key again. It wouldn't fit.

5 and 10 Cent Stores

HOLLYWOOD

734.

He mused on

from the man in the dream did. He
was working in a nightclub in Stockholm,
Sweden. Wryly he described a recent
catastrophe. He had bought a bottle of
"shampoo" from a Swedish druggist, who,
apparently, had misunderstood the actor's
request. The shampoo had turned out to
be mucilage and the actor had been forced
to have a barber shave the top of his
head to get rid of the phaos.
During the ensuing week another of
David's long-time Broadway friends, and
a chap who had known the hairless one
quite well, got in touch with David to
suggest a reunion gab fest. He added that
a singer whom both of them had known
in New York had secured a Los Angeles
nightclub engagement and suggested that
they swell the crowd and give the girl a
good send-off.
letter

—

Magic. Complicated therefore magic.
But that was not to be the end.
Just before his break in "Flamingo
Road" David was alone and lonely one
evening. He stopped at the desk at his
hotel and asked the clerk to recommend
a spot where he could get a good steak
and where there was some atmosphere.
"The Bantam Cock on La Cienega has
a fine reputation," the clerk said.

David

strolled, jjito the

restaurant and

join

them and introduced David

to the

YOU CAN HAVE

at their table: Miss Adrian
Booth, a star in Republic Pictures.
It was her first visit to the restaurant,

beautiful

girl

just as it was David's.
ried a year later.

kBra-SIette

They were mar-

More magic.
Now: about

that childhood ambition
of David's to be able to perform the feat
of levitation. It has become a larger part
of his repertoire than he ever dreamed
possible. Of course his performance is
mental rather than physical, but vast

numbers of women write to tell David
that whenever they see him on the screen,
they experience that mesmerized,
ing-through-the-air

sensation. "\ou

magical influence."
was that poor man named

have." they say,

And who

float-

"'a

Houdini.'

A
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Glamour

NEW
Have

the figure

FASHION demands!

BRA-S'LETTE,
you're beautifully feminine, bewitchingly fashionable — smooth, sleek, seductive with full bosom, teeny waist,

The minute you

couldn't I have a dress like that? Because I wasn't old enough, came the
prompt, authoritative response from my
mother. I would wear the clothes that
suited my age, she said.
It was then that I resolved to become
soignee (or whatever the word ^L•as at
the time) at the earliest possible moment. Clara and I still laugh about those
days, and I never let an opportunity slip
by to remind her that my clothes complexes are entirely her fault.
There was yet another interlude before
I began to indulge in my hking for simple clothes. While I was still a teenager
I was hurriedly dressing for an important
mother cast a critical eye my
date.
way and said, "Sit down, young lady." It

My

seemed I'd been "sewing" some of my
unmentionables with safety pins and this
was strictly against regulations. "AMiat,"
Mrs. Russell scolded, "if you were in an
accident?" The implication was that it
didn't matter whether I was fatally injured, just as long as what was underneath the outer facade was in good order.
There and then I learned to sew. Sketchily, I admit, but well enough to "lash"
things together. I learned from this that
there's a fine sense of security in knowing
is firmly in place; that my
petticoat isn't suddenly going to slip its
moorings; that a trick safety pin isn't
going to come undone suddenly, stick me

everything

and bring an unexplainable cry

my

of pain to

lips.

I've been asked whether I ever consciously tried to make the "Best Dressed

Woman"
How

—

The answer is heavens,
world would you do that?
It's quite a different thing from, say,
honestly and consciou.sly bucking for an
-Academy Award. This latter is a tangible
thing, a goal, an achievement which every
actor worth his celluloid hopes to realize.
Being "Best Dressed" is a distinction and

no.

lists.

in the
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GARTER BELT

3:
No fau/ges onywhere!
BRA-S'LETTE slims you where you
with
undreamed-of
need it, rounds you everywhere else —
comfort too. Just shape cups to lovely pointed or rounded
contours. It's all done with light, adjustable flexion boning
found only in BRA-S'LETTE. Elastic at cups for added sup•
port—lace and net trim for exquisite
allure. And BRA-S'LETTE is economical
— a 3-in-l to moke you controlled, ONLY
comfortable, super-curvaceous at one
|^ rayON SATIN

enticing hips!
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little

price
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A

cup, 32 to 36

SENT
older sister Clara (the Duchess) who was
very sleek in a beautiful white satin
gown with a red slash inset to the hip
on one side. Why, I asked plaintively,

l

slip into

I"

WHITE, NUDE, BLACK, BLUE
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WIICO

CO.,Dept.B656N', 45 East 17th St.,New York 3,N.Y
Please send me:
RAYON SATIN BRA-S'LETTE of S5.95
Size
Cup
1st Color Choice
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Size
Cup
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2nd Color Choice
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You pay postage.
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Send C.O.D.

I

will

I

I

a very flattering one, but it isn't essential
to a career or to one's happiness.
As a matter of fact, I'm surprised I've
been included on these lists through the
j-ears. Certainly it isn't because I've dis-

played great chic

in pictures,

with

all

due

apologies to the motion picture dress designers.
Until recently I've had little
opportunity to drape the designers' beautiful creations on my torso. Going as far
back as "My Sister EUeen," I've been
rather badly dressed. The clothes in
"Eileen" were hicked up a little. The pencil slim skirts were let out in the wrong
places and the suit jackets were just ever
so slightly wrong. I was not gowned in
the Hollywood tradition for either "Sister
Kenny" or "Mourning Becomes Electra."
In "Velvet Touch" my clothes were
flashy. Finally. I got dressed up for "Tell
It To The Judge" and "Woman Of Distinction" and was I happy!
I've also been asked to give out with
a formula for maintaining a wardrobe at
its peak of chic and to give my views on
what the best dressed woman should
wear. So here goes.
I enjoy clothes and they do much for
my morale. But they're really only a
symbol, a part of your personality. \^Tien
they possess you, instead of the re\"erse,
that can be disastrous. You know the
women who are tagged "clothes horses?"

They knock men dead when they come
into a room. .\nd, may I add, the men
usually stay dead. Man is too conscious
of his own ego to pay homage and give
dog-like devotion to a woman who gives
herself up exclusively to looking perfect.
all know women who are downright

We

(adjustable straps Included)

ugly but who are so interesting and
charming that the handsome males literally flock around, leaving the remotely
elegant clothes horse alone, to flick imaginary specks of dust from her laboriously
got-up get-up. The ugly woman may oi
may not be chic, but she possesses something call it warmth, intelligence, wit,
or magnetism, which makes the desirable
males gravitate her way.
I believe a good starting point of looking well dressed is your own individual

—

—

which you've thought
about and developed through the years.
Never mind what's la mode today. Does
If not. ignore it.
it look well on you.^
American women are independent enough
to recognize this, to take what they like
from current fashion, and discard that
which is unbecoming.
.\n outstanding example today of the
American woman's emancipation from
taste

(or style)

the short evening dress.
be worn in the evening?
How wonderful to put one on, go to cocktails, have dinner, attend the theatre; go
to a formal party or a night club and
know you are properly dressed for each
part of the evening. How wonderful to
be able to sit in a theatre without being
mashed and crushed into an unrecognizable mass of fabric: without having your
portly neighbor squeeze by and catch his
heel in the delicate hem of your skirt.
Point Two in my book is Simplicity.
You've seen the ones who bedeck themselves in everything but the tea cozy. And
sometimes I think those are the basis for
those ever-so-clever little hats. This is
what I term the "what she didn't wear
style dictates

Where

can't

is

it
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way. Instantly have a
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Get your Rollash today.
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Taking care of the
bought is as vital as
the aspidistra in the
mine on a line and I
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DRUNKENNESS
DO YOU WANT RELIEF?
Drunkenness ruins Health, Happiness. Ureak the Orinkmg Cycle

QUICKLY.
Use

.

INEXPENSIVELY!

.

ALCOREM

the amazing liquid
promote aversion
toward AT,L intoxicating
drinks. Not classed as a permanent
"cure," but it IS a recognized method
of withdrawal of alcohol. Interrupts
drinking cycle and causes many to
turn from liquor. May be taken in SECRET. A few drops
of this wonderful ALCOREM eliminates desire for more
alcohoL GUARANTEED Pure and Effective. Aversion
that

,

intends to

(dislike)

recofinized by Medical Authority.
AT.>COREM comes ready to use simple instructions included— NO BOOKS TO READ— need not cause excessive time out from worker social duties. One happy

treatment

is

—

ALCOREM user writes: "PLEASE SEND ME MORE
WONDERFUL ALCOREM AT ONCE FOR A FRIEND
WHO IS A HEAVY DRINKER. BOUGHT FROM
YOU BEFORE AND HAD WONDERFUL RESULTS."
I

As an additional help we send
FREE! 21 PINKIES with order of ALCOREM
Special Formula capsules to b^lp nervous and digestive
.

.

.

system. Also FREE WEIGH' CHART. Acts as guide
in building reformed drinker to proper weight.

SEND NO MONEY— ORDER NOW
MONEY BACK. Send name

SATISFACTION OR

and

address. We rush ALCOREM, FREE PINKIES and
FREE Weight Chart. Mailed in plain wrapper. Pay postman only $4.95 and small
charge. To saveC.O.D.
charge send S4.95 with order.
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MORTON STUDIOS

Box 2430, Dept. M-lO

Hollywood 28. Calif

it's

regularly watering
living room. I air
keep the windows
open in my closets. Fresh, well-pressed
clothes, even vintage ones, stack up well
against the latest numbers. I keep my
clothes for years. I have a favorite evening dress which is actually five years old,
I get a bit sly and say it's eight.
trick I've learned is to convert
a useless wardrobe into a useful one. I've
too-short suit skirts and had
taken

although

Another

my

them made
inexpensive,

They're
extremely

into smart shorts.
different,

and

comfortable for sunning or the garden.
An item of dress which I think women
treat rather too casually is stockings.
How many times I've seen women with
large legs wearing light colored hose
which only accentuate the size of their
legs! And others with pipe stems wear
the dark shades, which make their legs
look like pipe cleaners. So far, I've resisted the impulse to give unsolicited
advice to women who could be decidedly
smart with a bit more thought.
Color can ruin or make clothes attractive. Let's face it, there are many shades
which bring out all the wrong things
about us. They conflict with our complexions, the color of our eyes, or "they're

navy, pink, or puce that becomes you,
it to advantage.
As long as I'm being such an oracle I'd
like to point out from my soap-box that
there are other things besides clothes
which add up to the total sum of being
well-dres.^ed. Posture is one. A woman
who cari-ies her.self well and with autiiorA .sliining
ity is going to be noticed.
example is my good friend. Sister Kenny.
And, as an aside, here is a woman who
has made a trademark of her hats. She's
it's

minia-

to

Port?'ait easily

wardrobe after

just plain unflatteringly ghastly. A becoming color can disgui.se the flaws in
a dress simply by diverting the eye. So if

SWEETHEART RING
Set with a romantic,
ture portrait of

she carried" school of dress. Or "now
that she's got up like a Christmas tree,
what's she going to wear New Year's
Eve?" To me, a simple frock, one perfect
jewel, a lovely handbag which is not
thrown on the bed but carried as a part
of the costume, represents the ultimate in
good taste and I think such an outfit
rates more mental whistles than all the
flounces and furbelows in the world. Suits,
tailored or dressmaker, specially designed
or ofP the peg, are the greatest asset to
most daytime wardrobes.
You can look like wliat you are or what
you aren't, depending on the clothes you
wear. A racy hat, for instance, can illustrate in a motion picture what a woman's
character is far better than a zillion hues
of dialogue. So it is in real life.
It isn't necessary to spend a fortune on
clothes. Planned buying is the thing. I
prefer to shop four times a year. Then
I don't have to bother with shopping for
another three months and I don't have to
try frantically to decide when I'm going
to carry that red purse I got off a bargain
counter last week (and it goes with noth-

use

commanding woman and her chapeaux are exactly right for her individual
style. How would she look in a small,
clo.se-fitting hat? There's no use denying
it, and I hate myself for bringing this

a big,

point up, but we tall women have an
edge over our shorter sisters for wearing

Two exceptions are when the
long and laiiky try to look short or when
the tall and lissome decide to get very
girly and rush to ruffles.
Aplomb is another handy thing to have
It can carry the well-dressed woman
through many a crisis. From my own personal experience I know this. The most
serious mishap I can recall since the case
of the errant button occurred to me at
a large cocktail party in London last
Spring when a group of us were there for
the Command Performance. To illustrate
a conversational point I made a broad,
sweeping gesture and came in contact
with a tray of cocktails being passed by
a butler. The whole works cascaded over
me like champagne on the bow of a ship
Mustering a certain
at a launching.
amount of insouciance, I swept my hair
back, brushed a few jiggers of sticky cockclothes.

from my costume and went right
on talking as if nothing more disastrous
than an earthquake had happened. The
people around me knew, but the rest of
the room remained unaware of my shame.
tails

A

serene

mind

or, if that's

not avail-

you through
ordeal. Have you

able, concentration can get

many

a difficult social
ever stood quietly at a large gathering
and watched the expressions on people's
faces when their guards are down? You
see some amazing ones, considering that
everyone is supposed to be having a jolly
There's boredom, unhappiness,
time.
blankness, shyness. It makes me wonder
why the human being exposes himself to
such misery. It pays to think about what
you're wearing on your face as well as on
your back. You can have the most expensive ensemble in the room and still
look unattractive if your face is drooping
and your eyes hold discontent.
It's fairly simple to keep a wardrobe in
good order at home. Ah, but when you

—

travel
that's a different thing. You must
learn how to pack and what to take.
trip can be agony or joy, depending on

A

how cumbersome your luggage is. A minimum amount calls for a bit of study and
planning in advance, and

how few

During the War

amazing

can serve.
when I went on numerfound that to be abso-

camp tours, I
lutely well-gi;oomed I
ous

manage

it's

articles of clothing

my own

had to learn how to

There's so little
time on a tour of that kind, so I made
myself master the intricacies of turning
a curl. I find I can always keep my
coiffure in order between trips to the
hairdresser. The standard practice of going to the beauty salon once a week has
its drawbacks. For a few days our hair
looks as it should and then it starts to
droop, and by the next appointment the
hairdo really looks sad, unless we give it
a boost.
One more admonition. Don't be afraid
of the unusual, provided you don't go
grotesque. Before my husband and I were
married, his mother told me about a gift
.she had for me. She wanted me to wear
it at our wedding. It sounded intriguing
but impractical. It was a silver helmet,
dating back to 1560, which a Viking
queen wore at her wedding. Since Freddie and I were being married at Solvang,
a little Danish .settlement north of Santa
hair.

Barbara, I felt it would be too ornate. So
I went to a library and looked up Danish
costumes. I found two wedding caps
which I thought had possibilities. One
was just wonderful but it looked a bit too
musical comedy, so I chose the simpler
one.
Later,

my

mother-in-law prewith the Viking helmet, I

when

sented me
kicked myself. It was hglit as a feather

and exquisitely simple. Furthermore, it's
becoming. I reserve it to wear on special
occasions, like the Command Performance. Of course I haven't always been
lucky enough to find something of this
sort, but there are loads of unusual accessories which are effective and not

one has the time, the imaginaflair for finding them.
It's not so much what you wear but
how and where you wear it!
eccentric
tion,

if

and the
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FREE 10
r—
TESTED SALES,

I

guessing and doesn't
wear her emotions on her sleeve. I've
seen this happen to some of my friends.
"Don't let him know you think he's
your knight in shining armor and don't
let

I

Color

11

I

I

.

.

into a debate.
"It's stimulating

irritating

my money

back.

molding
ture on

light
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he's

at

least

And once a girl's camwho is to stop her from
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TWO-SKIRT SUIT
for only ^^22
Postage
Paid

Here's the way to be Iwice as smart in your new Spring
for this
outfit and twice as thrifty at the same time!
skirts
suit of popular rayon gabardine has
one
to match the modish jacket, the other, its contrasting
trim. And just see how different the two combinations
appear
you practically have two suits for less than
you probably had expected to spend for one!
.

.

TWO

.

.

.

.

.

.

Contrasting trim and buttons "by twos" give the
unlined jacket unusual style-interest. Both skirts have
side slits and zip plackets.

COLORS: Gray-and-green, Navy blue-and-gray, or
Gfeen-and-beige. Misses' sizes: 12, 14, 16, 18, 20; women's
sizes: 36, 38, 40, 42, 44.

WE PAY THE POSTAGE
When

the postman delivers your suit pay him S6.98
plus 25c C.O.D. fee. If you wish to send a Money Order
for $6.98 along with the coupon you save the 25c C.O.D.
charge. If you are not completely satisfied, return it at

foreground."
Arlene had a chance to practice this
last suggestion while making her latest

our expense and your money will be promptly refunded.
Order this stunning two-slcirt suit today and we will
send you our free catalog of more than 700 bargains in men's,
women's and children's wear, and real buys for your home.

MGM film, "Watch The Birdie."

MAIL

^

RAYON GABARDINE

okay to disagree as long as you
keep it on the fun side. It's diplomatic
always to put your sense of humor in the
It's

She co-

Red

Skelton in it and everyone knows on Red's sets you have to be
prepared for all sorts of clowning.
Skelton heard someone tell Arlene that
stars with

in-

supports
and cups youi'

lifts,

Name

.

and,

changing HIS mind?"
"Don't carry this debating business too
far.

fea-

side of bra

I

I

e are so
can be helped
Special patent
pending bust

.

what's more,
you've made some sort of an impression.
Even if at first he thinks of you in a
thinking of you.
paign has started

return merchandise for

How Many

City,

up like neon when he
Be a httle nonchalant
and he'll come run-

"But," we pointed out, "how about the
girl who is average lodking, but not outstanding enough to rate a second look?
Just how does she wangle her way into
a man's heart?"
"I think she too can follow the same
advice of not pleasing him too much, but
with a little different approach. If you
make absolutely no impression, then why
not talk about this or that until you find
a subject he's particularly interested in.
Take the opposite view from his and get

slightly

296

light

suggests a date.
... a trifle aloof
ning."

1

MR-68BI0
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3n on delivery $2.49 plus postage. If not
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View
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Feature in Bra
does

Which

Lex "Tarzan" Barker wanted to talk to
her on the set telephone. From that pinpoint he was off. "I don't know how he
found out, but everytime Lex called. Red
was on the phone before I could get to it.
He chatted to Lex about everything from
tree swinging to French bathing suits."
Arlene didn't let Red's clowning get the
best of her. In fact, with the aid of her

I
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hairdresser and a propman she was able
to top the nimble-tongued Skelton in the

TODAY

cd!ife

gag department.

"When Lex came
set, I

him

comes to

grips with

the

problem

'

vital

mercy deaths"

DID KILL
MY FATHER?
I

— asks a woman who tells how her father died. If you or someone you love
were hopelessly stricken, and suffering, would you want life prolonged,
or should death come as blessed relief?
A noted counselor writes in

LITE TODAY that the extremists
who sponsor euthanasia (mercy-killing) and who oppose it fail to realize
that the real problem is between those
extremes, and has no "name." You
may never be faced with the question
of ENDING a loved-one's life, or

your own, but you
cide whether or not

may have
it

to de-

should be bru-

tally prolonged.
This, and twenty-seven other interesting, inspiring and helpful articles
for better living are in the October
Magazine.
issue of Life

TODAY

Don't Miss the October Issue

TODAY
MAGAZINE
On

All

to visit

me

on the

my hairdresser quickly escort
my portable dressing room. As

had

to

soon as I was finished before the camera,
I had the propman bring out a chair
with the name "Tarzan" painted on it
and a palm tree nailed to the back that
towered five feet into the air. Then, when
Red and the crew turned around they
were greeted by Lex sitting nonchalantly
before them. They laughed so hard, they
didn't have time to tease me."
We were a little startled when Arlene
gave us her opinions on going steady.
"I don't," she announced softly, but
firmly, "think any girl should go steady
until she's engaged. It seems to be the
accepted thing among teenagers to go
'steady.' They are paired of? with the
same fellow through school and frequently marry the boy after graduation. Sometimes this works out wonderfully, while
other times something like this happens.
after the marriage, the girl begins
to discover there are many different types
of males that she had not known about.
I maintain if you go out with more than
then you have more of
just one fellow
a basis for comparison.
.

.

.

—

"Can

you

truthfully

yourself
he's the only

tell

you've found 'the' man, if
one you've ever dated?
"I'm old-fashioned I'd like one marriage and that one to last. I think by not
rushing to the minister with your first
date you have a much greater chance for
a lasting marriage. If you have dated
several fellows then you have an opportunity for comparison.
"Going steady offers another drawback. If you and the boy quarrel and
decide to go your separate ways, you'll
have a hard time getting out from under
the tag of 'his' girl. It will take time
before any other boy asks you for a date
because he'll think you'll probably be
going back to your stead j' and he doesn't
wish to interfere in a lovers' quarrel.
"The only means of comparison is to
get out and meet a variety of people.
That's where going to parties or hostess-

—

them yourself comes in."
Each year Arlene gives a party

just

She invites all of her
friends to an open house at
her apartment. The guests in turn bring
one guest. This way there's never just
one set group but a variety of people to
before Christmas.

and new

meet and chat with.
Since she is of Norwegian descent, Arlene always has smorgasbord and other
tempting Scandinavian foods that line the
buffet.

"Don't think you have to have a huge
house to give a party," warns Arlene.
LIFE

"My

TODAY

444 Madison Ave.,

New York
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LIFE
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for
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the next six issues of
which I enclose one

dollar.
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City
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Zone.

.

.

State

ever since. She also was introduced to
Lex Barker at a holiday party.
"The thing that scuttles many girls'

romantic chances is once they've dated
a boy of their liking they're afraid of losing him. This attitude is fatal. They
agree too readily
become jelly fish
in his hands
and generally become
a doormat in their eagerness to retain
.

.

his interest

and

.

.

.

.

affection.

girl, who wasn't an athwear herself out trying to keep
up with her outdoor Romeo. I think if
you're not good at a sport or game,
there's nothing wrong with admitting you
don't know how to do it.

"I once saw a

lete at all,

"One

of

the

scenes
me to

in

'Watch The

man

a two-masted schooner just hke an old salt. I didn't
have the least idea how so I asked for
Birdie' called for

After some instruction, I learned
lot of fun. I also acquired
boating.

help.

how and had a
a new hobby

—

"Admitting you can't do something
isn't any reflection on your intelligence
for, given an opportunity to learn, you
could do it as well as the next person.
"Also if a girl loses her self-confidence,
she might just as well give up. I remember once in Washburn High School, in
my native Minnesota, I had a crush on
the valedictorian. He was so smart and
although I was an honor student, I got
tongue-tied before him. I was afraid I'd
say the wrong thing.
.

ing

old

Charles Boyer, who returns to the screen in
"The First Legion," at the Brown Derby.

cousin and I share an apartment
and by careful manipulation we've had
as many as 35 guests at one time. It's
best to have open house. This way the
guests don't all come and leave at the
same hour and you have more of a chance
to see everyone."
It was at one of these parties of Arlene's that a studio friend brought writerproducer. Bob Thomsen, along. He and
Arlene met and have been good friends

"If

boy

you don't talk and act natural, the

it.
If he thinks you've
gone overboard for him, then it's bad.
Always leave a little doubt as to whether
he's your extra special favorite."
Arlene firmly believes the man should
be the breadwinner in the family.

will notice

"There's nothing wrong with two caone family as long as things go
smoothly. But the minute friction starts
as a result of the dual professions, then
it is up to the woman to give up her posireers in

tion.

"And," said Arlene her eyes shining,
"there's just one more thing I must add.
If you ever hear a man say he's a womanhater, you might as well realize he'd be
the very easiest catch. Remember, the
emotional line of demarcation between

love and hate is very small."
From our chat with Arlene, we'd summarize the boy wins girl and vice-versa
issue like this

.

.

him be too sure

don't let

least as far as you're

of himself

concerned

.

.

try and remake yourself to his specificaand
tions and become a doormat
above all, be yourself at all times.
.

.

Don't be too anxious for a date

A Young

Lady

.

.

.

Who

—at

don't

.

Is

.
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.
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Headed For Fame

Continued from page 47

SAME
a doting mother who would be
the last to admit that she secretly feared

spoiled

by

Mary's new

lier

financial

independence

that young lady's earning capacity being
in the neighborhood of a fast thirty dollars a week.

Debra's mother has no worry on this
though her daughter's take-home
pay is considerably more. She exclaims
right in the young lady's presence that
anyone who gets a head too big to fit
comfortably into a misses' size sports hat
and not
will leave home immediately
score,

—

own volition
own steam.

entirely of her
ily

under her

or necessar-

realize that mother isn't
talking to improve her diction or to increase her vocabulary and her talented
daughter would be the last to put her to
the veracity test. However, since Debra
is wholly sweet and rather shy, there is
no need to apply the legendary spared

Somehow you

rod.

Debra had won a bout with French
verbs as we arrived and was preparing to
return a hat to a Fifth Avenue shop.
Nine lids had preceded it on the return
trip, for IMr. Hathaway could not be
suited. The director, you see. selects a
starlet's wardrobe. He had already okayed
a California coat which he instructed
Debra to wear on the trip East so as to
give it the beat up look which stenogs'
clothes acquire after a single trip on the
crowded subway.
Debra's mother, who is jolly and smart
and a former thespian herself, presided
over the interview, which seemed to relieve and please the girl. She said that
her gifted child had always wanted to be
an actress, but had been advised to take
it easy and to consider the hard work
and disappointments which the precarious profession entailed. Debra promptly
went into a serious huddle with herself
and came up with the .same resolve. So
at the ripe old age of eleven, she began.

—

She was put into the hands of Queenie
Smith of the Theatre Guild and her first
footlights appearance was in "The Merry
Wives Of Windsor," with Charles Coburn.
She learned a lot of great value, among
the more difficult of the lessons being
that the talent of listening is a real art

which must be cultivated.
"If you listen attentively to the player

who

speaking to you," Debra remarked,
for then you naturally register reaction. There is nothing
forced about it. I discovered early that
many young players think only of the
lines they themselves are to say in
dialogue and so don't project the feeling
that goes on behind them. In other
words, they give the answer without
is

"you can't go wrong,

actually hearing the question."
And so, when you see her portrayal of
the Indian maiden in "Broken Arrow,"
you will recognize the reason for the
maturity of her performance. She listens
and thinks before she speaks and when
she speaks every word "rings true."
Debra's entrance into the movies might
well be termed a happy accident. Her
older sister was slated for a test at 20th

Century-Fox and Debra went along
ally for the ride.

When

SIMPLE

WAY
THE

liter-

the astute test

STARS

saw her sitting quietly and unobtrusively on the sidelines, he definitely
liked what he saw and tested her, too.
She proved to be future movie material,
but since she was only fourteen, her test
was merely filed. This had an effect similiar to a body blow on the ambitious
youngster, who was sure it would be
labeled File and Forget. So many tests
have been pigeon-holed because of a long
director

USE

TO
Reduce!

time lapse, she figured. In this case, her
logic was strong, but wrong.
However, it was nearly two years later
that she made her film debut in a role for
which the studio had spent months testing other players, both established actresses and newcomers. It was her quiet
beauty which most lived up to the ethe-
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plays a policeman, joined

can never be

over
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now

thrilling and fun," she says,
"and way downtown at Broadway and
Cedar Street, where we made 'Fourteen
Hours' scenes, was truly exciting. Paul

it
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enthusiastic, of course. She's vitally interested in practically everytliing. Whije
in New York, she found time to do the
things most players are publicized as doing, but often don't get around to on
riding the
their first trip to the big city

"It

Virgin

with a

Paget was instant. They are giving her
a build-up comparable to that which
Jeanne Crain received two years ago.
She

or as

is

20th Century-Fox has never been accused of being slow on the uptake and
recognition of what they had in Debra

in her stride.

diets

little

your reducing salon, gym instructor or
beauty masseur advises. In place of a
bulky expensive steam cabinet, we now

required in the "House Of
Strangers" script that spoke volumes for
her. And so, Debra was cast opposite
the picture's star. Richard Conte. which
casting position started her practically at
the top of the movie ladder.

it all
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of a movie actress, you see, is no child's
play, and when it's the work of a child
actress, there's little time for play at all.
However, Debra hails from a theatrical
family so acting is in her blood and that
of her two sisters and young brother.
They all are embarking on careers and

even the very youngest, who will be two
one of these days, can dance and hum
tunes. They all have studied Russian
ballet and voice and anything else that
can help them along the highway to success in their chosen profession.
They live in an apartment in Beverly
Hills and haven't even thought of owning a mansion, complete with swimming
pool, even in the future.
"We'd be too busy to enjoy it anyway," said Debra philosophically. "And
we'll never miss it because our work is
fun to us. Sounds silly and maybe even
priggish, but it's true."

When

"Fourteen Hours"

—

is

completed,

the three musketeers Debra, her mother
and tutor will journey to Honolulu
where she will star in "Bird Of Para-

—

which every actress
it has become a
truly great star. She is anxious to tackle
this colorful, dramatic part and our guess
dise," in a role in

who

has ever portrayed

that she will give it a sparkling interpretation for, though she is young in
years, she possesses the quality of the
seasoned trouper. Jeff Chandler, so thoroughly satisfying as the Indian chief in
"Broken Arrow," will also appear with
her in "Bird Of Paradise." Debra thinks
he's a wonderful player. She thinks Jimmy Stewart is a wonderful player. She
thinks Paul Douglas is a wonderful
player.
"Who," we asked kiddingly, "isn't a
is

wonderful player.?"

"Me,"

giggled the wonderful player.

Y.
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by pert Vera-Ellen and Arlene
Dahl, the picture zips along its merry
way, and there's an extra kick to the
way Red shines in his new type role.
assists
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Esther Williams

WHY
should there be

ANY
Movie

tickets?

UNUSUAL,

off-the-beaten-track

de-

tective mystery starring Dana Andrews and Gene Tierney. Sent to find
the Number One suspect in a murder.
Detective Andrews accidently kills the
man wanted for questioning. Having
the reputation for u.sing his fists, and
having been warned repeatedly by his

excessive brutality, Andrews attempts to cover up the killing.
To a certain point he's successful but
when the death is discovered and the

blame
68

The Flame And The Arrow

20lh Century-Fox

superiors

tax on

grade A mystery entertainment with the
accent on a truly different detective.

Where The Sidewalk Ends

We
No

Andrews attempts to clear up singlehanded the mess he's made of the original murder investigation. Fast-moving,

is

for

placed on Miss Tierney 's father.

(Technicolor)

Warner Brothers

RIP-SNORTIN',

swashbuckling film
where Burt Lancaster comes as close to being a study in
perpetual motion as any previous hero
who has worked for an oppressed people.
set in ancient Italy

Burt's acrobatic training certainly stands
him in good stead what with swinging
from tree to tree, climbing up castle walls
and leaping down flights of stairs. As an
acrobat, he gains entrance to the castle
where his young son is being held by the

noblewoman

ruthless district ruler. Even
Virginia Mayo gets thrown

Station police, headed by Detective
Lieutenant William Holden, are called
into the case. Working with Inspector
Barry Fitzgerald, and given unwanted

around some
Like most wom-

when Burt captures her.
she winds up loving

that type of
treatment. Proof of which lies in the
fact that she helps Burt get back his son
and to overpower the villains.
en,

by Nancy Olson, Holden tries
desperately to track down the kidnappers before the girl is slain.
Tough,
hard-bitten, this packs more than its

assistance

quota of hair-raising moments and has
plenty of shrewd, deglamourized detective work.

Crisis

MGM

WHEN
and

surgeon Gary Grant
Paula Raymond, find
their South American vacation interrupted by some military strong-arm
men, the big question is: Why? Hustled
to the reigning dictator, Jose Ferrer, the
answer becomes apparent. He's suffering
from a brain tumor which will kill him
unless it's removed. Ferrer's wife, Signe
Hasso, insists that Grant operate. Kept
virtually a prisoner until the operation is
performed. Grant develops an intense
dislike for Ferrer, a feeling duplicated
far more violently by the country's
revolutionary forces. They take Grant's
wife as hostage with her death as penalty
Engrossing
for a successful operation.
drama with several scenes emphatically
not for the squeamish.
brain

his wife,

Madeleine

U n iversal-ln ternational

ga-ga over one another.
another fight promoter
trying to get Ricardo to cancel his contract with Lionel and sign up with him.
As if that isn't enough, reporter Dick
Powell, Ricardo's pal, has a bad case
over June. All is stirred up violently
when Ricardo, who suffers from a persecution complex, finds out his fighting
days are numbered because of a hand
injury. It's a slick version of the fight
game, and gay, charming newspaper
slightly

there's

Who gets June?
wouldn't yah like to know.

Well,

characters.

Union Station

Powers, Warner Anderson and Dick
Wesson. It's through them that you get
an extraordinary account of what might
possibly happen if and when such an
expedition becomes reality. Based on
.scientific fact, this also is an excellent
primer on outer space physics. Furthermore, it's one form of larnin' no one will
mind.

MGM
promoter Lionel Barrymore
has trouble unlimited with boxer
Ricardo Montalban. First off, Ricardo
and Lionel's daughter, June Allyson,
Then,

Tom

R'lqM Cross

FIGHT

are

propelled rocket is quite an experience.
Aboard are four men: John Archer,

.

.

BORN
Todd
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Ivan Desny.

her Victorian parents would
never accept Desny, Ann proposes, after
frequent secret meetings, that they elope.
Desny not only turns thumbs down on
the idea, but threatens to show papa
the packet of lusty letters she had written him. Fortunately, he soon dies of
arsenic poisoning. Not so fortunate, Ann
goes to trial for his murder, and even
less fortunate is the moviegoer who has
to decide for himself: Is Ann Guilty or
Not Guilty?

Moon
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Knowing
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SKINNY GIRLS!

known voices as Arthur Godfrey, H. V.
Kaltenborn and Quentin Reynolds, this
not just a succession of newsreel
gleanings. It takes definite form and
is

meaning by showing, through this country's past mistakes and fumblings, how
we must continually maintain our right
Intelligent rethe four freedoms.
views of the past are always sober,
steadying influences something which
every American would do well to re-

to

—

member.

.

Destination Murder

has

such a short
time too."

Audrey
Natusch

(New York
Fashion

Model)

GUN-CRAZY

MITCHUM

takes more than just a medical interest in Faith Domergue after she is
brought to the hospital following a suicide attempt. Healthy again. Faith pursues him, until he's snared. She even
gets him to believe he killed her husband, Claude Rains, and that they had
best not tell police. Together, they flee
for Mexico, but before they are smuggled across the border, Faith goes into a
psychiatric
wing-ding,
revealing
all.

Shuddering at

his

narrow escape, Mit-

chum limps back to ever-understanding
Maureen O'Sullivan, the nurse whom he

ADD

RKO

Lives

RKO
ROBERT

DOCTOR
"Adwate

Low-budgeted offerhimself.
ing that has some good sleuthing, and
Adele Jergens as a burlesque queen, but
aside
from that, it's nothin', boy,
nothin'.
Talman,

.

.

Where Danger

done wonders
for me
in

liam Talman, thinks maybe he can outsmart the police. He and his four henchmen get the loot all right, but one by one
the boys aren't around to cash in on the
spoils, thanks to the police and greedy

Stanley Clements is
only too delighted to bump off one
of the city's leading citizens.
Joyce
MacKenzie, the slain man's daughter,
catches a glimpse of Stanley's back, and
is
determined that her father will be
avenged. She runs into Stanley at police
headquarters and starts dating him to
get information. Then, she gets a job
in a nightclub for which Albert Dekker
is the front-man, and falls in love with
the club's manager, Hurd Hatfield, the
real boss who engineered the murder.
So amateurishly done, it seems a shame
to waste even the small amount of
money allotted for production.

forsook for Faith.

What Hollywood

Eye Witness
Eagle-Lion

Is

AMERICAN

lawyer Robert Montgomery undertakes to vindicate his
wartime English buddy from a murder

Montgomery

it was a
and from what
his buddy tells him, there was a witness
to prove it. The catch is. what woman
will admit she was in a man's bedroom
the night he was slain? It's disconcerting

charge.

matter of
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Montgomery when he uncovprs evidence that points to Patricia Wayne
a nifty dish of tea. Anyhow, truth does
out, and all that wizard sort of thing,
to

—

but, tell me
for this
to go to England.''!

other essential properties that just seem to cling
and add pounds to your figure. Develops your
appetite and you enjoy the taste of food.

Montgomery had
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THE

day

after his death, dashing mil-

lionaire Emlyn Williams has his attorney give letters to his three friends.
Briefly, the letters state that he had
been carrying on torrid romances with
each of their wives. Not exactly ideal
mates themselves, the injured husbands
demand explanations from their wives,
and via the expedient of flashback, you
learn just what Williams meant to each
of the women.
It's a broad comedy,
sometimes good and sometimes bad, with
Eve Arden, Billie Burke, Vanes.sa
Brown, Rulh Warrick, Sheppard Strudwick and Howard Da Silva.

York, N.Y.

Gentlemen

Zone.

.

State

of

Talking About

Continued from page 17
Arlene Dahl was pretty excited over the
invitation she received from the French

Government

on a for free
the swank resorts and
tourist traps. The only thing the French
want in return is for her to pose for travel
posters. Florence Marly has a similar bid
from the Japanese government. Both gals
didn't
accepted the offers, and if
find anything for the Dahl baby to do
after she finished "Watch The Birdie" with
Red Skelton, she should be in La Belle
trip

to

to be its guest

Paris,

all

MGM

France right now.
*

Three Husbands

NOW

START LIVING RIGHT

believes

.self-defense,

Armored Car Robbery

(3

RKO
a lot of work to thinking
up a plan whereby a heist can be
pulled on an armored car, and everyone
knows the final score is far from worth
the effort. However, criminal mind Wil-

*

*

Lundigan, on location in Georgia
for "I'd Climb The Highest Mountain,"
kinda got himself in a trap. Seems the
company lived in motels and got to cookBill

ing their own food. Bill couldn't resist
writing his wife Rita and bragging about
it. This the little woman has to see when
he- gets back and she's planning to make
him give her a daily demonstration of
his

newly acquired

skill.

*

That

six-foot-four

*

*

hunk

of

male mag-

netism., Jeff Chandler, has a very different kind of fan club, its membership con-

sisting of the secretaries

tury-Fox

lot.

on the 20th Cen-

They organized the club

before they'd seen either of his -pictures,

"Broken Arrow" and "Two Flags West."
Looking at Jeff wandering around the
studio lot was enough for these gals, who
a potential star when they see one.
Cornel Wilde, and Joseph Cotten
had quite a lot of fun with the huge tents
which were their homes while on location
for "Two Flags West" near Santa Fe,
New Mexico. Seems the tents were on
the luxurious side, complete with hot and

know
Jeff,
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and the boys competed with one another to see which tent
was the most distinctive. Cornel painted
viurals of the New Mexican scenery and
Joe Gotten, who is mad for clowns, painted dozens of them on the walls of his
cold running Indians

WHERE TO BUY

tepee.
*

THE FABULOUS

FAKE FURS
(Shown on pages
48 and 49)
LORD and TAYLOR
New York, N.Y.

Ann Blyth

*

4f

more than she
chew when she became honorary
mayor of Toluca. Seems all the stray cats
and dogs of the community found their
way to her backyard, to the point where
bit off a little

could

had a miniature animal shelter at
home. But what tore it was when one of
the citizens brought her a stray pony to
bed and board until the owner was found.
Ann's aunt and uncle put their foot down
and the entire menagerie was moved to
the official animal shelter. Annie's planning a trip to Ireland after she finishes
"Katie" at U-I. She wants to visit Dublin,

where her mother was born.
*

*

*

Stevens is co-starred with Ann
"Katie" and he painted the portrait
of her which appears in the picture.
Mark used to be a commercial artist and
his portrait is so good that Ann conned
the studio out of it. This may be a local
joke, but if there's anyone in the country who hasn't heard of Los Angeles' fain

Los Angeles, Calif.

BURDINES
Miami,

Fla.

WANAMAKER
Philadelphia, Pa.

CAPWELL

mous smog

I'd like to meet 'em. There's
a guy working in "Katie" named Samuel
Smogg. He took the inevitable kidding
from the company with good grace he's

—

Oakland, Calif.

used to

JOSEPH

MACNIN

San Francisco,

Calif.

MEIER and FRANK
Portland, Ore.

BEST APPARELS
Seattle, Wash.

JOHN BROWN
Oklahoma

City, Okla.

BON MARCHE
Sacramento,

Calif.

GIDDINGS
Cincinnati, Ohio

LASALLE and KOCH
Toledo, Ohio

THE FASHION
Houston, Tex.

STIX, BAER and FULLER
St.

Louis,

Mo.

THE CRESCENT
Spokane, Wash.

Dallas, Tex.

*

lywood, but

Frankie Sinatra paid a visit to
Hollywood he didn't have any dates, but
spent much of his time with Cleatus

C al dwell and

songwriter

Jimmy van

Heusen

at their favorite hangout, the
Deauville. Frankie made no bones about
the fact that from now on his headquarters would be in New York and Europe.
Hollywood, or so it seems, is definitely
off his list.

*

When
er Tom

*

*

Tay Garnett and producLewis wound up their picture

director

MGM,

they tossed
"Cause For Alarm" at
quite a party for seventy-four members of
the cast and crew. Each one received a
gift of a set of monogrammed crystal
highball glasses. One member of the company who got the present was Loretta
Young, who is married to Tom Lewis.
*
*
*

Paul Douglas, who had an unbreakable
about lunching with "dames" in the
commissary at 20th Century-Fox, finally
gave over and was caught lunching with
a blonde there. The blonde, of course,
was his new bride, Jan Sterling. Paul's
got himself a big, fat part in "Fourteen
Hours." He's the cop who tries to lure
Richard Basehart off the ledge of a high
building when he's fixin' to jump. Dick
rule

operates in the smallest space ever known
to the cinema. He perches on an eightfoot balcony throughout the picture.
Confining, isn't it?
*

*

Twenty-one-year-old Pobert Wagner,
who's being hailed as a new heartthrob
by 20th Century-Fox, gets his big chance
in "Halls Of Montezuma." He's handsome, comes from a oery wealthy Bel-

it

very seldom does.
*

Practically the

*

*

same thing happened

to

Marilyn Monroe, but sort of in reverse.
Marilyn was under contract to 20th, was
dropped because she didn't know anything
about acting. Then
got interested
and gave her a part in "Asphalt Jungle,"
after which they dropped her. Now comes

MGM

—

the happy part 20th got interested in her
again, gave her a good role in "All About
Eve" and now she's set for a good long
time at her home studio.
*
*
*
It'll be some time before Ty Power
comes to Hollywood. He paused here
briefly to finish up "An American Guerrilla In The Philippines," went to New

York to rehearse for his London opening
of "Mr. Roberts" and continued his rehearsals on shipboard. Most of his time
in New York was spent at a health farm,
where the "Roberts" cast was working
out, getting muscles and tan. He shore
about the traveling-est

is

*

When

*

NEIMAN MARCUS

months of drama lessons, tested him and
he was in. This can still happen in Hol-

picture

it.

*

FRANKLIN SIMON
New York, N.Y.

the idea of becoming an actor. He'd, done

nothing about it, however, but one night
he was dining out with his family and
was spotted by Henry Willson, an agent
who is responsible for discovering young,
new talent. Henry introduced himself,
made an appointment with 20th for him.
They were so sold they financed two

she

Mark

BULLOCKS

Air family, and had been idly toying with

business.
*

*

man

in

the

*

Frank Fontaine, the new comedy

sensation of Hollywood, got time off between "Stella" and "Call
Mister," in

Me

which he'll appear with Dan Dailey and
Betty Grable, to go back to Medford,
Massachusetts, and pick up his family of
one wife and seven children. With that
kind of a family, Mr. F. realized he'd
have to buy a place to live in, so he did
it the right way and found himself a
ranch with plenty of room for his brood
to run wild. His oldest child is twelve.
When he and Betty Grable were discussing their respective homes Betty remarked that none of her furniture had
been put in the house yet. Said Betty,
"All there is so far in the house is me."
To which Mr. Fontaine cracked, "With
you in the house who needs anything
else."

*

*

*

Romanoff's was jumpin' the day we had
lunch with the Bob O'Donnells he's that
dynamo from Texas who operates the Interstate Theatre Circuit and the big gun
of the National Variety Clubs. Others in
the bunch: femme producers Harriet Parsons, Joan Harrison, and Mrs. Peter Rathvon, male producer Paul Short, Ann Miller, Ann Rutherford, Lisa Ferraday with
restaurateur Jay de Laval, and Humphrey
Bogart, who took a day off from his favorite hangout, the Balboa Bay Club, where
he and his Betty park their boat. We saw
Glenn Ford outside Prince Mike's, getting
that cute puss of his tanned by driving
around Beverly Hills in an open con-

—

vertible.

»

Preview

much

stuff:

*

a kick
"Treasure Island" as

as

of

*

Bobby

Driscoll getting
of watching

out
if

he hadn't been
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taxing massage.
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the star of this wonderful picture. Lizabeth Scott was also in the preview audience and looked as if she were having
quite a time herself. Esther Williams and
Ben Gage took in the preview of "Duchess

Of Idaho" and Esther must have

We

went with Richard
of stars.
I'oote to a showing of "Sideshow" in
which he has a big part. This time Dick

was able

—

watch the picture at the
first preview he was completely unconscious from excitement.
to

*

Another spot

*

is

*

that's catching on icith
new theatre, The

the novel
Players Ring, nhich

celebs

is

operated by a

of ambitious actors. One night in
audience jor "Androcles And The

bunch
the

Lion" were Shelley Winters jvith two
beaux, the Ricardo Montalbans, Ann
Blyth with Dick Clayton. Roddy MacDowall and Amanda Blake, two of the
Marx Brothers Groucho and Harpo,
Geary Steffen and Jane Powell, Marshall
and Barbara Thompson, cute Elizabeth
Patterson, Betty Lynn and Dick Long.

—

This theatre is particidarly attractive to
the younger bunch in pictures who are
mad to do some work on the stage.
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tells
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most

like

—

but also aids in the relief of those
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nerves that can be helped by massage!
The Spot Reducer is handsomely made of
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weight aluminum and rubber and
a beautiful invention you will be
thankful you own.
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Blues" and "Some Days There Just Ain't
No Fish" by Hoagy Carmichael and Four
Hits And A Miss for Decca
Tony
Martin's "La Vie En Rose" and "Tonight" for Victor
Frank Sinatra's
"Goodnight Irene" and "My Blue Heaven" for Columbia
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Remember" by Larry Green for Victor
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for

from
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Simple Melody" and "Sam's Song" for
Decca
Doris Day's "Darn That
Dream" and "I've Forgotten You" for
Columbia
.\1 Goodman's "Annie Get
.
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Your Gun" album

for Victor

.

.

.
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"If I Had A Magic Carpet" and "They
Can't Take That Away From Me" for
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Frankie Laine and Patti Page
singing "I Love You For That" and "If
I W^ere You Baby" for Mercury

for

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

MGM
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for Victor
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felt

quite happy, hearing the audience's reaction. Dennis Morgan probably felt the
same way at the preview of "Pretty Baby," which was attended by an unusual

number
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—

BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA,
Dept. SU-10,

Garden

City,

New

Yoric
IN

is a sensaliit
rif/lit
now sit $3 a
copy!
It describes an unnatural
attacliment between a half-brother
and two half-sisters
an attachment which brought intrigue and
misery to a most uniit^nal household.
This Is the startling novel
you may have as your first Club
Selection nl HALF ihe publis'her'e
regular rctnil price!

i.iiing

story

tional

—

of THESE
Best-Sellers:

OR. Take One

THE STUBBORN HEART,
Frank Slaughter, author of
Dark Garden.

In

by

A

THE QUEEN BEE,
Web
LORD JOHNNIE,

Lee, author of

White

THE

DAPHNE

By

DU MAURIER
Tiiis

how much

PRINTED
1

"Ihe
Parasites"

—

!

Big

Best-Seller-~

for $3.00

ume

ONE DOLLAR

You ALSO Get This
Smash-Hif

pay only the

of America.
Most
amazing, you will be asked to pay
only
for this vol-

Book League

free

74

•

select each

at retail

Club's bargain price of $1.49, plus
few cents for shipping a saving
of up to $1.50! Just think of the
great savings you'll make on the
twelve books you take during the

be sent to you immediately, to introduce you to membership in the

famous

City

„

"*

pro-

NEW GIINT DICTIOIItRr:
Your Savings Are Tremendous!

WEBSTER'S NEW UN-

Sellers! Thereafter, you will

y

Address

spells,

It

etc.

etc.

nounces, defines, and traces the origin

$1.00!

Mail WITHOVT MONEY TO
BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA
Dept. Su.IO, Garden City.

professions,

arts,

art,

SEND NO MONEY! PAY POSTMAN NOTHING

YOU TO

WtBSUR'S UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY for Only

marvels,
works of

Actually a DOZEN Volumes in One!
This massive Work opens up for you
a whole world of latest facts about
famous people, events, places, sciences,

;

U. S. A.

by Eilna
of Days.
by Leslie T.

— a dashing adventure novel.

BY THE~CUNE6~PRESS, INC.

Gorgeous Dresses
for You i¥fffio(ft

*23?-° IN

AND OPPORTUNITY TO EARN UP TO
IN

A WEEK

EASY DELIGHTFUL SPARE TIME VISITING!
a simply wonderful idea, and thousands of
to coast are raving about
this amazingly easy plan to get their own dresses
It's

happy women from coast

WITHOUT PAYING EVEN ONE PENNY!
how simple it
We send you ABSOLUTELY FREE the famous presentation of more

Just look

is.

than 100 latest dress styles, shown in full color,
SAVING
and offered at LOW,

MONEY

PRICES. You show them

to friends, neighbors, fellow workers and members of your
family
send in as few as 3 orders
and presto
you select a dress for yourself,
.

.

.

.

.

your own

.

.

.

.

fabric,

style,

and

and

size,

it's

yours, without paying even one penny! You
can get dress after dress to complete your
whole wardrobe this delightfully easy way,
and be doing your friends a big favor, by
bringing them the very latest fashions at
astonishing low prices. Yes ... all gorgeous,
fine quality fabrics ... all sizes, juniors,
regular sizes, half sizes, misses, and even stouts
and not only dresses, but also lingerie, hosiery,
suits, children's wear, etc. You don't need any experience, and you can do all this in your spare time.
Mail coupon at once for
Sample Outfit.
.

.

.

FREE

SATIN DOT
NAILHEADS
in a

Imagine! Up to $23 in a Weeit for Your Spare Time!
And here's more great news If you prefer, you can make
good money on the orders you take actually up to
$23.00 in a single week because famous Harford Frocks
are so exclusive, so well made, so utterly charming, and
such wonderful values, that dozens and dozens of women
who see them will give you their orders. Yes, when you
rush the coupon below, with your name, address, and
dress size you are entering on an exciting adventure that
will be fun, too
dresses of your own without cost
money of your own for all the things you'd like to have.
No matter where you live or your age, rush coupon
now. Send no money. Everything you need to start
at once will be rushed to you absolutely free.

gay and saucy Iwo-

!

piecer. Nail

Jacket

These are
"lovelies"

just
in

three

of

Head

Faille

more than

100

the Harford Frocks Presentation.

.

Mail

Coupon

—

—

Faille Skirt

Now

.

.

Send No Money— Everything Free!

...Everything

Just send name, address, and dress size on coupon below
to bring this style presentation that starts you on the
path to spare time cash and your personal wardrobe of

You've never seen such an elaborate, costly presentati
of dresses, and it's all yours—
just for sending this coupon. You'll see a complete
collection of gorgeous styles, showing full real colors and
rayons, nylons,
offered in every kind of quality fabric
cottons, woolens, crepes
guaranteed to fit and to wear
and launder and at prices so low everyone who orders
saves money You don't pay one penny now or ever for
this wonderful presentation. Hurry! Rush this coupon
and it will be on the way to you ABSOLUTELY FREE.

*

ABSOLUTELY FREE

—

—

—

—

dresses without one

penny

DEPT. C.337, CINCINNATI 25,

Mail coupon

I

Harford Frocks,

'

RUSH ABSOLUTELY FREE the complete Harford

Inc.,

NOW

Dept.C-337,Cincinnati 25, Ohio
Frocks Style

Presentation so con start quickly making money in spare
time, and getting personal dresses without paying one
I

cent for them.
I

Name

HARFORD FROCKS,

cost.

,

Address

Inc*

OHIO

State.....

City....
Dress- Size..^

.

^.

>

. .

.Age. .......

,.

I

ever lovely

.

. .

ever washable

SHIP'-SHOKE

For fun-seeking

spirits...

sunny-hued plaids that

banish workday care. Crisply tailored with free-as-air
action-back

pleats,

convertible

Fine combed gingham with a
colorfast

collars,

long

tails.

silky touch. Sanforized,

and unconditionally washable. Exclusive

plaids, sizes

30

to 40.

At good stores everywhere.

Short sleeves, smartly cuffed, double pocketed, $2.98

Long

sleeves,

SUSQUEHANNA WAIST
74

French

CO., 1350

cuffs,

real pearl links, $3.98

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

IS, N. Y.
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